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THE EEOC'S PERFORMANCE IN ENFORCING
THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
ACT

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:34 a.m., in room 628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Melcher (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Melcher, Shelby, Heinz, Pressler, Grassley,
Wilson, Chafee, Durenberger, and Simpson.

Staff present: Max Richtman, staff director; Jim Michie, chief in-
vestigator; Ron Kader, investigator; Jennifer McCarthy, profession-
al staff; Lloyd Duxbury, professional staff; Larry Atkins, minority
staff director; Laura Erbs, minority professional staff; and Kelli
Pronovost, hearing clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
I am going to read an opening statement that is a little bit

longer than I would usually make, but I believe it is important this
morning to read this statement into the record.

This is the first of 2 days of hearings on the performance of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in enforcing the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. These hearings are the result
of an investigation that began about 10 months ago when the com-
mittee began receiving alarming reports about mismanagement
within the agency.

We held the first hearing on this subject last year in September,
and what we learned was that the agency was skeptical of any re-
ports of management problems within its walls. Let me just sum-
marize on that one point.

We are told that the Commission has a great deal of trouble with
its computers, extending back for a number of years. Second, we
are told now that the Commission hasn't had sufficient money.
Third, the Chairman of the Commission believes that the Aging
Committee interfered with the Commission's mission by asking for
too much information.

I found that rather unusual. Nevertheless, I took the objections
rather seriously and reviewed with the staff several months ago
whether, for some reason, we were asking for data that was unnec-
essary.

(1)
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The answer I got from the staff was convincing to me, at least,
that what we were asking for was what we had to have and that
we weren't creating a problem intentionally. We just wanted to be
sure that the Commission was fulfilling its function and that the
management problems that had been alluded to by the Chairman
of the Commission were being handled in some way where the
problems could be resolved.

Well, one of those management problems we were looking into
were allegations that some age discrimination claims were expiring
without resolution, that is, running, or exceeding, the statute of
limitations.

When we asked EEOC about that situation in September, we
were told that the number of claims that had run the statute
might be 70. In December, that number rose to about 900. By
March, the Commission told us that the total had gone to more
than 1,200. About 1 month ago, the number suddenly jumped to
more than 5,000. Last week, we learned that the number of charges
that may have exceeded the 2- or the -3-year statute of limitations
may be as high as 7,500.

At the first hearing, EEOC officials promised to cooperate with
this committee in getting to the bottom of this problem. Unfortu-
nately, the agency time and again failed to provide this committee
with accurate and complete data on its enforcement operations.

As a result, the committee had no alternative but to subpoena
the data from the EEOC headquarters and its 48 field offices. We
did so on February 24 of this year, and the picture that the data
has painted is not very pretty.

We saw an agency that was trying to keep track of thousands of
age discrimination complaints with a multimillion dollar computer
system 10 years in the making that flat out just doesn't work.
What this agency has is a complicated, poorly designed computer
system that few people can operate and understand, and that is
indeed alarming.

It simply is not humanly possible to keep track of all of those
cases and the companies involved without an efficient, well-pro-
grammed computerized tracking system that serves not only the
headquarters but the field offices as well.

This alarming fact and others that we have discovered tell us
that those rumors of mismanagement that we were hearing last
year, sadly, are all too accurate. We know today that since the be-
ginning of 1984, the EEOC has permitted thousands of age discrimi-
nation in employment charges to exceed, or run, the 2-year and 3-
year statutes of limitations.

This effectively has denied thousands of older workers the right
to pursue their claims that they were discriminated against for the
sole reason that they were getting older.

The Vice Chairman of the Commission, Ms. Silberman, told a
House subcommittee last winter that "a management system is
only as good as the accountability that is built into it.' I don't
think anyone here would dispute that point, and that is precisely
what these next 2 days of hearings are all about, accountability.

At that same House hearing, in March of this year, Chairman
Clarence Thomas testified, "We never in our wildest imagination
thought that anybody would miss a statute of limitations." Well,
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neither did we, not until we began asking the Commission about
this problem last fall.

I don't believe anyone would disagree that there is an account-
ability problem here, especially for thousands of older Americans
who sought protection or assistance provided under the law, that
law being the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. They saw
their complaints die on the vine because they couldn't get out of an
EEOC in-box.

To restore their legal rights, I introduced the Age Discrimination
Claims Assistance Act, S. 2117, which was passed unanimously in
the Senate and House and signed into law by the President on
April 7 of this year. I am very pleased and proud that a number of
my Senate colleagues co-sponsored the bill, including Senator
Heinz, the ranking member and former chairman of this commit-
tee, and nine other members of this committee.

For those older workers who thought they had lost their day in
court, this law extends the statute of limitations for an additional
18 months and allows them a second chance to have their com-
plaint investigated and processed by the EEOC as required by law.

It also gives the Commission a second chance to do what it
should have done in the first place. To comply with this law, the
Commission has mailed notices to more than 7,500 individuals who
had filed age discrimination complaints. I am sure that my col-
leagues join me in applauding this effort.

However, the Commission cannot be certain whether everyone
whose case expired was notified of their second chance, and that is
because many of the case files and records from 1984 through 1986
have been destroyed.

Obviously, this cannot be allowed to happen again. To deny
anyone the right to seek their rights through the Commission and,
if they can't be satisfied there, their right then to go to court and
file within the district court before the time has expired-those
basic individual citizen's rights are just part of what we rely on in
this country as a protection of the overall law and the right of indi-
viduals to have their day in court.

We are not here to place blame at the feet of any individual. The
causes of this situation go much beyond just an individual or a
handful of individuals. What we face is a systemic problem. It is a
system that is in confusion and disarray and a system driven by
numbers of cases closed.

I am sure I speak for my colleagues in stating that our intention
is to work with the Commission in correcting deficiencies. We are
here to attempt to identify the problems that led to denial of rights
to so many. More importantly, we are here to find solutions to
these problems so that they don't happen again.

We begin these hearings with a group of witnesses who know
first hand how certain problems within the EEOC contributed to
the loss of rights of so many. These individuals have worked for
years within the system. Five of today's witnesses are current man-
agers and investigators for the EEOC. Our sixth witness managed
one of the EEOC regions, including eight of the Commission's dis-
trict offices, until his departure in 1987.

These witnesses are representative of the more than 2,000 per-
sonnel in the EEOC's 48 field offices. They serve on the front lines
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working to process and resolve the thousands of discrimination
charges that are filed every year. Therefore, I believe that, in many
ways, our witnesses today are best able to shed light on how and
why their agency took so long to discover that its management
system was seriously lacking in accountability.

[The prepared statement of Senator Melcher follows:]
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SENATOR JOHN MELCHER

Chairman

Senate Special Committee on Aging

June 23, 1988

Good Morning. On behalf of my colleagues on the Special

Committee on Aging, I'd like to welcome all of you to these two

days of hearings on the performance of the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission in enforcing the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act.

These hearings are the fruit of an investigation that

began 10 months ago when the committee began receiving alarming

reports about mismanagement within the agency. We held our first

hearing in September. And what we found was an agency that was

skeptical of any reports of management problems within its

walls.

one of those management problems we were looking into was
allegations that some age-discrimination claims were expiring

without resolution -- that is, running the statute of

limitations. When we asked EEOC about that situation in

September, we were told that the number of claims that had run

the statute might be 70. In December, that number rose to about

900. By March, the total had grown to more than 12-hundred.

About one month ago, the number suddenly jumped to more than 5-

thousand. And last week, we learned that the number of charges

that may have exceeded the two- and three-year statutes of

limitations may be as many as 75-hundred.
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At that first hearing, EEOC officials promised to

cooperate with this committee in getting to the bottom of this

problem. Unfortunately, the agency time and again failed to

provide this committee with accurate and complete data on its

enforcement operations. As a result, the committee had no

alternative but to subpoena the data from EEOC headquarters and

its 48 field offices. We did so on February 24 -- and the

picture that those data painted was not pretty.

We saw an agency that was trying to keep track of

thousands of age-discrimination complaints with a multi-million

dollar computer system, 10 years in the making, that flat didn't

work. What this agency has is a complicated, poorly designed

computer system that few people can operate or understand.

This is astounding to me.

It simply is not humanly possible to keep track of all of

those cases and the companies involved without an efficient,

well-programmed computerized tracking system that serves not

only the headquarters, but the field offices as well.

This alarming fact and others we have discovered tell us

that those rumors of mismanagement that we were hearing last

year, sadly, were all too accurate. We know today that, since

the beginning of 1984, the EEOC has permitted thousands of age

discrimination in employment charges to exceed, or run, the two-

year and three-year statutes of limitations. This effectively

has denied thousands of older workers the right to pursue their

claims that they were discriminated against for the sole reason

that they were getting older.

The vice chairman of the EEOC -- R. Gaull Silberman --

told a House subcommittee last winter that "A management system

is only as good as the accountability that is built into it.' I

don't think anyone here would dispute that point. And that's

precisely what these next two days of hearings are all about --

accountability.
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At that same hearing, EEOC Chairman Clarence Thomas

testified, and I quote, 'We never, in our wildest imagination,

thought that anybody would miss a statute of limitations."

Neither did this Committee. Not until we began asking the

Commission about this problem last fall.

I don't think anyone would disagree that there is an

accountability problem here. Especially those thousands of older

Americans who complied with the law, only to see their

complaints die on the vine because they couldn't get out of an

EEOC in-box.

To restore their legal rights, I introduced the 'Age

Discrimination Claims Assistance Act" -- S. 2117 -- which was

passed unanimously in the Senate and House and signed into law

by President Reagan on April 7. I am proud that a number of my

Senate colleagues cosponsored my bill, including Senator Heinz,

the ranking member of the Aging Committee, and nine other

members of this committee. But I'm most proud of what this bill

has done for those who thought they had lost their day in court

when their claims expired.

For them, this law extends the statute of limitations for

an additional 18 months. It allows them a second chance to have

their complaint investigated and processed by the EEOC as

required by law. And it gives the EEOC a second chance to do

what it should have done in the first place.

To comply with this law, the EEOC has mailed notices to

the more than 7,500 individuals who had filed age-discrimination

complaints. I'm sure that my colleagues join me in applauding

this effort. However, the Commission cannot be certain whether

everyone whose case expired was notified of their second chance.

And that's because many of the case files and records from 1984

through 1986 have been destroyed.

Obviously, this cannot, and must never, be allowed to

happen again. To deny anyone the right to seek and pursue

through the EEOC and our courts redress to age-discrimination is

to subvert the very foundation on which our legal system is

built.
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Let me say again what these hearings are all about -- and

that is accountability, as Ms. Silberman said just a few months

ago. Accountability within the EEOC as the institution charged

with enforcing our laws prohibiting age discrimination in

employment. We are not here to place blame at the feet of any

individual. The causes of this situation transcend individuals.

What we face is a systemic problem -- a system in confusion and

disarray -- a system driven by numbers of cases closed.

I am sure I speak for my colleagues in stating that our

intention is to work with the EEOC in correcting deficiencies.

We are here to attempt to identify the problems that led to

denial of rights to so many. More importantly, we are here to

find solutions to these problems so that we are never again

faced with this unfortunate situation.

We begin these hearings with a group of witnesses who know

first-hand how certain problems within the EEOC contributed to

the loss of rights of so many. These individuals have worked

for years within the system. Five of today's witnesses are

current managers and investigators for the EEOC. And the sixth

managed one of the EEOC's Regions, including eight of the

Commission's District Offices, until his departure in 1987.

These witnesses are representative of the more than 2,000

personnel in the EEOC's 48 field offices. They serve on the

front lines," working to process and resolve the thousands of

discrimination charges filed every year. Therefore, I believe

that, in many ways, our witnesses today are best able to shed

light on how and why their agency took so long to discover that

its management system was seriously lacking in accountability.

-30-
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, as you point out, about 9 months

ago, you convened a hearing to review 20 years of enforcement of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and to evaluate
EEOC's work as an enforcement agency. Today, we begin 2 days of
hearings to continue that same question. That question is, quite
simply, how well is the EEOC enforcing the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act?

There is no question in my mind that EEOC's operations are of
vital concern to older Americans. Age discrimination in employ-
ment is a widespread problem in this country. The mission of the
agency is to vigorously investigate and litigate age discrimination
charges, and that mission is the only weapon we have to protect
older workers from arbitrary punishment based solely on becoming
old.

EEOC has not always been as effective as we would have wanted
it to be in handling cases. This committee has worked with EEOC
on several occasions to improve their enforcement of the ADEA.

I can remember back in 1982, when there was a different distin-
guished chairman of the committee, only a few years after EEOC
took over enforcement of ADEA-it has only within a relatively
few years become the purview of EEOC-that this committee
issued a report criticizing EEOC for pushing for the rapid settle-
ment of age cases and not adequately investigating charges and
bringing cases to court. EEOC was then facing very serious staff
cutbacks, and the committee wanted to discourage the EEOC from
any temptation to conserve resources by further reducing its en-
forcement efforts.

The response of the agency under its current Chairman, Clarence
Thomas, was to cut back on the rapid charge processing and put
more of the agency's limited resources into investigative efforts. I
might add that there were specific recommendations by the watch
dog arm of Congress, the General Accounting Office, and there was
broad agreement both in this committee and in all the other com-
mittees that that is what should have been done.

In the last 4 years, as a result, the EEOC has indeed significantly
increased the number of charges it has investigated and brought to
court and has greatly increased the average dollar settlement per
case.

At the same time, the EEOC has had to learn to deal with Con-
gress' split personality. A good example of it is right up there on
the wall.

The authorizing committees have expected the EEOC to put
more effort into investigation and litigation without delaying proc-
essing, as we see on the right hand side. First, there are plenty of
charges coming into the agency. Second, if you are going to investi-
gate cases, that is going to be much more labor intensive.

At the same time, the number of people in the agency have been
going down. Why? For a very simple reason-the appropriating
committees of Congress have been cutting back on the money while
those of us on the authorizing side have been saying do a better job
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and do more. In fact, EEOC's fiscal year 1988 appropriation-that
is the year we are now in which ends in September, hopefully-is
$20 million below the level requested by the Administration, $20
million below the level requested by the Office of Management and
Budget. It funds, therefore, 200 fewer staff positions than the
agency had in 1980, and that is pretty well documented over there
on the right.

EEOC has, therefore, struggled within this budget to improve the
efficiency of its enforcement program by improving its budgeting
and personnel management ability, initiating badly needed train-
ing activities, and installing improved methods to manage and
track cases.

Now, the EEOC has a difficult but equally serious problem in the
handling of age cases. It has not been processing them quickly
enough to get them to court before the statute of limitations ex-
pires.

Mr. Chairman, as you have already noted-and I think we would
all agree with you-the loss of rights for older workers whose cases
were not processed quickly enough is a very serious problem, and I
understand that somewhere between 2,000 and 5,000 of the ADEA
charges filed since 1983 have indeed run the 2-year statute of limi-
tations.

Of course, Mr. Chairman, your legislation which most of us were
pleased to co-sponsor, S. 2117, will now restore the rights to those
affected workers.

Moreover, what I am interested in is why these cases were in
fact allowed to run the statute and what the EEOC has done or
will do to make sure that this cannot happen in the future. First of
all, I must say, I am concerned about the statute itself. Why have
we included in a law protecting workers from discriminatory prac-
tices a provision that eliminates those workers' rights if a Federal
agency fails to act quickly enough? Two years is not a lot of time if
the first year can be exhausted before a charge is even brought to
the agency.

I will be interested in the witnesses' comments-and we have six
very knowledgeable witnesses at the table-about whether this lim-
itation on workers' rights is the right limitation and what prob-
lems it in fact, as written now, creates for the EEOC in processing
these charges.

Second, I note from the materials collected by the committee
that not all of EEOC's 23 field offices had a problem with ADEA
charges running the statute. Several field offices were able to proc-
ess all their ADEA claims within the statutory period.

I will be interested in hearing from the witnesses on why some
field offices had problems and others didn't. Were these field offices
unable to set priorities? Were they unable to set up an internal
charge tracking system to manage these cases? Were they more
poorly staffed than other offices? Did they have heavier case loads?
Were they unable to transfer cases to other field offices that were
better equipped to handle the cases? Were they simply poorly man-
aged?

Third, I am interested in knowing what the EEOC is going to do
about this problem. Now that there is a computer tracking system
that keeps track of statute of limitation cases, is this going to be
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enough? Are there other management techniques that some field
offices have that should be transferred to the problem offices, or do
these offices need more manpower and a higher level of training?
In short, can EEOC fix this problem with its existing resources, or
does Congress need to give them a more reasonable appropriation?

Mr. Chairman, as one who has supported the committee's right
to get the very extensive information on these problems earlier this
year, I hope we can focus on these kinds of problems and not get
into some kind of a fishing expedition or exercise in beating dead
horses. I don't think we will; I hope we don't, because our goal
should be really a way of solving these problems, not trying to
figure out who struck John.

So, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your comments, Senator. I can

assure you that there won't be any beating of dead horses.
Senator HEINZ. Not from a veterinarian, I am sure.
The CHAIRMAN. Not from a veterinarian. That is for sure. My job

has always been how to cure the horse, and I think we have a
pretty sick horse here who needs a lot of curing and a lot of treat-
ment. I think we are all convinced of that. Let's see which way the
best way is to start out the regime of treatment.

Senator Shelby.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN SHELBY
Senator SHELBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and the staff for all the

work you have done in preparation for this hearing today. I would
also like to thank the panel of witnesses for coming forward and
providing this committee with some valuable insight as to the
nature of the problem before us and, hopefully, some possible solu-
tions.

Mr. Muse and Ms. Hannah, I am particularly pleased to welcome
you from Alabama to 'this committee, and I am anxious to learn of
some of the problems that you have encountered throughout your
tenure with EEOC, especially in the Birmingham office.

Over the last year, I have learned of the tremendous number of
claims under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act which
have exceeded the 2-year statute of limitations. This, as you well
know, effectively bars claimants from having the opportunity to
present their case before a court.

Failure to timely process these charges further disadvantages an
individual who may already be the victim of employment discrimi-
nation. Such a pattern of discrimination, at the expense of the
senior worker, cannot be tolerated and I do not believe the Con-
gress is going to tolerate it.

It is my hope that these hearings will identify the reasons for the
EEOC's delay in responding to the charges the agency receives.
Once we have successfully identified the problem or problems,
whether it is a lack of adequate manpower, an inoperative comput-
er system, a restrained budget, poor management, or whatever, I
believe then we can begin to formulate responsible solutions.

Mr. Chairman, I commend your swift response to this problem,
and I was proud to also be an original co-sponsor of your bill, S.
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2117, the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act. I am anxious
to learn of the EEOC's progress in complying with this law, and I
believe this legislation is going to go a long way, Mr. Chairman, to
protect the elderly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY AT A HEARING OF THE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING ON THE SUBJECT OF THE EQUAL

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION, JUNE 23, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN, I HAVE HAD MY SHARE OF DISAGREEMENTS WITH
THE E.E.O.C. OVER THE YEARS.

I WAS CONCERNED RECENTLY ABOUT THE INTERPRETATION IN
E.E.O.C. REGS OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN THE PENSION ACCRUAL
LEGISLATION WHICH I HELPED MAKE LAW.

I LET E.E.O.C. KNOW ABOUT MY CONCERN ABOUT THE WAIVER OF
RIGHTS UNDER THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT WHICH HAS
BEEN AT ISSUE RECENTLY.

THESE ARE POLICY DIFFERENCES OVER WHICH THERE CAN BE
HONEST DISAGREEMENTS.

BUT, WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE, I WAS ANGRY
WHEN IT CAME TO LIGHT THAT A LARGE NUMBER OF AGE DISCRIMINATION
CHARGES HAD LAPSED UNDER THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS IN THE
AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT, AND CO-SPONSORED THE AGE
DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS ASSISTANCE ACT, A BILL INTRODUCED BY
CHAIRMAN MELCHER TO REINSTATE THE RIGHTS OF THOSE WHOSE CLAIMS
HAD LAPSED.

CHAIRMAN THOMAS SUPPORTED THE AGE DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS
ASSISTANCE ACT, AS HE SHOULD HAVE, AND HAS COMMITTED HIMSELF TO
ITS VIGOROUS IMPLEMENTATION. I AM INTERESTED IN LEARNING
DURING THE COURSE OF THIS HEARING BOTH HOW A LARGE NUMBER OF
AGE DISCRIMINATION CHARGES COULD HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO LAPSE,
AND, EQUALLY IMPORTANTLY, WHAT HE AND HIS COMMISSIONERS HAVE
BEEN DOING TO IMPLEMENT THE ACT, AND THEREBY TO SET RIGHT WHAT
BOTH WE AND HE FEEL IS A SERIOUS WRONG.

NOW, I AM AWARE MR. CHAIRMAN, AS I AM SURE ARE OTHER
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, THAT CHAIRMAN THOMAS AND THE OTHER
COMMISSIONERS FEEL STRONGLY THAT THEY HAVE MADE CONSIDERABLE
PROGRESS IN MANY IMPORTANT AREAS OF THE AGENCY'S WORK SINCE MR.
THOMAS TOOK OVER AS CHAIRMAN IN 1982.

MR. THOMAS HAS STATED THAT THE AGENCY WAS A "BASKET CASE"
WHEN HE BEGAN THERE. AND HE CITES AMONG HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS WHICH HAVE RESULTED IN RECORD NUMBERS OF CASES
FILED, AND RECORD LEVELS OF MONETARY BENEFITS FOR VICTIMS
THROUGH LITIGATION AND COMPLIANCE.

THEREFORE, MR. CHAIRMAN, IT IS RIGHT AND PROPER --- IT'S
IMPERATIVE --- THAT THE COMMITTEE GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE
LAPSED CLAIMS MATTER AND MAKE SURE THAT NOTHING LIKE THAT CAN
HAPPEN AGAIN.

BUT I HOPE THAT, IN SO DOING, WE WILL ALSO BE WILLING TO
REVIEW MR. THOMAS' ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TO SEE THE CRITICISM WE
WILL HEAR TODAY IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF MR. THOMAS' OVERALL
EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE OPERATION OF THE AGENCY.

I HAVE NOTHING MORE FOR THE MOMENT, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Shelby.
Senator Simpson.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON

Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and my comments
will be brief, too.

I think this is a good hearing to have on the activities of the
Commission. It is a small agency with a small budget, as you have
indicated, and Senator Heinz has indicated. It has some serious re-
sponsibilities, enforcing Title VII, the Equal Pay Act, and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act.

The information they provide to us shows that the agency re-
ceived about 46 million "charges" last year to process under Title
VII, 15 million charges under ADEA, and 1 million charges under
the EPA. The total number there is up from the 1982 figure of 50
million, to 62 million in 1987. In the same period, the filed legal
actions went from 241 to over 500. Yet, staff levels have been cut
because of the budget deficit.

Indeed, like any agency of government, it is not without its prob-
lems. Indeed not. We will hear, I am sure, in detail about that.

Of course, the agency found these cases that had become stale be-
cause of the backlog. The agency acknowledged those problems in a
hearing in the House, on the House side this past January, and in
fact, publicly flogged themselves in the process of telling about
those problems, and have made efforts to correct the situation.

We have given assistance in the form of the Age Discrimination
Assistance Act, introduced by our able chairman. That was his
move to help correct the problem, and that was done, signed into
law.

Of course, we all know what that did. It extended the statute of
limitations for cases that could be identified within the short 60-
day period.

I am advised, at least I think-maybe hope would be the word-
that this is the "final wrap-up," in 2 days of hearings on EEOC en-
forcement of the ADEA. I don't know how much further we want
to go in this, a rather unprecedented 2 days of hearings to do it,
and I hope to participate as much as I can.

We had a hearing last September. There has been exactly 1
metric ton of energy spent on investigations. I am sure of that.
Some say the investigations expended 6,000 manhours of the agen-
cy's time and about $100,000 and, certainly, lots of the staff time of
this committee.

So, hopefully, we can try to put this one to rest with this set of
hearings. We have already seen that some charges have been stale,
about 1,600 by last count, so maybe we won't have to plow that
ground again.

The agency is making every effort to notify many of the persons
who may have been affected by this oversight. Some 7,500 persons
will be notified that they may benefit from the act. The agency is
showing that it intends to comply in good faith with the act.

They have made mistakes. They have said that, and we will hear
again from these witnesses. I hope it will not just enlighten us on
what went awry and how bad it might be-and if we do that, that
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is what we are here for, too. But we also need to discuss what we
will do to correct the problems instead of just chipping away on it.
Maybe somebody can give us some good thoughts about steps to be
taken to comply with the Act and efforts that are being made to
help those of us in Congress and in the EEOC to improve the per-
formance of the agency, and not just spend more bucks or tell us
they need more manpower. That is the ancient litany of all agen-
cies of every agency in every Administration that I have ever been
confronted with, in or out of Washington.

So, Mr. Chairman, I hope we don't get completely wrapped up
and carried away with the whole thing. I would hunch these wit-
nesses have much to do such as carrying out the goals of the
agency and improving the enforcement of all of the laws with
which the agency is entrusted.

I think we must be very careful about the demands we place on
ourselves and any agency. If we are going to increase the burdens
on any agency in these times of budget austerity, then it makes it
ever more difficult for that agency to function properly.

An increased emphasis, obviously, on the ADEA will most cer-
tainly take away from the other activities of the agency in enforc-
ing Title VII and the EPA. So, I hope we remain balanced and ob-
jective and not just get into some long simmering cat fight that has
been going for some time with regard to getting information and
"whether we are getting enough information" and, "they are
stonewalling" and "the staff is driving us crazy." Maybe we can de-
velop the issues from both sides and see that we get into something
important. Oversight, yes, but overzealous, no. That is my philoso-
phy on these kinds of things, as they do get pretty raucous.

So, I am ready to listen and participate and hope we can do this
in a sensible way that will get us to where we want to go, and that
is seeing that the aged are taken care of but without, you know, a
lot of recrimination and high emotion and drama.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Simpson.
Senator Heinz referred to beating a dead horse and you have re-

ferred to a cat fight. Is there anything-should I draw anything
from that?

Senator SIMPSON. Well, I think we will leave the animal aspects
out. I wouldn't want to do that with a veterinarian.

Senator HEINZ. Let's leave a sleeping dog lie. [Laughter.]
Senator SIMPSON. We will let the old grey fox lie. How about

that?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Al, what happens to a lawyer in private

practice when the statute of limitations runs out on a client?
Senator SIMPSON. Well, as you have uncovered it is a very serious

thing, and it is done. I admire your work on that, and I have
helped you. You know, I voted for this thing, too. That is what we
have already done.

What happens to a lawyer, unless he has a client with unlimited
resources is, at some point in time, he quits. That is what I am
saying. In other words, you have done some good oversight. They
flunked the test. They messed up. They came in and said it in Eng-
lish in crisp words-they said, "we goofed, We are embarrassed and
it won't happen again."
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Now, I think our job is to go see that they did correct it, and that
is very important, but if we are going to just go through 2 days of
how they did worse and worse and worse, and if we already know
that, that is a waste-that is all I am saying. I think there is a
point of repetition that is not attractive.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I guess that is almost a rhetorical question.
I only ask it of you, Al, because it is a most serious thing when, as
I understand it from attorneys in our own State and I think our
State is typical, a client is not notified when the statute of limita-
tions is about to run out so they can take some other action, and
that is exactly where the rub came here. If the clients, that is, the
citizens that approached the Commission, became aware that the
statute of limitations was running out, they could take some other
action and go to Federal court themselves and establish their
claim.

Senator SIMPSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, because of you, we cor-
rected that situation, and I am fully prepared to give you the credit
for that.

The CHAIRMAN. No, it must be said also that the Commission was
highly in favor of passage of that bill. The administration was very
much in favor of it.

I think what we are here for today is to obtain testimony from
individuals who have been with the Commission a long time as em-
ployees and who can tell us what is wrong with the system and
make sure the system is corrected, because we can give everybody
another 18 months, as that statute provides to exercise their rights,
but they are primarily going to rely on the Commission to protect
them and not go to a private attorney, and we want to see that the
Commission can get itself in shape to handle the cases and to dis-
pose of them and to protect the rights, as much as possible, under
the law of the individual claimants.

Our six witnesses here today will testify as a panel. We have,
first of all, Mr. Joseph Bennett who, until March 1987, was Direc-
tor of the EEOC's Region II, including eight district offices, and is
now Director of the Office of Human Rights for the City of Alexan-
dria, VA.

We also have Ms. Lynn Bruner, Director of the St. Louis District
Office; Mr. Donald Muse, Director of the Birmingham District
Office; Mr. Hermilo Gloria, Director of the Phoenix District Office;
Ms. Vanessa Hannah, an Investigator in the Birmingham District
Office; and Mr. Levi Morrow, Senior Investigator in the Dallas Dis-
trict Office.

All of these witnesses have been given a protective subpoena so
there can be no question of any discouraging remarks or reprisal
for whatever they say here today. I trust that any fears on their
part are completely unwarranted, but we want it made clear that
that is the case, and if there is any problem afterwards in that you
feel you are being harassed, I am sure all of the committee mem-
bers would like to know, and we would want to be informed imme-
diatel by you as individuals.

Will all of the witnesses please stand?
[Witnesses sworn.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, and please be seated.
We are going to have a vote. We do have a vote on.
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Senator Chafee?

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN CHAFEE
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have an opening statement. Is this a vote on?
The CHAIRMAN. We will check. Please forgive our confusion here.

If that clock is right, we have a vote that has just started.
I am advised that the clock is wrong. There is no vote, and we

will proceed.
Mr. Bennett, we are going to hear from you first.
I have already mentioned Mr. Bennett's background, and I might

tell the committee that we are talking to a person that has been
through this work with the EEOC for a number of years. I under-
stand, Mr. Bennett, that as Director of Region II from 1983 to
March of 1987, you were responsible for overseeing the perform-
ance of 8 of the EEOC's 23 district offices. Is that correct?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH BENNETT, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
HUMAN RIGHTS, CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, VA, FORMER DIREC-
TOR, EEOC REGION II
Mr. BENNETr. Yes, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you identify-I don't know whether I want

to go through all those offices, but, for which region of the country
were you responsible?

Mr. BENNETr. It was the middle part of the country, the Midwest
down through the Mississippi Valley down to New Orleans.

The CHAIRMAN. And so you were in charge of eight of the district
offices that were in the Midwest?

Mr. BENNETT. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And which ones-well, can you give us an idea of

just which ones they were?
Mr. BENNETT. Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwau-

kee, St. Louis, New Orleans, and Memphis. I think that is eight.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you responsible for conducting on-site qual-

ity reviews of performance in the district offices?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is a responsibility of each regional di-

rector. Is that correct?
Mr. BENNETT. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. In performing these on-site reviews, did you,

among other things, check to see if the district offices were process-
ing and resolving ADEA charges, age discrimination in employ-
ment charges and complaints, within the 2-year statute of limita-
tions?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes. As a result of our on-site reviews, if we ran
across a problem like that, we would go further into it. We basical-
ly would look at a certain number of cases that had been closed
and some that were open and review them. I would say that we
specifically did not zero in on ADEA cases to see if they were run-
ning the statute, but we would have reviewed some of them in our
review process.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, did you feel in 1986 or even earlier that it
was important that age discrimination charges not be allowed to
exceed the 2-year statute of limitations?

Mr. BENNETT. Certainly, that would be a very, very important
thing to do. Basically, it should have been very simple to manage
that. If you can count, you can-

The CHAIRMAN. Well, when did you become aware that there was
a problem with charges running the statute?

Mr. BENNErr. As I recall, in the spring of 1986, some of my staff
members went to one of the district offices on a review and found
out-I think there were maybe 65 or 68 cases where the statute
had run in this one district office.

The CHAIRMAN. 65?
Mr. BENNETT. I believe that was the number, somewhere like

that.
The CHAIRMAN. What specifically brought it to the attention of

the reviewers if you hadn't seen it before, if it hadn't been reported
before?

Mr. BENNETT. I was not physically on that review, so I don't
know how the staff members dug that up. I can speculate that in
their review of cases, they happened to run across one and started
looking further and then looked at the whole array and determined
that was the number. As I remember, 50 of them were with one
investigator.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bennett, there are a number of internal
EEOC documents on the table before you for your reference.

The first is a report on a quality review of the Detroit office con-
ducted in May 1986 and dated July 1986. Under the heading, "Case
Management," it states, in part, "There are some 68 age and 9 age
concurrent cases in the office's inventory in which the 2-year stat-
ute for filing suit has expired. It is evident that an effective moni-
toring system of the ADEA 2-year statute has yet to be implement-
ed."

Do you recall that report?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, I do, very much so.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it forwarded on to your superiors?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, it was.
The CHAIRMAN. That was in July 1986?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. According to your deposition on June 13 of this

year, you became aware in 1986 of the results of a review of the
Los Angeles District Office conducted in January 1986. What were
the findings of that review concerning age charges running the
statute of limitations?
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
g', Washington, D.C. 20507

., go ~~~~July 16. 1986

To: Joseph Wiley, Director
Detroit District Office

From: Joseph S. Bennett; Director
Regio II PPrograms
Office Of Program Operations

Sub: Detroit District Office Field Trip Report

During the week ofW14ayt27, 1986, we conducted an extensive revitw
of your office for the purpose of texaamininigopen-and.closead
charge files'and your Office's case management systems.

Overall. we were favorably impressed with a number of improve-
ments implemented since FY-85. In the charge file reviews. weobserved that a more functional investigation plan format hasbeen implemented and that RFIs tended to adequately address the
issues under investigation. Furthermore. of twenty-three Rapidand Extended charge files reviewed, no files were noted in whichthe evidence of record did not support the finding.

However, a number ofiproblemsmlwere. noted in our.review'-of.State
and Local files. These will be specifically addressed, together
with a number of bconcernsir;elating to the Office'slcase manage-
ment systemspin the body of this report.

The following are our specific findings.

A. Rapid and Extended Charge File Reviews

1. Investigation Plans:

Overall, we note that the quality of investigation plans hasimproved substantially in FY-86. The Office has implemented
a new plan format which addresses jurisdiction, theories ofdiscrimination, the proposed scope of the investigation, andother sources of information to be tapped. This represents
a significant first step in the development of an effective
planning process. However, we wish to emphasize that afunctional investigation plan is a flexible document, which
not only identifies basic information available and needed,
but also outlines a proposed strategy for the investiga-
tion. We noted that some of your plans defined the strategy
of the planned investigation only in very general terms andwe suggest that further refinement in the preparation and
use of plans is needed. For instance in an individual harm
discharge case, because the plan failed to identify thespecific department, positions, or group to be examined, our
review of the plan created the initial impression that
the intention was to investigate the entire facility,
Although we understand that this was not the investigator's
intention, it is illustrative of a need for more precisely
defining the strategy or scope of a planned investigation.
Therefore, we recommend that your Office continue to refine
the design, preparation, and use of your investigation
plans.

2. Requests For Information:

The RFIs examined, adequately addressed the issues under
investigation and in most instances requested copies of
the documents containing the required data. Two cases were
noted, however, in which data requests were made that
required respondents to create lists (i.e. lists of all
disciplinary actions, of all employees laid off, and of
employees discharged), rather than soliciting copies of the
documents containing the data. 1/ Therefore, we wish to
emphasize that the focus of an RFI should always be to
obtain the best evidence available and to lay the necessary
foundation for a subpoena action. should respondent fail to
comply with the request.
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3. Closure Actions:

Twenty-three case files involving unsuccessful concilia-

tions, no cause findings, and a variety of administrative

closures were reviewed. No case was noted in which the

evidence of record was inadequate to support the finding.

B. State And Local Charge Files

1. Credits For Other Than Accepted Charge Resolutions:

Seven cases were reviewed in which the District Office

awarded contract credits pursuant to section 4 of EEOC

Order 916. Appendix A. This section provides that

under specified circumstances contract credit may be

awarded even though EEOC is not accepting an FEPA final

finding.

In five of the seven cases, contract credit was awarded

pursuant to section 4(I)(E), which provides that deferral

charges closed by EEOC because of the issuance of a Notice

of Right to Sue, will received contract credit if the FEPA

has conducted a "substantial investigation" at the time of

EEOC's issuance of the Notice of Right to Sue. NHo4ISWCWtOu

review of these five files disclosed no documented evidence

that the FEPA file had ever been reviewed or that the FEPA-

had conducted a substantial investigation. .2/ Furthermore.

an examination of the corresponding ledger cards indicates

that, for at least two of the cases, it is highly unlikely

that the FEPA conducted a substantial investigations These

ledger cards indicate that on the date the FEPA was awarded

the two contract credits, the two cases had been in the

FEPA's workload a total of twenty-three days for one case

and thirty-one days in the other. 3/

These cases were discussed with the State and Local Coordin-

ator who indicated that she had reviewed the FEPA files

on-site, but had understood the concept of "substantial

investigation" to mean that, in a given case, the FEPA has

done all is can in the time it has had to process the case.

Using this definition. it is conceivable that a FEPA could

be awarded a contract credit for assigning to an investigat-

or a case it received only two days earlier. We do not

believe this construction was intended and recommend that

your Office develop some broad guidelines for identifying

when an FEPA's work product will be deemed to constitute 
a

"substantial investigation. In doing so please keep in

mind that in some types of "additional credit" actions

your Office will need to continue to process the case.

Therefore, we recommend that in developing your guidelines

you focus on how much of your resources would be expended

if you had to complete the investigation, irrespective of

whether you in fact have to do so.

Additionally, in none of the seven files was therecadeq'iate

documentation of the District Office's review of;the!fEPAjr

investigation.' Although all of the files contained an EEOC

Form ,214, some of these forms were not signed by the

reviewing official and/or the approving official and none

contained a review of the evidence obtained by the FEPA.

Under the circumstances, we must conclude that tdecesrary

information is not being made available to the approving

official;. Therefore, we must inquire on what bases can the

approving official express concurrence or nonconcurrence

with a recommended action? This identical concern was

addressed in our August 21, 1985 field trip report.

However, since the problem remains, we will repeat our

recommendations. When conducting additional credit reviews

pursuant to sections 4(I)(C), 4(I)(D), 4(I)(E), or 4(I)(F)

of EEOC Order 916, Appendix A, please instruct your staff

that a memorandum to the file is to be prepared (EEOC Form

214 may be used for this purpose) which:

a. identifies the reason(s) for conducting an addition-

al credit review;

b. indicates whether the review is authorized under

EEOC Order 916 and cites the appropriate section;
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c. provides a general outline of the information
obtained by the FEPA in it investigation and identifies
what, if any, information is needed to complete the
investigation;

d. contains a concluding statement recommending that
contract credit should or should not be awarded; and

e. is signed by both the reviewing and approving
officials (note: the approving official should be a
GM-13 or above).

Because our review indicates that contract credits have
been awarded under circumstances other than those authorized
by section 4. it is necessary that your Office immediately
begin reviewing all files receiving a section 4 credit in
FY-86. Each case file should be reviewed to determine if:

a. the review was authorized under section 4(I)(C).
4(I)(D), 4(I)(E), or 4(I)(F) of Order 916; and

b. (if the above is answered in the affirmative). the
FEPA investigation had been completed or nearly
completed, depending upon the specific section cited
as authority for the additional credit (note: under
section 4(I)(C) the FEPA investigation must be complete
in order to receive contract credit).

Additional contract credits accorded to the FEPA in FY-86
under circumstances other than those enumerated in section 4
of EEOC Order 916, will have to be rescinded and manually
prepared reports corrected.

Once you have completed this task, please prepare a report
addressed to me certifying:

a. the total number of cases files reviewed and the
corresponding charge numbers;

b. the total number of case files and the corresponding
charge number for each file in which a contract credit
previously awarded was found to be improperly authoriz-
ed and, therefore, rescinded;

c. that all necessary corrections have been made to the
charge lists, the EEOC Monthly Statistical Reports on
FEPA Contract Performance, and FEPA Monthly Performance
Reports;

d. that you have notified the affected FEPA of the
corrections; and

e. that you have provided the affected FEPA and
Headquarters with copies of the corrected reports.

This report should be received by my Office no later than
August 29, 1986.

In four of the five cases in which the charging party's
request for the issuance of a Notice of Right lead to the
additional credit review, we also noticed that rather than
issuing the notices in the State and Local function, the
files were reassigned to the Rapid function for closure.
Since we see no progranatic justification for such a
procedure, Litewouild appear that the intent is to inflate
RCP production figures.-_ We discussed this finding with one
of the Compliance Managers, who informed us that he recently
became aware of the practice and has had it discontinued.

2. Substantial Weight Reviews:

We examined eight substantial weight review files and noted
a number of serious problems. In the first two files the
FEPA no jurisdiction findings were accepted and credited.
The charges were filed by a married couple against Park
manor Apartments and closed because the wrong respondent
had been named. However, the fact that the wrong respondent
had been named is evident on the face of the charge, which
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alleged a violation date of April 28, 1985 and indicates
that..."In 1984, the complex was sold to Growth Equities,

Inc.". 4/ Therefore, pursuant to section 2(I) (E) of EEOC

Order 916. Appendix A. contract credit should not have been

given. This section provides that EEOC will not give

accepted closure credit for charges closed for lack of

jurisdiction unless an investigation was required to

determine this lack of jurisdiction.

In pursuing this matter further, the identical charges filed

against Growth Equities were also reviewed and we found the

FEPA had received contract credit on these submissions as

well. In other words, the FEPA was paid twice for the same

cases. We also noted that the FEPA's "Closing Transmittal"

submitted to the District Office is misleading. This

document indicates the following:

"This complaint was taken against the wrong respondent.

The claimant has been notified and a new complaint

(has been) taken against the correct respondent."

Upon reading this, one is left with the impression that a

new charge was take after the error was discovered.

However, an examination of the records indicates that all

four charges were taken on the same date (i.e. May 22,

1985).

A similar type problem was noted in another charge filed

against K-Mart Corporation. As in the previous cases.

the FEPA's no jurisdiction finding was accepted and credit-

ed. The FEPA documents indicate that the wrong respondent

was named and a copy of the new charge naming the correct

respondent was submitted as an attachmnent. However, the

correct respondent, as identified in the new charge, is

K-Mart Apparel Corporation, which appears to be a subsidiary

of the K-Mart Corporation. 5/ Therefore, contract credit

should not have been awarded on the initial charge. In

circumstances such as these rather than taking a new charge,

the original charge should be amended.

Because our findings indicate that in some instances no

jurisdiction findings are being credited contrary to the

requirements of Order 916, double payments have been made,

and there may be some remaining cases in deferral in which

a double payment will be made, it is necessary that your

Office immediately review all credited no jurisdiction

findings for FY-86. All no jurisdiction findings receiving

contract credit contrary to the requirements of Order 916

or receiving double payments will have to be rescinded.

Once you have completed this review, please prepare a report

addressed to me certifying:

a. the total number of case files reviewed and the

corresponding charge numbers;

b. the total number of case files and the corresponding

charge number for each case file in which a contract

credit was rescinded;

c. that all necessary corrections have been made to the

charge lists, the EEOC Monthly Statistical Reports on

FEPA Contract Performance, and FEPA Monthly Performance

Reports;

d. that you have notified the affected FEPA of the

corrections; and

e. that you have provided the affected FEPA and

Headquarters with copies of these corrected reports.

This report should be received by my Office no later than

August 29.1986.

C. Case Management

1. Unit Inventory/Case Distribution:
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An'examination of a Mayj27., 1986. printout revealed.thast
;thre -arep- Oline=
;catebsflbzthr Off iceta> mnVenroryr'in which the&twozgt.we
Statute for filinq.,suitsuitp Sixty-nine of these
cases are in the ECP function, of which fifty-three are
assigned to one investigator. As of the date of the
printout, the number of days over the two year period
ranged from three days to six-hundred and five dajs. Lv
is evident from this data thaL.an- effective-monitoring
system of the ADEA two year. statut-hais 'yet--to bbimpvlemwt-
ed. Additionally the large number of ADEA cases in the ECWS'
function continues to be a source of some concert As noted
in our April 10, 1985. 'flild trip report:,

"Absent a showing that these charges had sore reason-
able litigation potential or were being processed as
class charges., tbis concentration of ADEA charges in
the Extended function is unwarranted.!.

Therefore, we recommend that your Office immediately:

a. identify all cases in which the time lim'iEfdt
filing suit has expired and prepare a plan of adti66
to expedite their processing;

b. establish an effective system-for monitoring the
ADEA two year time limit for filing suit;

c. review the ECP inventory and identify all cases
which are appropriate for RCP processing and code
them accordingly; and

d. develop a screening system to assure to the extent
practicable, that charges forwarded to the ECP unit
are appropriate for extended processing (note: one
possibility you may wish to examine is the "Screening
Committee System used in the St. Louis District
Office").

Once these actions have been taken, your Office will be
left with a leaner more focused ECP inventory and a system
for assuring that cases coming into the function at least
have some potential for contributing to the Office's litiga-
tion program.

2. Case Load Management

Except for the deficiencies relating to the management of
ADEA cases referred to above, we note that your Office has
made significant improvements in managing its case load.
Supervisors appear to be conducting regular periodic
meetings with their professional staff in order to discuss
the status of charges assigned to their units and affect the
quality of final products. Furthermore, the data indicates
that supervisory personnel are attempting to manage total
processing time by setting target dates for the completion
the distinct phases of investigations. In short, it appears
that your Office is moving in the direction of establishing
an effective case load management system. However. we
suggest that your Office can make more effective use of
the system by adopting a "workload management approach"
to the system, rather than a production orientation. We
observed that reports to upper management generated from the
operation of this system, mainly focus on what has been
produced. To the extent that productionin the past tense,
becomes the sole focus of information, management is
limiting its ability to project what can be produced in the
short term and therefore its ability to manage those
anticipated products. What we are suggesting is that
supervisory personnel provide upper management with periodic
"workload status" reports. For instance, supervisory
personnel can provide upper management with unit reports
at the beginning of each quarter which reflect:
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a. anticipated closures and corresponding outcomes

by month for the next three months;

b. the status of cases already identified as have

litigation potential;

c. information relating new potential litigation cases;

and

d. information relating to unusual problems such as

a large number of unassigned cases or 300 day cases.

With this type of information management can set its

priorities and make necessary adjustments to meet office

needs, rather thAn having to react to problematic situa-

tions after they occur.

3. Production Improvement Project

The preliminary data on your Office's improvement project

indicates that it has the potential for both increasing RCP

productivity and reducing the 300 day inventory. However,

we note that the number of cases identified for consolidated

processing is relatively small. We, therefore, suggest that

you identify cases involving other respondents for similar

treatment.

4. Compliance Legal Coordination

Although we recognize that an effort is being made to

improve the coordination of cases between the compliance and

legal functions, a significant amount of planning and

execution remains to be done. Throughout this report we

have been discussing a number of related areas which will

affect your Office's ability to establish and maintain an

effective coordination system. These involve such things

as maintaining an focused ECP inventory, identifying

potential cause cases from all possible sources, and

obtaining periodic work load status reports. Elements

such as these provide a necessary foundation upon which

to build and as alluded to earlier we note that the

process has begun. It is our understanding that an

attorney has been assigned to each compliance unit as

a resource person and the Legal function has established

a format for documenting evidentiary reviews of cause

recommendations, which should provide compliance personnel

useful feedback. However, in order to maximize the

effectiveness of your system. the Legal function must take

an active role in the processing of potential cause cases

as early as possible. A two way communication system must

be maintained, so that the Legal function does not have

to wait from compliance to initiate a contact in order to

become involved in the process. For such a system to

succeed, the Legal function must be provided with and

maintain basic charge status data on potential litigation

cases in the system. Information such as that suggested in

the work load status report (i.e. the status of cases

already identified as having litigation potential and the

status of new cases believed to have litigation potential)

provides a basis on which to initiate contact and affect

the development of cases.

D. Conclusion

As this report reflects, although your Office has implement-

ed significant operational improvements, there remains a

number of areas which require your immediate attention.

Please review this report with your compliance and legal

management staff and prepare a 'memorandum addressed to me,

outlining in detail the direction you intend to take in

addressing the concerns cited in this report. Your report

should be received by my Office no later than August 29.

1986.
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Mr. BENNETr. Yes, sir. That was not in my region, but it was
common knowledge throughout all the regions that this had been
done. As I remember, there were a large number of cases that had
run the statute. I don't remember the exact number.

The CHAIRMAN. Were your superiors aware at that time of the
problems in Los Angeles?

Mr. BENNETT. I don't know how they couldn't have been. The
whole headquarters was aware of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Headquarters was aware of it?
Mr. BENNErr. Certainly. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, also before you, Mr. Bennett, is a memo

from Lynn Bruner, Director of the St. Louis office, to you, dated
September 16, 1986. Ms. Bruner states:

"Age cases will be identified and flagged in the computer so that
we can notify the charging party before the lapse of the 2-year stat-
ute of limitation. However, these cases will also be placed in the
pending backlog."
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READERC rzL C
SEP 16 1986

TO: Joseph P. Bennett, Director
Region II Programs

FROMS Lynn Bruner
District Director

SUBJECT: Kansas City Area Office

Upon my assignment to the St. Louis District Office, I
received a briefing from your office regarding the operation
of the District. A Regional audit had been conducted in
February 1986, which identified serious deficiencies in
the management of the Kansas City Office, as well as in the
quality of case closures. A follow-up audit was conducted
by Ralph Soto and Truman Harris on August 21 through 25,
1986, and although I have not yet received a written report
of thesir findings, they did advise me that conditions
appeared to be the same as those reflected in their February
audit.

I have reviewed the overall management approach in place in
Kansas City, and have decided to implement some changes
which I1:believe wilk eip'-to orrect,~tbe,;problems which1 have
been-danti bylf is off il&e. I T e' changes incilude '-'a
redirection of Kansas City management's philosophy in
relation to case processing; changes in personnel and
management accountability systems; and changes in staff
assignments.

I. STAFFING

A. Tntnka

The projected Kansas City intake for FY86 is
approximately 1823 charges. However, of these, 180
were against tke same'Respondent. Thus, absent these
charges, the intake will'be around 1645 charges, which
is somewhat higher than FY 85. There has been a
significant inasease in intake during July and August.
We cannot know Whether this trend will continue, but
for purposes of projecting FT 87 intake, we will assume
the same intake as in Py 86 of approximately 1650
cases..

The present Intake staff in Kansas City consists
of three assigned EOS's: One GS-5, and two GS-S's.
One of the GS-9's, M.s. narjorie Jackson has been on
extended sick leave since March 19, 1985, and the unit
has been operating with two full-time EOS's, using
RCP/ECP EOS's as backup. Total staff time committed to
Intake has been approximately the equivalent of three
EOS's. Since Ms. Jackson is severely ill, it is
unknown when she will return to work, or whether her
doctor will allow her to work full-time when she does
return.

There is no Intake Supervisor, and the unit has
been supervised by Cliff Hill, who also supervises the
only Extended unit in the office.

At three EOS's, the average intake per SOS is 550
charges! This is well above 350, which is the highest
processing assumption for charge intake that has ever
been officially imposed, and far above the 270 PA which
was in the GPAD's back in the days of production
standards. Moreover, until July 1986, Intake was
processing a large number of 706 charges. Through June
1986, they processed 756 such charges.
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In order to keep up with their workload, the
Intake UOS's and back-up EOS's were instructed to keep
;their'.1ntake'-inter'views veybifn-o'aefon;-
and to take minimal notes. As a result, most Intake
files include only one page of notes, and the notes
usually contain no more information than the charge
itself. Deficiencies in charge intake were noted in
the Regional audit.

To remedy this situation, I have dptailed two RCP
EOS's to the Intake Unit for a period not to exceed 120
days. The Union has been notified and all other
necessary action taken. These individuals are Anita
Hawkins GS-7, and JoAnn Jackson, GS-5.

With these details, the average intake per ROS
will be approximately 413 each, which is still very
high. However, it represents a significant
improvement, and should allow the Bos's to slow down a
bit, and improve the quality of the charges.

To assist further in improving our charge quality,
I am asking John Myers, RCP Supervisor GS-13, to serve
as supervisor of the Intake Unit on a temporary basis.
(This will be handled so as not to affect his grade
level.) In addition, James Neely has agreed to provide
training in Interviewing Techniques to the Kansas City
Intake staff.

I realize that the above reassignments are
temporary in nature, and therefore, do not
provide a permanent solution to the staffing problem.
However, these are the only actions within my scope of
authority, which I believe will help to relieve the
situation.

Any more permanent solution to our staffing
problem must be approved at your level. Accordingly, I
have enumerated below the various options which I see
as being available to higher-level management, along
with my recommendation as to the most desirable option.

1. Allocate two additional Intake EOS positions
to the Kansas City Office, and allow us to fill
the existing supervisory position.

I see this as being the most desirable
solution, since it would place the Kansas City
office on a par with other districts by more
nearly matching staffing with workload.

To illustrate, if two new slots are provided
as of October 1, 1986, we will start the PY with
four BOS's. If Ms. Jackson does not return, this
will mean an average intake of 413 charges per
*rflO~sJL.Rs .'Iaeksb&oesreturngthis willstill
mean an average intake of 330 charges per EOS.
Since half the SOS's, and the supervisor would be
new to the job, the 330 figure is much more
reasonable.

2. Change the PD of the Extended Supervisor to
include supervision of the Intake Unit, and
increase his processing assumptions to the level
of 550 charges per Intake EOS.

I do not recommend this approach for several
reasoner

a. The permanent assignment of GS-ll duties
to the GS-13 supervisor may erode his grade
level.

b. To require a supervisor to supervise
more than one functional area places him at a
competitive disadvantage as compared to other
GS-13 supervisors.
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c. A processing assumption of 550 charces

per LOS seems outrageously high as compared
to other offices and places Kansas City and

District management at a disadvantage.

d. A processing assumption of 550 charges

per EOS would lead to quality problems, as

noted in Region's audits of February and

August 1986.

3. Change the quality standards for Intake of

charges to allow Bore quality problems to exist in

Kansas City (given the high intake per EOS) than

is allowable in offices with a lower charge intake

per EOS.

While this approach would certainly be fair

to EOS's and to Local and District managers,

I do not recommend it. The consequences of a

high error rate in Intake can be quite damaging to

the quality of subsequent processing, and

ultimately to the mission of the Agency.

B. . FX EI

The pending. invientory-in.ECPas Of July 31,3 l19S6,

iwas-163-chariges. 'iiWlth'thiree -E0s',s tP'Uniti
each carried a workload of approximately 54 case-more

than a year's work at the 'Outstanding' level of

production.

The expected EXT charge intake for FY 87 is

approximately 240 charges, (15 percent of the expected

charge intake). The expected pending inventory at the

beginning of the Fy 87 is approximately 180.

With three EOS's, the office has been unable to

adequately process the extended workload, and

as a consequence, some extended-type cases are being

processed in RCP; some are in the unassigned
backlogj and each Extended ED0 is carrying too great

a workload. Almost every extended case processed in

Kansas City is already 300-days-old or more by the time

the LOD is issued.

It is my belief that all 9CP cases should be

assigned and processed immediately upon intake, so

that the evidence does not grow stalde. -Rapid

processing of these cases is also critical to the

success of our litigation program.

As can be seen from the above, the Extended

inventory for FY 87 will consist of approximately

427 cases (100 pending plus 247 receipts). To process

this inventory at the highly effective level of 45

cases per EOS, with a 4-month carry-over inventory,

would require a total of seven EOS's.

To help alleviate this situation, I have

instructed the Kansas City Office to immediately

transfer the equivalent of one staff-year of work

(45 cases) to the St. Louis Office. In addition,

I have reassigned one RCP EOS to the Extended Unit,

Mr. Stan Epstein.

Even with the addition of one EOS, and the

transfer of one EOS's workload, the Extended Unit

would still be understaffed for FY 87 by approximately

two EOS's, assuming production at the Highly Effective

level. In view of this situation, I am requesting that

we be allowed to fill one of the two vacant Extended

positions. (Stan has already filled one). This will

allow us to process all the new charges received in

Extended on a timely basis, and with only a few

being transferred to St. Louis throughout FY 87.

In assigning one EOS to Extended, I have taken all

the action which is available to me at the District

level. Following are theoptions,.which I, see as..being

availabldat.yuof e.ah
the advisability of each:
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a. Allow us to fill a vacant EOS positions in
the Extended Unit, for a total of five EOS's.

This is the solution I recommend, since
five EOS's are required to handle the existing
workload in a timely manner, assuming current
processing assumption.

b. Increase the Extended Supervisor's processing
assumptions to the level of 72 per EOS per
year. I do not recommend this approach, since I
do not believe quality cause cases could be
produced. This would adversely affect our
litigation program.

c. Abandon the 'Extended- approach on 5 percent
of the Extended inventory, and process them
as RCP cases. -

I do not recommend this approach since
it would not represent appropriate handling.
In addition, we would not be able to use these
cases in meeting our litigation goals. This would
also increase our RCP backlog.

C. RAPTn CHARrF PROM9S IRCP1

The projected receipts in RCP for PY 87 are
1400 and the projected pending inventory as of the
beginning of Fiscal Year 87 is 1640, with approximately
440 of these assigned.

As of August 30, 1986, there were nine EOS's
assigned to RCP. As of September 3, following the
temporary and permanent reassignments discussed
above, there are 6 EOS's assigned to RCP. These EOS's
are all being supervised by one Supervisory EOS, Lois
Douglas.

To process the 1640 charges in RSC in PY 87 (1400
receipts, 400 assigned), the Kansas City Office
would need a total of 11.8 EOS's with all of them
producing at the Highly Effective level of 102 cases
each, and with a carwry oy!r¢4nveutory of 36 cases

85 cases per EOS, and with a carry-over inventory of
36, we would need 13.5 EOS's.

Assuming my request for two additional EOS's in
Intake is granted, the two RCP EOS's who are now
temporarily detailed to Intake, can be returned
to the RCP function for a total of eight RCP EOS's.

Even though it may be unrealistic to assume that
all EOS's will work at the Highly Effective level,
and particularly trainees, I am willing to take
the risk that we would be able to achieve these
results through the use of innovative management
techniques. Accordingly, I am requesting that we
be allowed to fill the three vacant positions currently
existing in RCP, and that one additional EOS position
be assigned, for a total of 12 RSC ERS's.

It is noted that even with twelve 3OS's, the
Kansas City Office will not be able to even touch
the 1200 unassigned cases which will be pending as
of October 1, 1986. To completely process this
workload within a year's period, we would need another
11.7 EOS's, all working at the Highly Effective level
of 102 each. we would also need additional
supervisors.

However, it is impractical to staff up for only a
year in order to handle the total FY 87 workload
of 3040 (1200 pending unassigned, plus 440 assigned,
plus 1400 receipts). I believe a better solution would
be to transfer the 1200 cases to other offices for
processing. I am aware that there are offices in the
Commission which are severely over-staffed.
Presumably, these offices would welcome the addition to
their workload.

95-656 0 - 89 - 2
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If it is impossible to transfer the pending cases,
then perhaps we could be allowed to hire temporary
SOS's (1;TE 1 year) in order to handle some or all
of the 1200 cases. I note, however, that the transfer
of these pending cases would be a more desirable
solution.

It should be emphasized. that the Kansas City
Office has used innovative approaches in an effort to
control its enormous workload, and when adjustments are
made for the time spent by RCP EOS's for assisting in
Intake, for processing Extended-type charges, for
answering status calls on the unassigned backlog, for
preparing RFI's on unassigned cases, and for other
special projects,,.they.'arealrqia/dy produciiingat or
'above the outstanding level._' However, this high
production has been accompanied by an unacceptably
high error rate in charge closures, as determined
by Region's audit.

-Again, I have taken all steps related to staffing
which are available to me at the District level,
and which I believe will achieve the desired result of
allowing us to continue processing at least at the
Highly Effective level, and at the same time, improve
the quality of our case closures. I do not believe it
would be possible to keep the level of productivity
above the 'Outstanding' level at this time, considering
all factors at play in the office. Moreover, I assume
that the processing assumptions represent a dynamic
tension between quantity and quality which cannot be
pushed beyond a certain point.

The options which I perceive to be available at
your level are as follows:

1. Increase the RCP staff by four permanent
EOSes and transfer 1200 cases to other offices
for processing.

This is the solution I recommend, since it
will allow Kansas City to complete the PY 87
receipts on a timely basis, and will allow
other offices to complete the pending inventory on
a timely basis. Other offices could be granted
waivers on all cases which were over 300-days-old
upon receipt.

2. Increa3e the RCP staff by adding four
permanent SOS's, 12 temporary EOS's, and two
temporary supervisors (STE 1 year).

I do not recommend this solution, since
training time is a problem, and since major
transitions usually create personnel
problems.

3. Increasebthe proceeaing'assumptions of Kansas
City management-to a level of 470 charges per
SOS per year through FY 87, then to 230 per
year thereafter.-

I do not recommend this solution for reasons
outlined in Item No. A.2 above.

4. Increase the allowable error rate so that
productivity can be increased to a level that
would reduce the backlog.

I do not recommend this solution for reasons
outlined in A.3'above.

5. Allow the ACP backldg of 1200 cases to grow
to 1900 by'October 1, 1987'. and increase-the
percentage af aliowable 300' day old cases to
100 percent, since witbin'!a month or two, all
cases in Kan~as- City RA will be over 300 days old
upon assignmapt.

1/ Unfortunately, the staff availability figures on the 396
staffing charts were not adjusted to reflect the manner in
which staff were being utilized.
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I do not recommend this solution. An
inventory of this size creates numerous
management and processing problems, as
discussed above.

II CASE )ANAGEMENT

A. Chare Procenn4ng dentsf~catpn

Since the manner in which a charge is processed (i.e.,
ECP, RCP, ELI) determines the resource investment in that
case, I believe it is essential for the top management
officials in an office to determine processing. In line
with this objective, I have instituted a procedure in Kansas
City whereby Joe Doherty will review each charge as it is
taken and will determine how the charge is to be processed.
It should be noted that his input is confined to resource-
related issues. The supervisor is still responsible for the
technical sufficiency of the investigation and closure.

Since a large backlog of unassigned RCP cases already
exists, it is unlikely that any of the new RCP charges will
be directed to the RCP Unit for assignment under present
conditions. Those RCP cases which cannot be assigned for
the foreseeable future will be added to the backlog.

Each nRCPiOS presently 'carries an average of 60 cases
in their workload. This is approximately 7 months of work
at the Highly Effective level of production. Thus, it will
be around 3 months before the present EOS staff will need
new assignments. Our goal is to keep the average workload
at approximately 35 cases, with a maximum of 40, except in
unusual circumstances.

Since February 1986, the office has had the practice of
sending out RPI's on all cases, irrespective of whether the
case could be assigned. This has led to the existence of a
large number of unassigned cases with RF1 responses already
in the file. There are approximately 860 cases in this
category.

If my request to have 1200 cases transferred to other
offices is granted, we could include in that group at least
500 which already have RPI responses in the file. This
should sweeten the take a bit for the receiving office.

If my request is not granted, then we will draw from
this supply of cases for any new RCP assignments. It should
be noted, however, that unless the transfer is made, there
will be enough charges in Kansas City as of October 1, 1986
to keep the present staff of six EOS's busy at the Highly
Effective level of production for the next 25 months. At
that rate, the typical charge received after October 1, 1986
would be 690 days old upon assignment.

I cannot stress enough the need for expeditious action
at the Headquarters level to bring the Kansas City workload
within manageable proportions. As discussed above, I
believe these actions should be twofolds

1. Increase our Intake and BOS staff effective
October 1, 1986.

2. Transfer 1200 charges to other offices for
processing, effective October 1, 1986.

In the meantime, we will continue to review and
stratify the charges for the most appropriate handling. Joe
will use the following categories. The entire inventory
will be entered in the PCXT and tracked as required:

(1) E

a. Routine RCP cases will be placed in the
pending backlog.

b.. -RCP.-cases requiring TRO action will be
@s'idenifiredwa fadn'a iacusedtwith Legal.
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c. RCP cases that can be closed with little or
no further action will be identified and
closed immediately.

d. Age cases will be identified and flagged in
the computer so that we can notify the C?
before the lapse of the 2-year Statute of
Limitations. However, these cases will also
be placed in the pending backlog.

(2) &

a. All ECP cases received will be assigned
immediately, up to a limit of 30 cases per
SOS.

b. When the workload exceeds that which
can be assigned, the excess will be
forwarded to St. Louis for as long as
possible.

c. All 'possiblo ELI' cLarges will De sent
immediately to TVIC for review.

d. All Extended cases requiring TRO action will
be discussed with Legal.

B3. Cha!Ca Processin - Oualitv/Duantitv

The RCP and ECP Supervisors are primarily responsible
for the technical sufficiency of cases assigned to
their units. The RCP Supervisor will have six EOS'a in
her unit until an Intake Supervisor is selected, which
is a heavy load. However, she will have the assistance
of a GS-12. The ECP Supervisor will have four EOS's
(two GS-12's and two GS-ll's).

With the two additional EOS's assigned to Intake,
it is hoped that the RCP and ECP EOS's will not be
called upon as often to take charges. I also believe
it is necessary to relieve the supervisorsof as many
additional dutie aspossible so~thattt hey c a n
spend more time directing and training their staff.

In your memorandum of January 30, 1986, you suggested
that the supervisors be assigned to review responses to
REI's and complete the processing of cases, as a
mechanism for controlling the growth of the inventory.
The office has been doing this for some time now,
although both SOS's and supervisors have participated.
I fear that we will not be able to continue this
practice much longer. The procedure is fruitful only
where a case can be completed without additional
evidence being secured, and even then, there is still a
considerable amount of work to be completed. PDS's
must be conducted, files assembled, IM's prepared and
closure documents issued. All this work takes time,
and interferes with the supervisor's ability to oversee
the work in their unit and as a consequence, makes-it
difficult to properly evaluate their performance as
supervisors. When the work is performed. by 3OS's, it
simply overloads them-

As stated above, there are already 860 unassigned
cases on which RPI's have been issued. There is simply
no way the supervisors can process these cases and

still me expected to perform their supervisory
functions at an acceptable level. However, the
Extended Supervisor will continue this function if timc
allows. With six EOS's, the RCP Supervisor will not
have time to complete and close cases.
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I believe you will find that most of the elements of
your recommendations are present in the stratification
approach described above. I should also point out that
Joe is presently in the process of stratifying the
backlog, as well as new receipts, which will have some
of the same results anticipated in the above-referenced
reconmendations.

The growth of the backlog is a serious concern which
you and I share with the Kansas City staff. A large
backlog not only promotes ageing of the cases, but by
its very existence, creates additional work which must
be absorbed by supervisors, EOS's, and clericals. For
example, numerous calls and letters concerning status
are received from CP's, as well as from congressional
representatives. Responding to these inquiries is time
consuming, and is, in reality, nonproductive work.

In summary, my overall strategy for improving
supervision is as follows#

Ca) Remenphasize Ageuncypolicy-concerning ;quaiity,
and quantity of production.

(b) Conduct re-training of supervisors in
area of burdens of proof and comparative
evidence, as discussed below.

(c) Relieve supervisors of as many extra duties
as possible so they will have more time to
work with and train their staff, thereby
improving quality of case processing.

(d) Increase the amount of time spent by
supervisors with BOS's in preparing IP's
thereby improving quality of case
processing.

Ce) Improve case tracking and case management
systems and practices used by supervisors, as
discussed below.

(2) Investoa.tive PIAp

The plan identified by Region has been in use since
February 1986. However, supervisors will begin to work
closer with their EOS's in designing their plans so
that they become a more meaningful part of the
investigation.

(3) Worknl^ns

Supervisors will conduct monthly meetings with their
EOS's to review the progress of each, and to establish
new tine frames as appropriate.

The EOS workplan will include instructions and time
frames for each phase of the investigation, and EOS's
will be measured in accordance with their ability to
meet the plan.

Supervisors will be responsible for assigning and
monitoring time frames, and for ensuring the
quality development of each phase of the investigation.

(4) PE3'^

As noted above, there are presently some 840 cases in-
house which already contain RFI responses. It will,
therefore, be unnecessary for Kansas City EOS's to
prepare RFI's for some considerable period. when RFI's
are prepared, they will be specifically designed for
each individual case.

(5) Training
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Following the February audit, the Regional Attorney
conducted training in investigative techniques, with an
emphasis on *burdens of proof." Further formal
training of EOS's may be conducted in the future, if it
should appear necessary. However1 the changes
discussed above will allow supervisors time to work
more closely with their EOS's and to provide them with
direct, on-the-job guidance and training. I believe
OJT to be the best type of training available, if
handled appropriately. Unit meetings by supervisors
will include discussion of completed cases with
participation by staff.

As stated above, training in interviewing will be
provided to the Intake EOS's by thc Regional Attorney.
This training will also be given to the RCP and ECP
EOS''

In addition to the above, John Nicholson will conduct a
briefing of supervisors to re-emphasize the need to
secure comparative evidence, and in the proper
application of burdens of proof. These are areas
identified as problems in your audit report.

As a further training tool, John will conduct monthly
training sessions with Kansas City EOS's in which he
will discuss one or two cases which he identified
through his review of closures as either representing a
good investigation, or having problems.

(6) Management Oversiaht

To ensure that the cases processed in Kansas City
meet required quality standards, I have instructed Joe
to forward all closures to St. Louis for review by his
supervisor, John Nicholson, until further notice. I
hope to be able to discontinue this practice within 3
months.

ie-lzlaglso'sendcopies of" the charges, along with a
code, as outlined in Item No.II A.1 above. I may
discontinue this practice after some period.

In addition, I require a monthly report from all
managers concerning all areas of their management
responsibility.

In summary, I believe that I have taken all appropriate
actions within my authority. I will continue to monitor the
production and management practices in the office to ensure
the followings

1. Production at least at the Highly Effective level.

2. Development and implementation of innovative
an=_agement systems designed to increase production
to or above the outstanding level while enhancing
quality.

3. -Ciae processing which meets Agency quality
standards.

4. Identification and processing of an adequate
number of 'litigation-worthy' cases.
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5. Case management systeas which promote the above
results.

6. Personnel development and personnel accountability
practices and systems which promote the above
results.

7. Management accountability systems which accurately
monitor results.

I know you will agree that the workload problem in Kansas
City is accute, and I hope that after considering the
above statistics related to staffing, you will agree
that immediate action must be taken to secure additional
staff, and transfer some of the workload.

Certainly, I am open to any recommendations you may have
which would resolve the backlog or other problems in
Kansas City. The options which are outlined above represent
all that I perceive as being available to us at this time.
However, you may well have additional solutions. I welcome
your assistance.
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Is this not another indication that age cases were either in
danger of or actually were running the statute back in 1986?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, it would be.
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose there could have been some earlier,

too, than 1986?
Mr. BENNErr. The problem? I am sure that the problem could

have existed before then, because that particular office we are talk-
ing about had been seriously understaffed for a number of years.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, assuming that you and other regional di-
rectors met from time to time with Chairman Thomas, did you not
inform him of this problem in 1986?

Mr. BENNETT. The regional directors did not meet with Chairman
Thomas.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you didn't-you don't meet with him? Re-
gional directors do not meet with Chairman Thomas?

Mr. BENNETT. Not when I was there we did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, to your knowledge-perhaps Chairman

Thomas really wasn't informed of this problem at that time. Would
you know from your own knowledge?

Mr. BENNETT. I don't know. I can't answer that. Certainly, the
level of organization above me was aware of it.

The CHAIRMAN. In your deposition of June 13, you stated that
the EEOC was driven by numbers, that volume was more impor-
tant than quality. Would you explain just what you mean by that?
What do you mean by numbers?

Mr. BENNETT. Oh, the whole system of performance rating was
largely one of meeting certain numeric kinds of targets. If those
targets were met, as a general rule, the person got a good evalua-
tion. If they weren't met, as a general rule, they didn't get a good
evaluation.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean, if just so many cases were disposed of
you got a good evaluation?

Mr. BENNETT. Well, cases closed, inventory reduced, hearings
held, cases filed in court-all those were numeric kinds of targets.

The CHAIRMAN. Who did this? Who gave the evaluation? Where
did they come from? Did you do it?

Mr. BENNETT. The regional directors, in conjunction with the pro-
gram director and, to some extent, with influence from the Chair-
man, were the ones that gave the evaluations.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, did you approve of it?
Mr. BENNETT. Did I approve of that system?
The CHAIRMAN. Approve of it, yes.
Mr. BENNETT. I didn't approve of it. I was not the one that pub-

lished or made up the standards.
The CHAIRMAN. You just carried it out.
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So, 40 percent of the cases, I am told, throughout

the country are handled under contract with other groups. Was
that true in your region?

Mr. BENNETT. With State and local governments. That is correct.
Those are rough numbers, but that would be about the percentage.

The CHAIRMAN. And would it be 40 percent of the Age Discrimi-
nation in Employment Act cases?
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Mr. BENNErr. No, I would think there would be fewer than that,
because not all State and local agencies have contracts to process
age complaints.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Bennett. I
think we should now proceed to Ms. Bruner, Director of the St.
Louis District.

Ms. Bruner, I believe the documents before you indicate that you
sent clear warnings about this problem to headquarters beginning
in February 1987, did you not?
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Febnrary 13, 1987

ME OR;AIM

Tro: JaLes Troy, Director
.Office of Program Operations

Proms s/Lynn Bruner
/ District Director

Subject: Request by Kansas Commission on Civil Rights

Enclosed i-s'a letter which I recently received from Joanne Durst,
Executive Director, of the Kansas Commission on Civil Rights
(KCCR) They are seeking to propose legislation aimed at bringing
their age law into line with EEOC requirements so they will be in
a position to enter into a contract for processing of age cases.
They have attached a copy of the proposed legislation, and are
asking for a legal opinion as to whether such legislation would
correct the deficiencies in existing law. I am requesting Legal
Counsel in Washington to review the matter and issue an opinion.

Joanne has also asked whether EEOC would be interested in
entering into an age contract with the KCCR, assuming the statute
could be corrected. This is a question which I cannot answer,
but I can say for your benefit, that if it is at all possible to
contract with Kansas for processing of age cases, I would
encourage that we do so. As you know,, we-have a serious backlog
problem;In Kansas..fCity-vhichkis.most glaringly-problematic when
it comes to age cases. We have a very large number of age cases
which are approaching the 2-year statute of limitations. Any
relief we could receive from the KCCR's processing of these cases
would be most welcome. Indeed, I would encourage us to enter
into as large a contract with them as possible.

It is my hope that you will be able to provide Joanne with soLe
of the answers to the questions posed in this letter in our
meeting of Pebruary 23. If you need additional information from
me, please give me a call.

Enclosure

ccs
Joseph P. Bennett
Director, Region II

^,v1,ec DHL a-lb-
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March 24, 1987

UM4rORALMDU

Tot James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

From: Lynn Bruner /
District Director

Subjects Upward Codification of FY87 Contract for
Kansas Commission on Civil Rights

Over the years, the Kansas Commission has proven to be one of the
most viable and productive 706 organizations in the country.
This year, under the direction of Joanne Hurst, they are
exceeding their usual pace and will have completed their entire
contract of 625 cases by. the end of IMarch.

I view this situation as an exciting opportunity for the St.
Louis District, because Joanne Hurst has agreed that if she
receives a substantial upward modification of her contract for
this fiscal year, she w:ill process cases from the inventory of
our Kansas City EEOC Area Office.

As you know, the Kansas City Office has been dramatically
understaffed for the last several years, and although a number of
staff has recently been allocated to Kansas City, none has yet
been brought on board, and it will likely be the end of the
fiscal year before all hiring is completed. We presently have
approximately 1600 cases which are backlogged, and the backlog is
growing at the rate of 460 cases per year. I desperately need
assistance in helping eliminate this backlog. Some discussion
has taken place about transferring a number of cases to other
EEOC offices, but the number discussed is far less than the 1600
presently requiring attention.

1ts. Hurst believes that her agency can complete an additional 400
cases from the Kansas City office if upward modification is
approved rapidly. I am therefore requesting that special
consideration be given to this situation, and that this request
be handled on a priority basis, rather than waiting for the
normal upward modification process to occur. As you know, time
is of the essence in the processing of cases, and it is critical
that approval be granted so that these cases can be received and
completed before the end of the fiscal year.

I realize that there are numerous contingencies which have to be
taken into account prior to approving a request of this nature.
However, I do believe that this request should be given priority
consideration because of the fact that more than one intere3t
would be served if the contract is increased. Not only would the
State benefit from the increase in the contract, but the
St. Louis District Office would benefit as well, by being able to
have 400 of its cases handled expeditiously. Perhaps most
importantly, however, is the fact that 400 Charging Parties would
be served far more promptly under this arrangement than would
otherwise be possible.

I would appreciate it if you would make every effort possible to
approve this upward modification. Please let me know if you need
additional information.
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March 26, 1987

MEMORAN ff

To: Jackie Shelton, Acting Director
Region IX

Proms- Lynn Bruner '
District Dif~%tor

Subjects Transfer of Kansas City Area Office's Cases

It is my understanding that agreement was reached between
Jim Troy and Joe Bennett that some portion of the pending,
inventory in the Kansas City Area Office could be transferred to
other offices in what used to be Region II. I would like to call
this.matter to your attention, and ask that whatever steps are
necessary be taken to allow me to transfer as many of these cases
as possible to other District offices.

As described in my memo to Hr.,Troy concerning the increase in
'the charge processing.,contract'.for the..Kansas Commission (copy
attached) ,.thers are presently:.1600 cases-backlogged.in the.'
KansaqseCity. Area':Ofic&'at~i. s time. _ h At'I-did-not' -indicate,:.
in ny';previous -memo,..washthe..situation with which we. are. faced- in
'the Age jurisdiction.,secause of the severe backlogging, we are
running the statuteof-l'imitation on a large number of Age cases,
and id somi~situationgs-dimply will be unable to-process them

.We' have made every'effort to assign Age-cases as quickly as
possible to avoid 'this situation. However, .I was reluctant to
instruct.the Kansas City Area-:Office to asslgn.Age cases.on a
totally disproportionate basis.

To illustrate, we presentlybhave-a.,total of 148 Age'cases on
which we will have.exceeded the statute of-limitations before
'they can'be assigned,-given our present rate of assignment,
unless I instruct.the Kansas.City Area Office to assign these
cases out-of sequence.-. This. is.roughly the equivalent of a 1.
year vorkload-'.for three BO8'ueder the',niew quality processing

a .. .I -.- ,

I am bringing this matter to your attention for two reasons:
P'rst, to illustrate the urgency of our need to transfer cases
immediately to other District offices, and second, to request
guidance from you as to whether we should assign Age cases on a
priority basis, in order to avoid running the statute of
limitations.

I believe that if headquarters is able to approve the.upward.
modification of the Kansas City contract, and we are able to
transfer five or six hundred additional cases to other offices,
we 4ould be able to handle the Age statute problem on the
remaining cases.

I would sincerely appreciate it if you could expedite a decision
concerning the transfer of these charges. If transfer is'not.. -
possible, I will need advice from you as to how to handle this
Age statute problem.

:.
1
While Ihbavb'not.been -advisee;of the processing assumptions'

being used for staffing.underm the new uality:procedures outlined
in my- SCS Agreement, and. the' upd suing'no cause. charge appeal -
procedure, I believe that it is sife to project that we will not

,. be able to produce cases at the required level of quality at a
-rate which would exceed 45 per MOS.: -
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STATEMENT OF LYNN BRUNER, DIRECTOR, ST. LOUIS DISTRICT
OFFICE, EEOC

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Your memo to headquarters dated February 13,

1987 states, in part, "As you know, we have a serious backlog prob-
lem in Kansas City. We have a very large number of age cases
which are approaching the 2-year statute of limitations."

On March 24, you wrote to headquarters in the same year, 1987,
"I desperately need assistance in helping to eliminate this back-
log.

You do recall those memos, do you not, Ms. Bruner?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, again, on March 26, "We are running the

statute of limitations on a large number of age cases and, in some
situations, simply will be unable to process them prior to the expi-
ration prior to the 2-year statute of limitations. I am bringing this
matter to your attention for two reasons: first, to illustrate the ur-
gency of our need to transfer cases immediately to other district of-
fices and, second, to request guidance from you as to whether we
should assign age cases on a priority basis in order to avoid run-
ning the statute of limitations."

Now that is the end of your statement, your quote in this state-
ment, Ms. Bruner. Why did you find it necessary to ask for this
guidance? Did you receive any response from headquarters also?
What is the reason for all of that?

Ms. BRUNER. For asking for that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. BRUNER. Well, I have been with the Commission for quite a

long time, and we have never prioritized one statute over another.
In fact, we have always been told that we have an obligation to vig-
orously enforce all the statutes.

When I got to the St. Louis district, we had a 2-year backlog
there, and about 30 percent of those cases are age. I was simply
unable to assign those cases, to assign and complete all the age
cases without totally ignoring the rest of the cases.

It was extremely difficult for me to assign all of those when I
knew that I had race and sex charges sitting in there that had
been there for over a year and a half, a lot of them, and I didn't
feel that the right way to resolve the problem was to prioritize the
cases. I felt that the right way to resolve the problem was for the
district to have adequate resources so that we could handle the
work load.

So, I asked for the resources. I told them what my situation was,
that I was reluctant to prioritize, and asked for advice.

The CHAIRMAN. You said you had been with the Commission a
long time. How long have you been with the Commission?

Ms. BRUNER. Approximately 16 years in various capacities, not as
a director.

The CHAIRMAN. Was this soon after you were named Director at
St. Louis?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir. I became the Director in St. Louis in
August 1986, and I did the review of our Kansas City office which
was the most overworked and understaffed, if you will, of the two
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immediately upon my arrival. That would have been in September,
and that was the memo that was referred to by Mr. Bennett.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what I referred to was in March 1987, a
little over a year ago. You asked for some guidance from headquar-
ters. What do you mean by headquarters?

Ms. BRUNER. Well, the field people or the people that I report to.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is that?
Ms. BRUNER. OPO, Office of Program Operations.
The CHAIRMAN. Here in Washington?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And what was the response?
Ms. BRUNER. I did not receive a response to those memos.
The CHAIRMAN. None?
Ms. BRUNER. Not directly, no, I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's see, you are a director of the St. Louis

office. Wouldn't they always respond to your inquiries?
Ms. BRUNER. Well, they didn't to the March memo. They did re-

spond in the sense of providing additional resources to the district,
although it didn't come until about 7 or 8 months after I had made
the request.

The CHAIRMAN. What month would that have been?
Ms. BRUNER. I had asked for 1,200 cases to be transferred out.

We got approval for 800 cases to be transferred out. I believe it was
in July, and we got them out the first of August.

The CHAIRMAN. In July?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir. This was the request--
The CHAIRMAN. That is only about 4 months, isn't it? Or 5

months?
Ms. BRUNER. Except that I had made the original request in the

September memo.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I see.
Well, what happened after that? You got some cases transferred

out in July. What did you do, let's say, in August? Did you say that
you-you had asked for guidance on whether you ought to priori-
tize.

Ms. BRUNER. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. But you never got guidance on that?
Ms. BRUNER. No, but the subject did come up in August, because

we were transferring some cases to New Orleans, and in those
transfers were some cases that were running the statute. So, I was
asked why that was the case, and then I explained it again and
then sent a copy of my March memo up to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what did you do? And tell me-because we
have to understand this. Remember, we don't know all these proce-
dures that you do routinely or did in this case. When you say the
statute was running, how close was the statute of limitations on
some cases transferred?

Ms. BRUNER. Well, I think in some cases, some had already ex-
pired.

The CHAIRMAN. Some had already expired?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir. I believe that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't the procedure-do I understand the proce-

dure correctly that each claimant is to be notified at least 60 days
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ahead of the expiration of the statute of limitations expiring? Is
that correct?

Ms. BRUNER. Well, that was certainly the procedure in the St.
Louis district.

The CHAIRMAN. That was the procedure.
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir. We routinely notified people at least 90

days, I think 120 in some cases.
The CHAIRMAN. The 60 isn't correct, then; 90 to 120 days?
Ms. BRUNER. Well, the 60 days was established more recently, I

believe in January, commissionwide, but in the St. Louis district,
we had already had that practice in place ever since I was there.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Bennett, the St. Louis office was in
your region, was it not, one of the district offices you were in
charge of?

Mr. BENNETr. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Prior to Ms. Bruner's being assigned there in

August 1986, was there a problem in that office?
Mr. BENNETT. There were problems in the office in the sense that

the Kansas City office was understaffed the whole time that I
worked for EEOC and continually got worse. I was like a broken
record trying to get additional resources specifically for that office.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you tell us what relationship the Kansas
City office has to the St. Louis office?

Mr. BENNETT. Kansas City is an area office under the direction of
St. Louis.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Ms. Bruner, am I to assume that you never
got a response on whether you should prioritize any cases? I asked
that before, and you said it came up in August. Was it a response
from headquarters, or did it just come up because some cases were
being transferred?

Ms. BRUNER. No, the subject came up of why the cases were run-
ning the statute, and I again explained, as I had before, why they
were running the statute.

The CHAIRMAN. When you say the subject came up, what do you
mean? Somebody from Washington asked you?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They asked you. Who was that?
Ms. BRUNER. That was my regional director, Ms. Shelton.
The CHAIRMAN. It was whom?
Ms. BRUNER. My regional director, Ms. Shelton.
The CHAIRMAN. Your regional director?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought Mr. Bennett-were you gone by then,

Mr. Bennett?
Mr. BENNETT. I left in March 1987.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. So, there was a new regional director.
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, would you call that headquarters?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The regional director is in headquarters.
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Ms. BRUNER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Bruner, there were several reports in news

media earlier this year about the EEOC's handing out poor per-
formance ratings to directors of field offices where ADEA cases ex-
ceeded the statute of limitations. Did you receive a poor rating?
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EEOC CHAIRMAN VOWS ACTION AGAINST From the Daily Labor Report, 12-23-87
DELAYED HANDLING OF AGE BIAS COMPLAINTS

Management problems at a handful of EEOC's 24 district offices have interfered with the
prompt handling of age discrimination charges, resulting in the agency's failure to process
nearly 900 complaints in time to meet the Age Discrimination in Employment Act's two-year
statute of limitations to pursue the cases in court.

Characterizing the situation as "totally inexcusable,'' the commission's chairman, Cla-
rence Thomas, has vowed to take direct action against the half dozen district directors he
holds responsible.

"This is the singularly most frustrating and distressing thing that's happened to me at
the agency, " he told BNA. "This is foreclosing people's rights and it's purely bad
management. "

Thomas said management problems in the field are widely scattered and bear no corre-
lation to office size number of cases processed. Although he declined to identify the problem
offices, other EEOC officials said that more than 100 late cases were pending in Dallas, St.
Louis, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Baltimore, and New York and a "substantial number" are
pending in Birmingham, Ala. On the other end, Atlanta, San Francisco, and Chicago were
among the offices with either none or few of such cases, they said.

Unlike Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the age act includes a statute of limitations
requiring suits to be filed within two years after the violation, or, in the case of a "willful vio-
lation, " within three years. Because the "willful standard" has evolved over the past few
years and now is not as easy to prove, prompt case-processing is essential, Thomas
observed.

"When we first came to the agency, willful was a low standard. But the courts aren't
routinely accepting these willful cases and it has become an issue," he observed. "The prob-
lem is our habits and practices haven't changed to comport with the law. There is no reason
why these cases should go beyond two years. "

The developing problem was first noticed by members of the five-member Commission
when a new enforcement policy was approved three years ago (1984 DLR 177: D-l) and the pan-
el began routinely reviewing all cases that failed conciliation, Thomas said. Last September,
however, headquarters officials compiled figures for the first time and determined that close
to 900 cases had passed the two-year statute of limitations without resolution. Applying the
commission's "cause rate"-which amounts to about 5 percent of all charges filed with the
agency-the number of potential cases that might be foreclosed from reaching court is prob-
ably only around 40-a particularly small number when compared with the agency's inventory
of about 17,000 pending age bias cases.

But it's the principle that has Thomas angry.

"How do you go to someone whose rights have somehow not been vindicated and say I'm
sorry, " he asked rhetorically. "All you can do is be sure it never happens again and make
sure the people who don't see a problem with it aren't leading your organization. "

The chairman, who has declared personnel issues to be one of his major actions for the
coming year, has already taken disciplinary steps against some of the offending district direc -
tors-seven of whom were given "minimally satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory" assessments
during a recent personnel rating. He also addressed the issue in a sharply-worded Dec. 21
memo to field directors, in which he said that allowing a statute of limitation to lapse is "tan-
tamount to a dereliction of duties" and promised "not [to] tolerate such mishandling of even
one case . . . Accordingly, I expect each of you, if you have not already done so, to immedi-
ately develop and implement appropriate measures in your office to ensure that there is no re-
currence of this distressing problem."

The chairman acknowledged frustration that the headquarters memorandum was neces-
sary and that some of the district directors failed to address the issue independently.

"I assumed nobody would miss the statute of limitations, but it was an invalid assump-
tion, " he said. "It's embarrassing and inexcusable. There is no way to justify it.''

But now, he said, "the fire's lit. We've been able to catch it and it's something that will
be corrected next year. "
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EMiON /l/n /D' - mtaUiS pa

Area Equal Employment Director
Blames Head Office For Delays
'by Tim lryanm
Wtsw PesesOgtslt

The director of the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunily Commisalone re-
gional office here says the commia-
sions chairman acted unfairly wvhen
he criticized a massive backlog of
complaints of age discrimination.

The agency't headquao-ters' took II
rooths to act on her urgent requests
for belp, said the director of Ike St.
Louis office, Lynn Y. Bruner.

She was reacting to comments by
-Clarence Thomas, the commisaion's
chairman He told In an interview
published Friday In the Los Angel.;
' Times that the agnqcy's St. Louis of.

lice was among seven regIonal of-
fices that had failed to act on large
numbers of age-dlscrimination
grievances.

No action had been taken for more
than two years on a total of 000 cas
Thomas said.

The commission generally reviews
complaints to determine whether
lawslUts are vibtle. Most who lodge
complaints wall for the agency's re-
view before tiling sults. but the dead-
;Pne for beginning court actions is two
pears.

The director responded Friday

night by saying. I doatl know where
haierman Thomas got his sralltlcs. I

have gone on record ... asling for
essestance from our head office In
order to process the backiog of cases
which had developed prior to my ar-
rival here In August 1080."

The month afer hr amval Bru-
ner said, she asked ltn the ranser of
1 200 cases from the Wgeocys branch
office In Kansas City end 300 cases
from St. Louis. She saod she had want-
ed the cses sent totcosmission of-
fices with smaller wqiloads Bruner
said she also had asked for IS more
employes"

'I pleaded with th on to transfer
the cases quickly." fBruner said. "I
told them I had to lbm cases trans.
frredend I had to nis staf.'

Last August, Bruns ald the agen-
cy egreedtn ranal i fcresftom
Kansa aty but no trnm St LOUiS.
Fourteen employ were added to
the Kansas City oIl In July. None
was eant to St Loul

The Kansas City ce has 25 case-
workers; the St. office nan 23.
Bruner said the n's two had e
total of 120 empl and handle
cases In Kansws, or and South-
ern Illinois

'We still have re ases than

people to procev them, the id.
"I'm making every effort that I can.
Age cae are being assigned on a
priority bshtgb"

Bruner said ge castt lapse two
years fromn the time the discrimbin-
lion is alleged to occur, not from the
time when the case iS filed with the
commi luon.

It gives a skewed picture when
ou Say the tpit of the complaint

the resulnt oifacivity," the said.
"ttdepends when they were tled.' 0

Thomas said that he bssued an tn-
ternal memo last month that chas-
Used 23 distori directors for allowig
the complaints to lapse. He said the
delays wrse 'abeniutely Inexcusable-
and 'tobtamount to dereliction of
doty.'

In addition to St. Lnuis, he mid, the
primary offices responsible for de-
laying the comeplants were New
York, Lee Angeles Dellas Briltimore,
Philadelphia and Birminghan, Ale.

Thomak ald be believed that some
of the goo complaints owl can be set-
Ued favorably.

Bruner said the cae transferred
from St. Louis and KIu City dealt
with various types of complalnts hn-
dled by the comnolulon. Age-dis-
crimination cse actcouint for shout
50 percent of the caseload, she sod.
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Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you think it was your fault?
Ms. BRUNER. No, sir, I didn't.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, tell us why you feel it was not your fault.
Ms. BRUNER. Well, in the rating, I was faulted for the statute

running on age cases and for not prioritizing the age cases.
The CHAIRMAN. For not prioritizing?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that what you asked for, guidance on priori-

tizing?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir, but I was told that I should not have had

to ask for guidance on that point.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you should have done it automatically your-

self.
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you been trained not to prioritize?
Ms. BRUNER. There was nothing in our practice or procedure

which said that we should prioritize one statute over another. We
have always tried to vigorously enforce both.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, when you got this poor rating, had you had
any hearing or any process or do you just get something in the
mail that says you are not a very good employee, or how does that
work?

Ms. BRUNER. No, I had not heard anything on the issue, not even
a response to whether I should prioritize, until I got my rating.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you refer, after you got the rating, to your
previous memos asking specifically for guidance on that point?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the response?
Ms. BRUNER. The response was that I should not have had to ask

the question, that I should have been able to do that on my own,
and the fact that I had raised the issue of the work load-that that
shouldn't have had anything to do with it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, when did this rating come out?
Ms. BRUNER. I believe it was the second week of November.
The CHAIRMAN. And it was for the year?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Who is Joanne Henry?
Ms. BRUNER. She is the Director of Personnel.
The CHAIRMAN. And she is located here in Washington?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is where your rating came from?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But you did respond and say well, after all, I did

send in two memos asking for guidance. The answer you got was
that you should have known.

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. I have a memo here from the head-

quarters that is dated May 27, 1988, concerning data collection and
issuance of claimant notices. Of course, this is referring to the re-
quirement in the recent act we just passed, the Age Discrimination
Claims Assistance Act-to notify all individuals whose ADEA
charges in cases exceeded the two-year statute of limitations. On
page 2 of this memo, it informs you as a field office director that
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you will be required to make individual determinations on a case-
by-case basis regarding whether further EEOC resolution activity is
warranted, and then it says:

"General instructions regarding post-notice investigative activity
will be forwarded to you shortly."
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MAY 2T FM
MEMORANDUM

TO: DISTRICT, AREA, & CORS (ACTION)

FROM: Jim Troy, Dir
Office of Pr eriOns

SUBJECT: AGE DISCRIMI Ij2 CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT ACT - Data
Collection and Tsuance of Claimant Notices

Attached is the printout of ADEA charges from your workload
which required notices to charging parties under subject act.
OPO Headquarters staff is mailing the notices to those whose
names and addresses are complete on this printout. Although
this listing was developed from- our best charge information
sources, it is possible that some charges may not be reflected
in our computer extracts. Charges in the workload during the
period of our switch from CSRS to COS come to mind. Therefore,
to avoid the possibility that any charging parties who should
receive our help are missed, you are to immediately complete,
from your review of the printout, your files, and CDS output
the following:

a. Determine by comparing the attached printout with
your reports any ADEA charges that exceeded the statute of
limitations which are not on the printout. Your CDS query
should be all ADEA charges that were filed between January 1,
1984 and April 1, 1986 in which more than 729 days passed
between date of violation and date of EEOC resolution. We have
attached computer instructions which will enable you to extract

he data from CDS.

b. Forward copies of the attached claimant letter and
fact sheet to charging parties whose names do not appear on our
printout. THE CLAIMANT LETR AND FACT SHEET MUST BE MAILED TO
CHARGING PARTIES NOT LATER THAN JUNE 6. 1988. You should
provide my office with the list of charging party names,
addresses, and charge numbers of those to whom you forwarded
this information, by June 8, 1988.

As you review the attached printout, you may find a few
addresses that appear to be incomplete. This means that the
full address listing was not picked up on the diskette on which
you provided the information from which we developed the
printout. In those instances, you are expected to determine
the correct address and forward the notices as in b. above by
June 6.
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On May 12, we sent you the package that was forwarded to the
State and Local FEP Agencies advising them to provide notices
to appropriate charging parties. We have been informed that
some of the agencies cannot determine dates of EEOC resolution
of ADEA charges that the FEPs initially processed. We have
advised them to contact the District Office that administers
their contracts and expect you to provide whatever assistance
is required in a timely manner. The June 6 date also applies
to the FEPA notices.

As you are already aware, you will be required to make
individual determinations, on a case by case basis, regarding
whether further EEOC resolution activity is warranted.
Charging parties are being informed of this fact in the
claimant letter. General instructions regarding post notice
investigative activity will be forwarded to you shortly. In
the meantime, if you are contacted by recipients of the
notices, you should only begin to assemble information which
can guide your identification of the last status of the charges
and the availability of documentation pertaining thereto. You
will have the instructions in time to make orderly decisions
about subsequent charge processing.

It is absolutely essential that we notify all ADEA charging
parties who brought timely charges to EEOC and whose charges
exceeded the statute. Therefore, we fully realize that there
may be some duplication since Headquarters staff, District
staff, and FEP agencies may all be sending notices. In this
instance, it is preferable for some charging parties to receive
two notices than any charging party not to receive appropriate
notification under this law.

You should contact your Field Management Director if any
special arrangements are necessary (overtime, etc.) for you to
complete the immediate notice actions. You should contact
Hilda Rodriguez in my office or Doris Werwie of the Program
Research staff at 634-7062 if additional information regarding
the notice and notice procedures is necessary.

Attachments:
Computer Printout of ADEA Charging Parties
CDS Computer Instructions
ADCAA Claimant Letter
ADCAA Fact Sheet

cc: Jackie Shelton, FMP-West
Helen Walsh, Supervisory Program Analyst, FMP-East
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Ms. Bruner, what I am asking is, has your office received any
such instructions from headquarters on specifically what you are to
do with the Claims Act cases?

Ms. BRUNER. No, sir, we have not as of this time.
The CHAIRMAN. You did receive the May 27 memo?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's see, this is June 22. So far, you haven't re-

ceived those instructions though.
I am wondering, has your office begun to reopen or resume inves-

tigation on any of these cases in light of the fact that the clock has
been running since April 7 on the 18 months provided for such ac-
tivity? In other words, we extended it 18 months from the time the
bill was signed into law, and that was April 7. Has your office
begun to reopen or resume investigation on any of these cases?

Ms. BRUNER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. No? Why?
Ms. BRUNER. Well, we-first of all, we haven't received any re-

sponse back from any of the people, but then I am still waiting for
the guidance, basically.

The CHAIRMAN. You have to get response back from the individ-
uals and then you have to get some instructions from here? Is that
it?

Ms. BRUNER. Well, what I have done-what I did just a few days
ago was to instruct my staff to start looking at those cases to see if
there was anything in there that we would want to investigate fur-
ther, and I was doing this based on the memo that was prepared by
Richard Komer of our legal counsel in which there were specula-
tions about how we might handle those.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the same memo I was referring to?
Ms. BRUNER. It came out, I think, attached to that memo that

you referred to.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. BRUNER. So, I am actually trying to anticipate what we

might do and be ready.
The CHAIRMAN. We are now well into June, 21/2 months have

gone by out of the 18. It is necessary for you to start now, is it not?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, I think it is time.
The CHAIRMAN. I am told that we are now in a vote, and we will

stand in recess for 15 minutes so we can make that vote.
The committee is in recess.
[Recess taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Muse, you are the director of the Birmingham district now.

You have quite a lengthy background with the Commission, about
15 years. Is that about right?

STATEMENT OF DONALD MUSE, DIRECTOR, BIRMINGHAM
DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Mr. MUSE. 22 years, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 22 years?
Mr. MUSE. 22 years, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. With the Commission?
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I assume that as a field office director, you
also received the May 27 memo from headquarters that Ms. Bruner
spoke of.

Mr. MUSE. Yes, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you receive any specific instruction on what

to do with the Claims Act cases and have you begun to reopen or
investigate any of them?

Mr. MUSE. Well, the memo itself contains instructions, Senator.
The memo itself on the second page in the second paragraph indi-
cates that, "general instructions regarding post-notice investigative
activity will be forwarded to you shortly." The concluding sentence
says, "You will have the instructions in time to make orderly deci-
sions about subsequent charge processing," and nothing has been
received since then.

The CHAIRMAN. What does shortly mean, then?
Mr. MUSE. I believe that, in view of all the things that have hap-

pened, Senator, that due deliberation should be taken before we
formulate a policy on what exactly to do with those charges that
are going to be reopened.

The CHAIRMAN. Say that again?
Mr. MUSE. I think the agency is being deliberate, very deliberate,

in the manner in which they handle those charges where we are
going to restore the rights of the charging parties. I think they are
being necessarily deliberate in doing that.

The CHAIRMAN. You think it takes this much time and reason-
ably takes that much time? Is that correct?

Mr. MUSE. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Am I correct in assuming that one of the reasons

why these age cases were slipping through the cracks is because
the Commission did not have a reliable and accurate way of track-
ing those thousands of cases?

Mr. MUSE. I believe that is a major contributing factor, sir. Yes, I
do.

The CHAIRMAN. The only way to do it would be through a reli-
able computer system, would it not?

Mr. MUSE. No, I should explain to you some misconception. I
should explain to you at this point some misconception about dis-
trict directors and their performance standards.

Always, since 1980, a performance, a bottom line indicator, as
they are referred to, of a district director is the percentage of
charges over 300 days old, but charges are not separated by statute
within those 300 days old. We have always had that goal. The goal
for the last 4 years has been 4 percent of your work load must not
exceed 300 days old in order for you to meet the requirements of
your job.

So, the tracking may very well not have been on age charges
alone but all charges. Any charge over 300 days old would have
been in that percentage except charges targeted for litigation.

We tracked them in that manner. We didn't track them and say
we are setting all the age charges aside. Most offices didn't. Some
offices did track age cases because they were concerned about the
statute of limitations.

Many charges that you take under the Age Act are not filed the
first day of a violation when the 2 years becomes running. It may
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be taken during the 17 months after the violation continued. We
may have only 5 months to process it before the 2-year statute of
limitation runs.

But under our performance standards that have been in effect
for at least 8 years, we have a standard, a bottom line indicator,
one of six, probably the most stressed one of the six is 300-day-old
charges. What we would do with the computer system was, begin-
ning after the second month of the fiscal year, go back and have a
printout of all charges that would be 300 days old before the end of
the fiscal year, and we would concentrate on resolving those
charges within the percentage allowed by our performance stand-
ards.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, doesn't that allow, then, a lot of age cases
that you get late-I realize that the statute of limitations doesn't
begin when you get the case, when the claimant comes to you. But
according to what you have just said, the 300 days-wouldn't that
contribute to a lot of age cases to exceed the statute of limitations?

Mr. MUSE. It would not. In fact, the point I was making--
The CHAIRMAN. It would not?
Mr. MUSE. It would not. If you follow the 300-day-old cases, you

would necessarily identify--
The CHAIRMAN. Well, in that example you gave, 17 months had

already lapsed out of 24.
Mr. MUSE. That would be the exception rather than the rule, and

I am saying if they came in at 17 months--
The CHAIRMAN. Okay, that is an exception.
Mr. MUSE. We have procedures for handling those to expedite

them so that the 2-year statute of limitation doesn't run out.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what are the procedures?
Mr. MUSE. The procedures are that you have to get on the case

immediately and begin the investigation of it, and you have to
notify the charging party that his rights will run out 60 days prior
to that date.

The CHAIRMAN. How many months?
Mr. MUSE. In 60 days, 2 months.
The CHAIRMAN. But, generally speaking, do you try to shoot for

90 to 120 days as Ms. Bruner mentioned?
Mr. MUSE. I believe for bookkeeping purposes we set a definite

time so that we can have a tickler, set a tickler file on it.
The CHAIRMAN. You served as chairman of a special commission

task force which was a redesign work group for the computer
system, CSRS, and I believe you started in 1984 on this special task
force. Is that correct?

Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir, October 1984.
The CHAIRMAN. And your goal was to design a reliable, accurate,

and user friendly computerized case tracking system to replace the
old Complaint Statistical Reporting System. Is that right?

Mr. MUSE. Senator, the purpose for the task force that I was in
charge of was to determine the users' requirements for the new
system, determine from contacting all the district directors, all the
headquarters people, State and local agencies and so forth what the
requirement was for the users, the primary users of that. I actually
didn't design the system. We only compiled the users' requirements
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on what type of information, including Congressional committees,
would require information from the system.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what was the reason for-let's just put this
in the record. Why did all this have to get started? Your other
system, I am assuming, was a failure. Is that correct?

Mr. MUSE. It was a very, very abject failure. The old system
called the Complaint Statistical Reporting System was a failure,
yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And you were in charge of this task force for 2
years. Is that correct?

Mr. MUSE. No, sir. I was on it for approximately 4 months. I ac-
tually went to headquarters from the Seattle district office.

The CHAIRMAN. For 4 months?
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you gave your input during that 4 months?
Mr. MUSE. Yes. I had a committee-in this group, there were

about eight people at the peak.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. There is something I would just like to be clear

on.
I apologize for having missed part of the discussion. I had to go

to two other committee hearings today, one markup in the Finance
Committee and another hearing in the Banking Committee which I
just returned from.

How many of the offices in your region, Mr. Bennett, had tickler
systems on these ADEA cases? Let me ask Ms. Bruner, did you
have a tickler system in the St. Louis district office on ADEA
cases?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, we did. We had a notice system in Kansas City
so that we could get a printout that would show us the cases that
were within the 120 days so we could send out the notice.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Muse, you had a tickler system too?
Mr. MUSE. It was computerized, yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Gloria?
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Hannah?
Ms. HANNAH. I don't know.
Senator HEINZ. Oh, you are an investigator. That is right. And

you are an investigator, too, Mr. Morrow.
And, Mr. Bennett, as a regional director, what requirements did

you impose on your offices for running tickler systems?
Mr. BENNETr. To the best of my knowledge, all of them had some

system such as that, even in reference to the one in Detroit. De-
troit also had both an automated and a manual system.

Senator HEINZ. Now, how many age discrimination cases would
be pending at any one time in, say, the St. Louis district office?

Ms. BRUNER. We have about 30 percent of our cases are age
cases. I don't have my figures with me, but I believe we have a
pending inventory right now of about 3,000 cases.

Senator HEINZ. Total cases?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. So, 30 percent of those, about 1,000 of them, 900

of them, would be age cases?
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Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Muse, in Birmingham?
Mr. MUSE. A lesser percentage. Approximately 20 percent would

be age cases in Birmingham. We have approximately 3,000 unre-
solved charges.

Senator HEINZ. So, you would have 600?
Mr. MUSE. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. And what about in Seattle when you were there?
Mr. MUSE. In Seattle, we run a much higher percentage of age

cases in Seattle, because we were very prominent in age discrimi-
nation. I would say that the work load would be as high as 35 per-
cent age cases.

Senator HEINZ. And how many cases all together?
Mr. MUSE. Less than 2,000, about 1,700.
Senator HEINZ. So, you would have had about a third of those,

say, 600 age discrimination cases.
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Gloria?

STATEMENT OF HERMILO GLORIA, DIRECTOR, PHOENIX
DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Mr. GLORIA. In our jurisdiction, age runs about 25 percent of the
case load, and between the two offices that I oversee, we have ap-
proximately 2,500 charges a year. So, that would be 625 cases, nor-
mally, per year, although I don't think our backlog is that high.
We are fairly current on age right now.

Senator HEINZ. Were age discrimination cases, generally speak-
ing, handled by a group of people who just handled age discrimina-
tion cases, or were they just assigned willy-nilly?

Mr. MUSE. No, sir. At one time when we first took over jurisdic-
tion for the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and EPA, we
had separate units to do that, but we integrated the units approxi-
mately 5 years ago so that each investigator now investigates any
one of the acts he is assigned to.

Senator HEINZ. Having missed some of your testimony, maybe I
missed something. Is there an implication in any of the questions
you have been asked or any of the answers to any of the questions
you have been asked so far that the reason several thousand age
discrimination cases had their statute of limitations expire on
them-to what extent is that the fault of either the district offices
or central office in Washington, DC, and why?

Mr. MUSE. My testimony is, sir, that a contributing factor to that
would be the failure of the charge data system, the recordkeeping
system to allow us to access the information to select out, to identi-
fy by age and all the other factors that a director needs. I am
saying that is a contributing factor.

The other factor, I think, that Lynn Bruner has already spoken
to is understaffing in some offices and overstaffing in other offices
that has gone on for many years in the agency.

Senator HEINZ. Now, let me ask Ms. Bruner this. You have obvi-
ously been tracking your cases fairly well. You knew you had some
problems, and, as I understand it, you wrote a memo to central
office, was it?
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Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. And you didn't get any response to your memo?
Ms. BRUNER. No, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Is that right?
Ms. BRUNER. No, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Did you have any other opportunities to follow

up on your memo?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir. I mean, I could have at any time, I sup-

pose, raised it again, and I did continue to raise the understaffing.
Senator HEINZ. But you raised specifically, as I understand it,

the issue of cases that were about to run the statute. Is that not
correct?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, I did.
Senator HEINZ. But having written that memo, as I understand

it, you did not pursue that problem further at that point in time. Is
that right?

Ms. BRUNER. No, I raised it again in August and, in fact, sent a
copy of that memo in August.

Senator HEINZ. So, you raised it first in what, March 1987 and
then August 1987?

Ms. BRUNER. I raised the question of prioritization, yes, then, and
I raised it again in August.

Senator HEINZ. Now, at any point, did you ever talk to a real
person?

Ms. BRUNER. What do you mean when you ask that question?
Senator HEINZ. Well, my staff write my memos all the time, and

I tell them that that is nice, and if I had 23 district offices with
people writing me memos and regional offices writing me memos
and OMB and Congressmen writing me memos, you know, I am not
quite sure that I would read every memo. That is why the good
Lord gave us a voice box, I guess, in addition to digits.

The question I have for you is, do you not have monthly confer-
ence meetings, teleconference meetings?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, we do.
Senator HEINZ. Did you ever raise the problem of statute of limi-

tations running at those teleconferences?
Ms. BRUNER. I don't believe I specifically mentioned that at the

conference, no, but I asked--
Senator HEINZ. Why wouldn't you, if it is an urgent issue, if the

statute of limitations are about to run, if people are about to be
denied their rights, why wouldn't you raise it at one of your
monthly teleconferences with higher authority?

Ms. BRUNER. Well, I thought that I had raised it appropriately,
and I--

Senator HEINZ. Why wouldn't you ask if they got the memo?
Ms. BRUNER. It simply didn't occur to me to do that. I assumed

they got the memo. Later, when I found out that--
Senator HEINZ. Have you gotten every piece of mail that the U.S.

Postal Service delivers?
Ms. BRUNER. Well, how would you know?
Senator HEINZ. That is exactly right, how would you know. I

mean, I think we have all sent people communications by various
means. I sent something by Federal Express once. Federal Express,
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you know, they never lose anything. It is about 3 months later, and
they are still trying to find it.

So, it seems to me that there was perhaps an opportunity to
speak up if that was a serious problem.

Ms. BRUNER. Well, I did speak on the phone to Ms. Shelton in
August about it when, as I stated earlier, there was a contact
which arose when we were transferring cases to New Orleans. We
were talking on the phone about it, and I raised it at that time.
Certainly, in August, it was discussed.

Senator HEINZ. Had any action been taken to help you either in
July or August by central office?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes. As I said, they had approved the transfer of
800 cases in August. I had requested 1200, and the 800 wasn't
enough to put us in a situation where we could handle it, but it
was better than nothing. I am certainly not knocking it.

Senator HEINZ. And you did get some additional slots filled, too?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir, I did. I did get additional slots.
Senator HEINZ. And you got money to contract out for clerical

help?
Ms. BRUNER. For clerical help, yes. All of those things take time

to get results.
Senator HEINZ. Okay. All right, that is very helpful.
I have one other question. Mr. Muse, am I right that while you

were head of the Seattle district office that you had some problems
with age cases running the statute?

Mr. MUSE. No.
Senator HEINZ. You did have a tickler file in Seattle?
Mr. MUSE. We had a tickler file. We had a 300-day-old file and

we had a tickler file on 2-year-old age cases, yes.
Senator HEINZ. Two-year-old cases? At that point--
Mr. MUSE. Well, that would be 2 years old. We set it at 22

months, sir.
Senator HEINZ. At 22 months. So, that would give you 2 months

to do what you had to do.
Mr. MUSE. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Now, you mentioned a minute ago that the rec-

ordkeeping system is not quite up to speed. Is that right?
Mr. MUSE. I think that perhaps would be an understatement, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Okay. I gather you were involved in helping

design, at least at some point, improvements to the recordkeeping
system. Can you give me the background of that?

Mr. MUSE. I was selected to come to headquarters with a group
of seven other people, seven or eight other people, to determine the
users' requirements, Senator, exactly what was necessary to have
in a system from every standpoint, to determine all the uses the
computer would have, what type of information would go in, and
what type of information would come out.

We did that. It took 4 months, and we determined what the
users' requirements were, and we issued a document to that effect,
but it was only as far as the users' requirements were concerned. It
didn't deal with other aspects like software and hardware.

Senator HEINZ. But what you specified was what you needed.
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
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Senator HEINZ. When everything was said and done, what hap-
pened? What did you not get that you said you needed?

Mr. MUSE. We didn't get an accurate, timely system that gave us
all the information that we required. We got a system that is error
prone, that is difficult to operate, is slow to operate. It is expensive
to operate. It takes a great deal of time to put into the system.
Manually, we have to keep manual records. We have to constantly
reconcile the information from the computer back to the supervi-
sors and the individual investigators to make the information cor-
rect.

That was exactly what the users' requirements specified that we
should eliminate, that unnecessary work to constantly reconcile
the data coming from the computer system.

Senator HEINZ. Is it right that that has been a problem even
before EEOC was charged with enforcing Age Discrimination in
Employment Act cases? Going back into ancient history into the
1970's that computer systems and EEOC just for some reason have
never been able to match? Is that right?

Mr. MUSE. We never actually had one until 1977. We had a
system called the Linolex system. Then we went to computer
system--

Senator HEINZ. And I gather it was a disaster as well.
Mr. MUSE. It was bad also. We have always had that problem,

yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Well, maybe one of these days lightning will

strike and you can get the same crazy, mixed up information all
the rest of us get.

Mr. MUSE. I look forward to that. [Laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I have one more ques-

tion for Mr. Bennett.
Mr. Bennett, I think you said-correct me if I am wrong-that in

1986, charges were running the statute, that you, as regional direc-
tor, were aware of that. Is that right?

Mr. BENNETT. In that one office I was aware of that. That is cor-
rect.

Senator HEINZ. What did you tell the district director who had
that problem to do?

Mr. BENNETT. Let me state one of the problems was that office
had been running without a permanent director-it seems to me it
took over 2 years to get a permanent district director there, and
that occurred after I left. We were getting an interim district direc-
tor in, and the review was being done to give him some assistance
in what to focus on in the office. So, that particular review was a
review of the office but was not specifically of the office when he
was the director, because he was just coming into the office.

And he was to respond to the review report and to furnish us a
statement of what he planned to do to correct the problems there.

Senator HEINZ. If there were cases about to run the statute, why
wouldn't it have been appropriate for you to say to him look, con-
centrate on those. Don't let any of these run the statute, or take
some action at least to prioritize for him, particularly if he is
new--

Mr. BENNETT. Let me correct one thing. That was not an office,
by any means, that had a problem with a large work load or back-
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log or being understaffed. If anything, the office was significantly
overstaffed, and they could easily have completed any case in the
office well within 6 months.

So, it is a very different situation than what obtained in Kansas
City.

Senator HEINZ. But if you were aware there was a problem, isn't
there something you could have done? I mean, why have regional
directors who are aware of problems if they can't do anything?

Mr. BENNETT. That is a fair question. No, we were aware of it. As
you recall if you have read the report, there were a number of
things that were mentioned in there, and that was only one part of
a much longer report.

Senator HEINZ. Well, let me put it this way. If you had to do it
all over again, is there anything you would have done differently? I
am not able to put myself in your shoes. I have never been a re-
gional or a district office director.

I can only assume that it is not unreasonable that if you know
that cases are about to run the statute that that raises some kind
of a red flag and would normally cause a manager at either the
district or the regional or any other level to start ringing fire bells
and say it is time to go about business in something other than the
usual way, that there is a problem that has to be dealt with.

Mr. BENNETT. In my view, Senator, that is what that report was
all about, exactly--

Senator HEINZ. I am just concerned about the cases that ran the
statute. Why, if this office had plenty of people and you were
aware of the problem, did--

Mr. BENNETT. I was aware of the problem when my staff report-
ed back to me what they had found. That is when I became aware
of that particular problem.

Senator HEINZ. Was there still time at that point to do some-
thing about the cases that were about to run?

Mr. BENNETT. The ones that they reported on in that report had
run the statute.

Senator HEINZ. Well, okay.
Mr. BENNETT. As I mentioned before, .it was surprising to me

about that particular office, because they had developed their own
automated system that tracked things quite well, and also the su-
pervisors and also most of the investigators also had systems of
their own to keep track of things.

If I might digress a little bit, I agree generally with what Don
Muse has said about the lack of a reliable commissionwide data
system, but also we are talking about individual responsibility of
individual investigators and first line supervisors as well. It is in-
conceivable to me that this problem could have been existing in
any large measure and people not being aware of it, because super-
visors met frequently with their investigators and also should have
been on top of the work load, as well as the individual investigators
taking responsibility for their actions as well.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, one last question to Mr. Bennett.
Is it the responsibility of the regional directors to sort out the al-

location of resources among the district offices in one's region? Can
you transfer slots from one district to another?
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Mr. BENNETT. I am glad you asked that question. I did not have
that authority. I believe it was in 1986, or maybe 1985-I can't re-
member the exact year-when the three regional directors got to-
gether. We determined, using a computer system that one of us de-
veloped, that by reallocating the staff in the field, moving people
from offices that were overstaffed to where they were understaffed
and having a very few selected reductions in force, that we would
have sufficient staffing in that year which, I believe, would have
started in fiscal year 1986 without having to get any additional re-
sources.

We were specifically directed, when we raised the question-and
I also wrote a memo, because my part of the project was to write a
memo to our superior explaining what we were recommending, and
also recommending that this be implemented early in the fiscal
year so that we could realize the savings and redistribute the staff.

Senator HEINZ. And what happened? Was it implemented or not?
Mr. BENNETT. Well, let me tell you. We were told specifically

that any mention of a reduction in force was absolutely forbidden
and to banish the word from our vocabulary. I had the audacity to
raise it again in another meeting, and I was jumped on--

Senator HEINZ. Who told you that it was verboten?
Mr. BENNETT. That was my superior, my immediate superior.
Senator HEINZ. Who was your immediate superior?
Mr. BENNETT. The Director of Program Operations. And he told

me the second time I raised the issue that I must not have under-
stood him correctly the first time, that it was a word that I was not
to be talking about again. So, we--

Senator HEINZ. But what about the issue of transferring slots
from one place to another?

Mr. BENNETT. You mean if there were vacant slots?
Senator HEINZ. No, transferring-if one office had 10 more slots

or people than were needed and another office needed 10 more
people-I guess Ms. Bruner's office needed more people-I thought
you said you did not have the authority to make those reassign-
ments, but my understanding was that you were seeking the au-
thority subsequently to make them.

Mr. BENNETT. That is right. That is correct.
Senator HEINZ. Have you got that authority yet or not?
Mr. BENNETT. Well, I left the Commission in March 1987, and at

the time I left, we did not have that authority. As a matter of fact,
we even ran into problems transferring cases which, I think, is--

Senator HEINZ. Well, to a certain extent, that is more under-
standable. If the problem exists in Dallas and you transfer the case
to Seattle, it makes the investigator's job a little more difficult. I
think it is probably more logical to transfer slots.

Mr. BENNETT. But it also makes the manager's job more difficult
if you have 15 more investigators in one office than you need and
15 fewer, as in St. Louis, than you need.

Senator HEINZ. Sure.
Mr. BENNETT. From a regional director's perspective, that is a lot

more difficult situation to handle than transferring cases would be.
Senator HEINZ. I understand that, but from the standpoint of

service to the aggrieved party, it seems to me-again, I am not a
lawyer. I am not an investigator. I don't run a regional or district
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office-all things being equal, you would rather have the people
you need where you need them rather than the cases where the
people are.

Mr. BENNETr. Absolutely, and that is why we did that study and
asked for that authority to transfer the people. That is when we
were told not only that we couldn't do it but don't even talk about
it any more.

Senator HEINZ. Okay. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, we subpoenaed each of you for testi-

mony because we think the proper place to start is at your level
and then go to Washington to headquarters and find out how they
view the problem.

Mr. Bennett, the report you are referring to was a July 16, 1986
report? I

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That was to the Detroit district office director. Is

that correct?
Mr. BENNErr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And part of that, the report reads, "establish an

effective system for monitoring the ADEA age discrimination cases'
2-year time limit for filing suit." That was part of your report in
July 1986.

Mr. BENNETr. Yes, it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get much of a response to that portion of

it?
Mr. BENNETT. I don't remember what the response was.
The CHAIRMAN. It did not effectively set up a system?
Mr. BENNETT. I don't know. I don't know if there were problems

after I left Detroit or not.
The CHAIRMAN. Okay. Ms. Bruner, just to reassure you that the

mails do work, your three memos, three, beginning in 1986-I be-
lieve the first one was in August 1986 and the second one in Febru-
ary 1987 and the third one in March 1987-asking about the 2-year
statute problem indeed did reach headquarters, and the reason we
are sure of that is because when we subpoenaed the information,
headquarters indeed provided copies of those memos to the commit-
tee.

So, I just want to assure you that those memos were received by
headquarters, and they were filed.

Ms. BRUNER. Could I clarify one point, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. BRUNER. I would like to point out that in the St. Louis dis-

trict, we did prioritize as many age cases as we could along with all
of our other priorities. I don't want you to think that we didn't try
to do it.

The problem there was simply volume. The 2-year backlog
there-these cases had been stacking up. There was like 2 years of
work when I first got there, and we were taking in more than
could be done by the staff. In fact, the backlog was growing at the
rate of 600 per year. This is what I reported in the memo to Mr.

'See p. 19.
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Bennett just in the Kansas City office alone, and it was growing at
the rate of about 300 per year in the St. Louis office.

The CHAIRMAN. One question I have is about these telephone
conferences between headquarters and the field offices. Are 23 dif-
ferent district directors on the line at the same time?

Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who does the talking?
Ms. BRUNER. Generally, it is conducted by Mr. Troy, the Director

of OPO.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Troy?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And he is the assistant to the Chairman?
Ms. BRUNER. He is the Director of Program Operations.
The CHAIRMAN. Directly under the Chairman.
Ms. BRUNER. I am sorry?
The CHAIRMAN. Directly under Chairman Thomas.
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, does he do most of the talking? How do you

raise a point in these discussions?
Ms. BRUNER. Well, a director could raise a point if they wanted

to, simply by asking a question.
The CHAIRMAN. How long did these telephone conversations last

where 23 district directors were on the line with Mr. Troy?
Ms. BRUNER. I would say 30 minutes to 45 minutes usually.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muse, getting back to you, prior to your tes-

timony here today, you were asked to review a collection of inter-
nal EEOC memos and reports regarding development and mainte-
nance of a tracking system beginning in 1983 to the present. What
do these documents say to you? What do they tell us?

Mr. MUSE. These documents on the charge data system, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MUSE. I can only answer you, Senator, that I have lived with

this system for many years, and I have been involved with this one
for 4 years. What these documents in this packet that you gave to
me represent to me which is a 4-year-I am sorry-5-year attempt
to get a recordkeeping system. What I see is gross mismanagement.
I am not reluctant to tell you that the system of recordkeeping has
been grossly mismanaged by the agency.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in a January 24, 1985 memo, you stated
that the "cost of mismanagement is approximately $400,000."
$400,000 for what?

Mr. MUSE. We had purchased software and hardware that
wouldn't meet the requirements of the users. Management, any
kind of management, would dictate that you get the users' require-
ments first, Senator, and then you get the software, and then you
get the hardware.

We had done it backwards. We had gotten the hardware, the
software, and then we came forward with the users' requirements.
That is what I was required to do when I went to headquarters,
and that is what my memo speaks to. When I got there to deter-
mine the users' requirements, the hardware and software had al-
ready been purchased which meant computers and software that
wouldn't do what the users' requirements indicated.
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The CHAIRMAN. You spoke in your memos about waste and mis-
management. What did--

Mr. MUSE. Waste and mismanagement?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MUSE. The money was set aside. That money was set aside

specifically to clear up an acute problem in this agency for years
and years, and that was to obtain a recordkeeping system that
worked that had all the ingredients in there, including requests
from Senatorial subcommittees. Everything was put in there. That
was a consideration in determining the users' requirements, what
kind of information the subcommittees are going to ask us for
EEOC was all put in there.

When it came time to get the software and hardware to imple-
ment the users' requirements, the money had already been spent
for software and hardware that wouldn't work, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, how much money was spent?
Mr. MUSE. The original--
The CHAIRMAN. Some of the documentation I looked at, it looks

like it would be fair to say that about $80 million was spent over 10
years for this system.

Mr. MUSE. My memo speaks to only the purchase of the hard-
ware and the software that we since primarily abandoned for use
in the charge data system. But I can only speak to in most of those
years, we spent a great deal of money in manpower. It is the most
important ingredient in that. The hardware and software--

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the mismanagement you are talking
about?

Mr. MUSE. I am speaking directly of mismanagement.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is the waste you are talking about?
Mr. MUSE. Yes, it is, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So, it is manpower.
Mr. MUSE. Manpower and software.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I am not clear. What manpower

is this?
Mr. MUSE. The manpower it takes to put into this system, sir,

that doesn't work.
Senator HEINZ. When you say manpower, you mean putting the

records into the system?
Mr. MUSE. Yes. We put this wealth of information into the com-

puter, and we can't get it out in digestible components, so we have
to go back and do it manually. The work to put it in and then
maintain manual records to get everyone what they want, includ-
ing this committee. That is what I am saying. That is the waste
and that is the mismanagement.

Senator HEINZ. But if the software was corrected, the records
that have been input via that manpower you have just described
will be retrievable.

Mr. MUSE. I don't believe it will. I don't think the system will
ever work. I think it was programmed wrong, sir. The collection on
it is wrong. The program is on it wrong, the equipment is wrong,
and the software is wrong.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I don't know a lot about computers, but,
normally, you input through a terminal onto a master data tape,
and that tape can be in a variety of computer languages, and all
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you need is the equivalent of a compiler and any other computer
can read those languages.

Is that not the case here? Isn't the data in retrievable form? You
may not have the software to read it, but once the data is entered,
I find it inconceivable to believe that it is not on a master data
tape.

Mr. MUSE. Senator, it is a complex system. The major problem
with the system is we have approximately 118 different entities
going to headquarters with the information. We have approximate-
ly 70 State and local agencies and 48 field offices of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission. They all go to headquarters,
and they should not go to headquarters. All the offices within the
jurisdiction of the district office should have that information
coming into them, because they are the primary users and they
maintain the--

Senator HEINZ. I am not quarreling with that. I just want to be
clear as to whether all this key punching will never result in a re-
trievable record ever again under any circumstances. You may be
right, but I find that difficult to believe based on my humble
knowledge of computers and computer programming.

Unfortunately, my kids can retrieve anything from their comput-
ers and other people's as well.

Mr. MUSE. Could you give me their names?
Senator HEINZ. Even the Defense Department finds people re-

trieving things from their computers without authorization.
Mr. MUSE. The difficulty is we have had a series of problems

with the system in down loading and up loading and so forth. In
the Birmingham office alone, we lose sometimes as much as 1,400
files in one fell swoop. We have to reenter all of that. No matter
what we get out of the computer, even today, we have to manually
reconcile that with the supervisors and, many times, with the indi-
vidual investigator. That is a time consuming, wasteful process.

Senator HEINZ. May I just ask one other question of Mr. Muse?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator HEINZ. You were all very helpful when you indicated to

me the number of cases that you had pending at any one time for
age discrimination cases. It kind of-many offices had around 600
cases was the way-the percentages varied, but one office-I have
forgotten which one it was. It may have been Ms. Bruner's office.

If you were to put all of those cases into a tickler file that
stretched for 24 months and had 24 pockets in an expandable file,
the kind my office uses on a daily basis, you would have roughly
two to three dozen cases-on the average, about two dozen cases-
in each monthly pocket for the tickle system.

The question I have is, if you only have a couple of dozen, on av-
erage, age discrimination cases in pocket 21, 20, 22, 23, and 24,
aren't those sufficiently obvious that you do not need a computer
to track them?

Mr. MUSE. You are correct in saying that, but it is incorrect to
say that that is not a wasteful process to do it manually. That is
exactly what the computer is designed for. You simply go to the
computer and say give me all the charges--

Senator HEINZ. I am not arguing about the efficacy of computers.
I am just saying that in terms of the issue that got us all interested
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in this situation, Senator Melcher's legislation which dealt with it,
I still am curious as to why, given the relatively small number of
cases that are going to get to the end of that accordion file assem-
bly line, why those are not easily trackable manually by any dis-
trict office.

Mr. MUSE. My answer would have to be that they are easily
trackable. You would just simply have to ask each individual inves-
tigator how many cases are going to be two years old within what
period of time. It would be easily trackable manually.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Wilson, I can't hear you. Maybe you
have a question you would like to jump in on?

STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE WILSON

Senator WILSON. I was just following your logic train, Senator
Heinz. If there are few enough cases so that they can be handled in
the fashion that Senator Heinz suggests, then whatever the com-
puter problem exists wouldn't it seem reasonable to argue that it is
an intractable problem. How is the backlog developing?

Mr. MUSE. If you look at it from the standpoint that each investi-
gator would carry a heavy work load, that we weren't giving-as
Lynn Bruner has pointed out-we weren't giving priority to age
discrimination cases per se. We were giving priority to any cases
that would be over 300 days old, and we never separated them out
simply by statute to make that determination.

In many of the offices, Senator, we are grossly understaffed like
the Kansas City office, and they had many bells ringing, not just
the Age Discrimination in Employment bell. They had a lot of bells
ringing.

That is the only excuse that I can indicate to you, is that manu-
ally, you could have tracked it. We simply didn't do it. It would
have been much easier at the beginning of the year to identify all
those charges and set up a tickler file.

Senator WILSON. Are you saying that over a period of time, the
case load has built for individual investigators?

Mr. MUSE. Oh, yes. Some of the offices as high as 80 or 90 cases
per investigator, an impossible work load.

Senator WILSON. What do you find responsible for the growth in
case load? Are there more charges being filed? What is the answer?

Mr. MUSE. That is an acute problem with the agency and one we
have tried to identify and come up with a solution for. In many of
the offices, their productivity is 50 cases per investigator per year.
In some offices, it is 100. As Mr. Bennett indicates, the problem is
how to get people from an overstaffed office where you have very,
very few vacancies to an understaffed office where you need help,
and we simply don't have a solution for it.

Senator WILSON. Are you saying there is no uniformity in terms
of the growth in case load across the country?

Mr. MUSE. Yes. The West Coast has grown much greater than
the East Coast, so most of the disparity is in the East Coast where
the overstaffing is. The understaffing would be on the West Coast,
Senator.

What we have done to circumvent that problem is to transfer
case loads, transfer the cases, from one understaffed office to an
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overstaffed office to compensate for the fact that, in many offices,
there are very few professional vacancies so you can transfer the
vacancy. It is a very expensive process to-a very demoralizing
system of a reduction in force. It is a very demoralizing process for
an agency to go through.

If you have to transfer people, people who are willing to transfer,
it costs approximately $30,000 each to transfer a person from one
district office to another district office, and we simply don't have
the budget for that.

Senator WILSON. What has been your experience, then, in trans-
ferring cases rather than investigators?

Mr. MUSE. I am sorry, I didn't understand you, sir.
Senator WILSON. As you just described it to me, you have tried to

deal with an uneven distribution of case load not by transferring
the investigators for the reasons that you just indicated but, in-
stead, by transferring cases from those understaffed offices to those
that are, as you said, overstaffed.

Mr. MUSE. It is a very difficult, complicated process the way that
it is structured now. Everything has to go through headquarters.
Lynn Bruner is the St. Louis director, Senator, and she has already
testified the difficulty that she had in transferring some of her
work load to another office. She wrote three memos during an 8- or
9-month period of time. She wasn't able to effect a transfer.

It is difficult to transfer charges around. I don't have an explana-
tion for that. In the Seattle office, I transferred cases from Los An-
geles and Oklahoma City with relative ease for 8 years. It was with
relative ease when I worked together with the district directors.
When headquarters got involved, then it became very, very compli-
cated.

That is about the only explanation I have for it. I know that the
system will work, and I know that it will work well. I know that
working with the other directors-I worked with Lynn Bruner and
with Hermilo Gloria for many years, and I know they are compe-
tent, and I have transferred charges around from my office to their
offices and back and forth. I know that it doesn't have to be a com-
plicated process. Right now, it is a complicated process.

Senator WILSON. Are you required by law or by regulation to
follow the procedure that involves a central Washington sign-off on
these?

Mr. MUSE. No, that is all generated from headquarters. We are
not required by law to do that, no, or regulation.

Senator WILSON. I have missed something, then, because you said
that the only thing that you could identify, if I understood you, as
unnecessarily complicating the process was that there came a time
when you were no longer simply making the transfer from one
office to the other, that there had to be some approval. What ap-
proval?

Mr. MUSE. Headquarters, the regional directors had to approve
transfers of cases.

Senator WILSON. What occasioned that change? Was there a
change in regulation?

Mr. MUSE. No. I think it was just a change in policy of the Office
of Program Operations where you had to go through headquarters
before you transferred these charges, and there was great, great
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delay involved in it. I have memos beginning in September 1986
saying I could use 500 more cases, I can resolve them, and we
didn't get the cases until July of the following year. You had to get
headquarters approval to do it. Lynn Bruner is not the only one
who experienced that delay in getting headquarters approval.

Primarily, it is a transfer of cases between district offices, and
there is very little reason why headquarters has to get involved in
that.

Senator WIISON. All right, let me ask you this. I am still not
quite clear on whether or not this growth in case load was simply a
growth in the understaffed offices or whether there was, over a
period of years, either a gradual or not gradual marked increase in
caseload.

Mr. MUSE. I think the trends are, during the last 8 years, that
the trend was there was an increase in intake of charges on the
West Coast and a decrease in the East Coast and the mid-United
States, sir.

Senator WILSON. Now, that has to do with intake.
Mr. MUSE. Intake of charges, workload.
Senator WILSON. The number of charges filed.
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
Senator WILSON. Or received, rather.
Mr. MUSE. Yes.
Senator WILSON. What is the explanation for that?
Mr. MUSE. It may very well have something to do with the shift

of population. For a long time during this same period of time, the
industries were moving to the West Coast and moving out of the
South. Now, they are moving back.

I should explain a misconception about these charges indicated
up here. These charges-nationwide in a 1-year period of time,
there are approximately 100,000 charges taken in the United
States. We take, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
takes about 60 percent of those, about 60,000. The other 40,000 or
40 percent are taken by approximately 70 State and local govern-
ments, including the State of California, and they take those under
their own law. They are funded by their own city agencies, the city
of Anchorage, the city of Seattle, the city of Takoma, and so forth.

We subsidize them approximately $400 a case with the $20 mil-
lion Congress funds. That is our State and local agency funding.

It is approximately a 60 percent split. This represents the 60 per-
cent we take in, about 60,000 a year, and the other 40 percent,
40,000, are taken by State and local agencies.

When we are talking about a computer system, we are talking
about meeting the legal requirement that we have to defer, by law,
to the State and local agencies for a period of 60 days before we
can handle them or we have to get a waiver of deferral. With the
computer system, of course, that is what you use to track these sys-
tems, how long they have had them, when they come back. You
have to look at it, approve that, and pay them $400 for each case
that is resolved in that manner.

However, there are actually 100,000 a year, approximately,
rather than the 60,000 represented there.

Senator WILSON. And do they get paid if they do not resolve
them?
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Mr. MUSE. Well, they resolve them in many ways. If they resolve
the case, they get paid for it, generally, if we have the funding.
Many times, we don't have the funding, so they are paid by their
own State or local government. We fund only $400 a case, and we
have limited funds to do that. So, if we don t have any funds, we
don't pay them for it.

We have a contract with them and a work sharing agreement
with them. The work sharing agreement indicates that they may
have some charges I want and I may have some charges they want.
They may be looking at a particular industry, so we exchange
charges back and forth between the agencies involved.

Senator WILSON. Has there been a qualitative change in the
kinds of complaints that you are getting as it relates to discrimina-
tion against the aged?

Mr. MUSE. I believe there is a trend that would show that during
the last 5 years, we are getting more age charges and more sex
charges than we have ever gotten before. I think the percentage
has increased measurably.

Senator WILSON. Is there a difference in terms of the evidentiary
requirements? Are some easier and some more difficult as between
sex, age, race?

Mr. MUSE. Yes, there is a difference in complexity between them.
We have several different types of charges, Senator. One would be
a one on one type charge, one person comes in and files one charge
against one company. We have other charges. We have a systemic
unit where we pattern practices in job discrimination. We have
great emphasis on our systemic program, because it eliminates sys-
tems of job discrimination. That takes years, sometimes, to investi-
gate a charge.

The average case over 22 years under Title VII, age, or equal pay
would probably take an average of 40 hours. That is a ball park
estimate.

I don't believe the complexity has increased a great deal in the
last 5 or 6 years. If we are investigating them for litigation, as we
have been-we have been emphasizing that for 6 years-I think
you simply have to do a better investigation. If you are doing a
better investigation, it simply takes more time.

We deemphasized the use of no-fault settlements. At one time in
1982, we were settling 45 percent of everything that came in the
front door on a no-fault settlement, 45 percent. That is an awful lot
of charges. We have declined now to about 12 percent because we
are requiring, generally, that we do some degree of investigation
before we no-fault settle the charge, and that is reflected in the
backlog.

No-fault settlement charges would take approximately 5 hours,
whereas an investigation to reach a finding of cause or no cause to
find if the law was violated takes approximately 40 hours to do
that.

Senator WILSON. Since the purpose is to prevent discrimination,
is the tougher policy proving to be the kind of deterrent that pre-
sumably is hoped for as opposed to a more conciliatory approach?

Mr. MUSE. I think our litigation policy we adopted about 3 years
ago is outstanding. I think it has done a great deal to eliminate job
discrimination in the country.
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If the district director finds there has been a violation of the law,
then we have to send it to headquarters and get the Commission to
vote on it. I think that policy is excellent. It is outstanding. I think
it has done a great deal to eliminate job discrimination.

We never had that before. The district director now, with at least
80 percent certainty, can find that there is a violation of the law,
send it to headquarters with about an 80 percent certainty that it
is going to be litigated. Prior to that time, the chance was you were
lucky if you batted about 30 percent. They could kick them out of
there for a lot of intangibles, but now, we have about an 80 percent
surety that if the district director finds there has been a violation
of the law, Senator, that case will be litigated.

Senator WILSON. Mr. Chairman, let me just ask a couple more
questions, because we are getting into an area that I think is of
particular importance.

Have you found, any of you-have you encountered a situation
in which it appeared that someone was systematically discriminat-
ing because they thought they, on balance, would do better by dis-
criminating and paying whatever penalty they had to pay, in other
words, that it was worth it?

We recently had a situation in which election laws were deliber-
ately violated because the people were willing to pay fines in order
to gain the advantage of violating the statutes. Have we had any
situation of that kind?

Mr. MUSE. I am sure we do. I am sure that, in many cases, espe-
cially on age discrimination, especially on early out retirements
and so forth, I am sure that they sit down and, from a business
standpoint, Senator, they would say, okay, let EEOC take us on on
this. It is not going to cost us as much money as if we went ahead
and did it this way. I am sure they make business decisions like
that.

Senator WILSON. Now, is that true whether you are talking about
the litigation policy that presently exists as compared with the no-
fault approach?

Mr. MUSE. The no-fault approach, as I indicated, was a short,
maybe a 5-hour, process to find out if they were going to settle it.
The litigation process has a lot more virtues than simply getting
relief for the charging party. It is a great deterrent to job discrimi-
nation to advertise in the newspaper that the Equal Employment
Opportunity has sued someone. It is a great deterrent, and we
make maximum use of that in the EEOC.

I think perhaps that if it went to litigation, Senator, that they
would have, because of the cost of litigation, second thoughts about
going through the litigation process rather than settling with us,
because--

Senator WILSON. So, you think that on both scores, this tougher
policy provides for much greater deterrent effect, both in terms of
the costs that are involved and also in terms of the unfavorable
publicity that ensues from the actual filing by the EEOC against
an employer.

Mr. MUSE. Yes. I think the fact that they know that if we find
there is a job discrimination that we are going to litigate enhances
our conciliation process. Most of our best charges never get to liti-
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gation because they know that we will litigate, and they conciliate
the charge with us.

Senator WILSON. So, from the standpoint of deterrence, you prob-
ably are gaining greater deterrence from this tougher policy, but in
terms of caseload, obviously, the other is easier and you are dis-
charging cases much more rapidly.

Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
Senator WILSON. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muse, what, in your opinion, should EEOC

do about this computer system?
Mr. MUSE. We get six elementary reports out of the system now

at great expense, Senator, at great expense. At this point, I just
think we should just stop. I think we are putting band-aids. I think
it is error prone. I think every time we correct one error, we create
another one. It is error prone.

I think we just should scrap the entire thing, go back to the
manual record system, pilot a new system, work the kinks out of it,
send it to the field. I think that is what we ought to do.

Our emphasis, the last 8 or 9 months, has been more on the
records keeping than it has been on eliminating job discrimination.
I think it is blown all out of proportion, our records keeping
system.

The record keeping system is not just a record keeping system. It
is the best resource our district directors have for eliminating job
discrimination, because you can-let me give you an example, be-
cause I think this is important.

That printout of charges is the best enforcement tool the district
directors have. I was in an office in southern California, our office
in southern California. We had a series of charges against a large
company, age charges. I wanted to look at them to batch them to
see if they were all related. I never could get a printout of the com-
puter. I never did it. I was there a month. I never could get the
printout.

It would have been an enforcement tool to say hey, you have the
same problem here. It is a policy problem dealing with age, and
assign all those cases to the same person, and go out and investi-
gate one issue with many charging parties.

I never was able to do that, because I couldn't get a printout out
of the computer that would allow me to do that. That record keep-
ing system then becomes a major enforcement policy, and that
would happen on many, many, many occasions. If you are targeting
job discrimination, it is a way to detect it, and it is a way to en-
force the law by implementing.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muse, I want to read from a deposition
taken a few weeks ago:

I have been a district director for over fifteen years. I have suffered all the diffi-
culties of overstaffing, understaffing, Gramm-Rudman, ups and downs. I see one
thing during all the time of underemployment and overemployment. There is only
one-there is only one element that I feel could overcome that that I have been able
to do and other directors have been able to do, and that is good management and
good administration.

Unless you have good management and good administration in headquarters to
administer to the field, then you will have a condition like we have today, regard-
less of what is said in headquarters, what is listed as accomplishments, the agency
is in chaos when eight of your twenty-three directors are given unsatisfactory per-
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formance evaluations and blamed for the lack of the success of the agency. You
have to look at the people who are running the agency.

That is your statement, is it not?
Mr. MUSE. Yes, it is, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What are we supposed to look for at the agency?

Are we supposed to look for a policy of failure or a policy of delib-
erate disregard of responsibility or what is it we are supposed to
look for?

Mr. MUSE. You received testimony today from Lynn Bruner,
from me, and from Hermilo Gloria, and what you see is bad-what
it equates to is bad management.

The CHAIRMAN. Bad management.
Mr. MUSE. Bad management.
The CHAIRMAN. We are supposed to look for bad management.
Mr. MUSE. Yes. You have some directors who have had great suc-

cess in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Under
whatever conditions you have put them under, they have exceeded
all their goals. They don't have backlogs of charges. They have
eliminated job discrimination. They have done well in the adminis-
tration of the law.

If you take someone who hasn't succeeded, then you have to look
at the reasons why they haven't, and you are examining some of
those reasons today. What I am saying is that you--

The CHAIRMAN. What level are we supposed to look for for bad
management? I guess that is my question.

Mr. MUSE. If the district directors are failing, why are they fail-
ing? They are failing because they are not good district directors.
Many times, that is the case. Many times, that is not the case.
Many times, the bad management doesn't come from the district
director; it comes from headquarters, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, are you testifying that both bad manage-
ment at the headquarters level here in Washington and some dis-
trict directors?

Mr. MUSE. Oh, yes, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And are you testifying that some of those district

directors that have poor ratings are evidence of that bad manage-
ment, or--

Mr. MUSE. Yes, I am saying that some of those district directors
should not have gotten those bad ratings, that they were good di-
rectors. I have worked with them for years. I know--

The CHAIRMAN. So, some have received bad ratings that you feel
are good directors.

Mr. MUSE. Yes, and some of them are bad directors.
The CHAIRMAN. And some of them are bad directors.
Mr. MUSE. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Could anybody who is a good director get a bad

rating?
Mr. MUSE. Oh, yes, sir, and I am sitting with two of them right

here right now, sir. You bet your life they did.
Senator HEINZ. Did anybody who was a bad director get a good

rating?
Mr. MUSE. I wouldn't even hazard to answer that.
Senator HEINZ. What were your ratings?
Mr. MUSE. I was a 3, sir.
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Senator HEINZ. On a scale of--
Mr. MUSE. Fully successful, sir.
Senator HEINZ. That is what?
Mr. MUSE. Fully successful.
Senator HEINZ. Fully successful. On a scale of 1 to 3, you were a

3?
Mr. MUSE. No, 1 to 5, sir.
Senator HEINZ. 1 to 5.
Mr. MUSE. I was average.
Senator HEINZ. 5 is?
Mr. MUSE. 5 is outstanding, 4 is--
Senator HEINZ. On a scale of 1 to 5, you were a 3. Okay.
Mr. MUSE. Highly effective is 4, 3 is fully effective, and 2 is un-

satisfactory, and 1 you are unemployed.
Senator HEINZ. Well, you certainly don't want to go much lower

than 3. It is a slippery slope.
Mr. MUSE. I have given it some thought, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bennett?
Mr. BENNETT. May I respond to Senator Heinz' question? When I

was regional director, on three different occasions, I was instructed
to raise a district director's performance evaluation. So, there were
cases where the ratings given, the official ratings, were at least
higher than I thought they deserved.

The CHAIRMAN. You gave the ratings yourself?
Mr. BENNErr. I gave the ratings myself, and then I was instruct-

ed to change them.
The CHAIRMAN. When was that, by the way, Mr. Bennett? When

were you asked to make those changes?
Mr. BENNETT. There was one made, I believe, in 1984, one in

1985, and one in 1986, as I recall.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Gloria, have you received any specific instructions on how to

handle Claims Act cases?
Mr. GLORIA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our review of your memos to headquarters

dating back to 1985 clearly indicate that you were not at all
pleased with the new tracking system, the charge data system, or
the CDS, as it is called. As early as November 1985, you wrote to
headquarters that you had serious misgivings about CDS in its
present form.

Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you briefly tell us what you meant by that?
Mr. GLORIA. Well, the system as it was being developed-Mr.

Muse has alluded to part of it-that it didn't really meet the needs
of the district director. The three items that I was worried about
were very simple: the reliability of the system, because the equip-
ment was breaking down all the time; the accuracy of the system,
because it had no means for what I call quality assurance or qual-
ity tracking; and the third point which was even more critical to us
was that it was not user friendly.

It was extremely difficult to program to utilize at the local level.
In fact, it has taken-it wasn't until this year that one director at
great expense and spending almost 2 years of all his time doing
this developed a set of reports that finally meet what the Office of
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Program Operations says should be the minimum set of tracking
reports and management reports.

You have to understand that the system has three major uses.
The principal one for us and the one that is the subject of your in-
quiries today is for management of the case load to make sure that
we don't mess up, that we know where our cases are at all times,
that we can track those cases that are approaching a particular
statute of limitations or that are getting too old, whatever the case
may be. That means tracking not only on a broad scale but down to
the individual investigator.

The idea of utilizing resources is part of the tracking. If one in-
vestigator has 70 cases and the other has 20 within the same unit,
you want to know how come, what is going on. So, the availability
of data in minute detail with great accuracy is very important.

I had developed an internal system once they gave me a comput-
er which is still operational, and because we built quality assur-
ance into it, we know our errors. I am using that system to main-
tain CDS accurate so that the information coming from Phoenix I
know is reliable and accurate.

I am going from a system that, at best, can be 80 percent accu-
rate to one that is 100 percent accurate. We are very careful.

So, my memos have been consistent on these three issues: the re-
liability, the accuracy, and the user friendliness.

There are concomitant problems in terms of resources. CDS is ex-
tremely difficult to run, and it requires a lot of intensive hands-on
day-to-day nursing of the system. The district offices don't have
that kind of staff to maintain the system.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you tell headquarters that?
Mr. GLORIA. I have been doing that up until February of this

year when I was told to no longer say so, to shut up and go ahead
with what I was supposed to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Did one of your memos in April 1986 state that
there were major problems?

Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir. You will note that my memo in 1986 is very
similar to my memo of February 1988. The same problems are still
there.

The CHAIRMAN. Two years?
Mr. GLORIA. Two years, and this is based on direct hands-on ex-

perience. It is not a critique by somebody who is not familiar with
it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's just take those 2 years from April
1986 to February 1988.

Mr. GLORIA. Yes, February.
The CHAIRMAN. February 1988. Did you receive any response

from headquarters?
Mr. GLORIA. I did not get direct responses to any of these. I think

some of the problems-they attempted to address the problems, but
my questions were more major. I was seriously questioning the use
of a particular software, File Pro, as I mentioned in here, and I had
discussed it at length on the technical level with the vendor, with
the contractor, and with in-house people who were implementing
CDS.

I made some very-what I felt were some key points to head-
quarters, but I was told effectively that they had already bought
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the system. There was no money. Therefore, they couldn't do any-
thing.

This is more by action than by an actual response to me. I spoke
to people, and the impression I got was that nothing was going to
be done. They understood what I was saying, but they couldn't do
anything about it or were not interested in doing anything about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are in Phoenix, but some of the field
offices-it was my understanding that the district office in Char-
lotte, NC, gets along all right with it. Do they?

Mr. GLORIA. Well, it took them 2 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Two years?
Mr. GLORIA. Also, he had direct support from headquarters.

Steve Hunt who works for the Small Computer Co. actually devel-
oped all the reports he has. He had Steve Hunt down there doing
them for them.

I don't mind that, because the reports are great. It is just that to
do anything else other than that set of reports is essentially pretty
much insurmountable for me and my staff, and I have one of the
best management information specialists in the agency. Everybody
will attest to that.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the rating you were given?
Mr. GLORIA. Last year?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GLORIA. I was given a marginal rating, a 2 rating.
The CHAIRMAN. 2?
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is marginal.
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your rating the year before that?
Mr. GLORIA. It was a 4.
The CHAIRMAN. You go from a 4 to a 2?
Mr. GLORIA. Well, they said I should have had a 5 except that I

didn't produce a couple of extra numbers that I should have pro-
duced.

The CHAIRMAN. So, you went from a 4-plus to a 2. Why?
Mr. GLORIA. Principally because of disagreements on manage-

ment style. I am considered too vocal.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you vocal only about the computer system?
Mr. GLORIA. No, in general. In fact, the mid-year rating I just re-

ceived raises the same issue again. I received it day before yester-
day.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you get to be too vocal?
Mr. GLORIA. By expressing strong opinions either verbally or in

writing.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you worked for the Commission?
Mr. GLORIA. I have been with the Commission for 10 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten years.
Mr. GLORIA. At senior level positions from the very beginning. I

came in as the equivalent of Mr. Bennett's position when Eleanor
Holmes Norton started here.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, why is it that you were so vocal?
Mr. GLORIA. Well, I feel it is my responsibility to point out things

that should be corrected. That is my nature, Senator. I am a mav-
erick, if you will. I tend to speak correctly and be on point. I am
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not raising bogus issues. I am not blowing smoke, as people say. I'
am pointing out serious defects.

The CHAIRMAN. So it doesn't just involve the computer. You did
give them advice on what to do about the computer, but it wasn't
just that.

Mr. GLORIA. Well, that created a lot of problems for them, be-
cause I was very--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, is that why you got a 2 rating?
Mr. GLORIA. I feel that was part of it, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, that is part of it.
Mr. GLORIA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What else?
Mr. GLORIA. Well, the fact that I disagreed on how to manage or

how to-there is a major disagreement right now in how to ap-
praise, reward, and take adverse action against staff. I am not a
hatchet person. I prefer to do the remedial approach. I am in dis-
agreement with several people who feel we should just lop heads
and go forward.

In fact, if you read my rating from last year, that is an area
that-I wasn't forceful in taking action. That is the consensus.

The CHAIRMAN. You had a 4-plus and went down to a 2. What
about the preceding year?

Mr. GLORIA. I was a 4.
The CHAIRMAN. 4?
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir. I missed again because I only handed in 28

litigation items. I should have handed in 32.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you do before you came to the Commis-

sion?
Mr. GLORIA. I have been working for the Federal Government

for-it will be 38 years this year. I have done everything from
being an engineer which is my basic training, to being a program
manager. I worked for NASA for a long time. I was their national
affirmative action director here in Washington from 1975 through
1978 when I joined the Commission.

I have done just about everything. I have done personnel. I have
done administration. I have done finance. I have become a real bu-
reaucrat, if you will.

The CHAIRMAN. A real what?
Mr. GLORIA. A real bureaucrat. I know all the ins and outs of the

system, although I am not the mumbling type, as you can hear
from what I am saying. I am very direct.

But I know EEOC. I have a lot of friends at headquarters. I know
how to use the system. I know who to call to get things done, and I
have always used that approach. I prefer the informal approach.

But I will conform to policy. If I am unhappy with policy, I will
make it clear. It is not that I won't carry it out, but I will--

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muse is sitting right beside you there. He
has had 15 years as a director, 22 years with the Commission total.
And he says there is something wrong in headquarters. What do
you say?

Mr. GLORIA. It is hard to lash out and say that everybody is
wrong at headquarters, because I think they have done some good
things. I think the enforcement policy and the full remedies policy,
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some of the direction we have gotten, has made our job easier in
the field.

I think where we fall down is in the administrative side. I have
been a continuous critic of our appraisal systems--

The CHAIRMAN. Of your appraisal systems?
Mr. GLORIA. Of the appraisal systems at all levels, not just for

me but for the investigators like the two sitting beside me. I have
been a critic of our personnel system. I feel it is inadequate for an
agency that has been around this long.

I think the one area where I am very satisfied now is in the fi-
nancial end, because Mr. Fischel had brought in some sense of
order to things. If you work with him, you get things done.

But there tends to be-I think this agency, the problem we have,
is that they tend to go from fire to fire, and in the 10 years I have
been with them, only in 1984 and 1985 did I feel they were looking
forward. I think the composition of the Commission at that time
was excellent. They came out with the enforcement policy. They
came out with some real good guidance for us who have to really
fight the battles with the companies at our district levels.

So, I think it is the nature of the beast. The other problem that
the agency has-and I will be echoing everything that Chairman
Thomas says-is a resource problem. Whether or not I agree about
transferring people from one overstaffed office to another, the fact
remains that for this agency to process and investigate fully 70,000
charges a year, we don't have enough investigators.

So, the other problem is that the laws that we administer-and I
echo Chairman Thomas in this-we do not punish the offenders.
All we do is make the person who was discriminated against whole.

Even our standard now for punitive damages on equal pay and
age has been eroded by the latest decision by the Supreme Court.
So, the standard for a willful violation has been demolished.

I echo your comments. Why should we have a 2-year statute of
limitations on age? There is no rationale for that.

So, my feeling right now is that directors are doing the best job
they can do with the resources at hand, and the reason I am so hot
on the computer is that with our little successful system, I was able
to take the bookkeeping duties away from my supervisors so they
could supervise investigators and do good investigations. They
didn't have to wear a green eyeshade and reconcile numbers for
me. I knew exactly what they had.

Moreover, I have shared my data with the investigators them-
selves so they know. I don't have a tickler system per se. I just say
here are your age cases that will be 24 months old as of this date.
That comes out every month.

The CHAIRMAN. How many ADEA cases did you have that ran
the statute of limitations?

Mr. GLORIA. We had 20 that were listed, but all of them had had
a decision. All of them had letters that went out to the charging
parties. The charging parties did not proceed to go to court. At
least 6 of them were going to go to court. We actually tolled the
statute by holding conciliation open until we were ready to file.

So, of the 20, at least half we already had rendered decisions on.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have heard from the regional director
and three district directors. Now we will hear from some investiga-
tors.

Ms. Hannah, what has been the experience in the Birmingham
office with the computer tracking system?

STATEMENT OF VANESSA HANNAH, INVESTIGATOR,
BIRMINGHAM DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Ms. HANNAH. Mr. Chairman, Birmingham has not had a comput-
er tracking system until very lately, very recently. Most of our
tracking was done manually.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you get along all right manually or not?
Ms. HANNAH. I wouldn't know. That was a management prob-

lem, and they didn't involve the investigators with it.
The CHAIRMAN. You weren't involved in it?
Ms. HANNAH. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Morrow, what about at the Dallas district

office? Do you have a computer tracking system there?

STATEMENT OF LEVI MORROW, SENIOR INVESTIGATOR, DALLAS
DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Mr. MORROW. Basically, I would have to echo the same thing Ms.
Hannah is saying. We just recently have gotten a computerized
system in Dallas. Just as late as when I left Dallas Friday, they
had Mr. Ed Elkins in from Charlotte, I believe, trying to help set
up the system that he has operating, I think, in his office.

The CHAIRMAN. The same as they have in Charlotte.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Ms. Hannah, prior to last fall when it was

discovered there were hundreds of age charges that had run the 2-
year statute of limitations, what had been your understanding re-
garding this statute of limitations?

Ms. HANNAH. We had never had a policy of a 2-year limitation
on charge cases-on age discrimination cases. Our main concern
was that we got our cases out of the system in 300 days. We did not
separate age cases whether they were filed yesterday and the
action took place 20 months ago. We were only concerned with get-
ting that case out of the system before it aged with us at 300 days.
We treated it like any other case, Title VII or EPA.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you get them out in 300 days?
Ms. HANNAH. Yes, as far as I know.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any where the statute of limita-

tions ran out?
Ms. HANNAH. Not until the investigation began recently. Not

until it was brought up last fall that we had had some cases that
the 2-year statute had expired on.

The CHAIRMAN. How many?
Ms. HANNAH. I don't know. We were never given a number.
The CHAIRMAN. You were never given a number. How many in-

vestigators do you have in Birmingham?
Ms. HANNAH. I think it is about between 48 and 50 investigators

in the Birmingham district office.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is a lot of investigators. Did your misunder-
standing of this-I am going to call it a misunderstanding-did
that have anything to do with how much training you were provid-
ed and other investigators were provided?

Ms. HANNAH. I think it had a tremendous amount-reason for
that happening. When I came on board with the Commission in
1981, we had a separate age and equal pay unit from Title VII.
They compiled all the units-and I was given training in just-
well, I was placed in a room with 15 other people when I first came
on board and read the manual on Title VII, and 9 months later, we
got some training on that.

But when age and equal pay was lumped in with Title VII, I
think we got like a 2 to 4-hour overview on the age and equal pay
laws. So, that was the extent of our training.

The CHAIRMAN. Two to 4 hours?
Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you figure you knew after 2 to 4 hours

of that overview?
Ms. HANNAH. At that time, I guess we figured that we knew ev-

erything there was about age and equal pay.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you assigned ADEA cases immediately?
Ms. HANNAH. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Prior to this hearing in an interview with staff,

Ms. Hannah, you stated that you and your co-workers feel like you
are at a catch-22 situation in trying to deal with the work load.
First of all, how much work load do you have?

Ms. HANNAH. Right now, the work load in my office is running
anywhere from 60 to 90 cases per investigator.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have been with them 7 years?
Ms. HANNAH. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. What GS rating do you have?
Ms. HANNAH. 11.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anybody working under you?
Ms. HANNAH. You mean that I supervise or--
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. HANNAH. No.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have how many cases again?
Ms. HANNAH. In my inventory, I have 60 right now.
The CHAIRMAN. 60 right now.
Ms. HANNAH. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And your guideline is how many have been in

there 300 days?
Ms. HANNAH. I can't have any more than 2 percent at the end of

the ratings period.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, at the end of the ratings period-what do

you do to get ready for the end of the ratings period? Do you just
sign off on a bunch of them or how do you get rid of them?

Ms. HANNAH. Any way possible. Possibly settlement. Hopefully,
enough information has been gathered to make a cause or no cause
determination. Some of them you can't reach the charging parties
or the parties will no longer respond-administratively close those.
However we can get them out of the system, because it is impor-
tant on our G-PAR's that we have no more than 2 percent.
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The CHAIRMAN. If you have to get rid of every case within 300
days, that means during the course of the year you get about 80 or
90 cases?

Ms. HANNAH. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are to get rid of them. That is the

policy.
Ms. HANNAH. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. That is hard to believe.
Ms. HANNAH. Well, the policy now is becoming even more strin-

gent, because they are trying to reduce it from 300 days down to
270.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have the same experience, Mr. Morrow?
Mr. MORROW. In my case, it is a little bit different since, at the

present time, I don't maintain a case load per se since I spend a
considerable amount of time on my union activities. However, what
she is saying is true.

Right now, we are entering the fourth quarter of the fiscal year.
Historically, within our agency, at the beginning of the fourth
quarter, the pressure becomes tremendous from the managers all
the way down to the investigators to close cases.

Until the investigation was begun by the Chairman in terms of
cases going beyond the 2-year statute, prior to that, there wasn't
any emphasis placed on that to the investigators. It was more or
less you close cases.

In terms of the training, I will just go back to our last reorgani-
zation which was June of last year when we eliminated our charge
receipt section and incorporated that into the investigators' duties,
but we had a considerable number of employees who were perform-
ing those functions strictly and were not doing investigations. After
the reorganization, they were integrated into the investigator
series.

They were given a case load, and they were told-the memos
that came from Washington indicated that they were to be carried
as trainees for 90 days, I believe it was, and after 90 days, they
would have to perform as any seasoned investigator.

The only age training that a majority of those individuals have
received has been in-house training that the district directors
themselves put together which will usually last anywhere from a
couple of hours to-the longest, I think, is probably a week. Some
of the district directors have periodically had ongoing training.

But these individuals now, after 1 year, have a sizable case load
where the case loads run anywhere from 60 to approximately 120
cases, but they are expected to go out and be able to enforce the
law as someone who has been with the Commission 10 years and
never had all the training.

There has been no formal agency-sponsored ADEA training, I
would have to say, within the last 5 years, and I am being gener-
ous.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question on that
point?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I wish you would, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. First, Ms. Hannah, my understanding is that you

got minimal to nonexistent training. You kind of got handed a
manual when you joined the agency. Is that right?
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Ms. HANNAH. That is correct.
Senator HEINZ. When was that?
Ms. HANNAH. In January 1981.
Senator HEINZ. January 1981. That was a while ago.
Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. It is my understanding that last year, 1987,

EEOC instituted a special training program for its investigators.
Did you participate in that program?

Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. How effective was the training and did it help

you or other investigators to do your job better or not?
Ms. HANNAH. I think the training last year, basically, was about

the new intake unit that we're being integrated into because of the
reorganization.

Senator HEINZ. So, you are saying it didn't consist of much train-
ing?

Ms. HANNAH. That is correct.
Senator HEINZ. Is that what you were referring to a moment ago,

Mr. Morrow?
Mr. MORROW. No, I wasn't referring to the Dallas training. I was

just referring-oh, you mean in terms of the reorganization?
Senator HEINZ. No, well, that there was some special training

that EEOC implemented last year.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
Senator HEINZ. Were you involved in any such program?
Mr. MORROW. Right.
Senator HEINZ. And how would you describe that training?
Mr. MORROW. First of all, the training did not even deal with

age. There was no age training involved in that.
The CHAIRMAN. What month was that?
Mr. MORROW. That was 3 weeks in June of last year. Each week,

a total, I think, of 400 to 500 investigators would come in for 1
week of training, and then they would leave and another group
would come.

The CHAIRMAN. Where was this training conducted?
Mr. MORROW. It was at the Lincoln Hotel in Dallas, TX.
The CHAIRMAN. It was in Dallas?
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Were these investigators coming from all over

the country?
Mr. MORROW. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you are a senior investigator. That means

you have how many investigators under you?
Mr. MORROW. No, a senior investigator is just a title. We super-

vise no one.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then I misunderstood you. I thought you

said you did not have cases.
Mr. MORROW. I said I did not maintain a case load in the same

manner as Ms. Hannah because the majority of my time is spent
performing union functions. I am the president of the local, chief
negotiator for the council, affirmative action coordinator for AFGE.
So, that takes up a considerable amount of my time at the present.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
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Senator HEINZ. So, you are both describing the same training ex-
perience.

Mr. MORROW. Right.
Senator HEINZ. Which was there was, over a period of three

weeks, a training program. People were brought to a location.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
Senator HEINZ. Was it always Dallas, do you know? Did every-

body go do Dallas nationwide?
Mr. MORROW. Right, yes.
Senator HEINZ. In three groups?
Mr. MORROW. Right, 3 different weeks.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Hannah, could you describe the curriculum

or what it was that they went over during the week period?
Ms. HANNAH. Basically, we went over interviewing techniques,

drafting charges, role playing-well, role playing and interviewing
techniques, I think, are just about the same thing. Somebody would
take the part of a charging party and somebody would take the
part of a respondent. So, it was really interviewing techniques, I
guess for the new intake unit that we were being integrated into
basically. That was what it was.

Senator HEINZ. Would a new investigator have found those
useful?

Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. So, things have at least improved a bit since 1981

in terms of training. At least last year, there was an effort to train
people.

Ms. HANNAH. Yes, there was an effort.
Senator HEINZ. You don't seem to think anything much of it.
Ms. HANNAH. No.
Senator HEINZ. Yet, I gather, compared to the training you had

in 1981 in January and that employees before that had had under
Eleanor Holmes Norton, there wasn't any at all, period.

Ms. HANNAH. I don't know what the employees had before I got
there.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a pretty significant point. Mr.

Morrow, you must have been involved in a lot of discussions on
training or lack of training or types of training.

Mr. MORROW. Well, to respond to Senator Heinz, we did have a
training academy set up during Mrs. Holmes Norton's administra-
tion when she was Chairman, and we did receive, I think it was,
about 3 weeks per individual--

The CHAIRMAN. How many?
Mr. MORROW. It was either 2 or 3 weeks that everyone was flown

to Washington and given comprehensive training under her new
system, and periodically during the year, people were sent to
Washington. As a matter of fact, I think the last comprehensive
age training that was given by the agency was during her adminis-
tration.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hannah, did you participate in that? It
didn't seem like--

Mr. MORROW. She wasn't here then, I don't think.
Ms. HANNAH. I wasn't with the agency.
The CHAIRMAN. This was prior to 1981 then?
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Mr. MORROW. Right. Now, the training in Dallas that they held
for the investigators, it was quite good for people who were just
coming into the Commission and who haven't had a chance yet to
get indoctrinated into our system. Also, it was great for any inves-
tigators who needed refresher courses in terms of brushing up on
their interviewing techniques or what have you.

But in terms of what we are dealing with here as far as training
on the age act, there was none.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that was a flaw in the training?
Mr. MORROW. Well, if I am not mistaken, myself along with Ed

Watkins, the president of the council, we had brought this up to
various individuals in management prior to the training in Dallas
about age training and also possibly that if we were going to have
training next time, maybe we could get off into some theory train-
ing so that if people are going to go out and investigate, they have
to know what they are looking for in order to be able to make a
determination.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that, Mr. Morrow, 80 to 100 cases
is realistic for one investigator?

Mr. MORROW. No, I don't think it is realistic. No more than 40
cases for an individual might be realistic.

The CHAIRMAN. You have heard others testify that they transfer
these cases from one office to another, from the office that is over-
loaded to an office that isn't very busy. I listened to that. Mr. Muse
thought it worked all right for him out in Seattle. What do you
think of it?

Mr. MORROW. Personally, I don't think too much of it. I think
that if you have an unequal balance in resources and if you have
more cases in one office and less cases in another office, more em-
ployees or vice versa, they possibly could go to the same concept
that the Federal Labor Relations Authority was doing in the past.
That was when there was an overabundance of work load in one
office, they would just detail someone from another office to go to
that location and spend a considerable amount of time until they
worked the work load down to a size that it could be dealt with by
the people on site. Then that person would return to their home
base.

Now, I realize that would possibly cost more money for the
agency, but when you start transferring the cases around, if I am
in Dallas and I am shipping cases to Cleveland, OH and all of a
sudden an investigator calls me from Cleveland saying that I am
investigating your case, you know, you kind of wonder because
they have indicated that they want the investigators to do more on-
sites. They want us to do a comprehensive investigation.

Yet, if you ship cases out of State to another office, you are im-
mediately told there is no travel money. You can't travel any-
where.

So, you begin to do a paper investigation really, because that is
the only way you can. You can't travel. You don't have the re-
sources at your disposal if you needed to go back to the city to
interview witnesses or to go back and meet the respondent's repre-
sentative or what have you. So, it becomes more or less just a
paper investigation.

The CHAIRMAN. And you don't like that.
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Mr. MORROW. No.
The CHAIRMAN. If you look at this chart 2 over here, the blue

lines indicate how many charges came in, complaints. The red lines
indicate the backlog.

Now, that blue line went up, remained pretty much the same
and then, in 1987, took a modest drop. The backlog goes up contin-
ually.

Mr. MORROW. Not surprising. That is for 1987.
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that?
Mr. MORROW. Well, I think that the reorganization of last year

had a lot to do with the backlog growing and it will continue to
grow.

The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. This is fiscal year 1987.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. That isn't last year. Well, it ended in October.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. The reorganization occurred when?
Mr. MORROW. The reorganization occurred last June.
The CHAIRMAN. Last June.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Would that have any impact between June and

October?
Mr. MORROW. If you are talking about going back to the other

years, I think you would have to look at the decrease also in the
number of employees in the agency. The charge receipts that are-
as each year has gone by, you see the number of charges that have
been filed has gone up. The number of employees for each year has
diminished.

So, you have more charges coming in. You have less investigators
to investigate. So, as each fiscal year goes by, your backlog is going
to grow, because you don't have enough people.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. What is it going to show for 1988?
Mr. MORROW. Probably that the backlog will be higher than the

pending inventory coming in.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think it is mostly the fall-off in the

number of employees?
Mr. MORROW. Well, until we get to 1987. Not to 1987-until we

get to the last reorganization that occurred last June when they
made one significant change, and that was eliminating an intake
unit and now the investigators have to spend-we calculated it out
that in a given fiscal year, an investigator will have to spend 3
months minimum out of the fiscal year performing charge receipt
responsibilities which takes them away from the investigator mode.

The CHAIRMAN. You approve of that change in policy, then, last
year in June?

Mr. MORROW. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not?
Mr. MORROW. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure I understand you correctly, Mr.

Morrow. You think the line is going to get bigger not just because
there are fewer employees. The backlog of cases is going to get

' See p. 169.
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larger not just because of employees but because of the June
change in the input policy.

Mr. MORROW. A combination of both.
The CHAIRMAN. A combination of both.
Mr. MORROW. Right. You see, as an investigator now, prior to

that changeover, you had 12 months to resolve your cases.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. MORROW. Now, you have technically about 9 months to do

what you used to have 12 months to do. Also now, you have a
larger case load than you had before, and the pressure now is tre-
mendous in the district area offices among the investigators to
close cases.

I go back to what I said earlier. Prior to the situation coming out
with the Chairman bringing up about the 900 cases, I can truthful-
ly say no one really looked at, cared, or really seemed concerned
about whether or not an age charge was nearing its 2-year statute.
The only thing was the bottom line which was close cases. Close as
many cases as you can. That was the bottom line.

The CHAIRMAN. I will come back to that, Mr. Morrow.
Senator Pressler has some questions he would like to ask.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER

Senator PRESSLER. Thank you.
I shall be brief, and I apologize for arriving late, having four si-

multaneous committee hearings scheduled this morning.
Is there a backlog of cases involving native American Indians?

There is no EEOC official here today from the region that covers
South Dakota. However, I understand one of our witnesses was for-
merly in charge of the midwestern area.

I am holding a field hearing on July 21, 1988, on the problems of
the Indian elderly at Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and
I want to thank Chairman Melcher for his permission. It will be a
very thorough presentation of special problems of American Indian
elderly. I will ask EEOC to provide written testimony on age dis-
crimination and native American Indians.

In any event, is there a backlog? Is the backlog similar to cases
involving non-Indians? Is there any trend here that is different in
the backlog of other ADEA cases? Has there been any special
report or any source of information available on this matter?

I think, Mr. Bennett, you used to be the Midwest director.
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, but South Dakota was not in my region.
Senator PRESSLER. All right. Who is in charge of offices in other

areas with Indian reservations?
Mr. BENNETT. I left the agency in 1987, so I can't really speak to

what is--
Mr. MUSE. Before you came in, Senator, I spoke of 70 State and

local agencies that take in Title VII charges, age, equal pay, and so
forth. We also fund-in addition to funding these 70 agencies, we
fund approximately 40 territorial Indian rights organizations.
Those are on the reservations. Those are Indian organizations,
tribal councils, and so forth.
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Seattle has more than any other district office. The Seattle and
Denver district offices have approximately 25 of the 40 that we
fund.

We fund these agencies, these tribal organizations, $25,000 a year
so they can hire an EEO person to investigate charges on their res-
ervations-many times, in dealing with private employers, as you
are well aware.

In Seattle and in Denver where we work very closely together,
we have one person assigned an office to train, facilitate, coordi-
nate, and investigate, education, whatever, with that territorial
Indian rights organization, 1 person for all 13 in Seattle. We train
with them. We train nationwide with them, as a matter of fact. It
works extremely well. Our agency does fund them.

Senator PRESSLER. There have been several cases where elderly
whites have felt they were replaced by a member of a minority
group to meet the requirements of equal employment. Some of
these individuals have filed complaints. Is that not correct, or is
that a fairly rare complaint?

Mr. GLORIA. If I may, many of the businesses that reside on or
near the reservation have a public clause that says they give
Indian preference. I think this is what you are referring to.

Senator PRESSLER. Yes.
Mr. GLORIA. That is allowed under Title VII. It has to be a pub-

licly stated policy, and it becomes a defense for the employer. It is
not an obligation. It is not a quota, if you will, but they will give
Indian preference.

Those that work on a reservation like the Navajo Reservation-
the Navajo Nation is very active in promulgating their own stat-
utes within their territorial area, and they have Navajo only hiring
practices. That is a condition of contract for Peabody Coal or Arizo-
na Public Services to come on site to mine their resources, to use
their facilities. That is a condition.

One of the biggest problems with Indian charges in general is
that the reservation Indians do not come off the reservation to file
with us. They are either too far away-and this is Mr. Muse's com-
ment about the tribal employment rights organizations that we
fund. I have 15 of them also.

We use them to address the issues on the reservation. We train
them. We provide them money. They come to us with cases they
cannot handle and defer them to us.

It also overcomes, in many States, conflicts between tribal rights
and States' rights. In Arizona, we have a major problem in that
area. So, we sort of become the ombudsman and make sure that
Indian concerns are addressed.

For me, all of Arizona is on or near a reservation, because we
have so many of them. So, we have had a very good working rela-
tionship with the tribal employment rights organizations, locally
and nationally.

I met some of the South Dakota people in some of our meetings,
and I think that is one avenue you might explore in terms of pro-
viding funding to these tribally directed activities which would
help protect the rights.

Senator PRESSLER. Yes, I understand it becomes a very complicat-
ed matter when you have the tribal laws or the groups on or near
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reservations. In terms of the cases that do come to you, would
there be a similar backlog? Is there more or less or don't you
know?

Mr. GLORIA. I don't think there would be any difference. Our big-
gest problem is that we don't get enough of them, to be very
honest. We don't hear complaints from the elderly Indian on the
reservation.

Senator PRESSLER. Or the elderly white near the reservation?
Mr. GLORIA. Well, even the elderly white near the reservation. In

my jurisdiction, in particular, 25 percent is the highest percentage
of age charges I have ever had, and most of them dealt with shut-
ting down of facilities, not with--

Senate PRESSLER. Mr. Morrow, this question of up-to 80 cases jper
year-was that 80 cases per 300 days or was it per year?

Mr. MORROW. Per year.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pressler follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER
BEFORE THE

SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

HEARING ON EEOC
JUNE 23, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN: I commend you for convening this very important

hearing. Today, we recognize a valuable resource-- older American

workers. Congress has fought hard to protect their right to work

as long as they are able.

During the 99th Congress, we enacted a law that eliminated

mandatory retirement at age 70 through an amendment to the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). Although older workers

are now protected statutorily, the specter of age discrimination

and ageism still haunts our society.

Since 1985, 35 South Dakotans and thousands of other older workers

in other states have contacted the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC) to file charges of age discrimination against

their employers. Thousands of older workers across our nation

also have filed charges. Because of their age, many of these

individuals were not considered for employment although they met

the employment qualifications. Many were passed over for

promotions, received lower wages than their younger colleagues, or

were prematurely discharged from employment. The EEOC should have

provided assistance to these individuals. However, within the

past year, we have learned that this agency has allowed some

claimants to lose their rights to sue under the ADEA by allowing

the statute of limitations to pass. In many cases, the EEOC was

responsible for this lapse. On September 10, 1987, the Senate

Aging Committee held a hearing to examine EEOC enforcement of the

Age Discrimination in Employment Act. As a result of that

hearing, it became clear to many of my colleagues that the EEOC

had not acted promptly in processing ADEA complaints.

In December 1987, EEOC field offices allowed the statute of

limitations to lapse in an estimated 900 ADEA complaints during

fiscal 1987.
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A subsequent detailed internal report showed that EEOC had let the

statute lapse in some 1200 cases during fiscal 1987; of those,

EEOC was responsible for the lapse in 894 cases. The report

further showed that from October 1, 1986 through January 31, 1988,

an additional 408 cases lapsed--346 for reasons within EEOC's

control. Because of the EEOC error, older workers lost their

right to legal redress of their ADEA complaints.

I am pleased that Congress has acted quickly and in a bipartisan

manner to extend the statute of limitations for these

individuals. The EEOC has mailed letters to people who

potentially would benefit from the newly-extended statute of

limitations.

Mr. Chairman, Congress is aware of the problem EEOC has

experienced in enforcing the Age Discrimination in Employment

Act. Let us not continue to focus on the past but on the future.

I strongly urge the EEOC to move quickly forward to correct the

identified problems.
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The CHAIRMAN. So, what you are testifying to is that a change in
policy last June now sets it less than 300 days where you are~sup-
posed to have the case cleared?

Mr. MORROW. No, no.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, explain it to us then.
Mr. MORROW. Well, I am kind of confused as to your question,

Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, in June of last year--
Mr. MORROW. The agency underwent a reorganization.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. Now, if I understood you correctly,

that was going to put more cases on, and the cases were to be
cleared up in a shorter period of time. Is that correct?

Mr. MORROW. No. What I was saying was that as a result of the
reorganization last June, a whole separate unit was abolished, and
the investigators had to assume that function that, prior to then,
there was a separate unit that only did that function.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the function of that unit was input, was it
not?

Mr. MORROW. That was to take the charges from the walk-ins,
the people who come to file the charges.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. MORROW. Prior to last June, there was an intake unit that

did this.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, intake unit.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the term.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And they took down the information of the

charge.
Mr. MORROW. Right. They were the ones that gathered the first

information, developed the charge, and then from there the
charges were sent out to the units, and then they would be as-
signed to investigators.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Since that group was abolished, it
placed more work on the investigators.

Mr. MORROW. Right, because the investigators now had to per-
form that function whereas prior to that, they just spent all of
their time investigating.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hannah, I believe you were the one who said
they wanted the cases settled within 300 days and then the time
was shortened. Is that correct?

Ms. HANNAH. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And shortened to what?
Ms. HANNAH. 270 days.
The CHAIRMAN. 270?
Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. 30 days shorter.
Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, given the combination there, Mr. Morrow,

what is this going to mean? They are obliged to settle the cases
within 270 days. Investigators, presumably, are going to have the
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same number of cases, about 80. Well, I guess the answer is obvi-
ous. If it was hard to do before, it gets more impossible. Is that
right?

Mr. MORROW. Well, yes, in a nutshell. It is sort of like if the case
assignment continuously exceeds the investigators' ability to close
the cases, then it is going to affect your quality, your number of
cases closed, and the amount of time that it takes you to close
those cases, not to mention that it will also have a very demoraliz-
ing effect on the individual investigators.

The CHAIRMAN. Aren't you a member of the EEOC's Joint Na-
tional Quality of Work Life Committee?

Mr. MORROW. Yes, sir, I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Did not that committee recently conclude a

survey of agency supervisors and personnel which would include
investigators and everybody else?

Mr. MORROW. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What did it show?
Mr. MORROW. Well, if you look at the whole situation, I think

that the agency has some problems, and I think if they really were
to sit down and digest this survey, they will find that the majority
of the employees and, to a certain extent, the supervisors are not
happy with the way things are done in the agency.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is our understanding that 1,800 partici-
pated in this staff analysis?

Mr. MORROW. We had something like a 56 percent response rate.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a chart there for it. That is 56 percent

response.
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Mr. MORROW. Yes, I believe it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Out of those that responded, 56 percent said

what? Not favorable. Is that right?
Mr. MORROW. No, that is just one particular percentage of one-

just two questions that were asked. There was a total, I believe, of
something like 68 questions that were asked overall. I might be off.
I believe it was 68. I am not actually sure. But those are just two
questions out of these 68, I believe, that were asked in the entire
survey.

You had an opportunity to answer in-it was sort of like-not a
multiple choice, but you had five answers that you could give for
each question. The two you have up there, "communications/flow
of information" and "understanding job requirements," were just
two of the 60-some questions that we asked the employees and
their supervisors.

The CHAIRMAN. We looked that over. It is quite a bit to look
over, but it seemed to me that those two items, "communication/
flow of information" and "understanding job requirements," were
very key to what is going on within the Commission as a whole
among all the collective efforts of all the employees and all the of-
fices and here in Washington also.

Have we zeroed in on two key points or not, in your judgment?
Mr. MORROW. Well, I think you have. The communications/flow

of information-now, you have favorable and unfavorable, but
then, too, there is one thing that you don't have up there, and it is
also that the same question was broken down even further as to
field versus headquarters. In the analysis of it also is that the
people in headquarters had a more favorable response in terms of
them receiving communications and flow of information as com-
pared to the people in the field who had to do the work. It was
lower in the field.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, that red line would have been
higher and the blue line shorter if you went to the field.

Mr. MORROW. Right, because, again, it was broken down into
field and headquarters.

The CHAIRMAN. But, you understand, we do include both.
Mr. MORROW. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. On understanding job requirements, and this

again is both field and headquarters, isn't that-when half of the
people they don't understand their job requirement, it would seem
to me to be almost a case of total failure. How do you rate it?

Mr. MORROW. Well, that terminology-I hadn't thought about
using total failure, but it would be somewhere around there. I
think that our performance appraisal system leaves a lot to be de-
sired at this point in time in terms of measuring how you deter-
mine whether or not an individual is a competent employee or not.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, there are 1,800 respondents, and there are
roughly 3,000 employees. How many of those employees are in the
headquarters?

Mr. MORROW. I think it is approximately between, I would say,
700 and 800 are in headquarters--

The CHAIRMAN. Only?
Mr. MORROW. Right, and the rest of them are in the field.
The CHAIRMAN. Only one-fourth?
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Mr. MORROW. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That seems like a lot to me.
Mr. MORROW. I am sorry. I was being generous. I have been told

it is 600 in headquarters.
The CHAIRMAN. That is one-fifth.
Mr. MORROW. And the rest are in the field offices.
The CHAIRMAN. I wouldn't call that only. I would call that rela-

tively high: 20 percent are located here in what they call headquar-
ters.

Mr. MORROW. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The point of my question is this, was the per-

centage of those who responded in headquarters about the same as
the percentage who responded who were in the field?

Mr. MORROW. I think that we had more responses from the field
than we did from headquarters.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean a higher percentage?
Mr. MORROW. A higher percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is alarming to me, and I don't think-

you know, I guess everybody ought to interpret surveys based on a
judgment, but I would say that half of a group that says they don't
understand their job requirements can be described in no other
way but failure.

Mr. MORROW. Well, Senator, I think you also kind of have to un-
derstand, as one of my colleagues has said, the nature of the beast
that we deal with here.

When you are in a field office, you are basically at the mercy of
your supervisor. Now, you could have standards that could be quite
clear or whatever, but then if your supervisor comes along and
tells you this is the way I want it done, then as an employee, you
are caught in a catch-22 situation because if you don't do what the
supervisor does, then that is the person that gives you the final
rating.

So, you also have the thing from the manager's standpoint is
merit pay. They get office goals which indicate that they must do
so much work in that fiscal year in order for them to be considered
to be satisfactory or what have you on their merit pay or for an
SES which the directors are.

So, when you are dealing with a supervisor who is on merit pay
and that supervisor is giving a performance .standard that says at
the end of the year, you must have completed X number of cases
which much have come out of your unit. Then that is the only
thing that that supervisor is concerned about. To me, that supervi-
sor is concerned about I must do what I have to do in order to
make my merit pay.

That means the employee becomes the person that is caught be-
tween a rock and a hard place. Sure, we can grieve the perform-
ance standards, that is, not being applied fairly or what have you,
but then that takes time to go through the system and in the
meantime, this employee is left at the mercy of the supervisor. The
supervisor is the one that gives the final rating.

Which leads me into another thing. When you have 80 or 90
cases, just like right here, I have letters where different district di-
rectors are saying look, I need at least 15 more closures from you
each month from now until September with no regard as to the

95-656 0 - 89 - 4
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complexity of the cases, whether or not they are going to require
on site, whether or not the employee can reasonably finish these
cases within that time period. But, as she said, please help me
make the office goals.

So, what I am saying is that one of the problems we have is that
headquarters put these requirements on the district directors to
meet office goals, and they get their ratings based upon what the
office does. That is. translated down to the supervisors who then
put it on the individuals who have to go out and do the work.

That hasn't been anything prior to all of this stuff coming up
with our claims about separating and determining whether or not
this case is close to meeting the two-year statute. Nobody gave a
damn about that before. The only thing that they cared about was
how many cases could they close to make their office look good.

Now, I am not saying that all 50 district directors were that way,
because you did have some that were concerned, but I think if you
look at the majority, you would find that the majority paid that no
attention. If you are looking at the statistic that shows that the
number of cases that had slipped that had risen from 900 to 1,600
to now almost 7,000, then that should tell you that somebody
wasn't paying attention or really gave a good hoot about whether
or not the two-year statute was running.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it tells us an awful lot, and I think the
survey confirms it.

Mr. MORROW. I think if you had the time to go through the com-
plete survey and look at some things, it would shock you.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that metropolitan phone book size that you
have in front of you is the complete survey, isn't it?

Mr. MORROW. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I feel pretty good about understanding even a

couple of questions out of it, though I do understand, of course,
there is a lot more.

I take it that this was a very detailed survey, that it was pretty
well laid out, and when 1,800 out of 3,000 respond to it, I think that
is a very significant number.

Was it just volunteering to respond to it or what?
Mr. MORROW. It was volunteer to a certain extent, but then it all

depends upon how persuasive your district director and union rep-
resentative in each particular office were.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gloria, did you use persuasion on responding
to it?

Mr. GLORIA. Yes, sir. We worked with the union to make sure
that all the people expressed their views. We had about a 68 per-
cent return.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is about the average? Mr. Muse?
Mr. MUSE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't try any persuasion?
Mr. MUSE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Bruner?
Ms. BRUNER. Yes, I thought I did.
The CHAIRMAN. You tried to use persuasion for people to respond

to this survey?
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Ms. BRUNER. Oh, yes. We met with staff and asked them to re-
spond, the union steward and myself-the union vice president, I
should say.

The CHAIRMAN. Did most? Mr. Gloria said that in his district, 68
percent responded. Is that right?

Mr. GLORIA. We were above the national average.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you were above the national average. The

national average was 68 roughly.
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, roughly, it was that. We were above.
The CHAIRMAN. You were above the national average.
Mr. GLORIA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How about you, Ms. Bruner?
Ms. BRUNER. I think we were right at the national average.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muse, you didn't use any persuasion.
Mr. MUSE. No, I wasn't there, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what happened in Birmingham or

Seattle?
Mr. MUSE. No, I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Regardless of how you get people to

answer one of these surveys, I think it does take a great deal of
interest for people to go through them.

Mr. Morrow, am I putting more on this survey than I should?
Am I crediting it more than I should?

Mr. MORROW. No, sir. I think the survey speaks for itself.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean the quality of the survey. Was it an ex-

cellent survey?
Mr. MORROW. We feel it was an excellent survey. We started on

this, I think it was, last year in terms of laying the groundwork,
making sure all the questions were adequate. I think Polly Meade's
shop in Washington did all of the analysis and the whole bit. I
think they did a real good job in terms of making sure that every-
one has an understanding as to what the situation is within the
agency.

What we are hoping is that the powers that be read this survey
and realize that there are some changes that have to be made if we
are going to get out of the situation that we are in now.

The CHAIRMAN. You refer to the group that decided what went
into the survey, so I guess you could answer this question. The
survey did not have any questions on work load. Was that purpose-
fully avoided?

Mr. MORROW. Yes, in a sense. There is another study out that
management did. I think it was called the "case management
system" which was a study also done by Polly Meade's shop.
Within that study, I think that one of the things that came out was
that an ideal case load would run about 40 cases per investigator if
we were going to give each case a full and comprehensive investi-
gation.

The CHAIRMAN. Might I ask on that point, would that 40 case
load be expected to be handled within 270 days?

Mr. MORROW. How do I expect that to be handled?
The CHAIRMAN. Would the 40 cases be expected to be handled in

270 days?
Mr. MORROW. The 270-day thing is something that was really not

designed to be put on the employees initially, but in some of the
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district directors' zest, I think they misunderstood a memorandum,
because it is my understanding that a memorandum came down
from Jackie Shelton indicating that the managers were supposed to
report on their map or 396 the 270-day-old cases.

For some reason, some district directors or what have you mis-
construed that to mean that they were supposed to change that in
the performance standards for the employees.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the way you understand it, isn't it, Ms.
Hannah?

Ms. HANNAH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That it should be done in 270 days. How do you

understand it, Mr. Gloria? What do you do as director?
Mr. GLORIA. We are honoring the appraisal system. It says 300

days, so that is what we are holding the individuals to.
The CHAIRMAN. You are still at 300.
Mr. GLORIA. Yes, but you have to understand. The clocks start at

different times for everybody. The buck stops with me.
The other problem that I had was that the 270-day standard

came to me 51/2 months into the fiscal year. I didn't have an SES
agreement until essentially March. I didn't know what the new
standards were. In fact, they changed a whole bunch of them.

And this is part of the comments I made earlier about my con-
flict with headquarters over the whole appraisal management
system. It is a fire fight. It is no longer an orderly progression of
goals that relate to things that can be done in a logical sense.

Just to paraphrase Levi, if I want him to give me 20 cause find-
ings a year, I am going to have to relieve some of the pressure on
the other cases. I am going to have to manage my resources both
from the objective of complexity as well as number.

The problem we have is that we have a simplistic system that is
based on numbers only. That is the reason I never got 5 ratings,
because I missed the numbers by one or two. It wasn't the quality
of what I did. It was just that I didn't meet that magic number.

What has happened in districts is that, as he points out, the ulti-
mate drive-and Mr. Bennett said the same thing-the drive was
you shall meet these numbers. It is number driven. It is not inves-
tigation driven.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not quality driven.
Mr. GLORIA. Well, not even quality. It doesn't even consider the

disparity in the case load between districts. In my district, the ma-
jority of my employers are mom and pop shops. I don't have large
industrial bases like Detroit does or like Philadelphia does. Yet,
they expect me to produce as many class cases as -Philadelphia
does. That is unreasonable.

The CHAIRMAN. I can understand that.
Well, I want to thank each and every one of you for appearing

here today to respond to these questions pursuant to the subpoena
from the committee.

Mr. Bennett, you are no longer employed by the Commission. I
think it would be all right with you if we made your complete testi-
mony in the case of the deposition part of the record of this hear-
ing. Is that correct?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir. I was going to ask if I could have it en-
tered into the record.
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The CHAIRMAN. The complete deposition?
Mr. BENNETT. The complete deposition. I notice there are just acouple of misspelled words I would like to have an opportunity to

correct.
The CHAIRMAN. We would like to have those corrected, and we

will make your complete deposition part of this hearing record.
I want to remind all of you that because of the subpoena, it isprotective and the law protects you from any retaliation connected

with your appearance and testimony here today. If anything does
happen which you feel is retaliation for your appearance here
today, we would sure like to know about it. We will try to help you.
I think we can. We can put that fire out. That will be a fire storm
we can handle right from here.

Thank you all very much.
The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:17 p.m, the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at the call of the Chair.]
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 (Whereupon, the witness was duly sworn.]

3 MR. DUXBURY: Would you please mark these documents

4 as deposition exhibits?

5 [Whereupon, Bennett Deposition

6 Exhibits No. 1 through 7 were

7 marked for identification.]

8 Whereupon,

9 JOSEPH STANLEY BENNETT

10 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn, was

11 examined and testified as follows:

12 EXAMINATION BY MR. DUXBURY

13 BY MR. DUXBURY:

14 Q Would you state your full name and present residence

15 address for the record, please, Mr. Bennett?

16 A I am Joseph Stanley Bennett, and my address is 6066

17 Morgan Court, which is in Alexandria, Virginia.

18 Q What is your present occupation or position, Mr.

19 Bennett?

20 A I am the Administrator of the Office of Human Rights

21 for the City of Alexandria.

22 Q I'm showing you a letter which has been marked as

23 Bennett Deposition Exhibit Number 1. Would you identify that?

24 Is that the Notice of Senate Deposition pursuant to which you

25 appear here today?

1 A Yes, it is.

2 Q And that is a correct copy, a complete copy, of the

3 notice that was given to you, correct?

4 A It appears to be.

5 Q All right, sir.

6 Before you got here today, was there anyone in the

7 EEOC who discussed with you your appearance here today?

8 A No.

9 Q Nobody connected with EEOC?
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10 A No, they did not.

11 Q Nobody discussed it? You didn't have occasion to

12 discuss with anybody in your former --

13 A No. I think I might have mentioned to Ralph Soto

14 that I was coming over here.

15 Q But that's all?

16 A That's all, but nobody in any official capacity in

17 EEOC.

18 Q And your present position is with the Office of

19 Human Rights of the City of Alexandria?

20 A Yes, it is.

21 Q And you are director of that?

22 A Yes, I am.

23 Q How long have you been director of that office?

24 A Since January 19th of this year.

25 Q And what did you do prior to that, sir?

1 A There was a period of time where I was retired, and

2 prior to that I was a Regional Director with the U.S.-Equal

3 Employment Opportunity Commission.

4 Q Now, today, for shortness and brevity we will refer

5 to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as EEOC, if

6 that's all right with you.

7 A That's fine.

8 Q And we will refer to the Age Discrimination in

9 Employment Act as ADEA, if that's all right, just so we

10 understand terms. All right?

11 A Okay.

12 Q When did you first go to work for the EEOC, sir?

13 A I believe it was in the fall of 1983.

14 Q I see, and did you go to work as a regional

15 director?

16 A Yes, I did.

17 Q In the Washington, D.C. office?

18 A It was the Washington, D.C. office. My region was

19 in the Midwest and middle South of the United States.

20 Q What region number were you?
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21 A That was Region 2.

22 Q How many regions are there?

23 A There were three at that time.

24 Q Three regions. What district offices were in your

25 region, too, during that time that you were director?

1 A Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis,

2 Milwaukee, Mdmphis, New Orleans, and St. Louis.

3 Q But you did your work out of the headquarters

4 office?

5 A Yes, I did. I was located in Washington.

6 Q At the present time does the Office of Human Rights

7 for the City of Alexandria have andy kind of a business

8 association with the EEOC?

9 A Yes, we do. We have a contract with the EEOC.

10 Q And what is the purpose and intent of that contract?

11 A It is to process complaints of discrimination, of

12 employment discrimination within the City of Alexandria that

13 are also jurisdictional with the Federal Government.

14 Q How does this involve ADEA charges that originate in

15 your office, or are they assigned to your office by the EEOC,

16 or both?

17 A For ADEA charges solely, we do not process them.

18 Q I see.

19 A We will only process age charges that are only

20 jurisdictional within Alexandria, and for age charges that are

21 solely jurisdictional with EEOC, EEOC processes those.

22 Q They don't transfer them to you?

23 A They do not. We do do concurrent charges. That is,

24 if somebody alleges both a violation of Title 7 and the age

25 act, we will process them.

1 Q What is the basis of the compensation between the

2 Commission and your organization for the handling of the

3 charges?

4 - A We get $400 per charge that we complete, that the

5 EEOC accepts.

6 Q Now in your position as regional director of Region
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7 2, who was your immediate supervisor or superior officer in

8 the Commission?

9 A When I left there it was Jim Troy, James Troy.

10 Q When you started was there someone else?

11 A Odessa Shannon.

12 Q I see, and then she was succeeded by Troy?

13 A About a year after I came there, right.

14 Q What is Troy's relationship to the Chairman and

15 members of the Commission on a strata basis? Is he directly

16 below them?

17 A He is directly below them. He reports directly to

18 the Chairman.

19 Q I see. So the person to whom you reported then

20 reported directly to the Chairman of the Commission?

21 A That's correct.

22 Q Now, did you and your staff conduct on-site quality

23 investigations of the district offices which were part of your

24 Region 2?

25 A Yes, we did.

1 Q Did you actually go to those offices and make

2 inspections of what was going on in those offices?

3 A Yes, we did.

4 Q And I suppose that was done on a kind of regular

5 basis, right?

6 A It was supposed to have been done yearly. Some

7 offices we didn't go to because of budget considerations, but

8 by and large we went to all of them each year.

9 Q And what was the purpose of these on-site

10 investigations? What were you looking for? What was the

11 basic purpose of them?

12 A Sort of multi-fold. We wanted to make sure that the

13 offices were processing cases correctly, according to

14 Commission regulations and procedures; to offer any kind of

15 technical assistance we could; to make some evaluation of how

16 well the offices were being managed in terms of case

17 processing and other management things, like personnel
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18 management, financial management, and so forth; and also to

19 some extent it was a consideration in the evaluations of the

20 district directors.

21 Q I see. Well, was there a written report made for

22 each on-site inspection?

23 A Yes, it was.

24 Q And was that submitted to your superior?

25 A Yes, they were.

1 Q Were there occasions when the regional directors

2 would have a meeting, and all of them have a meeting in the

3 EEOC headquarters in Washington to discuss the overall status

4 of things in the Commission, or wasn't there?

5 A Was that the regional directors?

6 Q Yes. Did you have meetings, all of you together?

7 A Oh, yes. All three of us were in Washington. We met

8 frequently.

9 Q You met frequently, and would you --

10 A Probably at least once a week.

11 Q -- and would you frequently meet with your superior,

12 Mr. Troy?

13 A Oh yes, usually several times a week.

14 Q I see, and I suppose in these meetings with Mr.

15 Troy, each of the three regional directors would bring to his

16 attention whatever matters of importance that they had

17 discovered the their investigations of the various offices.

18 A Yes, either in those meetings or in individual

19 meetings that we would have with him.

20 Q I see. On the average, you would meet with him once

21 a week, on average do you thing?

22 A With Troy?

23 0 Yes--

24 A Oh, I would say several times a week.

25 Q Several times a week. Was that true of the other

1 regional directors also, do you thing?

2 A Oh, yes.

3 Q Now you know the purpose of this oversight in

4 connection with witch your deposition is being taken arises
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5 out of the charge from the United States Senate to this

6 committee, part of which is oversight of all laws that in any

7 way right of the so-called elderly or senior citizens, and

8 specifically includes, of course, the ADEA, which is of

9 primary importance tot he elderly, as you know if you have

10 been out of work -- as I know, as I have been out of work.-

11 - A Yes.

12 Q Well, in these on-sight inspections in your region,

13 did you discover any particular problems in your region?'

14 A Oh, yes. We found problems in several offices.

15 , Q Well, what about the statute of limitations under

16 the ADEA? There are two sister statutes. One is a 2-year

17 statute. The other, as you know well, is a 3-year statute.

18 Did you discover any problems in any of these offices in your

19 region with reference to cases running beyond those statutes,

20 specifically the 2-year statute?

21 A Yes. I can specifically remember, I believe in

22 1986, I believe it was, in Detroit, where we found a number of.

23 cases that had exceeded the statute.

24 Q And when you found a situation of that kind did you

25 report it to Mr. Troy?

1 A Oh, yes. I always reported things to him.

2 Q Always reported, so he know about it immediately

3 after you discovered it. Is that correct?

4 A Sure.

5 Q What was the reaction, for instance, when you

6 mentioned to Mr. Troy that there were cases that were running

7 beyond the statute in some of the districts? What was his

8 reaction to it?

9 A I can't remember any specific reaction at all.

10 Q Was there any specific action by the Commission with

11 reference to that situation, following your reporting it?

12 A Not that I'm aware of, no.

13 Q Mr. Bennett, I'd like to show you what's been marked

14 as Deposition Exhibit 2 and ask. yu if you could identify

15 that, please.
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16 A Yes. This is the field office report for the

17 Detroit District Office dated July 16, 1986.

18 Q And is this a report which you made, as regional

19 director, to the district director in Detroit?

20 A Yes, I did, and this was also turned in to Jim Troy.

21 Q Copied to Jim Troy?

22 A That's right.

23 Q Now I would like to refer you, sir, to page seven of

24 that document In Item (c) on page seven, Item (c) about

25 halfway down, "(c) Case Management, " you will find a

1 paragraph that reads, "An examination of May 27, 1986 printout

2 revealed that there are some 68 ADEA and 9 ADEA concurrent

3 cases int he office's inventory in which the 2-year statute

4 for filing suit has expired.

5 A Yes.

6 Q This matter was brought to the attention of Mr.

7 Troy, was it?

8 A Yes, it would have been.

9 Q And then you had a recommendation at the bottom,

10 that the district office on Detroit immediately identify all

11 cases in which the time limit for filing suit has expired, and

12 prepare a plan of action to expedite their processing.'

13

14 A Yes.

15 Q Also establish an effective system for monitoring

16 the ADEA 2-year limit for filing suit. What was the system

17 for watching cases with reference to this 2-year statute of

18 limitations? What kind of a system did the EEOC establish for

19 that purpose for the district offices?

20 A I am unaware of any specific system EEOC-wide. The

21 district offices usually had some tickler system, either as

22 part of an automated system or as part of a manual system or

23 both, where they would flag ADEA cases or ADEA charges and

24 track the statute of limitations on them.

25 Q Of course, this was a very serious matter, to have
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1 this number of cases running the statute, because those rights

2 were lost once they ran that 2-year statute. Is that correct?

3 A That's right.

4 Q Was there any specific response by Mr. Troy or other

5 Commission officials with reference to this situation in

6 Detroit, following receipt of your memorandum?

7 A I can't remember any, no.

8 Q Well, do you remember at all discussing it with Mr.

9 Troy? Do you have any recollection of that?

10 A No, don't have any specific recollection of that.

11 Q You know it was brought to his attention, however?

12 A Oh, yes, because we turned these in every quarter, I

13 believe it was, every time after we did one.

14 Q But don't remember anything specific being done with

15 reference to that complaint?

16 A No, I don't remember that. Also it would be

17 interesting to see what the reaction of the district director

18 was. He was supposed to have responded to this by August

19 29th.

20 Q Yes, yes. Well, was this a case of not being able

21 to track them on the computer, or what gave rise? Is it

22 something they would have had to do manually? Was that the

23 real reason?

24 A No. In Detroit, I am familiar with the Detroit

25 system. Detroit tracked them both on the computer and also

1 manually, and why specifically this happened in Detroit, I

2 don't know, because certainly Detroit did not have a staffing

3 problem. I mean, I would say that it would be more attributed

4 to just bad management.

5 Q Because they had ample staff to handle their work

6 load, right?

7 A Well, they had ample staff to handle their workload

8 plus other people's workloads, as well.

9 Q I see.

10 Now I would like to show you what has been marked as

11 Exhibit 3, Mr. Bennett, if you can identify that for me

12 please?
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13 A Okay. This is a memorandum to me from Lynn Bruner,

14 who had recently been assigned as district director in St.

15 Louis, and the subject of the memorandum is "Kansas City Area

16 Office." It is dated September 16, 1986, and this is her

17 assessment of the situation in Kansas City that was pointed

18 out to her based on the field reviews we had done in Kansas

19 City, and also discussions that we had had with her when she

20 had just been assigned as district director.

21 Q Well, this memorandum would indicate, wouldn't it,

22 that they were having some problem with the reference to

23 keeping track of the cases with reference to the 2-year

24 statute?

25 A I don't know about keeping track of them. It would

1 be processing them timely.

2 Q Yes, that's what I mean, having trouble getting it

3 done, right?

4 A Right. I think if anything, this memo shows that

5 they had a good system of tracking them. They just didn't

6 have the staff to process them timely.

7 Q You feel that the Kansas City office was

8 understaffed, I guess, with reference to their workload then?

9 A It was seriously understaffed.

10 Q And this is also the kind of memorandum that would

11 have gone to Mr. Troy at the time, correct?

12 A I can't say specifically whether this one did or

13 not, since it was --

14 Q It was directed to you.

15 A -- directed to me: I think it probably would have

16 either been sent to him or called to his attention, because I

17 was constantly talking to him about both the problems in

18 Kansas City and also the serious staffing situation there.

19 Q Was anything ever done about the staffing problem in

20 Kansas City during your tenure as Regional Director?

21 A Nothing of any great substance. There was some

22 increase in staffing and then, at the time I was leaving, as I

23 remember, there was some consideration of transferring cases

24 from Kansas City to other offices.
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25 Q- I note that this Exhibit 3 is dated September 16,

1 .1986.

2 A. Yes, it is.

3 Q So that the problem must have been of some time in

4 the making, I guess, because the staffing problem must have

5 been of long standing, I assume.

6 A As I remember, to the best of mu knowledge, the

7 whole time I was at EEOC there was a problem in staffing at

8 Kansas City, and it just continually got worse as time went

9 on.

10 Q I wold like to show you what has been marked as

11 Deposition Exhibit Number 4, sir, if you can identify that for

12 me.

13 A Okay. This is a memorandum from Jim Troy to Lee

14 Guarraia, who is director of the Los Angeles District Office.

15 The subject is "Fiscal Year 1986 Quality Review Report, Los

16 Angeles," dated November 4, 1986.

17 Q And page 8 of that report, under the part relating

18 to recommendations, says in part, "Particular effort should be

19 made to identify and complete processing of aged EPA and ADEA

20 charges so that potential rights of the charging parties are

21 not lost through our negligence."

22 A Right.

23 Q Was this the kind of memorandum that was sent to

24 most of the district offices, with reference to ADEA charges

25 running the statute?

1 A No, that I don't remember. I must say that this is

2 not a memorandum that originated in my region. This is from

3 Region 3. I was generally aware of that situation in Los

4 Angeles, though.

5 Q But they were having problems with processing their

6 cases. Is that correct?

7 A They were having problems in Los Angeles, as I

8 understand it, processing any cases.

9 Q I see.
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A Age being, you know -- I wouldn't say they were

similarly situated to Kansas City, but Kansas City, because of

its severe staffing situation, had problems processing any

cases in what could reasonably be called a timely fashion.

Q Well, on page 3 it says, "Examination of the

computerized data base evidences many charges where there is

no entry and many charges where the 2-year period had

expired."

A Okay.

Q And that is a clear indication that Mr. Troy was

aware of the problem of cases running the statute.

A Well, I am familiar with his signature, and that is

certainly his signature on the front page.

Q Now, I would like to show you what has been marked

as Deposition Exhibit Number 5, Mr. Bennett, and ask if you

can identify that, sir. And I would like you, if you could to

look at page 5 in particular -- page 3, I'm sorry. Page 3.

A Okay.

Q That also relates to the Los Angeles office, I take

it?

A Yes, it does.

Q And there is a place on page 3 where they refer to

the problem of charges that run the 2-year statute. Actually,

I read it incorrectly in the previous exhibit, but it is this

exhibit in which that language appears, where they had charges

that were running the 2-year statute. Again, this is the kind

of memorandum that went to you, I take it, or did it not go to

you? No?

A No, this was in Los Angeles. This was not in my

region.

Q This went to Troy, though, I assume.

A Let me see what it looks like.

Well, what it looks like is a quarterly -- a mid-

year assessment dated April, 1986. We would periodically

write up these kinds of things for every district office.
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20 Q So it would be a report -- how many times would a

21 report like this be made for each district office? Once a

22 year? Twice a year?

23 A At least twice a year, and I'm thinking it was

24 probably more like quarterly.

25 Q And these reports would all go to Mr. Troy as the

1 superior over the districts, would they not?

2 A Yes, they would.

3 Q Because really, these reports were made for the

4 purpose of letting the superior officer in the Commission know

5 what was going on in the district office. Is that correct?

6 A That's right.

7 Q I would like to show you Exhibit Number 6, Mr.

8 Bennett, which is a short memorandum dated February 13, 1987,

9 which indicated that it was copied to you as the regional

10 director of Region 2. Would you identify it, please, as to

11 what it is?

12 A Yes. It's a memorandum from Lynn Bruner, who is

13 district director in St. Louis, to Jim Troy, as director of

14 Office of Program Operations. The subject is "Request by

15 Kansas Commission on Civil Rights." It is dated February 13,

16 1986, and as you said, there is a cc sent to me as the

17 director of Region 2.

18 Q It points out in the second paragraph, "As you know,

19 we have a serious backlog problem in Kansas City which is

20 almost glaringly problematic when it comes to age cases."

21 A That's right.

22 Q "We have a very large number of age cases which are

23 approaching the 2-year statute of limitations."

24 A Right.

25 Q Obviously, the purpose of the memorandum was to

1 inform Mr. Troy of this problem of the 2-year statute, and

2 also to look for some relief.

3 A That's right.

4 Q Hoping that some cases could be transferred to the

5 local Kansas City Commission, right, or Kansas Commission?

6 A Kansas Commission, that's right.
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7 Q Now I would like to show you what has been marked as

8 Deposition Exhibit 7, Mr. Bennett, and ask you if you can

9 identify that.

10 A This is a memorandum from Lynn Bruner, district

11 director of the St. Louis District, to Jackie Shelton, who was

12 then the acting director of region 2. The subject is

13 "Transfer of Kansas City Area office's Cases." It is dated

14 March 26, 1987.

15 Q And this is further testimony as to the backlog

16 situation in Kansas City -- I mean in St. Louis. Right?

17 A That's right.

18 Q Do you know, was this after you left the Commission?

19 A I had never seen this. I was not physically at the

20 Commission at that point. I left the Commission physically

21 about March 15th and retired effective the end of March.

22 Q Is this the kind of memorandum that would be sent to

23 Mr. Troy so that he could be appraised of the situation in the

24 district office?

25 A I would certainly think so.

1 Q Because they are indicating that they have so many

2 cases that they would like some assigned -- right --

3 elsewhere?

4 A That's right.

5 Q What was the Commission's policy with reference to

6 assigning cases from a district that had a heavy workload and

7 not enough staff?

8 A Well, the first approach would be to try to, within

9 the district office itself, to accommodate that, which would

10 be difficult in St. Louis because St. Louis, even though it

11 was not in as bad a shape as Kansas City, also had a

12 reasonable workload of its own; and then if they had been

13 unable to accommodate that, to then try to find other offices

14 within the region to handle cases, and I guess if that

15 wouldn't work out, to look to other offices outside the

16 region. But the real problem in Kansas City was not

17 reassigning cases. That would only be a stopgap measure. The

18 real problem there is that they were just seriously
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19 understaffed, in light of the fact that there were some other

20 offices that were seriously overstaffed, like Detroit, for

21 example, or Milwaukee.

22 Q Why wasn't there any transfer of staff in order to

23 beef up the staff of a district office that was understaffed

24 and take away some of the staff from that one that was

25 overstaffed? Why wasn't that done at the Commission?

3 regional directors got together and did an analysis of our

4 own, a computerized analysis, where we determined that by

5 reassigning staff and having a couple of selective reductions

6 in force, that we could balance staff and balance workload and

7 wouldn't really need additional staff. I believe that was

8 done probably in 1985, and we were suggesting that it be made

9 effective at the beginning of fiscal year 1986.

10 Q Was that brought to the attention of Mr. Troy?

11 A That was brought to his attention. We discussed it

12 with him, and he told us that a reduction in force was a "non-

13 word," that we shouldn't bring up the concept. I remember it

14 very vividly because in a meeting -- we used to have joint

15 meetings, I think maybe quarterly, with the Office of

16 Management and I brought up the subject again and he told me

17 very forcefully in that meeting that he didn't want to hear

18 that discussed any more.

19 I think part of it had to do with the -- shall I

20 call it "courting?" -- that they were doing with the union.

21 The union was a rather difficult union to deal with, and my

22 personal view is that the reaction of the agency generally was.

23 to cave in. The union didn't want to -- as a matter of fact,

24 they didn't want certain cases transferred, either.

25 Q Well, from all we have determined from these

1 documents, they clearly indicate that the Commission had ample

2 warning and signals about the problem of cases running the 2-

3 year statute, way back into early 1986, if not earlier.

4 A Oh, yes.
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5 Q And they really had ample evidence that there was a

6 dangerous situation developing, and yet they don't seem to

7 have done anything about it. They just seem to have let it go

8 on.

9 A Yes.

10 Q We run into this situation where Chairman Thomas, in

11 recent testimony before a Congressional committee, said that

12 the Commission didn't have any reason to think they had to

13 track statute of limitation cases; they had no indication that

14 there was anything wrong. As a matter of fact, he seems to

15 say now that they really didn't know anything until the late

16 fall of 1987, that there was anything -- any problem -- as to

17 the 2-year statute, but there is ample evidence in these

18 memoranda and others that they had ample warnings way back in

19 early 1986 -- Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles. Is it possible

20 that these warnings, these signals, didn't get to Mr. Thomas

21 or the other members of the Commission?

22 A It's hard to believe, but I think it is possible.

23 For example, the regional directors never met with him, so I

24 don't know what he knew or what he didn't know, and the only

25 thing we ever got back was indirectly, usually through Jim

1 Troy. I don't remember Troy ever saying specifically that he

2 had talked to Thomas about the age problem.

3 Q But it wasn't the practice of Mr. Thomas as

4 Chairman, then, to meet with the regional directors? He

5 didn't meet with the regional directors on any regional basis,

6 did he?

7 A No, he never met with me, and I know he never met

8 with Connie Dupree, and I don't think he ever met with

9 Francisco Flores when he was the regional director.

10 Q Those were the three regional directors, you and the

11 other two?

12 A Right.

13 Q Well, so whatever information Mr. Thomas and the

14 other members of the Commission got had to come from Troy?
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15 A Or possibly from some district directors, because

16 even though he would never meet with the regional directors,

17 he did have certain district directors that he was in frequent

18 contact with telephonically or face-to-face.

19 Q Who were close friends of his, I gather, a friendly

20 relationship?

21 A Well, I think that's probably what it was.

22 Q Prior to your leaving the Commission in 1987, do you

23 have any recollection of any written queries or directives

24 that went from headquarters to all field offices, raising this

25 problem of the potential passing of the statute of limitation

1 on age charges? Do you remember any directive to you or

2 through you?

3 A I can't remember that, no,. I'm not saying it didn't

4 happen. I just don't remember it.

5 Q You know, we have been trying to figure out, in this

6 Commission and the responsibility that the members have, what

7 does the committee do about this situation where they started

8 off admitting finally in December that there were some 900

9 ADEA cases that had exceeded the statute, and then it went up

10 to 1,200, and then it was up to 1,600, and now we have ample

11 reason to believe that it is well over 2,000, and it could be

12 highly in excess of that number. But the first question the

13 committee has to decide is, just why has this happened? What

14 situation gives rise to that number of individual rights being

15 foreclosed by the failure of the Commission to handle and

16 process claims on a timely basis? What causes that? What do

17 you think it is?

18 A Oh, that's e tough one. I'm not exactly sure why

19 that would be. I think might be different reasons. For

20 example, I think it would be my view in Kansas City/St. Louis

21 that that problem was strictly one of staffing in the sense

22 that I think that the management structure in both of those

23 offices was very diligent about carrying out the Commission's

24 work, and would have done so.

25 In Detroit, the other office that I'm familiar with,
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1 I think the problem there was one of simply a void in

2 leadership in the office. The district director's job was

3 vacant there for about three years before it was filled on a

4 permanent basis. The regional attorney, which is also a very

5 key job in the region -- I can't even go back as far as-how

6 long that one was vacant because there were a couple of people

7 they got in on a permanent basis but they stayed there less

8 than a year or about a year and then left, so in terms of

9 there being any continuing leadership in that job, that was

10 not the case.

11 There were other jobs in the Commission -- key jobs,

12 district directors or regional attorneys -- that were vacant 2

13 or 3 years, and I think there are some now that probably have

14 been vacant for long periods of time.

15 Q Well, some prior district directors or former

16 district directors have told us that the computer system was

17 completely unreliable and inaccurate --

18 A Yes.

19 Q -- and that they attribute this lapse of the 2-year

20 statute on a lot of cases to the inadequacy of the computer

21 system, that there was just no way to track it except

22 manually.

23 A Yes.

24 Q I know one former district director said that he had

25 to do everything on a manual basis to track the charges in his

1 office, for which he was responsible; that the computer

2 system, the old CSRS system, was completely unreliable.

3 A Yes.

4 Q What was wrong with that system? Do you know why it

5 didn't work?

6 A I don't know why it didn't work. I know that it

7 didn't work. It didn't work when I came there, and it never

8 worked the whole time I was there. As I understand it, there

9 were entries that you could never get rid of. You would make

10 an entry five years ago and then you would keep trying ot

11 delete it and it would never delete. Also, I guess at the
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12 headquarters level, it was a read-only system. All you could

13 do, supposedly, was read what was in the data base, and even

14 that was not dependable.

15 I am not sure that I agree totally with that

16 premise, that the lack of a Commission-wide automated data

17 base would have been the sole problem. To give an example of

18 what I am talking about, I think it should also be incumbent

19 upon each investigator to manage his or her workload. Most of

20 them that I knew were very diligent about doing that, so

21 regardless of what the automated system was, if they had 50

22 cases or 100 cases, they had some kind of control over that

23 inventory, and there were usually case conferences with their

24 supervisors where they would discuss the inventory, go over

25 the age of it, point out particular ones that were

1 problematic, and so forth. So it may be at a higher level you

2 could say that because of the computer system you may not have

3 known, but certainly when you get down to the investigator's

4 level and the first-line supervision level, all of those

5 things could have been known. For example, I know in Detroit

6 that for several years prior to the new data system, the CDS

7 system, that Detroit had an automated system that it was

B using, and in addition there were manual systems being used as

9 well. I don't think, for example in Detroit, that the problem

10 was that somebody didn't know and it may be the compliance

11 manager didn't know, but I am sure whoever -- the investigator

12 or investigators and possibly their supervisors -- were aware

13 of this problem. I mean, maybe occasionally you could see

14 where one would slip through the cracks, but not a large

15 number and nobody being aware of it.

16 Q Well, any investigator assigned a number of cases

17 would really be able to keep track of them manually, I assume,

18 and effectively?

19 A Manually, and I would say that most experienced

20 investigators, unless they had just a horrific number of

21 cases, also had some mental picture of what their workload

22 was.
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23 Q Yes, yes.

24 Well, now the CSR system was shut down in early 1986

25 and replaced by what is called the current system, the Charge

1 Data System, the CDS?

2 A Right.

3 Q The committee has received a lot of information that

4 the field officers were complaining about the automated

5 system, that they had trouble putting data into it, that a

6 great deal of their time was being spent trying to make the

7 thing work, staff time --

8 A Right.

9 Q -- and that it was just nonproductive staff time.

10 A That is my understanding, as well.

11 Q These kinds of complaints, I guess, had grown common

12 back in 1985, 1984-1985, prior to the switch to the new system

13 in 1986, hadn't they?

14 A Yes, that's right.

15 Q Well, what about the Chicago office? Did they have

16 any problems that you were aware of on case management and

17 resolution that you can recall back in, say, 1986?

18 A Yes, 1985, I think it was 1985 that I remember

19 particularly where there were a lot of problems with district

20 offices exceeding the statute of limitations on ADEA charges.

21 It was not one of them, as I recall. Basically they were, I

22 guess -- to sort of short-circuit the answer -- taking a lot

23 of shortcuts in the processing of cases, not keeping good

24 records, not making entries in the log when something

25 happened, not using investigative plans, those kinds of

1 things. To some extent the quality of investigations

2 suffered. I wouldn't say that that was a complete collapse.

3 I don't mean to paint that picture, but I would say in terms

4 of being able to do a-good job of auditing what they had done,

5 it was very difficult to do because they just didn't keep good

6 records or make good entries in the cases they were doing.

7 The other problem, the more serious problem at

8 Chicago, was the way that I thought they were misstating some

9 of the facts in cases they were recommending for litigation,
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10 that they would sort of leave out parts of the investigation

11 that may have been favorable to the respondent and emphasizing

12 those things that would lead one to a conclusion that there

13 was discrimination. I think it was in the 1985 report that we

14 made some very critical comments about the unreliability and

15 almost sort of dishonesty, I guess would be a stronger word,

16 of the way they had presented some of the cases for litigation

17 __

18 Q Well, the complaints --

19 A -- in 1985, and I also think the case processing, as

20 I remember, had improved considerably in 1986, but still the

21 other problem of the -- oh, I don't want to over -- the lack

22 of integrity of the way they presented cases for litigation

23 was still present --

24 Q Well, a lot of the complaints that the committee

25 members were seeing prior to the initiation of this oversight

1 related to the delay in the processing of charges, a

2 tremendous delay, and transferring of charges to an office far

3 away from where the parties were originally located. For

4 instance, we have a situation of a lady in Chicago, a black

5 lady, 55, who was laid off under a so-called reduction in

6 force after 29 years and subsequently replaced by a younger

7 white person. she files a complaint through the local EEOC

8 office, hears nothing for a year and a half, writes a letter,

9 "What's going on?" and still hears nothing, and then shortly

10 before the 2-year statute is up she gets a form letter

11 reminding her that it is a 2-year statute and she will have to

12 bring her suit; and then a little while later another letter

13 saying, "We have completed the investigation and find no

14 cause." The individual involved knew that they didn't

15 interview any witnesses, didn't interview her, never

16 interviewed her, never asked her for the names of any

17 witnesses, just indicating a complete lack of what you would

18 call an adequate investigation. -

19 Those were the kinds of complaints which really

20 initiated this particular -- it wasn't initiated because of

21 cases running beyond the statute, because a lot of people
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22 didn't know they were running beyond the statute. But it was

23 that kind of handling, just not completing investigations, no

24 thoroughness of the investigation.

25 What were the requirements of the Commission? Was

1 there any requirement in the manual with reference to

2 completeness of an investigation, during the time .you were

3 there?

4 A "Completeness" meaning what? In time period, or --

5 Q No, thoroughness.

6 A Thoroughness.

7 Q That's what I mean, yes.

8 A There is a very elaborate compliance manual which

9 is, I guess, really guidance in terms of processing cases and

10 processing complaints investigations. A lot of that is really

11 guidance, and I would say that if you followed it, in spite of

12 the fact that a lot of that material is rather awkwardly

13 written, that it is good guidance and if you followed that

14 pretty much, then I think by and large that would lead to

15 good, thorough investigations. But the pressure was always on

16 to close a certain number of cases each year, or people were

17 dealing with backlogs of cases and taking shortcuts.

18 With ADEA cases specifically, I remember

19 investigators telling me that they had not been trained to

20 handle age investigations and didn't feel comfortable with

21 them, so I think it is a combination of things, why that

22 happened.

23 Q Well, we have heard that same complaint about lack

24 of adequate training in the ADEA area, that they really didn't

25 have the necessary training qualifications to do the kind of

1 work that had to be done to adequately process the claims.

2 A In 1984, I believe it was, there was a

3 reorganization, and prior to that time the district offices

4 had unique units that handled age cases. Then in 1984 age

5 cases were handled by all investigators, and it was around

6 that time period that I was hearing those comments, that

7 people had never had the experience before, weren't familiar

8 with the law, didn't know how those investigations would
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9 differ from Title 7 investigations, and they were just sort of

10 given some to do and to do the best they could.

11 I really don't think that the differences would be

12 that great, but still you need to sit down with people and

13 give them some assurance that even though this is something

14 new, it is not really that much different that you can't make

15 an easy transition. I would think with only a couple of days

16 training, if you could do Title 7 you should be able to do age

17 investigations.

18 Q Well, what was your analysis of the Chicago District

19 Office situation with reference to case management, resolution

20 of cases?

21 A I would say in 1985 I thought it-was bordering on

22 being ineffective. It had made some improvement by 1986, but

23 in 1985 I would say there were some real problems. The

24 substantive problem was really the one with the lack of

25 integrity in the way that the cases were being presented to

1 the commission for litigation.

2 Q For their decision whether to litigate or not?

3 A Right.

4 Q I see.

5 Well, one of the complaints we had also, or several

6 of them, related to this transfer of cases, where it was

7 transferred quite a ways away, and the person to whom it was

8 transferred or the office to which it was transferred had to

9 handle the investigation by telephone calls or mail and so on.

10 This is really a very unsatisfactory way to process an age

11 discrimination case, is it not?

12 A Yes. I would think for almost any kind of charge,

13 any kind of charge, that would not be a satisfactory way to do

14 it.

15 Q Because you just can't do it by telephone?

16 A No.

17 Q There was information about a survey that the

18 Commission conducted or had conducted of all their personnel

19 in December of last year -- that is after you left -- but
1,
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20 there was a pretty good response, and according to that survey

21 report over 40 percent of those responding stated that their

22 work objectives were defined either partially, poorly, or not

23 at all.

24 A Right.

25 Q How do you relate to that kind of a response in

1 terms of personnel in the Commission? Was that about the way

2 it was when you were there?

3 A Yes. I can't respond specifically to that because I

4 am not familiar with the survey --

5 Q I understand.

6 A -- and I am not sure exactly what they were saying.

7 But let me respond as best I can.

a I felt that performance appraisals unduly influenced

9 and drove many things that were going on in the Commission.

10 To give you one example -- which I don't know to be true; I

11 just heard it several times, and it may have been one of those

12 kinds of comments that people circulate that wasn't true --

13 but I had heard several times that people had gotten large

14 bonuses because of how well they had done on developing the

15 CDS system. Whether that's true or not, I don't know, but

16 they said that.

17 To make it more specific in terms of district

18 offices, most of the objectives in those performance

19 appraisals more or less related to how many cases you closed

20 during the year. If there had to be a trade-off in closing a

21 lot of cases, you were given some flexibility on some of the

22 others if you closed off cases. I'm sure that was going on,

23 as well.

24 So I think many people, since that was directly

25 related to their retention in the agency and also their pay

1 and those kinds of things, they did what the system pretty

2 much was set up to do, and that was to get them to close

3 cases. So that in a sense they may -- that the response that

4 you are talking about may have been that these were people who

5 realized that there were certain missions in the agency that

6 needed to be accomplished in terms of objectivity,
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7 completeness of investigations, and so forth, but there was a

8 conflict between those kinds of mission objectives and what it

9 really got down to, the bottom line as it related to their

10 performance which was largely, "Close out X number of cases."

11 Q And that would be that you get a gold star if you

12 close out a lot of cases, no matter how you close them out, I

13 guess. That's about the way it looks that they were doing it.

14 They were closing out cases just to get the record, kind of

15 like a police quota system or something.

16 A Yes, I would say that's probably right.

17 Q You close them out, no matter how you close them

18 out; just close them out, right?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Excuse me a minute -- oh, yes. I didn't ask you

21 more about the CDS system --

22 A I'm sorry?

23 Q The CDS system. There was the new CDS system. We

24 have had many, many reports that this system just isn't

25 working right, that they can't use it.

1 A Correct, yes.

2 Q During the time that you were there, prior to your

3 leaving, was there any indication of problems with that

4 system?

5 A Oh, there were problems all along, in the sense that

6 I sent a memo to Troy-suggesting -- I think they were going to

7 have a six-month trial period -- and suggested that --

8 Q For the new system?

9 A For the new system, and we suggested that because of

10 all the problems in the CDS system, that we have at least a

11 year of trial period before it became officially cut over, but

12 I had indications all along that there were some conceptual

13 problems in the way the system had been developed.

14 Early on, one of my district directors who was part

15 of the pilot project called me to say how shocked he was when

16 the contractor came out to his office, and seemingly had just

17 realized some of the things that go on in district offices and

18 what needed to be recorded in the system. He told me he had
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19 sat down with him sort of informally and told him a lot of

20 things that they needed to know, which he felt should have

21 been told them early on in headquarters, that nobody had

22 bothered to tell them about, so I was aware of that.

23 As I remember, when I was leaving the system was

24 being gradually implemented at that time, and I knew there

25 were problems of people trying to input data and destroying

1 the whole data base and having to manually input all the data

2 again. I think some of the transmission parts of the system

3 that were supposed to be operational never came on line before

4 I left. I remember one fiasco we had where we called in a

5 large number of people -- I think they were from 706 agencies,

6 or maybe from the field -- and then nothing ever came of it

7 because the system wasn't ready to be implemented, and then we

8 called them in again to train them.

9 So here again, perhaps there was some truth to the

10 joke going around about people being given bonuses for

11 developing this system, because they may have reported that

12 everything was okay. We brought people in to train them even

13 though the system wasn't nearly ready to be implemented.

14 Q Well, there is an old saying, you know, Mr. Bennett.

15 If you are going to teach a dog something, you have to know

16 more than the dog. Maybe the problem is that those who were

17 ding the training really didn't know how to do it either, you

18 know. That's part of the problem.

19 Can we take a short break? Is that all right with

2b you?

21 [Brief recess taken.]

22 MR. DUXBURY: I believe we will go back on the

23 record.

24 Would you please mark these documents as Exhibits 8

25 and 9?

1 [Whereupon, Bennett Deposition

2 Exhibits No. 8 and 9 were marked

3 for identification.]
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4 BY MR. DUXBURY:

5 Q Mr. Bennett, I am showing you what has been marked

6 as Deposition Exhibit Number 8, and I wish you would identify

7 that, please.

8 A Okay. This is a memorandum from me, as director of

9 Region 2, to Jim Troy. The subject was "First Quarter Fiscal

10 Year 1987 396 Printouts," dated February 20, 1987, and this is

11 in response to an undated note from Jim Troy asking us why the

12 end of the fourth quarter 1986 pending inventory was different

13 than the beginning inventory for the first quarter of 1987.

14 Theoretically they should be the same. He further stated that

15 he had mentioned several times that they should be the same,

16 and he didn't understand why they wouldn't be the same.

17 In this memo we explained to him why there were some

18 minor differences. Included in that were the actual

19 inventories and the months of inventory by each district

20 office in the region --

21 Q What does that district office report show? The

22 differences in workload, right?

23 A Well, among other things it shows differences in

24 workloads, that's right. For example, it shows that the

25 months of inventory in Kansas City at the end of the first

1 quarter for fiscal year 1987 was 25.7 months compared to,

2 let's say, Detroit, where it was 5.9 months. So it shows a

3 wide variation between district offices -- or between offices,

4 because some of these are area offices.

5 Q Would you mark the page which is the copy of his

6 memo to you? You said it was undated.

7 A Yes. It looks like it came off the computer, and

8 it's the --

9 Q I see. Well, why don't you write at the top of it?

10 Here's a black pen. Write at the top of it, "This is the Troy

11 memo to me," or whatever.

12 A Okay.

13 Q Thank you very much, sir.

14 A Yes.

95-656 0 - 89 - 5
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15 Q I am showing you what has been marked as Exhibit 9

16 for this deposition, Mr. Bennett. Would you identify that,

17 please?

18 A Okay. Exhibit 9 is a handwritten memorandum to the

19 file that I wrote, dated June 3, 1986. It has at the top of

20 the page a date stamp from the office of Program Director of

21 the EEOC, and that is date-stamped June 4, 1986 at 3:42 p.m.

22 What this is, is an MFR that I wrote on the

23 conversation that I had on June 3rd with Jim Troy in which he

24 informed me to cease inquiring about some allegations that we

25 had received that the area director in Nashville had

I interfered with two witnesses in a Federal hearing. Troy

2 directed me to tell the district director in Memphis not to

3 pursue the matter any further because the Chairman was facing

4 renomination by the Senate, and that he didn't want anything

5 - "be" being Troy - didn't want anything coming up that

6 might be embarrassing to the Chairman at that point or that

7 might interfere with his renomination.

B Q As a result of that, did you cease that

9 investigation?

10 A As a result of this, I called Walt Grabon and passed

11 the message on to him. I must say this was the second time

12 this had happened, becamuse I vas also told the smHe thing

13 concerning Eileen Adams, who had been indicted by a Federal

14 court for income tax evasion, three counts of perjury, and

15 something else, and we were told not to do anything about that

16 because the Chairman was facing renomination.

17 Q In the meetings that the regional directors had with

18 Mr. Troy there must have been some discussion about the cases

19 running the 2-year statute of limitations in some of the

20 district offices. Do you specifically recall that?

21 A I seem, to recall specifically some discussion about

22 the situation in Los Angeles, that being discussed.

23 Q Where they were running the statute, you mean?

24 A Where a large number of them had run the statute. I

25 do recall that.
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1 Q And that would have been back in what year?

2 A In 1986, I believe.

3 Q It is difficult to understand why the Commission

4 would allow cases to run the statute.

5 A Yes.

6 Q Why do you think they did that? Why do you think

7 they let it happen? Really, isn't the statute the crucial

8 period for the processing of an age discrimination complaint?

9 That's really the crucial period?

10 A It sure is. At the very minimum, even if you don't

11 get the investigation completed, you can notify the charging

12 party that it's running the statute.

13 Specifically why that happened or what the

14 motivation was behind it, I don't know. My speculation is

15 that just by behavior that investigators saw within the

16 Commission, doing a good job just was not that important.

17 Doing a volumetric job was, but doing a qualitative job just

18 wasn't.

19 In all fairness, it could also be that because of

20 the workload that those people who are diligent about doing

21 their jobs may have been focusing more on cases where they

22 thought there was some possibility of a cause finding, and

23 giving lesser priority to those where, based on their

24 preliminary look at it, they felt that there wasn't much

25 substance to it. That may have been the situation. I just

1 don't know.

2 Q But when you get up and you are running over 2,000

3 cases, which is --

4 A I mean, when I heard about that I was really

5 shocked. I had no idea --

6 Q There would be that volume, right?

7 A Right, yes.

8 Q I would think that in meetings that Troy would have

9 had with the regional directors, that he would have put

10 emphasis on that aspect of the law because it seems to me that

11 in every district office the 2-year statute should be the
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12 thing that flies up when the fish bites the line, you know,

13 and alerts people to what the problem is.

14 A I would have to think long and hard about it. I am

15 not sure I can remember any conversation with Troy where

16 quality was the subject of the discussion.

17 Q He wasn't interested in quality, evidently?

18 A No, I wouldn't say that.

19 Q More in quantity?

20 A I would say that is true.

21 Q Yes, yes, not interested in quality but interested

22 in published figures, cases handled.

23 A And also, I think, putting on a good front for the

24 fifth floor.

25 Q Yes, yes.

1 A I think he was, probably more than anybody, as much

2 motivated by what appeared in his performance appraisal as

3 anything else.

4 Q Because the more cases processed or closed in each

5 district office, it made him look better?

6 A Right.

7 Q No matter how they were closed?

8 A Right.

9 MR. DUXBURY: Well, I don't have any other

10 questions. Thank you very much, Mr. Bennett. You have been

11 most helpful.

12 [Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the taking of the

13 deposition was concluded.]

14

15

16

17

18
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongrevs of tie Mliniteb otate5
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Senate Deposition

To ML_ Io5QPA Benne-tti-.lire~ctor, Office-4f---ma-R-ig-h*-s-i Ctr-

.QLAIlexandr ia...lZMD nr.Y~erron. Avlrnen~-,- A-l~exandir-ie-,-- i-rg~nia~--~223O

_____________ .. .. recting:

ltake notice that at 1 °9_... o'clock _,.m., on JJne_ _ _ 19.
Senate Dirksen Building, Room SDG 41 / Lloyd Duxbury Special

at.ls )tL C Sts N.E. Wash.D.C. 20510 lo/ thc stafof the _. committee

on --Ag -. ---- of the Senate of the United States, will

take your deposition on oral examination concerning what you may know relative to the subject
Special

matters under consideration by said ./.committee. The deposition will be taken before a

notary public, or before some other officer authorized by local law to administer oaths: it wilt
Special

be taken pursuant to the . 1 committee's rules, a copy of which are attached.

.------- __ -- _ .._._... ..... . _.. ____... ._.. ........ .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. __.............. _. _. .._. ._.. ... . ............... ._.__._........ . ...... ...

.......... .,. _.._ . _._ . _.._ . .......... ...... .... ..... ... _.. .................. ......... .. ... _...._.,.. . .. ... .

uibtn under my hanji, by authority vested in me by
pec 1 al

the /._ committee,on o un. 7 ._.

19q8
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Rtles o' the S-e:;a! Cocrittee on Ag:r.s

of the r.ed Stazes Ser

RSie 1. Coneveino of Meetinos and Hea::nws

I1 Meetinos. The Committee shall meet to conduct Coerittee

business at the call of the Chairman.

1.2 Sroecial mee:inas. The members o! the Commit:ee ray call

additional meetings as provided in Senate Rule XXVI(S).

1.3 Notice and anenda.

a) Hearings. The Committee shall make public announcement

of the date, place, and subject matter of any hearing at least one

neek before its commencement.

b) Meetings. The Chairman shall give the members nritten

notice of any Committee meeting, accompanied by an agenda enumerating

the items of business to be considered, at least 5 days in advance of

such meeting.

c) Shortened notice. A hearing or meeting may be called on

not less than 24 hours notice if the Chairman, nith the concurrence of

the ranking minority member, determines that there is good cause to

begin the hearing or meeting on shortened notice. An agenda will be

furnished prior to such a meeting.

1.4 Presiding officer. The Chairman shall preside when

present. If the Chairman is no: present at any meeting or hearing.

the ranking ca jority meeber present shall preside. Any member of the

Cowmmittee may preside over the conduct of a hearing.

RLUe 2. Closed Sessiols and orzf:demt:a ra::..:s

2. P:ocedure. Al: meetings and hearings shall ze opec to the

publit uniess closed. To close a meeting or hearing ox portion

thereo-. a notion shall be made and seconded to go into closed

discussior. of -hether the meeting or hearing will concern the matters

enumerated in Rule 2.3. Immediately after such discussicn, the

meetings or hearing my be closed by a vote in open session of a

majority of the members of the Committee present.

2.2 Witness feouest. Any witness called for a hearing may

submit a written request to the Chairman no later than twenty-four

hours in advance for his examination to be in closed or open session.

The Chairman shall inform the Committee of any such request.
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2.3 Closed session subjects. A meeting or hearing or portion

thereof may be closed if the matters to be discussed concern: 1)

national security; 2) Committee staff personnel or internal staff

management or procedure; 3) matters tending to reflect adversely on

the character or reputation or to invade the privacy of the

individuals: 4) committee investigations; 5) other matters enumerated

in Senate Rule lIeI (5)(b).

2.4 Confiden::al marter. to record nade :t a c:ose_ session.

or material declared confidential by a majority co tse Comzi:tee. or

report of the proceedings of a closed session, shall be made public.

in whoIe or in part or by way of summary, unless specifically

authorized by the Chairman and ranking minority member.

2.5 Broadcasting.

a) Control. Any meeting or hearing open to the public may

be covered by television. radio, or still photography. Such coverage

must be conducted in an orderly and unobtrusive manner, and the

Chairman may for good cause terminate such coverage in whole or in

part. or take such other action to control it as the circumstances may

warrant.

bh Request. A witness may request of the Chairman, on

grounds of distraction. harassment, personal safety, or physical

discomfort, that during his testimony cameras, media microphones. and

lights shall not be directed at him.

Rule 3. Quorums and voting

3.1 Reporting. A majority shall constitute a quorum for

reporting a resolution, recommendation or report to the Senate.

3.2 Committee business. A third shall constitute a quorum for

the conduct of Committee business. other than a final vote on

reporting, providing a minoritv member is present. One member shall

constitute a quorum for the receipt of evidence. the swearino of

witnesses. and the taking of testimony at hearings.

3.3 Poll:ro

a) Subjects. The Cormittee may poll i) internal Commit-ee

matters including those concerning the Committee's staff records, and

budget: 2) other Committee business which has been designated for

polling at a meeting.
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bh Procedure. The Chairman shall circulate polling sheers

to each member specifying the matter being polled and the tine limit

for completion of the poll. If any member so requests in advance of

the meeting, the matter shall be held for meeting rather than being

polled. The clerk shall keep a record of polls; if the Chairman

determines that the polled matter is one of the areas enumerated in

rule 2.3. the record of the poll shall be confidential. Any member

may move at the Committee meeting follocing a poll for a vote on the

polled decision.

Rule 4. Investigations

4.1 Authorization for investiuations. All investigations

shall be conducted upon a bipartisan basis by Committee staff.

Investigations may be initiated by the Committee staff upon the

approval of the Chairman and the ranking Minority member. Staff shall

keep the Committee fully informed of the progress of continuing

investigations, except ihere the Chairman and the ranking ninority

member agree that there exists temporary cause for more limited

know ledge.

4.2 Subpoenas. SuDpoenas for -he attendance of '.:nesses or

-he production of memoranda, documents, records, or any omner

raterials shall be issued by the Chairman. or by any other member of

the Committee designated by him. Prior to the issuance of each

subpoena, the ranking minority member, and any other member so

requesting, shall be notified regarding the identity of the person to

whom the subpoena mill be issued and the nature of the information

sought, and its relationship to the investigation.

4.3 Investioative Reports. All reports containing findings or

recommendations stemming from Committee investigations shall be

printed only with the approval of a majority of the members of the

Committee.

Rule 5. Hearinqs

5.1 Notice. Witnesses called before the Committee shall be

given, absent extraordinary circumstances, at least forty-eight hours'

notice, and all witnesses called shall be furnished with a copy of

these rules upon request.

5.2 oath. All witnesses uho testify to matters of fact shall

be suorn unless the Committee waives the oath. The Chairman, or any

member, may request and administer the oath.
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5.3 Statement. Any mitness desiring to rake an introductory

statement shall file 50 copies of such statement with the Chairman or

clerk of the Cor.ittee 24 hours in advance of his appearance, unless

the Chairman and Ranking tinority Memner determine that there is good

a-sr otr a hitness's failure to dc so. A vOflnes sbii Se allowed n.n

more toac ten minutes to orally summarize his prepared statement.

5.4 Counsel

a) A witness's counsel shall be permitted to be present

during his testimony at any public or closed hearing or deposition or

staff internien to adnise such witness of his rights, provided,

hoiener. that in the case of any uitness who is an officer or employee

of the government, or of a corporation or association, the Chairman

may rule that representation by counsel from the government.

corporation, or association creates a conflict of interest, and that

the uitness shall be represented by personal counsel not from the

government, corporation or association.

b) A witness who is unable for economic reasons to obtain

counsel may inform the Committee at least 48 hours prior to the

nitness's appearance, and it mill endeavor to obtain volunteer counsel

for the aitness. Such counsel shall be subject solely to the control

of the witness and not the Committee. Failure to obtain counsel mill

not excuse the witness from appearing and testifying.

5.5 Transcriot. An accurate electronic or stenographic record

shall be kept of the testimony of all mitnesses in executive and

public hearings. Any witness shall be afforded, upon request, the

right to reviem that portion of such record, and for this purpose, a

copy of a mitness's testimony in public or closed session shall be

provided to the witness, upon inspecting his transcript, mithin a

time limit set by the committee clerk, a witness may request changes

in testimony to correct errors of transcription, grammratical errors.

ant us::. 0c5 errort tf fart: :he Cha:rcar or a stazt o!!rzer csignaved

b, hir sna.± rule or. s_:rn reoues:.

5.6 Impuaied persons. Any person who believes tnat evidence

presented, or cozmenn made bh a member of staff. at a public hearing

or at a closed hearing concerning which there have been public

reports, tends tc impugn his character orjadversely affect his

reputation may:

J
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a) file a sworn statement of facts relevant to the evidence

or comment. which shall be placed in the hearing record:

b) request the opportunity to appear personally before the

Committee to testify in his own behalf; and

c) submit questions in writing which he requests be used

for the cross-examination of other witnesses called by the Committee.

The Chairman shall inform the Committee of such requests for

appearance or cross-examination. If the Cowmiittee so decides, the

requested questions, or paraphrased versions or portions of them,

shall be put to the other witnesses by a member or by staff.

5.7 Minority witnesses. Whenever any hearing is conducted by

the Committee, the minority on the Committee shall be entitled, upon

request made by a majority of the minority members to the Chairman, to

call witnesses selected by the minority to testify or produced

documents with respect to the measure or matter under consideration

during at least one day of hearing. Such request must be made before

the completion or the hearing or., if subpoenas are required to call

the minority witnesses. no later than three days before the completion

of the hearing.

5 'nt:t: :: v s:y.esses. -:_-se' a-: me:-r:s of the a:die::e.

:' c.ring put:.: or eaerc:ine sess.:rt. a .itnesses, his counsel. or

anr spectator conducts wimself in su:-. a manner as to prevent. impede.

disrupt, obstruct, or interfere with :he orderly administration of

such hearing the Chairman or presiding Hemmer of the subcommittee

present during such hearing may request the Seroeant at Arms of the

Senate, his representative or any law enforcement official to eject

said person from the hearing room.

Rule 6. Deoositions and Commissions

6.1 Notice. Notices for the taking of depositions in an

investigation authorized by the Committee shall be authorized and

issued by the Chairman or by a staff officer designated by him. Such

notices shall specify a time and place for examination, and the name

of the staff officer or officers who will take the deposition. Unless

otherwise specified, the deposition shall be in private. The Committee

shall not initiate procedures leading to criminal or civil enforcement

proceedings for a witness's failure to appear unless the deposition

notice was accompanied by a Committee subpoena.
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6.2 Counsel. Witnesses nay be atcompanied at a deposition by

counsel to advise thee. of their rights, subject to the provisiops of

Rule 5.4.

6.3 Procedure. witnesses shall be e-anined upon oath

administered by an individual au:hor-ef by local law to administer

oaths. Questions shall ne pcopouuder c-li1 by Committee staff.

Objections by the witness as to the for. of questions shall be noted

by che reczac . a .::ess ccie'v -:. a zuesrior a.: rulses cc

testify on cue a2S:S Of relecance of ocrm:lece. tne t oerm.-tee staff

cay proceed Sian the deposition, or may, at that t:.e or a- a

subsequent time, seek a ruling by telephone or othercise on the

objection from a oerber of the Committee. If the member overrules the

objection, he nay refer tne matter to the Cormittee or he may order

and direct the witness to answer the question, but the Commtittee shall

not initiate procedures leading to civil or criminal enforcement

unless the witness refuses to testify after he has been ordered and

directed to answer by a member of the Committee.

6.4 Filing. The Committee staff 4hall see that the testimony

is transcribed or electronically recorded. If it is transcribed, the

witness shall be furnished with a copy for review. lo later than five

days thereafter, the witness shall return a signed copy, and the staff

shall enter the changes, if any, requested by the witness in

accordance with Rule 5.6. If the witness fails to return a signed

copy, the staff shall note on the transcript the date a copy nas

provided and the failure to return it. The individual administering

the oath shall certify on the transcript that the nitness nas duly

swore in his presence, the transcriber shall certify that the

transcript is a true recbrd of the testimony, and the transcript shall

then be filed with the Committee clerk. Committee staff may stipulate

with the aitness to changes in this proceduret deviations from this

procedure whicr do not suostantiuly impair the reliability of the

record shall not celiue the witness from his obligation to testify

truthfully.

i.: cr.=:::ss.: s. Toe c-=. .c t re! a: rc.Zc .rye so''. 0.

issuance of corumssrons. to :. .r prepared su-coeras. conduct field

hearings, inspect locutions. fat::.:.es. or systems of records. or

otherwise act on behalf of the Com.mitee. Commissions shall 'e

accompanied by instructions from one Committee regulating their use.
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Rule 7. Subcomzi:tees

7.1 Establishment. The Committee -ill operate as a Committee

of the Whole, reserving to itself the right to establish temporary

subcommittees at any time by majority vote. The Chairman of the full

Committee and the Ranking Minority Member shall be ex officio members

of all subcommittees.

7.2 Jurisdiction. Within its jurisdiction, as described in

the Standing Rules of the Senate, each subcommittee is authorized to

conduct investigations. including use of subpoenas, depositions, and

commissions.

7.3 Rules. A subcommittee shall be governed by the Committee

rules, except that its quorum for all business shall be one third of

the subcommittee membership, and for hearings shall be one member.

S. Reports. Committee reports incorporating Committee findings

and recommendations shall be printed only mith the prior approval of

the Committee. after an adequate period for review and comment. The

printing, as Committee documents, of materials prepared by staff for

informatiooai purposes, or the printing of materials not oriurnatin.

:ith the Comrrt:ee or stall, shall re-care prior consultation with the

rinr r.: af: trese p::...:e:s s-z. -- rate toe :C-. o:-azoa,

printec or. the cover of the sctooe-t: 'trite: 7o:s cornere: nas meet

printed for informational porposes. :c does no, represent either

findings or recommendations formally adopted sy the Commr:tee.

9. Amendment of Rules. The rules of the Com.m:ttee may be amended

or revised at any time. provided that not less than a majority of the

Committee present so determine at a Committee meeting preceeded by at

least 3 days notice of the amendments or renisions proposed. ,



(*D.^. U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

NOV - 4 IMi

MEMORANDUM

TO Leonora Guarraia, Directo
Los Angeles District

FROM James H. Troy, Direcc t3:GusJ
Office of Program Ope tfor

SUBJECT FY 86 Quality Review R iJ/tLos Angeles

Pursuant to our telephone conversation on Friday, October 31,
1986, I am forwarding another copy of the subject report,
inclusive of the pages missing from the copy previously issued.

Since the report is so late in reaching you, I am sure thatsome of the problem areas have already been addressed by youand members of your staff. In your reply to the report, pleaseinform us of those areas which have already been rectified.

MEMORANDUM

TO I Leonora Guarraia
Director
Los Angeles D Office

FROM : James H.
Director
Office o 7-dpm Operations

Subject a Quality iet'w - Los Angeles

The following is the report of the quality review of your office
conducted January 27 through 31, 1986. The report is divided
into three parts. Part I provides a summary of reviewed program
and administrative areas impacting on the mission of your office.
Part II provides detailed findings on your office's efforts inproducing quality work products. Part III provides recommenda-tions for corrective actions.

The operational portion of the review was directed to the Intake,
State and Local, Rapid Charge and Extended Charge functions and
the work products generated by those functions. ThejeWv w.'a1.sor
focused, on the toff'ices case' eanagent.t':and. >caseritrackin%
systems. Because of grievances from District office personnel,
inquiry was made regarding grievance processing and supporting
documentation for local level decisions.

The methodology utilized for the various aspects of the review
are prefaced within the findings areas.

1. Summary Findinos

A. Problems and Problematic Concerns Pound in FY85. Results.

Growing 
6
ut of on-site reviews conducted in the Los A

office in FY85 and reports received in Headquarters offices,
certain matters were targeted for improvement and became the
District office's four objectives for FY 86. (The objectiv-
es were not issued until January 15, 1986). The following
information addresses the District's status at the time of
the on-site review.

1. Improve managerial oversight of Personnel Systems, and
implement recommendations of the OPM review team.

138
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No on-site review -as conducted of the office's personnel

system. However, the Directo' stated that all required

currective actions. growing out oi last Ff reviews. were

cospleted and that urocoincu i-npr--e-iett are In place.

2. Implement a plan to improve the quality of charge

processing, including investigative training for

compliance staff.

The office has implemented training intended to improve the

quality of charge processing and work products. A training

class was given in the preparation/contents 
of investigation

memoranda. Improvement in work products is also sought

through such an on the job training technique as having the

EOS's present their cases before the management 
review group

(e.g., for ELI designation, ELI progress reports, and

presenting cases with cause/violation recommendations).

There was some inconsistency in charge processing proce-

dures between the units. For esample, in one unit the

predetermination interviews are not to occur until after

the case has been submitted to the supervisor for review.

Although the reviewer recognizes the supervisor's intent,

this could lead to other problems because of the movement

of staff between units.

To standardize and speed up the compliance process, the

office has created floppy disks containing many 
standardized

letters and closure documents. To assist in the tracking of

witnesses and assess their future value in any potential

litigation, a Witness Profile Sheet was developed.

3. Develop and implement management systems that ensure

individual supervisors track intermediate as well as

final actions. Implement strategies that ensure 300 day

oId charge goals are met.

The production unit supervisors and the Compliance Managers

were queried concerning their tracking systemIs) and case

management practices. Further. their trackino documents

were ec:amined.

The office has implemented an automated system which is

generally effective in terms of tracking the assignment and

closure of charges by the respective units and EOS's.

However, the automated system is not evidenced to be of

assistance to the unit supervisors in tracking intermediate

actions.

The computer aenerated tracking system has a data base with

2_5 fields of data by which listings theoretically can be

made. As a case management tool, however, one necessart

data field wias not consistently completed (the date nf

violation) and two desirable fields are not included (the

date of a~sionment to the EOS end the projected completion

date'.

Each supervison has his or her own unique manual tracking

system. for interediate end fli.el charge actions. The

tracking systems are different in each of the six units

varying from simple 3x5 cards with minimal information to

tracking sheets which even track the age of the charge (the

age of each charge is hand computed). One supervisor

utilized individual charge tracking forms, within which

there are task assignments and projected completion dates

as agreed upon by the EOS and the supervisor.
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Approaches in case management differ from supervisor to
supervisor. One RCP supervisor has approximately one
hundred charges assigned per EOS. * Generally, the charges
in this unit are done in charge number sequence. The EOS'S
set their own time frames for processing the charges; but,
towards the end of the fiscal year, the supervisor may
target specific cases for completion. Another RCP super-
visor also has approximately 100 charges assigned per EQS ;
however, this supervisor exerts tighter control on case
processing by setting time frames and establishing goals
which are recorded an individual case tracking sheets.

The other two RCP units operate with fewer charges as-
signed.m The case tracking logs of these two units are
moderate in the amount of information tracked. However, the
supervisors report that they are constantly aware of which
cases are -being processed because of the low assigned
workload and their constant contact with the EOS'S. As of
the on-site review, one unit averaged 57 charges assigned
and the other averaged 43 charges.

Case management styles within the two ECP units is roughly
the sane. There appears to be awareness and control of
production within the units. Productivity for both units,
for the first two months of the Ist quarter, was approxi-
mately equal (one supervisor was on leave in December).
The workload of the two ECP units was evidenced to be
somewhat unequal. In one unit there were 368 charges
(1a') assigned). The average case load per EOS in the two
units was 23 and 44 charges respectively. (In the re-
viewer's opinion, staff of the second unit may be adversely
affected by their workload because they have most of the
older charges and the office has a thrust to complete 300
day old charges.)

Review of production records for the first quarter are not
sufficient evidence as to which case assignment and manage-
ment approach is most productive in output of completed

cases. (Review of FY 85 data, through August, might suggest
that the supervisor with the loosest style had the least
productive unit(s).) No assessment was made of the average
processing time of charges completed by the individual
units because the reviewed case files did not consistently
evidence date of assignment and the automated system does
not contain necessary dates. A review of the average
processing time of all closed charges, as reported through
the CSRS, evidenced the average closure period to be 302.2
days (based on 689 charges reported in the data base).

4. Develop/implement plan for on-site charge identifica-
tion and increase the number of on-sites conducted by
RCP and ECP units.

As an extension of the Agency's goal to improve the quality
of investigations, an increase in the number of on-sites was
dictated in all field offices. However, inquiry of LA
District staff and review of case files indicate there is
need for additional control of the when and why particular
investigations are done on-site. From interviews with
staff, it was determined that the EQS's generally determine
which cases ace done on-site and when. Furtherjalthough
some charge file logs evidenced that-:an on-site investgm--
tion was conducted, there -was nothing in the' file e'o'
indicate any on-site investigation activity. ;No notes f6rom
interviews, no observations, nothihg.

' the unit niventory is 5E6 charges with 490 charges assigned.

r he unlit inventov Is 421 cha'oes.oith 195 assigned.

. The resoecti - ui.i irwir'~ i are 52 and 6o2 cnarogy.
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B. Intake

EQS's take walk-ins on a rotational basis. The review team was
informed that subsequent to the taking of the charge, the
documents are submitted to the supervisor for review and
approval. With mail-ins, if sufficient information is present
for a minimally sufficient -charge, but more information is
needed, the charge is held in the 30-day file. (No charges
were found in the 3C day file. As a practical matter, the
supervisor states the EOS's actually hold the charges.

The 60 day files for the months of December and January (thro
January 28) were reviewed. The folders held 87 total items (51
December and 26 Januaryl. Every other document was reviewed t45
total)

General comments concerning the reviewed materials are: docu-
ments are not date stamped to show when received, notes which are
attached to some documents to explain or note occurrences are not
dated; and there is generally no indication of supervisory
review before the documents are filed in the folders. Many
documents were accompanied by excellent notes, others were not:
therefore, questions arose as to the propriety of Intake's lack
of action.

Specific examples of problems:

January Folder:

1-2. Janet Brasher and Candy Soratt. Both walk-ins 1/14/86,
Title VII forms 283 and intake notes exist for both, but the
notes are incomplete. Both allege sexual harassment and
retaliation. Bbth were laid off. Although the connection
between the lay-offs and the primary part of the charges is
not clear, it is also unclear why no charges were taken from
either CP.

3. Georo iMeber (Re. Times Mirrori. Mail-ins 1/23/86. 'ADEA.'
Note on log states CP's attorney advised him that his
allegation can-only be processed as a complaint (discharged
2/1/851. Although the PCP is to go to the State FEP on
1/27, the nature of the alleged act should cause this
material to be docketed and forwarded to ECP as a complaint
basis for a directed investigation.

December Folder:

4 . Daza Magdalene: Guillermina. Catacio: Peregrina. Antonia.
Together, walk-ins on December 13, 1985. Title VIII. PCP's
ere all laid off with no reason given. Past practice was
tat seniority was used for lay off. Not so for PCP's who
hay up to four years with the company. The forms 283 are
in anish, there is no interpretation attached and no
inform tion on what counseling was provided.

7. Graha' R ld. Walk-in "Retaliation for filing a
grievance th the personnel board" is the EOS note. We do
not know wh the grievance was about. If the grievance was
based on a co ered act, we had jurisdiction.

8. Lofton. Harold. apail-in. 12/1/85. Title VII. Contact is
employee. The 1etter sent to the person states we do not
have jurisdiction a~d know of no other referral source.

9. Mathens. Sandra. N k-in. 12/3/85. Title VIII. New
charge should have been\ taken. Relates to initial charge
i09z-86-.136) filed 9/27/q;

I.0 Martinez. Ruben. Mail-In. 1212/85 ADEA. FCF alleged
ADEA and handicap violations. No follow-up on the ADEh
allegation. No contact effort documented.

11: McCollum. Ora V. Walk-in. 12 9/85. ADEA: A charge-or'
complaint could have been taken or the notes should have'
explained why not.

12. Perez. Mary. Walk-in. 12/2/85. Title VIII. The Form 283
indicates national origin as basis and referenced letters
(retaliation) as issue. No reason indicated for not taking
charge.
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C. State and Local
There has been no State and Local (StL) coordinator since
June 29, 1985. Over the last several months, the substanti-
al weight reviews have been conducted by one of the
Compliance Managers and the certified acceptances are being
processed by the Intake staff. The office is behind in
execution of both types of reviews.

From the materials received from the Compliance Manager,
there were 11 charges which had been reviewed by the
previous StL coordinator in June 1985. Each exhibited a
completed acceptance form, prepared Letter of Determina-
tion and/or a Right-to-Sue. However, nothing else had
transpired. As of December 31, the following charges were
still open.

Charge Nos. 092-84-5300; 84-5408; 84-593; 84-5494;
84:5498; .84-5511 84-5600' 84-5612;
84-5622; 85-7972, and 85-8084.

One charge (092-85-4203) evidenced a CP request for a
substantial weight review and no review had been conducted.
The FEP final acting occurred 10/31/85.

From Intake, the groupings of charges waiting final action
by the office were pulled and examined. What was found was:
One form 472 dated June 7, 1985, listing 11 charges, and 9
total pages of 472's dated September 6, 1985. The later
pages listed 71 total charges.

On several occasions, the necessity for acting on the S&L
final actions had been brought to the attention of LA staff
members by region III. The reviewer would add that although
the numbers of acceptances for the California FEPA (southern
portion) continued to be reported during the last quarter of
FY 65, a question must be raised as to the authenticity
of the numbers.

II. Case File Reviews
The office provided a listing of charges closed in the first
quarter FY 86 by the respective units. The listings
evidenced 238 closures for the LA Intake, RCP and ECP
units. There were algo 98 closures listed for the San Diego
local office. From such listings, we performed a simple
random sample of closures effected in December with an
approximation of 1 chrearg per EDS.

Of 11 LA Intake closures, 4 (36.4%) were effected in
December. Of 161 RCP closures, 21, (33.9%) were effected in
December. Our sample included 18 (27.7%) of the RCP. 8
(38%) of the ECP, and 4 (36%) Intake closures. Overall, 30
(33%) of the 90 LA December closures were included in our
sample.

By type of closure, the sample files included 9 settlements
or withdrawals with settlements, 8 no cause/vielations, I
unsuccessful conciliation and 12 administrative closures.

In addition to the closed LA files, 5 active LA files were
pulled for review and 5 of the San Diego charges then in the
office for District approval were reviewed.

Generally, the files evidenced procedural and substantive
adherence, to quality standards. However, there were 7
closed and I open charge which presented substaftive and/or
procedural problems. None of the San Diego charges present-
ed a problem. The charges which presented the problems are
as follows.

1) One withdrawal with settlement (092-85-7310) provided
$10,000 to CP: however, there was no evidence gathered to
see whether there had been other pregnant females harmed by
the company's practice. Further, the settlement did not
include promises or representations that pregnancies
would not preclude employees being considered for (e.g.)
promotions.
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2. One charge was closed for failure to accept full relief
(09-285-0382), yet the offer tendered did not include
reinstatement with back wages.

3. Four ADEA/ELI charges (with common issues and same res-
pondent) were closed through an administrative decision
not to continue processing given the age of the charges.
The lead charge was filed in mid 1982 (09-82-72471. The
state FEP conducted an investigation of the lead chance
(same scope as the others) and issued a NC determination in
mid 83. Although the supervisor instructed the assigned EOS
to secure the FEP's file (mid 831, it was not done until
November 85. Contrary to the FEP finding, there was
sufficiency of data to have found a violation. ( The other
charges are 092-63-2470, 092-83-9007 and 092-84-3105).

4) One of the 10 open charges reviewed (5LA/5SD) presented a
critical procedural problem. The charge (092-84-Oa75) is
filed concurrently under Title VII and EPA. The investi-
gation was completed, a cause LOD/LOV drafted, and the case
was submitted to TMC in October 1985. TMC requested a
language change in the LOV and the case was to be resub-
mitted. The case had not been resubmitted and the violation
letter would not have issued within the two year time
frame to protect CP's monetary entitlement under EPA.
Only one day remained for issuance of the LOD/LOV.

Ill. Recommendations

The following recommendations and/or observations are submitted
for your consideration in your efforts to continually improve the
operation of your office. It is not suggested or intended that
these recommendations address every problem area observed.

Manaoement

1. There should be some required consistency in the information
contained in the supervisors tracking systems. The systems
vary from very detailed to very limited information. This
hampers the supervisor's ability to manage the work flow of
charges in their units. Further, this limits upper manage-
ment's control of total office production.

2. In the alternative, reliance on individual manual tracking
systems should be eliminated or greatly reduced through more
e'ffective usage of the automated system: The automated
tracking system's data fields should be extended to incorpo-
rate the date charges are assigned, and should also include
a projected completion date. Since case movement is not
that rapid within the units, updates to the system can be
regularized and the supervisors can be afforded additional
time to manage the workload and output of their units.

We recognize management's efforts to update the data base
with the dates of violations for EPA and ADEA changes. This
effort should continue. Further, particular effort should
be made to identify and complete processing of aged EPA and
AOEA charges so that potential rights of the charging
parties are not lost through our negligence.

4. ihere should be more consistency in case processing between
tie units. Lik.e units do not .ecessarilv process charoes in
tne same manner. For eem:ole: there is a difference in the
requirement as to when the predetermination interview is to
be held, and there is a difference in the aaount of control
exercised on EOS's conducting on-site investigations.

5. There should be more consistency in management's documenting
the performance of employees.
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Compliance Process

1. Closer -scrutiny of charge taking procedures is necessary

to ensure that matters which appear to constitute minimally

sufficient charges under Title VII, orhthat are merito-

rious matters under the ADEA or EPA, are noted it by
the system. ADEA matters which were not taken as either

charges or complaints were not evidenced to have received

further review as basis for Directeds. Part of this

perceived problem area is the failure to document why no

actions were taken and/or the lack of sufficient notes to

record the inquirer's problem or cite counseling given.

We recognize the contents of the Compliance Manual (in

Vol. 1, Section 2) gives the impression that documentation

is not necessary if no charge is taken, however, such is not

the case.

2. Every effort must be made to ensure that the pending State

and Local reviews, particularly requests for substantial

weight review, are made in a timely manner. We further

suggest that reexamination be made of contract credits given

in FYr5 to ensure accuracy in the acceptance rate.

Z. Every effort must be made to ensure that closures effected

through withdrawal with settlement request, or failures to

accept full relief, if acted on as closures, do not ad-

versely affect the rights of the charging party, or the

public interest.
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The incoming Low Angele. workload show, a rise of 61.2 charges
per month, San Diego a decrease of 11.4. Thus far, the District
Office CLA) has received 1591 charges and the San Diego Local
Office (SD) has received 233 charges for a total of 1624. The
respective average receipts per month for this year are Loa
Angeles 265.1, San Diego 368. and District total 304. Average
receipts at the same period ln FT *5 are shown an Los Angeles
204 (1224), San Diego 50.2 (301) and District total 254.2(1525).

The comparative To Process figures for Los Angeles (FT 86 v. FT
SS) for the six month periods are shown asn

LA Averages 289.5 v. 234.8, total charges 1737 v. 1409.
SD Average: 38.0 v. 54, total charges 233 v. 323.

For the first six months of nr 86, Los Angeles completed 535 RCPand 213 BCP charges. For the same time period iLn 8 65, Los
Angeles completed 735 RQC and 171 KCP charges. San Diego's YCQ
closures for the respective time periods are 257 and 174 charges.

By types of total charges processed, Los Angeles had 36.8C cases
decided on merit (of which 94.9% were no cause), 12.5%
settlements/successful conciliations, 11.1 withdrawals with
benefits, 1.6 unsuccessful conciliations and 34.4t adsinistrative
closures. San Diego's processed charges weres 36.5t decidedf onmerit (99% no cause), 8.2% settlements, 8.2t withdrawals with
benefits, 4t unsuccessful conciliations, and 45% adeinistrative
closures.

For the first half of Fn c6, Los Angeles' average productivity
for RCP was 32 (535/16.7) and for KQ 15.3 (213/13.9). San
Diego's average production (RCP) was 103 (25%/2.5). PT 85
average production, for the sane period, was Los Angeles RQC 33
(735/22.7) and ECP 14 (171/12.2).

Overall, the District has four fewer BOS's in FT 66 than in nT
6s. Through discussions with the Los Angeles staff, it would
appear that poor morale is a factor in charge production.
Although slightly behind in processing *asptions, the office
can still meet the Agency goals through deligent efforts.

Of the 3844 charges pending within the cantrol of the District,
il251X t32 sr 30red3y0od'si-odirges7 2E7% 770)^2of the charges
Žin XCP areoveF300 diys -old and 51.3 (4I7)}ofthe charges')nWZMS
are over 300 dyi.' (It is noted that 285 of the 310 charges
excluded in BCQ are LI's). Sixty-four (18.2t of the 351 charges
pending in San Diego are 300 day old charges.

PendAng wp,.klrad.

As of March 31, the District's total workload mw approximately
4323 charges. In the District Office, 152 charges were pending
in Intake, 2695 were in ICt and 1123 were in CP. The San Diego
office had two pending in Intake and 351 in RCP.

At the comparative time period in nT SS, 3242 charges were in the
total District workload. Los Angeles had 172 charges in Intake,
2004 in RQC and 660 in BQC.

The office has four office objectives for Fn 66.
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1) Improve managerial oversight of Personnel Systems, and
implemement recommendations of the OPH review team.

2) implement a plan to improve the quality of charge
processing, including investigative training for
compliance staff.

3) Develop and implement management systems that ensure
individual supervisors track intermediate as well as
final actions. implement strategies that ensure 300 day
old charge goals are set (or exceeded).

4) Develop/implement plan for on-site charge identification
increase the number of on-sites conducted by RCP and
ECP units.

The office submitted work plans which were generally responsive
to the objectives given. The District Office took exception to
suggestions made to strengthen portions of the plans. They also
provided information which addressed some of the concerns which
we expressed in our suggestions. There still remainst

Ret 3) - We are still concerned with using the PC as an automated
means to track and manage the office's workload, CDS is months
away. There are as many manual systems as there are
supervisors. The purpose of an automated system is to free-up
time for the supervisors to MANAGE their workload.

The identification of and inputing of the date of violation is an
important element in proper case management of ADEL and EPA
charges. The recovery of monetary damages extends two years (3
if willful) from the date of the violation. IE _ lenof-the
datae base-evidences manyecharges where there i-sno-entry-and many
-chuarges where the two-year-period has expired..

The 300 day-old charge processing goal will not be met given the
current rates of production.

Re: 4) - On-sites. The original listing of seven items was
reordered. Item -7 was simply the starting point from which the
determination would be reached to do an on-site. The other items
were reordered and clarification was sought on two. We found the
original 1, 4 and 6 okay on reordering we numbered them in the
same order 1,2,3. Most supervisors did not know when the HOS's
went on-site and the files gave no indication as to what was done
on alleged on-sites.

gpecial Problems/Atbhievementai
Prnhleua

Despite the high workload in Los Angeles, the biggest impediment
to expeditious charge processing is failure to properly to manage
the caseload. This could be altered through better utilization
of the automated tracking system.

Morale is a factor in productivity. Despite the Directors
holding open staff meetings and declaring that staff can present
their problems to her at any time, they are distrustful. They
perceive favortism of some staff members and a disregard for
their work efforts and abilities. This air was precipitated
through the FY 85 ratings.

Achievy_ entz

The office has made genuine efforts to improve the quality of
potential litigation cases. Litigation recommendations have been
consistently approved.
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March 26, 1987

Tog Jackie Shelton, Acting Director
Region 1I

Proms Lynn 'Bruner
District Di/keor

Subjects Transfer of Kansas City Area Office's Caves

It is my understanding that agreement was reached between
Jim Troy and Joe Bennett that some portion of the pending
inventory in the Kansas City Area Office could betranasferred to
other offices in what used to be Region II. I would like to call
this matter to your attention, and ask that whatever steps are
'necessary be takenoto allow me to transfer as many of these cases
as possible to other District offices.

As described in my memo to Hr. Troy concerning.the increase in
the charge :processing .qontract.. for the,.Kansaa, Commission (copy.
attached) ,>there are. presently-l6OO cases backlogged. in the.
tansati 'City Area' Ofif'icei'atlslz. time '. What :1.didnot -indicate,
inimy-previous.menod, waa;tbe.;aituation- withbwhich we-are.faced in
the Age jurisdiction. '-'Becauseeof the severe backloging we are
running the statute' ' o lar a nusbe .0 cases,

* .' ~ ~ ~ as he.

We' have made every effort to assign Age-cases as quickly as
possible to avoid this situation. However,.Ivwas reluctant to
instruct the Kansas City Area'.Office to assign Age cases. on a
totally disproportionate basis.

To illustrate; we presently. have a. total of 148 Age' cases on
which we will have exceeded the statute of limitations before
they can be assigned, given our present rate of assignment,
unless I instruct .the Kansas City Area Office to assign these
cases out of sequence. :Thisis.roughly the equivalent of a 1
fear vorklyadafor three .-KOSittunder the~'new quality processing
standards. .

I Am bringing this matter to your attention for two reasons:
ftrat, to illustrate the urgency of our need to transfer cases
immediately to other District officesa and second, to request
guidance from you as to whether we should assign Age cases on a
priority basis, in order to avoid running the statute of
limitations.

I believe that if headquarters is able to approve the.upward
modification of the Kansas City contract, and we are able to
transfer five or.six hundred additional cases to other offices,
we would be able to handle the Age statute problem on the
reinaining cases.

I would sincerely appreciate it if you could expedite a:decisiOn
concerning the transfer of these charges. If transfer.is'not.
possible, I will need advice from you as to how to handle this
Age statute problem.

4¾hile I.bave-not been-advised of the processing assumptions

' being used for staffing under the' ievwCquality procedures outlined
in my SCS Agreement, and the updoming'-no cause charge appeal
procedure, I believe that it' is safe to project that we will not

ibe able to produce cases at the required level of quality at a
rate which would exceed 45 per EOS.-.

m;;; �Nl -7 �
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N U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
I Washington, D.C. 20507 6-4-1 e

February 20, 1987

MEMORANDUM:

To James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

From: Joseph S. Bennett, Director (*4
Region II Programs
Office of Program Operations 6

Sub : First Quarter FY-1987 396 Printouts

In response to your inquiry as to why the workload figure at the
end of the first quarter is different from the 12/30/86 pending
inventory figure, we have determined that this is a result of a
decision by the majority of the 396 committee. Over Region II's
objections, the 396 committee decided to add the Systemic
inventory to the workload report, thereby creating the 67 charge
difference you observed. Ralph Soto informed you of the
committee's decision prior to completing the first quarter
revisions and guidance package.

With respect to your inquiry regarding the differences in 9/30/86
pending inventory over 10/1/86 pending inventory, the following
explanations were submitted by our offices with their 396
reports.

Chicago : The Office reports that the fourth quarter pending
figure in ECP was off by one because an ADEA closure
was not counted. Accordingly, the ECP pending
10/1/86 was decreased by one.

Cleveland : Three cases closed in FY-1986 were reopened in the
first quarter of FY-1987, resulting in an increase
in the RCP inventory of two and an increase of one in
the ECP inventory.

Detroit : The Office reports that a hard audit conducted in the
first quarter resulted in an adjustment of the
pending inventory figures, increasing the RCP 10/1/86
inventory by five.

Louisville: The Office erroneously deleted two cases from its
workload in FY-1986 and corrected the error by
increasing its RCP inventory by two. Further, a
charge originally closed in FY-1986 was reopened in
the first quarter of FY-1987 per a reconsideration
request.
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Page 2

New Orleans:One charge was inadvertently not listed as pending at
the end of the fourth quarter of FY-1986. The
correction resulted in a corresponding increase in
the ECP 10/1/86 inventory.

St. Louis: The Office reports that two charges closed in FY-1986
were incorrectly reported as pending 9/30/86. The
error was corrected in the first quarter of FY-1987,
by reducing the RCP 10/1/86 inventory by two.

The total difference for the Region is minus nine charges for a
difference of 0.06 percent. No Region II office reports a
difference greater than five charges. Further, some of the
changes are not the result of error, but rather of reopening
charges "closed in the previous fiscal year". Because different
fiscal years are involved, the matter cannot be corrected on the
396 reports by deleting the closure actions. Since these are not
new cases coming into the system, the appropriate correction
under our current 396 procedures is to adjust the pending
beginning of the period figures. While I understand the desire
to have these inventory numbers remain immutable from one period
to the other, I believe it is impossible to achieve because of
human error and the reopening problem mentioned above (and which
is likely to increase under the appeals procedure). This
difference phenomenon is not unique to charge inventories. All
systems of inventories and reporting have adjustments made
against prior periods. Federal accounts and contracts are
adjusted up to several years after the close of the fiscal year
is reported as are annual financial statements in the private
sector. One way of presentation that may help explain this fact
of life to a casual reader is to footnote the numbers to explain
them or to create a line called adjustments to prior period
inventories. To achieve absolute immutability, we will either
have to "fudge" the numbers in headquarters or expect the field
to lie and cheat.

Please inform us if we may be of further assistance.

Attachment:



RAPID CHARGE PROCESSING EXTENDED CHARGE PROCESSING COhBINED FUNCTIONS
I NWENTORYN--==I0NY' == ==- .. = .... ...... ==..===.. = ==============.=-= ... - =..====

PENDING PENDING
PENIIIG PENDIN6 t PENDING PENDING 1 INVENTORY INVENTORY I

OFFICE 9/30/86 10/1/86 DIFF CRANE 9/30/86 10/1/B6 DIFF CHANGE I 9/30186 IO/1/6 DIFF CHANGE I

Cincinnati 463 463 0 0.01 130 130 0 0.0Ol 593 593 0 0.01

Indi anolis 1126 1126 0 0.011 327 327 0 OO.l 1453 1453 0 0.011

"ehis 592 592 0 0.011 317 317 0 OO.l 909 909 0 0.011
Little Rock 499 515 -26 -5.0S 1 227 201 26 12.91 716 716 0 0.011
Nashville 468 468 0 0.011 212 212 0 0.01 690 680 0 0.021

Nilwaukee 385 3as 0 0.0Z1 182 182 0 0.01: 567 567 0 0.02:
Ninneapolis 596 596 0 OOll 0 0 0 0.0 1 596 596 0 0. Ol

Kansas City 115 11B 0 0.1O 175 175 0 0071 1360 1360 0 0.011

DIFFERENCES IN
PENDN1G

0c0~
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Please review the attached printouts and give me an explanation
of why the pending inventory for some offices is different on9/30/86 (fourth quarter 396) and 10/1/86 (first quarter 396). Wehave discussed this numerous times and I have made it clear that
the pending inventory figure for the end of one fiscal year must
be the same as the pending inventory figure for the beginning of
the next fiscal year.

I also would like an explanation as to why the workload figure atthe end of the first quarter is different from the pending
inventory figure. What is counted in one and not counted in the
other?
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APPENDIX 3

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EEOC LOCALS NO. 216
Amercan Feeraton of Gowmedw Employa MROO=

no~. - U~dm Hald Lediiu Aaha

IOWA"D A. WATKINS . A
K-d 90 VD- Serif- 16D4

04- Y~~~~~k D~~~ Oft.)~ YFT 2647164 N-l Yk - Yk ID0
(212) U4.7164

f Vlet BfY t do h-w. n.
I~D l I.Adk Offk*)
M5M6413D6

ROSEWA PR=iC*itD
ht VNapi
(Ch-go DN Offie)
FTS 3534819

LEVI MORIOW
LTW, at. Statement Of
(DoltI. Di.t 5401) Edward A. Watkins
FrI 729-7I33 President, National Council of EEOC Locals #216

PLO"2i1S. ODLOZ American Federation of Government Employees, (AFL-CIO)
u.da Ar. Offk
mT 490.36)T

CARRON 0300K Oversight Hearing
5D-tI C-lna
IM9h M.5 offk) Before
FmS 2.2617

Senate Special Committee on the Aging

On

The Federal Enforcement of EQUAL
Employment Opportunity Laws

June 14-15, 1988

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee. I am Edward A.

Watkins, President of the National Council of Equal Employment

Opportunity Commissions locals *216, American Federation of

Government Employees (AFL-CIO) representing over 3,000 EEOC

workers. I am please to be asked by the Committee to submit on

behalf of the Union, a statement before the Congress on the state

of our agency.

Mr. Chairman, I hope, you will call upon the Committee to ask

some hard questions of the Chairman and Commissioners of EEOC.

The actions taken by this Administration in regard to the EEOC

can only lead us logically to conclude that this Administration

wants to turn EEOC into a cosmetic paper-processing agency rather

Lhan an efiective Law Enforcement body that can fulfill its

legislative mandate.

My members, as employees, are deeply concerned that the

Chairman's established production and performance standards have

the effect of denying complainants their full rights under the

law. We believe the Commission should maintain a true and steady

course in the direction prescribed for it by the Congress
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regardless of the philosophy of any Administration in power.

Since 1980, the Commission has been required to implement

production standards which emphasize quantity while diminishing

quality, and has been required to maintain staffing levels which

bear no relationship to its increasing caseload. The Congress to

some degree, shares responsibility for the problems of the EEOC

because it has failed each year to adequately fund and staff

Civil Rights enforcement. This has allowed the Administration to

carry-out its regressive policies in the areas of enforcement and

litigation, resulting in over 60,000 backlogged cases, and has

caused more than 1,000 Age Cases to miss their statute of

limitations for filing suit in Federal Court.

In the area of employee performance appraisals, the Commission

has instituted a system which has made the processing and

investigation of charges of discrimination a virtual paper

pushing numbers game. Production standards have steadily

increased as the work load backlog grew and the staff remained

constant. In FY 1981 production standards for Managers were

raised by 10% or more. This meant supervisors and Directors were

judged according to the number of individual case closures per

investigator which, in turn, resulted in subsequent pressures

placed on employees to produce more in order to receive

satisfactory evaluations. The substantive quality of the

investigations conducted suffered, as did the relative number of

discrimination findings, settlements, and other tangible benefits

to the public. In April of 1982, an arbitrary new system

required that EEOC employees close a certain number of cases in

order that no more than a small percentage of charges remain open

past 300 days in any office. In July, 1988, the new standards

for managers reduced the time frame to 270 days, which is imposed

downward on employees. The effect of this production system has

been to encourage employees to bring even complex cases to speedy

close rather than pursue a full and lengthy investigation. The

net result is more no cause findings and administrative closures

without the benefit of a proper investigation. Meeting the

arbitrary numbers became a priority which overrode the

enforcement mandate of the agency because Office Directors would

live or die by the numbers they produced. EEOC's own General

Counsel has recognized the fact that this system jeopardizes the

effectiveness of the Agency. In an internal memorandum dated

August 25, 1983, EEOC General Counsel David Slate stated:
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The current standards seem to fail altogether to

provide for District Office law enforcement functions,

and actually appear instead to create substantial

disincentives to those functions. An unfamiliar reader

of those standards, in fact might even think the

Commission was in the business of rapidly manufacturing

objects called 'charge closures' instead of being in

the business of enforcing antidiscrimination laws.

Thus, the difficult choice our members, i.e., investigators, will

have to face is to risk disciplinary action by competently

investigating cases or to quickly dispose of those cases in order

to receive a satisfactory appraisal and be able to maintain their

jobs.

Severe staffing shortages is another critical area. In the

summer of 1981, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) reduced

EEOC's staffing ceiling, causing the layoff of 287 employees.

Almost all of these were clerical employees crucial to efficient

operations. Subsequently, there were threats of other layoffs

which, though not carried out, resulted in increased attrition of

dedicated agency employees. In 1986, The Union and Management

negotiated an agreement which piloted a special leave without pay

program. Employees volunteered to accept leave without pay

saving the agency over $100,000, in order to avert an employee

furlough. The ironic part is that the agency found the monies to

avoid the temporary layoff, and at the same time brags about how

they paid for computer systems not authorized in the budget. As

far as we are concerned, its the employees that paid for these

systems. Here we go again in July, 1988, and the Agency is once

again threatening employees with another furlough for three days

and asking them to volunteer their pay, while management

continues to waste monies on non-essential travel and training.

The out look for FY 1989 appropriations looks bleak as well. The

agency reports that we received between both houses of Congress,

a $17.7 million total reduction in its proposed appropriations.

These reduction levels will force the EEOC to reduce its staff by

nearly 300 and reduce other costs from FY 1988 levels (see

attachment A.).

Another area of concern to our members is that the public, whose

charges are handled by State and Local agencies, are being denied

95-656 0 - 89 - 6
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the assurance of quality, thoroughness, and fair treatment by

current EEOC funding and work sharing procedures. EEOC, at one

time, reviewed the substantive quality of each and every case

processed by State and Local agencies. However, in October of

1981, EEOC instituted new procedures that allowed a majority of

State and Local agencies to be exempted from case review by

EEOC. EEOC now accepts and pays for the majority of cases closed

by State and Local agencies, "sight unseen" and only reviews a

case on rare occasions, generally when the charging party request

it to do so. The new Determination Review Progran exempts all no

cause cases filed by charging parties with these State and Local

PEP agencies. In addition, State and Local agencies are being

paid for some age cases in violation of their Charge Processing

Contracts, even when they do not process then within 18 months

fror the date of violation.

-:.__ :., I have tried to succinctly point out areas of Adminis-

trat-on decisions made by the Office of Management and Budget and

the Comrission's management itself, that hamper my members'

ability to enforce fair and equal employment practices. But as

these problems have arisen, the Union has not been inactive.

It was a complete surprise to hear in the Chairman's testimony

that he was responsible for the Quality of Work Life prograc

coming to fruition in EEOC. Nothing could be further from the

truth. The Union was forced to drag the agency into the 20th

Century and accept the fact that something had to change at

EEOC. The Chairman wants to take credit for a program he has not

fully supported or adequately funded. The QWL survey was a

program demanded by the Union and finally reluctantly agreed to

by the Management members of the QWL Joint Committee. The

results of that survey was a startling revelation for employees

as well as the Senate Age Committee, clearly indicating some

things were wrong at EEOC. AS of July 7, 1988 the Office of

Performance Services, which houses the Quality Assurance,

Training and OWL support staff was abolished and transferred to

Office of Program Operations. It is the Union's belief that this

is a result of the Chairman's anger that the OWL survey had been

released to the Senate Committee. The Chairman to date has
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failed to support such concepts as Flexitime, Upward Mobility,

quality training, Leave Sharing Program, or to commit itself to

an Agency Affirmative Action Plan.

Another area of concern is EEOC's ability to assure fair

employment practices with Federal Agencies. EEOC itself has

recognized that its effectiveness in this area is undermined by a

lack of enforcement authority with regard to individual/class

complaints and agency affirmative action plans. While EEOC has

called for an expanded role and increased powers, it has not

recognized, let alone address, present critical staffing

shortages in its Federal Sector Programs. EEOC has published a

proposed part 1614 that fundamentally restructures federal sector

equal employment opportunity complaint processes, at the same

time that the House is proposing a bill to reform the system.

EEOC proposes to, in most instances, deny federal employees the

right to have an EEOC hearing on his/her dissatisfaction with

Respondent Agency's proposed disposition of the EEO complaint.

This will in effect deny due process rights for Federal

employees. If these changes are approved and the regulation is

enacted, the entire federal sector EEO process will become

meaningless for the majority of complainants. The hearing by an

administrative judge is the only step in the process where the

complaint is reviewed by a thorough, objective and neutral

official. With agency self-investigating and self-adjudicating

the complaint, there are inherent problems. In an EEOC study

conducted during a recent five year period, agencies rejected an

average 45.6% of findings of discrimination recommended by the

hearing examiners while accepting an average 92.3% of the

recommended finding of no discrimination. At whatever stage, the

right to a hearing must remain a part of the system. Based upon

ese experience of most administrative judges, the investigations

', the agencies are not thorough enough to reach a

decision. Frequently, additional relevant material facts are

obtained during the hearing. If proposed regulation 1614 is

enacted, the Office of Review and Appeal will decide the majority

of cases on the basis of a paper appeal rather than the

introduction and credibility testing of viva vocce testimony.

Not only will this produce further delays in processing the

complaint, but also the agencies will object to being charged for
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each and every additional investigation which are not within the

agency's span of control.

EEOC's proposed regulation also plans to reduce by regulation the

Statute of limitation on federal sector Age Discrimination in

Employment Act (ADEA) actions eliminating the six year statute of

limitation under Lehman v. Nakshiuan. 453 U.S. 161 (1981), to a

two year statute of limitations.

But as these problems have arisen, this Union has not stood idly

by. We have attempted to have a constructive relationship with

Management. We bring our day-to-day knowledge of enforcing civil

rights to the bargaining table and to those who have the power to

act. But ours has been a voice crying in the wilderness. The

disastrous Production standards and time frames which have

resulted in dismissal of meritorious cases were imposed

unilaterally. Increases in no cause findings shall continue to

spiral upward because of lack of quality investigations. Reports

coming into the Union confirms that it takes over 400 days to

produce a cause finding of discrimination, which means we are

only able to produce large numbers of no cause findings or

administrative closures under the present performance system. In

this case and in others, the Commission has failed to recognize

union representatives and refuses to deal with them in good

faith. Of course, we have taken the actions that have been

necessary to defend the employees we represent. The past year we

have witnessed an increased number of unfair labor practices

charges filed against management. We are being forced to

arbitrate more grievances than ever before, many of which are

employee challenges to the Performance Appraisal System.

Although those whom we represent can only be demoralized by the

actions of Commission management, they will continue to perform

in a professional manner. They will continue to do this despite

the threat of a Reduction In Force in FY 1989 (attachment B), the

current Nation-Wide Freeze on hiring and promotions, and an

assembly-line unprofessional approach to law enforcement. The

real tragedy here is that the public is being denied the services

to which it is entitled. We all know that the problem of

discrimination in employment has not gone away. Minorities bear

a disproportionate share of the unemployment burden, and women
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earn substantially lower wages than their male counterparts. We

believe that it is necessary for Congress to act to remedy the

staffing and budgetary problems of the EEOC. Without such

action, the mandate of Congress cannot be carried out and the

public will not receive effective and timely quality service.

are some recommendations, we would like to make to the

committee for consideration:

1) The procedural and remedial provisions of the ADEA and Title

VII should be amended to provide consistency and the broadest

possible protection against discrimination. Neither Title VII

nor ADEA rights should be subordinated because the procedural

provisions necessitate more rapid processing of one rather than

the other. Similarly, if ADEA victims are entitled to liquidated

damages because they have been wilfully subjected to

discrimination, a uniform enforcement policy demands no less for

the victim ofa willfulTitle VII violation.

2) Supplemental Appropriations in the amount of $2. million is

necessary to avoid a three day furlough.

3) Budget and Staffing for FY 1989 needs to be reviewed by the

oversight committee and appropriations committee.

4) No Federal Funds should be permitted to be used by the Agency

to implement changes in the Federal Sector EEO procedures until

approved by the appropriate committees of Congress.

5) Mandatory funds established for training of all enforcement

personnel in ADEA and other statutes.

6) Purchases for the Agency's computer systems should be

restricted until GAO issues its report on the Charge 0nag

System

This completes my statement. I will be happy to answer any

questions you may have in the future.
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THE EEOC'S PERFORMANCE IN ENFORCING
THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
ACT

FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Melcher [chairman of
the committee] presiding.

Present: Senators Melcher, Chafee, and Durenberger.
Staff present: Max Richtman, staff director; Jim Michie, chief in-

vestigator; Ron Kader, investigator; Jennifer McCarthy, profession-
al staff; Lloyd Duxbury, professional staff; Larry Atkins, minority
staff director; Laura Erbs, minority professional staff; Kelli Prono-
vost, hearing clerk; and Dan Tuite, GPO printer.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Let me first of all apologize for the late start this morning. We

had a vote at 9:30 which just concluded.
This is the second day of our hearings on the performance of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and how they are
dealing, handling, and enforcing the Age Discrimination in Em-
ployment Act.

Today, we are going to hear testimony from two witnesses from
the General Accounting Office and three witnesses from the EEOC,
including Chairman Clarence Thomas.

Yesterday, this committee heard from a group of current and
former managers of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion, and they told us about a number of problems that are plagu-
ing the actions and the performance of this agency. An example of
this concerns age discrimination charges and complaints, expiring
because they were permitted to exceed the statute of limitations.
We learned that this is not a new phenomenon at all.

EEOC officials here in Washington would have us believe or they
seem to be saying that this is something that just sort of exploded
on them without their realizing it was coming. Rather, we learned
that the headquarters share of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission had received repeated warnings from several field of-
fices that ADEA charges and cases were exceeding the statute of
limitations as early as January 1986.

Witnesses also told us that the agency's 10-year-old multimillion
dollar computerized charge tracking system has continuously suf-
fered from serious flaws, and these flaws make it difficult, if not

(163)
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impossible, to track the thousands of age discrimination cases that
are filed every year.

We also learned that employees in the agency's 48 field offices
are under tremendous pressure to meet quotas, that is, numbers of
cases that they handle or complaints that they process. In addition,
we heard that complaints frequently are shuffled between field of-
fices which can be up to hundreds of miles apart and require then
the investigations to be done by telephone or the mails.

We heard of the serious need for additional training for the
EEOC's investigators, and critical staff imbalances between field of-
fices where some are overstaffed and some are understaffed.

That brings us to this morning's hearing. The General Account-
ing Office will provide us some information. An expert from the
GAO will present his analysis of the enforcement data provided by
the Commission to this committee in March under a Congressional
subpoena. That analysis is contained in a report that the commit-
tee is making public today.

A second General Accounting Office analyst will give us a
progress report on a detailed evaluation of why the Commission's
computerized case tracking system has failed to do its job. Our
third and fourth witnesses today are the directors of two district
offices whom Senator Heinz, the ranking member of this commit-
tee, invited. Our final witness today will be the Chairman, Clar-
ence Thomas, who will give us a progress report on the agency's
compliance with the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act
which was signed into law on April 7.

This act stemmed from legislation I introduced, and we discussed
that yesterday, and I won't go into detail about it. It just extends
the statute of limitations for an additional 18 months for those
people whose claims, whose complaints, had expired under the stat-
ute of limitations while in the possession of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.

I know that, overall, what we are after here is to find out what
can be done now to rectify the inadequacies of the operation of the
Commission. I suppose it is fair to say we are looking at what
needs to be done with the computer system, what needs to be done
about staff levels. The Chairman of the Commission feels that the
funding has been too low.

Then, I believe we have to review just the overall management
policies in order to make sure that what Congress has mandated as
the Commission's responsibilities can be met.

[The prepared statements of Senator Melcher and Senator Grass-
ley follow:]
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Opening Statement

SENATOR JOHN MELCHER

Chairman

Senate Special Committee on Aging

June 24, 1988

Good morning. On behalf of my colleagues on the Senate

Special Committee on Aging, I'd like to welcome all of you to

this second hearing into the performance of the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission in enforcing the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act.

Today, we will be receiving testimony from two witnesses

from the General Accounting Office and three witnesses from the

EEOC, including Chairman Clarence Thomas.

Yesterday, this Committee heard from a group of current

and former EEOC managers and employees about a number of

problems plaguing this crucial agency. Their testimony was, in

my opinion, both revealing and alarming.

For instance, regarding age discrimination complaints

expiring because they've exceeded the statute of limitations, we

learned that this is not a new phenomenon, at all, as EEOC

officials here in Washington would have us believe. Rather, we

learned that EEOC Headquarters had received repeated warnings

from several field offices that charges and cases were exceeding

the statutes of limitations as early as January of 1986.

Witnesses also told us that the agency's 10-year-old,

multi-million-dollar computerized case tracking system has

continuously suffered from serious flaws. These flaws make it

difficult, if not impossible, to track the thousands of age-

discrimination cases that are filed every year. We also learned

that employees in the agency's 50 field offices are under

tremendous pressure to meet quotas for processing complaints.
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In addition, we heard that complaints frequently are

shuffled between fiel~ offices hundreds of miles apart,

requiring investigati ns to be conducted by telephone and the

mails. And we heard of the serious need for additional training

for EEOC investigators and critical staff imbalances between

field offices, some offices being overstaffed and some

understaffed.

Today, we'll hear from a GAO expert who will present his

analysis of the enforcement data provided by the EEOC to this

committee in March under a congressional subpoena. That analysis

is contained in a report that the committee is making public

today. A second GAO analyst will give us a progress report on a

detailed evaluation of why the EEOC's computerized case tracking

system has failed to do its job.

Our third and fourth witnesses today are the directors of

two district offices who were invited by the Ranking Minority

Member of this Committee, Senator John Heinz. Our final witness

today will be EEOC Chairman Clarence Thomas, who will give us a

progress report on the agency's compliance with the Age

Discrimination Claims Assistance Act which President Reagan

signed into law on April 7.

The Act, stemming from legislation I introduced earlier

this year, extends the statute of limitations for an additional

18 months for thousands of older men and women whose age-bias

claims were allowed by the EEOC to expire under the statute of

limitations.

The new law does two things. First, it revives these

claims and gives these older Americans their day in court.

Second, it gives the EEOC a second opportunity to process the

claims in compliance with the ADEA law.

Before we begin, let me say, and I feel sure that Chairman

Thomas would agree, that these hearings have been beneficial for

the EEOC. While no agency likes to have its dirty laundry aired

in public, these hearings have provided the commission with the

opportunity, if not the reason, to take a good, hard look at

itself. In retrospect, it might have been better if we had held

these hearings two or three years ago, especially for those

unfortunate thousands who have been fighting their way through a

bureaucratic maze -- and aren't finished yet. But we've

identified a problem here. And I hope the agency and this

committee can work together closely to find a solution so these

unfortunate events won't recur in the future.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES e . GRASSLEY AT A HEARING OF THE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING ON THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION, JUNE 24, 1988.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I DO NOT HAVE A GREAT DEAL TO ADD TO WHAT I
SAID IN THE STATEMENT I SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD YESTERDAY.

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE AGE DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS THAT WERE
ALLOWED TO LAPSE SHOULD NOT HAVE LAPSED. WHEREEVER
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THAT ULTIMATELY LIES, IT IS REALLY
INEXCUSEABLE FOR THE POLITICAL MANAGERS OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAM OR THE MOST SENIOR MANAGERS OF OUR FEDERAL CAREER
PERSONNErLSERVICE, SOME WITH MANY YEARS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
EXPERIENCE, TO HAVE ALLOWED THIS TO HAPPEN.

I STILL HAVE SOME QUESTION AS TO WHETHER THESE CLAIMS
COULD NOT HAVE BEEN HANDLED IN A TIMELY MANNER WITHIN THE
RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS FACING THE E.E.O.C. I MUST SAY I AM
INTRIGUED BY THE FACT THAT SOME DISTRICT OFFICES HAD NO LAPSED
CLAIMS, WHILE OTHERS HAD MANY.

I UNDERSTAND THAT WE WILL HEAR TODAY FROM DISTRICT
DIRECTORS WHO HAD NO, OR FEW, LAPSED AGE DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS.
PERHAPS THEY WILL BE ABLE TO TELL US HOW THEY DID IT.

CHAIRMAN THOMAS WILL ALSO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TELL US
ABOUT HIS EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THE WORKINGS OF THE E.E.O.C.
DURING HIS TENURE THERE.

YESTERDAY'S WITNESSES, WHO, I THINK IT IS FAIR TO SAY,
WERE NOT PARTICULARLY FRIENDLY TOWARD E.E.O.C. CENTRAL OFFICE,
SEEMED ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT THE SHIFT IN EMPHASIS UNDER THOMAS
FROM THE "RAPID CHARGE" SYSTEM USED BY HIS PREDECESSORS TO THE
"FULL INVESTIGATION, FULL REMEDY" POLICY HE INSTITUTED.

AND THIS CERTAINLY SAYS SOMETHING IMPORTANT ABOUT
E.E.O.C. UNDER THOMAS' LEADERSHIP, SINCE THE POLICY IN QUESTION
INVOLVES THE CORE RESPONSIBILIITY OF THE E.E.O.C. AS A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY -- THE RESPONSIBILITY TO GET JUST
RESOLUTIONS TO DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS.

CHAIRMAN THOMAS WILL ALSO HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO
US ON THE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION, WHICH IS WHAT HE IS DOING TO
MAKE SURE THAT THOSE WHOSE RIGHTS WERE ABROGATED HAVE THOSE
RIGHTS REINSTATED, AND WHAT HE IS DOING TO MAKE SURE THAT
NOTHING LIKE THIS HAPPENS AGAIN.

I HAVE NOTHING FURTHER, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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The CHAIRMAN. So, this morning, we will hear first from Mike
O'Dell .who is a social science analyst, and he will give us his input.
We have Mr. Rhile, Associate Director for Intake at the General
Accounting Office. I will ask you both to please stand for the oath.

[Witnesses sworn.]
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed, Mr. O'Dell.

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL O'DELL, SOCIAL SCIENCE ANALYST,
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE DETAILEE

Mr. O'DELL. Good morning, Mr. Chairman
My name is Michael O'Dell. With your permission, Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to summarize my testimony and request that my
prepared testimony be placed in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Your entire testimony w4ill be made part of the
record, Mr. O'Dell, and please proceed as you would care to.

Mr. O'DELL. Thank you.
I am employed with the General Accounting Office's Human Re-

sources Division and am a social science analyst in that division's
Design and Data Analysis Group. However, I am not here in my
capacity as an employee of GAO but, rather, as a detailee to the
Senate's Special Committee on Aging.

I was assigned with the responsibility to analyze the data report-
ed by EEOC in response to the committee's February 24, 1988, sub-
poena. My final report was submitted to you, Mr. Chairman, in my
memorandum to you dated June 15.

Today, I would like to summarize my conclusions from that
report and have that report added to the proceedings of this hear-
ing as well.

I reviewed data and other documents provided by EEOC and its
field offices in response to the committee's subpoena. In addition, I
reviewed other materials from the EEOC, including annual reports,
memoranda, and testimony by Chairman Thomas. In all cases, only
EEOC information was used, and in no instance were sources out-
side of EEOC used.

Because of conflicting information supplied by EEOC in response
to the committee's subpoena, I concluded that discrepancies among
the data were irreconcilable and that I was unable to provide a
meaningful analysis. Generally, this inability included problems re-
lating to the data's completeness, accuracy, and uncertainty as to
whether the individual EEOC field offices reported comparable
data for each subpoena item or had interpreted the subpoena's re-
quests differently.

Many offices cautioned that the data they reported were the best
that they could find or reconstruct and not necessarily complete. A
major reason given for incompleteness of the data was due to the
Commission's destruction schedules for closed charges. This is the
most probable cause for incompleteness of data on charges closed
in the earlier fiscal years.

In addition to the incompleteness of the data, there were ques-
tions about its accuracy. Some of the offices caveated the accuracy
of their data. In one case, a field office provided two sets of data
from two different sources from EEOC. Although the two sources
reported comparable information, they differed by 41 charges in
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their reported total of ADEA charges received and by 198 charges
in reporting the total number of ADEA charges closed in fiscal
year 1987.

Since these two sources were reporting the same data, the dis-
crepancy between these two sources raises questions as to their ac-
curacy. Because some EEOC field offices reported that they had re-
constructed data using multiple sources, including these two, it is
impossible to say with assurance how accurate the data are.

In my opinion, in any major data collection effort, there may also
be some confusion about the definition of terms. To clarify the
intent of the subpoena, staffs of the committee and commission met
on February 29, 5 days after the subpoena was served. During this
meeting and as documented in a memorandum prepared and deliv-
ered by the committee to the Commission on the same day, the
intent of subpoena item 4b which was the charges exceeding the
statutes of limitations was explained to Commission personnel.

This was apparently not communicated to all field offices by
EEOC headquarters. At least one field office, in providing the re-
quested data, stated the way it had interpreted item 4b. Quoting
from that document,

We have not included cases, if any, which, while in the administrative process,
exceeded the 2 or 3 year statutes of limitations and did not result in a PM being
submitted for such cases. In the absence of guidance on the meaning of some of the
information requested, it was difficult to respond with precision.

Item 4b was an especially critical item in the subpoena. Inde-
pendent of the field office's conflicting interpretation of that item,
however, I believe that, generally, EEOC's field offices had not pro-
vided data responsive to this subpoena item.

On January 22, 1988, just 1 month before the issuance of the sub-
poena, the Commission had requested from its field offices the
same information as that requested in the subpoena. The Commis-
sion did so because EEOC headquarters was unable at that time to
develop an inventory of expired ADEA charges.

In its March 23 report documenting the results of that request to
Chairman Thomas, EEOC's Office of Program Operations reported
that 1,200 ADEA charges had exceeded the statutes of limitations
during fiscal year 1987. EEOC field offices responded to the subpoe-
na with a total of 840 charges that had exceeded the statutes of
limitations.

However, their reported 840 charges were not for 1987 but,
rather, was the total for the 4-year period covered under the sub-
poena, 1984 through 1987. Such differences as this raise questions
about the accuracy of what had been reported, not only for this
item but for other items of the subpoena.

These are some reasons why I had concerns about the quality of
the data. As a result of these concerns, I believe that a meaningful
analysis of the data is not possible.

A more detailed description of how I conducted my review of the
data as well as tables summarizing the data that was submitted in
response to the subpoena and a set of questions that I had relating
to the quality of these data is contained in my final report.

One of the EEOC's important missions is resolution of discrimi-
nation charges. Without proper monitoring of charges, harm could
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be done to either or both those charging discrimination or the re-
spondents of those charges.

The EEOC has been attempting to develop a nationwide comput-
erized tracking system for many years. It is evident from a review
of its documents that EEOC has had and continues to have a prob-
lem in its management of data.

Monitoring ADEA charges is an example of an especially critical
area of concern for EEOC given the statutes of limitations.

I hope that I have assisted the committee in pointing out where
difficulties may exist in EEOC's data as well as its data manage-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I will be happy to
respond to any questions that you may have at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Dell follows:]
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MICHAEL O'DELL
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DETAILED TO THE

SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

FROM THE

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION

June 24, 1988

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My

name is Michael O'Dell. I am employed with the General

Accounting Office's Human Resources Division and am a Social

Science Analyst in that Division's Design and Data Analysis

Group. In general, my experience during my last fourteen years

of federal service has been spent primarily in the field of

research design and analysis. However, I am not here in my

capacity as an employee of GAO, but rather as a detailee to the

Senate's Special Committee on Aging. I was assigned with the

responsibility to analyze the data reported by EEOC in response

to the Committee's February 24, 1988 subpoena. My final report

was submitted to you, Mr. Chairman, in my memorandum to you

dated June 15. Today, I would like to summarize my conclusions

from that report and have that report added to the proceedings

of this hearing.

I reviewed data and other documents provided by EEOC and its

field offices in response to the Committee's subpoena. In

addition, I reviewed other materials from EEOC, including annual

reports, memoranda and testimony by Chairman Thomas. In all

cases, only EEOC information was used; in no instance were

sources outside of EEOC used. Because of conflicting

information supplied by EEOC in response to the Committee's

subpoena, I concluded that discrepancies among the data were

irreconcilable and that I was unable to provide a meaningful

analysis. Generally, this inability included problems relating

to the data's completeness, accuracy and uncertainty as to

whether the individual EEOC field offices reported comparable

data for each subpoena item or had interpreted the subpoena's

requests differently.
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While the initial hope of the Committee was to learn of the

volume and nature of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act

(ADEA) charges received and closed during Fiscal Years 1984

through 1987, it became evident very early that, for many field

offices, the data were incomplete. Many offices cautioned that

the data they reported were the best that they could find or

reconstruct and not necessarily complete. A major reason given

for incompleteness of the data was due to Commission destruction

schedules for closed charges. This is the most probable cause

for incompleteness of data on charges closed in the earlier

fiscal years.

In addition to the incompleteness of the data, there were

questions about the accuracy of the data. Some of the offices

caveated the accuracy of the data. In one case, a field office

provided two sets of data from two different EEOC sources.

Although the two sources reported comparable information, they

differed by 41 charges in their reported total of ADRA charges

received and by 198 charges in reporting the total number of

ADRA charges closed in fiscal year 1987. Since these two

sources were reporting the same data, the discrepancy between

these two sources raises questions as to their accuracy.

Because some EEOC field offices reported that they had

reconstructed data using multiple sources, including these two,

it is impossible to say with assurance how accurate the data

are.

In my opinion, in any major data collection effort, confusion

may exist in the definition of terms. To clarify the intent of

the subpoena, staffs of the Committee and Commission met on

February 29, five days after the subpoeha was served. During

this meeting, and as documented in a memorandum prepared and

delivered by the Committee on the same day, the intent of

subpoena item 4b (charges exceeding the statutes of limitations)

was explained to Commission personnel. This memorandum, written

by the Committee's Staff Director, and addressed to EEOC's

Director of Communications and Legislative Affairs for the

Commission, said, in part, and I am quotingt 'Item 4b is

intended to cover all ADEA cases that exceeded the two-year and
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three-year statutes of limitations before there had been an EEOC

staff recommendation, regardless of whether or not there

subsequently ever was such a recommendation.- This was

apparently not communicated to all field offices by EEOC

headquarters.

At least one field office, in providing the requested data,

stated the way it had interpreted item 4b. Quoting from that

document: "We have included in item 4(b) only those cases in

which we submitted Presentation Memoranda.. .We have not included

cases, if any, which, while in the administrative process,

exceeded the two or three year statute of limitations and did

not result in a PM being submitted for such cases.. .In the

absence of guidance on the meaning of some of the information

requested it was difficult to respond with precision." This

interpretation was clearly in contradiction to what had been

discussed on February 29.

Item 4b was an especially critical item in the subpoena.

Independent of the field office's conflicting interpretation of

thet item, however, I believe that generally EEOC's field

offices had not provided data responsive to this subpoena item.

On January 22, 1988, just one month before the issuance of the

subpoena, the Commission had requested from its field offices

the same information as that requested in the subpoena. The

Commission did so because EEOC headquarters was unable at that

time to develop an inventory of expired ADEA charges. In its

March 23, 1988 report, documenting the results of that request

to Chairman Thomas, EEOC's Office of Program Operations reported

that 1200 ADEA charges had exceeded the statutes of limitations

during fiscal year 1987. EEOC field offices responded to the

subpoena with a total of 840 charges that had exceeded the

statutes of limitations. However, their reported 840 charges

represented a total for the four year period from fiscal years

1984 through 1987. Such differences as this raised questions

about the accuracy of what had been reported not only for this

item but for other items of the subpoena.

These are some reasons why I had concerns about the quality of

the data. As a result of these concerns, I believe that a
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meaningful analysis of the data is not possible. A more

detailed description of how I conducted my review of the data,

as well as tables summarizing the data submitted in response to

the subpoena and a set of questions relating to the quality of

these data, is contained in my final report.

One of EEOC's important missions is resolution of discrimination

charges. Without proper monitoring of charges, harm could be

done to either or both those charging discrimination or the

respondents of those charges. The EEOC has been attempting to

develop a nationwide computerized tracking system for many

years. It is evident from a review of its documents that EEOC

has had and continues to have a problem in its management of

data. Monitoring ADfA charges is an example of an especially

critical area of concern for EEOC given the statutes of

limitations. This was acknowledged as recently as February 2,

1988 in a memorandum from EEOC's Office of Program Operations to

all EEOC District Directors that "Your management systems should

provide adequate ticklers to assure that ADEA cases are resolved

in that [within the statute of limitation] time frame."

I hope that I have assisted the Committee in pointing out where

difficulties may exist in EEOC's data as well as in its data

management. After receiving the report on GAO's review of

EEOC's Charge Data System, perhaps EEOC can develop a charge

tracking system that will be an effective management tool for

the administration and enforcement of the ADEA.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I will be happy to

respond to any questions either you or other Members of the

Committee may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. O'Dell, you say headquarters reported 1,200
age complaints had run the statute of limitations in fiscal year
1987. Is that correct?

Mr. O'DELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But that the data that you saw from the field of-

fices did not cover fiscal year 1987?
Mr. O'DELL. It did include fiscal year 1987. What I was reporting

was the sum of the data that they had supplied for fiscal years
1984 through 1987 inclusive.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, they did include 1987 then.
Mr. O'DELL. Yes, they did.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did they only show 840 some then?
Mr. O'DELL. Well, the 840 is the sum across the years, 1984

through 1987 inclusive. In fact, the chart' that you have before us
shows the information that was obtained. The columns in red show
the individual years and the number of ADEA charges that had ex-
ceeded the statute of limitations for each of those years.

As you see, in fiscal year 1987, the subpoena was able to discern
350 charges that were reported by the field offices that had exceed-
ed the statute of limitations. That would compare directly with the
1,200 that the EEOC headquarters had reported.

The CHAIRMAN. You have left me. You are saying that-you used
the term "compared." Are you telling us that the number supplied
by the headquarters, 1,200, does not agree with the 780 supplied by
the field offices?

Mr. O'DELL. Just to make a small correction on that, the 1,200
does not agree with the 350 comparing fiscal year 1987 from EEOC
headquarters--

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I see. The 1,200 is just for fiscal year 1987; it
is not through fiscal year 1987, meaning the other years, 1984
through 1987.

Mr. O'DELL. The 1,200 in blue--
The CHAIRMAN. Is just for 1987.
Mr. O'DELL. Just for 1987 as reported by EEOC headquarters in

an internal document from Office of-
The CHAIRMAN. Then, you are comparing that with the fiscal

year 1987 that you got from the field which is 350.
Mr. O'DELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, you cannot explain the discrepancy?
Mr. O'DELL. All I can say is that there is a large discrepancy and

that, in part, it could be the misunderstanding or lack of direction
received by the field offices from headquarters to clarify which
charges were to be reported for the subpoena.

The CHAIRMAN. Were you in on any of the discussions with the
Commission where they now reached a total of perhaps 7,500 which
would be accurate that had exceeded the statute of limitations?

Mr. O'DELL. I have not participated in any meetings with the
Commission or the committee regarding that as much as I am
aware of the figures that EEOC headquarters has provided, esti-
mating between 5,000 and 7,500.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your recommendation?

I See p. 167.
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Mr. O'DELL. Well, my conclusion would be that the field is prob-
ably underreporting the numbers and not necessarily intentionally.
I would have to look at EEOC headquarters' source to understand
better how they were able to obtain 1,200. I lack additional infor-
mation to be able to draw any further conclusion from that.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's hear from Mr. Rhile and then get back to
you again, Mr. O'Dell.

Mr. O'DELL. Very well, sir.
Mr. RHILE. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I, too, would

like to briefly summarize my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Your entire statement will be made part of the

record, Mr. Rhile. Please proceed.
Mr. RHILE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TESTIMONY OF HOWARD RHILE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, INFOR-
MATION, MANAGEMENT, AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION, GENER-
AL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Mr. RHILE. First of all, I appreciate the opportunity to respond to

your request for testimony on the status of our recently begun
work at EEOC on the charge data system. In your May 9 letter to
the Comptroller General, you requested that we determine whether
EEOC's system is able to provide accurate, complete, reliable, and
current data to EEOC in its administration and enforcement of the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

As you know, we are in the very early stages of our work. Since
the beginning of June, we have met with some EEOC officials and
have reviewed some documentation to obtain a basic understanding
of the system and how it operates. Much of the information we
have reviewed so far was gathered by the committee staff during
their examination of EEOC's files.

More work and analysis must be done by us before we can inde-
pendently determine whether EEOC's charge data system is accu-
rate, reliable, complete, and current. Some of that work will entail
looking into how the system was developed and implemented and
the extent to which EEOC has tested the accuracy and reliability
of data in the system.

Our preliminary review of documents thus far shows that 7 of 23
district offices have expressed concerns over perceived problems in
the way that the charge data system supports their operations.
These problems fall into two categories. One is unfulfilled user re-
quirements, the second is operational difficulties with the system. I
would like to briefly summarize those.

Regarding the first category, four EEOC district offices reported
that user requirements were not being satisfied by the system.
These requirements concern the ability to transfer automated
records directly from one field office to another and the ability of
district offices to directly access the data of their subsidiary offices.

The ability to transfer charge records from one field office to an-
other was described by EEOC's Director of the Office of Program
Operations as a critical requirement identified by system users.
Memoranda from three district directors indicate that the charge
data system is not able to do this, and the Director of Information
Systems Services said that the process of transferring automated
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records can take about 2 weeks and requires both the sending and
receiving offices to maintain manual records in order to keep com-
plete and current information on their work loads.

The ability of district offices to access the data of their subsidiary
offices, was also one of the critical requirements identified by the
users, according to the Director of the Office of Program Oper-
ations. Memos from three district directors reported that the
system did not provide this capability, and two of these directors
said the capability was needed to monitor the quality and quantity
of their subsidiary offices' work. Headquarters officials recently
told us that they have been working to develop this capability.

The second category concerns operational difficulties with the
system. With respect to that area, four district offices have indicat-
ed that data inaccuracies in the system were a real problem. These
documents identified coding problems as one source of data inaccu-
racies. There are 129 action codes contained in the system which,
according to one district director, is excessive, unwarranted, and
unnecessarily creates delays and problems for the user.

One district director also reported that the charge data system is
unable to list local data in the system, to delete errors, to generate
ad hoc reports, or to selectively print out charge data in the local
system. The same district director also expressed concern that the
charge data system still contains erroneous data from the predeces-
sor system.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, before we can determine whether
EEOC's system is able to provide accurate, reliable, complete, and
current data, more work needs to be done. The correspondence we
have reviewed so far contains indications of difficulties with the
charge data system that warrant some further review. During the
course of our work to respond to your May request, we will look
into these reported difficulties with the charge data system.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I
shall be pleased to answer any questions that you or any others
may have at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rhile follows:]
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Statement of Howard Rhile, Associate Director, Information
Management and Technology Division

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your request for

testimony on the status of our recently begun review of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's Charge Data

System. In your May 9, 1988, letter to the Comptroller

General, you requested that we determine whether EEOC's

system is able to provide accurate, reliable, complete, and

current data to EEOC in its administration and enforcement

of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

The Charge Data System is an automated system composed of

field office data bases and a national data base. According

to EEOC, the system was designed to provide EEOC's managers

and staff with information on the status of employment

discrimination charges.

As you know, we are in the very early stages of our work.

Since the beginning of June 1988, we have met with some EEOC

officials and reviewed some documentation to obtain a basic

understanding of the system and how it operates. Much of

the information we have reviewed thus far was gathered by

the Committee staff durino their examination of EEOC's

files.
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More work and analysis must be performed before we can

determine whether EEOC's Charge Data System is accurate,

reliable, complete, and current. Some of that work will

entail looking into how the Charge Data System was developed

and implemented and the extent to which EEOC has tested the

accuracy and reliability of data in the system.

Our preliminary review of documents thus far shows that some

EEOC officials have expressed concerns over perceived

problems in the way the Charge Data System supports their

operations. The documents we have read were originated by

seven of the 23 district offices, apparently to describe

the perceived problems to the EEOC headquarters. Most of

these concerns appear to focus on difficulties that have

been encountered with the system since its implementation in

1986.

The problems reported in the documents concern unfulfilled

user requirements and operational difficulties with the

system. I will briefly discuss each of these reported

concerns.

REPORTS OF UNFULFILLED USER REQUIREMENTS

In their documents, four EEOC district offices reported

that user requirements were not being satisfied by the

system. These requirements concern the ability to transfer

automated records directly from one field office to another

and the ability of district offices to directly access the

data of their subsidiary offices.

Automated Transfer of Records

The ability to transfer charge records from one field office

to another was described by EEOC's Director of the office of

Program Operations as a critical requirement identified by

the system users. According to the documents we reviewed,

field offices transfer hundreds of charges each day to one

another for such reasons as balancing workloads among

offices and assigning cases to offices with proper

jurisdiction.
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Memorandums from three District Directors indicate that the

Charge Data System is not able to directly transfer

automated charge records from one field office to another.

According to these officials, the sending field office must

transfer the automated records to a system at EEOC

headquarters, which is called a collection manager. The

collection manager forwards the records to the national data

base for updating. Then, the Charge Data System sends the

automated records to the receiving office. The Director,

Information Systems Services, said the process of

transferring automated records this way can take 2 weeks and

requires both the sending and receiving offices to maintain

manual-records in order to keep complete and current

information on their workloads. The District Directors

suggested that the Charge Data System be modified to provide

the capability for direct transfer of records from one field

office to another.

Access To Subsidiary office's Data

The ability of district offices to access the data of their

subsidiary offices was also one of the critical requirements

identified by the users, according to the Director, Office

of Program Operations. Memorandums from three District

Directors reported that the Charge Data System did not

provide this capability; two said this capability was needed

to monitor the quality and quantity of their subsidiary

offices' work. According to one of the memorandums, the

districts have to request automated reports on their

subsidiary offices' operations from the National Data Base.

I would like to note that headquarters officials recently

told us that they have been working to develop the

capability for district offices to obtain automated

information on the workload of their subordinate offices.

REPORTS OF OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES

Documents from four district offices indicated that data

inaccuracies were also a problem. These documents

identified coding problems as one source of data

inaccuracies. There are 129 action codes contained in the

system which, according to one District Director, is
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excessive, unwarranted, and unnecessarily creates delays and

problems for the user. Additionally, another District

Director said codes have not been developed to reflect such

critical information as the transfer of open charges and

cases closed because of the inability of EEOC to locate the

charging party. Therefore, the system cannot compile

accurate reports, and manual records must be maintained and

reconciled with computer listings.

One District Director also reported that the Charge Data

System is unable to list local data in the system, to delete

errors and misinformation, to generate ad hoc reports, or to

selectively print out charge data. He concluded that these

inabilities result from the selection of improper software

for the system. The same District Director also expressed

concern that the Charge Data System still contains erroneous

data that came from the predecessor system.

In summary, before we can determine whether EEOC's system is

able to provide accurate, reliable, complete, and current

data, more work needs to be done. The correspondence we

reviewed contain indications of difficulties with the

Charge Data System that warrant some further review. During

the course of our work to respond to your request, we will

look into the reported difficulties with the Charge Data

System.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I will

be pleased to answer any questions that you or others may

have at this time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rhile, 7 out of 23 district offices felt the
system was not working for them?

Mr. RHILE. They reported that they had some operational diffi-
culties with the system and it wasn't meeting their needs.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the other 16?
Mr. RHILE. We have not yet in this early stage of our job had an

opportunity to contact all of the district offices or to determine the
full extent, throughout EEOC of the problems with this system.

The CHAIRMAN. There are some district offices, though, that you
contacted that felt it was working all right for them, were there
not?

Mr. RHILE. We have not had an opportunity to discuss the oper-
ation of the system with the district people. We have looked at
mostly documentation from them, documentation that was avail-
able.

The CHAIRMAN. This isn't direct discussion, then, with the dis-
trict offices? This is something that you go through the records at
headquarters to see if there are complaints? Is that it?

Mr. RHILE. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. As I mentioned in my
testimony, much of the information that we have gotten so far with
respect to complaints has been provided to us by the staff of the
committee, and we have been requested to take a look at those and
analyze them. That is what we did.

The CHAIRMAN. Well; did you find anything that indicated that
some of the district offices are getting along just fine with the
system?

Mr. RHILE. At this moment in our job, Mr. Chairman, we have
not had those kinds of indications.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it is much too premature to
make that assessment. Is that it?

Mr. RHILE. For us, yes, Mr. Chairman, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you looked through the memorandum that

was submitted by Mr. O'Dell to the committee dated June 15?
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MEMORANDUM

To: The Honorable John Melcher, Chairman
Special Committee on Aging

Proms Michael J. O'Dell, Social Science Analyst, Dgtailesto
the Special Committee on Aging from the
U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) V l 45

Subject: Review of EEOC data Responsing to the Committee's
February 24, 1988 Subpoena

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

This report documents the results of a technical review of EEOC-
provided data representing ADEA charges filed and closed by
EEOC's 48 district, local and area offices during fiscal years
1984 through 1987.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The ability to analyze the EEOC-provided data and to draw
informed conclusions is limited. I reviewed data and other
documents provided by EEOC and its field offices in response to
the Committee's February 24, 1988 subpoena. In addition, I
reviewed other materials from EEOC, including annual reports,
memoranda and testimony by Chairman Thomas. Because of
conflicting information among these sources and caveats supplied
by EEOC field offices with the data they had supplied in
response to the subpoena, I concluded that discrepancies among
the data were irreconcilable and that I am unable to provide a
meaningful analysis. Causes for the limited analyses center
around questions relating to the data's accuracy and
completeness and how the various EEOC offices interpreted the
subpoena. Until these questions are adequately answered, it is
impossible to draw intelligent conclusions from the data. To
attempt to do so without clarifying these issues would be a
disservice to both the Committee as well as the EEOC. However,
to discern where problems do or potentially exist, it was
possible to at least (1) report what data was supplied by the
EEOC, office by office, (2) sum across years for each office as
well as across offices for each year to provide gross levels of
comparisons and (3) write about problems concerning EEOC's data
as reported by EEOC staff and management. The balance of this
report covers these areas in greater detail. Also appended
(Attachment 2) is a list of questions relating to the data that
require answers before any additional analysis of the data can
be attempted.

THE DATA

The principal sources of information for this analysis were
documents provided from the EEOC and its field offices requested
in the Special Committee's February 24, 1988 subpoena. Because
data relating to charges received and closed were reported by
the 48 field offices in differing formats and reporting levels,
it was necessary to standardize their format for purposes of
analysis. This was accomplished initially for the district
office data by developing a customized data-entry program. Area
and local data were added later directly to a spreadsheet
incorporating all of the data.
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In addition to the count of charges received and closed for the
four fiscal years, the field offices and EEOC headquarters also
provided written documentation concerning ADEA charges. These
documents included inter-and intra- office memoranda relating to
charge processing, guidelines, status reports, etc. Also
included as part of this report were documents obtained
independently from the subpoena such as EEOC's annual reports
from 1980 through the draft for 1985, EZOC Chairman Clarence
Thomas' testimony of March 29, 1988 before the House Committee
on Government Operations (Employment and Housing Subcommittee)
and material submitted to Senator John Melcher, Chairman, Senate
Special Committee on Aging by EEOC in its March 30, 1988 letter.
In all cases, only EEOC information was used; in no instance
were sources of information outside of EEOC used.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The years covered in this analysis were fiscal years 1984
through 1987. Data were requested for all ADEA charges received
and closed by each of EEOC's 23 district, 16 area, and 9 local
offices. It was intended that with these data, it would be
possible to track (1) the change in the number of ADEA charges
filed and closed as well as (2) the extent to which charges
exceeded the two-year statute of limitations. To analyze the
data, paper reports from the individual offices were automated
for analysis using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, Version X (SPSSX) software.

Prior to reviewing the information, a meeting was held with the
Special Committee staff to outline the nature of the review.
Throughout the process of analyzing the data, Committee staff
were kept apprised of the interim results of the data review and
analysis with in-person consultations or telephone
conversations.

Tables summarizing the data received from EEOC's 48 field
offices are included as Attachment 1. Each table corresponds to
a particular subpoena item in whole or part. In many cases,
offices did not provide the level of detail requested. In some
instances, offices indicated that only a summary was available
because data had not been initially recorded in the fashion
sought by the subpoena.

RESULTS

Data completeness

While the initial hope of the Committee was to learn of the
volume and nature of ADEA charges received and closed during
fiscal years 1984 through 1987, it became evident very early
that the data for many offices were incomplete. Many offices
included cautionary notes with their reports to the effect that
they were reporting data as best as they could find or
reconstruct and not necessarily complete. A major reason given
by the offices for their inability to report data was due to
Commission destruction schedules for closed cases. Because data
were not complete, analysis of fiscal years 1984 through 1987 is
limited to reporting the data provided comparing these with what
EEOC has reported independent of the subpoena's request for
similar charges.

Data accuracy

In addition to incomplete data, there were questions about the
accuracy of the data. Some of the offices cavqated the accuracy
of the data. In one case, the New York office provided two sets
of numbers in response to the subpoena: one obtained from
records maintained by their staff and &nother used to report to
EEOC headquarters: '396 Management Reports, and the 'Charge Data
System., The two tables following compare their response from
each source for subpoena items one and two.

Subpoena item 1: ADEA charges received

1984 198S 1986 18
396MR CDS 396MR CDS 396MR CO 396MR CO

ADEA 538 284 545 476 1152 1191 571 520
ADEA/7 151 56 163 140 217 225 201 211
Other 0 3 2 6 1 1 2 2

Total 689 343 710 622 1370 1417 774 733
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Subvoena item-2: ADEA charges closed

1984 1985 1986 1987
396MR CDS 396MR COS 396MR CDS 396MR CDS

Total 188 75 318 104 1034 929 1237 1039

As the above illustrates, discrepancies exist between the two
reporting systems (less so as they approach 1987) and New York
heavily caveated and explained its entries. Concerning the
values of the two reporting systems, New York provided the
following:

Two sources of data exist in the New York offices from
which a response to questions can be developed, and each
has its own advantages and limitations [3/4/88 NYDO
reply, p. 2]... The most accurate source of summary data
spanning the four fiscal years in question is the 396
Reports.. .While the most accurate source of summary
data, the statistics on these reports were derived
from a variety of sources.. .many of which no longer
exist.. .the format of this reporting instrument has
been continually modified, providing different
categorization of closure data from time to time
[p.3]... The Charge Data System (CDS) is presently the
uniform charge tracking system in use in the New York
District Office.. .While CDS provides maximum analytical
capability, however, its accuracy and completeness as a
source of historical information is severely lacking.
This deficiency derives from the newness of CDS... all
pre-1986 data was down-loaded from the CSRS database,
which was plagued with inaccurate data.. .in general,
the CDS database is accurate with respect to FY 1987
and subsequent closures.

Because New York considered the 396 data to be the more accurate
of the two sources for the four fiscal years, it was used for
this report. More is written about EEOC's attempts to automate
its data later in this report.

Data Definitions

In my opinion, in any major data collection effort, confusion
may exist in defining terms. Such may be the case with these
data. However, efforts were made to clarify terminology between
the Commission and the Committee on February 29, 1988. There
does appear to be, however, some differences in how individual
district offices reported. For example, item 2j of the subpoena
(charges closed before completion of EEOC investigation) was
defined differently by at least two offices:

-- Chicago indicated that headquarters had instructed them that
item 2j be the sum of subpoena items 2a (negotiated
settlements), 2b (withdrawals with benefits), 2f (lack of
jurisdiction) and 2i (administrative).

-- Charlotte included the same items as did Chicago in addition
to items 2g (intent to file suit) and 2h (after suit filed).

These problems cast doubts on the data's consistency for this
item as well as the other items sought by the subpoena.

Subpoena interpretations

Subpoena item 4b and 4c attempted to determine the magnitude of
the problem associated with charges exceeding the 2 and 3 year
statutes of limitations. On January 22, 1988, just one month
before the issuance of the Committee's subpoena, the Commission
had requested from its field offices the same information as
that requested in the subpoena. The Commission did so because
EEOC headquarters was unable at that time to develop an
inventory of expired ADEA charges. In its March 23, 1988
report, documenting the results of that request to Chairman
Thomas, EEOC's Office of Program Operations reported that 1200
ADEA charges had exceeded the statutes of limitations during
fiscal year 1987, 894 of which exceeded the statutes, by EEOC's
own admission, without justification. EEOC field offices
responded to the subpoena with a total of 840 charges that had
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exceeded the statutes of limitations. However, their reported
840 charges represented a total for the four year period from
fiscal years 1984 through 1987. This may be a matter of
definition. The purpose of the EEOC report was "... to
determine the extent to which active charges in the
investigative process may have exceeded the statute" while the
subpoena sought charges prior to recommendation to litigate that
had exceeded the statutes. Consequently, we may have ADEA
charges exceeding statutes, regardless of litigation (EEOC
report,) and those considered "trial worthy" (subpoena).
Concern that there may have been varying interpretations
concerning subpoena items 3, 4 and 5 is further underscored by
the response given from the Phoenix District Office from an EEOC
regional attorney:

We have included in item 4(b) only those cases in which
we submitted Presentation Memoranda.. .We have not
included cases, if any, which, while in the
administrative process, exceeded the two or three year
statute of limitations and did not result in a PM being
submitted for such cases ...In the absence of guidance
on the meaning of some of the information requested, it
was difficult to respond with precision. [3/3/88 memo to
Hermilo R. Gloria, DO Director, from Richard R.
Trujillo, Regional Attorney, page 1].

Whether this is the correct interpretation would require
discussions with the EEOC and its district offices.

Should this discrepancy in fact have occurred, it should not
have, according to the February 29, 1988 letter from Max
Richtman, Staff Director for the Committee, addressed to Deborah
Graham, Director of Communications and Legislative Affairs for
the Commission. In his letter, Mr. Richtman documents that
day's meeting between EEOC and Committee staffs specifically
called to clarify Subpoena item 4. He further restated that
'Item 4b is intended to cover all ADEA cases that exceeded the
two-year and three-year statutes of limitations before there had
been an EEOC staff recommendation, regardless of whether or not
there subsequently ever was such a recommendation. That is, we
are interested in all cases that exceeded the statute of
limitations without there havino been a staff recommendation at
this time" [emphasis added].

EEOC's DATA MANAGEMENT

One of EEOC's important missions is resolution of discrimination
charges. Without proper monitoring of charges, potential harm
could be done to those charging discrimination as well as the
respondents of those charges. It is evident from the data
obtained from the Committee's subpoena that EEOC has had and
continues to have a problem in managing its data. From an
independent reading of its 1980 through 1985 annual reports and
Chairman Thomas' March 29, 1988 testimony before the Employment
and Housing Subcommittee (U.S. House Committee on Government
Operations), one might conclude the opposite. However, closer
examination of those materials coupled with those obtained from
the subpoena shows that EEOC has data management problems. This
was most evident in the New York districts offices' submission
of the two sets of numbers referenced earlier.

In Chairman Thomas' testimony, he spoke of how "EEOC maintains
statistics to assist our managers in efficiently tracking and
managing our enforcement... "while in the very next sentence, he
said I... officials in our headquarters Office of Program
Operations asked the district directors to provide the number of
pending ADEA charges...land]... the number of those charges that
had exceeded the statute of limitations" [p. 1]. He later
indicates that 'When a case reaches the office of the General
Counsel, it is entered onto that office's tracking system" [p.
4; emphasis added]. Three paragraphs later, the Chairman spoke
of his frustration I.. .to be so close to turning the edge on
many of our programs, including a nationwide data system for
better charge tracking..." (p. 4; emphasis added].

EEOC has been attempting to develop a nationwide computerized
tracking system for many years. In fact, from its own annual
reports, one might have assumed such a capability had existed
since at least fiscal year 1980:

95-656 0 - 89 - 7
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In FY 80, the capacity was achieved for gathering up-to-
date data on resource utilization and workload status
when management plan reporting was computerized.
Terminals were installed in all field and aporopriate
headquarters locations, permitting daily entry and
retrieval of workload information indicating activity at
each stage of the charge and case processing systems.
(15th Annual Report, 1980; p. 33; emphasis added]

Computer terminals were added in two district offices,
bringing the total to ten.. .The terminals give the
field offices the ability to perform much of their own
analysis of data.. .The cases also can be processed more
quickly by having data analyzed by computer rather than
by hand. (16th Annual Report, 1981; p. 31; emphasis
added].

Computer terminals were installed at three additional
district offices, bringing the total number of district
offices with computer cagacity to 13. This expansion of
computer capacity enables... analyzing data in-house,
assert greater control over charge processing and more
efficiently process charges." [17th Annual Report,
1982; p. 21; emphasis added].

Program Services Division... improved the computer-based
analysis system used for processing and analyzing cases
and for supporting research and refined the computerized
target selection models. These systems support
headquarters and field compliance and litigation
activities. [18th Annual Report, 1983; p. 39].

A computerized Charge Data System was developed to track
charges nationwide in a standardized format from their
receipt through their resolution. (20th Annual Report,
1985 (DRAFT).

Its most recent and current tracking system, the Charge Data
System, also appears to be lacking in accuracy and completeness.
From the New York District Office [3/4/88 response, p. 7]:

... contributing to the incompleteness of the CDS local
database is the fact that it is part of a national
network of databases, and that charge records are
transferred from office to office via a data collection
manager facility in Washington. This interdependence on
the network, and the fact that various other offices
including State and Local Fair Employment Practices
Agencies (FEPA), are not up to date and fully accurate
with respect to records on their databases which should
be transferred into our work load, contribute to the
incompleteness of our database in a way that is beyond
the District's control. Fortunately, with respect to the
current workload, the impact of missing records from
other offices on the network is deminimus.

CSRS was the computerized Charge Statistical Reporting
System maintained on a mainframe computer in
headquarters prior to CDS. Historically this database
had a track record of inaccuracy and ineffectualness.

Clearly, one would gather from EHOC's own reports that it had
the management of its charge data well in control -- it is very
possible that EEOC management believed this to be the case.
It's performance in recent years to respond to data requests in
a timely, organized manner, however, would support the
observation of a problem in data management. -
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Data management should be a tool, not an obstacle, to assist
EEOC's specialists (investigators). Properly executed,
automated charge information should support all investigative
functions in the field as well as headquarters. Monitoring
reports should be available that measure charges in appropriate
fashion and anticipate problems and notify those in need of that
information. Such a system could compile routine required forms
freeing staff for nonadministrative duties -- that is to
investigate charges. For example, had an adequate automated
system been in place in 1987, ADEA charges could have been
tracked for both time from date of alleged discrimination as
well as time in the EEOC's inventory. Indeed, James Troy,
Director, EEOC Office of Program Operations, in his February 2,
1988 Memorandum to all District Directors, called upon the
directors to make sure that 'Your management systems should
provide adequate ticklers to assure that ADEA cases are resolved
in that time frame, [p. 1]. Consequently, EEOC staff could have

been warned of nearing statute expirations as well as sending
letters to the affected claimants informing them of their rights
and directing them to alternative actions thereby protecting the
rights of over 1200 individuals in fiscal year 1987.

ATTACHMENT 1

The tables on the following pages correspond to items 1 through
6, attachment A, in the Senate Special Committee on Aging
Subpoena, dated February 24, 1988.

The following abbreviations and their corresponding meanings are
used in the tables:

NA EEOC office reported that the data were
Not Available

NR No Response to the subpoena item was given
nor did the EEOC office offer an
explanation why data were not reported

- No data was reported because the item was
Not Applicable including reasons such
as an office was not in operation at the
time or a particular activity was not
performed to generate such data (e.g.
legal units exist only in district offices)
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SUBPOENA ITEM 1: Total ADEA charges filed

Offices

Atlanta
Savannah LO

Baltimore
-Norfolk AO
Richmond AO
Washington AO

Birmingham
Jackson AO

Charlotte
Greensboro LO
Greenville LO
Raleigh AO

Chicago
Cleveland
Cincinnati AO

Dallas
Oklahoma C AO

Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Louisville AO

Miami
Tampa AO
Los Angeles
San Diego LO

Memphis
Little Rck AO
Nashville AO
Milwaukee
Minneapolis LO
New Orleans
New York
Boston AO
Buffalo LO
Philadelphia
Newark AO
Pittsburgh AO

Phoenix
Albuquerque AO
San Antonio
El Paso AO
Seattle
San Francisco
Fresno LO
Honolulu LO
Oakland LO
San Jose LO

St. Louis
Kansas City AO

TOTAL
EEOC

1984 1985

NA 379

197 323
141 119
177 152
56 80

670 433
90 220

295 289
113 122
6 51

205 141
923 931
568 654
311 274
872 557
156 274
NA 435

418 296
558 469
983 622
215 180
145 311
374 407
700 480
90 168

214 286
133 171
317 491
NR 501
NR 160
265 299
689 710
341 131
140 174
NA 441
NA 145
478 454
224 244
NR NR
- 382
19 198

1048 1731
247 219
30 46

87 107
80 158
- 420
- 373

12475 16208
16626 17759

1986 1987 TOTAL

382 408 1169

818 232 1570
144 109 513
250 235 814
294 170 600
644 544 2191
253 181 744
304 373 1261
98 82 415

265 137 459
222 202 770
646 606 3106
640 808 2670
291 286 1162
657 748 2834
291 354 1075
497 772 1704
243 223 1180
452 832 2311
582 468 2655
197 219 811
463 606 1525
359 325 1465
694 694 2568
88 95 441
592 124 1216
181 264 749
264 273 1345
142 107 750
552 183 895
274 344 1182

1370 774 3543
303 141 916
296 104 714
410 340 1191
288 269 702
542 427 1901
233 189 890
NR NR NR
419 359 1160
176 252 645
807 371 3957
217 274 957
61 39 176

90 99 383
116 95 449
423 556 1399
580 458 1411

18110 15751 62544
18600 16388 69373

-
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SUBPOENA ITEM 2: Total ADEA charge closures

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta NA 435 481 341 1257
Savannah LC - - - - -

Baltimore 498 548 557 255 1858
Norfolk AO 0 9 57 133 199
Richmond AO 35 132 259 177 603
Washington AC 11 38 57 59 165

Birmingham 378 381 295 471 1525
Jackson AO 18 149 200 146 513

Charlotte 229 361 428 486 1504
Greensboro LO 57 111 83 83 334
Greenville LO NA 24 282 69 375
Raleigh AO 118 160 163 119 560

Chicago 674 807 531 753 2765
Cleveland 658 786 783 1232 3459
Cincinnati AO 359 382 364- 401 1506
Dallas 486 619 567 559 2231
Oklahoma C AO 25 222 216 149 612

Denver NA 406 582 565 1553
Detroit 370 581 458 199 1608
Houston 583 410 494 478 1965
Indianapolis NA 676 490 478 1644
Louisville AO 141 175 171 37 524

Miami 121 321 454 347 1243
Tampa AO 12 321 361 267 .961
Los Angeles 469 475 564 477 1985
San Diego LO 42 78 116 59 295

Memphis 553 191 258 129 1131
Little Rck AG 77 168 177 125 547
Nashville AG 84 225 289 145 743
Milwaukee NR 680 443 277 1400
Minneapolis LO NR 13 115 565 693
New Orleans 181 248 271 264 964
New York 188 318 1034 1237 2777
Boston AO NR NR NR NR 659
Buffalo LO 75 166 206 83 530
Philadelphia NA 288 404 515 1207
Newark AG NA 104 158 190 452
Pittsburgh AO 404 452 476 382 1714
Phoenix 308 282 278 223 1091
Albuquerque AO NR NR NR NR NR
San Antonio - 149 282 368 799
El Paso AO 11 135 146 67 359
Seattle 774 1064 996 555 3389
San Francisco 620 226 271 367 1484
Fresno LO 0 32 62 40 134
Honolulu LO - - - - -
Oakland LO 0 38 88 84 210
San Jose LO 0 110 72 72 254

St. Louis - 482 479 506 1467
Kansas City AO - 287 570 255 1112

TOTAL 8559 14265 16088 14789 54360
EEOC 14129 14437 14933 14530 58029
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SUBPOENA ITEM 3: Litigation approved and disapproved by EEOC

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta NA 3 6 3 12
Savannah LO - - - - -

Baltimore 0 12 10 9 31
Norfolk AO - - - - -
Richmond AO - - - - -
Washington AO - - - - -

Birmingham U 5 3 2 10
Jackson AO - - - - -

Charlotte 6 11 5 6 28
Greensboro LO - - - - -

Greenville LO - - - - -
Raleigh AO - - - - -

Chicago 0 7 10 5 22
Cleveland 3 11 2 7 23
Cincinnati AO - - - - -

Dallas 1 4 7 7 19
Oklahoma C AO - - - - -

Denver NA 3 3 8 14
Detroit 3 6 3 3 15
Houston NA 7 35 3 45
Indianapolis 1 8 7 6 22
Louisville - - - - -

Miami 7 5 2 0 14
Tampa AO - - - - -

Los Angeles 6 24 7 7 44
San Diego LO - - - - -

Memphis 4 4 5 11 24
Little Rck AO - - - - -
Nashville AO - - - - -
Milwaukee 2 7 8 6 23
Minneapolis LO - - - - -
New Orleans NR NR NR NR NR
New York 2 19 19 5 45
Boston AO - - - - -
Buffalo LO - - - - -
Philadelphia 3 24 30 17 74
Newark AO - - - - -
Pittsburgh AO - - - - -

Phoenix NR NR NR NR 12
Albuquerque AO - - - - -

San Antonio - NA U 2 2
El Paso AO - - - - -

Seattle 10 7 18 21 56
San Francisco NA 10 2 6 18
Fresno LO - - - -
Honolulu LO - - - - -
Oakland LO - - - - -
San Jose LO - - - - -

St. Louis - NR NR NR 20
Kansas Cty AO - - - - -

TOTAL 48 177 182 134 573
EEOC (Table A) 89 230 191 147 657
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SUBPOENA ITEN 4A: Approved & disapproved litigation

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta NA NA NA NA NA

Savannah LO - - - - -

Baltimore 0 6 6 3 15

Norfolk AO - - - - -

Richmond AO
Washington AO - - - - -

Birmingham 0 5 1 2 8

Jackson - - - -

Charlotte 6 11 5 6 28

Greensboro LO - - - - -

Greenville LO
Raleigh AO - - - - -

Chicago 0 7 8 2 17

Cleveland 3 8 4 7 22

Cincinnati AO - - - - -

Dallas 8 9 35 11 63

Oklahoma Cty AO - - - - -

Denver NA NA NA 4 4

Detroit NA 2 1 2 5

Houston NA 7 3 2 12

Indianapolis 1 22 17 9 49

Louisville AO - - - -

Miami 6 5 2 0 13

Tampa AO - - - - -

Los Angeles 6 24 7 7 44

San Diego LO - - - - -

Memphis 4 4 5 4 17

Little Rck AO - - - - -

Nashville AO - - - - -

Milwaukee 2 6 8 6 22

Minneapolis LO - - - - -

New Orleans 3 3 5 0 11

New York 2 19 19 5 45

Boston AO - - - - -

Buffalo LO - - - - -

Philadelphia 3 22 31 24 80

Newark AO - - - -

Pittsburgh AO -

Phoenix NR NR NR NR 10

Albuquerque AO - - -

San Antonio - - 0 2 2

El Paso AO - 2 - - 2

Seattle 10 7 18 2 37

San Francisco NA 10 2 6 18

Fresno LO - - - - -

Honolulu LO - - - - -

Oakland LO - - - - -

San Jose LO - - - - -

St. Louis - NR NR NR 20

Kansas Cty AO - - - - -

TOTAL 54 179 177 104 544

EEOC (Tbls B-E) 89 230 191 147 657
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SUBPOENA ITEM 4B: Exceed 2 8 3 year statutes prior to staff

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta
Savannah LO

Baltimore
Norfolk AO
Richmond AO
Washington AO

Birmingham
Jackson AO

Charlotte
Greensboro LO
Greenville LO
Raleigh AO

Chicago
Cleveland
Cincinnati AO

Dallas
Oklahoma Cty AO
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Louisville AO

Miami
Tampa AO
Los Angeles
San Diego LO

Memphis
Little Rck AO
Nashville AO

Milwaukee
Minneapolis LO
New Orleans
New York
Boston AO
Buffalo LO

Philadelphia
Newark AO
Pittsburgh AO
Phoenix
Albuquerque AO
San Antonio
El Paso AO
Seattle
San Francisco
Fresno LO
Honolulu LO
Oakland LO
San Jose LO

St. Louis
Kansas Cty AO

TOTAL
EEOC (Tbls F-I)

NA NA NA NA NA

75
0
13
4
8
0
8
NR
NR
NR
68
40
10
3
NR
35
3
64
156
NR
I
NR
13

27
7

30
27
NR
3
21

NR
26
NR
NR
31
NR
1
0

103
2
NR

NR
NR
61
NR

40 141 248 350 840
89 230 191 147 657
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SUBPOENA ITEM 4C:Exceed 2 & 3 year statutes prior to Counsel

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta NA NA NA NA NA
Savannah LO - - - - -

Baltimore 0 6 4 5 15
Norfolk AO - - - - -
Richmond AO
Washington AO - - - - -

Birmingham 0 0 0 0 0
Jackson AO - - - - -

Charlotte NA NA 0 1 1
Greensboro LO - - -
Greenville LO - - - - -
Raleigh AO - - - - -

Chicago 0 0 0 1 1
Cleveland 0 0 1 2 3
Cincinnati.AO - - - - -

Dallas 0 0 0 2 2
Oklahoma Cty AO - - - -

Denver NA NA NA 2 2
Detroit NA NA 1 2 3
Houston NA 0 1 0 1
Indianapolis 0 0 0 0 0
Louisville AO - - - - -

Miami 1 0 0 0 1
Tampa AO - - - - -

Los Angeles 0 5 3 5 13
San Diego LO - - - - -

Memphis 0 1 0 0 1
Little Rock AO - - - - -
Nashville AO - - - - -

Milwaukee 2 7 8 6 23
Minneapolis LO - - - - -

New Orleans 0 2 1 0 3
New York NA NA NA NA NA
Boston AO
Buffalo LO - - - -

Philadelphia 0 8 12 9 29
Newark AO - - - -
Pittsburgh AO -

Phoenix NR NR NR NR 10
Albuquerque AO - - -

San Antonio - NA 0 0 0
El Paso AO - - - - -

Seattle 1 2 0 1 4
San Francisco NA 1 1 1 3
Fresno LO - - - -
Honolulu LO - -
Oakland LO - -
San Jose LO - -

St. Louis - NR NR NR 17
Kansas City AO - - - - -

TOTAL 4 32 32 37 132
EEOC (Tbls J-M) 89 230 191 147 657I
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SUBPOENA ITEM 5: EEOC lawsuits filed

Offices 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL

Atlanta NA 10 8 3 21
Savannah LO - - - - -

Baltimore 0 6 5 3 14
Norfolk AO - - - - -
Richmond AO - - - - -
Washington AO - - - - -
Birmingham 0 3 1 2 6
Jackson - - - - -
Charlotte 2 5 7 8 22
Greensboro LO - - - - -
Greenville LO - - - - -

Raleigh AO - - - - -
Chicago 0 5 9 2 16
Cleveland 3 6 7 4 20
Cincinnati AO - - - - -
Dallas 40 16 19 23 98
Oklahoma Cty AO - - - - -

Denver NA 2 2 4 8
Detroit 0 6 0 2 8
Houston 1 3 3 1 8
Indianapolis 1 15 10 7 3i
Louisville AO - - - - -

Miami 6 3 2 0 11
Tampa AO - - - - -

Los Angeles 4 7 6 4 21
San Diego Lo - - - - -

Memphis 4 3 3 3 13
Little Rock AO - - - - -
Nashville AC - - - - -

Milwaukee 2 4 6 3 15
Minneapolis LO - - - - -

New Orleans 0 3 7 1 11
New York 5 6 12 3 26
Boston AO - - - - -
Buffalo LO - - - - -

Philadelphia NR NR NR NR NR
Newark AO - - _
Pittsburgh AO - - - - -

Phoenix NR NR NR NR 8
Albuquerque AO - - - - -

San Antonio - 2 0 1 3
El Paso AO - - - - -

Seattle 2 4 1 2 9
San Francisco NA 10 2 6 18
Fresno LO - - - - -
Honolulu LO - - - - -
Oakland LO - - - - -
San Jose LO - - - - -

St. Louis - NR NR NR 12
Kansas City AO - - - _ -

70 119 110 82 401
63 96 118 80 357

TOTAL
EEOC (Table N)
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SUBPOENA ITEM 6: Charges transferred

Offices 1984 1985

Atlanta NA NA
Savannah LO - -

Baltimore 0 0
Norfolk AO 0 0
Richmond AD 0 48
Washington AO 0 0

Birmingham NA NA
Jackson 55. 0

Charlotte 1 0
Greensboro LO 86 14
Greenville LO 44 44
Raleigh AD 88 45

Chicago NA NA
Cleveland 2 4
Cincinnati AO 5 4
Dallas NA NA
Oklahoma Cty AD NA NA

Denver NA NA
Detroit NR NR
Houston NA NA
Indianapolis NR NR
Louisville AD 75 7

Miami 0 0
Tampa AD 189 16
Los Angeles 214 1
San Diego LO 90 4

Memphis 0 1
Little Rck AO 0 0
Nashville AD 3 12
Milwaukee NR NR
Minneapolis LD NA NA
New Orleans NR NR
New York 134 154
Boston AO NR NR
Buffalo LO 17 23
Philadelphia NA NA
Newark AD NR NR
Pittsburgh AD 0 0

Phoenix NR NR
Albuquerque AO NR NR

San Antonio - NR
El Paso AD NR NR

Seattle NA NA
San Francisco 0 3
Fresno LO 30 0
Honolulu LO - -
Oakland LO 87 20
San Jose LO 80 45

St. Louis - NR
Kansas Cty AO - NR

TOTAL 1200 445
EEOC NR NR

1986 1987 TOTAL

NA NA NA

O 0 .0
O 0 0
0 0 48

193 4 197
NA NA NA
0 0 55
1 0 2
6 3 109
6 12 106
66 67 266
1 137 138
2 4 12
1 0 10

37 24 61
72 60 132
NA 3 3
NR HR 603
NA NA NA
145 NR 145
22 41 145
0 0 0
3 11 219

NA 131 346
1 0 95
0 4 5

14 19 33
15 47 77
NR NR NR
71 71 142
NR NR NR
183 174 645
NR NR B
38 29 107
1 5 6

NR NR 7
8 10 18
4 2 6

NR NR NR
8 6 14

NR NR 15
NA 160 160
0 6 9
0 0 30

7 2 116
81 52 258
NR NR 5
NR NR 165

986 1084 4518
NR NR 11
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Mr. RHILE. I am afraid I have not done that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the summary results that Mr. O'Dell found

pretty much follow what his oral testimony was just a few mo-
ments ago. He says, "I have reviewed the data and other docu-
ments provided by EEOC and its field offices in response to the
subpoena. Because of the conflicting information among these
sources"-he is talking about the sources of here at headquarters
and what he got from the field offices-"I concluded that discrep-
ancies among the data were irreconcilable and that I am unable to
provide a meaningful analysis."

The reason I am reading that to you, Mr. Rhile, is this. Are we
looking at-how long would it take you to make an assessment on
just how bad the computer system is and the management that de-
pends upon the computer system?

Mr. RHILE. First of all, let me say this, Mr. Chairman, that we
are giving this request that you made in May high priority. I would
expect that, within a couple of weeks, I would be able to come back
and give you a precise estimate as to how long it will take to com-
plete the job.

The CHAIRMAN. Are we talking about 6 months perhaps or a
year?

Mr. RHILE. I think we are talking maybe 6 to 8 months, some-
thing like that.

The CHAIRMAN. Six to eight months.
Mr. RHILE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. That is based on my experience

in similar types of jobs. We are not yet exactly sure what we are
getting into.

The CHAIRMAN. But you are convinced that there is a real need
for an evaluation of this data system?

Mr. RHILE. I would say from what I have seen, there is a need to
go forward.

The CHAIRMAN. And I am going to assume one thing, but you
will have to tell me whether I am correct. I am assuming that the
cooperation you received from Commission personnel is good.

Mr. RHILE. We have gotten pretty good cooperation.
The CHAIRMAN. Pretty good.
Mr. RHILE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That means good.
Mr. RHILE. That means good.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. RHILE. We have had no problems gaining access to people or

data.
The CHAIRMAN. Yesterday, one of the district directors said that

it is a major flaw to have all of the enforcement data and informa-
tion forwarded to headquarters for processing rather than process-
ing the data in the district office for their investigators and their
management at the district level. Do you agree with that or have
you gone far enough to make such a judgment?

Mr. RHILE. Are you referring to the transfer question, the ability
to transfer data from one district to another?

The CHAIRMAN. No. That was just his statement.
Mr. RHILE. I see. I would say that--
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The CHAIRMAN. He said that it was a major flaw, because unless
it was changed completely so that it was more useful at the district
level, it was a tremendous waste of time.

Mr. RHILE. Okay. Let me answer the question, then, in a very
general way.

One of the major things that you look for when you design a
system is the extent to which it meets user requirements. In this
case, the users are the district offices and the people there.

To the extent that a system does not meet user requirements
which have been agreed to by everyone, then I would say there is a
problem. Whether it is a flaw in the design of the system, a flaw in
the way in which the system is used, or in training or something
like that, these are the kinds of things that we will be looking at as
we proceed down the road to try to find out the causes of why these
things are happening.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I want to thank you for your work so
far, Mr. Rhile. We will be very interested in your further pursuit of
this, and I think it would be very helpful for the function of the
Commission.

Mr. RHILE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. O'Dell, in giving this memorandum dated

June 15 to the committee, how would your work, if you should go
on with it, dovetail in with Mr. Rhile's work?

Mr. O'DELL. I would say that it would be more in terms of a test-
ing. It is a way of providing some information for the current GAO
on the system. It may assist them in perhaps verifying the informa-
tion that we collected or to test to what degree it may be correct or
accurate, but that would be a matter of IMTEC trying to make that
assessment to what degree my data might be able to assist them in
their role.

The CHAIRMAN. How bad is it? You say the information you got
is irreconcilable. Does that mean it is your judgment that, as it is,
there is just nothing that you can get out of this without a great
deal of change of the computer system to be able to make a deter-
mination as an analyst on whether or not it is functioning proper-
ly?

Mr. O'DELL. I could not talk to the system that generated the
data. All I can do is to really talk to only the data itself.

That is part of the question that I had when I had determined on
my own-I drew the personal conclusion that I was unable to do
anything with the data other than to provide you a summary, a set
of tables, showing you what you actually had obtained via the sub-
poena. Additional questions would be raised about what generated
it, how it was generated, what quality checks are made in the col-
lection of the data.

The CHAIRMAN. As an analyst, have you ever run into a similar
situation. Is there a similar situation in your experience?

Mr. O'DELL. I can say I have not. That is not to say that there
aren't other areas, other groups that have similar problems. There
is usually some ability to get some information from any type of
system, however difficult it might be, but it may be time consum-
ing, and then you have to weigh the benefit of the time expended
to actually collect the information.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind telling us how much experience
you have had in this field?

Mr. O'DELL. Well, I have been with the Federal Government for
14 years. I have worked with the General Accounting Office for 8
years. Prior to that, I had worked 6 years with the Census Bureau,
all of that basically dealing with data and its analysis.

The CHAIRMAN. That is 20 years. Is that correct?
Mr. O'DELL. No, 14, 8 with GAO and 6 with Census.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, that is right. You said 14 years total Federal

but 6 of that was with Census. All right, 14 years experience.
Is this the worst you have seen or not?
Mr. O'DELL. It is one of the more difficult jobs I have had.
The CHAIRMAN. I am asking, is it the worst you have seen, or

have you seen incidences that are even worse than this?
Mr. O'DELL. In my personal experience, I have not seen anything

worse than this.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Chafee?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN CHAFEE
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being a little late.
Could you tell me, Mr. O'Dell, what the problem is here? As I

understand it, those who filed the claims and then were overtaken
by the statute of limitations, the statute we passed has taken care
of that group. Has it?

Mr. O'DELL. I can't respond to that question, because I was limit-
ed and basically tasked with only observing what information was
collected via the subpoena. The question you are asking me, if I un-
derstand that correctly, is going outside of the knowledge that I
would have.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, okay. Let's try Mr. Rhile.
I take it that your investigation, you are in the preliminary

stages of it. Is that correct?
Mr. RHILE. That is correct, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. What percentage along are you, if you can

quantify that? I know that is a little difficult.
Mr. RHILE. I would say that-it is not a mathematical percent-

age, but I would say about 5 to 10 percent.
Senator CHAFEE. Isn't it kind of unusual to come and testify on

something when you are only 5 to 10 percent through it?
Mr. RHILE. We were requested, Senator, to provide a status

report of our work. As you know, we try to be responsive to the
Congress, whether that be providing a status report or providing
the results of a complete study. So, we think-we hope we have
been responsive.

Senator CHAFEE. And the problem here seems to be this comput-
er system. Is that what you have been spending a lot of time on?

Mr. RHILE. We have been requested to look into the data integri-
ty of that system.

Senator CHAFEE. Is the computer system completely installed? I
am not saying that it works right, but is physically everything
there?
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Mr. RHILE. To the best of my knowledge, most of the hardware
has been installed, and most of the software has been installed, and
it is considered to be an operational system. There may be a few
offices where it hasn't been installed yet.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, in connection with your investigation of
these difficulties, are you looking into. what is happening today or
are you looking into what happened in the past?

Mr. RHILE. We are going to be looking into the causes of any
problems that the system is having. We will focus on the process
which EEOC followed in developing its user requirements and de-
termine if that was an adequate process.

We will also be looking at the data integrity question. We are
concerned primarily with what is happening today with the
system, but we may have to go back to the past to find out the rea-
sons for some of the things.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you have any recommendations now of what
can be done to improve the situation? I mean, I know we are catch-
ing you very cold here.

Mr. RHILE. Yes, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. What did you testify? You said you were 5 to 10

percent of the way through it?
Mr. RHILE. That is my guess. At this point, I am afraid I don't

have any recommendations. The major thing that we would need
in order to make concrete, constructive recommendations would be
to identify the causes of any problems that the system is having,
and that is a task that lays before us.

Senator CHAFEE. How long will this take?
Mr. RHILE. Well, as I responded to the Chairman, in similar cases

or similar type systems work, I would estimate about 6 to 8
months.

Senator CHAFEE. Six to eight months from now? From the start
or from now?

Mr. RHILE. Let's say from June 1.
Senator CHAFEE. So, you will be finished by the end of the calen-

dar year.
Mr. RHILE. I should think so, if this is a typical type audit. We

are not exactly sure yet what we are getting into. So, I would
prefer not to be held to that figure, but that is my best guess now.

Senator CHAFEE. Okay. I might have some other questions later,
Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I regret that, yesterday, John and I were in similar pickles with

about three markups going on at the same time. So, we weren't
able to spend a lot of time here, but I am pleased to have the op-
portunity to be here today.

I would like to echo some of the concerns raised by the ranking
member of this committee yesterday and by the chairman of the
committee and by Senator Simpson about the importance of the in-
vestigation and timely enforcement of the ADEA. All of us here
have a genuine commitment to seeing an orderly and efficient
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process for protecting victims of age discrimination. I think that is
even more true today than it ever has been in the past.

Nobody disputes that problems have occurred in the EEOC. Yet,
sometimes we get ourselves caught in a web of continually attack-
ing or criticizing and not spending enough time being constructive,
and I know that part of the effort here-and I will presume, Mr.
Chairman, that part of the effort here is to be constructively criti-
cal, if that is at all possible.

Part of what is being done here through the GAO report, I take
it, is to also be in some way constructively critical, and it just
seems to me that the relationship between the Congress as policy-
maker and the executive branch and the EEOC, in particular,
needs to be better understood by both sides.

What I hope for from the course of yesterday's testimony and
today's is that we will find an answer to exactly where the prob-
lems in that relationship might be. I think that is important.

I think we are almost as much at fault here sometimes as the
people we pick on in these hearings, because other things always
pull our attention away from things that ought to be very impor-
tant to us, like the issues of human and civil rights and discrimina-
tion, in this case, based on age.

I am particularly looking forward to the Chairman of the Com-
mission's testimony, because I think we need from him some in-
sight into what happened and what the condition of the agency was
like in 1982, what he saw as the priorities in the agency in the
period of time that he has been responsible for it and, then, his
sense of direction in the agency and how that relates to the sense
of direction that those of us who are responsible on the policy side
view that same sense.

I appreciate the fact that, usually-I am glad John Chafee asked
the questions about GAO, because they are usually so careful about
not making comments about anything until they finish their work;
and I think that is what we have seen today, that Howard has
taken the view that you are still what, 6 or 8 months away
from--

*Mr. RHILE. That is my best guess, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. From having some definitive statement

that can be helpful to us. So, I hope we stay at the business of en-
forcing remedies against age discrimination through that period of
time as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both.
I want to point out something that was made clear by testimony

yesterday by people out in the field at the district level.
There is a question on why there was a failure to note that the

statute of limitations was running out on these hundreds and thou-
sands of cases of complaints-I guess I should use that term-on
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. The time frame is run-
ning again. While we extended the statute of limitations 18
months, that time started running in April-April 7, as a matter of
fact, when the bill was signed into law.

The testimony we received from some of the witnesses said that
the age discrimination complaints could be identified manually if it
were necessary. I think that is something we have to bear in mind
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as we hear from other district supervisors who will be testifying
today.

So, I believe the function we are getting from the General Ac-
counting Office at this stage-and we really thank you for it-is
how bad the system is, how much time we should rely on in cor-
recting the system, or should this be done manually to identify all
the cases.

Perhaps they are all identified now, but whatever is necessary to
make sure that the people who have filed the complaints with the
Commission don't lose out on their opportunity under the protec-
tion under the law or find out that the Commission is going to just
simply notify them at least 60 days prior to the statute of limita-
tions running out again that they don't find anything that they
can do for them and allow those individuals then to file in Federal
court if they so choose and just give them their options.

So, that is why we are asking for this preliminary report from
Mr. O'Dell and Mr. Rhile, and I hope, Mr. O'Dell, that I am not
casting any stones at your analysis so far.

Mr. O'DELL. No, not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. I am just expressing the hope that we will have

your services as this goes along at a later date to give us an analy-
sis and find out whether the data system is working and function-
ing properly. I assume that would be sometime next year.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. I would just like to say one thing. My approach

to this is, what can we do to straighten it out and take care of the
people now?

What has happened in the past has been unfortunate. We have
tried to provide some relief through the 18-month extension, but I
am not so anxious in plowing old ground. I want to see this thing
straightened out so that these complaints are brought up in an or-
derly and swift fashion, investigated, and the complainant can re-
ceive satisfaction or receive a fair investigation.

He may not be totally satisfied. Not every complainant is going
to be satisfied, but I approach this as how we can straighten it out
and get on with it. So, my questions and my concerns are less de-
voted to what went wrong in the past than they are to how we can
straighten this out.

So, I look forward to hearing the Chairman's testimony on how
we are doing.

Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement I would like to
submit for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, Senator Chafee, your pre-
pared statement will be made part of the record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee follows:]
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STATEMENT BY

SENATOR JOHN H. CHAFEE

IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

June 1988

Mr. Chairman, twenty years ago Congress enacted a law

declaring that no person could be presumed incompetent solely

because of age--as long as he or she was under 65. Two years ago

Congress amended that Act, removing the upper age limit. Since

that time, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act has stood for

one principle that I believe in quite strongly: ability is

ageless.

Today, twenty years after the original Act's passage, this

law has grown in importance. With the misfortune that a shifting

economy and the prevalence of divorce bring, older Americans need

now more than ever to be assured of access to the job market.

Fortunate factors also make this Act of increasing importance.

Improved health, longer life, and the maturation of the post World

War II baby boom generation has made those over forty the fastest

growing segment of our labor force.

We cannot question the premise of this Act, ability is

ageless. Yet, a law is only as good as its enforcement. With an

ever growing portion of our labor force made up of older Americans,

it is our job to make sure that this law remains viable and

effective. Two decades ago Congress made a commitment to ensure

that older Americans would be judged on the basis of their ability,

rather than their age.

As lawmakers, we entrust the enforcement of our creations to

designated agencies that, like we do, serve the American people.

The enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act is

entrusted to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. It is

the EEOC's duty to make sure that the law is brought to life

through swift and meaningful action. Without such enforcement, a

law becomes nothing but ink on paper.

I must admit, Mr. Chairman, that I have been concerned over

the last year about the number of claims filed with the EEOC that
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exceeded the two year statute of limitations. Congress has

addressed this problem, however, by passing the Age Discrimination

Claims Assistance Act of 1988. This law received bipartisan

support in Congress as well as support from the President and the

Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Clarence

Thomas.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Age Discrimination Claims

Assistance Act waives the two year statute of limitations for cases

in which the two year period has elapsed. Thus, petitioners who

were ineligible to file suit in court because their claim with the

EEOC had not been properly investigated and closed within two

years, are now guaranteed their rights provided under ADEA.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your holding this oversight

hearing to allow the EEOC to testify on their progress in

implementing the Age Discrimintion Claims Assistance Act. It is

my understanding that the Commission has made significant steps

toward remedying the backlog of cases. I am glad to have an

opportunity to hear the witnesses discuss problems that may still

linger in the Commission as well as specific solutions that are

being implemented. In addition, I look forward to hearing if there

is anything the Commission believes that Congress can do to assist

the EEOC in its efforts to enforce the law.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your diligence in this area. All

of us on this Committee are concerned about the rights of the

citizens to pursue retribution for acts of discrimination. In

addition, I am grateful to the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission for assisting our Committee in our efforts to ensure

that these rights are guaranteed not only by law, but also by

enforcement.

We have, in Congress, worked on much legislation in the past

twenty years that has contributed to greater equity in the

workplace. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act is a vital

part of this policy. I am sure that this hearing will prove

educational and enlightening and will help guide us as we continue

to work toward enacting laws that guarantee fair treatment for all

ages.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you both, Mr. O'Dell and Mr.
Rhile, for your assistance on this and your continued cooperation
with us.

We have two directors we will call next. Chairman Thomas will
testify last, and we will hear now from Harriet Ehrlich, Director
of the Houston District; and R. Edison Elkins, Director of the Char-
lotte District.

[Witnesses sworn.]
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed, Ms. Ehrlich. Do you have any

prepared testimony or are you just here to supply us any informa-
tion we ask of you? Is that correct?

Ms. EHRLICH. I don't have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman,
but, with your permission, I would like to make some comments.

The CHAIRMAN. Sure, please proceed.

TESTIMONY OF HARRIET J. EHRLICH, DIRECTOR, HOUSTON
DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Ms. EHRLICH. Let me first talk about our CDS system, our com-
puter system, and let me give you an example of how user friendly
I think it is.

In the Houston District Office, it is working exceptionally well.
We have a system administrator who is a top manager. We have a
management information specialist, neither of whom knew very
much about computers. I myself didn't know a mainframe from a
megabyte when we started with this.

We now have what I think is 99 percent accuracy, and if I can
give you an example of something that happened last week, you
will see how useful it is.

We had two new supervisors promoted. They moved into their
office and, within 2 hours, they had complete printouts of every
case in their inventory that they were responsible for by investiga-
tor. They had them taped up on the wall by age of case, knowing
how many were over 270 days old. They had a printout of a sum-
mary report of the cases that each investigator had closed since Oc-
tober 1, the beginning of the fiscal year.

They knew how many were pending in each investigator's inven-
tory, and each one of them was responsible for eight people. They
knew how many each investigator had closed, what kind of closures
they had, whether they were cause or no cause, whether they had
settlements, how much money was garnered as a result of those
settlements, and I have copies of those kinds of reports as of May
31 if you would like to see them, and I would be happy to give
them to you.

It is a fantastic management tool. Yesterday, when I heard some-
one suggest that the system be dismantled, the thing that ran
through my mind was I will chain myself to this computer before I
let anyone take it out of the office. It works very well, but it re-
quires total and relentless dedication to getting correct data in.

Whatever you put in you can get out. We are able to get every
single month 13 reports for each of the managers that give us all
kinds of information that we would never be able to do manually.

The Houston District Office is a large office. We will take be-
tween 3,000 and 4,000 charges this year. We maintain a low pend-
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ing inventory of about 1,600, because we use all kinds of imagina-
tive incentives to keep people from getting burned out and make
them work hard and assure that we have both quality and produc-
tivity in the kind of work that we do in the office, and we are
proud of that work.

As far as a management system goes, this CDS system for Hous-
ton is working wonderfully. It took a tremendous effort to ensure
that every single piece of information got in, that it was checked
and rechecked.

The incentive for the supervisors-and there are seven enforce-
ment units in Houston-the incentive for the supervisors to get the
data in correctly is that every quarter, we give a unit of the quar-
ter award. It is a hotly contested award and involves plaques and
recognition and buttons, and the director takes everybody out for
pizza. It is called our Golden Pizza Award.

There is a lot of competition for that, and there are 14 criteria
that we look at before we give this award to people. All of those
criteria have to do with information that is coming out of the CDS
system.

So, it is in their best interest to have it accurate and to make
sure that everything is being counted.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Ehrlich, do you think it is because you have
a program manager-what is the other title that you used?

Ms. EHRLICH. Everybody has a systems administrator and a man-
agement information specialist.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is because those two individuals
are very good that it works so well? I suppose it is.

Ms. EHRLICH. Well, but what I am saying is that the system is
good. It is only as good as what people do with it.

Let me use the example of a bank account. If you make a bank
deposit and the teller punches in the wrong number, when you get
your statement at the end of the month, it is going to be wrong and
you are going to hit the ceiling, especially if it is too low.

It is really the same thing with the computer system. It is that
simple. The good data goes in, and you can get good data out.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned 270 days. Is it also programmed
to tell you when the statute of limitations is running out on age
cases?

Ms. EHRLICH. Yes, because we put in the date of violation. Right
now, I have a report as of May 31 that shows me that there are 7
charges in the office that are 18 months into the statute. That
means we have 6 months to get them done.

When those computer lists come out by age, they go up on the
walls of the supervisors' offices, and they get highlighted with a
yellow marker to show which cases need to be done as a priority.
Age cases are a priority. Retaliation cases are a priority.

The CHAIRMAN. When you were asked, then, to supply informa-
tion on how many age cases might have exceeded the statute of
limitations, what was the Houston office part in that chart over
there?

Ms. EHRLICH. We were able to provide accurate information by
the CDS computer back to fiscal year 1986 when we started enter-
ing it and, prior to that, manually. We lapsed-let me give you two
categories of charges.
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The CHAIRMAN. If you could just--
Ms. EHRLICH. A total?
The CHAIRMAN. Just tell me, first of all, which part of those

numbers for fiscal year 1984, fiscal year 1985--
Ms. EHRLICH. In fiscal year 1984, we lapsed 1 charge, but the

letter of violation had already been issued before the statute was
up. So, that tolled it.

In fiscal year 1985, we lapsed 8 charges. Six of those charging
parties filed a law suit before the statute was up, one charge was
filed after the 2-year statute was up-and that is quite common,
and we are told to accept an age charge even though the statute is
up-and one subpoena enforcement action went beyond the 2-year
statute.

In fiscal year 1986, seven charges were lapsed. One allegation
was of a continuing nature, one was a subpoena enforcement action
that went beyond the 2-year statute, two charges were resolved by
a withdrawal with benefits, and one charge was filed only 20 days
before the statute had lapsed.

In fiscal year 1987, we lapsed 24 charges. Most of those were filed
against an out of the country Saudi Arabian oil company that we
have been having a huge controversy with over jurisdiction, and
those are in subpoena enforcement right now.

Three charges were filed after the 2-year statute was up, one
charge was on suspense pending a jurisdictional issue, and one
letter of violation was issued before the statute was up.

So, although cases were lapsed, everybody was notified prior to
that time to assure that they knew what their rights were. We
have gone one step further right now.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you give 1987?
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes. 1987 were the charges that had to do with the

Saudi Arabian oil company.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I realize that some of these are filed right

near the deadline, and it is pretty hard to get much done before
the statute of limitations would run out. When you say that they
are notified before the statute has run out, I assume that is at least
60 days?

Ms. EHRLICH. In the past, we would notify them at least 60 days
ahead of time. We have changed that procedure now. In the Hous-
ton office, when someone comes in to file an age complaint, that
day when they sign their charge, we give them a form that tells
them yes, you have filed with us; yes, we will do a vigorous investi-
gation of your charge. However, we want you to know that your
date of violation was 18 months ago and you must go into court by
such and such a date. We actually give them the date by which
they have to file.

As part of our intake counseling, we explain to them that regard-
less of whether we have made a determination-and sometimes we
get bogged down in trying to get the accurate information-they
should at least file the complaint in court to protect their rights.

So, those are given to every person who files an age case the day
they come into the office to file.

The CHAIRMAN. And then a reminder when the time is almost
up, within 60 days prior to the time it is actually up?

Ms. EHRLICH. Yes, letters do go out as well.
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The CHAIRMAN. That does go out?
Ms. EHRLICH. I will have to double check that. I am pretty sure

we are still sending those letters out, but I think it is critical to get
their attention in the very beginning and to give them that piece of
paper with a date on it so they know they have to file.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, how many-I assume that you have sent
out notices to all those whose times have lapsed that there has
been an extension.

Ms. EHRLICH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How many did you send out?
Ms. EHRLICH. Those notices were sent from headquarters, and I

don't have an exact figure for those. I presume--
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't you know if they are in your district?
Ms. EHRLICH. Well, I presume it was the number that I have told

you for those fiscal years, but I think--
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't you want that information?
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes, I will be getting that information.
The CHAIRMAN. When do you expect to get it?
Ms. EHRLICH. I understand that guidance has been sent out from

headquarters and will be back there when I arrive at the office.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be there when you arrive back?
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Meaning next week?
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But you do want it, do you not? Isn't that part of

management?
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes, absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. I will wait until the other witness has testified.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Please proceed, Mr. Elkins.

TESTIMONY OF R. EDISON ELKINS, DIRECTOR, CHARLOTTE
DISTRICT OFFICE, EEOC

Mr. ELKINS. I also do not have a prepared statement, but I did
make a few notes.

I would like to focus primarily on the charge data system, our
case tracking system.

It is not a perfect system, but it is an evolving and improving
system. As we have worked with it, we have made suggestions for
improving the system. There have been a number of updates with
improvements in the system's operation.

The system meets my needs in terms of allowing me all the data,
giving me all the data I need for managing my work load. It also
meets my needs in terms of providing me the data I need for re-
ports to Washington.

After establishing an accurate data base-and this did take some
time in terms of making sure that all of our basic data was correct
and accurate-and after we put in place a system for gathering in-
formation and entering it into the system and verifying it, the
maintenance of the system is really quite easy.
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To be effective, however, the data has to be absolutely up to date
and to be accurate. I could have gone into my office this morning
which would give me all the closures through yesterday, through
the end of business yesterday. I could get a pending report this
morning showing what is in my active work load through the end
of yesterday.

This requires, as Ms. Ehrlich said, constant updating of data, en-
tering data, gathering the information, and seeing that it gets into
the system.

We also have achieved what I feel is a 99-plus percentage accura-
cy in our data.

My supervisors spend, on the average, probably less than an
hour a month in verifying and correcting data for the previous
month. What my supervisors have found is that the system really
allows them much more time for supervising and managing their
work loads.

I would like to make one comment about some of the testimony
yesterday, and that is that someone talked about losing large num-
bers of charges in the system. If procedures are followed correctly,
the worst case possible scenario is that we would lose 1 week's
worth of data entry if the entire system crashed and we had to
start over.

If, as the procedures call for, the data has been backed up on a
weekly basis, the data base can be reconstituted and, at most, 1
week's worth of data entry has been lost and would have to be re-
entered, re-keyed.

The system works for us and, as I say, it meets my needs. We
have worked with other offices in establishing similar systems. I
think the key to why it has worked with us is not just the basic
software which does track everything that we want tracked, but it
is a system that we have put in place for getting the information
and putting it into the system and then for extracting it.

One thing, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to
comment on is I have recently seen some disturbing evidence that
some respondents think that they can stonewall by not cooperating
in our investigations and just wait until the 2-year statute of limi-
tations expires. This is particularly true where the charge has been
filed within, say, 4 or 5 months of the expiration of the statute.

It does present a problem in terms of trying to conclude those
investigations if we have to go to subpoena and subpoena enforce-
ment and the respondent is hoping that the 2-year statute expires
before we can complete that process.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Elkins, somebody yesterday, one of the wit-
nesses mentioned that your operation with 'the computer system
seemed to be very satisfactory. Is there some reason why it is
better in Houston and in Charlotte in the satisfaction of the per-
sonnel than it is in some other district offices?

Mr. ELKINS. I can really only speak to my own experience. I have
been fortunate in that I have hired and we have trained very good
staff for maintaining the system. There has been training avail-
able.

Every office had a number of positions dedicated to this function.
Every office was given a management information specialist posi-
tion. Those people have been trained in operation of the system.
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I think what makes it work in Charlotte is my managers' and
supervisors' dedication to getting the data in the system, for verify-
ing it, and then using it. There was some initial reluctance when
we first implemented the system. I think there was some concern
that big brother in the form of the computer was going to be
watching you and tracking your every action.

Once people got familiar with the system and saw that, in fact, it
was going to be of tremendous assistance to them in managing
their work load, in knowing when this 2-year statute was running,
knowing the age of the cases, it has proven to be a tremendous
management tool. It has also been very effective in assessing the
performance of individual investigators.

I give my supervisors and I give the investigators, too, on a regu-
lar basis printouts of their resolutions to date, and it is all, there
for them to see, how many resolutions they have gotten, what
types of resolutions, how many benefits they have obtained both in
dollars and in terms of numbers of people benefitted, the type of
closures, whether they are administrative closures, the percentage
of total closures that are administrative closures, the average age
of the cases when they were closed.

All of this information I make available across the board to my
staff. There are no secrets.

The CHAIRMAN. How many notices of the extension of the 18
months for age cases went out in your district?

Mr. ELKINS. Approximately-I would say around 100. I don't
have the exact figure, but I would like to point out that some of
those notices went to people where they had filed after the 2-year
statute had expired. Notices went to people where there had been
settlements obtained after the 2-year statute of limitations. There
were a number of charges that were filed under both Title VII and
under age, and the charge was resolved after the 2-year statute had
run.

It also is worth noting that in North and South Carolina, the
Federal courts, up until just recently, have generally held or gener-
ally applied the 3-year statute of limitations instead of the 2.

The CHAIRMAN. Three year?
Mr. ELKINS. Right, and whenever we went into court, there was

never a problem in terms of getting the 3-year statute applied.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the 3-year applies when the court deter-

mines it is willful?
Mr. ELKINS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. O'Dell earlier said, Mr. Elkins, when he was

testifying on his analysis for the GAO that the data provided to
this committee in March by each of the district offices from their
local computer system is irreconcilable. Can you enlighten us on
that?

Mr. ELKINS. Yes, and I--
The CHAIRMAN. He didn't say every office except Houston and

Charlotte was irreconcilable. He said every district office. I
wonder--

Mr. ELKINS. I think in my own response to you I said that I had
some irreconcilable data, primarily because our current computer
system only went back to 1986, and that data we were fairly cer-
tain of. For data that I was able to obtain for dates prior to 1986, I
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relied primarily upon manual records, old reports, and that data I
was less certain of.

To give you an example, prior to, I think, 1987 when we reported
cases that had been closed in intake, because they were nonjuris-
dictional or someone came in and said they wanted to file a charge
and then before we even began to investigate it, they called in and
said no, I don't want to proceed, just withdraw the charge-those
were not reported broken down by statute. So, all of those charges
that were closed in intake were just on one group, and it was im-
possible from those reports for that period to say under what stat-
ute they had been filed and closed.

It has only been in recent years that we now maintain records on
all the statutes under which the charges have been filed.

I might also say, under the general guidance that we were given
from headquarters-and my own feeling was certainly in concur-
rence-was that we wanted to err on the side of sending out too
many of the notices rather than trying to send too few. If anything,
we sent out notices that were not warranted, but we wanted to give
charging parties every chance to pursue their claims if possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you sent them all out? The information I
have is that part of those notices were sent out from headquarters
and part were sent out from--

Mr. ELKINS. Right. Most were sent out from headquarters.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you send any out?
Mr. ELKINS. I did send some out, yes, based upon--
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know which ones they sent out and

which ones you sent out?
Mr. ELKINS. I have, but not with me, a list which--
The CHAIRMAN. You have their list?
Mr. ELKINS. Right, and I have, of course, the list that we sent

out.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you get that list? I just wonder what

the system is. You asked for it?
- Mr. ELKINS. I asked for it, but I understand it is going to be sent
out to everyone. I just happened to be in Washington.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I assume it will be, just as Ms. Ehrlich said.
She didn't have it yet, but she assumed she would have it next
week.

Mr. ELKINS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Elkins, how did your office do in that Com-

mission's quality of work life survey that was taken last December?
Mr. ELKINS. Generally, I was pleased with the results. If I may, I

have--
The CHAIRMAN. That bothers me, because I don't know how to

interpret that. I am interested in your views on that, but it bothers
me that 51 percent of your personnel said, concerning communica-
tion and flow of information within the EEOC, it was unsatisfac-
tory. That is over half. It is on page 38.

Mr. ELKINS. Okay, Charlotte: 49 percent unfavorable, 50-that, I
might point out, is one statistic. I think, generally, 87 percent of
the people said that they felt safe in their jobs; 77 felt that their
evaluation was fair, that they stood a good opportunity of advanc-
ing according to their abilities; 75 percent felt that the work in our
office was above average quality; 75 percent felt that people, re-
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gardless of handicaps, were given the same opportunities for ad-
vancement and growth; and 73 percent--

I mean-I think the primary point about the quality of work life
is it did point out some problems in areas in which we would like
to make improvements. What it did give us was something to look
at, and I am looking at those areas that were not rated that favor-
ably and seeing what we can do to improve.

Generally, I think it is fair to say that the morale in my office is
quite high, and part of the reason that it is quite high is that the
people are generally pleased with the job they are doing.

The CHAIRMAN. They are what?
Mr. ELKINS. They are generally pleased with the job they are

doing. They are generally pleased with the quality of work.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't know exactly how-after all, this is

sort of a poll taken by the Commission itself.
Mr. ELKINS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure I can interpret what is meant by

flow of information within EEOC, but when 51 percent say it is un-
favorable, it has to be something.

What do you do to make sure that is corrected?
Mr. ELKINS. In my office, I put out-and I will be happy to give

you a copy-a monthly newsletter which contains quite extensive
statistical information on how the district is doing in terms of
meeting agency goals, how individuals are performing.

The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps this goes beyond the district office,
though. Is that part of it?

Mr. ELKINS. It could be. I make it a practice that I forward to all
of my staff generally any communication I have from Washington
regarding general policy developments or Commission direction.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am just drawing it to your attention.
Mr. ELKINS. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a little bit disturbing to me, because I think

it is a real knock on something.
Mr. ELKINS. Right, right.
The CHAIRMAN. If everybody is happy in the district office, fine,

but why this then? Does that reflect that they don't know what
they are getting from Washington or headquarters?

Mr. ELKINS. It certainly points out that we can make improve-
ments in that area, and I intend to look into what is behind it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well,--
Ms. EHRLICH. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, may I com-

ment on the QWL study?
The CHAIRMAN. Let me get to one more point with Mr. Elkins on

it, and then I would like to hear your response to the same points.
Forty-three percent of your personnel, Mr. Elkins, in your office

were questioning or put 'not favorable"-that is the term that was
used-a "not favorable" response on what their understanding of
their job requirements was.

Mr. ELKINS. We may be looking at different data or maybe it has
been interpreted somewhat differently. My summary says that 73
of the people replying said that they usually have the information
necessary to do their job well.

The CHAIRMAN. It is here in this committee's staff report that I
am looking at, understanding job requirements dimension.
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Mr. ELKINS. Right. Well, I have not seen this report. It is not the
report that I have been provided by the Commission. My informa-
tion, again, says 73 percent of the people in my office felt that they
had all the information necessary to do their job well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the staff report says 43 percent seem to be
saying not favorable on their understanding of their job require-
ments.

Mr. ELKINS. Right. I would have to see the data that was pulled
together to come up with that statistic. Certainly, if that is the
case, I would say we have a problem that really needs immediate
attention.

I do have in place a joint labor-management training committee,
and we do extensive in-house training. When we get new employ-
ees on board, we give them in-house training. We do not wait for
some national training. I have two training officers. My training
committee is organizing everything from seminars to on-the-job
training.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is confusing to us.
Mr. ELKINS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Thomas can probably enlighten us

some on it.
Ms. Ehrlich, would you please respond to those same two points?
Ms. EHRLICH. Well, for communication and flow of information,

slightly more than half my staff were favorable. Actually, I was
even a little alarmed at that, although that is probably pretty good
when you compare it to the public and private sector and how
people feel about their jobs.

The way I look at it is that it was a very risky thing to do, but it
is an excellent management tool to find out what people think and
how you can improve. I think that is the value of it, not that
people are unhappy but, now, what do we do to improve those
areas.

With 52 percent of the people very favorable about communica-
tion, that meant that 48 percent weren't. We started a series of rap
sessions.

We started first with the clerical- support which are the most
overlooked, often, and the hardest, workers, sometimes, in the
office. We got them together in a room for an hour without any
managers present, let them talk about some of their concerns,
some of their needs that hadn't been expressed, because there is
not often time, with the huge amount of work that is going on, to
really have that kind of flow of information.

They had a self-appointed leader. She made a page of notes. I
came into the room after an hour, and they listed some concerns.

One of their concerns was that they wanted training in our dif-
ferent statutes that we enforce, that they felt it would help them
understand the pieces of paper they were handling better, and we
have begun that.

Others expressed a need to have more sophisticated training on
the word processors. We have begun 1 hour three times a week.
Anybody who wants to show up can, and our management informa-
tion specialist will do the training.

So, I think this kind of report is really only as good as what you
use it for. Yes, it is risky to ask people, do you like us? Are you
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happy? Do you understand your job? You are always going to get a
mixed bag of responses, but what happens after that is really criti-
cal.

I think it is a very good management tool, and it makes us wake
up and see what the real world looks like.

The CHAIRMAN. I guess you would say the same for that other
point. Like Charlotte, 43.6 percent said they didn't understand
their job requirements.

I guess your response would be about the same, it is a good man-
agement tool and it is notification that you ought to do something
about it.

Ms. EHRLICH. Well, yes, but, again, my summary--
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I am not quite sure of the line of

questioning here, but I am anxious to hear the chairman when we
get to him. Were these same questions asked of the directors yes-
terday? Is this a standard line of questioning here?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, the directors did respond to this. I don't
know that we asked them the same questions.

Well, you want to get to the director--
Senator CHAFEE. It sort of reminds me of political polls, Mr.

Chairman. We have all had these political polls. How do you view
him? Very favorably, favorable. What is your reelection stand-
ing--

The CHAIRMAN. How is it, by the way, John? [Laughter.]
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I happen to have it here. [More laughter.]
You know, we can spend all day here on what your rating is on

flow of information, and I am not sure what the results would show
if any of us ran this in our offices, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Maybe we should have one.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you believe we should have an EEOC in the

Senate for Senate employees, but I just hope we can get on with
hearing the Chairman, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have two more questions of Ms. Ehrlich,
and then I am through and will yield to what either one of you
might have.

In reporting about the system, just so we understand this, you
were talking about an IBM-PC computer system, were you not?

Ms. EHRLICH. No, I was referring to the CDS system.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, you were testifying on the CDS system.
Ms. EHRLICH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Both of you were.
Mr. ELKINS. Yes.
Ms. EHRLICH. Now, our office did have what the Phoenix director

had referred to as the Picksem system that he had developed
before we had the CDS system. We found that did not suit our
needs, that there is much more information that can come out of
the CDS system that exists today. We can get any report we want
based on any of the data that is inputted, and because we have
over 15,000 entries, the system can handle it.

The CHAIRMAN. I just want to check one figure, because we are
getting a little bit confused on what is on that chart there.

Our count for your district is 69 charges that ran the statute in
fiscal year 1987. Is that inaccurate, or have we got both fiscal year
1987 and the first quarter of fiscal year 1988? It seems to me--
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Ms. EHRLICH. For 1984 through 1987, that looks like it is correct.
There were an additional 23 charges against one grocery chain that
exceed the 3-year statute that wasn't listed under the 2-year stat-
ute, and those particular--

The CHAIRMAN. I am just saying for fiscal year 1987 through the
first quarter of 1988. So, it is a little more than a fiscal year.

Ms. EHRLICH. My count for fiscal year 1987 is 47 charges.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, our information is inaccurate then. We

have 69.
Ms. EHRLICH. Well, the committee staff might have misunder-

stood the data that I presented, but the number that I reported was
47, and those were the charges against a company in Saudi Arabia
which were half of those, and the other half was basically against
this grocery chain where parties had already filed suit but we were
continuing an investigation.

The CHAIRMAN. I can accept that we have inaccurate information
on this, because we can't arrive at the right numbers that head-
quarters has for fiscal year 1987 as compared to what the total is
supplied by the districts for fiscal year 1987.

As you can see on those two charts, that is the purpose of that
chart. The 350 for fiscal year 1987 was obtained from the districts.
Yet, headquarters says there should be 1,200.

Ms. EHRLICH. Well, I think the systems that are in effect do
differ in the offices, depending on how accurate their information
is. To the extent that you are relentless in making sure that accu-
rate information is going in and that everything is covered, that it
is double checked against your manual data, and that you feel com-
fortable with the right numbers, I can see how that might have
been underreported. I think there may have been some misinter-
pretations as well, as to the definitions of what was called for.

The CHAIRMAN. We also have something I would like you to clar-
ify. Now, 32 of the 69 charges-I believe you said 47. This may be
inaccurate information that we have, too, but 32 of the 69 charges
exceeded the statute for reasons that were unacceptable, and I be-
lieve headquarters indicated that they were unacceptable. Is that
true?

Ms. EHRLICH. Well, depending on what your definition of unac-
ceptable is. My explanations to you in detail were that charges
were filed after the 2-year statute, that many were in suspense be-
cause of jurisdictional issues, that one was of a continuing nature,
that some were resolved, that people had already filed law suits.

If those were lumped together as unacceptable, I don't know. I
don't know what the definition of that is.

The CHAIRMAN. We will ask Chairman Thomas.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a Government employee, I want to say to fellow Government

employees out here that I think you have given good testimony.
Ms. EHRLICH. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. And I commend your office for trying to encour-

age the staff and everyone with your Golden Pizza Award. I think
that is innovative.

Let me ask you a question just so we can kind of get this in per-
spective. If there is such a thing, what is a typical case that would
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come along with age discrimination. I am not asking for a big over-
view. I am just curious. Would a normal-and I know we are using
generalities-but would the normal case be for somebody under 65
as opposed to those over 65?

Ms. EHRLICH. I would say yes. The normal case--
Senator CHAFEE. In other words, back home where I come from,

people are very anxious to retire at 62 and extremely anxious to
retire at 65. So, we don't have many people wishing to stay on, al-
though three cheers if they do, over 65.

So, I am curious about it. Would it be a 45-year-old or 55-year-
old?

Ms. EHRLICH. The last time we did a survey on the average age of
a charging party, I believe it was a 55-year-old white male earning
approximately $35,000 a year. That is the normal kind of age dis-
crimination charge.

You don't get too many that are 41 and 42 and 43. I would gener-
ally say they are in their fifties where they are not hired for jobs
or where a company is reorganized and, all of a sudden, they find
themselves out of a job, a new name perhaps given to those tasks
and a younger person appointed to it, perhaps a younger person
who is also within the protected age group. It may be someone 41
who replaces a 56-year-old.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, would you very often see cases over 65?
Here we extended this. I was all for the law several years ago.

Ms. EHRLICH. In the Houston office, no. I don't often see that.
Senator CHAFEE. I am just curious how many people really actu-

ally use it.
Ms. EHRLICH. I would have to check my work load, but I don't

often see that.
Senator CHAFEE. No, you don't have to check it. I am just curious

from your anecdotal experience.
How about you, Mr. Elkins? What do you see?
Let me just start off by saying about 20 to 35 percent of your

caseload under EEOC is aging?
Ms. EHRLICH. It is 20 percent in our office.
Mr. ELKINS. About 20 percent in our office.
Senator CHAFEE. The rest are male, female, gender--
Mr. ELKINS. Race, sex, right.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, what would you say? Do you see many

over 65?
Mr. ELKINS. No. I have seen two that I recall in the past 6

months.
Senator CHAFEE. A typical case would be the 55-year-old?
Mr. ELKINS. Right. In North and South Carolina in the past 2

years, there has been a lot of mergers, consolidations, cut-backs,
and our typical charging party is a middle aged white male who
was in mid-level to upper-level management.

Senator CHAFEE. Then there is a merger.
Mr. ELKINS. And there is a merger, and they have two comptrol-

lers, and they come out with one.
Senator CHAFEE. Out goes one.
Mr. ELKINS. Yes, and they may have worked with the company

for 15 years and suddenly find themselves without a job.
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Senator CHAFEE. Now, again, I am not asking for precise data. I
am asking generalities.

So, your first effort is a reconciliation of some type, non-court.
How do those work out?

Ms. EHRLICH. As far as voluntary settlements?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Ms. EHRLICH. I would say that our first effort, really, is to con-

duct an investigation at this point. With the Commission's new en-
forcement policy, we do a full investigation on every charge that is
filed and then attempt to settle.

If we find a clear violation, I think chances are very strong that
we will settle it for full relief without having to go through a law
suit.

Senator CHAFEE. Is a typical settlement a financial settlement or
is it a rehiring?

Ms. EHRLICH. It would be a-full settlement would consist of
someone being reinstated on their job unless they did not want to
go back. It would definitely cover back pay and any benefits that
might have been lost. It would also focus on the discriminatory
practice that contributed to that as well as perhaps a posted notice
in the firm advising employees of what the company's policy would
be and a promise not to do that again.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, getting back to the record keeping and the
overdue cases, the cases that go beyond the statute, you get your
situation in which you have your Saudi Arabian firm that disap-
peared somewhere. I take it that every case can't be settled or
some kind of a judicial settlement even be arrived at because of the
circumstances. Is that correct?

Mr. ELKINS. Sometimes there is just no basis for the allegations.
Ms. EHRLICH. You mean within the 2-year time frame?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, I am talking about the 2 years.
Ms. EHRLICH. Correct, if people come in after the 2 years, which

is not infrequent, those certainly can't be. If they come in very
close to the 2 years, there is a provision in the law that allows for a
dismissal without an investigation, an attempt to conciliate and
then dismiss the charge under section 7(d).

However, because the enforcement policy mandates an investiga-
tion of those charges to see whether or not there is any discrimina-
tion against that charging party, we don't want to dismiss them
without an investigation. That really is a way to avoid lapsing any-
thing, but you are really not fulfilling the mission of the agency
when you do that.

Senator CHAFEE. What we would like to see is we would like to
see no cases beyond the statute of limitations. That would be great,
but the flow of circumstances, people coming in late and so forth,
don't make that really a possibility, I presume, judging from what
you have said.

Ms. EHRLICH. That is correct, but it certainly is a goal to the
extent that we are capable and it is possible.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are discharged from your responsibility
when you have made that determination that there is no basis for
the charge simply by notifying the complaintor 60 days ahead of
the statute of limitations. Isn't that true?

Mr. ELKINS. Whenever we issue what we call a no cause determi-
nation, we advise them of what their rights are to file suit.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, and your guidelines tell you that you
should do that at least 60 days ahead.

Mr. ELKINS. 60 days, right.
The CHAIRMAN. To allow them, if they disagree, to file in court.

Isn't that true?
Mr. ELKINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. EHRLICH. But, frequently, we may be continuing an investi-

gation when we notify them. We will notify them and say we have
not yet completed it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I understand that. You haven't completed
your investigation, but you still notify 60 days ahead of time that
the statute of limitations is running out so--

Ms. EHRLICH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So they have that opportunity to file in court if

they want to, and I believe you earlier stated that you advise them
of this right at the outset. Is that true?

Ms. EHRLICH. That is correct, in writing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Thank you both very much. I think

you have been very helpful.
Ms. EHRLICH. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we will hear from Chairman Thomas.
Might I just make this announcement that there may be a vote

within 2 minutes commencing. So, Chairman Thomas, we will con-
duct our business on the floor as rapidly as possible in order not to
hold you here too long.

[Witness sworn.]
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated, Chairman Thomas, and please

proceed.

TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE THOMAS, CHAIRMAN, EQUAL EM-
PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY
JAMES TROY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
Mr. THoMAs. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Senators.
I appreciate the opportunity to once again appear before this

committee. I would like to put this whole issue of automation and
the missing of the statute of limitations in the age cases and what
we are doing into context. I would like to start with automation be-
cause it is easy for anybody to take a static picture of the agency
and, of course, criticize. It is much, much more difficult to live with
the reality.

When I arrived at EEOC in May 1982, I was greeted on the same
date of my arrival, May 17, with a GAO study pointing out many of
the ills of the agency. In an effort to make changes, information
was required. In obtaining that information to make the necessary
decisions in all areas, I just about passed out when I saw the qual-
ity of the information that we had.

95-656 0 - 89 - 8
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It was for those reasons or for that reason that we started down
the road of building data systems so that we could have reliable
management information.

Now, the first area that we automated was the budget and fi-
nance area which was pointed out again in the May 17, 1982, GAO
study. In order to do that, we had to bring in computers. We had to
hire accounting firms, and we had to, of course, get GAO approval
of our accounting system which we did 2 years later.

I might add that contracts, and accounts, things that were re-
quired by Congress were not done in up to as much as a decade at
EEOC. We caught up the agency.

We had vendors who would not deal with the agency because we
would not pay our bills on time. We had outstanding travel ac-
counts of over $1.5 million, and the list goes on and on. We lapsed
significant amounts of money back to Treasury because we could
not count the money that we had on hand which was particularly
important during an era of continuing resolutions.

The personnel area-we had a manual personnel system and an
automated payroll system. That is a formula for disaster-disasters
including paying the dead. We had to automate, then, the person-
nel system. That has been done.

We bought the first personal computer in EEOC in the winter of
1983, to give you a perspective'of when we started. We have ap-
proximately 1,100 personal computers now.

And all of this was done with not one penny appropriated for
those purposes. The way that we were able to build the automated
systems that we have and that were necessary was simply by man-
aging our money and by trying to live through the uncertainty in
the appropriations and continuing resolutions process.

Those were extraordinarily difficult budget years. I don't need to
repeat them for anybody.

I saw that the only way for EEOC to survive was to have strong
management information systems in all areas.

Now, with respect to the system at hand, that started with the
CSRS. That was an entirely separate system. It is one that we in-
herited. That was our central data system of a bygone era. It was
outmoded hardware. It was about a decade old when I got there.
The data was irretrievable on a local level, and it was unreliable
once it was retrieved.

The information that was put in in the field and could not be
corrected in the field, could not be retrieved in the field, could not
be used in the field. The only thing that could be done was to have
the information go to them on a quarterly basis. They would cor-
rect it from their manual information.

We tried initially to enhance that system. We were unable to do
so, and we failed. It still didn't work.

So, in fiscal year 1986, I shut the system down and began build-
ing CDS.

I might also note that fiscal year 1986 was the end of my first
term and the beginning of my second term, and it was precisely for
this reason, among a few others, that I sought a second term-to
build a central data system that worked. You can't do it if you
come in for 18 months.
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So, we began building the system, emphasizing the provision of a
local data base, that is, to give the capability to the offices to
manage in the field. This is what we did not have before.

We also wanted to give them a menu not only for the required
reports but also the flexibility to do other reports.

Again, I might add that we had no appropriations for the project.
Therefore, it was done in a piecemeal way, and the system had to
evolve.

The annual cost to do the system right far exceeded our annual
budget that we had and it certainly exceeded our experience at
that time with such a large system.

Making the system work, as I said before, was one reason I
stayed on board, and it will work before my tenure ends. Then, my
successor can improve upon it, but there will be one system there.

With respect to the Quality of Work Life Program, I never
thought that the purpose of the quality of work life was to take a
poll, a popularity poll of any sort, but, rather, it was to make a full
report available to us. And the report that this committee is using
today is not the full report, and a number of those categories have
been collapsed and are erroneous.

The program, QWL, started at my behest for the purpose of find-
ing out what our employees thought was important, what we
needed to do to make the quality of work life at EEOC better for
them. That was codified in agreement with our union.

We have a QWL committee. The vice chairman of the agency is a
member of that committee and also chairs it. This committee and
its work has been high priority with EEOC, and with me. It was
initially informal. It is formalized now, and it is working.

The study was an effort to ferret out problems and then to ad-
dress the problems. It was not-and, of course, we did run this
risk-it was not intended to be used against us.

The major drawback of self-analysis, of course, as all of us know,
is that once you expose any wrong, it can, indeed, be used against
us as it is now being used.

With respect to the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act
and our response and implementation.

The CHAIRMAN. Might I just interrupt you there? I don't want to
lose the train of your thought and the train of your testimony, but
when you say used against you, how--

Mr. THOMAS. Well, in the sense that it is now used, then, to criti-
cize us. It is a self-critical analysis. We ran the risk that people
who were disenchanted, people who were not performing well,
people who were upset, whatever, that they had a process now
through which they could complain, and some people do that
whether it is correct or not.

What we want to do is where we are weak is go back. For exam-
ple, you mentioned the communications area. Communications, to
me, is bad. The data is wrong sometimes. That is an area where we
certainly would go before we went to some other areas.

There are other-
The CHAIRMAN. I don't suppose all of your employees are mem-

bers of the union.
Mr. THOMAS. In fact, a small percentage are active members.
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The CHAIRMAN. You feel it is constructive, do you not, for morale
overall?

Mr. THOMAS. Oh, yes, it is. In fact, the reason we have the Qual-
ity of Work Life Program, Mr. Chairman, is precisely because of
morale and working conditions. The union is a member of the com-
mittee.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, and they are not complaining. They are
part of it.

Mr. THOMAS. They are part of it, and it is a part of the collective
bargaining agreement. The reason that I put this together several
years ago-I started with just one part-time individual working on
this, trying to pull it together, because it is important for us with
the amount of work that we have, with the criticisms that we have
received, with the sort of rare feedback, positive feedback, that we
get to at least have a program in place in the agency where people
feel that they can participate or at least say something that is
heard and then changes are made that reflect their concerns.

This was an effort to get that down on paper and then have feed-
back.

The CHAIRMAN. I personally commend you for having it. Ms. Ehr-
lich just testified it is a good management tool and very much
useful in management.

Please excuse me. I will have to go for the vote now, and we will
return as quickly as possible.

The committee will be in recess for 15 minutes.
[Recess taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Chairman Thomas, would you please proceed?
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With respect to the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act

and our response to our obligations, our Office of Program Oper-
ations, together with our Offices of General Counsel and our Legal
Counsel, have worked closely to locate any and all cases and
charges which could possibly, under any circumstances, be subject
to the act. Even when on their face the charges might not be cov-
ered by the act itself, we sent notices anyway.

For example, we sent notices for charges that were filed too late
with us and charges that were filed with us after the statute of lim-
itation had passed.

The number of notices that we sent out was approximately 7,500.
The instructions were sent to the field in late May with respect to
these charges, and last Wednesday, we sent subsequent and follow-
up instructions.

This is being monitored closely, and we will certainly keep the
committee apprised.

In conclusion, I would like to state that, from the very beginning,
we admitted that the age cases were missed. We appreciate what
Congress has done in response to this problem by passing the Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act.

The age cases, I would like to note, because of the statute of limi-
tations, are the highest priority of our work load, even though it is
only 20 percent of our work load. Age cases will take precedence
over other areas such as race, sex, national origin, and religion
which do not have a statute of limitations.
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Ultimately, as far as I am concerned, the only lasting solution, as
long as a statute of limitations exists in the Age Act, must include
but not be limited to a substantial increase in the agency's budget
to a point where it can process all of its cases in a timely as well as
a high quality manner.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will respond to whatever questions
you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Thomas follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE THOMAS
CHAIRMAN, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
JUNE 24, 1988

Good morning, Chairman Melcher and members of the Committee.
I am here today to discuss the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's administration and enforcement of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is proud of its
record of vigorously enforcing the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act and the other laws it enforces. This Commission
has implemented major policy and management initiatives to
establish EEOC as an effective, credible law enforcement agency.

The Commission's major policy initiatives include:

.an enforcement policy which calls for every case of
discrimination which fails conciliation to be presented to the
Commission for litigation consideration;

.a remedies policy which calls for a full remedy to be
sought in every case where discrimination is found;

.an investigative compliance policy to enable EEOC to deal
more effectively with respondents who fail to cooperate with
Commission investigations; and

.a method for charging parties to appeal to EEOC
headquarters determinations by field offices that no cause has
been found to believe discrimination has occurred.

This Commission's policies have translated into tangible
results for victims of discrimination. Litigation activity has
increased to record numbers of cases filed. Monetary benefits
for victims through litigation and compliance reached all-time
high levels during this Commission's tenure.

A number of administrative and management tools have been
employed by this Commission to support the agency's enforcement
program. Among those tools are improved financial
accountability, computerization, a streamlined organizational
structure and implementation of a Commission-wide quality
assurance program. Emphasis on quality investigations has
significantly contributed to the increased number of cases
recommended for litigation by field offices.

In June 1987, EEOC for the first time in Commission history
comprehensively trained virtually all field Investigators. Such
training now is part of the Commission's staff development
program. The Commission recently won approval from the Office
of Personnel Management to convert the agency's Equal
Opportunity Specialist positions to Investigators, reflecting
EEOC's increased emphasis on conducting full-scale
investigations.

The Commission also has developed unique, personalized
outreach programs designed to augment the deterrent effect of
its enforcement through public education and assistance.

In every year since 1982, Congress has appropriated less
money for EEOC than the President requested. At the same time,
this Commission has made enormous progress in enhancing EEOC's
professionalism and effectiveness in enforcing the laws against
employment discrimination.

Charge Data System

One of the long-term concerns of the Commission has been the
need to upgrade EEOC's field and headquarters office automation
capability. When I became Chairman in 1982, each office had its
own budget for office automation equipment. The agency had no
personal computers and had an outmoded computer mainframe housed
in a poorly-controlled environment. The system was frequently
inoperable due to overheating. Because funds were not available
to replace the system at the time, and thinking that the
existing system might be improved enough to serve the agency's
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needs, the agency attempted to salvage the Complaint Statistical
Reporting System (CSRS). An automated data processing center
with appropriate temperature controls was built during fiscal
1983. The following year, the Commission approved the use of
State and Local funds for the design, development and
implementation of a case tracking system for charges being
handled by Fair Employment Practices Agencies (FEPAs) with which
EEOC contracts.

The accuracy of the data produced by CSRS was unreliable,
field offices were unable to use the information they loaded
into the system for local management purposes and the system
being developed for FEPAs was not linked with district offices
and headquarters. By fiscal 1985 it was evident that the basic
design problems and operational inefficiencies in CSRS could not
be fixed.

Realizing that standardization was the key to a workable
computer system, I decided to have the internal charge tracking
system redesigned and installed in the field. Specifically, the
new computer system had to provide local offices with data bases
which they could use for managing and reporting cases; link
FEPAs, district offices and headquarters; and create an accurate
national data base.

The installation of the new Charge Data System (COS) began
in fiscal 1986 with the first version of the local data base and
simple reports. The national data base also was tested at
headquarters. In May 1986, CSRS was discontinued and its data
archived. Manual reports by field offices, which had been a
necessary backup to CSRS and often had proven to be more
reliable than the system, were used during the transition to
COS. Staff began to upload the field office COS data to the
national data base in fiscal 1987. All EEOC District, Area and
Local offices and most FEPAs now have operational local data
bases for case tracking and management.

The system's applicability to effective case management at
the local level is one of its strongest assets and most valuable
features. The capability to generate charge tracking reports
has been available for some time in all district offices. Some
offices have routinely generated such reports, and after I
learned that the statute of limitations had been missed in
hundreds of ADEA charges, all field offices were required to
generate local charge tracking reports. Managers can use the
reports to regularly monitor the status of ADEA charges and
determine how near a charge is to the expiration of the statute
of limitations. The reports clearly show the number of days
elapsed from the date of an alleged AOEA violation to the date
of the report. A report can be generated for each investigator
and provides supervisors and top management with regular and
accurate case status information. In addition, ad hoc queries
and special reports can be rapidly generated by each office.

The projected annual savings in staff time provided by COS
is expected to exceed the full amount the agency has spent
piecing the system together since fiscal 1985. The Commission
spent about $3.5 million over a three and a half year period to
replace CSRS. COS saves management time that had been required
simply to track and monitor the status of charges. The
availability of up-to-date local COS status printouts saves
investigative time as well. Based on field office experience,
roughly $3.2 to $4.5 million (60 to 85 staff years) in
supervisory time and approximately $1.2 million (34) staff years
in investigative time can be redirected to enforcement each year
because of COS.

The transition from CSRS to COS has not been without
frustrations, nor have all planned elements of the project been
completed. The Commission has encountered innumerable obstacles
related to the agency's budget. I have regularly testified
before the agency's appropriations subcommittees seeking
additional money to be spent on automation, but every year since
1982 Congress has made less available for EEOC than requested by
the President. In fiscal 1988 alone, the agency's appropriation
was $13.6 million less than requested. EEOC has had to piece
together COS by delaying purchases and contracts until late in
the fiscal year to see if funds become available for
reprogramming.
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Some offices have different hardware because money was not
available to supply all offices with the same equipment.
Adjustments have been made to the software because of the
hardware differences. Recently, operation of the national data
base was suspended for two reasons: it was not fully meeting
the agency's expectations and the suspension of the national
data base would provide needed savings for the agency without
hampering local COS use. Other planned enhancements of the
local case management component of CDS will not be completed
this year due to current budget constraints.

While COS is an improvement over CSRS in terms of its
effectiveness as a local management tool, it has not met the
agency's expectations for national information. The costs and
complications of using an off-site mainframe for hundreds of
data inquiries a year mount quickly. Affordable computers that
can handle EEOC's current and future needs have recently become
available, and I have instructed the staff to focus efforts on
developing an in-house computer system.

Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act

Office of General Counsel

Even before the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of
1988 was signed by the President on April 7, the Office of
General Counsel had begun taking action to meet the requirements
of the new legislation. A copy of S. 2117 was sent to each
regional attorney on March 30, with instructions to consult with
headquarters for guidance on the impact of the legislation on
recent cases authorized by the Commission before filing those
cases (see Attachment A). At the same time, the General Counsel
asked the regional attorneys to identify any case in active
litigation where there was any doubt that the two year statute
of limitations without tolling may have expired in order to
determine whether ADCAA may be applicable to those cases.

On March 31, 1988, the C newel Counsel established four task
forces to:

1) develop proposed guidance concerning ADEA.suits
authorized by the Commission but not yet filed and any
language changes which may need to be incorporated in
future ADEA complaints;

2) assess cases where EEOC is currently argiing in district
or circuit courts that a violation is willful for statute of
limitations purposes or that tolling for conciliation
extends the otherwise applicable statute of limitations;

3) assess suits or claims previously disapproved for
litigation for statute of limitations reasons, including
possible resubmission of such cases or issues. Identified
charging parties would be notified as required by ADCAA; and

4) develop a plan for handling "causew cases arising from
claims restored by ADCAA.

The General Counsel held a conference call with the
Commission's regional attorneys on April 12 to discuss ADCAA and
enforcement issues raised by the law (see Attachment B). The
basic provisions of ADCAA were discussed during the call, as
well as the following issues: whether ADCAA applies to directed
investigations initiated by EEOC; whether ADCAA applies to
claims where the two-year, but not the three-year, limitations
period had expired; whether ADCAA applies to cases which already
have been dismissed by the courts for limitations reasons and
whether cases in active litigation may be amended to reflect the
provisions of ADCAA. I
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On May 11, the General Counsel issued a guidance memorandum
to regional attorneys which stated that after analyzing the
legislative history, purpose and terms of ADCAA, the Office of
General Counsel had concluded that "ADCAA revives cases which
have been, or which might be dismissed on statute of limitation
grounds," but that `AOCAA does not normally permit EEOC to sue
upon claims uncovered during the course of a directed
investigation . . ." In reaching the latter conclusion, the
General Counsel explained that the purpose of ADCAA was to
restore litigation rights to individuals who had filed charges
with the EEOC. Further, ADCAA requires the filing of a timely
charge in order to invoke the rights restored by ADCAA and there
was no legislative history concerning directed investigations
initiated by the Commission (see Attachment C).

Meanwhile, over a period of three weeks, attorneys in the
General Counsel's office identified 687 presentation memoranda
involving potential ADEA suits which had been submitted and
received by headquarters between fiscal 1984 and the early part
of fiscal 1988. Copies of all but 53 of the 687 presentation
memoranda were located and reviewed for the purpose of
identifying charging parties who should receive notice specified
by ADCAA and determine those cases in which OGC had recommended
against litigation solely because of statute of limitations
problems which would be cured by ADCAA. As a result
of this review, OGC identified approximately 30 cases for
further review and possible resubmission to the Commission for
litigation consideration under AOCAA. One hundred twelve cases
which had been rejected for litigation because of evidentiary or
legal reasons, rather than statute of limitations problems, were
identified for the Purpose of notifying charging parties as
specified by ADCAA. Finally, OGC identified those cases which
did not require the notice specified by ADCAA because the case
was based on charges filed prior to December 31, 1983, or the
Commission or the private individual bad filed suit prior to the
effective date of ADCAA. One hundred seventy-two charging
parties were sent notices specified by ADCAA as a result of
OGC's review.

In many of the 30 cases that were identified for possible
resubmission to the Commission under ADCAA, it was determined
that the evidence supporting the alleged violation was too weak
to warrant litigation consideration by the Commission. 0CC did
resubmit three cases for litigation consideration under ADCAA:one case had been authorized for litigation, and other was
returned to the district office to clarify several evidentiary
questions concerning the merits of the case and the Commission
has yet to act upon the third.

OGC analyzed the impact of ADCAA on three litigation
recommendations received between late January and late March
1988. Presented to the Commission In April, two were approved
and one disapproved because of evidentiary reasons.

Office of Program Operations

Even before ADCAA became law, the Office of Program
Operations, the Office of General Counsel and the Office of
Legal Counsel established a task force to carry out EEOC's
statutory responsibilities.

After analyzing the new law, a fact sheet and letter were
developed to inform affected charging parties of the provisions
of the law, what EEOC intends to do with the charges and how
individuals can proceed with their claims (see Attachments D, E
and F).

To identify the charging parties covered by the law, EEOC
made use of every source of information available (see
Attachment G). With the assistance of EEOC's Information
Systems Services (ISS), information on the charges falling
within the time limitations of ADCAA was retrieved from the
original records in CSRS and current records In COS.
Specifically, the agency sought information on the date of the
alleged violation, the timeliness of the charge and the date of
closure, if any. A computer program was written to extract the
necessary data directly from the field office computers. ADCAA
covers charges filed as early as Jan. 1, 1984, and some the
older charge files had been destroyed. Since enactment of the
Act, instructions have been given to field offices to preserve
all ADEA records.
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From the data compiled by Office of Program Operations and
OGC, mailing labels were generated and 5,220 notices were mailed
from EEOC headquarters between May 23 and May 27. This mailing
included 980 charges processed by FEPAs. To ensure that as many
charging parties as possible were located and identified, each
field office (except the new Savannah and Hawaii offices) was
sent a printout of the charges headquarters had identified, with
instructions to cross-check the list with their local records
and mail notices to any additional charging parties before June
6. Field offices mailed an additional 2,326 notices (see
Attachment H).

On the advice of the Office of Legal Counsel, the directors
of 43 FEPAs that have contractual relationships with EEOC to
complete age cases were provided with specific instructions on
notifying charging parties covered by ADCAA, a copy of the fact
sheet and a copy of the letter to send to charging parties.
These agencies identified the affected charging parties and
mailed notices directly to them. As of June 22, we had received
lists of notices mailed from 23 of the 43 FEPAs. Those lists
will be counted and analyzed along with those we receive from
the additional 20 FEPAs. We do not yet know the total number of
notices mailed by FEPAs.

The process of identifying charging parties was difficult,
and there inevitably was some duplication in mailing from
headquarters, field and FEPA lists. Some 1,472 notices were
mailed from Headquarters to charging parties who filed charges
with EEOC over 300 days after the date of the alleged violation
of ADEA. In fact, many of the 1,472 were filed after the
two-year statute of limitations had expired. Some charging
parties did not indicate a date of alleged violation, but these
individuals were mailed a notice as well. Even though a
charging party who files an untimely charge with EEOC may not
file a private lawsuit, EEOC can investigate the charge to
determine whether discrimination exists and secure relief for
the charging party in some cases.

To further notify claimants pursuant to ADCAA, EEOC issued
approximately 500 news releases to the Washington bureaus of
newspapers, radio and television stations across the country, to
specialized media with senior audiences and to senior citizen
organizations nationwide (see Attachment I).

The news release advised that if a person believes his or
her charge falls within the parameters of ADCAA and the person
has not received a notice in the mail, the EEOC district office
processing their charge could be contacted for necessary
guidance. The release also provided EEOC's toll-free telephone
number for further information.

The Office of Program Operations has sent guidance to the
field offices on how to process charges affected by AOCAA.
Field offices have been instructed to review ADEA charges which
are subject to the Claims Act to determine the extent of
additional investigative and enforcement activity needed.
Charges closed solely on the basis of the statute of limitations
having expired will be reviewed for additional investigation and
possible enforcement. Charges closed erroneously will be fully
investigated. Attempts will be made to reconstruct any charge
files that may have been destroyed. Charges closed before the
Determinations Review procedures became effective will be
reviewed for additional investigation and possible enforcement.
Charges closed appropriately require no further action. Field
offices have been instructed to complete their review of
affected charges by the end of December to allow time for
completing investigations and developing cases for litigation.

An analysis of all charges that generated a notice,
including field office and FEPA mailings, is not yet completed.
Additionally, field offices have been instructed to keep clear
and accurate records on all inquiries by charging parties and
each charge that has been reopened, reinvestigated or
reconsidered. All of this information will be provided to the
Congress in the statutorily-required reports.
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Staffing Levels and Transferring Charges

Administrative positions in each of the 23 EEOC district
offices are relatively standard: each district office has a
director, personnel specialist, administrative officer and one
or two enforcement managers. Most district offices have a
deputy director and all have a regional attorney. Clerical
positions generally are assigned on a 4 to 1 ratio of
professionals to clericals. Legal unit staff are assigned to
field offices by the General Counsel, with staffing decisions
primarily based on the office workload.

To set base staffing for field offices, the Office of
Program Operations uses 76 charge resolutions as the annual
anticipated level of production for each investigator. The
current and anticipated workload is divided by the anticipated
level of production to figure the number of investigators to be
assigned to each office. The Office of Program Operations looks
at the workload, staffing and production levels of each office
on a quarterly basis, and determines where vacant positions can
be moved to create the best balance of staffing to workload.

In fiscal 1987, 94 new investigative positions were
allocated to the Office of Program Operations. Offices with the
heaviest workloads, like Dallas, Los Angeles and St. Louis, got
the largest number of new positions. Other offices got a few
and some offices didn't get any. Again, the decisions were
based on workload, staffing and productivity.

There is no prescribed EEOC policy regarding the transfer of
charges between field offices. The Office of Program Operations
is charged with responsibility for determining and implementing
steps which ensure successful investigations and enforcement of
the laws against employment discrimination. Transfers of
charges were determined necessary to respond to operational
exigencies in identified district offices.

Some historical information is helpful to place the decision
to transfer charges in perspective. Since 1984, the Commission
has had the largest volume of charge receipts to process in the
agency's history. However EEOC's funding during that time has
prevented staffing levels from keeping pace with the workload.

Before deciding to transfer cases between districts, the
advantages and disadvantages of several alternatives were fully
explored. One alternative was to take no action. This would
have allowed offices with large workload-to-staff ratios to
remain unchecked while allowing the workload of offices with
smaller inventories to shrink further, raising the prospect of a
reduction in force (RIF).

A second alternative was to move staff to accommodate the
workload through reduction in force procedures. This
alternative would be extremely costly and could not be effected
to the degree necessary due to budgetary constraints. It also
would be disruptive to staff, would necessitate protracted union
negotiations, and would result in grievances, complaints, morale
problems and substantial administrative work.

The third alternative was reallocation of slots through
attrition. While currently being utilized to a limited degree
and an excellent long term measure, the alternative did not
offer a rapid enough solution. This procedure is further
hampered by the slow attrition rate in those offices which would
lose staff.

Another area considered before deciding to transfer charges
was the low productivity in some offices caused in part by
managerial performance problems. We recognized that the
performance problems required immediate attention and are taking
appropriate corrective action in this regard. However, because
performance was not the sole reason for the buildup of charge
inventory, other steps were necessary to confront the inventory
situation overall and to more closely align workload to staffing
levels.

Office of Program Operations officials concluded that the
appropriate action was the transfer of charges, which previously
had been employed as a workload balancing technique on a very
limited basis. In addition, district directors had historically
moved cases among offices within their districts to balance the
workload.
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Transfer of charges offered a variety of advantages over the
alternatives previously discussed. Specifically:

more expeditious and higher quality service to the
public;

reduction of overall agency inventory by moving charges
where staff was available for processing;

quick adjustment of workload and faster resolution of
charges; and

some relief to the level of inventory pending in some
offices.

It should be noted that before effectuating any transfers of
cases, a memorandum of understanding was negotiated with the
union representing EEOC employees concerning procedures for
implementation. (See Attachment C.)

Rules Governing Early Retirement Incentives

The Commission has always acted to prohibit early retirement
programs that discriminate against older workers, whether the
discrimination is based upon the availability of the incentive
or the issue of involuntary discharge.

In light of recent amendments to the ADEA and several cases
dealing with early retirement, questions have arisen regarding
the legality of early retirement plans in general and of
specific plans. Since the use of early retirement plans has
expanded greatly in recent years, the Commission deems it
appropriate to consider the issuance of regulatory guidance in
the area.

However, a project of this magnitude should not be
undertaken without sufficient study. The Commission's Office of
Legal Counsel is preparing an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking (ANPRM) to seek public comment in several specific
areas, to enable the Commission to determine whether rulemaking
is indeed appropriate and to channel its regulatory efforts
effectively. Once an ANPRM is published and comments are
received from the public, the Commission will consider holding a
public hearing on early retirement. After the ANPRM and
hearing, the Commission will be able to determine what type of
regulatory action, if any, is appropriate.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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.' '4.* U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

ATTACIMENT A

dfice of
General Counsel

March 30, 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO Regional Attorneys

FROM Charles A. ShanorC4M
General Counsel

RE Proposed Senate Bill S.2117

S.2117 (copy attached) passed Congress yesterday and
is awaiting the President's signature. Because of possible
interpretive questions concerning Sec. 3, you MUST CONSULT
WITH PAUL ERENNER IN HEADQUARTERS (FTS 634-6595) BEFORE FILING
ANY FURTHER ADEA ACTIONS, EVEN ONES ALREADY AUTHORIZED BY THE
COMMISSION.

Additionally, please provide me a list of all your cases
now in litigation in which there is any doubt concerning whether
the 2 year (without tolling) ADEA statute of limitations has
run. This list should be panafaxed to me no later than close
of business tomorrow, March 3 , 1988.

Attachment
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.;'~^°.* U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

ATTACHLMENT B./d Sir AApril 7, 1988

Office of
General Counsel

MEMORANDUM

To: All Regional Attorneys

Thru: Charles A. Shanorjg
General Counsel A

From: Philip B. Skle
Associate General ci

Subject: Regional Attorneys' Conference Call

This is to conf.irm that the Regional Attorneys' con-ference call is scheduled for April 12 at 12:00 noon(E.S.T.).

Please be in your office 15 minutes before the call so
that all the inter-connections can be made.

In addition to any point which you nay wish to raiseduring the conference call, we will address the followingissues:

1. PM productivity during the second ouarter and the
fiscal year;

2. The Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1Y88;

3. Use of district office credit card to facilitate
small procurements;

4. Visit by Trial Service Liaison attorneys to Legal
Units.

5. FOIA Revisited.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

ATTACIDIENT C
Office of
General Counsel MAY 1 1 19°o

MEMORANDUM

TO All Headquarters Office of General
Counsel Attorneys and Regional Attorneys

FROM Charles A. Shanor( .
General Counsel /I

SUBJECT : Applicability of the Age Discrimination Claims
Assistance Act to Dismissed Cases and Cases
Arising From Directed Investigations.

A number of questions have arisen concerning the Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act's (ADCAA's) application to
claims dismissed in court as untimely filed and to claims arising
from EEOC directed investigations.l As more fully explained in
this memorandum, it is my position that where the criteria of the
ADCAA are satisfied, the ADCAA revives cases which have been, or
which might be, dismissed on statute of limitations grounds. It
is also my position that the ADCAA does not normalLy permit EEOC
to sue upon claims uncovered in the course of a directed
investigation which grew stale during the administrative phase,
but as to which no charge was filed.

You should submit a presentation memorandum proposing to
refile a complaint when a claim satisfying the ADCAA's criteria
is dismissed on statute of limitations grounds. Absent special
circumstances, however, you should not seek to litigate stale
claims arising from directed investigations.

1 The Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act (ADCAA), Pub.
L. No. 100-283, 102 Stat. 78, was signed by President Reagan on
April 7, 19P8. The ADCAA allows an aggrieved individual, or the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, until September 28, 1989
(540 days after the date of enactment) to file a lawsuit based
upon a charge if: (1) the charge was filed with the EEOC after
December 31. 1983 [ADCAA. §3(1)]; (2) the ADEA's two or three
year statute of limitations applicable to the claim expired prior
to April 7, 1988 [§3(3)]; (3) suit was not brought by EEOC or the
charging party before the running of the statute of limitations
[§3(4)]; arnd (4) EEOC did not, within the limitations period. .
successfully conciliate the charge or notify the charging party
of the dispo'sition of the charge and of his right to bring a civil
action [§3'1.)].
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ADCAA's Effect On DismissedClaims

It is my conclusion that the ADCAA revives claims dismissed
from court. so long as final judgment was on statute of limitations
grounds and the timeliness problems were due to Commission
inaction.2 I base this conclusion on the plain language and
legislative history of the ADCAA. As more fully discussed below,
it is my opinion that there are no Constitutional or res judicata
impediments to this interpretation.

The Act is most naturally read to extend to claims already
dismissed. In relevant part, it requires that "a civil action on
such claim was not brought by the Commission or [the aggrieved]
person before the running of the statute of limitations." By
definition, a claim that was dismissed as untimely was not
brought before the running of the statute of limitations. The
statutory language makes no distinction between claims never
brought and claims brought but not in time.

This interpretation is supported by the legislative history
of the Act. The obvious motivation for the ADCAA was to restore
the complainants' right to have the substance of their claims
heard. See, e g., 134 Cong. Rec. S1747 (daily ed. March 2,
1988)(statement of Sen. Melcher)("Because of EEOC's failure, an
undetermined number of working men and women have lost their
right to have their day in court."). As Senator Melcher pointed
out, "While we have no way of knowing the merit of the claims
this bill will affect, each individual should have an opportunity
to try to prove his or her case." Id. The debate is replete
with such statements, and they are uncontradicted.3

2 This includes claims that were in litigation as class
claims. My position is that the ADCAA permits a suit to go
forward as if the statute of limitations had never run, so that
any class claims are revivcr', :long with the claim of the
individual(s) who filed the action.

3 A defendant to a revived suit could be expected to argue
that Congress' intent actually was to restore the right to sue
for some 900+ claimants whose cases were highly publicized, and
which never even got to court. This more limited view of the Act
is somewhat supported by the statements of various members of
Congress indicating outrage at the well-publicized group of cases
that attracted Congress' attention. See, e g., id. at 1252
(daily ed. larch 29, 1988)(statement of Rep. Martinez); at H1254
(statement of Rep. Clay).

This contention is unpersuasive. The approximately 900
never-filed. cases that spurred the Act interested Congress in the

(continued'...)

2
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Cases in which an untimely claim was filed are often quitecompelling. They frequently raised colorable claims of willfulness
which lead EEOC to try to litigate them even though the normal
two year limitations period had run. If one accepts the premise
that the most willful violators are those least deserving of the
benefit of the statute of limitations, then the claims that were
filed and dismissed should, arguably, be the strongest ones for
application of the Act.

Since it appears that Congress intended to revive such
claims, respondents may argue that Congress cannot constitutionally
revive claims that have passed into judgment. I perceive no
serious constitutional problems, however. Congress can enact
legislation that lengthens a statute of limitations and may
retroactively revive claims as to which the former limitations
period expired. Internatiohal Union of Electrical Workers v.
Robbins & Myers. Inc., 429 U.S. 229, 243-44, 97 S.Ct. 441, 450-51
(1976) (retroactive application of 180-day period within which to
file Title VII charges after change from 90 days is not per se
unconstitutional). While Congress cannot enact legislation
that, by its retrospective application, takes "'life, liberty, or
property without due process of law . . . ,'" 429 U.S. at 243,
(quoting Chase Securities Corp. v. Donaldson, 325 U.S. 304, 315
(1944)), in Chase Securities Coro., the Supreme Court reaffirmed
ampbelll v. Holt, 115 U.S. 620, 6 S.Ct. 209 (1885), which held
that a state legislature could extend a statute of limitations so
as to retrcactively restore to the plaintiff his remedy, and
divest the defendant of the statutory bar, so long as the lapse
of time had not invested a party with title to real or personal
property. Read together, Chase Securities Corp. and Campbell
make fairlv clear that a defendant has no constitutionally-protected
right to a 'udgment which merely determined that the statute of
limitations had run on plaintiff's cause of action, as opposed toa judgment that defined substantive rights and liabilities.4

3(.. .continued)
broader problem of EEOC processing delay preventing the filing of
timely claims. For purposes of the Act, it makes no difference
whether, after the statute of limitations had run, a futile claim
was filed.

4 For example, Congress could not set aside a monetary
judgment ir. favor of plaintiff by passing a law declaring that a
bridge formr-rly adjudged to be an obstruction was a lawful
structure. See Pennsylvania v. The Wheeling' and Belmont Bridge
Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 421, 430-31, 15 L. Ed. 435, 436-37 (1855).
Nor could a state pass a repealing statute which operated to void

(continued-...

3
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Thus, even if compelling arguments exist that Congress may
not retroactively create new substantive liabilities by authorizing
a cause of action for acts that were not illegal or tortious when
committed, such arguments are inapposite to these facts. Here,
where the cause of action did, unquestionably, exist prior to the
ADCAA, no new liability is being created. Since Congress has the
power to extend the statute of limitations even when it already
has run, it may be extended when it has run and there is a
judgment saying that it has run.5

A remaining question is whether relitigation of dismissed
cases is barred by the doctrine of res ludicata. That doctrine
is a flexible one that can be "qualified or rejected" when its
"application would contravene an overriding public policy or
result in manifest injustice." Harrington v. Vandalia-Butler Bd.
of Education, 649 F.2d 434, 438-39 (6th Cir. 1981). See Mercoid
Corp. v. Mid-Continent Co., 320 U.S. 661, 669-70 (1943) (public
policy against patent infringement outweighs policies favoring
res iudicata); but see Moitie, 452 U.S. at 398-402 (rejecting
"public policy" rationale offered by court of appeals for
departing from res ludicata.) If ever public policy justifies
departing from res ludicata, it is when Congress, whose job it is
to define public policy, decides that the need to have a class of
cases heard outweighs the need for finality of judgments. It is
one thing for the Supreme Court to say t-hat ' t]his Court has
long recognized that '[p]ublic policy dictates that there be an
end of litigation, " 452 U.S. at 401, guoting Baldwin v. Traveling
Men's Ass'n, 283 U.S. 522, 525 (1931). It is quite another to
say that that public policy choice may not be overridden by
Congress ip pursuit of a different goal.6

4(...continued)
a judgment, rendered pursuant to the repealed statute, that
authorized a plaintiff to pay state taxes by redeeming the
coupons on state bonds. See McCullough v. Virginia, 172 U.S.
102, 123-24, 43 L. Ed. 382, 390 (1898).

5 To hold that Congress can never enact statutes that allow
court judgments to be reopened would constitutionalize the
doctrine of res judicata. While res ludicata surely embodies an
important and fundamental public policy favoring the finality of
judgments, see Federated Dep't Stores. Inc. v. Moitie, 452 U.S.
394, 398-402 (1980), it has never been thought to be constitution-
ally required.

c 6 Esteblishing that Congress intended to allow dismissed
cases to be refiled under the ADCAA is therefore critical. There

(continued...)
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Here. the "manifest injustice" standard also seems to be
met. The or-ly difference between claims dismissed and claims
never brouqht to court is that, as to the first group, EEOC tried
(and failed, to avoid the statute of limitations barrier which
Congress has now removed. The complainants should no more be
penalized because EEOC tried to bring their claims but was held
to be time-barred than they should be because EEOC caused those
claims to be time-barred in the first place.

Finally. there is a line of cases sanctioning an exception
to res iudicata when a change in law "involvets] momentous
changes in important, fundamental constitutional rights."
Precision Air Parts, 736 F.2d at 1504. See, e.g., Christian v.
Jemison, 303 F.2d 52, 54 (5th Cir. 1962)(refusing to give
preclusive effect to a judgment based on separate-but-equal
doctrine rendered three months before Brown). Although the change
brought by the Act does not rise to that level, the exception
nevertheless can be used to show that res judicata is not an
absolute, and that a defendant has no constitutional right to the
validity of a judgment under all conditions.

In sum-mary, the plain language of the statute and the
legislative history make clear that Congress intended that all
claims for Which timely cases were not brought (and which meet
the Act's other criteria) -- regardless of whether untimely suit
was filed -- be given a renewed hearing. The effect of the
prior judcment, while not insignificant, does not rise to the
level of a constitutional question, but instead simply is a
question of res udicata principles. There are, in fact,

6(... continued)
is a "general rule . . . that changes in the law after a final
judgment do not prevent the application of res ludicata . . . ."Precision Air Parts, Inc. v. Avco Corp., 736 F.2d 1499. 1503
(11th Cir. 1984). There, the plaintiffs unsuccessfully attempted
to avoid an earlier adverse judgment (rendered on statute of
limitations grounds) by arguing that the Alabama Supreme Court
had in the interim lengthened the applicable limitations period.
Precision Air Parts, and the cases it cites, are distinguishable,
however, on the basis that there was no indication that the
changes in the law on which the plaintiffs sought to rely were
intended to apply retroactively to revive dismissed claims.
Those cases involved attempts by plaintiffs to take advantage of
a general change in the law and apply it to defeat res judicata:
the parallel here would be if Congress had simply amended the
ADEA to lencthen its statutes of limitations as a general rule
while givin-, no indication that it meant to have the longer
period appi'. to cases that already were untimely under the
shorter per'.'d. The ADCAA, obviously, is quite different than
that.
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recognize dexceptions to res judicata. These exceptions demonstrate
that the public policy in favor of finality of judgments is not
absolute, and may be overriden by clear legislative indication of
a contrary public policy choice. Congress made such a choice in
enacting the ADCAA.

ADCAA's Applicabilitv to Directed Investigations

The ADCAA appears not to extend the statute of limitations
for claims resulting exclusively from Commission Directed Investiga-
tions.

The structure of the statute indicates that Congress meant
to restore the right to sue in cases where a charge of discrimina-
tion had been brought to the Commission. In its §2 findings, for
example, Congress focused upon the "many persons who filed [ADEA)
charges with the Commission [who] lost the right to bring private
civil actions . . . " due to agency inaction. Moreover, §3 of
the Act plainly contemplates the procedures followed when the
Commission acts on an individual's charge. In setting forth the
criteria for cases to which the 540-day extension applies,
Congress specified that "a charge was timely filed . . . with the
Commission" and "the Commission did not . . . notify such
[aggrieved] person, in writing, of the disposition of such
charge" (emphasis added). Similarly, §4 provides that EEOC
"shall provide the notice specified in [the Act] to each person
who has filed a charge to which section 3 applies" (emphasis
added). The statute thus contemplates the involvement of an
aggrieved individual bringing a charge to the Commission.

There is no specific discussion of directed investigations
in the legislative history. Rather, Congress was concerned about
the failure of EEOC timely to process claims brought to it by
persons alleging discrimination. Senator Melcher said that the Act
"waives the ADEA's statutes of limitations for 18 montas for
those who have already filed a charge with the Commission.". 134
Cong. Rec. S1747 (daily ed. March 2, 1988) (emphasis added).
Senator Metzenbaum spoke of "older Americans [who] went to the
EEOC seeking vindication of their legal rights." Id. at S1748.
He continued, "The bill provides additional time to pursue claims
for anyone who filed a timely charge with the EEOC on or after
January 1, 1984. Id.7 There simply is no indication

7 In the House, the intent behind the Act was equally
clear. In e colloquy between Representative Weiss and Representa-
tive Martinez, the following exchange took place:

Mr. weiss: What is the purpose of this
legislation?

(continued ...
6
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that Congress was addressing any problem other than the tailureto process the timely charges of individual aggrieved parties.

It miqht be argued that there is no operational difference
between a directed investigation and a charge brought to theCommission, and that therefore directed investigations should betreated the same as charge-initiated investigations under theADCAA. There is, however, at least one major statutory differencebetween a directed investigation and a charge.8 More fundamental-
ly, even if the Commission did treat the two sorts of cases as ifthey were identical, Congress has now distinguished Setween themin the ADCAA. I therefore conclude that Congress has extended

7(...continued)
Mr. Martinez: This bill would provide

legal recourse to certain
individuals who filed
timely charges under the
* . . [ADEA] . .

Mr. Weiss: What exactly does this
bill do?

Mr. Martinez: The bill establishes an
18-month extension during
which individuals who
have filed timely charges
with the EEOC can proceed
with their cases in court.

Id. at H1252 (daily ed. March 29, 1988) (emphasis added).

8 Under 57(d) of the ADEA, EEOC is obligated upon receivinga charge to "promptly notify all persons named in such charge asprospective defendants in the action and shall promptly seek toeliminate any alleged unlawful practice by informal methods ofconciliation, conference and persuasion." No such obligation
exists for a directed investigation, although the Commission
must, of course, conciliate under §7(b) prior to filing any ADEAsuit. This requirement -- which applies whatever the genesis ofthe anticipated suit -- is independent of the 57(d) obligation
promptly to conciliate upon receiving a charge from an aggrievedindividual. an obligation having no parallel in a claim not
arising frDs'. a charge. Thus, it is incorrect to say that nodifference exists between the two.
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the limitations period only as
filed charces with EEOC.

9
to cases in which individuals

9 This does not mean that no claims filed pursuant to a
directed investigation are protected by the Act. First, we are
litigating at least one case where the Commission's directed
investigation was initiated by an individual bringing a charge to
the Commission. Notwithstanding the development of the case
through a Commission directed investigation, such a charge would,
in my view. trigger the applicability of the Act. See n. 2,
supra. If vou have a case in which you believe such a factor
should lead to ADCAA applicability, please seek further guidance
from headquarters. Second, even in the absence of a charge, private
litigants may argue that the ADCAA should revive their time-
barred claims if they were specifically identified in the
directed investigation and, relying upon EEOC to process their
claims, thev relinquished the opportunity to file charges. I do
not express any opinion on this subject at this time.
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- ATTACHMDXT D

9*3 -__. ' U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

vII4 3 988
MEMORANDUM

TO : James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM Richard D. Komer
Legal Counsel

SUBJECT: Analysis of Age Discrimination Claims
Assistance Act of 1988

I. Introduction

The Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988(ADCAA), Public Law No. 100-283, 102 Stat. 78, was signed byPresident Reagan on April 7, 1988. ADCAA affects ADEA chargesmeeting certain specified criteria, for which the statute oflimitations expired prior to 4-7-88, by allowing an aggrievedindividual or the Commission until September 28, 1989 (540 daysafter the date of enactment) to file a lawsu.it based on theunlawful practices alleged in the charge. ADCAA requires theCoM..ission to notify those charging parties whose charges areaffected of their rights under the ADEA and of their right tobring a civil suit on the claim set forth in the charce on orbefore September 28, 1989. ADCAA also req-ires the Commission toprovide to Congress periodic written compliance reports.

1-. A General Analysis of ADCAA

Section 2 of ADCAA sets forth Congress' finding that theCommission has failed to process an undetermined number of ADEAcharges before the running of the statute of limitations, andthat many persons who filed such charges have lost the right tobring private civil actions with resoect to the unlawful
practices alleged in such charges.

Section 3 of ADCAA extends the statute of limitations for anadditional 540-day period, ending September 28, 1989, for claimsof unlawful practices set forth in ADEA charges meeting thefollowing conditions:

1) The charge was timely filed with the
Commission after 12-31-83;

2) The CommIssion within the applicable period
did not either a) eliminate the alleged
unlawful practice through conciliation, or

b) notify the person of the disposition of
such charge and of the right to bring a civil
suit on the claim;

3) the applicable statute of limitations ran
before April 7, 1988; and

4) a civil action on the claim was not brought
by the Commission or such person before the
statute of limitations ran.

Section 3 provides that a civil suit based on a claimcovered by a charge meeting all of these criteria may be broughtby either the Commission or an aggrieved person on or beforeSeptember 28, 1989.
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Section 4 of ADCAA requires the Commission to give written
notice to each individual who filed a charge that meets the
criteria spelled out in Section 3 no later than June 6, 1988 (60
days after the date of enactment). This notice must include
information about the rights and benefits to which such person is
entitled under ADEA and about the right to file a civil suit on
or before 9-28-89. Since it is often impossible to determine
with certainty whether the 2 year or 3 year statute of
limitations applies, the Commission should provide the notice to
charging parties in all cases where the 2 year statute of
limitations has expired. A sample notice is set forth in
Section IV of this memorandum.

Section 5 of ADCAA requires the Commission to submit a
written report to Congress for each 180-day period in the 540-day
period beginning on April 7, 1988, containing the following
information:

1) The number of charging parties who have
claims to which Section 3 applies (that is,
the number of charges meeting the criteria
spelled out in Section 3) and the dates the
charges were filed with the Commission.

2) The number of persons to whom the notice
required by Section 4 was sent and on what
dates.

3) With respect to alleged unlawful practices on
which claims affected by Section 3 are based
(that is, the alleged violations set forth in
the charges meeting the criteria in Section
3), the number of these alleged violations
the Commission has attempted to eliminate
through conciliation in the 180-day period
for which the report is submitted.

4) The number of alleged violations referred to
in paragraph 3 that were actually eliminated
(that is, successfully conciliated).

5) The number of civil actions filed by the
Commission on behalf of persons to whom
notice was sent under Section 4 of ADCAA.

While the specific language of ADCAA requires only that
those persons whose charges are affected be so notified, the
legislative history indicates that some members of Congress
expect these charges to be processed in the usual fashion.
Representative Martinez' comments are illustrative:

This bill does not change the
Commission's obligations under the
ADEA. For example, section 7 of the
ADEA requires that the Commission
investigate a charge and attempt to
eliminate any alleged unlawful practice
by informal methods of conciliation,
conference, and persuasion. Section 4
of this bill creates an additional
obligation of notice for these charges
affected, and section 5 requires that
the Commission provide periodic reports
to Congress regarding charges affected
by this bill.

See 134 Cong. Rec. H 1253 (March 29, 1988).

The reporting requirements set forth in Section 5 further
demonstrate that Congress is interested not only in having the
Commission notify affected persons, but also in the number of
affected ADEA charges the Commission will attempt to conciliate,
and successfully conciliate, or alternatively, litigate.
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While Office of Legal Counsel does not interpret ADCAA to
mandate the investigation and conciliation of every affected
charge, the Commission, in addition to providing the required
notification, may wish to process certain ADCAA charges where it
deems such action to be appropriate.1

III. Ouestions and Issues That May Arise Under ADCAA

1) One question which has arisen is what does the phrase
failed to "notify ... of the disposition of (the] charge'
(Section 3) mean. Considering that ADCAA's statutory language
and legislative history do not specifically define the phrase,
it is felt that a common sense definition should be adopted.

A charging party would be- considered to have been notified
of the disposition of his charge where he was given written
notification that his charge had been successfully resolved, or
that the Ccmmission would take no further action (e.g., an
administrative dismissal, an unappealed no cause finding, a
decision not to litigate), or that the statute of limitations
would expire shortly, and that the EEOC's processing of the
charge was unlikely to be completed before the expiration of the
statute of limitations, and accordingly that the charging party
should consider filing a private suit to preserve his rights.y
It is felt that the form letter developed in February 1988 to
inform charging parties that the investigation of their charge is
not yet complete and that the statute of limitations for private
suit rights will expire in 60 days does not constitute an
adequate notice of disposition within the meaning of ADCAA, since
it does not make explicit the real probability that the EEOC will
be unable to take the necessary action in time and that the
charging party must file a private suit to preserve his rights.
Accordingly, the Office of Legal Counsel takes the position that
charging parties who received this notice and were not
subsequently informed of the disposition of their charges prior
to the running of the statute of limitations are covered by
ADCAA.

Ultimately, the issue of what "notify... of the disposition"
means will be decided by the courts. The Office of Legal Counsel
believes, however, that the definition of "disposition" set forth
above will best effectuate the broad remedial intent of ADCAA.

1 For example, if a charge was never investigated, or a
charge was investigated and a cause determination was issued but
conciliation was not attempted, additional processing would seem
appropriate. However, if a charge was fully investigated and
found to be meritless, but the determination was issued after the
statute of limitations expired, or the charge was otherwise
dismissed for administrative reasons (e.g., an uncooperative
charging party) after the statute of limitations ran, there would
appear to be no reason to reopen the charge for additional
processing. Decisions regarding whether additional
administrative processing is appropriate would be made on a case-
by-case basis.

2 Office of Legal Counsel would be glad to assist in the
development of such a notice for prospective application.

4
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2) Another problematic situation which may arise would
involve claims that arguably are willful violations of the ADEA.
Assume that the two year statute of limitations on such claims
expired before the enactment of ADCAA, but the three year period
has not yet run. Further assume that the government does not
file suit until after the three year period has expired. In this
scenario it is possible that the respondent would stipulate to a

willful violation in order to argue that ADCAA is inapplicable
(because the applicable 3 year statute of limitations ran after
4-7-88) and that all actions ate forever barred. The Office of

General Counsel (OGC) is evidently prepared to argue that even if

a lawsuit in such a case is not filed until after the three year
limitations period, ADCAA will apply by reviving the non-willful
component of the concededly willful offense. We concur fully
with the approach that charging parties should be given Section 4

notice in every case where the two year statute of limitations
has expired and the other criteria for ADCAA coverage are met.
Where it is possible, however, to conclude processing or commence
suit before the expiration of the three year statute of
limitations, such should be the Commission's foremost objective.
To do otherwise leaves open the possibility, albeit a remote one,
that a respondent could avoid liability by admitting willfulness

as explained above.
3

3) Questions have arisen as to whether ADEA charges filed
with or referred to state FEP -agencies for processing are covered
by ADCAA. Neither the language nor the legislative history of

ADCAA make specific reference to ADEA charges processed by state
FEP agencies. However, considering that such FEP charges are
docketed with the Commission and given an EEOC charge number
(primarily for purposes of ensuring that the prerequisites for
filing a private suit are satisfied), it is felt that such
charges would be deemed to be EEOC charges and thus covered by
ADCAA, if the specified ADCAA criteria are met, as discussed
above. Accordingly, these affected parties should receive notice

pursuant to Section 4.

As is the usual case under ADEA, the Commission will
exercise its discretion, given its limited resources and other
competing demands, in deciding whether additional administrative
processing of such charges is within the public interest.

4) Questions may also arise as to whether a charge was

timely filed for purposes of Section 3 of ADCAA. For example, if
a charge was not timely, but the Comaission accepted it because

it felt equitable tolling was applicable even though no court
had ever sustained the Commission's view, should the charge be

considered timely for purposes of Section 3? In this situation,
if it is felt that a reasonable arg:ment can be made that the

charge was timely filed and if the other ADCAA requirements are
satisfied, ADCAA should be considered to apply and the person
notified. This approach would get aggrieved persons into court

where a binding assessment of any equitable tolling arguments can

be made.

5) It should be noted that where the Commission files suit
on behalf of aggrieved individuals covered by ADCA.A on or before
June 6, 1988 (the date by which the Commission is to provide

Section 4 notice to affected individuals), it would be
appropriate to send a substitute notice apprising the charging
party of the Commission's action since an individual's right to

file suit is terminated when the Commission files suit.

3 A question has arisen recently concerning whether Section

7(b) conciliation efforts toll the statute of limitations for

private parties. For purposes of applying ADCAA, it should be

assumed that tolling does not apply, that is, charges are

actionable if the 2 year statute of limitations expired before 4-

7-88, and the other criteria for ADCAA coverage are met.
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6) While it is unclear whether ADCAA applies to the claimsof similarly situated non-charging parties, OLC believes thatADCAA will also revive the rights of such persons. This view isconsistent with the Commission's regulations providing that 'nocivil suit may be commenced by an individual until 60 days aftera charge has been filed on the subject matter of thesuit." 29 C.F.R. S 1626.7(b). The preamble to these regulations,published in the Federal Register on January 3, 1983, explicitlystates that 'an aggrieved person may bring suit so long as thematter complained of was within the scope of the previously filedcharge, regardless of who filed it." 48 F.R. 139 (1-3-83).
Accordingly, OLC believes that other similarly situated partiesmay bring suit on claims which are within the scope of any chargeaffected by ADCAA. Similarly situated non-charging parties wouldalso be covered if the EEOC brought a 'class" suit, based ̀ on anindividual charge, or may choose to opt-into a pending privatesuit brought by a charging party.

ADCAA does not require, however, that Section 4 notice beprovided to such an amorphous group. Section 4 of ADCAA onlyrequires that notice be provided to actual charging parties.

7) Another problem which may arise is when Section 4 noticesare returned to sender because the charging party has moved andthere is no forwarding address or it has expired. In thiscircumstance, the Commission should follow its usual proceduresregarding attempts to locate charging parties. See Section4.4(c) of Volume I of Compliance Manual.

ADCAA is a very recent statute which was drafted and passedby Congress. in an accelerated fashion and which mandates rapid
action by the Commission. OLC recognizes that additionalquestions and issues may arise as the Commission attempts tofully comply with the requirements imposed by ADCAA. OLC willissue supplemental guidance addressing any additional issues thatarise, as necessary.

IV. PROPOED SkAMPLE YOTLCE

Dear (

On April 7, 1988, President Reagan signed into law the AgeDiscrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988 (ADCAA), whichcovers certain expired claims filed under the Age Discriminationin Employment Act of 1967. The new law extends the statute oflimitations for a period of 540 days, allowing individuals or theCommission to file a civil action on those claims covered by theADCAA on or before September 28, 1989. A review of our casefiles indicates that your charge (4 ) filed on ( _ )_with the EEOC, may qualify for the extended filing periodafforded under the terms of the ADCAA.

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS UNDER TNE ADEA

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) isdesigned to promote employment of individuals age 40 or older onthe basis of their ability. The ADEA protects members of theabove-mentioned age group from arbitrary age discrimination inhiring, discharge, pay, promotions, fringe benefits and otheraspects of employment.

CURRENT DISPOSITION OF CLAIM

You have alleged in your charge of age discrimination thatyour employer:

a) failed to promote you;
b) discharged you;
C) denied certain benefits to you; or
d) other allegations on account of your age.

A) The Commission has attempted to eliminate such practice(s)through conciliation efforts with your (former) employer, butsuch efforts have been unsuccessful.

B) The Commission is in the process of attempting to eliminatesuch practices through conciliation efforts with your (former)employer. The Commission will notify you of the results of theattempted conciliation.
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C) The Commission will investigate and, if appropriate, attempt
to conciliate the matter with your (former) employer in the -ear
future. The Cosumission will notify you of the results of its
efforts. Under the provisions of the ADCAA you may file a
private ADEA suit, provided such a lawsuit is filed ON OR BE-ORE
SEPTEMBER 28. 1989. Please note that your right to fi'e a
private action is not dependent upon the EEGC investigation.

(D) The Commission, through the process of conciliation, has neen
successful in eliminating the discriminatory practice (or
practices alleged). Under the terms of the conciliation
agreement . . .

NOTICE OF PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION

(A) After a careful review of your charge, the Commission has
decided not to further pursue the matter. Under the provisions
of the ADCAA, you may file a private suit, provided such a
lawsuit is filed ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 28. 1989.

(B) After a careful review of the matter, the Commission has
decided to litigate the matter on your behalf. It is the intent
of the Commission to file such a lawsuit before September 28,
1989. Under the provisions of the ADCAA you may choose to file a
private ADEA suit, provided such a lawsuit is filed ON OR BEFORE
SEPTEMBER 28. 1989. It should be noted, however, that your right
to file a private ADEA lawsuit is extinguished once the EEOC has,
in fact, filed an action on your behalf.

(C) The Commission is still considering whether to litigate the
matter on your behalf. The Commission is unable to insure that
it will, in fact, litigate the matter on your behalf, or, when
such a determination will be made. Under the provisions of the
ADCAA you may file a private ADEA suit, provided such a law:suit
is filed ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 28. 1989. If the Commission does
not notify you of a final decision by August 1, 1989, you should
consider filing a private action to protect your rights under
your claim. For the time period of August 1, 1989 through
September 28, 1989, we recommend that you contact the Commission
on a weekly basis with respect to the government's determination
on litigation.

Should you have any questions regarding any information
contained in this letter, do not hesitate to contact the EEOC or
its nearest field office.

Sincerely,
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ATTACKMENT E

FACT SHEET
AGE DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1988

On April 7. 1988, the President signed into law the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988. Public Law100-283, 102 Stat. 78 (ADCAA or "Claims Act"). The Claims Act restores the claims of many aggrieved personsunder the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) which were lost due to delays in EEOC Investigations.Generally, under the ADEA an aggrieved person has only two years after the date of the alleged discrimination to filea claim in court, regardless of whether EEOC has completed its action on a charge.

BACKGROUND
The claims Act covers a number of ADEA cases in which the right of perlons to sue in court within 2 years of thedate of discrimination (without having to prove a willful violation) had passed while EEOC's investigation was still in-complete. The right of all these persons to sue is restored so long as the lawsuit is filed by September 28, 1989. Theinformation below is provided for the consideration of aggrieved persons who may wish to file an ADEA lawsuitwithin this extended time limit.

AGE DISCRIMINATION CHARGES COVERED BY THE CLAIMS ACT
An ADEA charge is subject to the private suit provisions of the Claims Act if -
-the charge was timely filed after 12.31/83 (ordinarily within either 180 days of the date of discrimination al.leged in the charge or 300 days of the date of alleged discrimination in a State which has its own agediscrimination law): and.
-EEOC or the charging party did not file suit within two years of the alleged discrimination: and.
-as of 4/7/88, EEOC did not, within 2 years of the alleged discrimination, either-

- obtain relief for the charging party. or
- notify the charging party in writing of both EEOC's disposition of the charge and of the charging party'sright to sue before the 2 years expired.

Thus, an ADEA charge MAY NOT be the basis for a private suit under the Claims Act if -
-the charge was filed before 1/1/84: or,
-the charge was filed more than 180 days after the date of discrimination alleged in the charge (300 days in aState with a State age law); or
-the only alleged discrimination occurred on or after 4/8/86 (within two years of the Claims Act's effective dateof 4/7/88; or.

-EEOC or the charging party sued within 2 years of the alleged discrimination; or,
EEOC either,

- closed the charge with relief for the charging party, or.
- within 2 years of the alleged discrimination, gave written notice to the charging party of EEOC's reason forclosing the charge and that the charging party had a right to sue under the ADEA before the 2 years ex-pired.
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INFORMATION FOR AGGRIEVED PERSONS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS

If you believe you have rights under the Claims Act, you may wish to consult an attorney.

If you consult an attorney, please give the attorney a copy of this Fact Sheet and any other materials which ha%
been provided to you. Every effort has been made to provide you with the necessary information we have on yot
case. The following information may be important to an attorney considering your case.

* Charges Closed Before October 1, 1986

If EEOC closed your charge before 10/1/86. It is likely that the case file on your charge was destroyed. In thi
event. the information we are providing you was obtained from our computerized Charge Data System. This info
mation is likely to be all the Information we have on your case. If your charge was investigated by a State or Loc,
Agency on EEOC's behalf, that agency may or may not have retained your file.

* Charges Closed on or After October 1. 1986

If EEOC closed your charge after 10/1/86, we may still have the file on your charge. Your attorney may have a
opportunity to review your file before deciding whether to recommend that you sue under the Claims Act. If yot
charge was investigated by a State or Local Agency, that agency will most likely have retained your file.

* Charges Filed Under Both ADEA and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

If your charge complained of both age discrimination and discrimination based on race, religion, sex or nation
origin prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Claims Act does not affect whatever right to sue you ma
have under Title VII.

* Charges Where a Lawsuit Has Already Been Filed

If you have filed your own lawsuit based on your charge, you should determine whether your case can be expandc
under the Claims Act.

If the EEOC has sued on your behalf, we will review your case to see if any claims can be added as a result of tl
Claims Act. We are giving you this notice now because the Claims Act requires a notice to be given. You do not hai
to do anything now. We will contact you as the case develops to let you know how the Claims Act affects your cas

* Charges Filed by Third Parties on Behalf of Aggrieved Persons

If you filed your charge on behalf of other persons who may have been discriminated against, they may have
right to sue under the Claims Act. In most cases, we are unable to directly notify these persons because our comput
system includes only the name of person who filed the charge. Therefore, we are asking you to provide a copy of th
information to each person on whose behalf you filed.your charge.

* Prior ADEA Lawsuits Dismissed or Otherwise Not Decided on the Merits of a Non-willful Violation

Persons may be entitled to sue under the Claims Act who had previously sued under the ADEA, based on a char.
which Is now covered by the Claims Act, who either (1) did not have the claim heard on its merits because ti
lawsuit was not filed within the 2 year statute of limitations, or the 3 year statute of limitations for willful violation
or. (2) filed the lawsuit after expiration of the 2 year statute of limitations, but before expiration of the 3 year statu
of limitations for willful violations, and obtained a court finding of a non-willful violation (and therefore no relief

MAY 1988
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ATTACI!4E\T F
U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20507

tlay 27, 1988

Dear Claimant:

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that a law was recently passedwhich restores the rights of many persons, possibly including you, to bringa private lawsuit under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).Please read all the materials we have provided you on this new law. If youhave any questions on how the law may apply to your case, vou mav call EEOC'stoll free number 1-800-USA-EECC, the EECC District Office that handled yourcharge, or you may call the state agency which processed your charge.

The law is the Age Discrimination Clairs Assistance Act of 1988 (Claims Act).It is explained in zore detail in the enclosed FACT SMrET. The Claims Actapplies to ace discrimination charges which were not investicated within twoyears of the date of discrimination complained of in the charge.

Upon our review of all the charges currently under investication by EECC andthe State and Local Fair Erployment Practices Agencies which ccooerate with us,we identified your charme as one which may be affected by the Claims Act.

If your charge is covered by the Claims Act, as described in the enclosed FactSheet, you may now have a right to sue under the ArEA so long as your lawsuitis filed by September 28, 1989. Section 7(c) of the ADEA, 29 U.S.C. 5 626(c),provides that any person aggrieved may sue for apr'ropriate relief, includinghackpay and employment, reinstatement or ororotion. If a willful violation isproved, you may recover an amount equal to backpay as liquidated damraes.Persons may sue for attorneys' fees and the cost of the action.

The Claims Act also provides for EECC lawsuits in soe cases. If your chargeis still being processed by EFCC, we are reviewing the circumstances of yourcharge to determine how the Claims Act may affect your case. The office whichis investinating your charge will notify you when the investigation is complete.Ha4MEVEP, THIS LETTER IS THE OFFICIAL NOTICE IHICH THE CLAIMS ACT REPtlIRES T0INFOP11 YOU THAT YOUR RIGHT TO SUE UNDEP THE ADEA PlAY BE RESTORED.

EEMC is currently reviewing cases which may be affected by the Claims Act inorder to determine whether further EEOC action is warranted. However, if youbelieve you may want to bring an age discrimination lawsuit now, you may wishto contact EECC im-ediately and/or consult with a private attorney as soon aspossible. While the Claims Act may permit a lawsuit to be filed as late asSeptember 28, 1989, prompt action can ensure that records or witnesses irportantto your case will be available.

Sincer

a .. roySf , Directl
c+> e of Prooraj" Oerations
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ATTACHMENT C

Methodology used to Review EEOC Charge Data Bases and Estract Addresses for

Charging Patties Affected by Age abis Act

In order to conduct a thorough review of all age charges which might be

affected by the new Age Claims Act OPO used three data sources. For each of

these we estracted .ames and addresses of charging parties who should be

part of the mailout. We have listed the data sources and the selection

criteria used. In addition, the Determinations Review Program, the Office

of Ceneral Counsel, and the Fair Employment Agencies, to whom EEOC defers

age charges, have also mailed notices to affected charging parties in their

workload. We have no totals for the field mail out yet.

1. The CSRS DATA SYSTEM

A. Background
The CSRS tracked EEOC charges from 1978 to March 1986.

At this time all open charges were transfered to the appropriate

District, Local or Area office and EEOC began the conversion to

the new CDS system.

B. Methodology
OPO requested that ISS retrieve the back-up tapes for the historical

charge system which were the only ones that included the charging

parties' addresses.

C. Selection Criteria
1. All age charges for 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986

Organized by field office
Including the following records:

-violation date
-closure date
-filing date
-last action date
-last action code

2. Fram these 68,000 age charges we eliminated the following records:

68,i337 total age charges 1983-March 1, 1986

- 18,378 eliminated all action codes which were not closures

- 30,827 filing date before 12/31/83
- 88 violation date greater than 4/7/86

- 2,334 duplicates - previous record has identical name and
charge nsmber

- 16,367 less than 731 days between violation date and last
action date.

D. Ngober of Charging Parties identified from this process = 343

2. CDS DATA BASE

A. Background
The CDS charge file system is currently used by field and headquarters

staff to track all charge data from April 1986.

B. Methodology
OPO had pre-programed disc's sent to the field which copied their

File Pro records of all age charges meeting the criteria below.

These were then converted to an RBase file.

C. Selection Criteria
1. All age charges with violatiop dates before 04/08/86

2. All age charges with filing dates between 4/1/86 and 4/8/88

Organized by field office
Including the following records:

-violation date
-closure date
-filing date
-last action date
-last action code
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3. Through this process 11,141 records were identified and the following
records were eliminated.

11,141 Total Records
-6,178 Difference between violation date and status date (closed)

was less than 731 days.
-556 Duplicates - check next record has same charge number
-388 Records where address and information was incomplete. These

were sent to the field for completion and mailing
-215 Records with X in charge number (hearings charges)
- 21 Records with EEOC as charging party

D. Number of Charging Parties identified from this process -3,783
980 of these were processed by FEP agencies.

3. FIELD REVIEW

A. Background
In addition to data from the CDS and the CSRS files we had a narrow
band of charges which were not covered by either of these extracts.

B. Methodology
We asked the field to identify these charges and mail letters directly.

C. Selection Criteria
All age charges with a filing date between 1-1-84 and 4-1-86.
The following were eliminated from these:

-those with violation dates after 4-7-86
-all those where less than 731 days had passed between the
violation date and the current status date.

D. Number of Charging Parties identified from this process.
We are currently receiving copies of the field's mailout.

4. OTHER EEOC ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS WHICH MAILED NOTICES TO CHARGING PARTIES

Total
Number
Mailed

DETERMINATIONS REVIEW PROGRAM 285

OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 172

706 AGENCIES ?

95-656 0 - 89 - 9
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ATTACMENT H

Office
Code

110 Atlanta
120 Baltimore
121 Norfolk
122 Richmond
123 Washington Area
130 Birmingham
131 Jackson
140 Charlotte
141 Raleigh
145 Greensboro
146 Greenville
150 Miami
151 Tampa
160 New York
161 Boston
165 Buffalo
170 Philadelphia
171 Newark
172 Pittsburgh
210 Chicago
220 Cleveland
221 Cincinnati
230 Detroit
240 Indianapolis
241 Louisville
250 Memphis
253 Nashville
251 Little Rock
260 Milwaukee
265 Minneapolis
270 New Orleans
280 St. Louis
281 Kansas
310 Dallas
311 Oklahoma
315 El Paso
320 Denver
330 Houston
340 Los Angeles
345 San Diego
350 Phoenix
351 Albuquerque
360 San Antonio
370 San Francisco
375 Fresno
376 Oakland
377 San Jose
380 Seattle

Total -

CDS Mail
& From

CSRS Field

57 9
154 32

8 4
16 1
58 16.
44 83
13 0
29 28
25 0
7 0

32 4
63 28
32 76

726 86
59 0
30 25

191 101
60 228

108 I 0
136 159
107 j 68

6 1 11
129 80
55 1 7
29 3
55 12
41 0

4 0
7 I 124

81 238
17 6
43 34

162 51
171 110

90 435
57 3
55 18
64 0

254 233
14 2
25 42
4 19
57 19

149 7
5 68
_. 0

35 0
219 I 46

3,783* 2,326

* as of 6/17/88
Duplicate charges found
on both CDS and CSRS dele

Totals

CDS & CSRS
Field
FEP
DRP
GC
706

3,783
2,326

980
.285
172

7,546
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ATTACHMENT I

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Deborah J. Graham
Renee C. Devine

Tuesday, June 7, 1988 (202) 634-6036
(202) 634-7057 (TDD)

EEOC NOTIFIES COMPLAINANTS ABOUT
AGE DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS ASSISTANCE ACT

Washington, D. C. -- The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission has notified persons who filed employment discrimination

charges under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)

that they may have the right to bring a lawsuit even though the

two-year statute of limitations for such legal action has expired.

The Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act, signed by President
Reagan April 7, restores claims lost due to delays in EEOC
investigations. Under the ADEA, an aggrieved person generally has two
years after the date of the alleged discrimination to file a lawsuit in
court (three years in cases of willful violations), regardless of
whether EEOC has completed its action on a charge. The Claims Act
extends that period to Sept. 29, 1989, in certain cases.

"EEOC is currently reviewing cases that may be affected by the Claims
Act in order to determine if further EEOC action is warranted," said
James Troy, EEOC's Director of Program Operations. "We have identified
a number of charges that may be covered by the Claims Act, and each
person will receive by mail a letter and a fact sheet thoroughly
explaining the criteria which must be met for the statute of limitations
to be restored. These individuals may contact the EEOC office that
handled their charge or consult a private attorney to determine how to
proceed with their claims."

Claimants may bring a lawsuit immediately. Lawsuits may be filed by
EEOC in some cases. Suits must be filed no later than Sept. 29, 1989.

An ADEA charge is subject to the extension provision of the Claims
Act if:

-- the charge was timely filed after Dec. 31, 1983 (within
either 180 days of the date of the alleged discrimination or
300 days of the date of the alleged discrimination in states
that have an age discrimination law), and

- more'-
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EEOC Notifies Complainants
Page Two

-- EEOC or the charging party did not file suit within two
years of the discrimination, and

-- within two years of the alleged discrimination, EEOC did not
either obtain relief for the charging party or notify the
charging party, in writing, of both EEOC's disposition of the
charge and of the charging party's right to sue, and

-- the two-year statute of limitations expired before April 7, 1988.

Under the Claims Act, a lawsuit cannot be filed if:

-- the charge was filed before Jan. 1, 1984, or the charge was
untimely filed, or

-- EEOC or the charging party sued within two years of the alleged
discrimination, or

-- EEOC either closed the charge after securing relief for the victim
or, prior to the expiration of the two-year statute of limitations,
notified the charging party of EEOC's closure of the charge and the
charging party's right to sue, or

-- if the only alleged discrimination occurred on or after
April 8, 1988.

If a person believes that his or her charge falls within the stated
criteria and has not received notice from EEOC, the person should
contact the EEOC district office processing the charge to receive the
necessary guidance.

Persons wanting more information about their rights under the Claims
Act can call toll-free 800-USA-EEOC, and after listening to the
introductory message, push the number 2 on their push-button telephone
to be connected to the EEOC district office in their area. Those with
rotary phones will automatically be connected with the district office
in their area after the introductory message.

ADEA protects workers age 40 or older from employment discrimination
based on age. In addition to ADEA, EEOC enforces Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employment discrimination based on
race, color, religion, sex or national origin, the Equal Pay Act, and in
the federal sector, prohibitions on discrimination against handicapped
individuals.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think you told the House Aging
Committee this past January that you did not think the Commis-
sion had to track statute of limitations cases. I don't understand
that.

Mr. THOMAS. I missed your question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. At a House Aging Committee hearing this past

January, you stated that you did not think that the Commission
had to track statute of limitations cases. Do you recall that testimo-
ny? I think it might be on the last page of what has just been
handed to you.

Mr. THOMAS. Oh, I didn't think that we would have to tell re-
sponsible district directors who made $75,000 a year that they
shouldn't miss the statute of limitations. That is what I meant by
that, that some were not tracking the age of our inventory, not
putting in place tickler systems for individual offices.

The CHAIRMAN. So, did you find it rather hard to believe that
this actually happened?

Mr. THOMAS. I thought it was incredible. To me, I am a lawyer. I
have had to make the midnight run to the office to make sure I
hadn't missed statutes. And I didn't think that any individual who
had cases within her or his jurisdiction would feel any other way.

It is grounds for disciplinary action or disbarment in many in-
stances or at least malpractice for lawyers, and I thought that our
own top level managers-and I mean top level in the Federal Gov-
ernment-would have that same sense of responsibility. Many did;
some didn't.

The CHAIRMAN. One thing that has concerned us has been that,
apparently, district offices have sent in notices or memos asking for
instructions on just what to do about aging cases that had run the
statute of limitations or were about to run the statute of limita-
tions. Yet, I don't think you were advised of that, were you?

Mr. THOMAS. I was- not-I may have been advised in one or two
instances. This has been an occasional thing since I have been at
the Commission, but my attitude toward a senior executive in the
Federal Government is that if we have to tell them not to run the
statute of limitations, they shouldn't be in the senior executive
service.

The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps you are personally responsible that you
have had 172 age claimants receiving the notice required by the
1988 act, in other words, notifying them that they had an addition-
al 18 months before time was up on the statute of limitations. Did
you find that your legal department had stated that those cases
were recommended for no litigation by the legal department and
found that perhaps you ought to have 172 of those particular claim-
ants notified of the extension of the statute?

Mr. THOMAS. Again, with respect to the cases that were in the
General Counsel's shop, we have gone through those thoroughly. I
think they have made an assessment of which ones they feel there
may have been a chance that we should have gone back to court on
or investigated further.

However, our effort was to err on the side of caution and to send
out notices wherever we thought it might be possible that there
was a case. With respect to the exact number, if you want to go
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through each case, I think I would have to ask the General Counsel
to go through each one of those specific cases.

The CHAIRMAN. There was a point we asked Ms. Ehrlich about
some of these notifications, some of these charges that is very con-
fusing to me and she could not respond to it. There were 69
charges that ran the statute in fiscal year 1987 in the Houston
office. She doesn't have that many. Why is there that discrepancy?

I assume the 69 that were advised that their charges had run the
statute in that particular district office, which is more than what
she has on record, is part of the reason that 1,200 number there is
so much different than the 350 for the same fiscal year.

Mr. THOMAS. Well, she, of course, reported the numbers. The sub-
poena request went directly to the field offices, and I would assume
that the numbers that she gave you were the numbers that she re-
ported, that is, the 47. I don't know where the number 69 comes
from. Perhaps Mr. Troy who heads up our Office of Program Oper-
ations can tell us.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Troy, can you enlighten us?
Mr. TROY. On January 22 of this year, we wrote each district

office and told them not just to send us numbers as the subpoena
requested. We asked for the charge number, the date of violation,
the date of filing, the date of closure, and we got those responses
from each of our district offices. We put them in the computer and
counted them.

We have a listing and so does your investigator, Mr. Michie. He
has this very same listing. We show every charge number, every
case that exceeded the statute in EEOC that we could find for
those 2 years, 1987 and 1988.

Now, Ms. Ehrlich received some charges last year from Oklaho-
ma City. It may be that some of those charges, four or five of
them-it may be that they are from Oklahoma. I don't know yet. I
would have to go back and look to see why the discrepancy in num-
bers exists.

But we believe in the statistics that we gave you, because we
gave you each charge.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought maybe that would enlighten us.
Mr. TROY. Oh, Ms. Ehrlich just gave me some numbers and the

number of cases she got from Oklahoma was 22.
The CHAIRMAN. 22.
Mr. TROY. Yes, but the point here is that I would have to go back

and see if we can make some kind of reconciliation of the exact
charge numbers that we are talking about and compare them with
hers.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, 22 and 47 does make 69. So, maybe that is
the discrepancy.

What is different about those 22 cases from Oklahoma?
Mr. TROY. Well, they were transferred into her office because

Oklahoma couldn't get to them. We have had staffing problems
and management problems in Oklahoma.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, they are not double reported now, are
they?

Mr. TROY. No, they are not. You will notice when you look at
this report that you see every charge number, and the first three
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digits will tell you the difference in numbers for Houston and Okla-
homa City.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, that clears that up.
Now, there is one other point. We understand that 32 of the 69

charges exceeded the statute, 32 of these 69 charges, exceeded the
statute for reasons that were unacceptable. Now, I am asking to be
enlightened on that. Does that mean that headquarters cannot
accept that 32 of those charges and the reasons they exceeded the
statute was just not acceptable to headquarters, or is this just some
faulty information we have?

Mr. TROY. We tried to tell that to your investigators, too. We
asked the district offices not only to tell us each charge that ex-
ceeded the statute but to give us their reasons as to why the charge
exceeded the statute.

We looked at the 26 different reasons that we received from the
district offices, and we determined that of those 26 reasons, 5 of
them were totally outside of the control of the person who is man-
aging the office. We believe that the other 19 reasons that were
given by the district offices did not set up circumstances that were
outside of their control, lack of staffing, et cetera, because a district
director has the authority to move any charge he or she so desires
up front for processing as we have told our officers to do now for
all age charges.

The CHAIRMAN. So, 32, you felt, were their fault and inexcusable?
Mr. TROY. Let's not say it is their fault. The conclusion was that

the district director could have moved the charge in front of other
charges and processed that charge possibly within the statute.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that clears it up. I guess you
share-well, I shouldn't ask you that.

Chairman Thomas has been very candid about how strongly he
feels on this point. I suspect you share that opinion?

Mr. TROY. Yes, I do, totally.
The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Thomas, can you tell me why at least

three district offices, beginning in early 1986, had indicated that
the age discrimination cases were exceeding the statute of limita-
tions-why you weren't knowledgeable about those reports?

Mr. THOMAS. With respect to individual offices, I think, as I have
noted, from time to time, we did know that we had specific prob-
lems in specific offices. I know, for example, in Detroit, we did not
have a district director or a regional attorney for quite some time,
or certainly not the individuals that we wanted. In St. Louis, we
went through the process of removing a district director, and we
basically did not have stable leadership in that office. So, we knew
we had management problems that went across the board.

I would suspect that any problems that would have been noted in
1986 by the top managers in the Office of Program Operations
would have been somehow related to the lack of leadership in those
offices.

But with respect to my being notified on all aspects of every
single office, I am not notified. With respect to age charges, I per-
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haps should have been notified. I was not, but that certainly won't
be the case in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. We have two documents indicating that person-
nel in headquarters developed numbers of such charges, charges
that were running the statute, totaling 938 in September 1987. You
must have been notified of that, were you not?
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Mr. THOMAS. In September 1987, I believe, going through the
process of staff ratings, Mr. Troy who heads up the Office of Pro-
gram Operations, and who is responsible for the ratings on per-
formance agreements from the field, may have looked at those
numbers for individual directors. He then investigated them.

Subsequent to that-I was not aware of this specific undertak-
ing-in early November, I was told by another district director, in
fact, that some offices, in particular, the St. Louis district office,
were not inputting all data into the computer which, of course, in-
furiated me, because the data system is only as good as the accura-
cy of what goes into it.

I returned and informed my staff, including Mr. Troy, the senior
staff, that anyone caught not inputting accurate data and all data
into the computer system, as far as I was concerned, that was
grounds for removal.

Subsequent to that, he reported to me the extent of his findings,
I believe in December sometime, and that is when we made that
matter public. But I was not aware of it until December, and I was
not aware of the inputting problem until November.

The CHAIRMAN. This is very disturbing in that in early Septem-
ber-this is dated 9 September-there are 125 listed in Baltimore;
46 in-I can't read it very well but I suppose it is Birmingham; 209
in Philadelphia. I am just reading the larger numbers-were open
charges anticipated to exceed the statute of limitations as of Sep-
tember 30, just within a few days.

Mr. Troy, do you know much about this?
Mr. TROY. Yes, that has been reported to you, Senator. If you

look at the first page of the report that I gave to the Chairman- in
March, it covers the history of our investigation into the problem.

If you note, we asked our district offices by telephone to answer
certain questions for us. One question asked was the number of
cases in your active inventory that had exceeded the statute by
September 8. The other one was the number of age cases in your
inventory that might exceed the statute by September 30.

The answer to the first question, when we added them up was
938. The answer to the second question was 603.

Now, if you notice, there are a lot of things that happened after
that. I reported to the Chairman in December that situation. I was
told that we needed to get out and find out the full extent of the
problem.

Then we went back and asked different questions. We said, tell
us any case in your inventory for 1987 and 1988, whether it was
active or closed in those 2 years, that exceeded the statute. The
March report that you have as a part of the documentation we
gave you contains this information.

The CHAIRMAN. So, I guess you knew this was coming down the
track then at that time, sometime in September.

Mr. THOMAS. No. I knew that with specific district directors we
might have some problems, but my estimation would be a couple of
cases here or there. But in November when I was alerted by our
district director in New Orleans that people were intentionally
keeping age data out of the system, the St. Louis district office,
that was when I became alarmed that we might have a much
larger problem.
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The CHAIRMAN. Will you straighten this out for me? I didn't
name New Orleans or what was the other one St. Louis?

Mr. THOMAS. St. Louis.
The CHAIRMAN. I was referring to Baltimore and, I believe it is

Birmingham. Baltimore, 125 expected to exceed the statute of limi-
tations by September 30.

Mr. THOMAS. No, I was not aware. Those were, again, as Mr.
Troy noted, those were telephone conversations that he had with
his district offices during the rating cycle.

The CHAIRMAN. In Philadelphia, 209.
Mr. TROY. If you notice there, Senator, you will notice that St.

Louis also reported two charges. We knew that to be in error be-
cause of transferring charges between St. Louis and New Orleans.

Mr. THOMAS. That reporting of two charges is the indication of
how I came to find out that there was a problem. That is, that the
number of charges in our data system was underreported for that
office. That is when I became aware that we had a serious problem.

The CHAIRMAN. I can understand underreporting being of a con-
cern to you, but I am talking about what was reported.

Mr. THOMAS. It wasn't reported to me, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to direct this question to Mr. Troy.
You share the same strong view as Chairman Thomas that this

is a very serious failure on the part of the Commission. What did
these numbers mean to you, 125 at Baltimore, 46 at Birmingham,
209 in Philadelphia? Those figures do not-indicate anything but a
vast number of cases that were going to run the statute of limita-
tions in approximately 20 days.

Mr. TROY. What it meant to me, Senator, was that if we had that
many in the open inventory, I had better tell my boss that we had
a big problem. Once we got the open inventory numbers finalized, I
told Chairman Thomas that, and I was directed to go back and in-
vestigate the rest of the problem.

That is the report you have. The full report was 1,608 cases as of
the first quarter of 1988, between 1987 and 1988. That was our full
report, and then we set about establishing procedures to keep it
from ever happening again.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, just put this in context. You must
have spoken to Chairman Thomas by November, because it was
then that Chairman Thomas became aware that there was a seri-
ous problem.

Mr. TROY. It was in November when we were doing the evalua-
tions of the district directors, and that is when we had a real seri-
ous conversation about it.

The CHAIRMAN. That Mr. Thomas became directly involved in it.
Mr. TROY. Yes, he did.
The CHAIRMAN. But you were directly involved in it in Septem-

ber. Am I right?
Mr. TROY. I started the study in September, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It was more than a study, wasn't it? Am I read-

ing this correctly when it says in Baltimore there were 125 open
charges anticipated to exceed the statute of limitations as of Sep-
tember 30?

Mr. TROY. Yes. I asked them in late September, but the point is
that-I don't know your question from that. I asked them in Sep-
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tember. It was after the 8th of September that we asked the ques-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. TROY. And once we got the information together, we saw we

had a super problem, and then we went forward with it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. I guess it is just a question of when it

became, in your view, a serious problem, and you are telling us it
was after September.

Mr. TROY. Yes, after we got the report and as we were doing the
ratings of the district directors and we saw what-if you also look
on there, you will see some of the offices have very few cases.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, there are some that had one.
Mr. TROY. Yes, Charlotte. You see San Francisco didn't have any.
The CHAIRMAN. I see six and four and two and five.
Mr. TROY. You see, that does not represent on its own an overall

problem. That report represents a problem in six offices. Now, any-
time a case passes the statute, we have a serious concern about it,
but when you talk about an agencywide management problem, that
means I have to look further before I come to a conclusion that we
have to take drastic measures across the board.

I share also the Chairman's concern or conclusion that I did not
believe we had to give specific guidance to bring to the attention of
district directors that there was a statute of limitations in age
cases at that time.

The CHAIRMAN. You did not believe what, Mr. Troy, that there
was sufficient guidance?

Mr. TROY. No. I did not believe that we had to give specific guid-
ance to SES managers about the statute of limitations.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, I see.
Aren't some of these notifications coming out of State offices? It

seems like notifications of the extra 18 months. Is that dovetailed
in now with headquarters? Previous witnesses testified that part of
them in Charlotte were notified out of the office there and part out
of headquarters. Is it all dovetailed together now?

Mr. THOMAS. It will all come together and it all is coming togeth-
er in the Office of Program Operations, and we will have a full
report on that in the very near future. Perhaps I could have Mr.
Troy elaborate further on that, but all of it is coming together. We
do have some duplication, and we will make absolutely sure that it
is all ironed out.

The CHAIRMAN. I think, Mr. Troy, that it seems like those offices
that have not been notified what notification has gone out from
headquarters will be notified next week. Is that correct?

Mr. TROY. All offices have been notified as to what was sent from
headquarters. It was done the week after we sent the notifications
out, the week following May 27. We sent each district office a list-
a printed list by name, charge number, address, violation date, and
closing date or whatever the last status action was-to each district
office from which we mailed charges out.

We also sent a package to the State agencies with which we have
contracts. We had sent them a package before to tell them to notify
everyone whose case exceeded the statute while in their jurisdic-
tion. They are to report to us. So far, we have 23 of the 43 reports.
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The law, I think, gives us 6 months to complete our report to Con-
gress.

The CHAIRMAN. First of all, Ms. Ehrlich hadn't received in the
Houston office this notification apparently.

Mr. TROY. Well, I hope Ms. Ehrlich sees it when she gets back,
but it has been there since we mailed out the list.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to clear up one point that arises just on
your past statement. Are some of these age cases handled by con-
tracts?

Mr. TROY. Yes, they are.
Mr. THOMAS. That is misleading. Some of the cases go to State

agencies. We subsidize, up to a point, from the Federal Govern-
ment, some of the processing of those cases with the State agencies,
but they have jurisdiction over those cases in some States.

The CHAIRMAN. Would that explain, then, the difference between
1,200 in fiscal year 1987 as compared to 350 in fiscal year 1987 on
that chart?

Mr. TROY. Frankly, we don't know what that chart actually rep-
resents. If I can comment on what I heard this morning, it seems
to represent what was counted by your staff as the result of the
subpoena. You specifically told us-interpretation was that head-
quarters was not to reconcile anything that came from the district
offices in response to the subpoena, and we did not.

The 1,200 figure is represented in this report, right here. You
have every charge number, every violation date, and the length of
time it stayed in our system. I really don't know what that chart
represents.

The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't know what the 350 represents?
Mr. TROY. No, I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. But you are certain that the 1,200 is accurate?
Mr. TROY. I am almost positive.
The CHAIRMAN. One point of clarification. If a State agency is

handling part of the aging cases, the district office would still be
responsible for reporting those to headquarters?

Mr. TROY. Yes, they would. The contracts with the State agencies
are administered by the district offices.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a misleading term, isn't it, contracts?
Mr. THOMAS. It is, because-the reason it is, when you think of

contracting, we take work that we would normally have full re-
sponsibility for and give it to someone outside of the agency and
have them do the work. In many instances, in some States, that is,
we have dual jurisdiction, and we are required by statute to defer
to those States.

The CHAIRMAN. And rather than a contract, it is a subsidy of
$400 per case. Is that right?

Mr. THOMAS. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. We are sensitive to this point. Part of the infor-

mation you have provided to us is entitled "Information for Ag-
grieved Persons and their Attorneys." It states that "If the EEOC
closed your charge before October 1, 1986, it is likely that the case
file on your charge was destroyed."

Aren't many of these files available yet?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, I will go back to what I said to you before

with respect to information and what we found and what we con-
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tinue to find. The reason none of us will be able to reconcile all the
numbers that we have is that none of us can tell you that the
system that we inherited was accurate. I can't tell you that, and I
certainly was the one who had to use that information to come to
the Hill to testify for appropriations and for oversight. So, I know
it was a problem.

In addition to that, however, there was a very quick record de-
struction schedule that went along with that system, and I believe
it was 6 months after the case had been closed, and that is a lot
faster than anything I have seen before. We, of course, have ex-
tended that so that we can have the numbers much faster or have
the cases much longer, but those records were destroyed as a part
of the record destruction schedule or may have been destroyed.

We extended that record destruction schedule from 6 months to 2
years.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to just clarify one point. The district
office is responsible for any State agency age claims. Does it ever
happen that-how do you determine-I hate to reach a conclusion
in my question but it seems like your records or the data you have
supplied to us from the Los Angeles District Office indicate that
the Commission paid a State agency for cases that had already ex-
ceeded the 2-year statute of limitations.

Do we interpret your data correctly? Do you know, Mr. Troy?
Mr. THOMAS. I don't know exactly what information that is or

what is considered to have exceeded the statute of limitations. I am
not, frankly, familiar with cases in the L.A. office.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not familiar with it either, Mr. Troy?
Mr. TROY. Not to that extent.
The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps you could look over this memorandum

and respond to the question if it is true. I don't suppose you can get
your money back, but it is another disturbing thing on how you
track these cases.

There was quite a bit of testimony yesterday about a numbers
driven system, in other words, report how many cases you have
that are 300 days old and then, apparently, reduced to 270 days old.

Is the number driven system the best way to handle it, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, maybe we needed the numbers driven system
not to miss the statute of limitations. In fact, one of the things that
I think we were rightly criticized for and we didn't think we had to
do, was to have a system that said do all the cases before the stat-
ute of limitations ran. So, I think, to some extent, it certainly is
necessary.

But you are looking at an agency that, in fact, if you look at the
numbers that we have, has far less than the agency had when I
came on board. They were required, I think, if I remember correct-
ly, to settle 45 percent of their cases. Well, who knows what per-
centage of your cases you can settle?

They were required to have very specific numbers that they met
in very specific ways in order to get their ratings. Now, with re-
spect to each of the investigators and the agreements that we have,
the GPAR agreements, all of those were negotiated, of course, with
our union, but as a management tool, there is no way we can, with
the responsibility to handle the number of cases we have with the
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small staff that we have, not to be cognizant of the fact that we
have to be conscious of the number of cases that we do.

We are already running a huge inventory, larger than we were
in fiscal year 1983, and the staff is shrinking. At the same time, if
you look at the heavy emphasis over the past 6 years, you will see
that we have emphasized over and over and over again quality of
investigations, that you can't just pitch cases out of the agency.
You actually have to investigate them for a change.

So, we are trying to balance both, but we are up against it. It is
as simple as that. We are treading water with the size of the staff
that we have.

The CHAIRMAN. That backlog has risen from 1983 to 1987. I be-
lieve those are fiscal years.

Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the amount of the appropriation for this

fiscal year was $179 million.
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. By the way, I think one of the things that has

been made clear here in this hearing is that Congress should cer-
tainly review whether or not this amount is adequate, the $179 mil-
lion, and I have discussed with you earlier this week what you an-
ticipate in next year's appropriation, and it is again $179 million.
Is that correct?

Mr. THOMAS. That is right. Actually, for our purposes, it is. In
the Senate, it is $181, but $1.2 million of that is earmarked. So, it is
basically for our S&E account--

The CHAIRMAN. $179 million now.
Mr. THOMAS. That is it exactly. It is the same number.
The CHAIRMAN. When you started in 1982 as the Chairman, what

was the appropriation then?
Mr. THOMAS. I believe that year it was $145 million, and we

lapsed in my first year, I think, about $5 million, between $4 and
$5 million. That is why it became important to really put in an ac-
counting system that worked.

We also got-it is kind of unfair to say that is the number, be-
cause we got a supplemental appropriations in the last 2 weeks of
the fiscal year. That just basically passed through our account and
right back into Treasury, because there is no way we could spend
that amount of money in 2 weeks.

The CHAIRMAN. Did that $145 million remain about the same for
several years?

Mr. THOMAS. The $145 actually went up. Maybe I could have
someone give me the total number, but our numbers actually went
up. What we tried to do was to maintain as constant as possible the
number of staffers that that supported. That is, the resource that
we look at is our FTE, and the resource that we try to support is
the FTE. We have not been able to sustain and support the FTE
that we had in fiscal year 1982.

Quite frankly, we wanted to be up around between 3,300 and
3,400 FTE's, and I think we would have to be around $200 million
in order to support that kind of FTE.

But the budget has gone up in overall numbers. In fiscal year
1983, we were at $147 million. In fiscal year 1984, $154. In fiscal
year 1985, it was $163.6 million. It was $157.9 million in 1986. That
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was Gramm-Rudman, I believe, and it was $169.5 million in 1987
and $179.8 million in fiscal year 1988.

The CHAIRMAN. Full-time employees has shrunk from the time
you came on board in 1982 from about 3,400 to slightly over 2,900, I
believe. Yes, it is right there. We are in fiscal year 1988 now, and I
think the 2,941 reflected in fiscal year 1987 is about the same
number in fiscal year 1988?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, what we projected, Mr. Chairman, if you look
at fiscal year 1982, the 1980 and 1981 are really strange, because
there was massive hiring during the lame duck session after the
last Administration, the Carter Administration. So, that number is
skewed somewhat. But if you look at 1982 which is, I think, a good
number, you see 3,166.

What we budgeted for was 3,198 for fiscal year 1988 and into
1989 with the $193.4 million. We thought that that number, 3,198,
would allow us to begin to push the inventory in a downward direc-
tion.

Now, those numbers, what we have up there now, are pretty ac-
curate. It basically shows that with the budget that we have for
this current fiscal year-well, it shows last fiscal year, but this cur-
rent fiscal year, the number that we supported was 3,198. That is
for the 1988 fiscal year. So, that went back up.

It will have to go back down to the 2,941 range-actually, I be-
lieve below 2,900-for fiscal year 1989. But our effort was to get
back up to close to 3,200 employees.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what you think would be about right?
Mr. THOMAS. Actually, I think that in fiscal year 1988, our

budget should have been around $200 million. Of course, coming
through the process, it was whittled down to $193, and we thought
that was livable, but where we are now is disastrous.

The CHAIRMAN. $179 simply doesn't cut it?
Mr. THOMAS. $179 million would require a miracle for us to be

able to dig into the inventory or-and this is something that I
would not recommend-go back to the system of just processing
cases. If you want to talk about a numbers game, the highest
number of charges ever processed in the history of EEOC, were
processed in fiscal year 1983, 73,000 charges. That is when I real-
ized that we had a serious problem with quality.

Now, if you want to go back to a system that emphasized rapid
charge and just processing over field investigation, we could do this
workload with the smaller numbers, but I don't think that is right,
and I certainly couldn't be a party to that.

The only other option to do it right would be to continue to up-
grade the agency with training, with automation, but that is also
going to require more resources. It is as simple as that. We can do
the best that we can, but we need more resources.

The CHAIRMAN. If that appropriation holds for next fiscal year
and isn't augmented, is it going to be necessary for another exten-
sion of the statute of limitations?

Mr. THOMAS. No. We simply won't do any cases-what you are
looking at, let's assume that we can do 80 percent of our work that
comes in and that we are working off a figure of 20 percent of our
workload being age cases. Then we are going to be approaching a
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point where over a third of the cases that we are able to do in a
fiscal year are going to be the age cases.

The age cases will always go up front. So, essentially what we
are saying is we are going to have to push back all of the other
cases, that is, the sex and race and national origin and religion
cases. We can't do it all. Age cases must be done, so the others will
be pushed back.

The CHAIRMAN. I am personally alarmed at what you have told
me and what has been testified to here on the workload, for in-
stance, of investigators. I believe it is excessive. Instead of getting
rid of all their cases in 300 days which there is an attempt to do,
they are told to try to get rid of them in 270 days. Do I interpret
that correct?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, one of the things that we inherited, Mr.
Chairman, was individuals. The goal was to do a certain number of
cases a year. Let's say that number was 100. Individuals could go
and pick and choose the easiest 100 cases.

The problem was that you had cases that were difficult or that
would require real investigation that would languish for 2, 3, 4, 5,
or 6 years. That is a problem.

What we are trying to force here is not allowing the inventory to
grow old, to grow to a point where they are 6, 7, 8, or 9 years old.
We are trying to hold it below 1 year in our workload. That is what
we are trying to accomplish with that.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Chairman Thomas, my colleague, Dick Lugar, has just written a

book which he doesn't charge very much for--
[Laughter.]
Senator DURENBERGER. I got mine for free-called "Letters to the

Next President." And you and I have met before this meeting, and
I understand you to be a man who feels things fairly strongly, and
you have been very responsive to the questions that the Chairman
here has directed to you. I know you have sensed a lot of frustra-
tion since this committee began its investigation last August or
September of something like that.

I think you have done a good job and so have others here who
have been involved in one way or another over the course of the
last two days in being responsive to the questions, but I would like
to focus-and if you would just think about this a little bit in terms
of letters to the next President. I don't know if you are going to be
around here in January or beyond. I don't know if you care. That
is not the question I am asking. [More laughter.]

Senator DURENBERGER. The question I am asking you is, I know
how you feel about what you inherited. I know how you feel about
what you believe that you and your staff have been able to accom-
plish, and I know how you feel about some of the things that you
think ought to get done in the area of age discrimination and this
process.

What I don't know is exactly what you might tell your successor
or you might tell the next President when he walks into office and
say here is what needs to get done in that place. If you believe in
age discrimination and the need to do something about age discrim-
ination, fulfill the law, here is what is wrong in that place and
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here is what needs to be changed and here is what I think needs to
be done about it.

Mr. THOMAS. I think, first of all, with respect to my successor,
my statement to him or her will be I offer you my prayers and my
sympathy.

With respect to the President-and I think that is where it
should start-my statements would be that this agency has to be in
a free enterprise system where, basically, the economic freedoms
where people really go out and earn the wherewithal to enjoy the
freedoms that we have in this country really become a reality, but
you have to make it an agency that can enforce equal opportunity.

What we are doing now is that we are living a lie, and we are
being hypocrites. We are all going out and we are saying that this
is what is fair, this is what is good, this is what is just, this is what
is holy, this is what we all believe in. And then you take the
agency that is supposed to do it-a virtually impossible job-and
you fund it like you really don't give a dang, that you really don't
care, that it is low priority.

I think if there is one thing that I could leave it is the insistence
that the agency become high. priority. There is no reason, in my
opinion, in this country with its vast resources why something as
essential, something as critical as the principle of freedom that we
enjoy in this country and economic freedom, why we can't find
$200 million to protect that freedom.

If it is so important, then my attitude is that it is at least worth
$200 million.

We do a lot of other things in this country that cost us $200 mil-
lion that I question. Certainly, when I get my tax bill, I do question
it. I do not question enforcing equal employment opportunity laws
when I look at my tax bill.

That is absolutely critical, or someone like myself or Jim Troy,
particularly women and the older workers, would not be here to be
talking to you or this committee or to be complaining about the
agency not working, because we would not have the rights that the
agency supposedly is enforcing.

So, I would tell the President to get on the ball, make the inclu-
sion of all people in this country top priority, and fulfill the words
of the Declaration of Independence that all men-of course, that
includes women-all men are created equal, and that is the end of
it.

Senator DURENBERGER. The second part of that is and one of the
things that is different in this country now from what it used to be
is that people are asking what they get for their money these days,
and I guess that is what the next President is going to ask you.
You say we need more resources. So, the second part of that ques-
tion is, for what?

Again, concentrating on the area that we know is going on, and
that is this preyalent discrimination against people on the basis of
age in this country, what should those additional resources be used
for?

Mr. THOMAS. That is a fair question. It is just ironic that several
weeks ago, we received one of OMB's First Quality Awards, not be-
cause we have done everything perfectly, but because we spent the
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last 4 years building a quality program, not only quality of work
life but just quality of the work product.

It has been difficult, but--
Senator DURENBERGER. Did you get that from the budget side or

from the management side of OMB?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, we got it from Jim Miller and Joe Wright, so

I guess we got all the bases covered this time. That is rare, though.
I will admit it.

I think that we have given, for the dollar that we receive, more
than any other commission has ever given. We collect more money.
I will tell you, traditionally, before we took over in the last 6 or 7
years, it was traditional not even to investigate age cases.

We investigate the cases. We could avoid the problem of their
running the statute by throwing them out. We have filed more law
suits.

We have used every penny of the money that we have gotten
from Congress as judiciously and as carefully as we could. Someone
said that I spent the government's money like I spent my own. I
told them I am not that loose with the government's money. That
is my attitude. We owe it to the general public and the people
whom we serve to spend it wisely.

We have pinched pennies. We have more there than ever was
there before, and my point is that for us to get over the hump, to
really maximize the dollar, we need more assistance. We are not
saying go up to $300 million. We are talking about a marginal in-
crease. We are right at the margins of success, and we thought we
could have made it this year with the President's request.

But I think you are going to get a better product, you are going
to get better investigative cases in the age area, you are going to
get better litigation, you are going to get better enforcement, you
are going to get better or more respect for what we say-and that
is all-important-and, as a result, you are going to get more deter-
rence to age discrimination.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you believe there is a lot more age
discrimination out there in America than you ever see in your of-
fices?

Mr. THOMAS. Oh, yes, absolutely.
Senator DURENBERGER. What do you think the national govern-

ment, in its responsibility to make sure that we follow up on the
all men and women are created equal philosophy-what do you
think the responsibility of the national government through the
Commission is in that area?

Mr. THOMAS. I think we have to be top priority, Senator. I just
think that we certainly are headed in the wrong direction now. It
has to be a top priority. It has to be something that is important.

You can't just forget about it. The EEOC is sort of a stepchild. It
is forgotten about until something goes wrong. And I think it has
to be on the top of the agenda early on. It has to betfully funded. It
has to be something that is discussed, something that is considered
important, because if there is any role for government on the do-
mestic scene, it is to protect the rights of the people who live in the
country.
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We talk a lot about foreign invasion, and we talk a lot about
keeping people out of the country. What about the rights of the
people in the country?

I think it is really ironic that the penalties for an employer who
has an undocumented worker in his work force is stiffer than for
an employer who violates the rights of a citizen of this country. I
think that is incredible.

We have to at least have that kind of priority.
Senator DURENBERGER. What is the relationship between the

EEOC Commission and its offices and State commissions against
discrimination around the country?

Mr. THOMAS. In many instances, our jurisdiction overlaps, and
what we try to do is coordinate workload. We advise them and we
are the lead agency, and many take a lead from us. They have dif-
ferent statutes. We share workloads.

It has been, as far as qualitatively, a relationship that has been
improving. We do not have the funds necessary. Many of the State
and local governments have been really cutting back the resources
of these agencies and expecting us to pick up that resource gap.

We haven't been able to do so. We have been level funded for the
past 3 or 4 fiscal years. I have attempted to get that up where I
think it belongs, but I have been no more successful with that than
I have been with my own--

Senator DURENBERGER. What happens in the case-there has
been a lot of discussion here of the statute of limitations and so
forth. What happens in terms of the rights of a claimant or a
person who loses their rights, in effect, because of the expiration of
the statute of limitations? Have they access under certain State
laws in many States in this country to prosecute their claim under
other law?

Mr. THOMAS. In most instances, with respect to the age claim, it
is over. The rights are extinguished.

Now, if they have something that they can file under some other
claim like breach of contract, they may be able to go that route,
but as far as that age claim, if they have chosen to go under our
statute, the ADEA, it is over.

Senator DURENBERGER. That losing here because somebody got
lost in a file, didn't have a computer, all the rest of the stuff that
has been brought out in this hearing, that is it for these people.

Mr. THOMAS. That .is right.
Senator DURENBERGER. They can't go to the city of Minneapolis

under the ordinances there or they can't go to the State of Minne-
sota Human Rights Commission or something like that with the
same claim.

Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
Senator DURENBERGER. When the 2 years is up, that is it.
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true, Chairman Thomas, that the $400

subsidy per case for the State agencies has been locked at that posi-
tion for quite a while, too?

Mr. THOMAS. That is right. We raised it and locked it. We cannot
afford--

The CHAIRMAN. When did you raise it?
Mr. THOMAS. In 1983, I believe.
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The CHAIRMAN. So, roughly during the period of time we are
talking about--

Mr. THOMAS. In 1985, I am sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. During the past several years when you have

been stagnant, they have been locked into position, too, at $400.
That is $23 million a year.

Mr. THOMAS. That is about $20 million now.
The CHAIRMAN. It is about $23 million.
Mr. TROY. It is $20 million.
Mr. THOMAS. We requested $24 million, I believe, but--
The CHAIRMAN. It is at $20 million. It is locked there.
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, when you deduct that from your $179, you

get about $159 million.
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. When you divide 3,000 into that, it is $52,000 and

some hundred per employee. Now, that is a little bit higher, prob-
ably, than most Federal agencies.

Mr. THOMAS. Well, you have to pay rent, you have to pay--
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. I am talking about support

per employee. The total includes wages, rent, telephone, lights,
travel.

Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So, I think it has to be a little bit higher-and I

am taking your point of view, because you are higher in investiga-
tors, you are higher in some lawyers, you are higher in some staff
people that are required. You are not going to be able to hire them
unless you pay that range. Is that not right?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, our salary grades are consistent with the
Office of Personnel Management. So,--

The CHAIRMAN. I can believe your problem on funding, and I
think you do have a problem. I congratulate you for getting Jim
Miller, as OMB director, to say that you are underfunded. Not
every agency has been able to do that, but I think over the last 2
years, and just the last 2 years, fiscal year 1987 and fiscal year
1988, or fiscal year 1988 and fiscal year 1989, you have won his at-
tention and got his support. I don't think you had their support
before that.

Mr. THOMAS. Well, Jim Miller was not there.
The CHAIRMAN; No, he was not there, but OMB support.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, well, OMB is a strange being. That is meant in

a positive sense. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I know you did.
Mr. THOMAS. In case OMB is listening.
The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Thomas, we are always flattered when

we have television cameras covering us here. Did you hire the
smaller television camera there?

Mr. THOMAS. The smaller one, yes, so we can send the hearings
to the district offices.

The CHAIRMAN. As part of the training program?
Mr. THOMAS. No, part of the communications that you talked

about.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, part of the communications. [Laughter and

applause.]
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I think that is good. We are always pleased about that. It might
not go down so good with Miller, though. OMB is tough about those
things, aren't they?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, let's put it this way. I have been in this city
and this job, and I have been to all the other agencies. I have been
to the State Department which is taking over our building and re-
furbishing it in the standard to which they are used to living and
certainly raise it from the slum level that they left us. I have been
to smaller departments. I go to the Comptroller of the Currency. I
listen to former Chairman Volcker. I talk about the concerns that
they have, and you find out that all the things that they have.

EEOC is living on the margins. I don't think there is another
agency in government that is treated as poorly. We have the worst
building. We have the premiere sick building for a headquarters.
We are put in terrible space in the field, and what we try to do is
change that.

So, I don't think that Jim Miller will grouse too much about one
small camera to send the video tape out to the field.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, you have several more years to
go in your term. Believe me, I am going to carry the same message
to the next President of the United States that you just spoke. You
ought to be treated better.

Mr. THOMAS. If he is of your party, maybe he will.
The CHAIRMAN. If he is of my party, maybe he will do something.
Mr. THOMAS. If he is of your party, you will have to catch up

with me in the private sector. I am not going to stay. I can guaran-
tee you that. [More laughter.]

Mr. THOMAS. I am not going to starve under that Administration.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, thank you very much. We may have

some other questions to submit to you in writing.
Mr. THOMAS. May I make one comment, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but I am going to be late for a vote if it isn't

very long.
Mr. THOMAS. For the record, I would just like to note that we

paid $189 for that camera.
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad to know that. That isn't a bad price.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The hearing record will remain open for 2 weeks so that mem-

bers may submit additional questions and the committee may re-
ceive additional materials.

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:08 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at the call of the Chair.]



APPENDIX I

QUALITY OF WORK LIFE SURVEY OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION EMPLOYEES: AN EXAMINATION

STAFF REPORT

to

THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

UNITED STATES SENATE

June 24, 1988

INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND EVALUATION

In December, 1987, the Joint National Quality of Work (QWL) Committee of

the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) conducted a survey of

the views of EEOC employees towards working conditions at the Commission. A

total of 3,243 questionnaires were distributed to all employees, and a total of

1,822 questionnaires were completed and returned for analysis (a 44 percent

nonresponse rate).

The EEOC provided a copy of the QWL report analyzing the results of the

survey to the Committee. This examination of the QWL report by staff of the

Special Committee on Aging highlights some of the findings as well as some of

the shortcomings of the survey. Specifically, this analysis examines the

results of two of the eleven areas of study or dimensions that were the focus

of the QWL survey: the Communications/Flow of Information Dimension and the

Understanding Job Requirements Dimension. Results of the survey provide "an

extremely important tool for identifying problem areas within the agency, as

well as for distinguishing those areas where the agency is working

successfully." I

(277)

1 Memorandum of transmittal of the report to the Joint National Quality
of Work Life Committee. p. 2.
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However, the report, and especially the Overview, appears to place more

emphasis on the positive findings--where they esist--and ignores or plays down

negative findings fron the survey. The report ignores the sometimes

substantial proportion of individuals who are neither positive nor negative (by

the report writers' definition) toward the questions posed. The writers of the

report appear to take the position that if over 50 percent of the employees

feel positive about an area that this implies the EEOC does not have to concern

itself with improvement in that area. This ignores the fact that even in these

areas a substantially large segment of the employees at EEOC do not feel

positive aboot the agency's performance. In general, the report tends to paint

a rosier picture than comes through from an analysis of the data. For esample,

a thorough examination of the tables points to at least one mojor finding that

is hardly mentioned in the Overview and is buried in the last part of the

report. The results of the survey show that on almost every question on almost

every dimension EEOC non-supervisory employees feel much more unfavorable

toward the Commission than do supervisory employees. In many cases, these

differences are dramatic.

Also, while the study explored "eleven dimensions" or areas of inquiry

relating to the quality of work life at EEOC, the study failed to esplore one

major area usually examined by other studies of working conditions of Federal

employees--employee work load.2 In the 68 questions asked of employees at

EEOC not one question was asked about workload problems. The level of workload

at EEOC should hane been explored in a study that was obviously meant to be so

thorough. The absence of any questions on workload is a major oversight of the

study.

Nonetheless, despite any problems it has with the way the results of the

survey were presented or other limitations in the questionnaire, it is

important that studies like this are done to provide useful information to

heads of agencies to help solve problems that already emist or help stave off

problems from developing. It does not serve the agency, however, if negative

results are glossed over or played down. The staff of the Committee has

reexamined the results of the survey on two dimensions focused on by the QWL

study: the Communication/Flow of Information Dimension and the Understanding

Job Requirements Dimension. The results of this reanalysis is presented in the

neat two sections.

2 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board. Federal Personnel Policies and
Practices--Perspectives from the Workplace. A Report to the President and the
Congress of the United States. December 16, 1987. Washington, Govt. Prnt.
Off., 1987. 4-5. U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Federal Employee
Attitudes, Phase 1: Baseline Survey 1979 Covernment-wide Report. Washington,
Covt. Prnt. Off., September 1979. U.S. National Center for Productivity and
Quality of Working Life. Employee Attitudes and Productivity, Differences
Between the Public and Private Sector. U.S. Department of Commerce, National
Technical Information Service, PB-293 475. Washington, U.S. National Center
for Productivity and Quality of Working Life, February 1978. 11.
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COMMUNICATIONS/FLOW OF INFORMATION DIMENSION

National Results

The QWL survey posed six questions to measure whether employees felt that

there was ample opportunity for communications and that information necessary

for their jobs was available.
3

Graph 1 displays the average percentage for all

six questions measuring the Communications/Flow of Information dimension for

all employees at EEOC.
4

As is readily apparent, on average, slightly over 56

percent of the employees at EEOC do NOT have a favorable view of

communications and the flow of information at the Commission. Graphs 2-7

display the results for the individual questions making up the

Communication/Flow of Information Dimension. Over 60 percent of the employees

answering the question about the effectiveness of in-office communications

believed that it was only somewhat, seldom or never effective. Similarly, over

68 percent felt this way about the effectiveness of in-agency communications.

Fifty-six percent believed that communications between work groups and other

parts of the office were not effective (either ineffective or neither). And

64.5 percent believed that the flow of information between work groups and the

Commission as a whole were not effective. And while not a majority of

respondents, over 46 percent believed that their work group had a chance to air

their views only sometimes, seldom or almost never. Similarly, over TWO FIFTHS

(41.6 percent) of the respondents believed that they either did not have

adequate information to do their job or were uncertain whether they had

adequate information.

Based on these data, the QWL report is correct in identifying a problem at

the EEOC, as perceived by its own employees, in communicating with, as well as

listening and getting information to its employees. The EEOC should focus on

this, as well as the other problems brought out by the QWL survey.

3 The six questions were the following:

7. Is information about what is happening in the office effectively
communicated to employees?

8. Is information about what is happening in the larger agency
effectively communicated to employees?

17. Is the information flow between your work group and other parts
of the office effective or ineffective?

18. Is the information flow between your work group and other parts
of the Commission effective or ineffective?

30. When information is given to people in your work group, do they
have a chance to present their views about matters that concern
them?

38. Do you have the information necessary to do your job well?

All questions had five point scales of possible responses.

4 The percentage values corresponding to the graphs shown in the text
appear in the Appendix. Table I of the Appendix corresponds to Graph 1 of the
text. Table 2 corresponds to Graph 2. And so on.
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District Office Results

Graph 8 displays the average percentage of persons in each District office

who were "not favorable" on the Communications/Flow of Information Dimension.

The graph shows that of the 23 District offices, 18 had a "not favorable"

percentage over 50 percent. In other words, over 50 percent of the employees

in almost 80 percent of the field offices expressed a non-supportive view of

the way information is communicated in the EEOC. Graphs 9-14 show the

percentage of employees in each District office who provided non-favorable

responses to the six questions making up the Communications/Flow of Information

Dimension. In 19 of the 23 District offices, over 50 percent of the

responding employees believed that in-office communications was only

"sometimes, seldom or never effective." In all 23 District offices, over 55

percent of the responding employees believed this way about the effectiveness

of in-agency communications. Graph 11 shows that in 18 of the 23 District

offices over 50 percent of the employees believed that flow of information

between work groups and-other parts of the office was not effective. And Graph

12 shows that in 22 District offices over 50 percent of the employees believed

this way about the flow of information between the work groups and the rest. of

the Commission. While in only six District offices did over 50 percent of the

employees feel that they had a chance to air their views only "sometimes,

seldom or never," this view was held by 40 to 50 percent of the employees in

another 15 of the District offices. Only in the area of having adequate-

information to do the job did the District office employees not have a negative

view of the flow of information. And even in this case, a substantial number

of employees (data unavailable) gave a response that the information necessary

to do their jobs was adequate "to an extent." Its unclear what this response

implies about the ability of the Commission to get enough information to its

employees so that they can perform their jobs.

Overall, this brief analysis of the EEOC survey data strongly suggests

that there is a major problem within the Commission in communicating to its

employees. The individual District office graphs underscores this problem even

more dramatically.
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UNDERSTANDING JOB REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION

National Results

The QWL survey posed three questions to measure how well employees

believed that they understood job requirements.
5

Graph 15 displays the average

percentage of the three questions measuring the dimension for all employees at

EEOC. On average almost fifty percent (49.2%) of the employees at EEOC did not

believe that job requirements are well specified. Graphs 16-18 display the

results for the individual questions making up the Understanding Job

Requirements Dimension. Approximately 40 percent of the employees held that

the work objectives were not well defined. Almost 60 percent (57.5%) of the

employees believed that formal training was not adequate. While employees felt

a bit better about the on-the-job training they receive, still almost half

(49.9%) believed that on-the-job training was not effective.

Based on these data, it would appear that the EEOC definitely has a

problem in providing adequate formal and on-the-job training for its employees.

The EEOC should also be concerned over the sizeable, albeit less than 50

percent, number of employees who believed that work objectives were not clear

and specific.

District Office Results

Graph 19 shows the average percentage of persons in each District office

who were "not favorable" on the Understanding Job Requirements Dimension. The

graph shows that of the 23 District offices, 12 had a "not favorable"

percentage over 50 percent. Only 2 District offices, Phoenix and San

Francisco, had favorable ratings of over 60 percent. Whereas, 6 District

offices (Detroit, Birmingham, Denver, New York, Dallas and Seattle) had

unfavorable ratings of 60 or more for the Understanding Job Requirements

Dimension. It is alarming that on average one out of every two employees did

not feel that he or she adequately understood their job requirements.

5 The three questions were the following:

1. Are the work objectives of your group clearly and
specifically defined?
19. Is the formal training provided to employees for
new work procedures, new job assignments, etc., adequate
or inadequate?
21. Is on-the-job training given to new employees in your
work group effective or ineffective?
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Graph 20 shows the average percentage of persons in each District office

who believed that the work objectives were not well defined. Six District

offices (Birmingham, New York, Detroit, Dallas, Denver and Memphis ) had a "not

well defined" percentage of over 50 percent. In thirteen of the District

offices at least forty percent of the employees believed that work objectives

were "not well defined."

When one examines the District offices on the question on whether formal

training for employees is adequate, only one District office (San Francisco)

showed that more than 60 percent of its employees believed that formal training

was adequate. In 22 out of the 23 District office more than forty percent of

the employees believed that formal training was "not adequate." In

approximately 70 percent of the District offices more than fifty percent of the

employees believed that formal job training was inadequate.

Graph 22 shows that in nineteen of the twenty-three district offices

forty percent or more of the employees believed that on-the-job training is

"not effective." In almost 61X of the district offices, more than 50 percent

of the employees felt that on-the-job training is inadequate. In six district

offices (Philadelphia, Detroit, Atlanta, Birmingham, Seattle and Dallas), sixty

percent or more of the employees considered on-the-job training to be

inadequate.

CONCLUSIONS

This brief review of information obtained from the QWL survey of employees

at EEOC points to the fact that the Commission needs to take measures to better

communicate with its employees and to assist its employees to better understand

what it is they are supposed to be doing. Clearly defining the goals of the

Commission might be a start.

It should be noted that these problems appear more acute at EEOC than at

other agencies. For example, in a survey of 16,651 Federal employees

throughout the 22 largest Federal agencies conducted by the U.S. Merit Systems

Protection Board, it was found that 63 percent of all employees in the survey

believed that there was "effective two-way communication between my supervisor

and me," and 78 percent felt that their supervisor encourgages them to "offer

ideas and suggestions to improve productivity and/or quality of work." 6

Similarly, in a 1979 survey of Federal employees conducted by the Office of

6 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, Federal Personnel Policies, p. 4
of the questionnaire in the appendix of the report. The percentages were
supplied by Jamie Carlyle.
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Personnel Management, it was found that 77 percent of the employees surveyed

believed that they knew "exactly what is expected of me" on their jobs. Also,

62 percent felt that the information they got through formal channels helped

them to perform their job effectively, and 75 percent believed that their "job

duties are clearly defined by my supervisor." 7 Thus, it would appear that the

Commission may be suffering difficulties not shared by other agencies.

The EEOC should take seriously the results of its own survey and deal with

the problems pointed out to them by their employees. The Commission is charged

with the obligation of preventing discrimination in the job market, but if its

own employees do not have enough information to do their job or, even worse, do

not understand clearly what their job is, how can the Commission perform its

duties?

7 U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Federal Employee Attitudes, p. 4-
5, 11 of the Federal Employee Attitude Survey Scales.
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APPENDIX A: COMUNICATIN/FL0W OF INFORATOIO DIMENSION,

NATIONAL TABLES

TABLE 1. C(MCNICATIOUS/FLOW OF INFORMATION DINENSIONt
AVERAGE NATIONAL PERCEUTAGES

Favorable 43.9S

Not Favorable 56.12

TABLE 2. IS I-OFFICE CONMNIJCATIONS EFFECTIVE?

Number Percent

Always and Usually 721 39.8S

Sometimes, Seldom and 1,090 60.22

Total 1,811 100.0S

TABLE 3. IS I-ACENCY CUOIINICATIOBS EFFECTIVE?

Number Percent

Always and Usually 570 31.71

Sometimes, Seldom and 1,229 68.32

Total 1,799 100.0S

TABLE 4. EFFECTIVE CONNUNICATIONS BETWEEN WORK GROUPS AND OFFICES?

Number Percent

Effective 793 44.0X

Not Effective 1,011 56.02

Total 1,804 100.02

TABLE 5. FLOW OF INFORMATION BETWEEN GROUPS 6 REST OF COHMISSION?

Number Percent

Effective 627 35.52

Not Effective 1,140. 64.52

Total 1,767 100.02
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TABLE 6. DOES WORK GROUP HAVE CHANCE TO AIR VIEWS?

Number Percent

Almost Always and Usually 970 53.9%

Sometimes, Seldom, and 831 46.1%
Never

Total 1,801 100.0%

TABLE 7. DO YOU HAVE ADEQUATE INFORMATION TO DO JOB WELL?

Number Percent

Yes, Definitely 331 18.3%

Yes, To An Extent 724 40.1%

No or Uncertain 750 41.6%

Total 1,805 100.0%

APPENDIX B: COMMUNICATION/FLOW OF INFORMATION DIMENSION,

DISTRICT OFFICE TABLES

TABLE 8. COKMUNICATIONS/FLOW OF INFORMATION DIMENSION:
AVERAGE DISTRICT OFFICE PERCENTAGES

District
Office

Birmingham
Dallas
Atlanta
Detroi t
New York
Cleveland
Denver
Baltimore
Indianapolis
Seattle
New Orleans
St. Louis
Chicago
Philadelphia
Memphis
Miami
Phoenix
Charlotte
Los Angeles
Houston
San Antonio
Milwaukee
San Francisco

Favorable Not Favorable

23.6%
28.4%
30.4%
31.7%
36.1%
38.2%
38.6%
38.9%
39.7%
40.4%
40.8%
41.6%
41.8%
44.0%
44.6%
46.6%
47. 1%
49.1%
50.0%
52.2%
53.9%
54.4%
56.42

76.4%
71.7%
69.7%
68.3%
63.9%
61.9%
61.4%
61.1%
60.3%
59.6%
59.2%
58.4%
58.2%
56.0%
55.4%
53.4%
52.9%
50.9%
50.0%
47.8%
46.1%
45.6%
43.6%
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TABLE 9. IS IN-OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS. EFFECTIVE? (Percentages)

District Always or Sometimes,
Office Usually Seldom, Never

New York 16.7 83.3
Birmingham 17.2 82.8
Detroit 19.5 80.5
Dallas 22.7 77.3
Atlanta 28.6 71.4
Seattle 28.9 71.1
Cleveland 32.9 67.1
Indianapolis 33.3 66.7
St. Louis 35.1 64.9
Baltimore 36.1 63.9
New Orleans 36.2 63.8
Memphis 38.1 61.9
Miami 39.8 60.2
Denver 40.9 59.1
Chicago 41.2 58.8
Milwaukee 42.1 57.9
Charlotte 42.7 57.3
Houston 46.2 53.8
Philadelphia 46.3 53.7
Los Angeles 50.9 49.1
Phoenix 51.4 48.6
San Francisco 56.9 43.1
San Antonio 59.6 40.4

TABLE 10. IS IN-ACENCY COMMUNICATIONS EFFECTIVE? (Percentages)

District Always or Sometimes,
Office Usually Seldom, Never

Birmingham 12.1 87.9
Detroit 12.2 87.8
Atlanta 14.3 85.7
Dallas 16.5 83.5
Cleveland 23.7 76.3
Denver 27.3 72.7
Charlotte 28.0 72.0
Seattle 28.9 71.1
St. Louis 29.9 70.1
Indianapolis 30.0 70.0
Baltimore 30.6 69.4
Chicago 30.6 69.4

-Memphis 33.3 66.7
Philadelphia 33.3 66.7
Miami 36.6 63.4
Houston 37.4 62.6
Los Angeles 38.6 61.4
Phoenix 39.2 60.8
New Orleans 40.0 60.0
San Francisco 40.0 60.0
New York 41.7 58.3
Milwaukee 42.1 57.9
San Antonio 44.7 55.3
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TABLE 11. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN WORR GROUPS & OFFICE?

(Percentages)

District Effective Not

Office Effective

Birmingham 15.5 - 84.5

Dallas 21.6 78.4

Atlanta 25.0 75.0

Indianapolis 33.3 66.7

Detroit 34.1 65.9

Denver 36.4 63.6

St. Louis 37.7 62.3

Baltimore 38.0 62.0

New York 41.7 58.3

Seattle 42.2 57.8

Philadelphia 42.6 57.4

Memphis 44.0 56.0

Chicago 44.7 55.3

Cleveland 44.7 55.3

Miami 45.2 54.8

Phoenix 45.9 54.1

San Antonio 46.8 53.2

Los Angeles 47.4 52.6

New Orleans 50.0 50.0

Houston 54.9 45.1

Milwaukee 55.3 44.7

Charlotte 57.3 42.7

San Francisco 60.0 40.0

TABLE 12. FLOW OF INFORMATION BETWEEN GROUPS & REST OF COMMISSION?

(Percentage)

District Effective Not

Office Effective

Dallas 17.5 82.5

Birmingham 20.7 79.3

Atlanta 21.4 78.6

Detroit 24.4 75.6

Baltimore 25.0 75.0

Cleveland 25.0 75.0

New York 25.0 75.0

Denver 29.5 70.5

Philadelphia 29.6 70.4

Charlotte 30.7 69.3

Phoenix 31.1 68.9

Seattle 31.1 68.9

Chicago 31.8 68.2

Miami 34.4 65.6

New Orleans 36.2 63.8

St. Louis 36.4 63.6

Indianapolis 38.3 61.7

Memphis 39.3 60.7

Los Angeles 42.1 57.9

San Francisco 44.6 55.4

Milwaukee 47.4 52.6

San Antonio 48.9 51.1

Houston 51.6 48.4
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TABLE 13. DOES WORK GROUP HAVE CHANGE TO AIR VIEWS? (Percentages)

District
Office

New Orleans
Birmingham
Detroit
Atlanta
Dallas
Chicago
Denver
Indianapolis
New York
San Antonio
Cleveland
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Seattle
Memphis
Phoenix
Hous ton
Miami
Los Angeles
St. Louis
Charlotte
Milwaukee
San Francisco

Always or Sometimes,
Usually Seldom, Never

32.5
32.8
43.9
46.4
48.5
49.4
50.0
50.0
50.0
51.1
52.6
52.8
52.8
53.3
54.8
58.1
58.2
59.1
59.6
59.7
62.7
63.2
66.2

67.5
67.2
56.1
53.6
51.5
50.6
50.0
50.0
50.0
48.9
47.4
47.2
47.2
46.7
45.2
41.9
41.8
40.9
40.4
40.3
37.3
36.8
33.8

TABLE 14. DO YOU HAVE ADEQUATE INFORMATION TO DO YOUR JOB? (Percentages)

District Definitely Uncertain, Not
Office Adequate Adequate

New York 41.7 25.0
Birmingham 43.1 24.1
Dallas 43.3 22.7
St. Louis 50.6 22.1
Baltimore 50.9 21.3
Memphis 58.3 14.3
New Orleans 50.0 13.7
Denver 47.7 13.6
Detroit 56.1 12.2
Chicago 52.9 11.8
Indianapolis 53.3 11.7
Seattle 57.8 11.1
Philadelphia 59.3 11.1
Phoenix 56.8 10.8
Miami 64.5 10.8
San-Antonio 72.3 10.6
Cleveland 50.0 9.2
Los Angeles 61.4 7.0
San Francisco 70.8 6.2
Charlotte 73.3 4.0
Atlanta 46.4 3.6
Houston 64.8 3.3
Milwaukee 76.3 2.6
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APPENDIX C: UNDERSTANDING JOB REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION,

NATIONAL TABLES

TABLE 15. UNDERSTANDING JOB REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION,
AVERAGE NATIONAL PERCENTAGES

Favorable 50.8%

Not Favorable 49.2%

TABLE 16. ARE WORK OBJECTIVES CLEAR AND SPECIFIC? (Percentages)

Number Percent

Well Defined 1072 59.8%

Not Well Defined 721 40.2X

Total 1793 100.0%

TABLE 17. IS FORMAL TRAINING ADEQUATE? (Percentages)

Number Percent

Adequate 764 42.5%

Not Adequate 1033 57.5%

Total 1797 100.0%

TABLE 18. IS ON-THE-JOB TRAINING EFFECTIVE? (Percentages)

Number Percent

Effective 888 50.1%

Not Effective 885 49.9%

Total 1773 100.0%
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APPENDIX D: UNDERSTANDING JOB REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION,

DISTRICT OFFICE TABLES

TABLE 19. UNDERSTANDING JOB REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION,
AVERAGE DISTRICT OFFICE PERCENTAGES

District
Office Favorable Not Favorable

Detroit 30.1% 69.9%
Birmingham 33.9% 66.1X
Denver 34.9% 65.1%
New York 36.1% 63.9%
Dallas 38.1% 61.9%
Seattle 40.0% 60.0%
Cleveland 42.1% 57.9%
Memphis 42.4% 57.6%
Philadelphia 43.0% 57.0%
Atlanta 45.2% 54.8%
Indianapolis 46.6% 53.4%
New Orleans 47.1% 52.9%
St. Louis 50.2% 49.8%
Baltimore 51.2% 48.8%
Chicago 54.5% 45.5%
Houston 56.4% 43.6%
Charlotte 56.4% 43.6%
San Antonio 56.7% 43.3%
Miami 58.4% 41.6%
Milwaukee 58.8% 41.2%
Los Angeles 59.1% 40.9%
Phoenix 61.7% 38.3%
San Francisco 64.6% 35.4%

TABLE 20. ARE WORK OBJECTIVES CLEAR AND SPECIFIC? (Percentages)

District Well Not Well
Office Defined Defined

Birmington 31.0 69.0
New York 33.3 66.7
Detroit 36.6 63.4
Dallas 44.3 55.7
Denver 45.5 54.5
Memphis 48.8 51.2
Cleveland 51.3 48.7
Seattle 53.3 46.7
Los Angeles 54.4 45.6
St. Louis 55.8 44.2
New Orleans 56.3 43.7
Indianapolis 58.3 41.7
Charlotte 60.0 40.0
Chicago 61.2 38.8
Baltimore 62.0 3B.0
Houston 63.7 36.3
Atlanta 64.3 35.7
San Antonio 66.0 34.0
Phoenix 67.6 32.4
Philadelphia 68.5 31.5
Miami 69.9 30.1
San Francisco 70.8 29.2
Milwaukee 71.1 28.9
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TABLE 21. IS FORMAL TRAINING ADEQUATE? (Percentages)

District
office

Denver
Detroit
Seattle
Dallas
Memphis
Cleveland
Indianapolis
New York
Birmington
New Orleans
Atlanta
Baltimore
Houston
Miami
San Antonio
Charlotte
Chicago
St. Louis
Milwaukee
Phoenix
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
San Francisco

Adequate Not Adequate

18.2
29.3
31.1
32.0
32.1
32.9
33.3
33.3
36.2
37.5
39.3
39.8
44.0
45.2
46.8
49.3
50.6
54.5
55.3
55.4
56.5
59.6
63.1

81.8
70.7
68.9
68.0
67.9
67.1
66.7
66.7
63.8
62.5
60.7
60.2
56.0
54.8
53.2
50.7
49.4
45.5
44.7
44.6
43.5
40.4
36.9

TABLE 22. IS ON-THE-JOB TRAINING EFFECTIVE? (Percentages)

District Effective Not
Office Effective

Philadelphia 4.0 96.0
Detroit 24.4 75.6
Atlanta 32.1 67.9
Birmington 34.5 65.5
Seattle 35.6 64.4
Dallas 38.1 61.9
St. Louis 40.3 59.7
Denver 40.9 59.1
New York 41.7 58.3
Cleveland 42.1 57.9
Memphis 46.4 53.6
New Orleans 47.5 52.5
Indianapolis 48.3 51.7
Milwaukee 50.0 50.0
Chicago 51.8 48.2
Baltimore 51.9 48.1
San Antonio 57.4 42.6
Charlotte 60.0 40.0
San Francisco 60.0 40.0
Miami 60.2 39.8
Houston 61.5 38.5
Phoenix 62.2 37.8
Los Angeles 63.2 36.8
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Appendix II

Correspondence Between the Special Committee on Aging and the
Equal Employment Commission

REVISED SCHEDULE OF QUESTIONS FOR TME EEOC PERTAINING TO
AGE DISCRIMINATION IN M(PLOYMENT

CONPLAINT/CASE KANAGRNENT AND RESOLUTION.

I. Please provide, for each of the fiscal years (1981 through
1987) totals for each of the EEOC's 23 districts and EEOC
Headquarters:

1. Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) charges
filed;

2. ADEA charge closures;

3. ADRA charges closed by negotiated settlements;

4. ADEA charges closed by withdrawals with benefits;

5. ADEA charges closed by successful conciliations;

6. ADEA charges closed by no cause/no violation;

7. ADEA charges closed by unsuccessful conciliation;

8. ADEA charges closed administratively (please list
totals by each category or administrative closure);

9. REOC Investigations of ADEA cases closed prior to
completion;

10. ADEA charges resulting In EEOC letters of violation
(LOVs) following EEOC investigation;

11. ADEA LOVs resulting in EEOC staff recommendation for
ADEA litigation;

12. ADEA LOVs not resulting In EEOC starr recommendation
for ADEA litigation;

13. EEOC staff recommendations for ADEA litigation which
were approved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission;

14. EEOC staff recommendations for ADEA litigation which
were disapproved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission;

15. ADEA litigation of single/multiple party charges
recommended by EEOC General Counsel and approved by
the Commission;

16. ADEA litigation of class actions recommended by EEOC
General Counsel and approved by the Commission;

17. ADRA litigation of single/multiple party charges
recommended by EEOC General Counsel and disapproved
by the Commission;

18. ADEA litigation of class actions recommended by EEOC
General Counsel and disapproved by the Commission;

19. Commission reversals on its prior decisions to
approve ADHA litigation involving single/multiple
party charges;

20. Commission reversals on Its prior decisions to
approve ADEA litigation involving class actions;

21. Commission reversals on its prior decisions to
disapprove ADEA litigation involving single/multiple
party charges;

22. Commission reversals on its prior decisions to
disapprove ADEA litigation involving class actions;

23. ADEA charges closed because of a lack of
Jurisdiction;
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24. ADEA charges closed arter charging party/parties
indicated he/ehe/they would rile suit;

25. ADEA charges closed after charging party/parties
riled suit;

26. Initiations or litigation in ADEA cases involving
single/multiple party charges;

27. Initiations or litigation in ADEA cases Involving
class actions;

28. ADEA single/multiple party cases which exceeded the
two-year statute of limitations prior to EEOC starr

recommendation to EEOC General Counsel concerning
litigation;

29. ADEA single/multiple party cases which exceeded the

two-year statute of limitations prior to EEOC General
Counsel recommendation (concerning litigation) to the

Commission;

30. ADEA single/multiple party cases which exceeded the
three-year statute or limitations prior to EEOC starr

recommendation to EEOC General Counsel concerning
litigation;

31. ADEA single/multiple party cases which exceeded the
three-year statute or limitations prior to EEOC
General Counsel recommendation (concerning
litigation) to the Commission;

32. ADEA class action cases which exceeded the two-year
statute of limitations prior to EEOC starr
recommendation to EEOC General Counsel concerning
litigation;

33. ADEA class action cases which exceeded the two-year
statute or limitations prior to EEOC General Counsel

recommendation (concerning litigation) to the
Commission;

34. ADEA class action cases which exceeded the three-year
statute or limitations prior to EEOC starr
recommendation to EEOC General Counsel' concerning

litigation;

35. ADEA class action cases which exceeded the three-year
statute or limitations prior to EEOC General Counsel
recommendation (concerning litigation) to the

Commission;

36. ADEA single/multiple party cases which reached the
age or 300 days, or older (since the date on which
the charge was riled);

37. ADEA single/multiple party cases which reached the
age of 500 days or older (since the date on which the

charge was riled);

38. ADEA class action cases which reached the age of 300
days, or older;

39. ADEA class action cases which reached the age or 500

days, or older;

40. ADEA single/multiple party cases which will have
reached the age or 300 days, or older, by the end or
fiscal year 1987; -

41. ADEA single/multiple party cases which will have

reached the age or 500 days, or older, by the end or

riscal year 1987;
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42. ADEA single/multiple-party cases which will have

reached the age of 730 days, or older, by the end of

fiscal year 1987;

43. ADEA single/multiple party cases which will have

reached the age of 1,095 days, or older, by the end
Of fiscal year 1987;

44. ADEA class action cases which will have reached the

age of 300 days, or older, by the end Or fiscal year

1987;

45. ADEA class action cases which will have reached the

age of 730 days, or older, by the end of fiscal year

1987;

46. ADEA class action cases which will have reached the

age of 1,095 days, or older, by the end of fiscal
year 1987; and

II. Please provide for each of the EEOC's District

offices the percentage of 300 day old, or older, cases which Is

being allowed to each District Office Director at the close of

fiscal year 1987 in order to meet or exceed his/her performance

standards for fiscal year 1987.

[NOTE: This list of questions, which was presented to the
EEOC on September 16, 1987, Is a revision of the questions

submitted to the EEOC by Senator Kelcher on September 3,
1987. The September 16, 1987 list of questions contains

revisions suggested by EEOC staff during several meetings

with staff of the Special Committee on aging.]

95-656 0 - 89 - 11
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC 20507 /

Office of the September 18, 1987
Vice Chairman

Honorable John Melcher, Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am writing to you to correct one portion of the record of the
hearing which you chaired on September 10, 1987. The Commission will
submit information separately to correct other aspects of the record.
An unfortunate misunderstanding has come to my attention with regard
to the arrangements for Chairman Thomas' and my testimony. Since this
misunderstanding led you to chastise, on the record, a member of my
personal staff, I would like to correct that record.

As you know, the hearings were scheduled on short notice. Both
the Chairman and I had commitments around which we had to work.
Deborah Graham, Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs for
the EEOC, had requested that Chairman Thomas and I be the first
witnesses on the hearing agenda, a courtesy generally extended by
Congressional committees to Administration witnesses. While that
initial request was refused, Mr. Mitchie did agree to notify Ms. Graham
one-half hour before our testimony would be required.

Accordingly, in a telephone call with M~s. Graham at 12:30 p.m.,
Mr. Mitchie set the time for our appearance at 1 p.m. I was dismayed to
learn when the Chairman and I arrived at 12:50 p.m. that you had stated
that you knew of no such arrangement. I hope that by now Mr. Mitchie
has confirmed that arrangement. Certainly, had our initial request
been honored, the confusion would not have occurred.

Chairman Thomas, I, and the staff of the EEOC, made every effort to
cooperate with the Committee in the hope that the hearing would lead to
better communication between the Committee and the Commission. That
improved communication should certainly redound to the benefit of the
public whose interests we are charged to serve.

I appreciate the opportunity to correct this portion of the record
to reflect that Chairman Thomas and I were not late for the hearing.

Sincerely,

R. Gaull Silberman
Vice Chairman
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

' 1 sWASHINGTON. D.C. 20507

OCectRC.
THE CHAIRMAN*

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of September 21, 1987,

posing additional questions to be included in the record of the

September 10 hearing before the Senate Special Committee on
Aging regarding EEOC's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act.

QUESTION 1:

What is the Commission's existing policy regarding'
workforce reductions and early retirement programs as these may
relate to age discrimination in employment? When did the

Commission establish existing policy? What was the basis for

establishing this policy? Does existing policy represent a

change from previous policy and, if so, why was the policy

changed, what was the previous policy, when was it established,
and what was the basis for the previous policy? Please provide

any and all documentation supportive of the answers to these
questions.

ANSWER:

EEOC's enforcement takes a two-pronged approach:
conciliation and litigation. Policy is established by the

Commission through regulation, which then is implemented in its
enforcement process. However, as in the case of CiPriano v.
Board of Education, No. 84-CV-80C, United States Distri ct Court
for the Western District of New York, EEOC through its
litigation arm may find it necessary to take a position in the
courts before the issue has been addressed through the
regulatory process. The Commission is called upon to look at an
issue within the narrow facts of the case. Such positions have
policy implications and certainly may be looked to for guidance;
they do not establish Commission policy.

The EEOC's-legal position in Cipriano regarding workforce
reductions and early retirement programs has been set forth in
its July 31, 1987 Memorandum of Law as Amicus Curiae (a copy of-
Vbe .iorandum is attached). The EEOC, on request from the
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, developed its position
after a period of intensive study of the legal and policy issues

involved. The position developed in the Memorandum is based
upon an analysis of the ADEA and its legislative history and of
the court decisions in the employee benefits area with regard to,
the question asked by the court.

She early retirement issue is a relatively recent legal
*'tOncerh? Conse Gjently, the position taken by the EEOC in
Cipilano /ie newly developed, rather than a change/from any
establshed policy. It should be noted that the Commission haf

91*yeconsidered'and still considers/coerced early retirement
Actb40 e a violationftbf section 4(a)(1) of the ADEA. Similarly, it
has always been and it remains the Commission's position that
SSec1ijons concerning workforce reductions cannot be based upon
39]e.

As in all areas of the law, the Commission is constantly
examining its positions in light of case law, statutory changes,
and any other relevant factors. We are currently reviewing the

,-new section 4(i) of the ADEA to determine the effect of the
deectlin upon sTich areas as early retirement. "If appropriate,
the regulatory guidance under section 4(i) will analyze early
retirement programs.
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QUESTION 2:

Does the Commission currently have in place clear and
settled policy regarding workforce reductions and early
retirement programs as these may relate to age discrimination in

employment and, if not, why has the Commission not yet
established such policy?

ANSWER:

See answer to #1.

QUESTION 3:

Is existing policy as yet unclear and unsettled and, if so,
when does the Commission intend to formulate and establish clear
and settled policy?

ANSWER:

See answer to V1.

QUESTION 4:

Did the Commission's disapproval this past March of the
Office of General Counsel recommendation for litigation in the
Xerox case follow policy that existed at that time regarding
workforce reductions and early retirement programs? If so,
define that policy as it relates to the Commission's decision on
Xerox.

ANSWER:

All litigation decisions are made by the Commission on a
case by case basis. The Commission's consideration'of the
proposed Xerox case did not depart from any established policy.'
At the time th Xerox cA ewa: 2onsljd1:=Ljj _Xth _ Cgi~sso hd1

rereman programs andta not ye edt

The litigation decision in the Xerox case was based on an
analysis of the facts in that proposed case, made by each member
of the Commission. We note that the Commission has initiated I Z5
litigation in workforce reductions cases wherefafter examining
the facts of a particular case, a majorityeof the Commission r

believed that there was sufficient evidence to establish ADEA
violations.

QUESTION 5:

Did the Commission's disapproval of litigation in the Xerox

case establish new policy regarding workforce reductions and
early retirement programs? If so, what was the policy
established, and how does it differ from previous policy?

ANSWER:

All litigation decisions are made by the Commission on a
case by case basis. Therefore the litigation decision in Xerox
was based on an analysis of the facts in that proposed case,
made by each member of the Commission. Such decisions made on

the basis of the specific and unique facts of a specific case do
not establish policy.

QUESTIONS 6 THROUGH 9:

Due to deliberative privilege as provided in the Government
in the Sunshine Act, answers to questions 6 through 9 are
submitted to the Committee under separate cover and should not
be printed as part of the public hearing record.
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QUESTION 10:

According to a August 18, 1987 memorandum from Charles

Shanor, EEOC General Counsel, to all EEOC District Directors and

Regional Attorneys, "(AJ significant number of age cases being

forwarded to the Commission for approval for litigation have

statute of limitations problems. Over one-third of all PMs
submitted involve cases that are beyond the three year statute

of limitations." As of August 18, 1987, what was the actual

number of cases that had run the two year statute of

limitations? How many cases had been submitted beyond the three

year statute of limitations?

ANSWER:

Initially, we wish to point out that unlike a private

litigant, the Commission is required to investigate alleged ADEA

violations and attempt to conciliate ADEA claims before

considering litigation. (Sections 7(b)(d), 29 U.S.C. Section

626(b)(d).) The process of investigating and fully conciliating

a charge can be quite time consuming. The private litigant, in

contrast, only needs to wait 60 days from the filing of a charge

to file his or her own private action. (Section 7(d), 29 U.S.C.

Section 626(d).)

The ADEA, through its incorporation of relevant provisions

of the Fair Labor Standards Act, provides for a two year statute

of limitations. However, the statute of limitations is three

years for "willful" violations. Until 1986, all circuit courts

that had been called upon to define the term "willful" for

statute of limitations purposes had followed the liberal "in the

picture" standard of "willfulness" first enunciated in Coleman

v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458 F.2d 1139 (5th Cir.), cert.

denied, 409 U.S. 948 (1972)." Under this standard, althat

needed to be shown to establish a "willful" violation for

purposes of the statute of limitations was that the employer

knew the Act "was in the picture." 458 F.2d at 1142. In cases

where we were confident that we could establish "willfulness"

under this standard, there was no need to file the lawsuit

within two years, for statute of limitations purposes.

It was not until the Supreme Court's decision in Trans

World Airlines, Inc. v. Thurston, 469 U.S. 111 (1985),-fi- two

courts, the Third and Seventh Circuits, began to define

"willfulness" more restrictively. In Thurston, the court

construed the "willful" violation prerequisite to an award of

liquidated damages under the ADEA, 29 U.S.C. Section 626(b),

holding that the provision required a knowing violation of, or

reckless disregard for, the requirements of the Act. Subsequent

to the Thurston decision, both the Third and Seventh circuits

applied this "reckless disregard" standard in the context of

defining "willfulness" for statute of limitations purposes. The

Department of Justice has filed a petition for certiorari in the

Third Circuit case, Brock v. Richland Shoe Co., 799 F.2d 80 (3rd

Cir. 1986), pet. for cert. filed, S.Ct. Docket #86-1520, a case

in which the court of appeals adopted the "reckless disregard"

standard for the statute of limitations. As of this date, the

Court has not acted on the petition.

Once the Commission became aware of the Brock decision and

the petition for certiorari in that case, we advised our field

offices of this problem and directed them to expedite their

submission of these cases for Commission litigation approval.

The General Counsel's memorandum of August 18, 1987, is a

product of this direction.

It is also important to recognize that in lawsuits filed by

the Commission, the statute of limitations is tolled during the

time the Commission is attempting to conciliate a case.

(Section 7(e)(2), 29 U.S.C. Section 626(d)(2).) The tolling can

result in an extension of the statute of limitations for up to

one year. Ibid.

* Th "inthepicture"- standard was followed by the First,
SoThe , in the FifthNinth, Tenth, Eleventh federal circuit

courts of appeals.
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Your request asks that we identify the number of ADEA cases
submitted to our headquarters in Washington from our field
offices, during the period from October 1, 1986, through August
18, 1987 which are beyond the two year and three year statute of
limitations. Our records indicated that during this period, 61
were submitted within two years after the alleged violations, 35
additional cases within three years after the alleged .
violation's, and 8 were submitted more than three years after the
alleged violatigns.p In considering these figures, it is
important to recognize that they do not take into consideration
the tolling of the two and three year statutes of limitation
periods, which may occur for as much as one year, for
conciliation,, The actual amount of time the statute is tolled
is often a disputed issue of fact which requires judicial
resolution after a suit has been filed. For this reason we are
unable to precisely identify the effect the tolling provisions
have on the applicable statute of limitations.

QUESTION 11:

What were the causes for the delays in submitting the
presentation memoranda, and how do the delays described in the
General Counsel's August 18, 1987 memo compare with such delays
in 1986, 1985, 1984, and 1983?

ANSWER:

There are a number of reasons why the Commission's
processing of ADEA charges, including our investigation and
conciliation efforts, has been lengthy. As we discussed in our
response to Question 10, the statutorily mandated process of
investigation and conciliation can be quite time consuming. in
addition, as we also previously noted in response to Question
10, the fact that our investigation and conciliation efforts
extended beyond two years did not pose a statute of limitations
problem in those jurisdictions following the "in the picture"
standard of "willfulness" for statute of limitations purposes.
Now that two circuits, the Third and Seventh Circuits, have
adopted the more rigorous "reckless disregard" standard, we have
advised our field offices that we must expedite our processing
of these cases to avoid even the possibility that courts may
apply the Thurston decision in construing the term "willful" in
the three year statute of limitations.

The Commission has taken a number of steps to speed up the
process of getting AOEA and other Commission cases to the
Commission for their review. The increase we received in our
budget this past fiscal year has allowed us to fill the numerous
vacancies we had in'our investigative staff. In addition, this
past June the Commission conducted its first national training
session in which all investigators were provided extensive
training on effective investigative techniques. We believe that
this training should lead to more effective, expeditious
investigations in all Commission cases.

The Commission also has sought to reemphasize the need for
rapid, but thorough, investigations in ADEA cases. The
memorandum of August 18, 1987 which you cite is an example of
this emphasis. In addition, the average case processing time in
our district offices is 180 days.; Such an average processing
time should allow for complete investigations and at the same
time ensure that cases are promptly processed. We have
encouraged district offices to strive for 150 days where
possible.

Finally, we wish to point out that the Commission does not
maintain readily accessible data.that would allow us to compare
the time it took to process ADEA cases this fiscal year with the
time it took to process such cases during fiscal years 1983
thtough 1986: To make this comparison, we would need to pull
each of the ADEA cases submitted during this period to determine
the processing time in each case.

w There were a total of eight cases submitted during this
period for which we do not at this'time have sufficient
information to make the requested statute of limitations
calculations.
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QUESTION 12:

It is the policy of the Commission to inform complainants

of the running of these statutes, and if so, were all the

complainants involved in the cases referred to in the General

Counsels August 18, 1987 memo notified prior to the running of

the statutes of limitations? How were they notified, by

telephone or in writing?

ANSWER:

Our compliance manual provides that, before an AOEA charge

is taken, the Charging Party should be advised of the time

limits for filing a charge and of the two year and three year

statutes of limitation applicable in such cases. Our compliance

manual further provides that once a charge has been taken, the

Charging Party be given more information about the agency's
procedures. As part of this post-charge counseling in ADEA

cases, the manual directs the EEOC Investigators (formerly

Equal Opportunity Specialists) to again advise the Charging
Party that suit must be filed within two years of the

discriminatory act (three years, if willful) to be timely.
(Section 2.6(e)).

The EEOC has recently developed an "Information Sheet for

Charging Parties and Complainants" (Exhibit 2-F in Compliance
Manual). This sheet, which is available in English and Spanish,

again advises those who have filed AOEA charges of the two year

and three year statutes of limitation. In instances where AOEA

charges are submitted to the Commission by letter, similar
notification of the two and three year statutes of limitation is

provided. (See Compliance Manual Exhibits 2-E & 2-F.)

After the EEOC terminates its processing of an AOEA charge,

the Compliance Manual section which pertains to the dismissal of
charges of discrimination specifically requires the

investigators to advise Charging Parties of the applicable

statutes of limitation in their particular case. To better
inform individuals of their rights in these cases, the

Commission has developed a written notice, in English and

Spanish, to be provided to Charging Parties in such cases. (See

"Information Sheet for Charging Parties and Complainants," Form

SOP-la, 7/87.) (copy attached).

If the Commission has investigated a claim of age

discrimination and determines that there is a reasonable basis

to believe that the AOEA has been violated, the EEOC issues a

letter of violation. Once a letter of violation is issued and

conciliation is unsuccessful, the district office prepares a

recommendation for Commission litigation. Section 66 of our

compliance manual provides that if the Commission approves
litigation, the district office should telephone the Charging
Party to advise him or her of this decision. The manual also

states that the district office should notify the Charging Party

or other aggrieved individuals of their right to pursue their

own private action when the EEOC will not initiate litigation.

The notice requirements, which have been discussed, also

apply to concurrent AOEA/Title VII of AOEA/EPA jurisdiction.-
Section 6 of our Compliance Manual provides examples of form
"Right to Sue" letters which each provide notice of the

applicable two and three year statute of limitations. (See,

e.g., Exhibits 6-C, 6-F & 6-G).

QUESTION 13:

During the hearing, we discussed the Commission's recent

rule regarding waivers of rights under the AOEA. The Commission
has consistently contended that for any waiver to be valid, it

must be "knowing and voluntary" on the part of the employee.
Would you please explain for the record the criteria to be used

in determining whether such a waiver has, in fact, been made

knowingly and voluntarily? Who will bear the burden of proving

that such waivers were not made voluntarily? Would you please

explain why this is the case? Does this represent a shift in

the burden of proof from the past? Why or why not?
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ANSWER:

The Commission decided to include specific standards for
knowing and voluntary waivers in its Final Rule for two reasons:
first, to provide greater protection for employees who sign
waivers, and, second, to codify these standards in the Rule and
in so doing to make clear the responsibilities of employers to
ensure that waivers are not coerced.

The Final Rule identifies factors that the Commission will
use to evaluate whether a challenged waiver is knowing and
voluntary. These factors are: first, the agreement was in
writing, in understandable language and clearly waived the
employee's rights or claims under the ADEA; second, a
reasonable period of time was provided for employee
deliberation; and third, the employee was encouraged to consult
with an attorney. Even where these specified factors are
present, the Commission will, of course, when a waiver is
challenged, carefully examine all circumstances of the waiver
transaction to determine whether there was fraud or duress.
When waivers are challenged, the Commission intends to look very
closely at the substance as well as the form. The Commission
will investigate the totality of the circumstances and make a
determination whether the waiver is valid. If we find a waiver
was not knowing or voluntary, we will take aggressive action to
vindicate the rights of the individual who signed it.

In the course of reviewing challenged waivers, the
Commission will inquire, of course, as to whether the employer
apprised the employee of the rule and its safeguards prior to
the execution of the waiver.

Where a waiver is challenged by an employee as not having
been entered into in a knowing and voluntary manner, the
Commission will ascertain from both parties the necessary
information on that issue. Of course the employee challenging
the waiver initially would be expected to articulate reasons for
his belief that it was not knowing and voluntary. The
challenged waiver then would be evaluated on the basis of the
totality of the circumstances without using a formal process of
initial burden or shifting burdens of proof. Once the
Commission decides to litigate, the employer would bear the
burden of proving the waiver as an affirmative defense.

This does not represent a shift from the past, but it is
consistent with governing legal principles and is the manner in
which the Commission has evaluated waiver defenses and
challenged waivers under Title VII in the past.

QUESTION 14:

During the hearing, we discussed your Fiscal Year 1988
staff request. We also discussed the fact that you presently
have several staff vacancies in your Systemic Litigation
Services division of the Office of General Counsel. While I
agree that additional staff is needed, would you please explain
to me why Congress should grant your staffing request given the
fact that you presently have so many vacancies which need
filling? How soon do you plan to fill these vacancies?

ANSWER:

The Office of General Counsel has already hired two
attorneys for Systemic Litigation Services. In addition,
Systemic Litigation Services has been authorized by the Office
of General Counsel to advertise for one additional attorney
position, two clerical positions and a paralegal position.
Further staffing decisions cannot be made until after the Office
of General Counsel reviews the program and function of Systemic
Litigation Services. This review is currently in progress.

My comments at the hearing regarding additional staffing
related to the need to increase staffing in our field offices,
the offices which carry the vast bulk of the Commission's
workload of investigating, conciliating and litigating cases of
discrimination.

For fiscal 1988, we have requested an appropriation of
$193.4 million, an increase of $23.9 million over fiscal 1987
funding. The requested budget would allow EEOC to add 142
positions in our field offices across the country and in the
Office of Review and Appeals, which reviews appeals of federal
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sector EEO determinations. In addition, approximately $1

million of the request is for automation to more efficiently

manage data pertaining to discrimination charges. State and

local program funding would rise $4.2 million to a total of

$24.2 million under our request.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR CHARLES GRASSLEY

QUESTION 1:

Has the Commission begun work on the regulations for the

pension accrual amendments to the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act, which became law as part of 99-509? If no:

When will you begin work on them?

ANSWER:

The Commission began the interagency coordination process

under P.L. 99-509 in November 1986. Coordination and drafting

has proceeded actively since that time.

QUESTION 2:

Do you anticipate that the regs will be finished by the

date stipulated in the legislation?

ANSWER:

The Commission anticipates finishing its portion of the

regulations before February 1, 1988, the date specified in the

legislation. The Commission cannot speak for the other agencies

that have regulatory authority under P.L. 99-509 (Departments of

Labor and Treasury).

QUESTION 3:

As I understand it, at the direction of the District Court

in February, 1987, you rescinded Labor Department Interpretive

Rulings which had been made in 1979 and dealt with pension

accruals.

I alsomunderstand that the regulations for old pension

accrual law, which you issued for comment April 2, 1987, were

never issued in final form.

So, where does that leave us on the pension accrual issue

for workers who worked after 65 years of age during the period

from 1978 to the commencement of the new law in 1988?

ANSWER:

On July 10, 1987, the United States Court of Appeals for

the District of Columbia Circuit remanded the case of American

Association of Retired Persons v. EEOC to the District Court for

the purpose of remanding the case to-the Commission for review

of its November 10, 1986 decision to terminate rulemaking. As

yet the District Court has not remanded the case to the

Commission. As soon as the District Court acts, the Commission

will make a determination as to whether further regulatory

action is needed under section 4(f)(2) of the ADEA, considering

the effective date of section 4(i). It is unlikely that any

action under section 4(f)(2) could be retroactive. The District

Court that ordered rescission of the interpretative bulletin did

not address whether the bulletin was or was not a correct

interpretation of the ADEA.

QUESTION 4:

One of our witnesses stated that when an individual files a

charge, EEOC gives no explanation of its procedures or what the

complainant's responsibilities are. They also said that EEOC

gives no assistance to complainants when employers are dilatory

in providing documents. They argued that EEOC provides no

explanation of findings that no discrimination occurred, and

that there are lengthy delays before EEOC makes determinations

which complicates the subsequent filing of a law suit.

How do you respond to these charges?
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ANSWER:

Contrary to allegations made concerning the amount of
assistance available to charging parties during the
charge-filing process, EEOC utilizes the following standard
procedures to provide such assistance:

o Complainants are provided with a fact sheet (copy
attached) which outlines the responsibilities of both the
Commission and the charging party in filing a charge. In a
continuing effort to improve public understanding of the Age
Act, we have made brochures available which provide information
about the statutes EEOC enforces. In addition, investigators
have been trained to ensure that charging parties are fully
informed of their rights.

o In obtaining documents from employers during the course
of an investigation, it should be understood that the
responsibility for obtaining the documents rests with EEOC, not
with the charging party. Therefore, rather than assisting
complainants in obtaining such documents, EEOC first determines
what information is pertinent, and then takes responsibility for
obtaining that information as evidence for our records. If
resistance is encountered in securing documentation, the
Commission can and does utilize its subpoena power to obtain the
information required to complete the investigation.

o The investigative process is complex and multifaceted,
and may give way to occasional delays because variations in
cases cause variations in the scope and length of the
investigative process (e.g. whether on-site investigation is
required) and in the kind of evidence needed. For example,
cases in which it is not immediately clear that individual harm
or disparate treatment has or has not occurred, or where there
is more than a single charging party (as in class actions), or
where the respondent is uncooperative, often require additional
processing time. In some offices, delays have recently occurred
because of the disparity between personnel available and the
increasing number of cases handled.

o Generally, there is no validity to the assertion that
EEOC provides no explanation of no discrimination (or no-cause)
findings. Standard operating procedures establish that a
pre-determination interview be held between the charging party
and EEOC (either by telephone or in person). Our investigators
do their best to contact charging parties prior to closing a
case. However, this is not always possible since some charging
parties are difficult to contact.

o The Commission recognizes that complainants are often
dissatisfied with no-cause findings, and therefore, created the
Determination Review Program in December 1986. This division,
which began operation August 1, 1987, reviews no-cause
determinations at the complainant's request. Field offices are
now expected to issue letters of determination with a summary of
the facts and the analysis that led to the determination. This
will result in a more informative letter for charging parties.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR PETE WILSON

QUESTION 1:

On August 1, 1987, the Washington Post ran an editorial
called 'The EEOC Is Thriving." It said: "Under the quiet but
persistent leadership of Chairman Clarence Thomas, the number of
cases processed has gone from 50,935 in fiscal 1982 to 66,305
last year. In the same time period, legal actions filed went
from 241 to 526. To handle this much larger caseload and higher
litigation level, this year's budget request was a record
$193,457,000. That's one-third more than was spent at the be-
ginning of this administration and $28,457,000 over last year."

It goes on to say: "Legislators who care about civil rights
enforcement have a special obligation to sustain an agency doing
this work . . . I

Mr. Thomas, how would you characterize EEOC's enforcement of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act in comparison to the
other statutes it is responsible for? Where does ADEA fit into
this impressive record? _ - -
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ANSWER:

While we receive more race discrimination charges filed

under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act than any other type of

charge, age discrimination complaints are on the increase and as

the workforce ages we expect this trend to continue.

In Fiscal 1986, we filed 427 lawsuits. Of those, 289 were

filed under Title VII, 109 were filed under ADEA, 12 were filed

under the Equal Pay Act and 17 were filed concurrently under

more than one statute.

Also in Fiscal 1986, 50,110 of the charges we received were

under Title VII, 17,443 were under ADEA and 1,269 under the

Equal Pay Act.

Of the total $100.2 million in monetary relief secured on

behalf of victims of employment discrimination by EEOC through

litigation and conciliation in FY 1986, more than half -- $54.6

million -- was under ADEA.

In fiscal year 1986, the Commission obtained more monetary

relief through litigation of age discrimination cases than ever

before. The record amount of $36.6 million accounted for almost

80 percent of the total $46.4 million recovered in litigation

for discrimination victims under all EEOC-enforced statutes.

Of the $53.8 million in monetary benefits achieved through

compliance in fiscal year 1986, $34.3 million were benefits

recovered under Title VII, $18 million were benefits under ADEA

and $1.4 million were recovered under the Equal Pay Act.

QUESTION 2:

Under your leadership, the Commission has taken a number of

steps to beef up its enforcement program. What exactly have you

done? What has been the result?

ANSWER:

We have adopted a number of formal policies intended to

ensure the predictability and efficacy of EEOC's enforcement of

the law. Our Enforcement Policy states that the Commission will

review for litigation every charge in which reasonable cause has

been found and conciliation has failed. It assures the certainty

and consistency of our enforcement efforts. Our Remedies Policy

declares that discrimination victims shall receive the fullest

relief possible in every case. The Investigative Compliance

Policy assures that EEOC will effectively deal with respondents

who fail to cooperate with Commission investigations. The

Determination Review Program gives complainants the right to

appeal no cause findings, thus assuring a quality investigative

process.

The results of these policies are better cases and better

enforcement. EEOC's improved enforcement statistics speak for

themselves.

QUESTION 3:

You have made a number of administrative and management

improvements at EEOC. What have you done in those areas? Why

was it necessary?

ANSWER:

Among the improvements you refer to, we have instituted:

improved financial accountability;
computerization;
streamlined organizational structure;
agency-wide Quality Assurance program;
comprehensive training program for investigators.

We instituted sound management practices so that we could

maximize the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of EEOC's

service to the public -- and so that we could turn EEOC into the

law enforcement agency it should have been all along.

QUESTION 4:

How much of your workload is class action cases, as opposed

to individual cases?
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ANSWER:

In fiscal 1986, 148 of the total 427 lawsuits we filed were
class actions. Of that 148 cases, 76 were filed under Title
VII, 63 were filed under ADEA, five were filed under EPA and
four were filed concurrently under more than one law.

I hope this information is helpful to you.

Sincerely,

d"eomas
Chairman

Enclosures

us EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

INFORMATION SHEET FOR CHARGING PARTIES AND COMPLAINANTS

EEOC PROCEDURES:

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) will investigate the allegations
you have made. The EEOC investigator will ask you questions, will ask the respondent
questions, may ask witnesses questions. and may review records. Based on the evidence
gathered, the investigator will prepare a recommended determination for the Office
Director on whether discrimination has occurred. You will be given a Letter of Determina-
tion which will state whether there is reason or not to believe that discrimination has
occurred. If you have filed a complaint, rather than a charge, or if you have had a
charge filed on your behalf, your identity as a complainant will be kept in confidence
throughout EEOC's handling of your case.

OIf the Director believes that the allegations you have made are supported by the
evidence, the Letter of Determination will say this and will ask the respondent to
meet with EEOC and work out an agreement which win provide relief for the harm
caused by the discrimination. If an agreement cannot be worked out, the investiga-
tion file will be reviewed in EEOC Headquarters and EEOC (or the Department of
Justice in some cases) will either sue on your ~behalf or notify you of your right to
soe (see information below about Your Private Suit Rights).

If the Director believes that some or all of the allegations in your charge are not
supported by the evidence, the Letter of Determination will say this and will notify
you of your right to request EEOC Headquarters review of the Determination and of
the date that the Determination will become final if you do not request review. A
Request for Review Form will be sent to you with the Letter of Determination.

If you do not request review within 14 days of the Determination, It will become
EEOC's final determination on the 15th day and the investigation will be ended.
You can then decide if you want to file a private lawsuit to enforce your rights in
court (see the Information below about Your Private Suit Rights).

If you request EEOC Headquarters review of the Determination within 14 days, and
your request is accepted, a final EEOC Determination will be sent to you after the
review is complete. This Determination will notify you if EEOC will take any further
action and the effect on your private suit rights.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:

Please inform EEOC of any prolonged absence from home or change of your address.
Please claim any certified mail which EEOC may send you. If EEOC cannot locate you
or if EEOC asks you to do something necessary to its investigation, and you decline
to do so, EEOC may notify you that the investigation will be discontinued and notify
you of your right to sue (see the information below about Your Private Suit Rights).
You may retain a lawyer while your case is investigated, but you are not required to
do so.
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YOUR PRIVATE SUIT RIGHTS UNDER TITLE VII:

If you filed a charge with EEOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, you have
preserved your right to sue the respondent named in your charge. If we cannot

resolve your charge, we will notify you of your right to sue. You may then file a
lawsuit in U.S. District Court witnin 90 days from receipt of our Notice in order to
enforce your rights in court. Once this 90 day period is over, your right to sue is
lost. EEOC may give you notice of your right to sue in the following circumstances:

If You Ask for a Notice of Right to Sue. You may not wish to wait for EEOC to
complete its investigation or your attorney may recommend that you file your own
lawsuit. You can obtain a Notice of Right to Sue in such cases by asking the
Office where you filed your charge to issue a Notice to you, even though our
investigation is not finished. If you ask. EEOC will issue a Notice to you after
180 days have passed from the date you filed your charge. In some cases, If you
ask, we will issue the Notice to you at an earlier time, if it is known that the.
investigation will take a long time to complete. You will-have 90 days to file suit
from the day you receive the Notice of Right to Sue.

If EEOC Finds No Violation with Respect to All the Allee..ticns in Your Charee.
Before this happens, you will be interviewed by EEOC and given an opportunity
to provide additional evidence. If. at the end of investigation, you are given a
Letter of Determination stating that there are no violations. you will be told that
you may, within 14 days, ask EEOC Headquarters to review the Determination.,
You will have 90 days to file suit from the day a determination in your case becomes
final -- either after the 14 day period is over if you do not ask for a review or
after final EEOC action at a later date if you do ask for a review.

a If EEOC Finds a Violation. Fails to Obtain Relief, and Decides Not to Sue on Your
Behalf. If EEOC finds a violation but does.not succeed in obtaining relief under
the law, the investigation is reviewed by EEOC's Commissioners to decide if a lawsuit
will be filed. Sometimes the Commissioners decide that a lawsuit will not be filed.
If this happens, you will be notified and receive a Notice of Right to Sue. You wil
have 90 days to file suit from the day you receive the Notice.

0 If Your Charge is Dismissed. EEOC Regulations require a charge to be dismissed
when (1) an investigation shows that the law does not apply to your case, (2)
when it is not possible to continue the investigation due to an inability to locate
you, (3) because you did not cooperate in some way necessary to the investigation,
or (4) you did not accept a settlement offer which afforded you full relief for the
harm which you alleged. EEOC may discontinue its investigation by notifying you
that it has dismissed your charge. You will have 90 days to file suit from the day
you receive the Notice of Right to Sue.

YOUR PRIVATE SUIT RIGHTS UNDER THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
ACT (ADEA) OR EQUAL PAY ACT (EPA):

If you filed a charge or complaint under the ADEA or EPA, the above rules on your
private suit rights do not apply. However, as stated on the reverse side under "EEOC
Procedures", you may request an EEOC Headquarters review of a no violation finding
under these laws. Please note that such a request for review win not extend the time
you have for filing a lawsuit. You must file suit within two years of the alleged dis-
crimination (three years in cases of willful violations). You must wait 60 days from
the day you filed an ADEA charge before you can sue under that law.

If you have any questions, please call the EEOC office which last handled your case.

SOP-10 (7/87)
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OFCE CAA MT 619- 7

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
SpeCial Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

This letter separately responds to questions 6, 7, 8, and 9
of your September 21, 1987 letter. We respond separately
because we request that the questions and answers not be made
part of the public record of the September 10 hearing before the
Senate Special Committee on Aging.

The general governmental deliberative privilege is a well
recognized privilege against the disclosure of pre-decisional
discussions and deliberations. Its purpose is to permit
decisionmakers to explore all avenues of inquiry, to freely
exchange ideas and to candidly state opinions. The questions
identified above reveal part of the Commission's deliberations
on whether to institute suit against Xerox and we request that
the Committee honor the privileged nature of those
deliberations. Likewise, the Government in the Sunshine Act
exempts from public disclosure any matter relating to an
agency's decision whether to participate in a lawsuit. C5 U.S.C.
subsection 552 b(c) (10)]. This statutory exemption shares the
same purpose as the general governmental deliberative privilege
and protects the law enforcement decisions of the Commission
from disclosure, i.e., prevents disclosure of standards or
theories used in the prosecutional decision making process so
that companies cannot structure their operations to avoid
prosecution of statutory violations.

We request that you honor this Congressionally created
privilege against disclosure.

Clarence Thomas
Chairman
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QUESTIONS 6 THROUGH 9
FROM SENATOR JOHN MELCHER

QUESTION 6:

EEOC regulation at 29 CFR 1625.7(f) establishes that a

defense of economic necessity cannot be used by employers to

justify terminating older workers. Nonetheless, during the

Commission's meeting on March 16, 1987 at which the Office of

General Counsel presented its recommendation to pursue age

discrimination litigation against Xerox, you stated: "Getting

rid of higher-priced employees who happen to be older is not a

violation of the Act. . . This is a common business practice.

if we hold against Xerox, then we'll have to go after everyone

else." What are the legal and regulatory bases for these

opinions which you voiced at the March 16 meeting? Do these

opinions constitute Commission policy and, if so, when was this

policy established? Please provide any and all documentation

supportive of your answers to these questions.

ANSWER:

Decisions involving litigation are considered in closed

sessions so that all members of the Commission may voice any and

all questions which may be suggested by the facts of a

particular case. Although I have not reviewed the taped

recording of the closed Commission meeting which is referenced

in Question 6, I can say that all questions raised by me during

any closed sessions are made in the spirit of open discussion

and no question I may ask establishes a Commission policy or

binds any other member of the Commission.

QUESTION 7:

During that same March 16, 1987 Commission meeting, you

stated during the discussion of the Xerox case: "These

voluntary reductions-in-force, which are always going to be

directed at senior employees, are not violative of the Act

unless you can prove coercion." When asked by Associate General

Counsel James Finney, "Wouldn't a threat of an involuntary

reduction in force constitute coercion?", you responded, "No, it

constitutes reality." Please explain what you meant by stating

that "it constitutes reality." What are the legal and

regulatory bases for your opinion-that the "threat of an

involuntary reduction in force" constitutes "reality" and not

"coercion"? Please provide any and all documentation supportive

of your answers to these questions.

ANSWER:

In question 7, reference is made to a brief exchange during

a closed meeting. Although I have not reviewed the taped

recording of that meeting, my recollection is that during the

Commission meeting I observed that it appeared to me that a

company would always use an involuntary layoff program if a

voluntary program was ineffective in reducing a workforce.

This remark was made because I was wondering how it is

possible to infer hostility to older workers and age-based

animus based solely on the fact that a company is prepared to

conduct involuntary layoffs if a voluntary program fails to

reduce the workforce.

QUESTION 8:

In light of your opinions expressed at the March 16 meeting

regarding the Xerox case, please describe what, in your opinion,

would constitute coercion in workforce reductions and early

retirement programs affecting older workers, and what would have

satisfied your definition of coercion in the Xerox case.
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ANSWER:.

The consideration of litigation is made on a case by case
basis only after investigation and conciliation has not resolved
the matter. Inasmuch as the facts of every case are unique, I
cannot speculate what additional facts may be uncovered in a
different case. I can only say that in the Xerox case, the
totality of the evidence presented did not convince me that age
animus or age-based coercion had been proven.

QUESTION 9:

You stated in testimony before the Committee on September
10, 1987 that, when the Office of General Counsel presented the
Xerox case to the Commission for consideration on March 16,
1987, General Counsel "provided no evidence" to support its
recommendation for litigation in the Xerox case: Later, upon
examining documents from the Commission's Xerox case files, I
found that you and the other Commissioners had been provided, or
had been made aware of, the following: internal EEOC staff
memoranda establishing that, since 1984, when EEOC opened its
investigation of Xerox, the company had continued to withhold
information and data essential to the EEOC investigation and had
misrepresented computer data it had furnished for a period of
six months; and statistical analyses, testimony from former
Xerox officials, copies of internal Xerox memos, and interviews
from more than 50 former Xerox employees which "showed
compelling evidence of a pattern of deliberate age
discrimination" by Xerox officials. What were the legal and
regulatory bases for your having discounted these materials and
information as evidence? Please provide any and all
documentation supportive of your answer to this question.

ANSWER:

During the consideration of litigation, each member of the
Commission analyzes the facts of a particular case and draws
conclusions based on those facts. I reviewed internal staff
memoranda during my analysis of the facts of the Xerox case.
However, in that case, I disagreed with the conclusions drawn by
the staff of the Office of General Counsel because in my
opinion, the facts cited in the staff memoranda were
insufficient to support the conclusion that the company was
motivated by age discrimination in conducting its reduction in
force program. In fact, in this memorandum, the attorney
presenting the case did not claim that our investigation
produced evidence of intentional discrimination for the period
of time relevant to litigation (post 1983). Rather, the
memorandum notes there is evidence of earlier discrimination and
states a belief that "during discovery, we can obtain similar
evidence regarding the post 1983 time period."
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20507

act[ or October 8, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are responses to question numbers 1 through 8 and
23 from Mr. James Michie's revised list of 48 requests for EEOC
statistics.

EEOC staff was required to turn from their regular duties
to program the computer to obtain these answers for your staff.
To date, EEOC staff has spent approximately 300 hours responding
to your staff's requests for statistics alone. This does not
include the inordinate number of hours spent compiling, copying
and researching other information requests from the Committee
and staff.

We are proud of our enforcement record and gladly have
provided, and will continue to provide, your staff with the
information and statistics we do have available. However, EEOC
staff is unable to divert any more time from their duties in
support of our law enforcement efforts to conduct research,
program computers and compile data for your staff that is not
already available.

In my letter of September 4, I had advised that if you
would simply ask us what you wanted to know, we probably could
provide the information in a form that already is available.
Instead, the committee staff has persisted in presenting
unfocused requests for data configurations that do not exist.

On September 1, I requested that your staff coordinate all
of its activities through the Office of Communications and
Legislative Affairs. Nevertheless, your staff has continued to
call and visit EEOC staff without arranging such contacts
through our established liaison. Such unscheduled calls and
visits have disrupted the work of my agency and will not be
permitted further.

Sincerely,

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

Enclosure
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U.S. EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

November 5, 1987

Mr. Jim Michie
Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-32 Dirksen Senate Office
Washington, D.C- 20510

Dear Mr. Michie:

To verify your conversation with Marcia Sayer of this
office earlier today, EEOC's established Congressional liaison
procedures require all Congressional inquiries to come through
this office. The purpose of this is to minimize disruption to
the work of other staff engaged in enforcing the laws against
employment discrimination. One of this office's primary
functions is to provide Congress with information requested in
an orderly, expeditious, thorough and efficient manner.

The information you have requested from the General Counsel
will be available in my office (Room 412) tomorrow morning. You
may review it in my office or take copies back to the Hill for
review. As you had indicated an interest in meeting with Mr.
Paul Brenner tomorrow morning, he will be available to come to
my office to meet with you after you review the material, if you
wish.

Pursuant to Chairman Thomas' letters of September 1 and
October 8 to Chairman Melcher, we again insist that you arrange
all such visits through myself or Marcia. Copies of those
letters are attached as a reminder.

Sinrely,

Deborah J. G am
Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs

Attachments

cc: Chairman Clarence Thomas

Marcia Sayer, Director
Legislative Affairs Staff
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October 8, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are responses to question numbers 1 through 8 and

23 from Mr. Jamies Michie's revised list of 48 requests for EEOC
statistics.

EEOC staff was required to turn from their regular duties

to program the computer to obtain these answers for your staff.

To date, EEOC staff has spent approximately 300 hours responding

to your staff's requests for statistics alone. This does not

include the inordinate number of hours spent compiling, copying

and researching other information requests from the Committee
and staff.

We are proud of our enforcement record and gladly have

provided, and will continue to provide, your staff with the
information and statistics we do have available. However, EEOC

staff is unable to divert any more time from their duties in
support of our law enforcement efforts to conduct research,
program computers and compile data for your staff that is not
already available.

In my letter of September 4, I had advised that if you
would simply ask us what you wanted to know, we probably could

provide the information in a form that already is available.
Instead, the committee staff has persisted in presenting
unfocused requests for data configurations that do not exist.

On September 1, I requested that your staff coordinate all

of its activities through the Office of Communications and

Legislative Affairs. Nevertheless, your staff has continued to

call and visit EEOC staff without arranging such contacts

through our established liaison. Such unscheduled calls and

visits have disrupted the work of my agency and will not be
permitted further.

Sincerely,

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

Enclosure
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*, 0,
OFFICE OF

... CHAIRMAN September 1, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Dear Senator Melcher:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your August 25, 1987
letter informing me of the Special Committee on Aging inquiry
into the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's enforcement
and administration of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

In keeping with our established liaison procedures and to
facilitate an organized response to your request for staff
access to EEOC documents and records relative to age
discrimination complaint/case management, please coordinate all
information requests and personal staff visits to EEOC offices
through Deborah Graham, Director of Communications and
Legislative Affairs and/or Marcia Sayer, Director, Legislative
Affairs Staff. Both can be reached at 634-6036. This central
contact point for all requests from the Congress will enable us
to be of greater assistance to you.

Since Xly,

Clarence Thomas
Chairman
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November 9, 1987

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
The Equal employment Opportunity Commission
Columbia Plaza, Room 500
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

I am in receipt of your letters dated October 2, 6, and 8,
1987, regarding my requests for information and data on the
EEOC's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(AEDA).

The Committee must have the basic computerized data
concerning the management and tracking of ADEA charges and
litigation. I shall not accept your failure to respond to my
requests for information which is essential to the Committee's
continuing inquiry into the EEOC's performance in administering
and enforcing the ADEA. The Committee's hearing record Is not
complete without this information. Furthermore, the Committee
is directed by the Senate to make periodic reports. Your
unnecessary delays in supplying us with information is an
unwarranted withholding of Information from the Senate.

I am enclosing a copy of the schedule of questions for
data, which have been revised in accordance with the suggestions
of your staff.

Also, please provide the Committee with the following: (1)
a copy of the audio tape recording of the March 16, 1987
Commission meeting in which the General Counsel presented his
recommendation for litigation in the Xerox case; and (2) a copy
of the report, drafts and/or final, on the recent internal EEOC
audit of Systemic Services within the EEOC's Office of General
Counsel.

Please provide the information, data, and materials
requested above by November 19, 1987.

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding my
requests, please have your staff contact Max Richtman, Committee
Staff Director, at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this
important matter.

Sincerely,

e h C Meher
airman

Enclosure
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SCHEDULE OF QUESTIONS TO THE EEOC PERTAINING TO
AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

COMPLAINT/CASE MANAGEMENT AND RESOLUTION

I. Please provide, for each of the fiscal years (1981 through
September 1987), totals for each of the EEOC's 23 districts and
EEOC Headquarters:

1. Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) charges filed.

2. ADEA charge closures:

a. by negotiated settlements;
b. by withdrawals with benefits;
c. by successful conciliations;
d. by no cause/no violation;
e. by unsuccessful conciliation;
f. because of lack of Jurisdiction;
g. after charging party/parties indicated

willingness/intention to file suit;
h. after charging party/parties filed suit;
i. administratively (Please list totals by each

category of administrative closure);
J. before completion of EEOC investigation.

3. ADEA charges resulting in EEOC letters of violation
(LOVs) following EEOC investigation

4. ADEA LOVs resulting in:

a. EEOC staff recommendation for ADEA litigation;
b. no EEOC staff recommendation for ADEA litigation.

5. EEOC staff recommendations for ADEA litigation:

a. approved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission;

b. disapproved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission.

6. Single/multiple party charges:

a. recommended for litigation by the EEOC
General Counsel and (1) approved by the
Commission, (2) disapproved by the Commission;

b. for which the Commission reversed a prior decision:
(1) to approve ADEA litigation;
(2) to disapprove ADEA litigation;

c. which, prior to EEOC staff recommendation
(concerning litigation) to the EEOC General
Counsel, exceeded:

(1) the two-year statute of limitations;
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2

(2) the three-year statute of limitations;
d. which, prior to EEOC General Counsel

recommendation (concerning litigation)
to the Commission, exceeded:

(1) the two-year statute of limitations;
(2) the three-year statute of limitations;

e. which reached (from date of filing) the
age of at least:

(1) 300 days;
(2) 500 days;
(3) 730 days;
(4) 1,095 days.

7. ADEA class action cases:

a. recommended for litigation by EEOC
General Counsel and (1) approved by the
the Commission and (2) disapproved by the
Commission.

b. for which the Commission reversed a prior
decision of (1) approval of litigation and
(2) disapproval of litigation;

c. which, prior to EEOC's staff recommendation
(concerning litigation) to EEOC General
Counsel, exceeded:

(1) the two year-statute of limitations;
(2) the three-year statute of limitations;

d. which, prior to EEOC General Counsel
recommendation (concerning litigation) to the
Commission, exceeded:

(1) the two-year statute of limitations;
(2) the three-year statute of limitations;

e. which reached the age of at least:
(1) 300 days;
(2) 500 days;
(3) 730 days;
(4) 1,095 days.

8. Initiations of Litigation:

a. ADEA cases involving single/multiple party charges;
b. ADEA cases involving class actions.

II. Please provide for each of the EEOC's District offices the

percentages of 300 day old, or older, cases which is being
allowed to each District Office Director at the close of fiscal

year 1987 in order to meet or exceed his/her performance
standards for fiscal year 1987.
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-42 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

In response to your letter of November 9, EEOC already has
provided the Committee with all basic computerized data we have
available concerning the management and tracking of ADEA charges
and litigation. The questions attached to your November 9
letter are identical to the questions referred to in my letter
of October 8th. To compile the additional data you have
requested, EEOC staff would be required to divert an enormous
amount of time away from their regular duties to reprogram the
agency computers and to research information from paper files.
EEOC has no desire or reason to withhold information from the
Senate. The information and data we already have provided your
committee presents a very clear picture of our enforcement of
ADEA.

In response to your request for an audio tape recording of
the Commission's closed session of March 16, we do not
distribute copies of such tapes outside the agency. However,
your staff is more than welcome to make an appointment to visit
EEOC and listen to the tape again by contacting Deborah Graham
or Marcia Sayer at 634-6036.

I hope you will ask your staff to cease contacting agency
personnel in an attempt to obtain unauthorized copies of the
internal audit of Systemic Litigation Services. A copy of the
audit report will be provided to your Committee after it has
been finalized, presented to the General Counsel for his review
and any necessary action determined.

Sincerely,

* 'l'iarence Thomas
Chairman
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Because of your interest in the enforcement of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, I am writing to notify you of an
enforcement situation that has been brought to my attention and
the steps I am taking to rectify the problem.

EEOC maintains statistics to assist our managers in
efficiently tracking and managing our enforcement of the laws.
As part of a management review last fall, our district offices
were asked to supply statistics on all open ADEA charges.
Review of these statistics revealed that the statute of
limitation had expired on approximately 900 cases, primarily
located in eight of the district offices.

These 900 cases are of a total 17,000 ADEA pending charges.
It is not yet clear what percentage of these cases would have
warranted conciliation or litigation efforts by the EEOC.
However, applying the Commission's "cause rate," which amounts
to about five percent of all charges filed with the agency, the
number of potential cases that might have had a cause finding
within the statute of limitations is probably around forty.
These 900 charges reflect all ADEA charges filed with EEOC where
the statute of limitation has expired, but does not reflect the
length of time EEOC has had the charge. Even though the statute
may have elapsed, it is likely that some of these charges may
have been filed with EEOC only for a few days, weeks or months
at the time the data was collected. It also is possible that
the statute had already expired at the time some of the charges
were filed. Some field offices intend to file or have filed
actions in court on behalf of some of the charging parties
included in the 900 cases. We currently are in the process of
verifying further all of the facts surrounding these 900 cases.

Corrective action has been taken to ensure that such
mismanagement of cases does not occur in the future. The

attached memo went to all of the field offices in December
stating unequivocally that such mismanagement will not and
cannot be tolerated. Certain appropriate disciplinary steps
have already been taken against some of the offending district
directors, and as their performance agreements require, we will
continue to demand their thorough and expeditious handling of
all cases within their jurisdiction.

We also have issued a directive providing guidance for
restructuring case management approaches and requiring itemized
reports of pending workloads and statements from all office
directors for the reasons the statute expired before charge
resolution during fiscal 1987.
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Specifically; our field office directors have been
instructed as follows: In the event an individual files an
untimely AOEA charge (nearing the expiration of the two year
statute of limitations), the case will be considered on a
priority basis. ADEA cases accepted for processing within 90
days of the expiration of the two year period now require
written notification to the charging party of the statute of
limitations and of their rights and responsibilities under the
ADEA. Written notification will also be sent to charging
parties 60 days prior to the two year statute expiration date
for any ADEA case pending completion informing them of the
expiration date and their right to file a suit on their own
behalf.

I am sharing this information with you in an effort to keep
you apprised of our enforcement actions. Please let me know if
you have any questions regarding this matter.

Clarence Thom
Chairman

Attachment

EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20507

December 21, l987

M E M 0 R A N D U M '

TO: All District, Area and Locr9 Directors

FROM: Clarence Thomas
Chairman

-SUBJECT: ADEA Statute of Limitations

For years I have expressed my concern that we take special care
to ensure that all charges filed with EEOC are properly and
expeditiously investigated and I have repeatedly cautioned you
against unnecessary delays in case handling which might result in
the expiration of a statute of limitations. Nevertheless, in a
number of ADEA cases last year, the two-year statute of
limitations was allowed to expire without justification. I find
this disgraceful and absolutely inexcusable.

This agency's mission is to protect employees' rights to be free
from discrimination, not to deny them those same rights by our
failure to complete their cases within statutory time frames.
Indeed, I view allowing a statute of limitations to lapse in a
case to be tantamount to a dereliction of duties.

I will not tolerate such mishandling of even one case. No
supervisor or manager in this agency can be considered to have
performed their job in a satisfactory manner if the applicable
statute of limitations in any case under their supervision is
allowed to expire. Accordingly, I expect each of you, if you
have not already done so, to immediately develop and implement
appropriate measures in your office to ensure that there is no
recurrence of this distressing problem.
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no fl0~~00 *0fl0~ *'~~ SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WASHINGTON. DC 20510-6400

January 27. 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
chai rman
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Columbia Plaza, Room 500
21401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairmen Thomas:

I am in receipt of your letter dated January 25, 1988
hegarding expiration of the two year statute of limitations in a
number of Age Discrimination In Employment Act CADEA) charges.

I am deeply troubled over this disturbing revelation.
Most distressing of all is the fact that older workers--
regardless of the number Involved--have been denied their right
to seek redress. I quite agree with you that this development
Is, Indeed, both 'disgraceful and inexcusable.'

What I also find Intolerable is your repeated refusals
over the past four months to share this data with this
Committee, when, in September and again in November, I had
specifically requested from you in writing this and other data
pertaining to came tracking and handling of ADEA charges. Your
responses, as well as those of your staff in a meeting with
Committee staff on December 1, 1987, led me to falsely believe
that these data were not available.

Your final response to my requests for data, forwarded to
Lloyd Duxbury by Deborah Graham of your office and dated
December 23, 1987, did not contain information on the 900 ADEA
charges which you refedrred to In Interviews with news reporters
prior to your final response to the Committee. Moreover, on
December 21, 1987, two days prior to your December 23 response
to me, you forwarded to your District, Area and Local Office
Directors a tersely worded memorandum scolding them for
permitting ADEA charges to run the statute. Members of your own
staff have informed Committee staff that you were In possession
of these data as early as late September or early October of
last year. y believe you owe this Committee a full explanation
regarding this very serious matter.

Sincerely,

LECHER

Chairman

3M: Jfm
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
U. S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I find the tone of your letter dated January 27 both
uncalled for and highly offensive. I have not led you to
"falsely believe" anything, and I resent being called a liar.

Despite the fact that my staff and I repeatedly asked that
you and your staff clarify your requests to specify the infor-
mation you were seeking, you never made a specific request for
lists of open ADEA charges that had exceeded the two-year
statute of limitations. What you requested and we provided on
September 8, October 6 and December 23, 1987 was data pertaining
to ADEA cases that already had been recommended for litigation
either by staff or by the General Counsel.

The information on the 900 charges was tabulated manually
as part of a management review. I was advised in November by
one of our District Directors that it was possible some of the
field offices were not entering certain charge information onto
the agency computer system. I was concerned that this might
include ADEA charges that were still open in which the statute
of limitations had expired. I then requested headquarters
officials to look into this matter and provide me with a report.
I received the information shortly before Christmas and issued
the memo that I shared with you in my last letter. I then made
the matter public by providing the information to a news
reporter for publication. It is ludicrous for anyone to believe
that I would refuse to share this information with you, then
turn around and give it to the press. As you know, I even took
the initiative to advise you by personal letter about these 900
cases.

We are looking further into the 900 cases and I have
promised to report our findings to Chairman Roybal of the House
Select Committee on Aging. I will send you a copy of that
report when it is complete.

S e

Clarence Th
Chairman
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

February 2, 1988

MUMORANDUM

Tot Lynn Bruner
District Director, St. Louis

FROMs Haroia Sayer
Director of v ative Affairs staff

I received your memo of January 29, 1988 regarding agency
procedures in responding to requests from congressional
committees, committee staff and Members of Congress. Your
understanding of the process is correct: I would add and
emphasize that the Office of Communications and Legislative
Affairs needs to receive a copy of all information that is
provided to the congressional caller. Inasmuch as this office
does the preparation for the Chairman's appearances before
congressional committees, it is very important that the Chairman
be informed an to what data and information has been provided to
a committee or Member of Congress so that the Chairman is
prepared to respond to inquiries about a particular matter.

We appreciate you keeping this office informed of the
information requests from congressional committee staff and hope
you will continue to do so.
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Mr. Jim Niche
Staff Assistant
Special Commission on Aging
U.S. Senate
Room S-D-G41
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Niche:

In line with your recent request, I am enclosing copies of
correspondence which I have had with our

0
Headquarters office

concerning the status of age cases in the St. Louis District.
This response is in line with instructions I received from our
Office of Congressional and Legislative Affairs.

My memo of September 16, 1986, describes the overloaded condition
of the Kansas City office, and points out that a problem exists
in the processing of all cases. You should note, however, that
it also indicates that we made a sincere effort to preserve the
rights of charging parties by routinely notifying them 90 days
prior to the expiration of the statute of limitation. In
addition, we assigned as many age charges as possible. I bring
this to your attention because it is indicative of our efforts to
preserve charging parties rights despite our overloaded condi-
tions.

Si rely,

Lynn Bruner
District Director

Enclosures

cc:
Office of Congressional
and Legislative Affairs
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of tte Sniteb State.

2"OCI aren Thnmaq c fni r- n i cfn q lq- 1PI9,9l omc t ,- tni

Ch-isccinn, C1hi, PI-., R., egg flLL xi w I

Washinrton. D.C. 20507 -_ antlf:

PargSu to tavutr authority roU dRE HEREBr COmmJ DED to

appear before the anecial Committee on fgi no

of the Senate of the United States, on ___ M-rh 11 19,

at 10:00 o'cloek L-m., at their committee room SDA 1 inJ r

Dirksen Senate Office uildinz , then and there

to testify what you may know relative lo the subject matters under can-
at a deposition noticed by the accompanying

ajdemrtion by said committee. deposition notice pursuant to Rule VI ot the
Committee's rules, to answer each of the questions listed in Attachnnent A.
anri ro pynAe-r thn Anrh n t lind ALL.ea dn"'t B. A
personal appearance will not be required if you provide full and complete
answers rc the q-etir inAtahRet A int ieyitimin..a fuc-lellittl
with the requirements of 28 U.S.C. 1746 and provide all of the docrments
randl -arPJ,1, li-e in, Attachot 11, bw, tile_... .1 b< ll, l
materials to Max Richmnan at the above Comrnittee room no later than 72 hours
in ,d-'n-o s 'hg r-eflfd rtur.

Sermi t11 mdL as you wiU answer your defautt under the paint and pen-

alties in euch oases made and provided.

To any rnrms atff _ _ _ _ _

to serve and return.

gfbtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

n rb1 day o r in the year of our

Lord one thaand nine hundred and eigl; i_:

Ch/mCrmj Comm~ittce em rjn g_ _ _

I11 i'ii ;1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
&Congreg of tfe MnMteb stated

Notice of
Senate Deposition

To 5C1axrenc e. lTholaaas. Ckairman.,..- L. S_ .Equal- Emp lcyman-t EOppo-rtunid ty

Commission..Co-lumhia Pla-- a,.Rm. 5QQ, . ------ E.------..--

tWashinton, _D.C g 25Q 0. recting:

IeaeC takenotice that at 1Q J1 . o'clock :a3-_m., on Ma-rch .ll .... .. 195..,
Special

at En.. S . 41.,- Iyd-_ luxbULr.y .. . _-. of the staff of the . committee

on Ag-i-g_ _ _ _ _. .. of the Senate of the United States, wzill

take your deposition on oral examination concerning uwhat you may know relative to the subject

Special
matters uinder consideration by said .. committee. The deposition witt be taken before a

notary public, or before some other officer authorized by tocat tau' to administer oaths: it will

Special
be taken pursuant to the: .... committee's rules, a copy of which are attached.

.....- -- -- - ------ -- -------- ------. -- ---- -- -- . ... .... ... .... ........... ............... ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

.- ----- -- -- --- -- - -- ---------- -- --- ---- --- ---- --....... ..... ............ -- -- --- --- -- --- - ...... -. ---- ----

003CnI tinder my hand, by anthority vested inr me by

the C committee, on .ehrbusry 94 _

19AS.

A>~~~~~~~~~~~~~----- ------
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ATTACHMENT A

For each of the fiscal years 1984 through 1987, provide
from the files, Including but not limited to computerized files,
of each of the EEOC'S field offlces (identified by name of city
and state) and EEOC headquarters, the total numbers sought in
the following questions. In these questions "ADEA" should be
read as referring to ADEA charges or cases, either alone or in
conjunction with charges or cases under Title VII and/or EPA.

1. Age Discrimination In Employment Act (ADEA) chanrges filed.

2. ADEA charge closures:

a. by negotiated settlements;
b. by withdrawals with benefits;
c. by successful concillations;
d. by no cause/no violation;
e. by unsuccessful conciliation;
f. because of lack of jurisdiction;
g. after charging party/parties indicated

willingness/intention to file suit;
h. after charging party/parties filed suit;
1. administratively (Please list totals by each

category of administrative closure);
J. before completion of EEOC investigation.

3. EEOC staff recommendations for ADEA litigation:

a. approved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission;

b. disapproved by the EEOC General Counsel for
presentation to the Commission.

4. The number of single/multiple party charges and the number
of class actions:

a. recommended for litigation by the EEOC
General Counsel and (1) approved by the
Commission, (2) disapproved by the Commission;

b. which, prior to EFOC staff recommendation
to tne EEOC General Counsel concerning litigation,
exceeded:

(1) tne two-year statute of limitations:
(2) the tnree-year statute of limitations;

c. whicn, prior to EEOC General Counsel
recommendation to the Commission concerning litigation,

exceeded:
(1) tne two-year statute of limitations;
(2) the three-year statute of limitations;

5. EEOC lawsuits filed:

a. Involving single/multiple party charges;
b. class actions;
c. systemic violations.

6. charges involving the ADEA which were transferred from each
of the receiving field offices to other field offices for
processing and disposition; provide the reason(s) for
transfer of the charge(s); and Identify the field office
that received the charge(s) and the field office to which
the charge(s) was/were transferred.

95-656 0 - 89 - 12
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ATTACHMENT B

1. The audiotape recording of the closed meeting of the

Commission on March 16, 1987 in which the Office of General

Counsel presented its recommendation for the EEOC to file a

direct lawsuit against the Xerox Corporation for allegedly
having violated the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

2. - Any and all drafts and the final version of the report on

the internal EEOC audit(s) of Systemic Services in the Office of

General Counsel conducted in 1987, and any and all memoranda,

correspondence and written comments pertaining to the audit

report which were generated or received by Systemic Services,

the Office of General Counsel, the Office of Legal Counsel, the

EEOC personnel who conducted the audit, and the Office of the

Chairman.

3. Any and all draft and final versions of memoranda,

correspondence and minutes of meetings/telephone conference

calls generated and/or received by EEOC Headquarters during the

period from the beginning of fiscal year 1984 through March 7,

1988 which pertain to ADEA charges received by EEOC Field

Offices and Headquarters that had, or were in danger-of,

exceeding the two-year statute of limitations and/or the three-

year statute of limitations.

4. Any and all draft and final versions of memoranda,
correspondence and minutes of meetings/telephone conference

calls generated and/or received by EEOC Headquaquarters during

the period from the beginning of fiscal year 1984 through

March 7, 1988 which pertain to ADEA charge backlog/pending
Inventory.
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,united States Senate
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WASHINGTON. DC 20510 -400

February 29, 1988

Ms. Deborah J. Graham JO

Director of CommunicatIons

and Legislative Affairs

U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Columbia Plaza, Room 412

2401 E Street, N.W.

Washington. D.C. 20507

Dear Ms. Graham:

The meeting between members of your 
Commission staff and

staff of this Committee today, the 29th ot February, 1988, at

1:00 p. ,m., resulted in your request 
for clarification or Item

4b on Attachment A to the subpoena that the Committee 
served on

Chairman Thomas for his deposition 
scheduled for March 11, 1988.

Item 4b is intended to cover all ADEA cases that exceeded

the two-year and three-year statutes 
of limitations before there

had been an EEDC staff recommendation, regardless of whether 
or

not there subsequently ever was such 
a recommendation. That is,

we are interested in all cases that exceeded the statute of

limitations without there having been 
a staff recommendation at

that time.

I trust that this provides you with sufficient guidance 
on

the Committee's Intend in Item 4b.

Sincerely,

Max I. Richtman
Staff Director VA

F EB29 1988

EEOC
011106 EECC iications

Wrs`C=tonDC

S, .(. I~

V, ', , . S;,s
A\?, k t
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%-+,, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. Z0507

MAR - 2 1gs

Th C.4*EAMAN

Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee or, Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We are in receipt of the subpoena issued February 24, 1988 by the
Special Committee on Aging. Let us assure you that we have every
intention of cooperating with your Committee and complying with
the subpoena. EEOC staff is already working diligently to gather
the information you have requested and we will provide it to you
as expeditiously as possible. Should any of the requested data
be unobtainable, we will so advise you in writing and give you
the reasons.

It is. our belief that much of the information sought by the
subpoena has already been supplied to the Committee. The
information previously submitted to you was gathered from many
sources, including files and data bases maintained at
Headquarters and in the field. Recent discussions between our
respective staffs reveals that, nevertheless, in response to the
subpoena, you intend for EEOC to gather and compile the requested
information by reviewing all the files and data bases located in
our 50 field offices.

While we fully intend to provide all the requested information,
to the extent such exists, we are sure you recognize that the
manner in which we have been instructed to compile our response
is extraordinarily time-consuming and labor intensive. Indeed,
the work required may be so extensive as to require us to cease
all field operations, except charge intake and required
litigation, in order to free our legal, investigative and
administrative staffs to research and prepare the requested
material by the deadline set forth in the subpoena.

We are concerned that even though we have reassigned nearly every
employee in our field offices from their law enforcement duties
to the activities necessary to respond to your subpoena, a week-
long agency shutdown may not be sufficient for all offices to

review their files and locate all the data you seek. Some of our
offices may, in fact, need to devote their entire staff to the
project for as much as three full weeks in order to ensure
compliance. Accordingly, we are requesting a two-week extension
of time within which to comply with the subpoena.

Let us reiterate. This Commission is committed to cooperating
with your Committee. We would like to resolve this problem
expeditiously so that we can get this agency back to its mission,
enforcing the law.

We look forward to your prompt response.

Sincerely,

Clarence Thomas R Gal Silberman
Chairman Vice-Chairman

ny E. Gal egos Evan J. Kemp, Jr. E
Commision r Commissioner

Joy 19ekian
Commis' oner
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A=--en tn=I Un.tcd JitaM ftatt
~ b SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

*.^--Ad___ -- I w WASHINGTON. OC 20110-G400

March 3. 1988

V\

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

' A

Columbia Plaza. Room 500
,2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

Thank you for your letter dated March 2, 1988. in 
which

you request an extension for submitting a portion 
of the data

and documentation listed in the subpoena served on 
you on

February 24. 1988.

*:Ronald Kader of the Committee staff has informed me that,

according to Deborah Graham of your staff, all of the materials

listed in Attachment B of the subpoena will be submitted 
to the

Committee-by: close of business on March 8. 1988. In the event

that -tes5 materials are not provided to the Committee 
by close

Of business:on March 8, 1988. your appearance for deposition 
on

March 11 1988 will be required in accordance with the subpoena.

-In-light of your agency's difficulty in assembling the

responses to Attachment A of the subpoena, the date for your

submitting the answers to Attachment A is extended 
to March 21,

1988. Should you fail to produce this material by close 
of

business on March 21, 1988, you will be required to appear for

deposition-at 10:00 a.m. on March 22, 1988. So as to facilitate

expeditious receipt of these data by the Committee, please

submit your- responses to Attachment A as they become available

from each of the EEOC s District Offices.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

Iohn Melcher
{Chairman

O'1I -(
7I

cc: Vice Chairman Sliberman,
Commissioners Gallegos, Kemp,
and Cherian

k I R &. ICD

19j VI" � �v
Q ,,

1� W �tlv
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U.S EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
U.S. Washington, D.C. 20507

"'V.,

December 23, 1987

Mr. Lloyd Duxbury
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
G-41 Dirksen
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Duxbury:

Pursuant to our agreement at the meeting in your offices on
December 1, 1987, we are providing the remainder of the data on
EEOC's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
which you requested and which we are able to compile.

You will note that detailed explanations are provided to
clarify each set of data. If you have questions, or require
further clarification, please call me or Marcia Sayer at
634-6036.

Sincerely,

Deborah J. aham
Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs

cc: Chairman Clarence Thomas
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

Office of
General Counsel December 22, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO Deborah Graham
Director
Office of Communications and Legislative Affairs

FROM William H. Ng
Deputy General Coun el

SUBJECT: Second Senate Aging Committee Data Request

We have prepared the attached Tables I through VI in response
to the questions raised by the Senate Aging Committee.

Tables I through V were prepared from the Presentation Memorandum
Tracking System maintained by the Office of General Counsel. This
data system is primarily a headquarters management tool. There-
fore, the data contained in the tables are manual counts of
listinas of Presentation Memoranda submitted by the District
Offices. The tracking system consists of computerized LOTUS
data files for FY 1985 through FY 1987; semi-computerized LOTUS
data files for FY 1983 and FY 19C4, and manual ledger pages for
FY 1981 and FY 1982.

The data contained in Table VI were prepared from descriptive
listings of suits filed under the ADEA which are released by
the Commission.

In most tables, we reference the Commission's Statement of
Enforcement Policy. A copy of the published Statement is
also attached for the Committee's use.

If you have any questions concerning these data, please contact
Mary Pfeiffer at 653-7443.
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TABLE I: This table contains the response to question 4.

The staff of the Senate Aging Committee requested
statistics on "ADEA LOV's resulting in a EEOC staff
recommendation for ADEA litigation: and no EEOC staff
recommendation for litigation.'

Under the Statement of Enforcement Policy, charges which
have resulted in the issuance of a letter of violation and
in which conciliation has failed (or where it is clear
that conciliation is likely to fail) are submitted to the
legal unit of a district office for litigation review. A
district office may recommend for or against litigation.
Under the Statement of Enforcement of Policy, the General
Counsel may or may not recommend that the Commission concur
with the recommendation submitted by the district office.
Thereafter, the Commission determines whether to initiate
litigation.

Table I which shows presentation memoranda recommmending
for and against litigation will thus provide information
on those LOV's, following unsuccessful conciliation, which
resulted in a recommendation for or against litigation by
the district office.

?au I
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TABLE II: This table contains the response to questions 5a and
Sb.

It should be recognized that in addition to recommendations
forwarded by the Office of General Counsel to the Commission,
with a recommendation for or against litigation, certain
Presentation Memoranda were 1) withdrawn by the District
Office; 2) recommended to be returned to the District
Office; 3) settled before submission to the Commission; or
4) consolidated into one recommendation involving multiple
Presentation Memoranda (e.g., ADEA-BFOQ Presentation
Memoranda against local government consolidated into one
suit recommendation against the State and the local
governments.)
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TABLE III: This table contains the response to questions 6a(l),
6a(2), 7a(l) and 7(a)2.

This table also provides information on the number of suits
approved by the Commission in those instances where the
General Counsel recommended against litigation.

For further information about the data shown in this table,
please see the Special Notes and marginal comments on the
table.
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TABLE IV: This table contains the response to questions 6c(l),

6c(2), 7c(l) and 7c(2).

The two-year and three-year statute of limitations date

fields in the 1987 and 1986 Presentation Memorandum Tracking

System are not complete. In the FY 1987 file, 31 records

do not contain statute of limitations data. Similarly, in

the FY 1986 file, 133 records do not contain statute of

limitations data. This is not an oversight; instead, these

fields were added into the data bases in mid-FY 1987.

Data fields were added in mid-FY 1987, which provided

basic statute of limitation data, because, following the

Supreme Court's decision in Transworld Airlines v. Hardison,

469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose that a suit

could only be filed under the three year limitations period

for willful violations if a court found that a defendant

had recklessly disregarded an individual's ADEA rights.

Pior to Hardison, courts had held that a willful violation,

which permitted suit to be filed under the three year

limitations period, occurred whenever a court found that an

employer was aware that it might be subject to the ADEA.

See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458 F.2d 1139, 1142

(5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 948 (1972). This

issue has not been settled by the Supreme Court and many

courts continue to use the Jiffy June standard for

determining willfulness.

Without a factual examination of each case, it is not

possible to determine the precise number of cases which

may be affected by the two or three year limitations

period. Also, without a factual examination of each case,

it is not possible to precisely identify the cases where

the two or three year limitations period for bringing an

EEOC suit has been extended as a result of the one year

tolling provision in the ADEA.
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TABLE V: This table contains the response to questions 6d(l),
6d(2); 7d(l) and 7d(2).

The two-year and three-year statute of limitations date

fields in the 1987 and 1986 Presentation Memorandum Tracking
System are not complete. In the FY 1987 file, 31 records
do not contain statute of limitations data. Similarly, in
the FY 1986 file, 133 records do not contain statute of
limitations data. This is not an oversight; instead, these
fields were added into the data bases in mid-FY 1987.

Data fields were added in mid-FY 1987, which provided
basic statute of limitation data, because, following the
Supreme Court's decision in Transworld Airlines v. Hardison,
469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose that a suit
could only be filed under the three year limitations period
for willful violations if a court found that a defendant
had recklessly disregarded an individual's ADEA rights.
Pior to Hardison, courts had held that a willful violation,
which permitted suit to be filed under the three year
limitations period, occurred whenever a court found that an

employer was aware that it might be subject to the ADEA.
See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458 F.2d 1139, 1142
(5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 948 (1972). This
issue has not been settled by the Supreme Court and many
courts continue to use the Jiffy June standard for
determining willfulness.

Without a factual examination of each case, it is not
possible to determine the precise number of cases which
may be affected by the two or three year limitations
period. Also, without a factual examination of each case,
it is not possible to precisely identify the cases where
the two or three year limitations period for bringing an
EEOC suit has been extended as a result of the one year
tolling provision in the ADEA.
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TABLE VI: Response to questions 6e(1-4) and 7e(l-4)

The Office of General Counsel's tracking systems do not
indicate the date a charge was filed.

As we explained to the Committee staff, once the litigation
component of the Charge Data System is implemented, we shall
be able to provide this information. In order to provide a
reasonable approximation of the data requested by Committee
staff in questions 6e(1-4) and 7e(1-4), we used the Fiscal
Year the charge was filed (indicated by the middle digits of
the charge number) and compared this year to the Fiscal Year
the Presentation Memorandum was approved by the Commission.

The entry "Same Fiscal Year' refers to a suit approved by
the Commission in the same Fiscal Year in which the charge
was filed (as indicated by the middle two digits of the
charge number.)

Similarly, the entry "FY-1" corresponds to a suit approved
in the year following the charge (about 300 days); "FY-2"
corresponds to a charge filed two years before the suit
was approved (730 days); and "F-3" corresponds to a suit
approved three years after the charge was filed (1,095
days.) We were unable to approximate a response to the
Committee staff request for 500 day information.

Further, as noted above and in the LTS manual provided to
Committee staff during our meeting, the charge number is
not indicated in the LTS file - it is superceded by the
Civil Action Number. Thus, we used the date the suit was
approved by the Commission, not the date the suit was
actually filed, to prepare this table.
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TABLE VII: This table contains the response to question 8.

The data on cases filed were provided to the Committee in
September. We have updated our previous response by
including fourth quarter FY 1987 data.

TAILE VII

TOTAL TIEI OF ANA ASD ADEA/CCUTIEAT SUITS FILEtD
IT FISCTL TEAM. FT 1n11 -FT ITS743
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191rL SUITS FILED

IATIVIDUAL SUITS
CLASS SUITS

1597" 175U 19IS 19T T9IT Im 191TI

(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)

71 95 63 33 26 n9
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99

23
12
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Offic oa Conaral Cansel
Equal EpoIpntl Opportauilt Cmuissaon
Sale Tale Last Updated: 12/21/87
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Response to questions 6b(l); 6b(2); 7b(l) and 7b(2).

The computerized and manual tracking systems maintained by
the Office of General Counsel do not contain information
indicating whether the Commission has overturned a prior
approval or disapproval of litigation between Fiscal Year
1981 and Fiscal Year 1987. Our records, as shown in
Table I, do show whether the Commission has disagreed with
recommendations to litigate as well as recommendations not
to litigate submitted by the General Counsel.

STATEMENT OF ENFORCEMENT POLICY
Adopted September 11, 1984

The Commission believes that two crtical features of an
effective law enforcement program are certainty and pre-
dictability of enforcement in those -situations where the
agency has reason to believe that a law it enforces has been
violated. Those critical features have never been fully
developed by this law enforcement agency. The Commis-
sion believes that Commission employees, charging parties
and respondents should understand that the Commission
has adopted the goal of pursuing through litigation each
case in which merit has been found and conciliation has
failed. The achievement of that degree of certainty and
predictability in enforcement requires a unity of purpose on
the part of all segments of the Agency. The purpose of this
memorandum is to articulate this enforcement policy and
to direct that you develop those mechanisms necessary to
more effectively integrate and allocate the Commission's
legal and investigative resources so that this agency can
achieve that degree of certainty and predictability in en-
forcement which will more directly carry out our law enforce-
ment responsibilities.

In support of this goal, the Commission has determined
that every case in which the District Director has found that
one of our statutes has been violated should be submitted
to the Commission for litigation consideration if attempts
at conciliation fail. In the implementation of this law enforce-
ment policy, the Commission believes that the following
points need to be clearly understood:

(1) The Commission will review for litigation considera-
lion all reasonable cause determinations and all let-
ters of violation where conciliation has failed;

(2) The reasonable cause determination or letter of
violation requires input by the Agency's legal staff
before the determination is made;

(3) The District Director is responsible for issuing all
lesers of determination and letters of violation. In so
doing, the District Director will give serious con-
sideration to the analysis, guidance and recommen-
dation of all those providing input including the
Regional Attorney;

(4) One finding of discrimination is no more "worthy"
of litigation than any other finding of discrimination.
Accordingly, the Commission believes that an en-
forcement philosophy or operational system which
attempts to determine which among several
meritorious findings is 'worthy" of governmental
resources is inconsistent with our statutory obliga-
tions. The National Litigation Plan is designed to
focus attention on additional areas of special con-
cem for litigation consideration. It should not be in-
terpreted as a limitation on the consideration of
meritorious litigation proposals which may tall outside
the defined parameters of the National Litigation Plan.

The Commission, in support of these principles, directs
the Offices of the General Counsel and Program Opera-
tions to develop jointly, fOr approval by the Commission.
the appropriate administrative mechanisms which will im-
plement the following procedures:

(1) The advice of attorneys should be sought, as ap-
propriate, during the investigative process for all cases.

(2) Before the issuance of a reasonable cause deter-
mination or letter of violation, the District Director
shall obtain from the Regional Attorney an analysis
of whether the evidence supports such a finding in
accordance with the following standard:

It is more likely than not that the Charging Party(s)
and or members of a class were discriminated
against because of a basis prohibited by the
statutes enforced by the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission. The likelihood that
discrimination occurred is assessed on evidence
that establishes. under the appropriate legal
theory, a prima facie case. If the Respondent has
provided a viable defense, evidence of pretext
should be assessed.

If the Regional Attorney is of the view that the
evidence does not support such a reasonable cause
finding or letter of violation, the Regional Attorney
shall specify in writing to the District Director the
reasons therefor and those reasons shall be
transmitted to the General Counsel for review follow-
ing failure of conciliation.

(3) The District Director, aher considering the Regional
Attorney's recommendation, shall:

a. Issue a determination of reasonable cause or
letter of violation; or

b. Obtain additional evidence: or
c. Issue a finding of no reasonable cause or other

appropriate closure.

(4) Following the failure of conciliation in every case
where a reasonable cause determination or letter of
violation has been issued, the District Director shall
forward the case to the Regional Attorney. The
Regional Attorney shall then forward such informa-
tion as required by the General Counsel to the Of-
fice of General Counsel (Headquarters) for review
and submission of a presentation memorandum to
the Commission, through the Executive Secretariat.
The General Counsel's submission shall include:

a. The General Counsel's recommendation and any
additional legal analysis;

b. The Letter of Determination or Letter of Violation;
c. The Investigative Memorandum;
d. The Respondent Position Statement (or an indica-

tion that such a Position Statement does not exist);
a. Notice of Conciliation Failure where applicable; and
I. Copy of the proposed complaint.

The Commission expects that each required analysis shall
be succinct and completed in an expeditious manner.

Please ensure that all employees receive a copy of this
Memorandum.
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'"$, ;. S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
a, Washington, D.C. 20507

September 8, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Senate Special Committee on Aging
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Relative to your letter of September 3, 1987 to Chairman Clarence Thomas
requesting information and/or response to 59 questions, I am providing you with

the following summary as to the status of EEOC's response.

The Office of Program Operations provided statistical data for questions
1 through 11 for FY 85, FY 86 and FY 87. Prior to PY 85, statistical data
was maintained by EEOC's Information System Services which will be providing

where possible, the data from DY 81 through 84.

Questions 35 through 40 and questions 51 through 58 remain unanswered. Wherever
possible, we will supply the remaining data through my office as soon as

possible.

Responses to the following questions are attached: questions 1 through 11,

questions 13 through 34 and questions 41 through 50.

I will be certain to see that the incomplete information is forwarded to your
office as expeditiously as possible.

Sincerely,

Deborah J. Gr
Director
Office of Communications and

Legislative Affairs

cc: Chairman Clarence Thomas

Attachments
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Response to questions on Enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act from
the Senate Special Committee on Aging:

1. ADEA charges filed, FY 85 - 16,784, FY 86 - 17, 443, BY 87 - 10,886 (FY 87
through the third quarter).

2., 3 and 4. Data on 7 (d) conciliation attempts (We have interpreted your question
to mean this.) Data on unsuccessful 7(d) conciliations was maintained until
FY 85 when the EEOC Compliance Manual discontinued any reference to this type of
closure. No data is known to exist which would identify a settlement as the
result of a 7 (d) attampt. No data is maintained on the extent of the
investigation at the time of a settlement.

5. and 6. OPO does not maintain data on the specific type of administrative
closure nor on the extent of investigation at the time of closure.

7. oPO does not maintain data on investigations after unsuccessful 7(d)
conciliation attempts.

8. We were not able to interpret this question.

9. Data on successful ADEA consilaitions from FY 85 to June 30, 1987: FY 85 - 101,
FY 86 - 146, FY 87 - 59.

10. Unsuccessful ADEA conciliations FY 85 to June 30, 1987. See source for question
9. FY 85 - 449, FY 86 - 344, FY 87 - 438.

11 and 13. OPO does not maintain data on whether a charge is individual or class.
Data on cause not maintained in OPO. Following figures represent the total of
successful and unsuccessful conciliations. FY 85 - 550, FY 86 - 490, FY 87 - 497.

12. OPO does not maintain data on whether a charge is individual or class.

30. Successful conciliations of concurrent Title VII/ADEA charges. FY 85 - 10,
FY 86 - 11, FY 87 - 5.

31. Concurrent Title VII/ADEA no cause. FY 85 - 1, 850, FY 86 - 2,258, FY 87 - 1,196

32. Concurrent Title VII/ADEA unsuccessful conciliations. FY 85 - 103, FY 86 - 40,
FY 87 - 23.

33. and 34. Closures for lack of jurisdiction. FY 85 - 572, FY 86 - 451, data not
yet available for FY 87.

41. and 42. Don't understand question.

QUESTIONS 14, 15, 16 and 17

These questions were interpreted to request the number of
Presentation Memoranda submitted by the District Office
legal units.

The responses to Questions 14, 15, 16 and 17 for FY 1981
through FY 1986 are contained in attached Table A.

The responses for FY 1987 are contained in Table A-1.

In Fiscal Year 1986, approximately one-half of the class
suits filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement
age and maximum hiring age policies of public safety
employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class
ADEA cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments
to the ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory
retirement and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters
of the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as
specif ied.
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TABLE A

PRESENTATION MEEMORANDA SUBMITTED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE LEGAL UNITS
ADEA RECOIO6ENDATIONS ONLY

1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO LITIGATE 165 206 80 67 60 93

INDIVIDUAL 91 72 N/A N/A N/A N/A
CLASS 57 134 N/A N/A N/A N/A
BOT 15 0 80 67 60 93
N/A 2 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A

RECONMENDATION NOT TO LITIGATE 16 12 ////////I/////I////////////////////

INDIVIDUAL 11 8 ////////////////////////////////////
CLASS 5 4 ///////////////////////////////////

N/A 0 0 ////////////////////////////////////

TOTAL RECOSMMENDATIONS 181 218 80 67 60 93

INDIVIDUAL 102 80 N/A N/A N/A N/A
CLASS 62 138 N/A N/A N/A N/A
BOTH 15 0 Ho 67 60 93
N/A 2 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A

RECOMMENDATIONS TO LITIGATE 91

INDIVIDUAL 55
CLASS 34
BOTH 9
N/A 1

RECOMMENDATION NOT TO LITIGATE 8

INDIVIDUAL 68
CLASS 31
BOTH 0
H/A 0

TOTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 100

INDIVIDUAL 56
CLASS 34
BOTH 8
N/A 1

Equal Employment Opportunity CoccissioH
Office of General Counsel. ATSS
September 8. 1987

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

.2% 94.5% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.2% 35.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.5% 65.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A
:.1% 0.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A
.2% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.8% 5.5% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.6% 66.7% N/A N/A N/A N/A
.3% 33.3% N/A N/A N/A N/A
0.0% 0.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A
:.0% 0.0% N/A N/A 53/A N/A

.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.4% 36.7% N/A N/A N/A N/A
I3.3 6330. N/A N/A N/A N/A
.3% 0.0% H/A N/A N/A H/A
.1% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.01 100.0%

DATA WERE NOT MAINTAINED BY
CLASS/INDIVIDUAL DESIGNATION
PRIOR TO FY 1985. THEREFORE
FY 1901 - 1904 DATA ARE
LISTED AS 'BOTH.-

ALL RECONM1ENDATIONS ARE

CONSIDERD POSITIVE PRIOR TO
THE SEPTEMBER 1904 ADOPTION
OF THE STATEM4ENT OF
ENFORCEMENT POLICY.

THESE DATA INCLUDE ALL

IDENTIFIABLE TRO'S AND PR
ACTIONS; HOWEVER, THEY 00

NOT INCLUDE THOSE SUITS
RECOMMENDED CONCURRENTLY
UNDER MORE THAN ONE

STATUTE.
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TABLE A-1

PRESENTATION MEMORANDA SUBMITTED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE LEGAL UNITS
ADEA RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY

FY 1987 DATA AS OF SEPTEMBER 3, 1987

1987

(1)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO LITIGATE 82

INDIVIDUAL 47
CLASS 32
BOTH 3
N/A 0

RECOMMENDATION NOT TO LITIGATE 18

INDIVIDUAL 12
CLASS 6
BOTH 0
N/A 0

TOTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 100 THESE DATA INCLUDE ALL
IDENTIFIABLE TRO'S AND PR

INDIVIDUAL 59 ACTIONS; HOWEVER, THEY DO
CLASS 38 NOT INCLUDE THOSE SUITS
BOTH 3 RECOMMENDED CONCURRENTLY
N/A 0 UNDER MORE THAN ONE

STATUTE.

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS TO LITIGATE 82.0%

INDIVIDUAL 57.3%
CLASS 39.0%
BOTH 3 7%
N/A 0.0%

RECOMMENDATION NOT TO LITIGATE 18.0%

INDIVIDUAL 66.7%
CLASS 33.3%
BOTH 0.0%
N/A 0.0%

TOTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 100.0%

INDIVIDUAL 59.0%
CLASS 38.0%
BOTH 3.0%
N/A 0.0%

Equal Employment opportunity Comlesion
Office of General Counsel, ATSS
September 9. 1987
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QUESTIONS 18, 19, 20 and 21

These questions were interpreted to request the number of
General Counsel recommendations (positive and negative) to
the Commission.

SPECIAL NOTE: Prior to enactment of the the Statement of
Enforcement Policy (September 1984), the
General Counsel did not submit negative
recommendations to the Commission. Instead,
the General Counsel did not submit the case
for consideration by the Commission.

In order to provide continuity of the data,
we have not used the General Counsel's
recommendation, by Fiscal Year; but, rather,
we have used the Fiscal Year in which the
PM was received from the District Office.

The responses to Questions 18, 19, 20 and 21 for FY 1981
through FY 1986 are contained in attached Table B.

The responses for FY 1987 are contained in Table B-1.

In Fiscal Year 1986, approximately one-half of the class
suits filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement
age and maximum hiring age policies of public safety
employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class
ADEA cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments
to the ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory
retirement and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters
of the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as
specified.
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OGC POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

INDIVIDUAL
CLASs
BOTH

OGC NEGATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

INDIVIDUAL
CLASS
BOTH

OGC RECOMMEND RETURN TO DO

INDIVIDUAL
CLASS
BOTH

TOTAL, ALL ACTIONS

TABLE B

OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL ACTION ON POSITIVE PRESENTATION MEMORANDA
SUBMITTED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE LEGAL UNITS

ADEA RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY

1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

113 149 68 30 28 53

74 51 N/A N/A N/A N/A
28 sB N/A N/A N/A N/A

\1l 0 68 30 28 53

48 31 15 23 27 10

17 17 N/A N/A N/A N/A
25 14 N/A N/A N/A N/A

6 0 15 23 27 10

13 1 3

- - - N/A N/A N/A

- _ - N/A N/A N/A
_ - - 13 1 3

161 180 83 66 56 66

OGC POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 70

INDIVIDUAL 65
CLASS 24
BOTH 9

DOC NEGATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 29

INDIVIDUAL 35
CLASS 52
BOTH 12

OGC RECOMMEND RETURN TO DO N

INDIVIDUAL N
CLASS N
BOTH N

Equal Employment Opportunity COmnialioe
Office fE General Counel., ATSS
Septeober 8. 1987

Date Table Lest Updated: 09/08/87

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

.2% 82.8% 81.9% 45.5% 50.0% 80.3%

.5% 34.2% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.8% 65.8% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.7% 0.0% 150.0% 100.0% 100.0% 110.0%

.8% 17.2% 18.1% 34.8% 48.2% 15.2%

.4% 54.8% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.1% 45.2% N/A N/A N/A N/A

.5% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

/A N/A N/A 19.7% 1.8% 4.5%

/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

/A N/A N/A 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

DATA WERE NOT MAINTAINED

BY CLASS/INDIVIDUAL DESIGNATION
PRIOR TO FY 1985, THEREFORE.

FY 1981 - 1984 DATA ARE
LXQTED AS BOTH.-

NOTE: PRIOR TO THE STATEMENT OF
ENFCRCEMENT POLICY, THE GENERAL

COUNSEL DID NOT RECOMMEND
NEGATIVE SUITS. INSTEAD. THE

GENERAL COUNSEL INTSUBIT
THE SUIT TO TH E CONNIESSION FOR

LITIGATION CONSIDERATION.

NOTE: IN FY 1983, THIRTEEN SUITS
WERE RETURNED TO THE ORIGINATING

OFFICE FOR RECONSIDERATION IN

ACCORDANCE WITH OGC 'S PROCEDURES

FOR RECOMMENDING AND LITIGATING
ADEA BFO., PUBLIC SAFETY CASES.
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TABLE B-1

0"IC2 OF GEERAL COUNSEL ACTION ON POSITIVE PRESENTATION MEMORANDA
SUBMITTED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE LEGAL UNITS

ADEA RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY
AS OF SEPTEMBER 3. 1987

1987

(1)

OGC POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 56

INDIVIDUAL 31
CLASS 23
BOTN 2

OGC NEGATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 16

INDIVIDUAL 10
CLASS S
BOTN 1

OGC RECOMMEND RETURN TO DO

INDIVIDUAL -

CLASS -
BOTH -

TOTAL, ALL ACTIONS 72

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

OGC POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 77.8%

INDIVIDUAL 55.4%
CLASS 41.1%
BOTN 3.6%

OGC NEGATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 22.2%

INDIVIDUAL 62.5%
CLASS 31.3%
BOTH 6.3%

DOC RECOMMEND RETURN TO DO N/A

INDIVIDUAL N/A
CLASS N/A
BOTH N/A

Equal Employment Opportunity Coanission
Office of General Counsel, ATSS
September B. 1987
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QUESTIONS 22, 23, 24 and 25

These questions were interpreted to request the number of
Suits approved/disapproved by the Commission.

SPECIAL NOTE: In order to provide continuity of the data,
we have not used the Commission's vote, by
Fiscal Year; but, rather, we have used the
Fiscal Year in which the PM was received from
the District Office.

The responses to Questions 22, 23, 24 and 25 for FY 1981
through FY 1986 are contained in attached Table C.

The responses for FY 1987 are contained in Table C-1.

In Fiscal Year 1986, approximately one-half of the class
suits filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement
age and maximum hiring age policies of public safety
employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class
ADEA cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments
to the ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory
retirement and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters
of the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as
specified.

NOTE: THIS TABLE IS STILL IN PRODUCTION IN QGC. IT WILL
BE AVAILABLE 9/9/87

QUESTIONS 26, 27, 28 and 29

The Office of General Counsel is working on the response to
these questions.

In Fiscal Year 1986, approximately one-half of the class suits
filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement age and
maximum hiring age policies of public safety employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class ADEA
cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments to the
ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory retirement
and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters of
the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as specified.

QUESTIONS 43 and 44

These questions were interpreted to request the number of
class and individual suits filed under the ADEA.

The responses to Questions 43 and 44 for FY 1981 through
FY 1986 are contained in attached Table D.

The responses for FY 1987 are contained in attached Table D-1.

In Fiscal Year 1986, approximately one-half of the class suits
filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement age and
maximum hiring age policies of public safety employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class ADEA
cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments to the
ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory retirement
and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters of
the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as specified.
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TABLE D

TOTAL NUNBER OF ADEA AND ADEA/CONCURRENT SUITS FILED
BY FISCAL YEAR. FY 1981 - FY 1985

1986 1985 1984

(1) (2) (3)

ADEA SUITS FILED 95 96 63

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 45 25 14
CLASS SUITS 50 71 49

ADEA/TITLE VII SUITS FILED 22 1 1

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 10 1 0
CLASS SUITS 12 0 1

ADEA/TITLE VII/EPA SUITS FILED 1 2 0

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 1 1 0
CLASS SUITS 0 1 0

TOTAL ADEA AND ADEA-CONCURRENT SUITS FILED 118 99 64

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 56 27 14
CLASS SUITS 62 72 50

1983

(4)

33

10
23

12

0

35

11
24

ADEA SUITS FILED

INDIVIDUAL SUITS
CLASS SUITS

ADEA/TITLR VII SUITS FILED

INDIVIDUAL SUITS
CLASS SUITS

ADEA/TITLE VII/EPA SUITS FILED

INDIVIDUAL SUITS
CLASS SUITS

TOTAL SUITS FILED

INDIVIDUAL SUITS
CLASS SUITS

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6)

80.51% 96.97% 98.44% 94.29% 100.00% 98.89%

47.37% 26.04% 22.22% 30.30% 34.62% 47.19%
52.63% 73.96% 77.78% 69.70% 65.38% 52.81%

19.64% 1.01% 1.56% 5.71% 0.00% 0.00%

45.45% 100.00% 0.00% 50.00% N/A N/A
54.55% 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% N/A N/A

0.85% 2.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.008 1.11%

100.00% 50.00% N/A N/A N/A 100.00%
0.00% 50.00% N/A N/A N/A 0.00%

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

47.46% 27.27% 21.88% 31.43% 34.62% 47.78%
52.54% 72.73% 78.131 68.57% 65.38% 52.22%

SOURCE: Descriptive Lists of Suits Piled Under the ADEA. FY 1981 through FY 1985
Administrative and Technical Services Staff
Office of GDneral Counsel
-Equal Eploym.nt Opportunity Coission

1982 1981

(5) (6)

26 89

9 42
17 47

0 0

0 0
O 0

0 1

0 1
5 0

26 90

9 43
17 47
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TABLE D-1

TOTAL NUMBER OF ADEA AND ADEA/CONCURRENT SUITS FILED
FY 1987 (AS OF JUNE 30, 1987)

1987

(1)

ADEA SUITS FILED 46

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 28
CLASS SUITS 16

ADEA/TITLE VII SUITS FILED 2

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 1
CLASS SUITS 1

ADEA/TITLE VII/EPA SUITS FILED 0

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 0
CLASS SUITS 0

TOTAL ADEA AND ADEA-CONCURRENT SUITS FILED 48

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 29
CLASS SUITS 17

PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

1986

(1)

ADEA SUITS FILED 95.83%

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 60.87%
CLASS SUITS 34.78%

ADEA/TITLE VII SUITS FILED 4.17%

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 50.00%
CLASS SUITS 50.00%

ADRA/TITLE VII/EFA SUITS FILED 0.00%

INDIVIDUAL SUITS N/A
CLASS SUITS N/A

TOTAL SUITS FILED 100.00%

INDIVIDUAL SUITS 60.42%
CLASS SUITS 35.42%

Equal h1loymnt Opportunity Commission
nffsir of O.n.,.l rn,,nsel. ATSS
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QUESTIONS 45 and 46

These questions were interpreted to request the number of
class and individual suits filed concurrently under more
than one statute.

The responses to Questions 45 and 46 for FY 1981 through
FY 1986 are contained in attached Table D.

The responses for FY 1987 are contained in Attached Table D-1.

In Fiscal Year i986, approximately one-half of the class suits
filed under the ADEA challenged mandatory retirement age and
maximum hiring age policies of public safety employers.

The number of such cases, and thus the number of class ADEA
cases, declined in FY 1987 because the 1986 Amendments to the
ADEA authorized continuation of most such mandatory retirement
and maximum hiring age policies until 1991.

In FY 1987, the data reflect only the first three quarters of
the Fiscal Year or through September 3, 1987, as specified.

QUESTION 47

SPECIAL COMMENT: Complete data are available only for FY 1986,
the first year in which the 2-year vs. 3-year
limitations period became a problem because of
Court decisions.

RESPONSE: 31

NOTE: Prior to Fiscal Year 1986, it had been standard
practice to rely on the three-year statute of
limitations for willful violations because courts
had held that a willful violation for limitation
purposes occurs whenever a court finds that an
employer was aware that it might be subject to the
ADEA. See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458
F.2d 1139, 1142 (5th Cir., 1971), cert denied, 409
U.S. 948 (1972). However, following the Supreme
Court's decision in Trans World Airlines, Inc. v.
Thurston, 469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose
that the standard for determining willfulness for
limitations purposes would be the same as the standard
for determining willfulness for liquidated damages
purposes. This issue has not yet been resolved by
the Supreme Court and many courts of appeals still
use the Jiffy June rule for determining willfulness.

For reasons of prudence and sound management, however,
the Commission and the Office of General Counsel have
continuously directed field staff to recommend and
to file ADEA cases prior to the expiration of the
two-year statute of limitations for non-willful
violations.

QUESTION 48

SPECIAL COMMENT: Complete data are available only for FY 1986,
the first year in which the 2-year vs. 3-year
limitations period became a problem because of
Court decisions.

It
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RESPONSE: 35

NOTE: Prior to Fiscal Year 1986, it had been standard
practice to rely on the three-year statute of
limitations for willful violations because courts
had held that a willful violation for limitation
purposes occurs whenever a court finds that an
employer was aware that it might be subject to the
ADEA. See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458
F.2d 1139, 1142 (5th Cir., 1971), cert denied, 409
U.S. 948 (1972). However, followin the Supreme
Court's decision in Trans World Airlines, Inc. v.
Thurston, 469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose
that the standard for determining willfulness for
limitations purposes would be the same as the standard
for determining willfulness for liquidated damages
purposes. This issue has not yet been resolved by
the Supreme Court and many courts of appeals still
use the Jiffy June rule for determining willfulness.

For reasons of prudence and sound management, however,
the Commission and the Office of General Counsel have
continuously directed field staff to recommend and
to file ADEA cases prior to the expiration of the
two-year statute of limitations for non-willful
violations.

QUESTION 49

SPECIAL COMMENT: Complete data are available only for FY 1986,
the first year in which the 2-year vs. 3-year
limitations period became a problem because of
Court decisions.

RESPONSE: 3

NOTE: Prior to Fiscal Year 1986, it had been standard
practice to rely on the three-year statute of
limitations for willful violations because courts
had held that a willful violation for limitation
purposes occurs whenever a court finds that an
employer was aware that it might be subject to the
ADEA. See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458
F.2d 1139, T1T142 th Cir. 1971), cert denied, 409
U.S. 948 (1972). However, following the Supreme
Court's decision in Trans World Airlines, Inc. v.
Thurston, 469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose
that the standard for determining willfulness for
limitations purposes would be the same as the standard
for determining willfulness for liquidated damages
purposes. This issue has not yet been resolved by
the Supreme Court and many courts of appeals still
use the Jiffy June rule for determining willfulness.

For reasons of prudence and sound management, however,
the Commission and the Office of General Counsel have
continuously directed field staff to recommend and
to file ADEA cases prior to the expiration of the
two-year statute of limitations for non-willful
violations.

QUESTION 50

SPECIAL COMMENT: Complete data are available only for FY 1986,
the first year in which the 2-year vs. 3-year
limitations period became a problem because of
Court decisions.

RESPONSE: 1
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NOTE: Prior to Fiscal Year 1986, it had been standard
practice to rely on the three-year statute of
limitations for willful violations because courts
had held that a willful violation for limitation
purposes occurs whenever a court finds that an
employer was aware that it might be subject to the
ADEA. See Coleman v. Jiffy June Farms, Inc., 458
F.2d 1139, 1142 (5th Cir., 1971), cert denied, 409
U.S. 948 (1972). However, following the Supreme
Court's decision in Trans World Airlines, Inc. v.
Thurston, 469 U.S. 111 (1985), the possibility arose
that the standard for determining willfulness for
limitations purposes would be the same as the standard
for determining willfulness for liquidated damages
purposes. This issue has not yet been resolved by
the Supreme Court and many courts of appeals still
use the Jiffy June rule for determining willfulness.

For reasons of prudence and sound management, however,
the Commission and the Office of General Counsel have
continuously directed field staff to recommend and
to file ADEA cases prior to the expiration of the
two-year statute of limitations for non-willful
violations.

FY-87 RATING SCALE FOR
DISTRICT DIRECTOR'S 300-DAY OLD

District Offices Minimally Fully
Field Management Satisfactory Successful

Atlanta 6 4

Baltimore 6 4

Birmingham 6 4

Charlotte 6 4

Cleveland 6 4

*Detroit

Memphis 14 10

Miami 10 8

New Orleans 6 4

New York 17 10

*Philadelphia

Chicago 14 10

Dallas 14 10

Denver 10 6

Houston 6 4

$Indianapolis

Los Angeles 22 18

Milwaukee 8 5

Phoenix 6 4

San Antonio 6 4

San Francisco 6 4

Seattle 6 4

St. Louis 14 10

* There are no Sb8 ,0irectorz"on-board in these

v3 KS q 4%*

.9/4/87
CHARGES

Highly
Effective

2

2

2

2

2

6

3

2

3

6

6

4

2

14

2

2

2

2

2

6

district offices

t
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

May 9, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher '9
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of Chairman Clarence Thomas, and pursuant to a
request by Special Committee on Aging staff, I am transmitting
materials deemed by your staff to be incomplete, illegible or
missing from our two previous subpoena submissions as well as
additional materials that were not requested previously by the
committee.

This material was researched and compiled by staff at
Headquarters and in the field. It has not been reviewed by
Chairman Thomas.

I am attaching to this letter a brief description of the
materials, which are sorted by district office and contained in
two cartons. The materials for each office except Milwaukee are
contained in the carton marked "Box 1." Submissions by the
Milwaukee office are contained in the carton marked "Box 2."
All materials are being provided as requested; however, Richard
Schuetz, State and Local Coordinator for the St. Louis office,
informs us that due to technical problems with their computer,
they are unable to provide at this time the response to the
memorandum from Jackie Shelton and John Schmelzer dated 1/25/88
requesting a list of pending inventory.

Although we are sharing these materials with you as your
committee conducts its oversight responsibilities, many of them
are not intended for publication or public disclosure. Where ,
material pertains to cases being considered by the Commission''
for litigation, we request that you honor the government's
privilege against disclosure of deliberative material and the
Congressionally created privilege against disclosure.

Likewise, the Government in Sunshine Act exempts from public
disclosure any matter relating to an agency's decision whether
to participate in a lawsuit [5 U.S.C. subsection 552 b Cc) '9
(10)]. This statutory exemption shares the same purpose as the
general governmental deliberative privilege and protects thd'law
enforcement decisions of the Commission from disclosure, i.e.,
prevents disclosure of standards or theories used in the
prosecutorial decision making process so that companies cannot
structure their operations to avoid prosecution of statutory
violations.

Where material pertains to charges or complaints received
from individuals, the confidentiality of that information is
protected by 29 C.F.R. 1626.4, which states: '.. The identity of
a complainant, confidential witness, or aggrieved person on
whose behalf a charge was filed will ordinarily not be disclosed
without prior written consent, unless necessary in a court
proceeding."

Where material pertains to a specific employee's
performance, we are precluded by the Privacy Act from disclosing
this information to the public without the individual's prior
consent. We ask that the Committee honor this statutory
provision.

Sincerely,

Deborah J Gratiam
Director of boismunications
and Legislative Affairs

Enclosures

cc: Members, Senate Special Committee on Aging
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SUBPOENA MATERIALS LIST
May 9, 1988

ST. LOUIS
1. Attachment A response to Questions 4b & c
2. Attachment B response to the Smelzer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

According to the St. Louis office, they have had technical
difficulties with their computers since January and are
unable to generate an accurate pending inventory list at
this time.

BIRMINGHAM
1. Attachment B response

office)

SAN FRANCISCO
1. Attachment B response
2. Attachment B response
3. Attachment B response

SAN ANTONIO
1. Attachment B response

HOUSTON
1. Attachment A response
2. Attachment B response

NILUAUKEE
1. Attachment B response
2. Attachment B response

CHICAGO
1. Attachment B response

PHILADELPHIA
1. Attachment B response
2. Attachment B response

DALLAS
1. Attachment B response
2. Attachment B response

DETROIT
1. Attachment A response

to Troy's 1/22/88 memo (Jackson

to Questions 3 & 4
to Troy's 1/22/88 memo
to the Schmeizer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

to Troy's 1/22/88 memo

to Question 6
to the Schmelzer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

to Questions 3 & 4
to Troy's 1/22/88 memo

to Troy's 1/22/88 memo

to Questions 3 & 4
to the Schmelzer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

to Troy's 1/22/88 memo
to the Schmelzer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

to Questions 4b & c

CHARLOTTE
1. Attachment B response to Troy's 1/22/88 memo (Greensboro,

Greenville and Raleigh offices)

INDIANAPOLIS
1. Attachment B response to Questions 3 & 4

LOS ANGELES
1. Attachment B response to Questions 3 & 4
2. Attachment B response to Troy's 1/22/88 memo (Los Angeles

and San Diego)
3. Attachment B response to the Schmelzer/Shelton 1/25/88 memo

'The materials submitted by the Milwaukee office are in the
carton marked "Box 2.-

All materials are separated by office.

95-656 0 - 89 - 13
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May 9, 1988

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 0 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Comptroller General:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am
writing to request your immediate assistance in the Committee's
ongoing investigation of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's (EEOC) performance in enforcing the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).

My request is or an urgent nature. Preliminary findings
in a review of data from the EEOC's charge/case tracking system,
recently conducted for the Committee by Michael J. O'Dell of the
GAO's Human Resources Division, show all too clearly that the
EEOC has been and continues to be unable to generate accurate
and reliable enforcement tracking data, even in response to a
Committee subpoena.

Following several weeks of analysis, Mr. O'Dell shared
with the Committee on May 3, 1988, his draft findings. His
report states in part:

"-**In addition to incomplete data, there also existed a
problem in accepting the data as completely
accurate.'§*One of the goals of any organization is to
keep an accurate accounting of its product. One of EEOC's
important products is resolution of discrimination
charges. Without proper monitoring of charges, potential
harm could be done.**'It is evident from the data obtained
from the Committee's subpoena that EEOC has had and
continues to have a problem In managing its data.***Data
management should be a tool, not an obstacle, to assist
EEOC's specialists (investigators).***'

The Committee is deeply concerned over the EEOC's apparent
inability to provide Its managers with complete and accurate
enforcement data so as to ensure timely resolution of ADEA
complaints and charges. This failure on the part of EEOC has
affected thousands of individuals over the past several years.

The severity of this problem came to light earlier this
year, when it was learned that the EEOC had permitted more than
1,200 ADEA charges to exceed the two-year statute of limitations
during PY 1987 and the first quarter of FY 1988. The total may
exceed several thousand such cases as the EEOC searches its
files back through FY 1984. Following the EEOC's repeated
failures to provide the Committee with accurate and complete
data from its computerized charge/case tracking system, the
Committee finally had to resort to issuing a subpoena this past
February. Even so, the data provided still were incomplete.

In light of the tragedy of these thousands of individuals
having lost their day in court, I initiated legislation to
restore their right to legal redress. The "Age Discrimination
Claims Assistance Act of 1988" was signed into law on April 7,
1988, and requires the EEOC to appropriately resolve these older
charges within the next 18 months.
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The Act gives both the EEOC and these charging parties a

second chance, but it does not by any means solve the many very

serious and longstanding problems that caused so many ADEA
charges to exceed the statute of limitations. Among these
problems is the operation of the EEOC's computerized charge/case
tracking system, the Charge Data System (CDS). Although the

EEOC has spent millions of taxpayers' dollars since 1979 In

developing this system, It is still unable to provide accurate
enforcement tracking data in a timely manner.

This seriously deficient tracking system, in my opinion,

is partly to blame for so many ADEA charges having exceeded the

statute of limitations, and must be corrected as quickly as

possible so that this does not recur. Therefore, I would very

much appreciate your assistance in preparing a formal GAO report

analyzing the EEOC data that heretofore has been reviewed by Mr.

O'Dell. In addition, and in preparation for a Committee hearing

in the near future, it would be most helpful if the GAO's
Information Management and Technology Division could provide the

Committee with the answer to a very basic question: Why Is the

EEOC's Charge Data System unable to provide accurate, reliable,

complete and current data pertaining to the EEOC's
administration and enforcement of the ADEA?

Committee Staff met this past Monday with Messrs. Howard

Rhile and David Gill of the GAO's Information Management and

Technology Division to discuss the EEOC's computer system. Both

were very helpful and attentive to our concerns.

Should you have any questions regarding this request,
please have your staff contact Max Richtman, Staff Director for

the Committee, at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this
important matter.

SWp~erely,

(OHN MELCHER
Chairman

JR:Jfm
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00*~ ~ SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

0Gt5*5* *0i0n10slosc *55050WASHINGTON. DC 20610-8400

May 27, 1988

Mr. James H. Troy
Director
Office or Program Operations
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Columbia Plaza
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Mr. Troy:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am
writing to request that you provide to Committee starr certain
documents pertinent to the Committee's investigation of the
EEOC's enforcement and administration of the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act.

Specifically, I am requesting that you provide to
Committee staff the following documents:

1. A report and attachments addressed to you from Mr. Donald
W. Muse, dated August 12, 1987, and regarding Mr. Muse's "Review
of Birmingham District Office Charge Closures for Month of
September 1985"; and

2. A report and attachments addressed to you from Mr. Andrew
J. Sheppard, Determinations Review Program, dated September 4,
1987, and regarding a "Summary of Birmingham District Office
Case File Audit."

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Si cerely,

t J0HN MELCHER
V Chairman

JM: J fm
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WASHINGTON DC C106 10-4400

May 31, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Columbia Plaza, Room 500
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am
writing to request that you appear before the Committee on June
24, 1988, to provide testimony with reference to the
Commission's administration and enforcement of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADRA).

The hearing subject matters to be addressed by you will
include, but not be limited to, the following:

(1) the overall effectiveness, costs, efficiency and
accuracy of the development and maintenance of the
Charge Data System (CDS);
(2) the administrative steps which the Commission
has taken to meet the requirements of the Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988,
enacted April 7, 1988, (Public Law 100-283);
(3) staffing levels of the Commission's field
offices relative to their workloads, and
the Commission's policy of transferring charges;
(4) the need for the EEOC to establish rules
prohibiting discriminatory early retirement
incentive programs.

The hearing will begin at 9:30 a.m., on June 24, 1988 in
Room SD-628 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building. Please
provide the Committee with ten copies of your testimony by the
close of business on June 21, 1988, and an additional 100 copies
on the morning of June 23, 1988. Your testimony for submission
into the record may be whatever length you deem appropriate.
The Committee would, however, appreciate your limiting your
oral presentation to not more than five minutes in order to
permit adequate time for questions.

Sincerely,

Th ern ilbgna :0amo ue2 98i
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June 1, 1988

Joseph RossB. Ph.D.
Director
Congressional Research Service
Library oa Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540

Dear Dr. Ross:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am
writing to request your assistance in the Committee's
investigation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
(EEOC) performance in enforcing the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act.

I would very much appreciate assistance from your
staff in analyzing the results of a recent survey of EEOC
employees relating to their views on working conditions within
the agency. Jim Michie and Ron Kader of the Committee staff
have met with Royce Crocker, Barbara Schwemle and Rosita Thomas
in the CRS Government Division, and discussed analysis of only
two of the eleven areas addressed in the EEOC survey: job-
related communications problems and difficulties related to job
requirements.

As the Committee plans to hold a hearing on June 24, 1988,
it would be most helpful If the results of an analysis of the
survey could be completed by June 21, 1988, and included in the
hearing agenda. In keeping with your policy regarding such
analyses, the Committee would not attribute the findings of your
staff to CRS.

Should you have any questions regarding this request,
please have your staff contact Jim Michte or Ron Kader of the
Committee staff at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance In this
important matter.

9 Sinerely,

/ HN MELCHER
Chairman
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

id WASHINGTON, D.C.207

JW3 °3-3

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I'm writing to call to your attention the fiscal year 1989

$194.6 million budget requested by the Administration for the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The EEOC's

appropriation will be marked up by the Senate Appropriations

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary and

Related Agencies in the near future.

Operating within the resources the Congress has made

available, EEOC during my tenure as Chairman has made every

effort to keep pace with the influx of new discrimination
charges while processing existing cases.

The Commission has adopted significant policies to ensure

certainty and predictability of enforcement, to attain the

fullest relief possible for victims of discrimination and to

ensure quality investigations. We have vastly improved federal

agency compliance with equal employment and affirmative action

programs for handicapped individuals and streamlined the federal

equal employment opportunity appeals process. The Commission

has developed unique, personalized outreach programs designed to

augment the deterrent effect of its enforcement through public

education and assistance.

Streamlined management techniques, strict financial

controls, goal-oriented employee performance plans, quality

assurance and automation all have helped EEOC maximize its

resources to enhance its enforcement activities. Although

additional improvements are needed, we have already made great

progress at EEOC with available resources.

We find it increasingly difficult to keep pace with the

growing number of charges in our pending inventory. We have

implemented many management tools critical to an effective law

enforcement agency. But without the needed resources reflected

in our FY 1989 request, we will be unable to process our case

inventories in a timely fashion and complete other improvements.

The Administration's consistent support of EEOC's law

enforcement effort underscores the President's commitment to

equal opportunity in the workplace and his confidence in our

programs to achieve that goal.

I hope you and your colleagues on the Committee share this

commitment to equal employment opportunity and that you will

support the funding of EEOC's enforcement program at $194.6

million as requested by the Administration.

Sincerely,

c& -J&.
Clarence Thomas
Chairman
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June 7, 1988

Mr. Joseph Bennett
Director, Office of Human Rights
City of Alexandria
2525 Mount Vernon Avenue,
Alexandria, Virginia 22301

Dear Mr. Bennettt

Thank you for your continued cooperation and assistance
with this Committee in its oversight into the administration and
enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)
by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). In
accordance with Senate procedure, a Notice of Deposition is
being served for the taking of your deposition at 10:00 a.m.,
Monday, June 13, 1988 in Room SDG-41 Dirksen Senate Office
Building, lot and C Streets, N.E.

This will provide an opportunity for you to give the
Committee the benefit of the information which you have acquired
over the years with reference to this matter.

Your cooperation and assistance are important to this
oversight and much appreciated.

Sincerely,

(/airman
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongresg of the ainiteb Stated

Notice of
Senate Deposition

To Mr. JosephP ennet-t...Dire-ctor, Ofice-4--o-f HumaR--Rig-h-t-s- --- it-y--

gof ,Alfexandtia, ZSJ Mount Vernon-.Av-enue,---A-lexand-T-i,---V-i-rgi-n-ia---22-301

------ ____ -- ---- -- _---retin-:

JtAft take notice that at 10:0. _ o'clock -am., on Jun-e...1 3 ..... 19S-
Senate Dirksen Building, Room SDG 41 / Lloyd Duxbury Special

at.1st & C Sts. N.E. Wash.D.C. 20510 ..iofthestaffafthe. /committee

on -g-- _ _- . . __.. of the Senate of the United States. will

take your deposition on oral examination concerning what you may know relative to the subject
Special

matters under consideration by said /. committee. The deposition will be taken before a

notary public, or before some other officer authorized by local law to administer oaths; it will
Special

be taken pursuant to the - . Icommittee's rules. a copy of which are attached.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .._ _ ._ _ _ .................. . .... ----------------------------

OibMt under m! hand, by authority vested in me by
special

the __L committee, on _ un 7

S98

V-G ----
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Affidavit of Levi M. Morrow

My name is Levi M. Morrow. I am employed by the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission as a Senior Investigator in the Dallas

District Office. I have been employed by the Commission for

twelve (12) years. I currently hold the position of President of

Local No. 3637, American Federation of Government Employees.

Since the Local covers employees in four (4) District Offices

(Dallas, Houston, New Orleans, and San Antonio), and three (3)

Area Offices (El Paso, Little Rock, and Oklahoma City), I have

had the opportunity to discuss the Agency's Policies and

Procedures with respect to the administration and enforcement of

the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) with

Investigators, Supervisors, and Managers.

It is my belief that the Agency's Policies and Procedures make it

almost impossible for Investigators to enforce the ADEA. There

has been no formal ADEA training for formal Intake Officers who

became Investigators as a result of the reorganization of June,

i987. Yet, they have been assigned ADEA cases for

investigation. Further, there has been no formal ADEA training

for any employees in the Commission in at least the last five (5)

years.: The Agency lacks the staff and budget necessary to handle

its current inventory of approximately sixty-thousand (60,000)

discrimination charges under ADEA, Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, as amended, and the Equal Pay Act. Because of the

Agency's large inventory of pending charges, Investigators are

being pressured to close cases without doing a complete and

comprehensive investigation. Age cases have priority over other

discrimination charges in field offices with respect to
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investigations. This is causing persons who file Title VII,

Equal Pay, and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 charges to have to

wait longer for their cases to be investigated. To further

compound the problem, Investigators in most field offices are

carrying case loads of eighty (80) cases or more.

Because we are entering the last quarter of the fiscal year, the

emphasis is now being placed on closing as many cases as possible

by the end of the fiscal year in order for the Directors to meet

their office goals. I feel that there are several things that

could be changed to allow the Agency to process ADEA charges in a

timely manner. They are: 1) Increase budget and staff in order

to properly investigate and dispose of the thousands of age

discrimination charges filed. 2) Eliminate the two-year statute

of limitations on age charges because it forces the Agency to

give age cases priority over Title VII and other discrimination

cases. 3) If the two-year statute remains, set up separate Age

Investigative Units for the purpose of Investigators to process

only age charges. 4) Change the investigative procedures for

age charges back to the Department of Labor standards. 5)

Reduce the case load assigned to Investigators because if the

case assignments continually exceed the investigators' ability to

close cases, quality, number of cases closed, and average

processing time suffers. 6) Eliminate Investigators having to

spend time performing charge receipt responsibilities.

Da~e e- Levi . Morrow

Sworn before me this 67 day of VLc---/ , 1988.

Notary for the State of Tel. My Co ssion expires
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June 21, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
SDG-41

Dear John:

I would like to request, on behalf of the minority members
of the Committee, that you invite two additional witnesses to
testify at the hearing scheduled for Thursday, June 23 on "The
EEOC and its Performance in Enforcing the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act". These two witnesses are directors of EEOC
field offices in Houston, TX, and Charlotte, NC who I think
would provide an interesting and different perspective from the
witnesses the committee has already invited to testify.

The witnesses I am requesting are:

Harriet J. Ehrlich, Director
EEOC Houston District Office
405 Main Street, 6th Floor
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 226-2601

R. Edison Elkins, Director
EEOC Charlotte District Office
5500 Central Avenue
Charlotte, North Carolina 28212
(704) 567-7100

I apologize for the lateness of this request, and hope
that the invitation of these witnesses will not greatly
inconvenience the staff. Thank you for your consideration.

Sii ely,

ng Minority Member

JH/gla
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June 22, 1988

The Honorable John Heinz
Ranking Minority Member
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dlear Senator Heinz:

Thank you for your letter of2 June 21, 988 concerning your
wish to have two additional witnesses testigy at the Committee's
hearings later this week.

I would be pleased to have the two witnesses you have
suggested testify at the hearings, but on June 24 instead of
June 23, 1988. We have no time for additional witnesses on
Thursday. Any additional witnesses at this late date will
interfere with the structure of the first hearing.

I will be glad to add your two witnesses to the witness
list for June 24, 1988.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

JOHN MELCHER
Chairman
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

* 0 4WASHINGTON, D.C. 20507

THE CHA AMAN

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for taking time to meet with me prior to the
Special Aging Committee oversight hearings on June 23 and 24,
1988.

EEOC remains committed to vigorously enforcing the laws
against employment discrimination. The effectiveness of this
agency is directly linked to the support of you and your
colleagues.

Sincerely,

Clarence Thomas
Chairman
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June 30, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Columbia Plaza, Room 500
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20507

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for testirying before the Committee on June 24,
1988, concerning the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
performance in enforcing the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act.

I sincerely hope and trust that the record established in
these hearings will serve both the EEOC and the Congress In
better understanding and appreciating what needs to be done to
further ensure adequate protection for those who suffer from
discrimination In employment. My Intention Is for the Committee
to work with the EEOC toward achieving this very important goal.

The Committee would very much appreciate your assistance
in completing the record of these hearings by responding to the
questions listed below.

1. According to your prepared statement submitted for the
record, as of June 24, 1988, EEOC Headquarters and EEOC field
offices had mailed 7,546 notices to claimants in compliance with
Public Law 100-283, the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act
(ADCAA) of 1988. What are the subtotals for each of the fiscal
years covered by the ADCAA?

2. You also reported in your prepared statement that, as of
June 23, 1988, 23 of the 43 State and local Fair Employment
Practice Agencies (FEPAs) under contract to EEOC had reported
their totals of charges, or cases, covered by the Claims Act.
Please identify each of the 43 PEPAs and provide for each of
them the number of notices mailed to claimants.

3. Do you know for certain whether all 43 of the FEPAs intend
to fully comply with the May 12, 1988 "URGENT' letter directed
to them by EEOC Headquarters requesting that the FEPAs mail
notices to ADCAA claimants identified in FEPA files?

4. What steps is the EEOC taking in order to ensure that each
of the 43 FEPAs fully complies with the May 12, 1988 'URGENT"
letter directed to them by EEOC Headquarters?

5. If any of the PEPAs are declining to fully comply with the
EEOC's May 12, 1988 "URGENT" letter, please identify each such
FEPA and provide the reason(s) for noncompliance, or partial
compliance.

6. The EEOC's May 12, 1988 "URGENT" letter also requested
that each of the PEPAs provide the EEOC, by June 10, 1988, a
list containing the date of each of the ADCAA notices mailed, as
well as other information pertaining to the claimants and their
cases. Please provide a copy of these lists submitted by each
of the PEPAs to the EEOC.

7. In your prepared remarks on page 8, you state: "Charges
closed solely on the basis of the statute of limitations having
expired will be reviewed for additional investigation and
possible enforcement. Charges closed erroneously will be fully
investigated. Charges closed before the Determinations Review
procedures became effective will be reviewed for additional
investigation and possible enforcement. Charges closed
appropriately require no further action." Specifically, what Is
meant by "charges closed erroneously," and "Charges closed
before the Determinations Review procedures became effective"?
How are "charges closed appropriately" defined as opposed to
charges closed inappropriately? _
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8. A document, entitled "Information for Aggrieved Persons
and Their Attorneys", which recently was sent out to the field,
states: "If the EEOC closed your charge berore October 1, 1986,
it is likely that the case tile on your charge was destroyed."
How many Ot these tiles have been destroyed, and what will you
do in those cases where tiles have been destroyed?

9. The EEOC notice dated May 27, 1988 that was mailed to
claimants covered by the Claims Act refers to EEOC reviews of
charges "currently under investigation." Why is there no
mention in the notice about reviewing closed charges covered by
the Claims Act; and will the EEOC notity claimants when their
cases are reopened?

10. The legislative history makes clear that It was the intent
Oa the Con ress tor individuals covered by the Claims Act to be
accorded tha same rights available to individuals who recently
filed an ADEA charge -- rights to EEOC investigation,
conciliation and litigation. Why does your Legal Counsel's
analysis ot the Act, dated May 3, 1988, state on page 3 that
"the legislative history indicates that some members of Congress
expect these charges to be processed in the usual fashion.'?
What was the basis for the analysis to state that only "some
members Oa Congress expect these charges to be processed in the
usual tashion," when, in an earlier version Oa his analysts
dated April 20, 1988, Legal Counsel stated without qualitication
that "Congress expects the revived charges to be processed in
the same manner as any newly tiled ADEA charges?

11. A memorandum (copy attached) dated May 23, 1988 trom
Jacquelyn Shelton, Director, Field Management Programs - West,
to James H. Troy, Director, Office Of Program Operations, EEOC,
concerns a May 6, 1988 "Memorandum trom Judy Keeler [Director,
Los Angeles District Oftice) Regarding a Tracking System tor
FEPA ADEA Charges" (copy attached). The Shelton memorandum
states: "The attached memo from Judy requests advice whether
EEOC will begin immediately to enforce EEOC Order 916, Appendix
C, which requires that FEPAs complete ADEA case processing
within 18 months to receive contract credit." To what extent,
and for how long a time, has the EEOC not been enforcing Order
916, Appendix C,? -Specitically, what was, and what is
currently, the EEOC's policy regarding enforcement oa Order 916,
Appendix C? Please provide any and all supporting
documentation.

12. Ms. Keeler's Mey 6, 1988 memorandum to Ms. Shelton
indicates that the Los Angeles District Office has not enforced
Order 916, Appendix C for the past six years, and that the FEPA,
Nevada Equal Rights Commission, has received contract credit for
a number Oa ADEA cases that exceeded the two-year statute Oa
limitations. What guidance has EEOC Headquarters given to the
Los Angeles District Director regarding enforcement oa Order
916, Appendix C? Please provide any and all supporting
documentation.

13. What steps is the EEOC taking In order to Improve training
Of its personnel In enforcement oa the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act?

14. What steps Is the EEOC taking in order to Improve
communication and Information flow within the agency, as well as
improving the understanding of job requirements by personnel?

Should you have any questions regarding this request,
please have your statt contact Max Richtman, Start Director for
the Committee, at 224-5364.

Thank you ror your continuing cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

KCUN EHER
Vchairman

Enclosures
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION IFi7/ Washington. D.C. 20507

KAY 223 EN

MEMORANDUM

TO : James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operatic

FROM : Jacquelyn Shelton, Directo:, A/
Field Management Programs

SUBJECT : Memorandum from Judy Keele egarding a

The attached memo from Judy requests advice whether EEOC will
begin immediately to enforce EEOC Order 916. Appendix C, which
-require's'pthaXFEPAs.complete .ADB 3ase.-processing.within a#l*
monthsa;to' r'efVrEfb'ecohract credlt. The Nevada Equal Rights
Commission (NERC3 has raised objections about EEOC strictly
enforcing the Appendix C requirement for FY 1988 when we have not
done so for six years. Also, she contends that the Funding
Principles, not Appendix C, govern whether NERC should receive
contract credit. NERC may be denied contract credit for a number
of charges as a result of the 18 month provision.

we shared a copy of Judy's memo and discussed this matter with
Robert Walker in SIICP. He advised us that an immediate response
to Los Angeles could not be given because this issue requires a
policy decision from you and SIICP is preparing a memo to you
concerning this matter.

We will probably receive similar requests from other field
offices on this issue. Therefore, this matter is being brought
to your attention for your consideration and response. I am
available for discussion at your convenience.

Attachment

CC: Judith A. Keeler, Director
Los Angeles District Office
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HEHORANDUM

Date: May 6, l988
To: Jackie Shelton, Director

Field Fanagenent Progras-Mes.
Fran: Judy K~eeler, District Dire t.-./
Re: treoking Syatem For FEt-AiEA (turgee t

The following report is submitted in response to the April 28 Directors'
Mewm, from Mr. troy.

IAlthough the Ap*ipendiC, Order 916 provisions bhvebSeen in effect
ently since April,;19B2, .had not been enforcing the requtrm--t~lth lzu
oomplete. ADEU chrgestMithin 18..onth sllr4order toi redsive aocntraot'creditviol/
We were aeware of and had documentation regarding the 150 day conciliation
attempt requirement. fTOdatezoIME188-AwC 'i" 'h ds
2 year SOL had lapsed4s h bg va nt;ontrect sora4

Following is a more detailed discussion of the closures during FY/68 in whioh
18 or core months had elapsed. Nine such charges were no caue findings which
were delayed in the Attorney General's office. 2/ Of those nine charges, we have
given contract credit for Seven, all of which involved firefighter pesitiona in
Las Veas. One charge was closed as a withdrawal with aettlesent for $32,000
involving protracted negotiations. It was accepted by us. One duarge, a con-
current charge, was closed first by us based on a request for RTS by the
ChOrging Party, who sea already in court, and as a result subsequently was closed
by NERC. We gave credit to NERC on this one because they had done substantial
work cn the case. We could find no specific reason underlying the time elapsed
in the remaining four charges.

Additionally, NERC has a total of R.4 Lnon hargesdwhich are 18 or- ,ore months

old. Of those, 10 are past the 18 month benchark, 3 of which are concurrent
charges. ~24 are past the 2 year feral SOL /.iof-ifh. charges

Of the 16 concurrent charges, 2 are presently in court on other related
bases and 6 are in the Attorney General's office. Of the 15 ADEA only dharges,
1 has been in conciliation for 8 months. Full relief has been obtained by the
Charging Party but the Respondent is refusing to display EEO posters at eaoh of
its facilitieS.

To implement the new funding principles, the NERC Director is sending a
letter regarding the ADEA SOL to Charging Parties one year froa the DOV and has
added date of violation to her HERO reports. We will be receiving DOV as pert
of our reports on NERC receipts and pending inventory. We therefore will be in
a position to assist NERC in monitoring and cosplying with the 18 month require-
ment to be included in the FY/89 funding principles. We also will review docu-
mentation submitted for contract credit to assure that the requirement is met.

However, the NERC Director has raised strorg objection to our impleting
the requirement de facto for FY/88. Se contends that we have not enforced the
Appendix C requireroi`t r six years and we have nocamphaiszed it to-her. She
also contends that it is funding principles, not Appendix C, that governs
whether NERC receives contract credit.

If you so advise me, we will begin to strictly enforce the Appendix C re-
quirement now, the effect of which would be to deny contract credit to NERC on at
least six and potentially up to 41 charges. However, ,our failure todo so-tor
six years leaves us in a potentially eiblrrstaing position ifthe 1ERC Director
objects (as she willl). Further, I would want assurance that the requirement Is
being enforced nationwide, since NERC is sensitive about disperate treatment.

Please advise.

z~assoon the dtouassigo o tre n to the funding principles at the FEP
conference, I believe that we were not the only office to have missed this re-
quirement. oone from Headquarters or the field raised it during the discussion.
It sas not mentioned in our 1985 audit.

2/ The FEPs have argued that they should not be responsible for delays beyond their
- control. NERC cannot control the A.G. a office.

3/ There is no similar SOL under state law.
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July 15, 1988

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 0 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Comptroller General:

I am writing to thank you for providing assistance to the
Committee in its investigation of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) performance in enforcing the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).

The testimony of both Michael O'Dell of the Human
Resources Division and Howard Rhile of the Information
Management And Technology Division was invaluable In enabling
the Committee to complete the record of oversight hearings
conducted on June 23 and 24, 1988. Your willingness to
accommodate the Committee's needs on short notice was very much
appreciated. The Committee also wishes to recognize the
excellent assistance provided by Ms. Helen Hsing of the Office
of Congressional Relations, and by David Gill of the Information
Management And Technology Division.

Again, thank you for your cooperation and assistance in
this Important matter.

Sincerely,

fj JOHN MELCHER
VChairman

JM:Jfm
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20507

JUL 5 1988
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

On July 13, 1988, Mr. Lloyd Duxbury of your staff advised_ th"e
Commission that the information which EEOC had submitted to your.
Committee on October 6, 1987 with a request for confidentiality
will be published as part of the hearing record7. I am dismayed
by and strongly disagree with the Committee's decision to publish
this information.

In response to requests from your Committee, EEOC expended
hundreds of hours of staff time compiling documents and preparing
responses to written questions posed by the Committee. Because
some of the questions sought information that was discussed at a
Commission meeting which was properly closed to the public
pursuant to the Sunshine Act, 5 U.S.C. 5552b(c)(10), and that was
protected by the governmental deliberative process privilege, a
separate submission dated October 6, 1987 was made in response to
those questions. The letter informed the Committee that the
information was-discussed at a closed Commission meeting and that
it was privileged and requested that it not be made part of the
public record. The submission was accepted without comment, and,
therefore, it was assumed by us that the Committee would honor
the Commission's Sunshine Act determination and request for
confidentiality. This assumption was based on our own
investigative procedures where we impose on ourselves the
obligation to deal openly and fairly with potential witnesses.
Therefore, whenever potential witnesses request confidentiality
from our investigators, EEOC staff either agree to the
confidentiality request or inform the potential witness that we
cannot accept the information on those terms. Thus, I was
distressed to learn that the Committee has decided to ignore our
request for confidentiality nine months after accepting the
proffered information.

I am also concerned about the effect which release of this type
of information could have on the EEOC's mission. The Commission
is a collegial body which reaches consensus and decisions after
the free and frank exchange of ideas among its members and with
its staff. Release of one Commissioner's statements or position
or someone's characterization of one Commissioner's statements or
position may mislead the public about what the entire Commission
has decided or what the EEOC's position is. In addition,
Commissioners and staff may be less willing to exchange ideas and
opinions or engage in rigorous and challenging discussion in the

future for fear that excerpts of their remarks may later be
disclosed and misunderstood.

I think that release of the submitted information could confuse
or mislead the public and pose a real danger to the quality of
future Commission deliberations. I strongly disagree with the
Committee's decision to disclose this information despite the
Sunshine Act's recognition of the need for its confidentiality
and authorization to withhold it and would ask that the Committee
honor the governmental deliberative process privilege as
requested when the information was originally submitted.

Sincerely, ;1

Clarence Thomas
Chairman
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Comptroller General
of the United States

W WWshington,D.C.20548

July 22, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Special Committee

on Aging
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your thoughtful letter of July 15, 1988, complimenting
Michael O'Dell, Howard Rhile, and David Gill for their assistance
to the Committee on its investigation of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) performance in enforcing the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).

It is a source of great satisfaction to know that our staff performed
in such a way to merit your commendation.

I am having a copy of your letter forwarded to their Division Director
and a copy placed in their personnel folder. I know that they highly
value your expression of thanks as I do.

Sincerely yours, /

(' /?And_
Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
of the United States
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July 26, 1988

Senator John Melcher
United States Senate
Special Committee On Aging
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is the copy of the transcript sent to me for my review.
Everything in the transcript appears to be correct.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity of having to
testify before the Committee. I am proud to be a Federal
employee and anything I can do to enhance the Agency for which I
am a part I am willing to do so. I want the Commission to become
as viable as all other federal agencies and to be the best it can
be at the job we have been entrusted with.

sa B. Hannah
Investigator/Witness
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July 27, 1988

Mr. Louis Clark
Executive Director
Government Accountability Project
Suite 700
25 E St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Lou:

Thank you for returning my call today. It was good
chatting with you again after so many years. Here's hoping for
better times to follow the upcoming election.

As I mentioned to you over the telephone, the Committee
conducted a lengthy investigation, beginning in August 1987,
into the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's (EEOC)
performance in enforcing the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act (ADEA). We conducted hearings on September 10, 1987, and on
June 23 and 24, 1988. Our primary focus was on whether the more
than 15,000 ADEA charges filed with the EEOC annually were being
processed and resolved in a timely fashion, prior to the running
of the ADEA's two year statute of limitations. Despite the
agency's rather transparent stonewall, we were able to establish
that thousands of ADEA charges had been allowed to run the
statute.

Following the EEOC's repeated refusals to provide the
Committee with enforcement data from the agency's computerized
case tracking system, the Committee served a subpoena on EEOC
Chairman Clarence Thomas on February 24, 1988.

The Committee conducted two days of hearings in June of
this year. We were able to establish that, contrary to the
EEOC's expressions of shock and disbelief this past December
over so many ADEA charges having exceeded the statute, EEOC
Headquarters had been aware of this problem since early 1986 but
had taken no action until after the Committee had begun to ask
questions in September of last year.

We were able to establish these facts through sworn
testimony of six individuals who testified on June 23, 1988.
All six were served protective subpoenaed. Five were current
employees (three District Office Directors and two
investigators) of EEOC, and the sixth was a former Regional
Director (responsible for eight of the EEOC's 23 Districts).
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Mr. Louis Clark
July 27, 1988
Page 2

The Chairman of the Committee apprised the witnesses (copy
enclosed) of those sections of the U.S. Code which address
retaliation, intimidation and harassment of witnesses, and asked
that he be notified of any such activities.

Shortly after the hearing, we heard from one of the
witnesses, Lynn Bruner, Director of the EEOC's St. Louis
District Office. Bruner is alleging that her superiors are
engaged in a campaign of Intimidation, harassment and
intimidation against her (sworn statements attached). Although
her problems started prior to her involvement with the
Committee, it is obvious that her testimony significantly
exacerbated the animosity of her superiors.

A second witness apparently has decided to proceed on his
own and recently filed a suit against EEOC Chairman Thomas in
Federal Court.

I would very much appreciate any advice you may wish to
offer regarding Bruner's situation. Among the enclosures Is a
chronology of events which either involved Bruner directly or
may have negatively impacted on her. Should you wish to obtain
copies of any of the documents summarized In the chronology,
please contact me at 224-5364. Please phone me if and when you
find it appropriate to discuss Bruner's situation.

Many thanks, Lou, for your interest and consideration.

Best regards.

e noerely,

\A.
i. Mchie

C ief Investigator

Enclosures V
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July 28, 1988

Ms. Aletha Brown
Senior Evaluator
Information Management and Technology Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Room 6725
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Ms. Brown:

I am writing to thank you for providing invaluable
assistance to the Committee in its investigation of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) performance in
enforcing the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).

The Committee very much appreciated your efforts as Senior
Evaluator In your Division's presentation of a progress report
at the Committee's hearing on June 24, 1988 concerning the
integrity of the EEOC's computerized case tracking system.

Messrs. James Michie and Ronald Kader of the Committee
staff look forward to working with you and your colleagues in
the coming months as you complete an evaluation of the EEOC's
computerized Charge Data System.

Again, thank you for your cooperation and assistance in
this important matter.

_Sncerely

JHN MELOHER
V Cairman

cc: Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
U.S. Comptroller General
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August 9, 1988

Mr. David T. Kearns

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer _.

Xerox Corporation

P. 0. Box 1600

Stamford, CT 06904

Dear Mr. Kearns:

Several months ago this Committee Initiated an oversight

investigation of the administration and 
enforcement of the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) by the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

The subjects of that oversight include the EEOC's

--tnvestigation of policies and-practtces 
of Xerox which allegedly-

--wterevtcatvef the-ADEA itn-ta-t-they -ae17l~gedilyFdisc rtmtna-tedS--

against salaried employees and former 
employees in the 40-to 70

age group.

On April 19, 1984, an. EEOC "Letter of Violation" was

issued to Xerox, followed by efforts at conciliation. 
It was

-not-until March 16, 1987, that EEOC,-at a meeting of the

--emlmntszoT. an--ttat-date--made-a-d ecsistn40 ot-to-l±t-i-ate--ort - -

action against Xerox on the alleged violations 
of the ADEA.

Yet over a year before that March 16, 1987 decision by

EEOC, Xerox informed its stockholders and the public that it

"has been informally advised that the EEOC has terminated its

proceedings in this matter."

That statement was part of Xerox's 1985 
annual report and

part of Form 10-Q quarterly reports filed by Xerox with the

Securitfes and Exchange Commission In 1986.

I trust you will respond with specific 
information as to: --

nmproceeedings - the- and-positlon of tb pe-V--or-perasofl5-n-

at Xerox who received that informal advice; (3) the-way in which -

that informal advice was transmitted, whether verbally or In

writing; if it was in writing, I trust you will provide a copy

of that writing; (4) the date and place of transmission of 
that

informal advice; (5) any other information which Xerox has about

the transmission of that informal advice 
which would be

pertinent to this Committee's above-described oversight

investigation. -

Your assistance In this matter Is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
U.S. EQUAL Washington. D.C. 20507

August 12, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter dated June 30, 1988
requesting responses to follow-up questions to the June 23 and
24 Committee hearings.

The answers to your questions are as follows:

ANSWER #1: We are unable to provide subtotals for each of the
fiscal years covered by ADCAA. We did not compile annual
statistics as EEOC did not require this data to effectively
comply with the notice requirement of ADCAA and its compilation
for statistical purposes would have been a costly, manual task.

ANSWER #2: As of August 9, 1988, we have received lists of
ADCAA notices sent from 37 of the 43 FEPAs under contract with
EEOC to process age discrimination charges. -Those lists will be
counted and analyzed along with those we receive from the
additional six FEPAs. We do not yet know the total number of
notices mailed by FEPAs. A list of the 43 FEPAs is attached.
See Attachment A.

ANSWER #3 & #4: We have been assured through telephone contact
with all agencies that have not yet reported to EEOC that each
FEPA mailed its notices timely even though it had not yet
provided a list of those notices.

ANSWER #5: Not applicable. Please see Answer 3 & 4.

ANSWER #6: The Committee has asked for copies of the lists of
ADCAA notices which were submitted by each of the FEPAs to EEOC.
Many of these lists contain the names of charging parties and we
seek assurance that the claimants' confidentiality will be
preserved.

EEOC regulations found at 29 C.F.R. Part 1610.17(f) and Part
1626.4 require that the confidentiality of charging parties be
maintained:

Part 1610.17(f)--Requests for information relating to open
case files covering alleged violations of the Equal Pay Act
(29 U.S.C. 206(b)) or the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (29 U.S.C. 621 et seq.) will ordinarily be
denied under the seventh eximptIon of the Freedom of
Information Act as investigatory records compiled for law
enforcement purposes.

Part 1626.4--. . . The identity of a complainant,
confidential witness, or aggrieved person on whose behalf a
charge was filed will ordinarily not be disclosed without
prior written consent, unless necessary in a court
proceeding.

According to Section 2.4 of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging rules, 'No . . . material declared confidential by a
majority of the Committee . . . shall be made public, in whole
or in part or by way of summary, unless specifically authorized
by the Chairman and ranking minority member."

Because the Senate Special Committee on Aging has in the past
provided to the news media confidential information and
materials obtained from the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, we ask that the Committee vote on whether to declare
confidential the information requested in Question 6 before we
provide it.
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ANSWER #7: "Charges closed erroneously" simply means those
which may have been closed prematurely or incorrectly due to
misinterpretation and/or misapplication of Commission policy or
precedent, unartful analysis and/or evaluation of the evidence,
and the like. Because our investigations are reviewed at three
levels prior to release, we do not expect to find many charges
that fit these categories. However, if they are found, ADCAA
provides adequate basis for correction and we plan to assure
that charging parties receive accurate determinations.

"Charges closed before the Determinations Review Procedure" are
those formally resolved through full investigation and
determination of no reasonable cause prior to August 1, 1987.
On December 15, 1986, the Commission adopted a policy which
provides charging parties with the right to request review of
any charge in which the field office finds no reasonable cause
to believe the charge has merit. The Determinations Review
Program has been a distinct component of the Office of Program
Operations since August 1, 1987 and provides charging parties
with a separate review of the findings by employees who are not
associated with the office that completed the investigation.
Therefore, DRP provides a sound mechanism for EEOC to assure
that the best investigative work has been completed and the
"right" determination has been made from the evidence. All
reopened charges that receive "no-reasonable cause" findings
will be appealable under the DRP process.

"Charges closed appropriately" are those that are resolved
through accurate application of Commission policy and procedure.
Charges that meet this test, whether they were resolved through
full investigation, conciliation, withdrawal, or other means
will not be reopened for investigation. District Offices are
expected to make clear determinations regarding cases to be
reopened for further EEOC charge processing activity.

Inappropriate closures are those to which we refer in the
"charges closed erroneously" paragraph.

ANSWER #8: Charge files are destroyed in accordance with EEOC's
recordkeeping schedule as approved by the National Archives
Record Service, General Services Administration. The schedule
provides for records to be destroyed within six months to three
years of resolution, dependent upon the kind of resolution
reached (reasonable cause, no reasonable cause, negotiated
settlement, administrative closure, and the like). While each
office keeps lists of charges that are destroyed, we have not
gathered and compiled those lists into national statistics.

Guidance has been sent to the field offices regarding
restructuring files that have been destroyed. We have attached
the June 22, 1988 instructions which relate to this issue. See
Attachment 8.

ANSWER #9: To avoid confusion to charging parties, we opted not
to include any reference to these charges in the notice, but to
send notices to each charging party whose closed charge is
covered by the statute.

Each charging party that received the May 27 notice also
received, in the same package, a fact sheet that explains in
sufficient detail charges covered by the ADCAA, including closed
charges.

ANSWER #10: A question has been raised as to why a draft
version of the Legal Counsel's memorandum analyzing the Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988 (ADCAA or Claims
Act) stated that "Congress expects the revived charges to be
processed in the same manner as any newly filed ADEA charge"
(p.3, draft memo dated April 20, 1988), while a final version
stated that "some members of Congress expect these charges to be
processed in the usual fashion" (p.3, final memo dated May 3,
1988). The Legal Counsel was attempting to broadly construe the
language in Section 4 of the ADCAA, which arguably requires
nothing more than that those individuals whose charges have been
revived be given a particular form of notice. In order to fully
effectuate the remedial intent of the ADCAA, the Legal Counsel
cited comments of certain members of Congress, found in the
legislative history, to demonstrate the revived charges were to
oe processed in the customary manner.
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The minor editorial change that was made in the above noted
sentence between the April 20, 1988 draft and the final version,
dated May 3, 1988, was designed to achieve an additional measure
of precision; that is, the legislative history reflected the
views of "some members of Congress." The revision did not
result in any substantive change in interpretation. The Legal
Counsel's conclusions in both the draft and final version of the
memorandum indicated that in view of the comments of
Representative Matthew Martinez and other members of Congress,
the narrow notice requirements mandated by the statutory
language of the ADCAA were intended to be broadly construed to
include administrative processing of revived charges in
accordance with Section 7 of the ADEA.

ANSWER Ill & #12: Appendix C, EEOC Order 916 (See Attachment
C), which requires FEPAs to complete ADEA case processing within
18 months to receive contract credit, was approved by the
Commission in April 1982 and has been in effect since that time.
The Commission has never had any policy which precluded
enforcement of the appendix. However, the contracts are
administered by our district offices, which attempt to assist
the State agencies, most of which are underfunded by the States,
in processing charges in their workload. Apparently, some
district offices had not firmly enforced the appendix, on their
own motion, as the mentioned memoranda reflect.

The policy is that the appendix must be enforced. This has been
communicated to the Los Angeles office, which to our knowledge
is the only office that has not enforced it. However, we have
made this a topic of the program director's conference call with
the district directors and have reminded them of their
responsibility in this regard in the July District Director's
Memorandum.

ANSWER #13: EEOC needs the funding required to provide what we
deem to be a sufficient number of training classes to all
employees on a recurring basis. We have not, over the many
years of budget constraints, been able to develop and provide
the various courses that we deem necessary.

However, we have been able to complete several innovative
training efforts which have provided a sound basis for our staff
to investigate and decide cases under the three statutes. The
following are among these efforts:

a) Local managers develop and conduct training on an ongoing
basis. Each Regional Attorney is responsible for keeping field
office staff informed of key legal decisions, changes in
statutes and procedures and pertinent legal policies and
practices.

b) In June 1987, EEOC conducted a series of identical one
week training courses in Dallas, Texas that were attended by
every investigator, supervisory investigator, and enforcement
manager in the agency. The training focused on conducting
on-site investigations (including interviewing charging parties,
neutral witnesses and respondents), gathering and analyzing
evidence and general case development initiatives. This
training was repeated for headquarters staff in July 1987, and
again in December 1987, for new investigators and attorneys.
The training program was developed with the idea that it would
be provided to all new investigators and attorneys each year.

c) The Office of Legal Counsel provides field employees with
training on the substantive and interpretive areas of EEOC's
Compliance Manual on an annual basis. Budget considerations
have precluded us from continuing this program in the current
fiscal year.

d) Headquarters provides field and headquarters employees
with substantive training upon request. For example, the
Training Division and the Office of Legal Counsel recently
joined forces and provided headquarters employees with a panel
discussion of ADEA-related issues. The discussion was
videotaped and is available for distribution to the field
offices.
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e) We currently are launching a pilot training program on

case management and development initiatives. This training

focuses on the critical oversight role of the supervisor

throughout the investigative process and emphasizes the

professional role of the investigator. The training program was

developed with the intention of providing it to all field

offices in FY 88. EEOC's current budget restrictions preclude

us from providing this training to more than four field offices
in this fiscal year.

ANSWER #14: EEOC efforts to improve communication and

information flow, particularly with regard to enhancing the

understanding of job requirements of agency personnel, are

dynamic and progressive. These efforts promote agency-wide
participation and include the following:

a) EEOC has an active and, we believe, successful Quality of

Workilfe (QWL) program. The QWL program was specifically

designed to improve communication between and among EEOC
managers and staff in a oositive and nurturino manner. One of

the major initiatives launched by the QWL Committee -- that of

developing a survey to identify areas in which we can work

together to build a strong agency -- was successful in meeting
this objective.

b) As mentioned above, EEOC's ongoing training development

efforts, particularly with regard to enhancing the understanding

of employee job requirements, have been ongoing. In particular,
EEOC's Investigative Training and Case Management and
Development Training are exemplary in this regard.

c) EEOC has an active and successful Quality Assurance
Program that seeks to encourage supervisors to work with one

another and share information with all members of the

investigative staff. The Quality Assurance staff works with
field office personnel in quality management circles to improve

understanding of job requirements by helping the staff to

carefully identify and utilize specific criteria that define
EEOC's public services.

d) The Commission developed a three hour satellite seminar

teleconference titled "EEOC and the Laws it Enforces." The

teleconference, aired nationwide in September of 1987, had one

of the largest participation levels of any teleconference ever

produced. EEOC employees nationwide received this training via

copies of the videotaped seminar sent to each office.

e) Most recently, we have improved the understanding of job

requirements by officially upgrading and clearly defining the

role of EEOC investigators through the development and approval

of the Investigator Personnel Series. Our new investigative

series and the accompanying position descriptions specifically

define the duties and responsibilities of an investigator and
officially provide our investigators (formerly equal opportunity

specialists) with the recognition title they deserve. District

directors have been instructed to ensure that supervisory staff

clearly understand the newly developed position description and
hold investigators accountable for the standards contained

therein.

f) EEOC managers meet and communicate with subordinates and

colleagues on a continuing basis. Some examples of these

ongoing efforts include the program directors monthly district

director telephone conference, efforts aimed at providing

clerical personnel with a forum for addressing their career

development concerns, and the chairman's periodic plenary

meetings with headquarters staff to keep employees abreast of

current events and initiatives.

g) The agency has developed an ongoing program of

communicating Commission activities and policy to its personnel.

A monthly employee newsletter, Eqa Timees relays pertinent and

timely information to the employees an , n turn, offices

routinely submit developments and activities of interest to the

rest of the agency for inclusion in the newsletter. This

newsletter was developed in 1985 specifically to enhance
internal communications at EEOC.

h) Copies of news releases issued by headquarters and field

offices are distributed to all offices on a regular basis. News

clippings pertaining to current EEO issues and other topics of
interest are distributed to all field offices twice monthly.
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i) Videotapes of employee meetings, congressional hearings
and Commission meetings of interest, as well as tapes produced
specifically to explain Commission policy to employees, are
distributed to field offices and shown at headquarters. To cut
costs, offices are notified that some videotapes are available
to be borrowed for viewing from the agency library.

We hope this information is helpful.

Sincerely,

DeborahJ raham
Director o Communications
and Legislative Affairs

Attachments

cc: Special Committee on Aging Members

Attachment A

EAST

Georgia Office of Fair Employment
District of Columbia Office of Human Rights
Maryland Commission on Human Rights
New Hanover Human Relations Commission
North Carolina Office of Administrative Hearings
South Carolina State Human Affairs Commission
Ohio Civil Rights Commission
Michigan Department of Civil Rights
Tennessee Human Rights Commission
Florida Commission on Human Rights
Connecticut Commission on Human Rights
Maine Human Rights Commission
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination
New Hampshire Commission for Human Rights
New York State Division of Human Rights
Puerto Rico Department of Labor
Rhode Island Commission for Human Rights
Vermont Attorney General' s Office
Delaware Department of Labor
New Jersey Division of Civil Rights
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission
West Virginia Human Rights Commission

WEST

Illinois Department of Human Rights
Oklahoma Human Rights Commission
Texas Commission on Human Rights
Colorado Civil Rights Division
Montana Human Rights Division
Nebraska Equal Opportunity Commission
North Dakota Department of Labor
Wyoming Fair Employment Practices Agencies
Lexington-Fayette County Human Rights Commission
Louisville-Jefferson County
Nevada Commission on Human Rights
Iowa Civil Rights Division
Minnesota Department of Human Rights
Wisconsin Equal Rights
Arizona Civil Rights Division
Utah Anti-Discrimination Division
Missouri Commission on Civil Rights
Alaska Commission on Human Rights
Idaho Human Rights Commission
Oregon Bureau of Labor
Washington State Human Rights Commission



Directory of State And Local FEP Agencies

Follolwiig a listing uf state and local fair enploynent pracice agencis's
: that handle discrimintiian complaints under slate or munticipal laots. Tlie

s'ate agencies are listed first. followed by local or brta/ch office listings.
Listing ure int-luded for all state agencies regardless of complaint prore.
dares or enforemeent powters. For a cross-reference to the complele listing of
ogencies with *706 designotion -those to which ih. Eqtual Employtment
01p)rrtunity Conmmlission defers charges-see 401:118.

Alaska Districl and Field Offices:

Stale Cummission for Hluman Rights 255 Chester Ave.
431 West 7th Ave.. Ste. 101 Room 210-B
Anchorage 99501 0W7-276-7474) BakerOfield 93301

Anchorage Equal flighls Cnommision 380 N. #th St.
b201 E. 1011h Ave.. Ste. 204 El Centro 1)2243
Andhorage '99501 4f67 North Van Ness

Arizona Fresno 93701
Civil flights Division 322 West First St.
Attorney General's Ornece Room 2126
1645 West Jefferon Street Los Angeles 90012
Phlenin 550(07 1602.255-52631 2222 Sierra Blvd..
Southern Arizona Office Suite 38
5s2 I'ioneer Bldg., Sucrtmento95825
100 N. Stone Street 1185 North Main St
Tucson 85701 Salinax,9391)6
Governor's Office of Affirmative Ac- 303W. Third St..

tion Room 451
1700 West Washington St, San Ilernardino 92401
State Caditol. Room 804 1351 Front St.,
Phoenix 85007 Roomt 3012

Arkansas San D)iego 92101
Arkansas Governor's Committee on 30 Van Ness Ave.

Hluman Ilesources San Francisco 94102
971 Isn Natiotla Blank Bldg.. 888 N. First St.,
Little Itock 72201 Room 200-A
(501-371-23981 San Jose 95812

California 28 Civic Center Plais
Dcpartment of Foir Employment and Roost 5Aa2

ilousittg Santa Ass 92701
12011 Street Suite21l 411 EastCanon Perdido,
Sucraitento 95814 Roonm 5
1916-323.45471 Santa Barbara 93101

Colorado
Civil Rights Co tomission
Room 600. Stale Services Building
1525 Sherman Street
Denver 802031303.866-2621)

1rooch Offices
815 Main Street
Altmosa 81101
Prolessional Building
Suite 231
1115 East Vermijo Street
Colorado Springs 80902
101111 North Ninth Street
Suite 10
Grand Junction 81501
022': Ninth Avenue
Gthelvy 80631
13th and Francisco
State I lopital Grounds
llpilding 2. Room 31
ly,,blo 810113

Coilnectlcut
Central Office
Cyn.mission on Hustan Rights and

lOpportunities
YO Walshingtonl St..
Ilaitford 061151203.566.33561
Capitol Region:
1229 Albany Avenue
1laitford 06112
Wrest Central Region:

2:12 Nothtl Elm Street
W.aterbury l06702

Eastern Region:
302 Captain's Walk
NV. London 116320
Simtlhmest IRogion:
1tli2 East Mait Street
Blridgeport 06610

Delaware
li)partenlt of Labor
Aitil)iasrimntnativn Section
Wiln0otgton State Office Bldg.,
8201 North Fretich St.. 6th Floor
WYilmington 19801

2.ll3 L nc-stvr Avenue
Wil imuglon 11U05
21 North Strct
1) er 156 11

Route 113
Georgetown 19947
State Human RelationsCommission
William Service Center
805 River Road
Dover 19901
1302-736-4567)

District of Columbia
D.C. Of ice of Human Rights
Room 104
421.8th St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202-727-6523)

Florida
Commission of Human Relations
Montgomery Bldg Suite 100
2562 Executive Center Circle. East
Tallahassee 32301
19041 488-7082
Broward County Community Rela.

tions Commission
3521 West Broward Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale 33312
Clearwuter ofrice of Community Rela-

tions
P.O. Boo 4748
Clearmater 33518
Dade County Fair Housing and Em-

ployment Appeals Board
1425 Northwest 10th Avenue
Miami 33136
Jucksonville Community Relations

Commission
The Courthouse. Room 406
Jacksonville 32223
Orlando Human Relations Commis-

sion
400 South Orange Ave., Suite 103
Orlando 32801
St Petersburg O111ce of Hluman Rela-

tions
P.O. Ilox 2842
St. Pctersburg 33731

Georgia
Gorgin Office o' Fair Employment

-'raci-es
254 Washington St SW.. Suite 685
Atlanta 30334



Governors Council on lluman Bela- I
lions

Stale Capitol Room 249
Atlanta 3031i
Augusto/Richmond County Human

Relallons Commission
Suite 411l. SIB) Building
Augusta 3r18J2

Hawaii
Dvponment of Labor & Ind-istrlal

Relasions
Enforcement Division
888 Mililani St.. Room 401
honolulu 96(13

District O0ira
75 Aupuni Street.
I1lib 911720
5i South Iligh Street.
Wailuku 96793
Stuae Office Building
3060SEiwa Street
Likue 96766
Ashikawa Bldg. #2
P.O. Box 49.
Kealakekur 96750

Idaho
Commission on Ilumun Righlts
Statehouse
S56 North 5th Streel
Baisi 8372D 1208334-21173t

Illinois
Departmenof Illuman Rights
Chlcagot'ntral O(1cec
179 West Washington St.
Chicago 601(12
Springfield Regionul Offico
10R North It Street
Springfield 62706
Illinois luman Rights Commission
179 W. Washingstn St.
('lticgati 6t)Gtlz
Fair Employmmnt Practices Commisa

sian
4th Floor. 17t W. Washingtlo Sl.
Chicago 6)60021312793-62001

ndlinna
Civil Rigits Comnission
319 Stole Office Bldg.
100 N. Senate Ave.
Indianapolis 46204
1317-232-76701
Bloontinglon lluman Rigltlt Camlmiss

s insn
Municipal Bldg.
220 East 3rd
Bloomsington 47401
Eait Chicago lluman (tights Comnfis.

sion
Cily lihlI-Roum 9
4525 Indianapolis Blvd.
Eatst Chicago 46312
Evansville Haustn Relations Commis-

sion
Civil Center Complex-Roont 133
Evansville 47713
Fort Wayne Metropolitan fluman Re.

lotions Commistion
One Main St.
City-Counly Bldg.. Room 680
Fort Wayne 46h02
Gary Human Relations Commission
01 BDroadway

Gary 46402
South Bend Human Rights Commis-

sion
1200 County-City Building
227 West Jefferson Blvd.,
South Bend 46601

Iowa
Civil Rights Commission
507 Tenth St.. 8th Flour
Des Moines 50319 (515-281-4414J

Kansas
Commission on Civil Righlts
535 Kansas Avenue-Sh Flour
Topeka 6660131913-296 32061
Branch Office:
212 South Market
Wichita 672(12

Wicbita Civil Rights nnd Fjual Eat.
pitynmeat Ottorlsuity CaommLiusiu

455 Nbrtlt Main St.. 10th Flour
Wichita 67202

Kentucky
Cowmtission on Hluman Rights
701 West Muhltmnnad Ali Blvd.. P.O.

6s)
Iaouisyillc 4021131502)588-40241
8:12 Capital 1'lieu Towver
Fratibktbi 40t0il
Leningion Fayette tIrtan Cuunty Heo

ntatlt(ights Colnnission
City hill Annex
277 N. Ulper Street
Lv-titgton 4115017

Maine
I l uttrn Rights Contntission
St vens Sehtol (Cnt.PIe
Station Na. 51
Augusta 013:1:D2tl7-2H9.2320t

Maryland

Ctmsntssion an Ilmans lBelatiuns
Metro IPlaza Mttttdawmti Mall
Suite 300
Baltimore 21215 t3l1t-383-36i81t
Baltimore City Cuo.muttity Revlations

Cttotmtission
Ill) Eut:av St rcet
B:ttlltmure 21202
llutard iCounty (lun=a Ilights Ceto

nfision
.Jlhn Lee Carroll 1l(dg.
3450 Cuarthouse Dtive
Ellicott City 21043
Montgottley Caunty lluman Bea.

tlions Cumtis
041X1 Destaocracy Bled.

rlteesda 211134
P(rite Ceorge's Caunty llumas Bela.

tliutte ltomttts'Siia
Dtelge l'a Lk l'ete.,ional llldg.
33218 Dfdge P(irk Rd., Rm 300
I.ttulesr 20785
llkchetltr I(tnlan Righli Cttntitosion
CiuV 11h11
l1tl1*illr 2118510

hlllssachuseets
Conntission Against Discrimination
Mceormnck State Olfice Bldg.
I Ashburten Place
Bostot 0211JOS1617-727-3990t
145 State Street
Springfield 01 10:1
222 Uiuon Street
New Bedord 02740
75A G rove St reel
Worcester 011605

Michigan
Civil Rights Commission
Senate Office Bldg., 101h Flour 125

West Allegan
L~ansing 48913
i517.373.76341
)vparinient oluCivtl Rights

Michigan PlI:aa Bldg..
121X1 SitI Avenue
ol ..r. it 48L220

221 FEast louseelt
Battle Creek 4D014
LCler Bluilding
7:110 Wedooard
Iletroi 48202
Grand RlIpids State Office Bldg.
351 1 otawa
Grand Rapids 40502
52L Seyttaour
la9nsing JHY13
D)ointontn Saginaw Nlull
310 JIhtion Street
Satginaw 48J07
870 Union Street
1l-totl I at, bar 491(22
Nletentlitatt Bldg.
432 North Saginaw
Flntt 485b2
954 Met'roe
Jacksun 49202

.2542 Peck
Mabeuskg ((vights 494 14
I'etliac Sltat (lInk IHblg
28 N S:tg",ttn
l o-li~ac 4k,.L6

I



Minnesota
Department of Human Rights
500 Bremer Bldg.
7th & Rolbert Street
St. Paul 55101 1612-2965663)
alinn-apolis Department of Civil

Itights
2191lJ Park Ave. South
Minneapelis 55427
St. Paul Department of lauman

Rliglits
515 City I fall
St. Paul 55102
issonuri
Comnmi.sion on Human Rights
314 East High St.
P.O. Run 1129
hfr- rose City 65101

Il,-, -.. I I)ff'irs:
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1100 Raymond Blvd.
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Providence 112903 1401-277-17321
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Tennessee
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Texas
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Attachment B

r.N t U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNIY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

AN 2 2 19B
MEMORANDUM

TO District Directors

FROM James H. Troy,D
Office Program , era r (s

SUBJECT Guidance on Pr of ADEA Charges under the
Age Discrimination d lms Assistance Act of 1988

As you know, persons with ADEA charges subject to the Claims Act
recently have been notified of their right to an extended period
within which to file suit. I have previously sent you the
following:

May 12. 1988 memorandum with attachments, including the
May 3 interpretive memorandum from the Office of Legal
Counsel, on the subject of FEPA issuance of notices;
and

* May 26, 1988 memorandum on data collection and issuance
of notices.

This memorandum provides additional guidance on Claims Act case
processing and reporting requirements. Clearly, EEOC has an
obligation to review ADEA charges which are subject to the Claims
Act to determine the extent of additional investigative and
enforcement activity needed, if any.

As a reminder, if you have not already done so, please send the
list of names, addresses, and charge numbers of all notices you
have mailed to Doris Werwie, Room 400, in headquarters. If any
notice you send is returned as undeliverable by the Postal
Service, please determine if a current address can be obtained
for remailing. Any notice sent from headquarters which is
returned will be sent by headquarters to the appropriate field
office to obtain current addresses from charge files or other
readily available sources and to mail it directly to the charging
party. Keep records of all other undeliverable mail.

PROCESSING

You should review once more the legal analysis of the Claims Act
prepared by EEOC's Office of Legal Counsel, dated May 3, 1988,
which we attached to my lay 12, 1988 memorandum. We expect you
to use sound judgment in carrying out any review of possible
affected charges.

Keep in mind that EEOC/Charging Party has only until September
28,' 1989 to bring a civil suit on the cfaim set forth in the
charge. You ought to finalize the review of possible affected
open or closed charges by no later than December 30, 1988. This
will give you the time needed to complete an investigation and to
develop the case for litigation, where necessary. Be reminded
that where a charge results in a cause finding, EEOC must
complete the processing and file suit in court prior to September
28, 1989.

When conducting file reviews, you must first determine whether
the charge falls under the parameters of the law: timeliness of
filing, date of notification of ADEA rights, disposition of the
charge.

Where an EEOC field office conducted thorough processing of a
charge, no further review is necessary. Further, no additional
processing is necessary for charges that have been reviewed by
the Determinations Review Program.

RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT INQUIRIES

Attempt to clarify all questions regarding coverage of the law
and explain possible EEOC actions. There are several categories
of charges which will come to your attention as you analyze
claimants' inquiries. They include:
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Charges Closed Solely on the Basis of the Statute of
Limitations Having Expired - Particular attention
should be given to those charges which were closed
solely on the basis of the statute of limitations.
When such a case is identified after a claimant
contacts you, review it for additional investigation
and possible enforcement.

Charges Closed Erroneously - Proceed to fully
investigate such charges. Again, consider assigning
charges in a fashion similar to that which occurs when
an investigator leaves his/her job.

Charges With Files That Have Been Destroyed - If a
charge file appears to have been destroyed, verify that
this has actually happened. If so, review all sources
which may contain copies of relevant information.
Then, ensure that the charge falls under the coverage
of the law. Make a determination whether further
action by EEOC is necessary. If so, attempt to
reconstruct the file. The charging party or the
charging party's attorney may have copies of relevant
evidence or information may be found in congressional
or other correspondence files kept separately by the
field office. If you are unable to obtain information
to enable you to conduct your review, consider securing
it from the respondent. If you are still unable to
reconstruct the file, document your efforts and inform
the person of his/her suit rights.

Charges Closed Before Determinations Review Procedures
Became Effective - Such charges should not be forwarded
to DRP. They are to be treated ident cally to other
charges closed before the institution of the
Determinations Review Program. However, if you issue a
new Letter of Determination, proceed as with any other
charge recently closed. You must however advise
charging party of the filing suit date of September 28,

JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES

When you encounter jurisdictional questions under the Claims Act,
e.g., whether a charging party was 'notified of the disposition
of a charge' or questions on the statute of limitations for
willfulness, refer to the May 3 Legal Counsel memorandum.
Unresolved questions should be-discussed with the Regional
Attorney. Questions concerning the possible application of the
Claims Act to lawsuits dismissed on statute of limitations
grounds or to cases in which the Commission disapproved of
litigation should be referred to the Regional Attorney and
appropriately coordinated with the General Counsel. If a
charging party insists on obtaining information regarding future
EEOC action in cases that have been submitted to the Commission
for suit, the General Counsel requests that the charging party
make the request to his office in writing.

RECORDKEEPING

The law requires EEOC to submit periodic reports to Congress on
our activities under the Act. You must keep adequate records to
provide us with the necessary information to develop the report.

Persons who receive Claims Act notices, whether sent by EEOC or
by the FEPAs, may be contacting your office for assistance. All
calls from claimants should be logged. Results of calls should
also be logged. Information on charges that have been reopened,
reinvestigated or reconsidered should be noted. Specifically, if
EEOC has taken further action on behalf of a charging party or
where EEOC has obtained some relief should be highlighted.

REPORTS TO OPO

The Claims Act directs us to provide three semiannual reports to
the Congress on the number of notices sent, the number of
successful conciliations, and the number of lawsuits we have
filed. You will be notified of the format and content of these
reports. However, in order to ensure full compliance with the
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CIaims Act's provisions, particularly the- semiannual reporting
requirements, each office must keep a complete record oft

* inquiries from Claims Act claimants

* charge file reviews:

investigations conducted;

LODs issued;

conciliation activity: and

* results of conciliation activity.

Please make this memorandum available to all enforcement staff.
If you have further questions, call Robert Walker at 634-6335 or
Hilda Rodriguez at 634-6831.

cc: Pam Talkin
SIICP
FMP-East
FMP-West
DRP
OCLA
Area Directors
Local Directors
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FOREWORD

This manual has been developed to describe the requirements for acceptance.
documentation. and EEOC closure a tion on all age discrimination cases submitted
by contracting agencies to the EE' C for review. It differs from the Title VII
Substantial Weight Review Manual, Appendix A of this Order in three important
respects:

First, the ADEA requires only ti it charges alleging age discrimination in
employment be referred to certain state agencies, prior to institution of a
lawsuit. Thus, there is no requiremoer. - as there is in Title VII - that tia.
Comoission defer its processing or that it accord substantial weight to the
findings of a State or local agency.

Second. the only affirmative oblig; ion which the ADEA imposes on the
Commission is to notify respondents -preeo tly that charges have been filed and
to attempt 'prompt' resolution through informal methods of conciliation,
negotiation, and persuasion (Section 7(d) of the ADEA). The Commission is
requiring the sane of contracting agencies. Beyond this, the statute makes no
requirement of the Commission. It provides no guidance as to the types of
procedures which are to be undertaken by the Commission in finalizing a case
(e.g., a full investigation resulting in a finding) and which, in turn, are a
measurement of the sufficiency of action by a contracting agency. While the
Commission has developed its own standards for closure, such standards cay be
different from State or local agency's standards.

Third the ADRA invests the Commission with broad investigative authority
which may be exercised independently of any preexisting charge. Thus, *en in
those cases where a contracting agency submits to the Commissicon for r-view a
closed rile including final action on behalf of the charging party (e.g.,
negotiated settlement agreement), the Commission may, where appropriate.
continue processing against the respondent named in the charge through the
institution of a directed investigation.

Because of these differences, cases will be reviewed for contract credit
only and will not be findings of the Commission. As a general rule, contract
credit will be given if the requirements of Section 7(d) are met if processing
is completed within 18 months of alleged violation, and if the agency's further
activity meets additional Commission requirements for closure. Thus, upon the
completion of charge processing by the contracting agency. the Commiasion will
review case files to determine the following:

(1) whether the Section 7(d) requirements have been fulfilled within
150 days of filing or receipt from EEOC;

(2) whether processing has been completed within 18 months of alleged
violation; and

(3) whether contract credit should be given. Contract credit will be
given where a case is settled; where a case is administratively closed; where a
case is closed pursuant to a finding; or where a case completes the entire
administrative process (e.g., there is a final order or letter after hearing).

In all cases. as a prerequisite to payment the contracting agency must

document its futfllment of these requirments.

If these requirements are satisfied and the Comission decides to take
additional action against a respondent (e.g., to initiate a directed
investigation) contract credit will still be given. Such action will generally
be of a class nature since a state or local agency action on the merits of the
charp would have resolved the individual grievant's situation. /

A concurrent Title VIT/ADeA charge will be treated as a Title VII charge
and credited as one resolution on the Title VIT contract. However, while the
procedures outlined in Appendix A of this Order will be used for review of the
required documentation, the 7(d) notification and conciliation within 150 days
of filing or receipt from EEOC and the 18 month completion of processing will te
required to obtain contract credit.

Concurrent Title VII/ADEA charges processed by certified FEP Agencies will
be exempted from automatic acceptance and reviewed as stated in the preceding
paragraph. Of course, simple age charges processed by certified FEP Agencies
will continue to be reviewed according to the procedures outlined in this
Manual.

The procedures outlined in this Order are mandatory and my not be waived
or altered except by the prior written consent of the Director, Office of Field
Services, EEOC.

1/ It is not anticipated that the Commission will take further action with
regard to the charge itself. In order not to create any expectations to the
contrary in charging parties, they will be advised, as soon as a case is
transmitted to the contracting ageney for processing, that federal processing
has terminated.
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ADER WETRAC" CNEDIT RFVIF'I 4ARIAL
TARLE OF CONTE'tTS
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S. mF Anm a?2
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EXIIIBITSa

llmber TitlefDeswription

2-A Request tor Withdrawal of Charge ot Discrimination

5SA - FEP Agency - Monthly Performance Report

S-b mEP Agency Charge ist - ADEA

5-C EEOC ADUA Benefit Codes

5-D EEOC Form 214. 706 Agency Case Dismissal Action

5-E EEOC Form 215. 706 Agency Case Dimi38al Action

5-F EEOC Statistical Report on FEP Agency Contract

Performance

SECTION 1

REVIEW OF CDPLIAMCP WITH ADEA CNARGE PROCESSIliG REQUIREMENTS

I. Section 7(dT-Notification and Conciliation Requirement

A. Requirements for Acceptance The only affirmative obligation with
respect to charge processing which is imposed on the Conmission, and thus
on its agents, under the ADEA i3 to conduct a Section 7(d) conciliation
attempt. Some cases will be set'led as a result of Section 7(d)
conciliations. Where this occurs. these cases will receive contract
credit. In other cases, when init.al settlement efforts fail, appropriate
continued processing wilU be required. Regardless of the final action with.
respect to cases in which 7(d) attempts fail, each will be reviewed by
EEOC. first to determine whether the contracting agency has complied
satisfactorily with the Section 7(dl requirements and, then to determine
whether the continued processing sacivity meeta the requirements for
acceptance of final actions outlined in Sections 2 and 4 of this manual.

In order to establish its satisfactory compliance with the Section 7(d)
requirements, the agency must demonstrate that it has undertaken the
following steps within 150 days ot tiling or receipt from EEOC:

1. Notification to the respondent that a charge has been filed and
invitation to engage in early settlement attempts. V

2. Consultation with the charging party to determine the terms on
which (s)he is willing to settle (provided, however, that any such
terms must be consistent with the relief to which (3)he would be
entitled under the ADUA);

3. Notification to the respondent of the charging party's terms:

4. Communication to the charging party of respondent's acceptance or
counterproposal; and

5. Appropriate follow-up measures to secure, or facilitate voluntary
early resolution (including. e.g., on-site visits, interrogatories,
fact-finding).

In the instance where charging party files in court before the agency
has completed its follow-up. the agency must be able to
damanstrat its reasooable efforts (e.g.. the on-aite visit or the
fact-f iding conference mut have bean previously acheduled, the
interrogatories previously served) to satisfy the Section 7t(d)
requirements.

B. "In Rluired (To be provided to EEOC at time of submission
for eAcnact rerdit.

1. Copies of all lettera or other cunimctions referenced bove
(where cmounicationa ware by tel phone or face-to-face meeting, a
si* ry ot the onversation, including date, persons contactad, onme
of contracting agency rep -entative, and offers made);

2. Where final settlament is reached a a result of these efforts, a
eM of the settlement agrement (see also Section 2, I77 A and B).

V In those cases transmitted to contracting agencies by the EEOC, the
Cosnission will advise the respondent and charging party that the contracting
agency will be processing the charge and advise the respondent that if it wishes
to settle the charge, it should contact the contracting agency within ten (10)
days.
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C. EEOC Closure Action There i no independent requirement for closure
with respect to this section. Uhere cases are closad as a result of
Section 7(d) settlement attempts, the procedures in Section 2. III A and B
below specify the appropriate EEOC closure actions. All other closures are
in accordance with the provisions outlined in the remainder of Section 2.

II. completed Processing within 18 Months of Alleged Violation Requirement

A. Reouirements for Acceotance Unlike the Title V7I administrative
complaint process. the rfiing f an ADEA charge does not toll the statute
of limitation. for filing an aotion In court. Thus, a charging party
cannot wait longer thm two years from the date of alleged violation (three
years in the instance of willful Violation) to file suit under the ADEA.
Therefore, the contracting Agency in required to complete its process
within 18 months of alleged violation to allow a reasonable period of tine
for EEOC or the charging party to determine it subsequent court actien is
warranted on the charge before the statute of limitations is exhausted.

The 18 month completion of processing required for contract credit will be
deemed satisfied when the agencys final action Is submitted within that
period or when the agency has commenced its extended processing (hearing or
litigation) within that period.

B., DoeumentionReuired (to be provided to EEOC at tine of submission
for contract credit)There Is no independent requirement for
documentation of completed processing (which will be evidenced by the date
of the agency's final action submitted as required in Section 2) except
that in charges where the agency's extended processing is not completed
within the 18 month period, the agency must submit documentation to show
that the administrative hearing or litigation was in progress within this
time framell

C. EFOC Closure Action There is no independent closure action with
respect to this Section.

'/ ot*e also the requirement at pp. 2-7 and 4-1 that for conciliation closures
a copy of the caause' finding oust have been sent to EEOC upon Issuance.

tEVIEY AID ACCEPTAiNE OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCT FINAL ACTIONS

1. Administrative Closures/Dismissals Y

A. Withdrawal& Without Settlement

1. Itequirements for Acceptance

. The request for withdrawal aust be in writing.

b. There must be no indication of coercion or fear of
retaliation.

c. Specific reference to the withdrawal of the EEOC charge as
well as the contracting agency charge aust be included.

2. Documentation Required (To be provided to EEOC at time of
submission for contract credit)

a. Copy of closure letters sent to all parties to the charge.

b. Copy of withdrawal statement at Exhibit 2-A.

3. EEOC Closure Actions EEOC will issue an appropriate closure
letter to rapondent ' The Commission a" continue to investigate
the respoodent. as it dems appropriate.

F Certain terminology utilized under Title VII and in state or local laws
prohibiting age discrimination in employment is not applicable to EEOC
administrative processing of the ADEA. Specificlly, the ADEA does not provide
for "discissais" of charges. Nor does the concept of "withdrawal" of a charge
have any legal significanea. since the Conmision has independent investigative
authority. To the extent that this terminology is utilized by contracting
agencies, it is included in this Yanudl to describe action taken by a
contracting agency. The EEOC will continue to use its own terninology In
closing Cases.

4' There is no necessity for EEOC to issue closure letters to charging parties.
since they will be advised, upon transmittal Of cases to contracting agency,
that federal processing is terminated.
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B. Unable to Locate Charging Party

1. Requirements for Acceptance

a. The agency must establish that it was unable to locate the
charging party. Evidence of appropriate steps taken to locate
the charging party would include the following: returned
correspondence indicating that charging party had moved and left
no forwarding address; contact with other sources In an effort to
obtain a more current addre.X for charging party (e.g.. telephone
directory; EEOC. contact person". etc.); continued efforts to
contact charging party by regular mail or telephone if
correspondence has been returned as %unclaimed-.

b. The closure. in this instance, must be preceded by a letter
from the agency which informs he charging party that the charge
will be dismissed if there is no response within 30 days.

2. Documentation Required (To be provided to EEOC at time of
submission for contract credit.)

a. Copies of closure letters sent to all parties.

b. Copies or returned envelope. mailgram or telegram showing
that charging party has moved and left no forwarding address.

c. If charging party has not claimed previously sent certified
nail, copies of the certified or registered correspondence to the
charging party which was returned as unclaimed' (including the
envelope) and any follow-up correspondence sent by regular mil.

d. Verification that the State and/or local agency has
attempted to contact charging party via contact person and that
the contact person was not able to provide charging party's
current address. If the agency sent written correspondence to
the contact person, a copy of this correspondence must be
submitted to EEOC: if the agency telephoned the contact person, a
memo to the file stating the date and results of that telephone
conversation must be submitted to rEOC.

e. Verification of other attempts to locate charging party
(e.g.. memos to the file indicating results of checking with
telephone company, directory, the Post Office and the EEOC to
determine if any Of these has a more current address).

3. EEOC Closure Actions EEOC will issue appropriate closure letters
to the respondent. The Commission May investigate the respondent, as
it deems appropriate.

C. Failure to Cooperate with the Investigation (See Volume 1, Section 4
of the EEOC Compliance Manual.)

1. Requirements for Acceptance The closure Mrst be preceded by a
letwir from the contracting agency to the charging party advising
hia/her that the oan will be olceed unless (aWhe fo rates and
requesting a respolae from the charging party. *fter thirty days the
agency's closure I ,tter my be sent to the charging party.

2. Documentation Required (To be provided to EEOC at time of
submission for contract credit.)

- a. Copies of closure letters Sent to all parties.

b. Copies of agency's 3C-day letter described above.

e. Copies of Sgency's final correspondence to charging party.
including statement of information which was needed from chargi.:
party.

3. EEOC Closure Actions Tt! EEOC will send appropriate closure
letters to respondents. The Commission may investigate the
respondent, as it deems appropriate.

D. Failure to Accept Full Belief (See Volume 1, Sections 4 of the EEOC
Compliance Manual.)

1. Requirements for Acceptance

a. Full idainistrative relief is what the charging party would
have obtained had (s)he prevailed in Federal Court excluding
legal relief (e.g., liquidated damages, attorney's fees, etc.).
The basic requirement for acceptance is that the charging party
oust have been offered full administrative relief and ha e been
informed via a certified or registered letter, that the charge
will be dismissed it the offer is mot accepted within tA..rty
days.
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b. Written documentation of relief offered (letter from
respondent) and of charging party's refusal (letter from charrin7
party) or the agency investigator's report on such offer and
refusal Oust be provided.

2. Docuwentation Required (To be provided to !:EOC at tine of
submrission for contract credit)

a. Copies of closure letters sent to all parties.

b. Investigator's report on offer and refusal or copy of
written offer from respondent and refusal statements from
charging party.

c. Copy or letter to charging party advising him/her that the
charge would be disnissed after 30 days if s/he fails to accept
rull relief.

d. Verification that charging party received the certified or
registered 30 day letter.

3. EMeC losure Actions The EEOC sends appropriate closure letters
to the reapoodent. The Comission may investigate as it deems
appropriate.

E. Jcok of Jurisdiction (See Volume l, Seetion t of EEOC Compliance
lManul.)

1. Requiremnts for Acoeptance

a. EEOC will not give acceipted olosure credit for charges
closed for lack of jurisdiction maless inVestigation was required
to determine this lack of jurisdiction (i.e.. the lack of
jurisdiction was discovered hecq.-r .
investigation which charging party coili not rensoi,-L ., i n
expected to provide at tis of intake).

b. The lack of jurisdiction must apply not only to the State
and local agency law but also to the EEOC.

2. Documentation Required (To be provi4ed to EEOC at time of
submission for contract credit.)

a. Copy of closure letter(s) sent to all parties.

b. Detailed memorandum explaining the rationale for closure for
lack of jurisdiction and specifying how this lack of jurisdiction
also applies to EEOC.

c. Documentation as necessary (e.g..'a charge closed because
respondent does not met the requirement of 20 employees should
include eopies Of whatever payroll records or summaries thereof
which were used to establish this lack of jurisdiction).

3. FEOC Closure Actions The EEOC will send appropriate closure
letters to the respondent.

II. No Cause Closure

A. While EEOC does not issue final 'no cause- deternination letters under
the 1DEA. cases may be closed where the evidence gathered does not indicate a

violation of the Act. However. the Commission will accept for contract credit a
contracting agency'a -no cause' closure which meets the standards set forth
below.

1. Requirements for Acceptance To accept a contracting agency's 'no
cause' deteroination as sufficient reason to close a charge initiated
case, the Commission requires that the decision to close the case be
based upon the same rationale the Commission would use to discontinue
processing of its own charges of age discrimination. Areas that will
be closely reviewed by EEOC include:

a. Were all issues raised in the charge fully investigated?

b. lava relevant witnesses been interviewedi

c. ese the Inva :lgatlon determined respondent's stated policy
and actual eiplo.ment practices insofar as Such policies an
practices are related to the charge?

d. Has the investigation looked into comparative treotoent of
similarly situated co-workers or has adverse impact been measured?
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0. Has the beat veritic'tion of respondent's defense been
obtained7 This verificat.,n should normally be in the torm or
respondent's docunenta. bu personal observations by the
oontraoting agency investigator can at times suttiee. provided
that such observations ere reduced to detailed notes.

t. have disputed facts been resolved?

S. Has the charging party tL.en given ample opportunity to rebut
respondent's defenae() e and is such rebuttal not sufficiently
compelling to constitute reason to believe that respondent's
statements are pretextual?

h. Is the finding or decision to terminate processing consistent
with the ADEA and the Commission's interpretive guidelines?

2. Docunentation Required For the present. it will be necessary to
have the entire agency case file available at tine or review. Agencies
and the EEOC Field Offices will negotiate whether the reviews will be
conducted at EEOC or whether the file or copies thereof will be
transmitted to EEOC for review and retention. or returned to the agsncy.
It the agreement does not authorize the EFOC to retain either tho
original or a copy of the entire file, arrangements must be made fo- the
copying of certain basic documents from the agency file for retenti n
with .ie EEOC file. These documents will include copies of:

a. Closure letter(s) sent to all parties.

b. The investigator's memorandum or case closing
recommendation.

0. The table of contents. if any.

d. Any docunents or other information deemed especialiy
relevant.

3. EEOC Closure Actions The EEOC will send appropriate closure letters
to the respondent.

111. Settlement Closures

A. ",::tlated Settlements (See Volume 1. Section 15 of the EEnC
Compliance Kanual

1. Requirements for Acceptance

a. Written agreement clearly defining the terms of the
Vememt and signed b' both charging pAty sod ams reapondent.

xM wll *e by the csntrctimg gen representxtive.

b. Verification that the area of the Settlement have bse1 Mt
(e.g.. a nopy of the ebeck, copy of the reterance to be provided
to charging party by the respondent, ayroll record showing
reinstetsmnt. eto.). It the benefit will ocour after the
stining of the qereMt leg. charging party to be hired At a
fiture date). the areement au4, provide that respondent will
nottfy the agaey Within a SpVo.fid period of time after the
terus have beo eat em to its oompliaene with the term of the
agreement.

2. Do u"ntatrio *quir d (To be pr-vided to fCOC at time or
xubol meoto eootret credit.)

a. Copy of elseurs iter(s) sent to ali parties.

b. Cow of the agreement.

e. Coy of document used to indicate that charginr party
requeteWd olos of the IfOC charge (or ooetrasting agnc
amoradom as to Wy this mg not obtained).

d. CQo of wster verification to available that respondent
has Mt Cr will meet the terms of the agrom'e t.

. Dsriptioe nd _mapotation of beeftits.

3. 0DC Clox~t ActionO The NW will send appropriat dold
lettef5tohtberesoodt. Sbe CamissieO my investigate the
responde. as It dems appropriate. 95 656 0112
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S. Withdrawals with Settlement The only difference between negotiated
sttlements aid a withdrawal with settlement is that a negotiated settlement
contains a for-ml agreement signed by charging party. respondent and the

aney. wh reas a withdrawal with settlement is based aolely on the charging
party a request for withdrawal. Although a negotiated settlement agreement
ay take slightly longer to obtain. It is more desirable in that It provides
mre proteotion for the charging party, for example: The term of the
settlement are clearly identif ed; there is ually a probibition against
retaliation; respondent has signed the-agroeent to signify that respondent
understand nd intends to comply with the terms of the settlement nd t
important. settlsent agremente ae easi_ to enforce than are the term
oontained in a withdrawal with settlement. Uonethelesa. if the agency iJ

unable to obtain such a settlement a*reeant. but is able to obtain a
withdrawal statemnt from charging party, the action, it accepted, will be
_ccordod the a wight a a negotiated settlement, provided there i a

sler mid full description of the benefits either s pert of the withdrawl
tatement itself or contained in a s*pWat doocrmnt provided by the ageny.

1. Requirements for Acceptance

*. The witldrawal request must be in writing.

b. There must be no indication of coercion or fear of
retalistion.

c. There must be a clear and full description of the benefits.

.2. Docurmentation Recuirec --(To be provided to EEOC at tine of
submission for contract credit.)

a. Copy Of closure letters sent to all parties.

b. Copy of withdrawal statenent at Exhibit I-A.

c. Description of benefits and computation as to both inmediate
and accrued conetary value.

3. EEOC Closure Action The EEOC will send appropriate closure
letters to the respondent. The Commission may investigate the
respondent, as it deems appropriate.

C. Successful Conciliation (Agreements between contracting agency and
respondent after a determination on the merits of the case.)

1. Recuireents for Acceptance The initial proposal to the
respondent must be for full relief for all individuals determined by
the contracting agency investigation to be entitled to relief. The
final conciliation agreement, however, nay sonetimes contain nrovision
for less than full relief. A coPy of the 'cause" finding must have
been sent to EEOC upon issuance.

a. Written agreerent clearly defining the terms of the
agreement and signed by both respondent and charging party(ies)
and a representative of the contracting agency.

b. Verification that the terms of the agreement have been met
(e.g., a copy of the check, copy of the reference to be provided
to charging party by the respondent, payroll records showing
reinstatement). If the benefits will occur after the signing of
the agreement (e.g.. charging party to be hired at a future
date), the agreement must provide that respondent will notify the
contracting agency within a specified period or time after
respondent has complied with the terms of the agreement.

2. Documentation Required (To be provided to EEOC at time of
submission for contract credit.)

a. Copies Of closure letters if sent.

b. Cohciliation agreement (copy).

o. Copy of inveatigtor'a memorandum/repdrt and agencY *ause3
finding.

d. Copy of Whatever verification is available that the
reapondent has set or winl met the terms of the agreement.

a. Description and computation of benefits If this is not fully
contained in the conciliation agreement.

3. EEOC Closure Antios The EFOC will send appropriate dlosure
letters to the resndent. Ta omSIon may continue to investigate
the respondent. - it demes ppropriate.
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JUGGE3TED SAHPLE

REQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL OF CHARGE OF DISCRImNEATIOR

You recently Indicated a desire to withdraw your charge. In order to initiate
such action. please furnish the information below and return in the enclosed
envelope.

Charging Party Name: FEP Agency Charge : _

Respondent(s) eame: EEOC Charge *:

CHARGING PARTY COMPLETE IOFORHATrOv BELOW (Continue on reverse if necessary).

- aware that the EEOC and the (Unwe of Agency)

protect my right to file a complaint. I have been advised that it is unlawful
for any person covered by the kge Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967. as
amended. to threaten, intimidate or harass me because I have filed a complaint.
I have not been forced to request this withdrawal.

(Check if appropriate): Also. I have been advised that it is unlawful ror any
person covered by the enabling legislation of the (Name of Agency to
threaten, intimidate or harass me because I have riled a complaint.

I request the withdrawal of my charge because

I wish to withdraw my charge filed with the (Name of FEP Agency)

(Signature) (Date)

FXmInIT 2-x

SECTION 3

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED AFTER AN EEOC REJECTION OF AN FEP AGENCY'S FINAL
ACTION

The procedures for rejections of FEP Agencies final actions on ADEA charges
are identical to the procedures for rejections of Title VII charges. Refer to
Section 3 of Appendix A of this Order for the complete text.

SECTION 4

R iIEW FOR ADDITIONAL CREDITS

Contract credit will be also given for certain types of cases as follows:

I. Opportunities to Correct Deficiencies Although EEOC originally
rejected the PEP Agency's final action, contract credit will be granted
when the agency submits the additional information needed to meet the
review standards in this manual. (See Section 3 of Appendix A for the
procedures to be followed.)

II. Unsuccessful Conciliations (Failure to obtain agreement after full
exhaustion of all FEP Agency internal administrative processes, including
hearing and internal appeal, litigation.)

A. Requirements for Acceptan.e The Commission will accept
unsuccessful conciliations only where it is clear that charges have
been given full administrative processing under the applicable State
or local law. A copy of the cause- finding must have been sent to
EEOC upon issuance.
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The basic requirement is that EEOC must be able to accept the cause
finding issued by the 'agency prior to its unsuccessful conciliation.
If the decision to pursue the charge to hearing or litigation is
optional with the contracting Agency, the agency must provide written
notification to EEOC that it is not pursuing the charge beyond the
unsuccessful conciliation and provide an explanation as to whey this
decision was made.

B. Documentation Required The entire case file will be needed as
EEOC must be able to make the determination as to whether it co curs
with the finding of reasonable cause. As with no cause cases, it will
be left to negotiation between the agency and the EEOC Field Office as
to how the file will be obtained for review. The charge file must
contain evidence that the administrative procedures prescribed under
the applicable statute have been completed to the extent required.

C. EEOC Closure Action The EEOC will send appropriate letters to
the respondent. The Connission nay take further action against the
respondent as it deems appropriate.

III. Other Credit: Charging Party Sues in Court

Credit for the FEP Agency's processing of charges where Charging Party
elects to pursue private litigation rights will be given only when the
agency has done "substantial" investigation on the charge (see Appendix 4
of this Order) before the court action is filed.

A. Requires nts r Acceptance The allegations set forth in the
complaint filed in State or Federal court shall be substantially the
same allegations appearing on the administrative charge.

B. Documentation Required (To be provided to EEOC at tie of
submission for contract credit.)

1. Copies of closure letters sent to all parties,

2. Copy of the complaint filed in court.

3. evidence Of substantial investigation.

C. EEOC Closure Action The EEO' will send appropriate closure
letters to respondent. The Commission may take further action against
the respondent, as it deems appropriate.

SECTIO' 5

REjUIRF' aiNTS yOR REPORTIpgf AnEA CWt&r.S

Final actions submitted by FEP Agencies ror AnEA contract credit must meet
the processing requirements eascribed in Section I of this manual and the
requirements appropriate to each closure type described in Sections 2 and 4
of this manual.

1. FEP Agency Monthly Contract Reorts In addition to the required
documentation in support of the gency's final action on each ADEA charge
submitted for contract credit. the FEP Agency is required to submit the
following reports to EEOC on or before the 8th day of each month reporting
the previous month's production:

A. A completed EEOC Form 32 * FEP Agency Monthly Performance Report.
Exhibit 5-A, marked "ADFA Contract'.

D. A completed EEOC Form 472-k, PEP Agency Charge tist-ADEA. Exhibit
5-d. including the following information for each final action
submitted:

1. Charging party's name
2. Respondent's name
3. EEOC and FEP Agency charge numbers
4. Type and date or agency closure-action
5. Number of elapsed days from (a) the date of agency filing or

receipt from EEOC to the 7(d) conciliation attempt and (b)
the date of alleged violation to the date or the agency's
final action, including internal appeal periods.

6. Itemized benefits using EEOC iDEA Benefit Codes, Enhiit
5-C. and noting the number of persons benefitted.

A section on EEOC Forn 472-A, for r iber of processing days and
for EEOC actions taken, is reserved for EEOC use.

II. EEOC Action Uon Receipt of Required Documentation Field Office files
of all chargs listed on Form 472-A should be pulled in preparation for
reviues of agency final actions submitted for contract credit.
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A. EEOC Forms 214/215. 706 Agency Case Dismissa/iSettlement Action,
Exhibit 5-D and 5-E will be used in review of final actions as
appropriate. (See Section 2. Appendix A. of this Order for procedures
to be followed when utilizing EEOC Forms 214/215.)

Rt. Completing EEOC Form 472-A After review of the required
documentation submitted in support of the FEP Agency's final action,
Form 472-A should be completed as follows:

1. Verify the accuracy of the information entered by the agency
for each final action submittee for contract credit.

2. Note the number of pi oo toi days for eadc harre,
caleslated from the date of FOCMs reeipt of the ChrWg to the
-Ott t tW oency'r final aetlee imalg0mtg NWjurpe1 .pgeal
poted. 4nT 81 ADEL charm rotue lutloN We A et meas"d fer
number of processing days.)

3. Under EEOC action enter "accept" or wreject. date of action
and reviewer's initials.

C. Correcting EEOC Form 322 After all files on Form 472-A are
either accepted, rejected, or anr itated as pending review. use the
completed Form 1472-A to correct the statistics for the reporting month
on Form 322. The cumulative statistics should then be cross checked
with the previous month's Form 322. Any charge which is not eligible
for contract credit (i.e., not dual-filed, not a transmittal) should
be deleted from the Form 322 with an explanation in the narrative
section.

D. Preparing EEOC Form 4371 EEOC Statistical Report on FEP Agency
Contract Performance, EEOC Form1 471, Exhibit 5-F has been redesigned
to accommodate Title VII reporting from Certified FEP Agencies. This
same Form 471 will be utilized to report Title VII charge resolutions
from non-certified FEP Agencies and to report ADEA charge resolutions
from all FEP Agencies (ADEA charges are excluded from certification).

ADEA charge resolutions will be reported as reviews in Section C,
Contract Credit3. Section E-3, Charges Sent to Office of Policy
Implementation is not applicable to ADEA charges. Section tI,
Quarterly Acceptance Rate; Section I, Administrative Closure Rate, and
Section J. Settlement Rate are also inapplicable at this time.

1II. Distribution of Completed Reports

A. Headquarters By the 15th of each month, a copy of the corrected
Form 32. and Form1 471 should be mailed to the State and Local Division
in Headquarters.

B. FEP Agency By the end of each month, a copy of each corrected
Form 322 and Form 471 should be sent to the FEP Agency.
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August 15, 1966

The Honorable John Heinz

Ranking Minority Member
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinz,

This letter is to inform you, pursuant to Rules 4.2 and
6.1 of the Rules of this Committee, of my intention to issue a
subpoena pursuant to Rule 4.2, accompanied by a Notice of Taking
Deposition pursuant to Rule 6.1, to Ms. Paula Montanez of the
headquarters office of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, 2401 E Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20507.

The information and documentation to be sought from that
person relate to verified allegations of intimidation,
harrassment and retaliation involving Ms. Lynn Bruner and her
subpoenaed testimony before this Committee on June 23, 1988 in
connection with this Committee's oversight investigation of the
administration and enforcement of the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Any questions about this matter should be directed to Max
I. Richtman, Committee Staff Director, at the Committee office,
224-5364.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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August 16, 19988

Ms. Paula Montanez
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Ms. Montanez:

You have been subpoenaed by this Committee for the purpose
of enabling this Committee to obtain your sworn testimony by
deposition concerning the matters described and referred to in
the subpoena and Notice of Senate Deposition served on you.

Should anyone, at any time prior to your deposition,
attempt to corruptly, or by threats of force, or by any
threatening letter or communication influence, obstruct, or
impede or endeavor to influence, obstruct, or impede your
testimony in deposition, you are requested to immediately report
any such activities to this Committee. It is my duty to inform
you that these activities are prohibited by Sections 18 USC 1505
and 18 USC 1512 of the U.S. Criminal Code.

Further, should anyone, at any time prior to or following
your testimony in deposition, engage in retaliation and
harassment against you for your testimony in deposition, you are
requested to immediately report any such activities to this
Committee. It is my duty to inform you that-these activities
are prohibited by Sections 18 USC 1513 and 18 USC 1514 of the
U.S. Criminal Code.

Enclosed are photocopies of the relevant sections of the
Criminal Code. Should you have any questions regarding your
appearance for deposition, please contact Max I. Richtman,
Committee Staff Director, at (202) 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

Chairman

Enclosures
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to your recent request, delivered
by Lloyd Duxbury of your staff, that I describe my findings as to
how Xerox obtained the information that EEOC had terminated its
proceedings in the Lusardi lawsuit, as reported on the company's
March 31, 1986 Form I0-Q.

I first learned Xerox had been advised informally that the
EEOC had terminated its proceedings in this matter at the
September 10, 1987 hearing before the Senate Special Committee on
Aging when the subject arose in a question you asked me.

I asked EEOC's General Counsel Charles Shanor to-investigate
how Xerox had obtained its information. A memorandum from Mr.
Shanor describing his investigation is attached.

Also attached is a memorandum written by Paul D. Brenner,
attorney in the Office of General Counsel at EEOC, which describes
what occurred on the occasion when he informally discussed with a
Xerox representative whether EEOC would litigate. I hope this
reasonable and innocent explanation for the appearance of the
notation on Xerox's Form IO-Q is satisfactory.

In a related matter, I would like to register my vigorous
objection to your staff providing the confidential tape of a
closed Commission meeting to ABC's 20/20. That particular tape
contained the Commission's deliberations in closed session on
whether to institute suit against Xerox.-

This objection concerns pre-publication release of
confidential and privileged information by Committee staff, not
the publication of such information in the hearing record by the
Committee. In prior correspondence, I have listed EEOC's
objections to the Committee's decision to publish this information
in the hearing record. I will only add, at this time, that the
Committee's publication of the Commission meeting transcript
constitutes a vivid example of the damage caused by the
Committee's disregard of legitimate assertions of privilege.
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In the transcript, individual views are expressed, hypothetical
factual situations are discussed and theoretical lines are drawn
on the continuum of possible employer actions. This now publicly
available transcript can be used by employers as a road map to
structure their actions so as to avoid future Commission scrutiny.

The tape is covered by the general governmental deliberative
privilege against the disclosure of pre-decisional discussions and
deliberations which permits decisionmakers to explore all avenues
of inquiry, to freely exchange ideas and to candidly state
opinions. Further, the Government in Sunshine Act exempts from
public disclosure any matter relating to an agency's decision
whether to participate in a lawsuit. (5 U.S.C. subsection 552
b(c) (10)). This statutory exemption shares the same purpose as
the general governmental deliberative privilege and protects the
law enforcement decisions or the Commission from disclosure; i.e.,
prevents disclosure of standards or theories used in the
prosecutional decision making process so that companies cannot
structure their operations to avoid prosecution of statutory
violations.

At the time EEOC provided the tape to you under subpoena, we
advised your staff of its confidentiality. Nevertheless, your
staff provided it to a major television network, which then
spliced together words and phrases for broadcast out of context.

I also object to your staff providing at least one print media
outlet that I am aware of, with confidential information obtained
by the Committee from EEOC.

Although I-understand that the Office of Senate Legal Counsel
advised you that the Committee could publish any confidential or
privileged information it obtained from EEOC as part of the
hearing record if such publication would further its oversight
mission, there does not appear to be any basis or authority cited
in that opinion for individual Committee staff or Members to
release copies of such information or for earlier dissemination of
such information to selected media outlets. Because we were not
informed by the Committee until July 1988 that the information
would be published as part of the hearing record, I would like to
know how, when, and by what authority a copy of the tape recording
of the Commission meeting that was supplied to the Committee under
a claim of privilege was disclosed before July 1988 to ABC's
20/20.

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

Attachments

cc: Members, Senate Special Committee on Aging -
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

August 11, 1988

TO Deborah J. Graham
Director of Communications and Legislative Affairs

FROM Charles A. Shanor p4_
General Counsel LA''

SUBJECT Request for Senate Aging Committee

The purpose of this memo is to describe my investigation
concerning how Xerox was "informally advised that the EEOC has
terminated its proceedings' in the Lusardi lawsuit.

Chairman Thomas called me in early March, 1988 to suggest
that I speak with a lawyer at Xerox concerning the company's
source of information about EEOC's involvement in Lusardi. He
provided me with the phone number for a Mr. Banks on Xerox's
legal staff. When I phoned Mr. Banks, he was out of his office.

On March 9, 1988, Mr. Banks returned my call. He told me
that both Chairman Thomas and Bill Glavin were on the Board of
Directors of Holy Cross College; that Xerox had received an
L.O.V. from EEOC prior to taking any evidence or testimony
concerning alleged ADEA violations by Xerox; that Glavin informally
asked Thomas if he would review the matter to see whether proper
procedures had been followed; and that no further communications
came thereafter from EEOC concerning the status of the case.

Banks said that, at some point thereafter Paul Brenner, a
staff lawyer in the Office of General Counsel, appeared on a
program with Bill Zifchak of the Kaye, Scholer firm-(outside
counsel for Xerox in the Lusardi case). Zifchak, according to
Banks, told Brenner that there was "pressure from the judge" in
Lusardi concerning whether EEOC was going to be involved. To
this, Brenner responded 'I can't say much but I don't think EEOC
is going forward, and that Zifchak 'could tell the judge no
participation by EEOC" with respect to the Lusardi time frame.
While there was no formal notification by EEOC, Xerox advised the
judge of EEOC nonparticipation based upon Brenner's comment.
Banks noted that Xerox had included the "informally advised"
comment in its 1985 Annual Report because the 1984 Annual Report
had referenced the 1984 L.O.V.

In response to my questioning, Banks told me that neither
Glavin nor anyone else at Xerox of whom he was aware had received
any promises from Chairman Thomas concerning the case and that
Paul Brenner was the sole source of Xerox' information about
the case. Banks also assured me that Xerox would respond fully
about the case and the Annual Report statement if asked to do so
by the Senate.

Following my telephone discussion with Mr. Banks, I asked
Paul Brenner to report to me what contacts he had with Xerox
concerning the Lusardi case and what else he knew about the case.
Paul's oral report to me was consistent with the written statement
(attached) which he later provided in response to your memorandum.
As discussed in Paul's memorandum, the only matter discussed by
Paul concerned EEOC possible intervention in the private class
action in Lusardi, not the Xerox case involving a different time
period, which was subsequently considered by the Commission.

Attachment

Office of
General Counsel

KEMORANDUI
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
i ,!, Egg@.Washington, D.C. 20507

Office of -t Io q
General Counsel

M E M O R A N D U M

TO Charles A. Shanor
General Counsel

FROM Paul D. Brenner
Attorney (ADEA)

RE Statement on the Xerox case

This is in response to the request that I provide a statement
'describing exactly what was said and/or done on the occasion
that [I] informally discussed with a Xerox representative
whether EEOC would litigate' Age Discrimination in Employment
Act (ADEA) claims against the Xerox Corporation. The following
statement constitutes my recollection of the matter, as to
which I do not have--and have never had--any letters, memoranda
or notes.

I am fairly certain that my involvement in this matter began
in January 1986, on the day of the Challenger Space Shuttle
disaster. I was a participant in an EEO law conference., at
which I spoke on the subject of the ADEA. Another speaker at
the conference was William ('Bill") Zifchak, an attorney with
a large New York law firm, with whom I was already acquainted.
I had met him at an earlier conference, and I think that he was
chairman of the City Bar Association's committee on labor law.

During my speech, I discussed Lusardi v. Xerox Corporation, as
an example of a private 'opt-in" class action under the ADEA.
I probably discussed the procedural aspects, and the mechanics
of EEOC intervention or direct suit in such actions. I do not
recall if I discussed the merits or status of the Lusardi case,
with which I was quite familiar.

After my presentation, Mr. Zifchak spoke with me about the
Lusardi case. He said that his firm represented Xerox. I think
that he asked whether the statements which I made during my
speech indicated that EEOC was still considering intervention.
I told him, in more or less definite terms, that EEOC was not
considering intervention. I am sure that I discussed the entire
litany of problems with Lusardi intervention: the statute of
limitations bar affecting new claimants, the fact that private
counsel already represented most of the class, the masssive size
and scope of the action, EEOC budget limitations, etc.
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Statement on the Xerox case Page Two

Some time after the conference, a matter of days at most, Mr.
Zifchak called me about the Lusardi case. I think that he said
the issue of possible EEOC intervention had been raised in the
U.S. district court proceedings. I think that he asked whether
Xerox could represent to the court that EEOC was not considering
intervention. I am not sure whether I gave him an answer during
this conversation, or whether I said that I would check and call
back.

I feel fairly certain that I told Mr. Zifchak, either then or
later the same day, that there was nothing official from the
Commission or the Office of General Counsel on the matter. I
also feel fairly certain that I then went on to say that, none-
theless, EEOC was not considering intervention in the Lusardi
case. Based on my past practice, it is likely that I told him
that I did not object to being cited for such an obvious fact,
so. long as it was understood that I did not speak for the Com-
mission or for the Office of General Counsel.

The information which I conveyed to Mr. Zifchak was based on my
knowledge of the Lusardi action and EEOC's handling of the Xerox
case. In addition, on the same day as my conversation with Mr.
Zifchak, I went to speak with Leroy Jenkins, an EEOC supervisory
attorney on the Xerox case. (I think that Carlton Preston, an
EEOC trial attorney on the Xerox case, was present.) I said
that I had received an inquiry as to whether EEOC was still
considering intervention in Lusardi. I am fairly certain that
Mr. Jenkins confirmed my understanding that intervention was not
under consideration. (I cannot remember whether I spoke with
Leroy Jenkins before or after I told Mr. Zifchak that EEOC was
not considering intervention.)

During my conversations with Mr. Zifchak, I discussed only the
question of possible EEOC intervention in the Lusardi lawsuit.
I am absolutely certain that I said nothing about any possible
EEOC action covering the post-Lusardi period; i.e., for ADEA
claims arising after March 31, 1983. I would not have said that
EEOC had 'terminated its proceedings' on post-Lusardi claims,
or anything else that would have conveyed such a misimpression,
because I knew that such claims were being developed for pos-
sible litigation by the Commission. Indeed, I think that I made
it clear to Mr. Zifchak that EEOC was still actively considering
post-Lusardi claims and that I could not discuss such claims.
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United States Imt
o "~ '"a" n SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0400

October 17, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
Equal IEmployment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am writing
to request your assistance in obtaining certain information
essential to the Committee's on-going investigation of the
EEOC's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Specifically, I am requesting that you provide to the
Committee, by the close of business on October 28, 1988, the
numbers of ADEA charges that have exceeded the two-year statute
of limitations in each of the EEOC's 48 district, area, and
local offices from April 8, 1988 through September 30, 1988. My
request for this information was prompted by testimony of one of
your managers, Jacquelyn Shelton, in a Committee deposition on
August 24, 1988. Responding to a question, Ms. Shelton stated:
'Yes, I have received indications that there are cases that have
run (the statute of limitations since April 7, 1988]."

I am deeply concerned over Ms. Shelton's revelation in
light of the fact that the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance
Act of 1988 (ADCCA), which was signed into law on April 7, 1988,
only provides relief to those individuals whose charges exceeded
the statute of limitations prior to April 7 and not after that
data.

Should you have any questions regarding this request,
please have your staff contact Max Richtman, Staff Director for
the Committee, at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this
matter.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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The Honorable John Melcher No Yo.&k N.Yk TW7
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging (212) 264V734

United States Senate RePY - cbhl, owd a o
The Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room SD-G33
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

It was with great sadness and apprehension that the Council
read the report of the General Accounting Office which
concluded that quality investigations had not been con-
ducted by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 41
to 82 percent of all closed charges. Our sadness results
from the broken and demoralized condition that the dedi-
cated civil service investigators in the front lines
charged with enforcing these important civil rights
statutes now face. Our apprehension stems from the
Council's grave concerns that the continued mismanagement.
from the top of our agency will continue the erosion of the
quality of the products we produce and the morale of the
employees we represent.

While We believe the GAO study uncovered a deplorable state
of affairs at the Field Office level, what it has failed to
establish is the causal nexus between these consequences
and the gross mismanagement by the Chairman, his Chief of
Staff, and the Director of the Office of Program Opera-
tions. The Chairman and. his agents have established and
imposed on field office managers unrealistic, unfair, and
unattainable quantitative productivity, inventory reduc-
tion, aging inventory, and timeliness objectives which are
wholly inconsistent with qualitatively adequate full
investigations. The Office of Program Operations and its
various Field Management Divisions have set inflexible
numerical programmatic goals using rigid mechanistic
unrealistic formulas which do not account for qualitative
workload factors in establishing program goals for each of
the field offices. Because of the inherent subjectivity of
qualitative factors, and the ease of measuring, rewarding,
and punishing managers and employees based upon these
quantitative performance indicators, Office Directors,
Managers, and Supervisors, have had no choice but to
emphasize quantitative achievement to the detriment of
quality. These simplistic approaches do not account for
staff turnover, complexity of the cases, the extra time
needed to develop litigation worthy cause cases, time
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needed to engage in conciliation efforts in cause cases, time
needed to hold settlement discussions in certain cases, the actual
amount of time needed to develop and train qualified field
investigators, and a variety of other factors. He claims that
there is no productivity requirement, and yet formulas setting
inventory reduction and aging inventory goals are all based upon
a processing assumption of 78 closures per investigator per year.
Despite the Chairman's representations concerning recent im-
provements and reforms, these thinly disguised practices are
currently continuing in the current fiscal year, and are forcing
EEOC investigators and their supervisors and managers to cut
corners and compromise quality in order to survive the current
regime.

The Union believes that immediate Congressional action is now
required in order to curb these detrimental high level management
practices. While we believe that the de facto reduction in the
fiscal year 1989 budget will further deteriorate the quality of the
job this agency is capable of performing, Congressional interven-
tion can mitigate the extent of the damage to civil rights
enforcement in this nation. The Chairman has stated on numerous
occasions that quality, quantity and timeliness are not mutually
exclusive. However, the quantitative and timeliness goals that he
and his top policy makers have implemented are tantamount to the
Pharaoh demanding that 'bricks be made without straw." We call
upon the Congress to investigate and hold oversight hearings on
this most important issue.

Sincerely Yours,

Edward A. Watkins
President

cc: The Honorable Matthew G. Martinez
Chairman House Subcommittee - on Employment Opportunities

The Honorable Alan Cranston
Assistant Majority Leader - U.S. Senate

The Honorable Lawton Chiles
Chairman Senate Subcommittee - Labor, Health & Human
Services & Education, Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman Senate Committee - on Labor and Human Resoures

The Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman House Subcommittee on Investigations

The Honorable Tom Lantos
Chairman House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities

The Honorable Pat Williams
Chairman House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education & Labor

The Honorable Augustus Hawkins
Chairman House Committee on Education & Labor
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On October 20, 1988, I received your letter dated October
17, asking for the number of any ADEA charges that may have
exceeded the two-year statute of limitations between April 8 and
September 30, 1988.

Currently, EEOC. managers are gathering information on any
such charges for reference in preparing employee performance
evaluations. Unfortunately, we will not have this information
by October 28 as you request. However, I will be glad to
provide you with the information as soon as it is compiled and
verified. We anticipate being able to provide it in
mid-November.

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

cc: The Honorable John Heinz
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October 27, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas,

I am in receipt of your letter of September 15 responding
to my request for information as to the EEOC source of theadvance informal advice to Xerox Corporation that EEOC would
-not proceed with age discrimination litigation against Xerox.

Although you indicate that you did not know of that
'informal advice, to Xerox until you were questioned about it atthe September 10, 1987 Committee hearing, it was reported by

Xerox in its 1985 Annual Report, as well as-subsequent SEC
reports, including the March 31, 1986 Form 10-Q mentioned in
your letter. The EEOC decision not to litigate was not made
formally until March 16, 1987.

Your letter of September 15 goes on to allege that staff
of this Committee provided ABC's 20/20 program with what you
describe as 'the confidential tape" of that Commission's meeting
of March 16,1987. I assume that by the term 'your staff' you
mean the majority staff-of the Committee.

I have been fully and adequately assured that the ABC
20/20 program did not receive from any member of the majority
staff of this Committee either the tape you provided or a copy
of that tape.

As indicated by the Memorandum of the Office of Senate
Legal Counsel, that tape carries no 'confidential' status when
provided to this Committee in connection with this Committee's
oversight activities.

Your letter also alleges that staff of this Committee
provided one unnamed 'print media outlet, with 'confidential
information obtained by the Committee from BEOC' prior to the
official publication of the material. Again, I must assume
"your staff' means the majority staff.

Again, I am fully and adequately assured there is no basis
to that allegation. The issue of confidentiality is covered
above.

Sincerely,

USWChaiba

cct Members, Senate Special
Committee on Aging
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October 24, 1988

The Honorable John MeiCher
Chairman

pecial Committee on Aging

United States Senate
WasShington, D.C. 20510

Dear John:

Now that Committee is completing its work in the 100th

Congress, I am interested in learning of the progress of the

Committee's various investigations into the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and of your intentions for
following up on the investigative work we have done.

As I understand it, we have been conducting three

investigations into issues involving the EEOC. Our basic effort

has been to determine the extent of and reasons for EEOC's

failure to process charges brought under the Age Discrimination

in Employment Act within the statutory time limit. In addition,

the Committee has separately pursued allegations of retaliation

by EEOC officials against Ms. Lynn Bruner, an employee who

testified before the Committee in July. Finally, the Committee

has been trying to determine how the EEOC made the decision in

.1987 not to litigate age discrimination charges brought against

the Xerox Corporation.

I am most interested in building on the work the Committee

has done in these areas. For this reason, I would appreciate it

if, before the end of the year, the investigative staff could

-provide me -withb. a. report. oa rhe specific s xcjs.isglreached in

-each of the invest-igations-, including the evidence .that supports

these conclusions, and the recommendations for further action by

the Committee or by individual Members to address the problems
identified. I am particularly concerned that if we have clear

evidence of serious problems at the EEOC or misfeasance by EEOC

officials, that we develop a strategy for acting on this

evidence and initiating legislative or other remedies to correct

the problems.

Thank you for your help with this request. I look forward

to working with you in the next Congress on correcting the

serious problems at the EEOC that you have so effectively

brought to light.

Sincerely,

J~i HEINZ
ing Minority Member

JH/gla C
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, O.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On October 20, 1988, I received your letter dated October
17, asking for the number of any ADEA charges that may have
exceeded the two-year statute of limitations between April 8 and
September 30, 1988.

Currently, EEOC managers are gathering information on any
such charges for reference in preparing employee performance
evaluations. Unfortunately, we will not have this information
by October 28 as you request. However, I will be glad to
provide you with the information as soon as it is compiled and
verified. We anticipate being able to provide it in
mid-November.

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

cc: The Honorable John Heinz
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October 31, 1988

Ms. Deborah J. Graham
Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Ms. Graham:

This is to acknowledge your telephone call of today which
was directed to me in the absence of Mr. Max I. Richtman, the
Committee Staff Director.

Based upon your assurance that as of this date, neither
accurate nor reliable data is available, from either EEOC
District Offices or EEOC Headquarters, as to the number of
ADEA charges which expired under an ADEA statute of limitations
in any of the EEOC District Offices between April 7, 1988 and
September 30, 1988, I will inform the other members of Committee
staff that there is no need to request data as to such expired
charges from any District Offices pending receipt of Chairman
Thomas' response to Chairman Melcher's recent letter requesting
that data and pending also receipt of the EEOC report, due
November 3, 1988, under the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance
Act of 19887.

Sincerely,

L. Duxbury
Committee Staff
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', U.S. EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

November 2, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

On behalf of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, I amsubmitting this report pursuant to Public Law 100-283, the AgeDiscrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988, covering the periodApril 7, 1988 through October 3, 1988. We are providing thefollowing information:

(1) The number of persons who have claims to which section 3applies and the dates charges based on such claims were filed withthe Commission.

Of the total number of notices provided pursuant to ADCAA, wehave subtracted the number of notices mailed to people who fileduntimely charges more than 300 days from the date of the allegedviolation of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. As a result,we estimate that 8,876 of the remaining notices were sent to peoplewho may have claims. This amount includes 3,286 state or local fairemployment practices agency charges which may or may not be coveredby AOCAA. Please note that the number of potential claimants
includes multiple notices sent to the same individual in those caseswhere an individual filed multiple charges.

Although we have conducted a review of 1,628 case files, we havenot conducted a case-by-case review of every record in our files thatcontains a charge to which AOCAA may apply in order to more
accurately assess whether a claim may exist. EEOC field offices arestill reviewing files to assess whether there is need for furtherEEOC action and, if so, to take any additional steps necessary.However, most of the files closed before 1986 were destroyed inaccordance with a records destruction schedule that was in effect atthe time and has since been amended to provide for a longer period ofrecords retention. (Offices have been instructed to retain allexisting AOCAA files so that the evidence will be on hand if needed.)We are unable to review any of those case files that-were destroyedto determine whether a claim may exist. However, we were able toissue notices based on computer data in those cases where the fileswere destroyed. Lists of all notices sent, including the date thecharges were filed, are attached. Where the filing date is notprovided, the information is unavailable.

(2) The number of persons to whom notice was provided inaccordance with section 4(a) and the date the notice was provided.

EEOC and 43 state and local fair employment practices agenciessent out a total 10,476 notices-pursuant to ADCAA. This numberincludes multiple notices sent to the same individual in those caseswhere an individual filed multiple charges and includes notices sent
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to individuals who filed their charges after the two-year statute of
limitations for non-willful violations under ADEA expired. Lists of
the notices sent, including the date each notice was mailed, are
attached.

(3) With respect to alleged unlawful practices on which claims
affected by section 3 are based, the number of such alleged unlawful
practices that the Commission has attempted to eliminate by informal
methods of conciliation, conference, and persuasion in the 180-day
period for which the report is submitted.

EEOC has successfully conciliated five cases covered by ADCWA in
which it found cause to believe that discrimination had occurred.
EEOC currently is engaged in conciliation in 16 cases covered by
ADCAA in which it found cause. Seventeen cases covered by ADCAA were
settled before EEOC made a determination on the case. Conciliation
failed in seven cases covered by ADCAA in which EEOC found cause.
EEOC has filed lawsuits in those seven cases. EEOC also is engaged
in active conciliation concerning five charging parties who received
AOCAA notices with an employer who requested to conciliate, before
the complaint is filed, a case in which suit was authorized.

(4) The number of alleged unlawful practices referred to in
paragraph (3) that were so eliminated in such period.

EEOC has successfully conciliated five cases covered by ADCAP/in
which it found cause to believe that discrimination had occurred.
Seventeen cases covered by ADCAA were settled before EEOC made a
determination.

(5) The number of civil actions filed by the Commission on
behalf of persons to whom notice was sent under section 4.

seven AOEA cases were filed in cases where charging parties were
issued notice under AOCAA.

An additional 19 cases were based at least in part on ADCAA,
although notices were not sent for one or more of the following
reasons: the case was approved for litigation before the date
notices were to be sent; ADCAA was alleged as a precautionary measure
to avoid a dispute concerning whether the statute of limitations had
been tolled; the charging party was not entitled to bring a private
action because he had not filed a timely charge; the case had been
filed before passage of ADCAA and the complaint was subsequently
amended to allege ADCAA; and/or ADCAA was added to avoid a dispute
concerning whether the violation was willful and thus covered by the
three-year limitations period.

Sincerely,

of Communications
ch/$Cns < Cand Legislative Affairs

fl t ch ents
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
0c, Washington, D.C. 20507

* - November 4, 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO: Ron Kader
Senate Special Committee on Aging

FROM: Dave Kyllo
Office of Communicat-fLn and Legislative Affairs

SUBJECT: Fiscal Year 1988 Statistics

Attached you will find a copy of the memorandum from James Troy,
Director of the Office of Program Operations, to Debbie Graham
containing EEOC's FY 1988 charge closure statistics.

At Jim Michie's request, Nancie McPhail of this office, provided
an earlier tabulation of these statistics over the phone to Bob
Harrison on October 26, 1988.

Attachment

r7\ U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNnfY COMMISSION
WashhIgton, D.C. 20507

NOV 33 8

MEMORANDUM

TO : Deborah J. Graham, Director
Office of Communication and Legislative Affairs

FROM : James H. Troy, Director aqf r
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECT: Request by the Senate Committee on Aging

OPO staff has completed the preliminary review of the charge
processing statistics through the fourth quarter of FY 1988.
Based on the reconciled data, as of October 28, 1988, we have the
following agencywide totals:

Total Closures 70,749

Cause Closures 1,938 RECEIVED
No Cause Closures 35,148 NOV 3IWO

Office ao Ctmmuncatess
These figures are final for FY 1988. & I """'
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'' O- SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
zieesarSO o dor WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6400

November 9, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

I am in receipt of the November 2, 1988 Report by Ms.
Deborah J. Graham,.on behalf of the Commission, described as the
Report required by Section 5 of Public Law 100-283, The Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988, for the first 180
day period after April.

Since the Report indicates that the Commission is not yet
able to report 

5
the number of persons who have claims to which

section 3' of the 1988 law applies, I trust you will let this
Committee know when that data will be available and that you
will report that data to this Committee as soon as it becomes
available so that the Committee will have the benefit of a
report in compliance with section 5.

The filing date required by section 5(a)(1).of that 1988
law is missing for hundreds of the charges listed in that
Report. The Report merely states: 'Where the filing date is not
provided, the information is unavailable., The District Offices
involved in most of those missing filing dates appear to be
Buffalo (New York), Charlotte, Fresno (San Francisco), Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, and Tampa (Miami). The Report gives no
reason for the unavailability of the filing dates in the
District and Area Offices where they are unavailable. The same
is true of the State and Local Offices where the filing date is
not provided.

I trust you will provide the Committee with the reasons the
filing dates are not available in the respective offices,
whether and, if so, when, those missing filing dates will be
supplied.

The Report as to section 5(a)(1) states, in part, that
most of the files closed before 1986 were destroyed in
accordance with a records destruction schedule that was in
effect at the time' and indicates that destruction schedule has
since been changed. I trust you will inform the Committee of
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the records destruction schedule pursuant to which files closed
before 1986 were destroyed, the dates that schedule was in
effect, the new schedule to which that Report refers, and the
date that new schedule became effective.

After the Commission mailed the notices required by section
4 of the 1988 Claims Assistance Act, data was provided to this
Committee that, as of June 17, 1988, 7,546 notices had been
mailed pursuant to section 4 and that number did not include the
notices mailed for charges involved in the 706 agencies. You
were to report the latter number later.

Your November 2 Report puts the total number of notices
mailed at 10,476. That would indicate that the 706 agency
mailings totalled 2,930.

But your November 2 Report states that your "estimate' of
8,876 possible claimants to whom the 1988 law applies includes
"3,286 state or local-fair employment practices agency charges,
'after eliminating charges filed untimely more than 300 days
from the date of the alleged violation. Your Report would
indicate that the number so eliminated totalled 1,600.

I trust you will address the apparent irreconcilability in
these figures so that the Committee can have the benefit of
reconcilable totals.

I will appreciate your response at your early convenience.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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'B. U.S. EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

/

November 18, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of Chairman Clarence Thomas, I am responding to
your letter of October 17, in which you request information on
Age Discrimination in Employment Act charges that exceeded the
two-year statute of limitations between April 8 and September
30, 1988.

James Troy, director of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's Office of Program Operations, presented his
findings to Chairman Thomas yesterday. In addition to cases
that exceeded the statute of limitations for reasons that either
were or were not within the control of EEOC field offices, Mr.
Troy's report includes cases that were open two years after the
date of the violation but did not result in a loss of rights or
remedy for the charging party (the statute of limitations was
tolled during conciliation, the statute of limitations was
suspended by agreement of the parties, the charge was litigated,
settlement was obtained after the two-year period).

In your letter, you expressed concern that ADCAA only
provides relief to those individuals whose charges exceeded the
statute of limitations before April 7. Mr. Troy reports that
EEOC district directors have advised the headquarters Office of
Program Operations that the charging parties in each case that
exceeded the two-year statute of limitations after ADCAA was
enacted were provided written notification of their rights and
options under the ADEA. A copy of Mr. Troy's report is
attached.

Sincerely,

De rah J.Gam
Director of ommunications
and Legislative Affairs

Attachment

cc: The Honorable John Heinz
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
V Washington, D.C. 20507

NOV I T E8

TO: Clarence Tho.sG)
Chairman )/

FROM: Jim TroJ4/AX-
Programn(00r

SUBJECT: POST ADCAA ADEA ENFORCEMENT

OPO has completed its retrieval, review, and reconciliation of
information from the District Offices regarding the number of
ADEA charges that exceeded the two year statute of limitations
since April 7, 1988. We have attached the chart which reflects
the total number of charges that exceeded the statute (436),
number for acceptable reasons (241), number for unacceptable
reasons (195), number that have been resolved (267), and number
still open (169). The reasons deemed acceptable and
unacceptable are consistent with the report previously
submitted to the Committee regarding pre-ADCAA charges.

It is noted that of the 195 charges with reasons unacceptable
to OPO, 119 are in offices which did not have stable managerial
leadership for much of FY'88. The following list represents
those situations:

a. Baltimore (32) - The District Director, Dorothy Mead
retired on June 3 with serious problems existing in the
District, most notably in the Washington Area Office, where
most of these charges are being resolved.

b. Birmingham (17)- The District Director, Frank Jordan,
retired in April, 1988 after receiving notification of his
demotion for performance difficulties.

c. Detroit (36) - This District was without permanent
management for almost two years. The current Director, Spencer
Lewis, was appointed just prior to enactment of ADCAA. The
chart reflects that most of the charges that exceeded the
statute have been resolved since he assumed office.

d. Dallas (31) - The District Director, Larry
Ramirez, retired in June, 1988, after receiving notification
that his employment would be terminated because unacceptable
conduct as a manager. RECEIVED

NOV I 1 1988
0;tf cc Comnmuncatlons

v Le.lIzzan Affaars
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a. Seattle (3) - This District was without permanent
management from June 1987 until August 1988.

In the other offices, extenuating workload circumstances
contributed to our inability to resolve the charges prior to
the 2 year statute. All offices were well aware of the
priority status the Agency placed on movement of the ADEA
workload. Therefore, in keeping with the lines of managerial
accountability, each District Director that allowed one or more
charges to exceed the statute, but could have avoided it,
received performance ratings at a level lower than they would
have otherwise earned.

We have contacted each of the District Directors in whose
offices charges exceeded the statute. Our information is that
in each instance, the District Director complied with our
January 22, 1988 direction that:

a) written notification be provided to charging parties,
upon acceptance of a charge within 90 days of expiration of the
2 year statute of limitations, of their rights and options
under the statute; and

b) written notification be provided to charging parties
of their rights and options under the statute, 60 days prior to
the expiration of the statutory limitations period, in all
charges pending processing in EEOC. -

I am available to discuss this report with you at your
convenience. We have also attached full reports from each
District, which includes Area and Local office charges that
exceeded the statute. Should the Committee desire further
information or clarification, please let me know.

cc: Chairman Clarence Thomas
Godfrey Dudley, FMP East
Jackie Shelton, FMP West
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3
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.--Go, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC. 20507

W-r 24 M9A
AOFF of

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On October 20, 1988, I received your letter dated October
17, asking for the number of any ADEA charges that may have
exceeded the two-year statute of limitations between April 8 and
September 30, 1988.

Currently-, EEOC managers are gathering information on any
such charges for reference in preparing employee performance
evaluations. Unfortunately, we will not have this information
by October 28 as you request. However, I will be glad to
provide you with-the information as soon as it is compiled and
verified. We anticipate being able to provide it in
mid-November.

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

cc: The Honorable Jonn Heinz
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'~~in *'~~~~~ SPM*A COMUMITE ON ASING
WASWWGTON.DC 20610-400

October 17, 1988

The Honorable Clarence Thomas
Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20507

Dear Chairman Thomas:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am writing
to request your assistance in obtaining certain information
essential to the Committee's on-going investigation of the
EEOC's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Specifically, I am requesting that you provide to the

Committee, by the close of business on October 2S, 1988, the

numbers of ADEA charges that have exceeded the two-year statute

of limitations in each of the EEOC's 48 district, area, and

local offices from April 8, 1988 through September-30, 1988. My

request for this information was prompted by testimony of one of

your managers, Jacquelyn Shelton, in a Committee deposition on

August 24, 1988. Responding to a question, Ms. Shelton stated:
'Yes, I have received indications that there are cases that have

run Ithe statute of limitations since April 7, 19881.'

I am deeply concerned over Ms. Shelton's revelation in

light of the fact that the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance
Act of 1988 (ADCCA), which was signed into law on April 7, 1988,
only provides relief to those individuals whose charges exceeded

the statute of limitations prior to April 7 and not after that

date.

Should you have any questions regarding this request,
please have your staff contact Max Richtman, Staff Director for

the Committee, at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this

matter.

Sincerely,

Chairman ....v
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Explanation of Reason Codes

Code

3 - Cause LOD issued before statute lapsed; charge lapsed during
conciliation (statute is tolled for up to one year for
conciliation)

5 - Statute (clock) suspended, charging party did not lose right
to sue.

14- Charging party filed charge after 18-24 months

15 - Charging party filed charge after two-year statute had
already expired.

20 - Charge was litigated - Charging party or EEOC.filed suit

26 - Charge lapsed but settlement for the charging party was
obtained

27 - Charge lapsed due to subpoena enforcement

Note: The Reason codes listed show those charges that lapsed for
reasons clearly beyond EEOC's control or that lapsed but resulted
in no loss of remedy for the charging party. All charges showing
no code lapsed for reasons such as heavy workload, staffing
problems, case tracking problems, delays by uncooperative
respondents, etc.

Office Charges Lapsed Reason Closed Open
4/7/88 or Later Code

Atlanta 310-86-2741 5 X
110-86-2116 27 X
110-88-2333 5 X

Sub-Total
3 3 3

Savannah 110-87-1331 20 X
Local
Office
Sub-Total

1 -

District
Wide Total

4 4 4
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Office Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

Washington 123-86-0927
Area Office 123-87-0529

123-86-1217
123-87-0093
123-87-0617
123-86-1305
123-87-0120
123-87-0365
123-86-0995
123-87-0718
123-86-1228
123-87-0003
123-86-1344
123-86-1133
123-86-1166
120-87-0272
123-86-1200
123-87-0501
123-87-0617
123-87-0218
123-87-1166
123-87-0586
123-87-0301
123-86-1064
123-87-0041
123-87-0104
123-87-0601
123-86-0936

Sub-Total
28

Reason Closed
Code

x

x

x
X
X
.X

20
5

26

X'C

X

3 -1 -17

Richmond 122-87-0795
Area Office 122-88-0515

122-88-0500
122-86-0827
122-87-0362

Sub-Total

Norfolk 037-86-0746
Area Office 037-86-0130

121-88-0238

Sub-Total

Baltimore
District Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

3

122-87-0360
120-87-0902
120-87-0513
120-87-0516
033-86-2405
120-87-0441
120-87-0797

7

14 X
14 .1X

'C
'C

5 2T_ 5 0

X
26 X
15 X

2 3

20

5
20

3

'X
'C

'C

4

22 21

Open

- X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

'C

'C

3 4

43
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Office

Birmingham
District Office

Sub-Total

Jackson
Area Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

Charlotte
District Office

Sub-Total

Raleigh Area
Office

Sub-Total

Greenville
Local Office

Sub-Total

Greensboro
Local Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

130-87-0701
131-86-1916
042-86-2002
130-87-1305
042-87-0267
130-87-0813
042-87-0460
042-87-0293
042-87-0177
130-86-2600
042-86-1307
042-86-1775
042-87-0568
042-86-1756
042-86-1673
042-87-0180
131-86-1219
042-86-1402
130-87-2108
042-87-0257
042-87-0258
042-86-1985
130-87-0623
130-28-0240
130-88-1103
130-88-1805
131-86-1840

27

131-86-1852
131-86-1853
131-88-1087

3

30

140-87-0545
141-87-0234

2

141-88-1097

1

Reason
Code

20
26

26
26

26
14
3

20

27
27

Closed

x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

15

3 X
3 CX

'C

3

2

5

26

2

14

'C

'C

F_ _F__01

0 0 0 _0

3 2 1

Open

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

12

0

X

1

3
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Cleveland
District Office

Sub-Total

Cincinnati
Area Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide.Total

Memphis
District Office

Sub-Total

Little Rock
Area Office

Sub-Total

Nashville
Area Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

466

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

220-88-1178
220-87-0755
220-87-049S

3

221-87-0204

1

4

0

0

0

0

253-87-0333
015-86-097 8
253-87 -03 82

3

3

Open

X

r

Closed

K
X,
X

r

i

r

r

Reason
Code

5&14
20
20

20

~1

4

3
3
3

-r

3f

3

3
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Office

Detroit
District Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide-Total

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

071-86-2191
281-86-2117
230-86-4496
281-86-2113
281-86-2077
281-86-2126
230-87-0552
230-87-1614
281-86-2235
230-86-4830
281-86-2148
230-87-0533
230-86-4132
071-86-1839
071-86-1840
281-86-2125
281-86-2293
281-86-2088
23A-87-2125
281-86-2143
230-86-4905
230-87-0285
071-86-1812
281-86-2082
281-86-2204
071-86-1851
281-86-2154
230-86-3257
230-86-3613
071-86-1763
281-86-2330
071-86-1661
071-86-1564
230-86-3636
230-87-2314
230-88-0564

281-86-2302
230-88-0778
230-88-0428
230-87-2155
281-86-2240
230-87-1223
230-87-1941
230-88-0439
071-86-0942
071-86-1711
230-87-2224

47

47

Reason Closed Open
Code

x

x

x

3
26
14

14
14
20
20
14

14

20
20

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

971 -- 911 * fag ~i

Miami 150-86-1636
District Office 150-86-1675

150-87-0065
150-87-0195

Sub-Total
4 1

x
x
x

3 x

39_ 1
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Office Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

Tampa Area 151-86-1300
Office 151-86-1476

151-87-0338
151-86-1256
151-86-1196
151-86-1357
151-86-0768
151-86-0896
151-86-0906
151-86-0925
151-86-0967
151-86-1067
151-86-1871
151-87-0086
151-87-0467
151-87-0072
151-87-0097
151-87-0254
151-86-1471
151-87-0639
151-86-0636
151-86-1516

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

New Orleans
District Office

Sub-Total

District
Wide-Total

Philadelphia
District Office

Sub-Total.

22

26

281-87-0029

170-87-2316
170-87-0834
170-87-0726
170-87-3244
170-87-1516
171-87-0126
170-86-4889
17 1-86-07 80
171-87-0081
170-86-4183
171-86-0555
170-87-2450
171-87-0056
170-87-0104
170-87-0706
170-87-0053
170-87-3611
170-88-2868
170-86-4737
170-87-3866
170-87-2531
150-87-0501
170-87-0795
170-87-1455

Reason Closed Open
Code ___

X-
X
X
X
X
X
X
XI

X,x
X
x
X
X
X
XI
x
X
X
X
x

3 X~~~

1 211

24

X

-I-

-1--- 1

I
I

14
14

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

14

14

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

24

Newark 171-87-0245
Area Office 171-86-0555

17 1-86-0794
171-86-0479
022-86-0416

Sub-Total
5

14
14
3

14
14

I
I
I
I
I
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Office Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

Pittsburgh 220-88-1050
Area Office 172-88-1029

172-88-1030
172-86-2064
172-87-1612
172-86-1823
172-87-0053
172-87-0101
034-86-1200
17J-86-0156
172-86-2076
172-87-0765
172-86-2062

Reason Closed
Code _

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3 X
3 X
3 X
3 X

-3 X
3 X

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

New York
District Offi

13

42

160-86-5135
ce 160-86-5156

160-86-5207
160-86-5220
16H-87-0007
160-88-0878
160-88-0948
160-88-1849
160-88-2299
160-87-1283
160-86-5112

6 13 0

26

3
3
3
3

14
14
14
15
3
3

29 13

X
x
X
X

K

x
I
I

x
x

Sub-Total 11

Boston 161-87-0935
Area Office 16C-87-0234

16C-87-0267
161-87-1239
161-88-0422
16A-87-0085
161-87-1200
161-86-3026
161-86-3027
161-87-0773
161-87-0774
161-87-0775
16A-87-0067

Sub-Total
13

Buffalo 165-87-0022
Local Office 165-87-0096

165-87-0097
165-87-0035
165-87-0056
165-87-0057
165-87-0037
165-87-0071
165-87-0113
165-87-0105
165-86-0400

10 76- 8 3

20 X

14

X
3
3
3
3
3

20
20
27
5

20

3

K
K
K
K
K

K
K
K
K
K
K

7f __ -2 11

3 X
K
K

K
K
K

K
Kx
K
K

I

11 8 4 7

25 14 21

Open

Sub-Total

District
Wide Total

35
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNflY COMMISSION
Washiton. D.C. 20507

NWJ 8 8o

MEMORANDUM

TO : James R. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations A/ A9

FROM s Jacquelyn J. Shelton. Director
Field Management Programs - West

SUBJECT s FMP-W Report on ADEA Charges that Exceeded the
Statute of Limitations

Attached is the report on charges that have exceed the statute of
limitations on or after April 7, 1988, pursuant to the request of
the Senate's Special Committee on Aging. As you will note, the
report lists charges by each District, Area. and Local Office and
includes codes that explain the reasons for the charges lapsing.
A legend which defines the codes is also attached.

In the Committee's letter, there is some confusion about the
appropriate reporting period for this report. In the second
paragraph the letter asks for charges 'from April 8. 1988,- and
in the third paragraph the letter refers to 'prior to April 71 as
the period of coverage of ADCCA. Therefore, we have relied upon
the Office of Legal Counsel's interpretation which is that
charges exceeding the statute on April 7, 1988, or later are not
covered by ADCCA. Accordingly, this report lists all charges
that lapsed on April 7, 1988, or later.

Office

Chicago

District-wide
Total

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

210870185
210864780
210864879
210864891
210864884
210863922
051863397
210863919
210863920
210863921
21 0864845
150880957
260863471
210881270
210881271
210881199
210881200
210880004
210864877
210864878
210864882 -

210864883
210864886
210864887
210863405
210871930
210864888

27

Reason Closed Open
Code _ __

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

114

1 5
15
1 5
1 5

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

3 X
3 I
3 1
3 I
3 X
3 I

I
.X

3 1

22 22 5
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Office Charges Lapsed
________ 4/7/88 or Later

310862568
310863610
310870384
310862719
310870290
310870218
310871359
310863599
311870037
310870116
310871571
310862538
310863457
310870748
310863969
310883119
310883120
310883121
310883122
310883131
310883132
310883133
310883134
310882759
310882760
310882761
310882762
310882437
310863400
310863683
310873188
310870657
310871639
310870018
310870126
310870380
310882404

310882405
310863075
311861318
311861367
083861085
310871360
310862325
083860926

45

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

311870290
311870349
311861408
311861154
311861497
311861799
311861343
083861103
311870596
311870780
311861795
311870217
311870286
311870818
311861128
311870168
311861573
311861725
311861391
311861613
083861012
083861085
083861099
311870507

Reason Closed Open
Code _

X
20 X

I
I

20 X
IX

26
3

3
20
3
3
3
3
3

15
15
15
15
14
14
14
1 4
1 4
3

26
27
20
3
3
3
3
3

3

20

3
3

33-~

I
I
I
I

X
I

I

I
I
I

x
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

1
I
I
I

1 8 27

Reason Closed Open
Code

I
I

26 X
I

26 X
I

20 X
I

20 X
I

I
I

26 1
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
X

Dallas

Sub-Total

Office

Oklahoma
City Area
Office
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Offjce . -

Sub-Total

District wide

Charses Lapbed
4/7/88 or Later

224

69

Reason
Code

5

38

Closed Open

15 9

33 36

Denver

District-wide
Total

Houston

Distriot-vide.
Total

ladianapolis.

Sub-Total

Louisville
Area Office

Sub-Total

Diatrict-vide
Total

Los Angeles

320881781
320E70516
320872237
320871514
320870082
320870531
320871125
320880588
320880379
320880421

10

330871348
064863058
241880774
330872167
064862515
330870234
330870931

7

241870595
053862721
053862651

3

241880774
016860814
241881148

3

6

340870050
092862562
092871963
340870169
092869039
340871733
092869065
092869205
340870108
340881956
092872768
092862952
092862883
092862926
092862885
340871309
092862927
340870721
092862565
340871191
340870155
340870156
092862045
092869088
092869087
092869128
092861835

3

27
3

26
3
114
114
114

9

27

20
27
27
27
27

6

I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I
x

3

I
I

-i- -I-

I

26 - X

1 3

114

15

2

3

26

20

3
26
3

20
15
3

26
3
3
3
3.
3
5
3

27
3
3
3
3
3
3

27

0

3

X
I
I
I

I

I

I

27 25 7 20

I
I
I

-3

3

I

I

I

I

I
I

x
I

I
x
I
I
I
I

Sub-Total
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Office

San Diego
Local Office

Sub-Total

District-wide
Total

Milwaukee

Sub-Total

Minneapolis
Area Office

Sub-Total

District-wide
Total

Charges Lapsed
4/7/88 or Later

345880612
340870633

2

29

260873075
265870236
260870218
210870567
265870102
260870408

6

265880438
076860742
265880362
265880363
076860577

5

Reeson Closed Open
Code _

15 X

1 1 1

6 - 8 21

27

3
3
3
3

27

6

1 4
27

I
I
I
I

I
I

2

3

3 X

3 2

11 6

Office Charges Lapsed
_______ 4/7/88 or Later

Phoenix 350872426
063861173
093861740
093861717

Sub-Total 4

Albuquerque 063860481

Sub-Total 1

District wide
Total

San Antonio

Sub-Total

El Paso
Area Office

Sub-Total

District-wide
Total

5

360870527
360880905
360870836
082860847
36A870031
36880185

6

Reason Closed Open
Code _

3 1 X
X

1 2_ _2

3

1

20
14
20
3

. 3
111

6

315870656
082860591
082860592
315880516
082860590
315870214
082860515
315870232

8

20

3

I

0 1 f

2 -3-
X
I

X
I

I
X3

3T _3

I
X
I

X

I
I

X

9 10 1414
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Cbarges Lapsed .
4/7/88 or Later

Beason Closed Open
Code _ ___

San Francisco

Sub-Total

Fresno
Local
Office
Sub-Total

Eonolulu
Local Office

Oakland
Local Office

San Jose
Local Office

District-wide
Total

St. Louis

Sub-Total

Kanses City
Area Office

Diatrict-wide
Total

Seattle

340870073
370881065
370870394

3

375880071

26
15
3

20

I
I

2

1 1 I - '

0 0 0

0 0 0

O .0 0

280870557
280880840

2

281862546
281880521
281870192
281862531

1

41 3

3
15 x

2 1

1

111 1I

4

0

0.

6 3 5 1

380870752
092862964
380881205
380871449
092861951
092862919
380870809
380862130
380862955
380871780

26
26
114
26

26
26
20

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

District-wide
Total 10 7 9 1

Office
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U.S. EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507'
December 22, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Senate Special Committee on Aging
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter dated November 9, 1988
concerning EEOC's first report to Congress as required by the Age
Discrimination Claims Assistance Act.

Concerning the number of persons who have claims under ADCAA, our
first report to Congress contained the names of those we had
identified as having claims under ADCAA based on the information
contained in our historical data base. Due to incomplete data in the
computer files, we also included names of those who might not have
claims under the law. Since ADCAA is a statute granting certain
claimants rights to file civil action suits in federal courts, it
rests with the courts to ultimately decide the appropriateness of such
filings. Nevertheless, we are instructing our field offices to review
those charges where records still exist and determine which were
covered by ADCAA.

Where filing dates were not reported as requested, we are
requesting that our field offices and FEP agencies search their avail-
able records for this information. Where the office can obtain this
information, we will submit it as part of our next report under ADCAA.

In response to your question about the destruction of EEOC charge
records, we are attaching a copy of EEOC Order 201 which contains
EEOC's old record destruction schedule (Attachment A) and a memo dated
October 27, 1987 with amendments to the old schedule (Attachment B).
In addition, on April 28, 1988 we advised all field office directors
in writing not to destroy any age case file that may be affected by
ADCAA until further notice.

There is no irreconcilability of the figures provided in our
previous reports. The attached tally (Attachment C) provides the
correct figures. The figures are consistent with previously reported
figures and include the final count for the field offices and FEP
agencies. The bullets on the right side of the tally sheet provide
explanations for each set of numbers.

Thank you for your interest in the work of the commission.

Sincerely,

Ddporah J. G f~ham
Director of 'ommunications
and Legislative Affairs

Attachments
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Attadcment A

DIRECTIVES TRANSMITTAL I- 8
10/28/8 1

SUBJECT. EEOC ORDER 201, EEOC RECORDS DISPOSITION PROGRAM

Purpose. This transmittal covers page and "pen and ink" changes to Appendix A,
Chapter VIII, Parts A and B, EEOC Order 201. The following major additions
have been made:

1. The schedules have been expanded to include the appropriate disposition
for records created by EEOC under the Equal Pay and Age Discrimination in
Employment Acts; and,

2. Item 16, "Appeals Records" has been added to the schedules to provide
proper disposition authority for all appeals records created by EEOC.

Effective Date. Upon receipt.

Distribution. V Plus all Files Custodians.

Obsolete Data.

Rem ve and Destroy Pages Replace with Attached Pages

Appendix A, ii and i iii and iv
Chapter VIII, v nd vi v and vi
Part A A- and -6 A-5 and A-6

A-7 d -8 A-7 and A-8
A-iS A-16 A-IS and A-16
A-19 A-20 A-19 and A-20
A-21 A-22 A-21 and A-22
A-31i A-32 A-31 and A-32
A-33 Ad XA-34 A-33 and A-34
A-35/and i-36 A-35 and A-36
A-31 and A s38 A-37 and A-38
A-421 and A42 A-41 and A-42
A- 3and A- A-43 and A-44
A45 and A-4 A-45 and A-46
A-47 and A-48 A-47 and A-48
A-49 and A-SO A-49 and A-SO

A-Si and A-52

Pen and Ink Changes. In App d A, Chapter VIII, Part A, make the following
changes. X
1. Page VIII-I, paragraph d., change the numeric "15" to "16". This

sentence will then rea/: Iteks 12 through 16 are the program records."

2. Page vii, line 24, insert " betw.a (5) and 1 of the item. The item
will then read: "14. A and 14bC ) h)L"

3. Page viii, insert the numeric "1 ' after line S. This item will then read
"Office of Review and Appeals, .AB.

,3..

InApendix A, ChapterVIPr .mk h following change.

1. In General Records Schedules 6, Item 1. the authorized disposition in I .a. (I)
should be deleted entirely. In l.a. (2) the first three lines should be deleted.'7 The authorized disposition for all site audit files is sow to "Destroy 6 years.
and 3 months after the period covered by the account.

The authority for this change is GSA Bulletin FPME B-111 dated.July 7, 1981.

Robert F. Amoruso, Director
Office of Administration
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OWORP NTrY COMKMION EEOC ORDER NO. 201
Washington, D. C. 20506 June 17, 1980

Management Programs
Records Management (General)

1. SUBJECT. THE EEOC RECORDS DISPOSITION PROGRAM

2. PURPOSE. This Order establishes the EEOC records disposition program and
prescribes the EEOC Records Disposition Handbook for the administration
of the program. This Order applies to all material filed in all EEOC
offices, both headquarters and field.

Federal agencies are required by the Federal Records Act of 1950 and the
Records Disposal Act of 1943 to establish and maintain a records disposi-
tion program. Records disposition programs have three basic elements:
the retirement of noncurrent records to economical storage, the prompt
disposal of records not warranting further preservation, and the designa-
tion of permanent records having sufficient historical and arihival value
to warrant imsediate or later transfer to the Rational Archives and
Records Service for permanent preservation.

The immediate objectives of the EEOC records disposition program are to:

a. control current records holdings by disposing of or transferring
to low cost storage as many records each year as are created; or
to reduce the total holdings by disposing of more records than are
created; and

b. transfer to the GSA Federal Records Centers all noncurrent records
that meet the criteria for transfer as outlined in the GSA Records
Management Handbook, "Federal Records Centers," and the conditions
set forth in FPMR 101-11.410.2.

3. ORIGINATOR. Administrative Services and Records Management Division,
Office of Administration (ED-AA).

4. REPEREaCES.

a. EEOC Order 203, Disposition of Personal Papers.

b. EEOC Order 230, Commissionvide EEOC File System.

C. EEOC Order 231, EEOC Annual Summary of Records Holdings RCS:
EEOC(A)ED-AO-l.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. Office Directors (Headquarters and Field) and Headquarters Division
Directors have the responsibility for the proper maintenance and
disposition of the official records of their offices.

b. Director, Office of Administration is responsible for:

(1) Developing Commission-wide policies and procedures for the
records retention and disposition program;

(2) Administering and auditing the overall operations of the program;

(3) Acting as liaison with the National Archives and Records Service
for program direction; and

(4) Providing training of Commission personnel on records
disposition.

c. All Enplovees who create, use or maintain records are responsible
for complying with the provisions of this Order.

6. EEOC RECORDS DISPOSITION PROGRAM PROCEDURES.

a. All personnel involved in an office records disposition program
must understand the terms used, particularly the difference
between record and nonrecord material. Refer to Chapter II,
Appendix A, EEOC Records Disposition Handbook for these and other
important definitions.

95-656 0 - 89 - 16
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b. The office director and the individual who has been assigned to
maintain the office's files will review the EEOC and GSA General
Records Schedules to determine the retention periods of their
records. Where large groups of the same types of records are in one
drawer or cabinet, the types of records inside will be marked on
the drawer or cabinet along with the retention period and disposal
date. The disposal date will also be marked under the individual
file folder title. Those noncurrent records eligible for disposal
at the tine this procedure is initially performed, will be removed
and disposed of immediately.

c. Offices holding records not covered by the EEOC or General Records
Schedules will notify the EEOC Records Management Officer, ED-AA of
their type and volumse. The EEOC Records Management Officer will
assist in developing or obtaining retention periods for these records.

d. On an annual basis, each office director will ensure that an
inventory of the files is performed to determine the types and
volume of records maintained in the office. Based on the inventory,
the office director will prepare a files maintenance and disposi-
tion plan to identify all files series maintained in the office,
the filing arrangement, the volume (in cubic feet) for each file
series, and the disposition standard. A copy of the office's files
maintenance and disposition plan will be forwarded to the E33C
Records Management Officer, Administrative Services and Records
Management Division, Headquarters. Requests for additional filing
equipment will be evaluated in light of the requesting office's
records disposition program.

e. Offices having a small volume of records may submit a memo shoving
the type and volume held instead of a disposition plan. (A smal
volume will be 4 or less file drawers or the equivalent.)

f. In accordance with EBOC Order No. 231, each office director will,
prepare an annual report of the volume of records held, retired and/
or disposed of and the number and type of filing equipment in his/
her office.

7. SUPPLY OF FORMS. The prescribed forms are available through normal
supply channels.

8. OBSOLLTE DATA. Remove from the directives binder and destroy REOC
Order 201, The HE0C Records Disposition Program, dated November 15, 1976,
and all subsequent changes.

DISTRIBUTION: V plus All Files Custodians
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Appendix A
EEOC Order 201
June 17, 1980

EQUAL EEPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

EEOC RECORDS DISPOSITION HANDBOOK

Procedures Governing the Retention

Retirement, and Destruction

of EEOC Records

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Chanter Title Page

GENERAL

A. Introduction I-I

B. Scope I-1

C. Responsibilities I-I

II DEFINITIONS II-1

III DISPOSITION PROGRAM GUIDELINES

A. General . III-1

B. Disposition Guidelines III-1
1. Matching of EEOC Records with Authorized

Schedules III-1
2. Deviation from Established Retention

Periods III-1
3. Identifying and Evaluating Nonrecord

Material III-1

4. File Break III-1

5. Responsibility for Disposals III-1

6. Screening 1II-1

7. Short Retention Periods III-2
8. Minimum Volume III-2

9. Timing of Transfers III-2

10. Description of Records III-2

11. Records Holding and Storage Areas III-2

IV RECOMMENDING CRARGES TO EEOC RECORDS CONTROL
SCEDULES

A. Recommending Records Control Schedule
Changes IV-1

B. Preparation of SF 115 IV-1

V TRANSFERRING RECORDS TO FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER

A. General V-1

B. Selecting Files for Transfer V-1

C. Preparing Records Transfer Forms V-1

1. Preparation and Explanation of SF 135 V-1

2. Review and Distribution of SF 135 V-3

D. Shipping Containers V-4
E. Packing the Containers v-4

F. Labeling and Sealing Containers V-4

0. Shipping the Records V-4
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Chapter Title Page

VI RETRIEVAL SERVICE

A. Routine Requests VI-1
B. Urgent Requests VI-1
C. Returning the Files VI-1

VII DISPOSITION OF TRANSITORY AND NONRECORD MATERIAL VII-1

VIII RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES

A. EEOC Comprehensive Records Control Schedules VIII-1
1. Purpose VIII-1
2. Applying the Schedules VIII-1

B. GSA General Records Schedules VIII-2
1. Requirements VIII-2
2. Distribution of GSA Schedules VIII-2

Part A, EEOC Schedules
Part B, GSA Schedules

IX FILES MAINTENANCE AND DISPOSITION PLAN (RESERVED)

EXHIBITS

Page

Chapter IV

1 SF 115, Request for Authority to Dispose
of Records IV-2

2 SF 115A, Continuation Sheet * IV-3

Chapter V

1 Federal Records Centers Listing V-7
2 SF 135, Records Transmittal and Receipt V-10

SF 135A, Records Transittal and Receipt
(Continuation) V-12

3 Shipping Containers - Packing, Labeling, and
Sealing Containers V-13

Chapter VI

1 Optional Form 11, Reference Request - Federal
Records Center VI-2

CHAPTER I - GENERAL

A. INTRODUCTION.

1. Managing the disposition of Federal Records is an important responsi-
bility for each Federal agency. Records are one of the basic
administrative tools by which the work Of the Government is accom-
plished. Every action, decision, and policy result in some kind of
documentation in the Torn of records. However, records belong to
the Government rather than to individuals. They are in no sense
personal property. Records can be legally destroyed only through
the procedures of the disposition program.

2. This Handbook provides a systematic and continuous program of records
disposition with the following objectives:

a. Preserve records of continuing value;

b. Destroy promptly and systematically records of only temporary
value when they have served their purpose; and

c. Remove noncurrent records from the office and place then in
less expensive storage. This improves the usefulness of
current records and reduces the overall cost of keeping records.

3. The retention and disposition of Commission records are governed by
the EEOC Comprehensive Records Control Schedules which are patterned
after the General Records Schedules promulgated by the National
Archives and Records Services. The requirements for the use of
these schedules are explained in Chapter VIII of this Handbook.
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S. SCOPE. The standards sad procedures contained in this Handbook for the

retention and disposition of records apply to Hesaquarters and Field

Offices of the Equal Hmployment Opportunity Commission.

C. RESPONSIBILITIES.

1. Director, Administrative Services and Records Management Division,

Office of Administration(ED-AA) is responsible for developing and

coordinating the records disposition program; conducting training

to Commission personnel on the disposition management program; and

evaluating the disposition program in heaaquarters and field offices.

2. EEOC Records Management Officer, ED-AA has the responsibility to:

a. Keep this directive and the disposition schedules current.

b. Determine retention periods for nonrecord material and those

records not covered by the EEOC or GSA Records Schedules.

c. Review and approve all requests for filing equipment.

d. Answer all questions relating to the records disposition

program from EEOC personnel and from other Federal agencies

and prepare all necessary reports.

e. Schedule assistance visits to headquarters and field offices

having problems with their programa and prepare an audit

program to ensure that all offices are maintaining a proper

disposition program.

f. Assign Records Accession Numbers for all EEOC records being

transferred to the Washington National Records Center.

g. Review for completeness S.F. 135, Records Transmittal and

Receipt transferring field office records to a Regional

Federal Records Center.

CHAPTER II -DEFUIHITIONS

The following definitions and explanations are provided for certain records

asnagement terms and for names of facilities used in this Handbook.

1. ACTIVE RECORDS (Current records) - Records that are necessary for

conducting the current business of the office and Maintained in office

space and equipment. Records which are referred to frequently.

2. ADMNIINISTRATIVE RECORDS (Housekeeping records) - Records of an organiza-

tion that relate to budget, fiscal, personnel, supply, and similar admini-

strative operations normally common to most Federal agencies, as distin-

guished from program records that relate to the Commission's primary

functions.

3. AUDIOVISUAL RECORDS - Program and information motion pictures, still

pictures, sound recordings, video recordings, and related documentation.

4. CASE FILE - A folder or other file unit containing material relating

to a specific action, event, person, place, project, or other subject.

Sometimes referred to as a project file or a transaction file. Also a

collection of such folders or other file units.

5. CLOSED FILE - A file series containing documents on which action has been

completed and to which additional documents are not likely to be added.

6. COMPREHnSIVE RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULE - A listing of the record series

and general files of an organization setting forth their disposition in

terms of retirement, disposal, or transfer after specified retention

periods. The schedule includes all file material whether record or non-

record and records designated for permanent preservation as well as those

scheduled for disposal.

T. CUBIC FOOT OF RECORDS - A quantity of closely stacked records measuring

one foot long, one foot wide, and one foot high; used as a yardstick to

indicate volume of records on hand, transferred or destroyed. One file

drawer of a letter size cabinet holds 1½ cubic feet while a legal size

drawer holds 2 cubic feet.

8. DISPOSAL - The physical destruction of records by burning, macerating,

or other appropriate means. Also include sale as waste paper or

donation to non-Federal recipients;

9. DISPOSAL AUTHORITY - The legal authorization for the disposal of records

obtained from the Archivist of the UnitedStates.
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10. DISPOSITION - Either the disposal, retirement, transfer, or microfilming
of records. It may include two or more of these actions such as retire-
ment after 1 year and disposal after 6 years.

11. EVIDENTIAL VALUE - The usefulness of records as the primary evidence
of EEOC's authority, functions, organization, operations, and basic
decisions and procedures.

12. FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER - A records storage facility operated by the
National Archives and Records Service, General Services Administration,
for housing and servicing noncurrent records of the Federal Government.

13. FILE BREAK (Cut Off) - Termination of a file at regular periodic
intervals to facilitate continuous disposal or transfer of the file
series.

14. FILE ITEM - A single document or case file of a record series or general
file. It may be a piece of correspondence, a report, a complete form,
a map or drawing, or a bound volume; it may also be a case file such as
a voucher with attached .supporting papers, or a personal history folder
with papers relating to an employee.

15. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE FILES - A group of related records accumulated
by most organizations as a result of their routine operations. Consists
of an arrangement of correspondence, memoranda, and messages on a number
of different subjects as distinguished from case files on specific
transactions.

16. GENERAL FILE - A collection of papers or documents, not possessing the
uniform characteristics found in a filing unit, usually arranged by sub-
ject and covering a variety of types of transactions. Some of the
component segments of a general file may constitute filing units such as
a folder of monthly activity reports or a classification consisting of
travel vouchers. A typical general file is an office correspondence
file arranged by the EEOC subject filing system.

17. GENERAL RECORDS SCHEDULE - A listing of records common to several or all
Government agencies with retention periods for each developed by the
General Services Administration and published in the Federal Property
Management Regulations of the General Services Administration. USE OF
THESE SCHEDULES IS MANDATORY WITHIN EEOC.

18. HISTORICAL VALUE - The usefulness of records for historical research
concerning EEOC or for information about persons, places, events or
things.

19. HOLDING AREA - Agency space assigned for the temporary storage of
active or semiactive records and for records with relatively short
retention periods. Also known as staging area.

20. INACTIVE RECORDS (Noncurrent records) - Those records upon which all
action is complete and which are required so infrequently in the conduct
of current business that they may be removed from an office and retired
without imparing current operations; defined as those records that are
referred to no more than once per month per file drawer.

21. MACHINRE-RADABLE RECORDS (Automatic Data Processing-ADP) - The following
terms common to the operational aspects of computers are explained for
the purpose of identifying record and nonrecord material.

a. ADP Machine Readable Data. Data recorded in coded or miniaturized
form which has been generated by and can be processed by ADP equip-
ment. ADP machine readable data may be in the form of holes in
punched cards or paper tape; also as magnetized particles on magnetic
tapes, discs, drums, data cells, core memories, or in photodigital
systems.

b. Magnetic Tapes Common to the Operational Aspects of Computers.

(1) Raw Data Input Tapes. Tapes containing data initially
abstracted from source documents which are being entered into a
computer-based system for the first time. Conversion is usually
from some other medium such as punched cards or punched paper
tape.

(2) Working Tapes. Tapes containing output data from one run for
input data into a subsequent run. They are a means of moving
and manipulating data through a system from Raw Data Tapes to
Interim or Final Master Tapes.
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(3) Scratch Tapes. Tapes containing data from computer runs such
as sorts and merges. They are considered as temporary tapes
with a data life usually equal to one run.

(4) Interim Master Tapes. Tapes containing either detail or summary
data of the cunmilative transaction items under a program or an
account, or the outstanding items or totals representing the
current status of record. These tapes become input to
subsequent runs producing updated interim master tapes or final
master tapes.

(5) Final Master Tapes. Tapes containing either detailed or
summary data of the cumulative transactions under a program
or an account. Generally, because of continuous updating
requirements, final master tapes are produced only in areas
requiring final reports or final statistical information.

(6) Printing/Punching Tapes. Tapes containing data extracted
from a system (without destroying the source tape) fqr the

purpose of producing required punch-out or printouts.

(7) Program Tapes. Tapes containing sequenced instructions which
are recognized by a computer and cause it to carry out the
functions required to solve a problem or process data in a
specified way.

(8) Test Tapes. Tapes containing data created and used solely for
testing computer programs.

c. Source Deck. A deck or punched cards containing a computer program
in compiler language (Fortran, Cobol, etc.).

d. Object Deck. A deck of punched cards containing a computer program

in machine language. An object deck is converted from a source deck
by a compiler.

e. Compiler. A computer program which converts a source deck to an
object deck.

22. NONRECORD MATERIAL - Those classes of documentary materials which may

be disposed of without congressional authority. The Records Disposal
Act, in addition to defining "records," establishes certain classes of
material as "nonrecord." The Act states:

"Library and museum material made or acquired
and preserved solely for reference of exhibi-
tion purposes, extra copies of document pre-
served only for convenience of reference, and
stocks of publications and of processed
documents are not included within the defini-
tion of the word "records" as used in this act."

a. The following types of nonrecord material, referred to in the above
quotation from the Records Disposal Act, are normally produced by
EEOC offices.

(1) materials preserved solely for purposes of reference or
exhibitions in libraries or museums;

(2) stocks of publications and reproduced documents retain for
supply purposes; and

(3) extra copies of documents retained solely for convenience
of reference, such as "reading file" and "information" copies
of correspondence; "tickler," "follow-up," or "suspense" copies
of correspondence; duplicate copies of documents maintained
in the same unit or organization; and extra copies of printed
or reproduced materials of which official copies have been
retained for record purposes.

b. The following categories of material fall outside of the scope
of the definition of "records" and are, therefore, nonrecord
material:

(1) Private materials, such as privately purchased books
and other publications, and correspondence or other records
pertaining to private personal matters that have been kept
at an office for convenience; and
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(2) materials as described below that are inappropriate for
preservation because they have neither evidential nor infor-
mational values. Included are papers that although accumulated
in the process of producing "records" may never have acquired
a record character.

(a) preliminary or intermediate drafts of letters, memoranda,
reports or other papers, and preliminary worksheets and
informal notes that do not represent or serve to explain
significant basic steps in the preparation of record copies
of documents;

(b) letters of transmittal that do not add any significant
information to that contained in the transmitted material;

(c) memoranda or other papers that do not serve as the basis
of official actions, such as notices of holidays, or
charitable and welfare fund appeals;

(d) shorthand notes, including stenographic notebooks and
stenotype tapes, that have been transcribed;

(e) abstracts or briefs of correspondence and other records
prepared for informational purposes or retained for conx-
venience of reference;

(f) diagrams, charts, or other graphic materials prepared from
source data for use in briefing or training activities;

(g) routine control records, consisting of papers, documents,
cards, etc., used to facilitate or control work in pro-
gress, such as: project control cards, worksheets or work
progressing sheets, routing slips, personal work papers,
cards, and rough drafts; and

(h) statistical tabulating aids such as machine-punched cards.

23. OFFICE OF RECORD - The agency, office or oganization component which is
responsible for maintaining the official file copy of a record. Under
functional or decentralized file system used in EEOC, the office of record
is usually the office which created the record or initiated the action
on an incoming record.

24. OFFICIAL FILES - Each file containing record copies constitutes an
"Official File." The official file includes original incoming comunica-
tions and the initialed record copies of outgoing and interoffice
correspondence that have been created; original or action copies of
reports, executed forms, tapes, photographs, and other documentary
materials.

25. OFFICIAL FILE STATIONS - Official file stations are specifically
authorized and designated points in EEOC where records are maintained
and serviced by specifically assigned personnel. This includes any
recordkeeping media such as paper, photographs, microfilm, punched cards,
magnetic tapes, and other records.

26. ON-SITE AUDIT RECORDS - Records held by EEOC at the direction of the
General Accounting Office for audit by the OAO. These records normally
consist of: statements of transactions (formerly accounts current);
voucher-schedules; vouchers and supporting documents; certificates
of deposits; contract files consisting of each contractual document
including modifications, amendments, supplemental agreements, and
charge orders; accomplished carbon copies of voucher schedules and
supporting basic documents covering payments of carriers for trans-
portation services.

27. PERMANENT RECORDS - That small proportion of EEOC's records that are
so valuable or unique in documenting the history of this agency, or
for other reasons, that should be preserved as part of the National
Archives and Records Service of the United States; generally, those
records that document primary missions, functions, responsibilities, and
significant experiences of accomplishments, or that contain information
of continuing value.

28. PROGRAM RECORDS - Records which relate to the mission of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
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29. RECORD SERIES (File Units) - A unit or document of identical orequivalent Tile items characterized by a consistent method of assemblyand handling, a common arrangement of the component items, and uniformas to subject, type of data recorded, or kinds of transactions reflected.A record series may also include related elements physically separatedfrom it such as finding aids or bulky material. Examples of recordseries made up of uniform file items are:

a. An entire voucher file, arranged numerically by voucher number,
and consisting of copies of paid vouchers together with attachedsupporting papers such as purchase orders, receiving reports,
invoices, bills of lading and correspondence. Each individualvoucher together with its supporting papers is a file ite.

b. A complete official personnel file, arranged alphabetically by nameof employee, and consisting of separate personnel folders each con-taining records pertaining to an individual employee. Each separate
folder with its contents is a file item.

c. A purchase order file, arranged numerically by purchase ordernumber or alphabetically by name of vendor, and consisting ofcopies of all the purchase orders issued or received by theorganization. Each separate purchase order is a file item.

30. RECORDS - Those classes of documentary materials which may be disposedof only after congressional authority is obtained. The statutorydefinition of "records" is given in the Records Disposal Act, as amended(57 Stat. 380; 44 U.S.C. 366) as is as follows:

"... the word 'records' includes all books, papers,
maps, photographs, or other documentary materials,
regardless of physical form or characteristics,
made or received by any agency of the United
States Government in pursuance of Federal law
or in connection with the transaction of public
business and preserved or appropriate for
preservation by that agency or its legitimate
successor as evidence of the organization,
functions, policies, decisions, procedures,
operations, or other activities of the
Government or because of the informational
value of data contained therein."

The legal definition quoted above pertains to records created or receivedby Federal agencies. The basic elements of this definition, however, maybe applied to records disposition activities by cost-type contractors andsubcontractors.

a. The material may be made or received by an agency either in pursuanceof Federal law or in connection with the transaction of publicbusiness .

b. The material may be preserved or appropriate for preservation eitherfor evidentiary purposes or for the value of informational data itcontains.

The evidence or information contained in records may pertain to the'organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations,or other activities." Some evidence or information concerning thesematters is contained in practically all records. The immediate or futurereference needs shall be considered in deciding the relative importanceof these evidentiary values. Determination of those records which containsufficient evidence or information to justify continued preservation isa principle part of records disposition activities.

31. RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES - The administrative media used by EEOC toobtain legal disposal authority for categories of EEOC records. Whenlegally authorized by the Archivist of the United States, the Administra-tor of General Services Administration, and the General Accounting Officeprovisions of these schedules grant continuing authority to dispose ofidentifiable categories of EEOC records that have accumulated and thatwill accumulate in the future.

32. RECORDS HOLDINGS - All records and papers in filing cabinets, on desks,on shelves, in mechanized files, and in bookcases-including documents,sketches, engineering drawings, photographs, magnetic tapes, microfilm,computer punched cards, notebooks and ring binders containing recordsbut excluding library and museum materials preserved for reference orexhibition purposes; general reference publications; stocks of supplies,publications, printed documents, forms and working material inemployees' desks.
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33. RECORDS RETRIEVAL - The process of arranging for the prompt return ofspecific records which are in retirement at the Federal Records Center.
34. RETENTION AND DISPOSAL STANDARD - A description or records common tocomponents of EEDC and a retention period approved for such records inaccordance with established procedures. The retention period may be

temporary or permanent.

35. RETENTION PERIOD - The period of time during which a records seriesor general file must be kept before the records may be disposed of.The period is usually stated in terms of years or months, but is oftenexpressed as contingent upon the occurence of an event. A retentionperiod is to be distinguished from a retirement period.

36. RETIREMENT - The movement of valued noncurrent records to the protectivestorage of a Federal Records Center for the duration of their retentionperiod. Such records are continually subject to retrieval.

37. TRANSITORY RECORDS - Records retained in an office file or a currentfiles area for a short period (approximately three months) untiltheir purpose has been accomplished and the records can be destroyed.

38. TRANSFER - Change of custodial responsibility for records by removalor assignment to: another EEOC office; a Federal Records Center; theNational Archives; another Federal Agency; or other outside recipients.

CHAPTER III - DISPOSITION PROGRAM GUIDELINES

A. GENERAL. To facilitate the disposition of records all offices arerequired to establish files in accordance with the standards and proce-dures contained in EEOC Order 230, Commissionvide EEOC File System. TheEEOC file system is designed to provide the basis for a single coordi-nated system for identifying, filing, and retrieving documents by subjectand includes criteria for the systematic retirement or destruction ofrecords no longer required in the conduct of daily operations.

B. DISPOSITION GUIDELINES. To ensure that offices are complying with thedisposition standards prescribed in this Handbook, the following listprovides some general rules on disposition practices.

1. Matching of EEOC records with authorized schedules. Some record
series in EEOC offices may not match exactly with those listed in theEEOC comprehensive records control schedules. If that is the case,find the record series which closely fit the records maintained inyour office and use that retention standard. If the records arenot covered under the schedules, notify the EEOC Records ManagementOfficer, ED-AA.

2. Deviation from established retention Periods. Established retention
periods may not be shortened or extended without the approval of theEEOC Records Management Officer(ED-AA) and the National Archives andRecords Service.

3. Identifyins and evaluating nonrecord material. The definition of non-
record material given in Chapter II includes a list of exampleswhich should be used as a guide in identifying nonrecord series.These items must be evaluated to determine appropriate retention
periods, but generally short periods (less than 3 years) should beestablished for them since they are usually duplicated elsewhere inthe organization and are retained for convenience of reference only.Nonrecord material should not be retired since it is seldom retainedlong enough to justify the expense. It should be destroyed as soonas it is no longer needed for handy reference or when the retentionperiod expires, whichever is first.

4. File Break. Files should be terminated or cut off periodically tomake their transfer and disposal in uniform chronological blocks aseasy as possible. Records custodians in the office are encouraged
to create file breaks or cutoffs at regular periods as prescribed inChapter II, Appendix A of EEOC Order 230.

5. Responsibility for disposals. The actual physical responsibilityfor disposal of records lies with the office maintaining the records.

6. Screening. Files eligible for retirement should be reviewed prior
to transfer to a Federal Record Center(FRC) to eliminate duplicate
and nonrecord material.
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7. Short retention periods. Files should not be retired if the reten-
tion period expires within one (1) year of the contemplated
retirement.

8. Minimum volume. S.all quantities of records (less than one cubic
foot) should not be retired as a sole transfer action by an office.
They should be retained until a sufficient volume is available or
until the retention period expires, whichever is first.

9. Timing of transfers. Records to be retired should be transferred
at annual intervals when the file inventory is performed except
when:

a. the large volume of the file warrants more frequent trans-
fers; and/or

b. the cut off periods cover more than one year's accumulation of
records.

10. Description of records. Records to be transferred should be
identified and described on SF 135, Records Transmittal and Receipt,
in sufficient detail to facilitate prompt reference service after
retirement. (See Chapter V on the procedures for tranferring
records to the FRC.)

11. Records holding and storage areas. EEOC offices will not maintain
their own holding or storage areas outside Of normsl file areas.

CEAPTER IV - RECO4MENDING CRANGES TO EEOC RECORDS CONTROL SCDUS

A. RECOMMENDING RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULE (Roe) CRHAGES. Offices which
generate and maintain EEOC records will submit recommended changes and
additions to EEOC RCS when schedule instructions do not cover a particu-
lar type of record; existing instructions need change; or certain
instructions should be deleted. Recomnendations are to be submitted on
SF 115, Request for Authority to Dispose of Records, SF 115A, Continua-
tion Sheet, if needed, and forwarded to the EEOC Records Management
Officer, ED-AA. Justification for the addition or change must be sub-
mitted along with the SF 115.

The EEOC Records Management Officer will coordinate proposed changes
with other offices maintaining similar records.

B. PREPARATION OF SF 115. The numbers below correspond to the numbers
on the form (see Exhibit 1)..

1. Enter the agency name.

2. Enter the office name.

3. Enter the Sq. division or the appropriate field office(s).

4. Enter the name of the person responsible for the maintenance
of the records.

5. Enter the telephone number of the person listed in block 4.

6. Leave blank.

7. Enter the number of the item on the RCS which is to be changed.

8. Enter a brief statement describing the records. Two lines below
the description, enter the proposed retention period; for example,
"destroy when 2 years old" or "transfer to the Federal Records
Center when 2 years old and destroy when 5 years old."

9. Enter an "X" if a sample of the record is included with the request.
Leave blank if no record is included.

10. Leave blank.

On SF 115-A (Exhibit 2) complete blocks 7, 8 and 9 above, and indicate
the number of pages included with the request.
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CHAPTER V - TRANSFERRING RECORDS TO FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER

A. GENERAL. The National Archives and Records Service (NABS) of the
General Services Administration operates a system of fifteen Federal
Records Centers(FRC). The most significant reasons records centers are
of great importance in the management of records today are the savings
in space and equipment costs. Exhibit 1 shows the FRCs serving EEOC
offices.

B. SELECTING FILES FOR TRANSFER. Inactive or semiactive records should not
be allowed to occupy expensive filing equipment and prime office space.
Official files selected for transfer to Federal Records Centers should
meet the following criteria:

1. Appear on the EEOC comprehensive records control schedules or the
GSA General Records Schedules and be designated for transfer to
a Federal Records Center.

2. No longer needed to carry out current office operations.

3. Referred to only occasionally (usually. not more than once a month
per file drawer) in the normal course of events.

4. Not eligible for immediate destruction.

5. Not eligible for destruction within one(l) year from the date of
transfer.

Before transferring records to a center, offices should remove disposable
records, including nonrecord material. For example, the items appearing
on the Disposition of Transitory and Nonrecord Material, Chapter VII of
this Handbook should not be transferred.
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C. PREPIRING RECORDS TRANSFER FORMS. Once it has been determined that a
series of records should be retired to a Federal Records Center care
should be taken to prepare the records properly for transfer. Transfer
to Federal Records Centers rust be accompanied by a Standard Form(SF) 135,
Records Transmittal and Receipt. Standard Form 135A, Records Transmittal
and Receipt (continuation) will be used as necessary. These forms serve
as packing lists for the transfer and are used to control the location
and disposition of files in the centers. (See Exhibit 2)

1. Prearat.ion and Exflanation of SF 135. Prepare a SF 135 (and
SF ll5Aas needed) in an original and three copies for each series
of records to be transferred to a Federal Records Center. Complete
each corresponding item on the form as follows:

(1) Enter the address for the records center serving your office
(See Exhibit 1).

(2) Enter name and title of Office or Division Director.

(3) Enter the name and FTS telephone number of the person to whom
questions about the records may be directed.

(4) Leave blank.

(5) Enter your office's complete address.

(6) a,b and c leave blank (see paragraph C2)

(6) d. Enter the total volume (in cubic feet) for each series
of records being transferred.

(6) e. Show the inclusive box numbers for each accession being
transferred. Each new accession should begin with number 1
and each carton should be numbered sequentially as follows:
1 of 10, 2 of 10, 3 of 10, etc.

(6) f. Describe the records in sufficient detail to allow the
records center to check for the proper application of the
disposal authority and to facilitate reference service.
Inclusive dates of the records should be shown. Special
restrictions should be detailed here as noted in the following
item.

(6) g. Enter one of the following codes to show the restriction
on the use of the records:

Code Restrictions

Q Q security classification

T Top Secret security classification

S Secret security classification

C Confidential security classification

R Restricted use - witnessed disposal not
required (specify in column (f))

W Restricted use - witnessed disposal required
(specify in column (f))

N No restrictions

(EEOC records are normally covered under codes R, W or N.)

Other restrictions, such as limiting access to certain Commis-
sion officials, are to be specified by a statement in the

(6) h. For each series of record cite the ENDC records control
schedule or the GSA General Records Schedule, as appropriate,
and the specific item number authorizing disposition. Paper-
work will be returned to your office if this column is not
completed correctly.

(6) i. Enter the month and year the records should be destroyed
by applying the disposition authority cited in column 6h.

(6) ,j through m, leave blank. The records center will complete
these columns when the transfer is approved.
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NOTE: THE SF 135 IS THE ONLY RECORD THAT EEOC RETAINS TO
DESCRIBE RECORDS TRANSFERRED FROM YOUR OFFICE. THIS
DOCUMENT IS VITAL IN LATER YEARS IF YOUR OFFICE REEDS
TO RETRIEVE SPECIFIC PAPERS. THE RECORDS MUST BE
ADEQUATELY DESCRIBED.

2. Review and Distribution Of SF 135. The EEOC Records Management
Officer, ED-AA will review the SF 135 for completeness before records
are sent to a records center. The following procedures apply for

records sent to the Suitland Federal Records Center and the Regional
Federal Records Centers.

(a) Suitland Federal Records Center. Offices served by this record
center are to forward all copies of the SF 135 to the EEOC
Records Management Officer for assigning the accession numbers.
The EEOC Records Management Officer will record the accession
numbers on all copies of the SF 135 and will return copies
to the preparing office.

(b) Regional Federal Records Center. Offices served by one of the
Regional Federal Records Centers will forward a copy (not the
original) of the SF 135 to the EEOC Records Management Officer
(ED-AA). The EEOC Records Management Officer will review the

SF 135 to determine the appropriateness of the transfer and will
accordingly notify the office by telephone. The Regional
Federal Records Center seving your office will assign accession
numbers upon receipt of the SF 135.

Upon receipt or notification of the approval of the SF 135, the pre-

paring office will retain one copy for file and forward the original
and two copies to the records center to arrive at least two(2) weeks

(10 work days) before the desired date for records shipment. The

records center reviews the SF 135 for completeness and to determine
the propriety of the transfer. If the transfer is approved, the

records center annotates block 6(J) of the SF 135 with the shelf
location where each record series will be stored. A location number

will be provided for the first carton in each series listed on the

SF 135. The records center returns two copies of the SF 135 to the
originating office, indicating that the records may be transferred.
Delay in shipment of more than 30 days will result in the return of
the SF 135 requiring resubmission of the accessioning paperwork.

Offices are requested to forward a copy of the annotated SF 135 to

the EEOC Records Management Officer for file.

D. SHIPPING CONTAINERS. Records are transferred in standard GSA records
center cartons measuring 14 3/4 by 12 by 9A inches. Each carton holds

approximately 1 cubic foot of records. The cartons are available in a

standard box (NSN 8115-00-117-8344) and a tuck bottom box (NSN 8115-00-
117-8249) and may be obtained from the nearest GSA Federal Supply Service.

The boxes will accommodate either letter-size or legal-size material.
Special boxes may be obtained for oversized or odd-sized material, such

as punched cards, magnetic tapes or microfilm, when necessary. Non-

standard boxes cannot be used because they will not fit on the shelving
at the Federal Records Center.

E. PACKING THE CONTAINERS. Before placing records in the GSA boxes, make

sure that any records eligible for destruction are destroyed, and that
any blocks of published materials are removed from the files. Do not,
however, remove single copies of publications which are part of the
files. Also do not screen records on a time-consuming paper-by-paper
basis.

Without disturbing the existing filing arrangement, pack the records
snugly in the box. Do not force them; leaving a half-inch space in each

box will permit easy withdrawal of individual folders for reference
service. Folders should be packed upright, with letter-size folders
facing the front of the container and legal-size folders facing the left
side of the box (see Exhibit 3, Illustration 1). Pack records having
the same retention periods in the same box. Conversely, do not place
records having different retention periods in one box.

F. LABELING AND SEALING CONTAINERS. Following approval of the SF 135 by

the records center and prior to shipment, the originating office marks
(black felt marker) each carton in the shipment with the assigned
accession number in the upper left hand corner of the front of the box.
The originating office's own box number is marked on each carton in the

upper right corner of the front of the box (e.g., 1-10, 2-10, 3-10, etc.).
(See Exhibit 3, Illustration 1). The originating office places one
copy of the SF 135 in the first carton of each accession, and the records
are shipped to the center.
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If records being retired are to be transported a short distance (50
miles or less) by Government vehicle, the flaps of the boxes need only
to be tucked (see Exhibit 3, Illustration 2).

Shipments over long distances or by cormercial carrier require taping
and, in some instances, reinforcing the bottom and corners (see
Exhibit 3, Illustration 3).

C. SHIPPING THE RECORDS. The physical transfer-of records to the records
center should be accomplished as soon as possible after the originating
office has received the annotated copies of the SF 135 (see paragraph C2).

1. Headquarters offices are to notify the ZODC Records Management
Officer, ED-AA to make arrangements for filed to be sent to the
Suitland Federal Records Center.

2. Field offices should use a shipping method which will be at the
lowest cost possible. When using commercial carriers obtain the
lowest freight rate for "old" office records by including the
following statement on bills of lading or other shipping documents:

The agreed or declared volume of this property
is hereby specifically stated by the shippers
not to exceed 3.5 cents per pound.

For additional information on shipping a large volume of records,
contact the nearest GSA Regional Offine, Transportation Services
Division.

Upon receipt of the records shipment in the center, the cartons are
matched against the copy of the SF 135 submitted with the sccession.
That copy is then signed by the Chief, Accession and Disposal Branch, and
returned to the EEOC office for its files. Any changes in location
number will be noted on this receipt copy before it is returned to the
originating office.

LIST OF FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS
SERVING EEOC OFFICES

GSA
REGION

1

EEOC OFFICES

Boston Area Office

2 New York District Office
Buffalo Area Office
Newark Area Office

3 Philadelphia District Office
Pittsburgh Area Office

3 Baltimore District Office
Norfolk Area Office
Richmond Area Office
Washington, D.C. Area Office
Headquarters

4 Atlanta District Office
Greenville Area Office
Birmingham District Office
Jackson Area Office
Charlotte District Office
Greensboro Area Office
Raleigh Area Office
Memphis District Office
Louisville Area Office
Nashville Area Office
Miami District Office
Tampa Area Office

FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
380 Trapelo Road
Waltham , Massachusetts 02154
FfS: 8-223-2657
Local: (617) 223-2657

Federal Archives & Records Center, GSA
Bldg. 22, Military Ocean Terminal
Bayonne, New Jersey 07002
FTs: 8-341-6455
Local: (201) 645-5953

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
5000 Wissahickon Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144
FTS: 8-486-5593
Local: (215) 951-5593

Washington National Records Center,GSA
Washington, D.C. 20409
Shipping Address:(Do not use for mail)
4205 Suitland Road
Suitland, Maryland
FTS: 8-763-7633
Local: (301) 763-7633

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
1557 St. Joseph Avenue
East Point, Georgia 30044
FTS: 8-246-7474
Local: (404) 763-7474

Exhibit I
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GSA
REGION

5

EEOC OFFICE

Chicago District Office
Milwaukee District Office
Minneapolis Area Office

5 Cleveland District Office
Cincinnati Area Office
Columbus Area Office
Dayton Area Office
Detroit District Office
Indianapolis District Office

6 Kansas City Area Office

6 St Louis District Office

7 Albuquerque Area Office
Dallas District Office
El Paso Area Office
Oklahoma City Area Office
Houston District Office
San Antonio Area Office
New Orleans District Office
Little Rock Area Office

8 Denver District Office

9 San Francisco District Office
Fresno Area Office
Oakland Area Office
San Jose Area Office

9 Lou Angeles District Office
San Diego Area Office
Phoenix District Office

10 Seattle District Office

FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
7358 South Pulaski Road
Chicago, Illinois 60629
1Ts: 8-353-0161

Local: (312) 353-0161

Federal Records Center, GSA
3150 Bertwynn Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45439
FTS: 8-774-2852
Local: (513) 225-2852

Federal Archives & Records Service,GSA
2306 East Bannister Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64131
FTS: 8-926-7271
Local: (816) 926-7271

National Personnel Records Center,GSA
(Civilian Personnel Records)
111 Winnebago Street
St Louis, Missouri 63118
FTS: 8-278-7247
Local: (314) 268-7247

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
P.O. Box 6216
Fort Worth, Texas 76115
Shipping Address:(Do not use for mail)
4900 Hemphill Street
Building 1, Dock 1
Fort Worth, Texas
FTS: 8-334-5515
Local: (817) 334-5515

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
Bldg. 48, Denver Federal Center
P.O. Box 25307
Denver, Colorado 80225
FTS: 8-234-3187
Local: (303) 234-3187

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
1000 Commodore Drive
San Bruno, California 94066
FTS: 8-470-9006
Local: (415) 876-9006

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
2400o Avila Road
Laguna Niguel, California 92677
'TS: 8-796-4221
nocal: (714) 831-4221

Federal Archives & Records Center,GSA
6125 San Point Way
Seattle, Washington 98115
ITS: 8-399-4502
nocal: (206) 442-4502
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CHAPTER VI - RETRIEVAL SERVICE

A. ROUTINE REQUESTS. Records can be readily retrieved from Federal Records

Centers(FRC). Routine requests should be made by completing Optional

Form 11, Reference Request - Federal Records Center (see Exhibit 1).

When requesting this service, be sure to furnish complete delivery

information to include your name and telephone number, building name,

and street address. The records must be identified by accession number,

box number in which the records are likely to be found, a precise descrip-

tion of the records needed, and the FRC location number. This informa-

tion is available from the SF 135 prepared at the time the records were

transferred to the center.

B. URGENT REQUESTS. Telephone the records center only when requests are

urgent. Boxes or individual folders (if properly identified) may be

obtained. In true emergencies, Records Centers will also provide

information from records over the telephone if the specific record

is sufficiently well identified.

C. RETURNING THE FILES. Withdrawn records should be returned in the order

in which they were originally sent. When necessary to withdraw original

documents for legal purposes, substitute copies should be provided to

complete the file. Return the file to the Records Center promptly with

a list of the original documents retained. The borrower is responsible

for returning the original documents when they are no longer needed.

NOTE: Us. p,.sart. Ion,, fI.. Ph nq-..L

__________________________________ NOTm 1 .0 I W.0h gtaf D.C. eo._

To a wad t. STOP 38

O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~0 ft>a M. -_ _ '~~~~~~~~~~Pa MESO ID? .0t ass aRLY

El

El .,_ of Gus | bunco Ho 1. nl AAp...a n <h~~~~~~~~~s a -s k w O

'--S -- __. -
REFERENCE REOUEST-FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS

Exhibit I

VI-2
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CHAPTER VII

DISPOSITION OF TRANSITORY AND NONRECORD MATERIAL

No files other than the types described below and those authorized under theEEOC end GSA Records Control Schedules, should be destroyed without consulting
the Records Management Officer. All of the material described below should be
disposed of as indicated.

DESCRIPTION

Telephone directories

Manual issuances and directives

Lists of conferences and meetings
(except current list)

Extra or stock copies of documents
no longer needed for distribution

Commercial and industrial catalogues
and price lists

Publications from other Government
agencies which are not in current
use, e.g., old U.S. Government
Organizational Manuals

Technical magazines, periodicals

Legislative Publications and Documents

Congressional directories

Congressional records

Federal Register

Duplicate copies of appropriation
hearings

Office Working Files

Rough drafts and working notes from
which reports, staff papers, and
other documents have been prepared
and approved

Stenographic notebooks from which
notes have been transcribed

Duplicate copies of typed material

Information copies of telegrams,
dispatches, instructions, letters,
memoranda, correspondence and
other documents which are not part
of the official subject or case file,
excluding "Chron" file

Reading "Chron" file

Used stencils and multilith mate

Correspondence making routine
arrangements. for speeches, meetings,
and related arrangements

Correspondence forwarding
publications, acknowledging letters
or publications

Letters and memoranda of
transmittal without attachments

DISPOSITION

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy or return to stock

Destroy when obsolete

Dastroy when obsolete

Send to library

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy when obsolete

Send to library

Destroy when documents are approved

Destroy when notes have been
transcribed and proofed

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when six months old

Destroy when obsolete

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when three months old

Destroy when three months old
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DESCRIPTION

Letters, notes, and memoranda
of simple acknowledgment and

expression of appreciation for
cooperation or assistance

Requests for information and
replies involving no administrative
action, no new decisions by EEOC,
and no original development of

special data

Correspondence regarding plans for

conferences and meetings (e.g.
invitations to attend and acceptances
or regrets, notices, arrangements

for space or facilities, arrangements
for chairman or speakers) excluding
record copy of finally approved
agenda or programs, minutes,
transcripts or proceedings, speeches
delivered, and comments made at or

after the meetings or conferences

Obsolete ailing lists, notices of

corrections in sailitg lists,
correspondence and memoranda
regarding changes or corrections in

mailing lists

Correspondence, memoranda, and
notices regarding changes or
corrections in directories and like

material

Correspondence and internal memoranda

regarding details of office
management (e.g. forwarding of checks,

arrangements for leave, for travel,

general cooperation, itineraries,
and similar material)

Minor items of reference data Bent
to field offices solely for their

information and not requiring any
specific administrative action

Requests for duplicating, photographing
preparation of graphics or charts.
stenographic services,. and similar

services

Records pertaining to charity

drives, bond campaigns, and other
voluntary activities not part of
the regularly assigned functions
of the agency

Issuances, notices, reports, releases,

tabulations, and publications of

other agencies or private industry
submitted for general information
only

Vile of carbon copies of individual
time and attendance reports as

maintained by timakeepers in each

office

NOTE: The office of origin of any

published material should maintain
a complete set, including obsolete

and superseded items

Supplies and Equipment

Blank forms

Excess unused office supplies and
forms which are not needed in the
current operation of the office

DISPOSITION

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when three months old

Destroy when three months old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when one year old

Destroy when obsolete

Return to stock
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CHAPTER VIII - RECORDS COSTROL SCHEDULES

A. EEOC COIME TSI RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES

1. Dirmos. The Commission's comprehensive records control schedules
see Part A) have been approved by the National Archives and Records

Service and form the foundation of the Commission's records disposi-
tion program. The standards established in these schedules are
binding upon all who create, receive, maintain and dispose of
official Commisssion documentation. Any deviation from these
standards must be requested by written justification outlining why
a particular series of records must be retained beyond the esta-
blished standard, or disposed of before the completion of approved
retention periods (see Chapter IV).

The schedules prescribe how long records are to be kept, whether
temporarily or permanently, and provide for:

a. the preservation of records which are of long term or permanent
value;

b. the prompt disposal of records which do not warrant further
retention; and

c. the transfer of records to Federal Records Centers which are no
longer needed in current business but are not eligible for
disposal.

2. Applying the Schedules.

a. The schedules describe the retention and disposition of admini-
strative, policy, and mission records maintained and created in
the Commission. The subjects of these records are outlined in
the Table of Contents.

b. Each series of records is identified with an item number and
a description of the subjects covered under that series. While
no single office is expected to have each series of records
identified, like records will have like retention and disposi-
tion throughout the Commission.

c. Items 1 through 11 are administrative records, and are
patterned after the General Records Schedules (GRS) issued by
the National Archives and Records Service (RARS). (See Part S
for copies of the ORS). The corresponding GRS number and item
are either indicated in parenthesis following the description
of the records or referenced as the disposal authority.

I'
d. Items 12 through J are the program records. Most of these

records are of historical significance documenting the policy
making and program menagement functions of the Commission.

e. The disposal authority for the records is separated into two
categories, "Record Copy" and "All Other Copies." The "Record
Copy" is the official record created or maintained by the
Office responsible for that particular function. That office
is known as the "Program Office," which is indicated in paren-
thesis following the words !'Record Copy." The disposal
authority for "All Other Copies" covers duplicate copies and
copies maintained by other offices having similar records, but
not considered to be the office of record. (See the Table of
Contents for the list of offices having primary responsibility
for the program records.)

f. Those records identified as permanent are considered to be of
achivel value and eventually will be offered to the National
Archives and Records Service.

B. GSA GENERAL RECORDS SCHEDULES

1. Requirements. The GSA General Records Schedules (GRS) (see Part B)
will be used in all offices for disposition of non-program records.
The EEOC schedules will reference the appropriate GSA Schedule as
the disposal authority.

2. Distribution of GSA Schedules. GSA Schedules 15, 17, 19 and 22
(see ORS Table of Contents) are not applicable to EEOC and will not

be provided to EEOC offices. GSA Schedule 20 will be provided to
the Office of Program Planning and Evaluation, only. Copies of
these schedules are available from the Administrative Services
and Records Management Division, Office of Admiinistration.
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EEOC

SCHEDULES
PART A

PART A
EEOC COMPREHENSIVE RECONDS CONTROL SCHEDULES

Table of Contents

Item Description of Records Page No.

1. Personnel Records A- 1

A. Personnel Administration Files A- 1

B. EEO Program (Internal) Piles A- 1

2. Payrolling and Pay Administration Records A- 1

3. Budget and Finance Records A- 1

A. Budget Policy Files A- 2

B. Budget Estimates and Justification Files A- 2

C. Other Budget Files A- 3

D. Accountable Officers' Accounts Files A- 3
E. Expenditure Accounting Files A- 3

F. Stores, Plant, and Cost Accounting Files A- 3

4. Supplies and Equipnent Records A- 4

A. Procurement and Supply Management Files A- 4

B. Property Disposal Files A- 4

5. Travel and Transportation Records A- 4

6. Motor Vehicle Maintenance and Operations Records A- 5

7. Space and Maintenance Records A- 5

8. Communications Records A- 5

9. Printing and Duplicating Records A- 6

10. Publicity and Information Records A- 6

A. Information Files A- 6

(1) Press Advisories/News Releases A- 6

(2) Speech Files A- 7

(3) Publications Files A- T

B. Information Subject Files A- 8

C. Information Project Files A- 9

D. Press Service Files A- 9

(1) Media Morgue A- 9
(2) Clipboard A- 9
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Item Description of Records Page No.

10 E. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Files A-10
(Cont'd) F. Privacy Act Files A-10

G. Audiovisual Files A-10

(1) Still Pictures A-10
(2) Sound Recordings A-12
(3) Video Recordings A-12
(4) Motion Pictures A-13
(5) Finding Aids and Production Documentation A-l4

11. Administrative Management Records A-15

A. Directive Case Files A-15
B. Records Disposition Files A-15
C. Forms Control Records A-16
D. Management Improvement Reports A-16
E. Records Holdings Files A-17
F. Project Control Files A-1T
G. Reports Control Files A-17
H. Working Papers A-18
I. Records Managemect Files A-lB
J. Committee and Conference Files A-18
K. Organizational and Functional Files A-20

12. Program Planning and Control Records A-21

A, Program Performance and Review Files A-21
B. Research and Survey Files A-22

(1) Ehployer Information Reports A-22
(2) Data Sharing Agreements A-28
(3) Research Project File A-28

C. Information (ADP) Systems Files A-29

(1) Planning Documents A-29
(2) Processing Files A-29
(3) Master Files A-29

13. Commission Records (Commissioners) A-31

A. General Correspondence A-31
B. Chairman's Chronological Files A-31
C. Commission Meetings A-32

(1) Agenda A-32
(2) Meeting Minutes A-32
(3) Tape Recordings A-32

D. Cotieaion Decisions Files A-33

(1) Precedent Decisions A-33
(2) Non-Precedent Decisions A-33

14. Compliance Records A-34

A. Plans and Policy Files A-34
B. Field Operations Review Files A-35
C. Charges A-35

(1) General Correspondence A-35
(2) Headquarters Subject Files A-36
(3) Dismissals A-36
(4) Negotiated Settlements A-37

(a) Concurrent Cases * A-37
(b) All other negotiated settlenents A-37

(5) Determination/Decision Piles A-37

(a) No Violation/No Cause A-37
(b) Letter of Violation/Cause A-3B

(6) Charge Control Files A-39

D. State asd Local Programs Piles A-39

(1) General Coorrespondence A-39
(2) Contract/Project File A-40
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E. Discrimination Techniques Files A-40

(1) Systemic Selection Standards Files A-40
(2) Respondent Investigative Files A-41

F. Special Projects end Programs Files A-42

(1) EEO General Files A-43
(2) EEO Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) A-43

15. Legal and Legislative Records A-44

A. Legal Files A-44

(1) General Correspondence Files A-44
(2) Opinions and Interpretations A-44
(3) Claims Case Files A-45

B. Litigation Files A-46

(1) General Litigation Files A-46
(2) EEOC Defendant Case File A-46
(3) EEOC Plaintiff Case File A-47

15 C. Legislative Files A-49
(Cont'd) D. Congressional/Federal Agency A-49

(1) Congressional Inquiries A-49
(2) Office of the President Files A-50
(3) Federal Agency Files A-50

16. Appeals Records A-51

A. Appellate Case Files. A-51
(1) Landoark Cases A-51
(2) All other Appellate Files A-51
(3) Duplicate Copies of Complaint Files A-52

B. Control Cards and Logs A-52
C. "Unsanitized" Decisions - A-52
D. "Sanitized" Decisions A-52

PERMANENT RECORDS

The folloving records are considered to be of archival value because they
outline the policies executive direction, and major program functions of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Item Description of Records Page No.

10. Publicity and Information Records

A. Infomation Files
(1) Press Advisories/Nev Releases A- 6
(2) Speech File A- 7
(3) Publications A- 7

D. Press Service Files
(1) Medic Morgue A- 9

G. Audiovisual Records A-10

11. Administrative Management Records

A. Directives Case Files A-15
C. Forms Control Records

(1) Compliance Process Formn A-16

J. Commoittee sod Conference Records
(1) & (2) Interagency Committees A-1S

K. Organizational and Functional Records A-20

12. Program Planning and Control Records

B. Research Survey Files
(1) Employer Information Reports (ADP Tapes) A-22

C. Information (ADP) Systems
(3)(b) Complaint Statistical Reporting System
(CSRS) A-30

.1
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13. Cosission Records

B. Chairman's Chronological Files
C. Commission Meetings
D. Commission Decisions Files

(1) Precedent Decisions

14. Compliance Records

A. Plans and Policy
C. Charges

(5) (b) Letter of Violation/Cause Files
1 Landmark Cases

15. Legal and Legislative Records

A. Legal

(2) Opinions sod Interpretations

B. Litigation Files (Landmark Cases)

16. Appe1ss Records

A. Appellate Case Files
(1) Landmark Cases

A-31
A-32

A-33

A-34

A-3S

A-44

A-47

A-51

(RRESEVED)

PROGRAM RECORDS

The following is a list of Offices having primary responsibility for theofficial record copy of program records. The list does not preclude the factthat more than one office may have the record copy of a file item. Forexample, more than one office may have the record copy of files maintainedon "Project Control Files" (Item lOF) or "Committee and Conference Records
(Internal)" (Item ll.J.(b)).

Offices Item

Office of Administration I.A.
4.
6.
7.

Commissioners

Office of Congressional Affairs

District and Area Offices

Office of Equal Employment Opportunity

Office of Field Services

Office of General Counsel

Office of Government Employment

Office of Interagency Coordination

Office of Policy Implementation

Office of Program Planning and Evaluation

8.
9.
11. A, B. C, E, 0, I, and K.

13. A. and B.

15. C. and D.

14. C.
15. B.

1.B.
14.0. (2)

14. A thru E

10. E. and F.
14. A and 14.C. (5) 1
15.

1.B.
1O.A(3)
14.0.

ll.J.(l)(a) 1
Ul.J.(2)(.)1

13.C and D.
14.A

2.
3.

5.
lO.A(3)
11.D. and K.
12.A to C.
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Offices

Office of Public Affairs

Office of Review and Appeals

Office of Special Projects and Programs

Office of Systemic Programs

Item

lO.A to D, and G.

1 .B .

13 .0.
114.G.

114.F

14.E.
15.5.

PART A, 1E1C C0N .RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULER

Authorized

Item No. Description of Records Disposition

L PERSONNEL RECORDS. Material pertaining to all
phases of internal personnel administration,
including the internal Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Records.

A. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION FILES.

(1) Record Cony (Program Office) Use GRS 1, Items
lb to 25, and 27
to 32

(2) All Other Copies. Destroy on an
annual basis.

B. EEO PROGRAM (INTERNAL) RECORDS.

(1) Record Con'. (Program Office) Use GRS 1, Item 26

(2) All Other Copies. Destroy on an
annual basis.

2. PATROLLING ARID PAY ADMINISTRATION. Records
pertaining to disbursement to civilian
employees of the Government for personal
services, including records incidental to
the payrolling processes; i.e., withholding
tax and savings bonds records, reports made

on income tax and retirement transactions, and

other reeords not pertaining to individuals,
but rather to the general administration
of the payrolling office and function.

A. Record Copn. (Program Office)

B. All Other Conies.

3. BUDGET AND FINANCE RECORDS. Records include
various files accumulated in the course of

formulating budget for submission to OMB
and the Congress, which include records per-

taining to budget preparation, presentation
and apportionment; and files related to
internal fiscal transactions.

3. A. BU GET POLICY FILER. Correspondence or sub-

(Cont'd) ject files Of the formally organized budget
office documenting the Commission's policy
and procedures governing budget administra-
tion, and reflecting policy decisions
affecting expenditures for EEOC programs.

(1) Record Coy. (Program Office)

Use GRS 2, Items 1
to 24

Destroy on an
annual basis.

Transfer to FRC
five(5) years from
the end of the
fiscal year to
which the records
relate. Destroy
ten years from the
end of the fiscal
year to which the
records relate.
(GRS 5, Item 1)
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(2) All other Copies. Destroy on a
fiscal year basis
or when no longer
needed for
reference.

B. BUDGET ESTIN)TRD AND JUSTIFICATION FILES.
Copies of budget estimates and justifi-
cations prepared or consolidated at the
Headquarters budget office, including
appropriation language sheets, narrative
statements, and related schedules and data.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Transfer to FRC
five(S) years from
the end of the
fiscal year to
which the records
relate. Destroy
ten(lD) years from
the end of the
fiscal year to
which the records
ftelate (GRS 5,

Destroy one (1)
year after the
close of the
fiscal year
covered by the
budget.

3. C. O'THER BUDGET RECORDS. General correspon-
(Cont'd) dence files, background records, reports and

related budget matters not specifically
identified elsewhere in this schedule.

(1) Record Coy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Conies.

D. ACCOUNTABLE OFFICERS' ACCOUNTS RECORDS.
Record copies of all records concerned
with the accounting for availability,
and status of public funds, including
records held for on-site audit by the
General Accounting Office.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other CoDies.

E. EXPEDITURE ACCOUNTING RECORDS. Ledgers
and related documents maintained to s~iow
in suemary form the source and nature1 Of
receipts, and the manner of expenditdres
of funds, appropriated add non-appropriated
after allotment by the Office of Management
and Budget.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Use GRS 5, Items 3
to 6.

Destroy on a fis-
cal year basis.

Use GRS 6, Itemi 1
to 9

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

Use GRS 7, Items 1
to 4.

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

F. STORES. PLANT. AND COST ACCOUNTING
RECORDS. Records periodically reconciled
with supply data reflected in stock
inventory records, but are not procure-
ment papers. Files, include records main-
tained to provide personal accountability
for the receipt and custody of materials,
including their monetary worth; to record
the principal characteristics of each item of
physical plan and equipment as source of
data of the capital investment; and to
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- Authorized
Item No. Description of Records Disposition

show data on the direct and indirect costs
of production, administration, and the
performance of program functions.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Use URS 8, Items 1
to 8

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT RECORDS. Records per-
taining to the Procurement, storage, utilization,
accountability, and disposal of furniture, office
supplies and equipment, and similar materials
used by/for EEOC:

A. PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY MANAGEMENT FILES.
Records documenting the acquisition of goods
and non-personal services, controlling the
volume of stock on hand, reporting procure-
ment needs and related supply matters which
are part of daily procurement operations.

(1) Record Cony. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

B. PROPERTY DISPOSAL RECORDS. Records per-
taining to the sale, donation and trans-
fer of personal property surplus to the
needs of the Commission.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Conies.

5. TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION RECORDS. Records
pertaining to the shipment and routing of
equipment, material, and supplies for the use
of EEOC, and material covering the subsistence
and travel of individuals. For records supporting
payments as part of the accountable officers'
accounts, or which are accounting posting media,
see Items 3D and E of this schedule for appro-
priate disposition.

A. Record Copy. (Program Office)

B. All Other Copies.

Use GRS 3, Items
1 to 13

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

Use GRS 4, Items
1 to 7.

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

Use GRS 9, Items
1 to 5

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

6. MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION RECORDS.
Records pertaining to the management, maintenance,
and operation of motor vehicles used by EEOC,
including records consisting of chauffeur ser-
vice logs and reports, vehicle repairs and main-
tenance check-off sheets, costs ledgers, and
claims correspondence and forms.

A. Record Copy. (Program Office)

B. All Other Copies.

Use GRS 10, Items
1 to 7

Destroy when one
(1) year old.
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7. SPACE AND MAINTERARCE RECORDS. Records docu-
menting space and maintenance matters, and
pertaining to the acquisition, allocation,
utilization, and release of space; related
correspondence and reports submitted to the
General Services Administration; correspon-
dence and forms relating to the compilation
of directory service listings; identification
and related accountable records; requests
for building and equipment services; and
correspondence files reflecting the activi-
ties of the program office responsible for
handling space and related matters for the
Commission. Includes disposal of all copies
wherever located.

A. Record Copy. (Program Office) Use GRS 11, Items
1 to 5

B. All Other Copies. Destroy when one
(l):year old.

8. COMMUNICATIONS RECORDS. Records documenting
communication functions, which include
messenger service data; summary of long
distance telephone reports; postal records;
mail control records; copies of penalty mail
reports; and records relating to private
delivery services (such as United Parcel
Service).

10. (b) One-Time reports and studies of
(Cont'd) particular policy-making signi-

ficance;

(c) Technical publications that address
various aspects of the mission of
the Commission. Examples are the
Research Reports series, such as
the State and Local Government
Functional Profile Series, Minori-
ties and Women in State and Local
Government, and Employment Status
of Spanish Surnamed Americans; and

(d) General Interest publications,
which are copies of a large number
of items created by or on behalf
of the Commission for the educa-
tion of the public about the
Commission's activities and aims.
Examples of such publications are
EEOC at a Glance/EEOC a la Vista,
(Spanish and English versions)
Job Discrimination -- Laws and
Rules You Should Know, Affirmative
Action and Equal Employment -- A
Guidebook for Employers, and the
Mission newsletter.

1 Record Copy. (Program Office) PERMANENT. Break
files annually.
Offer to SARS six
(6) months after
file break.

2 All Other Conies. . Destroy on site
when revised,
superseded,
obsolete, or no
longer circulated.

B. INFORMATION SUBJECT FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Subject files
of the Ofrice of Public Affairs, including
public inquiries regarding the activities
of EEOC, and other similar public relations
functions. (GRS 14, Item 2)

A-8
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Authorized
--- --tio

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

C. INFORMATION PROJECT FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Informational
services project case files, which include
records created and maintained on external
exhibits; public service announcements
for the media; seminars and forums; and
other related activities involving public
relations.

All Copies.

D. PRESS SERVICE FILES.

(1) Media Morgue. (Arranged by subject
and thereunder chronologically)
Original clippings from major news
publishers or media (NY Times,
Washington Post, National Journal,
Federal Times, etc.), trade journals,
and regional and minority press,
relating to EEOC and its mission.

(2) Clipboard. (Arranged chronologically)
Daily or weekly compilation of news
clippings relating to EEOC and its
mission, selected and distributed
to EEOC offices by the Office of
Public Affairs.

All Conies.

Break files
annually. Transfer
to Federal Records
Center when two(2)
years old. Destroy
when five(5) years
old.

Destroy on site
when one(l) year old.

Destroy one (1)
year after comple-
tion of project or
close of file.
(GRs i, Item 6)

PERMANENT. Offer
to NARS when four
(4) years old.

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

10. E. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) RECORDS.
(Cont'd) Records consist of inquiries, replies,

reports, appeal cases, in carrying out the
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Conies.

Use GRS 14, Items
16 to 20

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

F. PRIVACY ACT RECORDS. Records consist of
inquiries, replies, reports, appeal cases,
and related correspondence in carrying
out the provisions of the Privacy Act.

(1) Record Copy. (Program.Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Use GRS 14, Items
25 to 30

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

Item

10.
(Cont'd)

.. . .. r..^ A A <
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G. AUDIOVISUAL RECORDS. Covers records used
to promote and document EEOC programs,
which include still pictures, motion
pictures, sound recordings, video
recordings, and related documentation
used for or necessary to the proper
ieentification and retrieval, or bearing
on the origin, acquisition, use, and
ownership of the records. (For additional
audiovisual records not specifically
identified below, refer to GSA General
Records Schedule (GRS) 21.)

(1) Still Pictures (Arranged by title)
Records include photographs, slide
sets, filmstrips, posters, original
artworks, and other pictorial records.
(CRS 21, Items la to d)

(a) Photographs of Cosmissioners,
Chairman, and other key EEOC
personalities; other photographs
which document the organization,
functions, policies, and procedures,
and essential transactions of the
Commission.

10. (Cont'd)
1 Black and white photographs.

The original negative and a
captioned print.

2 Color photography. The original
color transparency or color
negative, a captioned print,
and an internegative, if
available.

(b) Slide/tape shows, such as
"Destroying the Myths," created
by EEOC to document its history
or significant events.

(c) Photographs included as part of
a project file, case file, report
report, or similar record.

(d) Additional duplicate prints or
negatives of photographs that
have limited administrative use
or interest and are transitory
in nature; and photographs of
low-level administrative staff
functions and ceremonial ancti-
vities, such as award presenta-
tions and commendations.

lD.(Cont'd) (2) Sound Recordings. (Arranged by title)
(See Item 13C(3) for tape recordings
of Commission meetings.) (GRS 21,
Item 3a to d)

PERMANENT. Break
file every 5 years.
Offer to NARS when
10 years old or
when no longer
needed for admini-
strative purposes,
whichever occurs
first.

PERMANENT. Break
file every 5 years.
Offer to NARS when
no longer needed
for administative
use or when 10 years
old, whichever
Occurs first.

PERMANENT. Offer
slide set, script,
and accompanying
audio recording to
NARS when 10 years
old or when no
longer needed for
administrative pur-
poses, whichever
occurs first.

Dispose of in ac-
cordance with the
disposition in-
structions for the
records of which
they are a part.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admini-
strative purposes,
in accordance with
FPMA 1ol-42.303-1.
(GRS 21, Item lc)

95-656 0 - 89 - 17
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(a) Sound recordings of significant
speeches, press conferences,

committee meetings, and Con-
gressional testimony of the
ESOC Chairman. The original
tape or earliest generation
of magnetic audio tape
recordings (reel-to-reel,
cassette, or cartridge).

(b) Public service announcements of
television and radio advertis-
ments; and announcements
promoting the Commission's
programs and activities.

(c) Sound recordings which have
limited administrative use or
interest only; e.g., internal
training, orientations, mock
litigation actions, and routine
Commission activities.

(3) Video Recordings. (Arranged by title)
(GRS 21, Item 

4
a to d)

(a) Video Recordings of significant
events and documentation of
the Commission, such as the
Chairman's Congressional Testi-
mony.

(b) Video recordings which have
limited administrative use or
interest, and subject matter
that is transitory or of local
interest only; e.g., internal
training, orientations, mock
litigation actions, and routine
Commission activities.

(c) Public Service Announcements.
(Arranged by title) Television
advertisements and announcements
by Hollywood actors or public
officials promoting the
Commission's programs and
activities.

PERMANENT. Break
files every 5 years.
Offer to NARS when
no longer needed
for administrative
use, or when 5
years old, which-
ever is sooner.

PERMANENT. Offer
to NABS when five
(5) years old or

when no longer
needed for admini-
strative use,
whichever is
sooner.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admini-
strative use.
(GRS 21, Item 3c)

PERMANENT. Offer
video recordings
when five (5)
years old or when
no longer needed
for administra-
tive purposes,
whichever occurs
first.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admini-
strative use.

PERMANENT. Offer
video recordings
when five (5)
years old or when
no longer needed
for administrative
use, whichever
occurs first.

(4) Motion Pictures. (Arranged by title)
(GRS 21, Item 2a to d).

(a) Films documenting significant
Commission functions, policies,
and procedures. For example:

1 "Voice of La Raza." Film on
the problems facing the
Spanish speaking community
of the U.S. in its efforts
to overcome the ravages of
job discrimination. (16 mm
color, 54 mins.)

2 "Power vs. The People." Film
recording the hearing con-
ducted by EEOC involving
large national corporations
on their hiring and promo-
tion practices, which violate
Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act. (1970, 16nm color, 58 mins.)

10. (Cont'd)
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10. (Cont'd)

3"Struggle for Los Trabajos."
Film deals with EEDC's investi-
gation and conciliation process
of a violation of the rights
of a Mexican-American white
collar worker. (16 mm color,
58 nina.)

4 "EEOC." Film narrated by
actress Ruby Dee, on the
machinery of the EEOC and how
it serves both the minority
comminity and women. (16 mu
color, 41 sins.)

(b) Motion pictures which have
limited administrative use or
interest, and subject matter

that is transitory or of local
interest only; e.g., internal
training, orientations, and
routine Commission activities.

(5) Finding Aids and Production Documenta-
tion for items identified in 10 G.
(Aranged by titles) Audiovisual
records which include finding aids
such as data sheets, shot lists,
catalogs, indexes, and other textual
documentation necessary for the pro-
per identification, retrieval, and
use of the audiovisual records as
well as, production case files or
similar files which include copies
of production contracts, scripts,
transcripts, or other documentation
bearing on the origin, acquisition,
release or ownership of the audio-
visual production. (WS 21, Item 5)

11. AADINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT RECORDS. Records
relating to administrative management activities
in the Comsission. Files include material created
in the course of organizational planning, develop-
ment and simplification of procedures, records
management activities, and administration of
management improvement programs. This schedule
applies to records wherever located in the
Cormission.

A. DIRECTIVE CASE FILES. (Arranged numerically)
Copy of each internal directive issued at
the headquarters level together with sup-
porting documents, and controlled and
maintained by office responsible for
directives management. (RS 16, Item ls)

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

Record copy of each directive issued
documenting the Commission's regula-
tions, organization, functions,
policy, authority, and other important
subject matters. For example,
directives issued in the General
Management Series (100), Management
Program Series (200). Legal Series
(600), Research Series(700),
Voluntary Programs Series (800),
State and Coseunity Affairs Series(850)
and Compliance Series (900).

PERMANENT. Offer
original negative
or color original
plum separate
optical sound
track; intermediate
master positive
or duplicate nega-
tive plus optical
sound track; and
sound projection
prints to NARS
when five (5)
years old or when
no longer needed
for administrative
purposes, which-
ever occurs first.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
administrative use
in accordance with
FPMR 101-42.303-1.

Dispose of in
accordance with
instructions
covering the re-
lated audiovisual
records in Item
10.0 (1), (2), (3),
and (4).

PERMANENT. Trans-
fer to Federal
Records Center
five (5) years
after supersession
or rescission.
Offer to NARS ten
(10) years frum
date of transfer
*of latest records,*
in ten (10) year
blocks.
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(2) All Other Copies.

Duplicate copies, working papers,
and supporting case files of
directives.

B. RECORDS DISPOSITION FILES. Descriptive
inventories, disposal authorizations,
schedules and reports, which include
Standard Forn 115, Request for Records
Disposition Authority; Standard Form 135,
Records Transmittal and Receipt and related
documentation.

ll.(Cont'd) (1) Record Copy. (Program Office) (CRS 16,
Item 3a.)

(2) All Other Copies, including routine
correspondence and memoranda. (GRS
16, Item 3b.)

C. FORMS CONTROL RECORDS. (Arranged numeri-
cally by category.)

(1) Record copy of each form created in
the Coznission which relates to the
compliance process, e.g.* EEOC 5
"Charge of Discrimination", EEOC 131,
"Notice of Charge of Employment
Discrimination", EEOC 150, "Receipt
for Copy of Charge of Discrimination",
which are controlled and maintained
by office responsible for forms
management. (GRS 16, Ite 4.a)

(2) Record copy of each form created in
the Coinistisn for administrative
porposes and controlled and main-
tained by office responsible for
forms management. (GRS 16, Item 4a)

(3) All Other Copies. including working
papers, background materials, requisi-
tions, specifications, processing
data, control records, and copies
maintained by other EEOC activities.
(GRS 16, Item 4b)

D. MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT REPORTS. (Arranged
by subject.j Reports submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget and related plans,
analyses and feeder reports. (GRS 16, Item 5)

11.(Cont'd) (1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Destroy when
directive is obso-
lete, superseded,
or when no longer
needed for admini-
strative purposes.

Destroy on site
when related
records are de-
stroyed, or when
no longer needed
for administrative
or reference pur-
poses.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

PERMANENT. Trans-
fer to inactive
file when super-
seded or obsolete.
Transfer to
Federal Records
Center five (5)
years after file
becomes inactive.
Offer to NARS 15
years after *latest*
file becomes in-
active, in *ten
(10)* year blocks.

Transfer to in-
active file when
superseded or
obsolete. Destroy
five (5) years
after file becomes
inactive.

Destroy when
related form is
discontinued,
superseded, or
cancelled.

Break files
annually. Destroy
three(3) years
after break or
sooner if no longer
needed for
reference.

Break files
annually. Destroy
one (1) year after
break.

E. RECORDS HOLDINGS FILES. Statistical
reports of the Commission's records
holdings required by the General Services
Administration, including feeder reports
from all offices and data on the volume

I of records disposed of by destruction or
transfer. (CRS 16, Iten 6)
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(1) Record Copy. (Program Office) Destroy when three
(3) years old.

(2) All Other Conies. Destroy when one
(1) year old.

F. PROJECT CONTROL FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Memoranda,
reports, and other records documenting
assignments, progress and completion of
projects. (GRS 16, Item 7)

All Copies. Destroy one (1)
year after the
year in which the
project is closed.

G. REPORTS CONTROL FILES. (Arranged
numerically) Case files on reports
created, cancelled, or superseded, and
containing evidence of their existence
and/or their discontinuance. These files
relate to reports for which there are
formal requirements; they apply to files
accumulated in the reports and not to the
reports themselves. (GRS 16, Item 8)

u.(Cont'd) (1) Record Copy. (Program Office) Destroy two (2)
years after the
report is dis-
continued.

(2) All Other Copies. Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

H. WORKING PAPERS. Project background records
such as studies, analyses, notes, drafts,
and interim reports. (GRs 16, Item 10)

All Copies. Destroy six (6)
months after final
action on project
report or three
(3) years after
completion of
report if no final
action is taken.

I. RECORDS MANAGEMENT FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject) Reports, cor-
respondence, authorization, techniques and
related records concerning the development
and improvement of the management of
records in the Commission. Includes the
management of files, forms, correspondence,
mail, reports, microfilm, automatic data
processing, vital records, and related
records not covered elsewhere in this
schedule. (GRS 16, Item 11)

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office) Destroy when six
(6) years old.

(2) All Other Coies. Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

J. COMMITTEE ASD CONFERENCE RECORDS. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) (see Item 13, B
for Commission Meetings.)

(1) Creation. Records relating to establish-
ment, organization, membership and
policy.
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Description of Records

(a) Interagency, advisory or inter-
national coomittees for which
Commission gives administrative
support, e.g., the Commissioners
Coordinating Committee for Inter-
agency Matters. (GRS 16, Item
12a (1))

1 Record Copy. (Program Office)

2 All Other Copies.

(b) All other committees, including
internal committees. (CRS 16,
Item 12a (2))

1 Record Copy. (Progran Office)

2 All Other Copies.

(2) DocomentatitoI. (Arranged alphabeti-
cally by subject) Records created
by comcittees, including agenda,
minutes, final reports, and related
records documenting the accomplish-
ments of official boards and
committees.

(a) Interagency, advisory or inter-
national comittee records relating
to Item J (1)(a) above. (CBS 16,
Item 12b (1))

1 Record Copy. (Program Office)

2 All Other Copies.

(b) All other con-ittee records.
(GRS 16, item 12b (2))

1 Record Copy. (Program Office)

2 All Other Copies.

Authorized
Disposition

PERMANENT. Break
files annually.
Transfer to
Federal Records
Center when five
(5) years old.
Offer to KARS when
*latest records are*
twenty (20) years
old, in *ten (10)*
year blocks.

Destroy when one
(1) year old or
when no longer
needed for
reference.

Destroy files on
site two(Z) years
after termination
of committee.

Destroy when one
(1) year old, or
when no longer
needed.

PERMANENT. Break
files annually.
Transfer to Federal
Records Center
when five(5) years
old. Offer to BARS
when *latest records
are* twenty (20)
years old, in -ten
(10)* year blocks.

Destroy when three
(3) years old or
when no longer
needed for
reference.

Destroy when three
(3) years old or
when no longer
needed for reference.

Destroy when one
(1) year old or

whan no longer
needed for
reference, which-
ever occurs first.

Item No.

II. (Cont'd)

11. (Cont'd)
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K. ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL RECORDS.
(Arranged alphabetically by subject)
Official organiaational charts, delegations
of authority and special reports and
studies that document the origin. adoini-
strative developoent and past and present
organizational structure of the Commisoion.
(ORS 16, Iten 13)

(1) Record Cops. (Prograo Office) PERMANENT. Break
flee annually.

Transfer to Federal
Records Center
four (4) years
after file break.
Offer to WARS
twenty (20) years
after scheduled
transfer aof
latest records

0

in 
0
ten (10)*

year blocks.

(2) All Other Conies. Destroy when super-
sedd or obsolete.

12. PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Documents developed
and implemented on the Comnission's program
planning and control processes; which include
oanageoent accountability systems , information
(ADp) systems, and other related documents
supporting the Commission's program plans
and strategies.

A. PROGRAM PERFORMANCE AND REVIEW PILES.
(Arranged alphabetically by subject.) Files
consist of documents supporting the program
performance goals identified in the compre-
hensive oanagement improvement program to
be achieved within a specific tins frame,
which include costs associated with inple-
=entation of program plans, analysis of
the factors relating to resource expendi-
tures, and progran deficiencies and
accoopliahoents. For exasple, Performance
Management System files, and Fiscal Year
Review Files. (See Ite 11 D for nanage-
sent improvement reports suboitted to the
Office of Management and Budget.)

(1) Record Cony. (Program Office) creak files at
cloo e of fiscal
year. Destroy
files three(3)
years after file
break.

12.(Cont'd) (2) All Other Copies Destroy when one
(1) year old or
when no longer
needed for
reference, which-
ever is sooner.

B. RESEARCH AND SURVEY FILES. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Material
pertaining to the receipt, analysis and
distribution of statistical reports from
employers, local unions, and joint labor-
management apprenticeship committees
throughout the U.S. on employment trends.
or patterns; survey contracts and other
related surveys to support the Commission's
programs and operations. (See Item lO.A(3)
for publication of Reports.)

(1) Emplover Information Reports.
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(a) EED-1. Employer Information Report.
This report includes intonation
regarding Private Industry work
force as required by Title VII.
The data includes number of
employees, race, sex, Job occupa-
tion, number of persons included
in each category.

1 Hard Cony Microfilm upon
receipt of report.
Destroy hard copy
of report when
microfilm is veri-
fied.

2 Microfilm. Destroy when ten
(10) years old or
when no longer
needed for refer-
ence, whichever is
later.

12.(Cont'd) 3 Non-microfilmed Reports. Transfer reports
to Federal Records
Center upon com-
pilation of data.
Destroy 10 full
calendar years
after due date
(e.g.. reports
due March 15,1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991).

4 ADP Tape. PERMANENT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS and update
annually as stipu-
lated in prior
agreements between
NARS and EEOC.

(b) ED2- Avprenticeship Information
Re~ort( Joint Labor-Management
Apprenticeship Committees.) This
report includes information
regarding Apprenticeship Program
work force as required by Title
VII. The data includes number of
employees, race, sex, job occupa-
tion, number of persons included
in each category.

1 Record Copy Transfer to
Federal Records
Center upon com-
pilation of data.
Destroy 10 full
calendar years
after due date
(e.g., reports
due March 15,1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991).

2 ADP Tape. PERMANERT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS and up-
date annually as
stipulated in
prior agreements
between NARS and
the EEOC.
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Authorized
Item No. Description of Records Disposition

12.(Cont'd) (c) EEO-2-E, Apprenticeship Infor-
mation Report. (Fbployer-Operated
Apprenticeship Programs.) This
report includes information
regarding Apprenticeship Program
work force as required by Title
VII. The data includes number of
employees, race, sex, job occupa-
tion, number of persons included
in each category.

1 Record Copy. Transfer to
Federal Records
Center upon com-
pilation of data.
Destroy 10 calendar
years after due
date (e.g., reports
due March 15, 1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991).

2 ADP Tape. PERMANENT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS and update
annually as stipu-
lated in prior
agreements between
NARS and the EEOC.

(d) EEO-3. Local Union Report. This
report includes information
required by Title VII. The data
includes number of employees,
race, sex, Job occupation, number
of persons included in each
category.

1 Record Copy. Transfer to Federal
Records Center upon
compilation of data.
Destroy 10 full
calendar years
after due date
(e.g., reports due
March 15, 1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991).

12.(Cont'd) 2 ADP Tape. PERMANENT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS and update
annually as stipu-
lated in prior
agreements between
NARS and the EEOC.

(e) EEO-4. State and Local Govern-
ment Information Report. This
report includes information
regarding State and Local Govern-
ment work force as required by
Title VII. The data includes
number of employees, race, sex,
Job occupation,-number of persons
included in each category.

1 Hard Copy. Microfilm upon
receipt of report.
Destroy hard copy
of report when
microfilm is
verified.

2 Microfilm. Destroy when 10
years old or when
no longer needed
for reference,
whichever is later.
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j Non-microfilmed Reports. Transfer to.
Federal Records
Center upon com-
pilation of data.
Destroy 10 full
calendar years
after due date
(e.g., reports due
March 15, 1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991) .

4 ADP Tape. PERMANENT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NiARS and update
annually as stipu-
lated in prior
agreements between
NARM and the EEOC.

12.(Cont'd) (f) EEO-5. Elementary and Secondary
Staff Information Report. This
report includes information
regarding Elementary-Secondary
staff work force as required by
Title VII. The data includes
number of employees, race, sex,
Job occupation, number of persona
included in each category.

1 Hard Copy. Microfilm upon
receipt of report.
Destroy hard copy
of report when
microfilm is
verified.

2 Microfilm. Destroy when 10
years old or when
no longer needed
for reference,
whichever is later.

3 Non-microfilmed Reports. Transfer to Federal
Records Center upon
compilation of
data. Destroy 10
full calendar years
after due date
(e.g., reports due
March 15, 1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991).

4 ADP Tape. PERMANENT. Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS and update
annually as stipu-
lated in prior
agreements between
WARS and the EEOC.

12. (Cont'd) (g) EEO-6. Higher Education Staff
Information Report. This report
includes information required by
Title VII on public and private
institutions of higher education,
and is compiled biennially. The
EEO-6 requires reporting of
employment data by race/ethnic
categories, sex, length of con-
tract, occupational categories
and annual salary.

1 Hard Copy. Microfilm upon
receipt of report.
Destroy hard copy
of report when
microfilm is
verified.
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2 Microfilm.

1 Non-microfilmed Reports.

4 ADP Tape.

Destroy when 10
years old or when
no longer needed
for reference,
whichever is later.

Transfer to Federal
Records Center
upon compilation
of data. Destroy
10 full calendar
years after due
date (e.g., reports
due March 15, 1980
would be destroyed
January 1, 1991.)

PERMANENT: Trans-
fer entire file
to NARS every two
years or when no
longer needed for
current operations,
whichever is
sooner. Update as
stipulated in
prior agreement
between NARS and
the EEOC.

Data Sharing Agreements. (Arranged
alphabetically by Agency.) Documents
regarding agreements between EEOC and
Federal, State and local agencies to
share statistical data on employment
practices and trends, in accordance
with data confidentiality requirements.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Copies.

(3) Research Project File. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Reflects
a complete history of each project
from initiation through research and
development to completion. Includes
(when created by EEOC personnel or
received from contractors) procure-
ment files, consisting of a copy of
each contract or agreement for
research services with related modi-
fications, changes or addendums;
initial and final proposal; project
authorization documents; technical
characteristics; progress reports;
notice of completion or cancellation;
and correspondence influencing the
course of action taken on a project.
For example, designs and specifi-
cations for EEO reports for survey
contracts, and the monitoring of
the projects for adherence to the
terns of the contract.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

Break files
annually. Transfer
to Federal Records
Center two(2) years
following expira-
tion of agreement.
Destroy ten (10)
years following
expiration of
agreement.

Destroy on site
when no longer
needed for reference.

Transfer to
inactive file upon
completion or
termination of
project. Destroy
on site when five
(5) years old.

12.(Cont'd) (2)

12.(Cont'd)



(b) All Other Conies.

C. INFORMATION (ADP) SYSTDE. Documents,
including machine-readable data, reflecting
the data automation activity within the

Commission. (Refer to GRS 20 for machine-
readable files not specifically identified
in this schedule.)

(1) Plsnning Documents. Descriptive docu-
ments required to initiate,. develop,

operate, and maintain specific
applications.

(2) Processing Files. Work files, test
data, input/output document flow
data, publications, and similar
operational records. For example,
computer tapes and printouts of
investigative material used as
evidence in court proceedings or
validation studies.

(3) Master Files. Specific data file in

a system at a given time.

(a) Housekeeping System File. In-

house data such as fiscal
accountability, supply management,
and payroll administration.

1 Financial Management System.
EEOC's financial data.

2 All Other Systems.

(b) Statistical Master File.
Machine-readable media con-
taining data used to prepare
reports covering a limited
period of time; recurring
periodic surveys and censuses.

Review files
annually. Destroy
upon completion
of project or
when data has
served all useful
purposes for which
it was created.

Dispose of when no
longer needed, or
when raw data is
satisfactorily
processed into
final or reduced
data.

Dispose of in
accordance with
Budget and Finance
Records (see Item
3), or when the
material no longer
serves the purpose
for which it was
created.

Dispose of in
accordance with the
instruction appli-
cable to the hard
copy, or when the
material no longer
serves the purposes
for which it was
created.

1 Complaint Statistical Reporting
System(CSRS). Machine-readable
records containing information
on all persons filing complaints
with EEDC which allege discrimi-

mination based on race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin
in hiring, firing, wages, training,
apprenticeship, and all other con-
ditions of employment. The system
includes the names and addresses of
charging parties and respondents,
descriptions of complaints, loca-
tions of complaints, administra-

520

Destroy on site
when no longer
needed for
reference.

12. (Cont'd)
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Item No. Deescription of Records
tive or legal actions taken
regarding complaints, and the
resolutions of the complaints. U:
as a reporting system by which K
district offices report discrimi
tion complaints to Headquarters
Office and provides the mechanisc
through which administrative con
and statistics are maintained.

a Edit Cycle. Reformatted
data (including computer
print-out reports).

b Master Tapes.

c Security Back-up Files.
Mini-masters of charge
data maintained in EEOC
tape library.

13. COMMISSION RECORDS. Material pertaining to the
preparation of decisions for consideration by
the Commission; Coiscission meeting agendas and
minutes; incoming and outgoing correspondence of
the Comsission head and Comsissionera; and
material submitted by subordinate staff for the
attention of the Commission head or Commissionern.

A. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. (Arranged alphabeti-
cally by subject) Consist of incoming docu-
ments addressed to the Chairman or Commis-
sioners and copies of replies thereto, but
prepared and maintained by subordinate
organizational components; and material not
falling into a specific category and which
is considered ephemeral to office require-
ments.

All Copies.

B. CHAIRMAN'S CHRONOLOICA. PILES. Copies of
all outgoing communications signed by the
Chairman of the Coemission, and maintained
in the Chairman's Office.

13. C. COMMISSION MEETINGS. Files documenting the
(Cont'd) open and closed Commission meetings, which

deal with the policy-making processes of
the Commission as provided by 29 CFR 1612.

(1) Agenda. (Arranged chronologically by
year) Summary of topics to be discussed
at the weekly Commission Meetings. Agenda
includes a statement of whether a meeting
is open or closed to the public.

(2) Meeting Minutes. (Arranged chronolo-
gically by year) Complete summary of the
subjects discussed at the weekly Commis-
sion Meetings, including the actions
taken, the reason therefore, views
expressed on any item, and any roll call
vote.

sed
Eto
Lna-

trol

Authorized

Dispose of every
three months.

PERMANENT. Offer
to National
Archives annually.

Dispose of after
(2) years.

Break files
annually. Destroy
upon termination
of appointment or
when no longer
needed for
reference, which-
ever occurs first.

PERMANENT. Break
files annually.
Transfer to Federal
Records Center
when five(5) years
old. Offer to NARS
when *latest
records are* ten
(10) years old,
in aten (10)* year
blocks.

Olsposltlon
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(3) Tape Recor,!LgS (Arranged chronologi-
cally by year) Original tape recordings
of Commission meetings (

6
pen and closed)

as provided by 29 CFR 1612.

%nj Record Copy. lProgrsm C

(b) All Other Conies, inclu,
lated background materij

iffice) PERMANENT. Break
riles annually.
Offer to RARS five
(5) years after
proceedings
arising from a
meeting are com-
pleted or when no
longer needed for
administrative use,
whichever occurs
first. (Closed
meeting files are
restricted from
public inspection
as provided by 29
CFR 1612.4)

dng re- Destroy vhen one
al . ( 1) year old, or

when no longer
needed for
reference.

13. D. COMMISSION DECISIONS FILES. (Arranged chrono-
(C.mt' I) logically by year and thereunder alphabetically

by name) Official documents indicating the
Commissioners' approval of decisions rendered
on discrimination complaints pursuant to Title
VII. Files include the decision documents and
the decision cover sheets.

(1) Precedent Decisions. Official record copy
of all significant decisions and positions
taken by the Chairman and Commission.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Copies, including
related background material.

1 Official Charge Pile Copy.

2 Reference Copies.

(2) Non-Precedent Decisions. Files include
routine letters of determinations,
conciliation agreements, and pre-
determination settlements.

(a) Record Copy. (Progra= Office)

PERMANENT. Break
files annually.
Transfer to
Federal Records
Center five(5)
years from date
of decision. Offer
to NARS fifteen
(15) years from
date of decision
*of latest records*
in *ten (10)* year
blocks.

Destroy with
charge files under
appropriate dis-
position authority
described in this
schedule.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

Break files
annually. Destroy
five(5) years
from date of
decision.
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Authorined

Item No. Description of Records Disposition

13. (Contd) (b) All Other Copies.

1 Official Charge File Copy.

2 Reference Copies.

14. COMPLIANCE RECORDS. Covers records created in
the Coissoion to carry out its oission to

es ablish and impleent policy on eliminating
Job discrimination, and to enforce the policy
through operating activities as required by
*the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(AD:A), the Equal Pay Act (EPA), and

5
Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, 

0
(Title VII).*

A. PLANS AND POLICY. (Arranged alphabetically
by subject.) Documents relating to the
establishment of policy, direction, guidance
and assis tance in the compliance process.
Records include guidelines enunciating
FADEA EPA. and/or

0
Title VII related policy,

policy interpretations of the equal employ-
ment opportunity laws and regulations,
Co -ission rules and regulations published

in he Pederal Register, and other relat ed
matters to translate Commissios policy.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

14. A. (Cont'd)
(2) All Other Copies.

B. FIELD OPERATIONS REVIEW. (Arranged alphabe-
tically by subject) Material generated
through the monitoring of field management
systems or plans to provide timely remedy

or resolution of charges; development and
refinement of charge processing procedures;
and, evaluation of field offices and PEP
agencies to ensure quality implementation
of the charge processing system.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(2) All Other Copies.

Destroy vIt.
charge files under
appropriate dis-
position authority
described in this
schedule.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

PERMANENT. Rreak
files annually .
Transfer to the
Federal Records

Center when five

(5) years old.
Off er to NARS
fifteen ( 15) years
after file break
of lotest recrds.,

in ren (10)t year
blocks.

Destroy on site
when two(2) years
old or when no
longer needed for
reference, which-
ever is earlier.

Break files
annually. Destroy
on site three (3)
years after file
break.

Destroy on site
when one(l) year
old or when no
longer needed for
reference.
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C. CHARGES. Records pertaining to the
compliance process which include receipt
of complaints of job discrimination; in-
vestigation; conciliation with the employer,
union, employment agency or labor manage-
ment apprenticeship programs; compliance
review; Commissioner charges; and general
material pertaining to discrimination under
ADEA, EPA, and/or Title VII. Record copies

of documents. including forms and ADP data,
created during the compliance process of a
discrimination complaint are maintained in
the official charge file. (Schedule applies
to Headquarters and Field Offices.) *(Where a
Freedom of Information or Privacy Act request
is received, the record, consisting of the
request and charge file, should be filed
separately and disposed of in accordance
with General Records Schedule 14, Items 16b,
17b, 25b, and 26 a-c, Part B of this Order.)*

(1) General Correspondence. (File alphabeti-
cally by subject.) General material
(including inquiries) pertaining to
discrimination, but not related to a (See Page A-36)
specific case or charge.

(Reserved)

i4.(Cont'd) All Copies. Destroy when six
(6) months old.

(2) Headquarters Subject File. Background
papers, copies of charges and other
supporting documents relating to the
compliance process.

All Copies. Break file annually.
Destroy when three (3)
years old.

(3) Dismissals. (Arranged numerically)
Documents relating to dismissals of
charges for other than no cause. Files
include charges dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction; withdrawals; closures
by issuance of Notice of Right to Sue
upon request; failure to cooperate;
failure to locate (including 'admini-
strative closure" where charging
party not apprised of requirements
to keep EEOC informed of address
changes); and refusal to accept full
relief.

(a) Transition Quarter(T.Q.) Case
Files. Files retained based on
the Hall vs. EEOC, N.D., Cal.
suit.case dismissed on July 19,.
1978.)

1 Files already sent to Federal Destroyed January 1,
Records Center. 1980.

2 T.Q. files still remaining Treat as all other
in offices. dismissal files.

(b) All Other Dismissal/Closure Destroy six (6)
Files. months following

date of closure/
dismissal.



Descrintion of Records

Negotiated Settlements' All documents
in the chrge file.

*(a) Concurrent AD)AJ/DA/Titla VII
cases where monetary benefits
are realized *

*(b) All other nagotiated settla-
nentsa including cases where

equal pay or age monetary
benefits are not realized.*

(5) Determination/Decision Files:

(a) *No Violation/
5

No Cause. (Arranged
by year of closure and sequentially
by charge number) All docunents in
the charge file.

1 Transition Quarter (T.Q.)
Files. T.Q. project files
during period 8/15/76 to
9/30/76. (Court case disnissed
on July 19, 1978)

a T.Q. files already sent to
Federal Records Center.

b T.Q. files still remaining
in Cotsission offices.

14. C. (Conotd) 2 Files of Value. No Viol-tion/^
No Cause files which are of
value in the developoent of
class action or pattern and
praetice for future cases.

3 All Other -No Violation/n No
Cause Files. Files having
no future vlue.

(b) -Letter of Violation/^Cause.
All doconents in the charge file.

1 Landmark Cases. (Filed alpha-
betically by respondent/issue)
Record copy of cases which
state a principle of law and
is so definite in its teres
and sO generally acquiesed in
and act on that it has cone
to be recognized as the
accepted rule on a given
question, particularly where
decision is sade by a court
of last resort construing a
statute. (See Itea 15B for
criteria of lad-ark cases.)

Anthorized
Di=poeition

Atetire to Federal
Records Center one
(1) year after date
of last action. De-
troy two (2) years
lvetr. *

Destroy one (1)
year after the
expiration of the
calendar year In
which respondent
submitted written
notice of having
eatiafied each
obligation con-
tained In the con-
tract, or date of
signature of the
contract, whichever
occurs later.

Destroy four years
after last action
date, which will
be October 1, 1980.

Review and mingle
with the appropri-
ate category of
deterslnation/
decision files.
Use the appropriate
disposal authority
for decision
files as described
in this Ites.

Retire to the
Federal Records
Center one (1)
year after last
action. Destroy
three (3) years
later.

Destroy one (1)
year after the date
of the last action.

PERMANENT. Transfer
to nearest Federal
Records Center t.o
(2) years after
final court action.
Offer to National
Archives ten (10)
years after final
court action, in
*ten (I0)- year
blocks.

525

Item No.

14. C.(Cont d) (4)
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2 All Other *Letter of Violation/*
Cause Files. (Arranged by year
of closure and sequentially by
charge number)

14.(Cont'd) (6) Charge Control Files. Documents used
to show actions taken and to control
charges.

(a) EEOC Form 40A, Charge Control
Ledger. (File sequentially by
charge number and by year.)

1 Paper Records.

2 Filmed Records.

a Record Copy.

b Duplicate Copy.

(b) EEOC Form 40B (Flisies),
Charge Control Action Memso.
(Arranged alphabetically by
Respondent)

Retire to Federal
Records Center one
(1) year after the
date of the -ast

action, including
action in the
Federal Courts or
the last compliance
review (the final
report submitted
by the respondent
after conciliation
to indicate com-
pliance). Destroy
after three (3)
additional years.

Retain in Control
Unit until one (1)
year after closing.
Then film closed
cards. Destroy
upon verification
of film.

Retain in Control
Unit.

Transfer to Federal
Records Center as a
Vital Record. (CM
S.F. 135, Item (1)
cite "Vital Recod"
as the disposal
authority.)

Destroy upon
receipt of latest
computer printout
generated by the
Complaint Statis-
tical Reporting
System (CSRS).

D. STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS. (Filed alphabeti-
cally by subject) Records pertaining to the

cooperative relationships between EEOC and

State and Local Fair Employment Practice

Agencies (FEP), which include correspondence
between EEOC and FEP agencies, applications

for 706 Agency designations, memoranda of

agreements, contracts, national (706 Agency)

funding programs, and other related material

generated between EEOC and State and Local

Agencies.

Ih.(Ccnt'd) (2) Contract Prolect File. (Arranged alpha-
betically by Agency Documents regarding

State and local Agencies receiving or

applying for EEOC funds to assist in the

implementation of their programs to eli-

minate discrimination. Records consist

of applications for 706 Agency designa-

tions, requests for proposals, correspon-

dence (including mororanda of under-
standing) with the Fair Employment

Agencies (706 Agencies), detailing their

,ervices and accomplishments, staffing

and funding requirements; and other

related material. (See Item 4A for
procurement contract files.)
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(a) Record Copy. (Program Office) Transfer to Federal
Records Center
three (3) years
after contract/
project has been
executed. Destroy
after ten (10)
calendar years.

(b) All Other Copies Destroy when two
(2) years old.

E. DISCFIMINATION TECHfQlUES RECORDS. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject. ) Documents
generated in identifying and remedying
discrimination in employment patterns/
practices (systemic activities), which
include records on the compilation of
respondence policies and procedures;
national standards for selecting subjects
for systemic proceedings; statistical data
used in analyzing employment practices of
designated and/or potential respondents
(707 cases); and other related material
to eliminate discrimination features of
employment systems. (This does not include
files on the processing of charges, see
Items 14C and 15.)

(1) Systeic Selection Standards File.
(Arranged alphabetically by issue)
Records generated in identifying and
selecting potential subjects for
systemic proceedings.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Copies.

(2) Respondent Investigative Files.
Arranged alphabetically by Respondent)

Documents assembled in the investiga-
tion of employment discrimination
practices and are the evidence by
which the Commission processes a
charge.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Copiesx

1 Official Charge/Case File
Copy. Consolidation of charge
file and headquarters systemic
case file.

2 Reference Copies.

Break files
annually. Retire
to Federal Records
Center when three
(3) years old.
Destroy when six
(6) years old.

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

Transfer to Federal
Records Center one
(1) year after
final resolution
of the case.
Destroy five (5)
years from date
of transfer. (See
Item 12C(2) for
investigative
material on ADP
tapes).

Use disposal
authority for the
appropriate cate-
gory of charge
files described in
Items 14C or 15B.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

i4.(Cont'd)
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Authoreod
Item No. Description of Records Disposition

14. (Cont!d) P. SPECIAL PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Documents gene-
rated in formulating, implementing, and
monitoring specialized enforcement programs
to eliminate discrimination in the private
sector. Files include special projects and
programs which monitor the activities of
and coordinate with external groups and
specific constituencies, such as craft
and industrial unions, bar associations.
educational institutions and minority
organizations; material pertaining to the
encouragement and assistance to the private
sector in effectively implementing affir-
mative action programs and policies; and
related reporting activities.

(1) Record Copy. (Program Office) Break files

(2) All Other Copies.

G. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Documents
generated in planning, developing, and
implementing programs which will facili-
tate actions by Federal, State and Local
governments and educational institutions
to bring their employment policies into
compliance with *ADEA, EPA, Title VII,*
and the Rehabilitation Act, as amended.
Files include EEO matters, affirmative
action planning and program ing in Federal,
State and Local governments and public
educational institutions, affirmative action
planning for employment and placement of the
handicapped and aged in the Federal Governme
and related reporting activities.

(1) EEO General Files. (Arranged alphabeti-
cally by subject.) General correspondence,
plans, procedures and related records
concerning all aspects of the equal
employment opportunity programs of *ADEA,
EFA,* Title VII and Section 501 of the
Rehabilitation Act, as atended.

(a) Record Cony. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Conies.

(2) EEO Affirmative Action Plans(AAP)
(Arranged geographically and by name of
agency) Plans submitted by Federal,
State end Local governments and
public educational institutions, and
correspondence relating to the Com-
mission's review and approval of
individual plans.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

annually. Transfer
to Federal Records
Center when two(2)
years old. Destroy
when five(5) years
old.

Destroy when one
year old or when no
longer needed for
reference, which-
ever occurs first.

mct,

Break files
annually. Destroy
when three(3)
years old or when
material is obso-
lete or superseded,
whichever occurs
first.

Destroy when no
longer needed.

Break files
annually. Transfer
to Federal Records
Center when (2)
years old. Destroy
when five (5)
years old.

14. G.(Cont'd
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(b) All Other Conies.

15 LEGAL AND LECISLATIVE RECORDS. This schedule
covers records consisting of litigation uitters
to which the Commission is a-party or in which
it is involved; legal opinions and interprets-
tions; court rulings; claims; Congressional
activities; end legislation proposed by or in
the interest of the Commission.

A. LEGAL

(1) General Corresnondence Files. (Arranged
alphabetically by subject.) Correspon-
dence, reports, forms, and other records
relating to the adninistration and
operation of legal activities but
e"cluding specific files described else-
where in this schedule. (See Items lOE

- and lOp for FOI Records and Privacy Act
Records.)

(a) Record Copy

(b) All Other Conies.

(2) Opinions and Interpretations.
(Arranged alphabetically by subject.)

(a) External Requests. One complete
set of all opinions issued on
lawv, rules and regulations as
they affect *the Age Discrinina-
tion in Erployment Act (ADEA),
the Equal Pay Act (EPA),* Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as emended, (Title VII),
*the Rehabilitation Act, as
enended,* or the agency. Pile
includes opinions on race, color,
sex, national origin, religion,
*and age.* It also includes
supporting data, the original
request for the opinion and
any related naterials.

15. (Cont'd) 1 Record Copy. (Progan Office)

2 All Other Copies

(b) Internal Requests. Requests to
the General Counsel for opinions
and interpretations from Coonis-
sian offices on various admini-
strative subjects (e.g., the
Hatch Act, conflicts of interest
or other internal legal matters.)

1 Record Copy. (Program Office)

2 All Other Copies.

Destroy when one
(1) year old.

Break files
annually. Destroy
when three(3) years
old.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for
reference.

PERKANENT. Retire
to Federal Records
Center when two(2)
years old. Offer
to National Archives
when *latest records
are* ten(10) years
old, in *ten (10)*
year blocks.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference

Break files
annually. Destroy
when three (3)
years old.

Destroy when one
(1) year old or
when no longer
needed, whichever
occurs first.
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(3) Claim Case Files. (Arranged alphabeti-
cally) Claims case files consisting of
reports, witness statements, decisions,
and other records related to, by or
against the government resulting from
personal injury, property damage, tort
claims, and accident claims, and other
business transactions of the agency.
Excluded are records pertaining to
claims resulting in litigation, these
are filed in the appropriate litiga-
tion files.

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

15. (Cont'd) (b) All Other Copies.

B. LITIGATION. Material pertaining to court
litigation, which includes court rules,
court dockets, briefs, orders, court
decisions, *ADEA cases, EPA cases, cases
under Sections 706 and 707 of Title VII,*
state cases in discrimination litigation,
and other legal court matters. (See Item
12C(2) for computer tapes and printouts of
investigative material.)

(1) Genea tl Li'iatin Files. (Arranged
alphabetically by issue/subject.)

Litigation records initiated by or
coordinated with other offices of the
Commission in which the Office of the
General Counsel has am interest.
Includes consent decrees, motions,
protecting orders, etc. (This file
excludes material which becomes a
part of the official charge/case
file.)

(a) Record Copy. (Program Office)

(b) All Other Copies

(2) EEOC Defendest Case File. (Arranged
alphabetically by name) Records of

the litigation process in which EEOC
is the defendant. Included are motions
interrogatories, briefings, consent
decrees, final orders of the court,
and other related legal documents.

15. (Coot'd) (a) *Lamdmark Cases. Record copy of
cases that are of continuing
value for future processing.

(b) All Other EEOC Defendant Case
Files.

1 Record Copy.

Break files
annually. Destroy
seven(7) years
after final dis-
position of case.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

Break files
annually. Destroy
when four(4) years
old.

Destroy when no
longer needed for
reference.

PERMANENT. Retire
to Federal Records
Center two(2) years
after final court
action. Offer to
the National
Archives *when
latest records are*
ten (10) years
after final court
action, in -ten
(IO)* year blocks.

Retire to Federal
Records Center two
(2) years after
final court action.
Destroy seven (7)
years after final
court action.



2 All Other Copies Destroy on site
when no longer
needed for
reference.

(3) EEOC Plaintiff Case File. (Arranged
alph betically by nase) Record of the
Comaission's litigation process against
a dfendant, including motions, inter-
rogatories, briefings, consent decrees,
final court orders, and other related
legal documents.

(a) aLodmark Cases. Record copy of
cases that are of continuing
value.

15. (Cout'd) (b) Permanent Injunction. Ubern a
permanent injunction Is entered
hgainst a respondent.

(c) All Other EEOC Plaintiff Case
piles.

1 Record COPY.

2 All Other Copies

PERMANENT. Retire
to Federal Records
Center one(l) year
after entry of
final order dis-
missing action.
Offer to the
National Archives
five(S) years after
final dismissing
action 'of latest
records,* in *ten
(10)* year blocks.

Retire to Federal
Records Center
upon dismissal of
case. Destroy ten
(10) years after
dismissal of case.

Retire to Federal
Records Center one
(1) year after
entry of final
order dismissing
action. Destroy
four (4) years
after entry of
final order
dismissing action.

Destroy on site
when no longer
needed for
reference.

a Landmark cases are those based on the following criteria:

(1) Cases that result in precedential court decisions that
significantly interpret legislation or regulations.
Cases that result in legal opinion establishing
precedent, policies and procedures regarding laws,
regulations, directives, decisions and/or legislation;

(2) Cases of value that are heard by appellate or higher
court;

(3) Cases that are determined valuable for investigative
or litigative procedures;

(4) Cases that gain national attention because of

Congressional or public interest;

(5) Cases of major economic impact; Fork

(6) Cases that show possible conflicts of interest.

* Designations of landmark cases are made by EEOC's Office of the General

Counsel.*

531
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Item No.

15. C.
(Cont'd)

Description of Records

LEGISLATIVE FILES. (Arranged chronologically
by sessions of Congress) History file of
Congressional bills and hearinge, Committee
reports, Public Laws, Executive Orders, and
Memoranda pertaining to the Commission's
statute and related statutes; testimonies
on current legislation; and other releted
docoments. (See Item 1SA(2) for opinions
issued on laws.)

(1) Record Copov (Progren Office)

(2) All Other Conies of legislative
documents and related processed
reference material.

D. CONGRESSIOYAL/FEDERAL AGENCY RECORDS.
Material involving all Congressional
matters, which include Congressional deve-
lopments, inquiries, testimonies, end
comittees which affect the Commission's
responsibilities under *ADEA, EPA, end/or*
Title VII; end Government agency inquiries
relating to the operations of ths Commission.

(1) Conaressional Inquiries. (Arranged
alphabetically by name of Congres-
sional member) Correspondence, nemo-
randa, or other material received
from the Congress concerning status
of constituent complaints; requests
for support material for legislation;
and general inquiries about the
Cousission.

16. (Comt'd) (3) Duplicate copy of official discrimina-
tion complaint file. File supplied by
originating agency containing complaints
with related correspondence and other -
material as described in 29 CFR 1613.222.

B. CONTROL CARDS AND LOGS. Control Cards, logs,
end other cross reference indices to files

described in Item 16 above.

C. "UNSANITIZED" DECISIONS. "Unsenitized" copies
of all appellate decisions rendered by the
EEOC.

D. "SANITIZED" DECISIONS. "Sanitized" copy of
all appellate decisions rendered by the EEOC
and decisions by the IISP3, which deternine
matters of discrimination prohibited by the
laws administered by EEOC.

Authorized

Break. files every
two (2) years.
Transfer to the
Federal Records
Center when four
(4) years old.
Destroy in ten (10)
years.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for reference,
or upon adjournment
of related session
of Congress.

Destroy on site when
no longer needed for
referenc.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admin-
istrative purposes.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admin-
istrative purposes.

Destroy in agency
when no longer
needed for admin-
istrative purposes.

DlSPOGltlOn
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORlUNrrY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

OCr 27 T8sr

TO I

FM I

Atthnafft B

District aea. nd Local Director.

Jrne'Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

SUBJCT 8 Revision. to REOC Order 201, Disposition of Records

Durin the District Directors Conference in Dan". I informed you ofthe change. in our recordkeeping requirement.. Attached Is Standard
lore 115 containing the change. approved by the National Archives RecordCentar (BARS). They are to be effected Immediately.

This docuent should be inaerted as part of ZSOC Order 201 at Item 14.The Order Is undergoing some further reviseona and should be reprintedand Leaned In the near future.

ect Pel& Talkin, Chief of Staff
John Schelzer
Jecquelyn Shelton

RECUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY SA*

ENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATIO Nl 3- 87-
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHItNGTON DC U400 '17- Q 7

Nlat O loy nt NOTIFtCAIO Cmisd n "ClT TO AGENCY
.L MA _~ _. 

.._d WIy =~h10. W-FI f 4 1| 303'

O ee or P!rogrwa Operation. n u c D^ T "Cam. hsidNg reo bAT.

areosu-mt 
'-V-- 

Ill 
-k-94 ¢- -If

AGA~~~~~~~~coeurre ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . is. ENIaedo nay 6 nudrd o.yznrs-~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s c.n.., *k. renr, It. _ nv n nd

Management Support Branch P a l T. Sport. of n,

4. IMAUK noor naua _ ̂

_argaret P. Dser3

I busby~ certify tOa I arn authorized to act for this agency in mattas pea ining to lbs disposal af ths agency,$ recards;that tbe records PrPOsed for dsosal in this Request of 2 pagels) ae not no needed for the business of Ibisagency or will rot be needed after :ts retention periods specified; end that written to rrnce fron the GeneralAccounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies. isattacither (Sao Justification Attached).

A. GAO concrrenc: 01 sattached;or arem hvhety.

7/3/8T 
Jim (9t, Chiefanee DII*f Support Branch

.RS OR In ACTIONITEM M~~~~LDSCi~iNOPat SMPRSEDED TAKENNO. ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~e.asA.. h** JOe IYAaS UN'
ITATSON4 0NLY

Revision of ='.C Crder 
2
0I/.i-4e,1'dx A ZEOC1DisPOsition of records - Fovesuher 1981. Greer 201

1. 1. CO#1.IAI=t U~CO2DS. Covers recortis create.' tn tho
Crousamon to carry out irs Fission to Latablisi%
and ITIPiamnt po~lcy 0c 'itutnatfup Job discrip tI
nati'On, and tim enforce the "cll-cy tf-rooyi. cprnrtifiactivirilec st a tq-fed VWr fthe Age Iriscriminatf on inraploynent Act (PDIA), the rqu.l Pay Act (PpA). ende
Title r~l of the Civil Ri.ito Act O~f 1Q8, so *eaemdj*(Title vil).
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14C(3)(b) Lack of Jurlsetetion - restroY o'e(l) yrer
fo~loe2 dn .!*t of closUre/4l1ISysal.

14()b ecore I4C(3)t).

14e.(4) Vteaotlste Settlereuts. All decuvefet to
the ehFrre tMle.

ia-rne oD n - ?S,-rn SNDAFORM PW (Mv. .:

REESTF FOR RECORDS DISPOSIION A ORIY-C NUAT .

zo. | ttnoze =_ | ar'^Cricz a-~~~~~~~T*Xn

(a) Concurrent ADEA/EPA/Title VII cases where
aonetary benefits are realized.

3estroy three (3) years after the date of last
kction.
(b) All other negotiated settlement, including
ases where equal pay or age monetary benefits are
,ot realized.

*estroy two (2) years after the expiration of the
:alendar year in which respondent submitted written
totice of having satisfied each obligation
:ontained in the contract, or date of signature
3f the contract. whichever occurs later.

14CC5)(a)3 All other No Violation/No Cause Flles
)estroy two (2) years after the date of last
tction.

dd: 14CM6) Relevant DocumentglEvidence.
cuxents and evidence in closed charge files which
y be revelent to open charge files against same

espondent. Should be preserved and Lncnr22rated
n the open charge file i eee-EheorigiuiaI-
ile. Dispose in accordance with the authorized
isposition for the new charge file.

I~~~~~__

�l 1feeZ� VUADfLAA�

STAr o PoR ISA fftv. u51

PRN on C")D WM.IL
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Attct C

WAnm

1. Uaadquarterm
Cs A C828

Determinations
Review Pogras

MA's Included
In WMq data base

Office of General
Cond

2. Wield

3. MA's

AwA&unmr smen 811ZT wOTs

UVIOUSLTY MAL h ZZIZVART zNUoION
REPO1M TALLY

3.783 3,802

*Ireluded all tecords Which bad laulag
information and a detarmination could

not be sade as to the strict applicability
of the I1w.

285

980

172

2,326

285

g80

179

3,246
2.92

2,924

not reported 2,306

-Previously reported figure did sot Include
charges from all fiald offiese.

ehan w combined thb 1e1dquartere end
Field wailing lista 157 duplicatea Mrs
'dentif id and ae included In this total.

!here is soes potential for overlap
with both the bDA's end headquarters
usilont. Rewever, sins the cha
mbers uned by IDA's are snque
a mrgo In not poesibla.

i .46 10,4768OAI
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iA() A United States
lGeneral Acuountisg OffCeeCIA - Waahiagton, D.C. 2054

Homan Resonures Dision

November 22, 1988

Mr. James Michie
Chief Investigator
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Michie:

As you requested, we are providing information on charges
filed under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act which
was collected as part of our study of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) and fair employment practices
agencies' (FEPA) charge investigation practices (GAO/HRD
89-11). As we discussed with you, our samples were not
stratified to focus on any particular type of charge, but
instead focus on the total number of charges closed by each
of the 11 EEOC and state FEPA offices we reviewed with no-
cause determinations from January through March 1987. Our
samples included charges filed under title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA),
and the Equal Pay Act. Some of the charges filed alleged
violations of both title VII and the ADEA.

The enclosure to this letter was drawn from our report and
shows the overall results of our review of charges closed
with no-cause determinations from January through March 1987.
You can make the following statement concerning this table:

"The data in this table show the findings of a review by
the U.S. General Accounting Office of EEOC and state agency
investigations of employment discrimination charges. These
findings apply to charges closed in the offices which were
filed under the ADEA, as well as charges filed under title VII.
of the Civil Rights Act, and the Equal Pay Act. Some of the
charges filed alleged violations of both title VII and ADEA.
The charges included only those given no-cause determinations
from January through March 1987." We believe that this is the
strongest statement you can make about our study findings with
respect to ADEA charges.

The following table summarizes the number of age-related
discrimination charges that were in our sample and the number
found to be not fully investigated.

Results of GAO's Review of Age-related Charges
Closed With No-cause Determinations

January through March 1987

Number not fully
Number sampled investigated

ADEA Title VII/ ADEA Title VII/
only ADEA only ADEA

EEOC District Office

Atlanta 4 8 3 7
Dallas 14 5 8 1
Detroit 4 3 2 2
Memphis 7 6 6 6
New York 26 9 15 3
Philadelphia 25 8 14 1

State FEPA

Georgia 4 3 2 2
Michigan 3 5 2 4
New York 5 7 4 4
Northern
California 0 3 - 1

Tennessee 10 1 5 0
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Since the number of age charges that we reviewed during the

course of our work was extremely small, the information on

those that we found to be not fully investigated may not be

representative of the overall manner in which age charges have

been investigated. We believe that any conclusions to be made

on the manner in which employment discrimination charges have

been investigated by these offices should be made on the basis

of our overall sample design. As stated earlier, specific
information on the manner in which age-related charges were

being investigated was not the objective of our study and we

suggest that information relating specifically to age charges

be used with caution and include the following statement:

'The data relating to age charges were collected as part of an

overall review by the U.S. General Accounting Office of the

manner in which all types of employment discrimination charges

were being investigated. The charge universes from which

samples were drawn were not stratified to focus specifically
on charges filed under the Age Discrimination in Employment

Act. Thus, the limited information that has been developed

relating to the investigation of age-related charges should

not be considered to be representative of the overall manner

in which such charges have been investigated.'

If you have any questions about this information, please call
me on 275-1655.

Sincerely yours,

Linda Morra
Associate Director

Enclosure

Enclosure 
Enclosure

Results of GAO's Review of

Charges Closed With No-Cause Determinationsa
January through March 1987

Charges closed Percent Sampling

with no-cause Charges not fully error

determinationsa reviewed investigated (percent)
5

KEOC District
Office

Detroit 116 44 82 9

Atlanta 346 92 68 8

Meaphis 117 73 64 7

Dallas 250 74 47 10

New York 126 72 44 8

Philadelphia 141 81 41 7

State FEPA

New York 582 45 87 9

Michigan 231 72 65 9

Tennessee 91 55 53 8

Northern
California 226 105 52 7

Georgia 30 30 40 0

a At a confidence level of 95 percent.

Source: EEOC and State Agencies Did Not Fully Investigate Discrimination Charges

(Oct. 11, 1988) (GAO/MRD 89-11)
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Washington. D.C. 20507

November 29, 1988

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairmen
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Because of your interest in the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act, I am enclosing a memo reporting EEOC's preliminary Fiscal
Year 1988 litigation statistics.

In Fiscal 1988, EEOC matched its FY 1986 record breaking
litigation enforcement efforts by filing 118 ADEA lawsuits. In
addition, EEOC filed 25 ADEA subpoena enforcement actions during
FY 1988.

EEOC is proud of its vigorous enforcement of the ADEA and
other laws against employment discrimination.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Deborah J. G ham
Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs

Enclosure

U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN1lY COAIWSSION/.7.\ Washittn D.C. 2007

Ge o nf NOV 23 E9f

X{ E X1 0 R A N D D 11

SO s Charles A. Shanor
General Counsel

!URD S Philip D. Sklove~l "
Associate General. .1

FROM I Paul D. Brenner
Attorney (ADEA)

RE B Age Discrimination in Employment Act
Lawsuits Filed bY the EEOC in FY 1988

During Fiscal Year 1988 (October 1, 1987 - September 30, 1988), the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) filed 118 new
lawsuits on the merits of claims under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA). Thirteen of these new ADEA lawsuits
also raised concurrent claims under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, including 6 counts of sex discrimination, 3 of race
discrimination, 3 of national origin discrimination, and one of both
race and national origip discrimination.
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The 118 new lawsuits filed in Fl 1988 equals the largest number of
substantive ADEA suits filed by the Federal Government in any one-
year period since the ADEA wvs enacted. The FY 1988 filings also
represent an increase of almost 50 percent above the number of such
suits filed in Fiscal Year 1987. (In PY 1987, Congress enacted an
ADYA amendment which, by temporarily permitting age limitations on
the hiring and retirement law enforcement officers and firefighters,
unexpectedly removed a major source ot litigation.)

FISCAL YEAR 68-71 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Labor Dept. 58 32 46 46 48 30 47 86 38

FISCAL YEAR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

*EZ.O.C. 47 89 28 33 67 96 118 80 118

Attached are a sumary of complaint data end allegations in the 118
substantive ADYA lawsuits, as well as a list of the 25 ADYA subpoena
enforcement actions, filed by the ECOC during Fiscal Year 1988.

Attachments
NOV 2 33W

Otlc, 0 Commu-,atwos

A. Coneland Rntermrisas. Inc. (ADEA-class)
S.D. TX, No. B-88-2190, filed June 24, 1988, Houston D.O.
Pattern-or-practice of failing to hire qualified applicants over age
40 for employment as management trainees in fast-food restaurants.

Ilcan Rolled Products Co. (ADEA-class)
N.D. WV, No. 88-0133-C, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Early retirement incentive plan resulted in greater periodic pension.
benefits for similar retiring employes ages 55-64 than over age 65.

Altruk Preight Systems. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
I.D. FL, No. 88-761-13C, filed May 31, 1988, Miami D.O.
Refusal to recall a 42-year-old 'keypunch operetor, because she had
filed an ADEA charge concerning her earlier layoff.

American Can Co. (ADEA-class)
3.D. PA, No. 87-6445, filed Oct. 9, 1987, Philadelphia D.O.
Special separation policy provided 2 years sf 'augmented service
credit to employees ages 50-54, but not to those age 55 or older.

America Otical Cor (ADEA-class)
D. MA, No. 88-0111, filed Sep. 29, 1988, New York D.O.
Nine sales representativei averaging age 53 discharged in workforce
reduction, but soon replaced by new hires averaging age 34.

American Telenhone a Telecranh Co. (ADEA-class)
D. NJ, No. 88-1024, filed Feb. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Voluntary termination pay plan restricted eligibility to employees
under age 65 and paid only reduced benefits to employees ages 61-64.

Q.,_nc, (ADEA-cliss)
Z.D. NY, No. 88-1050C, filed Sep. 29, 1988, New York D.O.
In workforce reduction, 85 percent of 'servicemen' age 40 or older
were terminated (55), but only 14 percent of those under age 40.

Antelone County Farmers Coonerative (ADEA-class)
D. NS, No. 88-0-182, filed Mar. 2, 1988, Denver D.O.
Three employees, ages 57-63, terminated during a reduction-in-force,
because they were *the oldest and could use their pensions.-

Arcadian CorPoration (ADEA-individual)
M.D. LA, No. 88-203B, filed Mar. 4, 1988, New Orleans D.O.
Maintenance supervisor, age 50, terminated instead of a 34-year-old
colleague who had less experience and lower performance ratings.

- 2 -
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Barrett. Haentiens p Co. (ADEA-class)
M.D. PA, No. 87-1532, filed Nov. 2, 1987, Philadelphia D.O.
Five managers aged 59-64 laid off for the stated reason that, while
they could retire, younger managers were not eligible to retire.

BBC Brown Boveri. Inc.1 White v. (ADEA-class)
D. SC, No. 3:88-906-16H, intervened July 28, 1988, Charlotte D.O.
Anecdotal and statistical evidence shoving age discrimination in the
termination of 8 management employees, ages 44-62.

Bearino Enoineerina Co. (ADWA/Title VII-individual)
N.D. CA, No. C-88-3641, filed Sep. 15, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Highly experienced 56-year-old woman denied promotion to 'Credit
Manager' position in favor of a less qualified 26-year-old male.

Bethlehem Steel Corn. (ADEA-class)
E.D. PA, No. 88-0175, filed Jan. 11, 1988, Philadelphia D.C.
Challenge to a practice of denying severance benefits to permanently
laid-off employees who are eligible to receive immediate pensions.

Bethlehem Steel Corn. (ADEA-individual)
S.D. PA, No. 88-4428, filed June 3, 1988, Philadelphia D.C.
Customer Service Representative, age 50, laid off instead of a such
less senior, 38-year-old colleague who was not better qualified.

Big Ben Steel. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. PA, No. 88-5107, filed Aug. 30, 1988, Philadelphia D.C.
Refusal to hire a well qualified, 58-year-old applicant as a welder,
for overt age discriminatory reasons.

Bourbonnais Board of Education (ADHA-individual)
N.D. IL, No. 88-C-2380, filed Mar. 22, 1988, Chicago D.O.
Challenge to a policy of discontinuing tenured status (contractual
continued service') for teachers at age 70.

Brookwood Cafe. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
N.D. GA, No. 1s88-CIV-433, filed Mar. 2, 1988, Atlanta D.O.
Experienced 48-year-old applicant denied employment as a waitress in
a restaurant, on the stated ground that she was 'too old.'

Burke Broadcasting Co. of Chevennes Adsit v. (ADEA-class)
D. WY, No. C88-079B, intervened June 17, 1988, Denver D.O.
Four employees, ages 54-65, fired in order to 'get rid of the old
birds and create a new 'young and fun' image at a radio station.

Burlington Northern Railroad (ADEA-individual)
D. MN, No. 3-88-260, filed Apr. 25, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Employee discharged in retaliation for providing non-confidential
information to a former employee who had filed an ADEA charge.

Business Card. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
S.D. TN, No. 4-88-92, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Memphis D.O.
Shipping employee, age 64, selected for layoff on the ground that
she had informally expressed an intention of retiring at age 65.

Cabot Cororation (ADEA-individual)
E.D. PA, No. 87-8359, filed Dec. 23, 1987, Philadelphia D.O.
Senior 'Sales/Service Specialists' aged 55 and 61 terminated, while
colleagues aged 25 and 34 were transferred to another location.

Campbell Soup (Texas). Inc. (ADEA-individual)
B.D. TX, No. P-88-54-CA, filed Aug. 2, 1988! Dallas D.O.
Inexperienced 24-year-old Registered Nurse hired as an 'Industrial
Nurse' in preference to 8 more qualified RN applicants over age 40.

Catfish Cabin. Inc. (ADEA/Title VII-class)
N.D. AL, No. CV-88-P-0169, filed Feb. 1, 1988, Birmingham D.O.
Harassment and ultimate discharge of a 49-year-old waitress, because
of her. age and sex.
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Certainteed Corp. (ADEA-individual)
S.D. PA, No. 88-7529, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Territory Manager, age 60, selected for layoff rather than a much
less senior colleague, age 32, whose sales record was not better.

Chartiers Township (ADEA-individual)
W.D. PA, No. 88-2193, filed Sep. 30, 1988, Philadelphia D.0.
Part-time employee, age 62, discharged in retaliation for filing an
age discrimination charge concerning the denial of a full-time 3ob.

Childrena N osnital of St. Louis (ADEA-individual)
S.D. MO, No. 88-1741C(6), filed Sep. 6, 1988, St. Louis D.O.
Administrative employee, age 57, constructively discharged when the
employer coerced her to elect a special early retirment option.

City of Clearwater (ADEA-class)
M.D. FL, No. 88-1154-CIV-Tl7AM filed July 29, 1988, Miami D.O.
Refusal to allow new employees age 45 or older to participate in a
pension plan, and/or failure to incur equal pension costs for them.

Iitv of Detroit Police Department (ADEA-class)
S.D. MI, No. 88-CV-72951-DT, filed July 19, 1988, Detroit D.O.
Challenge to a policy, prior to effective date of ADEA Section 4(j),
of refusing to consider police officer applicants age 35 or older.

City of Mountlake Terrace (ADEA-class)
M.D. OA, No. C88-672, filed May 26, 1988, Seattle D.O.
Failure to hire any applicants over age 40 for manual labor 3obs,
including a 53-year-old applicant for a public works position.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts (ADEA-class)
D. MA, No. 87-3015-K, filed Dec. 18, 1987, New York D.O.
Challenge to a state law which requires that all appointed judges be
mandatorily retired at age 70.

Communications Packaoina Corn.I Eh1ll V. (ADEA-individual)
D. CO, No. 88-A-629, intervened Sep. 2, 1988, Denver D.O.
Administrative assistant, age 52, terminated for pretextual reasons
and replaced by a newly hired 23-year-old who was 'better looking.

Concordia Electric Cooperative. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. LA, No. 88-2447, filed Sep. 30, 198, New Orleans D.O.
A Manager, age 72, terminated after he ignored the General Manager's
advice' that he should step down and give the young men a chance.

Consolidated Rail Corp. (ADEA-individual)
N.D. CA, No. C-88-3818, filed Sep. 30, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Administrative Assistant discharged after employer discovered that
she was assisting her former supervisor in a private ADEA lawsuit.

Consulate General of Belgium (ADEA-individual)
N.D. IL, No. 88-C-6536, filed Aug. 11, 1988, Chicago D.O.
Threatened age 65 mandatory retirement of a U.S. citizen employed as
a commercial attache having purely sales representative functions.

Cornbelt Meats. Inc. (ADEA-class)
D. MN, No. 4-87-956, filed Nov. 3, 1987, Milwaukee D.O.
Patterns of terminating foremen over age 50 during a reduction-in-
force and of later refusing to rehire those laid-off older foremen.

Daiva Golf Co. (ADEA-individual)
N.D. IL, No. 87-C-10718, filed Dec. 21, 1987, Milwaukee D.O.
Sales representative, age 54, discharged for the stated reason that
a yrunger person was wanted for the job.

95-656 0 - 89 - 18
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Easter Seal Society of Arizona. Inc. (ADEA-class)
D. AZ, No. CIV87-1935-PBX-RGS, filed Nov. 25, 1987, Phoenix D.O.
Challenge to a defined benefit pension plan that failed to credit
employee salary increases occurring after age 60.

Electrolux Corporation (ADEA-individual)
W.D. NY, No. 88-0940C, filed Sep. 2, 1988, New York D.O.
Cashier, age 60, terminated for preteztual reasons in order to
replace her with a 24-year-old employee at a such lower salary.

Emory University (ADEA-individual)
N.D. GA, No. 188-CV-871-GET, filed Apr. 20, 1988, Atlanta D.O.
Physician, age 63, removed as Director of Radiation Therapy for the
stated reason that the hospital wanted.-to bring in younger blood.'

Fieldcrest Cannon. Inc. (ADEA-individual) -
N.D. GA, No. 88-108-COL, filed Sep. 6, 1988, Atlanta D.O.
'Quality Control Supervisor' age 60 laid off when job eabolishedg
a 29-year-old then performed the same duties as 'Quality Manager.'

First American Corrooration (ADEA-individual)
M.D. TN, No. 3-88-0817, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Memphis D.O.
Two oldest clerical employees, ages 56 and 68, reduced to part-time
status, while all younger clericals continued to work full-time.

Firt National Bank of Aitkin (ADEA-class)
D. HN, No. CV5-88-194, filed Sep. 28, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Three of the oldest and highest paid administrative employees, ages
53, 55 and 59, terminated as a cost-cutting measure.

Powler School District (ADEA-class)
D. CO, No. 88-M-926, filed June 16, 1988, Denver D.O.
Challenge to a policy of mandatorily retiring school bus drivers at
age 65.

lulflex. Inc.1 AIenant v. (ADEA-class)
D. RI, No. 87-0456B, intervened May 19, 1988, New York D.O.
Policy of reducing severance pay by the 'present value of accrued
pension benefits, which has an adverse impact on older employees.

GASf Inc. (ADEA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-00724, filed Sep. 30, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Two managers, ages 50 and 60, terminated by a new vice president who
told other employees that he wanted to bring in fresh young blood.'

Gear Petroleum Co. (ADEA-class)
D. aS, No. 88-1223-I, filed Mar. 31, 1988, New Orleans D.O.
Challenge to a practice of terminating oil field workers at age 65,
for alleged safety reasons.

General Electric Co. (iDEA-individual)
W.D. wA, No. C88-397, filed Mar. 28, 1988, Seattle D.O.
'Sales Engineer' age 50 with 20 years of service selected for layoff
and forced to transfer, instead of 29-year-old with 6 years service.

Gibson Guitar Corporation (iDEA-class)
N.D. TN, No. 3-88-0802, filed Sep. 23, 1988, Memphis D.O.
Pattern of age discrimination in the termination of 7 management
employees, ages 45-62, during a workforce reduction.

Nall-Mark Electronics Corn. (ADEA-individual)
N.D. GA, No. C87-2743A, filed Dec. 16, 1987, Atlanta D.O.
Senior Product Manager' age 66 discharged after refusing to retire,
while similarly rated colleagues aged 27 and 32 were retained.

Benson Aviation. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
D. MD, No. JH-88-901, filed Mar. 25, 1988, Baltimore D.O.
Applicant age 44 denied an employment interview because he had filed
an ADEA charge relating to a prior job opening with same employer.
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Bilton Casinos, Inc.i Brooks v. (ADEA-class)
D. NV, No. CV-LV-84-436, intervened-Jan. 29, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
All *21 Pit' employees with more than 10 years of service terminated
during a reduction-in-forces 33 of 37 discharged were over age 40.

Bolidav Inn of Oil City (ADEA-individual)
W.D. PA, No. 88-169E, filed June 27, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Dining room hostess, age 56, forced to take early retirement by new
owner in order to advance a 34-year-old employee into the position.

Holiday Inn of Oil City (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
W.D. PA, No. 88-2342, filed Sep. 6, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Executive chef, a 60-year-old Black, forced to take early retirement
by new ownerl be was replaced by his 25-year-old White assistant.

Iberia Airlines (ADEA-individual)
N.D. NY, No. 88-2980, filed Sep. 26, 1988, New York D.O.
Challenge to a policy of age-64 mandatory retirement for Spanish
nationals employed in the United States by a Spanish company.

Indenendent Stave Co. (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
N.D. NO, No. S88-0156-C, filed Sep. 29, 1988, St. Louis D.O.
Failure to recall female *grader,' age 54, while hiring 2 young men
to perform substantially the same duties under a different title.

Joseph B. Isv Comnanv (ADEA-class)
N.D. PA, No. 88-1352, filed June 16, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Truck drivers aged 50, 60, and 61 laid off due to a contract cancel-
lation, while drivers aged 34 and 41 were retained for other work.

Joseph E. Seacram E Sons. Inc. (ADEA-class)
N.D. FL, No. 88-417-CIV-T-13A, filed War. 28, 1988, OGC-Beadquarters
Intentional age discrimination in the termination of about 75 older
employees during a companywide reorganization of sales management.

J.W. Mays. Inc. (ADEA-class)
E.D. NY, No. 88-3020, filed Sep. 29, 1988, New York D.O.
Pattern-and-practice of laying off managers over age 40 and later
replacing them with newly hired or promoted employees under age 40.

Killdeer School District (ADEA-class)
D. ND, No. Al-88-203, filed Sep. 16, 1988, Denver D.O.
Challenge to a state law providing for age-65 mandatory retirement
of school bus drivers.

KWMT. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
N.D. IA, No. 88-C-3006, filed Feb. 1, 1988, Milvaukee D.O.
Sales representatives aged 66 and 61 terminated for alleged cause,
shortly after being told that they were 'too old for the job.'

Lawry's Foods. Inc. (ADUA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-05784-DT, filed Sep. 30, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Failure to hire an experienced and qualified applicant, age 46, as a
food serverl 3 less experienced applicants, ages 21-31, were hired.

Los Angeles Unified School District (ADEA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-05711-WJR, filed Sep. 23, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Qualified applicant, age 46, rejected for employment as 'apprentice
locksmith pursuant to an allegedly exempt apprenticeship program.

Los Angeles Unified School District (ADNA-class)
C.D. CA, No. 88-05865-BLH, filed Sep. 30, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Challenge to a policy of denying disability benefits to employees
age 60 or older.

LuckMarr Plastics. Inc. (ADEA/Title VIZ-individual)
E.D. MI, No. 87-CIV-74114-DT, filed Nov. 12, 1987, Detroit D.O.
Refusal to hire a highly qualified 63-year-old Black applicant into
a managerial position, because of his age and/or race.
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Lynwood Unified School District (ADHA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-02080, filed Apr. 15, 1988, Los Angeles D.0.
Maintenance worker, age 66, denied promotion to a job as a *glazier'
in favor of a much less qualified 35-year-old colleague.

Marriott Coruoration (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
S.D. PA, No. 88-7542, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Restaurant manager denied a transfer, and terminated after sale ot
hotel, because of his age (55) and/or fiational origin (Philipino).

Massachusetts Retirement Board (ADEA-class)
D. MA, No. 88-1988-S, filed Aug. 25, 1988, New York D.O.
Challenge to a state law which requires that all mental health
social workers retire at age 65.

Merle Norman Cosmetics (ADEA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-05712-SVW. filed Sep. 23, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Department manager, age 54, *promoted' into a position slated for
elimination as part of a plan to replace her with 'someone younger.'

Midwest Sprina and Chassis Service. Ltd. (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
D. CO, No. 88-M-1563, tiled Sep. 28, 1988, Denver D.O.
Assistant foreman, a 59-yeax--old Bispanic, discharged for reasons
which had not previously caused discharges of younger non-Hispanics.

Modern Controls. Thc. (ADEA-individual)
D. MN, No. 4-88-38, filed Jan. 20, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Pattern and practice of failing or refusing to hire applicants age
40 or older for employment in sales representative positions.

.P.L.. Inc. (ADREA-individual)
D. CO, No. 88-W-1558, filed Sep. 28, 1988, Denver D.O.
Sales manager, age 62, terminated instead of a less senior, 38-year-
old colleague, whose salary and pension entitlement were much lower.

Northwest Automatic Products. Inc. (ADEA-class)
D. MN, No. 4-88-221, filed Mar. 17, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Pattern of terminating oldest management employees, including the
corporate president and 2 vice presidents, during a reorganization.

Orbit Valve Co. (ADEA-individual)
3.D. AR, No. L-C-87-0670, filed Oct. 1, 1987, Memphis D.O.
Failure or refusal to hire a highly qualified 50-year-old applicant
as a welder, while hiring a much less experienced applicant age 24.

Oscar Maver ComDany (ADEA-class)
N.D. PA, No. 88-6904, filed Sep. 8, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Challenge to a policy of denying severance benefits to permanently
laid-off employees who elect to take immediate retirement pensions.

Pester Marketing Co. (ADEA-individual)
S.D. IA, No. 87-971-B, filed Dec. 9, 1987, Milwaukee D.O.
Gas station manager, age 61, discharged for overtly age discrimin-
atory reasons.

Pittsbxurgh Poroing Co. (ADEA/Title VII-indivdiual)
M.D. PA, No. 88-2139, filed Sep. 26, 1988, Philadelphia D0O.
'Senior Buyer,' a male aged 63, laid off during a reduction for the
reason that his slot was needed to retain a 'young woman' buyer.

PTURn Shoes (ADEA-individual)
M.D. SN, No. 88-1062, filed Apr. 19, 1988, Memphis D.O.
Female sales clerk, age 66, forced to retire for the stated reason
that the owners wanted -a pretty, young girl, for the job.

Rand Construction Co. (ADEA-individual)
M.D. NC, No. C-88-277-S, filed Apr. 7, 1988, Charlotte D.O.
Refusal to hire an experienced, 56-year-old applicant for employment
as a construction worker, because he was thought to be *too old.-
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Randhill Park Cemetery (ADEA-individual)
N.D. IL, No. 88-C-2801, filed Mar. 31, 1988, Chicago D.O.
Sales Counselor,' age 72, fired in direct and immediate retaliation

for his threat to file an ADEA charge alleging age-based harassment.

Ranger Well Service. Inc. (ADEA-class)
Z.D. TX, No. TY-88-454-CA, filed Aug. 4, 1988, Dallas D.O.
Anecdotal evidence shoving that 6 oldest employees, ages 50-63, were
selected because of age for termination in a workforce reduction.

Riverfront Guard Services (ADEA-class)
N.D. PA, No. 88-2185, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Three security guards, ages 63, 69 and 71, terminated for pretextual
reasons and replaced by newly hired young guards.

Sanford and Charles. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
Z.D. VA, No. 88-80-NN, filed June 6, 1988, Baltimore DO.
Refusal to compensate a 50-year-old former employee for his earned
vacation benefits, because he had filed an ADEA charge.

man Jose Mercury News (ADEA-individual)
N.D. CA, So. C-88-20649, filed Sep. 30, 1988, San Francisco DO.
Refusal to transfer a 56-year-old employee into a sales position,
while hiring much younger applicants who were not better qualified.

Santa Barbara School District (ADEA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. CV88-0744, filed Feb. 11, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Inexperienced outside applicants hired for permanent teaching jobs,
instead of a highly rated, long-term substitute teacher aged 57.

Santa Fe Engineers. Inc. (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
C.D. CA, No. 88-3475-aLH, filed June 17, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Foreman harassed and ultimately discharged because of his age (63)
and his national origin (Japanese).

School Board of Marion County (ADEA-individual)
M.D. FL, No. 88-135-CIV-OC-12, filed Aug. 9, 1988, Miami D.O.,
Experienced 52-year-old applicant denied an interview for a 'vare-
houseman- position; inexperienced 33-year-old applicant was hired.

Screen Extras Guild (ADEA-individual)
C.D. CA, No. CV87-07847-AAH, filed Dec. 10, 1987, Los Angeles D.O.
Denial of union membership to a 50-year-old applicant on pretextual
grounds that there were too many members with his 'older look.

Shoney's of Hendersonville. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. NC, No. AC-88-79, filed Mar. 21, 1988, Charlotte D.O.
Failure or refusal to rehire two oldest waitresses, both age 50,
when restaurant reopened under new ownership.

Shorter Colleae (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
N.D. GA, No. 4:88-CV-0221-BLM, filed Sep. 16, 1988, Atlanta D.O.
Refusal to provide employment data to prospective employers of a 47-
year-old male, because he had filed ADEA and Title VII-sex charges.

Sianode CorDoration (ADEA-class)
M.D. PA, No. 88-2138, filed Sep. 26, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Pattern-and-practice of discrimination in the hiring and termination
of 'sales representatives.

Routhoate Aoartments. Ltd. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. TX, No. A-88-CA-401, filed May 26, 1988, Ban Antonio D.O.
Refusal to hire experienced and qualified 67-year-old applicant as a
*housekeeper, because of her age.

The Americas Publishing Co. (ADEA-class)
S.D. FL, No. 87-2246-CIV-H, tiled Dec. 29, 1987, Miami D.O.
Failure to offer employees and spouses age 65 or older the same
group health insurance coverage as younger employees and spouses.
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The Bibb Companv (ADeA-individual)
N.D. GA, No. 88-107-COL, filed Sep. 15, 1988, Atlanta D.O.
Employee denied an interdepartment transfer because of his age (52)s
as a result, he was terminated during a later workforce reduction.

Thomas E. Inastad Broadcastina. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
D. SD, No. 88-4162, filed Sep. 28, 1988, Denver D.O.
New station manager, age 31, often made ageist remarks to and about
operations manager, age 55, and fired him for pretextual reasons.

Three Rivers Aluminum Co. (ADEA-class)
W.D. PA, No. 88-1797, filed Aug. 15, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Policy of refusing to hire 'laborer' applicants who had previously
earned higher wages effectively excluded all applicants over age 40.

Todd Pacific Shiovards Coro. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. WA, No. C87-1719, filed Dec. 17, 1987, Seattle D.O.
Failure to recall senior *Sbip Superintendent - Repair,' age 64,
while recalling less experienced colleagues aged 37, 41, and 49.

Tom's Maintenance Co. (ADEA/Title VII-class)
N.D. CA, No. CVF88-331EDP, filed June 21, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Pattern-or-practice of age, race, and national origin discrimination
due to a policy of hiring only young Korean applicants as janitors.

Triad Food & Beverage Operations. Inc. (ADEA/Title VIl-class)
D. UT, No. 87-C-684-S, filed Oct. 5, 1987, Phoenix D.O.
Pattern of discrimination in refusing to hire any males or any women
over age 40 for bost and server positions In a restaurant.

Trico Industries. Inc. (ADEA/Title VII-individual)
C.D. CA, No. CV88-0802, filed Feb. 16, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.
Failure to recall senior Nachine Tool Maintenance' employee, a 57-
year-old Black, while hiring two young Whites into the amw job.

Union Carbide Corvoration (ADEA-individual)
SD. WV, No. 2s:88-1328, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.
Failure to hire 48-year-old applicant with 26 year. of experience as
a millwright's 12 younger, much less experienced applicants hired.

nnited Air Lines. Inc. (ADEA-class)
N.D. IL, No. 88-C-5681, filed July 1, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Challenge to a policy of refusing to allow employees to Convert to
individual health insurance coverage if over age 65 when terminated.

united Press Internationel. Inc. (ADEA-individuil)
S.D . NYN. 88,-CIV-4054, filed June 22, 1988, New York D.O.
Vice President/Asia Division, age 64, forced into early retirement
because of his age.

United Stationera SUD1nV CO. (ADEA-individual)
D. NJ, No. 87-5088, filed Dec. 23, 1987, Philadelphia D.O.
Discharged 42-year-old employee denied severance pay which she was
entitled to receive, because she refused to waive her ADEA rights.

united Stockyards Cororation (ADEA-class)
D. MN, No. 3-88-468, filed July 15, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.
Anectodal and statistical evidence of a systematic effort to ter-
minate older and more senior employees as a cost-cutting measure.

Valleio Sanitation and Flood Control District (iDEA-individual)
E.D. CA, No. CIV-S88-0370, filed Mar. 23, 1988, San Francisco D.O.
Experienced applicant age 56 rejected for a 'Senior Civil Engineer'
position, because he was *overqualified-t a 32-year-old was hired.

Virainia Commonweilth Universitv (ADEA-individual)
E.D. VA, No. CA87-0776-R, filed Dec. 22, 1987, Baltimore D.O.
Refusal to hire a highly qualified 59-year-old applicant for an
administrative position, because of his age.
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Walled Lake Consolidated School District (ADEA-individual)
E.D. MI, No. 87-CV-74345-DT, filed Dec. 4, 1987, Detroit D.O.

Failure to hire a 57-year-old part-time custodian for a full-time
position, while hiring much younger and less qualified applicants.

Wal-Mart Stores. Inc. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. AR, No. 88-5081, filed June 20, 1988, Memphis D.O.

Refusal to hire a highly qualified, 50-year-old applicant as a com-

pany pilot, because of his age.

Walsh Construction Co. (ADEA-individuall

S.D. GA, No. CVl-88-059, filed Apr. 14, 1988, Atlanta D.O.

Carpenter age 62 laid off as being -too old for the job,' instead of

a 27-year-old employee who was selected for layoff by the foreman.

Walt Disney World Co.1 Hilderbrand v. (ADEA-class)

M.D. FL, No. 86-900-OR~l9, intervened Oct. 1, 1987, Miami D.O.

Pattern of discrimination in the reorganization of 'Area Manager/
Buyer' positions, resulting in the termination of older employees.

Washington County Board of Education (ADEA-class)
S.D. OS, No. C-1-88-845, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Cleveland D.O.

Challenge to state law denying disability retirements for employees

who become disabled after attaining age 60.

western Tile Co. (ADEA-individual)
S.D. CA, No. 88-659, filed May 4, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.

'Wareshouseman,- age 60, terminated for the stated reason that he

was 'too old.'

Western Union Telegranh Co. (ADEA-class)

S.D. NY, No. 88-CIV-6995, filed Sep. 30, 1988, New York D.C

Challenge to a policy of teducing the amount of severance benefits
paid to laid-off employees who are eligible for immediate pensions.

Westinghouse Electric Corn. (ADEA-individual)
W.D. PA, No. 88-2162, Sep. 28, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.

Senior engineer, age 62, coerced into participating in a 'voluntary

separation plan for age discriminatory reasons.

Westeoreland County Community College (AREA-individual)
WM.D. ANo. 88-2179, filed Sep. 29, 1988, Philadelphia D.C.

Inexperienced 31-year-old applicant hired as a 'Grants Coordinator'

instead of an experienced, highly qualified 54-year-old applicant.

Wheeling Pitt :urgh Steel Corn. (ADEA-class)

S.D. OH, NO. C2-88-729, filed July 2, 1988, Cleveland D.O.
Collectively bargaining agreement which had the effect of denying
supplemental unemployment benefits to all employees over age 50.

Wneelino Pittshrh Steel Co. (ADEA-individual)

N.D. WV, No. 88-067- eK), filed Aug. 12, 1988, Philadelphia D.O.

Failure to promote highly rated 66-year-old maintenance employee
into a supervisory jobi a 35-year-old outside applicant was hired.

Wilson Foods Corp. (ADEA-class)
C.D. IL, No. 88-4056, filed May 19, 1988, Chicago D.O.
Denial of severance pay to retirement-eligble older employees who

elected to take immediate pensions when a plant permanently closed.

IDEA Subosena Enforcement Actions

During FY 1988, in addition to 118 substantive lawsuits, the EEOC

filed 25 ADEA subpoena enforcement actions, 3 of which also sought

investigative data relevant to concurrent Title VII charges. The

following is a list of the 25 ADEA subpoena enforcement actions.

Anheuser Busch Co.

Z.D. MO, No. 88 MISC 199, filed May 9, 1988, St. Louis D.O.
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S.D. TX, No. MISC. 8-88-475, filed Aug. 23, 1988, Houston D.O.

¢herokee Nation
S.D. OR, No. CA3-88-12764, filed May 31, 1988, Dallas D.O.

City of North Bay Village
B.D. FL, No. 88-1327-CIV-N, filed July 19, 1988, Miami D.O.

Goody Products. Inc.
N.D. AM, No. FS-88-2, filed Feb. 3, 1988, Memphis D.O.

Great American Television and Radio Co. (ITST-TV)
D. AZ, No. M88-2465-PHX-CAN, filed Sep. 30, 1988, Phoenix D.O.

Imperial Air Preloht Co.
D. NJ, No. MISC-87-2495, filed Nov. 9, 1987, Philadelphia D.O.

t-Mart. Inc.
S.D. TX, No. TY-88-90-CA, filed Jan. 5, 1988, Dallas D.O.

.1Sf-nrn. Inc,
B.D. LA, No. MISC. 2458, filed Nay 25, 1988, New Orleans D.O.

Los Angeles County Sheriff
C.D. CA, No. CV88-01575, filed Apr. 14, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.

Maverick County Stores. Inc.
D. ID, No. MS-3453, filed June 20, 1988, Seattle D.O.

McDonalds CorporatiOn
S.D. TX, No. B-87-532, filed Oct. 22, 1987, Houston D.O.

NABISCOL Inc, (ADEA/Title VII)
Z.D. LA, No. MISC. 2460, filed May 31, 1988, New Orleans D.O.

Pensoneau Excavating Co.
S.D. IL, No. 88-3141, Mar. 4, 1988, St. Louis D.O.

RYVCO Druo Stores. Inc.
N.D. NC, No. 1047-N, filed Aug. 31, 1988, Charlotte D.O.

Ritenour School District
N.D. NO, No. 88 MISC 080, filed Feb. 26, 1988, St. Louis D.O.

Roadway Express. Inc.
N.D. TX, No. CA3-88-0124-C, filed Jan. 15, 198, Dallas D.O.

Shearson-American _inres. JInc. (ADEA/Title VII)
S.D. CA, No. CV88-0198-G, filed feb. 10, 1988, Los Angeles D.O.

Southern Atlantic Agency. Inc.
N.D. FL, No. 88-412-hIS-T-lSC, filed Aug. 12, 1988, Miami D.O.

State of Colorado
D. CC, No. 88-X-49, filed Feb. 12, 1988, Denver D.O.

St. Luke s Hospital
S.D. NO, No. 88 MISC 370, filed Aug. 23, 1988, St. Louis D.O.

Trailways, Inc. (ADEA/Title VII)
M.D. LA, No. MISC. 87-96, filed Dec. 24, 1987, New Orleans D.O.

Villager Corporation
D. MD, No. JYS-88-2499, filed Aug. 22, 1988, Baltimore D.O.

Walker Manufacturing Co.
B.D. WI, No. 88-MISC-31, filed Feb. 25, 1988, Milwaukee D.O.

West Cash & Carry. Inc.
S.D. LA, No. MISC. 2538, filed Aug. 12. 1988, New Orleans D.O.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507 '

March 30, 1988:.

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Wasbington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As promised in Chairman Thomas' letter to you of February 1,
1988, I am providing you with a copy of the report of EEOC's
director of the Office of Program Operations on the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act charges which exceeded the
statute of limitations. This report provides the number of such
charges, identifies the offices where these charges are located
and reports the reasons provided by field offices for EEOC's
failure to process these charges within the statute of
limitations.

With the imminent enactment into law of S. 2117, a way has
been found to help EEOC correct this error by assisting those
people who came to us for help and who ultimately may be found
to have been discriminated against. As Chairman Thomas advised
you in January, corrective action has been taken to ensure that
such mismanagement of charges does not recur.

Sincerely,

De orah J. Or am
Director of C mmunications
and Legislative Affairs

Enclosure

cc: Special Committee on Aging

REPORT TO CHAIRMAN CLARENCE THOMAS

PREPARED BY JAMES TROY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

ON ADEA CHARGES THAT EXCEEDED STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

SUBMITTED MARCH 23, 1988

ADRA CHARGES THAT EXCEEDED THE STATUTE OF LINITATIONS

FY 87 & 88

In July, 1987, the Commissioners indicated to the Offices of
General Counsel and Program Operations concern regarding the
number of cases being presented for litigation that posed
statute of limitation problems. These cases were usually
forwarded to Commissioners for notation vote with a "please
expedite" request and acknowledgement,. by the Districts, that
the statute of limitations would expire if the Commission did
not vote by a date certain. This situation resulted in OGC/OPO
joint instructions to District Directors and Regional Attorneys
to take identified steps to avoid statute of limitations
problems in charges being investigated and in cases being
prepared for suit recommendation.
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In September 1987, OPO received a copy of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging's request for information regarding EEOC's
enforcement of the ADEA. The Committee requested specific data
in numerous areas of our ADEA charge and litigation workload.
In a subsequent meeting of various headquarters office
directors with Commissioner Silberman, the Committee's
questions were interpreted and assignedlto appropriate offices
for response. The Committee's questions regarding the statute
of limitations concerned cases in our litigation workload and
were assigned to the Office of General Counsel for response.
OPO submitted charge processing summary information for
inclusion in the response to the Committee.

While discussing the statute of limitations issue with OPO
senior staff, we decided to determine the extent to which
active charges in the investigative process may have exceeded
the statute. Our intent was to use this information in
deciding whether processing instructions, in addition to the
August memo, were necessary. The Directors, Field Management
Programs, in their next telephone contact with the Districts
Directors requested the number of pending ADEA charges (total,
individual, & class), the number that had exceeded the statute
of limitations, and the number that would be in the workload at
the end of the fiscal year. The responses revealed that 948
charges within the Districts' control had exceeded the statute
and that 603 of them would be in the yearend ADEA workload.
The information collected was considered in the District
Directors' final performance appraisals completed in early
November and was subsequently given to the Chairman in
December. These numbers served as the basis of the Chairman's
concern as recounted by news articles and his December 21
memorandum to the field managers instructing them to take
definitive measures to preclude recurrence of this situation.

The Chairman directed OPO to determine the extent of the
problem and to provide him with a full explanation for each
charge that exceeded the statute. In OPO's January 22, 1988
memorandum, District Directors were required to submit "lists
containing all charges in which the ADEA statute expired during
FY 87 and separately, during FY 88." The annotated lists had
to include the reasons the statute was allowed to expire in
each charge. The original submissions from the field were
received by Friday, February 26. Final reconciliation of these
submissions was completed on March 22.

Our charge-by-charge count reveals the following, as reflected
in the attachments appended to this report:

a. Total charges that exceeded statute 1,608

FY - 87 1,200
FY -88 408

FMP-East 846
FMP-West 763

b. Total charges that exceeded statute for
reasons within office control 1,240

FY - 87 894
FY - 88 346

c. Total charges that exceeded statute for
reasons outside of office control 368

FY - 87 306
FY - 88 62

d. Types of charges that exceeded statute

Individual Charges 1557
Class Charges 51

There were 50,887 total charges pending in the Commission's
workload at the beginning of fiscal year 1987. These charges,
when added to the 62,074-new charges that were filed, made
EEOC's FY 87 workload reach 112,961 charges to process. The
field staff resolved 53,482 total charges during FY 87, 27%
(14,530) of which were resolved under the ADEA. The number of
charges that exceeded the statute during FY 87 represented
1.06% of the FY 87 charge processing workload. We cannot make
similar comparisons for FY 88 since statistics have been
compiled for only one quarter.
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-3 -

Two Districts (San Antonio and San Francisco) reported having
no charges and two Districts (Charlotte and Atlanta) reported
one charge each that exceeded the statute. Six Districts
reported more than 100, six reported more than 50, four
reported more than 20, and three reported less than 20 charges
that exceeded the statute of limitations during FY 87 and 88.

The field offices identified 26 reasons for the charges that
exceeded the statute. Five of the reasons present situations
that precluded charging parties' loss of rights or that were
not fully within the control of local management. These
situations are:

a. Charges in conciliation - These are charges in which
violations were found during the investigation. The 2 year
period ended while the office was attempting conciliation.
However, the time is tolled during conciliation, therefore no
rights were lost by charging parties. This is reason 13 on the
attached list and includes 11 of the charges shown to have
exceeded the statute of limitations.

b. Charoes in which time is tolled - Time is tolled
through consent of the Respondent for various reasons while the
charges were being processed. Charging parties did not lose
rights although the 2 year period expired prior to EEOC
resolution of the charges. Reason $5 includes 35 charges
shown to have exceeded the statute.

c. Charges in litigation - These are charges in which
charging parties filed suit while the investigation in
progress. Field offices did not know when suit was filed and
continued the administrative process until advised that the
case was in court. Processing stopped upon suit notification.
Reason 120 includes 162 charges shown on the list.

d. Charges filed after statute expired - These are
charges brought to the Commission more than 2 years after the
date of the alleged violation. The charges wire accepted only
upon the insistence of charging parties. Reason $15 includes
77 charges in this category.

a. Charoes filed within 180 days of statute expiration-

Most field offices have large investigative workloads. The
pending inventory equates to approximately 70 charges per
investigator assigned to the field enforcement units. This
charge workload represents approximately 11.4 months of
inventory. Therefore, without special attention, one could not
expect new charges to be resolved within 6 months of filing.
Reason $14 includes 83 charges in this category.

Clearly, other reasons point up situations that are within the
field offices' control and therefore, are not acceptable
explanations for allowing the statute of limitations to expire
on 1,240 charges in FY 87 and 88. The Office of Program
Operations has directed field offices to alter their approaches
to charge management in order to preclude recurrence of this
situation. We are also revisiting manualized instructions
which guide process-ing of ADEA charges to determine what
changes or clarifications can aid Districts in this regard.

ATTACHMENTS:

A - List of 26 Reasons that Statute Allowed to
Expire

B - Numerical List of Charges Exceeding Statute by
Field Office

C - Charges That Exceeded the Statute of Limitations
FY-87 and 88 - MASTER FILE
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ATTACHMENT A

OFFICE

Attanta
Savannah

TOTAL

BaLtimore
Norfolk
Richmond
Uashington

TOTAL

Birmingham
Jackson

TOTAL

Charlotte
Greensboro
GreenvitLe
Rateigh

TOTAL

CLeveland
Cincinatti

TOTAL

Detroit
TOTAL

Memphis
LittLe Rock
Nashville

TOTAL

Miami
Tampa

TOTAL

New Orleans
TOTAL

New York
Boston
Buf fa lo

TOTAL

Philadelphia
Newark
Pittsburgh

TOTAL

9 ADEA I OFFICE I ADEA I
1 +SOL I I +SOL I

1 11* Chicago 1 1371
1 1 TOTAL 1 137 1
.1 11

Datlas 1 36 1
1 1381 OkLahoma City 1 401
1 331 TOTAL1 761
1 141
1 201 Denver 1 371
1 1751 TOTAL1 371

1 131 Houston 1 691
1 0 1 TOTALI 691
1 131

Indianapolis 1 27 1
1 0 1 Louisville 1 8 1
1 0 1 TOTAL5 351
1 01
1 1 1 Los Angeles 1 2221
1 1 1 San Diego I 01

TOTAL1 2221
1 171
1 81S Milwaukee 1 61
1 251 Hinneapolis 1 51

TOTAL 1 11 1
1 1051
1 105 1 Phoenix 1 20 1

Atbuquerque I 0 1
1 191 TOTAL1 201
1 101
1 361 San Antonio 1 01
1 651 El Paso 1 251

TOTAL 1 25 1
1 231
1 39 1 San Francisco I 0 1
1 62 1 Fresno I 01

Honolulu I 0 1
1 8t1 Oakland I 05
1 8 1 San Jose I 01

TOTALS 01
1 1101
1 S51 Seattle 1 501
5 351 TOTALS 501
1 1501

St. Louis 1 51 1
1 1571 Kansas City 1 291
1 271 TOTAL1 801
1 571
5 2411

WEST 1 762 1

EAST 9 846 1
NATIONAL 1 1,608 I



CODE REASON 
II OF 

CHARGES 
= =c===== ====c~==================================================c=ce==== 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

o Internal problems, staffing, etc. No acceptable excuse 
1 Age cases complex, take longer, no precedent 
2 In lengthy settlement 
3 In conciliation 
4 Case forwarded to EEOC Headquarters 
5 Clock suspended- did not lose right to sue 
6 Jurisdiction - basis 
7 Jurisdiction - field offices responsibility, 

transferred to or from an,other 
office or agency late 

8 Poor case tracking 
9 Docket order - oldest first, workload 

10 Continuing harm - used latest date 
11 Mixed cases, hard to determine date of violation 
12 Charging Party filed after 6 months - 12 months 
13 Charging Party filed after 12 months - 18 months 
14 Charging Party filed after lB months - 24 months 
15 2 years already up 
16 Uncooperative respondent 
17 Charging party fails to provide appropriate information 
1B 706 agency not timely in referring to EEO~ 
19 Respondent bankrupt or out of business 
20 In litigation, charging party filed suit 
21 In subpoena 
22 Reason being reconciled 
23 Reason unclear from district office submission 
24 Class action 
25 Systemic case 

* Reason acceptable to OPO management 

Total 

Total * 

Total less * 

471 
36 
37 
11 
21 
35 
12 
26 

62 
56 
36 
58 

115 
66 
B3 
77 
64 
30 
48 

7 
162 

16 
4 

19 
51 

5 

1,608 

368 

1,240 
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ATTACHMENT C

MASTER FILE

OFFICE OF PROGRAW OPERATIO.S

DY SYSTEM ORDER

VioLoti. Ctlre R e Dote 0 Doy
District Office Coe Chare Ibr Dote Dote * Doyo Code Received Af01r

BALTIMORE 02 033-86-1363 12/01/85 00 03/03/86 92

02 033-86-145

12 033-86-148D

02 03-86-1949

02 033-6-2016

02 033-86-2017

02 033-06-2018

02 m3-06-2030

02 03-6-2031

02 033-86-2107

12 033-86-2077

02 033-86-2186

02 03-86-2262

02 03386-2339

02 033-06-2054

02 033-86-2390

02 03-86-2391

02 023-86-2430.

02 033-86-2431

02 033-86-24S6

02 033-06-2463

02 033-86-2469

02 033-82409

12 033-86-2525

02 033-06-2608

02 033-02627

02 033-86-2634

12 033-86-2693

12 033-86-2694

02 003-86-2706

02 120--024

02 12D-870037

02 120-87-0038

02 120-87-129

02 12D0-8047

12 120-87-058

12/02/83 12/17/87 1779 15

09/01/85 12/02/18 884 12

07/31/85 12

06/27/85 12

06/27/85 12

06/27/85 12

07/31/85 12

07/31/85 12

07/31/85 11

11/01/85 12

07/0238 02/18/88 861 12

07/31/85 02/18/88 932 12

07/31/85 12

12/01/85 02/09/88 SW 12

07/31/05 02/18/88 932 12

07/31/63 03/18/88 932 13

11/01/85 02/18/88 839 12

10/01/85 02/18/88 810 14

11/01/85 02/18/88 839 12

12/01/84 01/27/87 787 14

10/28/85 02/01/88 826 12

07/31/05 02/10/88 932 13

03/31/84 15

10/28/85 02/01/88 826 12

07/2i385 02/18/88 960 14

06/09/84 03/13/87 987 15

07/31/85 02/18/88 932 13

07/31/0s 02/18/88 932 13

10/09/85 07/07/87 271 13

06/01/85 1s

02/01/86 12

02/09/86 12

02/M/86 12

03/31/8D 12/18/88 1854 20

07/01/85 02/18/88 962 20

M/31/86 1153

03/12/86 192

05/19/86 m

05/23/86 330

05/23/86 330

85/23/86 330

05/29/86 302

05/29/86 302

05/29/86 302

06/04/86 215

06/17/86 350

06/20/86 324

12/30/86 30

07/09/86 220

07/18/86 352

07/18/86 3S2

07/28/86 269

07/28/86 3D0

08/08/86 280

08/06/86 613

88/04/86 280

08/20/86 385

10/04/86 917

08126/86 302

09/03/86 427

08/23/86 812

09/23/86 419

85/20/86 419

10/09/86 365

07/16/87 775

10/15/86 256

10/15/86 256

10/15/86 256

11/09/86 586

11/04/86 491

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIRORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

DALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIDODE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMEM

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE
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BALTIMORE 02 12387-0175 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 14 11/07/86 464

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-022 07/01/83 02/18/98 1693 15 11/19/86 1237

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0243 07/30/83 01/28/a8 1643 15 11/24/86 1213

EALTIIORE 02 120-87-8676 M/31/86 18 10/04/86 917

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-77 03/31/86 18 10/04/86 917

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-278 04/11/81 02/06/87 2127 20 12/1S/86 2074

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0311 88/01/85 02/18/88 931 20 12/09/86 495

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-816 87/31/85 02/18/88 932 00 12/10/86 497

8ALTI8ORE 02 128-87-0320 07/01/84 18 12/15/86 897

BALTIMORE 02 128-87-0322 07/01/85 02/18/8 962 20 12/12/86 529

BALTIMORE 02 12D-87-828 06/01/85 14 12/15/86 562

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0341 07/03/85 02/18/88 960 20 12/16/86 131

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-034 07/31/83 02/18/88 932 20 12/18/86 588

BALTIMORE 02 128-87-0358 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 14 12/18/86 505

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-059 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 20 12/18/86 505

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0362 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 20 12/18/86 505

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0371 07/31/85 G2/18/88 932 20 12/19/B6 506

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0372 07/31/85 G2/15/86 932 20 12/19/B6 506

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0380 86/01/84 02/18/86 1296 20 12/23/B6 874

BALTIMORE 02 128-87-03590 07/81/85 02/18/86 932 20 12/29/B6 516

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0403 08/30/85 02/18/88 1024 20 81/05/87 615

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-01 10/01/84 02/18/88 1235 20 D1/06/87 827

BALTIMORE 02 128-87-042 08/01/85 02/18/88 931 20 01/07/87 524

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0624 07/01/85 02/18/88 962 14 01/09/87 557

BALTIMORE 02 120-67-0426 12/01/84 02/18/88 1174 20 01/07/87 767

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0636 07/31/85 02/18/86 932 00 01/09/87 527

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0447 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 20 O/12/87 530

BALTIMORE 82 120-87-0662 87/31/13 86/18/MO 932 20 01/16/87 532

BALTIMRE 02 120-87-0464 7/31/83 02/18/88 932 13 01/14/87 532

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0468 11/30/85 02/18/88 810 20 01/16/87 412

BALTIMORE 02 120-870470 07/30/85 02/18/86 933 20 01/16/87 .535

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0471 07/31/65 62/18/88 932 20 01/16/87 534

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0695 07/31/85 02/18/8M 932 20 01/20/87 528

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0504 87/21/85 02/18/88 932 20 02/03/87 552

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0549 07/31/8S 02/18/88 932 20 02/10/87 559

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0550 07/01/85 02/18/88 962 20 02/10/87 589

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0555 07/31/85 02/18/88 932 20 01/16/87 534

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0575 07/31/85 86/28/88 911 20 02/18/87 567

BALTIMORE 82 120-87-063 07/31/85 01/28/88 911 20 02/25/87 574

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0636 05/01/84 01/28/8B 1367 20 M/03/87 1036

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0667 05/31/86 01/28/88 1337 20 03/06/87 1879

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-0668 07/31/85 O1/28/6 911 20 0/06/87 583

BALTIMORE 02 120-87-073 07/31/85 01/28/86 911 28 02/25/87 574

BALTlMORE 02 120-87-0734 09/20/85 14 83/1887 544

BALTIMORE 02 1208-7-738 07/01/85 01/28/RE 941 20 02/16/87 623
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vitatie Core Reasce Date # Days
District Office Cde CharW er Dat. Date # Day. Code Received After

BALTIMORE 02 1208-07- 1 07101/O4 01/fl/D8 1306 20 0/30/07 1MOz

07/01/84 01/20/00

06/18/84 09/20/87

03/0/84 09/25/87

07/31/25 1/20/00

06/29/84 01/20/00

07/21/05 01/20/80

09/30/05 01MI/SS

0B/01/85 01/2Z/00

0O/01/B5 01/28/00

07/31/85 01/20/80

04/20/84 01 /20/8

07/01/85 01/28/BB

11/01/i 4 ioi & 8/80

10/01/05 01/208/8

01/01/86

07/21/05 01/28/88

07/31/85 01/28/00

05/21/04 01/28/00

07/15/85 01/28/80

02/01/05 01/2B/00

12/31/85 01/28/B8

07/31/85 01/20/8B

04/30/84 01 /2/80

11/20/85 01/20/80

07/05/85 01/20/00

11/30/85

07/01/05 02/09/83

07/01/85 01/20/88

01 / /84 01 /29/88

06/24/86

09/05/85 11/23/87

05/16/86

12/20/85

10/09/85

11/28/84 12/18/86

04/20/85 12/20/86

09/15/85

12/31/05

11/17/05

11/20/Z 5 12/21/07

04/00/05 06/02/87

1306 20

1194 20

130 15

911 0

1369 20

911 20

BS0 20

910 20

910 20

911 20

1370 20

941 20

1183 20

849 20

13

911 20

911 20

1255 20

927 20

1091 20

758 20

911 20

1360 20

789 20

937 20

14

953 20

941 20

1409 07

13

009 20

20

15

20

752 11

634 20

12

0217

785 14

m0/30/87

m0/26/s7

20/26/87

03/31/07

m0/27/87

20/31/87

04/06/87

04/09/07

04/07/07

84/10/87

04/20/07

04/23/07

04/23/87

05/12/07

06/04/87

06/03/07

06/03/07

06/05/87

03/17/07

06/19/87

01/21/07

05/21/87

06/26/87

07/06/87

09/06/87

10/08/87

10/23/87

12/18/87

12/22/07

11/15/87

09/16/85

09/09/86

01/12/88

01/31/86

12/19/84

04/20/05

20/17/86

m0/18/B6

O2/11/86

08/11/86

11/11/86

100Z

1011

1120

608

1062

608

553

616

614

618

1007

661

903

588

519

67Z

672

1018

610

B68

506

659

1152

583

795

677

844

900

1451

509

11

116

753

114

21

0

183

77

86

264

5Q

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIIIDRE

BALTIDMRE

BALTIAORE

DALTIMORE

BALTDMORE

BALTMODRE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

SALTDMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTD9ORE

BALTDMORE

BALTIORE

BALTIMODRE

DALTIMORE

DALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

DALTIMORE

BALTIMODRE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIDMRE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE

NORFOLK

NORFOLK

NORFOLK

RICHMND

RIC -OnD

RUCHMOD

RIHONDD

RIW>MOD

RICAHMTD

o2 120-87-0760

C2 12047-0764

o2 12-87-0769

o2 120-0774

02 12D-87-16

02 12D-87-083

02 1i20-7-o00

o2 120-87-o 52

o2 120-87-03

02 12D7-OB61

02 12D-87-090

tO 120-87-0907

o2 12D-87-0O

02 13D-87-094

02 120-07-1063

02 120-07-1067

O2 120-87-1069

02 12D-7-1078

02 12D-97-1097

02 12D-07-1163

02 12W-87-11Q2

o2 120-87-1183

02 120-87-1193

02 120-87-1224

02 120-07-1570

02 120-00-o01

oz 120-8Z-0112

02 120-00-0305

02 12D-80-0326

02 12F4-6-0731

20 07-85-090

20 m07-86-0746

20 121-8z0238

04 m026-0040

04 206-00-2067

06 036-05-0750

04 036-06-0384

06 206-06-060

04 122-16-2073

06 12046-0763

04 102-87-0114
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04/08/85 06/02/87 785 14

04108/85 06/02/87 785 14

04/01/12 M6/02/87 785 14

04/08/85 06/02/87 785 14

08/15/85 14

12/04/85 14

12/31/84 10

04/08/85 03

03/18/85 12

12/21/83 OD

10/01/85 OD

08/31/85 12

05/10/85 12

11/06/85 22

10/11/85 00

12/01/85 °°

12/15/85 13

12/16/85 22

10/30/85 22

10/04/85 12

11/18/85 00

10/11/85 12

10/30/85 12

Ol/06/86 12

09/16/85 14

01/13/86 12

07/18/85 02/29/88 956 00

n/a21e/5 16

11/01/85 00

11/22/85 01/28/88 794 OD

11/30/85 00

11/30/85 00

01/15/86 OD

06/16/86 09/28/87 469 19

01/11/86 12/02/88 752 00

02/03/86 02/26/88 753 00

01/07/85 01/29/88 1117 00

02/01/86 01/29/88 727 00

01/24/86 01/29/88 735 14

01/10/86 14

12/08/84 W/30/87 1026 22

04/22/85 0/30/87 910 00

12/03/84 05/01/87 879 OD

02/14/85 05/20/87 825 01

10/15/85 01/21/88 B28 00

AS 00885

RICO(HND

RIOHIIND

RICHOliOD

RICHMOND

WASUIU6TOU

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASHIU6TOU

WASUIU6TOU

WASHIN6TOU

WASUINGTOU

WASHINTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINTON

WASUINGTOU

WASHtINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASUIU6TON

WASHINTON

WASHINTON

WASHtINTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGHAM

BIRINGUHAM

BIRINGSHAM

BIRMIU6HAH

BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGHA11

BIRMINUHAM

BIRINGRHAM

BIRMINHGAH

BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGuAM

RALEIGH

CLEVELAND

CtEVELAN

CLEVELAND

,CLEVEUIND

CLEVELUS

04 122-87-0115

04 122-87-0116

04 122-87-0122

04 122-87-0152

04 122-87-0502

04 122-88-0076

05 032-85-0O06

05 032-85-0619

05 032-85-1129

05 032-86-0295

05 032-86-0297

05 032-84-0298

05 032-86-0231

05 032-86-0408

05 032-86-0435

05 032-86-0437

22 032-86-0462

O5 032-86-0502

05 222-86-040

05 032-86-0823

05 032-0827

05 032-86-25

86 122-86-0906

22 123-86-1315

05 123-87-0353

0 132-86-1083

06 042-86-0172

06 00-84-0261

C6 042-86-1079

06 042-86-1237

06 042-86-1258

06 042-86-1259

86 042-86-1417

06 042-86-1528

06 042-86-1540

06 042-86-1682

06 130-87-1147

06 130-87-1247

06 130-88-0447

11 141-88-0228

12 052-85-1062

12 052-85-2692

12 052-85-2996

12 052-85-3658

12 052-86-0488

11/11/86 582

11/11/86 582

11/11/86 082

11/11/86 582

03/31/87 593

10/29/87 694

03/28/85 87

04/18/85 10

09/25/85 191

01/08/86 18

01/09/86 100

01/09/86 131

22/17/86 252

02/03/86 89

02/13/86 125

02/13/86 74

12/19/86 369

02/28/86 74

03/26/86 147

04/09/86 187

04/09/86 142

04/11/86 1U2

04/28/86 188

10/06/86 273

02/11/87 513

07/09/86 177

11/26/85 131

15/1n/85 1?1

10/15/86 348

OS/27/86 183

11/03/86 338

11/03/86 338

07/15/86 181

07/30/87 409

07/22/86 192

11/03/86 273

10/01/86 632

04/30/87 453

12/14/87 689

12/10/87 699

02/09/85 63

04/15/85 12

05/22/85 170

07/08/85 14

11/04/85 20
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CLEVELAND 12 052-86-1276 08/19/85 09/29/87 771 0o 01/08/86 142

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-1299 07/12/85 09/14/87 794 00 01/1o/86 182

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-1306 03/21/85 85/21/87 730 00 0/110186 295

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-1722 07/09/85 07/29/87 750 00 02/07/86 213

CLEVELAND 12 05286-1862 07/31/85 09/22/87 783 05 02/19/86 203

CLEVELAND 1 052-86-1864 09/17/85 09/30/87 743 0o 02/19/86 100

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-1967 04/26/85 09/08/87 865 05 02/26/86 306

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-2033 09/11/85 01/27/88 888 05 03/03/86 175

CLEVELAND 1 052-86-5109 05/12/81 06/29/87 7m 05 03/07/86 299

CLEVELAND 12 052-86-25338 0/19/85 09/10/87 752 0o 03/20/86 213

CLEVELAND 12 053-86-1231 12/02/85 21/06/88 765 oo 03/11/86 99

CLEVELAND 12 220-87-0167 12/29/84 06/11/87 955 16 10/16/86 717

CINCINNATI 13 053-85-081 01/07/85 01/20/87 743 12 06/16/86 525

C1NCINNATI 13 053-85-1473 01/02/85 02/04/87 763 12 06/11/86 525

CINCINNATI 13 053-85-1810 01/03/85 02/23/87 781 87 05/20/85 137

CINCINNATI 13 053-85-2393 07/29/85 09/30/87 793 07 06/11/86 317

CINCINNATI 13 053-86-0335 0/01/85 05/12/87 741 07 05/30/86 302

CINCINNATI 13 057-85-1301 03/29/85 08/25/86 514 04 04/10/85 12

CINCINNATI 13 057-86-0405 02/21/85 03/13/87 750 08 12/05/05 287

CINCINNATI 13 221-87-0518 09/30/85 10/26/87 756 14 05/20/87 597

DETR0IT 14 054-83-0513 11/09/82 02/27/87 1571 08 11/09/82 0

DETROIT 14 054-83-0514 11/09/82 02/27/87 1571 00 11/09/82 0

DETROIT 14 054-83-043 11/10/82 10/24/86 1444 oD 11/10/02 0

DETR5IT 14 054-83-0567 11/10/82 02/27/87 1570 05 11/10/82 0

DETR0IT 14 054-3-2571 11/10/82 01/30/87 1542 05 11/12/82 0

DET801T 14 054-83-0572 11/10/82 02/27/87 1570 00 11/10/82 0

DETR8IT 14 854-83-0573 11/10/85 02/27/87 1570 o0 11/10/82 0

DETROIT 14 054-83-0578 11/10/82 03/26/87 1597 oD 11/10/82 0

DETR0IT 14 054-83-0661 11/16/82 02/27/87 1564 o0 11/16/82 0

DETR0IT 14 054-8-0665 11/16/82 01/30/87 1536 05 11/16/82 0

DETROIT 14 054-85-0666 11/16/82 02/27/87 1564 05 11/16/82 0

DETR0IT 14 054-83-0670 11/16/82 02/27/87 1564 oD 11/16/85 0

DETROIT 14 054-83-0672 11/16/82 03/31/87 1596 o0 11/16/82 0

DETROIT 14 054-84-2901 08/15/83 05/29/87 1583 8 04/16/84 245

DETR1IT 1 1 054-84-5015 05/24/84 05/29/87 1105 0O 09/05/84 104

DETROIT 14 054-84-5294 09/16/84 04/30/87 956 06 09/21/84 5

DETROIT 14 054-84-5295 D9/15/84 10 09/21/84 6

DETR0IT 14 054-85-0127 10/05/04 11/16/87 1137 85 10/12/84 7

DETROIT 14 08485-2001 11/20/84 12/12/84 752 05 03/20/85 120

DETROIT 14 054-85-2488 02/28/85 04/30/87 791 05 04/10/85 41

DETR0IT 14 054-85-2516 02/07/85 87/31/07 904 oo 03/11/85 32

DETROIT 14 054-5-2544 10/13/84 12/10/86 708 o0 03/29/05 167

DETROIT 16 054-05-2953 05/30/84 10/16/86 746 oD 04/24/85 206

DETROIT 14 054-85-4442 03/15/85 85 07/24/85 131
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07/1T/OS 00

01/20/O5 11

09/12/05 12/16/87 054 17

10/02/09 16

09/16/85 00

10/24/85 olr29/OS 027 17

09/30/a5 OD

02/01/OS 07/31/87 910 0o

09/01/8S wO

M9/24/D6 °°

o0/2o/as 09

11/12/OS 0o

0/19/06 13

01/16/09 01T/28/7 742 OS

07/246/5 0.

07/09/OS 01/29/OS 934 07

06/10/S 12/01/07 911 07

06/20/Os 0o

09/09/5 00

10/oS/as w

10/02/00 0°

TO/OS/O5 01/29/OS 046 07 01/OS/D6 95

11/13/8S

10/29S/O

01/02/06

01/15/06 01/20/OS

01/1T/86

01/20/06

01/21/06

10/17/05

01/26/D

02/15/D6

11/22/OS

02/07/06

OS/OR/D6

09/23/06

06/20/09

12/31/O5

02/27/06

11/11/85 11/30/a7

OD

OS

OS

745 07

09

09

09

09

09

09

OD

09

09

09

OD

769 07

o/10/T/ OV/U/ 039 07 03/31/86 172

12/01/O5

02/07/86

11/20/05

09

OD

oS/os/as

Os/E/aS

D9/25/Os

T0/oe/Os

10/02/a5

12/19/02

12/n0/eS

01/01/06

01/01/06

02/06/06

02/06/06

02/26/06

m920/06

Os/Oa/6

OS/la/a6

0o/02/as

oS/os/Os

10/07/8S

11/18/85

11/20/Os

01/07/06

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

OETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

14 054-8s5-4S2

1T 094-05-4946

14 054-s-s289

1Ti 09i4-0035

14 054-06-OTO

14 059-06-1102

1T 054-86-1175

Ti 054-86-1239

14 094-06-1200

14 054-86-1616

14 O4861619

14 054-86-19D6

Ti 054-6-2301

Ti 05986-23M0

Ti 055-06-O

14 071-85-2167

14 07-0s-21TS

1T 071-86-0060

1T 071-86-0296

14 071-86-0335

14 071-86-0763

14 071-06-0766

14 071-6-07O

1T 071-R6-OR

1T 071T46-0O7

1T4 071T-6-0929

14 071Ta-s0942

14 071-86-0965

1T4 071-66-0966

1 071-6-0967

071-60969

1i 07T-6-0997

Ti 071-6-T1053

14 071-86-1097

Ti 071T-411TT9

14 071-a6-1122

16 071-86-1126

14 07-6-T1157

1i 071-06-12M

i 0-06-1262

14 071-86-T37D

1U 071-06-1401

14 071M 6-1411

14 071-06-1659

01/13/06

01/13/06

01/1T/D6

01/30/86

02/DO/D6

02/OS/D6

02/05/86

02/05/D6

02/0o/e6

02/15/86

02/10/06

02/26/06

02926/06

02/26/86

02/27/D6

OS/OS/D6

03/07/06

09/13/D6

61
7'6

13

is

22

12

0

OS

17

200

62

06/02/06

04/02/!6

04/08/D6

122

54

131
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12/31/85 00

01/10/86 01/29/88 749 07

02/24/86 00

11/14/85 00

01/17/86 00

12/15/85 00

12/31/85 00

01/07/86 09/29/80 752 08

01/02/86 00

02/06/86 00

01/11/84 10/31/86 1024 00

12/01/85 O0

01/01/85 02/27/87 787 00

07/24/85 00

07/24/85 00

01/31/86 00

10/01/85 00

10/01/85 00

10/01/85 00

0T/08/85 00

11/23/04 12/11/86 748 00

09/01/85 00

02/01/86 00

10/09/85 24

05/07/85 00

05/07/85 00

09/07/85 00

11/24/85 00

01/14/86 00

04/03/85 10

06/01/85 09/25/08 968 00

12/03/85 00

11/27/85 00

06/01/85 08/31/87 821 00

08/0O/85 12/17/87 864 08

11/22/85 12/29/87 767 08

02/26/86 00

03/01/85 10

05/20/03 12/28/87 1603 00

02/09/84 07/24/87 1265 14

10/31/84 12/09/87 1134 08

05/21/85 12/16/87 939 12

02/27/85 05/07/87 799 00

01/18/85 02/20/87 763 12

10/13/83 20

3ETROI1

1ETROIT

5ETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

CETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

3ETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETNOIT

DETROIT

3ETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

DETROIT

METPHIS

0E0PHIS

MEMPHIT

08180 ITs

0EMPHIS

ME0PHIS

0019IS

0E1PHIS

00191

14 071-86-1486

14 071-86-1537

14 071-06-1541

14 071-06-1676

14 071-06-1709

14 071-86-1837

14 071-06-1842

14 071-86-1884

14 071-86-1885

14 071-86-1994

14 230-06-3590

14 23D-86-3686

14 230-86-3777

14 230-03820

14 230-86-3030

14 230-86-3947

14 230-86-4401

14 230-86-4483

14 230-06-4404

14 230-06-4659

14 230-86-4749

14 230-87-0512

14 230-87-0670

14 230-87-0728

14 230-87-0937

14 230-87-0939

14 230-87-0942

14 230-87-1136

14 230-87-1160

14 230-87-1182

14 230-87-1928

14 230-87-2051

14 230-87-2052

14 230-87-2372

14 281-06-2213

14 281-06-2290

14 209-86-2302

15 015-86-23

15 015-06-0282

15 015-06-030

15 095-86-0420

15 095-06-0526

15 043-15-0769

15 043-85-1096

15 043-85-1124

04/14/86 104

04/18/86 98

04/21/86 56

05/09/86 176

0/13/86 116

05/29/86 165

05/29/86 149

06/04/86 148

06/04186 153

06/19/86 133

06/24/86 895

06/27/86 208

07/08/86 553

07/09/86 350

01/09/86 350

07/17/86 167

08/19/86 322

08/19/86 322

08/19/86 322

09/08/86 608

09/05/86 651

11/12/86 437

10/28/86 269

12/02/86 427

12/15/86 587

12/15/86 587

12/15/86 587

01/07187 409

01/09/87 360

12/15/86 621

03/17/87 654

04/22/87 509

04/22/07 511

07/14/87 773

07/23/86 352

08/07/86 258

08/11/86 166

10/10/85 223

11/27/85 922

12/06/85 670

01/16/86 442

12/23/85 216

04/019/a 33

07/02/85 165

07/34/86 650
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15 043-86-0271

15 043-6-0305

15 043-86-0499

15 043-86-0575

1s 043-06-0570

15 065-05-1272

15 085-06-0111

15 101-06-2181

1s 250-87-0140

15 250-87-0625

15 380-86-2230

16 085-0s-0609

16 06S-05-0777

16 055-85-0046

16 C35-85-995

16 0o5-6-008

16 055-6-0466

16 085-86-0467

16 085-86-1217

16 251-87-0488

16 251-87-1206

17 015-85-0383

17 015-85-1552

17 015-85-1746

17 015-85-1739

17 015-06-043

17 015-06-0111

17 015-86-0254

17 015-06-0339

17 015-06-0450

17 015-6-0477

17 015-06-0499

17 015-06-0522

17 015-06-0524

17 015-06-0530

17 0115-6-0539

17 015-06-0545

17 015-06-0559

17 015-06-0604

17 015-086-57

17 015-00965

17 C15-06-1042

17 015-06-1045

11/17/85 11/30/87

07/01/85 05/25/88

11/16/85 12/31/87

11/24182

06/07/06

05/29/85

05/12/05 12/28/87

04/15/85 07/02/07

06/17/85 07/29/87

08/01/85 09/18/87

01/20/85 07/02/87

03/05/E5 05/18/87

03/25/85 07/31/07

12/26/84 05/04/87

04/23/E5 07/31/87

091/0/85 05/04/87

08/08/85

08/08/85

09/13/84 02/27/07

09/24/85 01/30/87

01/01/86

11/13/84 05/31/07

07/31/85 12/17/87

01/02/85 05/30/87

83/05/85 06/26/07

0W/19/85 11/30/87

05/01/85 12/30/87

06/30/85 0/30/07

07/03/06 08/11/87

1/21/06

08/15/85 12/17/87

01/15/86 01/31/88

01/30/86

10/01/85

01/s2906

07/15/85 07/29/87

06/26/05 09/14/87

07/26/85 07/29/87

10/28/85 12/17/87

06/19/85 05/30/87

01/05/85 12/30/87

05/20/85 06/02/87

03/22/85 06/30/07

NASHVILLE 17 015-06-1053 05/19/85

743 0

69 a0

775 21

21

05

960 01

06 13

772 13

778 14

883 13

804 16

858 17

859 13

829 20

733 05

12

Z0

897 14

736 15

14

08e 06

069 05

1051 00

843 20

005 05

973 05

062 06

769 20

02

854 05

746 02

00

10

00

74 16

749 06

733 05

780 o

833 12

846 11

743 10

830 1o

o 12/04/85 17

3 12/24/85 176

3 05/10/N6 96

I 03/11/86 1203

I 0/11/06 2042

01/30/85 124

11/06/85 178

04/24/86 374

* 11/14/06 515

06/23/87 630

04/29/86 454

04/15/85 41

05/07/85 63

05/28/85 153

07/01/05 77

10/03/85 32

02/06/86 182

(12/06/86 182

01/05/N6 725

05/24/07 546

29/29/87 636

12/18/84 35

05/01/85 9

01/17/85 258

09/19/855 198

10/07/85 18

10/22/85 174

11/19/85 142

12/17/86 532

01/24/N6 3

02/05/06 174

02/06/86 22

02/13/86 14

02/14/86 136

02/19/86 21

12/VZ/85 160

02/19/86 177

01/27/N6 185

02n7/86 122

04/14/86 299

04/30/N6 237

05/29/86 374

05/29/86 433

85 06/02/86 287

MEMPHIS

MEMPHIS

NEOPOIS

NERPHIS

NEOPRIS

MEOR;IS

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASnVILaE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

KASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE
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17 015-86-1070

17 015-06-1133

17 005-06-127

17 015-86-1332

17 010-86-1341

17 015-86-1533

17 253-87-0641

17 253-87-00O

17 253-87-0K45

17 253-87-0500

17 253-87-0716

17 253-87-0764

17 253-8-0167

18 025-50-0365

18 0V860025

18 046-86-036

18 0K6-86-093

18 0466-6-0895

18 046-86-0896

18 0686-8082

18 150-56-1105

10 150-86-1616

18 150-07-0703

18 150-87-0750

18 150-87-1122

18 150-87-1146

18 150-87-1469

18 150-87-1903

18 150-80-0170

18 150-88-0173

18 150-80-0313

18 150-86-0316

lB 150-8-0317

18 150-08-0320

18 150l-0018

18 100-08-0690

19 025-85-0340

19 05-55-K44

19 025-85-066

19 025-85-0828

19 025-85-1108

19 025-85-1131

19 025-85-1213

19 025-85-1215

05/11/85 0O/01/87

08/09/05 09/30/87

10/14/84 06/05/87

12/26/85 12/30/87

11/11/05 11/30/87

11/18/85

11/01/85 12/17/87

07/01/05 12/17/87

09/20/85 11/30/B7

12/07/85 12/17/07

12/26/85 01/22/88

09/20/05 11/30/87

03/18/85

10/30/84

05/10/55

10/07/05

11/22/85

11/22/85

11/22/05

11/22/05

11/01/05

10/09/55

02/19/86

06/14/53

01/03/86

09/14/81

07/01/85

01/01/50

02/28/86

02/28/56

05/01/55

02/01/56

08/15/05

07/01/85

00/20/52

07/01/05

02/0/854 03/12/87

12/00/54 12/11/86

01/07/85 02/19/07

0/15/54 04/22/57

03/01/85

01/14/85 05/05/87

01/16/85 09/30/07

06/0/55 02/10/85

IA91VILLE

NASHVILLE

NASI1ILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

NA91VILLE

NASIIVILLE

SASIVILLE

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

81AMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MIAMI

MILMI

TAMPA

TA137A

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMP>A

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

840 15

752 16

964 14

734 20

749 12

00

776 13

899 14

801 13

740 13

757 13

801 14

15

20

20

16

11

11

11

11

01

02

00

is

00

15

15

15

00.

00

15

16

is

15

15

15

1131 00

736 00

773 00

1072 13

00

041 06

957 17

974 00

05/21/86

06/12/86

07/15/86

07/22/56

07/28/86

07/24/86

10/14/86

02/23/B57

02/13/87

01/19/87

04/29/87

03/11/87

10/15/87

12/12/84

IO/07/57

12/10/85

K4/07/86

KV/07/86

K6/07/56

K4/07/86

0/21/86

02/03/86

03/06/87

03/0/57

05 /11/57

0/05/87

07/01/B7

09/14/07

10/27/87

10/27/87

11/25/57

11/24/87

11/24/B7

11/25/87

12/06/87

12/30/87

12/07/84

01/07/85

01/07/05

03/18/85

05/14/55

05/21/85

06/D4/K5

06/0/85

495

307

639

208

259

248

347

602

511

405

489

537

941

43

755

64

136

136

136

136

20m

117

376

1368

493

2062

730

2813

606

606'

546

661

831

877

2024

912

306

33

307

74

127

139

0
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05/10/85 00

02/12/85 06/16/87 854 04

08/25/84 03/04/88 1287 13

09/17/84 00

04/23/85 05/06/87 743 02

05/01/B5 11

11/06/84 09/03/87 1031 16

04/12/85 00

08/08/85 08/17/87 739 00

06/07/85 00

08/13/85 17

11/29/85 00

12/02/85 00

11/21/05 00

11/27/O5 00

10/01/05 13

11/01/85 12/15/87 774 13

09/01/85 16

02/28/06 02/17/88 719 00

12/02/85 00

11/01/85 00

02/01/86 12/31/87 670 13

10/11/85 12/31/87 811 02

11/30/05 00

11/29/85 02/18/A8 811 02

11/15/05 00

10/01/04 09/30/87 364 14

U4iA/RS6 09A/01/8, ;91 o

09/13/85 00

10/01/06 12/31/07 456 14

02/11/85 09/30/87 961 07

01/17/86 17

11/25/85 02/10/88 807 20

07/08/85 02/101/A 947 07

02/01/85 12/19/86 658 23

07/10/85 07/24/07 744 00

01/02/85 09/21/87 992 00

02/07/06 02/10/88 733 20

07/31/85 02/02/88 916 17

08/04/82 20

04/17/85 00

10/04/85 02

11/02/O 5 00

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAtPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

NEW ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

NES ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

NES ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

NES YORK

NEW YORK

NES YORK

NEW YORX

19 025-85-1247

19 025-A5-1295

19 0255-1297

19 025-85-1344

19 025-85-1400

19 025485-1485

19 025-85-1508

19 025-85-1538

19 025-85-1604

19 025-85-1620

19 025-86-0157

19 025-86-0250

19 025-86-0266

19 025-06-0323

19 025-86-0337

19 025-86-0365

19 025-86-0400

19 025-06-0472

19 025-A6-0645

19 025-86-0673

19 025-86-0696

19 025-86-0702

19 025-86-0708

19 025-86-0705

19 025-06-0853

19 025-86-0870

19 025-08-000

19 025-0-901

19 025-86-1121

19 025-87-0509

19 151-87-0574

20 071--08079

20 71-6-1196

20 071-a6-1427

20 270-85-1729

20 270-86-2088

20 270-87-0653

20 201-86-2472

20 281-86-2495

21 011-02-3267

21 011-06-0998

21 011-06-2140

21 E01-86-2625

0O/11/05

06/21/85

06/24/85

07/01/85

07/05/OS

08/02/85

08/06/85

08/08/85

08/26/85

08/28/85

10/28/85

11/29/85

12/02/05

12/16/85

12/18/85

12/02/85

01/20/87

01/30/86

0m/20/06

03/28/s6

04/0/86

03/31/06

04/02/w6

04/18/86

02/07/w6

05/06/86

05/08/86

0w/30/w0

02/13/87

04/22/85

01 /24/86

03/06/s6

03/31/86

0/21/85

07/21/86

01/16/87

09/04/86

09/15/86

09/03/s2

12/02/85

04/01/86

05/14/86

32

129

30

207

73

93

273

118

18

82

76

a

25

21

63
445

151

20

116

153

30

17m

139

70

172

584

15

290

135

70

101

266

81

376

744

209

411

30

250

179

193
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Viotatite Closure Rees. Date 5 DaYs

District Office Code Charge Nuber Date Date 5 Days Cele Decreed After

NEw YORK 21 021-84-0030 09/23/83 20 10/05/83 12

02/27/84 02/19/87

02/27/84 83/19/87

02/27/84 05/19/87

01/11/84

02/27/84 83/19/87

02/22/84 01/23/87

01/27/84 06/29/87

01/27/84 06/29/87

01/11/84

10/05/84 10/386

06/18/84

06/18/84

09/01/84

07/23/84 03/21/87

85/30/84 11/19/86

01/14/85

06/01/83 05/05/87

11/08/85

02/15/83

05/22/85 07/30/87

01/08/85 08/20/87

01/08/80 02/11/87

07/01/85 09/29/87

07/01/85 09/29/07

07/01/85 09/29/87

07/01/85 09/29187

07/01/80 09/29/87

07/01/85 09/29/87

07/01/85 09/29/D7

07/01/85 09/29/87

07/01/85 09/29/87

08/01/DO

05/01/85

08/01/DS

01/13/83 03/19/87

01/13/DO 85/19/87

01/13/83 02/19/87

01/13/84 02/19/87

01/13/84 0/19/87

01/13/84 02/19/87

01/13/84 03/24/87

1116 24

1116 24

1116 24

25

1116 24

1066 11

1249 0m

1249 03

25

757 11

25

25

25

975 11

964 16

21

1434 15

01

00

799 20

954 00

764 02

820 01

820 01

020 01

820 01

820 01

820 01

820 01

820 01

820 01

24

24

24

1526 24

1006 24

1526 24

1161 24

1161 24

1161 24

1166 24

02/27/B4

02/27/84

02/27/B4

05/14/84

05/15/84

06/21/84

07/13/B4

07/13/84

11/16/84

11/28/B4

11/16/B4

11/16/84

12/06/84

01/0/DS

11/15/DO

02/12/80

05/27/86

04/0Q/B6

07/10/DO

07/24/80

05/05/DO

0O/26/DO

05/26/DO

OB/26/80

0O/26/8B

05/26/8D

0/26/DO

OB/26/85

11/m/85

12/0O/87

12/OB/87

12/05/B7

01/06/86

01/06/86

01/06/86

01/06/86

01/06/86

0M/06/86

02/04/B6

124

78

120

168

168

310

56

151

151

96

169

595

29

971

151

B76

63

212

212

056

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

123

859

859

859

1059

109

1089

724

724

753

NE8 YORK 21 021-82294 01/13/84 02/24/87 1166 24
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NEW YORK

NEW YORK

DEV YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YOMl
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NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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NEW YORK

NEW YORK

KEY YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW Y1RK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW 10Rt

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW Y1R0

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NED YDRt

NEW YORK

NEW Y1RK

KEY YORK

NEW YO0t

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

8EW YORK

NE0 YORK

NEW YORK

21 021-84-1739

21 021-84-1740

21 021-84-1741

21 021-84-2801

21 021-86-2811

21 021-D-394

21 021-84-3711

21 021-84-3712

21 021-a00484

21 021-80-0544

21 021-80-0356

21 021 -0537

21 021-85-0643

21 021-80-0897

21 021-85-1250

21 021-85-1891

21 021-83-2128

21 021-85-3874

21 021-8-4676

21 021-05-4897

21 021-80-5004

21 021-5-0035

21 021-85-5203

21 021-80-5298

21 021-80-5299

21 021-85-5300

21 021-85-5301

21 021-85-5302

21 021-85-5856

21 021-80-5857

21 021-86-0662

21 021-86-0997

21 021-86-1059

21 021-86-1303

21 01-86-1780

21 021-86-1781

21 021-86-1782

21 021-86-1783

21 021-86-1784

21 021-86-1785

21 021-82293

02/04/M6 753
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02/13/6 03/24/87 1166 24

04/26/85 16

01/13/80 24

01/13/80 24

02/13/80 24

06/3/05 01

01/13/84 24

01/13/84 24

01/13/84 24

04/26/02 16

04/22/86 02

11/01/05 12/11/87 Y70 11

02/31/05 20

11/30/64 02/02/07 823 07

12/12/04 02/04/87 812 07

12/12/04 0/04/87 012 07

06/2s/85 01

02/01/OS 05/19/07 837 07

11/02/RI 02

10/15/85 02

08/25/8W o0

02/06/0s 0o

1218/R5 11

12/06/05 02

02/32/06 06/29/0? 1217 02

02/27/04 06/29/87 1249 02

08/01/Rs 24

02/02/02 24

08/01/85 24

02/01/05 24

03/22/85 02

09/05/85 13

02/19/85 01

01/28/86 02

01 /26/05 21

11/30/05 01

12/31/85 01/12/88 742 20

09/19/85 10/1W/V7 756 02

m0/31/5 02/15/07 775 02

12/02/85 01

12/02/05 01

01/13/06 24

01/14/Ri 0O

10/02/05 16

12/02/05 02

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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NEU YORK
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NEW YORK

NEU YORK
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NEW YORU
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21 021-86-2295

21 021-86-2412

21 021-6-219
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21 021-86-3405

21 021-06-3631

21 021-a6-4021

21 021-6-4022

21 021-86-4071

21 021-4265

21 021-06-31

21 021--4320

21 023-05-0290

21 023-0-042

21 023-05-0463

21 023-00-1054

21 023-05-1057

21 023-6-0060

21 023-06-0075

21 023-86-0105

21 023-86-0106

21 023-06-0117

21 023-06-0137

21 061-06-2741

21 061-06-3714

21 064406-0909

21 064-06-0974

21 006-46-0990

21 06-06-1465

21 160-85-5324

21 160-03-505

21 160-06-3381

21 160-06-4642

21 160-06-4669

21 160-06-4717

21 160-06-5049

21 160-86-5078

21 160-86-5079

21 160-86-5119

21 160-86-5135

21 160-06-5229

21 160-06-0285

21 160-06-5327

21 160-06-5398

02/04/06

02/10/86

03/0/06

0/03/6

03/0/06

03/19/86

02/27/06

00/14/B6

00/01/86

02/10/86

04/24/06

00/28/86

02/01/06

06/23/86

12/17/06

12/17/04

06/20/05

09/06/85

11/1/85

12/17/85

02/04/86

02/02/06

02/20/06

10/22/86

07/06/84

07/13/84

12/08/87

12/00/07

12/00/07

12/00/97

02/29/05

0o/s0/06

02/22/06

02/02/06

12/01/07

02/14/06
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07/05/06

07/15/06

07/15/86

07/30/86

0o/05/6

08/15/86
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17
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e59

e59

e59
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292
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225
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21 160-86-5462

21 160-86-5519

21 160-86-5546

21 1600-7-0473

21 160-87-0083

21 160-87-0

21 160-87-1202

21 160-87-1203

21 160-87-1361

21 160-87-1003

21 160-07-2010

21 160-87-2054

21 160-87-2099

21 160-07-2111

21 161-OA-1564

21 161-86-3362

21 165-86-0374

21 lA6s-7-=2

22 011-86-0998

22 011-86-1564

22 011-00-2140

22 011-00-2625

22 161-86-3342

23 023-83-1615

20 023-84-1521

23 023-00-1502

23 023-ss-oo

23 023-05-032

23 023-05-0133

23 3a-05-097?

23 023-5-092

23 o03-05-1023

23 023-05-1026

23 023-05-1070

23 023-060-001

23 023-00-026

23 023-00-0917

23 023-86-0022

23 023-00-0o20

23 023-06-0064

23 023-00-0904

23 023-06-0991

23 023-86-0115

23 023-86-0122

05/08/85

12/03/05

11/11/84

12/10/84
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08/17/85

05/10/85 07/31/85

02/17/06

11/12/85

01/01/85

11/12/85

12/31/85

08/09/85

10/14/05

10/rn/85

10/MO/OS

06/10/85

12/10/85

04/17/05 01/29/88

09/15/85 01/22/88

10/04/85 09/22/88

11/02/85 01/07/00

10/09/85 01/29/08

05/31/83 05/05/87

11/13/83 09/24/87
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12/18/84 03/31/07
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05/09/04 04/02/87
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03/31/85 04/24/07
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12/13/84 02/17/87
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08/01/85 09/29/87

08/01/85 09/29/87

08/01/85 09/29/07

08/01/85 09/29/87

10/15/85 10/19/87

08/01/85 09/29/07

02/01//S 03/11/87

08/21/83 11/05/06

03/09/04 11/24/06

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
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BOSTON

BOSTON
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BU9FFALO

RL'FFALO

SLFFALO

SL'FFALO

SLFFALO
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1017 11

059 00

000 00

796 17

850 17

1435 09

1411 00

1411 0o

023 09

1006 02

1066 02

623 09

910 11

754 10

754 10

796 20

789 10

709 10

789 10

789 10

709 10

734 09

789 10

760 20

1172 15

991 14

08/29/86

09/12/06

07/11/86

12/09/86

11/03187

03/20/87

04/28/87

04/28/87

09/20/87

06/04/87

08/11/87

08/17/87

02/21/87

09/24/86

07/17/86

07/01/86

04/24/87

10/06/86

07/17/86

05/14/06

12/23/85

04/01/86

07/09/06

08/01/83

07/17/84

07/17/84

10/06/86

10/19/84

10/19/04

03/12/S5

03/25/S5

07/30/S5

07/30/S5

09/27/OS

10/17/85

10/17/85

10/17/85

10/17/85

10/17/85

12/04/05

1030/S5

01/09/86

02/19/86

03/05/86

478

283

607

729

1034

718

'35

554

8R4

037

594

742

314

209

273

683

300

456

241

so

150

280

62

247

247

657

171

171

12

121

121

288

77

77

77

77

77

50

90

342

913
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03/1l/8 04/30/87 790 10

09/01/80 01/30/87 1247 15

01/01/0 09/29/87 001 10

05/10/84 11/05/86 817 14

01/01/84 09130/87 1368 10

01 /M /4 09/30/87 1348 15

m3/s1/85 09/26/87 907 13

m3m1/85 09/24/87 907 13

06/08/85 00/0/87 844 06

07/01/86 09/20/87 456 OD

06/10/82 10/13/86 1596 15

04/12/82 04/l/87 1842 15

10/01/84 05/06/87 947 15

01/01/80 04/07/87 2653 10

02/25/83 00/02/87 1407 24

01/10/8S 01/12/07 1463 24

12/01/84 01/12/87 772 24

10/W/04 07/21/07 1136 07

02/04/84 12/30/87 1425 11

OZ/04/85 12/30/87 1059 11

05/17/85 03/10/85 999 17

04/15/83 01/22/87 1378 24

11/fl/S3 00/29/87 1401 11

11/fl/SO 09/29/87 1401 11

11/f8/8 00/29/87 1401 11

11/28/83 09/29/87 1401 11

01/24/84 09/30/87 1545 20

05/25/84 04/19/87 1059 24

05/2/84 01/27/87 1008 24

051/2/84 /2rz7/n7 100 24

05/25/84 02/27/87 1O1 24

05/25/84 02/27/87 1008 24

05/25/4 02/27/87 101 24

00/25/84 02/27/87 108 24

01/05/84 11/05/87 140 24

12/31/03 10/21/86 11S 17

07/01/84 04/19/U7 1OZ 24

00/01/85 09/30/87 759 1O

00/29/05 12/11/87 am 15

11/18/a0 12/38/87 772 0o

l/3/84 09/30/87 1036 13

04/OZ/84 12/01/86 973 oD

10/29/84 0/29/87 1065 11
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JUFFALO
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PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAOULPHIA,

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA
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PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

a3 023-86-0135

23 03-86-0147

23 o3a6-HA 62

23 103-8-I040

23 165-A640147

23 16s-8&-0211
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23 165-8A0230

23 1645-8-0373

23 165-8A-GSA

23 1A5-A6-G392

23 105-A0402

23 16 r-007-13

23 165-87-0CC2

24 022-85-0427

24 022-83-078?

24 022-85-046

24 022-A5-HOVE

24 132-80-071

24 022-85-0753

24 022-86-0A61

24 031-84-011

24 031-84-10i2

24 031-H4-lD43

24 031-a4-1044

24 E31-84-1045

24 131-04-3297

24 031-84-362

24 031-84-3309

24 031-84-M64

24 131-04-3641

24 01-84-3642

24 031-A4-3643

24 01-84-3644

24 031-84-2608

24 M131-0060

24 0314-02-32

24 M01-0-28

24 131-00-0000

24 031-85-056

24 01-00-1139

24 m1-0z170

24 M1-41-1440

24 131400-1061

03/2D/B6

03/27/86

04/16/86

11/5/86

01/07/86

01/27/06

01/12/86

01/12/86

07/11/86

08/08/86

13/20/86

08/25/86

11/12/86

07/17/84

13/D9/a3

07/13/83

oz/21/ss
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06/04/85
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12/05/85

11/07/SO

01 /11/84
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06/25/84

07/16/86
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07/14/84

07/14/84-

07/14/84

07/14/84

07/17/84

10/20/84

10/29/84

12/19/85

01/05/87

12/11/85

01D/0i85

01/11/85

O0/20/AS

01/30/85

384

930

350

817

857

877

407

40?

393

308

1537

1596
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1659
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44

44
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13
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24 o31-85-1462

24 01-85-1463

24 14-85-1464

24 031-85-1465

24 031-85-1466

24 031-85-1467

24 031-85-1468

24 031-5-1469

24 031-85-1470

24 01-85-1471

24 031-85-1472

24 031-85-1473

24 M1-85-1474

24 01-85-1475

24 011-85-1476

24 031-85-1477

24 M1-85-1478

24 01-15-1479

24 011-85-1663

24 01-85-2DO3

24 011-85-2147

24 M1-85-2905

24 011-85-3138

24 0l-85-3141

24 03115-3228

24 01-85-4072

24 851-85-4442

24 01-85-4837

24 01-85-5211

24 01-85-5367

24 01-86-0406

24 l-864-0421

24 031-84-0724

24 031-84760

24 011-86-1190
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958 24
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01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

0D/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

09/30/85

01/30/85

01/30/85

021/13/85

0/11/85

03/13/85

01/06/85

01/17/85

01/17/85

01/14/87

12/04/87

01/15/86

07/07/85

04/28/86

09/27/85

120/85

10/25/85

11/20/85

11/27/85

01/09/86

01/08/86

09/13/86

01/021/86

01/24/86

03/27/86

04/09/86

04/09/86

04/14/86

04/22/86

04/23/86
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02/15/tS 06/01/S7 836 17

0S/2/84 01/12/87 867 24

09/19/SS 11/10/87 782 24

08/21/85 09/27/87 765 OS

04/01/83 11/24/87 1698 16

01/27/44 02/11/87 1111 16

05/20/H4 11/24/87 1283 16

10/29/84 09/29/87 1065 11

37/31/84 12/04/87 1221 16

06/05/84 02/18/88 1353 16

02/08/85 m/19/87 769 14

07/03/8D 09/30/87 819 02

04/26/85 09/20/87 877 24

01/31/84 11/13/86 1017 14

03/12/85 04/23/87 m 13

04/29/85 24/32/87 731 28

01/01/84 03/24/87 117t 14

02/18/85 03/O5/87 745 17

OS/01/85 11/13/87 926 00

03/08/85 09/16/87 922 OD

06/01/85 02/17/88 991 00

05/02/85 01/22/88 995 DI

06/2D/tS 10/14/87 846 14

07/01/84 09/22/87 1178 14

09/01/84 04/27/87 968 14

12/03/85 12

03/15/85 OS

11 /8i/4 14

01/17/86 00

11/28s 11

11/27/85 11

11/27/85 11

09/26/85 12

10/2S/84 04/08/87 895 14

01/14/86 01/29/88 745 00

OS/01/8t 09/03/87 8M 13

08/01/85 09/03/87 763 13

12/31/84 01/21/87 751 14

01/01/84 M/24/87 1178 15

02/03/86 13

05/14/85 02/24/88 1016 13

12/31/83 11/06/86 1041 11

09/21/84 03/19/87 909 14

01/24/86 21/2/1M 734 20

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADEPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAELPHIA

24 031-86-3074

24 051-S-0909

24 061-1-3606

24 83-86-I360

24 131-81-1487

24 131-4-1327

24 131-85-077?

24 131-81-1490

24 131-41-2648

24 131-85-3157

24 131-81-1B67

24 131-85-3966

24 131-85-4463

24 131-4-5306

24 131-86-0359

24 1i1-86-0408

24 1i1-86-0638

24 131-86-0727

24 131-86-1063

24 111-86-1377

24 131-86-2553

24 131-86-2785

24 13186-2

24 170-86-2906

24 170-86-1226

24 170-86-3550

24 170-86-I559

20 17-24-3111

24 170-06-3623

24 170-6-37

24 170-86-3783

24 170-86-3784

24 170-86-387

24 170-6-3903

24 170486-3915

24 170-86-3974

24 170-86-1975

24 170-86-4149

24 170-86-4340

24 170-86-4380

24 110-86-4116

24 170-6-4624

24 170-84630

24 170-86-488S

04/23/t6

10/30/84

09/24/8S

12/17/85

01mrn/H4

06/29/84

11/30/84

01 /28/8t

04/19/8t

os/21/8s

11/10/86

07/21/85

08/08/85

09/24/85

04/28/t6

10/30/85

11/14/85

11/16/85

12/17/85

01/24/86

04/09/86

04/21/86

81/27/H?

OS/01/86

O5/20/t6

06/11/86

06/OS/86

06/16/86

06/19/86

06/24/86

06/24/86

06/24/86

07/01/86

07/11/86

07/15/87

07/151/8

07/11/t6

07/sB/6

Ot/04/86

422/87

W9/25/t6

9/03/t6

W9/04/86

09/w2/86

632

116

154

194

91

262

350

640

18

104

602

412

184

6E3

271

230

322

312

354

645

669

626

251

447

881

153

2W9

2W9

2W9

624

547

75

44

174

946

449

499

977

713

244
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04/1S/85 01/20/88 1010 13

06/28/85 08/18/87 781 13

12/15/85 01/11/88 757 05

08/17/O4 10/16/87 1115 13

83/01/86 14

11/09/a5 10

01/01/85 09/01/87 973 14

01/01/84 04/11/87 12D0 13

12131/85 OD

12/01/85 13

Ml/3i/86 13

03/31/85 01/29/88 1054 14

04/01/85 01/14/88 0l18 14

10/15/83 13

01/01/84 15

01/31/86 13

06/28/85 08/18/87 701 16

C7/14/84 08/24/87 1136 15

11//82 5 , 13

85/0 6/85 UD /rn/H? :01S

06/30/85 15

10/3D/84 15

02128/86 02/29/88 71 14

10/28/85 15

10/15/85 1S

10/15/85 13

10/31/85 1S

01/01/O4 15

04/18/84 02/22/8O 345 15

01/20/86 14

01/26/O4 02/25/88 1491 15

01/01/82 38

04/12/85 24

c7n26/85 08

08/12/85 11

01/28/86 13

01/28/86 02/4/8O 737 16

08/22/8s 09/287 760 14

01/23/O4 12/07/S7 1414 08

06/09/84 08/02/85 327 17

08/09/84 09/30/S7 1147 16

08/01/84 12/07/87 1215 16

01/23/84 01/08/88 1446 08

8688RK 25 0 25%-5-0643 01/14/85 02/19/87 766 08

PHIWLAELPHIA

PHILACELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILACELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAIELPHEA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILAWELPHUA

PHILAWEUPHIA

PHIWAELPHIA

PHILAWELPHUA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILAOELPHZA

P"ILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHUA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILAWELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA

NEWR

IlEIIARlt

NEWARK

NEWAR

24 170-86-4888

24 170-84936

24 170-a6-4969

24 170-16-5061

24 170-86-5122

24 170-87-CO1

24 170-87-0012

24 170-87-0199

24 170-87-0245

24 170-87-0708

24 170-87-1001

24 170-87-1522

24 170-87-1524

26 170-87-171

24 170-87-1732

24 170-87-1837

24 170-87-2205

24 170-7-3158

24 120-87-302

j24 170-87-3259

24 170-87-3422

24 170-87-3662

24 170-88-0839

24 170-88-0373

24 170D-88-074

24 170-88-075

24 170-88-0076

24 170-8-0168

24 170-8-0275

24 170-88-0429

24 170488-0437

24 171-82-2627

24 171-SS-26CS

24 171-85-4465

24 171-86-1926

24 171-87-0452

24 171-87-459

24 311-86-1263

25 02584-0364

25 02541-0075

25 085-83-086

25 025-85-0099

25 025-85-0459

09/22/B6

09/24/86

09/25/O6

09/29/86

09/09/87

10/01/86

10/06/86

10/22/86

10/23/O6

12/04/86

01/12/87

02n24/87

05/01/87

03/16/87

03/17/87

05/19/87

04/13/87

06/24/87

86/30/87

07/06/87

11/10/87

07/29/87

10/20/87

10126/87

10/26/87

,10/26/87

10/26/87

11/18/87

11/30/87

12/16/87

11/19/87

06/18/85

04/16/85

08/08/aS

07/18/O6

04/27/87

11/17/86

08/12/87

02/23/84

10/20/O4

10/2f/84

lo/n/84

0o/fl/4

525

453

284

773,

557

1057

643

1025

296

368

346

695

701

517

1171

412

654

175

585

854

lOh2
1002

599

728

741

741

725

1417

1321

695

1393

1264

.13

340

454

293

627

31

122

75

75

31

04/12/8S BB
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2a as-s-076

2a as-s-as4

2a 025as5- o

25 25a5-0965

2a 025a-a5s

2a 02s-as6

a a5s-as2-

2a s5--0330

25 a5s-asGa

25 025-a-174

25 025s-6402

2 02S--042

25 025-as-4

25 025s-8489

2a 02s-s8-a

2a 025-0610

25 s5-8-061

25 02s-a-648

25 025a- 07

2a a5--3338

25 02s-s-ons5

26 034-a-a)7s

26 3-a3-0625

26 s-83-0675

26 as4-asma

26 034-as-isis

2a 0a-a-1672

2a ns4-3-240s

26 3s-as4-0

26 as4-84-1ao7

26 054-a4-112

26 034-8-1161

26 5M-8-1950

26 0a4--2067

26 035-84-2114

26 a3-4-22s1

26 3-as-a74

26 5Y-85-0as4

26 0s4-as-G?77

26 as-as-ass

26 as-a-as

26 034-8s-0394

05/17/85

12/01/4 02M9/97

022r04/8s 04/29/7

os/i7/a

01i2/is 02/i/a7

12/31/S4 02/24/87

viai1/as 09/30/97
iaialss nos
10/01 /85

07/3G/i5 12/s1i/7

10/29/85 01m/s2s

12/15/85

08/25/85 01/13/88

12/SO/aS

10/02/85 01/19/88

1015/i5

10/06/84 06r/M/87

08112185

12/16s/s

05/2i/85 11/30/a7

06/01/85

os/08/82 12/31/86

09/10/82 04/al/a7

01/0/3r8 04/i5/97

01 IM /65

o7/11r85 OB/11/87

02/02r73 05/01/87

02/01/83 07/29/87

msia0/s4

09/22/82

01/16/a4 01/20/7

02/01/84

07n/30/4 04/27/87

04a/2s4 04n7/a7

om18/83 05/78

06/27/84 m3/31 /87

06/2/8s4 04n24/s7

03/16/84 11/04/a6

S/15n/4 08/31/a7

os/1a/84 a,/a1/a7

10106/8'

NEWARK

EWaMC

NEWARK

NEWA D

NEWARK

NEWAR

emx

NEWAbK

mAR

mm

NEWARK

NEWARK

emx

NEWARK

NEWARK

NEWARK

NEmT G

PITTSBURGN

PITTS8URGH

PITTSBURGH

PITESJ2RGH

PITTSBURGH

P1T9S1URGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSEURGH

PITESJURGH

PlnTS112GH

PITSIIURGH

PITTSGURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBU2GH

ePIaTBU

emTBUG

a

am 17

81s 20

21

747 aD

12

785 15

821 22

oo

884 12

ass 12

ao

sn ao

12

839 2a

12

997 15

12

12

923 12

is

1606 20

1664 i8

1063 15

20

1492 14

sas9 la

a

1639 12

10

20

11ii is

ao

sai is

1097 ao

12B6 18

1WD7 18

10G0 15

963 0

1203 16

1217 16

a

06/il7/5

o6/sisi

07/30/v5

o/,n/ss

10/1i/85

01/17/86

03/13/86

03/31/86

an/as6

03/29/86

04/a7/86

a/10/86

01/05/86

05/02/86

06/19/86

06/27/s6

06/30/a6

07m/ s6

07/24/86

03/31/86

09//87?

10/06/a

10/26/s2

0l/21/83

02/14/83

07/11/83

05/a/83

08/a/s8

11/21/83

G3/01/84

0/12/84

03/14/84

07/17/84

0a/08/84

08/17/84

0a27/24

09/26/84

10/17/84

11/13/84

01/25/85

aln/3/S

12/17/84

31

1,5

176

26

248

437

273

171

242

160

a6

133

123

260

255

632

345

220

314

842

59

46

is

5

92

5

293

537

5,

167

283

91

111

242

255

269

72
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Viotatiot CLore Leao Dat U Days

Diatriot Office Code Charge toer Date. Dte 0 Days Code Received After

PITTSBURGH 26 034-85-0530 51/07/8' 12/31/87 1149 18 12/26/8' 49

02/04/85 18

01/31/85 20

09/10/84 09/15/87 1182 12

03/21/84 18/30/86 953 16

09/M0/84 04/30/67 971 24

11/16/83 04/30/87 1261 14

01/15/88 09/19/88 1099 85

07/26/83 03

88/08/88 10/07/87 790 88

12/09/84 01/12/88 1137 12

09/16/85 09/19/88 ass oo

09/11/85 16

08/02/85 11/19/87 839 oD

08/81/85 11/19/87 840 85

86/12/85 11/19/87 82s9 8

08/30/85 11/19/87 811 00

09/11/85 16

29/27/85 11/30/87 794 oD

09/01/79 04/15/87 2783 10

04/29/85 18/29/87 913 12

05/31/85 12/10/87 923 12

10/28/a3 15

02/1/853 03/31/87 1519 15

04/0/85 1 3

D5/02/84 04/30/87 1093 88

12/01/84 14

01/01/84 10/22/86 1825 00

01/01/84 11/30/87 1429 15

01/01/84 13

08/20/84 08/26/87 l1ol 1s

05/05/85 12

12/01/84 82

05/01/83 14

05/88/85 oo

04/25/87 11/30/87 219 oD

12/20/81 04

86/18/82 01/38/87 1685 oD

85/01/83 10/21/87 1695 18

02/28/85 01/28/87 1430 04

07/29/83 29/09/87 1585 88

12/08/83 09/09/87 1371 02

02/01/84 09/22/07 1329 17

02/07/85 3

02/25/85 25

02/25/85 168

06/11/82 447

06/12/85 284

06/21/85 585

07i/1i/S 176

O8/fl/St 759

09/09/85 32

D9/18/05 291

09/24/85

1o/04/85 23

10/89/85 66

lt/09/85 69

10/29/85 s8

10/09/85 48

11/26/85 76

01/02/86 97

G2/07/86 2351

02/10/06 267

04/03/86 307

06/17/86 963

05/16/86 1200

06/02/86 427

OB/5/186 825

85/15/86 669

09/11/86 964

09/12/86 905

10/02/86 1005

29/20/87 883

M/16/07 649

03/17/87 836

M/19/87 687

18/18/85 63

M7O// 67

04/29/82 130

07/12/82 24

o2/30/87 1674

05/12/83 73

12/12/53 136

01/11/84 34

02/09/86 a

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURSH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURC4H

PITTSBDURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURCH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBDURGiH

PITTSBURCH

PITTSBUBCH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURCH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSGUR6H

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITnStBURGH

PITTSB1URGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSIBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSEDURGH

PITTSBDURGH

PITTSBNURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTsSURGH

PITTSBURGH

PITTSBURGsH

PITTSBURGsH

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGOD

CHICAGO

06 854-83-1258

26 84-8s-1292

26 C82-85-1296

26 854-85-1963

26 034-a5-1971

26 544a5-2029

26 834-85-2122

26 C4-85-2427

26 034-a5-2539

26 034-85-2594

26 824-85-2642

26 034-86-0D41

26 854-86-0051

26 034-86-32

26 034-86-53

26 04486-0054

26 834-66-0354

26 034-86-C026

26 4-86-072

26 034-86-0754

26 034-86-1097

26 034-86-1557

26 172-86-1348

26 172-86-1474

26 172-86-1942

26 172-86-1987

26 172-86-2129

26 172-86-2133

26 172-67-8583

26 172-87-0507

26 172-87-0709

26 172-87-0O

26 1724-7-0793

26 172-87-1865

26 20-87-1240

27 05-12-2665

27 051-2-3615

n7 051-8-2185

27 051 -8-3507

27 o81-84-1oa6

27 051-84-1600

27 051-84-1930
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0l/W84U 08/17/87

03/15/84 12/31/86

04/04/84 01/29/88

06/11/84 10/28/86

08/30/84 10/08/86

08/21 /84

04/11/84

11/21/84 01/30/87

05/10/85

12/07/84 05/30/87

01/29/84 07/30/87

z/01o/84

05/24/84 05/Z9/87

o6/27/84 o4ro/87

08/31/4 10/31/86

02/21/85 0/31/87

0/21/84 06/30/86

0o/28/4 11/18/86

0/19/85

mn/11/85 05/27/87

03/11/85 05/277

03/22/85 0/27/87

027/85 05/29/87

3/22/85 07/30/87

12/27/84 09/09/87

12/07/84 01/30/87

10/09/84 10/21/86

10/29/84 09/29/87

02/15/85 09/30/87

04/24/85 11/07/87

04/16/85

05/01/85

05/3/85 05/29/87

08/10/84 07/31/87

12/12/83 11/07/86

06/05/85 08/31/87

06/13/85 12/29/87

05 /085 06/25/87

05/06/85

07/31/83

06/01/83 10/28/87

1306 20

1021 05

1395 20

869 18

769 ZO

2Z

00

90 00

23

784 00

1275 20

00

735 00

1m37 oD

791 00

768 00

647 00

71 O0

23

807 00

007 00

790 0

8Z1 00

860 00

906 04

784 05

742 00

1065 18

957 18

927 05

2n

24

756 OD

105 00

1061 05

817 GO

929 05

778 18

23

06

879 16

0/27/83 83/34/87 755 00 OS/05/05 159

05/0/85 0/31/87 850 1

04/18/05 07/31/87 54 I

95-656 0 - 89 - 19

aCuIAo

ClCAGO

CHCAGO

CHI CAO

CHCAGO

CHIICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHCAGrO

CHCAGO

auCCAO

aCHAGO

CIICAGO

CHCAGO

aCrAGO

CHCAGO

CHICAGO

auCrIA

CHICAGO

CHCAGO

CHCAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

aCHIAGO

aura

CHlCAGO

lCADD

allCAI;O

CHICAGO

aurai

7 051-64-2630

27 051-84-2666

n7 051-84-3165

27 051-84-4349

27 051-84-5674

27 051-85-1352

27 051-85-1833

27 051-85-1847

27 051-85-2078

27 051-15-217

27 051-83-2220

27 051-8-2374

2n 01-85-2497

27 051-45-2647

27 o0-1 -mi

27 051413-2750

27 051-85-Z80

27 051-85-2864

n 051-5-2920

27 051-65-5953

27 01-85-9m4

27 051 -983

27 051-853-2

27 051-63-3118

27 051-S-3123

27 051-85-3133

27 051-85-3134

27 051-45-3267

27 051-85-3469

27 051-45-38

27 051-85-4046

2 051-M34077

7 051--4398

27 051-85-4547

27 01-85-4579

27 051-85-4685

27 051-85-47ZO

2 051-485-434

27 051--5091

n 051-8-5326

2n 051-835335

n 051-85-543Z

27 051-8-5630

27 051-a5-5654

03/14/84

03/16/84

04/06/84

0/21/86

09/21/84

11/20/84

12/27/84

01/85/85

01/10/85

01/03/85

11m/04

M/23/05

02/08/85

05/13/805

025s/8s

ozmm

0m/22/85

03/0o/8

85/14/85

0/18/85

83/18/85

03/25/85

0/15/83

06/02/85

84/0/85

04/01/85

04/OZ/85

09/30/s6

12/06/85

04/26/85

05/06/85

05/06/85

05/28/85

05/9/05

06/10/85

06/24/85

06/26/85

05/21/8

07/15/85

07/31/c5

07/30/8

55

1

7W9

22

91

260

'3

0

27

306

357

260

231

170

6

122

16i
1617

3

16

11

96

115

175

701

294

28

52

25

m

5"6

19

13

375

)70

70

59

0/16/85 105

0/29/85 133
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27 051-85-5695

27 051-85-5740

27 051-45-5746

27 051-15-57B7

27 051-85-5867

n 051-85-5866

n7 051-85-5970

n 051-B5-6006

27 051-B5-6007

n 051-15-6052

27 051-85-6098

n 051-B5-6120

n 051-15-6162

27 051-86-137

n 051-80155

27 051-86-017Z

27 051-86-0178

27 051-86-0243

27 051-86-085

27 051-86-0733

n 051-86-0784

n 051-86-0363

27 051-86-1010

27 051-1234

27 251-86-1047

27 051-86-1072

27 051416-1190

2 231-86-1201

2 051-6-1225

27 051-86-1266

n 051-86-1318

2 051-86-1529

2 051-86-1337

n 051-86-1405

n 051-86-1406

n 051-86-1413

2n 051-86-146

n 231-86-1740

2 051-86-1757

2 231-86-1787

n 051-6-2055

n 051-86-2123

n 051-86-2120

03/09185

23/03/85 09/09/87

06/17/85

08/02/85 09/09/87

11/231/4 11/25/86

l/13/84 11/25/86

03/2B/85

1l/22/84 12131 /86

/233/85

08/11/85 09/09787

09/11/85

03/16/85 15/28/87

12131/06 07131/87

04/09/85 02/28/87

09/01/85

03/29/85

07/22/85 09/09/B7

01/07/85 02/13/87

05/25/855

01/09/84 01/30/87

051/3185 02331/87

10/18/85 11/25/87

11/25/85

86/12/85 06/15/85

11/25/86 C /30/87

11/25/85

06m/85

04/2/85

10/17/85 10/28/87

12/16/85

05/20/85

12/12/85

09/23/85 09/23/87

11/26/85 12/02/87

12/07/85 12/10/87

10/17/85

03/0U/85 09/09/87

07/11/85 09/09/87

08/2385

09/13/85

lmi/a5

07/OV/5 OB/277

01/01/86 01/29/BB

CHICAO

CHICAGO

tHIUAGO

CHICA60

CHIUCAO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CtHICAG

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO
CHICACO

tCHICGO

tHI~i

CHICAGO

235C608CHICAO-

CHICAGO

allelE

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHIClGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHscAOo

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CSICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

CHICAGO
cHCllEt

06ICAGO

CNICliD

cHICAGO

CHICAGO

06ICAGO

cHICAGO

23

765 ¶S

06

768 00

72 20

742 00

18

769 20

23

759 OD

06

Gas 20

942 02

690 00

23

02

779 00

767 00

06

1117 12

822 00

766 02

18

3 20

B5 12

23.

23

01

741 00

23

23

02

730 18

742 00

733 23

- 2

922 18

790 00

06

23

787 20

758 00

05/28/8
12/25186

23/29/85

523/28/8

09/13/85

09/06/85

06112/85

09/13/85

09/12/85

09/168/5

09/16/B5

09/251/35

09/25/85

10/13/85

10/2/185

10/23/B5

10/17/85

10/2//85

10/25/85

11/07/85

11/21/85

12/03/85

0O/10/87

11/l5/83

10/01/35

12/13/85

12/10/85

12/30/85

12/11185

06/10/86

01/13/06

12131/85

02/19/87

01/17/86

01/17/86

01/17/56

12/23/86

Olr27/06

01 27/86

02/05/B6

02/18/B6

O23/5/6

02I/21/6

2a

505

73

26

294

295

76

295

20

36

5

60

268

177

57

60

87

290

158

66B

176

46

501

166

314

18

m17

252

55

115

a

19

514

52

61

92

662

2n

157

145

120

239

51
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27 01-86-2127

27 0s1-6-2170

27 01-86-2213

2? 051-86-2493

27 051-86-2523

27 0o1-8z526

27 051-8256

n 051-82612

n 051-269

27 051-82679

2 051-86-316

27 05146-3Z63

27 051-86-322

27 0146-2524

2n 05-86-1920

27 071a-n-7

27 071-0-1159

27 2104-6-3634

n7 210-86-3471

27 212-86-3nB6

27 210-86-358

27 210-86-3599

27 210-86-308

27 210-86-3932

27 210-86-3949

27 210416-3957

27 210-86-4419

27 210-6-4438

2 210-86-4916

n7 210-8-0164

27 210-87-0173

27 210-7-020

27 210-87-03

27 250-87-09

27 210-87-1535

n 210-87-1734

27 210-87-18

n 210-87-mi

27 210-88-m

2n 2ns18-6 S

27 218-16-31Z6

27 218-86-47

27 218-87-C76

06/28183 09/09/87

0/23/8 09/09/87

10/01/85 10/2a/87

11/08/83 11/00/87

03/15/80

10125/05

0210 /56

11/6/85 12/14/87

02/01/86

07/09/3 09/2/7

09/12/83 09/04/87

11/22/85 11/30/8

10/31/S 001/88

10/09/05

09/13/a0 01/290

27/27/86 11/0B/86

11/15/86 0/888

0/30/5 09/09/87

11/25/0

03/01/85 06/19/87

09/16/85 12/16/87

0/01/83

01n/286

0/0/0 09/09/87

0/01/85 06/25/87

01/21/86 O/0/0

01/01/86

12/01/85

12/15/85 01/29/0

06/0/86 0m/1/87

M1/18/8 03/27/a7

01/06/86 01/28/0

ll/W/0 12/09/87

02/06/86

07/0/85 09/0/7

05/M/84 06/25/87

27n /as

11/01/5

/01 /86

02/11/86

0m /as

COM/M/

0o/0/86

02/20/86 10O

0/25/86 186

10/01/85 0

03/13/86 125

03/11/a6 361

0/12/86 138

0/17/8 44

03/25/6 161

mn/2a/86 05

08//86 267

O/12/6 334

0/21 /86 150

0o/29/a6 10O

04no0/n6 203

0/13/86 334

11/MAM 406

m3/12/rs 117

0/16/6 257

05/19/U6 178

0/D/86 643

0DU /86 264

06/a106 2n

02//U6 4

06/25/U 295

07/15/86 560

02/17/U6 2

07/29/U 2W9

07/21/6 232

09/29/86 208

10/24/86 w6

0/29/86 619

10/01/86 296

11/06/86 341

11/21/U6 29

05/06/87 670

0o/30/87 1094

07/1/8l7 730

0/04/87 672

0/01/87 365

11/W/17 636

02/19/87 536

11/09/87 am

O4/15/17 462

al~cAO

CHICGO

alICAGO
alica

041CAG8

aexosoaCuAO

alice

aliceo

alice

alice

aliC40

aliCe6

alice

aluce

alice

aliCe6

alice

alice

alice

alice

alice

CHICGO

al400

Outao

lCHICGO

CIAGuO

742 0

747 0

757 16

752 oD

13

23

25

750 0o

20

811 02

742 18

738 00

812 OD

00

400
4 20

Wao 02

740 0o

25

an 00

23

741 00

905 0o

737 20

00

m o0

1026 12

798 20

752 21

739 12

00

788 12

1148 12

00

00

10

18

1a

18

18
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10/13/81 09

11/25/84 20

02/25/85 02/29/88 1099 09

12/01/84 16

07/15/85 02/01/88 931 09

12/10/85 19

12/10/85 19

01/07/86 09

07/08/85 02/C1/88 938 12

01/13/86 09

07/C0/85 09

12/31/84 13

01/27/86 19

01/02/86 12

05/28/85 16

09/30/84 .12

C9/1t/M5 21

.10/31/85 12/22/86 418 09

09/19/85 09

01/08/86 19

01/22/86 09

01/04/86 21

01/03/86 02/22/88 780 09

12/01/85 09

11/01/85 12

07/31/85 12

08/19/85 12

01/01/86 02/29/88 789 12

08/22/85 02/22/88 914 12

09/01/S5 09/12/87 741 12

11/01/85 02/10/88 851 12

01/17/86 12

12/31/85 21

11/01/05 12

11/01/85 02/12/86 833 12

12/31/85 13

01/25/85 °0

03/01/85 00

02/0/85 °. O

06/12/85 00

06/03/85 O0

07/28/85 OD

07/17/05 30

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

DALLAS

OKLAHOMA CITY

tXUA6106 CITY

OKtA615A CITY

OK.A8186 CITY

OK.AI A CITY

OKLA610A CITY

OKLAHOMA CITY

25 051-8-0668

28 061-85-1174

28 061-85-1685

28 061-85-2475

28 061485-3033

28 06146-015

28 06146-0716

28 01-86-1329

28 051-6-1343

28 061-86-1684

28 061-81753

28 301-86-1873

28 3061-6-2318

28 061-87-0211

28 310-85-3068

28 310-85-3382

28 310415-3628

25 310-8-078

28 310486-1009

28 310-861125

28 310-86-1162

28 310-86-1365

28 310-6-1943

28 310416-2423

28 310-86-2424

28 310-a6-2566

25 310-46-2578

28 310-86-2639

28 310-86-2786

28 310-46-3011

28 3104-6-3124

28 310-86-3350

28 310,86-3372

25 310416-3651

25 310846-3652

25 310-87-1842

29 311-85-0542

29 311-85-0762

29 311-85-1211

29 311-85-1222

29 311-85-1365

29 311-85-1376

29 31143-1394

12/I9/85 57

02/14/85 81

03/27/85 30

06/11/85 192

07r/29s 14

12/11/85 1

12/11/85 1

t2/18/86 42

03/24/86 259

03/17/86 63

02/19/86 226

03/31/86 455

05/05/86 98

10/21/86 292

07/30/85 63

0s/30/85 337

30/25/85 7

12/24/85 54

01/27/86 130

01/19/86 11

01/31/86 9

t2/24/a6 51

04/04/86 91

04/16/86 134

05/14/86 194

05/14/86 287

05/30/86 284

07/0S/86 185

06/18/86 3S01

07/21/86 323

07/23/86 266

08/07/86 202

30/11/86 223

C8/07/86 279

08/03/86 275

03/13/87 437

01/25/85 0

03/15/85 14

t0/07/85 122

06/12/ll 0

07/11/85 58

07/15/85 48

07/17/85 0
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Viaatl, CLai. R- Dte t Day.
DitD1,1c Of/ice C. Chae ter Date Date * Da Cede Received After

OKLA101A CITY 29 311-14= 06/30/85 21 0U/06/85 3?

OKA1a CITY 29 311-80-141 06/W3/S 06 01/09/85 67o

OKLAHA CITY 29 311-1-1505 07/31/85 GO 08/12/U 12

00.AH01A CITY 29 311-15-1566 0o/14/85 13 OB/22/86 493

OLAHOuA tinY 29 311-85-1648 U/06/S 0o 09/09/U 3

OKLAHMA CITY 29 311-6 10/25/85 co 11/08/85 14

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 311-86-0 09/30/83 0o 11/13/U 64

0KLAH.11 CITY 29 311-1036 12/11/Us 03 12/20/5 9

00IANDRA CITY 29 311-86-067 06/11/85 12 12/20/85 253

t4WA1014 CITY 29 31186-0610 S0/26/85 0o 01/D6/D6 133

c0.LAH1A CITY 29 311-26-05 1202/U5 0o 01/15/86 4

OKLAHOM CITY 29 311-6-0537 07/14/85 0o 01/01/D6 175

t4UA101A CITY 29 311--0548 11/2/SS 06/17/86 200 oD O1/13/6 67

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 311-86-0550 11/20/85 12 02/06/86 78

1aA.10A CITY 29 311-6-0579 06/15/85 12 02/11/86 301

CKLAMOMA CITY 29 311-8-0641 01/13/D6 14 10/16/87 641

OK1LAHOKA CITY 29 311-16-0652 12/05/U o0 m0/03/86 88

OKLA1CHA CITY 29 311--0775 06/01/85 12 03/21/86 354

e0.AH016 CITY 29 311-6-097 01/27/85 12 04/22/86 207

WLA104A CITY 29 311-86-186 08/14/81 15 05/16/86 1734

0K.AHOa CITY 29 311-86-1177 08/10/85 15 08/12/87 732

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 31T-81332 06/17/U 0o 07/05/85 is

oKLaH.11 CITY 29 311-86-1357 04/11/86 12 09/26/86 164

OK1401A6 CITY 29 311-86-1663 11/18/85 14 09/03/86 289

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 311-87-0038 01/14/86 12 10/09/86 268

0K.0W1 CITY 29 311-87-Ms 12/05/85 12 10//86 307

M0AM.1A CITY 29 311-7-0089 12/30/85 14 10/14/87 653

00.A01 CITY 29 311-87-0131 11/10/83 15 11/08/86 1000

O.109A CITY 29 311417-0421 06/24/U 1s CM0/U/7 517

O.101A CITY 29 311-17-0511 os0/1/ 15 0/14/87 682

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 311-17-0625 W/13/85 14 0/04/87 721

tYIA101A CITY 29 311-87-031 11/01/U3 s 06/11/87 131a

OKLAHOMA CITY 29 331-46-0507 0/25/U5 16 l0/7/846 155

DE850 30 051-15-6051 10/01/ 09/28/87 969 01 06/19/86 so

DEN098 30 01-0-06 10/18/84 0m/27/8? 80 16 11/02/8S 1s

De806 30 418 -187 85/18/US o 06/10/85 23

D88898 30 081-8-19 0/18/85 oD 06/11/85 26

DENVer 30 Oal-80-1999 10/18/U Do 06/10/85 23

DEOED 30 081-85-2093 03/20/U 18 06/19/U 25

DE8080 30 00-814-294 02/U/U 18 07/04/U 134

DE69ER 320 81-0-28 01/10/U 18 07/09/U lS

DBNER 30 O1-S-3019 03/15/85 o/U3/87 769 18 07/12/U 119

DE88ER 3C 0141--3091 02/1S/85 18 07/5/8U 160
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30 081-85-3168

30 o4l-R-324i

30 ul-RD-3SOs

30 O841-0176

30 081-86-074

30 051i-6-0M

30 E--11131

30 0S1-86-1292

30 OB1 S6-1481

30 0D11-Rhi

30 081-61963

30 I-R6-2063

3 0M-86-2536

3D 061-RN-2720

3D 051-RN-7M

30 OSRI- 3017

30 OM4-83440

30 0D3-4D-2119

3D 320-RN-2DIN

30 320D-7-Orn

30 32D7-0711

3D 320-87-1377

3D 320 -7-1415

30 320-87-124

30 320-87-1930

30 320-87-2246

30 320R-7-2271

D1 022-86-0237

31 033-7-0365

31 064-84-1172

31 OM-a4-1337

31 064-84-2137

31 04-84-2152

31 064-84-2152

31 064-84-2103

31 064-84-2154

31 064-84-2l5S

31 06-84-2156

31 064-84-Di7

31 064-84-21S8

31 06-R4-2159

31 064-8 60

31 064-84-2161

31 05R4-4-2162

06/1D/NO

04/30/RD

CS/29/RD

02/08/85 0oV3/87

10/14/R5

08/16/85

10D/8/

08/2/8D 08/24/R7

09/0I/RD 09/18/R7

03/27/RD

06/14/R5 06/26/N7

0D/eD/Rs 11/16/N?

Ri/DO/85 07/3D/N7

n/fl/RD RsE1/i/

11/iD/RS

o8/RI/RD

12/058/4 12/R9I/6

023/0ASR

11/19/85

0R/OR/RD 09/16/R7

10/07/85 01/21/DR

03/05/85 oUN6/Ri

10/14/RD 01/19/M

10/31/SS

02/25/85 08/17/R7

11A/)I/R

10/31/SS

06/24/R5

Us/us/RD U/N6/R7

02/14/84 06/11/Ri

02/11/84 06/11/R7

RI/2f/84 02/24/R7

R1/19/RN 06/11/87

01/19/84 06/11/87

RI/ R/SR 06/11/R7

0/N16/84 06/11/R7

01/16/N4 06/11/R7

02/01/N4 06/11/87

RI/ZR/84 D6/11/N7

RI/20/84 06/11/R?

I/20/B4 06/11/N?

02/04/84 06/11/R7

02/04/R84 8/11/Ri

02/02/84 06/11/87

DENVER

DENVER

DBNVER

DENVER

DENVER

DENVER

DENVER

RENVER

DENVER

RENDER

DENVER

DENVER

RENDER

DENVER

DBEYED

DENVER

DENVER

RENDER

DENVER

DENVER

DENVER

AENVER

DARNER

DENVER

DENVER

DENVER

DENVER

N03STEN

OUSN

HMu7vN

HOUN

mUeN

HOmUST

mHUvO

mOuSve

HUSN

HOUST

HOUSTON

mvueR

DmR

HOUSTON

HDeSTeR

HOUSTON

HOSTNR

HDUSlCN

is

18

18

iN
sD4 IN

Di

732 01

747 16

20

742 12

752 20

736 12

746 R

1s

20

734 14

Ri

17

749 OS

836 13

S12 13

027 14

14

903 1I

14

14

05

746 13

1213 os

1216 Us
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09/OmS 09/30/87

0o/0s6 09/3D/17

10/22/84 12/17/86

/mo10 09/laa87

06/0o/s 09/3087

06/15/15

06/10/85 11/10/87

08/mO/s

0O/19/tS

09/05/so

10/06/84 09/39/7

11/22/84 1l/35/86

07/25/a5 092/a7

OT/15/W 0e7m/8

0/30/3 09/29/7

12/1/4 12/30/86

06/12/s 0918/87

09/13/85 09/29/87

10/06/5

09/9/85

/20/1 09/29/87

10/02/U

07/6/13s 09/29/a7

09/5/81

12/0/84 09/30/87

06/12/80

07/31/85 0/2/7

10/01/85 12/0/8?

09tlt/a/ 09//7

07/1/85

07/31/35 0m187

06/24/rS 0o/29/87

10/30S 1230/87

07/29/U5

07/17/85

o1r0985

06/21/8 09/15/87

Ws AmEaS

Ws "mo s

LWS MUOLES

LOS A0601S

LOS ANGELES

LOS AOMELS

tM A86E2S

un AME

185 AW66ES

LOS ASEES

LOS AuGELES

LOS A6S6

LDS ANSI

LOS A1500

LWS A0ES

LDS AWSI

LOS ISES

LOS ANGES

L05 MIES

LOS bffLE5

LOS A8 ES

LOS AlSi60l

LOS MSaS

LOS A06E0S

LON AJOLES

LOS A861S05

LS A86ES

LOS 66E:ES

LOS ASIS

LOS ISIS

LOS AW1ES

LOs maSs

LOS AWS0

L11 6161

LOS ANGES

LOU A66S

LOS A836ES

LOS AaSLS

LOS A0E 5

LOS AISs

LOS A16010S

LOS ANGE3

LU1 AISI

tUS mAss

796 09

OS

751 16

953 20

17

757 30

71 09

786 09

00
9 02 9

ws 02

20

19- 0e

732 07

789 oo

913 09

972 07

749 07

ass w
746 oo

09

02

739 09

795 09

11

126 oo

799 i7

903 20

08

751 0m

674 02

791 09

09

OS

m9

r16 20

09/30/85

09/04/85

09/09/as

09/09/85

09/10/Ut

09/11/85

09/11/1

9/tl7/5

09/17/Ud

09/18/U

09/19/U

09/24/a

09/26/

09wm s

9/27/Ua

09/24/U

09/27/U

12/19/84

01/21/U

09/21/1

04/15/U

02/150/5

021/ZU

lo/m/es

1O/06/5

10/09/U

10/10/Ud

10/10/13

10/11/U5

10/1l/Ud

1016/dS

10/15/U

10/21/U

10/22/13

10/23/6d

10/31/U

1o/24/U

10/4/

1or/29s

10ot/

10/2/Us

l1/2/Us

11/04/5

11/4dS8

29

41

73

45

41

155

25

14

42

301

71

.176

164

109

57

36

22

76

66

34

90

16

72

174

21

5

31

20

9

8r

61

311

131

83

22

213

115

as

127

0

91

128

6

136
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34 092-86-0376

34 092-86-094

34 092-06-040

34 092-86-040

34 092--0418

34 092-86-0426

34 0920427

34 092-86-0450

34 092-86-0673

34 092-as-492

34 092-86-0497

34 092-86-0519

34 092-86-0528

34 02-6-0539

36 092-86-055

34 092-0569

34 092-86-0579

34 092406-992

34 092-86-0594

34 092-0603

34 092-86-0660

34 09os-06662

34 0924--66S

34 092-0640680

34 092-6-06974

34 092-06747

34 04206s-

34 092-06-0760

34 092-86-0764

34 0924-6 1

34 092-6-0023

34 092-86-0906

34 092-86-095

34 09246-0966

34 092-a6-1061

34 092-86-11M

34 092-86-1206

34 092-86-1256

34 09286-1446

34 092-61513

34 092-06-1536

34 092-06-1542

34 092406-1602

00/09/5 00/27/07

06/M1/3 11/30/87

10/10/a

10/31/85 12/04/07

10/31/85

02/04/85 06/11/07

09/191/5 09/30/a7

06/21/85 O2M/17

11/12/8s

10/25/B5

10/25/05

11/07/85 09/10/OS

09/1i/05 09/30/07

05/31/85 11/09/87

08/15/05 09/29/07

0sm/as o-0/7/a7

09/11/U5

onsa10/ 0/lB/U8

11/0a/U 12/23/07

lo/a/U 12/09/7

0o/27/85

12/05/85

12/06/85

1/n/as

o/lo0/a

12/19/85

11/30/Us

12/19/U5 12/30/07

10/20/85

06/11/Us 00/18/07

12/10/8U

10/O/U5

M1/17/06

06/01/U5 07/24/07

lo/0/84 os00//7

01 /06/86

00/01/04 09/30/87

OS/02/aU 030/07

05/01/U5 0027/07

ll/Of/U

01/31/86

12/n/U

03/01/U5 01/a/8S

LOS AGEULS

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANELES

LOS NGELEs

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LO ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LWS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS AN3ELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELOS

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANG0ELES

LOS A00ELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

748 oo

912 oo

oo

764 Uo

OD

057 00

741 20

610 20

OS

03

729 00

741 U

892 02

775 oS

868 00

USS

m 14

799 02

0o

oo

oo

oD

Uo

oo

00

741 oS

oU

798 U

oo

.00

783 17

970 20

oo

115s 02

001 00

840 0O

20

20

20

1063 00

11 /as

11/06/85

10/10/U

10/31/8s

10/31/as

11/01/85

11s29/s

11/13/U5

11/12/85

10/2a/s

10/25/U

11/n/U

11/U/U

11/21/US

11/25/85

11/26/U

11/9/s

11/39/Ub

0o/24/07

12/03/85

12/09/85

12/09/85

12/06/Us

1147/U

10/10/85

12/n/U

11/30/85

12/26/U

1206/n/

01/07/06

12/10/US

01/17/86

01/23/06

01/34/06

0M/10/86

2/14/86

02/24/06

02/28/06

03/13/86

03n0/86

04/01/06

03/25/06

00/07/85

1S

158

0

0

0

270

71

145

0

0

0

13

67

174

102

209

322.

35

535

134

4

0

1*

0

7

67

210

0

107

6

237

497

39

572

302

316

139

60

95

67
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VtoltScn CLor. eD Mt. I My
District Offie. Cde Charge D tet DMt. * Day Cde R ived After

LOS A11E6ES 34 092-86-1615 06/18/a8 09/06/87 779 14

06s19/u 0o

09/03/u 09/30/87 10e 09

06/15/u5 07/23/87 768 16

07/ot/u 0o

11/01/us 0

12/01/u5 oD

09/19/86 09

06/5/8s 09/21/87 787 23

11/09/83 0-

09/3/u 23

11/30/u 09

51/26/s 09

12/01/us 20

07/31/853 07/26/87 1654 15

06/16/85 06/11/87 786 06

0/n2/86 oo

09/09/us OD

07/1/85 09/2n/87 am 0o

02/01/835 0/n/87 777 09

10/21/u OD

03/11/85 09/11/87 914 19

06/14/5 09/30/87 838 09

04/07/5 09/29/87 925 02

02/21/8 09/05/87 742 09

09/27/85 20

07/21/85 09/27/87 757 o0

12t/s0 0

12/16/3 m3/29/e7 1199 09

02/13/85 09/30/87 959 11

3/28/us 04/23/87 736 06

m23//84 06/17/87 ills 02

12/0l/85 I

52/09/83 OD

09/14/85 1t

06/19/83 06/25/87 736 09

07/01/83 06/27/87 787 09

09/13/86 09

01/01/86 05

09/01/86 OD

12/01/85 13

09/21/6 0°

06/24/87 675

06/87/86 231

06/M9/86 461

04/10/86 299

06/17/86 290

04/21/86 171

046//6 148

04/29/86 100

04/29/86 30f

09/08/06 181

06e/0986 245

06/06/86 198

06/06/86 192

06/09/86 190

07/03/86 1068

07/08/86 448

o0/22/86 0

07/31/86 364

06/07/86 388

OB/1/86 556

09/29/86 302

O6/27/86 534

02/12/86 243

04/28/86 386

l1/20/8 272

07/15/86 291

09/11/86 407

09/23/86 296

o0/09/84 24

03/22/0e 37

11/25/83 242

09/24/36 910

18/01/86 304

10/02/86 305

10/27/06 4m

10/27/86 434

10/27/86 40

11/24/86 315

/0//87 3S7

0 9/0/87 394

10/09/0S 0

09/06/87 409

Los ANGELES

LOS AG6ELES

LOS AIGELES

LOS A13GELE0

LOS ANGELES

13 AN8ELES

LOS AIIDELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANDELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS A68ELES

LOS ANGELES

Lo3 ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

Los ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS AIIGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGBELES

Los ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS AlNaELs

LOS ANES

LOS ANGsELES

LOS ANGELES

LOS AllsELES

L03 ASNELES

LOS ANGELES

Los ANGELES

Los ANGELES

L03 Al iELES

LOS ANGELEs

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES

L03 AIISELES

LOS ANGELES

34 092-16-1665

34 092-86-1696

34 092-86-1729

34 092-a6-1795

34 092-86-1838

34 092-617

34 092-16-8

34 092-86-18s

34 092-86-1993

34 092-86-2109

34 092-86-2239

34 09246-2240

34 09246-246

34 092-6-2413

34 092-86-2442

36 092-86-2516

34 092-86-2618

34 092-6-2755

34 092-86-2764

34 s-86-2921

34 092-86-2982

34 892-86-0501

34 09286-58a2

34 092-867553

34 o92-8-18o

34 0926-9023

34 2-86-9107

34 0944K-6 1S

34 896-aS-9

34 109-86-096

34 31186-1747

34 30e70-0

34 3w7-o919

34 3we-87-0197

34 3"7-091l

34 30-7-023

36 360-87447

34 307-0768

34 6-87-092

34 -87-014

34 3 -7-1122
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01/01/86 12

ll/Ol/a 14

11/19/85 12/1/87 772 o

06/29/85 1s

12/09/5 18

07/17/85 18

01/m/85 07

07/12/85 07

01/ld/86 07

08/05/95 20

09/30/85 20

10/15/85 20

09/0m 14

03/16/85 14

11/24/84 12/30/86 766 10

06/11/85 09/17/87 rUs 12

09/09/82 12/11/87 1919 18

01/01/86

11/01/81

01 /09/86

05/07/87

07/24/87

05/07/87

06/04/87

06/04/87

06/04/87

12/20/85

01/02/86

01/31/86

03/31/87

03/25/87

10/14/86

04/15/86

02m/27/6

10/m/85 01/22/87 1207 00 12/12/83 70

08/07/84 11/20/86

03/21/84 11/04/86

09/10/84 o/29/87

07/01/85 07/28/87

07/16/U 08/26/87

O8/07/85 11/30/87

11/22U/ 11/30/87

M0/21/U 03/23/87

02/25/U 03/27/87

023/2/s 03/10/87

0/01/85 03/27/7

86/01I/ 06/30/87

M8/12/85 8/21/87

W8/07/85 84/31/87

11/11/85 11/30/87

07/30/8S 11/30/87

09/01/864 12/24/86

01/14/85 04/30/87

03/29/85 04/30/87

03/01/85 06/30/87

05/05/02

1l/19/02 07/31/87

M0 84 06/30/o7

03/20/84 o/2n7

10/31/U 10/31/86

04/04/84 ol/3O/87

855 13 84/38/U

948 12 09/13/85

120 05 01/30/84

757 20 07/19/U

771 04 07/26/85

845 1l 11/84/Us

738 10 11/22/5

732 12 12/09/83

760 12 12/09/85

741 12 12/09/U5

756 12 12/09/85

759 12 06/04/86

739 12 05/27/86

754 12 06/05/86

749 02 07/03/86

853 12 06/30/87

844 16 09/18/84

856 18 01/288

762 18 06/8/85

790 18 07/18/85

0 20 O/0S/s82

1715 21 05/06/U3

1148 16 03/08/84

1105 03 04/10/84

1096 12 05/05/8I

1001 16 05/07/84

0

51

738

592

659

884

693

510

137

125

108

576

586

609

308

1237

LOS ANGELES

LOS AIGELES

LOS AGELES
LUALMEal

KILWAUXEE

ILWAIUKEE

MILWAUKEE
RILUAUKEE

MINNEAPOL15

MINNEAOLIS

MINNEAPOLIS

MNEAPOUIS

PHOEIX

PENIX

PHEIX

PHEIX

PHIEIIIX

PHOEIX

PHEIX

PHOENIX

PHODNIX

PHEIX

ST115OPL

ST. WlOS

ST. LOUiS

ST. LOUIS

ST LOUIS

n7 LOUIS

ST LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

34 340-87-2061

34 340826

34 092-86-034

36 055-85-24"5

36 0556-20a 7

36 055-16-2165

36 210-87-0465

36 210-870473

36 210-87-0m

37 076-86-0D96

37 076-86-09

37 076-86-0203

37 265-87-0194

37 265-7-OOD

38 0o0-87-Woo

38 0-86-0634

38 093-82-2369

38 o044-o62

38 0934-&2-

38 093-86-2305

3 093-85-05

38 093485-2017

38 0O9-85-2064

38 09-86-020

38 09346-0342

38 093-86-0406

38 O-86-0447

38 0934-048
38 oreMsoA

38 o09--0450

38 093-86-1186

38 093--1440

38 093-86-1515

38 093-86-1753

38 35017-0857

40 071-84-2438

4 071-85-o22

40 071-85-1775

40 071-85-2069

40 072-82-098

40 072-3-1033

40 072-86-05?7

40 87-84-1068

40 072-86-1218

40 072-84-1264

I

386

531

20

18

10

90

.0

263

287

285

283

307

288

302

204.

7s0

17

14

66

139

0

168

19

1815
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40 072-48-1862

40 072-84-2034

40 072--2211

40 745-0379

40 4-5-0427

40 072-8-0867

40 072-85-0950

40 072-83-1090

80 07285-1267

40 072-85-1279

40 07-85-1936

60 072-86-0017

40 0246-0380

40 072-86-0225

210 072-86-0336

40 072-86-0340

40 072-864383

40 072-86-0397

40 072-86-0436

40 072-86-0448

40 072-86-0477

40 072-86-0564

40 072-86-0713

40 072-46-8734

40 07246-0796

40 072-86-049

40 072-86-0057

40 072-86-093

40 072-8 16

40 07246-1284

40 872-86-1318

40 072-86-1382

40 0724-7-0305

40 OBD-86-1774

40 OBC-4-07W9

40 OBD-7-1145

40 032-B6-0537

40 2BD4-6-1641

40 2OD-87-0497

40 280-7-0739

40 250-87-1036

41 073-83-1082

1 071-85-1239

41 0714-5-1388

03/26/84 03/20/87

09/21/a8 11/24/86

09/03/86 10/31/86

10/01/84 10/31/B6

10/05/84 07/31/07

07/02/84 12/M/86

10/08/86 11/28/86

09/30/84 12/12/86

03/29/85 06/29/87

03/06/85 12/22/87

07/29/85 09/30/87

03/05/85 03/19/87

o0/12/85- 09/09/87

06/21/8s 10/11/87

06/20/85 03/13/B7

11/29/85 01/03/86

OB/30/85 11/12/07

10/15/85 11/30/07

07/31/8S 01/27/86

11/11/85 12M/27

07/30/85 12/21/B7

0B/3O/B5 11/10/07

07n/3T/8

09/01/84 03/21/87

09/10/85 09/m/87

03/31/05 03/11/87

08/OB/85 09/30/07

03 /5 /85 09/19/86

11/01/85

12/10/85

09/0/s8

069/28/8 07/02/87

02/01/85 07/23/87

07/25/85

10/11/85

12/15/B

11/09/85

10/31/85 12/10/07

03/24/03 o04/3/07

01/31/79 07/29/07

03/02/18 12/01/07

02/13/85 88/01/87

03/29/85 01/16/07

02/04/85 0/27/87

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LWJIS

ST. LoWIS

ST. Wl.1s

ST. LOU1S

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUI1S

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOU15

ST. LOUIS1

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUlS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUTS

ST. Louis

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LWUIS

ST. LOlUS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

97. LWIS

K5ST. CITY

KANSAS CITY

KAMM CIlY

1089 02

794 16

819 20

760 00

1079 00

882 12

781 03

834 18

761 03

1021 21

793 00

74 00

758 20

842 16

784 20

767 o0

806 16

776 03

910 12

770 16

874 16

802 16

0 21

941 14

761 20

771 12

783 00

993 12

0 11

0 12

0 21

731 06

902 12

O i4

0 14

a 14

0 03

770 12

1498 06

3101 06

1004 06

07 09

658 09

753 09

8/1n7/84

09/24/8

Om22/ia

12/06/8S

12/28/8A

02/04/88

03/2/85

03/01 /85

0o/20/ss

03/07/85

09/10/85

10/01/85

10/17/80

l1v7/95

12/17/85

12/04/85

12/30/85

12/30/85

01/21/86

01/21/86

01/09/86

02/11/86

02/27/86

02/24/86

03/12/86

03/17/86

03/17/86

03/31/86

04/03/86

06/21/s6

06/16/86

06/25/86

12/11/86

09/10/86

03/02/87

0o/29/87

12/09/86

03/11/86

02/04/87

03/24/87

09/04/87

02/25/8s

09/02/85
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VioLation CLosure Reason Date I Days
District Office Code Cherge Iber Date Date I Days Code Received After

SEATTLE 48 101--1593 09/12/85 09/30/87 748 13 10/29/86 412.

SEATTLE 48 101--1643 07/21/85 08/11/87 751 02 03/11/86 233

SEATTLE a m0146-1652 08/31/85 10/16/87 776 13 07/16/87 684

SEATTLE 48 101-86-1984 01/15/86 18 04/17/86 92

SEATTLE 48 101-87-0473 01/01/85 07/03/87 913 15 02/04/87 764

SEATTLE 48 172-87-0405 10/01/85 02/04/88 856 13 01/21/87 477

SEATTLE 48 380-82295 11/10/84 12/11/86 761 20 05/07/86 543

SEATTLE 48 380-87-0037 06/28/Ss 09/02/87 796 13 10/09/86 48

SEATTLE 48 380-87-os0 01/01/86 17 12/10/86 343

SEATTLE 48 380-7-0536 01/28/85 04/27/87 819 14 12/19/86 690

SEATTLE 48 380-87-0592 12/17/84 04/2/87 861 15 01/05/87 749

SEATTLE 48 380-87-701 12/01/85 02/03/88 794 11 02/02/87 428

SEATTLE 48 380-87-1108 04/30/85 06/03/87 764 i5 04/17/87 717

SEATTLE 48 380-87-1373 07/01/85 15 06/16/87 715

SEATTLE 48 380-87-1422 12/14/85 14 06/24/87 557

*** TotaL Record Count 1608
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Appendix III

Documents Gathered During the Special Committee on Aging Inquiry
into the Performance of the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission in Enforcing the Age Discrimination in Employment Act

ts i \)

ZF-C 1;1 I l C: E NU't -

1. SUBJECT: Limited Scope Commissioner Charges.

2. P'URPOSE: This ninety-day notice is intended to urovide interim
guidance on the development and processing of LiUited Scope
coa.nissioner Charges to be processed by ELI rather than Systemic
Un: ts.

3. ORIGINATOR: Office of Program Operations.

4. EFFECTVEV DATE: Upon receipt.

5. INSTRUCTION: Limited Scope Section 706 Commissioner Charges may

be developed to address employment discrimination issues beyond

the scope of a Commissioner which do not lend themselves to
processi.t by Systemic Units. (See CM Section 16.2.) Limited
Scone Commissioner Charges differ from Commissioner initiated
charges and systemic charges in that Limited Scope Charges are
proposed inicially by the field offices and do not involve
field systemic targets.

A. ifrit-on: Limited ScoDe Co==issioner C:.arces srell involve
matters ot such significant enforcement potential that they

meet one or more of the Commission's substantive smancards
fror :re seectior of syster:t charges but do not fall within

trati~e par~aetars of the Commission's systemic
hus, :r most clr:-ustances, these charges -w:ll in-

vo ve only one facility and -:ill include a l'irtec r2umber of
bases or 'ssues.

Charges will be proposed by District Direccors when where is
ev'dence of a probable :zi:le .'1 vitlatIon carrying significant
en.orzenenc zotential wh:ch canno: be addressed by an existing
Ti-le VII charge. The need for LimIted Scope Ctisrioner Charges

.::-ire val Arise ;. ore of the following zays:

7, Durr.g the course of en investigation under the Equal Pay Act
or the Age Discri:inatior. in Employment Act, probable Title VI!
violations are uncovered and no appropriate Title VII charge

exIsts with which the Issues and/or bases can be incorporated.

,:' -..fcr -::es ::t _::e-:f of t::e is-" Dffc vnh::r

=ace 0:. : - - D ':_: ' : .-.a,,6 oe

f:_ Ied :lerr.. te cI'st:r_='r.ty cttduzt.

.rSzR:LLLYI: All C:mpllanre Manual holders Etot COSM 106. MAS ?:
-

eEfO FoQ. 106. -rA ,:'i : 5 7 -.1 __ �"_' -7 ON -All Cam'31iance Nanual !;alders
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AtA- ltantalicrk Otic.
\ - a>WQ EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Citizens Trust Building. Suite 1150
'_ t ~ / - 75 Piedmont Avenue. NE.

Atlanta. Georgia 30335

July 12, 1983

MEORANDUM

TO: Mose Rayford

THRU: R. Taylor - Fact Findi;?)II

THRU: T.~McPherson, Jr I a Manager

THRU: C. Duke Beasley;7 W i,
Deputy District Director

FROM: George Frank Jordan i
District Director ,

SUBJ: FY-83 Performance

OPADS require, among other things, that you complete at least sixty three (63)
charges between April 1, 1983 and September 30, 1983.

In. view of the requirement to complete sixty three (63) charges by September
30, 1983, you should have completed at least 31.5 charges by June 30, 1983.

Therefore, to ensure your completing the 63 charges required on or before
September 30, 1983, you must complete an average of at least /2.3
charges for the months of July, August and September 1983.

The month of June provided conclusive proof that when we marshal our re-
sources, strengthen our resolve and work together, we can accomplish much.

The extra effort manifested during June 1983 is greatly appreciated.
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I. POLICY

1. Fact-Finding Conference Removal

Fact-Finding Conferences were consistently held where

the processing of a given charge warranted such a conference

thoughout Fiscal Year 1983. Fact-Finding remains a part of the

procedures established by the Commission and utilized to process

charges. Instructions have been given and remain in effect that

where there is a charge that warrants a Fact-Finding Conference,

it is held. Further, that where it is not appropriate'to hold

a Fact-Finding Conference, the conference is not held.

During the month of October, neither Fact-Finding

Conferences nor Field Investigations were conducted. Each charge

has been and continues to be processed in the Atlanta District

Office consistently with existing procedures authorized by the

Commission.

As a result of the staff/charge ratios in the Fact-

Finding. Continued Investigations and Conciliations and Intake

Units, it was determined appropriate to assign staff to various

other functions. Upon recommendation of the two Compliance

Managers, those shifts were made. (See Attachments dated

June 27, 1983 and June 28, 1983)

2. Institution of Expanded Presence and

3. Voluntary Assistance

Prior to and during September, 1983, District Office

Managers were informed of the thrust to be given to these pro-

grams. During the District Directors September meeting, it was

mentioned again that these programs were to be given a major

thrust. The Commission approved the basic Voluntary Assistance

Program concept while this meeting was still in session. The

headquarters office having responsibility for the new program

identified Atlanta as one of the offices selected to participate

in the pilot Voluntary Assistance effort. Subsequent to that

meeting to the present, the Atlanta District Office has engaged

in planning for putting these programs into operation. And,

while this planning has been extensive, these programs have not

yet been instituted.
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However, as a result of media contact by the Office of

Public Affairs and other headquarter offices, this office has

continuously received inquiries regarding the availability of

these services to the community.

4. Effect of Removal of CIC/Other Units

The Continued Investigations and Conciliations units

still exist and have continually to this date. These functions

are being performed in the Atlanta District Office.

5. Handling of Merit Pay Agreements

Merit Pay Agreements and appraisals were handled as

required by EEOC Order 550, dated December 27, 1982. This order

provides for a meeting between the employee and the appraising

official to determine the actual degree of attainment of per-

formance standards at the end of the rating period.

The order also provide for this potential rating to be

discussed by the appraising and reviewing officials before it is

final. The reviewing official is responsible for determining

the need to modify job elements and performance standards, re-

viewing the-overall performance evaluation, and making adjustments

as appropriate.

Merit Pay employees, including Compliance Managers, were

informed that their initial/potential ratings were not final until

reviewed by the reviewing official.

II. MAHACERIAL DECISIONS

1. Movement of Personnel Without Position Descriptions.

Employees have not been moved without position descriptions.

a. Pennington

Positions at the CS-12 grade level are covered

by standard position description. This description

covers the vafious laws and functions administered by

by the EEOC, including the duties assigned, as

present areas of concentration, to Mr. Pennington.

b. Jones

Ms. Jones was assigned to a supervisory position

at the GS-13 grade level prior to her departure on
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extended leave. She was away from the office for

approximately one year. During that time, her

supervisory duties were assigned to another super-

visor and her supervisory position consumed as the

Backlog units were dissolved and other supervisors

had to be placed.

Since her return to the office, Ms. Jones has been

assigned to unclassified duties for a period up to

120 days as provided for in OPM regulations.

2. Reason for Such a High Directed Caseload

The majority of the charges filed by charging parties

with the Atlanta District Office have concerned themselves with

individual harm. However, as indicated in response to I. 1, above,

the workload of the Atlanta District Office durins the fourth

quarter of Fiscal Year 1983 allowed an opportunity to use some

staff resources to research various data bases to determine the

graphic area were operating in compliance with the provisions

of the laws we administer.

With this staff available and our missibn in mind, we

looked at employers using certain barometers to determine if

they should potentially be subject to Directed Investigations

and Limited Scope Charges. The barometers included:

1. Title VII

An set forth by Notice, as published in the

CCH, the three ( ;) ways that Limited Scope Charges

would generally arise: i.e. (1) During the course

of an investigation under the Equal Pay Act or the

Age Discrimination in Employment Act, probable

Title VII violations are uncovered and no appropriate

Title VII charge exists with which the issues and/or

bases can be incorporated. (2) Information comes

to the attention of the District Office which

strongly suggests that a respondent is engaging

in a practice made unlawful by Title VII, but no

Title VII charge has been filed alleging the dis-

criminatory conduct. (3) The Regional Attorney

advises the Commission litigation vehicle would be

substantially strengthened by a new charge which

addresses procedural or remedial issues presented

in the litigation of a Commission complaint.
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Each Limited Scope Charge initiated was in compliance

with those established procedures and did comport with other

relevant procedural regulations.

2. Equal Pay Act

Section 122.4 of Compliance Manual, Volume 1

states in pertinent part that a particular respon-

dent may be scheduled for directed investigations

based upon data in each district office's indus-

tries/occupations and issues lists or based upon

leads submitted by EPA, EOS or other staff.

By reviewing our data base, including pre-

vious charges filed against Respondents along with

the utilization of additional data, we were able to

identify respondents that were targeted for directed

investigations. The procedures followed adhered to

established policies, practices and procedures.

3. Age Discrimination in Employment Act

Section 222.2 of Compliance Manual, Volume I

states in pertinent part that a directed investi-

gative activity constitutes a necessary part of the

ADEA Unit's enforcement program. The unit super-

visor nay select from the ADEA, ELI respondent or

issues list or the investigation may be based on leads

submitted by an EOS or other staff members. Produc-

tive leads may be developed by using the following

basic sources of information with appropriate local

variations:

a. Information obtained while investigating

a charge;

b. Information from Newspapers or other

Publications;

c. Working relationships with employees of

other agencies;

d. Union officials and officials of industrial

and trade associations;

e. Prior history of Age Discrimination

allegations.

Utilizing existing compliance procedures as set forth

above, the directed investigations implemented to
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enforce Title VII. Equal Pay Act and Age Discrimination

in Employment Act were in order, and did go to maxi-

nizing our efforts under these laws we have been

charged to enforce.

3. Managerial Involvement in Enployee Ratings

See 1. 5 above for discussion on Merit Pay employees.

AlSo. EEOC Orfer 542, GPADs, provides for a similar determination

by the reviewing official as to the need to modify job elements

and performance standards and to adjust appraisals as appropriate.

Further, while the reviewing official is normally the appraising

official's immediate supervisor, this does not negate the responsi-

bility of the District Director for overall operation and manage-

ment of the office, to include ensuring consistency of elements,

performance standards, and performance appraisals by subordinate

appraising officials.

4. Environmental Concerns Without Prior Guidelines

Each employee entered into a Merit Pay or GPAD contract,

which contained the job element and standards for maintaining their

offices. The element and standards were as follows:

Job Element: Maintain proper office environment

conducive to the efficient conduct

of business.

Standard: Meet: Offices, desks, files are

kept neat and business-like, e.g..

hall and passage ways are kept free

of clutter; walls have only properly

hung pictures. posters, plaques, certi-

ficates. etc.. public areas are kept

neat and inviting.

No Exceed: if mec, standard not considered in final

racing. If not met, standard is con-

sidered in final rating.

Each employee knew of the job element and standard

and signed the contract acknowledging then. Guidelines re-

garding this matter are indicated in the contract and other

instructional memoranda received from the national office and

distributed to each employee.
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III. COMMUNICATION

I. Lack of Informational Meetings With Supervisory Staff

Periodic informational meetings have been held with
supervisory staff. Frequent meetings have been conducted by the
Compliance Managers with a major purpose of relaying information
resulting from TMC and other management meetings. District Office
Management has met with supervisors as a group, as individuals

and with their employees, as necessary.

Also, monthly training meetings are conducted the first
Monday of each month with the entire staff.

2. Lack of Supervisory Knowledge Re: Movement of Personnel

The need to shift employees to different areas of con-
centration based on employee/workload ratios, by functional area,
was discussed with Compliance Managers and Supervisors were kept
informed.

The decisions on which specific employees were to be
shifted to specific functional areas and to specific supervisors

was not discussed extensively. Such extensive discussion was
curtailed, in part, to avoid the former practice of permitting

supervisors to "pick" employees which resulted in "dump" of some,

and shifting "problems' between supervisors. Supervisors will be
required to "supervise" all employees to include assignment of
work, evaluation of performance and initiating corrective action
to improve performance as necessary.

3. Failure to Include Compliance Managers in TMC and Other

Decision-Making Processes

Compliance Managers have been continually involved in
the decisions made in the Atlanta District Office. At one point,
brief management meetings were held each morning at 9:00. Ho'-
ever, based on a determination that the frequency with which these
meetings were held was no longer necessary, the schedule was
changed so that such meetings are presently held as necessary,

from once to several times a week. On other occasions, the
District Director and/or Deputy District Director meet with the
Compliance Managers to consider matters that impacted on them
and their specific areas of responsibility.
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QUESTIONS

I. POLICY

1. Fact-Finding Conference Removal

2. Institution of Expanded Presence

3. Institution of Voluntary Assistance

4. Effect of Removal of CIC/Other Units

5. Handling of Merit Pay Agreements

11. MANAGERIAL DECISIONS

1. Movement of Personnel Without Position Descriptions

a. Pennington

b. Jones

2. Reasons for Such a High Directed Caseload

3. Managerial Involvement in Employee Ratings

4. Environmental Concerns Without Prior Guidelines

111. COMMUNICATION

1. Lack of Information Meeting Without Supervisory Staff

2. Lack of Supervisory Knowledge Re: Movement of Personnel

3. Failure to Include Compliance Managers in TMC and Other
Decision-Making Processes
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; 7/15/P3

I' : ,Iy .r o _:

Regicral Attc -nz.-
Camliance nanmcers
SDervisirector

G. Duke Beasley'v
Deputy Director .

Office Arnearance

mhe attached rneorandum is shared with you for conveyance to your
respective staff uea'ers, the urgency in putting each house in order.

A check of all office space will be nrde cm or before July 20, 1983 and
any person's office that reflects an unsafe or unsightly cendition will
be appropriately counselled and/or disciplined.

You are once again reminded that:

1. Office hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 RF
2. No. reading of newspapers during hours of work
3. All notes, cartoons and unprofessional materials will

be ream7ed fran walls.
4. only My work will transpire in aur offices.

Your issediate attention should be given to this netter.

BUY U.S. SAVIUGSq GORDS rsrECLL..:.LY O1 THE PAYROLL CAVII:GS PLAN

TO :

MOL' :
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If a Commissioaner approves the charge, it Vill be signed ana returned
to the Office of Program Operations. The Office Of Program Operations
will provide a copy of the charge to the Office of General Counsel.
The appropriate Regional Director will then mail the charge to the
District Office along with a partially completed acknowleegement of
receipt (see Exhibit 3-B in Section 3 of the Compliance Manual). The
receipt is to be completed and returned by the District Office to the
Regional Director.

Notice of the charge will be served on the respondent within ten days
of receipt of the signed charge by the District Office. Refer to
Section 3.6(c) for processing instructions in deferral jurisdictions.
Responsibility for investigation of the limited scope charge will be
assigned by the District Director. The charge will be designated as an
ELI, and an attorney from the Legal Unit will coordinate with the EOS
to whom the charge was assigned during the processing of the charge.

Approved: 04, Jj &/z i. 05S
Qoessa it Srnanotf P ''rector
Offic of. Program 6erations
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r A~~~~~~ Din.e Olff
h _ 1 EQUAL E eLOY j.t. >CPORTUNMY OMMISSION

I r-r Cilizens Tmst SuildinC.M^Aemorandum prtnh

All AflO Personnel DATE: Ausust 4, 19E3

In rd -fa:

:- Georee Frank Jordan
District Director G7 5 CZl

C=uJ, : Lir ted Scope Conisioner Charges

N-91, dated June 24, 1983 (attached), establishes a new EEOC ccmpliance
activity. The ATUC is in the forefront in imclementing this program. We
have organized three FLI/Limited Scope Commissioner Charge Units under the
supervision of Hr. Rantin, Mr. Tbwnsend and Hr. Gaither. In order for the
program to work at raxi'um efficiency, we need the continuing assistance,
resources and vigilance of all personnel.

Sone specific ways A1T0 personnel should support the program are.

1. When serving as an Intake Officer or during any cocrunication with
a potential charming party. If the PCP is reluctant to file a
charge on his/her own behalf or has meritorious information on
class discr::.ination at a raesondent location but does not file
a charge, refer the party's na-e, telephone n-.ber and the
information you have received to the superv'sor or a mneter of
the ap-ropriate ElI unit.

2. During the course of processing a chare. If the charge is an
individual harm charge, but unalleged/unrelated Title VII class
basis/issues arise, contact the appropriate EL-I unit and share
the information you have discovered.

3. Recolleotion of past charges. You nay recall situaticos in charges
previously processed that warrant the attention of an ELI unit.
Exa-.ples: A. to cause was found on chargin. party's issue (discharna
hire, promotion, etc.), but respondent's underut4lirat::r. of the clans
needs to be exolored further. 3. COar in, Party settled the
individual harm allegation. b-t during the ==ocessi... of the charce
some information that class issues sho-uld be explored further mav have
crme to your attention.

4. Rerelzt of infocration fror rz.-.zr.:/redia seorces. =-urinc vo
noc-tEC ac tivity tire you cay eocre s:aze of ir.fcornastrr. a--r.:

r..tis:l :^s-rerpocca or:o c c ar!r r B:es. Se alert End v:riscc
acc cerort this :nfcc.a:on act te sctro t- the L :__: ee _:: -_:-.

The limited scope cocr.issioner charges are confined to Title VII allegations and
cannot include public employers.

"he units and their respondent alphabetical area of responsibility are:

A - F G - t 0 - 2

Rantin (4685) Gaither (3575) . 'msend (663e)
Dargin (4761) C. Mitchell (3537) Webb (6333)
Post (4781) Ricks (3746) Lewis (6421)
R. Williams (4688) Clayton (3536) Piddle (6638)
Mayee (4688) Perry (6638) Brunson (6530)
Hicks (6638) Auerhahn (6638) Tbomer (6632)
Reese (6421) Horrow (3512) Strouse (6421)
Benscr (4591) Peterson (3535) Yo=.ans (6421)
DeShields (4591)

The participation of each em.loyee as a resource person wil! greatly assist this
ne; and exciting program and furiter the interest each cf us r.as in the effeotri.e
ecrofernent of .Title VII.

At ta...nen,
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EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
CilUzens Tnrt Buidt Sufle 1150

75 Pbedot AvenOs N.E.
Atlatak GOOMW 30335

August 23, 1983

TO: George Frank Jordan,
District Director

THRU: G. Duke Beasley.
Deputy Director

PTM: Fred D. Brooks.
Catplian Manager

SUBa: Progress Report on Limited Scope Connissioner Charge Prgram

On August 2. 1983 a two hour orientatimn was craducted for all ES's
assigned to develop limited scope CrOmissioner charges.

The time frame chart was not relevant for the first group of charges
because of the start up time necessary to understand the prcgram.
tunderstand and master the resources available. including training an
the oaputer. conpletion of assigned charges and the assignment of the
linited scope units to intake. training and the hard inventory

The first targeting task performed by the MS assigned to the program
was to review the 90 day files in Intake. Six sonths of files were
reviewed. few, if any, leads developed fran this process.

Next, the specialists reviewed their past charge assignents. Sare po-
tential respoodants resulted fran this review. The specialists than went
to the targeting books and to the raTputer for statistical data. The
specialist also interviewed walkins and did a deligent search of active
and closed case files.

To date 133 respcndents have been reviewed as potential limited scope
targets.

Following are individual MS status reports.

Gaithers Unit

1. Mitchell - IVY to HD.

Claytcn - on extended sick and annual leave sine August 1.

3. Ricks - One charge approved and awaiting typing. A second charge
tray be a0pleted by August 31, however ES will be spending
3 days in Intake this week and three days cn-site in South
Carolina next week regarding two subpoena enforenrent charges.

4. Peterson - Has anrpleted research on two very good targets and will
write up during the next week. A current employee of noe
target will be interviewed Friday, August 26.

5. Ntrrow - Research has been crnpleted on ne very good target and will
be written this week. A seaxnd target looks like it will be
"go" and may be anipleted by the 31st. A former charging
party is being interviewed.

6. Auerhahn - First draft for cne target has been completed mid wij1 be
written in final form this week. Other potential targets
are and have been researched, but nothing good has developed.
ED6 also carpleted 10 charges last week and ecects to 0=-

'plete 7 more this week fram CIC workload.

7. Perry - No potential targets have materialized frxan researching 5
respondents and review of the 90 day files. EDS has also re-
ceived RFl respcnse fram respondents employer and unicn re-
garding 54 CIC charges. Preliminary analysis indicates no cause
and if this holds up. and after crdination with ADEA Unit.
we will mncentrate on closing these charges.
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Tbwnsend's Unit

1. Webb - TDY to Headquarters

2. bomrer - 9 respondents targeted and background data being gathered. One
scheduled for conpletion by Septemoer 9.

3. Riddle - 4 respondents targeted with background investigation underway.
One scheduled for completion September 5. EDS has been on
sick leave approximately 502 of time since converting to ELI.

4. Bruison - 1 respondent targeted with background investigation underway. I
One scheduled for oompletion September S.

5. Frazier - 34 respondents targeted with background investigation underway.
Cne scheduled for completion September 30.

6. Richards - Assigned to unit effective August 22, (yesterday).

7. Younans - On sick leave since assignment to unit.

8. Lewis - On sick leave since assignrent to unit.

9. Strouse - 1st day in unit 8/22 (yesterday).

Rantin's Unit

1. Reese - 5 respondents targeted, background data being developed. Two
scheduled for completion by September 30, 1983.

2. amon - 5 respodents targeted, background data being developed. two
schoduled for campleti- by Septaeber 30, 1983.

3. DeSdalds - 5 respond nts targeted, background data being devloped.
two scheduled for rnpletion by Septetabr 30, 1983.

4. Post - In addition to an active ELi case load - 5 respondents targeted.
background data being developed - two scheduled for completion
by Septenber 30, 1983.

5. Hicks - Involved with hard inventory since August 4, 1983 - has active
ELi case load.

6. Williams - In-olved with hard inventory since August 4, 1983 - has
active ELi case load.

7. Mays - Has active Eli case load - scheduled for completion by August
31, 1983.

8. Dargan - Has large active ELi case load - scheduled for completion by
September 16, 1983.

Attached for your information are forms developed by the Limited Soupe
CcTmissioner charge units:

1. Outline for Limited Soupe COmissioner charge Presentation
mtaorandurn.

2. Tracking Sheet.

3. Analysis Sheet.

If you have any questions ouncerning the above please -ontact re.

95-656 0 - 89 - 20
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Seote-cer 6, 1983

?5. Ba-roar J. Jcnes
258-29-8229

Suner.risory. Equal rt7r- ity Spcalist
(E-nmoyaent) G(.-160-13

Atlanta District Office
U.S. Eual Epr.lyrent Ccrtmrity Cnownssion.
75 Pie ont Ave., N.E.
Atlanta. Georgia 30335

RE: Notice of Proposal to Redrc- You in Grade

Dear Ns. Jcnes:

This is notice that to p eroota the efficiency of the service, I propose to
reace you in grade from. yor position of Sperv-isory, Cpl Or,-ur.ity
S recialist (Etoloent) W160-13 to tl-zat of Eual °i-ittrity Specialist
(E21oyer.t) GS-160-1/lO in the Atlar.ta District Office. U.S. 7=al elirc--
r_-t Op t aisslro. no earlie-r ;an t',i'n (S-_) c_2r=- Clays frr
tne date cv.: rezeive this notice.

The reasrs for this porcs-1 are as follow^s:

1. Threated l1e2 2rctios, acainst :ar e!ploee. &ue to a s raze
in a gievznce.

-- ; v r.-s. ry 17, 1979. the Assz.ra te General Co-r-.se!
issuer a ruling in iuni it was comcluded that your actirs in
this iratter corstituted 'Rerisal" withLn the rep-ninc of g(S) (a)
(1) of E: Crer 571 and 5 C.F7.R. :771.105.

2. Your re'etive behavior as a Sunervisor, e.g.. nharasert.-t, tit-ifs-
tisn. failu-e to provide ourance., etc.. has resu-l'ted in disru rior
of the overall woeratio. cf the Atlanta Dastrict Office.

Specifically, on may 11, 1979, the Director of the Office of Field
Serv-ices rendered a decision in- a c-evonce sa.:irst you, re-oving-
ten (10) eroployees frr lv-dr_ yo -r suse-.isio5 becese cf Z or
b:--e::r =r,_ ar tsr is.,

'. zilr.-_e r -- :-. a 1.?-' :f:l= '-_c--=r ...-rr -_:_r 3- ---_._:=:
-. f -- -- - --. . --- --- s L- e _

- vor h-- b ee-say reliever cf s-.=s:-. e- es.

- 7hat you be reassicad wit hinr. thirt (3'2) calenaz- days, to another
EC Office outside Atlanta, Georgia.

- that you be dero'.ed to the u-mitic of MS, GZ-12.

4. Subsequent to Exa.nrs Ric)-an 's reercendat:cs your ..-negte s-per-
visoly behavior patter. cortinuedd as fcllais:

Or. January 16, 1980, Ira Johnson. E:-a Orc:-tity Specialist GS-160-7,
was re-oved from. under your s -visirn, at rr. directicn (grie-enc--rss-
went. inticidation. etc.) .

Q'. January 17, 1980, lo-rette Post, sLi Cpo.rtui-ity Specialist GS-160-7.
was re .ved from under your su rvision, at ry dci-eticn (grievance - harass-
rent, intirs'idetion, etc.).

On Yay 14, 1980, ELthel Smith, E'-ual Oppo-rtiaity Specialist G-160-7 (SY2ainee1,
was remve, f-cr. under your sut-avision, at -the drecti-. of the Disr-ct

Director (griearnce - haresenen_, intxuideation, etc.). failure to cive super-
visicn.-
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C.- Jure 22. 1925. Gar-±nr T. Tz-is5er. -a C-rt-rt. Soec:alist. CS-16C-12.
re sted a ta--sfer frot. -noar your suos'eisimo (ha-esrmert- int_-:-=r-ton.
etc.).

You were or ex-ted.. lea.e f-r.. J:. 1980 _.til Nov-aer 193'. un tu.as rer-
Yr. Tonsler wes Actin-g anervisCr of the CIC/Ci>ner Unit. Uon ,avor retur. to the
cffzce !-r. Ts:Ler arair rea ar- a transfer fr-ar. vrnar yr-sr- s.-er-isa:o.

Qni January 22, 1981. it was r.t:a=lly agreed that lr. 7Tbsler would be trans-
ferred fr-cr under your supervision.

CO Yar -n 23, 1981, De1oyd 'Wilson reruested an L-radiate tr-ansfer fr-a.. under
your supoervisirn Chostile attitude. lack of tec:nical assistance. etc.).

Cn '-:h 23. 1981, Willie Y ras, Jr. . rerste an irediete transfer fr-..
under your s-mervisien (.mstile attitude, ur-,rofessicnal. 1ack of suairvisior.
sexual harassceret, etc.) .

10-: s - -v e:-sr- ,_-g rer r - .-t =nce=S arSG

_.. _. _.~~~e= _ _ . . 3;_ .S S_._:= .:=i:._. *s-

os.=-- ect C=\ ::ch .s.=e-.- _:e.5 es. - oe-. vf -_nr.:-.ou-r

s- :f -,E- azr-- -c tCes=m --. rsr moolue:se.

.::cw er-,f-f p e-=-: ware f_'f =-ssa e..f =-~e-7 aee
?-r. Yo,-r-rche -=-:Va aG.r -- t.t; a -at-

-o wo-) cselvy w.it', yc0= r Ss .and to deal with sa-tuatiars before te-
ber,-ne problems.

COn Deber 7, 1981, Lyrn E. Jordan, EDS GS160-11 remascted en irrMdiate
tr-nsfer fracr under your supervision allen;g t2.at nothing had char-cr.

The other EXS's in your- unit had sever-a discussions with the Dis.-ct
Director ctoncernaing poesible transfers and/or corrective actinr. relez.g-n-
to your negative su rvisory behavior.

COn February 11. 1982, Ms. Jordan agaian rearusted a trarsfer from under
your sare-.v sin, allegin-cte sa.e thines that cave rise to her fr-st
recuest for transfer.

These cmplants fr-om your staff nctinued y- to your request for extended leave
on April 22, 1982.

5. Since youaF have bean under r. suo--.isi-r., every 55, without exr-et:rr.,
wo has worked for you hes rade the seen or sim-ilar allecastiors o.n-
cer-ring your negative supervision and behavior pattern e.c. harassing.
dnreaning, abusive, lack of guidance, acbr-trary, etc.

6. The vest rajc-ity of eeployeas that worked for vou raruestadf. an- w-ere
c-er-ed, transfers frr.-e u.der .vo-r suare-.-sion.

7. You r ciduct as a s-er-visor has had a sir-nificant adverse effect or.
the rc.-ae an- omy-rattim.1 effectiveness of the At.anta Distrinc C-ff^ce.

You have treated your subordinates n a r_-a-er tich. is m-te-.tor ='V
ha-rassing, d-ean-ing, ablsive, npr-ofessional. hcrrilati-ng, ir-.
Ear-ritr-ry and inc-sistant and aer-r na-er-cu ho-rs of ca.-=saln yc
a co nr rorsee any d-.enge in this pattern.

3ased t-i yoYr- hFistory as a Surerviscr, and because a 0--12 has suoerv-scr- res-
porsibiliites. i.e. acts as surervisor dureing t~he aS-c-a of the reaular suer-
visor, I propose to reduce you in grade fr you: present surer-visorv ocsitio,
to that of rmz1

Ca-r--rtt'tv Saec:Oir:t ;:ar--7a-et' GS-lEO-1l steo 10

Yrou ray answer this ncr-ce, both or-ally azi : win to:

G-orce Frank J"rOrln. District Director
Atlanta District Office
':. S. cuam flc-air-ct troorzr'-r-t.- Czr-:sanor

5: ec..- .::.-a .. .E.

- p - -^2 ---- -2_----
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,- ==- ----a'e e: cr.. ….^s -_r-.-,sras =. --.. :-. V.-. -- ..-- c::V=%

'flnras Edsards, Acting Chief, CSU-PNS
A)tlanta District Office
an-s E lcyrent Oporttrity Canrission
75 Pie ron.t Ave. *i.E.

11th Floor - RoaJ '107
Atlanta., Georcia 30335
Teleo:hone (404) - 211-463S

If you do not irdyerstand the reason. itiy your redurtion in grade is proposec,
c-untart ne fcr further ezolanatimn. Any reply yo'J rake will be fully cnnssirered,
before a final decision is nade. You will be given ten (10) calen.der cays from.n
receiot of this notice- to rake ary relpy.

Consideration will be given. to extending the ten (10) day period if you suthat a
request in writing to the deciding official, George Frank Jordan, aet the above
aacress. settin; your reasons for desirInz rre tire-.

You will be allowed sixteen (16) hours of official tin.e to review the raterial
relief ton to suorort these reasons, to seo--e affi'avits, end to ;reIoare an
answer to this =-rosed notioe. You should rake arrangenn-ts with re for the
use of t'is tine.

soor. as poss:n=e. ater yce r ore rejv: I c cr o eraz- 'r-on cf e
ten (10) day lirnt If you choose not to answer, a written decision, w:1l be :ssu-o
to you. Yow r=- .-- an. ac'

4
v d't status. durroc this er-od.

,RE D. _R'S, DJ..
lc-,Iiance Mlanser

CC: Clef, Labor Yanace-ent Relaticns -ranch.

AI :ilehdar-ent of Receivrt_
Sig,.ature
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1l-J2?2 /Ccans TZus -J.4i ;. T -:r; -
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To : G. Dc2ue Basley, DATZ: OCtoher 2;, 192-

Deourty Director

Y, } D. 3-cok 3

Czcilmis.nce M.>-szger

Znrcr: ytce-oocn to Perf-ctzr.ace Amyraisal

As per EEOC Order 550, I hereby disagree with rmy performarce appraisal

as changed by th. revieJwing official, George Fraran Jord--, Distriot

Director.

On Thesdzy. October 25, 19821, I wainfs - y MXr. Jordar5t.at he h;ad

_____- rvy pe oora-7-nce appraisa2l frcm.e a Lzyeel 5 - Cu-sta.d er r.e-.arce.

as rated by you ryv _,-zreisi.ng officcal , to that of a Level 2 - ar-r:r.al.

T.'.ere l ere no Zrior diso5ss1cns as to t;s ratter, rei'.er .ae there
dcc-- ntstircn to stcr- .Ir. jordsas dcseo'sl. It a=rears to -e an ar-

br:tra.r' a.nd cear:cicus act at nost.

You and I diseussed each psrf-orrmrence elezent ar.d each perfr=-nce sat-n-=

prior to vyu arrraisi *e. Ln addition, dwentatizn yas rrrrisnec roc

c-ly for ny aporaisale but for each of ry sLzerviscrs. This doc-er.ntai:.

we5 as ez bdy you aro so .etec by the apcraisal that ycu ga-v-e re L..eve

5 - outstan.'-dig.

When ' cuest:cr~ed %!r. Jor_- as _o .h- h-e gave re a "'2ailed -- 'Mein =er

Standrd- le. he stated that I did rnot .ave ed..lt sx ,er- a de..

ticn for this standard.

IThis staterent is totally misleading and not t-ue. I have prVItet oer.-

going 03- and have ceused trairing and cbss-e Lini'A to oe provided to a1:

urits in the Distrirt Office. Area Cf f:ce and 706 agercy S f. (plaase

see attached).

TShe crility of trairirg -is attested to by the fact that I exr.:a- SI-

(producticr.) perf-orr.ce standards.

Sote: 'Ihese stardars ar-e all obiactive not sbj ec-:ve.

It accessa that mx. Jordan either recuc-c or rendere SA -a:c- lee -f

att-inn.-en oint C:f-r each. stsdard t:-.at you scored. (see a:taehedc.

T belie.-e tat '-_s Si: tua-n is s -te-fge beca use you stated to re

'.ht Mr. Jo-dan was go-ing to give re a le.el I but yCu tasie '._. n-i
givi-g re a level II. .-e has violated the proc-a&e z-cls of __

C-der 550.

E-e cr-ly gave re a 3.5 for thoese standards that : aexeeded
and t'r dizectivas state that they ae wor-. 4 F° rts.

JMr.an.' a- tfair arora- jl of -a 'ras had a pr=foC.o nest-ive _-e t
:-v os--__ and tre well bLr-g of .-y '=-.:ly.

I thre-afcree resoect ivly rru ast the Cstr.t:rr or r - sa :r 'ra-
of a L 5.

I utd lik.e to also add that the =ft r= e-=
ltder direct surarvsion.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

OCT 26 193 -

MEMORANDUM r

C. -

TIO :OFFICE HEADS
DISTRICf DIRECTORS

FRCM : John Se~al z VL..
Management Director

SUBJECT : Installation of an Agency Data Base Management System (RAMIS)

A primary objective of the Office of Management during the past fiscal
year has been a shift towards providing improved ASP capabilities to
user organizations within the Commission. Computer Systems Management
Division (CSMD) was directed to shift away from the one-way configuration
of reporting and data entry as well as limited on-line inputs and the
limited time schedule available to users for updating the current charge
data system.

In an effort to improve ASP service delivery capabilities, we have pro-
ceeded with the acquisition of the RAMIS II Data Base Management System
(DBMS) to begin our initiatives to make all ArP systems more user friendly
and accessible to a wider range of potential system users. RAMIS II, used
as a query system, will not require computer programming skills to make
the system accessible to the average user. The query of data will be
through English language statements making training and use of the system
easier for the users. When RAMIS II is used for updating the data base,
data entries will be faster with real-time retrieval available. Through
RAMIS II, a two-way system of caumunications will be developed for all
organizational entities having authorized access to the system.

The benefits of using the RAMIS II DBMS are the flexibility each using
office will have in accessing the current data in each system; utilization
of the system to locally measure, manage and track their activities
through workload analysis; expansion of the time the system will be avail-
able for use (in the beginning from 12 to 16 hours and hopefully 24
hours around the clock) and the eventual capability to provide graphic
display of this information.

Initially, the PM4IS II Data Base Management System will be available in
the query mode and give authorized users full ccess to the current active
Charge Data Base. Charge history data (inactive) and other non-charge
data will be available at a later tine and you will be informed. Subse-
quently, new MRS 3data capture procedures will be issued to allow each
office to develop their own customized charge data elements (i.e. any
element necessary for your own discretionary use), making it possible to
define local office functions.

For your information, the attached workplan is the current schedule for
bringing the RAMIS II DBMS on-line for testing and utilization. We ask
that you give particular attention to those activities requiring action
by your organization as a user.

Mr. James L. Hall is the Project Manager for bringing the initial system
into operation.

CSMD plans t? develop and present a detailed orientation to begin to
acquaint the district offices with the capabilities that will be open to
them under the RAMIS II DBMS.
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CwN PLAN FOR IMPLEMnrATING RAMIS II DATA BASE MANGKENr SYSTEM

DEScRIPTION OF ACTIVITY
TAET DATES

SEAIM FINISH

CSMD Taining (RAMIS II, TSO)

Analyze charge data for design DB
developing RAMIS structured data
base files.

Develop computer programs to correct
charge data anacrlies for loading
into RAMIS structured data base files.

Load charge data into RAMIS structured
data base files and test functional
response.

Provide RAMIS training for selected
district offices.

Develop new data capture procedures
and customized data elements by
selected district offices.

Installation of Displaywriters and
and telephones/modems.

Generate customized elements into
selected district charge data
files under RAMIS.

Develop local district office reports
fran customized charge data files
under RAMIS.

Final system testing and utilization

Conduct review of all CSFS
report contents

Bottom Line Indicators
Development and Implementation

Convert existing reports to RAMIS II

Gperating Statistics development and
implementat ion

Gct. '83 Now. '83

Oct. '83 Nov. '83

Nwv. '83 Dec. '83

Nov. *83 Dec. '83

Jan. '84 Feb. '84

Mar. '84 Mar. '84

Now. '83 Jan. '84

Mar. '84 Mar. '84

Mar. '84 Apr. '84

Apr. '84

Nov. '83

Jan. '84

Apr. ' 84

Jan. '84

Mar. '84

Jan. '84 June '84

Apr. '84 June '84

INVOLVED
ORGNPIZATION

CSMD, CPS

CSMD, CPO

CSMD, OMG

CSMD

CSMD, CPS, UPO

CSMD, CPO, OPS

CSMD, FMl

CSMD, CPO

CSMD, CPO

CSMD, CPS, UPO

CSMD, GPO

CSMD, OPO

CSMD, CPO
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.ti .m lOlat .. 0rso
tab. ECOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

,FCrtes T.ast Buldno, Suite 1 So
75 Pieadut Avene. N.E

Armed G0eueg 30335

October 27, 1983

TO: Whoa it mny Concern.

FRN4: U1ndersigned Supervisors

SURrr: Lack of Professional Confidence in the District Director

Each of the undersigned is a supervisory BOS in the Atlanta District Office.
Our Equal Enlplcynat Opportunity Camnissia/Atlanta District Office super-
visory service ranges fran 13 to 3 years. Each of us has served under the
direct supervision of one or both of the two COpliance 1pnacers, Mr. Fred .
Brcoks and Mr. Thfars McPherson, Jr.. fram2 to 4 years. Each of us was a
Supervisory EnS when the Director cane to the Atlanta District Office in
June, 1983 and each of us continues to serve as a Supervisor as of this date.

We eXsress our professional confidence in the supervision and guidance of the
two Ccliance Managers.

We feel cosplled to express our lack of professional corfidence in the pre-
se.t District Director. Mr. George Frank Jordan, as a rennoer. for reasons
including but not limited to the follcwing:

1. Assic-e-nt of duties and ers'ornel

a. Supervisors and EOSs assigned to their supervision have been
and are still beino wantonly reassigned to new duties and
functions withoutcOnsultatimnorreasons other than that such
are the decisions of the Director, which are not to be oues-
timed. This has resulted in an unprecedented reduction in
office morale. individual and collective.

b. Without consultation or discussion with the nanagement or
supervisory staff, the Director imposed unrealistic productiop
goals, per EOS, by sintly announcing to the nanagers and super-
visors that he expected the goals to be achieved and by naking
it known that he would lock upon any discussion or oainlaint
as a lack of loyalty. The goals were to be presented to the EC_-
as caming not from the Director but fram "Managarent". When -
the At=- bargaining unit in a called seating questioned ton
about the assigpeants above and the production goals, he denied
having caused these actions to be taken, pointing out that there
was no docnuentary evidence that he had initiated or authorized
the actions. lnd&_e. he attributed the inposition of the pro-
duction goals to action initiated by the supervisors. However,
he toon. no ac tion to reverse or cottermand the a-tions ques-
timed by the union.

2. Aholitio" of 5AflS and Merit Pay Standards for Perforrence A.=raisals

a. Appraisals for FY 83 were required to be made in accordance with
capricious standards which are in conflict with published Canrissa
appraisal procedures. For examnle. Supervisors were reui.-ed to
subeit appraisals for persons who had not been under their super-
vision for the last 90 days of the appraisal period and were
directed to use arbitrary standards which in sale instances co.'rte
acted adverse effects of the aforenentimned assiacents (see I
above) and in other instances penalized individuals by not giving
then credit for actual work perforsed. Performance requnents
,were nedified during the last week of the fiscal year ir. order to
aznrodatenew and/or irregular job assicnrents for which there
were no GPADS or ertit Pay Perforirance Standards prepared ad/or
approved.

b. Each Supervisor was required to discuss in detail his or her in-
tended appraisal of each EoS with the Director, the Deputy Direcro
and the Cailiance F.nancer. In same instances the Director direct
ed that certain ratings be given to certain individuals. With
respect to the office enviirrent perforrance standard, he had read
his oan individual appraisals without cosultation with the Super-
visors and in same instances read off to the Su'ervisor a: the
beginning of the review conference what he expected that appraisal
to be.
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3. Ti-e/Ptoductior Rectnr-'n.ts

a. Managers and Supervisors Were pressured into ac-certing o_;iously
unreasonable production goals for the last qarter of Fr '83 5-er
the guise of helping a new Director snow iaad carters that the
Atlanta District Office and its persornel should and oould be at
the top of the list rather than anng those at the bottoa. Wnen
the professional staff,' and clerical staff, rallied and tried to
-reet these goals. thea were not carended but severely criticizecd
transferred and reassicned without Icnown or announced reasons.
Even though the Director rated the Ccrpliance Panagers as 'xcee-"
in the critical production area, he is dawngrading the on- the
basis of subjective noncritical jdo elee-n ts. The Director orde-ec
the Carpliance Managers to rate Supervisors in. the sane rmanner.

(The Atlanta District Cffice worked all last vear at a dasadventag-
well known to the Director. Thne revious Direc-tor was ill for rorE
than a year and died in office in April, 1983).

b. These unreasonable work requirenents and Director's special assion-
rents disrupced the normal flow of work and caused the office to
start the new fiscal year with a case inventory alrost car letely
in the first stages of charge processino, thereby destrovan- any
oprcrtunity to meet.reasonable tirme frames of production. The
time fraces are such that cotgetent investloations and cgood case
ranagerent are ccenramised.

4. Office AoDearance

a. Strict carpliance with certain standards for "office aopearance"
are mandatory. Nothing is permitted on unit or individuals office
bulletin boards. No wall calenda-s, not even the 1983 U.S. Gmoer
rent calendar, is permitted. No newspaper except' the Wall Street
Journal is permitted in the office. No unframed pictures or pos-
ters are permitted.

b. However, sate offices that det these standards were still found
unsatisfactory by the Director according to ot'her subjective and
unannounced standards.

5. Reo-canization

a. Without prior notice or consultation with the carpliance Managers
or Supervisors, at 4:30 p.m. on October 6, the Director caused an
entire reorga ization of the office, by function, unit, ohvsical
location, effective irrediately. There had been rerorts of pro-
bable reorcanization for a month or rore but no anno'r.cu-ents had
been rade until that day. At that tc-e' each Supervisor was handed
a list of names, showing only his/her unit assign.ent and the race
of EDSs assicned to his/her rnit. He/she eas also handed a floor
plan of the space to be occupied by that unit and seas tcld to
rake roz assignrents by seniority, grade, etc.

b. As of this date, the teledhone service cctniues to reflect the
old or-aniration and work assi,,.ents, with resulting c -sion

and difficulty for personnel to cxrintcate with eacn other or the
public.

c. We have not been provided with new orgarizational chart, orly the
telephone listing for the office which incorrectly reflects the
reorganization. In several instarces an individual is shoar as
assihned to a particular unit bho are infect on special assigrnent
for the Director. physically located away fcar. the unit and not
reporting to that Supervisor. For exa'tgle. Intake shows 8 ZOSs a
the listings. However, two of those have special assicr-,ts fron
the Director and do not retort to the J-take Strervisor. and a
third has a special assiccoeznt given to hiT by saneone other than
the Intake Supervisor. Actually there are only S H)Ms assigned
to Intake to take chacoes. Another exe.nple is that two CSs list(
in one of the ADEA units are physically located elsewhere and do
not report to that Supervisor.

d. T.he teleohone listing shows one Fact Finding unit and two CIC/ELI
units whein infect charges taken by Intake are assigned to all 3
units on the sace basis of geocrachical location or r~ace Of Fe-
pondent. Extended investiagti-cn of canlex. charces is not =rrOx'i
for under the newv orcanization. tact arcing conferences are for
bidden and Fact Fnng infeance rors hive been elim-.nated.
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6. Ureassicned Personnel

Cne of the persons listed in the telephone listing under tyanagerentn
is an individual who has returned fran a year's leave of absence
without pay. following various grievances filed against her for un-
satisfactory performance as a supervisor. In the course of the inves
gation of these grievances. many present office personnel cave test;-
mony as to her inability to supervise and their unwillingness ever tc
serve under her supervision again. No announcement has bean made as
to her assignment. We know of one assignment, to audit the inhouse
training just ccmpleted. There is growing anxiety that she is to be
placed in a position to "audit" the work of those who have testified
against her.

7. Cantunication

Commuication fran the Director to the staff is restricted largely itc
orders and necative anmrents. There is little if anyv opportunity for
cammuication from the staff to the Director. This has created and
continues to create an enviro-mer-t which is inoroiatible with pro-
fessional integrity, mutual respect and cooperation and which can be
described only as manageaemnt by intirmidaticn. We see nothing to in-
dicate that this situation will change.

Prose ry Chappell s/g ..< - AX

Will:e Gaither 2/
z..s2 Lawson _
Ivan Mtillins -; ' ( T) l ;,fy

Zliza Paschal l

William Rantin

Rheubin Taylor / > * 'g
Williem Towrsend
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U`\±1D JSL.TMS CGoVrJ'.i

-lfeiwora ndu m
- h'e Atlanza District Office Staff

FROM : CGeorge Frank Jordanz/
District Director C(2

I / | rAdants DOiric Office

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Citizens Trust Buildin;, Tentn Floor

75 Piedmont Aenue, N. E.
A&Z.anta. Ceorgia 30353

D/.TZ: October :7, :,'3

In rY 's t:

=riJECT: Xatermnity Leave

Effective this date, leave for maternity purposes for erpioyees in this
office will be limited to twelve calendar weeks of any corbina ±cn of
sick, annual or leave without pay; advanced or accrued. Longer periods
will be considered if, at the end of the initial twelve week period, the
employee submits acceptable medical evidence showing that a longer period
is medically Indicated.

Prior to approving or recomending approval of any category of leave,
supervisors should first familiarize themselves with the provisions of
EEOC Order 561, dated April 15, 1983. Particular attention should be
given to paragraph 3, Appendix B of the aforementioned Order.

CrJY U.S., SAYSUGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL CAVINGS PLAN

.
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anu District Cffis

UNTD STAT.. JOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOY&&NT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Citizens Trust Building. Tenth Floor

73 Piedmont Avenue. Nl. E.M emorandum Atli6Sa"CAlgia 30303

TO : All Supervisors and Managers DATE: Oct. 28, 1983

\ ;X.X In by ider to:

RosU G. Duke Beasley
Deputy District Director Z

Up=cr: Schedule of Staff Meeting

This is to announce the schedule of management, supervisory and

full staff meetings for FY-1984.

1. Top Management Committee will meet the first and third

Fridays of each month, 9:30 AM, Room 102 (l1th Floor),

effective November 4. 1983.

2. Compliance Managers, Regioaal Attorney and supervisors

under their supervision will meet as follows:

McPherson - Second Tuesday of each-month,
9:00 AM, Room 102 (11th Floor),
effective November 8, 1983.

Brooks - Second Wednesday of each month,
9:00 AM. Room 102. (llth Floor)

effective November 9, 1983.

Hollowell - Second Thursday of each month,
9:00 AM, Room 102 (11th Floor),
effective November 10, 1983.

3. Other Management Staff (McGuf fog, Moore, B. Jones,

'Tonsler, Arnold, Pennington, Ricks. MaaW.L and Jennings)

will meet the third Monday of each month, 9:00 AR17 Room 102

(llth Floor), effective November 21, 1983.

4. The full staff (all employees) will continue to meet the

first Monday of each month at 8:45 AM in the 11th Floor

Staff Training and Development room. Where the first

Monday is. a holiday, the session will take place on the

second Monday in that month. All employees except those

designated to cover telephones are required to attend.

BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS. REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
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* * . Atenta Otettrict ttic
EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Citizens Tust 8uilding, Suite 1 50 . -/
75 Piedonst Avenue, N.E.

* . AtlAnta.M Georgia 30335

October 31, 1083

30. Clarence mhaes,
Chairan _ECC

'1FRU: Janes H. Troy, Director
Region I

FRal.: Atlanta District Office EDployees

SJr=: Lack of Confidence in aOR District Director

We the staff of the Atlanta District Office of the Equal Ezr lofvmefnt Oppanrtunity
Ccanission on October 31, 1983. hereby advise the Chairnan, Clarence Thaas.
that by affixong our signatures hereto state that we have no ontnfidence ir. the
leadership of George Frank Jordan. Director of the Alanta District Office.

We are not at liberty to discuss our grievances with the Director because of
his inaccessibility and our fear of intimidation. retaliation and possible threats
of discharge. Since his arrival in Atlanta he has ccenmitted acts of mnisfeasance
including but not limited to:

1. radering individual EOSs to close individual charges without orozer
(end in sore caWses, without any) investication w-hidn would achieve
the numbar of files closed within a certain tirea frace to qucalify hnim.
for a pay bonus of up to $6000.00.

2. Makinr unreasonable processing denmnds upon the staff rtenbers: re-
quiring the processing of twenty (20) clhrges per month or one (1)
charge per day. Establishing tine fraces (i.e. days) a charge should
'not exceed for each stage of the investigation.

3. Harassing employees; exarple: Standing in the lobby observing the
arrival tine of etployees for work.

Interruptinc etployees perfor-.ance by entering .their offi-ces without
knocking and once in not speaking or saying anything.

4. Oa7anding that emplnyees appraisals be changed to satisfy his whimms
and caprice.

5. Transferring employees from units and functions at his whim end ca-
price.

e. -roparly upgrading certain positions/function based or parso--]lity-

Transferring 6enloyee to. a position and usgradinr the pcsition Lrme-

diately after the transfer.

7. Roeqesting the closing of files whan additional infor.,atiot was needed
and relevant, resulting in a general dis-service to the public.

8. Refusing to allaw eeployees with valid reasons to perform their
duties on flexible time schedules.

9. Refusing to hold staff tteetings or conferences with eeployees re-
gerding matters of iitortance to the staff.

10. Harassing employees for taking aoproved leave of absences prior to
the effective date of the GAD.

11. Reducing the number of Intake Officer's when there was a need for
' - additional staff with resulting adverse effects on.the entire staff.

12. Sumnarily. abolishing existing units and establishing new units;
reassigning personnel (Supervisor, ES and Clerks) without notice or
orientation, assigning tasks for which there were no established per-
formance standards, all during the last quarter, including the last
month, of the fiscal year.
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13. Violating the spirit and the letter of the (?PAt (work appraisal) be
assigaing individuals to new functions and requiring that they be
rated according to perforzmnce standards of the functions to dhich.
they had been assigned. with no reference to work actually perfornec.

14. Coverinq ur such violations by giving oral instructions onlv, with no
-. ' ~ ~''' itthd n'~corrations.

1;. Failina to =.aunicete with and/or su--ort his own ranazrenez staff.
thereby adversely affect~nc Our workir.n c.ditiors and envirconr t.

16. Creating an atnrsphere of insecur:ty and la- rrorle.

We take this opportunity to express our confidence in the integrity and pro-
fessional wcametenoe and perforrance of the Cacoliance Managers Fred D. Br'<s
and Thonas Mcfherson. Jr., and to note that only through their dedicetion to dut.
was this office able to function durinc the last year wban the then DLi-ector
Batty Adams was suffering a terminal illness. We are outraged by the lack of
respect for their professional standing and by the ac-rccy's ap-rert ladc of
aroreciation for their performance.

I .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IZ

3t i''7 t t n 6,C ,>I~~v( P

- / 7 K-cC•O= , -

' .~~~~~~~~~~~I

,2' &tincso o dus.

OC: Ca 4 issioner - R "iu Cai c.MI .

a a 5, . .g? a- . 6

t~~w~g <.w.2.

'':ot alac inc ey~po,-ee to +orK i-aJb ''itle. N~ot 'f-r.:shirg equ:pret and
>-fl..smnons for perforr-anzo cuties.

tC: Ca..ssioner Ni. ':e'^S. Ca-r-ssicncer R. Rco~icznez, Canissxcn-er T. C-lleccs
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EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
,; Citizens Trust Bsuildin. Sudte 11 50

;Vp, 75 Pierdmont Avenue. N.E.
Atlanta. Georgeia 30335

Noveater 3, 1983

T1: George Frank Jordan.
District Director

'TRu: G. Dutke Beasley,
1;Dirrr4rr

FRCV.: T. &heers~h, . iJr./Ere' Brooks,
COplian Fanagers

RE: On-Site Investigations on All Cases

This is 'to confirm the instructions Mr. Jordan gave Mr. Mc'Phersor. NcAerner
1, 1983, in Mr. Beasley's office and in the presence of Mr. Beasley: (1)
that all charges are to have on-site investigations, (2) that Fred Bronks
and McPnerson are to develop procedures for on-site investigations for the
Monday (NoV. 7) training session, (3) that Mr. Jordan returned four cases
(2 requests for withdrawals, 1 proposed settlemetnt and one no cause deterni-
nation) with instructions that McPherson cause an on-site to be conducted or.
each case, and. that we are receiving conflicting instructions on preparing
procedures for conducting on-site investigations.

On Noverber 1, in an atterpt to get a clear understandirg of what mz. Jordan
wanted, MrDherson asked if we (Jordan, Beasley and McPherson) could discuss
his (Jordan's) concept of all charges must have an on-site investication,
particularly proposed settlerents and requests for withdrawals. He stated
that on-site investioastions are to be conducted on all chlares as of October
1, 1983. Referring to proposed settlements, Mcpherson asked, why would an
on-site be recuired? tMr. Jordan said, to determine if the "mission." of the
agency is being'acoplished". There might be non-alleged violations which
should be discussed with'the Respondent and if the Respondant is U7,silling
to resolve therr, a Limited Scope Cmr-assioner Charce should be recrrclended.
Fr. Jordan continued, "we do not want to encourage settlenents".

As to requests for withdrawals. McPherson said, if we receive such throuch
the mail, and have ro reason to behleve or have an indication that the
Cnarcing Party was coerced, threatened or otherwise intimidated, car. we
accept them. without an onsite? Mr. Jordan said, "no". All case actions
(rencwrendations) mLst f 1c4 frr on-sites. "Go on-site first... do plant
tours... lock for the rosters... I am not happy with individual hsr.n
charges... we mist do that which is in furtherance of the accorplishrent of
the mission".

EDSs and Supervisors need to understand that they nrtust go opt in the field
and stay overnight and investigate two or three carpanies at a ti,-,e. Mr.
Jordan continued his explanation by saying that we will no longer be "spOn
fed" inforrnation. we ruP rst go to the Resondtents 'and "put our hands on the
douarents". He confirred that we are to investigate charges the way we did
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in the 60s and early 70s". "We have the nroney to travel and fran all indicatons
we will catinue to have it".

McPherson explained that if this is what Mr. Jordan wants, it is necessary to spell
out the procedures in detail so that the staff will have a clear understanding of
what is excected. It was recomrended that Mr. Brooks and McPherson develop the
procedures, submit themn to Mr. Jordan through Mr. Beasley for review and approval.
The procedures are to be presented to the staff at next Monday's staff neeting.

After McPherson's conference Novenber 1, with Mr. Jordan and Mr. Beasley, Mr.
Peesley inforred Mr. Brooks to hold all cases fran his units unless on-sites had
been conducted on than. Mr. Brooks informed Mr. Beasley that lie I-ad several with-
drwwals and settlements. Mr. Beasley stated that an on-site had to be aonduct ed
on each, per instructions fran Mr. Jordan. Presently, Mr. Brooks is holding se-
veral settlemnts. including one for $12,500 and one for $28,000 and 12 failures to
conciliate and withdrawals.

This morrdrg, Novin. er 3, Mr. Beasley inforred Mr. Brooks that he (Beasley). on. his
own volition, was changing the requirerent for an on-site an all cases: that Mr.
Brooks and McPherson are to develop orocedures excluiina rn-site investiastiors on
settleoents, withrawals and rioht-to-sue renuests.

Please clarify what the policy will be/is, i.e., on-sites on all charges or crm-
pliance with Section 25 of the Corpliance Manu-al. This clarification is neeced so
that we ray prepare procedures consistent with the policy of ArSO top nnanagent.
This clarification is needed imnediately so that we say prepare the correct Pros
dures for Monday's reting.o.

..... ,,Atlant- DItrit off.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSIONt,> OhCitzenm Trust BuitainQ. Suite 1 150
75 Piedrnt Avenue. N.E.

Atlanta. e Gege 30335

TO:

Sa;wr: Gaidelines for No On-Site Investic-tioLrs: Charge

Charges falling within one (1) or rore of the following categories will not
be subject to on-site irvestigations.

- Settlenent prior to On-Site / /

__ Withdrawals orior to On-Site D

-- RTS Fenuest prior to Co-Site D

-- Failure to cooperate prior to On-Site / /

- No-jurisdcition prior to On-Site /7

- Relevan^.t Evidence received prior to Co-.-Site !

-- Other (Specify) D2

- Li-ited Scope Conmrssicner Cnarge recaraee L/ed
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* - * J / At h DM.t CfOl,
UNtJ D ST._S GoVtr=.1NTCK-r EQUAL El.PLOYMENT OFF2TULIMTY COIW.zISSIOD

rfciC ri~enS TrUS, Suildm,

1 'Lemorna~~~~~~~~~~~i1I 1nt,,z C--.rtia 3=3

TO ;zx)0 Staff

rno" : Frec D. oksntohs s Mte rsa,
CarAliance ml'-ngers k

D/.T-E: N0%vteer 4, 19^_

In r*yF rtwt'.:

::urr~aT: C.--S~te 1ixvestioeti^^ Tra~ir.ino

Ihere will be C.-.-Site Irnvestigetio. -aTriig cozn_^tef et 8:45 e.rm.
monday - Novo-ae-r 7, 19_3 in the 11th floor t-ernz co-ferene roor...

Ple-see review t.-e follodnc mranual sections trior to the trai-.:fng:

- Section 25 of Title VII tMnual

- Section 125 of ZA li'-nual

- Senicr. 225 of ADEA MFmniual

r EUV Uv.'. S;AVIIGS i3oxDS REGUL'RLY Cti THE ,'.YROLL S'VIfNGS Pl'AFH
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. . - . ., ~~~~~Ad.-t DlI.Wi offf.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Citizens Truswt uilding, State 11509A? ~ 7 5 Pedeta Avenue. N.E.

,... .... Atlat.. Gorgia 30335

Noverber 8, 1983

TO: George Frank Jordan.
District Director

FTd>1 Fred D. Brcoks,
Cirpliance Mnagr

S LBJT GFr%7V=CE REraADr NlERIT PAY ElQFCRA.A1:CE AZ)P 1 P;D
WV.AfERIAL ABtSES.

As per E Ordar 571, I hereby file a grievance regarding ,y Merit Pay

Perf:orraneca Appraisal and Managerial Abuses on the part of George Fran Jor-an,

District Director, AT1O.

On Tuesday, October 25, 1983, I was infor.red by, George :,,rnk Jcrdan,

5istrict Director, teat he had chaired try Perforrance Appraisal frar, a Level

S- Cutstanrni.c Perfor-ance to that of a Level 2 - Mp i.n-al .erfcr-.ance.

rrere were no prior discrssiorns as to this ratter, n-eit-h vs there zccu-

ra-.taticn to support Mr. Jordan's decision.

XAy Azpraising Official, G. Duke Beasley, Deputy Director, had appraised re

ard dis-issed each perfonrance elerent and standard. In addition, docnmenttatioa

was furnished, not orly for ne, but for each supervisor under nry supervision.

This docurentation -es acceptable to Mr. Beaslev as indicated by his aprai-

sal of ne.

'Mlen the Reviewin Official. George Frank Jordan., District Director, received

the ar iral, h.a aither reduced or rendered N/A each level of attaiermnt poirt

for each perfonrance standard scored by the Appraisal Official.

In addition. Mr. Jordan only gave ire a 3.5 for those standards that 1

exceeded, when EEaC Order 550 states that an "Exceed level of perforrance-

is worth 4 points.

I asked Mr. Beasley why had Mr. Jordan chan4ed zry appraisa fran a Level

5 to a Level 2? Mr. Beaslev stated that he did not know. He continued by

stating that initially Mr. Jordan was going to give nen end TIrnas MPherscn,

Catpliance Manager a Level 1 - Ineffective, but he talked hin into giving us

a Level 2.

Mr. McPherson end I took exception to our arpraisal and on Nroverer 1. 1983

we rat with Jordan and Beasley to discuss our exception.

Mr. Jordan walked into the freeting ard annourned that he was chang-ing our

rating frrm a Level 2 to a Level 3. He stated that, altthunuh he was still con-

siderinrc his ac2raisal of en and Mr. 'cPherson, he felt that Are had the e--=rest

of the office at heagrt even theth we had nct been totally supportive of s..
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we asked han why did he feel that we ",ad not su-rorted hi-A, and to idrrtifv

those areas of ncr.-suorort. Fe declrned to anser.

At this point I asked -Yr. Seasley if he felt t-at imr. mrcPherscn and : ted

not been surportive of Mr. Jordan? Mr. Beasley stated "mell you kcow Fred.

people talk a lot around here and the "M$an" ray have heard screthir'cs the= you

end McPherson rray have said".

I asked hum if he was saying that our appraisals were based upon allecationrs

rade rv -. arlcyee to Mr. Jordan? Mr. Beasley turned and lroked at Mr. Jordan.

At this point. -r. Jordar. stood up and told us that thae appraisals would re

charged and we would receive copies. The soeetirng erded witi-cut furth.er acosssicn.

MIT DAY PRz y pMi.C_ ,PPPAIS:,i

In ea.iy Ctober. 1983. mr. McPherson and i -et with Mr. Jordan. end Y'r.

e-astey to review proposed epreaisals for our supervisors end each rrlce i-

there resrective units. Doc'zentation 'as fur-isi-ed for each proposed appraise:.

Dvring these reetings Mr. Jordan att2eapted to iryose his own evaluation of

each eplcvee by using his own subjective standards, as yet unexolained, ti-ere-

rv usuroing the auth-.ority of the appraising end reviewing official in the case

of the MS
5
's and clericals, and atteprting to urdermine the authority of the

appraising official in the case of the supervisors.

During the week of Ocober 10. 1983 Mr. Mzcpherson and I were appraised at

a Level 5 - Cutstanding by the Deputy Director. (see exhibit 1).

Douc-entation w^as furnished and accepted, by the Devuty, to support the

ep-raisal .

mr. Jordan sent word ti-at certain standards were to be nmade not applitable

and a new sur-ary sheet, with the N/A charges, was to be submitted. (see exhibat

2).

Cr. Cctcber 25, 1993, I was infor.-e-d yv Mr. Jordan ti-at he iad c-ancec r.y

eaFrrisal frmn a Level 5 - Cutstandiro to ti-at of a Level 2 - ?arcoinal. I was

presented wtth h t:-rd sLrary si-aet. (see- ea'-bit 3).

Mr. Jord-n iad rendered additicnal standards N/A, gave .ne a "failed tc -e:

on stancar-d le and cnly 3.5 points for those standards that I exoeeded.

.e standards tiat I exceeded wre uder Ele.-ert =2 - Proor"-m Per-

:ormrnce. These are objective standards 'tare subjective criteria

carrnot 'be used. It shnould also be noted that en Exceed calls for 4

points, It,.ver, Mr. Jordan only gave -e ard Mr. Yczhersor 3. pn:cnts

for th'ose standards and reduced all other exceeds fran 4 points to

3 points.

There wers no orior disucssio-s as to ti-a above, neither was there 'ust:fi-

cat:cr. to suoprnr 'r. Jordar.'s decisicn.
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;cren Mr. McPherson and d discssed r. Jord-'s a.-r2'sal with our a=rr_-

s:.- off:c:ia. -"X. Seaslay. he stated that Mr. Jorda. .as coirg tgve us a

Level 1, but that he, Beasley, talked ,F into giving us a Level 2.

Or October 25, 1983, as per EC order 550, I trok exception to ry apprai-

sal and subritted doc-muentaticr. to suPrOrt mly position. (see exhibit 4).

On the afternoon of October 28, 1983 ,M-. Seasley told ire and et. McPherscrn

that M.r. Trov had telechoned Mr. Jordan "raising hell" about our appraisals.

Mr. Beasley stated that Wr. Troy told Mr. Jordan that he was to resove all

N/Als and to let Beasley rate us during the period 1/1/83 - 5/3/83 or those

standards.

Mr. Beasley also stated that Mr. Troy told Mr. Jordan that he better have

dcoc-artation for th.e "failed to IeTet" under stardard le or chancs it.

Mr. Beasley continued bv stating th.at ,Mr. Mc°Pherson and I should do a new

sinrary sheet for the period 1/1/83 - 5/3/83, rovir.g all N/As and substitutino

the or;gital appraisal that he. Beaslev, had dore. (see eŽ-irbt 5).

We subrittad th:e rew sunr.Z-av sheet with sun-ort.ng doc-er-ntat-rn.

The doctrentatrcn 'has not bean retrned. After t.e 'overter 1. 1993

reeting wrth Mr. Jordan ard Mr. Beasley, (previcusly rdscussed in the

body of thds grievance), Mr. Jorda-. presented us with a new acore sael.

He hrad chn-4ged the "failed to neat" to a Y-et wct` Mod:ifcicatton (no

explanatron) and changed t'he 3.5 mc:nts. where we had excwded "enant

2 - Progrmn Ferforr'ance. to 4 oirnts. anod crce rgaI., without dis-

cussior. or justifizsticr. reduced all ot.er sarndards fro an "n ced

to "Yet" (3 points) (see exhibit ;).

It is aaret that Mr. Jordarn violated MOC Order 550 by usurping the

autnormtv and resoonsibilaties of the Suner.isors, COrpliance maragers and the

teputy mrectcr as Appraising end ?evlawing Cffcimals, and substituting sub-

Jec-.ive bias criteria for the orocedural rules of OC GrOae 530 'cv'aorais:nr

-.e 'rased uoun allegations of non-sup rrt by scne ui-rna - staff ,re er/nrers

(As per tM. Beasley's response to a question at an earlier mleeting: "the

r-an ray have heard sara thirngs that you a.'d mcrherscn Tra have said").

I believe that the follcwing constitute abuses of pwer by George Fre-k

Jordan. District Director, AltO:

- 1. Arbitraily irposing production reruirerents for the crpletion of

S cases per week or 20 cases per onth per 50S5: an alnost total

rintolerance for ary discussion of, or ccrrent on. t'he eatter; rnd

ceanving that he had isrosed any such renrra-ets fter challance

bV t-.-e union.
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-- 2. T.e el_-iarztior. of Fact Fircdz- Ccoferroces.'

- 3. '.he issurance of a discrLTirrtcarv Yatercttv Lasve Fo!:o'y (see

exdibit 7).

P;:alr rec:nded after rorest tro,. star:f r-oe:s.

-- 4. Crdering on-site invesargat:or.s on r=ll har-=es ircl" -rg settle-ar.

and witherawals. Cn Novernoer ', 195. -i the oresence of T.eras

M:cherrsor, I was orderd: Dv t.he Deu*ty Dirze-_cr. acting or crfers

frac. mr. Jordan to 'have ,on-site irnvestigatitns conducted on. settle-

merts ard witj irawals if no on-site 'had teen condu:cted _ri' -a

the settle-ant or wittdrawal.

I w=as also told to tell tl'e s-oer-vsors thazt an,; case ccatlenad

since October 1, 1983 had to hrave an. con-site. I in-foned .vr. seeslae

that I had several settler-ents and tih.drawals with settlerm-ers c.r::-

thousands of dollars that were ready f_ t-e Directr's slcnar--e.

.r. Beasley nsrct .:e to l-old the cases for s.-sites. ' :.for.ed

mr. Seasle t:-at Mr. Jcrdan 's order was in violation r'f Co. slon-s

orocedural riles and reotlat:rrs becase it is Coataissi-n's alicv!

to e.courage settle-nerts and denardirng anron-site after a case has

been settled to the satisfaction of all oarties. ould be ccrsi-

dered harassrent 'y the pes=fdenrt Cnr -- ity, thus ruaking settlee-ant

difficult. M.r. Beasley's resporse was that mr. Jordan wanted Yr.

McPherson and re to develop procedures for on-site irvestigations

and to present thels to tle staff at a ,eetnc ron frflray, Movember 7,

1983.

Cn Nove-her 3, 1993. Mr. jordan's "on-site" policv was .irdfied' to

exclude, after approval by the Distr'ct Diretcor, certain cases.

This change was oai-cdit4,i d by teleohcne alls t.o Yr. Eeasle" frrr

a Char5oFag Pey and a Respondents Attorrev znruirtng about a

settle-ant an.d release. The release of the settle-rant check w^as

perding thF-e Ca-rnssions ap-roval of the settle-ert and Chaicr no '_

release.

Yr. Mc-herson ac .I, alcrg With Ed Lawson, DiCsrict Tra:ntno 'fftc r

and Donald ltllolwal, Regt-ornal Attortcey, were tnstr_-.ef to develco

cuidelines to be used tn detern-.rnr.tng when. a ch.are Mv not reI-re

an cn-site 'nvesttnatton and cresent the-. to the staff at the

M.ovce-or 7, reettr.o (see exnifit B and 9).

The gidelines were develoe (see exhfrzt 10) and or 'Xer 7.

1983. I cnducte- a tr-ntnl seesor. cr." cr.-sn-e '-r.est'ttcrs."
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- S. mr. Jcr.en's corxdcct as a Direc-or has 'had a sicnaficant advierse

effect on t.'se 'cr-le =nd ccerational affectIveness of the Atlanta

Distr:ct xffice. :-e has tres-ec has su-oroanetes in a tanner '.rc' ,

is inteantcrialy harss:.c. de- an._rg acaive. mnprofessiorn..

huniliating. :rtz-.ifat:rcg. ercr:-ar and inconsisten-.

In edditicn. he has violated Canmission's rules and reguletitns,

th.rough iraositiop of discrizinetory policies and practices a.d

the substitution of Cc.-rissicrs procedures for his cwn.

Mr. Jordan's treatnrrt of staff is diractl-y relate- to either h-is

bias concept of loyalty, or friendship 'at'h hi'- or the Cepur'

Director. (see exhibit 12).

- Cr. one occsison in Septet-her, 1983, I and the three (3) CIC/ELI (Lmuited

Score Cc-rassicner Charge) Surervasors, e.g., Williar Pantin, '.ilie

Ceaither and Williaa- Tcwr.send were called to a re-tLnc ir. t'e rDiraors

Office. Present at this r-estio.g. in addition to the above ner.ae an-

plovees, were .r. Sessley. .r. Jordan, orn-a .- nold GS-12 ECS, cn

special assicn. rn t to the Dire-zr, end mau-ire ?ennar.ci n, CS-;2 E-S

also on special assig,-enr.t to _.-e Director. WTen thes t.'ree s-upcrsors

arcd arrivec an the aestang Mr. Pennint--on ce to cast0crste _sr

cur "failu-o do a L-:te; Scone Cr.- ss:'r.er chaerze rcars: rd :.a,-

LExpress". I cbectd,- to .'r. Poennngionqcs tcre and asked tne Dire-ctor f

he called us iso to be "raced over the coals' by .-t. Pe.--rnc-rn cn a

subjeact, LLmrted Scope C-rr.assicners Charge, that 're cr-ouoly '.-.c-

ver- little abcut. z r. Penr.ancnr ccntnr.sec in loda and abus:;e

rtanner, d-andir-g en e-xplaraticn of the 'i-nied Sccpe C'nissicrr rs

C.'arge Prograni. I again cbiecteh to'r. F-''nragton's rehav:or ard

told h-. -at -T -. s rot ccing to sat here end be ver2ally abused zV

run. '-r. Jcrdn orered .e to sa- :d . .enhan scated that h.:eaed

r-cke a decisior on cr-a ratter a.nd endecP th2e rta-c.

he rest day, I re',asted a :e::ng Bath "r. S !aslay and "r. jorfrn to

it-press .-.v dascleasure at r-e and rv S-arer:scrs being s zbjtet -o tins-

ind of trearent. "r. _odn starred at t-he floor, re2sed his e-ecrrWs

'aut rade no caret:.

Sbsuenu-t to this reatirg, the Regional Attorr.ey ed I w.re ordred

to conduct Limited Sccre Carrissioners Char.ge trainL-g for the staff.

Cn Mandayy. Cctoter 3. 1983 I conducted said traiL-_ir-g for the s.--af of

AIMD.
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Cn August 4. 1983, a Limited Scope Canrassirnr e's Charge peceace 'eac

been dissemirated to All AlIO personnel including Mr. Pernirgtc..

Cr Sepatender 6, 1983 I had nretared a proposal to Reduce Barbara J.

Jo.es, Su-per-saory 'CS in Grade for Conduct (see e.xhibit 13) mr.

Jordan ordered- r.e not to present the prcorsal to xs. Jones. I eas

also ordered to tur, over the file, that T 'h^ad develoed-- :n succor-c

of ry proposal, to ?r. Jordan. To this date the file has not been re-

turned to re. Ys. Jones is now on a stecrel assim.nrrn to the Dlrector

enod has 'been _a..red a ("rast favorable pcsitticn") ir. the Distr:z= Cf fr,

-- .r. several occcraosnr, thne --autv Director has tcld .a of 'r. Jorf -' s

di31ief '- -c .. Ee 'rs strte that . Jcrdan's hcs::e

iee-icgs for Mr. Y'cPherscn stea s frar a inc:dent in 1972 when M- .'c-

Phersona disaern.A with ŽMr. Jordan during a training sess:cnr. r.

,easlev has related the above incident 'cien "Warntng te" not to rhallere

Jordan's pclic:es. "e hras stated: "The r.ar does rct fcrne-" "that's

,why mPherscn is in trouble".

oc t~SC' C:-"'

1. The i iecate restoret:zcn of "'v -./33 :'er:t PYv rr:sai to t- c- a

Level 5 - Cutstar-drc erfr-ance.

2. .hat h-enceforth and fcrever -ore 0-ong;e aresn .crfan be remrved, -rV.

arey i-Volveant., as eat' … "ci .' ssaino Cf:zcsl End/cr ?eviey-±nc '"'

duwinc Mbrtl Cuarterl.y ae.dd/cr :rual r-tIncs scf .y Perfornanraze uder

Merot Pay.

3. That Mr. Jordan's superiores cocnduct an. objective investicetic.- of

allegatiors locced by e and cther rs-rers of the staff of the Atlanta

District CfOf ice. If these allegaticns are found to be rerltoricus,

.vr. Jordan. should be -eroe-e finn 'ris pcsticn of Dis'r:ct Direcor of

Atlanta District Office for cornduct unbeCor1nnc a Distroct Dorector of

the U.S. Equal 'ployvzernt Cppor-unity Cacrission.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

NOV 29 I93

MEMORANDUM

TO :Dnald W. Muse, Director
Seattle District Office

THROUGH Frarcisco Flores, Directory
Fegion III Programs

: John Sea

Ajnu1W.<rat i f Services

SUBJECT 706 Agen Interface through Displaywriters: Your
Suggestion of September 30, 1983

Thank you for what has proven to be a timely suggestion regarding the ADP
interface of our 706 Agencies with our Districts and the Comsission overall.

W have begun working with both the Office of Program operations and
Financial Management Services to develop a contract proposal for the
technical consultation required to define the hardware and software
jirplications of linking the 706 agencies to our AEP system and to improve
the case management process.

W concur with the Office of Program Operations that the overall objective
suggested by you should be incorporated in the study. And certainly,
depending upon the results of the consultative contract, we would want to
see the Seattle Office in the lead of any pilot that the Czmsission might
decide to undertake. In that regard, I have suggested that the Office of
Program Operations and Finanzial Managenent Services consult you for your
input to insure that we address all pertinent issues for this project.

Cc: Harold Sye, Director
-COmputer Systems Management Division

95-656 0 - 89 - 21
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EQUAL S PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

anP X HNovember 30, 1983

%Z. ~ .

MEMORANDUMS

TO: Clarence Thomas, Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

FROM: Odessa Shannon, Director
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECT: Atlanta District Office

As you are aware, we received a petition, Subject: "Lack of
Confidence in OUR District Director" from 42 bargaining unit
employees in early November. After our discussion, the Regional
Program Director and I visited the Atlanta District Office to
obtain specific information regarding the employees' allegations.
Although we interviewed the managers, supervisors, and employees
who signed the petition, we did not obtain information in
sufficient detail to determine the veracity of the allegations
nor did we obtain information to assess results of any managerial
actions alleged to be questionable. We did learn enough to
determine that the compliance supervisors are equally as
distraught as employees and that the need for specific
information, and ultimate decisions by Program Operations, is
greater that we originally envisioned.

Therefore, Region I staff spent three days in the Atlanta Office
and amassed considerable specific information about the Atlanta
operation. Region I's report is being prepared and will be
completed in sufficient detail on which to base firm decisions
regarding the Atlanta situation. The full report will be
completed by December 5. However, the major findings of the
office review are as follows:

1. The manager's personal emphasis on increasing productivity
and movement of charges resulted in deficiencies in charge
processing during the 3rd and 4th quarters. 52% (62) of the 119
charges reviewed, all of which were closed during these quarters,
were found to be deficient in either evidentiary development or
adherence to prescribed procedures. There is no indication that
the District Director intended, through his case review sessions
with individual employees, -to shortcut or curtail the
investigative process. Nevertheless, the general perception of
both supervisors and employees is that charges were closed
rapidly in order to meet the communicated managerial demands.

2. Office reorganization resulted in the establishment of new
program units and obishment of others, which deviated from
normal program unit taffing and office case processing
methodology. Addit Inal Age and Equal Pay units were established
without a caseload {of individual charges in the inventory, i.e.,
the normal basis for program unit staffing decisions, Additional
CIC/ELI units were established anticipating the development and
investigation of a large number of limited scope commissioner
charges. The number of factfinding units was reduced, causing
two-thirds of incoming charges to be assigned to traditionally
extended investigative units for complete processing. It is
noted that Atlanta has been overstaffed since the beginning of
FY-83 and that the manager apparently took these actions to
utilize personnel because of this situation.

3. An inordinate amount of Age/Equal Pay directeds (898) were
initiated during 3rd and 4th quarters. This activity was also
directed toward the utilization of staff, rather than any
apparent reason to believe that respondent situations
demonstrated potential violations. While it is not clear that
specific instructions, regarding the numbers of such cases to be
initiated came from the Director, staff followed mid management's
interpretation of instructions as communicated by the Deputy
Director.
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4. A large number of limited scope commissioner charges has
been developed by staff. Because of the overstaffing, Region
approved the concept of coving into this charge processing area.
to some degree. However, mid management communicated to staff
specific production goals in this regard. Upper management does
not confirm the origin of these production standards.
Nevertheless, they were viewed as rigid expectations of upper
management.

5. At the direction of top management, specific GPAD and Merit
Pay standards in effect during the rating period, were rendered
"not applicable" at the end of the period. The Director was
personnally involved in the rating process for both Merit Pay and
GPAD employees. While there is no prohibition against this
involvement, in effect, it caused some GPAD and Merit Pay ratings
to be raised or lowered without previously set guidelines being
conmunicated to rating or reviewing officials or employees.

6. Some bargaining unit employees have been moved from their
assigned program units and are completing unclassified duties, in
the Voluntary Assistance and Enpanded Presence Program areas,
without position descriptions. Atlanta is a pilot office for
voluntary assistance, however, the Agency does not envision the
utilization of bargaining unit employees in this effort.
Expanded presence hasJ not been negotiated with the Union to date.

7. The management Jtyle of the District Director. coupled with
the historically qufutionable management skills of the Deputy and
other mid managers, have caused employees and supervisors to
question the Director's motives in all areas of activity
surrounding office operations. The Director's personal oversight
of employee work habits his locking of stairwells, his
reassignment of "some" employees. and his frequent unannounced
environmental review of individual offices and work areas, appear
to be based on identified problens regarding security and
employee conduct; some of which Region was well aware. However.
the obvious lack of communication flowing downward from the
Director, the lack of full staff meetings where reasons for
changes were explained, the total dependence on the Deputy to
"carry the message." and the distance placed between the Director
and staff below the Deputy, have exacerbated an already serious
office situation.

Historically, the Atlanta Office has not performed as well as
other Districts in the Commission. Previous Directors, who have
tried to enact a higher level of performance and conduct from the
Atlanta staff, have encountered similar kinds of group responses,
i.e.. petitions, group and individual grievances, clandestine
contacts with headquarters acquaintances, and lack of production.
Region I made the new Director aware of this historical
perspective prior to his arrival in Atlanta on June 6. 1983. He
was also alerted to the "demonstrated" softness of middle
management, specifically their lack of management skills and
inability to place the mission and focus Of the Agency above
their own personal interests. It is noted that the Deputy and
both Compliance Managers have been "Acting" Directors Of EEOC
field offices and each aspired to the Atlanta Directorship to
which Betty Adams was appointed in 1979.

With the information amassed and this background, Region I staff
will make the following recommendations:

A. That Region I, after development of the final report.
counsel the District Director and direct corrective action
regarding all activities found deficient during this review.
Region I will closely monitor all activities in the Atlanta
District Office for the next six months and take further
corrective action, including disciplinary measures, if the
communicated directions are not followed.

This recommendation is based on the realization that the District
Director has had an exemplary performance record as a manager
in the Agency and should be given the opportunity to apply those

.skills. on which the record is based, to the Atlanta Office.
This, Of course, meant sone alteration in his management style,
which Region believe it can foster, Further, we do not believe
it to be good managejent to set a precedent by reassigning a
Director, as the dihect result of employee discontent and overt
request. Rather, the decision to take action should be initiated
by management, after the manager has had sufficient opportunity
to succeed and has failed.
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B. That the Deputy Director and both Compliance Managers be
reassigned to- other EEOC offices and given the opportunity to
perform with strict accountability, under different management.
Region believes that neither Compliance Manager will perfnrm
adequately in the Atlanta ifstrict, since they have both
personalized the instant situation. While District management
has attempted to resolve their grievances, their demeanor during
the interview suggests that they will not let the matter drop and
will not fully cooperate with the current Director.

I will forward the final report to you when it is complete. I
will be available to discuss this preliminary report at your
convenience.

REPORT ON ThE ATLANTA DISTRICT OFFICE

In November, 1983, Region I received, via mail, a petition from Atlanta
District Office employees; Subject: 'Lack of Confidence in OUR District
Director.- Thin petition listed 16 areas of employee concern, which they
labeled 'acts of misfeasance' completed since the arrival of the new District
Director, was signed by 42 bargaining unit employees, and was dated
October 31, 1983. In order to obtain specific information regarding
the petitioners' allegations, the Program Director and Regional Program
Director visited the Atlanta Office on November 4. During this visit,
interviews were conducted with the Director, Deputy Director, one
Compliance Manager, the petitioners, two Union Stewards, and all Compliance
Supervisors. While the interviews did not yield the specific information
desired, it was determined that the compliance supervisors were equally as
distraught as the employees, as evidenced in their joint interview and by
their submittal of a separate petition signed by 8 of the 9 compliance
supervisors. Their petition; Subject: 'Lack of Professional Confidence in
the District Director', contains 13 items of disgruntlement, which are
generally consistent with the employee petition and is dated October 27,
1983. (Tabs 1 & 2)

Region I Staff Supervisor and three staff members visited the Atlanta
District Office November 15-17, 1983 to obtain specifics regarding 'both'
sets of allegations and on which to base Regional recommendations for the
Program Director. The team reinterviewed all Atlanta personnel listed above,
additional non-compliance supervisors, and some employees who did not sign
the petition, and completed close review of 119 charge files. Each of the
employees, who signed the petition were given an interview sheet, which
elicited the specific types of information desired. The employees,
although vocal during the interviews, declined to complete and submit the
interview form.

The allegations of both groups, employees and supervisors, have been
combined under three headings; charge processing, policy matters, and
general management. The allegations, as cited in the petitions and during
interviews, and staff findings appear below under these headings:

ALLEGATIONS AND FINDINGS

Charge Processing

1. Employees alleged that the District Director ordered individual EOSs to
close charges without proper investigation, (#I 6 7 - Employee petition)

The District Director, shortly after appointment, met with each compliance
EOS along with his/her supervisor, compliance manager, and the Deputy Director,
and reviewed, with the employee, the cases in their workload. Based upon the
EOS's status reports, the Director assigned specific closing dates, after
indicating necessary steps to be taken to complete the case. Information
from the interviews revealed that followup reports were developed on a
weekly basis, and sent to the Director with expected completion dafes.
Employees stated that often the reports came back with the dates moved
forward.

It is clear that the Director completed the "one-time' reviews with
individual employees and that these sessions, new to Atlanta employees,
left a clear impression. However, there is no indication(, whatsoever,
that his directions, regarding time frames for closure, were 'orders'
to preclude any of the normal steps in the investigative process.
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It is noted that Atlanta's "overall" quarterly production (closures)
almost doubled during the third and fourth quarters, from approximately
550 each of the 1st two quarters to over 1000 each of the last two quarters.
Regional Staff's review of case files revealed that 52% (62) of the 119
closures reviewed were deficient. Examples of the deficiencies found
were: insufficient comparative evidence (041832324), no information in
the file (041832638), closure for failure to cooperate in spite of CP
contact (041832080), failure to document 30 days notice prior to dismissal
(041762754). and the like. One file, worthy of note, contained the
following log (Form 159) entry: -This file is being closed based on the
evidence in file and instructions given me by the Director and Supervisor."
The complete list of charge numbers reviewed is attached. (Tab 3)

It is apparent that employees believed, admittedly through their contact
with supervisors, that the charges were to be closed at an accelerated pace.
While the genesis of this perception may have been the Director's personal
emphasis on case movement, no employee or supervisor indicated further
personal contact with the Director, on this subject, after the individual
sessions mentioned above. Supervisory and Compliance Manager review of
these files, prior to closure, is evident, and other than the log entry
mentioned above, there are no EOS dissenting memoranda in the files, as
allowed by the Compliance Manual. Therefore, culpability in closing
deficient charges must be shared by those who now bring the 'instant
concerns .

2. Supervisors and employees allege that management reorganized the office,
abolishing existing units and establishing new units without orientation
of new employees or giving prior notice. (Employee Petition #12, Supervisors
Petition #1A)

Pre-appointment and subsequent mid-su.eer discussions between the Director
and Regional Director concluded that some" staff shifts would be necessary
in order to fully utilize excessive staff. Atlanta has been overstaffed
in professional compliance positions since, at least, the beginning of the
FY-83. Development of Limited Scope Commissioner Charges and the creation
of a task force to investigate the old J. P. Stevens Comaissioner charges
were agreed upon as measures that could be taken. Only the latter required
establishment of a separate taskforce .. and then only for the duration of
the Stevens project.

However, the August 1 staffing chart does not reflect the existence of a
CEC/Other unit, but does reflect the establishment of two additional CIC/
ELI units and 22 EOSs divided among the three CIC/ELI units. (Tab 4) Third
Quarter reports to Region revealed that' only 20 cases (61 charges) were
pending in active ELI status on June 30.

The Director's August 4 memorandum points out that a major focus of the new
ELI units would be limited scope charges. The three ELI supervisors stated
that they were required by the Compliance Managers to develop 6 Limited
Scope Comnissioner Charges per employee for a total of 100 charges for the
three units by the end of the FYa The Compliance managers echoed the supervisors;
stating that the instructions came from the Director through the Deputy. Inter-
views revealed that information surrounding 300 respondents was reviewed, and
that this "EOS- work yielded 30 limited scope charges that were approved.
Therefore, this was the primary activity of the ELI units during the last
quarter. While it is clear that none of these instructions to supervisors
were given by the Director, they believe that he ordered them. (Tab 5)

On October 6, 1983, in a supervisory meeting with the Deputy Director,
supervisors were given a new list of employees in their units and some were
given new supervisory assignments. The effect of this -reorganization- was
to establish additional Age and Equal Pay Units, bringing the office to two
each, to reduce the factfinding units from 2 to 1, and to reduce CIC/ELI to
two units, adding CIC/Other to the ELI units. The October 15 staffing chart
reflects the new organization. (Tab 6)

During interview, the supervisors were concerned about the shifts being made
without prior notice and that some supervisors and employees were placed in
areas where they had no knowledge or experience. There is no indication that
the staff shifts were announced prior to the October 6 meeting. 3 supervisors
were moved to new units; i.e., Mullins, Townsend, and Paschall.

It is clear that the additional Age and Pay units were established to handle
the numerous Directed Investigations that had been worked up during the last
quarter. The review revealed that there are few individual charges filed by
charging parties, these charges normally serve as the basis for staffing
program units, not directed charges that are developed by the office.
Compliance Managers and supervisors stated that they were required, by the
.Director, to develop iOO directed investigations per month in the Age and
the Equal Pay units during the last quarter (600). The review team was
unable to determine exactly how this directive was given. However, it is
clear that the Atlanta Office ended the PY with 828 pending directed investiga-
tions. . . while reporting a total of 68 at the end of the 3rd quarter.
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The Director stated that 'Continued Investigations and Conciliation unitsstill exist to this date. These functions are being completed in the Atlanta
District Office.- However, the August staffing chart did not reflect a -unit-
to which CIC-Other charges would have been assigned, and lends soue credence
to the supervisors' allegation that this unit was, in effect, abolished.
Moreover, the charges that were not completed by factfinding, during this
period, were forwarded to one of the three CIC/ELI units for writeup and
closure. Therefore, while there was no identified CIC-Other unit; as the
Director stated, the work was being completed.

Two additional new units (1 Age and 1 Equal Pay) were established. Clearly,
this is part of management's effort to utilize excessive staff, after develop-
mnet of such a large number of Age and Equal Pay directed investigations. Thenanser in which units were established, and esployees and supervisors assigned,
obviously disturbed the staff to the point of singular outcry.

Supervisors also alleged, during interviews, that as the result of the
October reorganization, directions were given to stop holding factfinding
conferences and to hold "on-site" investigations in every charge. It was
stated that these directions were given to Compliance Managers by the
Director. The Director stated that factfinding conferences remain part
of the procedures in the Atlanta Office when charges warrant such a
conference. He also stated that he did not tell staff that they must go
on site for every charge. Rather, he informed staff of the Chairman's
inclination toward on sites. He notes, however, that there were neither
factfinding conferences nor on site investigations held during October.

The factfinding supervisor stated that he was under the impression that no
conferences would be held and therefore did not hold any. A November 3
memorandum initiated by the Compliance Managers quotes their version of
instructions, regarding on sites on all charges, given by the Director, in
the Deputy's office on November 1, 1983. This memo also states that the
Compliance Managers 'are to develop procedures for on-site investigations forthe November 7 training session and that 4 closures were returned to them for
on sites to be completed.- The review team also obtained copies of an
Atlanta form memo, Subject: Guidelines for No On-Site Investigation: Charge!, which appears to be used in obtaining the Deputy's "charge specific'
permission not to hold an on site in a particular charge. (Tab 7)

Whether or not such directions were given by the Director, the Compliance
Managers have communicated their interpretation to staff and at the time of
the review, were following the above modus operandi, although no "on sites"
had been held. Unless the above was fabricated by the disgruntled managers,
whatever information was dispersed by management, regarding on site investiga-
tions, was not communicated in writing.

Policy Matters

1. Employees and Supervisors alleged that the Director imposed unrealistic
and/or unreasonable production goals on the charge processing units. (Employee
petition 92 & Supervisors Petition fib)

Both Supervisors and employees state categorically that they were held to a
higher production standard in charge processing than was a part of the PY-83
GPAD appraisal system. Supervisors stated that the Deputy orally communicated
to them the Director's requirement that each EOS close 1 charge per work day,
or 5 charges per week during the last quarter. Compliance Managers echoed
this allegation during interview with the Program and Regional Directors,
reinterview with Region I staff, and in their greivances against the Director.
NOTE: Wording in one of the Compliance Manager's grievances is almost identical
to the allegation in the Supervisors' petition. In support of this allegation,
one supervisor submitted a tracking report from an employee which suggests
that assignments and closures were, in that unit, being tracked by the week.(Tab 8)

Neither the Director nor the Deputy Dirbctor agree that these requirements
were place on the units. Both managers stated that each employee should
work to his/her naximum capability. "If one could complete 20 to 30 a month,
I expect the employee to do so. I want everyone to achieve at the maximum,-
is the Director's quote given to the review team by the Deputy. The Deputy
did not state how he communicated this information to the staff. Rather,
he said that "although I express my opinion and/or disagreement at times, I
do what 'the man' says.-

The Director apparently put in place a form memoranda, initialed by himself,
to employees advising them periodcially of the number of charge closures
needed in order for them to meet the GPAD requirements. The memo, dated
July 12, Subject: FY-83 Performance, reads . . .in pertinent part . . .
-In view of the requirement to complete 63 charges by September'30, you
should have completed at least 31.5 charges by June 30, 1983. Therefore.
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to ensure your completing the 63 charges required on or before September 30,
you oust complete an average of at least _ charges for the months of
July, August, and September. Clearly, this memoranda did not raise the
GPAD standards. (Tab 9)

However, from all accounts, management did not provide any clarification,
in writing, when confronted by the Union on the "unreasonable processing
demands" perception. It is clear that both employees and supervisors
believed tha the 20 charge closure per week requirement was in effect,
which they both state had negative impact on the quality of their closures.
Again, there is considerable conflict in what management implies it communi-
cated and what was heard-and acted upon by employees.

2. Employees and Supervisors alleged that the Director required changes to
employees ratings to satisfy his whims and caprice and that these changes
were in conflict with the published appraisal procedures. (Employees
Petition 94 & Supervisors Petition #2A & B)

Merit Pay employees' PY-83 ratings contain several job standards that were
*oade "not-applicable" although there were accompanying written comments
supporting the rating, from the appraising official. The Compliance Managers,
ratings, however, had no written commentary in the areas rendered not
applicable. The interview with Deputy Director and written comments by the
Director revealed the Director's position, that he exercised his authority
as the reviewing official. . .for the purpose of insuring consistency in the
performance appraisal system by subordinate rating officials. The Deputy
also stated that the Director made the standards N/A when the rating official
did not have necessary supporting documents, but that he subsequently changed
some N/As to meets, when too many N/As would hurt the employee.

Regional Staff's review of the rating forms revealed that in each instance
where a standard was rendered not applicable, the employee had been given
"adequate progress" at the mid year review. Merit Pay guidelines do not
provide for rendering standards N/A at the end of the rating year. Rather,
when a standard is no longer applicable, it is standard practice that
modifications to the agreement be made at the time. It is also clear that
the reduction in number of standards to be rated has a deleterious effect
on the employee's chances co meet or eiced an element; although there is
no indication that such a motive was prevalent in this situation. The
Director points out that after his arrival, the employees did not perform
duties consistent with the standards raued not applicable. While the
Director's involvement in the process clearly altered ratiggs previously
assigned by the Deputy and others, he clearly acted within his authority.
However the actions completed are questionable.

3. Employees and Supervisors alleged that the Director reassigned employees
froms units co special assignments which disrupted the work flow and created
an atmosphere of insecurity and low morale. (Employee Petition I5, 6 and
13 & Supervisor Petition #3b)

The October staffing chart indicates that while nome EO~s are assigned to
units, they are engaged in other activities, i.e., planning for the Voluntary
Assistance and Expanded Presence Programs. Further, the Deputy Director's
memorandum, dated October 28, show these same emplyees (Tonsler, Arnold,
Pennington, Ricks, Hayes, and Jennings) as members of the management staff.
It is clear that these employees have been, since oid 4th quarter, completing
"duties" that are to be associated with the above Agency initiatives,
apparently without official position descriptions. They are all members of
the bargaining unit.

Employees are extremely disgruntled, since they believe that these employees
have been upgraded (promoted) or at least have been selected for "becter"
jobs without competition. The Union stewards raised this point in each
interview session. Supervisors were disgruntled because some of then were
required to evaluate the employees although they were not actually in their
units at the end of the rating period.

However, there is no doubt that these employees have been utilized in getting
the Voluntary Assistance and Expanded Presence Program underway. Atlanta is
a pilot office for Voluntary Assistance and has scheduled their 1st seminar
for early December.

Utilization of these employees does place the office in a tenuous situation
since, the Agency does not envision using bargaining unit employees in the
Voluntary Assistance Program and since Expanded Presence has not been
negotiated with the Union.

General Management Items

1. Supervisors alleged that the Director has made strict compliance with
certain standards for office appearance mandatory. (Supervisors Petition
USA 6 B)
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The supervisors, in interview, stated that the Director imposed an office
appearance standard on them and their employees that was unclear and that,
when an employee did not meet the unclear standard, the Director required
that the employee's rating be reduced. Supervisors related one instance
in which a supervisor's rating was reduced because he refused to lower the
rating of a clerk in his unit. One Supervisor stated that he was released
from this direction after talking with the Director about it at length.
The supervisors finally alleged that the Director conducted unannounced tours
of the office space and took notes on office conditions without discussion
his observation with them or the employees, but using the observations,at
rating time. The employees, in interview, lodged the same allegation.

The Director stated that employees were judged on the basis of the office
appearance standard in each appraisal agreement and indicated that no further
clarification was required. (Tab 10) The Deputy Director issued a memo on
the subject on July 15, which only states that inspection tours would be
conducted. (Tab 11)

It is apparent that an "office appearance' standard was imposed by the
Director and fron the material gathered, the standard was the same as
the one imposed on all Commission employees. It is also true that the
Director expected strict adherence and accountability and was within his
overall authority to develop consistency among his rating/reviewing officials.
However, this situation may have been avoided by some pre-tour discussion
of what a -neat and businesslike" area meant in the Atlanta Office. It
was clear during the interview process that neither employees nor supervisors
had definitive knowledge of managerial expectations prior to the end of the
rating period. The review team did not see any District written materials
on the subject, beyond the Deputy's July memo, which specifies that only
newspapers, cartoons, notes., and unprofessional materials are taboo.

2. Employees alleged that the District Director harassed employees by
standing in the lobby and observing their times of arrival, by entering
offices without knocking, and failing to speak to them. (Employee Petition
#3)

Interviews with employees indicate that the Director stood in the lobby at
arrival times. Employees assumed that he was checking on their arrival at
and leaving the work station. The Director does not deny the employees'
statement. Statements of supervisors, who did not sign the petition
indicates that the office has had time and attendance problems. It was
also agreed that the Director generally toured the office areas and entered
office space.

Clearly, these allegations are trivial and spurious when taken at face
value, and only serve to reflect the degree of employee distress with the
personal style of the new Director. The Director is known to have a
-reserved" personality which is directly opposite to that of the former
Director. The presumption of harassment in these instances appears to be
based squarely on a different style from which this office is accustomed.

3. Employees alleged that the Direcor refused to allow individual staff
nembers to continue on previously established flexible work schedules and
harassed employees for taking approved leave. (Employee Petition #8 6 10)

The review revealed that the Director did change the informal office policy
of allowing specific employees to work flexible work hours. Atlanta is
not one of the Agency field offices which has been approved for an official
flextine program. It is the Director's responsibility to require that all
employees adhere to normal work hours of the office.

Regarding leave, the employees gave one example where an employee was cautioned
that approval of leave requests would be withdrawn unless the investigations
assigned were completed before the date of the leave. The employee used the
leave. However, without full circumstances, which the employees did not
provide, there can be no indictment of the Director on this allegation. It
appears, again, that the employees suspect the Director's motives in any
individual action which is without full managerial explanation.

4. Supervisors and employees allege that the Director fails to communicate
effectively with staff of the Atlanta District Office. (Employee Petition
015 i Supervisors Petition #7)

It is apparent from interviews with employees and supervisors that most
interviewees believe that one of the major problems in the office is the
lack of direct communication between the Director and all staff. The
review revealed that the major communication efforts of the Director were
processed through the chain of command. The Director held few, if any,
full staff meetings, during which he explained the reasons for the changes
in the office. The Director put almost no directions in writing and placed
the burden for explanation and interpretation of his directions on the
shoulders of the Deputy.
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It is also apparent that considerable misinformation was conveyed to staff
and supervisors. The review team's comparison of the statements of the
Director and Deputy with those of Compliance Managers, supervisors, and
employees, on the same subject, demonstrates this communication breakdown.
One instance which clearly illustrates the problem involved the 'new"
productivity requirements. The Director stated that he wanted all employees
to do as many closures as possible and that if they could do 20 per month,
30 per month, or 35 per month, they should do that amount. The Deputy also
stated that this was what the Director said and wanted. This statement was
converted somewhere in the chain of command into the requirement that EOSs
should close one charge per day, 20 charges per month, etc.

The Director also stated, during the interview, that he was unaware of the
problems in the office. This statement suggests that communication up the
chain of command was no better than down the chain. It is informative to
note that the Director relied almost completely on the Deputy, as noted
above, to convey the thoughts and intentions of his new administration to
staff. He had been informed by Region, prior to his appointment, that
region had experienced problems with Deputy's ability to interpret and
follow directions. It is also apparent that the Director allowed the
Compliance Managers, whose motives are suspect based on their continual
disgruntlement with previous management, to further interpret and "carry
out" his directions. He had also been briefed on their past performance
by Region. From all information obtained in the review, the Director never
went beyond the Deputy Director level to discover what was happening to case
processing, to staff, or to his overall program.

5. Unfair Labor Practice Allegations - (not alleged in employee or
sunervisor petition)

On November 7. 1983, Local #3599 President filed two unfair labor practices
against the Commission. The Union alleged that Atlanta management refused
to enter into good faith negotiations on the impact of new policies and
procedures (4-CA-60068) and refused to provide requested data (4-CA-60067),
as required by the collective bargaining agreement. The ULPs were forwarded
to the Chairman by the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). District
management apparently responded to the FLRA on 11/15/83, based on receipt of
a copy of FLRA's correspondence to the Chairman. Management's response
states that there has been no reorganization in the Atlanta Office, that
all compliance functions remain in place, and that all staff assignments
have been based on duties in employees' position descriptions. Headquarters
Labor Relations Staff has asked FLRA to dismiss the ULP's because they should
have been filed against the Atlanta Office, rather than the Chairman . . . to
no avail. FLRA begans its investigation during the week of December 12, 1983,
by interviewing Atlanta's union stewards and other bargaining unit employees.

Regional Conclusions

1. The District Director's personal emphasis on increasing productivity, as
reflected in his individualized "case review" meetings with employees and
followup individualized reporting, resulted in extremely high production
totals during the 3rd and 4th quarters. While, there is conflicting information
regarding the alleged transposition of this emphasis into "hard" production
numbers, the production totals, when added to the deficiencies noted during
the staff review, lend credence to the conclusion, that the employee/
supervisory processing actions were based, in large measure, on their
perception of management's desires. There is no indication that management
intended, through emphasizing case movement, that the employees shortcut or
curtail the investigative process. However, there is no indication that
management took any action to correct the employee/supervisory perception of
its desires, if,Tideed, its intent was miscommunicated by subordinate managers
or misconstrued by staff.

*2. Despite managerial statements to the contrary, the office was, in effect,
reorganized during the period in question. Additional Age and Equal Pay units
were established, without a commensurate rate of incoming individual or class
charges filed by disgruntled parties. Two additional CIC/ELI units were
established, while the pending ELI workload was too small to justify the
units. There was no identifiable CIC-Other unit as the District Office
mission and function statement provides and which existed prior to these
organizational changes. The number of fact finding units was reduced
below the level of incoming individual charges, causing charges, normally
assigned to fact finding, to be forwarded to the CIC-ELI units directly from
intake. The noble intent of management was clearly to utilize excess staff
in developing and investigating Age/Equal Pay Directed cases and Limited
Scope Commissioner Charges. However, the result of the reorganization"
was to provide clear inference of instituting the ensuing field reorganiza-
tion and implementing the "new" charge processing focus prior to either
being approved for implementation by the Commission.
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3. An inordinate number of Age/Equal Pay Directed charges was initiated
during the 3rd and 4th quarters. Atlanta reported 68 such charges pending
at the end of the 2nd quarter, but 828 pending at the end of the fiscal
year. It is clear from staff review, that these charges were developed
as the result of -perceived' managerial directions, rather than from
empirically based beliefs that the respondents targeted had demonstrated
'possible' violations of the Acts. It is noted that most of the Age
Directeds are based on TEFRA, when Agency guidelines regarding same are,
according to Legal Counsel, interim only and "not in concrete." There is
conflicting information regarding the origin of the specific direction to
establish such a high number of directed charges. However, it is clear
that staff followed mid-management's stated interpretation of instructions
communicated by the Deputy Director. This activity has resulted in
Atlanta's FY-83 -to process" and pending workload reports being skewed,
when staff is compared to workload in making District Office staffing
decisions for FY-84.

4. A large number of limited scope commissioner charges has been developed
by Atlanta staff. Because of overstaffing, Region approved the concept of
moving into this charge processing area, especially since this activity has
been approved by the Commission. Region did not communicate numbers in this
regard and was not aware of the extent to which this activity was approached
by Atlanta management. While Region continues to support this activity in
the Atlanta Office, it is clear that the establishment of production standards
in this area, the absence of supervisory knowledge of developmental methodology,
and the failure of management to clarify perceived instructions, served to
"taint" an otherwise optimistic undertaking. . at least from the supervisory
and employee point of view.

5. At the direction of top management, specific GPAD and Merit Pay standards,
which were employee and supervisory agreements during the rating period, were
rendered "not applicable" at the end of the rating cycle. The review revealed
that the Director was personally involved in making these standards not
applicable, apparently because of the lack of specific documentation that the
employees had completed work related to the standards. Further, there is some
indication that some GPAD employees' ratings were raised upon the specific
direction of top management. While there is no prohibition against managerial
involvement in the rating process at the lowest level, removal of standards
at the end of the cycle and assigning attainment levels on performance which
is not related to identified standards, clearly defeat the principles and
intent upon which the appraisal systems are based.

6. Some bargaining unit employees have been moved from their assigned program
units and are completing unclassified duties. While management insists that
the duties that are being performed are reflected in the employees' general
position description, it is clear that their duties are associated with the
voluntary assistance and expanded presence programs. This decision is
premature since the Agency does not intend to utilize bargaining unit
employees in the voluntary assistance program and since the impact of their
utilization in expanded presence has not been negotiated with the National
Council of Locals. Both of these programs are closely tied to the field
reorganization and lend credence to the employee allegation that management
has begun implementation of field reorganization.

7. The managerial "style" of the DisLrict Director, coupled with the
historically questionable skills of Ehe Deputy and other members of middle
management, have caused employees and supervisors to question the Director's
motives in all areas of activity surrounding office operations. The Director's
personal oversight of employee work habits, his locking of stairwells, his
reassignment of some employees, and his unannounced environmental review of
individual work areas, appear to be reasonably based. However, the lack of
communication in areas of general interest of employees, the lack of full staff
meetings where reasons for office changes were explained, the dependence upon
the Deputy to "carry the message," and the "distance" between the Director
and staff (below the Deputy and Regional Attorney), left the Director no
avenue to maintain a harmonious working relationship with staff and exacerbated
employee concern for actions they found unacceptable. The fact that the
Director stated that he was not, aware of employee unrest in the'Atlanta
Office highlights the accuracy of this conclusion.

Recommendation
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Historically, the Atlanta Office has not performed as well as other Districts
in the Commission. Previous Directors, who have tried to exact a higher level
of performance and conduct from the Atlanta staff, have encountered similar
kinds of group responses, i.e., petitions, group and individual grievances,
clandestine contacts with headquarters acquaintances, and lack of production.
Region I made the new Director aware of these historical perspectives prior
to his arrival in Atlanta on June 6, 1983. He was also alerted to the
'softness" of middle management, especially their failure to demonstrate sound

managerial skills and apparent inability to place the mission and focus of the
Agency above their own personal interests. It is noted that the Deputy
and both Compliance Managers have been 'Acting' Directors of EEOC field
offices and two (Beasley and McPherson) aspired to the Atlanta Directorship
to which Betty Adams was appointed in 1979.

With the information amassed and this background, Region I staff makes the
following recommendations:

A. That Region I counsel the District Director and direct corrective action
regarding all activities found deficient during this review.

B. That Region I monitor closely all activities in the Atlanta District Office
for the next six months and take further corrective action, if the communicated
directions are not followed.

These recommendations are based on the realization that the District Director
has had an exemplary performance record as a manager in the Agency and should
be given the opportunity to apply those skills, on which the record is based,
to the Atlanta Office. This, of course, means some alteration in his manage-
ment style, which Region believes it can foster. Further, we do not believe
it to be good management to set a precedent by reassigning a Director as
the direct result of employee discontent and overt request. Rather, the
decision to take action should be initiated by management, after the manager
has had sufficient opportunity to succeed and has failed.

C. ThaL the Deputy Director and both Cohpliance Managers be reassigned to
other EEOC offices and given the opportunity to perform, with
strict accountability, under different management.
This recommendation is based on Region's belief that neither Compliance
Manager will perform adequately in the Atlanta District, since they have
both personalized the instant situation. While District management has
resolved their individual grievances, their demeanor during
the interview suggests that they will not let the matter drop and will
not fully cooperate with the current Director. Both firmly believe that
the District Director will take every action possible to "get rid" of them
and both indicate their intention to fight back. Their belief that nothing
short of the District Director's removal or transfer from the Atlanta
Office would solve the current situation was made clear during the interview
process. Should these managers remain in the Atlanta Office, Region
envisions continuation of the present accusations, fears, and record
building. . .at the expense of mission accomplishment. Region believes
because of these managers' long experience with the Agency and their
compliance background, each could perform adequately in an area where they
have not personalized managerial conflict.
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Closures Other Than No Cause

OK
Settlement not clear in that it is not related
to the charge.
Withdrawal, -I don't feel I was fairly
represented. -
OK
Nothing in file
OK
OK
OK
Closed 'failed to proceed". Note in file
-Received no response from CP till today 9-28-83."
Case closed 9-30-83
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Case did not have comparative data in original Inv.
706 investigation.
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
154 not approved
OK
154 not approved
Time frame for failure to cooperate not met.
Time frame for failure to cooperate not met.
291 not approved
Time frame for failure to cooperate not net.
OK
OK
OK
291 not approved
Closed failure to cooperate although CP had
written letter detailing events in chronological
order.
Withdrawal on basis that there has been no
will to win demonstrated by parties."
OK

ADEA

Should have been processed beyond 7(d) '
Intake problem

Should have been processed beyond 7(d)
OK
Intake problems
Intake problems
OK
Little comparative data
OK
OK
OK

EPA

Should not have been opened
Should not have been opened
Case closed on basis of R statement only
No comparative evidence
Incomplete investigation
Should not have been opened
Should not have been opened
Inconplete investigation
Should not have been opened
Should not have been opened
Unable to locate 'R"
No evidence

1. 041 83 0041
2. 041 83 2108

3. 041 83 1968

4. 041 83 1856
5. 041 83 2638
6. 041 83 0224
7. 041 83 1546
8. 041 83 1780
9. 041 83 2080

10. 041 83 1498
11. 041 83 0529
12. 041 82 0933
13. 041 83 1512
14. 041 82 2195
15. 041 83 1084
16. 041 83 1728
17. 041 83 0606
18. 041 82 0027

19. 041 83 1558
20. 041 83 1784
21. 041 83 2056
22. 041 83 0153
23. 041 83 1226
24. 041 83 2329
25. 041 82 1406
26. 041 83 2528
27. TAT 4 1391
28. TAT 4 0625
29. TAT 6 0597
30. 041 83 1438
31. 041 83 0925
32. 041 83 1774
33. 041 83 1777
34. 041 83 1182
35. 041 76 2754

36. 041 83 1004

37. 041 83 1285

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

041 83 2138
041 83 2206
041 83 2278
041 83 2315
041 83 1980
041 83 2345
041 83 2380
041 83 2412
041 83 2301
041 83 2441
041 83 0273

041 83 2013
041 83 1936
041 83 2000
041 83 1994
041 83 2126
041 83 1931
041 83 2352
041 83 2350
041 83 2010
041 83 2004
041 83 2002
041 83 2006
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No Cause Findings

Charge No. Comparative Data No Cause Finding Prewatare

1. 041 83 2298 None Yes
2. 041 83 1724 One Yes
3. 041 83 1205 None Yes
4. 041 83 2022 None Yes
5. 041 83 1240 One Yes
6. 041 83 1413 None Yes
7. 041 83 1900 Yes Yes
8. 041 83 0701 None Yes
9. 041 83 2187 None Yes

10. 041 83 2216 None Yes
11. 041 83 0867 None Yes
12. 041 83 1954 None Yes
13. 041 83 1878 Yes a Yes *

14. 041 83 1888 None Yes
15. 041 33 1821 None Yes
16. 041 83 1041 None Yes
17. 041 83 2297 None Yes
18. 041 83 1253 Yes No
19. 041 83 1395 One Yes *
20. 041 83 1024 No Yes
21. 041 83 1087 Yes No
22. 041 83 1264 Yes No
23. 041 83 1938 Yes No
24. 041 83 1877 Yes No .
25. 041 82 1659 No Yes, ***
26. 041 83 0734 Self Defeating No

'27. 041 83 0733 No Yes.
28. 041 83 2191 No Yes
29. 041 83 1247 Yes No
30. 041 83 1160 No Yes
31. 041 83 1961 Yes No
32. 041 83 2250 No Yes
33. 041 83 1844 Yes No
34. 041 83 1918 No Yes
35. 041 83 2963 Duplicate file no evidence
36. 041 83 1650 No Yes
37. 041 82 0027 No Yes
38. 041 83 2308 Yes No
39. 041 83 0712 Yes No
40. 041 83 1430 Yes No
41. 041 83 1489 Yes No
42. 041 83 2121 Yes No
43. 041 83 2117 Yes No
44. 041 83 1502 Yes No
45. 041 83 1031 Yes ' No
46. 041 83 2324 No Yes
47. 041 83 1022 Yes No
48. 041 83 2130 No Yes
49. 041 83 1498 Yes No
50. 041 83 2344 No Yes
51. 041 83 2166 Yes No
52. 041 83 1332 No Yes
53. 041 83 1507 No Yes
54. 041 83 2099 Yes No
55. 041 83 1946 1 No No
56. 041 83 1011 No Yes

- 3 files not included, because 3 file numbers were not recorded by reviewers.

o Conparitive date (marginal) was submitted but it is not discussed in
the investigators neno.

' Conoaritive data was obtained but is not mentioned in the investigators
neoo.

*00 Case log entry -This file is being closed based on the evidence in
file and instructions given oe by the Director and supervisor.'
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N EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

MEM0RANSDUM

TO: Frank Jordan, Director Ad -
Atlanta District Office

FROM: Jim Troy, Director
Region 1, Program 0 eta 1

SUBJ: Regional Review of L/clanta District Office:
Findings and Required Corrective Action

As you are aware, Region I staff conducted an on-site review of recent mana-
gerial and charge processing actions in the Atlanta District Office on Nov-
ember 15-17, 1983. This review was directed by the Program and Regional
Program Directors following their November 4 visit to the District and was
based on numerous allegations of managerial misfeasance lodged by employees
and compliance supervisors in separately signed petitions. The attached re-
port discusses review methodology, information obtained during review, and
Regional conclusions. Therefore, the purpose of this memorandum is to direct
actions to be taken by District management that the Regional Director believes
are necessary to the creation and maintenance of an occupational atmosphere
that will enhance accomplishment of the District's mission.

The actions explained below should be taken immediately, unless otherwise noted,
and follow the sequence as reflected in the Regional Conclusions section of the
report.

1. Region I concluded from the review, that while the District Director's
personal emphasis on increasing productivity had a positive impact on the num-
ber of charge resolutions completed during the 3rd and 4th quarters, it also
resulted in serious shortcomings in the quality of charges resolved. The re-
view revealed that 52% of the "no msuse' charges closed were deficient in some
manner, as discussed in the report. Additional investigative actions in many
of these charges appear to be necessary.

Therefore, you are directed to inmediately review each of the charges
listed as deficient in the review report and to make individual determinations
whether these charges should be reopened for further investigation. Management
should aiso review a sample of the charges resolved by each unit (except Systemic),
and make the same determinations. The sample should equate to at least 10% of the
resolved and should not include those reviewed by Region. A detailed report of
charge review and actions taken, by charge number and style, should be forwarded
to Region by February 24, 1984. Management should initiate its own self audit
procedures, with an identified review schedule, beginning March 1, 1984, to pre-
vent recurrence of the situation identified by the report which led to this di-
rected action.

2. The review revealed that an exorbitant number of Age and Equal Pay
directed investigations wai Initiated during the 3rd and 4th quarters, large-
ly wtthout any prior reasoj to believe that respondents had violated either
statute. Most of the age Pirecteds were based no TEFiA, an area in which
the Agency has not "finalzed" its policy or guidelines. Finally, it was
shown, during the revie/! that the two Equal Pay units Initiated 37 directed
investigations against the same respondent. While it is realized that this
approach was designed to utilize excess staff, it clearly has skewed the Dis-
tricts FY 83 "receipts to process- totals, has caused unrest among the super-
visory and management staff, and did not follow Regional "warnings against
employing such methods to maintain current staffing.

You are hereby directed to (a) immediately close all age directeds that are
based on TEFRA, unless there is a clear inference of violation, (b) review
all EPA directeds and close those where there is no inference of violation,
or which are duplicate charges, and, (c) clearly identify the number of char-
ges in a and b in your year end report; subtracting this number from your PY
83 EEOC to process, closures, and pending workload totals.
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3. The review revealed that despite managerial statements to the contrary,

the Atlanta Office was reorganized. The addition of CIC/ELI, Age, and Equal Pay
units and the reduction of the number of Fact Finding units below that required

to process incooing charges, in effect, removed the CIC/Other unit as a viable
entity to which charges would 'flow frid, Fact finding. Such an organization
does not comport with the current Mission and Function Statement for District
Offices and reduces the level of emphasis previously placed on developed and

processing ELI charges, si'ne the units are required to process charges normally

completed by Fact Finding. While the new organization places Atlanta in a bet-

ter position to inpiement the ensuing reorganization and the "new" charage pro-

cessing focus, it is clear that these organizational changes inferred implemen-
tation of reorganization principles prior to negotiation with the Union and/or

Commission approval of the 'new- charge processing focus.

You are directed to restore the Atlanta Office to an organizational structure

that is In strict conformance with the current EEOC Order 110, Mission and
Functions.

4. The review revealed that, at the direction of top management, specific

GPAD and merit Pay standards, which were part of the employee and supervisory
agreements during the rating period, were rendered not applicable at the end

of the rating cycle. There is also some indication that several GPAD employees'
ratings were raised upon the specific direction of top uanagenent.

The Merit Pay and GPAD goidelincs do not provide for removing standards fro.

agrecments at the cnd of a-rating period. PaLher, both systems require nrod-

ification of standards at the time they are no longer applicable. Further,

the acceptablc practice wi hin the Agency is to accept the n'id-term' rating

level as the performance rJ ing in those standards that are not applicahie
at the end of the cycle.

Yoe are directed to ree'c the rating in all standards rendered not applicable

and ensure that the employcc receives a rating in the standard that equates

to the rating given at mid year. In the future, performance standards should

be modified at the time they are determined "no longer applicable" and not at
the end of the appraisal period.

5. The review revealed that several bargaining unit employees were moved

from their assigned units and made part of the "management- team. These em-

ployees were completing duties associated with establishment of the Voluntary

Assistance and Expanded Presence Programs. Clearly, the District utilization

of bargaining unit employees in these programs is not in keeping with Agency
plans for Voluntary Assistance and with the Collective Bargaining Agreement,

since Expanded Presence has not been negotiated.

You are directed to reassign those employees to specialized program units.
They should physically be located with the unit to which assigned and should

oily coMplete those duties nornally associated with the unit to which assigned.

6. The review revealed direct contradiction in management's account of

the directions and performance expectations commusaunicted to the workforce,
since June 1983, and the perceptions gleaned from these directions by the

employees and supervisors. In addition, evidence that several changes in

organizational structure, charge processing focus, and general office opera-

tions were completed, without "clear" explanation to employees of the reasons

therefor and/or the results expected is overwhelming.

This serious communication gap has obviously widened the "ongoing" rift bet-

ween top management and the compliance side of the office. Since it is imper-

ative that management take immediate steps to create a more harmonious and

participative atmosphere in Atlanta, the following actions are directed:

a. Immediate Establishment of Monthly Meetings of the Entire Atlanta

Staff

These staff meetings should be conducted by the District Director and -should
not be designated as training sessions. Rather, the purpose here is to provide
an open forum for Atlanta employees to ask questions and/or raise issues of

eayloyce interest and obtain responses from top management. Further, the

District Director should provide clear explanations for current or espected

nanagerial actions that nay affect the workforce. These meetings should begin

not later than January 23, 1984.

b. Increase the Managerial Attendance and FartiiptiLon In riC
Sessions.

Both Compliance Managers a' other enmloyces, as deened necessary or helpful,

should be required to aLte I and participate in all VIC meetings, whore matters

that relate to their worl fs discussed. These ,anagers and ceploycs should he

enco:,ra.ed to provide sugtstions and advice in the programmatic areas that are

subject to T:!C decisions during the mectini.
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c. Increase the Accessibility of the District Director to the Wiorkforce

It is imperative that the District Director make himself more accessible to the
*:orkforce to respond to individual concerns of employees, supervisors, managers,
and union representatives. The common theme prevalent throughout the interview
process was that the Director would not talk to or meet with the named groupsd
casually or otherwise., Clearly the review revealed that most messages to the
workforce were delivered by the Deputy, who also responded to most queries that
were sent up to the Director by members of the workforce. This employee percep-
tion, real or imagined, has exacerbated employee concerns about actions they
found unacceptable. Region I believes that if the District Director fails to
make himself accessible to his subordinates, he will be unable to restore the
level of employee confidence in management required to accomplish office goals.

As stated aboc these actions are to be initiated immediately. Region I will
closely monitor all activities in the Atlanta Office for the next six months
and will request written -reports on your accomplishment of these actions .on an
intermittent basis.

If additional information or clarification is necessary, you may contact me at
your convenience.
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EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

SEP 25 1984

MEMORANDUM

TO Paul Aubrey, Acting Director
Computer Systems Management Division

Steve Posniak, Computer Specialist
Computer S Stems Management Division

FROM Ron 1 Blumenthal, Director
Spedi 1 Services Staff

SUBJECT Phase II of ADP Contract

As you know, EEOC and C.A.C.I. have begun Phase II of the Data Interface
Project. In our meeting of September 13, 1984 it became clear that poss-
ible modifications might be needed in Phase II of the contract because of
changes in the CSRS. Attached you will find the current workplan that
the contractor has submitted for Phase II. I believe the following
questions need to be answered so that we may make an informed decision
with regard to the matter of contract modifications:

o When will the decision be made on the type of hardware
to be used in EEOC's CSRS (both main frame and field
terminals)?

o What timeframes are envisioned for CSRS?

Thanks X

At tachme

cc: Jot
Mai

o Are the timeframes in the attached chart compatible with W
your plans? If not, please suggest specific modifications. c

C
iery much. I

ent.

in Sea, }r.'\/> l
iagement Director

* jjr - (;
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FY '85 PHASE II ACTIVITIES

BEGIN END

1. Hardware Option Recommendation 9-21-84 10-5-84
2. Detailed System Design 9-21-84 11-30-84*
3. Develop User's Manual 9-21-84 11-9-84
4. Acquire Hardware/Software for Pilot 10-12-84 11-16-84**
5. Project Schedule and Milestone Charts 11-23-84 12-7-84*
6. Software Development 11-23-84 5-24-84*
7. Develop Integration Test Plan 4-5-85 4-26-85
8. Acceptance Test Plan 4-12-85 5-3-85
9. Develop User Training 5-3-85 7-26-85
10. Pre-Test Pilot System S-17-85 8-9-85*
11. Integration Test 7-5-85 7-26-85
12. Acceptance Test 7-5-85 7-26-85
13. Hardware Procurement 8-2-85 8-16-85***
14. User Training 8-2-85 12-13-85
157 Hardware Installation 8-9-85 12-20-85
16. Installation Technical Assistance 8-9-85 8-1-86

* Represents a possible 1-2 week delay for EEOC
to approve Detail Design

** Represents a possible 1-2 week delay in
procurement of pilot hardware

*** Represents a possible 1-2 week delay in
procurement of installation hardware

NOTE: All task completion dates are based on EEOC giving CACI
approval to start tasks on the dates indicated.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20507

ME2MANE October 11, 1984

TO :Dnald Mise, Director.
Seattle District Office

FR : James Troy, Program Director

SUBJlr: Guidance for CSRS User Requirements Task Group

The User Requirements Task Group will be meeting as the first stage
of the revamping of the CSRS. Since this group will, in effect,
determine the kinds of information to be gathered and tracked, I
believe a number of issues will need to be addressed. These are
set forth below.

1) Ensuring that all the "users" are represented or at least
surveyed-

Field managers and supervisors will be primary users: however,
input from all Headquarters offices is isportant since many
of the requests for information requiring manual counts of
charges came from these offices. Of course, input from the
Regional Program Directors is also crucial.

2) State and Incal Agency ADP Systems Development-

At the sanm time that we are revamping CMRS, the oontract for the
706 agencies autsmation is in progress. Coordination with C.A.C.I.
and T.A.R.P. (consultants) will be essential because changes in
our systems will impact. Hollis Larkin is the OPO contract
monitor for this project.

3) Impact of Thsk Group Wrk on Current EEDC Orders-

Information needs established by the task group will have to
be played out in respect to impact on the oppliance Manual,
Order 244, and other documents. For example, ,hat forms will
need to be changed, deleted, or established? Form 155 will
have to be modified if new items are added or deleted. Others
may also be affected. Changes are now in process involving
the Compliance Manual. Decisions by the task group should
be coordinated with Special Services.

4) Task Group Objectives -

The User Requirements statement is one piece of the overall
ADP re-design. The Office of Management has issued a paper
On ADP architecture which should be reviewed. This paper
describes the hardre changes in process: the installa-
tion of the IBM XMs and PCs., the remote facility arrange-
cents for the mainframe, etc. Since field offices will
have-control of their awn case tracking systems, the
perspective of the task group should keep this fact in
mind. Whereas previous efforts to change CMRS have always
focused on what data could be cut or deleted, the present
task grup can proceed free of this concern and focus on
what information management actually needs to run the office.

As head of the task group, you will be setting your own schedule
in accordance with the overall timetable of the CSRS. It is my
understanding that the user requirement's statement is due no
later than February 1, 1985 and desired earlier if possible. I
would suggest that early in the process the task group review
all current reports generated by CSRS, and for that matter, all
reports relying on charge-related statistical data.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN*TY cOossumON

111!?.$norcjn(/u u MSEATTLE OISRICT OFFrIc

To : James Troy. Director DATn: October 12, 1984
Region I Programs

FRnOM : Donald W. Muse, Director
Seattle District Office

suSPECT: Changes to the CSRS System

I am glad that we have finally come to the point of naking real and drastic changes

to the present CSRS System. As we agreed, the system, as it now stands, is practic-

ally worthless, extremely cumbersome and quite costly in that it demands extensive

use of human resources to operate.

I envision a new system with two dramatic and indispensable changes; the new system

must be compatible within its own components and it must make data available to its

users immediately on request. Let me discuss these changes in more detail.

1. Compatibility

The new system must have components (hardware, software, programs, coding and

vocabulary) that are fully compatible with each other. The terminals located

in the 706 agencies must be compatible with those located in the District Offices

and those in Headquarters' offices. That is, personnel in the 706 agencies

must be able to enter data (charge information and coding) into the same data

base as the District Offices and Headquarters offices. The District Offices

must be able to enter data into that same data base and have it available to

the 706 agencies and Headquarters.

A. Most Likely Possibility

That the terminals at the 706 agencies, and the PCRs at the District Office

level and those at Headquarters be inter-connected to allow entries into

the data base on simultaneous basis.

B. Reasons

One of the most exasperating aspects of the present system is that 706 agencies

enter data into their own computers and then send us copies of charges from

which we have to prepare coding sheets and enter that same data into our

data base. This is a ludicrous duplication of effort that costs the

Commission at least one full time position in each District Office.

C. Projected Results

The most significant result of making the system compatible will be a

great deal of savings in the number of people required to run the system.

In 1981, we in the Seattle office, made a survey of clerical and professional

time spent in processing the 706 data. We concluded that the Commission

could save approximately 34.2 full clerical positions if we had a compatible

computer system. In relation to costs, it must be realized that an initial

outlay of funds to purchase computer equipment may seem a great expenditure,

but if Ome goes further to compare that initial cost to the long range

savings in terms of personnel positions and time, one would have to conclude

that the initial investment is well worth it. A survey completed in FT 76

of a much less complicated CSRS system than now exists indicated over 10! of

the total agency personnel was devoted to CSRS record keeping. This equates

to fourteen million dollars annually. (16M less 20M 706 Agency money, 902
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of remaining 126M salary money - 14H). A second result would be an improve-

nent on the accuracy of the data base. Obviously, the fewer times data is

handled the more accurate it is.

D. Necessary Tasks

1. Determine what kind of equipment is needed to accomplish the desired

change.

2. Obtain the equipment and install it.

3. Review and change the coding system in order to: make it useable both

to EEOC and the 706 agencies, eliminate as many useless codes as possible,

and correct deficiencies that we know are present in the systes.

4. Prepare users guides and operating instructions with 706 personnel input.

5. Test the system in at least three District Offices with their respective

706 agencies and at least two Headquarters' offices.

II. Data Availability

A. The Most Likely Possibility

That personnel at the District Office level should be able to view and

to print on the PCRs, a variety of print-outs with specific programs.

Of course, each District or Area Office would have access only to its

own data and the data entered by the 706 agencies within its jurisdic-

tion. Offices in Headquarters would have access to data nationwide and

would use the programs in which they have particular interest. The 706

agencies would have access to their own data and the data entered into the

system by the District Office in their jurisdiction.

B. Reasons

The worst failing of the present system is that although we, in the field

office, spend an inordinate amount of time and resources entering data into

the computer, we cannot get it back unless Headquarters retrieves it for us.

Further, the number of programs now available is so limited that we are

constantly going through our manual records to provide information to Head-

quarters which should be available to them through the computer system.

There are many examples of this awkward way of doing things.

C. Projected Results

The most dramatic result of this change would be the tremendous savings in

terms of man hours that we now have to dedicate exchanging papers back and

forth from the District Offices to the 706 agencies and from Headquarters'

Offices to and from the District Offices. Our calculations in 1981, when

we first looked at this problem, was :hat we could save at least 1½ full

time positions in each District Office which we mat now dedicate to main-

taining manual records to back up our computerized records to answer the

usual requests from Headquarters' offices. Data to be available immediately

upon request and time delays would be practically eliminated. Obviously,

access and program availability would also be tailored to the user's needs.

Again, we oust keep in mind that an initial outlay of funds would result

in dramatic savings in terms of salaries paid to people. At this time. I

-3-
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am not sure how many people work in Headquarters in the computer. section

and how much time they have to dedicate to reply to special requests from

the other Headquarters' Offices or from the field offices, but my guess

is that it is a very significant amount of time.

D. Necessary Tasks

1. Make a survey of users' needs. This survey must include the 706 agencies,

Headquarters and field offices and must determine what programs are

needed to meet the needs of each user.

2. Prepare user guides and instructions.

3. Design the proper format for print-outs to be obtained from the system.

General Tasks

Depending on management's perception of this project and on what the expectations

are, Ye may need to do the following:

A. Make a survey of offices and 706 agencies to determine what resources

could be saved by making the changes to the system.

B. Prepare a schedule of datelines for accomplishment of the different tasks.

C. Designate persons in Headquarters to give administrative support to the

people involved in the project. Establish travel funds, designate par-

ticipants on the project and provide clerical support.

This entire project must be done on a cost comparison basis to justify the changes.

Serious consideration must be given to make this a Quality Assurance Circle Program.

(The Deming System).

-4-
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.j*f * . . .US. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MCT 31 Sea
MEMORANDUM

TO : Donald Muse, Director
CSRS Redesign Work Group

FROM : John sea±1iS6
Manag emnif Director

SUBJECT CSRS Redesign Objectives, Guidelines and Procedures

I wish to again express my appreciation for your wiliingness to take on
this assignment, which Is critical to the Commission's future success In
the redesign of the Complaints Statistical Reporting System. I believe
that It wili be beneficial at the outset to state In detail what our ob-
jectives are for your work group, as well as the guidelines and procedures
within which you will be working.

Our fundamental objective Is to redesign and reshape CSRS to reflect the
current-needs of the system's users and EEOC management, while at the same
time Implementing the new design In an environment consistent with EEOC's
ADP Architecture plan. One of the Chairman's Goals Is to complete the
entire project by the end of the FY 1985. We have already determined that
achieving this goal requires our completion of a number sub-tasks well In
advance of that date. Attachment I summarizes our preliminary task plan.
The objectives of CSRS Redesign User Work Group fit Into the task plan as
follows:

* We must complete the entire structured requirements document by
March 15, 1985.

* To allow time for adequate review and revision, a formal draft
on this document must be completed by February 1, 1985.

* The Data Base Requirements (and possibly the Output Requirements)
portion of this document must be completed by December 15, 1984
as should all design requirements Impacting the new 706 interface.

* The work group must provide advice and consultation as well as
testing support and assistance to the system implementers during
the period March 15, 1985 to October 1, 1985.

* We shall also call on your assistance in post-implementation
audit and evaluation during the period October 1, 1985 to
April I1, 1986.

We iave made arrangements for staff support to assist the work group In
accomplishing these objectives. We shall be providing details about this
support during the first week of your meetings.

Another area for which we shall be supplying you with detailed briefings at
the outset is the ADP Architecture framework and parameters for the Redesign.
Attachment 2 Is a context diagram which shows the basic concepts. Among
the significant features are:

o Merging of District and 706 Agency case tracking systems with a
central data base;

* Transaction driven updates of the central data base from the case
tracking systems via a Transaction Manager;

* Maximum use of the tracking systems for query purposes with some
controlled use of the central data base via dial-up teleprocessing
while eliminating the current use of dedicated long distance lines.

Within- the above basic framework, the CSRS Redesign User Work Group will
have broad latitude and authority to recommend extensive changes, revisions,
and rewrites to the current CSRS baseline system (including user procedures,
Input requirements, data base contents, processing logic and output require-
ments). There are a number of critical substantive Issues which must be
dealt with. I have Included some Illustrative (but certainly not all-
Inclusivel examples as Attachment 3.

I look forward to meeting with you and the members of the Work Group to
discuss all of the above-matters with you and with the staffs of OM and
OPO.

Attachments
cc: James Troy

Ronnie Blumenthal
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AiSSUMPTIONS
1. Tracking systems contais internalized CSRS

edit logic which is as comprehensive as
is technically possible.

2. Charge numbers centrally assigned through
the system.

3. Additional edits will be needed when transactions
reach the central data bese, and will be routed
bUsk to the originator through the Transaction
Man~ager.

N
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ATTACHMENT 3

Illustrative Examples of Substantive Redesign Problems to be Addressed

a. Redesign of Form 155:

1. Change Identification of statute(s) to a 4
position code. -

2. Add Identification of Charging Party's race/national
origi n.

3. Changes to Basis and Issue Codes.
4. Add source code (eliminate separate Form 15).
5. Add Type of Filing.
6. Add initial Transfer from Intake.

b. Overhaul action code structure:

1. Eliminate separate forms for different units/functions.
2. Cease using Form Number as part of the action code

structure.
3. Let each digit of action code have a separate meaning.

c. Develop new transaction and reporting structure to accommodate
electronic Interface with 706 agencies.'

d. Reassess existing data base and determine new data element
requirements.'

e. Reassess existing reports and plan new query/report requirements."

f. Reassess existing security schema and procedures.

g. Determine additional edit/data Integrity requirements.

h. Analyze problems with Respondent file and suggest a solution

* Needed by December 15, 1984.
*I May be prerequisite to "d" - data base requirements.
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j jig*. U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MEMORANDUM

TO Donald Muse, Director
Seattle District Office

FROM ,'ohn Seal, Management Director
-Jaes Troy, Program Director

SUBJECT V CSRS Redesign Work Group

As we move into the first phase of the overhaul of the CSRS, we thought itwould be useful to review some of the ideas which have been raised and to
firm up the directions we intend to pursue. Your memo of October 12 has
raised a number of good points. Some of these are already in process andwill be a part of the architectural changes which have been proposed by the
Office of Management, especially the concept of systems compatibility, field
office query abilities, and improvements In data accuracy. Integracion of theState and Local ADP systems is a current agenda which is being worked out with
both the Office of Program Operations and Management.

As you convene the CSRS Redesign Work Group it will be important to keep the
following points in mind as our objectives for the Group to accomplish:

1) Review current program data collection (automated and non-
automated), noting any-duplication, problems in collection,
and amount of usage;

2) Identify and interview all the users of CSRS information;

3) Determine user needs and recommend essential as distinguished
from desirable or low priority requests;

4) Circulate recommendations among appropriate offices for input
and comment; and

5) Develop final user specifications.

Once the above is completed, your package will then be forwarded to AMS for the
proper coding and subsequent programming. Of course any suggestions which you
have in respect to coding changes or other areas should also be included in the
Group's findings.

We understand that during the first few days of the Work Group that extensive
briefings will be conducted in regard to current architecture plans, status
of the State and Local ADP, as well as other matters of interest. These
will be important since, as always, we will be working within certain
constraints: budget, staffing, and decisions already made in regard to equip-
ment and architecture systems.

Both of us will plan to meet with you and the Work Group on a frequent basisas progress in your review is made.

CHARGE DATA SYSTEM

1. BACGROmID-

The Commissionis well aware of the limitations. inh-remt in
the current Complaint Statistical Reporting System (CSRS).
In an effort to upgrade the quality, availability, and timeliness
of charge information, and to provide field managers with the.' ability to mianage-their own charge information, the Commisiion'isi
attempting to-implement a newer, more state of the art system.

The Commission views the new Charge Data System (CDS) not as
- .a o: e-time implementation of a static system, but rather the-movement toward on-going improvements in computer capabilities

avand al system. which.can.growas needs arise and funds become
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The Charge Data System is designed to replace the atitomated
and manual systems which now-record data on charge processing and..provide statistical reports-on workload. The purpose of the'Charge Data System is to obtain accurate and timely data.
utilizing :.an entry mode .which will capture the data locally;.which is edited at the source and then collected centrally; and-which can be accessed and queried by users. The CDS will operate
in each of EEOC's field (22 district, 17 area and 9 local) andheadquarters offices and will interface with the PEP automated
system.

2. 68=X AQlLa

The CDS has been designed to allow for more efficient entryand retrieval of data. The immediate goals of the system
are to,:

a. Provide an easier data entry system that' minimizes
the requirement to use codes.

b. Provide an inquiry and report capability at both
field and headquarters offices to cut back the need for
manual research and telecommunication on routine
inquiries.

c. Provide direct access to the National Database for
headquarters offices, reducing reliance on ComDuter
Services Management Division and field offices for
provision of routine information.

d. Provide case tracking capabilities in field offices to
improve caseload management.

e.- Provide the capability for headquarters offices to
develop irternal case tracking systems (e.g,., Guidance
Division of the Office of Legal Counsel will be able to
track processing of charges within their office).

f. Replace the outdated .IBM System 3 hardware and software
-...'at'headquartars with software and hardware operated by..

an off-site data center.

.g..Provide-microcomputers and software for, data entry- :'- -whic are-designed to create and'mintain 'a'local
- ' data base, and to' transmit required data to the

National Database. '

h. Provide a system for records disposition';

i.....".liminate the need for expensive direct long lines,
thereby keeping costs for 'communications more
manageable.

3.. PRCEUEns~aS -

Tntakf - When the, charge is being taken from aparty who is in the office, the Intake EOS will initially
complete only the EEOC Form 5, Charge of Discrimination.
The EOS will complete Intake Screens 1-102, Charge Profile,
and Intake Screen 1-103, Basis and Issues Input and forward
the entire package to the Intake supervisor. When the supervisor
has -reviewed the information, and the charge has been typed, the
charging party will sign the charge. The charge and the screens
will then be sent' to the computer operator who will enter the
data.

Only when the charge is to be docketed without being.put'on a Form 5 (e.g., it is a confidential complaint which will
be taken on an EEOC Form 133-A, Confidential Affidavit) will theIntake EOS complete Intake Screen 1-101, Charge Data, which
contains all of the information from the Form 5, and it will be
sent with the other two intake screens to the computer operator.
In any case, the charge information is to be written only once by
the Intake EOS, either on the Form 5 or on the first intake
screen.
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If the information for any reason does not become
a charge, the potential charging party's name, the date of
inquiry and the initials of the Intake EOS may be entered
into an inquiry file which will be maintained in the computer.

The Intake Screens will also take the place of the EEOC
Form 155 when mail is analyzed and the screens will be sent
to the computer operator with the charge when it is docketed.

b.. _nest__aton - As actions are taken daring charg(
processing, the appropriate. screens (see. Input Screens' ir
Appendix C) are filled in and forwarded to the computer operator
who will make the computer entries.

c. .. ' C Trackino- Input Screen'11 0 provides the fle
office with the capability of maintaining an automated case
tracking system. The use of this system is strongly recommended,
,it. is not mandatory. .- Use of ttis system enables officc
management to keep. a complete, history of..staff assigned to E
particular charge as well as charges assigned to a particular

OS. It:"also tracks 'timefra'res . met,. number of witnesses
interviewed and key milestones of charge processing.

4. DATA PLOW AND WOR FrLOW

.a. Data Flow -.EEOC...field:: offices and EU.Pagencies will enter
data into their own local systems. This data will then be
transmitted to the National Database. *- Both ther EEOC. and the. PEI
agencies will be able to query the National Database.' (See
section 12., Security, for a more detailed' explanation.)- Ir
addition, there will be a system (electronic eventually)
installed between the EEOC field office and the PEPA offices ir.
its geographic jurisdiction for transmitting text and charge
data.

: 'I ELD . -. '-' AGENCYJ
.* L ICZ

b. Work plow - The charts which are included as Exhibit 1
following this narrative illustrate the proposed workfloi.
scenario. They are based on the Yourdan structured analysis
technique. All functions 'of the new system are broken down intc
lower level activities. Through the. use of the Yourdar
technique, information on inputs to and outputs from these
various logical activities, data sources (i.e., origins of or end
points of data flow) and data storage locations can be presentee
to enhance the reader's understanding of the proposed system.
The following symbols are used to represent key .data flou
elements: - - -

Black lined arrows represent informatio-.
in motion.

Bubbles represent a logical set of
'...: . activities .or. actions. taken in-'the

course of a data floi. 'They can
equally reflect manual, automated
*or a combined s'et of processing

: , -t.; -, ,; , , -',' -,~ functio'ns. :'. ' ':'' ' . - ''. ,.'

- .- ' ~~~Data stares 'represent a logi~cal,
repository of data La paper or .

machiesrentadal f orm. Tbhey can also

'computer's disk storage...They are used
to show where data are stored, updated
and retrieved.

Rectangles 'or squares'represent:'
, . , .. ...... ...... .' data sucsor Medpoints-which.

' I * ~~are external -to. the immdit dt~~~~~~~~...:-.A|.-...flow, ...contribute .......data ...or .. receive ......,data.
as part, of the data path.
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5. qDyukRy OF pMPR4mM-q

Major improvements over the current system include:

a. -tomatPd noketIno and k-:;iqnanent of Cha-ge Ntbers -

One feature of the new system is the automated assignment of
* charge numbers in sequence from a block of numbers provided

and programmed by local office.personnel...FEP agencies will be
provided with their own block of EECC numbers which will identify
the agency which took the charge and which will generally be
entered directly into the National Database by the PEP agency.

b.-' Local Acc-q t-o 2>d Comn-on Ov-, Data - Unlike the current
system, the office which is responsible for inputting data also
can easily access, edit, modify or correct (including deletion of
duplicate or incorrect entries) the data for which it is
responsible. _

c. Paisr L l'ig LanaLuacc nData E"trv - Through the use of
data entry screens and English language commands, the entry
of data can be accomplished more quickly and more easily without
the need for-the operators to know hundreds of codes. Operators
can be more easily trained and can achieve a fully operational
level more quickly with the new system.

d. tLo-1 Cenera'tion of Repoot., Parmelv Done- wanallv or
-o-dtncd C.nt-all - The system makes possible the automated
generation of reports on a local level that under.the former
system either had to be produced manually or, if system
generated, were produced in Washington,.and mailed. toithe. fisld.
-for verificationand"'reco'nciliation.' .' ..

NOTE: While. all of the reports and queries listed in Appendix C
will-he available as soon after the system is implemented as
possible, only the queries by charge nuuber, charge- action
history, -charging'party name, and respondent name and the
operating statistics, bottom line .indicators and legal -reports
attached as Appendix 7 will be operational from the start up.
date..

..e. Tncneiasd Accirac of fData and Renorts - Because the
office responsible for entering the data.can-generate reports
on-site, 'review such'reports, and make corrections to the data,
the new system will achieve far.. greater .accuracy than was
* possible under the old system without the need for the laborious

process of manually reconciling various system generated reports.

f. Tncreased mima4'Jin- of Data and ReDorts - For the same
reasons that the new system will improve accuracy it will
also increase the timeliness and currency of data and reports as
report generation will be much quicker.

g. Local Care Mracking Ability - The new system provides
for case tracking and. workload management systems without
the necessity for multiple entries of data. Further, in addition
to. pre-formatted and 'required reports, local ad hoc resorts can
be defined and generated by local office personnel without
computer programming expertise.

6. S!MMARV 07 TMD.kCTS -

a. -RuiAm-nt - The current hardware being used by field
offices to enter information into the CSRS, IBM 3275s, will
no longer be used for data entry. The IBM System 3 in
Headquarters Computer Services Management Division will not be
used for the CDS. Some headquarters offices will use IBM PC-XTs
to communicate with the mainframe'computer. Field offices will
have a mixture of IBM PC-XTs and multi-user UNIX based hardware.

b. Softwp- - Existing applications and support software
will be replaced by RAMIS II for the National Database and
FILEPRO for the field office case tracking systems.

95-656 0 - 89 - 22
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KOV 1 1984I4EPORANtE Jt' N.1

TO : John Seal
tenegement Director

FRON g Vonala IW. muse
CSRS Redesign Group

SUBJECT I RIssIon of ti. CSRS Redesign Group

I need direction on the misslon of the CSPS Redesian Group. Considerable
attention has been given to point out that the CSRS group Is not concerned
with hardware/feulpment/sottwere. Ih ere. It Is I-possible to divorce
CSRS revision without addressing equipuent. For an Instance the absolute
issue of the CSRS revision Is quoted In your ltoveeber 7, 19A4 tt "noting
mry duplication, prolems In collection end ahount of usagw. These
probleos are only resolved by equipment. There ere overwhetninq problens
In durlication, collection end usane that the CSRS group should be
dealing with.

A decision has now been eade to equip ell District and Aree Offices with
PC XT's. Without any Inrut fror the CSRS kedesien Group. The *xtre
money sopnt for XT's could be better spent far PC JR's to put the CSfiS
Information Into the computer on a tilely non-duplIcative non-vasteful basis.

The money necessary to Implement the users' concerns Is being spent
wIthout any Input fro' the users.

I need directions on how to define the role of the CSRS group.

The users' protles of Input Into the conputers will not be el irnatec bv
the addltloi ot PCXTs' to Area ftfices. Whet gooCd does It do to give thl
Field Gftices the ceracity to ranipulate data on en XT when they are
still Inputting Into tie cc-puter on a westeful. du1ilcative collectilon
syster rated In the stone are?
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To I Joh Seatl - q - 34
ldanerent UIr ector

F-4W. g on tfuse, lterctor
CSNS R.ades ln wore troup

SUBJECT a Records Dtspeltlon (CSRS Tapes)

ae Previously discusses the fact that There arce *praxmletqiy 9*6'O00
closed cherje files retalned In the Current CSZS. it t"s records
dIsposition schedales found In EEOC Order 201. Recaros Dlspositlon Pro;rar,
bea been teollowea this would not have occtrud and-we would not De
talnTeafinf y 'dead wool' In the system. be therefore asked that the CSilS
systeab bo pured of all closed records *e Iible tfor dlsmoetlon In
accordance with EtoC Order 201; that a Caapvter generated permanent record
containing, essential cherUe action hIstory for each charge removed be
created; one that *ll other electronic Gets and hard copy records be
destroyed. The permanent record would be distributed to field offices In
sIcrofiche form. In the new system (UW4) we are recormending thet this
De done on an annual besis.

whet tes not eten oiscuzsec hefore Is the dI%,osItlor, of C&QS t j,30. The
GIs;Qsltlon of Y Sa;-s Is covordc In tt .. ; jraer 2dl, Itera No. 12CM)0.
,tnder these instructions. whan the n.- parnenent record Is created aurinj
the purge of closed records, a *ape of this permanent reoerd should De
sent to the National Arctives. Therefore, te Initial purge of tht
current CSRS and he annual warse of the sew system wIll result In a
permcannt raccrd In two forws:

1. filcr-cfich to t.- sent to the Iteld offices, and
2. A master ter.% *o Z: sent to the ALtlonel Archives.

The DOI- wili contain only o,.n ctarqes ana closed cherues wticn nave not
reacmed thu dl.;o~lt'er 3ete specIfied In EE£ tOrder 201.

Thes. procedures will zt only cla'-u, tIn. npth D se but will p*^ us In
..4Ilue .i t- ; -.r.:I r- .'.- ,'.., _.iv'-.- &rc.~ror.

cc: Jamfs Trcy
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US. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITy COMMISSION
Washington D C. 20507

MEMORANDUM DEC 1 4 E84 /

TO John Seal
- Management Director

FAQz i. - - I ryF5frec __ _ _ _

-id inst m iftnaaem 'Servmb

SUBJECT Bottom Line Indicators (81/a)

The effort to Increase the accuracy of the printouts for bottom Line
Indicators has had only limited success. Because of the complexity of
the coding system used for CSRS under 18 System 3, certain types of
data are not easily Interpreted by the RAMIS 11 system. This situation
leaves us with two problems: the Inability to provide accurate printouts
for reconciliation of BLIs and the necessity to exert further efforts to
make our new data base management system (RAMIS 11) fully reliable.

We now consider it prudent to abandon the reconciliation effort for FY
1984 BLls. This means that OPO will have to rely on the manually prepared
performance-reports which have been submitted by the field offices. Mr.
Troy was briefed on this situation on December II and indicated that he
was prepared to proceed with SES reviews using the manual reports.
However, he further Indicated that, should the RAMIS system be capable of
producing reliable printouts by January 15, he strongly desired to use
those printouts to compare with the manual reports submitted by certain
field offices.

With this In mind, we believe It Is necessary to proceed with our efforts
to make the output of the RAMIS PI system reliable as quickly as possible.
To do this, It Is our Intent to enlist the support of three district
offices to help In Identifying some of the Inaccuracies In the printouts
which have been produced. The printouts for Cleveland, Indianapolis and
Seattle will be sent to those district offices this week with the request
that they Identify errors and return their reports to us within eight
days. At the same time, we would I Ike to have the team which has been
called to conduct reconciliation review direct Its efforts toward
Identifying problems In the BLI printouts also. In this way we expect to

be able to assist th&tattractor In eliminating the problems which have
been causing the errors.

We believe that these steps are essential to a successful conversion fret
the System 3 Database to the RAMIS I Datbase. it is clear that RAMIS
wili serve as an excellent system, making it possible for us to purge our
data base for the larger CSRS effort, If funded later by FMS. This Is
evident because problems, once Identified, are more easily corrected
under RAMIS than under System 3.

We feel confident that the efforts we make now to clean up the system
will assist us later on when we convert to the redesigned CSRS.

CONCUR L/

NDN-CONOJR_ _R-

Instructions:

I'H
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John Seal
Management Director

cc: Polly Mead, Director
Orgapizatlonal Performance Services

.'- '-.-

EQUAL DZWNhYMZn OPPORTUNITY COMISSION
OFFICE OF MANACEMENT
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IATE

: John Se w
Hanaeent Director

AS REQUESTED

COMMENT

DATE DUE:

COMMENTS/NOTES:

Date
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PREPARE REPLY

FOR:
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US. EQUAL EMPLOYMErNT OPPORTUNITy COMMISSION
Pug8 WaShinscon, D.C. 21507

D R A F T

MEMORANDUM

TO Director
District Office

FROM John Seal
Management Director

James Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECT Purge of CSRS Data Base

As you know, the printouts which were recently sent to all field offices
to be used for reconciliation of Bottom Line Indicators ware full of
computer-generated errors. Our efforts to produce new printouts with
greater validity have met with only limited success so far. We Intend to
continue efforts to clear up the computer system and we are asking for
your assistance In doing this.

Attached aFe new printouts of the BLI I and 3 data for your office.
These printouts are different from the first set of printouts you received
for BLI I and 3 In that they contain far less errors as a result of
programmning changes which were made early this week. We would like you
to review these printouts in detail In an effort to Identify any other
problems which may be caused by computer error. The results of your
review should be returned to us by December 21.

The attached sheet contains Instructions for conducting the review.
Your report should be returned to Larry Bembry, Director, Administrative
Management Services, Room 320. Any questions concerning the printouts or.-
the review process should be directed to Steve Posniak at 634-6353 or Leo
Sanchez at 634-7660.

Your assistance In this endeavor Is greatly appreciated and w11 do much
to purge the computer system of the errors which have caused us all a
great deal of frustration.

Attachment

BLI PRINTOUT REVIEW

The attached printouts for BLI I and 3 are to be reviewed for errors
generated by the computer system. The easiest way we have found to
conduct this review is outlined below. If you find a more efficient
method, please let us know.

I. Compare the detail lIsting for BLI I to the Active Three-Way
Locator dated September 30, 1984. Charge numbers which appear on the
BLI I listing which do not appear on the Three-Way Locator are potential
problems. Mark these charge numbers.

2. Using th System 3 data termina I In your office, call up the
charges which were flagged In step I above, using Option 08. If the
chargers current status Is closed or transferred out of your control,
make a copy of the terminal screen on your system printer.

3. Return the BLI I detail lIsting along with copies of the screens
to us. Your comments, which may be hand-written on the copies of the
screens or the printout, are welcome.

Review of the Bi 1 3 detail listing may be done In the same way, using the
Inactive Three-Way Locator date June 30, 1984.
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US. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

January 10. 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO: John Seal
Management Director

James Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM: Donald W. Huse, Director
CSRS Redesign Work Crou

SUBJECT: 706 Agency and EEOC Data Systems User Needs

Yesterday the entire CSRS Redesign Work Group met with representatives of
CACI for a demonstration and discussion of a prototype system developed under
EEOC contract for the EEOC/706 Agency Data Interface Project. We came away
from the meeting convinced that the software and hardware packages recommended
by CACI better meet the user needs of both the 706 agencies and the Commission
than any other systems under consideration.

We base that conclusion on a number of factors, some of which are outlined in
the document 'CACI's Response to the EEOC Request for Additional Information on
the Hardware Recommendation and Justification for the EEOC/706 Agency Data
Interface Project', which we encourage you to read if you have not already done
so. Briefly some of the convincing factors are:

HARDWARE

1 The Fortune 32:16 is a multi-user microcomputer system which:

a. Can, without expensive additional hardware and software, pull into
one unified system all the diverse microcomputer equipment, in-
cluding equipment designed primarily for word processing such as
the Lexitrons and IBM Displaywriters, an office or agency has. We
have been told there is a strong possibility that even dumb termi-
nals such as the 3275s currently in use in the field can be made to
function as work stations. (We intend to determine whether or not
this is feasible through a demonstration.) The 32:16 has ports for
13 stations or tie-ins. This would make it possible for agencies
already with automated data systems to tie their existing -euipment
and systems to the Fortune UNIX system with little or no difficulty.

b. Using the same data base, allows data input from one or more work
stations and viewing or manipulation at other stations at the same
time. This is superior to a series of stand-alone systems where
data is transferred from one machine to another through use of
communication modems but which ties up both machines during the
transfer, leaving them unavailable for other work.

S!Mr t{r
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US. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington D.C. 20507
January 14, 19SS

HNOR A WM

JAN 21 1%9:
To, John Seal, Director

Office of Management

From: Donald W. Yuae, Director
CSRS Redesign Work Group

Suhj: Independent Reporting Systam

M At the present time there are five separate and independent reporting systems
being developed for Headquarters offices. Public Sector Programs is developing
a system for tracking Hearings and Federal charge processing, Special Services
is having a system developed for tracking PEP Agency activities, a system for
tracking Federal appeals is in the final stages of development for the Office
of Review and Appeals and a separate tracking system is being developed for
the Executive Secretariat. The fifth system is the redesign of the Commission's
overall reporting system, currently the IBM System 3 based Complaint Statisti-
cal Reporting Systen (CSRS). The CSRS Work Group is not being kept informed
on the independent systems which are being developed and has no control over
thea. This in spite of the fact that the system being developed for Special
Services appears to duplicate much of the information which has been requested
by other Headquarters offices for inclusion in the redesigned Co.ismion
reporting system.

The Work Group was assigned the responsibility for identifying what information
was necessary from a reporting system to mset user needs. As one step toward
acconplishing this, we sent a memo from you to all Headquarters office
directors explaining our mission and asking for input in identifying specific
data elements which were necessary to seet reporting needs. We followed up
with interviews with representatives from each office. We have also givenz%0 each field office an opportunity to comment on what must go in and what must

, s v Tone out of the reporting system. Thus we have mde the initial step toward
king a recoendation for a reporting system which will provide all of the

Lformation which is essential to meet the needs of the Commission both for
A its internal management and for information to be disseminated outside the

I$Is4 Agency.

The development of any reporting system for any agency office must be coordin-
ated with the CSRS Work Group. Having four separate systems being developed

tfa S with no coordination defeats the objective for which the Work Group is respon-
s*ible that is, avoiding duplicative work, duplicative or unnecessary report-

..~ ing requirements and the production of any reports other than those which/J Jhave been recommended by the users to be essential to meet the Agency's goals
Y A r-*and ommitments. It is imperative that these systems be brought into the7 revised reporting system insofar as is possible and that at the least

coordinated through the Work Group with the overall system.

We have no. heard that a meeting was held recently on the use of electronic
nail. The CSRS Redesign Group has been working on asking electronic mail
available to all field offices. Any proposal for the use of electronic nail
by the agency should be coordinated with the Work Group.

*t

e
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOYMEN OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

iI or and um SEATTLE DISTRICT OFFICE

TO James Troy, Director DATE: January 24, 1985

Office of Program Operations 7
/ i lo~~~~~~~~I reply relerto

FROM Donald U. Muse, Director

CSRS.Redesign Work Croup/, -

SLtuJECa: CSRS Redesign

As the work group is about to finish the planning phase of its work, the-r arc

a number of concerns which I wish to leave with you:

1. The agency's data reporting and tracking capacity would have been greatly

enhanced had it purchased (instead of the IBM XT) multi-user micro-computers.

such as the UNIX-based Fortune 32:16 which could have (without expensive

additional hardware and software) pulled into one unified system for each office

all its diverse micro-computer equipment, including equipment designed pri-

marily for word processing, such as the Lexitron, Wang, Linolex and iBR Dis-

playwriters and the 3275 TBM dumb terminals. To now purchase the XT's for

the 706 agencies only compounds the limitations and drawbacks of the earlier
decision.

2. There were U.S. government agencies which already had developed case tracking

systems and were eager to share their experiences with us. Had these age-rier

been contacted prior to EEOC's purchasing hardware/software, we could have

profited from their-experiences and particularly their mistakes. We would

have learned, for example, that HHS has developed a sophisticated main frame

national litigation case tracking system, which they were willing to provide

EEOC free of charge with the only provision being that we share any improve-

ments made to the system. For its tracking system. HH1S uses ADA Base software

which resides on the HHS Parklawn computer facility and which would have been

available to EEOC for its tracking system at no charge other than that charged

by Parklawn for time on tie computer. It may eave been after feertleer enIle..ne

tion, this may have been a less desirable alternative to purchasing Ramis or

some other data management system, however, these experiences should have been

part of a professional research of charge tracking systems available.

3. CACI has informed the work group that there is a main frame equivalent to

Filepro 16 (the software which is the basis of the CACI system), which is avail-

able for approximately $10,000. Were we to gn to an interim micro-computer

tracking system designed by CACI using Filepro 16. lnadiieg unt.n a miln f[t.en

with the Filepro equivalent would be a relatively easy task and weuld elid ineae

all of the developmental work and costs required to go from the present CStS/

System 3 set-up to a Ramis-based one. Once the conversion had been p-grnnpnnenn d

for downloading all active data [frm tie System 3 nente the icre--c.j e en

no further major conversion would be required in going back onto a main ft. en.

4. The Computer Systems Management Division, in tie futtnrc could be greatl' y -

duced in size of staff, if not eliminated nitogetimcr. As it is nee.n. ale-n

all the developmental work for new systems has been contracted to private

organizations or consultants. The current line staff seems to be Involved

primarily in the maintenance of the CSRS system. Once the CSRS/System 3 is

shut down and field and headquarters offices are able to generate their own

reports, all that is needed at most is a small maintenance staff to (among

other things) make changes in the software as we gain experience with the

new system and it evolves to meet changing or new requirements. This small

staff could also develop and produce regular periodic national aggregate or

summary reports and special one-time reports for groups. such as congressional
committees and the Civil Rights Cossnission.

Salaries for the division (based upon the current and proposed staffing) ap-

proximate $600,000 per year. Significant budgetary savings could be realized

by reducing the division to a systems maintenance group of four - five pro-

fessionals and necessary clericals.

My concerns are that the purchase of the Ramis II software, the XT's and the R-

Base 4000 software before the users requirements were known is an example of

gross miSmpanapeent. The intent of the purchase of these elements was to develop

aleTSflS records system to meet the needs of the users. The purchase of the

above hardware and software does not meet the needs of the users and was ill

timed and ill conceived. The existence of the already purchased hardware and

software expends all the money available for the purpose and prevents the imple-

mentation of a new CSRS system that meets the needs of the field users. To now

provide a multi-purpose, multi-station CSRS second system for the users would re-
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quire an additional purchase that would approximately duplicate the original
purchase of Ramis II, XT's and Rf-Base software. Twice the cost to the agency to
provide the service, even if money is available (and it has been repeatedly stated
it is not).

The single purpose, single unit XT's will only do one thing at a time with one
unit, whereas a unix-type multi-purpose. multi-station can be used simultaneously
by many purposes on many units. What this means to the users is that the XT's
will be used primarily to input the basic data into the computer, the XT being
a single purpose, single unit cannot be used for anything else while this is
being done. An estimated 802 of the time, the XT will be used to enter basic charge
data. It cannot be used for charge tracking or data manipulation when the basic
data is being entered. A multi-purpose, multi-station unit computer could be
used for all the above functions at the sane time on any of the already existing
field computers or word processing equipment. P.C., IBM dumb terminals, Linolex,
Systems 6, Wang. Lexitron all could be used simultaneously by a unix-type computer
connection. Another point is that the approximately 60 IBM dumb terminals will
have to be disposed of through survey as will the Linolex word processing com-
puter. They are not compatible with the IBM IT. m

The XT's cost approximately $6500 per unit. It is a single purpose single unit
computer that will not link our already existing equipment, a multi-purpose, multi-
station unix type computer that would link up all our existing equipment would
cost approximately $7500. Not as many unix-type computers would De needed as the
already purchased XT's.

It is now being proposed by the same EEOC people that bought the R-Base that
the CACI 706 agency contractor's software be purchased and used instead of the
R-Base, making the approximately $30,000 spent for R-Base unnecessary.

The CACI company contractors for the 706 agency redesign (funded by EEOC) developed
their recommendations for hardware and software in a scientifically professional
manner. They arrived at an independent decision that a multi-purpose, multi-station
field computer was the best equipment for the 706 agencies. The same type of anal-
ysis of EEOC's users needs before the purchase of the equipment would have dis-
closed the same need for EEOC. If CACI was required to do this careful analysis
before the purchase of hardware and software, certainly we would be required to
do the same type of professional research before we purchased XTls and R-Base.
For approximately the same cost, EEOC users could have a system that meets their
needs and meets the need to be compatible with the 706 agencies. Now the cost
will have to be duplicated sometime in the future to provide the EEOC users with
an adequate system of CSRS.

The existence of the already purchased EEOC equipment is the main obstacle now
to getting an adequate CSRS system to the users. The money for the CSRS redesigned
system has already been spent. To now purchase the necessary equipment to meet
the needs of the users would be an admission that the Ramis II, XT's and R-Base
should not have been purchased. There are other uses for the XT's and R-Base
software. Purchasing them is not a complete loss, however, the point is that the
money set aside for the CSRS redesign has been spent and that equipment will not
do the job. To provide the required users needs, the cost would be approximately
doubled and delayed for an indefinite period. The users needed an all-terrain
vehicle with 4-wheel drive and we got a sedan. We can now use the sedan for other
purposes but in order to fulfill the requirements of the users, we will have to
buy the all-terrain 4-wheel drive vehicle. The cost of this mismanagement is an-
proximatelv S400.000.

The example again points out the tremendous disparity of accountability between
headquarter's and the field offices. There simply is no accounmbility for head-
quarter's officials. Can you imagine what the impact would have been on me as a
field Director if the frequent audits of my offices turned up the mismanagement
of $40 much less the mismanagement of $400,000' Surely, if the mismanagement of
the purchase of the IBM display writers resulted in the forced retirement of
Harold Sye. the purchase of the XT's and R-Base software is also wrong.

The time, travel and per diem of the ill conceived CMi. LTS programs are also a
concern to me. These programs were poorly designed and implemented. They will
be dropped because of it. The money for all the people brought to Washington and
trained was wasted. The CTS LTS programs were not even tested before the trainees
arrived. Most of the training time was spent trying to get the kinks out of the
system. Money wasted on a program that had no chance to succeed and, even if it
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did, it would not have been used in the new system being recommended by the CSRS
redesign group, which was going on at the same time. The cost in only travel and
per diem for this program had to total over $20,000 at a time when travel has
been cut back 5% across the board at EEOC.

I view the resistance of the recommendations of the CACI contractors by the Office
of Management to be based on the defense of their own purchase of the Ramis II,
XT's and R-Base. If the Office of Management agrees to the CACI's recommendations
of a multi-purpose, multi-station unix computer for 706 agencies, then that is an
admission that the purchase of our own equipment was poor judgement.

If we had been competent in the manner CACI was, we could have the best possible
system of CSRS records in our agency with less money than has already been spent,
without the now anticipated delay of implementation. There is no other word for
the events described here but mismanagement.

I view the entire handling of these concerns to be gross mismanagement. My own
involvement as the Director of the CSRS redesign group makes me vulnerable for my
involvement.

I wish to make my concerns known to you because I have confidence in your integrity.
I will proceed to fulfill my responsibilities as Director of the CSRS redesign
group without any "let down" in performance, however. I have obtained legal advice
on this matter. I remain an opponent of mismanagement of this type, especially
when there does not appear to be any degree of aacountability for those responsible.

I will not tolerate any attempt to retaliate against me for my already written
and spoken reservations on the hardward and software purchases for the CSRS
redesign system.

DWM/jw
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA a' 2/.'. M
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Its -OEw~a450 sA)

February 8, 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO: John Seal
Management Director

THRO: Francis7 J. Flores, Jr. , Regional Director
Offi of Progr~ ,.perations. Region III

FROM: png>sIlo R. Gloria, Director
Phoenix District Office

SUBJECT: Final Report on Pilot Office Experience with
C-S

As I promised during our conversation last week. we have prepared a
final report on our CTS experiment. A good portion of our documents
and work products derived from CTS have already been demonstrated and
carried to headquarters by Ken Brown so I am not supplying any other
material. I am summarizing our evaluation of the CTS Program and
offering alternate proposals for your consideration.

First, as the old cliche goes, I have both bad news and I have good
news to report. I will start with the bad news which is our unquali-
fied recommendation to scrap CTS. Without even considering the poor
product that we received or the basic design errors that we uncovered,
there are three specific reasons to recommend that CIS be replaced:

1. The basic system design of CTS is inadequate. It does not
provide field managers with any useful case tracking and management
tools. At best, CTS MAIN is a poorly designed attempt to duplicate
our Form 155, with some glaring omissions such as CP addresses and
R addresses. CTSHIST is a poor attempt to duplicate the Ledger Card
(Form 40a) and the design of CTSHIST is such that CTS will count
actions rather than significant closing or agency actions. The overall
design of CrS provided a cumbersome adaptation of ERase, with some
major design errors in the logic command structure which make the over-
all system extremely slow to operate. CTS is not even as good as CSRS
in ease of operation.

2. The CTS memory requirements will overwhelm a hard disk storage
capacity- in short order. With only 600 charges in the system, or the
equivalent of two months of work, CTS required 3.5 M of storage on the
disk, which means only 6 months of capacity. Although I do not have
the figures for Birmingham. I have been informed that their larger

2-wmnth data base used up one-half the storage space on the hard disk,
leaving only two more months of capacity. In Albuquerque, because the
Area Office had a smaller RAM available on their XT, we could not
process CTS until we restructured the basic directory system on the
hard disk. Our XTs do not have the capacity to handle CIS as designed.

3. The Reports Section of CTS is inadequate. We timed the process
for generating four of the nine reports available on the menu and found
the system exceedingly slow. We discovered that we had to compress the
data base every time a report was generated because memory is used in
large quantities to generate reports. The reports are not useful
because of basic design flaws in CTSMAIN and CTSHIST. The adhoc report
does not function. In fact we had better success and less problems using
the native RBase to extract reports from CTS by using the normal SELECT
commands.
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We made every possible effort to make CaS work effectively. Without
belaboring any further, it is clear that CTS is not useful at all. I
would strongly recommend against any field office using the system. We
gave CaS a fair test and evaluation over a three week period and can
reach no other conclusion. No further modifications or corrections can
correct the basic design flaws of CTS.

Now for some good news. You had inquired as to our overall impression
of the- IBM-XT and RBase and whether or not the equipment would have to
be replaced. I can assure you that the equipment and software can
continue to be used to implement a new ease tracking system. We can
offer you a charge tracking system, based on our System 6 design, that
will use the XT and RBase and satisfy all the field programmatic needs
and most of the reporting needs of OPO. We have taken advantage of the
lessons with CTS as well as the data base already prepared for CTS. We
have adopted some of the nomenclature to at least harvest some good from
CTS. I am not certain what reports OPO will finally require, but at
least we can provide the Form 396 reports and an effective case information
management system.

The only question left unresolved is the transfer of information to
headquarters for eventual replacement of CSRS. I feel very strongly that
the information sent to headquarters should be only that programmatic data

- needed for bottom line indicators, for other direct program needs, and for
archival or historical purposes. Our new system, which will be operational
in Phoenix by March 1, 1985 is designed in three segments. The initial
segment provides the charge intake information as to nature of charge,
basis, issues, initial assignment and other historical/archival data. The
second portion of our system is the charge tracking segment that provides
field management with specific data on individual EOS performance, nature
and size of individual caseloads, control of case assignments, information
of investigative methodologies used, and other information needed to manage
the compliance function in a field office. The third segment of our system
would provide closure information on each charge processed. From our
perspective, the only data needed centrally in OPO can be derived from
Segments 1 and 3 of our system. Adoption of this basic design concept
will significantly affect your final decision on the successor to CSRS.
Our new system would not require new equipment or software beyond the
XT and RBase, and if a decision is made to incorporate FilePro as our
final system, we would have a viable working model for FilePro to adopt
as part of the overall design of the EEOC system. I have attached a
basic description of the system and we will be more than happy to share
it with all field offices. I know that Don Muse has seen our initial
design and felt it adequate for the field's management needs. Please
let me know if you agree that our proposed system to supplant CaS is
acceptable. As I have pointed out, it is functional, we are using the
system, and it can be structured easily to meet current reporting needs
for OPO. It will not require any new equipment and is easy to use.

As part of our effort we are designing complementary systems for Legal
tracking and Hearings tracking. I again strongly urge that LTS be
scrapped also since it is dependent upon CaS to operate correctly. We
can supply rapidly the basic systems using existing software and equip-
ment. I have attached a basic description of the system design. If you
approve we can provide the documentation and training. The only pre-
requisite is easy familiarity with Rdase.

My office plans to use these systems for all of Fiscal Year 1985 and
until your final system is ready to install and supplant CSRS.

bcc
, Donald Muse. District Director

U U. S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Dexter Horton Building. 7th Floor
710 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104
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PXCIMS
PHOENIX CHARGE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

What does the system do?

1) It records, stores, manipulates and outputs charge data instantly.

2) It provides an automated data base that is reliable, timely, and allows

easy access.

3) It provides for information management and information for management

for effective program and office operations.

4) Programming and design features allow for the input of comprehensive

charge, charging party, and respondent information which then can

generate pre-addressed correspondence.

5) It reduces supervisor time involved in case logging, tracking,

monitoring and reporting.

6) It provides an easy reporting format for generating reports to

headquarters.
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FEB 1 2 GM

MEMORANDUM OAP-10

TO Headquarters Oftice Directors
District Office DIrectors
Area and Local Office Directors

FROM James Troy it 4,.
Program Director

John Seat N$0;_
Management D or

SUBJECT CSRS Redesign Decisions

As many of you know, we have recently considered the options available to us
regarding the possible shutdown of the CSRS during FY 1985. Factors favoring
such a decision were potential cost savings, savings of staff time and effort,
and problems with the ability to generate the necessary Information from the
current CSRS.

Were we to shutdown the CSRS, our best alternative to supply national program
data was to Implement an Interim system that would, at best, mimic the current
CSRS, but would have very little relation to the planned new system. For that
reason, it seems that the cost of development, Implementation, and Its very
short life span negate our hopes of providing you with a locally based case
tracking system this fiscal year.

Having carefully examined the current system, and the problems Inherent with
Implementation of a new system on October 1, 1985, we have decided that the CSRS
will remain In operation through September 30, 1985. One of the most Important
activities of the Office of Program Operations and the Office of Management
Is the development of a new system to replace the CSRS. In light of the time
available for this development, It is essential that all available resources and
energy be devoted to the new system. Were we to attempt to place an Interim
system In operatior through SeDtember 30 It Is likely that lt would affect our
ability to produce the best possible system In October.

In light of the need to allocate staff to redesign CSRS, end because of the
limited usefulness of the Interim Case Tracking System (which still would re-
quire some modifications to make It worthy of your time and effort to Implement),
we have decided not to Implement the Interim Case Tracking System (CTS) between
now and September 30. The Legal Case Tracking System, however, will be made
available to you as planned. We are also working on some financial management
applications for your offices to use this year. Offices that have developed
their own appilcations should forward copies to Ardahlia Mack (Room 313) so that
they may be distributed through our clearinghouse program.

As part of the effort to clean up as much of the CSRS data base prior to imple-
mentation of a new system, you can also expect to rece!ve instructlons developed
by the CSRS Redesign Work Group on taking a 'hard' inventory of your caseload be-
tore September. These Inventory projects wilI be conducted In a phased approach
with assistance from the Work Group.

Finally, draft user requirements for the redesigned CSRS wilI be sent to you
shortly for review and comment. Please pay close attention to the documents,
since they will form the basis for the design and programing of the new CSRS.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Seattle District Office
1321 2nd Ave., 7th Floor

Seattle, Wa. 98101
Telephone (206) 442-0968

M e M 0 R A N D U M

TO: John Seal DATE: May 6, 1985
Ken Kashurba
Bill Oliveiri

FROM: DoffMuse, District Director

SUBJECT: Computer Software

There is a need to address the personal computer software
situation that exists within the agency nationwide.

Presently, all offices are equipped with both the Word
Perfect and RBase 4000 software. While Word Perfect has proven
to be an efficient tool, this office along with several others
has experienced severe limitations with RBase 4000. Put simply,
RBase 4000 is extremely clumsy to use and lacks the sophisitca-
tion available with other products presently on the market.
Because of this, some offices have sought relief by using other
products, e.g., d-Base III and PC-File.

In discussions with Microrim, RBase's manufacturer, the only
solution offerred was to upgrade to RBase 5000 at a cost of $495r
per unit. Even that would not solve the RBase 4000 limitation on
networking (it can't), and would eventually require an upgrade to
RBase 6000 (which hasn't been released yet).

- Furthermore, our understanding is that financial management
applications are being developed using Lotus 1-2-3. Lotus 1-2-3
is a very powerful program, but when utilized with a 256 K
machine (as most of our PCs are), is analogous to 'hiring a
surgeon to cut paper dolls", i.e., you can't fully utilize the
program's potential. Of course, we could enlarge the memory of
our PCs but that would be a very expensive way to achieve full
utilization of this program.

There is, however, other software on the market that would
solve both the database management and spreadsheet problems
mentioned above. It is called the 'Smart Series' and is produced
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE, May 6, 1985
Page 2

by Innovative Software, Inc. located at 9300 W. 110th St. Suite
380, Overland Park, Kansas 66210. The 'Series' includes a
spreadsheet equal to or better than Lotus, a database manager
more powerful and easier to use than RBase 4000 (in fact, it's
reputed to be equal to or better than d-Base III), and an
excellent word processor. A member of our staff has had exten-
sive experience with Smart and can speak authoritatively to its
capabilities and user friendliness. A new release is due in
about three weeks at an offerring price to existing RBase 4000
users of around $495 for the series.

Because this system uses a technique called 'virtual
memory", the series is not 'memory bound', as are most of the
other available programs. 'Virtual memory' is a technique of
selectively interacting RAM and program disk storage to emulate
an almost limitless amount of RAM. Thus, the full potential of
this software would be available without changing the present
configuration of our equipment.

Frankly, it would seem more cost-effective to purchase this
system than to purchase Lotus and an RBase 4000 replacement
separately. Although we don't need the word processor module, it
would be more costly to purchase the spreadsheet and database
manager separately than to get the whole series. We also think
that software throughout the agency should be standardized so
that applications can be readily shared, at a significant saving
in cost and time to all concerned.

We understand that at least a couple of federal agencies are
considering upgrading to Smart, or may have already done so. We
recommend that this agency do the same.

cc. Paco Flores, Headquarters
Ethel Rocco, SEDO
Hermenio Gloria, PXDO
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September 3, 1985

MEMORANUME.

TO: John Seal, Management Director
Richard Kashurba, Director Information Systems Services

FROM: Donald W. Muse, District Director
Seattle District Office

SUBJECT: Removallor Replacement of the AJ 862 Termiriallafor NIH
Timesharing

For both increased cost savings to the Agency and for increased
performance to NIB time share users we propose that the AJ
terminals leased by Headquarters for the District Offices at,
great expense be removed or replaced.

We have found that the IBM PC's with a Bayes Modem and Smartcom
II performs much better than the Ai 862. The transmission
carrier is not lost as easily and the Hayes Modem seems to
withstand telephone line noise better than the AJ Modem. It is
much more convenient to use a CRT screen display rather than the
AJ Printer.

The Smartcom also supports convenient features such as autodial,
save transmittal files to disk, etc. that are not available onthe AJ units.

we recommend either replacement or removal based on the following
criteria:

1. In offices where present PC's are not being fully utilized
(at least 4 hours per day) the leased terminals can be
eliminated completely, saving over $200 per month. Since
the PC s already have the required modems, no additional
expenses will be incurred.

2. In offices where the present PC's are under high rates of
utilization, an additional PC, with printer, modem and
software can be leased for less than the present terminals.

We believe that the leasing of portable PC's that are IBM
compatible would be advantageous in those offices where replace-ment Is appropriate. The PC could then be used as an investiga-
tive and negotiation tool. The portability would allow the PC tobe used in the field to help collect and analyze company records.

DWM: RU: pb
cc: Paul Royston

Joe Donovan
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MEMORANDUM ^9--

TO Donald Muse, Director
Seattle District Office Ah

THRU: Francisco Flores, Direct /
Region III Programs

FROM Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services

SUBJECT: Request Transfer of Funds for Purchase
of Computing Equipment

We have received your September 9 request to transfer $1467 for
- the purchase of computing equipment. We appreciate the strong
data processing capabilities which your office has developed, and
understand the improvement in efficiency of office operations
which stands to be realized from networking. However, we cannot
concur with this request at the current time for reasons that
have little to do with the merits of your ideas or ability to
implement them.

The Seattle office has been chosen as a pilot test site for the
CDS system. A major part of the tests involve timing of system
responses and determination of the required memory and system
resources for efficient processing. For these reasons, ISS
requires all systems to remain uniform inl configuration through-
out the pilot test phase, and until the parallel processing phase
of CSRS-CDS switchover is complete.

You will be pleased to know, however, that the Seattle -district'
.office has been designed a pilot site for office automation and)
local area networking. ISS hopes to begin development of the j
networking soon after soon the CDS pilot tests are underway. /

cc: John Seal
James Troy
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOYMENT W'PORYUWIY COMMIS

Memf~',worandumz SEATTLE DISTRICT OVVICC

06 I Jim Troy DkATZ Setember 30, 1985

Program Director
-~~~~~~4' 6 a#, a"dRll :

Thru: Francisco Flores, Director c
Region III Programs J

From: Donald W. Muse, Director A
Seattle District Office 5 Jj,

Subject: Waste & Mismanagement

I have written to you earlier bringing to your attention the waste and mis-
management in purchasing PCXfs and RBase-AOOO software for the CDS Program.
I have now learned that there is an additional expense added to the previously
reported over $400.000 in waste and mismanagement of the CDS Program. The
Office of Management Services of EEOC has agreed to reimburse the private con-
tractor for $98.000 spent in buying yet another type of computer which will
not be used for the new Charge Data System. The contractor, Caci, purchased
$98,000 worth of Fortune computers to initiate the State & Local Agency Charge
Data System. The Office of Management Services had objected to the use of
Fortune computers because of unfounded speculation that Fortune Computers
would go bankrupt. The Fortune Co. was at all times, and continues as a fully
accredited CSA contractor, as evidenced by a confirming visit to GSA by the
contractor monitor in early 1985. The Office of Management Services objections
to the use of Fortune through unfounded speculation of bankruptcy resulted not
only in an additional $98.000 waste but has also resulted in extensive delays
in implementing the new CDS system. Reprograming from the Fortune computers
to the new NCR Mini Towers is used as present excuse for delay in implementing
the program. The total amount of money mismanaged and wasted is over one-half
million dollars, also resulting in further delays in implementing the new CDS
system. The PCXTs will be used as word processors, the R Base 4000 software
doesn't have any particular use, having been replaced by FILEPRO II software.
The ten (10) Fortune computers will either be sold at 402 of the initial cost
or disbursed throughout EEOC Headquarters to be used as very expensive word
processors. Over $500,000 set aside specifically for the new CDS system has
been expended on equipment and software that is now acknowledged will not be
used for\the purpose it was intended. The money to implement the new CDS system
will have No be duplicated when and if it becomes available as well as the con-
tinued delay in the CDS Program. If this is not waste and mismanagement, then
I fail to define the terms properly.

Your memo from Field Office Operations dated September 4, 1985 concerning the
Office of Audit investigations into the Field entitled "FY-85 Office of Audit
Investigations in the Field" is well taken by me as District Director. However,
I believe very strongly that the standard of conduct between Field Offices and
Headquarters is grossly disparate. While the Office of Audit is concentrating
on the majority of minor complaints filed primarily by disgruntled. disciplined
or discharged employees, gross waste and mismanagement of government funds goes
by unpunished, unacknowledgedunrecognized and unchecked at Headquarters.

Rv t.S. Saris', Bedsu Rrlort lv on the PWs!
1

o Saris, PI-
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Jim Troy

Waste & Mismanagement -2- September 30. 1985

Allegations made against Field Directors are basically minor in significance
compared to waste and mismanagement. as outlined in this and previous memos,
yet your memo indicates the problems are centered in the Field Offices. Your
memo indicates Field personnel have been severely punished for their infractions,
however, there is no such action taking place in Headquarters because it is not
being investigated or determined on the same bases as the Field.

I am greatly concerned about this disparate treatment whereas there are people
responsible for waste and mismanagement in Headquarters who continue to re-
ceive high ratings and SES bonuses. I am, after 30 years of law enforcement.
able to recognize this disparate treatment based on the recent FKS audit of my
District Office and your 9-15-85 Field Audit memo and the waste and mismanage-
ment at the Headquarters level of which I am sure I have only touched the tip
of the iceberg.

During the previous administration, the Director of Financial Management Services,
Walter Fauntleroy, vent about his duties in a similar manner to the present
administration, however, you are more familiar than I with the conditions under
which he was forced to resign from EEOC. In fact our problems in FMS in Head-
quarters extend back over 15 years. As a Field Director since 1971, I have been
subjected to repeated audits many times a year. I am rated and disciplined under
this system of audits, however, no such similar rating and disciplinary system
effectively exists with Headquarters Directors.

I find it extremely difficult to remain silent about the waste and mismanagement
on such a grand scale in Headquarters while I am being falsely accused of an
improper DiLL charge of $3. Surely the disparate standard of conduct and evalu-
ation between Headquarters Directors and Field Directors is as apparent to you
as it is on a factual basis.

The purpose of this memo is to appeal to you to eliminate the obvious disparity
between the Field Offices and the Headquarters and to decide waste and mis-
management in Headquarters on the same bases as the Field. This would have
resulted in the CDS Program being up and operating effectively, whereas now
we continue to waste millions of dollars in man hours on a CSRS System that is
time-consuming, inaccurate and unreliable.

DWM/sc
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units in evidence and trial related problems. This inter-
active training aided the office to improve the quality of
investigations and to enhance the professional relationship
between employees.

o On-site TnvestiOations - The field offices moved
toward conducting more on-site investigations during
FY-85. The immediate benefits realized were more timely
investigations with higher quality evidence.

o Quality Control - With field office input, Regional
Programs revised the quality review module utilized to
assess the quality of case files processed by the field.
Regional Programs applied the review module standards
in its review of the 22 Districts during FY-85. Regional
Programs found less than 5% deficiencies in the sample of
2408 cases reviewed.

By it age Management - Regional review of field offices
- w

4
Sjwe ncluded inspection of the charge management and tracking

methodologies of the District, Area, and Local Offices.
A\. stir e6 ' Particularly impressive in several District offices were

V' 9 sins the different automated data processing tracking systems in
v- 4'ef use. These systems were independently developed and

\\ is'" designed in accordance with the managers' specific needs.
07 I% Some of the innovative ideas from these offices were

0V, JY I | incorporated into the plans for the new national charge data
system (CDS) which was developed during FY-85 and will be
fully operational in FY-86. The CDS will allow the Agency
to virtually remove the manual reporting burden of the field
offices.

EEOC's legislative mandate requires the Agency to provide
educational and technical assistance to those who have rights and
responsibilities under the Federal statutes that we enforce.
In the past, the Agency paid constant attention to investigating,
resolving, and litigating charges of discrimination, but no
concerted attention to the education and technical assistance
responsibilities. Therefore, in FY-84, EEOC embarked on two
'new initiatives, expanded presence and voluntary assistance,
which evolved to full fledged programs in FY-85.

The Expanded Presence Program is designed for District Offices to
make this Agency accessible in areas identified as underserved
by our offices. The Districts send contact teams to these sites,
on a rotating basis, to impart information regarding this
Agency's mission and the public's rights and responsibilities
under the laws we enforce. During FY-85, field staff completed
1033 trips to their contact points, received and responded to
7013 inquiries, and received 3520 charges.
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October 29. 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO Kate Blunt, Director
Chicago District Office

FROM Joseph S. Bennett, Director
Region II Programs
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECT: Program Management and Ouality Assurance Reviews of the
Chicago District Office

Region II Management Review team conducted a Program Management and
Quality Assurance Review (case file reviews) of the Chicago District
Office on July 16-19, 1985. Team members were J. C. Alvarez, Jose'
Rosado, Rermitt E. Wheeler, and Joseph S. Bennett. An additional review
was conducted in Chicago from September 9-13, 1985, by Ralph Soto. The
additional review was required because the initial review was cut short
due to lack of hotel accommodations. Furthermore, there was a need to
review more open files.

The purpose of this review was to assess the District's performance in
dissemination of prograsnatic goals and objectives to the staff, case
management, charge docketing and tracking systems, performance appraisal
system implementation, financial management, state and local program,
legal and compliance interaction, labor-management relations, training
program, space and equipment, voluntary assistance program, expanded
presence program, public relation programs and quality of case
processing.

We examined and reviewed the charge docketing and tracking systems, case
files, performance reports, personnel records, financial cuff records,

avai]Lble inforasrion ano :.rords. '-4e dI1o conduccted .rsrnal ½.teoviewr
with the Distrirt liretcar, Cerpliance laragers, Cr.mpli¼nce Supervisors,
Admlniotrative Officer, Personnel Management Speciallist, Budget Analyst.
Unirn Officials, snd LEO Counselor. Prior to leaving zhe disc.-rr
office, we briefed distri,- nanagers in exit conferences condocted or
June 7 and September 13, 1985. Preliminary findings and District Office
feedback were discussed at the exit interview.

The overall assessment is that the District has slipped from its high
performance in previous years. The case file and managem nt review'
revealed numerous errors in procedure and quality tha ff7gemt atetention.

During the closeout interviews, the Director and Deputy Director were'
unusually defensive about any criticism or suggestions offered. It is
important to remember that this review is meant to improve the delivery
of services to the public and strengthen support for Commission goals.
The Chicago District Office is a part of the Region II team and the
success of the Chicago office is important to the team as a whole.
Particularly in light of the problems the office experienced during the
first half of the year, this external perspective can be useful in
helping the office reach its maximum potential.

The following summary represents an analysis of our findings and
recommendations for corrective action.

CLOSED FILE REVIEW

A total of 94 closed and open case files were reviewed. A random sample
was drawn from of the various types of closures effected in the
district. The base document for selection of the majority of the
sample was the CSRS valid closure listings for the second quarter PY 85.
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Tracking/Management Systems

The Chicago District Office does not have a standardized charge tracking
system. but allows each supervisor to maintain individualized systems.
There are several problems created by this situation. While the various
systems provide adequate recordkeeping and data collection for case
tracking purposes, they are not effective as a management tool. Also
absent in the various tracking systems is a method for managing the
interim phases of the investigative process. The field review indicated
that, using their individualized systems, supervisors were unable to
identify the status and processing history of cases selected at random.

The office established a Case Cat'egorization/Case Assignment Filing
System to help individual EOSs more effectively manage and control their
workload. None of this individualized case progress/control4
nfrrmp'-Jnr * 'vewe .we*s -Me'trned by the unit smrer-

4
sors for use in

t.r.aging thuir units. !'cxcrtheless, the Case C..aegoric or/Casc
/ssignrent systeo appctrs to have hac a positive effect or the staff
Secause prreuctivity increased In the second hall of the vear.

GENERAL FINDINGS OF RAPID AND EyTENDED CHARGE FILE REVIEW

Investigative Plans: The charge file review indicated that
investigative plans are not being prepared in accordance with the
guidance found in section 22 of EEOC Order 915. Investigative plans
were not found in many of the files, and many did not contain specific
enough information to be considered a plan. The documents examined
tended to be cryptic reiterations of the RFI date requested, which did
not focus on witness testimony, and contained no evidence of supervisory
review (See 051-84-2926; 051-84-5512; 051-84-3476). It appears that,
when used, these documents are being completed as a matter of form
rather than being used as flexible outlines which document the proposed
direction of the investigation process.

In 21 charge files reviewed no investigation plans were found:
051-84-3284; 051-84-3657; 051-84-2688; 051-84-4473; 051-84-1422;
051-84-2800; 051-84-2058; 051-84-4031; 051-84-4133; 051-84-0139;
051-86-1663; 051-84-1647; 0151-84-3280; 051-84-1744; 051-84-4974;
051-864-3753; 051-84-1391; 051-84-2505; 051-79-8102; 051-84-4518;
051-82-2889.

Requests for Information: It is our understanding that the District
Office has recently prepared and is currently using a revised RFI clause
system, in which the focus of the clause has been shifted from
requesting that respondents create lists, to requesting copies of
documents which contain the needed information. The charge file review,
however, revealed no consistent pattern in this respect. There remains
a significant reliance on the use of list generating clatses (See
051-85-2058). Due to the relative newness of the revised system, we
assume that when fully implemented, this practice will be corrected.

The following specific deficiencies were also noted:

a. Several extensive RFIs were noted which contained numerous
duplicative requests for information. For example, in the RF1
for charge number 051-84-2058, items 4 and 8 both requested,
in part, copies of charging party's disciplinary record and
items 5, 6, 9. 12, and 13 all solicited comparative data on
disciplinary actions. In the R71 for charge number 051-84-3445,
items 5, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, and 13 request that respondent provide

policy ac Grocer-, -cd italt C. 7, and 1' reque: c,,:YrrPtion
relati-e to craft et' 'a vaca.cies.

b. In charge number 051-84-3490, the RFI failed to address
the transfer issue and a portion of the required comparative
data. Accordingly, a second RFI had to be issued.

c. In charge number 051-84-4031, the initial RFI failed to
adequately address the issue. A total of three RFIs were
prepared and sent to respondent.

d. In three cases 051-84-3491; 051-84-3280; 051-84-1084, the
RFI was missing from the file.

e. In charge number 051-85-2199, it appears that the RFI was
not checked prior to mailing. The first item of the RFI
reads:

"Submit the following information for the legal
secretary job classification."

However, nothing follows which relates to this request.
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Log of Investigative Activities #159: In most files, the log of
investigative activities (Form #159) was virtually useless as a tool for
tracking the processing or general identification of cases as prescribed
by the provisions of Section 67.1 and 67.2 of the Compliance Manual. In
almost all cases, the logs failed to identify the processing unit, the
charge name and number, the date(s) on which the IP and FFI were
prepared, the date on which the RFI was mailed, the date on which
respondent's data was submitted, and/or the date on which the
recommended finding was submitted for supervisory review. Accurate
updates on case progress or contacts with charging parties were rarely
noted in the log. Dates which did appear on the 159 were erroneous in
many instances, when reconciled with the dates on the items within the
file. Additionally, supervisory and managerial review and approval at
appropriate points of investigation were not recorded on the case diary
logs. Aside from these procedural deficiencies, the logs were frequently
illegible. The review teams' work,was greatly encumbered by the
problems with the investigative log; attempting to reconstruct the
activity on any one case using form 159 was nearly impossible, as
information contained therein was frequently absent or incorrect.

Vhilc r-arlv all the riles -cre deficietr. in this arcs, -he fo' t.ing
czses were rrrticularly problematic: 051-85-7:'58; 051- L-512;
051-54-32P8; 051-84-3702; 05i-fL-0655; 051-64-1422; t5!-P4-3063;
I51-84-3PC;4 051-84-.4"1; 051-Pf-5381; 051-E4-1476; P51-54-5166;
051-79-8102; 051-8f-4518.

Tab Analysis: Most of the charge files reviewed contained no evidence
of tab analysis. The analysis present in select files was generally of
poor quality and did not appear to be used effectively to support the
investigation.

FINAL ACTIONS

Negotiated Settlement

Thirteen sample closed files were reviewed. Four of the somple
settlements reviewed did not conform to the provisions of sections 15.3
and 15.5 of the Compliance Manual.

a. In two files 051-84-1422 and 051-84-2088, the review team was
unable to find a copy of the settlement agreement. There was no
.evidence in the file to support the closure.

b. In one file, 051-84-3131. the case was settled for $2000 and a
favorable letter of reference. Although a copy of the letter
of reference was in file, there was no evidence of payment of the
monetary relief agreed upon. The file lacked evidence of
appropriate monitoring of the settlement agreement; a copy of both
documents should be in the file. Additionally, the settlement
agreement indicates t i cr rand Respondent signed the agreement
August 10. 1984, and August 17, 1984, respectively. The District
Director signed on January 4, 1985, almost five months later.

c. In file 051-82-2889, the respondent was served with
notice of the charge 41 days after filing of the charge.

d. Files 051-84-2800. 051-84-1473, 051-84-2088, and 051-84-1326
were disorganized and file material was not secured in the package.

No Cause

Forty-nine sample closed no cause files were reviewed. Most contained
evidence that PDIs were held consistent with the provisions of
Compliance Manual (CI) section 27.3. Most files were tabbed in
accordance with CM provisions and contained the necessary evidence to
support a no cause finding. In the following files, however,
substantive problems were noted:

a. In charge number 051-85-2058, the charging party alleged
that he was discharged and that respondent failed to rehire

:X:1-, . ¢o X.c :;c.: -. , -' ............. ' .1 csr>. a . r- of :0-
investfrstive reroirandu- and tec file irdicates thb . he
comlpartive dec aeeded to prove or disprove charge rarty's
all-g:lrtcns aws nort ebtalrvC. Although an extensive br!
requesting the needed imforcation was :ubmitted tc :esponden:,
in almost every instance that comparative documents were
requested, respondent failed to submit them alleging that the
request was too burdensome. Additionally, there was no
evidence in the file that subsequent action to obtain the
needed data was ever taken.
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b. In charge number 051-85-3853, charging party alleged that
respondent discriminated against him due to his national
origin, Hispanic, and Hispanics as a class with respect to
hiring. This charge was identified as a "Blitz" case and forwarded
to the extended function for processing. An examination of the
investigative memorandum and the file, however, indicated that the
data needed to resolve the class issue was requested, but never
obtained. Additionally, the file evidences no conscious 9,
intention or substantive Justification for narrowing the scope
of the investigation. This is particularly disturbing in
light of the facts that 77 percent of respondent's janitorial
staff is white and predominantly Polish, which is consistent
with charging party's allegations. (The precise percentage of
Polish janitors on board can not be determined because
respondent also failed to submit complete national origin
data.) Charging party also provided the names of four other
Hispanics who unsuccessfully sought employment with
respondent. However, the file contained no evidence that a
concerted effort was made to contact any of these individuals.

c. In charge #051-84-5512, a hiring/sex discrimination charge, the
charging party alleged possible class violations which were not
pursued. Half the witnesses named were not contacted; respondent
claimed to have hired from submitted resumes yet the four men
hired did not submit resumes; lists of applicants whose resumes
were on hand prior to the alleged violation date contained no women
yet evidence indicated wuoen had submitted resumes; in fact,
the respondent coincidentally forwarded the originals of the
women's resumes to the CDO. No information was ever obtained on
the respondent's hiring policy, despite the fact that hiring was an
issue. Nevertheless, the charge was dismissed, presumably, on its
merits.

d. In charge P051-84-3702, a promotion/national origin charge, the
I and supporting evidence basically focused on the issue raised in
two concurrent charges, hiring/race. Despite the fact that the
respondent indicated in itp correspondence that charging party was
the only Mexican-American at the plant, the issue of past promotion
practices was never fully investigated. A more substantial
investigation of the promotion issue in this case was

; .. .y at .. :, ''to :1 decis.-r - ed '- nease

Cpese Cases

In the two probably c:.,se files reviewed, the followirg substantl'e-
problemi were noted:

a. In charge number 051-85-2839, the charging party alleged
that she was discharged by respondent because she was
pregnant. The "undisputed" evidence indicates that:

1. There were three clericals working for respondent,
of which charging party was the least senior;.

2. There was not enough work to keep three clericals busy;

3. The charging party was not replaced;

4. The respondent knew of charging party's pregnancy approxi-
mately five months before she was laid off; and

5. the charging party was the only employee laid off.

The evidence presented in support of the cause finding is
essentially as follows:

1. respondent knew that charging party was pregnant;

2. approximately two weeks before charging party was laid
off, her supervisor asked another clerical (i.e. charging
party's sister-in-law) how long charging party planned to work
and whether she was planning to come back after the baby was
born;

3. charging party's sister-in-law responded that charging
party was planning to work until May and she did not know
whether she planned to come back after the birth of her baby;
and,

4. charging party was the only person laid off.
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The evidence supporting the cause finding does not overcome the
undisputed evidence that there was not enough work for three
clericals, that charging party was the least senior of the three
clericals, and that unlike the other two clericals, the quality of
charging party's work was in dispute.

Furthermore, the entire body of substantive evidence in this case
is testimonial, none of which has been preserved. The file is void
of notarized, signed. or other credible forms of witness
statements.. The entire body of testimonial evidence consists of
the -

5
'Ss 'Sa-e %rrertt ntct- of wot i-as said. y-1ri~ed nr

otherwise witnessed Atatenrcrns or signed statemc: r. are eninert.v
more functional tter an investigator's notes. However, there is re
indication that ar. attempt was ever made to obtain evidence in A
more credible and functional form.

b. In charge number 051-85-0016, the charging party alleged that
respondent denied him medical insurance benefits and-discharged him (5)
due to his race, Black. Additionally, charging party alleged that ¼
respondent discriminates against Blacks, as a class, with respect
to recruitment and hiring. Although the evidence supports the
cause finding on the class issues, it does not support the cause
finding on the individual issues.

With respect to the insurance benefits issue, the evidence does not
resolve the dispute regarding why charging party was not enrolled
for insurance coverage. However, the file does contain a signed
statement from charging party's brother, a supervisor for
respondent, which indicates the following:

1. that charging party was visiting him for three or four
months and was returning to Memphis after his visit;

2. that he asked the respondent to give the charging party a
job for a couple of months; and

3. that both he and the charging party told respondent not to
enroll the charging party in the insurance program because the
charging party was not going to be there long.

The evidence supporting a cause finding on this issue is
essentially that:

1. charging party was the only employee classified as a
part-time temporary worker; respondent stated that it hired
charging party as a favor to his brother, since it bad 6 or 7
employees on lay off at the tim ; although information
regarding these employees was requested, it was never received
and no attempt to subpoena the data was noted in the file; and

2. charging party was the only employee not covered by
insurance either through respondent or some other source.

With respect to the discharge issue, no evidence was obtained to
support charging party's allegation of discrimination.

ins ._ '' . '- : : 7- -^-.'?-- 4cstr d --... t.Or
ertz after it wav n-otified o' the kistL-nce of th, i: sge. (Ihe.-
were nates with app?

4
ccrts na-es and address"e, s:::ce respondent

does not see etployment epplicatren forms). This :echnicaj
violation as rot addrezsed in the fInding.

Both the cause findings were apparently forwarded to the legal unit for
litigation worthy reviews however, in neither file was there a
nemorandum documenting the substance of these reviews. Interviews with
supervisory personnel confirm that this type of legal review is not
normally documented by the legal unit.

Unsuccessful Conciliation

Three cases closed in CSRS were reviewed. All three closures were
supported by file data as appropriate. All three contained failure of
conciliation letters, form 134 conciliation case analysis and form 161A
Notice of Right to Sue and conciliation failure. In two files
051-84-2505; 051-81-1084, the PDls are not documented.

Successful Conciliation

Two cases reported in the CSRS were reviewed. Both met quality
standards. The agreements were in writing, clearly defining the terms
of the agreement. File documentation was supportive of the closure.
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Withdrawal Without Benefit

Six sample closed files were, reviewed. While the withdrawals were in
writing per the provisions of CH 7.2., major problems were noted in tub
of the files reviewed:

a. File 051-84-5166 contained numerous problems. No charge was in
file. Request for withdrawal stated: "I was informed that the .
Commission could not help me with my case because I had no grounds
for discrimination." The file did not evidence adequate
investigation of this statement to determine if the charging party
had been misinformed.

b. Case 051-84-4518, although closed administratively,
the evidence was very flimsy (i.e. handwritten notes on scrap paper
from respondents representatives). Prior to this withdrawal,
the IN was being written up solely on the statements by the
respondent. While the charging party's statements indicated
willingness to work any hours, IlM indicates respondent fired
charging party based on her inflexibility in work hours based on
handwritten note from respondent. Even though the DT issue is
mooted by the administratiye closure, the fact remains that this,
as well as other cases, often appear improperly concluded or
written up largely on the statements of respondents.

Failur- to Cooperate/lnable to locate

Five sample clnsed files were reviewed. All contained proper'y
completed form #291. Thirty day final notices were provided to CPs
prior to dismissal. One file., 051-85-1534, was prolleamatic in that
after receiving an unperfected charge from the charging party, only one
attempt was made to contact him before the case was closed.

No Jurisdiction

Three sample closed files were reviewed. All contained prpoperly
completed form f291. In one case, 051-84-1620, an extensive request for
information was made and received before determination of no
jurisdiction was made; the evidence on the face of the charge indicated
that this determination should have been made prior to the information
request.

Unsuccessful Negotiated Settlement ADEA

Two sample closed files were reviewed, however documentation was in a
lead file which was not accessible to the review team at the time.

STATE AND LOCAL DEFERRAL CASES

FEPA Additional Contract Credit Reviews: Seven charge files were
reviewed in which the district office had given the FEPA contract credit
for other than a completed charge resolution. In each case, the
charging party had requested the EEOC issue a Right to Sue on a charge
that was being processed by the contract FEPA. Payment is authorized in
this situation under section 4(E) of EEOC Order 916, Appendix A, when
the FEPA submits documentation that it has completed a "substantial
investigation" at the time of EEOC's issuance of the Notice of Right to
Sue.

Igp,,ix of the case files, there was no documented evidence that the FEPA
had conducted a substantial investigation, The seventh file contained
documentary evidence from the FEPA, however, there was no indication in
the file that the information was ever reviewed. Absent a "documented"
showing that the FEPA had conducted a substantial investigation, as of
the time of EEOC's issuance of a Right to Sue notice in each case, these
and all other credits, so accorded, oust be rescinded and monies paid to
the FEPA recovered.

Staff interviews indicated that the long standing practice in the
District Office has been to call the FEPA and inquire whether a
substantial investigation has been completed. If the response is in the

:-, ' ;:. :it::kt:r - :'A.; or *- >o n F

FEPA documentation. Furthermore, we have been advised that the District
Office has awarded contract credit to the FEPA when it.submits a charge
resolution, even though it fails to resolve one or more of ihe iisdes
because it lacks jurisdiction over the issne(s). Granting contract
credit under these circumstances is not authorized by the provisions of
EEOC Order 916.
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The examination of these State and Local charge 'tiles, the corresponding
ledger cards, and staff interviews indicate that rather than issuing
the Right to Sue notices in the State and local function, the District
Office routinely transfers these cases to the Rapid function. The
subsequent closure actions are, therefore, recorded as Rapid closures.
Since there is no programmatic justification for this type of procedure.
it appears that the intent of this procedure may be to inflate RCP
productivity figures.

No Jurisdiction Reviews: Four sample files involving no jurisdiction
submissions by the FEPA were reviewed. In each case, the evidence
submitted supported the finding.

A major problem was noted, however, in the following files:

In charge numbers 051-84-1953 and 051-84-3604, the files and
corresponding ledger cards indicate that at the time credit was
awarded for the closure actions, the District Office had not yet
received the documents necessary to make a determination that
the closures were in accordance with EEOC's requirements. In
charge number 051-84-3604, credit was awarded or 1/31/85. EEOC
Form 214 in the file, dated 3/29/85, indicates that the required
documents had not yet been received.

Because the required documentation had not been received by the District
Office, it appears that initial credit was improperly awarded in these
two cases.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEDEHT REVIEW

The Management Review Team examined and reviewed the Imprest Funds and
the Traveler's Check record. The review revealed the following:

! 2, rz, Fttr.'; - 'The Dist: 'et 1
'as bee" trt- '-Ed .ttl of

1650.00 in c al-. Ihis funC appears to bc equate ftr the
operator. of the District. The review of hIe accountabil'ty
report for the month of June indicated a rotal fund of
9657.00, which was broken down as follows,

Unscheduled subvouchers $ 7.00
Cash on Hand 519.00
Reimbursement Voucher-Pending 6/25/85 '81.20 ''
Reimbursement Voucher-Pending 6/27/85 29.94
Shortage 8.00
Difference 11.70

Total $657.00

The District Director explained that the office has carried
over items of unscheduled subvouchers, cash shortage, and
differences for more than a year. The Director also
stated that on numerous occasions she has requested
guidance from Andy Fishel, Director of Financial
Management Services, to eliminate the above items or
discrepancies froem the district reports.

2) Traveler's Checks - The District has been assigned a
total of $8,000.00 in traveler's checks. The review of
the record indicated that the District was up-to-date
in the preparation and submission of the remittance
summary report to Finance Branch. However, the
custodian was not able to identify the current
outstanding balance of the traveler's checks. The
district did not keep any control system of the number
of traveler's checks, serial numbers or amounts. The
Management Review Team recommends that the district
should maintain a six column ledger including one for the
number of checks, book and value, date of sale, and
purchaser's name.

Financial Management

The District cuff records, close-outs, operating allowance reconcilia-
tion and purchase orders were reviewed. A spot check revealed that
accounting transactions were accurate and up-to-date. Accountable
records are kept in a neat manner, major and subsidiary object codes
and master records were in balance.

The monthly financial status report indicated that all object classes
.er' -rett, rucl' cr target. (rrIartise obligation -"-re close to the
budget allocations
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Personnel ranagement

The review cf the Per-nunel records indicated that rhe Federal Personnel
Manual was up-to-date and current. Position classification guidance was
current and appropriately filed.

A spot check of the official personnel files revealed that personnel
maintains in some files, the original signed performance appraisal and
in other files, signed copies of the appraisal packages. The Management
Review Tear recommends that this practice be immediately discontinued
and that personnel maintains a complete signed original of all SES,
Merit Pay and CPAD packages.

The review of official personnel files also revealed that the
performance appraisals of eight employees Vere incomplete or lacked
appropriate signatures as follows:

° John P. Rowe - lacked reviewing officials signature.

° Jason S. Hegy - front page of performance appraisal did
not show the rating period, the appraising officials
name and title, and the reviewing officials name and
title.

° Mary Maneo - lacked employee signature, but there was no
indication that employee refused to sign or other reason
for signature's absence.

Jean F. Mahoney - Job Element III was not initially
signed by employee, supervisor, or the reviewing
official. In addition, the first review was not
signed.

Charles R. Bold - Job Element III was changed and
duplicated, but the duplicated page was not signed by
employee, supervisor, or reviewing official.

° Carlos Flores - performance appraisal and reviews were
not signed by employee, supervisor, or reviewing official.

RECOZOMiDATIONS/CORRECTIVE ACTION

Based on the analysis of our review findings, we request that the
Chicago District Office immediately undertake the specified corrective
action in the following areas:

Fuc'.inist-'t
4
-e and Finaz c',i Manosyra.-t Systems

Include .ase closure and unit tr"rsfer con . in the outride
arckets of all case files.

Include a complote signed original of all SES, Merit Pay and
CPAD packages in District Office personnel files. Also, make
certain that performance appraisals are complete and contain
appropriate signatures.

* Develop and maintain a control system for traveler's checks.

Investigative Plans

Investigative plans are to be included in all files where
required and evidence supervisory review and signature as
required by the provisions of Section 14 of the Compliance
Manual.

Investigative plans can be a useful tool which both
facilitates the initiation of an effective investigative
process and assists supervisory personnel with the initial
review and subsequent developmental monitoring of the charge.
These benefits are particularly important in offices with
large inventories and limited resources such as the Chicago
District Office.

In an effort to assist your office in correcting cited
deficiencies, we have designed an IP form for your
consideration (See attachment). Although we do not wish to
imply that the noted problems can be cured by a simple form,
we do believe that, properly implemented, it can provide you
with a useful first step. Please review the attached form and
provide us with your comments as to its usefulness.
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Log of Investigative Activities #lS9

Instruct staff to begin filling out Log t159s in such manner
that processing of the case can be accurately and effectively
tracked from the log.

The Case Diary Log is a useful monitoring device, which
facilitates periodic review of cases by supervisory and
management personnel. Among other things, the log should
contain information about the charge name and number, staff
and unit assigned and supervisory review.

Tab Analysis

Tab and analyze all relevant data in case files. Tabbing and
analysis will assist compliance personnel in determining what,
if any, additional data is necessary to complete the
inv-¢:tiqatior r. oc eff~crtle a-~dc ft--' ~:.
of the file by supenrisory aid lgal staff, nod lmprove
the quality of investigations.

The analysis should identify the inforrttion contained in the
tab which Is relevant to the issue(s) being investigated.
identify any inconsistencies or trends noted, and provide
appropriate statistical computations.

Tracking System

Ycur supervisory staff is currently experiencing considerable
difficulties in managing the office's workload. The problem
is due, in part to the absence of an effective case management
tracking system and procedures for maintaining reasonable EOS
case load assignments. Accordingly, you are requested to
develop an improvement project in which your office will:

a. Design and implement an efficient Case Load Tracking System
to be used by supervisors in managing the progress of cases in
their units and maintaining current status of EOS
productivity. The system must provide for identification of
charges by unit/function and within this category, the age of
the charge, the type of charge (i.e. by statue(s), by ELI or
non-ELI designation and by complexity), whether the charge is
assigned or unassigned and the date of assignment where
appropriate, and in general terms the status of the case
(i.e. pre-investigation, investigation conciliation attempt.
etc.) and the date and type of final disposition. The system
should also identify the charge by EOS, and the target dates
for completion of interim phases of the investigation (i.e.
preparing IP and RFI, analysis of respondent data, etc.).

b. It is suggested you consider a system whereby charges
are held in an unassigned pool in units, limiting charges
assigned to each EOS at 35 to 40. The procedures for handling
these charges should include: a periodic scheduled review of
EOS workload to determine whether or not additional
assignments should be made from unassigned charges; an initial
supervisory review of all new charges to determine whether
or not circumstances exist which would warrant the immediate
assignment of the charge; monthly review meetings to establish
assignment target dates and provide supervisory guidance as
needed; and the scheduling of a specific amount of time (i.e.
such as one day a week) In which all the EOSs or EOAs in a
unit would prepare "lIs on unassigned charges. This is to
avoid the possibility that the unassigned inventory will grow
to an unmanageable level or age excessively.

the 0.2,1 orr'c. :

Begon irediately reviewing o1l state and :ocal deferral case
'iles in which an "Additional Credit" has beer accorded to the

i IPA in FV Sg, in order to determine if payment won properly
authorized.

To complete this task, vour office will need to identify and
retrieve all case files receiving a 5199 CSRS coding action.
Fach case file should be reviewed to determine if documentary
evidence is present which indicates that:

a) the circumstances, under which each credit submission
was made, are appropriate for review under section
4(c), 4(d), 4(e), or 4(f) of tEOC Order 91b Appendix
A; and
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b) (if the above is answered in the affirmative), the
FEPA documents submitted indicate that its
investigation had been completed or nearly completed,
depending upon the specific section cited as
authority for the "Additional Credit." (Under
section 4(c), covering files which must be sent to
OPI (now OLC), the FEPA investigation must be
complete.)

Additional contract credits accorded to the FEPA under
circumstances other than those enumerated in sections 4(c)
thru 4(f) and/or where there is no documentation to indicate
that the FEPA investigation was complete or nearly complete as
appropriate, will have to be rescinded and coding actions and
manually prepared reports corrected. You are instructed to
hold the FEP agency final FY 85 payment until you complete
your audit of these credits.

Once you have completed these tasks, please prepare a report
to me certifying:

a) the total number of case files reviewed and
corresponding charge numbers;

b) the total number of case files and the corresponding
charge numbers for each file in which a
previously authorized credit was improperly
authorized and therefore, rescinded;

c) that all necessary corrections have been made to the
charge lists; Forms 471 (i.e. EEOC Statistical
Reports onFEPA Contract Performance), Forms 322
(i.e. FEPA Monthly Performance Reports), and CSRS
coding actions;

d) t-u. . ou ac f f.1i cd \e l"EPA - rh. carectio-
and delir.ruted which portion of Ku final F\ E.
payment will be retained to compc.rsto for the
errorerons credits; and

e) that you have provided the FEPA and !lcadquarteru with
corrected Forms 471 and 322 reports.

This report should be received by my office no later than
November 22, 1985.

With respect to documenting "Additional Credit Reviews",
please instruct your staff that in all such cases, they are to

prepare a memorandum to the file (EEOC Form 214 may be used
for this purpose) which:

a) identifies the reason(s)for conducting an additional
credit review and the appropriate section of EEOC
Order 916, under which the FEPA file was submitted
for review;

b) indicates whether the review is authorized under the
cited section of Order 916;

c) provides a detailed outline of the information
submitted by the FEPA and identifies what, if any,
information is needed to complete the investigation;

d) contains a concluding statement recommending that
contract credit should or should not be awarded under
the given circumstances; and

e) is signed and dated by both the reviewing and
approving officials (note: the approving official
must be a GM-13 or above).

Instruct your staff that they are not to award contract
credit unless and until the FEPA submits the
documentation required by EEOC Order 916 and the
substance of these documents indicates that the closure
action is consistent with the Commission's regulations.
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Cease the practice of forwarding Right to Sue requests
from the State and Local function to a compliance unit
for closure and prepare a report to me identifying by
charge numbers, all charges which were transferred in FY
85 from the State and Local function to the compliance
function subsequent to requests from charging parties
that EEOC issue notices of right to sue. For each charge
so transferred.,,the report should also specify:

a) the unit to which each charge was trasferred;

j.' Sle date rr tvansfor; crO

c) the date cf closure.

This report should be received by my offIce not later
than November 22, 1985.

Compliance/Legal Interaction

Implement a system or procedures for compliance/legal interaction on
investigation development and litigation worthy review on all charges

identified as having litigation potential. Not only as a matter of
effective practice, but considering the problems noted in our filq.,
reviews, it is essential, when conducting litigation worthy refiews,
that your legal unit prepare a detailed memorandum which, at a minimum:

a) identifies the evidence needed for a prima facia case;

b) Identifies the evidence obtained;

c) identifies any additional evidence necessary to support
a probable cause/violation finding;

d) contains a discussion of the reasons and case precedents
supporting the legal opinion; and

a) contains a final summation in which concurrence or non-
concurrence is indicated.

CONCLUSION

As uncovered in the course of our review and identified in this report,
there are a number of substantive and procedural problems you will have'
to address in FY 86. Because I need to be kept informed, with respect
to the direction you intend to take in dealing with these deficiencies,
please provide me with a report, in addition to the two already
requested, addressing each of the deficiencies noted in this report and
specifying what actions you will take to correct then. This report
should be received by my office no later than November 29, 1985.

95-656 0 - 89 - 23
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Chicago District Office
Audit Response

Top management of the Chicago District Office has
carefully analyzed the November 4, 1985 Office of Program
Operations Audit findings and recommendations. Our analysis
included reviewing each and every case file reviewed by the
audit team. Overall our review of these case files
indicates that indeed some of our files were not as orderly
as they might have been - logs, tabs, investigative plans
certainly could be improved. However, be believe that'the
quality of our investigations and subsequent closures - the
documentation gathered and the analysis of the evidence is
of a good quality. With very few exceptions our final
decisions are supported by the evidence. Where the audit
team found differently, we believe they either overlooked
specific facts or made a judgment call different, but not
better, than ours.

What follows is our detailed response to each of the
audit findings. Our response parallels the structure of the
audit report.

CLOSED FILE REVIEW

Tracking/Management Systems

The Audit review concluded that the Chicago District
Office did not use a standardized charge tracking system;
that the systems were not effective as a management tool;
that there was no method to manage the interim phases of the
investigative process; and that supervisors were unable to
identify the status and processing history of cases selected
at random. It was recognized that the office developed a
case categorization/case assignment filing system to help
EOSs manage and control their workload. However, it was
thought lacking because it appeared that this information
was not maintained by the supervisor for managing their
units, though it was recognized that the system appeared to
be effective in increasing productivity.

Each supervisor of an investigative unit has a tracking
system which monitors the following: charge number; EOS
assigned; statute; category of proposed investigation; date
of receipt; date of assignment; age of charge by EOS; age of
charge by unit; timeframe assignments, i.e. due dates for
the next stage of investigation; type of closure; EOS
productivity; and unit productivity.

It is true that while each unit's inventory system is
similar, each unit does have its own individual way of
tracking charge data information. However, we view this as
a strength, not a weakness. Each of these systems are
ranhal operations, and are, therefore, adapted to what will
work for each individual supervisor. Each of our
supervisors functions differently. What might work for one
is not necessarily an effective method for another. 40"

Each month supervisors use their individual systems to
complete a number of standardized statistical reports which
track charge data on the basis of age, size of inventory, fP
individual productivity, unit productivity, percentage of
charges over 300 days, settlement information, closure)
information by statute, etc. (See AttacghmentI). These
reports are also consolidated into major function reports. --
These management reports provide accurate, reliable charge
data information which enable me and my staff to identify IV
trends and other areas of concern, such as EOS productivity,
status of PL cases, etc. They are effective management
tools.

While the Case Assignment Filing System is used by the
EOS to manage and control their workload, the same system is
also used by supervisors as a management tool. Each
supervisor meets on a regular basis with EOSs in the EOS's
office and reviews the status of the charges in the Case
Assignment File. From these meetings the supervisor
establishes timeframes and charge processing tasks to be
accomplished by each EOS. This information is recorded.
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These assignments and timeframes are based on a full under-
standing by the EOS and the supervisor of what has been
accomplished and what remains to be done. We have found
this system to be an effective method for managing the
interim phases of the investigative process. The fact that
a supervisor cannot tell the exact ilnterim status of a
charge picked at random from some 1,200 charges under
investigation does not mean that the interim phases of cases
are not being managed properly. Supervisors in Chicago
District Office are carrying very large unit caseloads.
Time is, therefore, best spent meeting with EOSs regarding
their cases and what must be done next rather than recording
each transaction on a form. The goal afterall is to move
cases, and despite a large inventory, Chicago accomplished
that in FY 1985.

It should also be noted that in the Director's FY 1984
SES Appraisal, she was praised for establishing new
internal tracking forms ... in order to be responsive to
BLI/programmatic goal accomplishments. ... End of the year
BLI accomplishments have been achieved as a result of the
utilization of various management systems to track cases and
monitor workload. ... Recognizing the importance of such
management tools the Director has instituted and utilized
the above mentioned systems to improve her control over the
office's large workflow. Their usefulness is evidenced by
the continued high productivity of the Chicago District
Office ... ' (Element I, 2) The tracking systems reviewed by
the audit team and found lacking are the veyg same tracking h/ 5
systems praised in FY 1984. The system has not changed. It 4 1(F

0

4 o
is possible that the audit team did not take into account g el f
the working of the entire tracking sytem.

This is not to say we couldn't do it better or faster.
We are now in the process of computerizing our charge
processing data (like the Phoenix System). We had expected
headquarters to be on-line sooner, but since this is not the
case we have proceeded on our own. This automated system
should enhance our tracking capabilities.

GENERAL FINDINGS OF RAPID AND EXTENDED CHARGE FILE REVIEW

.Jnvestiaative Plans, RFI's. Logs. Tab Analysis

n in 4i 15Chicago District Office conducted a self-
./ a'u it or ±uu case files. That audit indicated that prepar- 6 j

{ / M ion of IPs, RFIs, Logs and Tabs was not generally up 7
ar (Attachment II). Management here viewed that staff was ;/ 7S

cutting corners in these areas in an attempt to keep up with
the inventory. That self-audit report was shared with

\8 ? MAX Region II Programs prior to their audit, and Chicago
District Office management had already begun to deal with p
this concern prior to the arrival of the audit team. For
instance, we developed a case categorization system and ah

se file management system to help staff better handle theot
cas file mventory instead of cutting corners. We had also totally

revised the Document Assembly System to improve the RFIs. \
Unfortunately, the impact of both of these innovations had l

'7 r onlv hgn-n to be felt. Further corrective action that has
been taken is discussed later in this report. J

W ZACTIONS

Negotiated Settlement

The following are our comments on the four settlement
agreements which the review did not show to be in
conformance with Section 15.3 and Section 15.5 of the
Compliance Hanaual.

a. Two files are cited - 05184 1422 and 05182 2088
4s being cases where there was no copy of the
settlement agreement in the file. Our review
shows that these 2 cases are not settlement agree-
ments. The attached ledger shows 84 1422 to be a
Right to Sue closure and 84 2088 to be a With-
drawal with Benefits closure. It is our opinion
that you are talking about 051l 1422 and
051i 2088. These are both settlement agreements.
(See ledger cards and letters in Attachment III).
Our review of these 2 settlement agreements show:
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1. They are both filed by the same charging
party.

2. They were settled at the same time with the
same agreement.

3. The settlement agreement was contained in
charge file 05185 1422.

4. It should be noted that the attached settle-
ment agreement references both charges (In
Attachment III). Also note that the ledger
cards reference both charge numbers.

b. The finding on 05184 3131 is that there was no
evidence of payment of the monetary relief agreed
upon in the file and that the charging party and
the Respondent had signed the agreement on 8-10
and 8-17-84 respectively, while the District
Director had not signed until 1-4-85.

Our review of this file shows:

1. It is true that there is no evidence of the
money having been paid to the charging party, 14
however, there is reason to believe the ( f ,
charging party received the money befor the
Commission was a party to the agreement ( ' jr
This is supported by the fact that the letter
of reference cited in your memorandum is
dated the same date that the Respondent f,
signed the agreement (See Attachment IV).

2. There is also a memorandum in the file which
explains how this agreement came to be signed
in Januar, rather in August. It is also
a part of Attachment IV.

c. On file 05182 2889 the review contends that the
notice of the charge was served 41 days after
filing of the charge. Our review of this file
shows the following:

1. The charge was received 5-18-82 (See charge

in Attachment V).

2. An EEOC form 131-A - Notice of Charge of 7'l
Discrimination with Copy of Charge was mailed?
to the Respondent on 5-19-82 - one day after >
the filing of the charge. (See form in -
Attachment V).

3. An EEOC form 131-B - Notice of Charge of
Discrimination and Notice of Fact Finding
Conference - was mailed to the Respondent
on 6-30-82, some 43 days (not 41 days) after
the filing of the charge. (See form in
Attachment V).

The 131-A form may have been overlooked by
the audit team since it was the third docu-
ment under the 131-B form. The practice in
the Chicago office in M12 was that all
charges initially received by the Intake Unit
were served with the 131-A form, and the
131-B forms were always sent out prior to a
fact finding confetence. (A historical foot-
note to this case is that it should be noted
for the record that current top management
was not running the office at the time these
notices were sent. These forms are now
obselete.)

d. The review also noted tI~at some of these files and
other files that we have reviewed contained loose
material. We agree that this is not a good
practice and are taking steps to remedy this.

NQ-Ause

While the audit report states that most no cause files
reviewed contained the necessary evidence, problems were
noted in four files. _ _
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Audit comments regarding(051-85-2058)indicate that the >
comparative data needed to prove or disprove the allegation I'I
of discharge/failure to rehire was not obtained. Although A_
an extensive RFI was sent, in almost every instance that
comparative documents were requested, Respondent failed to
submit them, alleging burdensomeness. There was not
evidence that subsequent action was taken to obtain the
necessary data.

We agree that the data should have been obtained. The
RFI spin't was extensive, and in some instances, overly
broad. The RFI should have limited the request for

comparative data to employees in the charging party's
department. Alternatively, the Respondent could have been
asked for a list of all such employees, race coded, and the
files could have been examined and documentation on
comparative data obtained i onsite.

Comments regardingj 41-85-38a53 or this hire/national
origin (individual anr cass egations) case indicate
that: the data needed to resolve the class issues in this
'Blitz' case was requested but not obtained, and the file
contains no justification for narrowing the scope of the
charge; the four Hispanics who unsuccessfully sought employ-
ment, identified by the charging party, were not contacted;
the national origin of the janitorial staff was not
obtained.

The Respondent, U.S. Gypsum, is a very large employer,
with three facilities in the Chicago area. This, together/ u-o
with the charge, led to designating the charge for Blitzy
processing, and a correspondingly, and appropriately, broad( r
RFI. When the Hispanic utilization at each of the three\
facilities was obtained, the supervisor directed that theJ ev
scope of the charge be narrowed. We note that this is

J. reflected in the August 2, 1985 log entry. (See attach-
&'IY. ment VI). Information on the makeup of the janitorial staff

at the facility in question showed that it was 13 percent
s H nic, a proportion in excess of relevant His~4c ,/
) aaiLabi.t

1
y, and that of the six (6) janitorial Wir]es in

/the year prior to the charge, one was Hispanic (16%), one J e
-,,black (16%) and four were white. (See in Attachment VI)

In light of this, and-the clear evidence that the individual I(et
charge was no cause, the fact that the janitorial staff was M

£ predominantly Polish did not support class findings. we" )
agree that the national origin of the janitorial staff might 4 a
have been'made explicit; this could have been done based on I

information submitted. In our view, given the investigative Z jA.y

data and analysis outlined above, contact with the four
Hispanic non-hires was u= indicated.

For charge number 051-84-5512 comments were that:
possible class violations in a hiring/sex charge were not
pursued; half of the witnesses were not contacted; internal
inconsistencies between charging party claims and actual
practice, with respect to hiring only from resumes
submitted, were not addressed; no information was obtained
on hirn gpnl icy. The question or whether the charge was

sed on its merits .

We agree that Coig specific) information on hiring
policy should have been oabfl.

However, the investigation indicated that there was no
basis to pursue class allegations. Evidence in the file
showed that in the period Janaury 25, to December 21, 1984
there were four male re-hires into the 'production' work in
question,'all hired prior to April 17, 1984. Charging party
states she was the only female production employee,
therefore, there was no class of females who could have been
rehired. Respondent states it has not accepted applications
for employment since about November 1981; charging party
states Respondent was hiring only from resumes submitted.
Examination of the list of resumes submitted for production
work shows that only one female submitted a resume in the
period January 25 to April 17, 1984. Examination of the
actual resumes referred to in the comments shows that of the
130 resumes, 109 were from males,21 were from females. Of
these 21, 11 were for office as opposed to production work.
Only a handful of the 130 resumes had a date designation so
it is not possible to know which, if any, may have been
submitted in the January-April, 1984 period when there were
four openings. Thus, information is not adequate to support
a female class allegation of failure to hire.

i OI,5
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There were four witnesses, the four male hires. Two,
or half of them, were interviewed. One stated that he
contacted the employer about rehire, the other refused to
respond to any questions.

The charging party submitted a resume after the
decision to hire the four males had already been made.

We believe that the investigative evidence in the file,
outlined above, supports the no cause finding.

Comments regarding 051-84-3702 indicate that: this
promotion/national origin charge was one of three charges
(the other two being hire/race) and that the IM focused on
the hire/race charges; since charging party was the only
Mexican at the plant the past promotion practices should
have been more fully investigated; a more substantial
investigation was necessary to support the finding.

Review of the IM indicates it did not focus on the
hire/race charges. (See attached copy - Attachment VII).
The only reference to blacks was with respect to workforce
profile, and to a black employee whose recall rights had run
out and who was rehired as a machinist. This was the only
instance of this type of rehire other than that which
occurred in charging party's claim when a white was rehired
as a machinist. This is relevant comparative data.

With respect to a fuller investigation, promotion
practices regarding ability versus seniority for openings
involving skill were examined for 1983, the year in
question, and 1984, including all available records and
interviews with relevant personnel. In this case there were
so few skilled openings in the two-year period that evidence
was not strong. But that was all there was. Since charging
party was the only Mexican at the plant, there could not
have been other instances of Mexican national origin discri-
mination which would have been supportive of charging
party's allegation.

CAueCAses

The audit team questioned our cause findings in two
cases -- Tesko and Wholesale Electric. After carefully
reviewing these files, both the District Director and
Regional Attorney find that there is reasonable cause to
believe that the allegations of discrimination by the
individual charging party are supported by the evidence in
both cases. We plan to present both to the Commission in
the near future.

Regarding Tesko, the dispute concerning why the
,1' . charging party was not enrolled for insurance coverage was a
/'F -) credibi1ity determination between Charging Party Eugene

Mitchell and his brother, Polishing Supervisor Leroy
,r t Mitchell. That credibility contest , e i r of

r the charging party.

Leroy Mitchell is a managerial employee of Respondent
Tesko, has worked for them for more than twenty years, and
has an obvious motive to testify in favor of his employer.
Respondent submitted two statements by Leroy Mitchell. The
first is dated May 4, 1984, and merely confirms Eugene
Mitchell's allegations: 'I Leroy Mitchell say that my
Brother Eugene Mitchell was hired as a temporary employee
without insurance coverage: [Signed) Leroy Mitchell
witnesses. Barbara J. Skonieczny, J. Skonieczny.'

The first statement is handwritten on note paper. The
second statement is dated October 16, 1984, is typewritten
on Respondent's letterhead, and contains the following
statement:

'To Whom It May Concern:
SWORN STATEMENT BY LEROY MITCHELL (POLISHING DEPART-
MENT SUPERVISOR e TESKO WELDING)
I, Leroy Mitchell swear that all statements shown here
are correct.
My-'brother Eugene Mitchell was in town to visit with
me for a period of three to four months. He original-
ly lived in Memphis, Tenn. and was going back after a
visit.
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During his stay with me, I asked my employer, Tesko
Welding & Mfg. Co. to help my brother and give him a
job for a couple of months. Both Eugene and I told
Tesko not to put him on the insurance because he was
not going to be here long enough.
To the best of my knowledge Eugene Mitchell was never
fired or discharged from Tesko. Be went back to
Memphis in August and came back to Chicago in early
October.'

Investigator Kossy interviewed Leroy Mitchell at the
office of Respondent's attorney on March 18, 1985, in the
presence of the attorney, Aaron Cohen. The investigator's
notes include the following: 'He [Leroy Mitchell] had 38
blacks working there about 8 years ago. He had to fire them
because they wouldn't come to work. Because they wouldn't
show up he was working 17 or 18 hours a day. He had
authority to hire and fire."

This admission of racial bias by a managerial employee -

with the authority to hire and fire was considered in the
Commission's decision to credit the statements of Charging
Party Eugene Mitchell, and not to credit the statements of
Leroy Mitchell. Leroy Mitchell also made several statements
which were not hor'- Lnuit- by the documents submitted
the Respondent. He asserted that he hired his brother on a
temporary basis because there were six or seven employees
who had six or seven years seniority who were on layoff; the
night shift was on layoff.

Similarly, the circumstances of Charging Party
-) Mitchell's discharge are a cea i contest between Leroy

Mitchell, who indicates that Charging Party did not wish to
return to work, and in fact left Chicago for Memphis; and
Charging Party, who indicates that he did wish to return to
work and questioned Leroy Mitchell repeatedly about the
.return. Charging Party's version of events is corroborated
by a letter from his treating physician dated January, 1985,
a copy of which was sent to the Respondent; by his unemploy-
ment insurance documents which indicate a sustained job
search in Chicago through the umer of .l after
Leroy Mitchell stated he return emps; by his
appearance in this orfice several times arter ih-sasserted
return to M hi ding an interview with the Trial
Attorney in March, 1985. Further, records submitted by
Respondent indicate that Eugene Mitchell is the only
employee terminated by Respondent for the stated reason,
'Never Came Back." Thus, Respondent has admitted that no
other employees were terminated under the same circum-
stances.

In reference to the discharge, again, the credibility
determination between Charging Party Eugene Mitchell, and
Respondent's long term employee Leroy Mitchell, was resolved
in favor of Charging Party. This determination was based on
documentary evidence corroborating Charging Party's version
of events, on Leroy Mitchell's admissions of racial bias,
and on a determination from examination of Eugene Mitchell
that he was a credible witness.

As regards Wholesale Electric. We strongly believe
the audit report to be inaccurate.

First, it ignores evidence supporting the cause
finding. The branch manager has admitted that in his
meeting with charging party on January -t, 1985, he told
charging party she 'had only four months left in her
pregnancy' and "by leaving now you would be giving me the
time I need to hire and train someone else."

The branch manager has never denied this &tement,
nor did he replace charging party. Rather, he has attempted
to justify his statement of "needing more time to hire and
train someone else' as an attempt to assuage charging party
because she was very emotionally upset at the meeting where
he fired her.

The branch manager's articulated explanation, in
itself, and when viewed against all the evidence, i
irrational. First, if indeed buinessA was slow and his
office could~no~lr~%lj%!fsti tha emloyment of three full-
time cQeA a og--wuL nav wo
t at the branch manager would have attempted to console
charging party with the truth rather than with a lie.
Charging party has stated that if the business manager had
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told her she was being discharged because of a business
slowdown, she would never have filed a charge of discrimi-
nation. However, charging party asked the branch manager at
their January 18, 1985 meeting if her termination was based
upon a business slowdown or her job performance, the branch
manager told her 'that has nothing to do with it.' Charging
party confirms the branch manager's admitted statement of
'needing more time to hire and train someone else", and
further states that during their meeting of January 18, 1985 P
the branch manager commented "while you're pregnant you're t\t V
better off at home collecting unemployment compensation." 4",

These admissions of discriminatory motive must be .t '
weighed against Rspondent's defense that charging party was U'
discharged because "there was not enough work to keep the
three clericals busy."

Indeed, as the audit indicates, the only person who was
laid-off as a result of this alleged company-wide business J
slowdown was charging party. In an effort to determine the
validity of Respondent's defense, the Chicago District
Office not only requested but subpoenaed Respondent's
records supporting the defense. Respondent has. steadfastly
refused to provide any documentary evidence in support of
its layoff defense, and the Commission drew an inference
from Respondent's refusal to provide subpoenaed documents.
The Chicago District Office considered Respondent's defense
as nothing more than a pretext for discrimination. , 5q

0L1MAJ oreover, according to Cathy Fenske, another clerical,/)
she notified the branch manager during July, 1985 that she
intended to voluntarily terminate her employment. The ,
branch manager asked her to work for an additional six weeks all jh'
because of the summer vacation period. 7.

Sometime before the six week extension came to a con-
clusion, and after learning of charging party's pregnancy,
the branch manager again asked Fenske to continue her
employment. Ms. Fenske agreed to continue her employment
but only upon a part-time ba~sis of 32 hours a week.
Ms. Fenske stated she worked this part-time schedule from
September, 1984 until charging party was terminated during
the month of January, 1985. Fenske then asked to and did
resume a regular full-time snreaule of 40 hours a week.
Thus, there was no evidence whatsoever that Respondent was
forced to layoff charging party because of a business
slowdown.

Moreover, Respondent's credibility is undercut. The
branch manager told the Chicago District Office investigator
that prior to his January 18, 1985 meeting with charging
party, he did not discuss charging party's pregnancy with
Fenske or anyone. During the Chicago District Office's in-
vestigation, Cathy Fenske stated that two weeks prior to
charging party's termination, the branch manager called her
into his office and questioned her about charging party's
pregnancy.

The branch manager has denied questioning Ms. Fenske
regarding charging party's pregnancy. Two weeks following
his meeting with Ms. Fenske, charging party was terminated.
This sequence of events creates the inference that the
branch manager's decision to terminate charging party was
indeed based upon her pregnancy.

Based on the above facts and an assessment of all the
witnesses' credibility, the evidence strongly indicates that
the brdnch manager is simply not credible and his discharge
of charging party was based upon discriminatory reasons.

The audit report raised the concern in both cases what
was preceived as the lack of evidence obtained in the file,
particularly as regards testimonial evidence. We are
criticized for the fact that the testimonial evidence
consists only of EOS's handwritten notes rather than
affidavits, etc. Certainly affidavits would be preferable.
However, these are not always obtainable as was true in this
case. Respondents often make oral admissions but refuse to
state them in writing. Should we then not value the
testimony? Or no cause the case because we don't have
everything all neat and tidy? We think not. In some cases,
as here, we'll get written verification at the deposition
stage and not sooner.
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Obviously, neither of these cases are open and shut
absolute clear 'winners'. Both required a judgment call bytop management regarding which side to credit. Our
judgment, based on all the evidence in the file and not a
few selected ones, as well as knowledge of the charging
parties was to credit charging parties. Our understanding
is that the Commission would rather have us err in thisdirection than in the other. We credit charging party where
possible.

Certainly in cases like these it is understandable that
an audit team giving the file a 'once over' might differ
from our interpretation. After all, we had lived with these
cases for months and discussed each many times. Reasonable
people will surely differ regarding judgments where the factsituations are not clear cut. We do have some problem,
however, when our judgment call, which was different thanthe audit teams' but nonetheless reasonable to make, is
totally discredited and used as a basis to fault the quality
of our work. It seems to us that only the judgment of each
of the Commissioners should substitute for ours.

Finally, the audit report is accurate in stating that
the legal unit does not document their litigation reviewswith a memorandum to the file. Instead, face to face
discussions between attorneys, EOSs, and management occurs
on each and every cause case at frequent intervals. That's
how we wg= cases. In the past, Chicago District Office has
been praised for this, and headquarter's staff have used ourmethods for producing cause cases as a 'model' for the rest
of the country. If it ain't broke, why fix it?

Uinsuccessful Conciliation

The only criticism raised regarding unsuccessful
conciliations was that in two files there was no documen-
tation of PDI (05181 1084 and 05184 2505).

we believe that the reviewer is referring to charge
051 U 1084 for the first charge identified.

These two charges were two of five charges alleging
unlawful mandatory retirement/age against the same
Respondent: 05184 1083, 1084, 1139, 1163, 2505.

while there is no standard documentation of a PDI, each
file log shows that each charging party was contacted April
5, 1984, one day prior to EOS recommendation that a letter
of violation be issued, requesting the charging party to
advise EEOC of an overture from Respondent regarding rein-statement, and counseling him not to enter into any
agreement with Respondent. (See attached copies of logs -
Attachment VIII).

In this case the existence of the retirement policy,
and the fact that it had resulted in mandatory retirement ofsome of the charging parties, was undisputed. (Attachment
VIII - LOD). Thus, no further information was sought fromcharging parties. They were counseled because the
Commission had attempted and was continuing to attemptsettlement, which included backpay. Failing settlement, theCommission was prepared to litigate.

Likewise, there had been ongoing verbal and written
communication with respondent counsel regarding production
of documents, subpoena enforcement and EEOC terms for any
settlement. (See attached letters of February 15, March 27,April 2 and April 5, 1985 from EEOC attorney to respondent
counsel. Attachment VIII) A letter of April 5 sent by
messenger to respondent counsel Q." day before therecommendation that an LOD be issued set forth the
Commission position fully, and clearly indicated that ifinformation were not received by April 6, 1985, an LOD would
be issued and, if necessary, litigation would follow.

In view of the above contacts with charging parties andrespondent counsel, we believe that PDIs were in effect
conducted.
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Withdrawal Without Benefit

'Major' problems were raised regarding two case files
(051-84-5166 and 051-84-4518).

Comments regarding 051-84-4518 were that 1) although
closed administratively, the evidence was flimsyl 2) the IN,
being written up prior to withdrawal, was based solely on
respondent statements; and 3) while the charging party
indicated willingness to work any hours, the IN indicates
respondent discharged her because of inflexibility of work
hours.

We agree with the reviewer's statement that the Il4
issue is- mooted by the administrative closure. The file
shows, however, that the memo was = approved or accepted
by the supervisor let alone top management; rather the BOS
was instructed to obtain additional information, and
requested it. (See attached letter to respondent counsel,
December 3, 1984 - Attachment IX) which was followed by a
10-day letter (see attached letter, January 25, 1985 -
Attachment IX). Before that material was submitted,
respondent called on February 1, 1985 and offered A
settlement (see attached copy of log - Attachment IX).
Therefore, the assessment of the IN prior to its completion
seems premature, and the statement that 'the fact remains
that this, as well as other cases, often appear improperly
concluded or written up largely on the statements of
respondents' grossly exaggerated.

The audit report stated that as regards 051-84-5166
there was no charge in the file; the withdrawal statement,
'I was informed the Commission could not help me ... because
I had no grounds for discrimination' was not supported by
sufficient evidence in the file to determine whether the
charging party may have been misinformed.

There is an unperfected charge in the file, a letter
from the charging party dated August 9, 1984 alleging
discharge/sex (pregnancy). The day before she was to report
back to work after maternity leave she was told the job had
been eliminated. There was no prior notice. (See copy -
attachment X.) The intake interview notes, September 18,
1984, show that charging party states she was told by
respondent supervisor of personnel that the jobs of aU
employees on leave of absence for pay reason were
eliminated. Charging party further states that she knew of
other employees on non-pregnancy related leave
(e.g. personal, sick) who were also terminated. By giving
this information the charging party herself provided the
facts that there were no grounds to believe that the
discharge was based on sex (pregnancy)

Failure to Cooperate - Unable to Locate

The review had a problem with one file under this
category. The report states 'one file, 051-85-1534, was
problematic in that after receiving an unperfected charge
from the charging party only one attempt was made to contact
him- before the case was closed.' Our review shows the
following:

1. Charging party filed an unperfected charge on
11-30-84.

2. Charging party was interviewed, a perfected charge
- was drafted and it was mailed to the charging

party for his signature and returned. A cover
letter dated 12-20-84 was sent with the charge,
and in it charging party was told that if he did
not return the perfected charge or otherwise
contact us, his charge would be dismissed for
failure to cooperate within 30 days of receipt of
that letter. The letter was sent certified mail,
return receipt requested.
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3. The original letter was not returned. However,
the green card was returned. There was no
signature on the green card to show to whom it was
delivered. However, the letter was addressed to a
post office box, therefore, since we received the
card we can conclude that the letter was delivered
to the post office box. The green card was post-
marked 12-27.

We agree that this situation is somewhat problematic.
It is problematic in that charging party has a post office
box, and the post office did not get charging party's
signature as it did when charging party picked up his right
to sue letter. However, there is good justification to show
that the letter was delivered to the post office box in that
the green card was returned to us. We agree that the
situation could have been made more clear if an attempt were
made to call the charging party to see if he had received
the original letter.

No Jurisdiction

The audit reports states that in one case, 051-84-1620,
an extensive request for information was made and received
before determination of no jurisdiction was made; the
evidence on the face of the charge indicated that this
determination should have been made prior to the REFI. The
face of the charge shows in the first paragraph that
charging party alleges he was suspended on 11-24-82 and
informed of termi io on 9-26-83. The charge was received
1-18-84. Thus, on its face, the charge is clearly timely.
Charging party contends that he was not aware that he was in
any other status than suspension. It was only after inves-
tigation that the EOS learned that the Respondent had Rxrof
ROOMY that charging party was notified of his termination
the day following his suspension. At this juncture the
charge was-closed for no jurisdiction. It would have been
inappropriate to have dismissed the charge before finding
out whether the charging party had told us the complete
truth. Attached is a copy of the charge and a copy of the
EOS's recommendation (Attachment XI).

State and Local Deferral Cases

We responded to the audit teams findings in a separate
report (Attachment XII).

ADMINISTRATTIV MANAGEMENT REVIEW

No Comments.

RECOMENDATrONS/CORRECTIVE ACTION

Administrative and Financial Management Systems

The audit team suggested that we include case
closure and unit transfer codes on the outside jackets of
all case files. It is not clear to us, however, what
purpose this would serve and if the benefits, if any would
outweigh the added staff time that it would take to complete
this task on the thousands of charges that are processed
here each year. We think not.

The second recommendation dealt with performance
appraisals. Chicago District Office spent a great deal of
time at the beginning of this fiscal year developing
meaningful GPAD and PMRS agreements. These are now in
place. A signed copy of each plan (not the original
suggested by the audit team) is located in the personnel
files. We decided the originals should stay with the
supervisors so that interim reviews, etc. would be properly
documented. It would also be quite cumbersome to pass out
all the originals each time an interim review is to be
conducted. And its useless to have the copies signed
because then the original will be deemed incomplete by the
next audit team! At the end of the fiscal year the
originals - fully executed - will be kept in personnel.

Chicago District Office has developed a control
system for traveler's checks.
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Investigative Plans. Logs. Tabs

We have taken several steps to improve our handling of
IP's, Logs, and Tabs.

1) Developed and implemented a format for log
maintenance and a format for Investigative Plans
(Attachment XIII). Please note that the IP format
that the audit team referred to in their report
was not attached, and subsequent requests that
it be forwarded were not successful. Therefore,
we developed our own which we think appropriate.)

2) We have held several lengthy refresher' sessions
with staff regarding the proper use of these. See
the notes from the first of these meetings held on
November 5, 1985 (Attachment XIV).

3. We added these specifics to the GPADs/PMRS agree-
ments in order to clarify that the proper use of
1Ps, Logs and Tabs is necessary to meet the
quality standard.

It should be noted that Chicago District Office had
already begun to deal with these problems several months
prior to the audit team's visit (see our Self-Audit Report,
Attachment II), and that I personally have monitored our
performance in these areas (see Attachment XV).

Tracking Systems

Two recommendations were made: redesign a caseload
tracking system, and develop a system whereby charges are
held in an unassigned pool.

Now that Chicago has computer capability, I am
committed to instituting a review of our present charge
management system which currently includes everything the
audit team wants tracked except for interim Investigative
Stages' and improving the sytem wherever possible. Assuming
that one of the existing EEOC computer data systems can be
adapted and put into effect in Chicago prior to the
Headquarters sponsored system, we will be able to replace
our current manual system. This would enable us to have a
system that would save supervisory time now spent on the
maintainance of the manual system and would allow them to
spend more time in quality supervision of the EOSs and their
caseloads. We would expect to put a Phoenix-type system
into place sometime in the 2nd Quarter. However, if we are
not able to computerize a tracking system it is doubtful
that we will be able to efficiently implement the kind of
case-tracking (i.e. tracking all interim stages) suggested
by the audit team. The amount of paperwork required to keep
the system accurate for the huwndLge of charges each
supervisor must track would virtually guarantee that
supervisors would spend most of their time record-keeping
rather than meeting with EOSs regarding cases -- certainly
an undesireable result.

Second, it was suggested that we consider a charge
assignment system where charges would be held in an
unassigned pool until an actual EOS assignment is made.
This was suggested in part to limit the amount of charges
in any one EOS's inventory to approximately 35-40 charges
and to schedule times when groups of EOSs would prepare RFIs
on the unassigned pooled charges. In our view this proposal
would cause more chaos than it would remedy. In Chicago for
the Rapid units this would mean that we would have some
1,036 charges assigned (28 EOSs -x 37 charges) and an
additional 600+ charges in the hold or pool category. The
increased number of inquiry calls alone if such a system
were adopted would be astounding.

The idea of periodically having EOSs work on the
unassigned charges in order to write RFIs is also proble-
matic. This sytem presumes it will be possible to write
focused RFIs before an investigative plan is written and
before initial investigative contact has been made with the
charging party and Respondent. The other implication of
this method of writing RFIs is that assignments would not be
made on the basis of grade or ability and we would lose a
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good measure of EOS accountability. Such a system in our
view presents more problems than it promises to resolve. We
are hopeful that our Case Categorization and other systems
will ameloriate the problem. But the fact remains we are
terribly short-staffed, and there will be negative
ramifications on the inventory because of that.

State and Local Deferral Cases

Corrective action has already been taken and a separate
report made (Attachment XVI).

Comoliance/Legal Interaction

The review devotes two sentences to a critique of this
office's level of 'Compliance/Legal Interaction.' The first
recommends that we implement 'procedures for compliance/
legal interaction on investigation development and
litigation worthy review ... ' It is frankly difficult, as
applied to this office, to take this recommendation
seriously. We would have more readily understood --
although respectfully differed with, for reasons explained
below -- a recommendation that we implement procedures to
prove that there had been interaction in appropriate cases.
Your language, however, clearly implies a finding that there
has not been compliance/legal interaction. This is simply
not the case. Although attorney involvement in developing
cases for potential litigation has been a hallmark of
Chicago's program for years -- we have been given the clear
impression by others that this is widely recognized and
appreciated -- we implemented in early FY 85 litigation
development strategies calling for even greater measures of
attorney/investigator teamwork. Our SWAT and BLITZ
programs, created to supplement an already successful ELI
program, provided such a high degree of effectiveness that
-- to the best our our information -- we were unsurpassed in
Region II in the number, balance and quality of our FY 85
litigation recommendations to the Commission. We believe
that had the audit team asked any investigator or supervisor
of any potential litigation case, he would have learned that
there is an extraordinary degree of interaction and
cooperation with legal here, that is highly effective and
that changed procedures are unwarranted. We hope that you
will, therefore, reconsider your recommendation that we
implement different procedures.

We particularly ask that we not be required to imple-
ment the sort of overformalized and clearly counterpro-
ductive traffic in memoranda that is suggested by the second
sentence of the recommendation. It has been our observation
that few of the offices with highly effective litigation
development programs use this cumbersome device for
conveying legal advice, while offices wedded to such
practices have rarely managed to be very productive in this
respect. We particularly applaud the fact that, in the
district office from which one your reviewers came, this
cover-your-behind memo traffic was recently replaced by a
system like ours. At the Directors' meeting in Baltimore,
we heard the results of that change: seven litigation cases
in nine months under the old system, seventeen in less than
three months under the new. We, too, have succeeded in
developing litigation precisely because communication
between attorney and compliance personnel is constant,
direct, face-to-face, providing for instantaneous feedback,
elimination of misunderstanding and minimizing of
unnecessary clerical work. We understand that there is in
this system a lack of a neat paper trail regarding the
content of advice given, roles played, etc., and that,
therefore, outside auditors are left with the need to take
our word for the fact that these contacts go on. But the
gains in pursuing the Commission's litigation objectives
seem to us to be a small price to pay. In sum, like most
Directors in litigation-active offices, I want the lawyers
here to be -- as they are -- going with investigators on
on-sites, refining RFI's, jointly analyzing evidence, seeing
a case many times through its development. I do not want
them waiting until too late in the investigation and then
writing an elaborate opinion-memo, complete with case
citations, showing why the case has M" been adequately
developed. Bence, I request that the requirement for such
memoranda be deleted.
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Co b lsi.

Chicago District Office's review of the findings of
Region II's audit report indicates:

1) the need for Chicago District Office staff to more
closely adhere to procedures regarding Investiga-
tive Plans, Logs and Tabbing;

2) that top management here had already identified
the problems raised regarding IPs, Logs and Tab-
bing, had analyzed the causes for the problems,
and had taken corrective action prior to the
Audit Team's visit;

3) that many of the conclusions made by the Audit
Team regarding the quality of the actual
investigations and cause closures were faulty
at best, grossly distorted at worst; few cases
in fact were improperly handled;

4) that the Audit Team's conclusion that this
office should be viewed as having failed the
quality standard is not substantiated by the
facts; and is unfair to staff here who are
concerned with quality as evidenced by the kind
of cases we are presenting to the Commission and
which are consistently praised for their quality.

5) that the Chicago Office met the quality standard
in FY 85 and in order to exceed the standard in FY
1986 Chicago District Office will need to improve
its use of IPs, Logs, and Tabs.

6) that many of the suggestions made by the Audit
Team to improve our operations were useful and
have been adopted; that others are not workable
and were made based on erroneous assumptions
about the office. -

There are several other issues of concern to us. One
is that we regret that the Audit Report was not forwarded to
us until the fiscal year had ended, and appraisals had been
completed, despite the fact that the bulk of the audit had
been completed in July. The fact that we were then given
only three weeks to respond was a bit exasperating, to say
the le.ast; Obviously, it has taken us longer to respond
since our review required reviewing every case the auditors
had commented on. But, in any case, it would appear that
our response will not have an impact on how this office is
rated or how awards are handled. This is unfortunate as we
would have hoped that the system worked in such a way that
our response would have been the basis for a reconsidera-
tion.

We are also concerned that this Audit Report took us by
such surprise. At the close out meeting in July we were
under the distinct impression that while Headquarters had
some concerns about IPs, tabs, etc (the neatness and audit
trail issues) , that there was never a question about the
quality of our final work product.

Finally, we wish to raise the defensiveness issue
addressed in the Audit Report. We regret that the
Director's and Deputy Director's reaction to the audit
team's close-out presentation appeared defensive'. We did
not feel defensive. Rather we were deeply insulted not only
by much of the content of the presentation but more by the
approach the team members used to convey their findings.
We felt treated as if we were incompetent, non-committed
staffers who because we did not agree with each of the
auditor's findings and recommendations were considered non
team-members. At no time during the close-out meeting did
we feel that any one on the audit team was trying to be
really helpful, or that we were all on the same team. But
that is water over the dam. We regret any contribution we
may have made to making that meeting so unpleasant. In the
future, we will change our behavior.
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TO : JA8:!S PACWiOOD

FRO:;: RALPH SOTO

SUB : K. BLUNT'S RESPONSE TO FY-85 FIELD TRIP REPORT

1. Investigation Plans:

The field trip report reflects that:

a. investigation plans were not being prepared in accordance
with the guidance found in section 22 of EEOC Order 915;

b. often, the documents examined did not focus on witness
testimony and contained no evidence of supervisory
review; and

c. no investigation plans were found in 21 charge files.

The response to the field trip report does not contest these
findings.

2. Requests For Information:

The field trip report reflects that:

a. we noted several RFIs containing numerous duplicative
requests for information;

b. in two cases the RFIs either failed to or did not
adequately address the issues under investigation;

c. in three cases the RFIs were missing from the files;

and

d. there was a significant reliance on the use of liat
generating clauses, instead of requesting copies of the
documents containing the needed information.

The response to the field trip report does not contest these
findings.

3. Log Of Investigative Activities (i.e. EEOC Form 159):

The field trip report reflects that in most case files, the
log was virtually useless as a tool for tracking the
processing or General identification of cases as
prescribed in section 67.1 and 67.2 of EEOC Order 915.
Specifically, we found that the logs:

a. railed to identify the processing unit, the charge name
and number, the date(s) on which the IP and RFI were
prepared, the date(s) on which the RFI was mailed, the
date(s) on which respondent's data was received, and/or
the date(s) on which the recommended finding was submit
ted for supervisory review;

b. in many instances, contained erroneous dates when
reconciled against the documents in the file;

c. did not identify supervisory and managerial review and
approval at appropriate stages of the investigation
process; and

d. were frequently illegible.

The response to the field trip report does not contest these
findings.

4. Tab Analysis:

i
L
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The field trip report reflects that in most of the charge
riles reviewed, there was no evidence of tab analysis. The
analysis that was present in select files was of poor
quality and did not appear to be used effectively to support
the investigation.

The response to the field trip report does not contest these
rindings .

5. Ho Cause Cases:

a. In Ueeks vs. Illinois Institute of Technology ( No. 051-
85-2058), the field trip report indicates that the
comparative data needed to resolve the dispute was not
obtained. An extensive RFI requesting the needed
information was submitted to respondent, however, in
almost every instance that comparative documents were
requested, respondent failed to submit'them alleging
that the request was too burdensome. Additionally, there
was no evidence in the file that subsequent action to
obtain the needed data was ever taken.

The response to the f.eld trip report does not conaeit
these findin;gs.

b. In Gutieirez vs. U.S. Gypsuu (110. 051-85-3853), the
charaing Party alleged that respondent discriminated
against hin and Hispanics as a class, with respect to
hiring. The field trip report indicates that:

1. the data needed to resolve the class issue,
although requested, was never obtained;

2. the file evidences no conscious intention or
substantive justification for narrowing the scope
of the investigation, which is particularly
disturbing in light of the fact that 77% of
respondent's janitorial staff is white and
predominantly Polish; and

3. although, the charging party provided the names of
4 other Hispanics, who unsuccessfully sought
employment with respondent, there was no evidence in
the file that an effort was made to contact these
persons.

In the response to the field trip report it is argued
that:

1. when the Hispanic utilization rate at each of
respondent's 3 facilities was obtained, the
supervisor directed that the scope of the charge be
narrowed and this was noted in an 8/2/85 log
entry;

2. the information on the makeup of janitorial staff
showed that it was 13% Hispanic, a proportion in
excess of the relevant Hispanic availability;

3. of 6 janitorial hires in the year prior to the
charge 1 was Hispanic, 1 was Black and 4 were White;
and

4. given the above it was unnecessary to contact the
4 witnesses named by the charging party.

The log note referred to in item 1 above, which
incidentally is almost illegible, directs that the scope
or the investigation be narrowed with respect to the
facilities to be investigated, it does not narrow the
scope of the investigation by limiting it to only the
individual harw alleged. The relevant section reads,
I.. do not investigate U.S. Gypsum, ju3t investigate 101
S. Hacker Co. Division of U.S. Gypsum. (See attachment
-, EEOC Form 159 and the RFI issued).
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With respect to the assertion that the makeup of
janitorial start (13' Hispanic) was in excess of the
relevant Hispanic availability (i.e. in item 2 above),
we note that there is no indication or discussion
of what constitutes the 'relevant Hispanic availability'
either in the response to the field trip report or
the investigation meumrandum. (See attachment-
Investigation hlenorandum).

With respect to the 6 janitorial positions filled in
the year prior to the charge (i.e. item 3 above),
this inforuation may be correct. However, since no
comparative information was obtained regarding the
number, national origin, and race of the applicants for
these positions, its probative value is severely
limited, if not highly questionable. Additionally, w
note that the source of this information was respond-
ent's position statement, since respondent consistently
failed to submit copies of requested documents.

The final assertion (i.e. that given the data, it was
unnecessary to contact the 4 witnesses named by the
charging party) does not withstand close scrutiny,
since the data that was obtained is at best incomplete
and of questionable validity.

6. Cause Cases:

a. In Mitchell vs. Tesko (no. 051-85-0016), the charging
party alleged that respondent discriminated against
him by hiring him as a part-time temporary employee
instead of a full-time employee, by denying him insur-
ance benefits, and discharging him due to his race,
black. The charge also alleged that respondent discrim-
inated against blacks with respect to hiring. In
addition to addressing other related matters, the field
trip report indicates that the evidence does not support
the cause finding on the individual issues. Specific-
ally:

1. the evidence does not resolve the dispute regarding
why the Charging Party was not enrolled for insur
ance coverage;

2. no evidence was obtained which supports the cause
finding on the discharge issue;

3. althouth the evidence indicates that Respondent
dostroyed application data after it was notified of
the existence of the charge, the finding did not
address this technical violation;

4. necessary information, although requested, was never
obtained by the Office and there was no documented
attempt to subpoena the data; and

5. there was no record in the file documenting' the
substance of the litigation worthy review.

Regarding the dispute concerning why the Charging Party
was not enrolled in Respondent's insurance program, the
response to the field trip report argues that the
individual harm determination was a 'credibility
determinatione between the Charging Party and his
brother, a Respondent supervisor, which was decided in
favor of the Charging Party. Specifically, the following
arguments are made:

1. the Charging Party's brother is a management
employee who has worked for Respondent more than
20 years and has a motive to favor Respondent;

2. the first statement submitted by his brother merel;
confirus the Charging Party's alleZatlonz -.. e.
LeRoy Mitchell say that my brother Eugene hhitchell
was hired as a temporary employee without insurance
coverage");

3. the second statement submitted by Charging Party's
brother was typewritten on Respondent's letterhead;
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4. his brother stated that he had thirty eight Blacks
working there about eight years ago and he had to
tire them because they wouldn't come to work (i.e.
this is an admission of racial bias); and

5. his brother's assertion that he hired the Charging
Party on a temporary basis because there were six or
seven employees on layoff, was not borne out by the
evidence.

The conclusion drawn from the fact that Charging Party's
brother was a management employee is pure conjecture.
By employing this type of reasoning, any and all testi
mony provided by respondent witnesses is to be summarily
dismissed. There is no inconsistency in the brother's
two written statements and neither of theo confirms the
Charging Party's allegations. The first statement merely
indicates that the Charging Party was hired as a tempor-
ary employee without insurance coverage. It does not
address the issue of whether he was denied coverage by
the Respondent. The second statement expands on the
first by indicating that both the Charging Party and
his brother requested that Respondent not enroll the
Cnoat,.- . Marty in the insurance program because he was
not going to be there long enough. (See attachment _
October 16, 1984, statement form LeRoy Mitchell).
With respect to the brother's alleged admission of racial
bias, the obvious facts (i.e. that the Charging Party was
hired by his brother, who needless to say is also Black)
indicate that the alleged racial bias was not in opera
tion were the Charging Party was concerned. Finally
the assertion that the brother's statement (i.e. regard-
ing employees on layotf) was not borne out by the
evidence is interesting and deserves some attention,
because it demonstrates what appears to be a conscious
attempt to present information in such a fashion as to be
misleading. On its face, the statement is true.
However, the reason that the brother's statement was -not
borne out by the documents submitted by the Respondent"
is that although the Office requested information from
Respondent relating to these employees, it was never

obtained by the Office. Therefore, the inference that
the reader is supposed to draw from reading the
response (i.e. that

evidence relating to these employees was actually
examined) is clearly misleading. (See the second item #1
on Page 8 of the Field Trip Report).

The response also argues that ".. .the circumstances of
Charging Mlitchell's discharge are a credibility contest
between LeRoy Mitchell, who indicates that the Charging

Party did not wish to return to return to work, and in
fact left Chicago for Memphis; and Charging Party, who

indicates he did wish to return to work.-. Credibility
was decided in favor of the Charging Party because:

1. a January 1985, letter from Charging Party's
physician corroborates Charging Party's version;
(note: a copy of this letter was not submitted)

2. Charging Party's unemployment insurance documents
indicate a sustained job search in Chicago through
the summer of 1985, "long after LeRoy Mitchell
stated he (Charging Party) returned to Memphis.-;

3. Charging Party appeared in the Chicago District
Office several times after his asserted return to
fleuphis, "....including an interview with the Trial

attorney in Harch. 1985.".

These "credibility arguments" reflect a skewing of
information which s evident throughout the Chicago
response. The first thing to note about the above
arguments is that they relate to events which presumably

reflect the Charging Party's wishes in 1985, not in
August of 1983, when the Charging Party was

hired; not in January ot 1984, when the Charging Party was
injured in a car accident; and not in Hay of 1984, when
Respondent
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alleges he was taken off of the payroll. In item #2
above, the attempt to discredit the brothers statement

by referring to events occurring in 1985, at beat,
reflects a loose grasp of the facts. If you refer to

the brothers October 16, 1984, statement you will note that
it indicates that the Charging Party returned to Menphis
in August (presumably 1984) and cane back to Chicago in
early October (presumably 1984). There is no contradic
tion. Chicago's management, nevertheless, demands that

we take its reasoning seriously when it is asserted
that Charging Party's job search in the summer of 1985

was'...long after LeRoy Mitchell stated he
(Charging Party) returned to Memphis.". Yes, it was
-long after

LeRoy Mitchell stated he returned to Hemphis", however,
management neglects to mention that he also stated that
the Charging Party returned to Chicago.

The Chicago response does not contest the finding that
it neglected to address the technical violation (i.e.
Respondent's destruction of records) in its determina
tion.

With respect to our finding that there was no record in
the file documenting the substance of the litigation
worthy review (i.e. which identifies the evidence
needed for a prima facia case, identifies the evidence
obtained, identifies any additional evidence needed
to support a cause finding, contains a discussion of the
reasons and case precedents supporting the legal

opinion,
and contains a final summation in which concurrence or
nonconcurrence U i.sid'catcd), at _. admitted i the
Chicauo rezponse that the ieial unit does not docuient
their litigation reviews with a memoranda 'o the file3.
However, the Office uana.;ement arLues that this is a
'cover-your-behind meuon, designed to "prove" that there

has been interaction in appropriate case&;"..that

instead face to face discussions between attorneys an
management occur on each cause case at frequent inter
vals.

The documenting of the litigation worthy review is not
intended to be a substitute for face to face discussions

between the legal and compliance functions. It is an
evidentiary review which:

1. provides the Office Director with a written analysis
of the file and a recommendation;

2. provides a useful source of feed-back information
for the compliance function; and

3. is the first step in the preparation of a presenta
tion memorandum, should a conciliation efforts

fail .

It should also be noted that the office's current
practice is contrary to the requirements or section

40.3 (b) or EEOC Order 915, which specifies:

"The RA will provide the office Director with a
written analysis of the rile and recommendation.-.

Finally, judging from the evidentiary problems note in
this case and the Wholesale Electric Case (which is

discussed below), there is a demonstrable need for such
a procedure in the Chicago Office.

b. In Collins vs. Wholesale Electric (No. 051-85-2839), the
Charging Party alleged that Respondent discharged her
because she was pregnant. In addition to addressing
other related matters, the field trip report reflects
that the evidence of record does not support the cause
finding. Specifically, the report indicates that:
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1. the evidence of record does not overcome the undis
puted evidence that there was not enough work to

keep three clericals busy; that the Charging Party

was tic Lest sdealor Of the taos cc.zcals; tilat
the Clae. ji Party waa not repiacad after her
layoff; and that Respondent knew of Charlin,; Party

pregnancy approximately five montha
before she was

laid off;

2. the entire body of substantive evidence in this case
is testimonial, none of which has been preserved
(i.e. the file is devoid of notarized, signed, other

credible forms of witness statements and there was

no evidence in the file that an attempt was made to
preserved the evidence); and

3. as in the Tesko case, there was no record in the
file documenting the substance of the litigation

worthy review.

In the response to the field trip report, another
"credibility" argument is presented in defense of the
cause determination. Specifically, it is argued that:

1. Respondent branch manager admitted he told Charging
Party that she "had only four months left in her
pregnancy" and "by leaving now you would be giving

me the time-I need to hire and train someone else.";

2. the branch manager never denied this statement, nor
did he replace the Charging Party;

3. the branch manager justified his statement as an
attempt to assuage the Charging Party because she
was emotionally upset; if business was slow, he
should have consoled her with the truth rather
than with a lie; and

4. that Respondent's credibility is undercut because he
stated that prior to his 1/18/85 meeting with the
Charging Party, he did not discuss Charging Party's

pregnancy with anyone, however, Charging
Party's

sister-in-law states that she was questioned about
Charging Party's pregnancy by the branch manager two
weeks prior to her termination.

The branch manager's statement referred to in item #1
above reads as follows (as recorded in the investiga-

tor's haaod-wrstten notes):

"On or about January 17, 1985, because of lack of
work he told CP he had a business decision to lay
her off. CP broke down and started to cry. In

sense of counseling Reezek told CP that she had
only 4 ots. left in her pregnancy. Ile used the
statement of hiring and training another secret-

ary as an empathy statement to stop her

crying. It was
never intended to hire someone else and no one has
been hired . ........ ile did tell CP she was being
laid off because business was slow due to lack of
work.-

In order to accept the Office's credibility argument, we
must ignore a series of inconsistencies in the position
the Office has taken, the contradictions in the evidence,
and the fact that none of the testimonial evidence is
admissible in court. Specifically, the argument:
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1. requires that we accept that part of the branch
manager's statement which arguably may be
construed as evidencing a discriminatory motive,
but requires that we ignore that part of his
statement which attempts to explain his statement
(i.e. he was trying to stop her from crying....
he never intended to hire someone else) when the
undisputed evidence is that the Charging Party was
not replaced and, therefore, in part, verifies his
explanation;

2. requires that undisputed evidence be disputed; on at
least three occasions, the Charging Party indicated
that business was in fact slow; in a 5/7/85
interview, the Charging Party stated, -There was

not
enough work for 3 girls. Enough work when she
started but not enough when she was tired.-;

this is consistent with her sister-in-law's testi
mony that "In the beginning there was enough work
because of Fenshe (the sister-in-law) training CP
and because computer was being installed. In
beginning Oa November things really slowed down and

stayed that way until CP's termination. There was
no work to do in the afternoons for (illegible)
of the 3 secretaries.-; and

3. ,equires that we inore the fact that Rezpondent
knew of Chaviing Party 3 pregnancy shortly after
she was hired, but did not lay her off until
approximately five months after sne was hired.

Vith respect to the preservation of evidence issue, the
response to the field trip report narrows the issue to
affidavits and summarily dismisses our findings by

indicating that affidavits are not always obtainable.

Our review Oa this case indicates that there was no
evidence of an effective attempt to preserve any of

the testimonial evidence. In the one instance where a
witness's testimony was taken under oath in response to a
subpoena, the only document evidencing this testimony is
the investigator's notes which are of questionable

reliability. To illustrate. one paragraph of the
"recorded" testimony of this witness, CharginZ Party's
sister-in-law, reads in part:

"Fenshe told him (ir. Reezek) that she did not think
that CP was coming back after the baby. Fenshe told
Reezek that CP was coming back after the baby.
Fenshe told Reezek that CP had told her that she

was not coming back after having the baby. She told
him that he better check it out with CP herself.".

7. State and Local Deferral Cases:

a. FEPA Additional Credit Reviews:

With respect to the awarding of FEPA contract payments
for other than completed charge resolutions, the field

trip report reflects that the Office was not in compli
ance with the requirements of section 4 of EEOC Order

916, Appendix A. Specifically, Appendix A authorizes
the payment of contract credit under specified
circumstances (e.g. such as when a charging party
requests that EEOC issue a Right to Sue Notice on a

deferral case) if the FEPA has conducted a substantial
investigation or completed its investigation, depending

upon the section authorizing payment, by a specified tine
(e.g. at the time EEOC issues the Right to Sue Notice).
The field trip report reflects that:

1. On six fie. hthee paymenc was authoriaad, there
was no documented ev.dence that the FEPA had

conducted a substantial investigation;
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2. in a seventh file, the FEPA had submitted documenta-
tion, however, there was no evidence in the file it
was ever review before payment was authorized;

3. the long standing practice in the Office has been to
call the FEPA and inquire whether a substantial
investigation had been conducted and if the response
was in the affirmative, credit was awarded without a
review or submission of the FEPA documentation;
and

4. the Office has awarded contract credit under other
circumstances not authorized by EEOC Order 916.

The response to the field trip report does not contest
these findings. Furthermore as a result of our findings

the Chicago District Office was required to audit all
FY-8S additional credit actions and rescind all improper-
ly authorized contract credits. In the Office's November
26, 1985, response 36 improperly authorized credit
actions were identified and rescinded. This represents

a recovery of $14,400 in federal funds. Forty other
files have been identified which potentially fall in the
same category as the cases where contract credit was
rescinded. A sample of these cases will be reviewed on

our next field trip to the Chicago Office. (See the
attached November 26, 1985 memorandum frsm K. Blunt and

my memorandum to Joseph Bennett for details).

b. In examining the above cited State and Local files, it
was also noted that rather than issuing the requested

Right to Sue Notes in the State and Local function,
the Chicago Office routinely transfers these cases
to the Rapid function for closure. The subsequent
closure actions are, therefore, reported as Rapid

closures. Since there is no programatic justification
for this type of procedure, it appears that the intent
may be to inflate RCP productivity figures.

In the Chicago November 25, 1985, response to this
finding, the management of the Office expresses moral

indignation with respect to this finding and indicates
that the transferring of these cases to the Rapid

functon waas done Lo e::pedatc procei_:nl:, zaid settee
me:-va whe charaiag pisale3.

However, this explanation does not withstand close
scrutiny. Instead of using clerical help from other

units to prepare the necessary paperwork and returning
the files to the State and Local function for coding,

management chose to transfer the charges which results in
the creation of additional work (i.e. coding actions
sending the files to RCP and corresponding receipt codes,
manual reporting actions on case tracking forms, unit
inventory forus and EOS assignment forms, etc.) and
higher production for the Rapid function. Furthermore,
from the date of transfer to the Rapid function to the

date of closure, it took a total of 278 days to close
the 19 cases which the Chicago response identIfies
as being improperly transferred or an average of 14.64
days per charge. This does not sound like it was done

to
expedite process r-a.a setter serve the charging
parties.

Although the Chicago response identifies 19 cases
transferred to the Rapid function foz the issuance
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of Right to Sue Notices, a saupling of closure actions
coded 2250 and 2350 (i.e. Right to Sue issued at charging
party's request) on the CSRS terminal revealed 17 closure
actions not identified in the Chicago response, which are
likely to fall into the sane category as the 19 cases.
The the coding sequences in these other 17 cases reveals
a pattern in which an additional contract credit is
awarded in the State and Local function, the charge is

then transferred to the Rapid function and within
a

relatively short period of time (i.e. one month or less)
the cases is closed with the issuance of a Right to Sue
Notice at charging party's request. A sample of these 17
files and another 6, containing a the same coding pattern
but a longer tine lapse from the date of transfer to the
date of closure, will be reviewed during the next filed
trip to the Chicago Office. (See the Chicago November
25, 1985 response and oy memorandum to Joseph Bennett

for
details).

c. State and Local No Jurisdiction Review3:

The field trip repoit also note< that in ta1o cases in
which the FiPA no jurisdiction findinjz were accepteQ,

the files and toe correapondin-' ledner cards indicate
that at the tiue contract credit was awarded for the

closure actions, the District Office ha, ,
,eccivju the documents necessary to make a determination
that the cloaure actions were in accordance with EEOC's
requirements. In charge number 051-84-3604, credit was
awarded on 1/31/85, however, an EEOC For, 214 in the file
dated 3/29/85, indicates that the required documents had
not yet been received.

The ChicaGo response to the field trip report does not
address these findings.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DUAL Da"T OFRWu com"s,

Memorandum SAh DISTOFFCZ
Jims Toy, Dirfctor

,11o Office of rogran ti p 7 > NoD 14 1985
John SealN-b 4.28

rmegint Dirctor "I ID:
FROM I

DOUBTd W se
Seattle Distric Office

SU5JcrI Charge Data System (aCS)

There have been drastic changes made in almost every concept
of the C.D.S. system. Almost every principle has been changed
unilateraly, so that the system being furnished is of little more
value than the CSRS system now in place. There has been no
effort by I.8.S. to keep O.P.O. or the CSRS Redesign Group
informed of these major changes, as outlined in this report.
Since I left Headquarters in March of 1985, 8 months ago, I have
not received and contact from anyone verbally or in writing
regarding the C.D.S. system, even though the CSRS Redesign Group
was designated by John Seal to 'provide advise and consultation,
as well as testing support and assistance to the system imple-
mented during the period 3-15-1985 to 10-01-1985. Assistance in
post implementation audit and evaluation during the period
10-01-1985 to 4-01-1986. Attachment *1

DSTRRICT OPPTCR CONTROL OF DATA

The primary requirement of the new Charge Data System is to
provide local district office control of its own data. This
absolute requirement would provide local district office control
to store and manipulate its entire district office's data as
the primary user. The CSRS Redesign work Group, mandated to
determine the users interests, compiled the functional require-
ment document (users manuals) in furtherance of this local -
district office control concept. It is the major requirement of
the voluminous CSRS Redesign study. At this time the present or
future implementation of the C.D.S system does not provide local
.district office control as outlined in the functional requirement
document, in that Data imputed by the EEOC Local and area offices
and the 706 deferral agencies will be stored on the mainframe in
headquarters and not in the field offices. The data will not be
stored or available for use locally as planned even though the
data is of primary interest and use only to the district office.

SYSTEM SPEED

The first version of the CDS system that we were furnished
for testing was extremely slow. We were told that the updated
version that we are currently testing Is utilizing a faster
version of PILEPRO 16 PLUS. We have also been provided an
additional 512k of memory, boosting the size of memory on our
mini-tower to 1MB. Our expectation had been that these
improvements would noticeably increase the processing speed of
the system.

While we have noticed acme improvement, the system is still
too slow--especially when two operators are using the system at
the same time. Inquiries of Charge data are actually faster on
CSRS than on the present CDSI Evidently the earlier opinion
expressed by the Federal NCR representative that we would need at
least 1.5 to 2.0MR of memory and a high performance I/O board to
make it feasible to operate the system in a multi-processing
environment was accurate. The system improvements furnished to
date are therefore inadequate.

DATA TRANSFER PROBLEM
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The case transfer system via a Headquarters based Collection
Manager appears to be seriously in jeopardy. The Collection
Manager program is still not in place--although the field testing
of this program was to have been completed by March 31. Now
budget constraints are raising the liklihood that hardware
necessary to the transmission of data will not be able to be
furnished to field offices and related FEPAs. Obviously, if this
happens, each District Office will be left to its own devices as
to how to prepare and forward needed statistical data to
Headquarters.

This is essentially one of the major drawbacks of CSRS which
this system was supposed to eliminate and which has resulted in
many District Offices going their own way to develop systems
which will provide needed statistical and management data.
Examples of this are San Francisco with their DBase system,
Phoenix with PXCIMS on RBase, and Seattle with its SMART based
CBase system. -

In view of this one would have to question the logic and
propriety of the massive expenditures of money in the development
of CDS not only for contractor time but also that hidden and
often overlooked cost, the salaries of the many EEOC management
and staff personnel involved in designing and testing CDS to
date.

UNPREDICTABILITY OF COSTS

Furthermore, we would question the wisdom--even the need--of
the establishment of a National Data Base with all case
information which requires the utilization of a large, privately
maintained mainframe system at Martin Marietta. For one thing,
most of the data which will be on this National file is of no
practical use to Headquarters. The statistical data needed by
Headquarters, could just as well be queried off a local data file
by Headquarters at any time it was needed in whatever form it was
desired. And at what cost will this National file be maintained?
Considering the recent RAMCUFFS disaster which was likewise based
on the Martin Marietta mainframe and which came tumbling down
under the weight of its costly operation, aren't we likely to
suffer the same result with CDS?

The expense of having the 706 agencies, area and local
offices input and retrieve information directly to and from the
National Data base and not from a data bank maintained at the
local district office level is not only unpredictable but in our
estimation would be so costly that both District Offices and 706
Agencies would vigorously avoid accessing the file. This point
was admitted during CDS training by both our own ISS staff and
CACI as being something that field offices and 706 Agencies might
want to do very infrequently.

Further, if the cost of the volume of transactions at the
mainframe were to exceed the funds budgeted, access to the data
base could be expected to be terminated.

SHUT DOWN CSRS AND CDS

CSRS has never provided useful information to the field and
the way development is proceeding on CDS it appears that system
won't either. Report generation with the pilot test model of CDS
is far from complete. Not only are some of the currently
developed reports non-functional but also 396 data is completely
lacking.

On December 10, 1984 the Chairman issued a mandate that CSRS
-be scrapped and replaced with a system that would work to save
time and cost and provide timely and accurate information.

Considering current (and probable future) budget constraints
in the light of Graham-Rudman and funds that have been wasted to
date on CDS and that are likely to be wasted if development
continues, it is our position that the CDS project should be
scrapped immediately. So should CSRS because continuing to spend
time and money to input information and maintain the database is
tantamount to throwing dollars into a black hole.
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Local offices together with their 706 agencies would then
continue to develop their own systems of case tracking and
statistical and management reporting. Manually prepared reports
would continue to be sent to Headquarters and other needed data
could be furnished on request.

This would appear to be a much more cost-effective approach,
spare us the specter of a budget gobbling monster and at the same
time establish and reinforce local accountability and control
along already established functional lines.

It's time to take a bold step backwards in the interest of
conserving precious funds. Several offices have already proved
their ability to develop effective local data systems providing
accurate and timely tracking and management information. This
could be expanded on nation-wide at great cost saving to the
Commission.
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November 14, 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO Francisco J. Flores Jr. Director
Region III Programs, OPO

FROM Hermilo R. Gloria, Director
Phoenix District Office

SUBJECT: Summary of Discussion on CDS/FilePRO with Information
Systems Services Staff

I met with Rick Kushurba, Leo Sanchez, and Steve Posniak to
discuss CDS and FilePRO with a representative from Small Computer
Company, John Esak. The meetings were held on Monday September
23 with Rick Kushurba, and on Tuesday with Kushurba, Leo Sanchez,

_Steve Posniak and Esak. The representative from the soft-
ware company discussed FilePRO with us as it relates to the
version to be provided with CDS. The following is a summary of
the information provided to me

1. CDS - We discussed at length HQS concern over any
tampering with the National Data Base structure (WDB).
I was also informed that there will be no further changes
in CDS design. The Intake screens have been redesigned to
clear up some of the problems that we had raised, and the
charge number will be entered in the first screen, with
only four screens being used for the Intake process. The
screen dealing with Federal referrals will remain. Tio meet
the need for numbering FEPC charges, a new svstem has been
designed that will use an allocated number to identify the
FEPC agency and the responsible EEOC office; e.g. for ACRD,
we would use 35A-86-xxxx, for UADD we would use 35E-86-xxxx,
for NMII.RC we would use 35C-66-xxxx. The Office I.D. for
Phoenix would be 350, for Albuquerque it would be 351. I
was not given any date for start up of this new numbering
system, which may be an administrative problem in FY1986.
There are no plans for data transfer and queries between
District/Area Offices and FEPC agencies. All requests for
information on 706 charges will have to go through NDD.

This system will allow for local data base manipulation, and
for local creation of additional fields, although the main
recommendation was to try the system as is, and submit any
changes or concerns to Kushurba for possible incorporation
into future versions of CDS as appropiate. The main stress
of the discussion was to make sure every time that NUB is
not affected by the proposed changes at the local level.
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Since the initial version of CDS does not include any
automatic processing of forms or Intake procedures, we
should be able to have a quick startup. However, I am
concerned over the memory requirements of CDS, and the
existing 10 mb on Albuquerque's PC/XT may not be enough.
In addition, the pilot program will demand exclusive use
ofthe XT, leaving Albuquerque without word processing
capabilities other than their old Linolex, which has some
operational problems. We may need an additional PC for
the area office. In addition, insist on running PXCIMS
as a parallel system until we work out tfle Oug-In-LDb.
This may also seriously impact the memory capacity of the
XT. I would recommend the purchase of a 20 mb hard disk
as soon as possible,both for the pilot program and for
operational use of CDS. I plan to lobby for the additional
PC during my visit.

As a result of my discussions, some of my concerns have been
answered. However, I am concerned that the first version of CDS
may be limited by some of the inherent design decisions. I am
still concerned over the proposed method for handling FEPC
charges through NDB. My overall concerns probably will not be
fully answered until we try the system. My concern over FilePRO
has been somewhat resolved also, although I need to see the final
version that will be used with CDS. I will keep you advised of
the prog-ress of the pilot program. I also hope that CSRS is
finally laid to rest on October 1, 1985. I remain a pessimist
about CDS and I expressed my doubts to Kushurba. I do not feel
that Field considerations are paramount in CDS, but that the push
is for the archival data in NDB. I am also concerned over some of
the problems that CACI has not resolved, such as efficient
memory/hard disk management and the promised LAN capability to
efficiently use our PCs as part of the entire system. I will
give you quick feedback on the progress of the pilot program, but
there is major concern over trying to train the field staff in
January on a system that is not complete and debugged. That has
already happened with CTS aid we wasted money and resources that
we could ill afford to lose. I do not intend to remain very quiet
on CDS if it does not work any better than PXCIMS. I am also very
concerned over the hardware limitations in memory and in backup
facilities. Let me know if there is any chance of convincing Seal
to review CDS decisions before we give CACI full acceptance on
their contract performance.
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MEMORANDUM November 14, 1985

TO: James Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

THROUGH: Francisco J. Flores Jr.,Director
Region IIf Programs,OPO

FROM: ,Hermilo R. Gloria,Director
Phoenix District Office

SUBJECT: Comments on Status of CDS,November 8, 1985

; had promised to provide you with comments on CDS after having
the opportunity to try out the demonstration system at our
meeting at Baltimore. This memorandum includes those comments as
well as additional observations after the installation of the CDS
package in Albuquerque. I have also attached a copy of my memo to
Paco after my visit to Headquarters at the end of September,
since some of my comments at that time are still viable.

My comments are based on my ongoing concern that CDS is being
installed in order to meet deadlines, and not on the basis of
having a system ready to pilot and demonstrate. The present CDS
is incomplete even for pilot program use. There is still no real
definition of transfer methods from the local data base to the
National Data Base. There are serious ommissions which affect thefield operations including:

1. Absence of source coding to identify FEPC charges and to
delineate EEOC TO PROCESS and FEPC TO PRCCESS workload.
This omission in the software affects our deferral and
referral processes, and may impinge on service of the
the charges taken by FEPC, as well as possibly affect
the rights of charging parties.

2. Incomplete software systems which lack any case tracking
and management provisions for the field. The only real
operational part of CDS is the Intake portion which
allows us to complete the equivalent of a Form 155. The
proposed method for data entry using help screens is
not well thougnt out, and may lead to substantial errors.

3. A software system that lacks real scan and browsing
routines that would allow the field to print ad-hoc
reports and listings in a manner analogous to RBASE.

4. A system design flaw which cuts off direct interaction
between the field offices and the FEPC agencies. All
transactions must go through the National Data Base,
which will cut off our ability to monitor charge quality
and to ensure that worksharing agreements are being
followed. Since the Charges must be entered through
the NDB, EEOC copies of FEPC charges will not be readily
available to the NDB until the data transfer system is
finalized. We cannot incorporate a manual system of FEPC
charge entry since we lack the source codes as noted
above.

5. A new charge numbering and transaction coding system
which if implemented in mid-year may cause serious
operational problems for the field, both in tracking
cases through the system as well as the absence of
a good audit trail to ensure proper case processing.
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The other major problem is with the Area Office software. Along
with the problems noted above, there may be serious memory
problems with the PC-XT equipment that has only 10 mb capacity.
Based on the experience in Jackson and Albuquerque this week, we
may have to purchase additional equipment to accomodate CDS as
presently designed. Moreover, there has been no thought given to
creating a truncated version of CDS for Area Offices and Local
Offices that do not require all the data elements and software
provisions (e.g. Hearings, Legal, FAA...).

As is clear from these comments as well as my previous comments
to Paco in the attached memo, I have serious misgivings about CDS
in its present form. Two immediate suggestions are apparent:

a. Delay the Pilot startup until we have a real operational
software package that will test data entry into both the
local and national data bases. Based on past experience
SSI could probably have the package ready by December.

b. Limit any training to the Pilot offices, and delay the
proposed nationwide training till March. This would give
the Pil t programs a chance to identify major operational
problems so we do not repeat the CTS training fiasco.

I also strongly urge that CACI and FilePRO contractors be made
aware of the obvious shortcomings of the system. We need to make
CDS a viable interactive system, or the field will assume that wie
are doing CSRS all over again. I have serious problems with the
amount of data being tracked which really belongs to the field.
If the system design repeats all the prior design errors of CDS,
particularly in trying to track and control the processing of our
charges, Directors will not buy into the system. My conversation
with other Directors at Baltimore made that point loud and
clear. I also do not want to buy into a system that has less
capacity for management than my current system.

One final point regards the conversion of CSRS data into CDS
format. I strongly urge that we do reconciliation of data in the
following steps:

1. Define a cutoff date for CSRS and require all data entry
to be completed by a rigid deadline.

2. Produce for all field office the detailed listings
reports for Active and Closed charges since October 1,
1985. These listing are to be reviewed and annotated for
errors and ommissions by the field offices.

3. Download each office data base from CSRS to CDS and
provide diskettes to each office for transfer into the
local data base.

4. Require each office to conciliate the CDShocal data base
against the annotated detailed CSRS listings. Once the
reconciliation is completed and verified, each Office is
responsible for entering all transactions into CDS that
occurred after CSRS cutoff.

5. Set specific deadline for the entry of field data into
national data base, including verification of input. The
completion of loading the national data base should also
be a rigid deadline for the field.

I should emphasize that we are committed to making CDS work. If
we are given the opportunity to do the pilot study properly, we
can rapidly go to the next level of development of CDS that would
give us the multi-user, efficient system that was intended. I am
strongly opposed to any attempt to go with an incomplete system,
or with a system that does not provide the field with the tools
to manage our caseloads more efficiently. I plan to continue
using PXCIMS until CDS can match our system, even if we have to
double enter our data. I also need your support in making sure
that our concerns are heeded by ISS. The problems that I have
articulated are real, and they are based on hands-on experience
with the current version of CDS being installed. I plan to call
Don Muse and see whether the same problems are occurring with the
larger minitower.He and I plan to work closely together to make
sure CDS is fully operational by the end of FY 1986., even if we
have to do some of the work ourselves. Please call me if you have
any questions regarding these memos.
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 25, 1985

TO: Jim Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

THRU: Franciso J. Flores, Director
Region III Programs //

FROM: Donald W. Muse, Director
Seattle District Officeto

SUBJ: ADEA/EPA Charge Processing Procedures

From recent conversations with you it is obvious that you
are considering restricting the number of Age and Equal Pay
Complaints and Directed investigations that a District Office may

- initiate and/or investigate.

In our conversation it vas obvious that your rationale for takingsuch an action was based, in large part, on your definitions of
Age and Equal Pay complaints and directed investigations and ageneral belief that complaints and/or directed investigations aregenerated by some field offices in order to increase their
workload and thus increase their employee ceiling and theirproductivity. As a result of being in the forefront in aggres-
sively pursuing the enforcement of the Age and the Equal PayAct the SEDO has had to generate memorandums that addressed
the concerns you have expressed.

As you can see from these memorandums (Attachment 1), the defini-tions and processing procedures for complaints and directed
investigations have historically been esoteric for many EEOCemployees.. These memorandums also point out the difficulities
the SEDO has encountered in pursuing the enforcement of these twoActs. The main areas of difficulties have all been centered
a.round the following:

1.) That Equal Pay and Age Complaints and/or Directed
Investigations processing procedures and defini-
tions are the least understood of all of EEOC's
procedures and definitions. This is not only true
for EEOC's employees but is equally as true for
private employers as well.

2.)- The persistent and erroneous belief that Age and Equal
Pay Directed Investigations and/or complaints are
initiated to inflate an office's Intake and its
workload figures which are reported to Headquarters and
which are also used to determine an office's employee
ceiling.

3.) The persistent refusal by Headquarters to acknowledge
that directed investigations and complaints are not
only legitimate investigative procedures, but often
require as much or more of an office's investigative
and legal resources as a Title VII investigation.

The real difficulty with all of the above is that they almost
always are caused as a result of individuals, who question orcriticize the definitions or procedures, not reading the EEOC
Compliance Manual, Volume I.

This memorandum is being written to you for the following
reasons:

1.) for input into your decisions as they relate to
restricting or changing the present ADEA/EPA proces-
sing procedures or definitions and,



2.) to give you my perspective, as a District Director, on
.the difficulties that have arisen from implementing an
aggressive, efficient and effective Age and Equal Pay
enforcement program and,

3.) to set forth ADEA and EPA processing procedures and
definitions of complaints and directed investigations
as contained in existing statues and the Commission's
Procedures, Regulations, Guidelines and Compliance
Manual Volume I.

In 1982 this office embarked upon a litigation strategy of
targeting through a Directed Investigations Program, specific
industries and occupational groups which historically had not
been in compliance with the ADEA, and which would more than
likely involve litigable issues.

The initially targeted groups were state criminal investigators,
state troopers, county-and local fire fighters and police
officers. It. should be noted that not only were we aware of
discriminatory hiring and retirement practices in these occupa-
tions but Chairman Thomas was as well. i.e. In speeches cited in
media articles, the Chairman was quoted as saying that fire and
law enforcement occupations were in noncompliance with the ADEA
and needed targeting by the Commission. (See Attachment 2)
As a result of the Chairman's position as well as historical
knowledge the SEDO undertook an Age Directed Program against fire
and law enforcement occupations through out its geographical area
of coverage. The results of this Directed Investigations
Program was dramatic. Out of 391 directed investigations 140 or
36% violations were found. we also identified 51 aggrieved
persons in the State of Oregon alone. The Idaho and Oregon
legislators passed laws that eliminated the discriminatory

maximum hiring age and involuntary retirement age for law
enforcement and fire fighter personnel. Additionally, the
Washington State Patrol and many other law enforcement and fire
fighting agencies in Washington entered into consent decrees with
the EEOC in order to come into compliance with the Act.

The results of the directed program was even more dramatic when
compared to FY 81 and 82, in which we found 6 ADEA violations
totally for both years and which produced no litigation.

During FY 83 restaurants were also targeted under the Age
Directed Investigations Program. Of 90 restaurants targeted 72
or 80% were found to be violation of the Age Act. Of those
determined to be in violation all entered into a conciliation
agreement which set forth goals and timetables for the inclusion
of protected age group members into their workforce in all job
classifications over a 2 year period.

Overall the directed program generated a minuscule number of
complaints and/or inquires to headquarters, not about our staff,
but about-the process itself. As a result of these inquirers
and/or complaints Odessa Shannon sent Ray Terry, Acting Director,
Region III out to Seattle, during the period June 6-8, 1983 to
identify problems relative to the directed investigation program
and to determine if the process was being used to increase
workload numbers. On June 10, 1983, Ray Terry in a memorandum to
Odessa Shannon not only exonerated the SEDO's Age Directed
Investigations Program but he also issued a commendation letter
on the program. (See Attachment 1 Exhibit 4). Even though,
the issue of increasing the office's workload through the
directed investigations process, was proven to be untrue, it
still remains an issue that needs to be addressed and resolved.
This office has been criticized, albeit erroneously, and reviewed
so often about its directed and complaint investigations program
that I considered taking the position of ceasing the program all
together. After discussions with my staff and others I decided
that to take such a position would be tantamount to being
responsible for the demise of an effective and efficient system
of identifying and resolving Age and Equal Pay discrimina-
tion. Particularly, since the SEDO was the bell-weather in the
pursuit of aggressive and effective enforcement of these two
Acts. During this period of time Age Directed Investigations
were not being counted in an office's workload. This was
happening primarily, because the individuals who were responsible
for setting personnel ceiling lacked knowledge about the defini-
tions, procedures and resources involved in a Directed Investiga-
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tions. i.e. They did not understand ADEA/EPA definitions or
processing procedures, nor did they try to understand them.
Particularly, since it was a lot simplier to discount such
investigations and especially, since the District Offices were
themselves initiating these type investigations.

It was this type of mentality that caused me real concern. In
that it shows that Beadquarters, apparently, has never given any
real consideration as to the amount of investigative and legal
resources utilized by field offices to investigate, conciliate
and litigate these types of investigations. Nor have they ever
given any consideration as to the impact of these types of
investigations. i.e. EEOC, generally finds cause in about 5 to
10% of Title VII charges. In two directed investigation programs
1) fire fighter's/law enforcement and 2) restaurants we found
44% violations. These directed investigations required a
tremendous amount of this office's resources. Yet, for that
period of time we were not given credit toward our workload or
employee ceiling for any of the directed investigations that we
had initiated and/or resolved.

Presently this office is conducting directed investigations of
employers in its geographical jurisdiction for violations of the
Age Act in benefit plans. We started this program as a result of
Paul Brenner, General Attorney, ADEA, informing the staff during
a training session, that this is an area that litigable violation
would likely be found. Under this Directed Program the type of
investigation required are not only extremely difficult and time
consuming but they require a considerable amount of investigative
resources as well. i.e. considerable amounts of interpretation
and analyzation are involved.

It is extremely difficult to undertake these kind of directed
investigations when as a District Director you know you are not
going to be given any credit toward the office's workload or its
employee ceiling. Yet it is even more difficult to preclude your
staff from conducting these types of investigations when it is
apparent there is a high percentage of noncompliance with the
ADEA by employers within our geographical jurisdiction.

The ADEA/EPA complaint process is equally as effective as the
directed process and has just as much impact when employers who
discriminate are identified on a broad scale, E.G. The SEDO
received a complaint from an individual who stated that grocery
stores had an CBA that precluded them from hiring anyone over the
age of 19 as either a courtesy clerk or a box clerk. The
complainant further stated that not only was this happening in
the State of Washington, but also was happening nationally as
well. Based upon this information we began an investigation of
the major grocery chains and their respective unions which were
located in our geographical area of coverage.

As a result of our investigation and conciliation efforts the
union and grocery chains agreed to remove the discriminatory
clause contained in the CBA. The grocery chains also agreed to
hire people in the protected age group, in these two job classi-
fications.

The impact of this investigation was significant in that these
jobs were considered by the stores themselves as entry level
for 90% of jobs found within the stores.
We recently received a report from Safeway Stores Inc. indicating
that they bad hired as Courtesy Clerks two women, one 63, and the
other 56, and a 40 year old man. (See Attachment 3).

These hirings are indicative of the success this office has had
using the complaint and directed process as they are presently
defined.

If the complaint process had not worked as it does, we would have
never received the information nor, would we have been able to
efficiently and adequately address this type of discrimination
among such a large number of employers in a short period of time
and at the same time acheive the strongest possible impact
locally and nationally.

79-)U v - 89 - 24
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The amount of time and the resources involved in investigating
and resolving the grocery store complaints under the complaint
process, was not significantly different from the amount of time
and the resources utilized to investigate and resolve the fire
fighters and law officers directed investigations program. The
real difference is that Headquarters will count the complaints
investigation toward our workload and our employee ceiling
because they are coded by Intake as 1503s vs directed investiga-
tions which are coded as 1514s.

As can be seen from the above discussion the directed and
complaint investigative processes have been very effective and
efficient processes for the SEDO.

Earlier in this memo it was indicated that the definitions and
processing procedures of ADEA/EPA, complaints and directed
investigations are the least understood of all of EEOC's proces-
sing procedures and definitions.

As can be seen from the memorandums attached, this office has
also been in the forefront in having the complaint and directed
investigations definitions and processing procedures defined
albeit not always by choice. ie. We had read the Compliance
Manual and Field Notes and understood them. But, because a lot
of individuals in Headquarters and the Field had not, we were
constantly being criticized and/or reviewed. And as a result,
we spent an inordinate amount of time justifying definitions and
procedures that we were utilizing and in accordance with existing
rule regulations, procedures and the Compliance Manual. (See
Attachment 4).

Below are definitions and procedures that are either contained in
the Compliance Manual or in Field Notes:

(a) ADEA Charge - An ADEA charge is a written statement
which identifies the prospective defendant (respondent) and
generally describes the alleged unlawful age discrimination,
e.g., refusal to hire. The identity of the charging party is
generally made known to the respondent.

(b) ADEA Complaint - A complaint is any information from a
source outside the agencv indicating that a respondent has
engaged in discriminatory actionfsa prohibited by the ADEA.
Neither the identity of the complainant nor any information
which would identify him/her may be disclosed without his/her
express written consent, except where such disclosure is neces-
sary in a court proceeding. Filing a complaint, rather than a
charge, may not assure an individual's right to private suit.

Field note 904-17 further defines EPA complaints, ADEA complaints
and directed investigations as follows:

(a) An EPA complaint is information from a ourc outside
.of the agency which warrants a reasonable presumption
of jurisdiction and violation. The complainant does
not need to identify herself or himself. The com-
plaint does not need to be in writing nor signed.

(b) An ADEA charge is a written statement from an aggrieved
individual (or her/his attorney) which identifies the
charging party and the prospective respondent and
generally the unlawful age discrimination, e.g.,
refusal to hire. The identify of the charging party is
made known to the respondent and notice of the charge
and a copy of the charge are sent to the respondent.
There is always an attempt made to conciliate a charge
filed with the Commission but there may or may not be
an investigation made. A charge must be filed for the
party to have the right to file a private suit in
Federal court. It is not necessary for an ADEA charge
to be signed except in those states which EEOC refers
charges to the state agency to perfect charging party's
right for suit in Federal court. (See Q and A *3) In
almost every instance in which an allegation of
violation is made by an aggrieved individual who does
not desire confidentiality, the allegation will be
handled as a 'charge.'
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A complaint is information from a source outside the
agency which leads one to a reasonable presumption of
coverage and violation. It is not necessary that it be
in writing in order to be a valid complaint. The
identify of the complainant may not be disclosed to
the respondent without the written permission of the
complainant. Neither a notice nor a copy of the
complaint is sent to the respondent and the respondent
is not informed as to whether the compliance action
was initiated based on a complaint or was initiated by
the EEOC as a directed investigation. (A compliance
action initiated by the Commisison without a complaint
or a charge having been filed is called a *directed
investiQation. " A person who wishes to file a
complaint which EEOC will process must supply more
substantive information than just an allegation of age
discrimination. She/he must provide enough information
on the circumstances surrounding the alleged violation
to warrant a reasonable presumption of jurisdiction and
a violation of ADEA. If a party files a complaint
rather than a charge, she/he may not be able to file a
private suit on the matter in Federal court.

The ADEA and EPA Compliance manuals and field note 907-17 clearly
delineate the differences between charges, complaints and
directed investigations, i.e., a charge is a written statement
from an aggrieved individual; a complaint is information from a
source outside the agency. A directed investigation is a
compliance action initiated by the Commission without a complaint
or a charge being filed.

From the above Compliance Manual and Field Note definitions of
ADEA/EPA charges, complaints and directed investigations and from
our close coordination with the Office of Program Operations,
Special Services Staff, the differences between directed and
complaint initiated investigation are clear. The latter is
initiated by an outside source vs. the former being initiated by
EEOC.

Having defined the differences between a directed investiga-
tion and a complaint investigation I will address another factor
that has caused the SEDO extreme difficulty in its enforcement
activity under the Age and Equal Pay Acts. That is the constant
suspicion that the SEDO is generating directed investigations and
complaints to increase its intake and workload figures. First
let me clearly state with as much emphasis as possible that this
office has always adhered to the Commission's policy as stated in
the relevant legislation, the Commission's rules and regulations,
as well as in the Compliance Manual. If it can be found that
this office has done anything contrary to the Commission's
policies in its enforcement of the Age and Equal Pay Acts then
please cite where we have gone astray. If we cannot be cited for
having done anything contrary to the Commission's policies and
procedures then let us be cited for having excercised initiative
and good judgement in the enforcement of the ADEA/EPA statues.

I cannot emphasize enough that we have not and never will play a
number game with the ADEA/EPA directed and complaint processes.
Particularly, since it is my personal belief that these processes
are an extremely effective and efficient way of rooting out and
resolving discrimination.

However, I do believe it is time for the Commission to recognize
that directed investigations in most instances require as much
legal and investigative resources as a Title VII charge or a com-
plaint and should be counted both in an office's receipt and in
their workload to process. If Headquarters persist on excluding
these types of investigations from a District Office's workload,
then you can be assured that not only will District Offices
curtail or discontinue their directed activities but also the
Commission will have effectively destroyed a program that not
only allows the Commission to focus on major area of potential
discrimination but also allows it to devise precisely tailored
investigation as well.
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The investigation of the Dennys Restaurants about which you
inquired is a good example of a major area of potential discrimi-
nation. In this instant the Supervisory EOS was informed by an
insurance broker that over 95% of all group insurance policies
contained-a waiver of premium clause, which precludes anyone 60
or older from receiving a particular benefit. i.e. If a person
became disabled before age 60 their premiums is automatically
paid until such time as the disability ceases or they die. Once
a person is 60 or older, this benefit is denied them. The
supervisor checked with Paul Brenner, General Attorney, ADEA,
Sandra Bollhofer, Branch Chief, Investigations, and Mike Mc-
Carthy, Special Services Division, and was informed, as he had
initially believed, that if the fact circumstances were correct a
violation existed. He was also informed that the Commission was
more likely to litigate those violations where the employer paid
100% of the premiums. Sandra Bollhofer was contacted because she
is generally considered the expert on benefit plans in that she
was involved in the drafting of the Department of Labor, Employee
Benefit Plans; amendment to interpretative bullentin.

The supervisor, using the complaint process, selected the first
150 employer from the SEDO's Target Analysis Program - 1983
database, SMSA comparison. (See Attachment 5)

The Dennyd Restaurants was selected because they were in the 150
employers on the above list. As a result of using the complaint
process, we are finding a 51% violation rate.

The reason we initiated an individual complaint for each employer
is because each employer's insurance plan is different and where
violations are found each is given options as to how their
company can come into compliance with the Age Act. As to the
suggestion that we could have accomplished the same thing had we
done a few employers as opposed to the number we did. I would
answer that this suggestion came from an individual that does not
understand the ADEA/EPA statute of limitations, nor do they
understand our obligation to identify aggrieved parties in as
expeditious and efficient manner as possible so that these
parties do not lose their private suit rights.

In order to show these investigations require just as much
investigative resources, if not more, as a Title VII charge and
in order to show the level of diffculty involved in analyzing a
benefit plan. I have enclosed a typical file, a respondent in
violation of the Age Act (waiver of premium), and the Department
of Labor interpretive guidelines which the EOS hap to interpret
in order to determine if a violation exit. (See Attachment of 6)

I would also suggest that for further enlightment about that
level of difficulty involved in benefit type investigation that
you talk to Sandra Bollhofer, Branch Chief, Investigations. I am
sure that after you have reviewed the file (Attachment 6), and
talk to Sandra you will be able to see that if we were simply
initiating those complaints to increase our charge intake, we
certainly could have picked an easier type of investigation with
which to do so.

In any event these are legitimate complaints as per the Commis-
sion's definitions and guidelines in that information was
received from an outside source about a discriminatory practice
that lead us to a reasonable presumption of coverage and viola-
tion.

If these complaints had been processed as directed investigations
then this office would receive no credit for their investiga-
tions. I believe that a system that discounts an office use of
its resources simply because the office itself generated the work
is unfair. Its a system that punishes you for having initiative
and leadership.

I believe a fairer way would be to count directed investigations,
complaints and charges the same for purposes of intake receipts,
workload and employee ceilings.
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If the Commission is worried about an office using these pro-
cesses to inflate their intake and workload figure solely to
increase their employee ceiling or their productivity, then I
suggest that any office which falls into this category should be
audited on an as needed basis. An aspect of any audit of this
nature, that I believe is crucial, Is that it addresses the
impact of such directed and complaint investigations and at a
minimum consider the impact before making a decision as to the
creditability of such programs.

I also strongly believe that the present ADEA/EPA processing
procedures work well and as such should remain intact. I know
this memorandum is extensive in its text, however, I feel it is
important that you understand my feeling on the issues cited
above and that you allow input from not only me but other
District Offices if you are contemplating changing either the
ADEA/EPA procedures or directed or complaint definitions. If you
have already made a decision, then I would like to request that
you allow us to become a model office utilizing the processes as
we presently do and monitor our results against other offices who
are operating under new Age and Equal Pay definitions and
procedures.

What has been done here is innovative and creative, it shows
initiative resulting in a highly effective program. The SEDO
Programs as outlined here exhibits exactly the attributes called
for by the Chairman in the District Directors meeting held in
Baltimore. i.e. innovativeness and creativeness.

Instead of being viewed with suspicion, the SEDO should be
encouraged to help other District Offices develop these types of
aggressive and effective programs.

If you have any need for further input by me or my staff, please
feel free-to contact me.
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5

units in evidence and trial related problems. This inter-
active training aided the office to improve the quality of
investigations and to enhance the professional relationship
between employees.

o On-site Tnvestiaations - The field offices moved
toward conducting more on-site investigations during
FY-85. The immediate benefits realized were more timely
investigations with higher quality evidence.

o Quality Control - With field office input, Regional
Programs revised the quality review module utilized to
assess the quality of case files processed by the field.
Regional Programs applied the review module standards
in its review of the 22 Districts during FY-85. Regional
Programs found less than 5% deficiencies in the sample of
2408 cases reviewed.

-•1J & {t Cage Management - Regional review of field offices
-,'@*,included inspection of the charge management and tracking4' s methodologies of the District, Area, and Local Offices.

{(v\ C adeParticularly impressive in several District offices were
the different automated data processing tracking systems in
v use. These systems were independently developed and
designed in accordance with the managers' specific needs.I Some of the innovative ideas from these offices wereJ / | |incorporated into the plans for the new national charge data
system (CDS) which was developed during FY-85 and will be
fully operational in FY-86. The CDS will allow the Agency
to virtually remove the manual reporting burden of the field
offices.

EEOC's legislative mandate requires the Agency to provide
educational and technical assistance to those who have rights and
responsibilities under the Federal statutes that we enforce.
In the past, the Agency paid constant attention to investigating,
resolving, and litigating charges of discrimination, but no
concerted attention to the education and technical assistance
responsibilities. Therefore, in FY-84, EEOC embarked on two
'new' initiatives, expanded presence and voluntary assistance,
which evolved to full fledged programs in FY-85.

The Expanded Presence Program is designed for District Offices to
make this Agency accessible in areas identified as underserved
by our offices. The Districts send contact teams to these sites,
on a rotating basis, to impart information regarding this
Agency's mission and the public's rights and responsibilities
under the laws we enforce. During FY-85, field staff completed
1033 trips to their contact points, received and responded to
7013 inquiries, and received 3520 charges.
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'* ~ . UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COM ISSION

-of..ST.Ct04f 0 F.C1

April 10, 1986 .

MEMORANDUM

TO: *James H. Troy, Director
Officpof Program Operations

FROM: Wetisilo R. Gloria, Director
'Phoenix District Office

SUBJECT: CDS Implementation

As promised during the Conference Call last week, I want to bring to
your attention the major problems identified as a result of the
operation of CDS after installation by ISS on April 3/4, 1986. They
did meet their deadline of completing Phase I installation. Rick
Kashurba had an extensive opportunity to become aware of the problems
I had raised in prior CDS discussions. I-e have also talked at length
to Leo Sanchez this week so that the information I am providing you
is as current with CDS development as I can determine. We do plan to
discuss the software at length with Small Computer Company to see what
can really be done to salvage CDS but for now, my recommendations are
based on CDS as it is configured (as of 4-4-86). My recommendations
are also an attempt to save money and staff resources in three major
areas:

1. Reconciliation of CSRS/National Data Base/CDS

2. Saving of Historical CSRS Data

3. CDS Problems and Needs

Attached are my recommendations and observations for your consider-
ation. I strongly recommend that John Seal be made aware of these
problems and that OPO be aware that the 706 Agencies will have even
greater reservations about CDS if we don't address these problems.

Enclosure
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CDS INSTALLATION OViVIEW
PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS

NERMILO R. GLORIA
DISTRICT DIRECTOR EEOC

I. Reconciliation of CSRS/NDB/LDB/CDS

A. CSRS Data Conversion - ISS has completed a conversion of CSRS
data into CDS format for the Phase I install.c-ion project.
There are two major deficiencies in the data converion process:

1. We were not provided any idea of what period of time is
covered.

2. We were not provided any listing or printout of what was
provided on the data diskettes for our local data base.

In addition, because of CSRS Commands, a large number of closures
are still being carried as open charges.

B. Reconciliation - The limitations of CDS naie it awkward and some-
times impossible to make the necessary corrections and deletions
required for reconciliation. At best it will be a long tedious
task to try and correct the data base on an individual charge basis.
We can input new charges but to correct the CSRS data, we will need

-some major assistance from ISS.

C. Recommendations:

- 1. Do not start Phase II until the CSRS data being sent to
the field is better defined and a listing is provided to
each field office. Information on specific edits and data
rules are needed.

2. A priority task assignment to ISS to develop the software
modifications to allow the field offices to delete and
correct data with the requirement that the District's docu-
ment all corrections and deletions to the LDB.

Given the primitive state of CDIS and the NDB, it is not cost effec-
tive to continue the installation of CDS until at least these two
tasks are completed. If the field offices want to practice on CDS
they can enter all new charges received after April 1. liB.

11. Historical CSRS Data

It will be expensive to try and maintain all of the data files and
tapes fron CSRS. I strongly suggnst chat the Commission make a
decision as to what period of time should be saved, and that we save
only the 155 data and the compliance closure data. Given that we have
annual reports giving broad statistics ant accomplishments, saving
1975-1985 CSRS data in the limited fashidn suggested could provide
most of the useful information for historical purposes.. In this
fashion an archival data base could be economically feasible and
current methodology Using RAMIS or SAS could be used to provide
EEOC with a means for responding to inquiries and research needs.

III. CDS Problems and Needs

A. Software Problems - As originally pointed out to ISS. CACI,
and Small Computer Company, CDS and uile-Pro are incapable of using
the system.for managerial tasks and ad-hoc reporting. File-Pro
structurally separates the charge file from the Add Action File
with little if any relational ability to exchange data between
the two files. As a result of this inherent limitation we are
now faced with the inability to list local data in the system,
to delete errors and misinformation. to generate closure
reports, and to quickly search, sort and selectively print out
needed information. As the system now stands, the reconciliation
of data from CSRS is almost impcssible since we cannot make a
listing of the data installed by ISS. We are also concerned that
because of design flaws in the selection of key elements for
search routines, the system will be extremely slow to generate
even the formal reports normal to CDS and File-Pro. My personal
operation of the CDS installation in Baltimore brought this point
across quickly even though some attempts to increase the process-
ing speed of CDS have been made. The only conclusion I can make
at this tine is that File-Pro was the wrong choice of software
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for management of CDS. I have no recommendation to offer since
I have no experience with UNIX systems, but even R-Base 5000 can
be obtained to operate under UNIX. Other relational data base
software is available as well that could operate under UNIX. As
the system stands now. it is not acceptable and is probably not
worth more effort to "jerry-rig" solutions with File-Pro.

B. System Problems - We have major concern over the limited system
we are getting. The lack of word processing capability totally
hampers any effort to automate the Intake/Docket process. The
limitations of CDS software will seriously hamper any attempts
to generate 396 reports from the system. Memory limitations will
inhibit any real multi-user multi-task operation by limiting the
number of terminals that can be driven. CDS is not near what was
originally envisioned, and we have no prospects of upgrading
because of budget restraints. The design of the National Data
Base as the focal point for all communication with headquarters.
area offices and 706 agencies is not efficient and will be very
costly to use for all system users.

C. FEPA Concerns - I have mentioned in previous Memo's that CDS
complicates and impedes the dual filing and referral processes
required by law. Even if we find a solution around this problem,
I as convinced that FEPAs will reject CDIS for its many short-
comings and high cost of operation. HERO is almost totally
incompatible with systems already in place in the larger FEPAs.
HERO nay be too expensive to install and maintain for the small
FEPAs that lack any data system. Based on discussions and
comments in Baltimore, you ms hbve wvtlesale defections once
the limitations of the system beco e sbvioua. Bo solutions
have been offered for the lack of comlunication built into the
NERO/COS System, and the expense of NDB queries needed. There
will be major contract monitoring problems as well as deferral
prs:lems unless we continue our present paper flow and manual
data exchange which would make HERO even less attractive.

FINAL COMMENTS

As presently structured CDS will not be much better than CSRS, and in some
areas it will be more difficult to operate administratively because of
the NCR/UNIX System requirements and the CDS System requirements. Local
data base reports and operations will be severely limited because of the
major shortcomings of File-Pro and of CDS design. I am not certain how
good the National Data Base will be, nor am I convinced that the 396
reports can be easily generated from COS. What we will have is a clone
of CSRS, a system that will swallow data input with little to show at the
local level, and with less than reliable output at headquarters.

I am very disappointed that little attention was paid to field concerns
expressed early on in the design phase in Fiscal Year 19B5. My impression
whether fair or not is that the only objective of ISS was to.meet Seal's
deadlines, rather than to address the major problems identified. I feel
frustrated that my personal attempts for the past 15 months to point out
technical problems fell on deaf ears because we had already invested $l.5M
in the project, and because the field is apparently not an important
player in the project. Given the limitations of Gramo-Rudman, we are
going to limp along with a system that does not meet EEOC needs at any
level, and with little prospect of full implementation of a system that
is expensive to run in terms of staff and monetary resources. I have no
choice but to continue using my own system for the next two or three years.
Unless some action is taken and specific commitments made to do a major
redesign of thesoftware, I am recommending that the field only input CDS
data, and that they maintain a separate system to manage their workload.
You can struggle with the National Data Base, and we will supply 396
reports as usual along with responding to your needs for special reports.
I am concerned that EEOC will be left "holding the bag" on an incomplete
system after CACI concludes their part of the contract. -

One final point - ISS told us that they expect the field (defined as Phoenix
D.O.) to find solutions to the problems of CDS. My only answer to them
is to paraphrase an old hispanic saying, It's not my job"::
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYN.1ENT OPPORHfux;ry Co\1vs :O.
W'shingion. D.C. 20307

.,,zr8 ~~~~~APR 1 4 Sib

TO FEPA Office Drect~ors

FRO!: : Janes 1:. Tr
Program Dir

John Se
Manageaient Diector

SUBJECT Interim Guidance for In.plerentation of Charge
Data Syster (CDE)

Installation of the CDS in EEOC offices began during the week
of March 31, 1986. The installation will be conducted in four
phases, with each phase lasting two or three weeks.

During each phase of installation, several EEOC districts will
be brought into the system, along with all of the EEOC area/
local offices, and FEP offices which comprise those districts.
Attachment A is a listing of all offices included in each
phase of installation.

The primary contractor for development of the CDS/HEF.O system,
CACI, started shipping ecuipmtent to FEP offices on March 11,
1986. The computers shipped by CACI have all software in-
stalled, and should be ready for hookup and use upon arrival.
The contractor is providing instructions and hotline service
for the installation. Subsequently, and in concert with EEOC
phases of installation, CACI will provide the FEP offices with
disk media containing data for charges being processed by FEP
agencies. This data on existing charges will be installed on
the computers of each FEP agency. Until this download of
converted CSRS data is complete, your staff should not input
data into the system, except on an experimental basis. The
data download will overwrite any existing records on the
system. EEOC offices will be provided with listings of the
charges downloaded to the FEP agencies in their areas of
jurisdiction.

Charge record data downloaded in this manner to FEP agencies
will be incomplete because EEOC's old computer system contains
records of many charges in which the FEP agencies processing
the charges are not identified. Those charge records will be
downloaded to the EEOC offices having accountability for such
charges. Listings of those charges will be provided to both
EEOC and FEPA offices.

EEOC office; will be^ri electronic trznsfer of these charges
to the ap-rronriate FPP a?-encies when the Ccllection Manager
computer installed at EEOC Head~juarters is fully tested.

Because of tie various adriristrative problers which will
arise when changinc over to a new cor.puter system.., the
attached set of guidelines, Attachment r, is provided for
your use. Please insure that these guidelines are provided
to your Systerm Administrators, and all other concerned staff.
Questions and suggestions concerning administrative problems
should be brought to the attention of the Syster Administrator
in the EEOC office servicing your Agency.

Attachmert

cc: Fraricisco Flores
Director, Region III Programs

Constance Dupree
Director, Region I Programs

Joseph Bennett
Director, Region II Prograr.s

Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT I
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AfV emorandum ) .TTLCDtSTRl 0 ,OMI5S

* Jim Troy, Director /rn 4/14/86
Office of Program Operations /

FRow Donald W. Huse, District Director

KMmcTr: Evaluation of CDS

The following is submitted pursuant to your request for a
summary of problems encountered to date with CDS.

DEFICIENCIES WITH TRE PILOT TEST MODEL

'Pilot testing' implies a field test of a system that in
most respects is operational. Accordingly, if-the version'of'CDSI
currently ,being 'field-tested represents what the field;offices
will have to work-with.'-then our evaluation is that the system`is.
woefully inadequate. and continues to represent a'major'departure
from the concept of the CSRS Redesign Group.

FEPA INTERFACE

As has been mentioned numerous times both in writing and in
conversation, t tem'lacks-iiay-sbalitjcfori'the District
,Office 'to squery''it.PEPAgen-c-ies' fileorfor FEPFAencies to
query the.District9'Pile.. Therefore the goal of eliminating or
greatly reducing paper flow back and forth between District
Offices and PEP Agencies has not been met.

The ability for mutual query capability is vital to enable
as to monitor the activity of our contracting agencies both as to
the quantity and quality of work in order to assure that contract
expenditures are providing the most value for the dollars spent.
Not only that, but such inquiry capability is also essential to
expedite the preparation and presentation of important
statistical data to Headquarters.

If each District Office were equipped with a Collection
Manager so that data would flow from PEP Agencies and Area
Offices first to the District Office then on to Headquarters as
had been originally concieved and recommended by the CSRS
Redesign Group these problem areas would have been resolved and
the system would function at less cost to both EEOC and the
PEPAs. The system would also conform to the lines of authority
and responsibility basic to the organization of EEOC. A basic
premise of system design that 'form follows function' has been
breached with the current design of CDS and where this is allowed
to happen, the system usually collapses.

A11 of the reporting requirements contained in 'the func-
tional requirements documents require local storage and mani-
pulation. An additional problem this creates is that if a 706
agency becomes unable to enter its data for any reason, the
district office will also be unable to assist by entering the
data on their behalf. See page 10 of the CSRS Redesign Group
Document. This major change from the functional requirements
document has been done unilaterally without notice to the office,
of Program Operations orthe CSRS design group 'ince finalization
of the (users manual) document. ,Tbehe:reason cited;by-'lsS.s.tfor.
%maintaining the.wealtb-of data only on thre'main"frame-1inonead-quarters'and not in the district office.is lack offundus'to buy
an adequate memory'arid 'storage capability for.the'district office
3.C.R. 'Ri~n~iowers. It has been determined that a minimum of 46
megabytes is necessary to store all local data, 706, area A
local offices. The cost of increasing local storage and memory
capacity of the N.C.R. Minitowers is miniscule compared to the
savings in personnel costs we are now expending.
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The original design of C.D.S. contemplated setting up a
local area network with the NCR Minitower as the Central process-
ing and Storage device. The PC's, XT's, other terminals and
printers presently in the district office would be tied in
with the NCR thus affording maximum access to data bank files for
both original input and information retrieval. Intake informa-
tion would be entered only once ('a single entry concept') with
the System generating all required printed output such as charge
forms, RFI's, etc. Subsequent data entries would be limited to
updates on transfers, case status, and process information. CAll-
required weekly,-monthly, and.quarterly statistical reports would
be generated by the system. EEOC area and local office and 706
agency data would be input directly from the agencies to the
local data bank with nQ ued t2L fuxrther manual 1pr cesnzin.
The entire district office charge input (including 706 and
local and area offices) would be available to the primary users
without the time and expense of going through a main-frame.

The NCR equipment that has been furnished to the Seattle
Field Office has more than sufficient Storage capacity - we have
the megabytes - but the working memory of only 512 K (RAM) is
extremely limiting and is a material factor in reducing process-
ing speed. Other offices will not have the storage capacity of
46 megabytes or the adequate computer memory to support the
C.D.S system.

Additionally, NCR has informed us that the maximum number of
simultaneous users a 512K system will support is only three and
that it would be an extremely slow system. This in itself makes
the establishment of an efficient local network a manifest
impossibility and eviscerates the original C.D.S. concept.

EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF CODES

The CSRS Redesign Group proposed a total of S4 C.D.S.
english language transactions. See pages 13-14. 1 thru 13-14.5
of the C.D.S. functional requirements documents. 'In spite of
this recommendation, the C.D.S system as developed contains ;29
codes. This represents an increase of 45 codes or 58% over what
was recommended. The result will be a tremendous reduction on
the speed'in which the system can respond to inquiries and a much
more burdensome entry and collection of data system. The CSRS
Redesign Group was mandated to eliminate all non-essential
codes. This was done, however, not only has the number of
transactions increased 58% but the.7codes havebeenretained,
rather than the.englishb. language;.ransactions. _She increase-to
;-129. was unwarranted andunnecessary and-itwill create delays and
problems' to the userstmost of'the reintroduced codes had been
rejected as not essential-by -the, CSRS Redesign Group.

SPEED OP RESPONSE

The problem of speed of response in the system is amplified
by several factors all of which were introduced in defiance of
the user's needs as expressed by the Redesign Group. One factor
is the number of codes already discussed. A second factor is the
number of screens added to the-system and made necessary-by the-
excessive number of codes. This means that,11to enter the coding
history on one,-charge one willhbave to call at. leastasix or'seven
screens just to enter basic compliance history. Apparently, the
developers of the system did not consider'the users',needsi but
rather the prgiiazmiers'convenience.~ Our understanding is that
the speed of response of the CDS could be greatly improved by
adding to the memory capacity of the system in each District
Office.

ENGLISH TRANSACTIONS V. CODES

Another objective that the Redesign Group had and tried to
accomplish, was to simplify the system to make it easier to
operate and maintain. The CSRS system required that an operator
making entries into the data system know a large number of codes
and a prescribed sequence of codes. The Redesign Group proposed
one screen with a list of possible actions described in English.
The operator would move the cursor to the entry desired and press
a key to enter the action in the data system. This proposal was
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also ignored and we are back at having to enter two digit codes
for each action desired. The fact that each screen contains a
dictionary of what each code means helps the computer operator,
but it increases the number of screens needed and slows down data
entry to an enormous extent, as well as injecting another
possibility of error.

MAYNTENANCE OF HITSTORTCAT. FITrS

Every time that we propose a change to the system, the
argument is advanced that we do not have enough storage capacity
to accomodate as many fields as we need. However,:the CDS as
presented to us, does not make any provisions to retire the data
at some point in time after the actual files are destroyed. At
present, we dedicate approximately $300,000.00 in staff salaries
to maintain and manipulate historical files that are of no use to
anyone. 'The Redesign Group suggested that we retire computer
data files following thetime schedule as it appears in EEOC
Order. 201 and that'we place the data on a-Microfishe system
instead. This would free the capacity of the system to allow us
to enter as much data as we can possibly want.

GNDuRSON - JACOESON TERMTNALS

We are told that Headquarters is now contemplating purchas-
ing Anderson-- Jacobson terminals to replace our presently leased
equipment. ..Whyi-s-this being considered when the IBM PC's or
XT's equipped with Bayes-Hodems will out-perform,'and provide
greater flexibility than, the A-Js at less cost? (See our
memorandum of 9/3/85 to John Seal and Richard Kashurba on this
subject, attached.) Surely the money to be spent for the A-Js
could be better btilized to provide additional needed memory and
storage for the NCRKinitowers. Attachment 62

AVAILABTLITY OF EEOC FUNDS To SUPPORT THE CDS.n-

Therei isno longer >any financial excuse for not implementing
,the C.D.S. with the required multi-purpose & multi-use hardware
and the necessary storage capacity of a minimum 46 megabytes.
During the last week of the Fiscal year over $600,000.00 newly
found dollars was spent on a variety of low priority .none
essential equipment far more than enough to pay for an adequately
equipped C.D.S. system. In the Seattle District Office alone
over $22,000.00 was spent in the last month of the fiscal year
for items as follows:

$12,000.00 for library furniture and shelves. Nice to have
but certainly lower/priority than C.D.S. equipment

--- 3500.00 for another PC-XT [plus attachments]. Less needed
than C.D.S. equipment

$1000.00 for an Anderson/Jacobson P.C. terminal with
equipment to be used in Systemic Programs. This terminal does
not work as well as the PC-XT already in place in Seattle

----$2500.00 for four electric typewriters. Lower priority than
C.D.S.

---- $5,000.00 to be spent on equipment, other than C.D.S, as the
District Director determines
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All of the estimated $22,000.00 in equipment spent during the
last month of the fiscal year *85- in the Seattle District Office
will be useful but is of much lower priority than an effectively
outfitted C.D.S. system. The purchase of the library furniture
and the Anderson/Jacobson terminal is unjustified at the same
time we are being advised the C.D.S. cannot be adequately
equipped to provide the necessary basic services.

aDDTT7ONAL FWUMS NFEDFD

So furnish the necessary memory upgrade for all district
offices would cost $41,400.00. To furnish additional storage
capacity to upgrade storage at each district office to 46
megabytes would cbst $44,620.00.

Thegtotil cost, therefore, the upgrade-the entire.system to.
enable full implementation of the original.CDS.concept .would be
$86,020.00--

UNPREDICTAnTTATY OF COSTS

The unpredictable expense of having the 706 agencies, area
adlolffic sigu t.and retrieve .nformati directly to an

xrm fiation:1ijr .-Daseano-noL r- m aoat bank maintained
at the local cisrric-ofrrice level is not only unpredictable but
i.in our estimation.'would' be 6o. costly as to constitute'a prohibi-
tively discouraging factor in any decision to participate
directly in-CDS - further detracting from the original conceptual
design.

. Additionally, the telephone costs involved would be
exorbitant given the expected volume of queries required if the
system were to truly serve the needs of the 706 agencies and also
our use of its lines, which are not free.

Further, if the cost of the volume of transactions at the
mainframe were to exceed the funds budgeted, access to the data
-base could be expected to be terminated.
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Date: May 1, 1986

To: Clarence Thomas, Chairman
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Through: James Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

John Seal, Director
Office of Management

From: Donald W. Mune, Directo
Seattle District Office

Subject: Charge Data System (CDS)

Pursuant to our conversation at the Seattle District Office on April 30,
1986, you will find my comments on the Charge Data System attached.

Attachment: CDS, November 14, 1985
CDS, April 14, 1986

Narrative to be telecopied May 1, 1986

Document mailed DHL May 1, 1986
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Ite only computer system that will be effective at ESEC is one designed and implemented
Or the primary users, the District Offices. The present CDS has been designed and
.zplevented for the use of Headquarters, basically Information System Services.

The system designed by the CSRS Redesign Group, at considerable time and expense, was
designed around the essential needs of the District Offices. All operational data would
funnel through the D.O., where a data bank of District, Area and 706 charges would be
maintained. Once this information was compiled locally only each D.O.'s statistics would be
relayed to the Headquarters Collection Manager.

The CDS system now in place is just the opposite of what it should be. All the 706
agencl.I3, and the local & area offices of EEOC go directly to Headquarters with total charge
information, not just the statistics. Essential 706 and area and local office charge
information is not accessible to the primary users, the District Office without querying a
remote main-frame. How can a D.O. operate efficiently without knowing basic charge
information about their own Area & Local offices, and about 706 charges that must cone to
the D.O. for contract payment?

Any system of computer data processing that depends on a main-frame with an
indeterminate cost will fail, just as the extensive cuffing system designed by EEOC
financial services failed. At present there will be 121 different 706 Agencies and EEOC,
District, Area & Local offices querying the main frame at an expensive, undetermined cost.

- The CDS system now in place is beyond the means of a small agency such as EEC. It
should be reduced to the basic essential system designed by the CSRS Design Group. The 706
Agencies would use their NCR Mini Towers to compile and manipulate their won data then relay

'e info to the D.O. where each D.O. would compile their own independent data bank. The
atistics of the 23 District Offices would then be relayed to a Headquarters Collection

-tanager which could then sort the data as needed. If Headquarters needs additional data,
the D.O. data bank could be queried. An NCR Tower with the proper storage capacity could
manipulate this data without the use of the main-frame.

The CSRS Redesign Group, which was a consensus of all Field and Headquarters office
needs, recommended a system that would eliminate most of the D.O. paperwork. The present
CDS system does not do that. The Quarterly 396 Forms must still be done by hand. The EDS
GPAD charge tracking system is also not in the planning. Networking which is essential to
this concept has not begun.

Rick Kashurba came to the Seattle D.O. in Nov. 1985 and acknowledged he had never read
the recommendations of the CSRS Redesign Group. He had no understanding of the essential
basis concept of an independent Field Office data bank. wholesale, unilateral, changes have
been made to the CSRS design groups' essential recommendations, such as the essential codes
have been increased over 100 percent, the CDS is slower than the CSRS, and historical files
are still maintained indefinitely.

The I.S.S. has increased from 19 employees in Dec. 1984, to over 30 at present,
however, the necessary expertise to design and implement a much simpler CSRS Redesign Group
system is simply not available in I.S.S.. An expensive program of contracting out I.S.S.
work has not resulted in a viable program.

Lack of money has always been used as the reason for not implementing the CSRS Redesic.
Groups' recommendations, this is not valid. More money has been spent on the present

,stem and mis-spent during the last two weeks of FY85 - than is needed to implement the
cessary program. The Seattle D.O., for example, did not need S12,000.00 worth of Librar,

-rurniture during the last week of FY85.

Mr. Chairman, there is not one District Director who does not complain bitterly abou:
the present CDS system. It is desicned and implemented for Headquarters for the conven:-
of I.S.S. and not the primary users.

* We need a less expensive, more basic system that would allow the District Offices, tne
primary users, independent access and control of timely and correct data. We need a
reliable elementary system that qives us uniform essential information but permits NLL users
to manipulate data locally in whatever Fanner needed without dependence on Headquarters.

- I recommend to you that the extensive CSRS Redesiqn Group recommendations be compared
rith what is nw being implemented as the CDS system, there is wholesale disregard of the

oasic, elesentary recommendations, of the primary users.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
r Washington. D.C. 20507

MFMOlPANT)U

TO : Don Muse, Dire r
Seattle Distr Office a

C *

FROM : James Troy r
Program Direc o r s

John Seaa C:
Management Director

SUBJECT: Charge Data'System Comments'

The Chairman requested us to respond to your latest set of
comments to him on the Charge Data System (CDS).

As we agreed upon when you chaired the CSRS Redesign Group, the
CDS is being developed and implemented in a phased approach. In
the first phase of CDS, a basic system is being delivered to
assist the Field in its caseload management and Headquarters for
its national reporting functions. We took this approach so that
we could get a good basic substitute for CSRS as soon as possible
and still operate within our resource constraints.

Most of the requirements outlined by the CSRS Redesign Group have
been incorporated into the basic CDS. While other recommended
features are not currently available in CDS, we are planning to
provide most of them this year or next.

In response to specific concerns raised in your memo, we will
address them point-by-point:

1) The Charge Data System was not and could not be
designed solely for District Offices. We must address
the needs of other users as well ... FEPAs, Area and
Lpcal offices, and several Headquarters offices. This
was a basic reason for establishment of the CDS Rede-
sign Group.

2) The concept of funneling all caseload data through
the District Offices was rejected for two reasons.
First, there is a need for a national data base with
more than just summary statistics and the option of a
collection manager type of 'super' microcomputer in
each District Office is prohibitively expensive both
in terms of dollars and resident staff ADP expertise.
Second, District Offices are envisioned as querying
Area, Local and FEPA data for case management needs,
but not directly changing their records. Giving more
than one source the ability to change data records
magnifies data administration problems and weakens
accountability. We are working on the creation of a
mini-file to provide key data to District Offices
from their affiliated offices. The District's amini-
file would be automatically updated as Area, Local,
and FEPA offices update their local data bases. This
feature will allow District managers to easily monitor
the District's full caseload.
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3) A long-standing ADP problem within the Commission has
been its inadequate mainframe computer. For that
reason, when the CDS was being developed careful con-
sideration was given to its mainframe needs. Based on
its strong developmental assistance capability and
state-of-the-art operations, a contractor was selected
as the site for the national data base's development
and initial implementation. Because this service is
also expensive, especially considering subsequent
Gramm-Rudman reductions, we are exploring other main-
frame alternatives.

4) The departures from the CSRS Redesign Group's recommen-
dations you raise are largely incorrect. For example,
the 300 codes in CSRS were originally reduced to 80 and
then, after consultation with the Office of General
Counsel, the Group increased the number to incorporate
litigation tracking codes. The total went up to 120,
still a significant reduction from the CSRS of 60 per-
cent. The quarterly *396 forms' are currently being
developed and scheduled for completion by June 30.
Networking is not an essential component of the basic
CDS, although two terminals are now installed in each
District Office. Networking is a planned enhancement
to the CDS and will hopefully improve the efficiency of
charge processing in the Field. The CDS does allow for
charge tracking by EOS; it maintains the identity of
the EOS, the date the charge was assigned, when the
charge was closed, as well as other status add actions.
Inputting into the CDS is faster than the CSRS unless
there are special problems within a particular office
(e.g., in Seattle we found that one of the terminal
parameters had been reset and thus was giving faulty
input).

5) Staffing for Headquarters ADP functions was at 24 in
October 1982 when Headquarters was reorganized and
declined while you were on detail with the CSRS Rede-
sign Group (late 1984 - early 1985). As you know,
these reductions were due to the planned departure of
certain ADP managers and other long-time employees.
During that same time period we were recruiting for new
managers and additional staff to not only work on CDS,
but the whole office automation program including the
development of other data bases.

6) Enhancement of the Seattle library in FY 1985 was part
of a multi-year project to address the long-standing,
serious deficiencies we have had with District library
resources. These deficiencies were recognized by the
GAO and the Chairman approved this effort two years ago
as a priority. The District Offices have been highly
complimentary of the program. The improvements are
not made unless the District Office views them as
important and agrees on their installation. In
Seattle's case, the funds were obligated based on your
Office's request in May 1985 for assistance.

7) We are not aware of every District Director 'bitterly'
complaining about the present CDS. On the contrary,
the overwhelming number of comments from District,
Area, Local, and FEPA Directors has been extremely
positive.
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STATEMENT OF WORK--CHARGE/COMPLAINT DATA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

1.0 Overview

This Statement of Work covers activities required to convert from
the EEOC's present centralized Complaint Statistical Reporting System
(CSRS) to a new distributed system with increased capability that is
more responsive to the users needs.

1.1 Present Operation

The present National Database for the CSRS exists on an IBM System 3
located at EEOC Headquarters in Washington, D.C. This database is
updated by each EEOC field office In an interactve environment on a
dedicated leased line network that interconnects all EEOC offices to the
data base. The System 3 generates planned periodic reports from the
data base as well as creates historical files for batch ad-hoc reports
in an IBM/MVS environment. It is the Commission's objective to
redesign this CSRS and eliminate the dependence on the now obsolete
System 3 hardware and software by October 1B95.
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1.2 Design Task Force

A task force of EEOC specialists is responsible for developing
detailed functional specifications and an implementation plan for use in
detailed system design, testing, conversion and operation of the new
system. These specifications are attached and define the application
functions to be performed by this Statement of Work.

1.3 Architecture

The overall architecture of the new system provides for a Local Database
(LDB) at each of the EEOC's field offices to be used for local adminis-
tration, tracking and reports. It also provides for a single National
Database (NDB) for national administration, reports and queries. The major
updates to the NDB will be prepared off line at the local offices as a
product of the LDB and forwarded on a scheduled basis to the NDB
on a dialed up connection using the FTS Network. The qualifying 706 Agency
databases and update procedures would be similar to EEOC field office
databases and updates. Interoffice communications for query will be by
dial-up service and data or document transfer will be by dial-up or
Electronic Mail service.

1.4 Conversion

A conversion process will be designed to automate insofar as practicable
the transition from the System 3 database to the new LOBs and the NDB
while providing continuity in mantaining the EEOC's history files and
reports.

1.S Hardware/Software - National Database (NDB)

1.S.1 The detailed system design of the NDB is to be targeted to an
IBM/MVS mainframe environment using 3350/3380 Direct Access Storage Devices
and Yale ASCII protocol conversion. The Data Center to be used for
development and testing is the Washington Computer Center(WCC). In
order to maintain system portability to possibly another facility in the
future, however, special devices such as the Mass Storage System will
not be included in the design.

1.5.2 The Database Management System (DBMS) used for the NDB will be
RAMIS II presently owned by the EEOC. This RAMIS software product will
be supported by the EEOC-Data Management and Support Branch. The
RAMIS modules and release level available for this design will be
provided as required. Other modules may be provided as justified in
the ongoing design. Other standard software facilities are available
at WCC for application development and support of remote applications
such as RJE, TSO, SPF and CICS. A comlete list can be obtained when
required. The use of special software should be avoided to maintain
system portability at some possible time in the future.

1.6 Hardware/Software- Local Database (LDB)

1.6.1 Because of the large difference in case workload between large
offices and small ofices, two versions of the LOB and related applications
will be required; a small office version and a large office version.

1.6.2 The small office version should be targeted to an IBM XT with
512 K of RAM, a single floppy disk drive and 10 KB of hard disk. These
XTs will also be equipped with integral Hayes Smartcomn hardware and
software operating at 1200 baud on dial-up facilities. The operating
system will be PC-DOS and the word processing package will be WordPerfect.
The database management, screen management and reports generation package
(FI1ePro) should be as similar as possible to that used at the large
offices and the 706 Agencies.

1.6.3 The large office version should be targeted to a Microcomputer
with a multiuser Unix based operating system. The database management,
sreen management and reports generation package (FilePro) should be as
similar as possible to that used at the small offices and the 706 Agencies.

2.0 General Requirements Statement

It is the purpose of this section to outline the objectives and work
products which are expected to be produced from this portion of the
contract. There are more detailed explanations of some system components
provided in ancillary documents incorporated by reference or attachment
to this statement of work.
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2.1 Statement of Objective

EEOC wishes to implement a redesign of its current Complaints Statistical
Reporting System (CSRS). The redesigned system is currently being
referred to as the Data Resource Management System (DRMS). The term
implement is intended to mean the following activities:

2.1.1 To document in greater detail those particular parts of the
~ - User Requirements which the Contractor and the Contract Monitor's

Technical Representative (CMTR) Jointly agree require greater
specificity in order to be designed, coded and tested.

2.1.2 -To perform all coding, programming and unit testing as well as
other software production needed for developing the system com-
ponents described below in 2.2 .

2.1.3 To perform all component testing and integration testing, including
pilot tests and full volume parallel tests required to test the
system components and the integrated system to the satisfaction
of the CMTR.

2.1.4 To produce all required user documentation, operations documen-
tation and software maintenance documentation according to
standards provided by the CMTR at the begining of the project.

2.1.5 To provide start-up training for five EEOC personnel as well as
operations training for up to five designated EEOC Computer
Operations personnel and system maintenance training for up to
five designated Computer Specialists. This training to done prior
to the NDB and LOB Pilot Tests.

2.1.6 To perform all software debugging, problem resolution and'
hardware repair (other than for the central mainframe computer
hardware) as judged to be necessary by the CMTR for a
period of 12 months subsequent to the date of system acceptance
by the CMTR.

2.1.7 Respond to trouble reports from EEOC offices from BMA to 5PM
during the normal work week and provide 24 hour clearance or status
on reported troubles affecting service.

2.2. Definition of Statement of Work Components

This statement of work provides for four basic work components. These
entail separate but related sets of associated work products which
are as follows:

A. 'Mainframe National Database Project (Includes Central Data
Collection).

B. Large Office Local Database Project.
C. Small Office Local Database Project.
0. Field Training of EEOC Work Force.

2.2.1(A) The Mainframe National Database Project includes all activities
and work products required to implement the Redesign Task Force specifi-
cations and other related specifications associated with the following,

2.2.1.1 Implementation of the NOB using the RAMIS 11 DBMS.

2.2.1.2 Implementation of the conversion of the existing CSRS
database into the required format and new code values.

2.2.1.3 Implementation of procedures for editing data and updating
of the NDB ( both on-line and batch ), as well as procedures
required by the Data Base Administrator to maintain database
performance and assure data integrity.

2.2.1.4 Implementation of the NDB data collection system ( to
be referred to as Collection Manager). This system
will permit scheduling of batch type data collection
of NOB updates from all field offices. It will also provide
maintenance of remote office phone numbers, passwords
and communications parameters as well as provide verifi-
cation and reports to manage the LOB to NOB communications
activity. This subsystem will also provide for collection
from the field of summary reports or files for central
storage, consolidation and/or distribution. See Functional
Specifications- Col ection Manager.
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2.2.1.5 Implementation of menu driven queries requiring the
use of the entire active and/or historical database.

2.2.1.6 Implementation of detailed reports requiring use of the
entire active and/or historical NDB.

2.2.1.7 Initial down loading of data from the newly converted
NDB to each of the LDBs.

2.2.1.8 The NOB will include both active and historical data although
the historical data will be a more limited subset of the dataelements contained on the active NDB. The contractor will be-- required to perform conversions on the existing active CSRS
database and the historical CSRS database as well as develop,
test and document programs for converting active data tohistorical- data.

2.2.1.1 In testing and implementing the NOB project, the contractor
will be required to develop user documentation for EEOC Headquartersand field personnel as well as system operation, systems maintenanceand database management and administration documentation for the EEOCComputer Staff.

2.2.2(B) The Large Office Local Database Project includes all activitiesand work products required to implement the Redesign Task Forcefunctional specifications and other related specifications as follows;

2.2.2.1 Implement the LOB using FilePro on a Unix based Microcomputer.

2.2.2.2 Implement loading of the new LOB with converted data from
the existing CSRS database.

2.2.2.3 Implement data entry edits and updating of the LOB as well aspreparation of updates for use in updating the NOB.

2.2.2.4 Implement temporary storage and transmission procedures for NDBupdates and reports for collection by the Transaction Manager.

2.2.2.5 Implement reports and local applications for office operation
and administration as covered by Functional Design Spec.s attached

2.2.2.6 Implement menu driven ad-hoc queries to the LOB and implement
terminal emulation capabilities to access the NOB and other LDBs.

2.2.2.7 Implement support functions such as file backup, recovery, secu-rity, file reorganization and purges.

2.2.3(C) The Small Ofice Local Database Project includes all activitiesand work products required to implement the Redesign Task Force functionalspecifications and other related specifications associated with the following;
2.2.3.1 Implement the LOB using FilePro on an IBM XT.

2.2.3.2 - Other objectives are the same as those for 2.2.2.

2.2.4(D) Provide training for EEOC field operations people. Thiswork activity requires the production of a course outline, studymaterial, class exercises and proficiency standards and evaluations.The course would be conducted by the contractor personnel at Regionallocations to minimize EEOC personnel travel time and expenses. Thistraining stt be completed before Volume/Parallel tests begin. Train-must be provided for the following;

2.2.4.1 System Manager-One person at each office responsible formanaging the new LDB systems at each field office. These people mustbe trained in all support functions such as DASD space management.
file directory and security management, protective dumps and datarecovery and restoration procedures.

2.2.4.2 Terminal Operators-One person at each office responsible for
using the applications on the LOB as well as updating the LDB andgenerating the reports. These people must be trained in all applications
functions.

2.3 System Design Standards

Standards for development of system components and work productswill be provided by the CMTR at the start of the project. They willinclude, but not be limited to, adherence to the following principles:
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2.3.1 Standard off-the-shelf hardware and software available from
commercial vendors will be used where possible. The number of modifications
to commercial vendor software will be minimized and must not inhibit
normal application maintenance and application portability. Examples
of application maintenance are modifications to EEOC data elements,
generation of supplemental database and so forth. All modifications
to hardware, standard software and procecures must be agreed to by
the CMTR. Modifications will be fully documented including procedures
for removal or bypass as well as procedures for routine hardware and
software maintenance. EEOC will purchase the software except in those
special cases where the contractor is a primary licensee.

2.3.2 Even though The Large Office LOB and the Small Office LOB are
to be implemented on different microcomputer hardware and operating
systems, the contractor will maintain the maximum amount of procedural
similarity and functional similarity practicable between the two
system implementations.

2.3.3 Documentation formats, levels of detail and standards for specific
deliverables will be approved in advance by the CMTR, who will determine
final acceptance of all deliverables. These standards will be formulated
at the start of the project in cooperation with the contractor.

3.0 Testing

In addition to the usual unit tests, integration test, volume tests
and demonstratiOns using test data as mentioned elsewhere in this Statement
of Work the implementation plan includes Pilot Tests simulating the pro-
duction environment. These Pilot Tests include testing with the NDB and
three large LDBs and at least two small LDBs.

3.0.1 The contractor shall develop test plans for review by the CMTR for
Pilot tests, System Integration tests and Volume /Parallel tests 10 working
days before the start of the tests.

3.0.2 The contractor shall provide reports on the results of the tests con-
ducted in 3.0.1 above within 10 working days of the completion of the tests.

3.0.3 the contractor shall provide on site assistance at the pilot locations.

3.0.4 The contractor will make such changes to the system as needed to make
- - the system comply to specification or other generally accepted standards of

performance.

4.0 Installation

The contractor will provide installation assistance at hardware and software
installation time at each site via on-site assistance or hot-line
support as the situation requires.

s.o Coordination

A Steering Group will be established consisting of of two representatives
from EEOC and two representatives from the contracting organization.
These people or their delegates are to meet weekly unless it is mutually
agreed that a meeting is not required. This group will identify
problems, initiate corrective action, report on status and otherwise
provide overall project coordination. The contractor will provide a
brief summary report of these meetings to the EEOC Contract Monitor.

6.0 Key Deliverables and Delivery Dates

Delivery dates are expected dates of an approved deliverable. Drafts of
deliverables are encouraged. The CITR will provide reasonable turnaround
on drafts'and documents submitted for his review and approval.
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Deliverable Delivery Date Quantity
(workdays fromdaward)

6.1 National Database

6.1.1 Database Design Document 15 S
6.1.2 Catalogued Procedures and RANIS Coding & Proc's 30 5
6.1.3 Unit Test Plan (RANIS Database) 15 5
6.1.4 Unit Test Report (RANIS Database) 30 5
6.1.5 Database User Procedures 35 200
6.1.6 Database Administrators Procedures 35 5
6.1.7 Database Systems Maintenace Procedures 35 5
6.1.8 Collection Manager Detailed Specification 30 5

- 6.1.9 Collection Manager Test Plan 30 S
6.1.10 Collection Manager Test Report 60 5
6.1.11 Collection Manager Operator Procedures 45 5
6.1.12 Collection Manager System Maintenance Procedu res 45 5
6.1.13 Database Conversion Plan 30 5
6.1.14 Database Conversion Report 90 5
6.1.15 Database Download Procedures and Plans 45 5
6.1.16 Database Download Report 120 5

*6.1.17 Integration Test Plan 60 10
6.1.18 Integration Test Report 90 10

*6.1.19 Pilot Test Plan 90 10
6.1.20 Pilot Test Report ISO 10

*6.1.21 Volume/Parallel Test Plan 120 10
6.1.22 Volume/Parallel Test Report 180 10

6.2 Local Database

6.2.1 Database Design Document 28 5
6.2.2 Source Code Listings (Annotated) 42 5
6.2.3 User Procedures 45 200
6.2.4 Unit Test Plan 45 5
6.2.5 Unit Test Report 60 5
6.2.6 Systems Maintenance Procedures 60 200
6.2.7 Pilot Test Plan 60 20
6.2.8 Pilot Test Report 75 20
6.2.9 Database Administrator Procedures 45 100

* These test phases include responsibility for testing the ODB, LOB and
Collection Management System

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS- 3/12/85

GENERAL- This specification outlines the broad functions to be performed
by the Collection Aanagement System. It does not include detail requirements
such as menu formats, output forms, report formats,field descriptions,
codes or tables. References to files, data sets and queues are for logical
description and do not restrict the physical implementation.

NEEDS DESCRIPTION- With the Implementation of the new Charge Data System
and other applications on micro-computers In the EEOC's field offices ano
in the 706 Agencies it will be necessary to collect data for various
central uses. With a potential of in the order of 200 micro-computers
that will have to send data on varying schedules it will be necessary to

provide a high degree o automation and structure to the collection
process to ensure the timeliness and completeness of the data. An example
of the requirement for timeliness would be when collecting updates for
the COS National Database, precautions must be taken to collect the data
from the field offices in the date and time sequences that the local
database was prepared, otherwise, actions against previously entered
(but not transmitted) transactions would be rejected and the synchronization
between the national database and the local database would be lost. An
example of completeness would be the need for collection of office data from
the field offices for the preperation of a consolidated national report.
Consolidation processing should not start until the data from all parti-
cipating offices has been received, otherwise, the consolidation processing
will be in error. These problems can be controlled on a manual basis with
a small number of offices but it would not be practicable with the large
number of offices in this case.
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CENTRAL CONTROL- In order to avoid the need for coverage at the field
offices during out of hours data collection and to eliminate peak hour
ineffective attempts of many offices calling to a central point to submitt
data it is planned that the collection process be controlled by a central
processing point. This center would automaticaly dial the desired offices
on a prearranged schedule and invite them to send specific files of
data. This data would be consolidated at the central point with like
data from other offices and entered periodically as batch jobs into a
mainframe process. This center would maintain extensive scheduling and
tracking tools to assure that data collection was properly managed.

IMPLEMENTATION- The central collection function along with the remote
supporting software at the local offices is called the Transaction Manage-
ment System (TMS). The central functions may be implemented on a standalone
micro-computer, a mainframe computer or a combination of the two. Some
study work has been done on the alternatives of implementation and can
be made available to the detail design team.

SUBSYSTEMS- For purposes of description the Collection Management System
consists of five major subsystems(ss) as follows;

Central Scheduling ss
Central Office Parameters ss
Central Communications ss
Central Job Data Management ss
Remote Collection Manager ss

Each of these subsytems contain files of control information, perform
preprogrammed instructions, produce reports and provide interactive dialogue
and control value maintenance by a CMS operator.

Maintenance Mode- Each subsystem can be initiated independently by a CMS opera-
tor in a passive mode for maintenance of tablesto obtain requested reports and
do other housekeeping activities on subsystem files and queues. The CMS may
also be initiated in two active modes; one for data collection from the field
(Collection Mode), another for preperation of Job Entry job streams from the
Job Data Queues.

Collections Mode- When in this mode the Communications ss will auto-dial
the field office microcomputers and invite them to send specific data files in
accordance with a shedule from the Scheduling ss. The auto-dialing will
be done on from one to four&businless lines using the FTS network where possible.
The remote microcomputer will auto-answer when called and verify the call
is from the CMS and pass contol to the Remote Collection Manager ss. It will
find the requested file/s and send to the central CMS and record date and time
for local records. After satisfactory receipt of each file by the Central
Communications ss it will place it on a Job Data Queue as designated by the
Scheduling Subsystem. During the session all transmission activity will be
logged and schedule compliance or noncompliance information will be passed to
the Scheduling Subsystem. At the termination of a session, reports will be
generated to display or print a summary of the communications activity and
deviations from schedule requests.

Job Entry Preperation Mode- When in this mode the Job Data Management
SLbsystem will reorganize the data in the files of the Job Data Queue
designated by the TMS operator and merge it with appropriate Job Control
Language (JCL) to create a batch job stream for entry to JES or RJE

SYSTEM MONITOR- There will be an overall Collection Manager Monitor
which provides menu selection to subsystems and to initiate and terminate
modes of operation. Other parameters and records not applicable to subsystems
may be grouped in the System Monitor.

SCHEDULING SUBSYSTEM -General Description

This subsystem will maintain a database of schedules which will relate which
offices should send which files on which dates(sessions). This will prompt
the Communications Subsystem to request the proper datasets at the desired
time. The schedule will also contain the Job-Data Queue to which received data
files should be routed. Offices should be addressable:by office name (literal)
or office code. It should also be possible to refer to a group of offices by a
group code. This would be used where several offices frequently appear on the
schedule for the same data file. Display menus should be provide to permit
updating the schedule for a period of one month in advance. The schedule
should provide for initial requests for a data file as well as resends(file
already sent) and repeat request(flle previously requested but not received).
The subsystem should also permit storing schedule profiles for freqently used
schedules(Only the date/session would be required) to permit abbreviated schedule
preperation.
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A schedule history should be maintained to show which data requests have
been complied with and which are still outstanding. Outstanding requests
will automatically be added to the next collection session unless expli-
citly overridden.

The reports package should dislay/print all items on the schedule, grouped
as requested, such as by office name, file name, date or Job Data Queue.
It should also display the schedule history file and the schedule non compliance
records. A schedule deviation report should also be generated after every
collection session.

The active schedule used in a data gathering session should be ordereO in
such a fashion as to require only one session with a field office even if
multiple files ar requested.

Activities during collection session;

° Passes scheduling information to Communications ss.
* Receives schedule compliance and non-compliance data from Comsuni-

cations ss.

OFFICE PRARAMETERS SUBSYSTEM- General Description

This subsystem will maintain a database of field office parameters which will
be used at data collection time to establish the proper cosnunications link.
Other information for use in manual administration will also be included
for report purposes and follow up. Items to be included are;

Office name (Literal)
Office code
Computer phone number
Transmission speed (1200/2400)
Parameter group*
Identification required
Password required
Field office communications coordinator
Coordinators phone number

- - Electronic mail address
Changes pending (date of change)

(Standard Parameters will be provided in a group table to avoid repitition)l

Sreens and menus will be provided to so this database can be maintained by the
Central Communications Administrator.

Activities during a collection session;

* Pass office parameters to comuunications ss as requested
- Append office communications coordinators name and phone number

to session schedule non compliance report

COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM - General Description

The major activities of the Communications so is in the Collection Session
mode. These are described briefly as follows;

* Perform all housekeeping functions to establish a session.
* Get file request from Scheduling ss.
* Use office parameters from Office Parameters ss to establish

a session with a remote.
* Pass file name/s request to remote.
* Receive named file from remote.
* Make validity check of data (CRC and block count).

M Move received data file from receiving queue to Job Data Queue.
o Retry -Don't Answer', 'Transmission Failed' and other reattempts after

a complete pass through the schedule.
*- - * Record 'File Not Found' messages and notify Scheduling Ss.

* Record and notify Scheduling ss of all other cases of unable
to comply with schedule.

* Record 'No Data in File' messages and notify Scheduling so and Job
Data Manager so. A 'No Data in File- message is not a schedule deviation.

* Pass results on each scheduled request to Scheduling ss.
* Record all activity on communications lines and file requestod and

place in session history.
* Provide for operator initiation, intervention and status requests.
* Log Collection Manager's operator actions.
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There are some actions of the Communications ss performed in the non-session
or passive mode. These are as follows;

o Perform diagnostics on communications lines.
° Perform diagnostics to a remote microcomputer as initiated by operator.
° Maintain history file of communications activity.
° Prepare reports for display or print of each communications session.

JOB DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM- General Description

This subsystem stores collected files of data as received in Job Data Queues
as designated by the Sceduling ss. When the the operator determines that data
for a particular job is complete this subsystem will be initiated and the data
files gathered by that job queue will be reformated and combined with appro-
priate Job Control Language(JCL) to create a JES or RJE job.

In the Collection Session mode the Job Data Management ss will do the following;

* Condition new queues to receive data per Scheduling ss.

* Receive files passed to it by the Communications Ss.

* Mark queue status file with all activities against the queue/s.

In the Job Stream Preperation mode the Job Data Management ss will do the
following;

O Provide JCL fom a library of prestored JCL (Proc Lib) for the
job stream that is being prepared.

° Reorganize data contents of files on the desginated Job Data Queue
to the format required for JES.

° Combine JCL and data to form a suitable job stream for JES or RJE.

° Mark the job data queue status log with current status

° Save job data queue for possible rerun.

In the passive mode the Job Data sn will do the following;

* Provide for maintenance of JCL procedure library.
* Provide reports and status of all job data queues.

FIELD COLLECTION MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM- General Description

This subsystem is resident on participating microcomputers and works with
the corresponding Communications Ss at the Central data collection site.
In the Collection mode this ss should do the following;

* Perform housekeeping functions to prime the microcomputer for a
communications session.

° Auto-Answer incoming call.
° Check Id. and password.
* Read incoming request for file/s.
* Find and send file/s.
* Mark local activity log to show that file was sent.
* Resend if requested.

In the Maintenance mode this ss should do the following;

* Provide a directory for locating requested file and for indicating
data not ready or no data to send as the case may be.

* Provide a communications activity log*.
* Provide reports of Collection Management activity.

*Activity Log- List all files planned to be sent and their current status
such as pending, ready to be sent or sent(date and time).
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FILE NAMING CONVENTION and FILE FORMAT STANDARDS- General Description

The files requested from the field offices should comply with a standard
naming convention and format. The recommended file structure is a flat
ASCII file. The first record in every file is to be a header record
whih will contain the code name of the office and any qualifiers about
the data being sent(ie."No Data to be Sent"). Other control iformation
may be added here as detail design progresses. The file names that
may be requested for collection will be assigned by Central and will
consist of a two character identifier followed by a six character date.
The first two characters should be as descriptive as possible of file
type such as CU for Charge Data System Updates. Other files such as
Litigation Reports mTght be named LR. I date must be added to the name
to provide a basis for checking the proper sequencing of updates and to
seperate the particular faile from other like files.

END

Page 8
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OF .'- U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

JUN I 2 ON8

MEMORANDUM

TO: Walter S. Grabon, Director
Memphis District Office

FROM: Joseph S. Bennett
Director, Region II

SUBJECT: Field Trip Report On The Memphis District Office

From February 24 to 28, 1986, a quality assurance review of case
files and case load management systems was conducted in the
Memphis District Office.

This review indicated the office has taken steps to address the
problems identified during the FY 85 review. The review team was
able to observe a brief display of the new office-wide automated
system for compliance data control in operation after several
months of design and installation. Recently investigated cases
evidenced the use of the new Investigative Plan format developed
by the Region. The District has also developed a new "issue
tailored" IM format, which it expects will further improve
investigative quality and ensure more accurate analysis of
evidence. The new Litigation Development Program provides for
the provision of legal guidance during critical stages of the
investigative process for all potential litigation vehicles. The
program also provides for the provision of legal guidance to the
Area Offices on potential litigation vehicles. It is still too
early to evaluate the final success of these projects as they
relate to the quality and performance of the office, but the
action has been undertaken.

During the field review, thirty case files were reviewed. Seven
(7) or 23 percent were noted in which the evidence of record did
not fully support the finding. Seventy-seven percent (77%) of
the files reviewed met quality standards. Five additional State
and Local "Additional Credit Reviews" are not included in the
above figure.

EVIDENCE - The most consistent problem noted during the field
review was lack of corroborating documentary evidence to support
Respondent's statements or Charging Party's allegations. Many
of these cases noted were closed based largely on Respondent's
statements, without documents or comparative evidence to support
the finding. The review also disclosed that there was a failure
to follow-up in a ti'mely manner to Respondent's incomplete
response to RFI.

In Charge 85-0969. for example, the Respondent fails to respond
to the RFI, chosing instead to provide selected information which
shifted the attention from the disability accomodation to the
doctor's prescribed 10 pound lifting limitation. There was no
follow- up to obtain the information requested in the RFI.
Comparative data on disability leave is not obtained, nor is
information on light duty assignment. The file also contained
data to suggest that 6 or 7 other employees have may experienced
similar treatment, yet the class allegations are never invest-
igated. As this is a local Respondent, an on-site visit would
have been appropriate and beneficial.

In Charge 85-0303, comparative data was not obtained on disci-
plinary actions for similarly situated persons, Respondent's
discipline/discharge policy, was not obtained. The evidence
necessary to support the finding was not secured.

In Charge 86-0112, the initial problem in obtaining corroborating
documentary evidence is noted in the lack of an RFI in the file.
Several Respondent witness statements are obtained, along with
Respondent's position statement indicating Charging Party was
discharged for poor performance. Aside from a list of termin-
ations, however, no comparative documentation was obtained.
Neither was the Respondent's disciplinary policy, nor a copy of
Charging Party's personnel records obtained.
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In Charge 85-0951, both the IP and RFI are adequate in outlining
the documents and comparative evidence required to complete the
investigation, however, much of the requested data was not
submitted by Respondent. There is no follow up on the RFI.
Evidence of record does not support the finding.

In Charge 85-1047, IP is sketchy and RFI is not evident in the
file. No explanation or evidence of Respondent's layoff and
discharge policy is present in the file. There is also no
comparative data on actions involving other employees with
similar problems identified. Only a list of terminations is
provided as comparative evidence.

In Charge 85-1303, Charging Party alleges termination based on
age and Respondent claims Charging Party was discharged for
falsifying records. Evidence on which closure was based
consisted largely of position statement from Respondent with
selected documentary evidence citing disciplinary actions taken
against other employees. Personnel/discipline records of
similarly situated employees are not reviewed. As there is a
dispute over reason for Charging Party's discharge, some effort
should have been made to verify the incident through witness
statements. The Respondent is located down the street from the
Memphis District Office.

One cause case was reviewed where the evidence in the file did
not appear to support the determination. Evidence of Legal
involvement and consultation was present. In Charge 85-0325, the
file and IM failed to bring out the key piece of evidence, which
was that the temporary employee allegedly retained over the
Charging Party was not an employee of the company, but was
instead an employee with Manpower Temporary Services.

ON-SITES

Several cases were identified in the previous section in which an
on-site could have been utilized to obtain needed documentary
evidence or witness statements to support the Respondent's
position statements or Charging Party's allegation. Two
additional cases reviewed contained record of an on-site visit
having been utilized in the investigation but not in the most
effective way.

In Charge 85-1407, the decision to go on-site was appropriate.
The Respondent had provided witness statements immediately upon
receipt of the Form 131 notice and the investigator felt it
necessary to verify the statements. It appears from the brief
notes in the file that the witnesses were reticent to discuss the
situation further. Unfortunately no fall back strategy had been
prepared for that eventually and the visit is basically
fruitless. Had there been some advance preparation for the
visit, certain records may have been reviewed or obtained to
support either the Respondent's statements or the Charging
Party's position in the final determination.

In Charge 85-1408, similar problems are evident. Not much
information is obtained from witness interviews. Other
comparative documentary evidence (employee records, discipline
policy, etc) is not reviewed or obtained. According to a list of
Respondent's employees contained in the file. during the time
period in question the Respondent hired four other data entry
clerks within six weeks of terminating the Charging Party
supposedly for 'lack of work'. Better preparation for the on-
site, might have produced evidence necessary to support the final
determination.

LEGAL-COMPLIANCE COORDINATION

It has been noted in the field review reports of the two Area
Offices that there has been a lack of coordination between the
compliance and legal staff on potential litigation vehicles and
select charges where legal advice is needed. One case within the
District Office wad reviewed where advice from Legal should have
been sought but was not evident in the file. Charge 85-0969 was
closed as no jurisdiction because the Respondent went out of
business, however the investigation should have continued to
establish whether the Charging Party had a valid claim to the
assets, as the creditors did. The file showed no evidence of
discussion with Legal.
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As an FY 86 office specific objective, the Memphis District
Office has initiated a Litigation Development Program which
provides for compliance-legal coordination during the development
of potential cause cases. It also focuses on enhanced
development and coordination with the Area Offices on potential
litigation vehicles, at present an underutilized resource. It
becomes incumbent on the Memphis Legal Unit to continue its
participation in the Litigation Development Program and to
maintain regular communication on cases with compliance staff
within the Memphis District, and the Area Offices. A system to
ensure that coordination needs to be developed.

STATE AND LOCAL CHARGE FILE REVIEW

Five state and local additional credit charges were reviewed of
which two revealed problems with the granting of substantial
investigation credit. In Charge 85-0410, the file indicates that
the FEPA did not complete a substantial investigation and
therefore should not have been awarded contract credit. The
entire body of substantive evidence obtained in this case
consisted of interview notes on the Charging Party and his
witness and former supervisor, and the Respondent Vice President.
Credit for that action should be rescinded. In Charge 84-1261,
the Charging Party requested a Right to Sue Notice during the
investigation by the FEPA. A copy of the FEPA file indicates
that FEPA did "a substantial investigation andtherefore should
receive contract credit," although there is no outline of the
evidence gathered by the FEPA on which to base this deter-
mination. Although not required by Order 916, this problem
indicates the need for the files to contain a summary of the
investigation completed by the FEPA agency, including the
allegation, evidence obtained, additional evidence required, and
recommendation on whether credit should be granted.

CASE MANAGEMENT AND CASE TRACKING SYSTEM

In response to a problem identified during the FY 85 field
review, the Memphis District Office has developed and implemented
an office-wide automated system for data'control which includes a
capability for unit case load management. Although still in its
testing stages, interviews with the supervisors indicated that
they utilized the system's capability for case tracking, but did
not yet use the system as an effective tool for managing the case
load within their units. Specifically this is applicable to the
RCP function where productivity was 66.3 on average at mid-year.
If the system is to be utilized throughout the office, training
needs to be provided immediately so that supervisors are able to
obtain maximum use of both the case management and tracking
capabilities of the system.

If the system will not be fully functional for some time,
management will need immediately to develop a system for the
supervisors which allows for case load management planning and
review through the interim phases of the investigative process.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on our review of case files and case load management
systems in the Memphis District Office corrective action is
required in the following areas:

On -Site: On-site visits are being encouraged to improve the
quality of investigations conducted, particularly the problem of
procuring documentary evidence to corroborate Respondent's or
Charging Party's statements. It is extremely important, however,
that appropriate instruction and/or training be provided
compliance personnel prior to initiating on-site visits.

RFIs: There is a need to continue to focus RFIs on specific
requests for copies of any documentation made or kept which
reflects certain evidentiary needs. Accordingly, where
appropriate, the RFI should be developed using such phrases as
follow:

'Submit copies of any and all documents which reflect anay or all
of the following information:"

:Provide copies of any personnel documentation made or kept
recording the actions on all employees who have resigned, been
discharged, or otherwise terminated from employment during the
period of 1/01/84 to present, reflecting the employee's name,
sex, etc."
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MEMORANDUM

TO : Area/Local Oifice CDS Admi ;str rs

FROM :Steve Posniak, Director Z
Systems Design and Implementat n Division
Information Systems Services

SUBJECT :CDS Data Protection Precautions for IBM PC-XT's

This is to remind you that the PC-DOS operating system has
vulnerabilities which can lead to the destruction of your
data if you do not take certain precautions.

1. Perform regular backups of CDS data using the CDS data backup
utility. We suggest a minimum of one backup per week, with
retention of a minimum of three backup diskette sets and the
oldest of the three sets being recycled.

2. Do aQ- perform a warm boot (CTRL/ALT/DEL) or turn off the
PC-XT power switch while you are still in any of the CDS subme-
nus. If you have to power down the system, exit out of all
menus (until the C> prompt appears) first. If your physical
security arrangements permit, we suggest that the system be
left turned on at the C> prompt level with the screen illumina-
tion turned dark when CDS is not in use. The CDS menu can then
be reactivated with a warm boot, which will also enable you to
verify the system date.

4. If CDS does not permit you to exit out of the system, you can
try entering a CTRL/BREAK. If that does not work, call the CDS
Hotline on FTS 653-8096.

5. If you receive a message informing you that your indexes need
rebuilding, you can use the CDS reindex utility to accomplish
this. After the reindex utility has successfully run to comple-
tion, exit to the C> prompt and enter the following command:

CHKDSK/F

This will help to restore other data which might have been
damaged. Even if you do not experience any apparent damage,
it is a good practice to run the above command once a month.

95-656 0 - 89 - 25
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'Provide copies on any personnel documentation made or kept,
including hiring applications, evaluations, positions, etc. for
the following persons:"

When the Respondent fails to provide this information, the
supervisor/investigator team must secure a timely follow-up to
ensure that the needed additional documentation is provided.

Caseload Yafeqmelnt: Although the Memphis District Office's
automated caseload management and tracking system will eventually
be fully operative in the Memphis Office, the office must in the
meantime ensure the existence of a caseload management system
which highlights progress on the interim phases of the
investigatory process. This would give supervisors a more
effective caseload management capability for reviewing the
progress on cases more than once a month, and planning for
optimal use of staff time and resources. The system should
highlight progress on such investigative stages as: receipt of
RFI, additional RFI required, case ready to be written up, etc.
This system should be standardized for the office and put into
place immediately.

Compliance/Legal Coordination: Although the Memphis District
Office has initiated a Litigation Development Program to enhance
the development of enforcement actions it is important as well to
develop procedures between legal, the compliance units and the
area offices to ensure that coordination is maintained.
Procedures should provide for the identification of
legal/compliance teams and for regular two-way communication on
potential cause cases.

State and Local Additional Credit Reviews: A format for
reviewing additional credit submissions for substantial
investigation should be developed which indicates whether
sufficient evidence has been obtained to base a determination to
grant credit. The format should outline: evidence obtained,
additional evidence required, and a recommendation on whether
credit should be granted. Further, it is necessary to rescind
credit awarded for substantial investigation which was not
warranted by the evidence in case file number 85-0410.

Systems and procedures designed to improve the effectiveness of
RFIs, On-Site Investigations, Compliance/Legal Coordination, case
load Management and Additional Credit Reviews should be developed
and implemented soon after your receipt of this report. By July
15. 1986, prepare amd forward to my attention a memorandum which
outlines the steps and actions you have taken or you propose to
take to accomplish these objectives.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washingeon, D.C. 20507

July 16, 1986 7

To : Joseph Wiley, Director
Detroit District Office

From: Joseph S. Bennett, Director
Region II Programs
Office Of Program Operations

Sub : Detroit District Office Field Trip Report

During the week of May 27, 1986. we conducted an extensive revised
of your office for the purpose of examining open and closea
charge files and your Office's case management systems.

Overall, we were favorably impressed with a number of improve-
ments implemented since FY-85. In the charge file reviews, we
observed that a more functional investigation plan format has
been implemented and that RFIs tended to adequately address the
issues under investigation. Furthermore, of twenty-three Rapid
and Extended charge files reviewed, no files were noted in which
the evidence of record did not support the finding.

However, a number of problems were noted in our review of State
and Local files. These will be specifically addressed, together
with a number of concerns relating to the Office's case manage-
ment systemshin the body of this report.

The following are our specific findings.

A. Rapid and Extended Charge File Reviews

1. Investigation Plans:

Overall, we note that the quality of investigation plans has
improved substantially in FY-86. The Office has implemented
a new plan format which addresses jurisdiction, theories of
discrimination, the proposed scope of the investigation, and
other sources of information to be tapped. This represents
a significant first step in the development of an effective
planning process. However, we wish to emphasize that a
functional investigation plan is a flexible document, which
not only identifies basic information available and needed,
but also outlines a proposed strategy for the investiga-
tion. We noted that some of your plans defined the strategy
of the planned investigation only in very general terms and
we suggest that further refinement in the preparation and
use of plans is needed. For instance in an individual harm
discharge case, because the plan failed to identify the
specific department, positions, or group to be examined, our
review of the plan created the initial impression that
the intention was to investigate the entire facility,
Although we understand that this was not the investigator's
intention, it is illustrative of a need for more precisely
defining the strategy or scope of a planned investigation.
Therefore, we recommend that your Office continue to refine
the design, preparation, and use of your investigation
plans.

2. Requests For Information:

The RFIs examined, adequately addressed the issues under
investigation and in most instances requested copies of
the documents containing the required data. Two cases were
noted, however, in which data requests were made that
required respondents to create lists (i.e. lists of all
disciplinary actions, of all employees laid off, and of
employees discharged), rather than soliciting copies of the
documents containing the data. 1/ Therefore, we wish to
emphasize that the focus of an RFI should always be to
obtain the best evidence available and to lay the necessary
foundation for a subpoena action, should respondent fail to
comply with the request.

3. Closure Actions:
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Twenty-three case files involving unsuccessful concilia-
tions. no cause findings, and a variety of administrative
closures were reviewed. No case was noted in which the
evidence of record was inadequate to support the finding.

B. State And Local Charge Files

1. Credits For Other Than Accepted Charge Resolutions:

Seven cases were reviewed in which the District Office
awarded contract credits pursuant to section 4 of EEOC
Order 916, Appendix A. This secticon provides that
under specified circumstances contract credit may be
awarded even though EEOC is not accepting an FEPA final
finding.

In five of the seven cases, contract credit was awarded
pursuant to section 4(I) (E), which provides that deferral
charges closed by EEOC because of the issuance of a Notice
of Right to Sue, will received contract credit if the FEPA
has conducted a "substantial investigation" at the time of
EEOC's issuance of the Notice of Right to Sue. However, our

review of these five files disclosed no documented evidence
that the FEPA file had ever been reviewed or that the FEPA
had conducted a substantial investigation. 2/ Furthermore.
an examination of the corresponding ledger cards indicates
that, for at least two of the cases, it is highly unlikely
that the FEPA conducted a substantial investigation: These
ledger cards indicate that on the date the FEPA was awarded
the two contract credits, the two cases had been in the
FEPA's workload a total of twenty-three days for one case
and thirty-one days in the other. 3/

These cases were discussed with the State and Local Coordin-
ator who indicated that she had reviewed the FEPA files
on-site, but had understood the concept of "substantial
investigation" to mean that, in a given case, the FEPA has
done all is can in the time it has had to process the case.
Using this definition, it is conceivable that a FEPA could
be awarded a contract credit for assigning to an investigat-
or a case it received only two days earlier. We do not
believe this construction was intended and recommend that
your Office develop some broad guidelines for identifying
when an FEPA's work product will be deemed to constitute a
"substantial investigation. In doing so please keep in
mind that in some types of "additional credit" actions
your Office will need to continue to process the case.
Therefore, we recommend that in developing your guidelines
you focus on how much of your resources would be expended
if you had to complete the investigation. irrespective of
whether you in fact have to do so.

Additionally, in none of the seven files was there adequate
documentation of the District Office's review of the FEPA's
investigation. Although all of the files contained an EEOC
Form 214, some of these forms were not signed by the
reviewing official and/or the approving official and none
contained a review of the evidence obtained by the FEPA.
Under the circumstances, we must conclude that necessary
information is not being made available to the approving
official. Therefore, we must inquire on what bases can the
approving official express concurrence or nonconcurrence
with a recommended action? Thi's identical concern was
addressed in our August 21. 1985 field trip report.
However, since the problem remains, we will repeat our
recommendations. When conducting additional credit reviews
pursuant to sections 4(I)(C). 4(I)(D), 4(I)(E), or 4(I)(F)
of EEOC Order 916, Appendix A. please instruct your staff
that a memorandum to the file is to be prepared (EEOC Form

214 may be used for this purpose) which:

a. identifies the reason(s) for conducting an addition-
al credit review;

b. indicates whether the review is authorized under
EEOC Order 916 and cites the appropriate section;
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c. provides a general outline of the information
obtained by the FEPA in it investigation and identifies
what, if any, information is needed to complete the
investigation;

d. contains a concluding statement recommending that
contract credit should or should not be awarded; and

e. is signed by both the reviewing and approving
officials (note: the approving official should be a
GM-13 or above).

Because our review indicates that contract credits have
been awarded under circumstances other than those authorized
by section 4, it is necessary that your Office immediately
begin reviewing all files receiving a section 4 credit in
FY-86. Each case file should be reviewed to determine if:

a. the review was authorized under section 4(I)(C).
4(I)(D), 4(I)(E), or 4(I)(F) of Order 916; and

b. (if the above is answered in the affirmative), the
FEPA investigation had been completed or nearly
completed, depending upon the specific section cited
as authority for the additional credit (note: under
section 4(I)(C) the FEPA investigation must be complete
an order to receive contract credit).

Additional contract credits accorded to the FEPA in FY-86
under circumstances other than those enumerated in section 4
of EEOC Order 916, will have to be rescinded and manually
prepared reports corrected.

Once you have completed this task, please prepare a report
addressed to me certifying:

a. the total number of cases files reviewed and the
corresponding charge numbers;

b. the total number of case files and the corresponding
charge number for each file in which a contract credit
previously awarded was found to be improperly authoriz-
ed and, therefore, rescinded;

c. that all necessary corrections have been made to the
charge lists, the EEOC Monthly Statistical Reports on
FEPA Contract Performance, and FEPA Monthly Performance
Reports;

d. that you have notified the affected FEPA of the
corrections; and

e. that you have provided the affected FEPA and
Headquarters with copies of the corrected reports.

This report should be received by my Office no later than
August 29, 1986.

In four of the five cases in which the charging party's
request for the issuance of a Notice of Right lead to the
additional credit review, we also noticed that rather than
issuing the notices in the State and Local function, the
files were reassigned to the Rapid function for closure.
Since we see no programatic justification for such a
procedure, it would appear that the intent is to inflate
RCP production figures. We discussed this finding with one
of the Compliance Managers, who informed us that he recently
became aware of the practice and has had it discontinued.

2. Substantial Weight Reviews:
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We examined eight substantial weight review files and noted
a number of serious problems. In the first two files the
FEPA no jurisdiction findings were accepted and credited.
The charges were filed by a married couple against Park
manor Apartments and closed because the wrong respondent
had been named. However, the fact that the wrong respondent
had been named is evident on the face of the charge, which
alleged a violation date of April 28. 1985 and indicates
that..."In 1984, the complex was sold to Growth Equities,
Inc.". 4/ Therefore, pursuant to section 2(I)(E) of EEOC
Order 916, Appendix A. contract credit should not have been
given. This section provides that EEOC will not give
accepted closure credit for charges closed for lack of
jurisdiction unless an investigation was required to
determine this lack of jurisdiction.

In pursuing this matter further, the identical charges filed
against Growth Equities were also reviewed and we found the
FEPA had received contract credit on these submissions as
well. In other words, the FEPA was paid twice for the same
cases. We also noted that the FEPA's "Closing Transmittal"
submitted to the District Office is misleading. This
document indicates the following:

"This complaint was taken against the wrong respondent.
The claimant has been notified and a new complaint
(has been) taken against the correct respondent."

Upon reading this, one is left with the impression that a
new charge was take after the error was discovered.
However, an examination of the records indicates that all
four charges were taken on the same date (i.e. May 22,
1985).

A similar type problem was noted in another charge filed
against K-Mart Corporation. As in the previous cases,
the FEPA's no jurisdiction finding was accepted and credit-
ed. The FEPA documents indicate that the wrong respondent
was named and a copy of the new charge naming the correct
respondent was submitted as an attachment. However, the
correct respondent, as identified in the newcharge, is
K-Hart Apparel Corporation, which appears to be a subsidiary
of the K-Hart Corporation. 5/ Therefore, contract credit
should not have been awarded on the initial charge. In
circumstances such as these rather than taking a new charge,
the original charge should be amended.

Because our findings indicate that in some instances no
jurisdiction findings are being credited contrary to the
.requirements of Order 916, double payments have been made,
and there may be some remaining cases in deferral in which
a double payment will be made, it is necessary that your
Office immediately review all credited no jurisdiction
findings for FY-86. All no jurisdiction findings receiving
contract credit contrary to the requirements of Order 916
or receiving double payments will have to be rescinded.

Once you have completed this review, please prepare a report
addressed to me certifying:

a. the total number of case files reviewed and the
corresponding charge numbers;

b. the total number of case files and the corresponding
charge number for each case file in which a contract
credit was rescinded;

c. that all necessary corrections have been made to the
charge lists, the EEOC Monthly Statistical Reports on
FEPA Contract Performance, and FEPA Monthly Performance
Reports;

d. that you have notified the affected FEPA of the
corrections; and

e. that you have provided the affected FEPA and
Headquarters with copies of these corrected reports.

This report should be received by my Office no later than
August 29,1986.
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C. Case Management

1. Unit Inventory/Case Distribution:

An examination of a May 27, 1986, printout revealed that
there are some sixtv-eioht AOEAand nine ADEA concurrent
cases in the Office's inventory in which the two year
staTute for filing suit has exired. Sixty-nine of these
cases are in the ECP function, of which fifty-three are
assigned to one investigator. As of the date of the
printout, the number of days over the two year period
ranged from three days to six-hundred and five days. It,
is evident from this data that an effective monitoring
system of the ADEA two year statute has yet to be implement-
ed. Additionally the large number of ADF.A cases in the ECB'
function continues to be a source of some concerW. As noted
in our April 10, 1985, field trip report:r

"Absent a showing that these charges had some reason-
able litigation potential or were being processed as
class charges, this concentration of ADEA charges in
the Extended function is unwarranted.P.

Therefore, we recommend that your Office immediately:

a. identify all cases in which the time limit for
filing suit has expired and prepare a plan of action
to expedite their processing;

b. establish an effective system for monitoring the
ADRA two year time limit for filing suit:

c. review the ECP inventory and identify all cases
which are appropriate for RCP processing and code
them accordingly; and

d. develop a screening system to assure to the extent
practicable, that charges forwarded to the ECP unit
are appropriate for extended processing (note: one
possibility you may wish to examine is the "Screening
Committee System used in the St. Louis District
Office").

Once these actions have been taken, your Office will be
left with a leaner more focused ECP inventory and a system
for assuring that cases coming into the function at least
have some potential for contributing to the Office's litiga-
tion program.

2. Case Load Management

Except for the deficiencies relating to the anagemcnt of
ADUA cases referred to above, we note that your Office has
made significant improvements in managing its case load.
Supervisors appear to be conducting regular periodic
meetings with their professional staff in order to discuss
the status of charges assigned to their units and affect the
quality of final products. Furthermore, the data indicates
that supervisory personnel are attempting to manage total
processing time by setting target dates for the completion
the distinct phases of investigations. In short, it appears
that your Office is moving in the direction of establishing
an effective case load management system. However, we
suggest that your Office can make more effective use of
the system by adopting a "workload management approach"
to the system, rather than a production orientation. tie
observed that reports to upper management generated from the
operation of this system, mainly focus on what has been
produced. To the extent that production, in the past tense,
becomes the sole focus of information, management is
limiting its ability to project what can be produced in the
short term and therefore its ability to manage those
anticipated products. What we are suggesting is that
supervisory personnel provide upper management with periodic
"workload status" reports. For instance, supervisory
personnel can provide upper management with unit reports
at the beginning of each quarter which reflect:

a. anticipated closures and corresponding outcomes
by month for the next three months:
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b. the status of cases already identified as have
litigation potential;

c. information relating new potential litigation cases;
and

d. information relating to unusual problems such as
a large number of unassigned cases or 300 day cases.

With this type of information management can set its
priorities and make necessary adjustments to meet office
needs, rather than having to react to problematic situa-
tions after they occur.

3. Production Improvement Project

The preliminary data on your Office's improvement project
indicates that it has the potential for both increasing RCP
productivity and reducing the 300 day inventory. However.
we note that the number of cases identified for consolidated
processing is relatively small. We, therefore, suggest that
you identify cases involving other respondents for similar
treatment.

4. Compliance Legal Coordination

Although we recognize that an effort is being made to
improve the coordination of cases between the compliance and
legal functions, a significant amount of planning and
execution remains to be done. Throughout- this report we
have been discussing a number of related areas which will
affect your Office's ability to establish and maintain an
effective coordination system. These involve such things
as maintaining an focused ECP inventory, identifying
potential cause cases from all possible sources, and
obtaining periodic work load status reports. Elements
such as these provide a necessary foundation upon which
to build and as alluded to earlier we note that the
process has begun. It is our understanding that an
attorney has been assigned to each compliance unit as
a resource person and the Legal function has established
a format for documenting evidentiary reviews of cause
recommendations, which should provide compliance personnel
useful feedback. However, in order to maximize the
effectiveness of your system, the Legal function must take
an active role in the processing of potential cause cases
as early as possible. A two way communication system must
be maintained, so that the Legal function does not have
to wait from compliance to initiate a contact in order to
become involved in the process. For such a system to
succeed, the Legal function must be provided with and
maintain basic charge status data on potential litigation
cases in the system. Information such as that suggested in
the work load status report (i.e. the status of cases
already identified as having litigation potential and the
status of new cases believed to have litigation potential)
provides a basis on which to initiate contact and affect
the development of cases.

D. Conclusion

As this report reflects, although your Office has implement-
ed significant operational improvements, there remains a
number of areas which require your immediate attention.
Please review this report with your compliance and legal
management staff and prepare a memorandum addressed to me.
outlining in detail the direction you intend to take in
addressing the concerns cited in this report. Your report
should be received by my Office no later than August 29.
1986.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

TO: John Seal, Director
Office of Management

James Troy, Director
Office of Program operations

FROM: Field Support Planning GroupY1 >j 5rr 0

SUBJECT: Field Support "Talking Paper".

Attached is a "Talking Paper" put together by the recently
convened Field Support Planning Group. It not only talks tofuture possibilities and directions in office automation
development and the need for an overall planning structure, butalso speaks to items which are in critical need of immediate
attention in order to avoid serious degradation of the recently
implemented CDS program and provide a more orderly method of
arriving at equipment purchase decisions.

Examples of items needing immediate attention are:

Placement of a qualified MIS in each District Office.

Development of an Information Resource Management planning
document.

We recommend dissemination of this "Talking Paper" to all
district directors with a request for feedback within a definite
time frame.

THE EEOC FIELD OFFICE OF THE FUTURE

This paper was prepared by a field support study group composedof Lynn Brunner, District Director, St. Louis; Ed Elkins, ActingDirector, Charlotte; Phil Goldman, Systemic EOS, Philadelphia;
and Bob Lindquist, MIS, Seattle, and addresses:

A. Office Automation for the field - where we expect to be
within five years.

B. Prioritization of efforts necessary in attaining our
five year goals.

I. PRIORITIES

There is general agreement concerning the capabilities, hardware,software, and systems that should exist in a fully automated
district office. In order to achieve the goal of full
automation, however, it is necessary to develop a plan of
operation by which all affected headquarters offices and allfield offices will be guided. This plan should establish fullfield automation as the goal to be achieved within five years,and should establish operating priorities for achieving thatgoal. Our suggestions for the order of operating priorities areas follows:

A. Planning: A planning, development, and implementation
effort must be developed immediately for the purpose of
delivering full automation to the field. This automation
initiative should begin with an Information Resource
Management Planning Group which would be responsible for
developing a five year plan for the management of the
Commission's information resources. The Planning Group
should be followed by an oversight committee, composed ofrepresentatives at the highest levels of management within
the agency. The oversight committee would provide
coordination with all headquarters components which control
or make input into the allocation of resources to the field,
and would be able to make decisions concerning whether aparticular resource being planned for the field might betterbe diverted into the area of field automation. The IRM
planning group and oversight committee will ensure that
District Directors have input into the decisions made by
each group.
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For example, the IRM planning group and field directors
should have the opportunity to decide whether typewriters
should be purchased for a given district, or whether the
purchase of PC/XT's would be more desireable. This option
should also be available in relation to the purchase of
other equipment on behalf of district offices by any
headquarters office.

To achieve this, it will be necessary to identify all
offices and divisions which make decisions concerning the
purchase of goods and services for the field, and to secure
information concerning the acquisition plans of each of
these groups for the next five years, to the extent that
such plans already exist, or are mandated by practice or
regulation. Where plans have not been developed, these
offices should be required to coordinate any plans for
acquisition of equipment with the IRM planning group and the
affected field directors. This will allow for better
utilization of resources.

B. Communication: As plans are developed, these must be
communicated to field offices, so that field directors can
make informed decisions concerning the utilization of
existing equipment. This should include a calendar of known
activities and decision points for the next five years.

C. Planning Mandate: The mandate of the IRM planning
group should be broad enough to include Automated Data
Processing, telecommunications, resource management,
procurement, personnel, and organizational structures
necessary to accomplish planned goals. Full use of the
hardware and software which already exists in the field
should be a major factor when planning for the acquisition
of additional equipment. This would include the full and
effective development and staffing of the Management
Information Specialist function in each District Office,
planning for training of field office personnel in the use
of Word Perfect, Lotus, R-Base and other appropriate
software, and in basic computer maintenance; assisting
offices in developing computer support systems within their
office; completing the development of the CDS program,
including debugging; and developing the programs and
expertise necessary to integrate the NCR and IBM equipment
into a multi-user system.

II. THE FUTURE

The EEOC field office of the future (by 1992) will be fully
- automated.

A. CHARGE DATA/PROCESSING SYSTEMS

When a potential charging party walks in the door, the
receptionist will take all relevant information, e.g., name,
address, potential respondent name and address, etc. and enter
such data in a tracking system. Where possible, similar data
will be obtained and tracked on phone and mail inquiries.

The EOS taking a charge will obtain all remaining data necessary
to complete EEOC Form 155, entering this data into the CDS system
via a terminal at his or her desk. The body of the charge will
be typed by the EOS and the Form 5 and Form 155 will be produced
by the CDS system. (The system could also produce other
documents for establishing a case file, e.g.,log sheet, label,
etc.) Within ten days of receipt of the charge, the EOS will
develop the Respondent Request for Information, using an
integrated CDS and word processing system. He/she will key in
the charge number and the system will produce on the terminal
screen (through a "merge process") a draft RFI using the
indicated basis(es) and issue(s). The EOS will edit this draft
on the terminal and, where necessary, develop additional
questions addressing the specific allegations of the charge. The
RFI is printed; the Notice of.Charge produced, a cover letter (if
necessary) is generated, an envelope addressed, and the package
is sent to the Respondent. _
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At this point, all basic charge data has been entered into the
CDS system without any code or report sheets. As the charge is
processed, the processing unit enters (through its own terminal)
all appropriate action codes directly into the CDS system rather
than preparing and forwarding code sheets. All standardized
correspondence, forms, and records will be generated through the
CDS system and other interactive software. Each processing unit
will be able to produce for charges assigned to it reports of
charge status, closures, pending inventory, etc. for supervisory
and EOS review and verification.

EOS's will have access to terminals (eventually one for each
employee) which they can use for their own case tracking/tickler
system and for charge data analysis. If they wish, they can use
the word processing capabilities to produce case documents,
letters, Investigative Memoranda, etc.

All its Area and Local Office and 706 Agency data will be readily
accessible to each District Office.

Any required reports (such as the current 396 reports) will be
generated by the CDS system with Headquarters having the capacity
to produce such reports in Washington.

B. OTHER COMPLIANCE AND LEGAL PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS
When considering computer applications, we must not lose sight of
the Congressional mandate given to this agency under the various
statutes that we administer. While it is indeed essential to the
overall operation of this agency to keep track of its
productivity and financial responsibility, we need to consider
our underlying mission--the elimination of unlawful employment
discrimination. Accordingly, a need exists for developing
computer applications for our compliance and legal professional
staff beyond basic word processing to move closer to achieving
the high goal set for us.

The collection of relevant data is one of the most important
functions performed by the compliance and legal units within each

district. It must follow, then, that the analysis of that data
is equally, if not more, important to our compliance and
litigation activities. Compliance and Legal Units require the
capability to manipulate data received from employers in many
different ways in order to determine an employer's compliance
activity and to determine whether or not there is statistical
significance to certain actions taken by an employer which result
in an adverse impact against one or more protected classes. A
good start for interfacing computer applications with compliance
and legal professional staff would be to acquire a good
statistical software package with database and graphics
capability. This type of software would be especially useful in
the area of pattern and practice and Commissioner Charge
investigations and litigation. Clearly, this type of application
would result in a more rapid movement of cases and a more
advanced degree of analysis resulting in the enhancement of our
enforcement responsibilities. The graphics capability is a must
in that it more easily allows one to visualize the statistical
arguments being presented, as well as its proven ability to be a
persuasive piece of evidence at trial.

Another important way to increase productivity and enhance charge
processing and litigation would be to subscribe to services such
as Westlaw. This service would allow compliance and legal
personnel to research issues and/or cases more rapidly with a
greater degree of accuracy. For example, by using simple key
words, one is able to obtain a list and summary of all reported
cases litigated on a particular issue or basis in a matter of
minutes. That same kind of "book" research could take hours or
days. If such a service is available for CCH or BNA employment
practices volumes, they should be acquired as well. The more the
better.

The foregoing should be the basic step in introducing compliance
and legal professionals to computer applications. There are many
other applications out there that would lend themselves to create
a more rapid movement of cases while increasing the level of
reliability of the data and analysis presented and, thus, an
increase in the quality of our work products.

C. ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEYIS
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Personnel--There will be a locally controlled personnel
management data system which will track, inter alia, leave,
payroll information, grade, series, career ladder promotions,
etc. and will produce 90 day notices to supervisors of employee's
anniversary date GPAR/PMRS appraisals and within grade increases.
The system could be used for preparing RIF retention registers
and provide retirement information and calculations under the
various retirement options. Time, attendance, and leave data
will be electronically transmitted to the payroll processing
unit, making manual completion and mailing of time cards unnecessary.
Cuff Records/Purchase Orders/Supplies--There will be an automated
system for generating, tracking and managing local purchase
orders. This system will interface with an efficient automated
cuff record system. Keeping track of supplies and supply
utilization will be greatly improved with the use of computer
applications.

other Local Tracking Systems--Each office will have tracking
systems for correspondence, Congressional inquiries, non-routine
work assignments, litigation projections. Such systems will be
developed locally by technically expert Management Information
Specialists and tailored to the specific needs and wishes of the
office's management.

D. ELECTRONIC MAIL/CO0¶r NlICATION

Each office will have the capacity to electronically communicate
and transmit data, documents, etc. between Headquarters, other
EEOC field offices and 706 agencies.

E. OTHER

To increase the utility of its word processing systems, each
office will have an optical character reader/scanner which is
capable of incorporating printed materials into electronic/word
processing data.

Each office will have graphics capability to improve the quality
of its communications, reports, newsletters, etc. As part of
this capability, each district office will have at least one high
speed/quality laser printer.

Each office will have at ],cast 1 Laptop/Portable Computer for
off-site use by its starf.

III. THE OFFICE MANAGETIENT INFORMATION SPECIALIST

Each District Office will have a qualified Management Information
-Specialist who will function'as manager of information systems
not only at the Distri't Office but will also oversee information
systems operations at 3il Area Offices and state and local
agencies as well.

The position will be ri-.,trd functinially so as to be able to
effectively take respn;. i-bility for and exercise control over the
District information in' -sinq and reporting systems. This
person will be the key -nLtact point within the District area for
the Headquarters ISS C'i,-,:tor and Area Office and state and local
SAs.

POSITION CHARACTERISTT^
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EVALUATES Existinq District Office information systems;
accuracy and currency of District and FEPA data
files; fLotlire information and reporting needs;
existinq report generation in terms of continuing
need ant anppropriateness; the need for additional
hardwarr'/snftware and the appropriate hardware/so-
ftware to meet District and local needs; conducts
system atdits utilizing systems of testing and
samplinq .litfficicnt to express an opinion as to
the reliability of the overall MIS system.

DEVELOPS ImprovesrYtis in District weekly, monthly and
quarterly reports; continuous and smooth informa-
tion flowd bctwccn the District Office and Head-
quarters aitd FEP Agencies; systems to insure
accuracy and timeliness of Case and Legal tracking
reports; siystems to insure security of sensitive
and confidential data.

TRAINS District: Office clerical staff in use of agency-
suppli't 'rid processing software and PC equip-
ment; cis input operators; professional staff in
PC usc ahi in the isc of spreadsheet, data
managesm lt and word processing software; FEPA
staff .it -nt;-tfEItO and data control procedures and
in the ti-"lopscnt of agcncy-specific management
and statist ical reports.

FUNCTIONS As chirl Coordinator of CDS and HERO systems
operati'l-.: the central computer resource person
in thn Ili alict arca; the District's represent-
ative t.I .:tcms do:iq;o teams at both the District
and Ha l; itni'. lovels; ama member of the
District ' [ice manaigement team and member of the
District 'tt!C; functions as a general computer
system:. cc-tlltant within the area served by the
Distri' tlice.

SUPERVISES Chief ft tutry aitti other Dtata Entry clerks with
respeay 1hle r5s sv:,t '-in; operations of the
Recor'i- -It rro fi-t tiotn: htatd and soft inven-
toriec .t . t t chatj-. on hand.

REPORTS To th'- . int nj-tloe with responsibility to
the 11 ., t't 12% itt'' te on District matters.

* * * .'- .''' * * *

The advantages of pc- ' - X tir'trict Offices is
unlimited and the fn ", -,i : 1 le of the type of
applications that cotit ¼-1 t' i.t--.ttact productivity with a
higher level of qua]i hftrfotr, ilt is extremely important
that each District Di I qi-t- thc opportunity to comment
on and help plan com ' pi ip -atJin-t, that will enhance the
overall operation of ---.
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8/1 9/86

CDS NERDS
FT 1987

The following outline represents the consensus oa the staff

that participated in the CDS Planning meeting held at BQS

on August 17/18, 1986. The outline ia divided into three

categories; category I Is the absolute minimum level of

support to make CDS minimally operational; category II is

the additional support and modification required to make

CDS meet field needa; Category III In the additional support

needed to continue the development of CDS Into a fully

operational system.

I. CDS Minimum Level

1. Data Entry Modifications - ISS to make the necessary

program changes to facilitate the entry of data into

CDS. This would be a continuing effort in FT 87.

la. Supplien- OPO and OK ensure that FT 87 budgets contain

uefficient funding to provide computer supplies for

all field computer users.

2. Corrections Utilities - ISS to provide the necessary

nyntem changes to provide the field with the ability

to correct data entry and records errors. The utility

must be distributed to the field in October,1986.

3. Purge Utilities - 133 to provide the necensary system

changes for deletion of records in the local data base.

4 Mini file Utilities - Isn to provide the necessary system

changes for operation of area/local office and PEPA

mini file data transfer to district office data hases.

5. Collection Manager - ISS to implement the collection

manager syntem for creation of the National Data Base

by November 1,1986.

6. Reports - ISS to finalize the design of CDS reports for

field and headquarters use that were part of the original

design group recommendations.

7. 396 Reports - ISS to finalize the programming for the

generation of 396(MAP) reports from CDS.

8. Field ADP Staff - Dintrict Directors and OPO to define

job descriptions and functional clasnification data for

field staff responsible for the operation or CDS and all
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other related ADP functions in the Distriot/Area/Local

offices. OPO and ON to initiate classificatIon studies

to meet field needs as defined.

9. Training - Training to be provided to all field staff

that operate CD5 to meet a minimum level of proficiency

and knowledge. Training provided by I5S, STDT. and

OJT should be completed by end of 2nd qtr, FT 87.

9a. Baoker's Meeting - the present Informal network of the

coapnter-literate staff in various district offices

should be formalized into regularly scheduled meetings

for exchanges of Information, suggestions for modificat

ion and improvement of CDS3 and suggestionm for training

to be shared with the field, with OPO and IS5.

9b. Improved Communications - Communications between 15 and

o0o need to be significantly improved during the develop-

ment of CDS in PT 87. OPO needs to be notified of any

Impending design changes and modifications to CDS for

evaluation of impact on field operations and resources.

II. Additional Support A Modification

10. Dietriot/broa/ Local Commanications - the Mimi file

system sbould be Improved and modified am needed

during FT 8T to facilitate communications betveen

the Diatriot Office and Its satellites' local data

basem.

11. F1P3 Commeeneitions - The Mini file systew should mlmo

be modified sad Improved as needed to facilitate data

transfer between PUPAs and their EKEO offices. A study

*bseld be mae- to *fine wbat eooumeats muot be mal-

taiaed as hard eopy. aad what doecuents emn be gemerated

and traneaitted eleotrenically. Policy must be dtined

for dealing with P*DA that de mot bey lato esWsmo.

12. Atematie Pew.s eneratiee - A utudy should be Imitiated

to define system meeds and enhabnemeats to CDS te

provide tbe antmotie form generation erigi-amly

defined In the CDS Desig4 Graep report.
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13. Hearings - CDS should be modified to maintain the Hear-

ings data in a separate tile under CDS, rather than as

part of the compliance charge tile. Data entry screens

add actions, and case tracking would be patterned after

the present Charge Entry and Add Action tiles, but they

would be another tile Independent with its own codes and

fields directly related to the Hearings process.

III. Fully Operational CDS Support

14. Outside Experts - EEOC should conduct a study of CDS

utilizing outside experts(Federal or private) to help

detine the additional needs or CDS to meet the original

design objectives ot CDS.

15. Additional Hardware - The tield oftices should be

provided'with additional terminals and other hardware

as needed to facilitate the operation ot CDS.

16. 3DB - the national data base should be maintained in an

in-house minicomputer for ease or operation and cost

saving.

IT. Communication - CDS should be enhanced to provide full

communication between Headquarters and field office data

bases.

IS. System Evolution - OPO and IS should fund initial

studies ot a second generation system for EHOC data

base and intormation management.
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Z. READERS -s' '
SEP 16 1986

FMQ4RAUK.

TO: Joseph P. Bennett, Director
Region It Programs

FROM: Lynn Bruner
District Director

SUBJECT: Kansas City Area Office

Upon my assignment to the St. Louis District Office, I
received a briefing from your office regarding the operation
of the District. A Regional audit had been conducted in
February 1986, which identified serious deficiencies in
the management of the Kansas City Office, as well as in the
quality of case closures. A follow-up audit was conducted
by Ralph Soto and Truman Harris on August 21 through'25, -
1.~986 ,, andalth'gh' I'ha~ not.-yet received'a written report

.;-.--I-.have reviewed the overallaana'geme'nt a'pproach~in'wplacei
iapsa City,.and have decidd tho sesplesmentoso 'hnges.

redirection of K1ansas City m~an'agemnent's phtiosaophy~in.- : . '
relation to case processing; chaunges in per~sonnel aild^- ' '
'management accountability. systemaj 'and ch~nges. in staff

-assignments.- t- ~ h'

I. STAFFING is./

-A.- Intnak -

S vere ga imet~ elj:e:1650y. u..p=

b d e fl d ly5d a5s,..

The present Intake staff in Kansas City consists
of three assigned gOS's: One CS-5, and two GS-9's.
One of the GS-9's, Ms. harjorie Jackson has been on
extended sick leave since March 19, 1985, and the unit
has been operating with two full-time fOS's, using
RCPTeCP Bosnt aI backup. Total staff time committed to
Intake has been approximately the equivalent of three
Bosne. Since GSI. Jackson is severely ill, it is
unknown when sae will return to work, or whether her
doctor will allow her to work full-time when she does
return.

There is no Intake Supervisor, and the unit has
been supervised by Cliff Hill, who also supervises the
only Extended unit in the office.

At three SOS's, the average intake per COS is 550
chargesa This is well above 350, which is the highest
processing assumption for charge intake that has ever
been officially.imposed, and far above the 270 PA which

- ,~stv.-indardai etheR*GAr# -in-nthe .day18jof-productione,.-v.a..s .-

.4 e986, they/proesaedo756. Juchuchargea. ae
A- x . , . .'.v - b
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-In order to keep up with their-workload, the.
Intake KOS's and back-a O' wFerinstructed to keep

and to take inimal notes. As a resultimoat.Intake7 777 files include'only one page of notes, and the notes
usually contain no more information than the charge
itself. Deficiencies in charge intake were noted in
the Regional audit.

/41 ITo remedy this situation, I have detailed two RCP
EOS's to the Intake Unit for a period not to exceed 120
days. The Union has been notified and all other
necessary action taken. These individuals are Anita
Hawkins- GS-7i- and JoAnn Jackson. GS- 4

willbe.. sipproxiiately
5

413 each, .'which t oiill'veryI
-;";bigh'. However,'lt repkesent.~uigaificant

:'':'vemeat, a S a should allo. mthe BOS'ato dlow down a.
bit' aniaprovethe~ l tyofthe oiaiges..

* To ssiat'' further-Ain i roving our' charge quality,~ ~Z-~amAsking~ohn' N~~,~RcP~epervp.r$ -13j --tosqrvds_~e.~

* level.) In addition, JamesNeely has agreed to provide
training in Interviewing Techniques to the Kansas City

I * ~~Intake staff.

I realize that the above reassignments are
temporary in nature, and therefore, do not
provide a permanent solution to the staffing problem.
However, these are the only actions within my scope of
authority, which I believe will help to relieve the
situation.

Any more parmanent solution to our staffing
problem must be approved at your level. Accordingly, I
have enumerated below the various options which I see
as being available to higher-level management, along
with my recommendatien as to the moat desirable option.

1. Allocate two additional Intake EOS positions
to the Kansas City Office, and allow us to fill
the existing oupervisory position.

I see this as being the most desirable
solution,-since it.would place the Kansas City.

9 E

4 1. ~ ~ w l ' a - v e 1
sinea; I£ thiefzos's, and--the superviser would be - -

new to the job. He 330 figure is much mere

2. Change the PD of the Extended Supervisor to
iaclumse pervision of the Intake Unit, and
increa_ i.s processinag B tike to the level
of 5$3 harges per Intake 305.

r'l'�rea

-'4-

T n'.- �
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C. A processing assumption of 550 charges
per EOS seems outrageously high as compared
to other offices and places Kansas City and
District management at a disadvantage.

d. A processing assumption of 550 charges
per EOS would lead to quality problems, as
noted in Region's audits of February and
August 1986.

3. Change the quality standards for Intake of
charges to allow core quality problems to exist in
Kansas City (given the high intake per ZOS) than
is allowable in offices with a lower charge intake
per EOS.

While this approach would certainly be fair
to EOS's and to Local and District managers,
I do not-recommend it. The consequences of a
high error rate in Intake"c'anw be^'gu'it'e'damaging to'
the quality of, subsequent~processi , ndf>., ;-.,,
ultimately ti theImissionof thd"Agen">"- -

each carried a workiload of approximately 54 case- more
than a year's work at the Outstanding level'of
production.

The expected EXT charge intake for FY 87 is
approximately 240 charges, (15 percent of the expected
charge intake). The expected pending inventory at the
beginning of the FY 87 is approximately 180.

With three EoS's, the office has been unable to,
adequatelyprocesasthesextended, wo'kloadt and t-f-.-'.^vw ' Ian

-asanse- u jnce umi, n +tended' j-typeb
'pocs ' caad L'in, g'
backlogg. and each_ ,xtended BOS is carrying--toQ great

''a workload.13 Alm~st "-ve&` Ided cdaseproe tsed in ,
, K ,, ansas CitjiiSl adr.b, i a ld or-,ci+b h e

,~~~~~b . L,,!, tiJ4-my .e .... ill .. ~ sshudban:'byhtettime

processing'of these'cases is also critical to the
success of our litigation program.

As can be seen from the above, the Extended
inventory for EY 87 will consist of approximately
427 cases (180 pending plus 247 receipts). To process
this inventory at the highly effective level of 45
cases per EOS, with a 4-month carry-over inventory,
would require a total of seven EOS'S.

To help aUesiati this 'iatuation. have -
instructed the Kansas City Office to immediately
transfer the equivalent of one staff-year of work
(45 cases) to the St. Louis Office. In addition,
I have reassigned one RCP EOS to the Extended Unit,
Mr. Stan Epstein.

Even with the addition of one SOS, and the
transfer of one EOS's workload, the Extended Unit
would still be understaffed for FY 87 by approximately
two EoS's. assuming production at the Highly Effective
level. In view of this situation, I am requesting that
we be allowed to fill one of the two vacant Extended
positions. (Stan has already,filled one). -This will
allow aus. to, processsfall thenew harg itoeidftiGE t ?
8xt~inded' on, a- timely."bakeis.,and it,!Z

-.- Ibe .transferdtlr^n txiMMZ "I s g om4:ST

In asinig, l
- -' the action which'is avilabie oie tt e District, -

lev. g ' -

the advisability -of each, ' _ , -` t .. , a
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a. Allow us to fill a vacant.EOS.positions in
the Extended Unit, for a total of' fai EOS's.

This is the solution I recommend, since
five EOs's are required to handle the existing
workload in a timely manner, assuming current
processing assumption.

.. .- :.Ž;s~yeat., d@ flo1YC0~ itI1 :,--,V w -,' e

'- ':'a' prodaced. ;This-wouldj :dseelyedfct'our;'i -:
c.iAand Q .the, ztended Lppoc onc5,spercen

: asses .1s ' 4 , ' ''- ''-

I do not recommend this approach since
it would not represent appropriate handling.
In addition, we would not be able to use these
cases in meeting our litigation goals. This would
also increase our RCP backlog. -

C. RAPID CnAgrE PROCRSq 1=P1

The projected receipts in RCP for FY 87 are
1400 and the projected pending inventory as of the
beginning of Fiscal Year 87 is 1640, with approximately
440 of these assigned.

As of August 30, 1986, there were nine SOS's
assigned to RCP. As of September 3, following the
temporary and permanent reassignments discussed
above, there are 6 EOS's assigned to RCP. These BOS's
are all being supervised by one Supervisory SOS, Lois

< Nis l>DugTo-prooess< "Ir A>cJ<fif>2fig7iner!Yg tu
*-- }l g - o f ~~ _'87s' (1400O

would need 'atltotal ofVli8'fEOS' 'witt2"all of them
*s -~ producingfit the Highly'>Effeciivale!vel'0of 102 cases

eah.ar ca

85 'cases per EQS, n iha carry.-over inventory Of.
36, we: would- need- 13. 5'EOS's.i r

Assuming my request for two' additional EOS's in
Intake is granted, the two RCP EOS's who are now
temporarily detailed to Intake, can be returned
to the RCP function for a total of eight RCP EOS'a.

Even though it may be unrealistic 'to assume that
all EOS's will work at the Highly Effective level,

,nd par t iculat rly 5AfO wl ie5 a. li a g o ta k e g

techniue. Acucordimglyi 'am;uequesting that;,,

be allowed to fill, th.e'three viciit positi nacurrently
- si H - ' eisting;;in flCPtmd thak Vone a4l~itionai-EOB'SpositioD

-berasssiged,'foIr h tofatd ofl 12.ER i WE

'r' the' .l200i 14siged,';cajwf ich vLUe~4W nding as P~
~V '~ of October . 96 oc~ltl~r~5 this,

workload within a year's.period, we would need another
11.7 LOS's, all working at the Highly Effective level
of 102 each. ;-e would also need additional
supervisors.

However, it is impractical to staff up for only a
year in order to handle the total FY 87 workload
of 3040 (1200 pending unassigned, plus 440 assigned,
plus 1400 receipts). I believe a better solution would
be to transfer the 1200 cases to other offices for
processing. I am aware that there are offices in the
Commission which are severely over-staffed.
Presumably, these offices would welcome the addition to
their workload.
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If it is impossible to transfer the pending cases,
then perhaps we could be allowed to hire temporary
COS's (1TE 1 year) in order to handle some or all
of the 1200 cases. I note, however, that the transfer
of these pending cases would be a more desirable
solution.

~It should be,-e eipaszdhat the Xansas City-, .~-
Ofice has used innoiativ'eapproachesifan effort- tog.:

'.' w+mk-.iTcontroF its e:
. madefor the time spent by RCP EOSs for,',assiingJn;,-

*soe + v Intake, for processing Extended-type chargei, for
answering status calls on the unassigned backlog, for:

* a- v.. preparing RFIIs on unassigned.cases; and for other

ve t outstanding--level. However, this hig.
production has been accompanied by an unacceptably "'-
high error rate in charge closures, as determined
by Region's audit.

Again, I have taken all steps related to staffing
which are available to me at the District level, -
and which I believe will achieve the desired result of
allowing us to continue processing at least at the '
Highly Effective level, and at the same time, improve

above~ the 1 Otsvtading~lAevelm~hstse
factors atply n assume4A

- Othat tbe-processing assuuptio -representva dynmict4!
* ntea ton btween quant ty and' ity Vhiadoannot'b¢cS ;- .

- ~I~ponb~d eyAon'd

The options which I perceive to be available at
your level are as follows:

1. Increase the RCP staff by four permanent
SOS's and transfer 1200 cases to other offices
for processing.

This is the solution I recommend, since it
will allow Kansas City to complete the FY 87
receipts on a timely basis, and will allow
other offices to complete the pending inventory on
a timely basis. Other offices could be granted
waivers on all cases which were over 300-days-old
upon receipt.

2. Increase the RCP staff by adding four
permanent EOS's, 12 temporary EOS's, and two
temporary supervisorse(NTEl year). . . -

. I~f I~do 'ot "recomaei n4tsince,'-
training ti eisbipiprob1 and;since.major
transitio stuaual y ~re ae parsoenel
problems. - 4- i -. s. -

Cl tmm~~~ ~i . of 70 chrgesper
- SOS per year through FT 87, then to 230 per

year thereafter.

I do eat recommend this solution for reasons
outlined id Item No. A.2 above.

4. Increase the allowable.error rate so that
productivi'ty-can be increased to a level that
would redfice the backlog.

'- - X~o~ tire. ~ thiaSoln'tion for ~reaa~na
- oatine'; 3~eve. am- or -~

5. 5-Allow vt * backi of "100 cases to grows
, -: -. : -to. 100'byIOa i r. 1' i9 -andilncrease' the: -.o -; -

-. * perctagie -a wb. day-ol .cases:- to <"3i -
S~~~~0 paca at J\ T~i~ifi~esn'a'a nthbor two, all.

casesAn a City'-- ;ivl1 be over 300 days old

;., g..-4Y Unfortunately, thep taff aaiabiity figures on thj 356 .- if .;

wtich staf f we, , r
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I do not recommend this solution. An
inventory of this size creates numerous
management and processing problems, as
discussed above.

II CASB'PS&AMEMENT

'A. ~Charoge'Pf6oeuTha ~i'tifiat ion

Since the manner in which a charge is processed (i.e.,
ECP, RCP, ELI) determines the resource investment in that
case, I believe it is essential for the top management
officials in an office to determine processing. In line
with this objective, I have instituted a procedure in Kansas
City whereby Joe Doherty will review each charge as it is
taken and will determine how the charge is to be processed.
It should be noted that his input is confined to resource-
related issues. The supervisor is still responsible for'theiob

techica suticincyof te ivesigation and .:closure~

--be ~ditered'o.th~.4di; t 1 t g-;
ceonditions., Those .RC? easeps vhiehteannotjbe^a5Bigfled fe4,..

Ethe foreseeable .futurejwJ~l'be~added S ,-the backloqg---..

in their workloadi. f.Thi s istapozimately.7,.monthlofv or'-
at the Highly 5ffecetive level-of production. -Thus, it ill

be around 3 months before the presente:OS.staffp-will needl.- .'
new assignments. Our goal, is to ijeep the average workload
at approximately 35 cases, with a maximum of 40, except in
unusual circumstances.

Since Februarj 1986, the offic, has had the practice of
sending out RPI's on all cases, irrespective of whether the
cas'e could be:. ass16igneE; This -bas~,led~to-theL~existence,of. a;

i~~~~~~~s IV ' - 1 _ IPi !-'-'large - ~ ~~en t43I re" o xad '

A:~~~~~~~~~A

--%ategoaIY:;."; 4

' be not h ,'thati s the transfer' 'Liadf 's hmerem', I

-will be enough chafges~in:Kansa5 City a'of Octoberjl, 1986'

to:keep the present staff of six EOS's busy at.the:Highly
Effective level of production for the next 25 months. Att

that rate, the typical charge received after October. 1, 1986
would be 690 days old upon assignment.

.- cannot stress.4anough the need for expeditious action
at the" Vadquarters level to bring the Kansas City workload
within manageable proportions. As discussed above, I
believe these actions should be twofolds

1. Increase our Intake and POS staff effective
October 1, 1986.

2. Transfer 1200 charges to other offices for
processing, effective October 1, 1986.

In the meantime, we will continue to review and
stratify the charges for the most appropriate handling. Joe

will use the following categories. The entire inventory
will be entered in the PCXT and tracked as required:

? 1 1 g a~~t < ,i. .>.§;. l .. . .

- a. A ,lRoutine RCP iases willhbe-placed in the

pending backlog. ~ i-1 b

MfOWNW&
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' ! ' C.- RCP cases that can be closed with little or
no further.action will be identified and
closed immediately.

I / d. ge cases will be identified and flagged in
he computer so that we can notify the CP

before the lapse of the 2-year Statute of
/t,. , / ZLimitations. However, these cases will also
.. iity f - ,be placed in- the pending backlog.

if w P r - ; ; i S .. >' -t -- -

'-1 -'a. * AllZCP cases received will be assignedj :IW;'st :. ','-;*-,-',e inaediatelyiupsIto a.limit of330-'cases pet.,

1/~ ~ ~ ~~~1
/j>';.: .;-, ~._.. b. -qWhen .the workload. exceeda that which-

c. "Al *pasoible.ELI chargess will be dent

k ~ ~ ~ imei tel o r for revie gew44.

-- - - . imediately to TMC for review.

d. All Bxtended cases requiring TRO action will
be discussed with Legal.

B. Char. processing - Onaglvi/Oeuntitv

(1) sneerviso

The RCP and ECP Supervisors are primarily responsible
for the technical sufficiency of cases assignedl.to -
their units. The RCP Supervisor will have six EOS's in
her unit until an Intake Supervisor is selected, which;
is a heavy load. However, she will have the assistanc;
of a., GO-12.- The:=CP_ Supervisor. willshaveifourABOS.
(two, , ,-,nadnd two GS- ....

-With the two;additional SOS'sa signed, to;ntaei
it is hoped thithenRCP andCBSwillnotbe

: .calledupon asa often to. tao e charg
I+t,. -isi. neepasary Vto -rol love ,eu~rvsr~th.-any,, pz

spend more time directing and training their stdf.-_C, -

In your memorandum of January 30,,1986, you suggested
that the supervisors be assigned to review reiponise to6
RFI's and complete the processing of cases, as a -

mechanism for controlling the growth of the inventory.
The office has been doing. this for some time now,
although both EOS'S and supervisors have participated.

' / r fear that we will:not be-able to continue this ''
practice.much longer. The procedure is fruitful only

"-U.

camet on which RR1e have been ismued. -Tbeei is 'iuOl .
no wTy the supervisors can proceae these cases and .-
still oe expected to perform their supervisory.
function at an acceptable level. However, the'
Extended Supervisor will continue this function if.t'nCe
allows. Ifith six EOS'i, the RCP Supervisor will not..
have time to complete and close cases.

:-r v-
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I believe you vill find that most of the eleeents of
your recommendations are preient is the stratification.-
approach described above. I should also point out that
Joe in presently in the process of stratifying the
backlog, as well as new receipts, which will have some
of the same results anticipated in the above-referenced
recomnendations.

The growth of the backlog in a serious concern which
you and I share with the Kansas City staff. A large
backlog not only promotes ageing of the cases, but by
its very existence, creates additional work which must
be absorbed by supervisors, EOS's, and clericals. For
example, numerous calls and letters concerning status
are received from CP'n, as well as fromquigrissi

'! representat'ivelho pnig^ hnehHlreitofv
--consmaing, a is,. -'-'- i ,r. k Z.. -.

in ;s r -strategy for improving-
-spervision is as followsa, -

(b) Conduct re-training of supervisors in
area of burdens of proof and comparative
evidence, as discussed below.

(c) Relieve supervisors of as many extra duties,
as possible so they will have more time to
work vith and train their staff, thereby
improving quality of case processing.

(di --- Incr asettheaont oi t e spent by
2 eprvis %rth B08saiprjegacing IP a '~thareby;~iurovi qaiy, vf'ase

procesingi- cases man e t

> "(Ae)<f ~teu.~~ ~ ractioes dsed by aupervisors, '

(2) Tnv:stiaaaive Pla - -

The plan identified by. Region has, been in use since
February 1986. dovever, supervisors will begin to work
closer with their BOS's in designing their plans so
that they become'a more meaningful part of the
investigation.

(3) Worknlan,

Supervisors will conduct monthly meetings with their
EOS's to review the progress of each, and to establish
new time frames as appropriate.

The EOS vorkplan will include instructions and time

.,.,i -monitoritag..time Era sa~andvror 'ensuringctJ <' ,
i; g,>E'>' auvesti of thainvestigation'

2y * (4) BUtat - ' i i- '! --' -- -As noted above, there are preaemtlyieome .840 cases in-
--g;/ [' house which already contain BFI responses. It will,

therefore, be unnecessary for gansas City SOS's to
prepare RFI's for' some considerable period. When RFI'

*' are prepared, they-vill be specifically designed for
i- ; each individual case. -'- '- :'-'- '

1 .iX t. *< -- i;;( A5)ZgaF'ig -:-and
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_~rzidtatt t t

partiipation byren *taffS roof * >sr f'-

' Thmis~ u trainigwil -alobegivento t the e ifPan itC

- ahoaldtf, ess e

dF I

Inmore ad on itothe~ g above Iondicholsonvide theonwitha~~c ~ n ~~ tj id~~ r 1mg3 Xi'believe

- refn o upervisors toreemhai p te ee or'
secure clmpdrativeevaidence ofd inmlthaea prite

participation b s of pr

As stated above, training in interviewing will be
provided to the Intake ElOS's by the Regional Attorney.
This training will also be givens to the RCP and ECP
Ros's

in addition tonthe aboVes John Nicholson will conduct a
briefing of supervisors to re-emphasize the need to
secure comparative evidence, and in the proper
application of burdens of proof. These are areas
identified as problems in your audit report.

An a further training tool, John will conduct monthly
training sessions with Kansas City EOS's in which he
will discuss one or two cases which he identified
through his review of closures as either representing a
good investigation, or having problems.

"a, I \1C)managersn con ernn alara o hermaaemn

respo . processed ansas City
-4_ mmar eiredvqualit a hapropritedo

ctiofnithinAll y closurietoy St. I Louisn tor reviewb e hi
production r~/ n a a eNicholson, untilce fsrther notice. i enur h

; hop, to be able todiscontinue this practice within 3

em P Ntt oa e. c argraovteoteadn~ esr ahlongwithanig '
code, as outlined in Item No.11 A.1 above. I may

discntiue hispractice after some period.

In addition, I require a monthly report from all
managers concerning all areas of their management

* responsibility.,

~In'summaryt, I believe that I have taken all appropriate
actions within my authority. I will continue to monitor the
production and management practices in the officeqto ensure

number'~ of atltiati- wthe cases.\Hihly iffectiie v

2. * Dvelopent~ad Impementiaton Of innovative-,~ -: ~psn~ememt~~uytens ..designed ,to increaseprdcin\
too -bethbu76dtanding- level irhile'enuhancing

3.VO~vo~egS...w_ eta Agencyqaiy~ *

4. Identification and processing of an adequate
number of 'litigation-worthy' cases. '
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5. Case nanagement systems. which promote the above
results.

6. Personnel development and personnel acoountability
praotices and systeS whiab promote th .above' .
results.

7. Ranagesent acoountability systems which aCOuCottly
monitor results.

I know you will agree that the workload problem in Kansas
City is accute, and I hope that after considering the
above statistics related to staffing, you will agree
that immediate action must be taken to secure additional
staff, and transfer some of the workload.

Certainly, I am open to any recommendations you may have
which would resolve the backlog or other problems -in-
Kansas City. The options which.are outlined aboveepreaent - --

loae pci' yoG vabL ac
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.8.. V<°bs ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ OMISIOU.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
tw1Z § Washington. D.C. 20507

October 24, 1986

MEMORANDU

To : Walter Grabon. Director
Memphis District Office

From' Joseph S. _E Director
Region II Programs
Office of Program Operations

Subject: Field Trip Report on theA &fi at tdi

During the week of September 22, 1
9 8

6,t-follow up review of theMemphis District was conducted for the limited purpose ofreexamining files which were initially found to have insufficient
evidence to support the finding. In reviewing each file, theinitial field trip report findings and the concerns expressed inyour July 30, 1986, memorandum were considered. A few newclosure actions were also reviewed.

Overall we found that the initial findings (i.e. that there wasinsufficient evidence to support the closure action) were correctin 10 of the 11 files previously found to be deficient. Further,in our review of new closure actions, 3 cases evidencing the sametypes of problems discussed in this and other FY-86 reports werenoted. Even excluding these additional reviews, the District hasfailed to meet the quality review standard. Of 103 charge filesreviewed in FY-86, 86 or 83.5 percent were found to havesufficient evidence to support the finding.

Our specific findings are as follows.

1. 043-86-0303

Because the file in this case was destroyed, we were unable
to reexamine and, therefore, reconsider our findings.

2. 043-86-0112

In this case the charging party alleged that respondent
discharged her in retaliation for refusing to sign a falsestatement relating to another Title VII case. Respondent
denied the allegations and maintains that the charging party
-as tearinated for poor performance. The charge wasdismissed for no probable cause. The initial field tripreport notes 1;hat the file lacks a description of
respondent's disciplinary policy, copies of charging party's
personnel records, and with the exception of a list, of
terminations, comparative data. The District's replyindicates at length that the investigation must examine the
conduct of respondent with respect to the charging party
prior to and subsequent to his engaging in the protected
activity. We agree that the reasons offered by respondent
for its actions must be tested. However, such an examina-
tion can not be made in a vacuum. We first need to know thebroad framework established by respondent which governssituations of this nature and related activities. In theinstant case this means obtaining copies of records which
describe respondent's disciplinary policy and procedures,
and identify the types of records maintained by respondent
for disciplinary purposes. The next thing which must beobtained is evidence relating to the charging party. In
a case involving an alleged performance based disciplinary
action, this usually involves obtaining copies of charging
party's personnel records (i.e. evaluations, disciplinary
records, etc.). With the above information, the following
questions should be examined in the instant case:

a. does the evidence indicate that the charging party's
performance was poor, as alleged by respondent;
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b. did respondent's conduct towards the charging party
change after she engaged in the alleged protected
activity; and

c. was respondent's disciplinary action applied to the
charging party in accordance with its disciplinary
policy.

The third major area to be examined is that of comparatives.
How has respondent treated others (i.e. in this case,
persons with performance problems) under similar circum-
stances? To answer this question an examination of the
same types of records as those relating to the charging
party must be made in order to determine:

a. whether the individuals being compared are, in
fact, similarly situated; and

b. whether there are similarly situated persons who
received more favorable treatment.

Obtaining a list of persons 'alleged' to have been treated
the same way under "alleged" similar circumstances. fails
to provide an effective test of respondent's explanation of
its actions. This practice permits respondent to be
selective, gives respondent the responsibility of determin-
ing who is similarly situated, and ignores any inquiry into
whether there are similarly situated persons who received
more favorable treatment.

It is for these reasons that the case was judged to have
insufficient evidence to support the finding. Unfortunately
the deficiencies noted above are not unique to this case.
The problems of failing to secure copies of respondent
records, relying on respondent created lists, and failing to
examine whether there are similarly situated persons who
received more favorable treatment, appear to be common.

3. 043-85-0951

Charging party alleged that he was discharged due to his
race, Black. Respondent denied the allegations and contends
that the charging party was terminated for insubordination.
The field trip report indicates that much of the requested
data was not submitted, there was no follow up on the RFI,
and the evidence of record does not support the finding
(i.e. a no probable cause finding was issued). The Memphis
response contends, in part, that the information not
obtained in item 6 (i.e. copies of all disciplinary records
for a specified period) is I... redundant in view of the fact
that the information requested in item 3 (i.e a list of
terminations for a specified period) is on point...", We
must disagree. As noted earlier, a list of terminations is
not the same as copies of all disciplinary records, since
the former is unreliable and fails to address the issue of
whether there are similarly situated persons who received
more favorable treatment.

Further, we note that respondent's list provides precious
little comparative information. It indicates that of 116
terminations occurring over a twenty three month period, the
charging party is the only-person listed as a "dismissal".
All others are shown as having quit or retired. According-
ly, we do not concur with the contention that I...consider-
able effort was made to locate comparative information.'.

4. 043-85-1303

In this case, the charging party alleged that she was
discharged due to her age, 56. Respondent maintains that
.charging party was terminated for falsifying records (i.e.
she reported that she had tested urine samples, when in fact
she had not done so). In our initial review of this case,
we observed that witness statements were not obtained, that
personnel records of similarly situated persons were not
reviewed, and the evidence on which the no probable cause
closure is based, mainly consists of respondent's position
statement. In its response, the Memphis Office maintains
that it was not believed to be appropriate to attempt to
interview patients; respondent's disciplinary policy
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,provides that an employee will be dismissed after the first
offense of falsification of records; and the evidence shows
that respondent discharged a 23 year old for falsification
of records. This reply does not address why the nurses,
who respondent alleges discovered charging party's falsific-
ation of records, were not interviewed. Considering that
the charging party maintains that she did not falsify the
test records. the Office might have resolved the dispute by
conducting these interviews. Further, respondent alleges
that it discharged two other employees for falsifying
records. However, an examination of the file fails to
provide any information relating to the disciplinary
histories of these employees. Therefore, we do not know
what records they were accused of falsifying, nor do we
know whether they were terminated after their first offense.

With respect to whether there are persons who received more
favorable treatment under similar circumstances, the issue
was never addressed.

5. 043-85-0325

In this case the District Office found that there is reason-
able cause to believe that the charging party was discharged
because of her age, 58. Respondent maintains that charging
party was laid-off as a result of the computerization of
respondent's accounting systems.

The evidence in this case is simply not convincing that age
was a factor in charging party's lay-off. This is do in
large part to evidentiary gaps in the investigation. The
record of evidence does not contain a description of the
duties performed by the employees affected by the reorgan-
ization. Nor does the record make clear the organizational
relationship of the unit involved (i.e. in which charging
party worked) to the overall operation. The file refers to
other shifts where similar duties are performed, but it does
not identify the affected universe (i.e the organizational
components involved in the reorganization, the number of
accounting units, the number and types of positions, or the
age of personnel working in those units).

6. 015-85-1402

The charging party alleged that he was discharged because of
his race. Black. It is respondent's position that the
charging party was terminated because his plumbing skills
are unsatisfactory and his attitude 'was very bad'. The
field trip report indicates that the no probable cause
finding is based solely on respondent's uncorroborated
statements. The Office's reply discusses charging party's
allegation concerning racial slurs, but does not address
the problems associated with the investigation of the
central issue in the case, discharge. A description of
respondent's disciplinary policy and procedures was not
obtained. Nor was any comparative evidence examined.

7.015-85-0900

In this case the charging party alleged that she was
discharged while on maternity leave. Respondent maintains
that charging party, a nonexempt salaried employee, was
terminated because her position was eliminated and her
former duties were spread out among current employees.
The field trip report notes that the no cause determination
was based largely on respondent's statements without
supporting documentation. The District Office avers that
charging party agreed with respondent that the position
of another employee was eliminated; that the charging party
was not replaced by another employee; and that three former
female employees had gone on maternity leave and were
allowed to return to their former positions. The informa-
tion referred to is found in respondent's position statement
and what appears to be the EOS's recording of a PDI with the
charging party dated October 21,1985. Interestingly enough
the records on this case indicate that the no cause deter-
mination is dated October 8, 1985. Therefore, the observa-
tion made in the field trip report is correct. At a minimum
the investigation of this case should have involved the
examination of the work history and leave records of all
nonexempt salaried employees. According to respondent's
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position statement, this would have meant examining the
records of nine employees. As it turned out, no records
were examined and the Office believes it to be significant
that respondent eliminated a nurse's position four months
prior to eliminating charging party's position as a purchas-
ing clerk. Further. the probative value ill knowing that
two (not three as indicated in the Office's response) of
respondent's former employees were permitted to return from
maternity leave, is severely limited. We know nothing about
their employment history, what job classifications they
held, whether they were subject to the provisions of a
collective bargaining agreement, or whether the treatment
they allegedly received is representative.

8. 085-85-0493

The charging party, a Black female, alleged that she was
terminated because of her race and sex. Respondent main-
tains that the charging party was terminated because she
failed to properly manage the Title XX program contract.
The field trip report implies that the charge should not
have been dismissed for failure to cooperate, because the
file contained conflicting information which was never
resolved. The District Office indicates that is was not
necessary to resolve the 'reputed" conflicting information,
because the charging party failed to cooperate. To the
extent we find that there was no overriding concern which
would warrant continuing the investigation in light of
charging party's failure to cooperate, we agree with the
District Office.

9. 085-85-0633

The charging party, a Black female, alleged she was dis-
charged because of her sex. Respondent contends that the
Charging Party was terminated for failing to cooperate
with an investigation of cash shortages. In our initial
report we noted that the store manager was asked to submit a
sworn statement regarding a statement attributed to her
(i.e., that she wanted one black and one white on each
shift) and that statements were not obtained from charging
party's witnesses. In its response, the Office contends
that charging party failed to provide the address or
telephone number of her witness, Michelle Johnson and
acknowledged she was terminated for failing to cooperate
with the investigation. It is unclear what information the
Office wishes to convey in the statement "... Charging Party
acknowledges.. .that she was terminated for refusal to
cooperate with the second investigation.". If it is
intended that we infer an admission by the charging party
that her race was not a factor in her termination and that
the basis for her termination was insubordination, we find
that no such admission was noted. At the foundation of
charging party's allegation that race was a factor in her
termination is the cited statement attributed to the store
manager, which we can not summarily dismiss because we know
that, like charging party, a Black employee on another shift
was also replaced by a white within a week of charging
party's termination. However, neither this issue nor
respondent's alleged reason for terminating the charging
party was adequately investigated. No witnesses were
interviewed, information relating to the racial
composition of employees on the various shifts was not
obtained, and no data was sought or obtained to determine
whether there are persons who received more favorable
treatment under similar circumstances.

10. 085-85-0446

In the instant case, the charging party, a nurse, alleged
she was terminated due to her pregnant condition. The file
reflects that respondent maintained a policy of not
permitting its pregnant employees to work past their fifth
month of pregnancy. The field report contains the
criticism that the remedy obtained in the settlement is
inadequate. The District Office takes the position that the
settlement obtained is reasonable, because the charging
party's physician had restricted her from doing any heavy
lifting'and charging party had to do "routine" lifting and
turning. Accordingly, the case ceased to be a possible
cause case.
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Without addressing whether 'heavy lifting" is synonymous
with 'routine lifting", we wish to point out that respon-dent's stated policy of not permitting employees to workpast their fifth month is discriminatory and probably hasbeen applied to other respondent personnel. However, wefound no evidence that an effort was made to identify anyother persons who might have been adversely affected.Absent a showing that the policy was applied to no oneelse, we must conclude that the remedy obtained did notapproximate full relief and, therefore, is inadequate.

11. 085-85-0697

The charging party, a Black male, alleged he was dischargedbecause of his race. Respondent maintains the chargingparty was terminated for failing to report to work for twodays without notifying the company. Our field trip reportnotes that respondent's statement indicates others weredischarged for the same reason, however, respondent's
position was not corroborated by any hard evidence. TheDistrict Office argues that hard evidence would not alterthe outcome in the instant case. In support of thisposition the Office provides the opinion of an Intake EOS,indicates that two respondent supervisors corroborated
respondent's position, and informs us that the chargingparty could not be contacted from November 5, to December
24, 1985. Although we find this information to be veryinteresting, it does not address the problems in this case.As in most of the problem cases reviewed, there was noreview of respondent records to determine whether there areothers who received more favorable treatment under similarcircumstances and whether the offered comparatives were infact similarly situated.

As indicated in the beginning of this report, we informed youthat substantive problems were found in three other closureactions, which were not a part of any previous field reviews.Because the deficiencies noted in these cases are the same asthose discussed throughout this report and the specifics werecommunicated to you in our close-out interview, we will not bereviewing each of these cases (i.e., 085-86-0374, 085-86-0230,043-85-1323) in this report. However, we do wish to mention onenew disturbing item noticed in file number 085-86-0230. In thiscase we noticed, for the first time, the use of a form, fill-in-the-blank, discharge questionnaire which requests that respondentcreate lists, instead of soliciting copies of the requiredrecords. We find this item to be particularly problematicbecause it is designed to produce the same type of incomplete,superficial investigations which are the subject of this report.Therefore, we recommend you discontinue its use immediately.

Please prepare for my review, a memorandum outlining a detailedplan of action for improving the quality of investigations in theMemphis District and which addresses the deficiencies cited inthis report. Your memorandum is due in my Office no later thanNovember 31, 1986.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

lEC i 9 I985

MEMORANDUM

To: A Below

From: James H. Troy, Direct'rfV
Office of Program Operui a

Subj: CDS Report

Attached is the paper resulting from your recommendations on the
future direction in the development of the Charge Data System.
We have expanded on your ideas and added details and clarifica-
tions where we felt they were needed. We have also done a
background paper with documentation outlining how we got where we
are today.

Please review the material carefully. If you have any revisions,
additions, deletions or corrections, please have them to me by
January 9, 1987.

Addressees: Dorothy Mead, Director
Baltimore District Office

Harold Ferguson, Director
Cleveland District Office

Thomas Hadfield, Acting DIrector
Philadelphia Eistzict Office

Hermilo Gloria, Director
Phoenix District Office

OPO REPORT ON THE PROGRESS OF THE CHARGE DATA SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

One of the most serious problems facing EEOC, and recognized by
Chairman Thomas in May 1982, was the inadequacy of the Commis-
sion's automated management information system. The Commission
had relied on the Complaint Statistical Reporting System (CSRS)
for its charge processing data since 1977. This system proved
increasingly unsatisfactory to both field management in their day
to day office operations and to Headquarters management for
performance analysis, trend identifcation, and projecting future
needs. Field personnel spent an inordinate amount of time and
resources entering data into the system, but could not fully
access the data entered. In short, they could not generate
reports nor manipulate their data in order to manage their
workloads. Further, because of programming problems there were
many coding errors in the system that caused the quarterly data

- generated by headquarters to be of questionable value. Reports
were sent to the field at the end of each quarter but they were
received weeks after the quarter ended and were only available
in headquarters specified format. Therefore, data was somewhat
outdated when it arrived in the field and was not in a format
needed for local management analyses.

The result of this system was obvious. While field person-
nel spent much time entering data into the computer, field
offices had to maintain a manually developed dual data system in
order to have data that was useful for management planning,
workload distribution and local performance evaluation. In
addition, each District Office spent an exorbitant amount of time
and energy reconciling, each quarter, the erroneous printouts
sent by headquarters with the manually developed statistics
Therefore, the need for an automated system that could provide
accurate and timely data was clear.
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As the first step in developing a new system, the Directors
of the Offices of Management and Program Operations and assigned
a user's work group the task of making recommendations to
*redesign and reshape CSRS to reflect the current needs of the
system's users and EEOC management., 1
The group, designated the CSRS Redesign Work Group (Users Group)
was convened in November 1984 with Donald muse, Director, Seattle
District Office, as group chairman. The group's ultimate
objective was to develop the final user specifications for a
new system. After reviewing the current program data collection,
identifying and interviewing all the users of CSRS information,

determining user needs, and obtaining recommendations of the
appropriate offices.2

The recommendations of the CSRS Redesign Group, published in the
Functional Requirements Document, were based on information
gathered from interviews with directors of all Headquarters and
field offices. When the recommendations were completed, the
group was disestablished and redesign of the new system became
the distinct responsibility of the Computer Systems Management
Division in the Office of Management (later Information System
Services (ISS)).

BACKGROUND

The original goals of the new system, identified by the User's
Group as necessary components of the new system were:

1. easier data entry with fewer charge related codes,
2. local District inquiry and report capability,

- 3. direct field access to the national data base,
4. case tracking capability in field and Headquarters

offices,
5. a system of records disposition, and
6. new hardware and software to support the system

design.3
To accomplish these objectives, the Functional Requirements
Document pointed out the necessity of local district access to
and control over data entered by the District, easier English
language data entry, and local generation of reports formerly
completed from manually developed data or produced by headquart-
ers.4
After the design responsibility was transferred from the User's
Group to the ISS, the original design proposed by the group was
altered to some degree for clearly legitimate reasons. The most
important reason was the cost of the implementing the original
design. The other major factor was the disappointing performance
by the contractor who was given primary system design responsi-
bility.

Because there were timeframes for each step of the development of
the system, staff from ISS had to take over functions the
contractor had been expected to perform. This, of course, put an

even greater burden on staff who were already devoting a substan-
tial amount of time and effort to the development of the new
system and who had to continue to carry out other responsi-
bilities as well. This bifurcation of responsibilities led to
further deviations from the original design, with unrelated staff
developing components of the same system.

1 John Seal memorandum to Donald Muse, October 31, 1984
(Tab A)

2 John Seal and James Troy memorandum to Donald Muse,
November 7, 1984 (Tab B)

3 Functional Requirements Document of the CSRS Redesign
Group - Overview (Tab C)

4 Functional Requirements Document - Summary of Improve-
ments (Tab D)

95-656 0 - 89 - )S
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DISCUSSION

No matter how justified the reasons for the changes made to the
original design, however, the reug1ts were that when the system
was introduced to the field in (early 1986), the field office
directors were not satisfied with what they were given. Even
taking into consideration the problems associated with starting
up any new computerized system, especially one as sophisticated
as the Charge Data System (CDS), it quickly became evident that
the new system did not meet the requirements that the directors
had been led to believe they would be receiving.

Many of the requirements identified by the User's as being the
most critical had been dropped. These requirements included the
ability of a district office to access the data of its subsidiary
offices, the ability to generate reports from the local data
base, the ability to delete files, and the ability to transfer
charge data from one data base to another. Hundreds of charges
are transferred from one office jurisdiction to another every
day. This includes not only within EEOC, from local and area to
district and back, from district to district, but of even more
consequence, from district to PEP and back. The inability of an
office to enter data on a charge that had been transferred from
another office meant that offices had to either keep up their
charge processing records manually or use a second internally
developed automated system.

Field office directors wrote numerous memoranda pointing out the
deficiencies of the new system. Specifically, directors pointed
out that, contrary to the User's Group's recommendation that
English language entries replace the use of codes, the new system
contained 129 codes. The increase of 58% over the 84 English
language entries recommended was the result of additional points
of count identified by the Office of General Counsel. Regardless
of the reasons, the additional codes served to complicate and
impede the system. District offices were no given the capability
of compiling the reports necessary to office and Headquarters
management. Particularly significant is the inability to
automatically prepare the quarterly management information
report, the 9396's". Finally, the cost of accessing the National
Data Base ultimately was prohibitive for use even by Headquarters
offices. Since the Collection Manager - necessary for transmit-
ting data to the National Data Base - was not functional, even if

the data could be accessed at a reasonable cost, the data is not
up to date.5

DIRECTORS WORK GROUP

Staff of the ISS have been working to correct problems as they
are identified, but they are faced with resource problems, both
staff and budgetary. To help set priorities for developing the
COS, the Director of the Office of Program Operations called the
directors of the districts that piloted the CDS to a meeting in
Headquarters. Four of the diecs attended the ti held
Au ust 17 and 18 . The fourdirectors were Dorothy Mead,

imore strct Office, Tom Hadfield, Philadelphia District
Office, Harold Ferguson, Cleveland District Office and Hermilo
Gloria, Phoenix District Office.

The mandate given the work group was to identify the field's most
critical development requirements for COS. The directors met for
two full days discussing their experiences with CDS, the problems
they had encountered in using it and setting priorities on most
needed improvements. Early in the meeting Leo Sanchez from the
ISS staff briefed the directors on what ISS had already scheduled
in the way of improvements in the near future. After lengthy
discussion, the directors agreed to include the ISS schedule in
their recommendations as it was presented. That schedule is
included in Category I as top priority.

The four directors represented a cross section of CDS experiences
One director who had developed his own automated system was
strongly resistant to even trying CDS. The Baltimore director
who, largely because of her office's proximity to Washington, had
been working very closely with ISS and had piloted many of the
improvements. Because of this, the Baltimore Office had been
among the first to begin using the system fully and remained
optimistic that the problems that had been encountered would be
resolved quickly and the system would provide the capabilities
necessary to be an effective management tool.

5 Memoranda from District Directors - Tab E
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In their discussions, the group also considered the comments they
received from other the directors. Some of the major problems
identified included the inability to correct and delete entries,
the inability to transfer charge data, the inability to produce
necessary reports, the slowness of the system, lack of word
processing capability which in turn means that forms cannot
be generated, limited multi-user, multi-tasking capability,
inability to access data in the national data base, lack of a
collection manager to enable the field offices to transmit data
to the national data base and an excessive number of codes.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following outline represents the consensus of the staff that
participated in the CDS planning meeting held at Headquarters on
August 17/18, 1986. The outline is divided into three cate-
gories: category I is the absolute minimum level of support to
make CDS minimally operational; category II is the additional
support and modification required to make CDS meet field needs;
category III is the additional support needed to continue the
development of CDS into a fully operational system.

I. CDS Minimum Level - Develop both software (numbers 1
through 7) and other support (8 through 9b) necessary to
make CDS meet the basic requirements of an information
system that will provide the basic data needed by local
and Headquarters management to make informed management
decisions.

1. Data Entry Modifications - ISS to make the necessary
program changes to facilitate the entry of data into
COS. This would be a continuing effort in FY 87.

la. Supplies - OPO and OM ensure that FY 87 budgets contain
sufficient funding to provide computer supplies for all
field computer users.

2. Corrections Utilities - ISS to provide the necessary
system changes to provide the field with the ability to
correct data entry and records errors. The utility
must be distributed to the field in October 1986.

3. Purge Utilities - ISS to provide the necessary system
changes for deletion of records in the local data base.

4. Mini file Utilities - ISS to provide the necessary
system changes for operation of area/local office and
FEPA mini file data transfer to district office data
bases.

5. Collection Manager - ISS to implement the collection
manager system for creation of the National Data Base
by November 1, 1986.

6. Reports - ISS to finalize the design of COS reports for
field and headquarters use that were part of the
original design group recommendations. (No reports
will be finalized without direct field input.)

7. 396 Reports - ISS to finalize the programming for the
generation of 396 (MAP) reports from COS.

8. Field ADP Staff - District Directors and OPO to define
specific job requirements and functional classification
data for field staff responsible for the operation of
CDS and all other related ADP functions in the Dis-
trict/Area/Local offices. OPO and OM to initiate
classification studies to meet field needs as defined.

The System Administrator and the person with primary
operational responsibility for CDS should not be in the
bargaining unit.)

9. Training - Training to be provided to all field staff
that operate CDS to meet a minimum level of proficiency
and knowledge. Training provided by ISS, SDTD, and OJT
should be completed by end of 2nd quarter, FY 87.
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9a. Hacker's Meeting - the present informal network of the
computer literate staff in various district offices
should be formalized into regularly scheduled meetings
for exchanges of information, suggestions for modifica-
tion and improvement of CDS, and suggestions for
training to be shared with the field, with OPO and ISS.

9b. Improved Communications - Communications between ISS
and OPO need to be significantly improved during the
development of CDS in FY 87. OPO needs to be notified
of any impending design changes and modifications to
CDS for evaluation of impact on field operations and
resources.

II. Additional Support and Modification - This category repre-
sents an interim level between the present system and the
system as it was originally designed. It provides enhanced
communications between the district and its subsidiaries,
but does not allow full access by the district of data from
either its subsidiaries or the national data base.

10. District/Area/Local Communications - The Mini file
system should be improved and modified as needed during
FY 87 to facilitate communications between the District
office and its satellites' local data bases.

11. FEPA Communications - The Mini file system should also
be modified and improved as needed to facilitate data
transfer between FEPAs and their EEOC offices. A study
should be made to define what documents must be

-maintained as hard copy and what documents can be
generated and transmitted electronically. Policy must
be defined for dealing with FEPAs that do not buy into
CDS/HERO.

12. Automatic Form Generation - A study should be initiated
to define system needs and enhancements to CDS to
provide the automatic form generation originally
defined in the CDS Design Group report.

13. Hearings - CDS should be modified to maintain the
Hearings data in a separate file under CDS rather than
as part of the compliance charge file. Data entry
screens add actions, and case tracking would be
patterned after the present Charge Entry and Add Action
files, but they would be another file independent with
its own codes and fields directly related to the
Hearings process. (Baltimore would include this in
category I.)

III. Fully Operational CDS Support - The continuing commitment
to development necessary to ensure that the system grows as
needs-arise and as improvements in computer capabilities
become available. This category also achieves most of the
goals defined by the CSRS Redesign Group in the Functional
Requirement Document as the purpose for the CDS.

14.- Outside Experts - EEOC should conduct a study of CDS
utilizing outside experts (Federal or private) to help
define the additional needs of CDS as innovations
become available.

15. Additional Hardware - The field offices should be
provided with additional terminals and other hardware
as needed to facilitate the operation of CDS.

16. National Data Base - The national data base should be
maintained in an in-house minicomputer for ease of
operation and cost saving. (Baltimore wants this to be
made a Commission priority.)

17. Communication - CDS should be enhanced to provide full
communication between Headquarters and field office
data bases and to enable district offices to access all
data from their satellite offices data bases electron-
ically.

18. System Evolution - OPO and ISS should fund initial
studies of a second generation system for EEOC data
base and information management.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

JAN 1 4 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM John D. Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs (Ea

SUBJECT Field Office Computers

Pursuant to your request for the Chairman and forwarded herewith 95

a complete listing of where computers have been assigned in

each Office of Field Management Programs East.
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-- .; \ U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY WMMISSION
Washington. D C 20507

MEMORANDUM i /
TO District Office Dire tyH )

FROM James H. Troy, Direc
Office of Program Oer t >

SUBJECT Microcomputer Techna upport

For some time now, Information Systems Services has felt the need
to provide more in the way of technical support to microcomputer
users in our field offices. This year's budget permits them to
start delivering some of that technical assistance. The goal is
to establish a stable office automation environment that fully
supports your case processing, legal and administrative needs.

During the week of March 23, 1987, we will begin with training
for Management Information Specialists here in Washington.
(Attachment A is a tentative agenda for that conference.) We are
firmly convinced of the value of such a position to an office's
overall productivity and urge those of you who have not yet
filled such a slot to do so quickly.

In April, the Information Technology Center (ITC) takes its show
on the road. They plan to spend as much as a week in each
district office training on our standard software packages and to
assist with any particular hardware or application problems.
While the ITC has a pretty good idea about the training and
support needs, we intend these visits to address the particular
needs and circumstances of each office. Toward that end, we ask
that you review attachment B with members of your staff familiar
with microcomputer usage in your office. Your response to these
questions will help the ITC staff to begin planning training for
your office. They will also go over these questionnaires in
detail with your Management Information Specialist at our March
training. Please complete the questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed envelope by February 11 via DHL service.

We regret that our budget will not permit visits to area and
local offices. We hope that your budget will allow at least some

area office staff to attend some of the district office sessions.
We are prepared to work with you to arrange training schedules to
use their time most efficiently. Should you have any questions,
contact the ITC staff at (FTS) 634-4611.

A. Agenda

B. Role of MIS
1. System Maintenance
2. System Support
3. Training Other Personnel
4. Developing Software Applications

II. OVERVIEW OF IBM PC HARDWARE

A. System Components

B. System Installation

C. System Configurations

III. OVERVIEWV OF SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND INSTALLATION
PROCEDURES

A. DOS
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B. LOTUS

C. R:BASE

D. WordPerfect

E. Communications
1. Carbon Copy
2. Smartcon

IV. OVERVIEW:: OF CHARGE DATA SYSTEM'

A. IBM PC vs. NCR

B. Overview of Basic System Usage

C. Support/Help

V. OVERVIEW OF NCR HARDWARE

A. System Configurations
1. 3 Types

B. Capabilities/Limitations

A. C aC-nos cs

VII. MANAGING SYSTF'S

A. Site License

B. Product Registration

C. Backup

D. Security

VIII. THE FUTURE

A. Where we are going

Pr~ ~~~ ~ ~ .: -

The nformation Tec-nolog' Center UTC) is sc.:::n, inz... c
Clan a prograc of training tailored to the particular needs of your
office. Please answer the questions below and obtain the sample
files described in itec 3C. Return both items in the enclosed
envelope via DHL by February 11, 1987. Thank you for your help.

Should you have any questions, please call the ITC at (FTS) 634-
4611.

1. Management Information Specialist

Is there currently a Management Information Specialist on your
staff? Yes No-

If so:
Name
Phone Number

Principal Responsibilities

If not:
Will this be the first position you attempt to fill
with an open slot? Yes _No

When do you expect to have an MIS on board?
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: . *.-,r M : r:.-__~

., , .... - .-,, : :.--:rN :-- :-,- :x ', - -

noet c: :.2-xdu:ato <rortarc for a parti u:ar group.

Cler- : Profes- : Adrini- : Mana-
ical : sional : strative : gerial

Intro to :
Automation
____________ - ---- --- ------ _--- _ -- - - - - - -- -- -- -

Hardware :
__ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ ------- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - --- -- -- -- -

Operating : : *
System, DOS :
____________ -------- _--- --- _ _--- --- - - - - - - -- -- -

Word :
Perfect
____________ -------- ------ ----- - -- - - - - -- -- -- -

Lotus :
-- - -- - - --__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __--- _--- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -

R:Base :
____________ -------- ----------- --- - - - - -- -- -- -

Cornuni-
cations :
____________ __ __ _------- ---- - - - -- - -- - - -- -- -- -

Other :
(specify) :

2b. Please use this space to elaborate on any other training or
topics you wish the ITC staff to address:

,-. -. X .:. . .

Cler- : Profes- : turin- : Mana-

ical sional : strative : gerial
Intro to :
Automation : :
____________ - ------- - ---------- -- -- -- - -- - -- - -- -

Hardware

Operating : ;
System, DOS : :
____________ -------- - ---------- - -- - - - - -- -- -- -

Word : :
Perfect : :
____________ - ------- ----------- - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Lotus :
____________ -------- ----------- --- - - - - -- -- -- -

R:Base : : :
____________ -------- -------- - --- - - - - -- -- -- -

Cormuni :
cations : : *

Other
(specify) : : :

------------------------------------.-
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: : ; PC Z-:- :onc:i;

Cler- : Profes- Admini- : Mana-
ical : sional strative : gerial

Hardware : : :
____________ - ------- - ----- ----- - -- - - --- - - -- -- -

Operatino .
System., DOS : :

_____ _____ ____ ___ ----------- --- -- - - - -- -- -- -

Word :
Perfect
____________ _ _ _ __--- _----- - - - - --- -- - -- - - -- - - - -

Lotus : :
____________ -------- - _- _-- __- --- ------ - - - - - -- -- -

P:Pase

Comrsuni
cations : -:

Other
(specify) :

3b. Has your office developed any applications using
WordPerfect, Lotus, R:Base, Snartcom or Carbon Copy?

Yes_ No_

If so, identify the software used, the staff member who
developed the application, his or her phone number and
describe briefly the application:

yc:- a:f: :s :- usng t:ordPerfccL. 7O co 5^ 'C as-: tnot ys:.
furnish a sarmple document fror cach .ordPerfect user in your
office.

Please copy the documents onto the enclosed formatted diskette.
We'll call it the target diskette and the diskette from which
you copy the document, the source diskette.

On a two-diskette drive PC, place the source diskette in drive A
and the target disk in drive B. If the document is called
FILENAME.EXT, issue the command:

COPY A:FILENAfIE.EXT B:

On an XT, place the source diskette in drive A ahd issue the
same command. When prompted, replace the source diskette with
the target diskette and strike any key.

If you wish, you may accompany the diskette with a list of the
file names and the users who prepared it. The ITC staff will
provide the user with a critique of his or her WordPerfect
technique. This should be entirely voluntary on the part of the
user.

Please label the diskette with your office name, place it back
in the diskette protective nailer, and return it with this
questionnaire in the enclosed envelope via DHL service.

4. Logistics

During which month or months would it be most convenient for the
ITC to visit your office?

*:o-bld some special coordination be required to permit area or
local office staff to attend?
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-Please identify a person in your office with whom we should
coordinate our visit? Phone number?

DC you have a space r cat ca- e ae 2e-- -D
training?

Approximate size?

Number of electrical outlets?

Number of tables available?

Number of modular (RJllC) phone lines, if any?

Can any of your office's PC be pressed into service during
the training? How many machines and approximately how many
hours each day?

5. Application Development Assistance

We would like to assist with specific PC applications if
time permits. These might be something already developed
that might benefit from some tweaking, something you are
just beginning to develop, or perhaps just an idea for some
area of office activity you think might benefit from
automation. Please identify these here along with a contact
person and a phone number.
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March 24, 1987

I1DEMANDIIUV

Tot James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

From: Lynn Bruner
District Di 'ctor

Subjects Upward Codification of FY87 Contract for
Kansas Commission on Civil Rights

Over the years, the Kansas Commission has proven to be one of the
most viable and productive 706 organizations in the country.
This year, under the direction of Joanne Hurst, they are
exceeding their usual pace and will have completed their entire
contract of 625 cases by the end of Flarch.

I view this situation as an exciting opportunity for the St.
Louis District, because Joanne Hurst has agreed that if she
receives a substantial upward modification of her contract for
this fiscal year, she will process cases from the inventory of
our Kansas City EEOC Area Office.

As you know, the Kansas City Office has been dramatically
understaffed for the last several years, and although a number of
staff has recently been allocated to Kansas City, none has yet
been brought on board, and it will likely be the end of the
fiscal year before all hiring is completed. I-e presently have
approximately 1600 cases which are backlogged, and the backlog is
growing at the rate of 460 cases per year. I desperately need
assistance in helping eliminate this backlog. Some discussion
has taken place about transferring a number of cases to other
EEOC offices, but the number discussed is far less than the 1600
presently requiring attention.

11s. Hurst believes that her agency can.complete an additional 400
cases from the Kansas City office if upward modification is
approved rapidly. I am therefore requesting that special
consideration be given to this situation, and that this request
be handled on a priority basis, rather than waiting for the
normal upward modification process to occur. As you know, time
is of the essence in the processing of cases, and it is critical
that approval be granted so that these cases can be received and
completed before the end of the fiscal year.

I realize that there are numerous contingencies which have to be
taken into account prior to approving a request of this nature.
However, I do believe that this request should be given priority
consideration because of the fact that more than one interest
would be served if the contract is increased. Not only would the
State benefit from the increase in the contract, but the
St. Louis District Office would benefit as well, by being able to
have 400 of its cases handled expeditiously. Perhaps most
importantly, however, is the fact that 400 Charging Parties would
be served far more promptly under this arrangement than would
otherwise be possible.

I would appreciate it if you would make every effort possible to
approve this upward Modification. Please let me know if vyou need
additional information.
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March 26, 1987

Tot Jackie Shelton, Acting Director
Region SI

rom:- Linn 8ruser 0 .- . .:

District D1 I~tor

Subject: Transfer of Ransas City Area Office's Cases"K

It Is my understanding that agreement was reached between
Jim Troy and Joe Bennett that some portion of the pending.
inventory in the Kansas City Area Office could be transferred to
other offices in what used to be Region II. I would'like to call
this.matter to your attention, and ask that whatever steps are
necessary be taken to allow me to transfer as many of these cases
as possible to other District offices.

As described in my memo to Hr..Troy concerning the increase in
*.;Ithe charge processing~cqontract'-for the,.Kansasa..Commission (copy
-attached j-'there are.preseatly;lCO00. cases -ba'cklogged..ln the.

4.tKansda&i City s'Area nOffice'-at hhis 'time.'Hhat''did~nofindicate, -

.:-:n-,my previous-mtemo, waathe...situation..witb.which.ve. are facedin

.he.-Age jurisdiction. ::Because' of the severe backlogging," we are
/running the statute ofdliimitatLon on a.large number.of Age cases,
'and in some: situatilons' simply vl unable to.process themn

JWe'have made every'effort to assign Age cases as quickly as
possible to avoid.'this situation.. However, SI.was reluctant to
instruct the Kansas.City Area.'Office to assijn'Age cases. on a
totally disproportionate basis -. . -'

To illustrate;, vepresently. haie -atotal of 148 Age' cases on
.,hich we will have. exceeded the statute of limitations before

/.they can' be assigned,''givenOur present.rate.of assignment,
1' unless I instruct the Kansas.sCity Area.Office to assign these
.~i Zst out'of *eguemact.-. This is.roughly the equivalent of a l-

vorkload for ehre 'S! ,u'nder tb,.nunt quality pProcessing

I ,a bringing this matter to your attention for two reasons:
F rst, to illustrate the urgency of our need to transfer cases
immedlately to other District officesl and second, to request

j guidance from you as to whether we should assign Age cases on a
I priority basis, in order to avoid running the statute of

limitations.

I belliee that if headquarters is able to approve' the.upward
modifioation of the Kansas City contraot, and we are able to
transfer five or six hundred additional cases to other offices,
veifvould be able to handle the Age statute problem on the

'r'piaining cases.

wI ould sincerely appreciate it if you could expedite a.decislon
concerning the transfer of these charges. If transfer is'not.
possible, I will need advice from you as to how to handle this
Age statute problem.

% fr:^. hi-le S have'~~ bX 'advise4'f.'the processing assumptions

..ebeing used for staffing.nder'theA he ality. procedures outllned-
i-sgln my .CS Agreement,' 'and~ the' '-u p oino cause, charge appeal
proedure, I believe that it'is nafe.,'to project that.we will not

.-.. be'able to produce eases at the required level of-quality at a
...ret. which would excd 45 per ZO8.d

:-- I.^-.
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ATrACHNENT C

'US EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. DC_ 20507

Hay 6.1987

ME -10RANDUM y

TO District Directors

F1O : Clarence Thcxnas
Chairman

James H. Troy, Dir
Office of Program r

Charles A. Shanor
General Counsel

Pamela Talkin
Chief of Staff It2

SUBJECT: District Director Perfornance Standards

As you are aware, neither the present performance agreement for
District Director nor the Rating Guide contains specific goals for Commis-
sion litigation in your office. les purpose of the removal of these goals,
as you know, was to remove any perception that there was a cap or upper
limit to the presentation of cause cases to the Commission.

Removal of these litigation production goals was not intended to signal
a departure from the COmmission policy that Title VII, the Equal Pay Act,
and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act should be vigorously enforced
through litigation. The time periods for administrative charge processing
are not to be oenstrued to place a premium on closure of cases to the
detriment of quality investigations through vigorous compliance efforts.

The Commission will be particularly attentive to any downward trends
in both quality ari quantity of litigatin rmmend-ations U -nles

specifically justified to the contrary, we believe it is a reasonable
assumption that District Offices -- Campliance and Legal Units -- should
at least prcduce the same number of litigation reconmendations as were sub-
mitted during the past fiscal year. This assumption is realistic inasmuch
as the Ccmmission's litigation production was severely hampered last
year due to a shortage of resources resulting in an extended hiring freeze
and other measures to curtail experditures. With this situation substan-
tially alleviated this year, there exists no reason why charges cannot Ix
expeditiously processed ard, where conciliation fails, tx preserred to the
Ccmnission for litigation authorization in at least the sam. volu)m as
previously occurred.

Where there exist unexplained differences between either the quality
or quantity of Presentation Memoranda (including the tOD, L.v and
IM) from that which occurred in the prior fiscal year, such deficits will be
taken into account in the coaputation of your annual rating. Similarly,
improvements in quantity and quality will be positively considered in

your rating. In processing charges for pcssible prosecution, legal unit
personnel stand ready to provide appropriate assistance to compliance person-

nel.

In conclusion, the Camnission's litigation enforcement program has
played an important role in demanstrating that the Cammission will seek the
assistance of the courts where voluntary efforts fail to achieve compliance.
This has strengthened the Camnission's voluntary compliance efforts by
providing a clear signal to respondents that compulsory enforcement is a
definite possibility upon a Ccmiission finding of a violation. The current
district director performance agreements, while deleting numerical references
to specific litigation attainrment goals, do not alter the purpose or aims of
the Commission's eaphasis on quality charge processing or litigation enforce-
ment, where appropriate.
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90 'd luoi1

UNrrED STATES GOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

M emoran dum MEMPHIS DISTRICT OFFICE

Dete August + 1987

TO All Supervisors / Inreply,.to:

FROM Martha S. Jor f
Compliance Manager

SUBJECTT EPA Litigation and the Statute of Limitations

This is in reference to the Regional Attorney's
memorandum, dated August 7, 1987, subject as above,
addressed to All Attorneys, cc: Compliance Manager
and Supervisors.

The attached is a list of EPA/ADEA charges which was
run on August 14, 7 Plea ist Lo
determine iisacgcuracy. Delete any c which
have been closed an dis with me AgAP any oen
charges In your inventory in which the statute of
limtations has expirce or wilexpire by December 31,
198.

Please note the date to be concerned with is the
alleged violation date rather than the filing date.

Attachment

WSJ:jgl

NOTE: All other ADEA, LPA or concurrent ADEA /Title VII/

EPA charges should be Prioritized and assigned by
October 1, 1987, with completion dates scheduled well in
adva.,.,..ne th :-ir.ticn of the qtntiitt nf limitations.
Eftective today, all such charges will be marked by the
CI1/TIU Unit on Lhe bottom u rt o te t Toler to
5hu1o c.~tation dates as follows:

"21st month:
Ph 24th munth:

cc,/ M. J. Vlantis

- Buy U. S Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
cenr :
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EQUAL EIIPLOYHEN'I' OPPORTUNI'I'Y couruSSIOIl 
OFFICE OF PROGRAII OPERA'I'IONS 
CHARGE PROCESSING STATISTICS 

py 1980 'I'll ROUGH FY 1987 

PY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 PY 1983 Pi 1984 FY 198$ FY 1986 FY 1987 ........................................................................................................................... 
RECEIPTS 

Title VII 45,382 44,992 41,629 50,506 52,130 53,343 • 50,110 45,401 
ADEA 11,076 8,101 9,207 15,303 12,078 13,601 13.854 11.627 
EPA 2.870 673 513 656 416 625 146 206 
,'it Ie VII!ADEA 1.378 1,056 2,784 3.022 3.183 3.5ag ],494 
Ti tie VII/EPA 1.084 940 1.003 1.110 1.076 1.011 1.061 
Other 118 174 112 285 

TOTAL 59,328 56.228 54,145 70,252 68,874 72.002 &8,822 62,074 

CLOSunES 
settlcaentc 

and Conciliations 
Ti tIe VII 16,088 18.919 17.450 16.864 9,649 7.367 6.338 5.305 
ADEA 1.270 1,787 2.063 2.515 2.0n 1.643 1.697 1,460 
EPA 511 530 498 317 304 210 , H3 

Total 17 .358 21.219 20.043 19,877 11.985 9.314 8.245 7,078 

No Cau •• 
Title VII 14.013 18.384 19.374- 21,948 16.264 26.065 27.329 20,871 
ADEA 1.592 2,035 6.935 0,205 8,167 8.770 8,103 00 
EPA 1.121 1.252 1.687 1.206 906 915 604 .... 

Total 14.013 21.097 23.462 30.570 25.675 35.138 37 ,014 29.578 ~ 

unsuccessful 
Conciliation. 

Title VII 1.212 1.520 1.131 ri775 1.301 1.008 896 573 
ADtA 306 299 273 148 552 384 404 
EPA 173 202 114 74 61 08 59 

Total 1.212, 1.999 1,632 2,1G2 1,603 1:621 1,368 1,036 

AdllliniGtro1t.ive 
Clocures 

Title VII 17.912 22.962 17 ,863 12.008 11.584 ll,996 10,943 10,942 
AIlEA 4,119 ),788 3,583 3.757 4.075 4,082 4.563 
EPA 234 265 349 UO 350 551 285 

Totoal 17 .. 912 27,375 21,916 16,820 15,771 16,421 15,576 15.790' 

'i'OTAL 
Title VII 49.225 61.785 55,818 53.475 38.878 46.436 45.506 37,691 
AOr.A 6,488 7.864 8,986 13.306 14.129 ·14.437 14,933 14.530 
ErA 1.614 2,041 2.249 2,G48 2.027 1.621 . 1,764 1.261 

Total 57 .3~7 71.690 67.053 69.429 55.034 62.494;-' 62.203 53.482 
. , . ............................................................................ - .................................................... 

D,EtlEFITS (0001 
TIt!. vu $43.082 $65.977 $98.02$ $59,096 $34.349 $30.695 
ADEA $12.312 $35.382 $8.300 $21.401 $18.050 $15.712 
ErA $1.926 $3,138 $652 $1,741 $1.441 n.023 

T(ltnl' $57.320 nOl.397 $101.194 $104.497 $107.057 582,238 $53.840 $40.430 
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oFZNS U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Rf sWashington. D.C. 20507

se 4 MT

NEMORANDUM

TO 5 James B. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

THRU : Michael Dougherty, Division Director
Determinations Review Program
Office of Program Operations

FROM : Andrew J. Sheppard, Branch Chief <
7

Determinations Review Program Li
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECT : Summary of Birmingham District Office Case Pile
Audit

We have concluded our review of the closed case files from theBirmingham District Office as requested by the Acting Director ofField Management Programs (East). We were instructed to use theformat and methodology established by Don Muse in earlierreviews.

There were 330 case files reviewed by the D.R.P staff. Based onthe B.D.O case file inventory sheets, there were 332 case fileslisted, however our inventory of the files show that there wereactually 330. (The missing charge numbers are 042850835 and042851063.)

A breakdown by type of closure action shows that 216 (65%) fileswere no cause/no violations, 107 (32%) were administrative
closures and 7 (3%) were cause findings.

Of the 216 no cause/no violation decisions, 174 (81%) were basedon Title VII, 25 (11%) on the ADEA, 17 (7%) on Title VII and theADEA and 1 (.5%) was based on the EPA.

Of the 107 administrative closures, 88 (82%) were based on (TitleVII, 15 (14%) on the ADEA, 2 (3%) on Title VII and the ADEA and 1(1%) was based on Title VII and the EPA. The administrativeclosures were closed as follows: negotiated settlements - 28;failure to co-operate - 9z filed private suit/Request NRTS - 19;no jurisdiction (T-7, Age or EPA) - 4; less than 15 employees-
3; withdrawal of charge - 33; section 7D conciliation failure(ADEA) - 6; untimely - 4; and failure to accept full remedy - 1.

There were also 7 cause cases not reviewed, pursuant toinstructions from the Office of Program Operations.

We are providing as background to our analysis and for yourconvenience: 1) a summary of the results of the charge reviewanalysis sheets identified by charge number, 2) the B.D.O.inventory sheets, and 3) our actual worksheets for each file.All items can be tracked by charge number.

The charge review forms were broken down into 12 areas in whichthe files were evaluated. A summary of the charges closed with afinding of no cause/no violation revealed the following:

(1) PROPER SCOPE OP THE INVESTIGATION DETERMINED AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE INVESTIGATION.

Yes - 78% (169)
No - 22% (47)

(2) INVESTIGATIVE PLAN OUTLINES INVESTIGATIVE SCOPE AND
STRATEGY .

Yes - 31% (67)
No - 28% (61)
No IP in case file - 41% (88)

(3) REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ADDRESSES ALL ISSUES TTOROUGHLY.
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Yes - 64% (139)
No - 34% (73)
No R.P.I. in case file - 2% (4)

The most common error was to exclude some of the issues
raised by charging party.

(4) LOG IS A CLEAR PROCESSING RECORD.

Yes - 62% (133)
No - 38% (83)

The most common problem noted was a 6 to 8 month gap with
no substantive log entries.

(5) NECESSARY WITNESSES CONTACTED.

Yes - 25% (53)
No - 40% (88)

In addition 35% (75) of the cases appeared not to need
witness contacts for interviews. In those cases where
witnesses were not contacted the investigation totally
ignored charging parties' witnesses or lacked corroboration
from witnesses identified by respondent.

(6) ON-SITE THOROUGHLY DOCUMENTED.

Only 2% (5) of the cases were investigated through an on-
site investigation and the other 98% (211) were done
through mail responses from respondent, and a few (less
than 5) through fact finding conferences.

(7) IM ADDRESSES ALL ISSUES AND PROVIDES SOUND RATIONALE FOR
CONCLUSIONS.

Yes - 50% (108)
No - 50% (108)

The most common omission was the failure to analyze or
address all or part of the charging parties' allegations
and respondents' responses to those allegations.

(8) EVIDENCE SUPPORTS FINDINGS.

Yes - 49% (106)
No - 51% (110)

The most common omission was that the closure
recommendations were based on respondents' position
statements with little or no comparative evidence and/or
corroborative documentary evidence.

(9) FILE PROPERLY ORGANIZED.

Yes - 80% (174)
No - 20% (42)

(10) REQUIRED LEGAL INPUT DOCUMENTED.

None of the files contained evidence and/or notations that
legal was consulted on any of the closures.

(11) REMEDY.

N/A on no cause/no violations.

(12) RESPONSE TO RFI COMPLETE.

Yes - 59% (127)
No - 41% (89)

A number of RPI's appeared to be canned RFI's and not
specifically tailored to the basis and issues complained of
in the charge.
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An analysis of the administrative closures revealed that, for the
most part, prescribed Commission guidelines and procedures for
administratively closing cases were followed, with the following
exceptions:

(1) Charge 4042851384.

CP was employed by a temporary labor service which
contracts out its employees to other companies. CP
originally filed a charge against a contract company and
the charge was dismissed based on lack of jurisdiction.
Another charge was subsequently taken against the temporary
labor service. There was no explanation in the file as to
why this was done.

(2) arbaeA *042850722.

Charge was closed as untimely based strictly on
respondent's letter which challenged the date of the
alleged discrimination without further investigation by the
District Office.

(3) Charge #042851592.

Respondent stated in a letter that they did not have 15
employees and this file was closed for that reason without
documentary evidence from respondent.

(4) Charge 4042851506.

Charge was dismissed because CP failed to accept full
remedy. CP alleged that respondent gave her bad references
to potential employers, which resulted in her not being
hired. The file indicated that respondent only offered to
stop the practice and to give neutral references. The
neutral references were considered to be full remedy by the
District Office without regard to the issue of potential
backpay liability if it could have been shown that the CP
lost employment opportunities as a result of the negative
references.

(5) Charge 4042851633.

Charge was closed as a failure to cooperate based on a 30
day letter having been sent to CP's home. A notation in
the log from the E.O.S. stated that CP was in jail, but no
attempt was made to contact him even though his whereabouts
were known.

(6) Charce 4042851464.

Withdrawal by C.P. with no explanation, or reason.
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C8ARLOTT` DISTRICT
EQUAL EMPLOYrMNT OPPORTuNIT! COWUISSION

CHARGE DATA SYSTYE (CDS) SPECIAL PROJECT

Project Report

(Status of CDS/HERO Implementation as of September 30, 1987)

I. GEUgRAL

Generally, the CDS/HERO system has been fully implemented to the
extent possible within the District's sphere of control, problems
have been timely identified and appropriate resolutions sought,
and primary and back-up systems personnel have been identified
and provided training and on-the-job operational experience.

Donna Seabolt, the District Management Information Specialist, is
the overall system administrator and the EEOC/FEPA data interface
coordinator. In addition, the Director is taking an active role
in overseeing and encouraging full implementation of the system.

II. MaJOR ACTIVITI/S/ACCOKPLISBNMNTS IN Fr 1987

Administrative Closure Renort--A CDS Administrative Closure
Report was developed in CTDO and was distributed to other
District Offices at the Dallas Directors' meeting. Since then,
it has been revised to reflect the changes in format for the 4th
Quarter, Fy 1987, 396 Report. The Report is generated directly
from CDS data, eliminating the need for manual calculations and
generation. Traditionally, the Administrative Closure Report has
been one of the most error prone of the 396 reports and was
subject to manipulation to get it to *balance'. Having it
generated by the CDS ensures for the first time its accuracy (to
the extent that the user's data entry is accurate and timely).
(See Processing Program (Attachment A), Report Format (Attachment
B) and CTDO's FY 1987 Report (Attachment C).1

Other Reports--Customized standard report formats were developed
for all offices in the District for routine submission with the
monthly reports. User Friendly Menu selection and generation of
these customized reports has also been developed and will be
fully implemented once all offices have compatible equipment.
Examples of the reports:

o Closure Report by EOS, showing basic charge data, average
processing time from receipt in the office, average time
from assignment to EOS, average EOS processing time (to be
tracked beginning October 1, 1988), benefits, total
closures with subtotals by type of closure and the number
of cases 300 days or older at closure. For each processing
unit there is a summary of closures by statute and type of
closure. [See CTDO September Closure Report (Attachment
D).1 These reports and other CDS generated data (e.g.,
summary of cause cases and number of charges taken during
the period) along with manual supervisory records of
quality and adherence to established timeframes, could
provide a basis for reviewing EOS and Supervisory EOS case
processing performance for appraisal purposes.

o Intake Report I which is sorted by EOS provides number of
charges taken during the period by statute and the number
taken by each EOS. (See report for June (Attachment M).1

o Intake Report II which is sorted by Charge Number and
provides the total number of charges during the period
broken down by statute. (See report for June (Attachment
F).]

o Cause Report, a listing by unit of all cause decisions
issued during the period, with LOS, office age of case at
issuance, and average office age at issuance. [See report
for FY 1987 (Attachment G).1

o ConciliatiOn Report, a listing by unit of all closed cause
decisions issued during the period, with result of
conciliation efforts, EOS, office age of case at closure,
average office age at closure and count of successful and
unsuccessful conciliation efforts. (See report for FY 1987
(Attachment H).]
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Intake Aut=:saton Pilot Proiect--The CTDO has worked with

Information Systems Services in developing the CDS/Intake
Automation Pilot Project which should be implemented in FT 1988.

All Fuflctiof/Forme/Correspondence appropriate for automation and

interface with the CDS have been identified.

Immlementatioo of Legal Comnonent of CDS- -The CTDO has initiated

the full implementation of the Legal Component of the CDS. In
close coordination with the Regional Attorney, General Counsel,
and Information Systems Services, CTDO will ensure that the Legal
Component of CDS tracks all data currently tracked by the Legal
Tracking System (LTS) and will develop and test appropriate CCS
Legal Unit/Litigation reports, including the Legal 396 report.

Tmn1-pentation of Hearings component of CDS--Likewise, the CTDO
has initiated the full implementation of the Hearings Component
of the CDS. In cooperation with Public Sector Programs and
Information Systems Services, CTDO will develop and test
information gathering, recording, and reporting formats to meet
identified Hearings Program information needs.

o Pending at End-of-Period by EOS with average age of
charges, number of 300 day cases [See CTDO report for
September (Attachment I)..

o 300 day report by Unit and EOS [See CTDO report for
September (Attachment J).1

comouteri-at o- of 396 report-- Using CDS generated data and a
LOTUS based spreadsheet, the compilation and generation of the

quarterly 396 reports has been automated, ensuring their internal
consistency and accuracy. (See 3rd and 4th quarter Charlotte
office 396 reports.)

Based upon the development and testing of this LOTUS based system
in the Charlotte Office, once the format for FY 1988 396 reports
has been established, a spreadsheet for capturing and reporting
FY 1988 CDS data will be developed and implemented in the
Charlotte District, Area, and Local Offices.

The Charlotte Office has agreed to test and pilot the use of CDS
generated 396 reports (for the Intake and Enforcement functions)
using formats developed at Headquarters. Until these reports
have been successfully tested and any problems resolved, the
office will retain and maintain the LOTUS based system described
above.

III. COnRRL STATUS BT OFFIC OF CDS IMPLMENTATION

CHARLOTTE DISTRICT OFFICE

The Charlotte office discontinued use of its RBase based case
tracking system at the end of December 1986. Its 1st quarter 396
reports were generated using CDS data and were supported by CIS

print-outs of charge receipts, closures, and pending inventory.
No major problems in data entry, data verification, report
development and generation. Three employees, the Management
Information Specialist, the Data Entry Clerk, and the Control
Clerk have been trained in operation of the system. Problems in
the system are routinely discussed with Information Systems
Services (ISS) staff as they are discovered and corrective action
taken as soon as feasible.

RALEIGH AREA OFFICE

The RBase local back-up system was discontinued in the 4th
quarter and all appropriate historical data entered in CDS. All
data is entered in the CDS system on a timely basis and data
entry is current. Data Entry Clerk is trained and knowledgeable.
However, she has resigned effective September 30, 1987. Other
clerical staff are trained to enter data and generate standard
reports on a back-up basis. Professional staff has been
familiarized in the system's overall operation.

The office is still experiencing some difficulty in tracking
transfers to and from the office, e.g., charges transferred to

Charlotte and back to Raleigh not being picked back up in the
Raleigh data base; unable, when necessary, to re-access charges
transferred to the North Carolina Office of Administrative
Hearings (see below for further discussion) and the New Hanover
Commission or, conversely, such charges still showing up in the
Raleigh active charge data base after transfer. Such problems
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will be easier to correct once equipment compatible to that in

the Charlotte Office is installed in the Raleigh Office. Then

software applications developed in the District Office can be
transferred and implemented in the Area and Local Offices.

GREENSBORO LOCAL OFFICE

Data entry is current. System produces reports on which 396 is

based. Clerical staff trained and knowledgeable in system.

GREENVILLE LOCAL OFFICE

Data entry is current. System produces reports on which 396 is

based. EOA and clerical staff trained and knowledgeable in

system.

IV. CURRENT STATUS BY AGMICY Or HERO SYSTEM IKPLOUMATION

NEW HANOVER HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

The HERO system is fully implemented and operational. Data entry

is current. Staff including the Director fully familiar with and

trained in system. Reports are timely and accurate. The New
Hanover Commission uses the filePro software for tracking its

non-FEPA workload as well as its FEPA workload. It also uses its

NCR equipment for word processing (using Q-One software
distributed by Essex Office Systems) and file storage as well as

for case tracking. We have worked out an arrangement for it to

upgrade its hardware (additional hard disk storage capacity and

increased Random Access Memory) beyond that which Headquarters
was going to provide with the difference in cost being paid by

New Hanover. The New Hanover Commission is anxiously awaiting

the arrival of its new disk drive and the new version of the HERO

package (the delivery of which is behind schedule).

SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION

Appropriate staff has been trained. Manager/Coordinator has been
designated. Data entry is not current. Few reports are

generated and used for workload management. Manual systems

maintained. The Director, CTDO; the MIS, CTDO; and Richard
Eashurba, Director, Information Systems Services, visited SEAC in

May to review SHAC implementation of the HERO System and to

identify problems and assist in resolution.

A recent problem has developed in data extraction and

transmission to EEOC Headquarters. Because of this, there has

been no regular transmission in the last several weeks.
Presumably the problem will be resolved once the revised HERO

software package is distributed to 706 agencies.

SHAC personnel have been brought to Charlotte on two occasions

for additional training and demonstrations of the system's

capabilities. Herbert Lanford, SHAC System Coordinator, at our

invitation, came to Charlotte September 23, 1987, for briefing

and was given various tailored report formats for use on the SHAC

system. Following this most recent demonstration of the CTDO

system's enhanced capacity for caseload tracking and management,
SHAC has made a commitment to get its data current and once this

has been accomplished--probably in early November--CTDO has

committed the services of the MIS to meet with and work with the

SHAC staff in developing and testing customized reports to meet

SHAC's specific reporting and workload management needs.

Principal problem remaining is the lack of a dedicated clerical

employee for data entry.

NORTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS (OAH)

As a non-contract 706 agency, OAR is not part of the HERO system.

This creates problems in coding because when a charge is deferred

(or transferred) from one of the North Carolina EEOC offices for

processing by OAH, there is no one at the other end to receive it

in the CDS/HERO system. Further, the receiving EEOC office has

to enter all action codes once the case has been closed by OAH

and returned to EEOC. The OAR is willing and eager to hook into

the CDS/HERO system. Purchase on its own of equipment compatible

with that used by CDS/HERO is a possibility with EEOC providing

software and support. However if its pending request for

contract status is approved, OAH and CTDO staff are prepared to

quickly implement the HERO system in OAH.
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'.S. EQUAL I MI'l (IMIENI OP'POR RIUNIIn (IMMISSION
W-tthi,.sqgur I). C. 20507

DEC 3 B?
,:EtORANDU:!

To: District Directors

From: James H. Troy, Directv /
Office of Program Oper lj ony

Subj: District Directors' Me½L#- 88

Budget

Office allocations for expenditures under the second continuingresolution in effect until December 16, have been sent out.
-y monitored to ensure that they arewithin the guidelines, that is, the must be at the same rate andfor the same purposes as expenditures for the same period lastyear. Even if agreement on budget cuts are reached by thecommittee, we will not know how it will affect EEOC until laternegotiations on specific agency budgets are effected.

State and Local Conference

This year's State and Local Conference will be jointly sponsoredby EEOC and HUD. The conference has been tentatively set for theweek of March 14, 1988, at the Lincoln Hotel in Dallas, Texas.The Lincoln received rave reviews when the Field Investigators'Training was held there in June. We plan to have a DistrictDirectors' meeting sometime during the week. Please keep yourschedules free for that week.

Limited Scope Commissioners Charges

We discussed the revisions in the procedures to be followed inprocessing Limited Scope Commissioners Charges (LSCC) during ourlast conference call. Now that SUICP has responsibility forreview and movement of these charges, assigned investigatorsshould be available to discuss them at the quarterly Systemictelephone conference.

This program was revised at your suggestion to make it easier andfaster for you to get a charge approved. There has been littleactivity in the program as evidenced by the very small number ofoffices having active LSCCs. We encourage all of you to utilizethis program as a valuable adjunct of your pattern and practicesystemic program.

LSCC/Age Allegations

SIICP encourages districts to pursue ADEA allegations as part ofyour syitemic/pattern or practice program

AS you Will note bi thee attached exampics, you have choices as tothe canner in which ADEA issues can be pursued in the context ofa Title VII Commissioner's charge. One approach has been toinclude an ADEA allegation as part of the charge itself. Anotheralternative has been to initiate, at the same time as the TitleVII Commissioner's charge, an age directed investigation whichwill be conducted jointly with the Title VII case. The latterapproach preserves for the District Office the flexibilityassociated with the use of an age directed investigation.

Where preliminary targeting of a potential respondent suggestspossible Title VII and ADEA violations, aside from identifyingthe eviden- - " " 'v- " please indicate themethod in whicn you pila. n proceeg.

Determinations Review Program

There still seems to be some confusion about the effect of therecent revision to 29 C.F.R. Section 1601.19 regarding fielddirectors' authority under Section 1601.21 to reconsider a Letterof Determination (LOD). An LOD issued by a field office will- - become final on the 15th day after the date on the LOD if thecharging party has not filed a timely request for review.However, the reconsideration procedures in 1601.21 only apply tofinal LODs. Therefore, a director cannot rescind an LOD duringthe 14- day review 'window' or after a request for review has beenreceived in DRP.
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Directors may review LODs during the 14 day period or after a
request for review is received. The field office can
'reevaluate" an LOD during the 10 day period after it receives
notice of the request or during the 14 day request for review
'window'. However, rather than rescinding the LOD, all no cause
issues must be reversed by the end of the 10 day period. In such
a case, the original LOD need not be rescinded because it never
became final since a request for review was received. If. after
receiving a request for review, a director decides that a no
cause LOD may not be correct, but the review will take more than
10 days, contact DRP immediately.

This approach provides the field with some flexibility while
ensuring a measure of finality for the determination process.
While directors are able to reevaluate an LOD, the LOD may not be
withdrawn before it becomes final. (For example, this could lead
to reinvestigation over an extended period of time and then
perhaps issuing another no cause LOD.) The 10 day reevaluation
period provides some flexibility while ensuring timely closure.

Attachment A lists some of the problems still commonly occurring
in files reviewed by DRP.

Sca-s an! Tinetabics

Please review the attached memo (Attachment B) from the General
Counsel to Regional Attorneys regarding goals and timetables in
predetermination settlements and conciliation agreements. The
memo is not a policy statement of the Commission and should be
read in the context of litigation.

Note that predetermination settlements and conciliation
agreements may include goals without 'expert" (either outside or
in house) clearance. Experts may be consulted during or after
the Presentation Memorandum stage. OGC will not refuse to
enforce predetermination settlements that contain goals and
timetables if experts have .. u. ! .. .

Management Information Specialist

Those of you who have not yet filled your MIS position should do
so immediately. tie continue to see that the offices doing well
with CDS are those with MIS positions being encumbered. As our
automated systems grow and become more sophisticated, the need
for an MIS becomes more imperative.

CDS Conference

A status update on implementation of the Charge Data System was
presented at the CDS Conference held the first week of November
in Virginia Beach. An update for the Local Data Base is
scheduled to go to FEPs this month. It will then be prepared and
sent to EEOC offices using the NCR equipment and finally to EEOC
offices using IBM-XTS. The primary reason for the update is to
resolve problems in the transfer of charges between EEOC offices
and between EEOC and FEPs. ISS staff said that all of the
problems have been identified and addressed and the update will
be in all offices before the end of the calendar year. Codes for
the field reorganization (e.g.. Enforcement Teams) and for the
Determination Review Program will also be included in the update.
You are to start using the update as soon as it is received in
your office.

ISS priorities for future development of the Charge Data System
are:

1. Efficient access to the National Data Base
2. Reliable communications network - ISS is working with

contractors on networking in the new Headquarters
location. What is done there will then be sent to the
field. There is now no support nor money for field
offices to pilot networking.

3. Training - there hasn't been time up to this point to
link the training available to specific requests.

; Docu.c: Z a C: - lill conLt:jue to be fl'-.. Ye
documentation for Hearings and Legal will be available
later this year.

5. Ability to purge and archive - originally it was
thought that each field office could control purge of
the National Data Base, but ISS staff will have to
purge to make room on the NDB.
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6. Mini-file - now ready to pilot. This is a partial
response to the need for District offices to access
data from their area, local and FEP offices.

7. Flexibility to add codes - ISS is aware of the need,
but had to defer implementation because they had too
many deadlines.
i- )rking/word processing - see number 1., abc.-

9. - Ififormation sharing - ISS will serve as a clearing
house for reports developed by field offices.

10. Easy access to management information - this will
require a major redesign of the Local Data Base.

11. Bulletin board
12. Test environment
13. Ability to fix isolated errors from FEPs.

We learned that the XT's now being used for CDS will remain in
/'the area and local offices after the NCR equipment is in place.

r The ratio of equipment to elnpioyees is now 4:1 and is expected to
go to 3:1 this year.

The field will not have access to the National Data Base (NDB)
this year. Staff in my office and in Field Management will be
trained in low to obtain reports fior, the NOEB this ye0: Sc that
they can relieve you from some of the burden of supplying data.
The Information Resource Managerent plan will go to the Chairman
and to the field in the second quarter. Purge capabilities
should be ready in January and the mini-file sometime in the
fourth quarter.

Congressional Contacts

We recently sent you a memo reviewing procedures in dealing with
the Congress and their requests for non-routine information. The
memo was sent as a reminder of what the procedure is when non-
routine requests are made such as agency statistics, law
enforcement data, etc. The non-routine requests are to be made
through the Office of Communications and Legislative Affairs
where responses will be coordinated. OCLA now reports that even
routine contacts from Congressional offices are being referred to
them by some field offices. Do not refer routine congressional
inquiries to OCLA. Continue to handle routine status checks and
other similar matters as you have in the past,

T.hsigration Reform and Control Act Due December 22, 1987

GAO submitted its first annual report to Congress.. The law
requires that GAO review and report on the implementation of the
employer sanctions provisions for the purpose of determining
whether (1) the law has been carried out satisfactorily, (2) a
pattern of discrimination has resulted against authorized
workers, and (3) an unnecessary regulatory burden has been
created for employers.

GAO concludes that at the end of the first year after
implementation of the Act, the data is not sufficient to draw

- '--4 'ns or to issue recommendations. "So far
a-ra -l oisutuswi.,ation related to the law has not shown a pattern
of discrimination or unreasonable burden on employers. However,
because of the many factors involved, GAO may not be able to
isolate and measure the effects of employers sanctions on any
identified discrimination.' GAO also believes that there won't
be data available to clearly conclude that the Act's regulatory
burden on employers is unnecessary.

- At EEOC. as of September 1987, there were 52 charges related to
employers sanctions, most still in process. After reviewing the
few charges at EEOC and the Office of Special Counsel. GAO
concludes that 'the discrimination charges under investigation do
not ...; constitute (1) a pattern of discrimination or (2) an
unreasonable regulatory burden for employers".

The reports will continue for the next two fiscal years. We will
continue updating our records quarterly. Thus, you need to
update your District Office rert f hr
645U90eme. t 4w any new chargesoand advise us of changes on
cnuze ui&IJIIW reported. The information is due in my office by
December 22, 1987. For your convenience, I am attaching, once
says... a Catlp.- If the data we are collecting. Please try to be
clear under "Reason Related to IRCA' that the stated reason shows
that this agency has jurisdiction under Title VII. Simply saying
'citizenship" or "challenged citizenship requirements" raises
doubts as to whether the case should be referred to the Office of
the Special Counsel. LAO also requested us to clarify the status
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of cases using common terminology, such as: assigned, unassigned,
under investigation, etc. GAO will conduct various visits to our
district offices after January 1988. THeir sole purpose is to
look at the IRCA related charges and a few national origin
charges to help them with their report. The visits are not
audits and they won't be assessing our work. We will keep you
advised on these visits.

Since we don't yet have the MOU with Justice on this matter, our
previous instructions on the transfer of records remain in
effect.

.;_: . n t s'rn, a' :.ano' Co,--, v:e" First Quarter Report

's is a reminder that the third scsi-annual report to Congress
on the resolution of all class and class type cases from July 1
to December 30, 1987, needs to be prepared during January 1988.
We are asking you to once again submit the information typed in
the format used in the attached samples so that OPO will only
need to collate the material and include it with the litigation
information provided by OGC. You need only summarize those
conciliation agreements which resolved class charges or,
alternatively, the relief secured had broad class implications
(i.e., pregnancy, equal pay, harassment types of issues).

If you have no information to provide, simply type on a separate
page the name .- 'rate "This office
had no class conciliation agreements during the relevant time
frame." Do not mix information of cases in litigation with those
in enforcement.

The report is for charges brought under Title VII. If, however,
you also submit information on charges brought under ADEA do not
summarize them in the same page with Title VII cases.

Submit the report with your fir rh 396 report marked to
the attention of Hilda D. Rdiriguez. Because of the Christmas
season we are giving you early notification of this requirement.

Department of Justice Suits

We referred 293 failures of conciliations against State and local
governments to the Department of Justice in FY 85 and FY 86. Of
that number, DOJ filed 17 suits, including one pattern and
practice suit. Attachment C is a list of the suits, date filed
and district in which the suit was filed. Note that while 16
suits were filed in FY 85 and FY 86, there have been 6 suits
filed so far in FY 87.
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RECURRING ;PPOBLF'.-:S sN FILES

o DRP continues to find a lack of comparative data in thefiles. To ensure an accurate and supportable conclusion,every file should contain comparative evidence orinformation which enables them to determine whethersimilarly situated persons of a different race, sex, etc.,
than charging party have been accorded more favorabletreatment.

o Section 26.14 of Volume I of the Compliance Manual providesguidance for analysis of evidence gathered during theinvestigatory process. It would enhance the quality ofinvests* - - * - -DRP review process ifinvestigators would prepare analytical cover sheets for eachdocument or group of documents relied upon when reaching adetermination.

o Section 28, Volume I, gives guidance for the format andcontent of the investigative file. One recurring problem isthe absence of any logical arrangement or sequence ofdocuments in the file. Again, DRP's review would befacilitated if Investigators identified documents, theissues they address, and annotated any conclusions drawnfrom them.

o Please be sure that LODs are mailed as soon as they aredated. Allowing time to pass between dating and mailingcuts into the time alloted for charging parties to file arequest for review. This could unjustly result in arejection of the "request" because it was untimely filed.

o When an office modifies the date by which CP must request areview and so informs CP, be sure that the Respondent isalso informed.

o Be sure to fill out all the spaces on the Request for Reviewform that are supposed to be completed by the Field
Office(s).

o If there is a lead charge against a "no cause" LOD, pleaseplace both the charge number and the lead charge number onthe Request for Review form.
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()ffice of
(general Counsel

MEMORANDUM

TO Regional Attorneys

FROM Charles A. ShanorC *
General Counsel l

SUBJECT Goals and Timetables Provisions in Proposed
Title VII Consent Decrees

Goals and timetables, in appropriate cases, may be used
in EEOC consent decrees to enf..:' ".0r.i --J...
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended.l/ Because
field legal units have raised several recurring questions
concerning goals and timetables, this memorandum identifies
and discusses the considerations which should be analyzed in
consent decrees containing goals and timetables.2/

A. Factual Predicate

The Supreme Court has held that carefully tailored
goals and timetables may be incorporated in Title VII consent
decrees.3/ Thus, employers may establish voluntary affir-
mative action plans which include goals and timetables without
lifigation and without prima facie evidence of Title VII
violations.4/ The Office of General Counsel will, however,

1/ Goals and timetables are characterized by their express use
of a Title VII basis race, sex, religion, or national origin -
upon which discrimination is prohibited.

2/ All proposed Title VII consent decrees must be presented
to the General Counsel or Associate General Counsel, Trial
Services, for review.

3/ Local No. 93, International Association of Firefighters v.
.City of Cleveland, 106 S.Ct. 3063, 3073 (1986).

4/ See Johnson v. Transportation Agency, Santa Clara County,
California, 107 S.Ct. 1442 (1987); United Steelworkers v.
Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979); Guidelines on Affirmative Action
Appropriate under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
as amended, 44 FR 4422 (January 19, 1979), 29 C.F.R. Part
1608 (1986).
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P rov ,u-h cv dnco ec .pproving goals arid ti:n tablesprovisions in proposed o EEOC Title VII consent decrees5,because the initial finding of discrimination in the Letterof Determination and the initial suit authorization was basedon the presence of at least prima facie evidence of a Title VIIviolation. Accordingly, comparable evidence justifying theuse of goals and timetables should be made part of the proposedconsent decree and should take the form of a joint stipulationof uncontested facts.

In determining whether sufficient evidence supports theinclusion of goals and timetables in proposed consent decrees,expert analysis-should be employed.6/ This analysis shoulddetermine the appropriate labor market availability figure forthe position or positions in question and should be part of the-iined documentation in the case file.7/ Alo to rr'
1

k-svusequent questions concerning the accuracy or -iso -e.the availability figures included in the proposed consentdecree, proposed consent decrees should explicitly state that
the availability figures were based on and verified by expertanalysis.

B. Magnitude

Except in extraordinary circumstances, goals should beset at, rather than above, current labor market availabilityas measured by census work force data or nondiscriminatoryapplicant flow. Thus, a short term goal should generally beset at the same level as a long term goal.

5/ Absent unusual circumstances found acceptable to the GeneralCounsel or Associate General Counsel, Trial Services, voluntarygoals and timetables should be entered into by EEOC field unitsonly in consent decrees, not in settlements accompanied byjoint notices of dismissal.

6/ As a matter of course, unless external experts have alreadyperformed such analysis, field legal units should rely uponinternal experts in the Research and Analytic Services Divisionof the Office of General Counsel.

7/ Such goals and timetables will thus be appropriately tied toexpected future applicant flow statistics. To help ensure suchapplicant flow, separate outreach measures should be includedin the decree to encourage applications by members of the groupexpected to benefit from the goals and timetables provisions.
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'.J . is.:rrInatL: on 1 ' Ch .e r) t r n Pat Irs r :/: .f C A F.
of overt discriminati n exist, accelerated relief (anl the.
concomitant increased impact on third parties) should be
justified separately.

C. Duration

Consent decree timetables should cover the approximate
period necessary to disestablish the pattern of discrimination
indicated by the evidence of Title VII's violation.9/ The
goal should clearly state its termination date,l0/ which will
usually be on or prior to the expiration of the court's
jurisdiction over the consent decree.ll/

:n .. -, ''ifications

Employers are only required to select qualified individuals.12/
Thus, EEOC consent decrees should state that the employer has no
obligation to select unqualified individuals.

8/ Cf. United States v. Paradise, 107 S.Ct. 1053, 1071
(1987)(acceleration required by defendants' past delay and
resistance to non-discriminatory procedures).

9/_ See Johnson v. Transportation Agency, Santa Clara County,
supra, 107 S.Ct. at 1456; United Steelworkers v. Weber, supra,
443 U.S. at 208.

10/ Because labor market availability changes over time, a
goal should not normally be set for a period in excess of
three years without readjustment of the goal to comport with
such changing availability.

11/ For example, a termination provision might specify that
the goal would become inapplicable when a non-discriminatory
selection procedure is devised. Cf. United States v. Paradise,
supra, 107 S.Ct. at 1063.

12/ Eg., Johnson v. Transportation Agency, Santa Clara County,
supra; LeDoux v. District of Columbia, 820 F.2d 1293, 1301
(D.C. Cir. 1987).
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Ccn-lent ar ; ^-tiaUdls, ind ' .! lls; ,1
also make clear that failure lo attain a .;oal w'.Il he excused
if the employer proves by persuasive and specific evidence
that it was unable to recruit or promote qualified minority
or female applicants or employees.13/

E. Make Whole and Alternative Relief

In light of the Commission's Policy Statement on Remedies
and Relief For Individual Cases-of Unlawful Discrimination
-and the central make whole purpose of Title VII,14/ goals and
timetables relief should not be substituted for make whole
relief, including back pay, for specific victims of discrimi-
nation.15/

Goals and timetables should be considered only in the
absence of effective relief which has less impact on third

nay be unnecessary to impose numer-
ical hiring goals where the decree specifies a particular
process for identifying individual victims, making them whole,
and. implementing prospective selection systems which are non-
discriminatory.. Moreover, where there will be relatively few

13/ Johnson v. Transportation Agency, supra, 107 S.Ct. at
1455, approved use of sex as a "plus factor' in deciding between
two promotional candidates who were both well-qualified.
The Court emphasized that under the plan at issue in Johnson
.no persons are automatically excluded from consideration;
all are able to have their qualifications weighed against
those of other applicants." Ibid. (emphasis in original).
EEOC decrees likewise should be structured so that an employer
considers all relevant aspects of each qualified candidate
so that no candidates are isolated from competition. If sex,
race, or national origin is only used as a 'plus factor',
EEOC can ensure that the decree does not unnecessarily trammel
the rights of majority employees or create an absolute bar to
their advancement. Cf. 107 S.Ct. at 1455. See also n.15 infra.

14/ The Policy Statement requires that Commission personnel
seek prompt and complete relief for individual discriminatees,
including nondiscriminatory placement and full backpay. Daily
Labor Report No. 25 (Feb. 6, 1985). Cases supporting Title VII's
make whole purpose include Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S.
324, 364-365 (1977); Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 424
U.S. 409, 444 1976); Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S.
405, 421 (1975).

15/ Since goals and timetables involve no immediate monetary
cost, employers in some circumstances may attempt to substitute
this form of relief for relief which entails a monetary
outlay. I
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' Lo.1o~l:t c-s i , I pa 'll'ti II ,rip!oy.r, :
cnscious goal may serve no practical purpose when F:EOC can
effectively monitor individual employment decisions by reviewing
such employment records.

F. Monitoring and Enforcing Compliance

Consent decrees containing goals and timetables should be
structured to facilitate enforcement by EEOC. Such decrees must
provide for regular and detailed reports to EEOC in a format
which will minimize EEOC's expenditure of resources on monitoring
activities. -

In addition, because enforcement disputes may arise over
whether or not a resoondent has comolied in 'good faith' with
the goals SeL B. .Ai ,._ __ :he phrase 'good
faith' should be defined objectively in terms of activities to
be performed. Consent decrees should also provide that the
respondent bears the burden of showing by persuasive and specific
evidence why goals have not been met.

These monitoring and enforcement provisions are based on
two practical considerations. First, the respondent, not
EEOC, is in the best position to ascertain and disclose all
the facts surrounding its employment decisions. Second,
without such provisions, EEOC will expend resources unneces-
sarily in discovering and presenting the facts needed to
secure compliance with goal provisions in consent decrees.

G. Fairness Hearings

In view of judicial sensitivity to the interests of
beneficiaries and third parties who may be affected by the
inclusion of goals in proposed consent decrees, it will often
be prudent to ask the Court, prior to seeking judicial approval
for a consent decree containing goals, to hold a fairness
hearing in order to afford all affected individuals -- both
beneficiaries and potentially adversely affected individuals
-- an opportunity to comment on the proposed remedy.17/

16/ A principal difference between an impermissible quota and
permissible goal is that the latter provides a good faith
defense to its non-attainment. Cf. Johnson v. Transportation
Agency, Santa Clara County, supra, 107 S.Ct. at 1455.

17/ Similar prudential concerns may arise when other remedies,
such as retroactive seniority, are involved. The General Counsel
may provide further guidance concerning fairness hearings general-
ly following the Supreme Court disposition of Marino v. Ortiz,
806 F.2d 1144 (2d Cir. 1986), cert. granted, 107 S.Ct. 3182
(1987), and Hispanic Society of the New York City Police Depart-
ment, Inc. v. Police Department of New York, 806 F.2d 1147 (2d
Cir. 1986), cert. granted, 107 S.Ct. 3182 (1987).
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Pmage *

Such a hearing should be sought where the consent decree
establishes promotion goals, for example, because it can beexpected that at least some incumbent employees will have
promotion expectations which may be perceived as being adver-sely affected by the establishment of promotion goals.l8/
Practical and effective notice of such fairness hearings
should be given. For example, notice to incumbent employees
may usually be effectuated through posting at the facility.
Notice to applicants or potential applicants may be effectuated
through letters, newspaper advertisements, and the like.19/

18/ Such a hearing will less frequently be necessary beforejudicial. approval of proposed hiring goals is sought because
the expectations of individuals not in the particular employer'sworkforce are not as firm as the promotion expectations ofincumbent employees. Cf. United States v. Paradise, supra,
107 S.Ct. 1053 (1987). Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education,476 U.S. 267 (1986), and Firefighters' Local 1784 v. Stotts
467 U.S. 561 (1984), demonstrate that race-based layoff goals
are seldom, if ever, appropriate.

19/ See, e.g., Settlement Agreement in EEOC v. Libbey-Owens Ford
Co., Article IV (notice through regional T.V. Guide magazines).

95-656 0 - 89 - 27
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United States v. Mississippi
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S.D. Miss.

D. Ariz.

D. Nd

D. Del.

C.D. Cal.

W.D. Mich.

W.D. Tex.

S.D. W. VA.

D. N.J.

N.D. Ca.

D. S.D.

E.D. Mich.

E.D. Mich.

N.D. Fla.

N.D. Pa.

S.D. Ind.

e.D. N.C.

E.D. Pa.

M.D. Fla.

N.D. krPr--

S.D. Ind.

E.D. Okla.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOOAENT OPORhNITY COMMISSION
YMILAOELPHIA DESTRICT OCFICE

Memorandum
TO Richard Kashurba, Director DATE: December 10, 1987

Information Systems Services

/1 ~~~~~~~~In reply refer lo:
FROM : Johnny J. Butler I t

F-PA Director 'D
SUBJECT : CDS Coding Problems

There are several areas related to coding in which problems need
to be resolved at the Hg. level in order to facilitate maximum
utilization of the CDS system. These matters have already been
presented to your staff, but corrective actions have not yet been
taken so I am bringing them directly to your attention. These
problems are as follows:

1. There is no code to reflect the transfer of an open charge to
the Legal Unit for consolidation with on-going litigation. In
Philadelphia we have approximately 150 such charges, mostly
connected with a national-scope litigation against Westinghouse.
These charges continue to be reflected as open charges on the
computer listing although they are not reflected as such on the
manually prepared Form 396 reports. In order to reconcile these
two reports, a specific code for such actions is needed. For
Form 396 purposes, it is suggested that such charges be counted
as transfer from Enforcement Units to Legal.

2. There is no code for "unable to locate" closures unless such
closures are for cases in which the CP has not been informed
of the obligation to keep EEOC informed of any change of address
(see definition for Code X4). Given that all CPs have been so
informed since 1979, it is suggested that the definition for
Code X4 be changed to reflect simply that the charge has been
closed because of the inability of the EEOC to locate the CP.
At present, we lump such closures in with failure to cooperate
closures as part of Code X5. However, this then necessitates
-a manual count when one prepares the Administrative Closure
Report (required as an attachment to the six month and final
Form 396 reports for each year) as that report lists unable
to locate separately from failure to cooperate closures.

3. The computer at present does not accept any of the codes related
to the DRP appeals process. This necessitates tracking of such
cases by manual means only. This problem will be compounded if
DRP rejects any finding of the office as we would then be unable
to track with the computer the reopening of the charge and any
subsequent actions related thereto.

A BUY US. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
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4. It is unclear whether or not separate codes are needed to
track rapid and extended charges (or, using proposed new
terminology, standard v. special charges.) Guidance for the
Form 396 reports issued during FY 87 indicated that some
monitoring of these two types of charges may be necessary,
but to date no instructions have been provided to do so. In
addition, there are no coding instructions to faciliate coding
of charges into enforcement units. All prior instructions
related to coding of charges into RCP or Extended Units but
with the reorganization such nomenclature is obsolete everywhere
except in the coding process.

5. Finally, there are two problems related to the coding of charges
by FEP agencies. The first is that not all agencies are inputting
data into the computer. While this is primarily a problem to
be resolved by the field offices, it is suggested that additional
leverage be given to the field offices by requiring that FEP
agencies utilize the computer as intended and that this be made
part of EEOC's funding principles and tied directly into the
contracts with the FEP agencies. As a second problem, where the
FEP agencies do input data, EEOC is still unable to access such
data directly. Thus, for example, if we wish to know all charges
filed against a given Respondent, including those filed with the
FEP agencies, we are unable to obtain such data as it applies to
-the charges filed with the FEP agencies. Similarly, if one wishes
to research to insure that a duplicate charge has not been filed,
we are unable to access the listings of the FEP agencies to
determine if the identical charge has already been filed with
one of those agencies.

Your attention to the above areas is greatly appreciated.

cc:
James H. Troy, Director, OPO
John Schmelzer, Director, FMP (East)_--
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DEC I 5

MEMORANDUM

TO District Office Directors
Area/Local Office Direg.Irs

FROM James H. Troy, Di o
Program Operation t;

John Seal
Management Director

SUBJECT 396 Reports

This memo is to announce that automated 396 reports will be
developed along with the normal manual 396 reports for the first
quarter FY 1988. Information Systems Services within the Office
of Management is currently developing the automated 396 reports
and they will distribute them to you soon. Once you receive them

-follow the instructions that will be enclosed for loading onto
your system and processing.

We will analyze the information from the manual and automated 396
reports and work with you to resolve any major discrepancies.

It is critical that your local data bases be accurate before the
automated reports are processed so they will reflect the current
case load status in your office.

If this next major step towards report automation works well, we
should be able to eliminate manual 396 reports for the second
quarter.

cc: Jackie Shelton
John Schmelzer
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MEMORANDUM

TO: District Directors

FROM: John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs, k st

Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Director qXV
Field Management Programs, West

SUBJECT: Field Office Computers

With the addition of new computers to field offices, the Chairman
has requested that we provide him with a complete listing of
where computers have been assigned in each office. In order to
meet th=1s request, please provide a breakdown of the number of
computers in each unit in your office. This list should include
all computers in ybur office, not just the now ones which you
received at the end of FY 87. We are also requesting that you
provide these same figures for area and local offices. Please
send this information to your program analyst by January 5, 1988.
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Mlemorandum
TD

Zc7-: .L; . ''St, I'ira:O--.s East

FROM James D. Pack OJF.

Acting Distrfct Direct&~r t'

SUBJECT Field Office Computers

DATE .... 2 ,

11t tply rofe, to:

The following is a listing of ormputers assigned in the Detroit District Office:

UNIT

Hearings
Legal

Admin
Personnel
Systemic

CRTIU
Director's Secretary/

Compliance Mgr's Secretary
Enforcement 1
Enforcement 2
Enforcement 3
Enforcement 4
Enforcement 5
MIS
General Office

EQUIP=F2NT ASSIGNED

1 - PS2/30
2 - PS2/30's 1 - IBM PcXr
1 - PS2/50
1 - PCXT
1 - PS2/60
1 - PS2/30
1 - PS2/30

1 - Ps2/30
1 - PS2/30
1 - PS2/30
1 - PS2/30
1 - PS2/30
1 - Ps2/30
1 - Display Writer
1 - PCXT
1 - PC
2 - Zeneith laptop
1 - PS2/30

TWrALS: 12 - PS2/30
1 - PS2/50
1 - PS2/60
1 - Display Writer
3 - i9CXT
1 - PC
2 laptcp

21 - ITtal

The aboue figures do nDt include the CDS Minitower nor the Anderson Jacobson

terminal currently being used in Systemic.

cc Birtha Ramsey, HIS

B
, s ~~~Buy U S. Sawingr Bonds Regtdnrfy on the Pryr~oU Sauta Phn
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MIS

FROM Walter D. Charnmpe, Director '-

Greenville Local Off ice G,; -

SUBJECT Location of Office Cboqputars

21 C Qt: DFI'Vi
GR ENViL..S C 9&-7

DATE, DoceIbier 29, 198/

In r'r, Wde, I.:

Per your telephone request, Decemtber 29, 1987, listed below are locations

of each computer in this local office.

Deloris Smith - EOA Office - PC 2
Gwen Musgrove - EOA Office - IBM XT
Claudia Thouapson - Receptionist Area - IBM xr

Buu U.S. Savirnos Beod, Argulaly on the Payroll SarinP, P1 7nk
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M E M O R A N D tUM

T0O R. EdiFion Elkins
Divtrict Director

FROM I Vicente U. Columnj,a
Local Office Dir ahor

SIJB3ECT:: 1.ocationa and Models/type of Computer Equipment

Per your request the following information regardin
lochtione and type of computer equipment in this officeii sabmitted.

.Hallway adjacent
to thA. supply room

Conference room

Model ' il~mp

IUX PC XT 56193115160
Key Tronic
Key board 724735
NBC Printer 541639901
Monitor 0944893
Laser Printer B008288
Paper Tray 703A0000826

Panafax UF-600SF 10707144
Okidata Printer 3006007
IBM Monitor 0084365
IBM Xeyboard 2341664
IBM Personal System
2 Model 30 72-1056854
IBM Personal System
2 Monochrome
diapley 720210238
Mountin 01-05730-01

VTC: drd
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I.. -ALS.Id AMIA OPP t
ECOAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMPiSS'O.N

127 W. HAOETT ST.. SWTJ1 m00
PALE1OH N. O alg0o

MEMORANDUM- December 29, 1987

TO: Lavonne Pearce
Regionel Programs East

FROM - Richard !. Walz
Director Raleigh Area Office

SUBJECTI Location of Computers in the Raleigh Area Office

IBM Personal System 2 Ln reception area. Assigned to
Area Director's Secreteay, Pat Everett.

IBM Personal System 2 in Enforcement Unit 1. Assigned to
Unit Clerk, Rita Shyrock

_ IBM Personal System 2 in Enforcement Unit II. Assigned
to Unit Clerk, Julia Voliva

IaM Personal System 2 in Control Room. Available for use
of all office personnel

IBM Personal Computer in Control Room. Available for use
of all office personnel

IBM Personal Computer XT in Control Room. Contains CDS
Data Base. Assigned to Management
Information Specialist, Karen Ravenell

IBM- Personal Computer in Senior Trial Attorney's office.
AssigAed to Senior Trial Attorney, John
Meuser

The computers assigned to specific personnel are available for
-ue by entire office staff when not in use by primary operator.

t44 Hr,:31bN 5033 IT:ZT ' . SZ/rIC'd . ul.COLOT IsitSSB 616
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Fielc Office %::u to! nt it ibution

Whit Walker, Program Anal'yst
?ietd Management. Programs Eist

The followiug is the b:ea:.dow:n of the distribution of PC's in the
Miami District Office.

Legal: Three cozvputers are assigned exclusively to the
Legal Unit and are located at clerical I
positions. One computer is shared between Zegal
and Systemic.

Administration: One computer is assigned to the Administrative
office for their exclusive use. (This is the
Model 50)

Systemic: Shares 1 computer with Legal. (This is the
model 60)

The remainder ('S our computers are not assigned to units but are--shared by everyone in the office. This has had a significant
impact on our professional staff as the majority have taken to-
the corputern like "Ducks to water". We have discovered by notassigning computers to units we get a significantly higher usage
time. The reason being it eliminates the psychological feeling
of the machine belonging to someone else and should not be used
without pC:mission.

CMMV. I-al
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Fr- f 1987

MEMORANDUM

TOt Jackie Shelton, Director
Field Manage ent Office - West

FROMa Lynn Bruner7
District Director

SUBJECTt CDS

This is to advise that the St. Louis District Office has not yet
received it's hard disk, which was promised last week. As a
consequence, we are unable to run.certain of our management
reports because of the lack of disk space.. In addition, we will
not be able to load the new CDS program, or to generate any
reports which might be dependent upon that program, until the
hard disk is received.

We have previously been advised that 396s for the first quarter
are to be generated locally. Since that 396 program is part of
the new CDS update, and since we will not be able to load the CDS
update until the hard disk is received, we may not be able to
generate a computerized 396 in time to meet the normal deadline.

I will keep you posted on our progress.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

so ;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fq

s - Deemc'o, :1, 15"

To : James Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

From John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs East I

Sub Bi-Weekly Activity Report U December <21 through
December 31, 1987

A. Program Activity

I. Field Office Activities:

a. Budget

b. Travel

c. Personnel

Met with Union. representatives to discuss an
alleged problem in the Memphis District.

d. FEPA Contracts

e. Meetings

II. Other Field Management Activities

a. Finalized and sent to affected District Offices a
directive requiring the transfer of 451 Federal
Hearings cases from understaffed offices to
offices where the cases can be promptly
considered.

b. Forwarded an analysis of the Detroit District
Office to the newly designated Director.

c. Met with SIICP staff to discuss FY 1988 Systemic
goals.

d. Continued work on FY 1988 Compliance and Hearings
Goals. Presented proposals to the Program
Director and prepared a memorandum outlining the
assumptions and calculations used to arrive at the
proposed goals.

?. r.> --Cl cctlininr ti-c rrcrlc-s '.9ith
ttc' 6c2- -r cf t: e current --ra ront'-l' rclrcrtinc
sster . fcrxaccoC with -roposee revisions to
rTICP rir-ctor.

f. Dreftod a nrcrcsal for tie jurisdictional
realirnrent of tho Jackson Office from qjir-rinr-ar
to thoe New Crlcans District.

c,. Cocrdinatcr. with Fersonnel Services the
intorpretation arC transmission to the field, of
infor-aticn fro- 0?-P crantin.- all pernonnel A
hours of ecrinistrative leave on 12/24/n7.

'-. 3egan revisions to the 396 reports necessitated bv
the FY 19Pf goals.

III. Pcndcinco Decisions

IV. Upcorinn Events

a. FMP rast District Director's mreetina in Atlanta.
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M E M O R A N D UM

January 4, 1988

John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs, Es t

Harris A. Williams, Director 1
Atlanta District Office

Location of Atlanta District Office Computers

There are five (s) IBM Personal Computers, twenty-one (21)
Personal System/2 Computers, one (1) Zenith Lap-Top Computer and
one (1) NCR Mini-Tower with two (2) terminals in the Atlanta
District Office.

Attached, please find a list of the locations of each, per your
December 22, 1987, memorandum.

District Director
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Deputy Director
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Mamt Info Specialist
IBM PS/2 Model/30
Terminal from NCR Mini-Tower

Personnel Clerk
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Compliance Mar-Enforcement Group
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Compliance Mor's Secretary
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Enforcement Unit I
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Enforcement Unit III
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Complience Nor-Enforcement Group
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Comoliance K=r's Secretary
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Enforcement Unit VI
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Systemic Unit Clerk
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Reoional Attorney's Secretary
IBM PS/2 Model/30

geal Clerk
IBM PS/2 Model/30

IBM Personal Computer, XT

Director's Secretary
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Deputy's Secretary
IBM Personal Computer

Budoet Analyst
IBM PS/2 Model/50

Federal Affir Act Clerk
IBM Personal Computer

I Hearinos Legal Clerk
IBM PS/2 Model/30

RFI Clerk
IBM Personal Computer, XT

Enforcement Unit 11
IBM PS/2 Model/S0

Control CQerA
NCR Nini-Tower amd one terial

1 Enforcement Unit Ir
IBM PS/2 Model/SO

Enforcement Unit V
IBM PS/2 Model/30

Systemic Unit
IBM PS/2 Model/60

IBM Personal Computer, XT

Attorney SuperviDOr
Zenith Lap-Top Computer

DATE:

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:
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joha Slchel[r, Director I oVIE j:zi uir'-.. A, 1U:
licld Management 1'rograms, Las

In rep refer to:

FROrM Dorothy E. Mead
District Director

SUBJECT: Field Office Computers

Attached pursuant to your request is a list showing the assignment
and location of new and old computer equipment. Computers are
assigned to specific functions including the Office of the Director,
Administration, Legal, Compliance, Systemic, and Hearings.

Computers are set up to ensure raximcm accessibility to all users
including supervisors, investigators, and attorneys.

We welcome additional equipment at any time.

Cormuter Assigimyonts )FLl~tl )Sll' !Fi]:I

Office of the Director

1 PS2, model 30
1 laptop (we have not received this yet, ISS still using for training)
1 NCR tower for CDS (with 2 CRTs)

Administration

1 PS2, model 30
1 PS2, model 50 (used for budget only)

Hearings

4 PS2, model 30s
1 Lexitron

Legal

2 PS2, model 30s
2 PC-XTs
1 PC
1 Lexitron

Systemic

1 PS2, model 60

Compliance

i2 PS2, model 30s
1 PC
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Computer Assignments

Office of the Director

1 PC-XT for CDS

Compliance

4 PS2, model 30s
1 PC

Computer Assignments

Office of the Director

1 PS2, model 30
1 PC-XT for CDS
1 PC

Compliance

S PS2, model 30s

Computer Assignments

Office of the Director

1 PC-XT for CBS

Hearings

4 PS2, model 30s

Compliance

4 PS2, model 30s
2 PCs

NORFOLK AREA OFFICE

RICHMOND AREA OFFICE

WAS!HIGION AMRP OFFICE
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MEMORANDUM

TO John Schmeizer, Di rector
Field Management Proaramns, Eas;t

FROM George Frank Jordan,- ,
District Director._ i(,;7

SUBJECT: Fi.eld Office Comaputers

A compiet.e listing of where computers have been assigned is

erncosed. This information is provided in accordance with your

December 22, 1987, memorandum.

Enclosure
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^SM ice of r.i rectnr ( 2 )

!. Management Infcormarionr Snec
2. Director's Secretary

A:Irinistrative Unit (6)

3. Computer Room
4. Computer Room
5. Computer Room
6. Administrative Officer

7. Budget Analyst
8. Pexsonnel/Administrative

IBM. MODEL 30 + MIN:TOWER
'BM MODEL 30

IBM PC-XT
IBM PC
IBM PC
IBM MODEL
IBM MODEL
TBM MODEL

30
30
30

Legal Unit (4)

9.
10.
11.
i2.

Regional Attorney
Legal Clerk
Clerk Typist
Secretary to Regional Atty

IBM
IBM
I BM

I BM

MODEL 30
MODEL 30
MODEL 30
PC-XT

Compliance (12)

l3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Compliance Manager
Systemic
Systemic
CR-T.U
CR-TIU
CR-TIU
Enforcement I
Enforcement II
Enforcement III
Enforcement I'.
Enforcement V
Enforcement VI

Hearings (1)

25. Secretary to Hearings Unit

IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 60
IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30

IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30
IBM MODEL 30
:BM MODEL. 30
IBM MODEL 30

IBM PC-XT

Jackh :. A: e o:: 11e

0!!teC of D:rector (1'

1. Director's Secretary IBS. PC

Compiaenre (8)

2 .
3 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Computer Roor.
Com.puter Room
CR-TIU
CR-TIU
Enforcement I
Enforcement II
Enforcement III
Supervisory Enforcement I

IBM PC-XT

IBM MODEL
IBM MODEL

IBM MODEL
IBM MODEL
IBM MODEL
IBM MODEL
Laptop

30
30
30
30
30
30
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MEMORANDUM

TO LaVonne Pearce
- Regional Programs, East

FROM R. Edieon Elkins
Director

SUBJECT Location of Computers

The following is a list of computer eqt
the office.

3 IBM System/2's
l NCR Mini-Tower with 2 terminals

Director

1 IBM System/2.

Regional Attorney

1 IBM-PC

Compliance Managers' Secretary

1 I2nr

Y COMMISSION

, 2B212

uipment and the location in

ector's Secretary

3M System/2

------- -tnrevr secretarv

1 IBM-PC-XT

Systemic

1 IBM-PC-XT ; 1 IBM-PC

Administrative Unit 5 Work Centers

1 IBM System/2 9 IBM System/2''
1 IBM-PC-XT

2 CPT's (word processing equipment)

2 laptop computers available for use upon request.

Generally all the computers are accessible to all employees with
the exception of the Admin Unit's IBM PS/2 which is used to
maintain the District's cuff records.

IBM-PC-XT's: 3
IBM-PC's: 2

IBM System/2'ss 15 -
Laptops: 2

CPT's: 2

8
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3anuacy 5, 1989 in feWY refir 10

TO: Thomasenia Love
Program Analyst
Field Management Programs, East

FRO: Harold Ferguson //9, ,
District DirectoUr /

SJaJr : Field Office Caeputers

As requested, the attached listing reflects the location of all
Cleveland District Office ccaputers and assigned supervisors.

-' PE
EQU IPMENT

ROOM
NUMBER

Rsa1 GNED Tro

COMPUTER SCREEN (WYSE)
COMPUTER KEYBOARD (WYSE WY 75)
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER IBM PC PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER IBM XT KEYBOARD
COMPUTER IBM PC SCREEN
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD.
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER -PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR XT
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD (COLOR)
COMPUTER PROCESSOR (COLOR)
COMPUTER KEYBOARD (IBM PC)
COMPUTER SCREEN (ISM PC)
COMPUTER SCREEN (COLOR)
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN (WYSE)

I.

612C
61 ZC

613
613
613
613
613
614
614
614
616
616
616
621
621
621
625C
625C
625C
626
626
626
631
631
631
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634

B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spott-
B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spotts
B. Spottf
B. Spotts

D. Pop a
D. Pope
D. Pope

C. Harrington
C. Harrington
C. Harrington

J. KaY
J. Kay
J. Kay

J .Scott
J. Scott
J. Scott
J. Rees.
J.Reese
J.R-eae
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pride
Q.Pridw
Q.Pride

o.l"c 11- .C,



-COMPUTER KEYBOARD (WYSE)
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN

: COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER SCREEN.._
COMPUTER PROCESSOR -

-COMPUTER KEYBOARD - -
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER tZEYSOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
GRAPHICS PLOTTER
COMPUTER LAPTOP
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER LAPTOP

P UTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER LAPTOP
COMPUTER-SCREEN
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER SCREEN
COMPUTER KEYBOARD
COMPUTER PROCESSOR
COMPUTER KEYBOARD (IBM PC)
COMPUTER PROCESSOR XT
COMPUTER SCREEN (IBM PC)

850

634
637
637
637
645
645
645
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
651
b5i
651
651
651
6S1C
651C
65IC
651C
651C
651C-
653C
653C
653C
654C
654C
654C
657
657

657
659C
659C
659C
663

CINCI 701SAA
CINCI 7015AA
CINCI 7015AA
CINCI 7015AA
CINCI 7015BB
CINCI 70iSBB
CINCI 70i5BB
CINCI 7015CC
CINCI 7015CC
CINCI 70t5CC
CINCI 70i5H
CINCI 7015H
CINCI 7015H
CINCI 70151
CINCI 70151
CINCI 701i5

Q. Pride
J.Sargent
J.Sargent
J.Sargent
-W.Albert
W.Albert
W.Albert

H.Ferguson
H.Fergucon
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.aerguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H. Feur ASon
H. For gvson
D.Monley

H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Fergumon
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
H.Ferguson
L.Mays
*L.Mays,
L.Mays
R.Bauders
R.Bauders
R.Bauders
L.Watson
L.Watson
L.Watson
L.Watson
L.Watson
L.Watson
Q.Pride
E.Haley
E.Haley
E.Halmy
E.Haley

J.Mayfield
J.Mayfield
J.Mayfield
W.Ketron
W.Ketron
-4W.Ketron
E.Haley
E.Haley
E.Ha Iay
H.Glutz
H.Blutz
H.Glutz
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D.Ot. Januarv 4. 1988

TO Truman Harris
Program Analyst

inr.Ply r.tr to:

FROM WJ S.

SUBJECT. Field Office Computers

This memorandum is in response to the memorandum dated December 22, 1987 from
John Schmelzer and Jacquelyn Shelton on the same subject. The Memphis District
Office is very pleased with the allocation of ADP equipment to Field Offices and
has allotted the available equipment so that each Unit or function has at least one
computer for use as support. The equipment has been assigned as follows:

A. Memphis District Office

Management:

-Intake:

Legal:

Hearings:

Enforcement Unit 1:

Enforcement Unit 2:

Enforcement Unit 3:

Enforcement Unit 8:

Computer Room:

I - IBM PS 2 Model 30
- IBM PS 2 Model 50

I - IBM PS/2 Model 30
2.- IBM PCs
I - IBM PCXT

2 - IBM PS/ 2 Model 30s
I - IBM PCXT
I Lanier Word Processor (does not actually

qualify as a computer but is available at
present for usef

1 - IBM PS/2 Model 30

1 - IBM PS/2 M"odel 30

I- IBM PS/2 Model 30
I - NCR PCXT

I IBM PS/ 2 Model 30

1 - IBM PS/2 Model 30

I - IBM PCXT
I - NCR Mini-Tower

Buy U. S Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Truman Harris. Program Anuivr
Field Oftice Computers
January 4J 198S

-2-

Administration: I - IBM PS/2 Model 30
1 - IBM PS/2 Model 60

- Zenith Desk Top (available for sign-out to
staff members)

B. Little Rock

Intake:

Enforcement Unit 91
Management:

Enforcement Unit 4:

Enforcement Unit 5:

Computer Room:

C. Nashville

Intake:

Enforcement Unit 6:

Enforcement Unit 7:

Management:

Computer Room:

I hope the above is sufficient
if I can assist you further.

I - IBM PS/2 Model 30

2 - IBM PS/ 2 Model 30s (one of these computers.
is still in the carton because it was received
within the last week)

I- IBM PSI2 Model 30

I- IBM PS/2 Model 30

I - IBM PS/2 Model 30
1 - IBM PC
I - IBM PCXT

I - IBM PS/2 Model 30
1 - IBM PC

I - IBM PS/2 Model 30

1 - IBM PS/2 Model 30

I IBM PS/2 Model 30
1 - Zenith Lap Top (this piece of equipment is

available for sign-out for all employees)

I - IBM PCXT

to meet your information needs. Please let me know
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MAli 1-2
PER 1-1-4

HEMORANDUI

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Truman Harris, Program Analyst DATE: January 4, 198
Field Hanagement Programs, East

Percy Courseault, Jb§7
Administrative Of f

Field Office Computers

Per your request of December 22, 1987, a listing of the
distribution of computers in the New Orleans District Office
is attached.

If further information is needed, please do not hesitate
to contact me again.

Attachment

cc: Patricia T. Fields
District Director

18

PCJ: dw
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SKR:A. NUMBERS

LAPTOPS

PATRICIA T. FIELDS

GEORGE RICE
JOHN WRIGHT

ESTELLE FRANKLIN

#8361388902

#8371000302
(SHARED)

#8371023302

PS II, MODEL 30

1. SONJA LAMPTON
MONITOR 72-0091640
CPU 72-1154937
KEYBOARD 1084851
LASER PRINTER B 007222

2. DORIS PATTERSON
MONITOR 72-0092464
CPU 72-1157199
KEYBOARD 1052015
PRINTER SHARED WITH LAMPTON

3. MILDRED BUTLER
MONITOR 72-0092583
CPU 72-1154984
KEYBOARD 1052014
LASER PRINTER B 008744

4. GAYLOR SPILLER
MONITOR 72-0095593
CPU 72-1157233
KEYBOARD 1050295
PRINTER SHARED WITH BUTLER

5. JOAN WHITE
MONITOR 72-0092399
CPU 72-1157221
KEYBOARD 1052018
LASER PRINTER B 007219

6. ELAINE JORDAN
MONITOR 72-0091645
CPU 72-1154923
KEYBOARD 1050349

7. LAURIE HANFORD
MONITOR 72-0091947
CPU 72-1157621
KEYBOARD 1047619
LASER PRINTER 0 007224

8. KIM COSIE
MONITOR 72-0092343
CPU 72-1154936
KEYBOARD 1052007
PRINTER SHARED WITH HANFORD

9. TREXAYNE SEVERIN
MONITOR 72-0101588
CPU 72-1005781
KEYBOARD 1067541
LASER PRINTER B 007218

10. NANCY NEWPILL
MONITOR 72-0087113
CPU 72-1005370
KEYBOARD 1062598
PRINTER SHARED WITH SEVERIN

11. MARGARET WAGNER
MONITOR 72-0091946
CPU 72-1167877
KEYBOARD 1050301 .
LASER PRINTER B 009433

DISTRICT DIRECTOR

ENFORCEMENT GROUP II
ENFORCEMENT GROUP I

REGIONAL ATTRONEY

DIRECTOR'S SECRETARY

DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S
SECRETARY

ENFORCEMENT GROUP III

ENFORCEMENT GROUP VI

ENFORCEMENT GROUP I

ENFORCEMENT GROUP II

ENFORCEMENT GROUP IV

ErNFORCEMENT GROUP 1

COMPLIANCE MANAGERS'
SECRETARY

HEARINGS UNIT

CHARGE RECEIPTS UNIT
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12. YOLANDA MARIONEAUX
MONITOR 72-0092457
CPU 72-1157613

-KEYBOARD 1050325
LASER PRINTER B 009429

13. DARLENE VICKNAIR
MONITOR 72-0089436
CPU 72-1154871
KEYBOARD 1084523

14. DE ETRA BRANCH
MONITOR 72-0115709
CPU 72-1137440
KEYBOARD 1391401
EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 86-0068676
PRINTER SHARED WITH OPERATIONS

PS II, MODEL 50

1. OPERATIONS
MONITOR 72-8126448
CPU - 72-0103014
KEYBOARD 2052160
LASER PRINTER B 009422

PS 1:, MODE: co

1. SYSTEMIC
MONITOR 72-0206505
CPU 72-9014142
KEYBOARD 2354407

IBM PC

1. EVELYN JONES
MONITOR 0945488
CPU 1594461
NEC 3550 PRINTER 541614233

2. OPERATIONS
MONITOR 0941612
CPU 1599777
NEC 3550 PRINTER 541638345

IBM PCXT

1. LEGAL UNIT
MONITOR 5572098
CPU 6021120
EPSON LQ 1500 PRINTER 105856

2. LEGAL UNIT
MONITOR 6151570
CPU 4270065
NEC 3550 PRINTER 541688967

3. PAULETTE REYNOLDS
MONITOR 3668623
CPU 6173170
NEC 3550 PRINTER 541640241

4. UNASSIGNED
MONITOR 0998577
CPU 5732045
EPSON FX-100 PRINTER 549022
(PRINTER IS NOT LETTER QUALITY)

WYSE TERMINAL

1. DE ETRA BRANCH
MONITOR 0040002212
NCR MINITOWER 032107
EPSON LO 1500 PRINTER 105043
PRINTER SHARED WITH BRANCH

2. MARGARET WAGNER
MONITOR 0212976

LEGAL UNIT

LEGAL UNIT

MIS

OPERATIONS UNIT

SYSTEMIC UNIT

SYSTEMIC UNIT

OPERATIONS UNIT

LEGAL UNIT

LEGAL UNIT

MANAGEMENT

UNASSIGNED

MIS

CONTROL CLERK
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memorandum
-- dnL..11Cry :, ff -9d /, i

Edward Mercado
District Directo a3I / 7(C4?

u.act Field Office Computers

TO Ralph Soto
Program Analyst

Pursuant to John Schmelser's memo dated December

22, 1987 re the above mentioned subject matter,

the attached list covers the New York District,

_ Boston Area and Buffalo Offices.

: Dec R' ' Cf ) _ A:; R::'f •t ':

EEOC - NEW YORK DISTRICT OFFICE GORDON LUNG, MIS
I PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS REPORT (FTS) 264-7165

________________________________________________________________________-

OFFICE UNIT SUB-UNIT UNIT OFFICE DISTRICT
________________________________________________________________________

NEW YORK OFFICE:
DISTRICT DIRECTOR

IMMEDIATE OFFICE * 5 38
ADMINISTRATION 5
FAA 1
HEARINGS 2 13

ENFORCEMENT GROUP A
IMMEDIATE OFFICE 1
ENFORCEMENT Al I
ENFORCEMENT A2 I
ENFORCEMENT A3 1
SYSTEMIC 2 6

ENFORCEMENT GROUP A
IMMEDIATE OFFICE ** 2
ENFORCEMENT Bi 2
ENFORCEMENT B2 1
CHARGE RECEIPT 6 11

LEGAL UNIT
IMMEDIATE OFFICE *2
UNIT A 3
UNIT B 3 B

BOSTON AREA OFFICE
IMMEDIATE OFFICE 1 9
CHARGE RECEIPT 2
ENFORCEMENT UNIT I 3
ENFORCEMENT UNIT II 3

BUFFALO LOCAL OFFICE:
IMMEDIATE OFFICE 3 3

DISTRICT: *** 50

________________________________________________________________________

Note: * Includes MIS and Units for District Wide Usage
^ I-ncludes State & Local Coordinator

^^^ Total 50 Units Consisting of 41 PS/2s Model 30, 1 PS2 Model 5
1 PS/2 Model 60, 5 IBM XTs, 1 IBM PC, and 3 Lap Tops.
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Memorandulm

TO :homaaenia Love DATE: 01/05/16R

I'L(ymcam Analyst, Field Mngt.
Program East In reply refer to:

FROM : - l,.1'.

District Director|

SUBJECT Philadelphia DistJCt GoL ,ter Assignments

A~~~v:'~ s^ .-- ;*.............. - -------....... _s

Tnoorr 77. 1007. i. -I*, 1i-ttim i-f I.ri-~t ASji-nm~ntn fi-i

Lilt riz,±.iitue;Ai . iri0t~ti. 'JJ.Jlr.ttU

Atac. - ---

Attachments

.

I

BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLJAN
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

'at, -

MEMORANDUM

TO: John Seal
Management Director

FROM: Richard Kashurba, Directoi gyO4)
Information Systems Serviicp e

SUBJECT: CDS Implementation Status (Monthly Feedback) Report

We are attaching a current report showing, by exception, specific
outstanding CDS problems by office, together with a summary on
the status of the National Data Base Upload.

Attachment
cc: John Schmeltzer

Jackie Sheltons

CDS IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT

(MONTHLY FEEDBACK REPORT)

AS OF JANUARY 11, 1988

1. SUMMARY

AS OF JANUARY 11, 66 FEPA OFFICES HAD BEEN LOADED ONTO
THE NDB, WITH TWO REMAINING TO BE LOADED. CHARGE TEST DATA FOR
THE FILTER PROGRAMS FOR THE REMAINING TWO OFFICES HAS BEEN
RECEIVED AND*THE PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULY TESTED FOR
CHARGE DATA, BUT NOT FOR ACTION/BENEFIT DATA, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN
RECEIVED. LETTERS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE TWO OFFICES REQUESTING
THEIR COOPERATION IN FURNISHING THE ADDITIONAL DATA. AS OF
JANUARY 11, THE NDB CONTAINED A TOTAL OF 329,339 CHARGES.

2. EEOC OFFICES WITH SPECIFIC OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

A LARGER DISK IS BEING INSTALLED IN NORFOLK'S MACHINE.

4. FEPA OFFICES WITH SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

THE FOLLOWING OFFICES REQUIRE LARGER DISKS: ALASKA, GEORGIA.
OKLAHOMA, NEW MEXICO, WEST VIRGINIA, SEATTLE, UTAH, D.C., RHODE
ISLAND, PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK CITY AND FT. WAYNE. ALL HAVE
BEEN SENT, AND NEW YORK CITY'S AND D.C.'S HAVE BEEN INSTALLED.

3. OTHER

THE NEW VERSION OF CDSBASE HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED TO ALL OFFICES.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20507

* ,v JAN 12 1988

Orractor

MEMORANDUM

TO: District Office Directors
Area Office Directors
Local Office Directors

FROM: Clarence Thomas
Chairman

SUBJECT: Case Management Initiatives

As each of you is keenly aware, we are striving for the highestquality law enforcement program this agency is capable ofachieving. The public must be provided with effective,professional service in an efficient and timely manner. Thestandard is excellence.

In our quest for quality, this agency is moving forward on anumber of initiatives. Among these are: (1) recruitment ofhighly qualified and skilled employees, (2) technologicalupgrading and use of EEOC's charge data system (3) appropriatelythorough investigations and just dispositions of all chargesfiled, and (4) comprehensive training for our field investigativeteams, with subsequent implementation of the techniques that aretaught. These initiatives are neither optional nordiscretionary.

The culmination of our efforts will be the implementation of acomprehensive case development and management system -- a systemthat will remain permanently in place. The result will be anEEOC that operates as an efficient, effective, and enduring lawenforcement agency.

The need for effective case development and management cannot beoverstated. This agency has a primary, public responsibility toconduct thorough, yet timely, investigations. Thoroughness andtimeliness are not competing claims. Indeed, your staff willfind it easier to conduct high quality, thorough investigationsand to properly resolve more cases when charges are handledpromptly. In those instances where litigation is necessary, thelikelihood of our success will increase when charges have beenpromptly investigated and witnesses' recollections have notdimmed. The main impediment to achieving our goal is an agingand sometimes unmanageably large inventory.

95-656 0 - 89 - 28
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With the participation and cooperation of each field office, the
Office of Program Operations, the Office of Performance Services,
and my office are working together to develop and implement an
approach which will ultimately provide for swift, thorough and
current investigations of every new charge. However, as we work
toward this end, the first step we must take is to reduce the
large inventory that exists in some offices.

Accordingly, over the next six months each Of you must bring your '
inventory down to the level necessary for efficient case-
management. This can and must be done without any sacrifice of
augali . You must work closely with your entire staff and teach
them how to manage existing case loads as they reduce aging
inventory. To help accomplish this task, necessary overtime
funds will be transferred into your office accounts.

Effective case develooment and management and a reduction in
inventory and case processing time are my ton priorities this
year, Furthermore, in recognition of the importance, magnitude,
and difficulty of the task at hand, I want to assure you that
those offices that demonstrate extraordinary team efforts and
achieve results will receive the Chairman's Organizational
Performance Award. I intend to set aside a significant amount of,
funds for this purpose. Each staff member, regardless of
position, will be eligible to share in the award if he or she haw
made a real contribution to the effort. r promise you that7WIbW
recipient can expect to receive a substantial and meaningful
monetary award.

We cannot be successful unless staff members work together as a
team. Every manager, supervisor and employee must demonstrate
creativity, flexibility, commitment and resourcefulness in
support of our efforts. Successful employees will have to be
persistent, extremely hard-working and dedicated to overcoming
any temporary obstacles that could prevent this agency from
reaching its goal of achieving the thorough and prompt
investigation and appropriate disposition of each and every new
charge.

I look forward to working closely with each of you on these
initiatives.

cc: James Troy, Director, Office of Program Operations
John Schmelzer, Director, Field Management Programs - East
Jacquelyn Shelton, Director, Field Management Programs - West.
Polly Head, Director, Office of Performance Services
John Seal, Management Director
Andrew Fishel, Director, Financial and Resource Management
Services
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SIRMINOHAM DISTRICT OFFICE

UNrMD STATES GOVEN)ENT. EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMIUION
* x t nag t~~~~~~~~~"11ff oa",oT"AV-NNT.IQ.FOO".

Menorandum &LAGAMA KX&"

7D : John Schmelzer, Director DATE: January 14, 1988
Field Management East

In SPIy rd to:

PROM George Frank Jordan
District Director (7/Al

BUsIECr: Problems Associated With The Charge Data System Update

The purpose of this memorandum is to alert you to the
Birmingham District Office's continuous difficulty in
installing the CDSBASE UPDATE - 2.8.4. The Management
Information Specialist, Iris Elom, attempted to install the
update on January 4, 1987. Because of difficulties
encountered with a defective diskette, the installation was
unsuccessful. Additional diskettes were received on
January 5, 1988; after these diskettes were installed the
information on the database became unaligned which rendered
it useless. Mrs. Elom called ISS and informed Omie Saunders
of the problems and was informed that ISS was aware of the
problems with the diskettes and that they were working on
yet another diskette that would be express-mailed (DHL) that
same day. Mrs. Elom received a call from Leo Sanchez at
about 3:00 p.m. on January 5, 1987. He informed her that a
new diskette would be express-mailed to the office that day.
Two new diskettes were received on January 12, 1988, with
instructions to install the four original diskettes along
with the two new ones. Upon installing these diskettes, the
same problem of unaligned data was experienced.

The Birmingham District Office's Charge Data System has been
inoperable since Monday, January 4, 1988. This has caused a
backlog of data entry, an inability to obtain status reports
and has hampered Mrs. Elom in the production of monthly
office workload reports.

Any assistance in this raeter would be appreciated.

u BUY US. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D C 20507
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MEMORANDUM

TO District Directors
Area Directors
Local Directors o

FROM : James H. Troy, Direc(I 4
Office of Program o

Polly Mead, Director
Office of Performance Services

SUBJECT : Case Management Study

Attached is a report on agency case management practices
resulting from a study conducted by the Office of Performance
Services (OPS) staff member, Pat Ewing. Five field offices
were reviewed in the FY 1987 study. Note that many effective
techniques for managing the work of the agency were
identified.

We believe that additional, equally effective practices are
being used in other offices, and, in asking for your comments
on the study, we are particularly interested in your input
regarding case management practices you have found to be
effective. Your insights will be valuable in agency efforts to
deal with the issues and problems raised by the study.

We look forward to your comments and will appreciate your
taking the time to provide us with your input by February 1.
If you have any questions regarding the report or the exhibits,
or if you wish to discuss the findings, please contact James
Goldweber, OPS's Director of Performance Planning and
Development, at 634-6103 or Pat Ewing at 634-7363.

Attachment

cc: Jacquelyn Shelton, Director
Field Management Program - West

John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Program - East

EXFCUTIVE SUGMARY JAN T7 1988

Purpose Perhaps John F. Kennedy best described the link between timeli-
ness and quality results when he said. 'Justice delayed is
justice denied-. At the time, over twenty-five years ago.
Senator Kennedy was comenting on processing delays at another
agency, but the principle behind his remark is applicable to
EEOC's current situation: an increasing inventory of aging cases.

In recent years. EEOC has made notable gains in providing
quality services, including more thorough investigations of all
charges. more full remedies for victima of discrimination and
increased legal enforcement of client rights. However, because
the timeliness of investigations plays a critical role in provi-
ding quality service. we believe EEOC will not be able to gain
widespread public respect or sustain necessary support for its
mission until its services are made available in a more timely
manner.
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Public dissatisfaction with a delayed or prolonged investiga-
tive process is certainly understandable. If a charging party
mrust iait a year or more for the Comeission to make a determina-
tion and is. in the meantime, unemployed. suffering retaliation
or still experiencing the effects of discriminatory employment
practices, he/she will become frustrated with the system.
Respondents, too. can be the victimas of prolonged investigations
as potential backwage liabilities grow and on-going interruptions
to business activities become disruptive. Within the agency, an
aged inventory creates numerous problems for offices and investi-
gators. from coping with impatient charging parties and/or res-
pondents to conducting investigations when witnesses are no
longer available and evidence has grown stale.

This study of case management practices in five field offices was
undertaken to identify techniques employed by EEOC managers that
could achieve both timely and quality service to the public. It
soon became apparent, however, that field managers shared an
overriding concern about their ability to achieve and sustain
acceptable performance levels in the face of a pending inventory
Increasing in size and age. The scope of the study was, therefore.
expanded to consider the viability of specific case management
strategies in the context of systenwide issues of caseload size.
timely processing and nuality work products. The study also
identifies information gaps about the case management process
that require further research and considers what steps the
agency should take to ensure that both quality and timely case
processing are achieved on a mare consistent basis.

Background Since its inception in 1965. EEOC has struggled with the demands
of providing both quality and timely services while attempting
to keep pace with increasing workloads. By 1977. case backlogs
were over 100.000, and the agency shifted away from its traditional
reliance on full investigations on the merits to a greater emphasis
on rapid processing procedures and pre-determination settlements.
Over a period of time. EEOC's credibility as a law enforcement
body suffered.

Under Chairman Thomas' direction, the Comfission has again
focused Its energy on conducting thorough administrativa investi-
gations and following through on every case to a just resolution.
Progress has been made toward achieving this turnaround. but, at
the saw time. the pending inventory snd case processing times
have again begun to increase. This cycle of events has been a
recurring one throughout ZZOC's 22 year history snd underlines
snd brings into focus again the central problem faced by agency
nase managers how to conduct thorough investigations while
producing quality work products in a timely manner.

Findings The study findings are discussed under the topic areas of case-
load size. processing delays and quality. which were found to
be the three issues of greatest concern among the managers who
were interviewed. Although increasing caseload size vas viewed
by managers as the primary obstacle to improving overall agency
performance. all three issues are interrelated and strategies
identified as effective techniques for dealing with the issues
have overlapping purposes and outcomes. For example, strategies
implemented to control the size of investigators' caseloads had
a threefold purpose - increased production, reduced investigator
processing time and improved quality. Furthermore, some of the
techniques had unexpected spillover benefits, as in one special
emphasis project which targeted an increase in cause determina-
tions but also resulted in significant reductions in processing
times and served as an effective training mechanism.

Caseload Size

Caseload size is found to be a major determinant of processing
time and impacts the ability of offices and individual investi-
gators to perform at optimum levels. Although effective strate-
gies have been implemented in some offices for controlling the
size of individual investigators' caseloads, these strategies
are seen as short-term solutions that alone cannot resolve the
larger problems of office caseload size and increased processing
time. Some specific strategies that appear to be effective in
controlling individual caseload size follow:

Officewide or unit -holding tanks' have been
implemented to maintain investigators' caseloads
at a manageable level.
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The holding tank strategy along with grouping new
assignments at the beginning of each month has
resulted in increased production.

Processing Delays

Processing delays are an impediment to providing quality
services snd to the achievement of agency and office goals.
Investigations that take place several months after charges are
filed have built-in obstacles that cause frustration internally

for offices and investigators and externally for the public that
is served. Managers attribute delays to a number of sources
including indecisiveness on the part of investigators, the large
number of non-merit charges clogging the system, and lost time
in the review and rework process due, in part, to inadequate
first-line supervisory guidance.

Investigative delays also compound one of the most pervasive
problem offices fost cope with: aged inventory. Managers agree
that excessively delayed or prolonged investigations diminish
quality of service to the public and make the Commission's task
more difficult. Therefore, all offices attempt to limit the
number of 300 day old cases in their inventories, both to meet
agency standards and to enhance services to the public. Techni-
ques for controlling delays in the process include the following:

* Intake screening and fast-track processing of cer-
tain cases have proved useful in reducing the number
of non-mrit charges in the system.

* Early assignment of and emphasis on closure dates shows
a positive correlation with reduced average processing
times in certain offices/units.

* Several approaches to management team monitoring have
reduced orocessing delays.

* Sone offices provide investigators/reviewers with
guidelines or checklists to reduce delays associated
with -over-investigating-.

Oualitv

Ouality is a priority objective for all managers, and strategies
aimed at controlling individual caseload size and/or processing
time have a corollary purpose of quality improvement. Most
quality improvement projects involve manager/employer inter-
action. A related concern of field office managers was the com-
petence and skill level of first-line supervisors who are seen as
the key to effective. suality performance. The following stra-
tegies specifically target quality enhancement:

* Special projects have been initiated in some offices
to encourage more on-site investigations.

* Techniques that involve managenent team/investigator
interaction appear to he effective for supporting the
investigation of potential cause cases.

Sone offices have been successful in motivating employees
with monetary incentives and non-monetary recognition.

* Standardization of some EEOC-required documents such as
IM's and LOD's is believed to enhance quality and to assist

managers in reviewing final products.

Conclusions and leeromaendations

In spite of all the gains made in recent years. the agency is
still not meeting public demand for -.ZaiL.JnALBre*.. Despite
the efforts-of headqusrtern and field offices. ageocywide
average case processing time in PY 1987 was 291 days. an 18.82
increase over the F! 1986 average of 245 days. Swift Justice
requires that the agency open investigations promptly and
proceed through the investigative stages and review process
without unnecessary delays. Therefore. EEOC'* goal moust be to
conduct investigations and reach determinations in the shortest
possible time without compromising quality.
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At present, the agency's inventorv of ted cases Is grovin
g in. Ihibiting the agenc from eting both tieliness and

qui lfty requirements. The study findings Indicate that offices
use a variety of Identified practices and strategies to cope
with burdensome caseloads (averaging approxisately 1300 cases
per office at the end of the fourth quarter). These efforts
must be continued, and methods for sharing effective case
management techniques among offices developed. In addition.
agencywide initiatives such as the headquarters oversight and
technical assistance support provided by the Office of Program
Operations, improved computerized tracking systems by Information
Systems Services, the Ouality Assurance program, enhanced train-
Ing support for field supervisors and staff and employee incen-
tive program should all be strengthened and continued. However.
as long as the caseload per Investigator remains high and office
inventories Include a high percentage of older cases, only incre-
mental gains can be expected from these kinds of program *nd
problem-specific strategies.

We believe EMOC will continue to struggle with cyclical problem
in controlling its workload unless a systematic approach is
taken to resolve these case management issues permanently.
In order to ensure that maximum short- and long-term Improvements
are realized from the study, we recomrend an integrated plan of
action be developed. The action plan should include iSediate
steps to improve field performance Indicators, as well as
development of a redesigned system that will ensure long-term
improvements. In addition, we believe an equally important
component of the agency's plan should be a consensus building
strategy to gain the support of agency nagers, constituent
groups and Members of Congress. By constructing a strategy
around these three components - imfediate improvements, system
redesign and consensus building - we believe the agency can.
within three years. achieve the goal of providing swift justice
to the public.

^ Houston District Office description of EEOC's mission.

EXECUTIVE SUIQARY
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CASE MANAGEMENT STUDY

INTRODUCTION

In FT 1986. EEOC staff resolved more than 63.000 charges and developed enough
high quality litigation reco xendations so that the largest number of law-
suits in the Comission's history were filed. 526. Remedies were obfasned
for 25,000 people with monetery benefits of over S53 million. These achieve-
ments were hard won and were mede against the backdrop of an on-going struggle
between demands for quality and timeliness and inventories increesing in size
and age. The relationship between quality and timeliness has been a critical
one during the course of EEOC's 22-year history. Because EEOC's ability to
provide quality services is so firmly linked to Its ability to conduct timely
investigations of charges and complaints filed. the quality-timeliness Issue
continues to be central to effective agency case management.

The linkage between quality and timeliness is more clearly evident when
related in terms of personal experience. Excerpts from one charging party's
letter of complaint to Congress expresses the frustrations experienced by
the public when extended processing delays occur. The charge was originally
filed in March 19853 and the charging party's letter, dated July 25. 1987.
begins by stating. 1 am writing to you as a very upset and angry citizen.
I'm wondering how many letters you receive on complaints about the EEOC.-

After explaining that she understood from the beginning that there would be
a delay of approximately six months before her case was opened, she stated
she was prepared for a vwating period of. at the most, eighteen months. Then,
after describing delays caused by the employer and by EEOC. she goes on to
say.

I have given them (EEOC) all the information at their request at
least twice but they still haven't put It together. The case has
become so deteriorated. The contacts and sources they had to work
with two years ago my not even be available nor the details which
were quite evident then. (my not) seem as Important now...

If the EEOC is eo understaffed that they can't handle the caseload
then something should be done about It. The public should not be
misled (or encouraged) to file (a charge) if the EEOC can't follow
through with It.

Other charging parties experience similar frustration and anger with the
system when the agency fails to open and complete Investigations within a
'reasonable period of time-. A reasonable period of 180 days is implicit
in Title VII, but at the end of the rb -dnurter, Fn 1987, only seven of
the forty-eight EEOC offices were reporting average processin tisat O
belov 180 dLgs SoMe privste law firm, that have given up on EEOC's

li ty to et this 180-day timeframe, now advise their clients to fulfill
statutory requirements by simply filing a charge, waiting out the 180-day
period, requesting a right to sue, then filing a private suit In Federal
court.

Respondents are al*o affected by delayed or prolonged investigations. Back-
wage liabilities continue to grow during the administrative process and what
might have been a minimal amount sixty to ninety days after a charge is filed
can significantly Increase if the investigation Is not concluded for a year
or ore. Also, when an investigation ts prolonged, particularly if the
case ts transferred between two or more investigators during the process.
*dditional requests for data my sea duplicative and become disruptive to
the respondent's business.
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In addition to the negative effect of processing delays on the public, the
internal impact on0 EEOC staff is also a concern. InvescigLtors are guall
frustrated by the difficulties of Investigating -me, that aretatale by the
t m-they are opened. In these instances, investigators face the difficult
task of locating witnesses and. upon locating them, probing for Information
that has grows cold In the witnesses' memories. Over half of the agency's
offices now have pending inventories of ten monthe-oro
cases are sometimes 300 days old by the titiation actuall
begins. mn looltlon, although charges are served promptly and preliminary
dataiI usually gathered within a few weeks after cases amr pened, employers
and/or their law firms sometimes object to investigative actions that continue
for 10 montha or more end feel justified in delaying their responses. All of
these obstacles most be overcome by the investigator while, at the same time,
dealing with charging parties and employers who are equally and understandably
frustrated.

Under Chairman Thomas' direction, the agency has been placing more and more
emphasis in recent years on the quality and thoroughness of administrative
investigations. Several specific steps have been taken at the policy level
to ensure a refocusing of agency efforts away from rapid processing and no-
fault settlements to full investigations, determinations on the merits and
'make whole' remedy for victims of discrimination. Some of the major policies
issued to achieve this turnaround in the agency's approach to the administra-
tive process include the Enforcement Policy, the Remedies Policy, the Inves-
tigative Compliance Policy and the Appeals Policy.

Along with the policy issuances, significant operational changes have been
implemented including extensive revisions to Volume I of the Compliance
Manual, development and issuance of Volume II interpretive guidance, estab-
lishment of Quality Assurance projects in all field offices, refocusing of
field performance plans on the quality of work products, reorganization of
field progran activities under the generalist concept, increasing emphasis on
investigative skills in the agency's training program, and installation of the
new Charge Data System with greatly enhanced computer support.

History

All of these actions have enabled the agency to make significant strides
toward its goal of conducting thorough investigations nn the merits of all
charges and complaints that are filed. The new emphases have also been
accompanied by a growing pending inventory and increasing processing delays.
This is not an unexpected development, as the agency has historically struggled
with the demands of quality and timeliness while coping with inequities in
the ratio of case receinta tn stff Some of the recurring problems associated
with caseload size, timely processing and quality performance are highlighted
in the following overview of the agency's history:

1965-66 Before EEOC established its first four field offices in 1966,
complaints began to come in at a rate far in excess of expec-
tations. With a staff of 190 in PT 1966, 2000 charges annually
were anticipated. but approximately 10.000 charges were received
during the second year of operation.

1967-70 During 1967, a number of steps were taken to reduce the work-
load; e.g., sove functions were delegated to the field from
headquarters, training was provided and legal interns were
brought in to draft Comission decisions.

Toward the end of this period, new charges were put aside as
field staff targeted iinediate settlement of backlog cases.
As a consequence, few of the never charges were completed
and another backlog began to build. Charge Intake continued
to increase am EEOC's jurisdiction expanded and as the public
became more aware of Title VII protections. By the end of
1969, the average time required to complete an investigation
had reached 16 months.

Pre-decision settlement procedures were implemented in 1970
to improve productivity, and the ten regional offices were
supplemented by the addition of district offices.

1972-76 The 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act amended Title VII
and brought additional responsibilities and litigation
authority to the Commission. Begional litigation centers
were established in 1972 separate from the compliance offices.

The first compliance manual was issued in 1973 bringing some
consistency to the agency's investigative procedures. Case
management reform introduced in the manual called for charge
prioritization rather than investigation on a first-come, first-
serve basis.
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Staffing difficulties created by a high turnover rate m*de
it difficult to cope with an ever-increasing caseload. In
January 1974, there was a 202 vacancy rate among Investigators
and conciliators and a 352 vacancy rate in the litigation
centers.

An audit of EEOC, -EEOC Has Made Limited Progress in Elimi-
nating Employment Discrimination-, was issued by the General
Accounting Office (GAO) in 1976. One of the problems addres-
sed in the audit was timeliness and its impact on quality
services. According to the audit, from 1969 to 1975, EEOC
charge receipts increased from 12,148 to 71,023, while total
staffing increased from 579 to 2,384 with 1,133 assigned to
district offices as of June-30, 1975. As of the same date,
GAO reported the agency had an unverified backlog of 126,340
charges, unverified because of inadequate informstion system.
GAO sampled charges resolved in n% 1975 and concluded that
it took an agencywide average of 22 months to complete the
administrative process and, furthermore, that soe charges
filed as esily as 1968 were still being processed.

GAO was alan critical of EEOC's intake procedures and attri-
buted the high percentage of no jurisdiction and other admin-
istrative closures in 1975 (over 59%) to unskilled clerical
staff taking in flawed charges. Over 75.000 charges were
received by the Commission in 1976.

1977-61 In 1977, the agency was reorganized and significant proce-
dural changes were implemented. The regional officee and
litigation centers were eliminated, consolidating compliance
and legal functions in the district offices. Under the
Presidential Reorganization of 1978, EEOC's authority was
greatly expanded to include Title VII Federal sector, ADEA
and Equal Pay Act enforcement and Federal interagency
coordination.

in April 1977, the backlog had reached approximately 130,000
cases, and that year new intake procedures, rapid charge and
backlog processing systems were implemented in model offices.
Intensive training in new intake procedures and in rapid and
backlog processing was given.

During the first year of operation, the three model offices
resolved from 682 to 752 of all new charges received, and
one of the offices managed to eliminate its backlog of
charges during the saoe period. In addition, the-average
processing time dropped from two years to sixty-five days.
The new systems were implemented agencywide, and for the
first time in its history, in Fn 1979, the Commission closed
more charges than it received. The trend continued and by
the end of Fn 1981, the pending workload had been reduced to
less than 17.000 charges.

By reducing the backlog, the agency achieved one of the major
goals of the 1978 reorganization, but other areas of perfor-
mance became the subjects of sharp criticism. A 1982 GAO
audit strongly criticized the agency's settlement goals which,
according to GAO, encouraged staff to settle charges inappro-
priately including some cases where larger settlement might
have been justified or, on the other hand, some cases which
were non-meritorious and should have been dismissed or deter-
mined -no cause'. The GAO felt this undermined the Commission's
neutrality in the processing of charges.

1982-87 Under Chairman Thomas' direction in FT 1982. a study group
reviewed field operations and concluded, among other things.
that the emphasis on rapid processing had adversely affected
the thoroughness and quality of investigations. In December
1983, the Commission passed a resolution that eliminated the
requirement that all new charges undergo rapid processing and
allowed field offices to begin the shift to more extended
investigations. The shift in emphasis to thorough investi-
gations continued in subsequent years with the issuance of the
Enforcement. Remedies, Appeals and Investigative Compliance
Policies and culminated in the FT 1987 field reorganization
under which investigators conduct full investigations on the
erits of all charges from intake through resolution.

Current EEOC again faces a convergence of trends and events that
challenge its ability to conduct investigations that are
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both timely and of high quality. These include a decline
in the availability of productive staff while annual
receipts remain high, coupled with the Commission's mandate
for full investigations Instead of rapid resolutions
through no fault settlements.

The following chart shows an overall Increase from FY 1982
through PY 1987 in the number of charge receipts to process
as well as a growing pending inventory.

Fiscal Receipts Pending
Year to Process Closures End of Year

1982 50.935 67,052 33,417
1983 66.461 74.441 31,538
1984 66,251 55,034 39,8931985 67.119 62,494 44.833
1986 65.783 62.203 47,735
1987 62,074 53.482 61.686

While charge receipts have apparently stabilized since FY 1983,
there has been a decrease of 7.9% in staff available over the
moost recent three-year period when staff available figures were
recorded, PT 1985 through FY 1987. According to budget documents.
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) positions in the field decreased by
27.82 from FY 1982 to FY 1986, and PT 1987 field office data
reflect a continuation of these trends.

The scope of the problem is also seen in the aging of the
pending inventory. Three hundred day old charges, which were
2.3Z of pending inventory in FY 1983, were 24.6% at the end of
FT 1987. Average case processing times have also increased.
from 186 days in FY 1982 to 291 days in FY 1987. A growing and
aging inventory negatively impacts the Commission's ability to
provide quality services and makes the investigative task more
difficult and time consuming. These statistics demonstrate the
dimensions of the challenge to effective case management con-
fronted by agency managers as the new fiscal year begins.

Purpose

In support of efforts to deal with these challenges and related case manage-
ment concerns, Organizational Performance Services (OPS) recently conducted
this study of EEOC cone management systems. The study examined major case
management components and identified practices and techniques that have been
successful in controlling caseloads relative to achieving office and agency
goa ls. Case management is defined broadly In the study as a system for
directing the processing of charges and complaints from intake through comple-
tion in an orderly flow so that quality and timely case resolutions result.
Case management systems encompass caseload tracking and monitoring as well as
workload planning, case assignment practices and management/emplovee interac-
tions.

Study Mathodology

On-site visits were made during April and May to the Charlotte, Houston,
Phoenix and Cleveland District Offices and to the Albuquerque Area Office,
locations recommended by the Program Director as offices with good case
tracking systems. Interviews were conducted with senior level managers,
line supervisors and selected staff members. In all, five directors, three
regional attorneys, two deputy directors, six enforcement managers, nineteen
first-line supervisors, four investigators and three administrative staff
members were interviewed. Information was solicited from each level of
management regarding case tracking systems (both officewide and individual
unit systems), other tracking/recordkeeping system (e.g., administrative),
management/employee interaction controls and planning and problem-solving
techniques employed at each level of management. In addition, each interview
included a segment an the obstacles inherent in EEOC's investigative process,
as well as recommended solutions.

on-site visits were also made to the Washington, D.C. headquarters office and
the Houston, Hew York and Baltimore field offices of the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) to identify NLRB case management techniques that could
be applied successfully to EEOC. The NULHS system has been in place for over
25 years and has been widely recognized as an exemplary model of an effective
case management system.

The primary source for historical data was -A History of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, 1965 - 19842 issued by the Office of Program Research.
Additional information was obtained in reviewing General Accounting Office
reports concerning audits of the agency's program activities.
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PART A. CASELOAD SIZE

Caseload size is central to all other issues and concerns raised by this
review. Because caseload size is a significant determinant of timely pro-
cessing, and tinely processing is. in turn, a key ingredient in conducting
quality investigations, most managers and supervisors vho vere interviewed
believe the agency's current pending inventory is the single greatest ob-
stacle to achieving office and agency goals. At the end of the third quarter
the average sending invenrnrv n nore than half of the agency' sffiro was 70 cess.\
at or above the ten ronth 1ev-I and most managers consider this level to be J
burdensow and counterproductive.

Investigators, son with caseloads in excess of 60 cases, echo this view.
One employee described the impact of excessive caseloads on an investigator's
ability to carry out training techniques learned at the Dallas training ton-
ference. as follows:

The effectiveness of many investigators is at an all-time low.
simply because of the impossibility of handling increased
responsibility on each case without a corresponding decrease
in caseload. The public is also getting very tired of waiting
for service, and the timeliness with which we serve the public
is only going to get increasingly unacceptable to them.

It is obvious that an investigator can complete only a finite number of cases
per month, and if new assignments continually exceed the investigator's
ability to close cases, even the best of time management practices will
eventually break down and quality, production and average processing time
will suffer.

Two examples are shown below to illustrate the difficulties posed by an ex-
cessively large caseload. The first example shows actions that might be
pending in a workload of 30 cases at a given point in time, and the second
example shows actions that might be pending in a 60-case workload. In both
instances, e have assumed the investigator is able to complete seven cases
per month.

Example 1 (30 Cases):

Opening Stage: Middle Stage: Final Stage:

7 Cases 16 Cases 7 Cases

Intake/Affidavit Data Gathering/Interviews Closing Inter-
Planning and Analysis/Research views/Write-up
Scheduling

Example 2 (60 Caes):

Opening Stage: Middle Stage: Final Stage:

9 rases 44 Cases 7 Cases

Intake/Affidavit Data Gathering/lnterviews Closing Inter-
Planning and Analysis/Research views/Write-up
Scheduling

Although cases progress through the process at different paces, som closing
early on and some remaining In the middle or major stage of the investigation
longer than expected, the investigator in the first example should be able to
turn the workload over in approximately four months, possibly less. -On the
other hand, the investigator In the second example loses ground every month
and will, under the beat of circumstances, turn the vorkload over in approxi-
mtely nine onths. This kind of scenario makes It easier to understand the
frustration of the investigator quoted previously, who goes on to say, -We
(EEOC employees) can only withstand so much pressure" (from the employer and
the public).

In order to reduce this kind of frustration and to provide staff with a
climate that is conducive to quality and productivity some managers control
the number of cases assigned to individual investigators at any one time.
The advantages to investigators of controlling the site of their caseloads
are obvious. The stress level of the job Is reduced with a manageable case-
load, and perforinnce plan standards are achieveable with a four- to aix-month
caseload. However, holding cases bock to control investigator caseloads does
not stop cases from aging and will not, In the ahort term, allow offices with
large pending inventories to meet office performance standards of timeliness.
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The following chsrt appears to support an assumed correlation between caseload
size and timeliness Indicators. As illustrated. an average of 25 field offices
ha d caseloads of less than 100 cases per staff available during FY 1987. In
the remaining 23 offices, individual caseloads ranged from 100 to 400 cases.
While 38Z of the offices with smaller caseloads had average processing times
of 210 days (the maximum number of days allowed to achieve a Fully Successful
performance level), only 142 of the offices with larger caseloads achieved
the Fully Successful level.

Number Workload per Average Processing Time 300 Day Old Count
of Offices Staff Available of Less than 210 Days of 102 or Less

lt 27 with - 40 to 99 cases 14 offices (52%) 14 offices (54%)
Otr. 21 with - over 100 cases 4 offices (242) 3 offices (14%)

2nd 26 with - 40 to 99 cases 10 offices (392) 12 offices (462)
Otr. 22 with - over 100 cases 2 offices ( 9%) 4 offices (18!)

3rd 24 with - 40 to 99 cases 7 offices (30!) 8 offices (352)
Otr. 24 with - over 100 cases 2 offices ( 8!) 2 offices ( 4%)

4th 21 with - 40 to 99 cases 6 offices (29%) 10 offices (482)
Otr. 27 with - over 100 cases, 4 offices (15%) 8 offices (302)

Avg. 25 with - 40 to 99 cases 9 offices (382) 11 offices (46%)
23 with - over 100 cases 3 offices (142) 4 offices (171)

Similarly, the statistics also show a difference in the percentage of 300 day
old cases in pending inventories. Forty-six percent of the offices with case-
loads of less than 100 per staff available had 102 or less of the pending
inventory in the 300-day-old category while only 172 of offices with caseloads
over 100 per staff available had less than 10% of the inventories in the 300
day old category. This apparent correlation between office caseload site and
timeliness indicators shows the long-term remedy for offices lies in reducing
the site of the pending inventory: however, there are also short tars benefits
for offices In controlling the size of investigator caseloads. The advantages
to offices include higher employee morale, the probability of improved investi-
gative quality and a possibility of Increased productivity. Some techniques
related to controlling individual caseloads that have been 1 plemented in the
offices reviewed are sumarized below.

Office Techniques:

I. Unit/Office Holding Tank

host of the offices reviewed have in place some method of holding
beck new charges to control the size of investigators' caseloads.
Even where there was no officewide holding tank' system, we found
that seny individual supervisors held cases after unit assignment
until their employees' caseloads dropped to an acceptable' level.
Io a!. offices/units where the holding tan. approach was practiced.
we found that incoming charges were screened by one or more managers
to ensure the immediate assignment of priority cases (e.g., ADEA.
EPA. sex harassment, potential TRO's).

Without exception, supervisors who were interviewed had an ideal
caseload in mind, one which would allow investigators to conduct
quality investigations while completing cases in a timely manner.
However, the ideal number of cases varied from 20 to 50* and was
apparently an intuitive number, based on experience over time.
because none of the offices had conducted controlled experiments
with varying sine caseloads. One office is now in the process of
acalyning unit caseloads over a Rtlhre ar period to determine the
re! nsM2p Getween toe sine ts well as toe=Mlpxeity) of caseloads
and productivity. Office records will provide data for a study of the
bases and issues of all cases that were processed by each unit for
comparison to the units' productivity rates.

2. Grouping Assignments

In one area office supervisors accommodate a manageable work flow
by maintaining the caseload of each investigator at 40 cases. In
addition, cases are assigned in a batch during the first week of
each month to bring the individual caseload up to 40 cases. and
end dates are set on assignment for the end of the fourth sonth
following. By setting closure dates for the last day of each
month, the supervisor gives investigators the freedom to schedule

Theae estimates were given for a mf- of simple and
coop en cases.
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closures throughout the month as circumstances permit. Given the
mix of case complexities, this is not an automatic process. Within
any given onth, an investigator might close as many as 12 cases
with varying due dates. In that event. the supervisor would assign
12 new cases to the investigator during the first week of the
next month to bring ihe caseload back up to 40. (Office Case
Management System. Exhibit 1.)

At the time of our review, grouping assignments had been a practice
in this office for approximately 18 months and one supervisor was
able to report that the investigators in his unit had increased
their production by at least two closures per month. That is,
prior to implementing the system, investigators had been averaging
five to six closures per month; immediately following implementa-
tion, the averages rose dramatically to a high of 13 closures per
month and have now leveled off at eight to nine closures per
month. The supervisor attributed the high number of closures at
the beginning of the project to investigators skieming" the
simpler cases at first, and, also, to investigators having cases
on hand at the beginning with sufficient data for closure.

PART B: PROCESSING DElAYS

Almost all supervisors and managers expressed concern about certain cases
staying in the system too long. Only one office had researched the subject
to identify where delays mot often occur in the investigative process. This
study was done by an office director in conjunction with the office's normal
quality review process and addressed unexplained delays noted in case logs
between stages of the investigation. Only delays within the investigator's
control were recorded by the director, i.e., uncooperative Charging Party
(CP) or recalcitrant Respondent (R) delays were recorded only if the inves-
tigator had failed to take all necessary steps to obtain CP/R data in a
timely manner. More than a year was covered by the review, and memoranda
highlighting the deficiencies were written to the unit supervisors by the
director. Based on copies of the memoranda, a compilation of the results is
shown below. (See Exhibit 2 for a detailed analysis of director's reviews.)

Number of Delays (2) Where Delays Occurred

25 44.6 Between completion of the investi-
gation and CP/R Pre-Determination
Interview (PDI)

15 26.7 Between completion of the investiga-
tion (including PD01s) and closure

9 16.1 During the investigative process
(on-site, ail-in data gathering.
witness interviews, analysis)

7 12.5 Investigator's processing errors:

2 Failure to follow instructions
3 Failure to identify dismissals
I No followup of legal review time
1 Other unidentified time lapse

The director estimated delays of 14 to 278 days in 53 of the recorded In-
stances for an average delay of 114 days. It is important to note that the
area office where these reviews took place has the shortest average processing
time of any of the offices reviewed, end the number of delays recorded were
found in only 33 cases, not a significant percentage of the total cases closed
during the review period. This could be due to the office's emphasis on
tracking closure dates and to the director's close attention to and action
on processing delays.

it is also interesting that none of the recorded delays were identified as
occurring during the opening stages of the investigation: CP Contact, IP
nad/or RPI. In fact, over 702 of the delays occurred after the investigation
had been completed (and if delays between investigative steps are 'added, over
85X of the delays can be accounted for). These results indicate delay on the
part of investigators, for whatever reason, to take the final steps necessary
to close a case. Since these kinds of delays were found in an office with
relatively short processing times and close attention by top management, it
is likely that other offices with different management emphases and with a
history of longer processing times would also find the same kinds of delays
in, perhaps, a greater percentage of cases.
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Some ianagers attributed processing delays to a lack of decisiveness on the
part of the investigators. others to investigators not knowing when to stop
investigating. Another frequent criticism was that once a charge got in
the system, there was a tendency to give it 'the full treatment- regardless
of merit. Also, although the offices reviewed had good compliance-legal
relations, delays incurred in legal reviews of proposed cause decisions was
an issue raised by top-level compliance and legal ianagers.

Processing delays are also related to the number of review levels and the
amount of review time expended. Most district offices have five levels of
review for proposed cause determinations: first-line supervisors, enforcement
managers, deputy directors, the legal department and the director. We found
that other-than-cause determinations are usually more carefully reviewed only
at the first three levels and, furthermore, that the amount of time spent
reviewing non-cause determinations is not significant (seven to fourteen days)
unless management lacks confidence in one or mare of the first-line super-
visors. The competence level of individual investigators is, in turn, a
major determinant of the amount of time first-line supervisors spend in
reviewing cases. Some managers predicted the Determinations Review Program
will increase the amount of time managers spend reviewing no-cause determi-
nations.

At any rate, review of closed cases is one of the mast time consuming tasks
menagers have to perform and takes away valuable management time from direct,
proactive involvement during the investigative process. Enforcemnt managers,
for example, estimated they spend from 252 to 802 of their time reviewing
closed cases, and one deputy estimated 601 of his time was devoted to case
review. We found in most instances that some supervisors and ost managers
are seeing a case for the first time when the closed file is submitted for
review, particularly other-than-cause determinations, so it is understandable
that the job is time-consuming. Although none of the offices kept records of
the time spent in the review process, the following are estimates of the
turnaround time for a reviewing a cause case:

First-Line Supervisor 1 to 3 workdays
Enforcement Manager 3 to 5 workdays
Deputy Director 3 to 5 workdays
Attorney 21 to 30 workdays*
Director 1 to 3 workdays

Total 29 to 46 workdays

These ties vary greatly depending on office workload, and *ints not all
managers ere willing to estimate the average time spent, tbe figbres shown
above represent an aggregate of estimates from more than one office.

Although separate records were not kept on the amount of time expended in
rework and additional investigation, soe supervisors agreed that a high
percentage of returned cases crested a problem in managing the work flow of
their units but attributed the problem to disagreements with managers
and/or attorneys on interpretations of the law or legal requirements for
'trial ready' cane files. In describing the problem, one Supervisor said
by the time a cause case is returned for additional data, the investigator,
who my have 50' to 60 other cases on hand, has difficulty getting bhck into
the case to schedule the additional steps required, and rework time can,
therefore, be excessive.

Some of the offices are piloting and/or implementing procedures for coping
with processing delays. These generally fall into two categories: those
aimed at directing and facilitating the investigative process itself and
those focused on better monitoring of the investigative process.

Office Techniques:

Directing and Facilitating the Investigation

1. Investigative Guidelines

One office has approached the problem of over investigating' by
attempting to instill in Investigators the ides that once it is
clear the evidence will not support a cause finding, a no cause
finding should be drafted. To achieve a turnaround in attitude
from one of conducting exhaustive investigations (the more paper,
the better) to one of knowing when the investigation is complete,
the office developed and presented to all supervisors and investi-
gators a video training course on the theories of discrimination.
Along with the video, a course book was developed which includes a
check-off list of questions that must be answered to reach a cause
determination under each theory of discrimination. The check list
is based on Volume II Compliance Manual standards of proof, and
investigators are encouraged to use these guides to plan and conduct
investigations.

This is the norm targeted by ost legal units; however may
cases exceed this norm, and supervisors cited examples of six
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Offices with Quality Assurance programs in place utilize standards
of quality for selected work products. In addition, some other offices
have developed quality check-off lists as guides to staff and managers.
In one instance, three separate lists are used: one in intake, one as
an investigative guide. and one as a quality review guide for closed
cases. Managers believe these kinds of guidelines slso keep inves-
tigators focused on a logical progression throughout the investiga-
tion and are convinced the use of the check lists improves the
level of quality. (See Exhibit 3 for copies of sample check lists.)

2. Management Texas

* Joint-Review Committee

One office routinely provides the opportunity for any investigator
and/or supervisor to bring cause determinations up for discussion
before a Joint Reviev Committee (JRC) consisting of a supervisory
trial attorney, the investigator and supervisor and, sometimes, an
enforcement mnager. The case Is reviewed by the attorney prior to
the meeting (usually vithin a few days of the request). At the
meeting, the investigator or supervisor presents the case and feed-
back is provided by the participants. If the JRC concurs with the
proposed determination, it is submitted to the Regional Attorney
and District Director for their review. In any event, these
meetings often take place within two weeks of the request, and,
with all reviewers present, the result is usually a reduction in
the review time required for the particular case. However, this
office has a heavy litigation worklnad. and the turnaround time
for the Regional Attorney's review is sometimes lengthy.

Top Management Committee

One office with an active Top Management Committee (TMC) uses the
TMC as a mechanism for consideration of proposed cause determina-
tions, aged cases and cases involving unique or unusual issues
and problems. In fact, the TMC meets with investigators and/or
supervisors on request, usually several times a month, and through
this process becomes familiar with the facts in a variety of cases.
Review time for these particular cases is greatly reduced, and
rework time is virtually eliminated.

3. Intake Screening

One office, which has an active Quality Assurance (OA) program,
decided as one of its PT 1986 OA projects, to do a better job of
counseling potential CP's in order to reduce the number of non-
merit charges entering the pipeline. The purpose of this project
is to prevent processing delays by screening out non-merit charges
that might otherwise clog the system. Rotation of intake duty by
unit had already bcegn in this office, and, therefore, the office
had assurance that counseling by experienced investigators would be
appropriate, and only non-merit illegations would be screened out.
The office has, of course, continued to take charges when potential
CP's insist on filing. As a result of this project, the office
was able to reduce receipts to process by 8.91 in Fn 1986, based
on approximately the sawe number of inquiries as received in
FT 1985. Not only has this reduced the overall office workload,
but also the system Is not clogged with as any obviously non-
merit charges.

In discussing the problem of non-merit charges in the system
with other management teams, we found some disagreement with this
approach. Some managers and supervisors believed it inappropriate
for ECOC to give the appearance of discouraging perties from
filing, that the Commission has an obligation to consider all
allegations equally. Some interviewees also believed that redu-
cing the number of office receipts would negatively impact future
staffing and funding. However, most managers were of the opinion
that EEOC must begin to exercise a greater degree of professional
discretion in advising potential charging parties.

4. Early Resolution

A few offices have taken other steps to proactively identify
those charges that appear to have little or no merit and to
designate those charges for fast-track or early resolution pro-
cessing. This process is monitored by management and designations
are usually not made until a position statement fron the respondent
(R) has been received. We found that most offices request the
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position statement when a charge is served. If the R's statement
gives a non-discriminatory reason for the alleged adverse action(s).
and. sore surely. if documentary evidence and/or witness statements
to substantiate the statement are provided, then the charge is desig-
nated by management for quick turnaround and assigned to an investigator.The investigator is instructed to take immediate steps to examine R's
statement for pretext and to close the case as a no cause determination
if R's non-discriminatory reason is verified. Fast-track charges canalso include apparent lack of jurisdiction, failure of the prima fade
case. etc.

One office reported' processing 131 charges in an average of 61 days
per charge during a six-month test period of its early resolution
program. Offices using this kind of fast-track investigative
approach generally do not attempt to screen out non-ewrit allega-
tions at intake. This, then, could be viewed as another approach
to eliminating non-merit charges from the system. However, this
method also provides a means for eliminating those charges that
appear on the face to be valid but are not, either because the CP
failed to understand the significance of events leading to the
adverse action or was not properly counseled by the R or, perhaps,
simply misled the intake counselor.

Top management in offices where this kind of fast-track procedure
is used emphasized the importance of their own involvement in
designating charges for early resolution and in carefully moni-
toring the followup steps.

Monitoring the Investigation

Offices have also developed monitoring procedures aimed at reducing processingdelays, and all of the offices included in the review have made good use ofautomated recordkeeping systems. Top-level managers have come to depend onthe accuracy and availability of the variety of reports that can be generatedfrom the data base. Deputy directors and enforcement managers in particularuse these reports to control the balance of unit caseloads, to identify poten-tial unit or individual problem situations and to monitor priority issues and
problem such as 300 day old cases and other cases targeted for specialhandling. Soe of the Charge Data System (CDS) report formats designed bythe offices' Management Information Specialists are impressive and examplescan be found at Exhibit 4.

In addition to the AD? reports used for officevide monitoring, top-level
managers also keep manual records, by supervisor, of quality factors. These'records usually consist of copies of deficient work products, copies of memo-randa detailing quality problem and log notations regarding files returnedfor rework or further investigation. This feedback on quality factors ispassed slong to investigators as supervisors return the cases for whateveradditional work or correction is required. Only one manager who was inter-viewed reported having a computerized tracking system for monitoring turn-
around dates on rework assignments.

Directors believe that as supervisors gain more confidence in ADP records,recordkeeping will take less time away from other supervisory duties. How-ever, most first-line supervisors still rely heavily on manual recordkeepingto ensure accuracy. Although they are beginning to phase out some of theduplicative records they have kept in the past, almost all still depend ontheir Manual inventory of unit charges as their basic record and check ADPreports against this listing. In some offices where CDS is fully operational,it has meant the end of the time consuming task of annually calculating thequarterly 396 summaries, but some supervisors estimated that as much as 252to 351 of their time was still devoted to manual recordkeeping. We found
that most supervisors keep three to four log or card systems in addition tothe basic unit inventory listing. The additional records are generally main-tained as tickler systems for monitoring investigative due dates and prioritycases, such as aging cases in the inventory. Examples of systems developedby individual supervisors can be found at Exhibit 5.

Office Techniques:

Micro- and Macro-Monitoring

There were two basic approaches in the offices reviewed for monitoring theinvestigative process. Some managers and supervisors take the sicro-moni-
toring approach by carefully tracking interim steps of the investigation.
Others use a macro-monitoring approach and focus more closely on casedevelopment and completion. In sll 6f the offices reviewed, managers wereasked about the establishment and tracking of due dates: when dates wereestablished; what investigative steps were tracked; how due dates were
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uonitored and how often variances were granted. Only one office had a
districtwide syatem where all supervisors were required to track interim due
dates. In other offices, first-line supervisors were responsible for setting
and controlling target dates, and the approaches varied among offices and
among unit supervisors within offices. The comparative benefits of micro-
and macro-onitoring of due dates are discussed in the following sumaries:

1. Targeting Interim Due Dates

One office has designed and implemented an ADP system for
detailed case management that monitors due dates for five
investigative functions: (1) CP Contact, (2) IF, (3) RPI,
(4) Field Visit (which includes all data gathering and ana-
lysis) and (5) investigator Memo/Letter of Determination.
Investigators are expected to complete ten of these func-
tions per week in any combination. This has proved to be
a useful instrument for planning work in advance and for
checking off work as it is completed. However, the system
also requires that supervisors and investigators keep
manual records of variances from established dates, and
investigators are additionally required to submit weekly
updates for input to the system on interim and final com-
pletion dates. if this recordkeeping were to take only 15
minutes per week per investigator, it would mean that approx-
imately 250 total hours of productive time per year would
be devoted to recordkeeping by the office's investigators.

The usefulness of micro-monitoring as a time management and
tracking device can be offset if the investment of productive
time in recordkeeping is excessive. Another question is also
raised by systems like this; that is, do parts or sub-parts of
an investigation that are equally targeted by managers assume
equal value in the eyes of subordinate personnel? if, for
example. ss in the system described above where one telephone
call to a CP -counts the same as completing a case, the system's
requirements would seem to influence an investigator's time
management decisions. it is much easier and takes less of an
investigator's time to contact a CP, for example, than to write
up a completed case. Given the press of time and the need to
meet the ten function per week quota, an investigator might be
inclined to apply him/herself to the beginning steps of an
investigation rather than to weighing the evidence, reaching a
conclusion and/or writing the closing documents.

2. Targeting Closure Dates

There is nu doubt that computer reports provide both supervisors
and investigators with improved case and time management tools. but
the more due dates a supervisor sets for monitoring interim inves-
tigative steps, the more time both the supervisor and the investi-
gator ust spend keeping records. Consequently, the less timv
there is for supervising the content of casework and conducting
the investigation.

First- through fourth-quarter FY 1987 performance data reported by
the offices reviewed reflects an overall shorter average processing
time in those offices where supervisors set closure dates at the
time cases are first assigned and emphasize development of the entire
ca"e rather than incremental steps. The following chart of first-
and third-quarter statistics illustrates this correlation:

Office/Closure Dates Workload per Average Days to
/on Assignment* Staff Available Process

(3rd Qtr. Only) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr.

A/Officevide (64.6) 136 160 159 221
I/All units but one (71.0) 177 203 192 316
C/Half of the units (89.7) 232 250 278 357
0D/Only fast-track cases (64.7) 205 220 305 312
K/Only fast-track cases (63.1) 218 280 349 410

* Based on supervisors who were interviewed. Not all supervisors in the
five offices were interviewed.
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As indicated, supervisors in Office A conistently get closure
dates on assignment, and variances from established due dates
are alloved only for events outside the investigator's control;
in Office R, all but one of the supervisors interviewed followed
the practice of early targeting of end dates. In offices and units
uaing the macroonitoring approach, it was understood that the
opening steps should be accomplished within 14 to 21 days, but in
most instances these targets were monitored only during periodic
case reviews or as cases vere closed. In the remaining offices,
half or more of the supervisors interviewed did not set closure
dstes until well into the investigative process; however, due dates
for beginning steps such as Charging Party (CP) Contact, Investiga-
tive Plan (IP) and Request for Information (RFI) were carefully
monitored.

Supervisors who used the macro-nonitoring approach were careful to
point out that closely monitoring interim steps would be appropriate
with new investigators and also if performance problens were noted
with more experienced investigators.

Data on this issue is limited both in tine and in number of offices
considered snd does not establish a causal link between focusing on
closure dates and reduced average processing tine. It does, however,
reflect an apparent correlation between early emphasis on completing
the investigation and average processing tine. In addition, it brings
the effectiveness of micro-monitoring as a productivity and timeli-
ness control into question. In other words, do cases trnd to 'fall
through the cracks- during the final stages of investigation if the
management focus is on beginning stages? Certainly, if offices
emphasize the beginning steps of investigations to such an extent
that managers lose sight of subsequent and/or closing stepa, then
productivity and qualicy will suffer.

Issue: Processing Aged Inventory

All offices are concerned with reducing the percentage of 300 day old
charges in their vorkloods, which often result from processing delays, and
all offices have procedures for dealing with aged cases. The methodologies
vary little and include the following techniques: (1) distribution of by-
unit or by-investigator lists of current and projected 300 day old cases;
(2) top management or task force meetings with supervisors to discuss the
status of aged cases; (3) unit memoranda to individual investigators with
projected closure dates for aged cases; (4) calendars of projected closure
dates; and, (5) supervisor-investigator meetings, at least monthly during the
last half of the fiscal year. to discuss the status of aged cases. All of
the offices reviewed use one or more of these methods effectively in FT 1985
and FT 1986 so that an acceptable level of aged cases, as defined by perfor-
mance indicators, was achieved. At the end of FT 1985 in the offices
reviewed, .7 to 21 of the inventory was in the 300 day old category and at
the end of Fn 1986, .5 to 1!. However, is nY 1987, offices were less success-
ful in achieving target levels for 300 day old cases, due in part to larger
pending inventories and in part to the elimination of the Early Litigation
Identification charge category which excluded cases from the 300 day old
count. The percentage of 300 day old cases in the offices reviewed ranged
from 3.9 to 132 at the end of FT1987. Examples of office techniques for
monitoring 300 day old cases can be found at Exhibit 6.

Office Technique

Management Review Group

Early in the fourth quarter, one office management team began an
effort to reduce the percentage of 300 day old cases in the pending
inventory. The project consisted of involving all office managers
and supervisors in reviewing all 300 day old cases on hand (as well
as cases projected to reach 300 day old status by September 30).
separating the cases according to the kinds and amounts of investi-
gation needed, specifying the steps required, prioritizing certain
cases (full investigations, potential cause cases and cause cases
in conciliation) and assigning parts of the investigative work,
mstly closure tasks to the management team. The overall plan was
mapped out in detail with specific objectives and included regular
meetings of the managenent review group to discuss progress on the
project. By the end of the fiscal year. the office's 300 day old
cases had been reduced to 3.92 of inventory.

There are recognized drawbacks to the annual push to close 300 day old cses.
For example, the investigation of older cases takes longer (witnesses are
often difficult to locate, witnes memories are less reliable, documents
may be lost, etc.). newer charges mist be set aside and closing a larger
percentage of old cases increases the office's average processing time. All
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of these factors tend, to increase the aging problem for the coming year.
For these reasons, the agency recently implemented procedures for monitoring
Fn 1988 Ses perforance plans on a quarterly basis, Including a standard
for reducing the percentage of 270 day old cases In inventory. Most managers
believe that the only long-range solution to the problem of aged cases (and
average processing time) is a manageable inventory of no aore than six
months which would allow an office to conduct full investigations and turn
the Inventory over at least twice a year.

PAltT C: OUALITT

As discussed in the introduction, the primary concern in the offices we
visited "as the production of quality work products. In all of the techni-
ques offices used to foster timely processing and productivity, quality was
a priority objective. For example, when managers expressed concerns about
processing delays, part of their concern was related to the difficulty of
conducting a quality investigation of events that occurred six months or a
year prior to beginning the investigation. In addition, controlling caseload
size, which produced tangible productivity improvements In at least one office
also targeted quality. Managers who use controlled caseload size as a manage-
ment technique believe that investigators are better able to do quality work
with a manageable caseload.

Although no official EEOC definition of a quality investigation exists, an
Interim report of the Investigations Task Force, issued November 24, 1986.
defined quality criteria which were Incorporated in field Ses and GPAR
perfortance plan and rating guides. The quality criteria include the
following critical components of a quality investigation:

* accurate determination of bases and Issues
a appropriate and sufficient case development
a appropriate and sufficient evidence
a appropriate analysis

* consistency with Commission policies and procedures

In the offices we reviewed, several methods were used by managers and super-
visors to ensure that a sufficient level of quality Is maintained. For the
most port, the methods involve management-employee interaction during the
investigative process; however, we found that motivational techniques are
also an important factor in management efforts to Improve quality. Following
the descriptions of office-specific techniques for improving quality and
motivating employees, there Is a discussion of a major concern among top
managers in the offices we reviewed regarding the competency of first-line
supervisors and Its impact on quality.

Office Techniques:

Management Interventions

Office techniques specifically targeting the achievement of quality through
management Intervention are described below. The results- of such approaches
are less easily measured than those techniques targeting production and
timeliness. Established QA offices measure characteristics of work products
for quality, but none of the offices we reviewed had attempted to systema-
tically measure the results of improvement techniques in terma of final york
products.

1. Supervisor/Investigator Interaction

The ost common technique employed by supervisors to manage the
quality of investigations was an open-door policy for as-needed
discussions with employees about problem and issues that arise
on cases under investigation. Soe supervisors use the open door
policy as an adjunct to bi-weekly or monthly case review meetings
with individual investigators. One supervisor of an extended
unit related her familiarity with the facts of all cases in the
unit (500 cases at that time) to the unit's record of having
few cases returned by top managers for substantive deficiencies.
Other interaction techniques include (1) unit meetings, as needed,
to discuss new policy or procedural directions. and (2) unit training
sessions on problem areas noted by management or raised by Investi-
gators.

The following timeline reflects the points during an investigation
when most supervisors normally intervene to ensure quality:

---------- On-Going/As-Needed Discusso ons

| Investigative Decision | I
(on-site/desk) No Cause IM/ Cause

Charge IP/Il LOD, Admin/ DI/OD
Settlement (to Legal)
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2. Field Investigations

Most managers and first-line supervisors fully support the agency's
recent emphasis on on-site investigations. and some of the offices
we reviewed had proactimely begun to encourage more field investi-
gations. Most believed increasing field investigations would not
only allow ore expeditious processing but would also Improve the
quality of investigations and incresse the office percentage of
cause determinations. In every office we visited, one or nre
supervisors cited examples of outstanding performers who conducted
a high percentage of their investigations on-site.

One office began in FY 1986 to urge investigators to conduct more
on-site investigations. As part of a QA project, an in-house video
training course on field investigations was developed and presented
to all stsff to initiate the program. Over time, management has
continued to encourage investigators to go on-site, and the number
of on-sites conducted by the office is increasing. One supervisor
reported his unit had conducted more on-sites in Fn 1987 than other
units in the office and directly related that to his unit's high
percentage of cause recommendations: by the end of the second
quarter over 100 on-ites had been conducted by the unit, 25 cause
recommendations had been submitted, and 14 cause determinations
issued.

Soe managers expressed concerns about increasing the number of
on-ites. Their concerns Included the additional number of GSA
cars required (or additional funds for the use of private vehicles)
and increased insurance costs for employees who used their own
cars for site visits. Management also reported reluctance m the
part of soe investigators to go on-ite and were looking forward
to the Dallas training conference to reinforce office efforts.

3. Special Emphasis Investigations

All offices have methods in place for categorizing charges. at
least to the extent of identifying more complex c"ses for extended
processing. In addition, all of the offices reviewed utilize some
method for identifying certain other charges for priority handling,
e.g., *sexual harrassment charges, otber charges that may require
Injunctive relief and charges that appear to be good potential liti-
gation vehicles (PLV's). As a rule, the ethodologies are simply
management review of Incoming or active charges, differing from office
to office only in formality and levels of the review process. The
following Is a description of one special emphasis project that
targets quality improvement:

Potential Litigation Vehicles

One office not included In the oririnal reviev group has
Implemented an effective program for identifying and moni-
toring PLV's that has not only strengthened the office's
litigation efforts but has also resulted in significant
unexpected benefits. The office managers report a surprising,
lower average processing time for the prioritized cause case
investigations than for other kinds of closures. >In addition,
the Enforcement Manager and the Acting Regional Attorney
believe the program has been a valuable training mechanism
for both investigators and first-line supervisors. Charges
are selected for this project in two basic ways: (1) through
top management review of incoming charges and R data; and,
(2) by recomendation of supervisors and investigators at
any time during the investigation. Once a charge is selec-
ted for the program. it is posted on a tracking board in the
Enforcement Manager's office, and all investigators with
charges on the board meet periodically as a group with first-
line supervisors, attorneys, the Enforcement Manager and the
Acting Regional Attorney to provide updates on case progress
and to discuss aoy problems or issues related to the cases.

The Acting Regional Attorney reports these meetings have
significantly reduced the review time normally required for
cause cases because managers are informed throughout the
investigative process and can provide guidance on thorough-
ness and quality at important stages. The training value
comes from the. participants' exposure to feedback given
at the meetings on a variety of problems and issues raised by
the cases presented.
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4. Standordization

Several offices have token minimal steps toward standardizing
sow of the documents required in the administrative charge
process. Although these efforts are aimed at streamlining some
of the procedures, quality improvement is equally targeted in

most instances. In addition to the previously discussed how to'

check lists developed by some offices, other offices and some
individual supervisors require that investigators use a standard
format for writing cases up. The formats are designed to walk
the the reader through an investigation in a step-by-step fashion

to the conclusion. Managers believe this kind of format not only
sakes cases easier to write and to review but also forces inves-
tigators to focus on the issues and evidence in a logical manner.

One office (district and area) is now using an outline for the
Investigators' Memorandum (IM) including a sumry paragraph that

can be transferred to the Letter of Determination (LOD) with minimal
changes. The summery paragraph is an aid for the reviewer and a

time-eaving device for the investigator. The office has provided
in-house training in the new method, and transition to its use has

been smooth.

ativational Techniques

)st managers agreed that employee morale was important to effective case

inogement, and none of the offices reviewed appeared to have a significant

)rale problem. Some managers have developed useful techniques for creating

,thusiasm among employees and otivating them to higher levels of achieve-
nt. Some of these techniques are described below.

Competition and Awards

One office has been able to create an atmosphere of enthusiasm and

friendly competition among units and among staff that has paid off
in a high level of performance throughout the office. In addition
to the agency monetary awards program, all of the managers in this

particular office make good use of innovative, non-monetary incen-

tives throughout the year. Examples of the incentives used by the
office include the following:

(1) office recognition of outstanding unit performance
every quarter based on weighted factors for eleven
performance indicators.

(2) unit recognition of outstanding individual performance

and unit sccomplishments, including eos, meetings and

unit celebrations on completing difficult tasks,

(3j creative, motivational memoranda to staff from enforce-
ment managers and firstline supervisors.

2. Ouarterly and Annual Awards

Another office has an incentive awards program separate from the

agency's awards program which recognizes one professional and one

clerical employee-of-the-quarter. The awards are based on quality

snd productivity performance indicators. Each quarter, winners in

the district and ares office are recognized with a monetary award
and a plaque, and at the end of the year, there is competition

between the district and area office for an office-of-tbe-year
award. Management is now planning to add to the program in FT 1988

by also recognizing those employees who are close runners-up each
quarter.

The managers who use these kinds of incentive programs and initiatives are

convinced they make a notable difference in attitude and performance. In

discussing the problems created by lack of comaitment, one first-line super-

visor pointed out the fact that EEOC has many GS-12 investigators and CS-13

supervisors who have been in grade for several years and who, in most cases,

have little opportunity for advancement. Under those circumstances, a lack

of intensity and declining motivation are somewhat understandable unless

there is some kind of alternative incentive to work toward. Samples of some

of the more creative motivational memoranda and the bhsic designs of the

office awards systems can be reviewed at Exhibit 7.

ISSUE: First-Line Supervisors
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There was general agreement in most offices among top-level program managers
and regional attorneys that the first-line supervisor is the key element in
managing the work of the office. They believe the quality of Investigations,
the flov of charges through the system and the morale of staff all turn on
that critical position. One director candidly attributed office success at
least partially to removing or downgrading incompetent supervisors over a
period of time and replacing them with a high-performing management team.
In that office, the enforcement manager now spends less time reviewing cases
(25X) than our review indicates was reported in other offices, fewer cases
are returned by the enforcemen carager for substantive (or minor) errors,
and the regional attorney reported that recent cause case reviews had resulted
in over 702 concurrence with very few cases returned for additional investiga-
tion.

Most managers, however, expressed concern about the competency and commitment
of EEOC's first-line supervisors. Problems in offices that were linked to
deficiencies in supervisory competence included:

(I) poor quality investigations because supervisors either did
not spend enough time with investigators to ensure quality or
lacked the ability to train staff in quality work or lacked
the management skills to deal with performance problems;

(2) wasted time in the review process and, consequently, in
reinvestigation because supervisors allowed cases with basic
deficiencies to move up the review ladder;

(3) low productivity because supervisors failed to manage the
work properly and to proactively deal with production logs;
end.

(4) low employee morale for all of the above reasons since the
first-line supervisor is the central figure in day-to-day
contacts with staff.

There were a number of reasons given for the perceived lack of competence
including: (1) lack of training in management effectiveness, personnel proce-
dures and compliance; (2) inappropriate placement resulting from settlement
of grievances or court actions; (3) excessive unit worklods; (4) burdensome
.recordkeeping practices and (5) the burnout brought on by length of time
In grade discussed in the previous segment. Whatever the reason, there was
consensus agreement that the problem Is widespread and must be dealt with
if the agency is to improve its effectiveness. However. none of the offices
had specific on-going program for developing first-line supervisory skills.

PART D. NMRI REVIEW

NLRB's process differs significantly from EEOC's in the final stages, but
the investigative processes are somewhat similar, i.e., both agencies conduct
administrative investigations of charges of disparate treatment in the work-
place. However, the most persuasive reason for reviewing NLRB's case manage-
mnt system is not the comparability of functions but the comparability of
problem faced by the two agencies at different points in time. In the late
1950's, NLRB found itself facing problems very aimilar to the problems faced
by EEOC today - a growing backlog and excessive processing delays. In response
to complaints from Congress and the private bar about the situation, NLRd's
Office of General Counsel initiated the design of a case management system
that proved to be effective in solving the problems. Moreover, the solution
was a permanent one, and few changes have been made over the years. Joseph E.
DeSio, current Associate General Counsel and head of field operations, has
been with NLRB since the inception of its case management system and
attributes the success of its implementation to involving field managers
in the design process, allowing adequate time to achieve the goals
(three years) and obtaining Congressional support for funding necessary
staff additions. The following key elements of the system were identified
by Mr. DeSio:

1. Reasonable time targets at major investigative stages
2. Accurate measurement of targets and prompt feedback to

the field
3. Maintenance of an agencywide workload balance
4. Direct involvement of field management in the investigative

process
5. Linkage between headquarters and field

Our purpose in reviewing NLRB's system was to identify any NIRB techniques
that might be relevant to EEOC's process. The following WLRE approaches to
case management appear to be most applicable to EEOC:
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Management Review Practices

We found that NLRB supervisors and managers make it a practice to stay
informed on the status of cases from the outset through completion.
Supervisors monitor the progress of cases closely and keep top managers
advised throughout the investigation. Upon conoletion of the investiga-
tion. an agenda meeting is held where the field examiner and/or supervisor
present the facts of the completed case to top managers, including the
Director and Regional Attorney. Concurrence or non-concurrence with the
field enaminer's recommended determination is reached at the agenda meeting,
and, therefore, review tine is eliminated.

Manager involvement is an integral part of NLRB's case management system,
a system which ensures that investigations and resulting administrative
actions are normally completed within 45 days of receipt. Because cases
are investigated promptly, evidence is more easily obtained, witness recol-
lections are fresh and the parties' positions have not hardened. Thus,
NLRB's case management system enables managers to maintain a high level of
efficiency by processing cases on a current basis. The system was implemen-
ted in the early 1960's in order to cope with problems of a growing backlog
and excessive processing delays. The system enabled NLRB to overcome these
obstacles although intake receipts more than doubled during the next ten
years. Given the similarities between EEOC and NLRB case processing, it
appears that EEOC could effect comparable efficiencies by adopting rele-
vant aspects of NLRB's case management system.

Measurement

One of the major changes made by NLRB when it implemented its case
management system was to standardize and simplify the measurement process.
This was done by looking at the entire range of administrative tasks and
segmenting the process into mainr stages. NLRB's system has three major
stages and time targets for unfair labor practice investigations. The
first stage covers the investigation to a determination and has a time
target of 30 days. The remaining two stages cover the implementation of
the action required by the determination within 15 days (settlement,
withdrawal or issuance of a complaint) and scheduling a hearing before
administrative law judges within 45 days. a total of 90 days for the
entire process- The first two segments of NLRB's measurement system.
conducting the investigation and issuing the determination results, are
most comparable to EEOC's administrative process.

NLRB's accomplishments are measured by the median number of days required
to complete each stage. According to Mr. DeSio. the reason for choosing
the median point for measurement instead of an average was to avoid
having the results skewed bv exceptional cases at either extreme. The
-edian time targets were established by NLRB based on an existing time
study that allowed the Board to determine with certainty how long the
administrative processes should take and, from that, to say exactly how
many cases a field enaminer could be expected to complete in a given
period of productive work time. Armed with this data, NLRB was able to
present the proposed case .asagement system to Congress persuasively and,
therefore was able to secure the necessary staff and resources to fully
implement the system. Although standardization was not a popular move with
NLRB regional directors at the time, and although many believed the median
standard could not be achieved, the system was ieposed. The standards
were achieved, and from 1958 to 1978 the median nunher of days for reaching
a determination was reduced from more than 50 to 20 days.

Another important factor in NLRB's approach to measuring performance is
frequent and prompt feedback of performance standings to field offices.
On a monthly basis, field offices report completed actions and over age
cases to headquarters where the data is compiled and fed hack to the
regions within approximately two weeks. The feedback format is such that
offices can see where they stand in relation to other offices without
identifying other offices. (See Exhibit 8 for examples of the kind of
monthly reports provided to the regional offices.) In discussing perfor-
mance feedback, the EEOC managers we interviewed expressed an interest in
knowing how their offices were performing in relation to other EEOC offices.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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In spite of all the gains made in recent years, the agency is still not
meeting public demand for -swift justice'.

5
For example, despite the efforts

of headquarters and field offices, overall average case processing tiie in
FY 1987 was 291 days. Swift justice requires that the agency open investi-
gations promptly and proceed through the investigative stages and the review
process without unnecessary delays. Therefore, EEOC's goal mut he to conduct
investigations and reach determinations in the shortest possible time without
compromising quality.

At present, the agency's inventory of aged cases is growing again, inhibiting
the agency from meeting both timeliness and quality requirements. The study
findings indicate that offices use a variety of identified practices and
strategies to cope with burdensome caseloads (averaging approximately 1300
cases per office at the end of PY 1987). These efforts mst be continued.
and methods for sharing effective case management techniques among offices
should be developed. In addition, agencywide initiatives such as the head-
quarters oversight and technical assistance support provided by the Office
of Program Operations, improved computerized tracking systems by Information
Systems Services, the Ouslity Assurance program, enhanced training support
for field supervisors and staff and employee incentive programs should all
be strengthened and continued. However, as long as the caseload per inves-
tigator remains high and office inventories include a high percentage of
older cases, only incremental gains can be expected from these kinds of
programs and problem-specific strategies, and EEOC will continue to struggle
with the cyclical nature of controlling its workload.

In order to ensure that maximum short- and long-term improvements are re-
alized from the study, we recommend an integrated plan of action be developed.
The action plan should include immediate steps to improve field performance
indicators. as well as development of a redesigned system that will ensure
long-term improvements. In addition, we believe an equally important component
of the agency's plan should be a consensus building strategy to gain the support
of agency managers, constituent groups and Members of Congress. By constructing
a strategy around these three components -immediate Improvements, system redesign
and consensus building we believe the agency can, within three years. achieve the
goal of providing swift justice to the public.

Processing Delays - Case Log Review

The following chart reflects processing delays noted by an ares office
director in conjunction with the office's normal quality review of closed
cases. The director recorded only those delays that were within the inves-
tigator's control and that appeared to be excessive. A total of 33 cases
and 56 periods of delay were identified by the review which covered approxi-
ustely one-and-one-half years. No delays attributable to recalcitrant respon-
dent s difficult to locate witnesses, etc. were included. The chart was
compiled from copies of memoranda written by the director to unit supervisors.

Number of Delays (X) Investigative Stage

25 44.6 Between completion of the investigation
and CP/R Pre-Determination Interview (PDI)

15 26.7 Between completion of the investigation
(including PDT's) and closure

9 16.1 During the investigative process (on-site,
mail-in data gathering, witness interviews.
analysis, etc.)

7 12.5 Investigator's processing errors:

2 Failure to follow instructions

3 Failure to identify dismissals (lack of
jurisdiction. failure of the prima facie
case, etc.)

1 Failure to follow up on lengthy legal
review time

1 Other unidentified time lapse

t
Houston District Office description of EEOC's mission.



Case Log Reviews

Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-Up

Early Resolu-
tion (ER) - Failure to PDI CP
PDI Only 15 - 20 Days 73 Days for 60 days

No Jurisdic- 0 Days (Intake Failure to deter-
tion (less failed to ask mine lack of juris-
than 15 em- CP the # of diction after case
ployees) employees) assignment

ER - 50 Days 118 Days 70 days elapsed between
(Average for receipt of data and
ER's) write-up

ER 25 Days 107 Days 75 to 80 days delay
after POI

ADEA - 7(d) 10 - 20 Days 116 Days Inv. converted to Approximately 100 days
7(b) after 7(d) - from 7(d) to write-up
no rationale

60 days between lot
PDI attempt and 30-
day letter

ER 10 - 12 Days 64 Days 56 days between PD1
and write-up

ER 15 - 30 Days 88 Days 76 days from PD1 to
write-up

00
00
05



Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-U

ER 25 Days 71 Days 16 days from let PDI 54 days from PDI
to PD1 letter letter to write-up

ER 25 Days 69 Days No CP telephone f -
delay in mailing
PDI letter

195 Days On-site delayed for
approx. 100 days/
19 days between PD!
attempt and letter

Approx. on-site
delay of 100 days -
no rationale

50 Days 170 Days 30 days delay be-
tween R data and
CP rebuttal

30 days between re-
buttal and on-site
decision

60 days between on-
site decision and
appointment

70 Days 143 Days 60 days between 14 days delay in
identifying and write-up
interviewing wit-
nesses

00
00
-z

I



Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-Up

60 Days 140 Days 50 days delay in
write-up

90 days delay be-
tween completion and
PD. CP

ER - PD1 Only 15 Days 138 Days 120 days delay in
getting R data -
no explanation

105 days delay -

PDT CP

105 days delay in
writing up

65 days getting R
data - no subpoena,
no rationale

100 Days 250 Days 120 days - R data
to CP contact/30
days-add'l R data
to Pbd R

35 Days 113 bays 76 days - R data
to PDI CP

0000
00

0



Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-Up

Approx. 120 days
from R data to write-
up

102 days - R data to

No jurisdic- 116 Days closure (less than

tion 15 employees/policy
to refer such cases
to NM4HRC)

229 days- R data to
PDI CP

259 days/no explana-
tion

60 - 90 Days 264 Days 197 days - R data
to PDI CP letter

40 - 60 Days 264 Daya 220 days - R data to
PDI CP

300+ Days 165 days (unclear)

105 days between

settlement contacts
- no rationale

00
00



Case Log Reviews

Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-Up

339 Days 220 days - R data to
PDI CP letter
21 days - add'1 CP
contacts

275 Days 545 Days 90 days legal 180 days - legal revle.
review - no followup completion to -rite-up

259 Days 191 days - R data
to PDI

305 Days 230 days - R data to
CP 30-day letter

30 Days 284 Days 253 days from R data
(at most 90) to write-up

El (PDl Only) 10 Days 100 Days 93 days - PDI CP to
write-up

00
co



Case Type Time Target Processing Time Opening Investigation Write-Up

Discharge - 90 - 120 Days 388 Days 241 days - R re-
NO quest for extension

to next contact

56 days - on-site
visit to PD1 CP

326 Days 180 days - R data
to CP contact
102 days reaching

114 days - R data to
attempted CP contact

300+ Days 268 days - R data
to write-up

Dismissal - 0 Days 152 Days Failure to dis-
Self- miss/no standing
Defeating to file

340+ Days 278 days - R data
to PDI CP

ADEA - 7(d) 60 Days 270+ Days Failure to follow 189 days from Approx. 60 days -
7(d) instructions assignment to R data to write-up

data

00
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SIRMINOHAM DISTRICT OFFICE

UNsTED STATES GONVERNWN-r EUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMIEEION

N x w ",.~~~~~~~~~1: IT- Levi T. .n .o.. Flwr LOOR.

Memorandum
To John Schmelzer, Director DATE: January 19, 1988

Field Management East
SC Kply rd. to:

FROM George Frank Jordan __
District Director t

SuBJCT: Problems Associated with the Charge Data System Update

This memorandum is an addendum to the memorandum directed to
you on January 14, 1988, in reference to the continuing
problems experienced in installing the CDSBASE UPDATE-
2.8.4.

After several attempts to install the CDSBASE Update and to
reload office backup data, the Charge Data System is still
inoperable. As a result of this problem, we are unable to
produce the quarterly reports; t tell whether any ADEA
char as have rnu imi ons; to provide a
samp a 0 e case management system (as requested by you);
produce status reports and monthly workload reports, and
there-is'a two-week backlog in data entry.

It is crucial that assistance be provided by Field
Management Programs-East in correcting the situation caused
by Information Systems Services.

a-'

tt;+S '~~~~~Z

BUY LO SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
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ATACHMENT D
U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Washington. D.C. 20507

Affice of JA 9 8
General Counsel

MEMORANDUM PURPOSE: INFORMATION

TO : CLARENCE THOMAS
Chairman

R. GAULL SILBERMAN
Vice-Chairman

TONY E. GALLEGOS
Commissioner

EVAN J. KEMP, JR.
Commissioner

JOY CHERIAN
Commissioner

FROM : CHARLES A. SHANOR Jfi
General Counsel

RE : Summary of Supreme Court Decision in Evelyn Marino.
et al.. Petitioners v. Juan U. Ortiz et al.. No. 86-
1415 (January 13, 1988).

The Supreme Court, in a per curiam opinion, affirmed judgments
handed down by the Second Circuit in these consolidated cases.
An equally divided Court, affirmed the appellate court's dismissal
of petitioners' Fourteenth Amendment suit as an impermissible
collateral attack on a consent decree by nonparties to the
underlying litigation (Marino). The Court also affirmed the
Second Circuit's dismissal of petitioners' appeal of a consent
decree agreed to by the parties involved (Costello).

Petitioners were a group of white police officers who
sought to challenge a consent decree resulting from a suit by
black and Hispanic police officers against the New York City
Police Department under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, 42 U.S.C. S2000e et seg. Although petitioners could have
intervened, as several other groups did, petitioners only raised
objections in the district court during the proceedings before

1 This was a consolidated hearing of the above captioned
case together with Costello. et al. v. New York City Police
Dept.. et al.

95-656 0 - 89 - 29
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the final consent decree was issued by the court.
2

Instead, the
petitioners filed suit in district court alleging that their
Fourteenth Amendment equal protection rights had been violated.

3

The district court dismissed the petitioners suit, holding it to
be an impermissible collateral attack on a consent decree by parties
who could have intervened in the earlier litigation. The court
of appeals affirmed. Because the Supreme Court was equally
divided on this issue, the court of appeals' decision was
affirmed.

The petitioners also attempted to appeal the consent decree
to the Court of Appeals. This appeal was dismissed by the
appellate court because the petitioners were not parties to the
litigation giving rise to the consent decree. The Supreme Court
affirmed, reasoning that it is a well settled rule that only
parties to a lawsuit, or those that properly become parties, may
appeal adverse judgments, citing United States ex al. Louisiana
v. Jack, 244 U.S. 397, 402 (1917). The Court noted that nonparties
whose interests are affected by a trial court's judgment can best
protect that interest through intervention efforts.

Attachment

cc: James Troy
Richard Komer
Dolores Rozzi
Deborah Graham

2 All parties agreed to the settlement with the exception
of a group of individual police officers known as the 'Schneider
Intervenors. Although they did not agree with the settlement,
they chose not to appeal.

3 The consent decree provided that blacks and Hispanics be
promoted to sergeant until the racial-ethnic composition of new
sergeants was approximately the same as the racial-ethnic -
composition of those candidates taking the test. Petitioners
alleged that their test results were at least equal to the lowest
minority test score of those promoted, but they (petitioners)
were not promoted or placed on the eligibility list.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 86-1415

EVELYN MARINO, ET AL, PETITIONERS v.
JUAN U. ORTIZ ET AL

ON WRrr OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

(January 13, 1988]

PER CURIAM.

Petitioners seek to challenge a consent decree approving
an agreement settling a Title VII lawsuit against the City of
New York. After the results of a police sergeant's examina-
tion revealed that blacks and Hispanics had passed the
examination at disproportionately low rates, groups repre-
senting these minority members of the New York City Police
Department sued the Department under Title VII of the

-Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 253, as amended, 42
U. S. C. § 2000e et seq. Three other groups were permitted
to intervene as codefendants: "the Sergeants Benevolent As-
sociation ('SBA'), representing over 500 officers on the eligi-
ble list who had obtained provisional appointments as ser-
geants; the Sergeants Eligibles Association ('SEA'),
representing officers who were on the eligible list but had not
received provisional appointments; and various white ethnic
societies and other individual officers (the 'Schneider Inter-
venors')." Hispanic Society of New York City Police Dept.
v. New York City Police Dept., 806 F. 2d 1147, 1151 (CA2
1986) (Costello case below). The parties reached settlement,
which was first approved by the District Court on an interim
basis, and finally, after a hearing, by consent decree. The

Together with Costello, et at. v. New York City Police Department.
et al., also on certiorari to the sane court (see this Court's Rule 19.4).
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86-1415-PER CURIAM

2 MARINO tORTIZ

settlement provided that black and Hispanic candidates who
had failed to make the eligible list would be promoted until
the racial/ethnic composition of the new sergeants was ap-
proximately the same as the racial/ethnic composition of the
group of candidates taking the test. The SBA and the SEA
signed the agreement; the Schneider Intervenors, although
opposing the settlement, chose not to appeal.

Petitioners are a. group of white police officers who claim
that they were not placed on the eligible list even though
they had scored at least as high on the examination as the
lowest scoring minority officer promoted under'the interim
order. Although they presented their objections to the Dis-
trict Court at the hearing, they chose not to move to inter-
vene pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24, either
initially as codefendants or later to replace the Schneider In-
tervenors for purposes of appeal. See United Airlines, Inc.
v. McDonald, 432 U. S. 385, 395.(1977). Instead, they filed
suit during the period between the interim approvar of the
settlement and the final consent decree, claiming a violation
of their Fourteenth Amendment equal protection rights. In
806 F. 2d 1144 (CA2 1986) (Marino case below), the Court of
Appeals affIrned the District Court's dismissal of petitioners'
suit, deeming it an impermissible collateral attack on a con-
sent decree by persons who could have intervened in the un-
derlying litigation. Petitioners also'attempted to 'appeal
from the consent decree. In Costello, the Court of Appeals
dismissed the appeal because petitioners were not parties to
the litigation giving rise to the consent decree. We granted
certiorari to consider these judgments, 481 U. S. -(1987).

As to the issue raised in Marino, namely, whether a Dis-
trict Court may dismiss as an impermissible collateral attack
a lawsuit challenging a consent decree by nonparties to the
underlying litigation, we are equally diided, and therefore
affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals. As to the issue
raised in Costello, we hold that because petitioners were not
parties to the underlying lawsuit, and because they failed to
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intervene for purposes of appeal, they may not appeal from
the consent decree approving that lawsuit's settlement;
therefore, we affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals.
The rule that only parties to a lawsuit, or those that properly
become parties, may appeal an adverse judgment, is well-
settled. See, e. g., United States ex rel. Louisiana v. Jack,
244 U. S. 397, 402 (1917); Fed. Rule App. Proc. 3(c) ("The no-
tice of appeal shall specify the party or parties taking the ap-
peal"). The Court of Appeals suggested that there may be
exceptions to this general rule, primarily "when the nonparty
has an interest that is affected by the trial court's judgment."
806 F. 2d, at 1152. We think the better practice is for such a
nonparty to seek intervention for purposes of appeal; denials
of such motions are, of course, appealable. See United Air-
lines, Inc., supra.

Accordingly, the judgments of the Court of Appeals are

Affirmed.
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AnTACHMIENT E

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COM4ISSIOIJ
EEO DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT ACTIVITY

FY 1988 MID-YEAR SUMMARY

OCTOBER 1, 1987 - MARCH 31, 1988

EEO Counseling Contacts: 98

Formal EEO Complaints Filed: 52

EEO Complaints Closed: 54

COMPARED WITH

FY 1987 MID-YEAR SUMMARY

October 1, 1986 - March 31, 1987

EEO Counseling Contacts: SO

Formal EEO Complaints Filed: 26

EEO Complaints Closed: 27

TRENDS

- EEO Counseling contacts are up 96% for the first half of FY 1988.

- Formal EEO Complaints filed are up 100% for the first half of
FY 1988.

EEO Complaints closed are up 100% for the first half of FY 1988.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
INTERNAL DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS

FILED FROM
OCTOBER 1, 1987 - MARCH 31, 1988

A. NEW COMPLAINTS FILED

* Complaints filed during period: 52

* Complaints filed against FIELD OFFICES: 40 (76.9%)

* Complaints filed against HEADQUARTERS OFFICES: 12 (23%)

B. BASES OF DISCRIMINATION ALLEGED

RACE DISCRIMINATION:

* 53.8% (28) of all complaints filed during this period alleged
RACEas the basis of discrimination.

- Of those alleging race, 46.4% (13) were filed based on BLACK
RACE;

- 53.5% (15) alleged discrimination based on CAUCASIAN race;

0% (0) alleged discrimination based on OTHER race.
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SEX DISCRIMINATION:

* 36.5% (19) of all complaints filed during this period alleged
SEX as a basis of discrimination.

- Of that number 31.5% (06) alleged discrimination based on
FEMALE sex;

- 68.4% (13) alleged discrimination based on MALE sex.

NATIONAL ORIGIN DISCRIMINATION:

1.9% (01) of all complaints filed alleged discrimination based on
NATTONAL ORIGIN.

- Of that number, 1.9% (01) alleged discrimination based on
HISPANIC national origin;

- 0% (0) alleged discrimination based on OTHER national origin.

AGE DISCRIMINATION:

* 30.7% (16) of all complaints filed during this period alleged
AGE as a basis of discrimination.

HANDICAP DISCRIMINATION:

. 19.2% (10) alleged HANDICAP

RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION:

* 7.7% (04) alleged RELIGION

COLOR DISCRIMINATION:

* 5.8% (03) alleged COLOR

REPRISAL DISCRIMINATION:

* 59.6% (31) of all complaints filed alleged REPRISAL as a basis
of discrimi nati on.

C. ISSUES OF DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINED OF:

38.4% (20) of all complaints filed listed PROMOTION as an issue;

26.9% (14) listed EVALUATION/APPRAISAL as an issue;

5.7% (03) listed HARASSMENT (non-sexual) as an issue;

7.6% (04) listed WORKING CONOITIONS as an issue;

3.8% (02) listed SEXUAL HARASSMENT as an issue;

3.8% (02) listed REASSIGNMENT as an issue.

3.8% (02) listed SEPARATION/TERIIINATION as an issue.

D. GRADE LEVEL OF COMPLAINANTS:

* GS-13 and up filed 23% (12) of all complaints.

* GS-11 through GS-12 filed 50% (26) of all complaints.

* GS-07 through GS-O9 filed 5.7% (03) of all complaints.

* GS-06 and below filed 15.33 (08) of all complaints.

* Non-Commission employees filed 5.7% (03) of all complaints.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
A ! oWashington, D.C. 20507

ark J/. s ~~~~2 1 !;SR

r:BMoRANDuM

TO I Goorpe Fran), Jordan, Director
Birmingham DiFtrict Office

FRO', : John D. Schmelzer, Director 0p 5r - -'r
Field Managerent Programs East J

SUBJECT : Problems Associated with-the Charge Data System
Update

This is to follow-up your two memorandums dated January IS, I9go
and January 19, 19P8 on the above referenced subject matter.
Since receiving your first momorandum, this office has been in
frequent contact with both ISS and Iris Elom of your office to
try to facilitate the resolution to the problems your office has
encountered with C0S.

Ve will continue to provide whatever assistance is necessary to
correct the problems with CDS so that the quarterly reports can
be generated as soon as practicable after the system has been
corrected.

Please let the Program Analyst, Ms. Janie Devries, know if there
is anything further we can do in this regard.

hDSA4
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

JAN 2 5 1988 f . '

MEMORANDM 9,

TO System Administrators

FROM Richard A. Kashurba, Directo .
Information Systems Servicers

SUBJECT Charge Data System Clearinghouse News Bulletin No. 1

This is a summary of CDS Clearinghouse programs as of December
31, 1987. The Filepro software application programs are ready
for field use and can be obtained by forwarding a iaeoo to ISS
-indicating that desired application program is for an NCR Mini-
tower or IBM PC-XT. Report programs can be dispatched on floppy
disk or data cartridge.

Field offices wishing to make report programs developed by their
own staff available to other offices may submit reports to the
Clearinghouse Center for review.

Ken Sessoms of the Field Support Branch has been designated as
the Clearinghouse Coordinator. He is available to answer
questions pertaining to this news bulletin and can be reached on
FTS 634-6356.

The attached Filevro software programs may be requested by field
offices.

Attachments

cc: District Office Directors
Area/Local Office Directors
Field Management Programs (East)
Field Management Programs (West)
Office of Program Operations
Office of Management

PROGRAM NAME CHARGE DATA VERIFICATION

PROGRAM NUMBER : CHLP0001

DESCRIPTION This software application program is designed
to edit various fields in the CDS Charge file. It examines only
those charges requested by the input operator and displays
messages for key fields that are incomplete. The intake unit is
edited to determine if the charge has been perfected. For
unperfected charges, only the charging party name and respondent
are checked for common errors. Other key fields are edited to
determine if field is 'filled': or edited for specific input
unique to a specific office. For example: City - Kansas City,
State = KS.

This software application program can be changed to edit all
fields in the charge record or tailored to meet the specified
requirements of each field office.

USSR INPUT: Accountability Office
Range of charge numbers to be validated.

SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT: Attached

CONTACT Joseph Doherty in the Kansas City Area Office is the
author of this software program and can be reached at FTS 758-
5773. Ask for program SEQCHK.
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EQUAL EMPLOYIIENT OPFORTUNITY COMMISSION
CHARGE DATA VEF:1FICATIOI.

REPORT-ID: CHLP(C:".I PAGE NO:

OFFICE-ID: 123 TODAY'S DAQE: Ja:. i.. I'1P

tEE-INNING NC: 12-
ENDING NO: IZZ.B'.:C:: :

4ARGE : CORRECTED
jrE1Ek MESSAGE DATE :.

PROGRAM NAME : RESOLUTION REPORT SELECTED BY EOS

PROGRAM NUMBER CHLP0002

DESCRIPTION : This software application program produces a
resolution report by EOS. Records are sorted by today's date and
staff initials and subtotal on both.

USER INPUT : Accountability Office
Date range of closure to be included in report.

SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT: Attached

CONTACT : Rocky Ruiz in the Houston District Office is
the author of this software application program and can be
reached on FTS 226-2676. Ask about report entitled RESOLUTION.

PROGRAM NAME : ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURE REPORT

PROGRAM NUMBER: CHLP0003

DESCRIPTION Th-is software application program produces an
Enforcement Administrative Closure sunmary report by closure type
and statute. All closure codes except 'E1 are included.

USER INPUT : Accountability Office
Date range of Closures

SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT: Attached

CONTACT : Donna Seabolt in the Charlotte District Office
is the author of this software application program and can be
reached on FTS 628-7100 for a detail description. Ask for
program ENFADIH.
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PROGRAM NAME : CLOSURE BY FUNCTION/UNIT/EOS

PROGRAM NUMBER CHLPB004

DESCRIPTION Software application program CHLP0004 produces

a detail and summary' report of closures by function/unit/eos,
days in office, statute and benefits.

USER INPUT Accountability Office
Date range of closures

SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT: Attached

CONTACT Donna Seabolt in the Charlotte District Office

is the author of this software application program and can be

reached on FTS 628-7100. Ask for program CTCLOS.

PROGRAM NAME CHARGES RECEIVED BY INTAKE OFFICER

PROGRAM NUMBER: CHLP0006

DESCRIPTION : Software application program produces a detail

report of all charges with an action code of TAo0 and 'B4' within

a selecteI time period by the intake staff initial. This program

can be extended to include all action codes if desired. Charge

number, transfer code, date of transfer and staff initials are

reflected in this, report.

OSKR INPUT : Accountability Office
Beginning and Ending Date
Intake Staff Initial-of .-All

SAMPLE FORMAT REPORT: Attached

CONTACT : Call CDS Hot Line at ETS 653-8096 ask for Fen
Sessoms.

PROGRAM NAME : CDS ACTIVE CHARGES

PROGRAM NUMBER : CHLP0005

DESCRIPTION : Software application program produces a

detailed report of all active charges. Charges are sorted by

staff function and staff unit with subtotal on the total number

of active charges, charges received during time period requested

by user, and by function an- staff unit.

USER INPUT : Accountability Office
Report as of Date

SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT: Attached

CONTACT : Rocky Ruiz in the. Houston District Office at

FTS 226-2676 for detail description. Ask for report RCP4.

EOUAL EMiFLOYMrENT OFPORTUrITY COrmMMISSION

CHARGES RECEIvEL PY INTAI.E OFFICEh

F-ORT-ID: CHLFC.('6 F6AGE N.i

FILE-ID: 12: TODAY;S DATE: J an I:,a1

BEI,4NEj!41NG DATE: 1. ISk.

ENU:-jLjGC DATE: c~-

Sl d-I j11
IRNvRSFEF.R E.LL L.it DI: IF:i4'FLR

{. -,GE NUmEER
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O4AALOTTE bIMCY OFF'05
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTMNITY COMMISSION

O4AnuWLyH CAA26, A 198 a

January 26, 1988'

TO: All Managers and Supervisors
CharlottL) District

FROM: R.d + Ei
Director \

SUBJECT: Partioipation in the Chairman's Organixatiodal
Performance Award for FY 1988

You have received and we have discussed the meboranduk-from
Chairman ClarenoeThomas"-regarding priorities which he has
established for the Commission and his intention to set aside
Maignificante funds to award "those offices which demonstrate
extraordinary team>efforts and achiever the goals which have been
establishedt for the'agency. "Eaoh staff member, regardless of
position, will be eligible to share in the award if he or she has
made a real contribution to the effort. . . . Mach recipient
own~?expect to receieve a auhatAnt e.-and meaningful monetary
award." Of course, the Charlotte District will be one of those
offices recognized by the Chairman for its FY 1988 outstanding
team efforts. There are three priorities established for the
Distriot:

I. Maintenance of our traditional high quality of case
development, investigation, and litigation.

II. Significant reduction in our Average Case Processing Time
with virtually no 270 day cases remaining in our end-of-the-
year inventory.

III. Inventory Reduction to no more than 20 oases per EOS by COB
September 30, 1988.

Achievement of these goals will require team effort not only
within each office but between the four offices in the District.
As has been our practice in the past year; as needed,- we will
move cases between offices to better balance Investigator
caseloads on a district-wide basis.

Ali employees, whether in enforcement, legal, or administrative
functions, who make significant contributions to achievement of
the District's goals will be recognized.

To the extent possible under the agency's orders and procedures,
I wish to use the awards funds allocated for this District to
reward those employees who contribute moat toward meeting or
exceeding these FY 1988 office goals.

Outlined below bre the criteria which I propose to use in
considering and recommending awards to the Investigators:

GENERAL

To be considered eligible for participation in the District's
awards program, an Investigator must have no 270 day case in
his/her inventory by COB, September 30, 1988, except in the most
extraordinary and fully Justifiable circumstances. Once an
Investigator has met that threshold, under my proposal, awards
would be given for exceptional performance as defined in one or
more of the three priority areas. An employee doing well in all
three areas would be recommended for a larger award than one who
performed equally well in one area, but did not exoell in the
other two areas.

CASE DEVELOPKE*T, MANAGEMENT, AND LITIGATION

Employees who make the most significant contributions to the
agency's enforcement and litigation program through careful and
thorough case development and investigation would be
appropriately rewarded.

-1..", I
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PROCESSING TIME

Persons who have appropriately resolved all pre-1/6/88 charges in

their inventory would be considered for participation the

district's awards program with additional consideration given 
to:

1) adherence to or surpassing the timeframes established

district-wide (see related memorandum dated January 26 on

the subject of resolution of pre-1/6/88 charges);

2) the employee's average case processing time for the 
year va

the district's average Investigator case processing time;

3) improvement over the employee's FT 1987 case processing

time; and

4) the average case processing time in the fourth quarter (i.e.

did the employee gradually and continually reduce his/her

proceseing.,time during the year--this will provide

appropriate~ recognition for employees who complete oldest

charges firsatand bring their processing time down by the
-end of the year.);

5) the average age of the employee's active inventory at the

end of the fiscal year.

INVENTORY REDUCTION

Any employee who with minimum supervisory intervention

contributes to the reduction of the District's inventory by

appropriately resolving 85 or more charges, while at the same

time participating on a equitable basis in the receipt of

charges, would be recommended for sharing in the award funds

allocated for this office in proportion to the number of

remolutiona, i.e., the larger the number of appropriate closures,

the larger the employee's share of any funds provided the

Charlotte District. Appropriate consideration will be given to

the type of resolution and the amount of work required for

closure. To ensure that employees in each of the district's four

offices are considered on an equitable basis, the total number of

EEOC receipts would be divided by the total of Investigators.

Any employee taking more charges than the district average would

be given appropriate additional credit for closures.

this' memorandlimt-s'-notiintended to establilh tnew'pe'tfonide

standards for-IlveSatigatOrs. The agency already has performance

agreements with suoh standards in place. Further as the

Charlotte District is one in which GPAR performance ratings will

be given to employees on their anniversary dates and the rating

period for most employees differ from the period for which the

performance awards are given, there may not be a direct tie

between FT 88 ratings and FY-88 performance awards.

My purpose is to attempt to define up-front "real contribution"

and the criteria which I would like to use for distributing to

the Investigative staff Whatever wsards money-is allocute~mto the

Distriot regardleeas of individual performance ratinsa# Your

comments and sugaetions are welcome..
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

JAN 281988 D
MEMORANDUM_

TO Fair Employment Practices Agency
System Administrators

FROM Richard Kashurba, Director-
Information Systems Services (ISS)

SUBJECT : Procedures and Schedule for Reload of the
National Data Base (NDB)

The latest CDS/FEPA update 2.08.04 corrected problems with the
extract and communications programs. Because of those problems,
it is necessary for ISS to reload the NDB. Our objective is to
complete the entire reload process by April 1, 1988 so that
second quarter FY 1988 NDB reports can be provided to Chairman
Thomas per his request. The reload will be done according to the
schedule provided in the attached instructions. - Please send
diskettes or tape EXPRESS MAIL to ISS immediately upon
completion of 1DB extract tasks.

The latest update 2.08.04 (named FEPABASE for the FEPA
offices and CDSBASE for EEOC offices) must be loaded on your
system prior to doing a NDB extract. If update 2.08.04 is not
loaded on your system and operating properly, please call
Magaline Turner at Area Code (202) 634-6353 immediately.

Please make this effort a priority in your office. It is
imperative that the NDB accurately reflect all local data bases.
Call Magaline Turner immediately if there are any problems or
questions. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Attachment

cc: John Seal, Management Director
James Troy, Director of Program Operations
FEP Agency Directors
EEOC Field Management Program Directors
EEOC-District Office Directors
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NCR INSTRUCTIONS FOR NOB RELOAD
SYSTEM SHOULD HE IN MULTI-USER MODE.

ANOTHER USER CANNOT BE LOGGED INTO CBS
(Login as -startup' to enter multi-user mode)

****IPLESE!DO TE FLL0WING AS SOONAfiPOSSIBL *=

IA. TO DETERMINE IF YOUR OFFICE WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE NATIONAL
DATABASE RELOAD, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. Do you have Update 2.08.04 successfully loaded on your
system?

2. Is your system operational?

3. Have you completed at least 1 normal extract since

loading update 2.08.04 ?

If the answer to the above questions is -yes", you should be able
to participate in the NOB Reloed. Please follow the instructions
outlined below. if you have not loaded Update 2.08.04 onto your
NCR computer or your system is not operational, please notify the
individual listed in Section IC.

IB. To DETER1MIN IF ENOUGH SPACE IS AVAILABLE TO DO A NATIONAL

DATABASE EXTRACT.

1. Login as lopsmgr"

2. From the USER SELECTIONS Menu, select 2 - Selected
Applications.

3. From the APPLICATION SELECTIONS Menu, select I - Charge

Tracking System.

4. From'the Main Menu, select C - Extract Operations.

5. From the Database Extracts Menu, select A - Extract
File Management and Sizes.

6. If the system displays a message that there is enough
space available for the extract operations, plan to do
the NOB extract described in Part III at the time
scheduled for your office.

7. if the system displays a message that there is not
enough space available for the extract operations, plan
to do a backup of the entire database outlined in Part
IV at the time scheduled for your office.

IC. COT&IS PLEASE CALL MAGALINE TURNER ON (202) 634-6353
OR, FOR EEOC OFFICES, FTS 634-6353 TO INFORM ISS:

1. Whether your office vill-be participating in the
national database reload. If not, what date you will
be able to participate, and

2. whether you will be sending ISS a 3DB extract or a

local database backup.

555DO NOT DO A NUB EXTRACT (OR BACKUPI NI K AE55

Mote: Please have ready 2.5 times the number of formatted
diskettes used for a local database (WEB) backup.

*555 MAN SUR THERED IGHTON THE DISKETTE DRIVE ISOF

55555 BEFOR REMOINGEACH DIKTEFROM THE DRIVE., The
5555 mesae o inert the! nxdikette may appear before

555 the diskette drive is finished copying data.
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II. TASKS TO PERFORM PRIOR TO DOING A NATIONAL DATABASE EXTRACT
OR LOCAL DATABASE BACKUP.

1. SUSPEND DATA ENTRY!!!

2. Make sure you have successfully transmitted and backed
up your last extract and loaded any transfers.

3. Backup the data before doing the extract as follows:
a. Login as lopsmgr"
b. From the Main Menu, select 2 - Database Utility
c. From the Data Base Backup Menu, select B - Backup

Database.
d. Label the diskettes or tape and set aside. DO NOT

USE DISKETTES/TAPE FOR ANYTHING ELSE!

IIIA NDO EXTRACT. IF YOU DETERMINED IN PART IS (STEP 6) THAT
THERE IS ENOUGH SPACE AVAILABLE FOR THE HDB EXTRACT, DO THE
FOLLOWING ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE IN PART V.

1. From the Main Menu, select C - Extract operations.
2. From the Data Base Extracts Menu, select 1 - National

Database Extract.

3. The system will verify that there is enough space on
the hard disk for the National Database Extract. If
enough space is available, the system will prompt for a
floppy diskette or streaming tape to backup the
national data base extract. Label the tape or
diskettes as follows and send EXPRESS MAIL to the
address in Part V:

NDB Extract -Office number
Date Vol _ Of _

4. If you get a message that you need to backup the last
normal extract before doing a national database
extract, do the following:

-- Return to the Extract Operations Menu, and
select D - Backup Extract Data.

-- If no extract file exists, then place into
the diskette/tape drive the diskette/tape for
your last extract backup. Select from the
Extract Operations menu, E - RELOAD EXTRACT
DATA. Upon coeplation, select D - BACKUP
EXTRACT DATA. You can use the same diskette
or tape since you are only backing up what is
already on the diskette/tape.

IIIB DO A NORMAL EXTRACT. UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE NDB
EXTRACT, DO A NORMAL EXTRACT AS FOLLOWS: (MAKE SURE YOU Do
THIS ON THE SAME DAY AS THE NDB EXTRACT ABOVE.)

1. From the Main Menu, select C - Extract Operations.

2. From the Extract Operations Menu, select B - Normal
Extract. Be sure to have the printer on-line. Label the
diskettes with the date of the extract.

-3-
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IVA. BACKUP DATABASE IN LIEU OF NDB EXTRACT. IF YOU DETERMINED
IN PART IB (STEP 7) THAT THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SPACE TO DO A
NATIONAL DATABASE EXTRACT, DO THE FOLLOWING ACCORDING TO THE
SCHEDULE OUTLINED IN PART V.

1. From the Main Menu, select 2 - Database backup
2. From the Database Backup Menu, select-B - Backup

Database
3. This will backup your entire database. Label the tape

or diskettes as follows and send EXPRESS MAIL to the
address in Part V:

aB Backu(for NDB Extract) Office number
Date Vol _ of _

IVB. DO 2 NORMAL EXTRACTS. The second normal extract will not
contain data. It is necessary, however, to make sure the
sequence number on your transmission matches those systems
doing a NDB extract. DO THE TWO NORMAL EXTRACTS ON THE SAME
DAY AS THE DATA BACKUP FOR THE NDB.

V. NDB EXTRACT SCHEDULE. DO NOT DO THE NATIONAL DATABASE
EXTRACT OR THE DATABASE BACKUP, WHICHEVER APPLIES, UNTIL THE
DATE INDICATED IN THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:

Mon. Feb. 8 All FEPAs with 1st digit of office code = 1

Tue. Feb. 9 All FEPAs with 1st digit of office code = 2

Wed. Feb. 10 All FEPAs with 1st digit of office code = 3

Tue. Feb. 16 EEOC District Offices in old region 1

Wed. Feb. 17 EEOC District Offices in old region 2

Thur.Feb. 18 EEOC District Offices in old region 3

Mon. Mar. 7 EEOC Area/Local Offices in old region 1

Tue. Mar. 8 EEOC Area/Local Offices in old region 2

Wed. Mar. 9 EEOC Area/Local Offices in old region 3

Mail the diskettes or tape EXPRESS MAIL to:

EEOC/ISS
2401 E Street N.W.
Room 313
Washington, D.C. 20507

Attn: Omie Saunders

Note: Please write in red on the envelope "DO NOT XRAY"

***** DO NOT RESUME YOUR NORMAL EXTRACT SCHEDULE *****

- ***** UNTIL NOTIFIED BY ISS

VI. RESUME DATA ENTRY!!! Upon successful completion of all

tasks above you may resume entering data into your local
database.
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No. 116

OFFICE OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR'S VERBAL ASSIGNMENT SHEET

ASSIGNMENT DATE: 1/21/88 DUE DATE: 1/29/88

. ASSIGNMENT TO: EAST

WEST

SUBJECT: ISS' PROPOSAL FOR FIELD Re: 396 DATA

ISS is planning to send a program for the field to run
on thier Local Data Bases to get 396 data. They propose
that the filel then reconcile the results against their
actual 396 data.

Prepare to discuss with me a counter proposal for the
field to send the results to ISS for ISS staff to recon-
cile.

INSTRUCTIONS: RETURN THIS ASSIGNMENT SHEET WITH YOUR COMPLETED

ASSIGNMENT. AN ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY ARE REQUIRED.
THE ASSIGNMENT SHEET IS TO BE AFFIXED AS THE TOP
COVER AND PLACED IN OPO VERBAL ASSIGNMENT BOX.

QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS
ASSIGNMENT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO:

I / SEE JIM TROY FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

DATE ASSIGNMENT RECEIVED IN THE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE:

COMMENTS:

2'

Icpoc
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

JAN 2 9 8
MEMORANDUM

TO James Troy
Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM : Jacquelyn J. Sheltok
Director
Field Management Progzt We t

SUBJECT Verbal Assignment #116
ISS Proposal For Field Re: 396 Data

It is very clear that the ISS proposal to require the field to

reconcile manual 396 data with the computerized 396 results is a

tremendous burden. Until the ISS computerized 396 forms are

tested and are proven to actually work, it could likely result in

unnecessary rework for the field in having to repeat the
reconciliation task.

In view of relevant history, it is proposed that only a sampling

of offices be involved in the initial phase of this test. The

initial phase would require those offices to run the computerized

396 program and submit the results to ISS. The offices selected

should be those which have experienced success with use of the

local data base on the CDS. As such, the data should have a

higher degree of credibility. This should facilitate the

reconciliation process and more quickly identify flaws in the

program itself.

Simultaneous with the submission by the sample offices of the
computerized 396 data to ISS, FMP will provide ISS with the

manual data to conduct the actual reconciliation. FMP can also

assist ISS with this task. After this process is completed for

the sample and all the bugs have been worked out, the remaining

offices can then be required to run the computerized 396 data.

The reconciliation process again should be performed by ISS in

conjunction with FMP staff.

The above proposal may not be feasible if the reconciliation
process cannot be done without continual contacts with the field

offices. However, if a sample is conducted first, it is expected

that any problems may be resolved more expeditiously and the

overall project completed without major disruption in the field.
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-UNITY COMMISSION 6_ _ _0}

Office of
General Counsel (L;? 90

January 29, 1988

TO District Directors
See Addressees Belo.

FRd ` Wilia H. Ng, Deptj General Counsel
Office of General Counsel

SUBJ=EX: Temporary Tenrination of NIH Computer Stport

The Office of General Counsel (CGC) Must reduce its spending by about 50
percent. To reduce costs at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
capiter center, I am requesting that your staffs' activity on this system beterminated by Wednesday, Fehbnary 3, 1988.

One of the important steps that needs to be taken imnediately is to removeyour data bases that are on immediate-access storage devices. These data
sets can be muved to tape. If your staff has a problem in raemving or
co0ying your files, please have them contact an analyst in Research and
Analytic Services, OGC, at 634-6251.

Hopefully, the cessation of your computerized analyses will only be
tamporary. If you develop efficient and cost effective plans for essential
projects for the rest of the fiscal year, it should be possible to reinstate
your access to NIH.

If woud like to discuss the necessity of this drastic step, please call
Joseph Donovan at 634-6252.

Addressees:

Atlanta District Office
Bimingham District Office
Charlotte District Office
Dallas District Office
Denver District Office
Indianapolis District Office
los Angeles District Office
Mwmphis District Office
Mil-nukee District Office

Now Orleans District Office
New York District Office
Philadelphia District Office
Phoenix District Office
St. Louis District Office
San Antonio District Office
San Francisco District Office
Seattle District Office

cc: James H. Troy, PO
John Schmelzer, H-FwE
Jacquelyn Shelton, PO-FmI
Sophia Lois, GC
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U.S. EQ. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CO. IISSION Ck
. Washington, D.C. 20507 , __

Office of
General Counsel

MEMORANDUM January 29, 1988

TO : James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM : William H. Ng, Deputy General Counsel

Office of General Counsel t

SUBJECT: Temporary Termination of NIH Computer Support

The Office of General Counsel (OGC) must reduce its spending by

about 50 percent. As OPO staff in Headquarter (Surveys and

Systemic) spends about 1/3rd of OGC's computer budget at the

National Institutes of Health (NIH), I am requesting that the use

of this computer system be terminated by Wednesday, 
February 3,

-1988..

Each of the district offices that do not use the 
NIH system

extensively will be sent a memorandum which will 
state that the

access to NIH will be temporally terminated. The Baltimore,

Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, and Miami offices will be

sent individual memoranda, as these offices use the system to

such an extent that the individual circumstances must 
be

addressed.

If any of the Headquarters or District Offices have charge-

related or other essential projects on the NIH system, 
I need to

be notified by February 2, 1988 as to what they 
are and how much

they might cost. This date is based on OGC's opportunity to

appeal the budget reductions on February 4, 1988.

Hopefully, the cessation of the ongoing and planned computerized

analyses will only be temporary. If efficient and cost effective

plans for essential projects for the rest of the fiscal year can

be developed, it should be possible to reinstate the access to

NIH.

Also, as a significant percent of OPO costs are for 
storing data

on online storage devices, which gives immediate 
access to data,

these data bases must be deleted or transferred to 
tape or tape

cartridge. Research and Analytic Services (RAS) will provide

both Headquarters and Field Offices with assistance 
in this area

If would like to discuss the necessity of this 
drastic step,

please call me at 634-6400.

cc: "/John Schmelzer, PO-FME
Jacquelyn Shelton, PO-FMW
Sophia Lewis, GC
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

Office of
General Counsel

January 29, 1988

TO : Ronnie Blumenthal
Systeamic Investigations and Individual
Ccxmpliance Programs, OPO

FRYN :William H. Ng, Deputy General Counsel
Office of General Counsel

SUBJECr: Temporary Termination of NIH Computer Support

The Office of General Counsel (OX) roust reduce its spending by about 50
percent. As your staff spends about 1/6th of OGC's ccmputer budget at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), I am requesting that your staffs'
activity be terminated by Wednesday, February 3, 1988.

If any of the Headquarters or District Offices have charger Fe 2
essential projects on the NIH system, I need to be notified lFebruary 2,
1988, as to what they are and how much they might cost. This datea
on OXC'S opportunity to appeal the budget reductions on February 4, 1988.

Hopefully, the cessation of your computerized analyses will only be
temporary. If you develop efficient and cost effective plans for essential
projects for the rest of the fiscal year, it should be possible to reinstate
your access to NIH.

Also, as about 90 percent of your costs are for storing data on online
storage devices, which give you imrsdiate access to your data, you mist
either delete these data bases or transfer them to tape or tape cartridge.

If would like to discuss the necessity of this drastic step, please call
Joseph Donovan at 634-6252. Also, if your staff has a problem in removing
data from the computer, please have them contact an analyst in Research and
Analytic Services, OaC, at 634-6251.

cc: James H. Troy, PO
Kenneth Kryvoruka, PO-F/L

wity Friedman, PO-I

(~~~~~~C t';'a)etOe 'in :A .t >t, ?oCt

C~~ ~ ~ C : ,_P

~~"A C V- -~C., .tC (~H.-iT

-~~ -. tA~~~ ~~peŽC)CS
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* i_-. 'I U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPflRTUNFTY COMMISSInN
Washnt Won. D.C. 1050 A

FEB I Ba 2 5ail 5

MEMORANDUM

TO :District Directors

FROM :John Seal
Management Director

SUBJECT :CDS National Data Base

As you are aware, we are working to complete the National Data
Base for CDS in the next few weeks and need your cooperation to
successfully complete it. On the 19th of this month and the 10th
of every succeeding month we will be running a report from the
National Data Base on charge receipts and closures for your

offices. Our assumption is that both your CDS Local Data Base
and transmissions to the National Data Base are current.
Attached for your information is what has been transmitted to the
National Data Base from your offices as of February 1, 1988. If

there are problems with these numbers that cannot be resolved
locally in your offices, please contact Rick Kashurba or Leo
Sanchez at FTS 634-7674. We will send you a copy of our report
for January after February 19th.

Attachment

cc: District CDS System Administrators
John Schmelzer
Jackie Shelton
Rick Kashurba
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

FEB 2 "ME'R.R .-.'

TO: : District Area & Local
Office Directors

FROM : James Troy, Direce
Office of Program tions

John Sea, S;7
Management Director

SUBJECT : 396 Reports

Chairman Thomas has mandated that automated 396 Reports for the
second quarter of FY 1988 will be developed from the CDS National
Data Base.

The reports will be processed the week of April 18, 198S.

It is critical that your CDS local data base is absolutely
correct before these repcrts are created. To that end, if you
have not already done so, you should compare your CDS local data
base against a hard inventory of ycur charge records to ensure
the accuracy of your data.

In addition, effective i=rsediately. all offices must have all
charge receipts and actions for the previous months entered into
their system by the 10th of the following month. Example, the
data for February must be entered into your system by March ltth.

District Directors should work with their FEPA's on this effczt
to ensure their cooperation and participation.

Automated 396 Reports which can be executed from your local dat&
bases have been successfully tested at the Charlotte District
Office and will be distributed to you in the next few weeks.

Field offices will also be responsible for submitting the
standard 396 Reports for comparison purposes sith automated
reports. The reports will be analyzed and discrepancies
addressed as they are identified. Once discrepancies are
minimized, the standard 396 Report will no longer be required.

Any questions should be directed to Richard Kashurba, Director,
Information Systems Services, on FTS 634-7674.

cc: Jacqueline Shelton
John Schmelzer,
CDS System Administrators

. 2-SP IZ 3

O&A"'OVL
68#&>sV

d)s 71
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Me in o ra n du m 4MEMPHIS DISTRICT OFFICE

D.t.m5rFebruary 2, 19881

Willian Ng
TO Deputy General (sr ,e in Ply,. r U:

FROM W S. Grab
District

SUBJECT ,Elimination of'Access to the NNH Computerf

This office was informed recently that, due to a budget shortfalli you- hait. decided_
to eliminate access to wtho _J y ASuch a move comes at - particularly7-oad,

slime for the Memphis District -Office. 
1

mile this office has not made frequent use
-of NIH in the past, we have recently reestablished connections and began to obtain
material. At present, Memphis has two Systemic targets due this year, has made a
decision that EEO-I data should be included in each investigative consideration,
and has decided to encourage the use of ADP equipment in data manipulation during
the investigative process. Each of these decisions or performance requirements will
demand access to the NIH computer. Reviewing the work necessary in targeting
and the other activities noted above, tltt sitlates that the office willuse, five i
hours per -week rn'rint to NIHfl Estimated cost for this activity is approximately
£300.00 per month, or a total of £2400.00 for the remainder of the year

Please consider this memorandum as a request to be allowed to continue to use the
facilities of the NIH computer for the remainder of this fiscal Year.

cc: Jlohn Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs -East

a)Cf _ Z~~~~~~0 /t/7 {/9)

*S< t r e'co - 4 a~1 j t

Buy U S Sauings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY C
k y WWshington. D.C. 20507

MEMORANDUM

TO : Jacquelyn Shelton
Field Management Programs - West

John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs - East

FROM : Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Servicpd- f

SUBJECT Quality Reviews of Field Offices

OMMISSION

FEB 4 d

IhUE-4& Id
Ir L . .J

As your staff representatives conduct their quality reviews of
field offices I would appreciate their assistance in reviewing
the Charge Data System (CDS). Specifically, I would like them to
address the following areas:

. Personnel Structure - Is the personnel structure in place in
each field office to adequately support CDS?

2. Paperflow - Are effective procedures in place to capture
charge information from the different units for CDS?

3. Use of the System - Is CDS fully implemented and being used as
intended, as a case management tool?

4. Data Integrity - Is the local data base being kept up to date?
What procedures are in place to ensure data integrity?

5. Training - Have the training needs of the office been met to
support CDS? If not, what additional training is needed?

6. General Comments - Any comments they may have on the system
and on ISS support.

I will be happy to meet with your staff upon their return to
discuss their findings.

cc: John Seal
James Troy
Leo Sanchez
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EQUAL EMPLOYM?,ENT OPPORTuNnT COMMISSICN
WASkINGTON. DC. 20507

I..... .. :

OFFICE OF FEB 5 1988
THE CHAIMAN

MEMORANDUM

TO z FEPA Office Directors

FROM I Clarence Thoma a
-- ~Chairman

SUBJECT X Case Management Reports

Thank you for your participation in implementing the CDS/HERO
System in your agencies. I am pleased to report that BEOC will
be developing automated case management reports for the second
quarter of PY 1988 from the CDS HERO National Data Base.

These reports will be processed during the week of April 18,
1988. As this data will be the basis for information to Congress
and other outside groups, it is critical that your CDS/HERO local
data base be absolutely correct and current before the reports
are generated. To that end, if you have not already done so,
please compare your CDS/HERO local data base against the
inventory of your charge records to ensure the accuracy of your
data.

If you need assistance in this effort, you should contact your
EEOC District Director. Once the reports are created, they will
be carefully analyzed by our staff and any problems identified
will be resolved as quickly as possible.

In order to insure uniformity in reporting and the integrity of
the National Data Base, effective immediately all agencies should
have all charge receipts and actions for the preceding month
entered into their system by the 10th of the current month, e.g.
data for January must be entered into your system by
February 10, 1988.

Thank you for your continued cooperation and support in this
project.

cc: EECC District Directors
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UNITED TATES OO%.Rh'MZNT EQUAL DAPLOYwENT OPPORTUNITY CJISSION.'M 7 moand CLEVELAND DISTRICT OFFICEiiqerroranzclm
James Troy, Director DATZ Feb 8, 1988
Office of Program Operations

Harold Ferguson 2-p21't*- IOt

District Director by "'

.sj=: ADEA Charges

This memorandum transmits the information requested in your
memorandum to District Directors dated January 22, 1988, Subj:
Administrative Enforcement - ADEA Charges.

Specifically, on page 2 of that memorandum, we were requested to
submit lists -0-4 _4 Ogee I -wiL. h. .ME
expired during Fiscal 87 and separately during Fiscal 88.

The results are as follows:

FY-87 FY-88 Open
ADEA 6 0 0
ADEA/T.VII 5 2 0

Our research of this question indicated three general reasons for
statute expiration.

1. Cases containing Title VII allegations where some
difficulty was experienced in obtaining evidence, and, where
Title V11 continued to appear viable.

2. Charges which were in the control of an enforcement team
where a new supervisor replaced the former supervisor after some
considerable deterioration in the performance of the unit, and,
where one investigator (subsequently terminated) had been
assigned most of the charges.

3. For some time during Fiscal 87, CDS was not operational,
and our local data base was in transit from the N.I.H. Computer
to a Personal Computer, for which it took some time for us to
adjust to this change. We therefore partially lost our ability
to receive timely information on the age of our cases. As a
consequence, a great deal of time has been required to overcome
these problems. Since December 1987, both CDS and our local data
bese have been operational, and we expect to be able to avoid
similar situations in the future.

ESo U.S. sapino Esed, &JWIAWj - tso PILI J P AWv. Pas

95-656 0 - 89 - ju
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*f . .U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN1TY COMMISSION
W"hington. D.C. 20507

FEB II1988X
MEMORANDUM II m Bill
TO: John Seal - \E L

Management Director

FROM: Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Servic 9 Ke

SUBJECT: CDS Implementation Status (Monthly Feedback) Report

We are attaching a current report showing, by exception, specific
outstanding 0CS problems by office, together with a summary on
the status of the National Data Base Upload.

Attachment
cc: John Schmeltzer

Jackie Shelton v

CDS IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT

(MONTHLY FEEDBACK REPORT)

AS OF FEBRUARY 10, 1988

1. SUMMARY

AS OF FEBRUARY 10, 66 FEPA OFFICES HAD BEEN LOADED ONTO THE NDB,
WITH TWO REMAINING TO BE LOADED. CHARGE TEST DATA FOR THE FILTER

_ PROGRAMS FOR THE REMAINING TWO OFFICES HAS BEEN RECEIVED AND THE
PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TESTED FOR CHARGE DATA, BUT NOT
FOR ACTION/BENEFIT DATA, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN RECEIVED. LETTERS
HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE TWO OFFICES REQUESTING THEIR COOPERATION IN
FURNISHING THE ADDITIONAL DATA. SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE FOR
THE FILTER PROGRAM IS JUNE 15.
AS OF FEBRUARY 10, THE NDB CONTAINED A TOTAL OF 338,775 CHARGES.

2. EEOC OFFICES WITH SPECIFIC OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

A NEW CPU WITH A LARGER DISK WAS INSTALLED IN NORFOLK'S MACHINE.

3. NDB UPLOAD

DATA FROM 16 FEPA'S HAS BEEN RECEIVED.
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FEBiI 1 98

HEMQOrrANQU

TOt Rick %ashurba, Director
Information Systera Services

FROMl: Lynn Druner
District Director

SOUJECT CDS Summary Reports

Thia responds to your aeno of January 25, 1988, on the above
subject, in which you state that you will be produciiW CDS
Sumary Reports on the 10th of each nonth. I would like to
request that you not produce a Summary Report for the St. Louis
Office until ve have had the opportunity to update our data base
following the serious problems we have had with the hard disk anad
the new CDS Update Program. It is important that all offices
relying upon these reports understand that the production of
accurate information is not possible until such tiwe as the
problene which presently exist in the new CDS prograr are
corrected. As you are well aware, our 14IS haa been in ashir.gton
for over a week now, working witb your people to try to correct
these program problems.

I an requesting that we not be required to u;load our date, and
or that you not create reports, until such tirne as the prouran
problems have been coapleted and we have had the opportunity to
update our database. It would be a grave disservice to this
Office, as well as 11eadquarters Offices, to provide inrcrzwatiori
which is inaccurate.

Your consideration in this matter is greatly appreciated.

cct Jackie Shelton
Jim Troy
John Seal
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-. . U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

February 12. 1988

M'EMORANIDUM

TO James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROMI Nlw'Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Directol
. Field Management Programs, West

SUBJECT : Bi-Weekly Activity Report - Period Ending 2/12/88

I. Program Activities -

Reviewed, processed and cuffed FEPA and TERO vouchers and
forwarded to finance for payment.

Attended meeting with Polly Mead, Ron Krueger and OPS staff to
outline purpose of QA trip to Seattle. Scope of visit was
determined and trip will take place February 15 - 19, 1988.

Held meeting with Ron Krueger, Acting Director, Seattle in lieu
of telephone conference. Reminder items were discussed as well
as Seattle performance first quarter and expectations on the part
of FMP-West in the future.

Sat on a personnel panel responsible for reconstructing a
promotion package in which there is a pending grievance.

Participated in Systemic conference call with Seattle and SIICP.
Status updates were secured on pending charges and general
discussions were held regarding a cause determination approved by
the Commission on a large class pattern and practice charge.
Remedy is being drafted.

Met with Valerie Olson, Director, Hearings Division, FSPj on the
possible transfer of hearings cases from the Seattle district to
other offices. The Hearings Division agrees with the proposal
which will require further discussion.

Conducted bi-weekly conference call with the Director, Los
Angeles District Office. Items of interest and reminders were
discussed.

Responded to Chairman, OPO and OCLA controlled correspondence and
routine letters of inquiry from the public.

Met with Ben Wilson, EEO Staff, to provide him with a copy of a
memorandum from the Director, FMP-West to the District Director,
Dillas which clarified certain areas of grievance filed by the
District Director.

Met with Bea Fones, Office of Audit, to discuss areas to be
covered in the FMP-West review of the St. Louis District
scheduled for February 29 - March 4. 1988. The Office of Audit
is scheduled to accompany FMP-West team on the review.

In conjunction with thq Office of Communication and Legislative
Affairs and SIICP, participated in a reenactment of an intake
interview on ADEA. The purpose of this effort was for the
filming of a documentary to be produced, directed and distributed
in London, England. There is currently no age prohibitions in
England, however, there may be future plans to enact such
legislation. FMP-West's contribution included rewriting script
developed by the training division and use of staff as an actor
playing the part of a potential charging party.

Conferred with Dwight Smith, Employee Relations Division,
concerning the designation of a representative by an employee who
received a notice of proposed removal.

Conferred with Acting Director, El Paso and provided an update on
additional space for the office. Information provided was
verified with Rudy Spruill and Hark Pope, FRMS, Space, Property
and Communications Branch.

Briefed Director of Audit on several confidential matters.
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Attended monthly meeting with DRP staff to discuss current

developments including using DRP files and information on FMP

reviews.

Attended meeting to discuss FAA and Systemic goals for inclusion

in District Director's Rating Guide.

Reviewed vacancy anmouncements for GS-13 and GM-15 positions to

ensure consistency between positions to be reposted for FMP-kest.

Compiled information on new professional hires at the request of

the Chief of Staff.

Prepared response approving modification to the Missouri

Commission on Human Rights payment schedule.

Followed up on request to change SF 1150 leave record procedures.

Records will be sent directly from payroll to the field rather

than from payroll to PMS/Headquarters and to the field.

Procedural change will eliminate the delay in the field receiving

SF 1150s in a timely manner.

Completed briefings and reviews of QA activities in the East.

Conducted bi-weekly conference call with District Director,

Indianapolis. Responded to the questions and secured requested

information.

FIT-West team composed of Director, Boyce Nlolan, Everett Crosson,

Ron Crenshaw and Dick. McMullen, conducted field review of the

Houston District Office February 8 - 12, 1988.

Contaced Mary Stringer and obtained overtime funding for

Indianapolis and Louisville.

Obtained budget increase of S7,500 for San Antonio for processing

charges transferred from Charlotte and a $5,000 increase for

progammatic travel.

IL. Pending Decisions

None.

III. Uoconing Activities

Field review of the St. Louis District scheduled for February 29-

March 4, 1988.

OPO analyst participating in QA case management visit to Seattle
District Office February 15 - 19, 1988.

Finalize closeout reports for FY 87 FEP Agency and TERO

contracts.

Develop computerized field staff tracking system.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

FES16 igPR
HEMORANDU1M

TO EEOC Field Office Directors
FEP Agency Directors
CDS System Administrators
EEOC and FEPA Offices

FROM Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services

SUBJECT Alteration of CDS/HERO Data Bases

During the process of installing FEPA and CDS Base programs on
EEOC and FEPA local data bases, we encountered two offices where
the structure of the charge file had been altered. Alteration of
the charge file caused the update to scramble their data.

-In one of these offices, an PEP agency, office management was
aware of the alteration; in the other, an EEOC district office,
office management was unaware of the alteration. In both cases
recovery from the situation was both time-consuming and expensive
for ISS and the offices.

Alteration of the CDS/HERO application files is unauthorized.

Updates issued by ISS cannot accommodate even minor file
alterations. Every update issued by ISS will install the files
in the standard format. Therefore, a small change, such as the
inclusion of an extra date field or the changing of an edit type,
would cause all data to be offset or garbled upon restoration of
the backup data.

Please make every effort to insure that your application files
are not altered by protecting your system from unauthorized use.

ISS is attempting to develop some safeguards to prevent these
situations from reoccurring. ISS could password protect all
application files, but this would prevent you from being able to
design your own customized reports.

No other form of safeguard will be fool-proof, therefore, the
best way to insure the integrity of your system will continue to
be the exercise of adequate system security practices.
Additionally, if you have any questions about system
modifications you should consult with ISS before changing
anything in the system.

cc: John Seal
James Troy U)_iI
Jacquelyne Shelton 19 Wo
John Schmelzer
Ronnie Blumenthal
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

February 16, 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO HERO System Administrators
FEP Agencies

FROM : Richard A. Kashurba, Director"(.
Information Systems Service.

SUBJECT: CDS/HERO Collection Manager Mailing List

We are in the process of updating the centralized CDS/HERO
Collection Management Mailing List, based on the information
in Attachment A. This pertinent information pertains to all of
the System Administrators (SA), Data Entry Operators (DEO),
and CDS/HERO equipment in the field.

Please complete and return Attachment (A) by March 4, 1988.
This information will enable us to improve communications with
your office and ensure that CDS/HERO related matters are acted
on in a timely manner.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, contact Jim
Hall of Information Systems Services' Charge Data Systems Divi-
sion on 202/634-6353.

cc: Jim Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs - East

Jacquelyn Shelton, Director
Field Management Programs - west

Ronnie Blumenthal, Director
Systemic Investigations and
Individual Compliance Programs
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Attachment (A)

CDS/HERO COLLECTION MANAGER MAILING LIST

Office Name:

Office Address:

3-Digit EEOC Account Code:
(Example: 21A)

System Administrator:
Name:
Phone *:

Data Entry Operator:
Name:
Phone *:
NCR Codar Modem Phone #: -

(Dial In Number - Port A)

CDS/HERO Modem Phone 4: ____________

(Dial Out Number - Port 5)

Size of Hard Disk (Megabytes): Circle one -

25 46 85 140

Please complete and return this form to the following address by
March 4, 1988:

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
2401 "E' Street, N. W., Suite 313
Washington, D.C. 20507
Attn: Jim Hall
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UKlMD TAE OOVU UM

Memorandum
John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management East

SIRMIQMOAM AWTRICT QIEa
11UAL BPLOW 4? OPPORTUNITY COMMmsao,
nn" M "v.. $oI-. VGMT" PLO"

91AM06VM. ALA&AA

DATC: Febnruay 22, 1908

In n y

George Frank JordarV $
District Director 5/rX

Problems Associated with the Charge Data System

Attached is a memorandum from the District's Management

Information Specialist addressing the matter we discussed

this morning. Upon receipt of this memorandum, please

telephone me.

L UY US. SAVINGS IONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN

Told 10TZ TEL SWZ 331AXid0 1821153 WW8H. E£:ST 8961/ZWZ0

raw

Buscr;
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UNfD AT GOOVINGUM

Memorandum
George Frank Jordan
District Director

SIRMINNAM DOITRICT OFFICE

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OP OTUNITY COMM"so

Eln TM AVR.. MME. COMMT PoM

saOKAN. _ALAAMA

OAtS: Febnrary 22, 1988

In ,q17 now lo

Sr e CElo
Management Information Specialist

Problems Associated with the Charge Data System

This memorandum is to alert you to the amount of data that
vas lost during our reeant problems with the CDS system.
As stated in the memorandum dated January 8, 1988, during
the installation of the CDSBASE update, our data was
misaligned. While Ken White of Nexus was correcting the
problems, approximately 1400 records were lost on January
22, 198.

Hazel Lyons and I re-entered approximately 300 charges and
experienced other problems. On January 28, 1988, backup
diskettes of our database were forwarded to Roberta Hale of
ISS, at her request. Upon receipt and loading of the
corrected diskettes of our database as of December 31, 1987,
on February 16, 1988, we found that 1,325 charges were lost.
each charge has at least three actions that were also lost.
We are in the process of re-entering the lost data.

Before these problems occurred we were up to date as of
December, 31, 1987, including charges and actions. Because
we were not able to use the Charge Data System from January
4, 1988, there is a six-week backlog of charges and actions
to be entered into the system.

BUY US. SAVINGS ONDS RIGULARLY ON ml PAYROUL SAVINIM PLAN

301AX LD0!1SlM W1*.a
.:Z. t~ras z

BUA:

sUBJCT:

8E:Z1 896ve/Ze/2zeO'd TOT? TEL sez
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

February 25, 1988

~FEB 2 9~B

MEMORANDUM

TO : Johnny J. Butler, Director
Philadelphia, District Office

FROM Richard A. Kashurba, Director. $r
Information Systems Services,' (--

SUBJECT: NDB Extract Extension

Due to the technical complications involved in extracting your
local data base for the National Data Base (NDB) upload, we have
extended the time for you to complete your extract till March 14,
1988.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact
me on FTS 634-7674.

cc: John Seal
Jim Troy
John Sc elzer
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February 25, 1988

M4EMORANDUM

TO Johnny J. Butler, Director
Philadelphia, District Office

FROM Richard A. Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services

SUBJECT: NDB Extract Extension

Due to the technical complications involved in extracting your
local data base for the National Data Base (NDB) upload, we have
extended the time for you to complete your extract till March 14,
1988.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact
me on FTS 634-7674.

cc: John Seal
Jim Troy
John Schmelzer

* tat .t ,.* -- ---- ----
11 A.. _ _§, . ............ .. . _ = .... :'
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UNITEDSTATESOFAMENCA

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPARTUNITY CISSION

POEXNIXDISTRICT OFFICE

ofenmGoant a o

February 25,1988

TO: Jacqueline S) lton, Director
Field m emio Programs - West

FROM: HR~ Rloria, Director
P oen x District Office

SUBJECT: FEPA Problems with HERO

I would like to bring to your attention several concerns that
should be aired at the upcoming Conference in Dallas. My main
concern is over the plans to make implementation of HERO a
condition of awarding contracts to FEPAs in FY 1989. EEOC may be
in a very poor position to impose a 'poor" system on FEPAs, and
we may lose contract disputes as well as raise congressional
questions about our problems with HERO and CDS. We are trying to
impose a system whose design ignored existing working data
systems that many of the FEPAs already had. In addition we
imposed a system that is incompatible with the majority of the
equipment in FEPAs and EEOC field offices. There is no inherent
advantage or selling point for HERO that can make it attractive
for use by the FEPAs. My second main concern is over HERO/CDS
design limitations that continue to impede the flow of
information between District Offices and their FEPAs.These
problems that raise serious questions as to the ability of the
system to meet its design objectives to automate the deferral
process, and reduce the paperwork load we now have.My final
concern is the apparent lack of interest by OPO for the
consequences of denying contracts to FEPAS on (1) the deferral
process requirements under Title VII,(2) the major impact on the
present orderly worksharing contracts, and (3)the resulting
increase in EEOC workload if FEPAs defer their Title VII work to
the field offices.

I should point out that my comments are based on a full year of
experience with both HERO and CDS with our 3 FEPAs. Problems
listed below have been recurring throuqhout this period. and come
of them are not readily solvable. However, I am also listing some
possible solutions as well, since I am concerned that we still do
not have the data management and information system that EEOC
must have to carry out our mission of enforcement.

HERO/CDS PROBLEMS

I. Hardware & Operating System.-

* Both UNIX and NCR equipment are incompatible with other
existing systems in place in EEOC and FEPAs. This causes
severe support and learning problems for all users.

* There have been severe equipment problems which do not
seem to diminish, which in turn have caused major problems
for EEOC resources that provide support. Both HERO and CDS
have had problems with the CPU, monitors, hard disks, and
modems.The system has not yet been fully operational on a
consistent basis. The field offices have been burdened
with trying to provide support in an area where we have
very little expertise.

* Current hardware is limited in both speed and memory
capacity. The system does not meet the original design
requirements to provide a true multitask/multiuser
system. This raises serious questions as to the need for
continuing to use UNIX. The lack of speed is a serious
problem for system users and for data transfer to the
National Data Base.

II. System Design and Software Problems.-
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^ The basic design of the transaction manager system is
faulty. It creates major problems in data transfer and
information sharing between FEPAs , District, Area, and
Local offices. It further creates the need for constant
downloading to the national data base in order to keep
the local data bases current and accurate, a need that
should be addressed at the District level.

* The software is not user friendly, and is very difficult
to program. It is outdated, and does not provide a true
data base management system. Its lack of query capability
makes it akward to use for case tracking and management.
The FILEPRO report generator is fundamentally too slow
because of the slow search routines imposed on it by UNIX.
The software problem is further compounded by the very
difficult programming routines required to create reports
for management use.

* System utilities are still not adequate, particularly in
providing useful routines for correcting data entry errors
and for debugging and tracking. The system does not have
any real tally procedures that can be used for quality
control, and it lacks global correction procedures.

* System download procedures are still not fully functional.
The "Extract' routines are slow and unreliable, and must
be continually monitored. Due to memory limitations, these
routines can be a serious problem that require the user
to carry out cumbersome procedures to compensate for poor
design. As noted earlier, the basic design is faulty in
denying District Offices direct access to their Area and
Local offices and their FEPAs by forcing all data to be
routed through the Transaction Manager at Headquaerters.
This design flaw totally ignores the deferral process, and
the system lacks source codes to designate charges that
are deferred between EEOC and FEPAs. As a result the 396
report for the charge receipt process cannot be generated
accurately without an immediate code change and data base
corrections.

III. Resource Problems.-

As a result of the above listed system,hardware, and design
problems, both HERO and CDS require users to assign fulltime
dedicated staff just to try and keep the system data base as
current and accurate as posssible. This is major problem for
small offices and FEPAs, and recent cuts in contracts have
only compounded the problem. The software is not 'user
friendly', and coping with clerical turnover and training is
also a major problem. Because the present HERO system is not
compatible with FEPA ADP systems, the usual support provided
to FEPAs is not available. Very few state agencies are now
familiar with UNIX systems, FILEPRO, and IC' Programming
languages.

IV. Recommendations.-

There are three basic approaches to resolving the HERO/CDS
problems. One involves a least-cost approach with no change
to the HERO system, but a change in its use. The second
approach would be to junk the present software and develop
a modified HERO/CDS system that is closer to the original
design goals. The third and most radical approach would be
to junk both software and hardware, and design a new system
that will meet the design requirements fo EEOC and FEPAs.

Approach la. - Remove the HERO system from FEPAs, and have
EEOC offices to input both EEOC and FEPA data into CDS and
the national data base. We would continue to use the present
paper reporting systems for deferral and contract credits as
the source for the HERO data. FEPAs would use their present
internal systems for data management. The NCR hardware would
be returned to EEOC for use in their area and local offices.
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Approach lb. - Provide as part of contract funding to FEPas
enough resources to hire "Kelly" girls to provide data entry
needed for HERO. The only redesign for HERO would be to junk
the transaction manager, and provide direct transfer of data
between District Offices and FEPAs. FEPAs would use their
local internal systems for data management, or EEOC could
provide system reports to FEPAs for the same purpose.

Approach 2. - Junk FILEPRO and replace with a true SQL/DBMS
that is compatible with UNIX and existing NCR hardware. The
basic requirement would be to acquire "user friendly" soft-
ware that can be easily modified for mainframe access. The
system would require improvements and rethinking as to the
national data base and direct data transfer between EEOC and
FEPAs.

Approach 3a. - Junk entire system and replace with an IBM
or DEC system using VAX or SNA. The basic requirement for
software is for a true SQL/DBMS that is "user friendly".

Approach 3b. - Junk entire system and replace with PC/DOS
or PC/OS2 hardware using LAN or Gateway systems to link
FEPAs and EEOC with each other and with national data base.
Software requirements would be the same as in 3a.

My personal recommendation would be Approach #3, but I recognize
that budget limitations would forestall any immediate action. To
resolve my concern over the iomposition of the present HERO on
the FEPAs, Approach lb may be the interim solution for FY 89,
with a commitment from EEOC to correct the problems of the
present system by adopting either Approach 2 or 3. Until we bite
the bullet and admit the the present system is not adequate, we
will continue to limit our capabilities and waste our resources.
This proposal was made to OPO a year ago, and it is frustrating
to me personally to be faced with continuing problems that impact
the operation of my District Office without any apparent concern
or response from OPO and ISS.
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1... $ 'U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

rebruary 26, 198R

MlrIORA:TDU':

TO James It. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FRO'I : Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Director
Field managenment Programs, tWestF

SUBJECT Ri-W.1eekly Activity Report - Period Ending 2/26/88

I. Program Activities

,lorked with Employee Relations on response to request for
extension from attorney for an employee of the El Paso Area
Office, to answer a Notice of Proposal to Remove.

Conferred with an employee of the Dallas District Office
concerning her failure to receive a retroactive pay increase
brought about by a special clerical step increase allowed by OPm
in certain areas across the country. This employee also failed
to receive a pay adjustment after opting for a less costly health
insurance plan. Adjustment and pay increase will be reflected in
employee's check of March 9, 1968.

Conferred with personnel regarding status of certificate for
Oklahoiza City Are- Erector and PIIS position in Dallas. Both are
still pending further action.

Conferred with three charging parties. Arranged for the Dallas
Office Deputy Director to meet with one because of the severity
of his allegations against members of the Dallas District Office
and certain alleged tape recordings he had in his possession
which he claimed proved misconduct. fleeting held but allegations
proved to be frivolous.

Held meeting with team members to discuss strategy to be used in
upcoming review of the St. Louis and Kansas City offices.

Conferred with Joe Neckere and Doris Werwie concerning
availability of Geneva Smith to assist with the ADEA project
being performed by the OPO Director.

Provided clarity to the Dallas District Director concerning the
transfer of the Campbell Soup case to headquarters for
completion.

Spoke with Phil Sklover regarding a confidential matter
concerning an attorney in the Dallas District Office.

Conferred with the Director of Audit concerning certain
confidential matters in a western field office.

:iet with SIICP to update systemic goals for each district and
Program Analysts in ast to finalize all goals.

"et with the Director, LITR to formulate counter proposal to union
regarding an amendment to Sec. 22.1e of the CBA. Union response
to proposal was favorable and no problems are anticipated.

Si-weekly conference calls held with Chicago, tlilwaukee, San
Antonio, Los Angeles, and St. Louis District Offices.

Discussed computation of back-pay for employee of the Phoenix
District Office with Sam Dean. Pm1S is working with the Phoenix
office to ensure that all necessary information is received.

Held various meetings to finalize draft of the SES rating guide.
_Received input from the Program Director and will submit final
version to him for approval.

tIet with committee to finalize issues to be presented at the
hearing on minorities and women.
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Responded to controlled correspondence.

Met with Mary Stringer regarding overtime request for the St.Louis District Office. Request was approved and follow up willtake place when conducting review.

Received clarification fron Barbara Dunn, Procurement Management.
regarding a St. Louis request for a copying contract to handleFOIA and Section 83 requests. Provided procedural guidelines toDistrict Director.

Worked with Lynn Bruner and Geneva Smith in preparing for thequality review of the St. Louis District.

Spoke with a potential charging party referred by the UAACP
regarding her inability to qualify for a nurse's position.Advised her of her rights and referred her to the Kansas City
Area Office.

Reviewed, processed and cuffed FEPA and TERO vouchers andforwarded to finance for payment.

Discussed and provided guidance to Denver and San Francisco
regarding crediting FEPAs for activities reportedly completedunder contract. 'Provided guidance on how to effectuate day-to-
day crediting of final actions submissions.

Discussed San Francisco District Office financial and space needsw ith staff of FRMS. San Francisco was provided with all monetaryresources requested. Space needs are generally to be acceded tous as requested.

Reviewed Presentation Memorandum for Director, FNP-West. P.M.was positively presented.

Reviewed applications of new hires and transmitted copies of saneto Pam Talkin, Chief of Staff.

Requested additional funds for Indianapolis and such funds wereapproved by budget.

Conducted debriefing with team members of onsite review ofHouston District Office. Discussed identified problems andreconnendations to resolve those problems where appropriate.
Began preparation of written report.

Completed Director's Verbal Assignment to convert existing EOAslots from professional to clerical designation on the OPOAuthorization form. Coopleted corrections to revised
authorization forms.

Prepared memorandum to district directors to request that futurestaffing patterns list all authorized positions, includingvacancies. and that a summary report be incorporated to show thecount of compliance and legal professional and clerical staff onboard, as well as vacant positions.

Prepared outline of responses to GAO's request for information onthe "EEOC/FEPA Working Relationship"; net with Bea Rivers todiscuss responses to the GAO request. As a result of meeting.contacted Director of Office of Audit to find out what additionalinformation or coements were needed more than those providedalready by the State and Local Branch. Bill Miller requestedthat further comments be saved for a meeting to be scheduled
before the February 26, 1988, meeting with GAO.

Developed list of all vacancies in Houston and Chicago District
Offices.

Contacted Directors of Chicago and Houston offices to obtaintheir comments on Chairman's request to OPM to convert EOSs toInvestigator classification.

Provided information to Atlanta office staff about FY 83contracts with the Georgia and Richmond County FEPAs; informationwas needed to respond to an inquiry from GAO.

Provided technical assistance to Chicago State and LocalCoordinator about granting contract credit to Illinois FEPA forfailure to cooperate closures when such closures are completedwithout the necessary CP contacts, and whether EEOC should acceptsuch closures for credit. Advised that credit should not be
given, and EEOC should process to completion.
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Inquired of Compliance Programs Branch whether guidance would be
issued regarding procedures for EEOC's processing of ADEA charges
that are very near the two year statute expiration date when
FEPAs transmit such charges for EEOC to process just before the
expiration date. Informed that guidance would be issued in Field
notes in the near future.

Conducted bi-weckly conference call in person with Chicago
District Director. Director suggested to FM4P-West that the issue
of ADEA referrals from FEPAs to EEOC just before the expiration
of the two year statute needs to be addressed. In addition.
Director will be meeting with the Director of the Illinois Civil
Rights Commission to discuss the possibility for charge
resolution contract funding in tandem with existing contract with
Illinois Department of Human Rights.

Developed and prepared files for SES evaluations of Chicago and
Houston District Directors.

Began draft of guidance memo to Program Analysts for completing
FY 87 FEPA contract closeout reports.

Participated in Quality Assurance visit to the Seattle District
Office during the week of February 15, 1988. Briefed Director,
Fl!P-West on results of trip.

Net with Ivan Ashley regarding the space design for FliPs for new.
building location. Net with Truman Parris to draft initial floor
plans(s) for comment by directors, FlIP. Final layout will be
done by architect.

Had several discussions with a charging party from Nevada who was
dissatisfied with the processing of a retaliation charge filed
with the Nevada Equal Rights Corstission. EFOC will process the
charge.

; et with Employment and Classification Division staff regarding
filing vacancies in Field lanagement Programs-West.

Net with staff of Employee Relations Division to discuss current
personnel issues In field offices.

Met with Linda Henson, SDTD, regarding case management

development.

Met with OPS staff, Jim Troy and John Schmelzer to discuss
proposed case management systems for the field.

:ot with the Chairnan, Jimr Troy, John Schmelzer, and Pam Talkin
to discuss pending natters in Field :lanagement Programs.

Attended OPO Senior Staff meeting.

let with Ronnie Blumenthal and members of her staff to discuss
preparation for State and Local Conference.

Met with Gloria Underwood regarding her detail to the Denver
District Office.

II. Pending Decisions/Matters

Several personnel matters from the field.

Transfers of cases between field offices.

Review of Pending Inventory listings from field offices.

III. Upconing Activities

Finalize closeout reports for FY 87 PEP Agency and TERO
contracts.

Develop computerized field staff tracking system for FMP-Hest.

Finalize Houston Trip Report.

Attend State and Local Conference in Dallas. larch 14 - 18, 1988.

Conduct Quality Review of the St. Louis District February 29-
'larch 4, 1988.
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March 3, 1988

To Whit Walker

From: Ralph Soto

Sub : Det oat Audit Report/Supplement

State & Local Funct on:

I. Charge File Reviews

A toLa. of 14 cha ge files invovlng six reviews for other than
accepted charge resolutions and n ne substantia weight reviews.
were examined Although there is evidence that the quality of
eviews,by the District Office has improved since our July 1986.

audit, four f les were noted in which the evidence of record did-
not support the recommended EEOC action. The following
substantive problems were noted.

a. Under specified circumstances section 4 of EEOC Order
916, appendix A authorizes the District Office to
award an FEPA contract credit even though EEOC is not
accepting an FEPA final finding. One of the
requirements cited in section 4(I)(D) (E), and (F) us
the completion of a "substantial investigation" by the
FEPA Appendix A, howeve , fails to define The te m
with any degree of precision. The State & Local
Coordinators Handbook, nevertheless provides that. "A
substantial Investigation has been completed when an
investigator's memorandum could be written from the
documentation in the file, with littL.e or no further
work" (emphasis added). Pr7esumably, therefore, in
order to receive credit the FEPA file, in most
instances, should contain documents which describe:

1. the relevant policy and practice being examined;

2. how the charging party was treated in accordance
with sespondent's stated po-icy and observed
practice; and

3 how the similarly situated persons were treated in
accordance with respondent s stated policy and
observed practice

In our examination of the six files falling in this
category, two were noted in which contract cred t was
granted even though it was not evident that an
investigator s memo andum could be w. tten from the
documentation in the file. with little or no additional
work.

In charge numbers 054-85-2844 and 23A-87 2709, both
involving discharge allegations, the documents
submitted by the FEPA failed to describe respondents
discip inary policy and practice and evidenced no
examination of respondent s treatment of compa atives
under similar circumstances.

b. Substantive problems were also noted in two of the nine
substantial weight reviews examined.

In charge number 054-83-5106, the FEPA issued and EEOC
accepted a no cause finding. The charging party, a
supervisor, alleged she was terminated because of her
sex. Specifically, she stated that she was terminated
subsequent to an incident in which an hourly male
employee subjected her to verbal and physical abuse.
An examination of the documents provide by the FEPA
indicates that:

1. respondent stated it does not have a formal
disciplinary policy for supervisors;
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2. other than obtaining the names of five supervisors
who were allegedly terminated, respondent's
disciplinary practices, as they relate to
supervisory staff, were not investigated;

3. other than the above mentioned names, no
comparative data involving supervisory staff was
obtained;

4. although respondent maintains a progressive
disciplinary policy for hourly employees,
respondent admits it does not follow it; and

5. the male employee who battered the charging party
was placed on probation for six months.

In charge number 230-86-4735. the PEPA dismissed an&Y
the District Office accepted the FEPA dismissal of the
charge as being untimely filed. The charge was filed
on September 9, 1986 and involved a recall issue. The
respondent alleged that the charge was untimely filed
because the charging party lost his recall rights on
June 25, 1985. However, the charging party alleged
that he did not become aware of his lost recall rights
until June of 1986. An examination of the file
discloses no evidence which resolves the dispute in
favor of one or the other party. / It appears that the
FEPA simply decided to credit respondent's position
without examining the issue to ascertain if it is
respondent's practices to notify employees of the

expiration of their recall rights and if, in fact, the
charging party received such notification.

II. Case/Workload Management

Our review of charge files raised a number of questions which
lead to an examination of the Office's standard operating
procedures. Specifically, in examining the FEPA no cause
recommendation in file number 054-83-5106 referenced above, the
absence of supporting documentation lead to an interview with the
State & Local Coordinator to inquire on what basis acceptance of
the FEPA finding was recommended and approved by her immediate
supervisor. During this interview we were informed that upon
receipt of the FEPA Charge List, EEOC Form 472, the Coordinator
reviews the list to identify the charges which require
substantial weight reviews. The Coordinator then contacts the
FEPA and arranges a visit the FEPA to review the files requiring
a substantial weight review. Once the files are reviewed, the
Coordinator prepares a review form (i.e., EEOC Form 214 or 215)
recommending acceptance or rejection of the FEPA finding and upon
returning to the Office places the form in the EEOC file which
contains little or no substantive information, which then,
presumably, goes to the approving official for review.

In exploring the effects of these procedures the following is
evident.

a. Because the FEPA is not identifying its final finding
submissions as either Certified or Substantial Weight
reviews, additional work has been created for the State
& Local Coordinator. Since the specific file documents
to be submitted by an FEPA depend in part on the type
of submission (i.e., certified versus substantial
weight) and District Office reporting requirements
dictate a separation of certified and substantial
weight review statistics, the Charge List was designed
to require the separation of certified reviews from
substantial weight reviews (see EEOC Form 472 which
contains a check off for certified charges and
substantial weight review charges and contains the
instruction "Check One Per Page').
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b. Further, existing agreements between the District
Office and the FEPA which require the Coordinator to
review the FEPA files on site, are not only adding to
the Coordinator's already heavy workload, but also act
to circumvent an effective a second level review by
District Office management. Since the EEOC files do
not contain copies of relevant documents obtained in
the FEPA investigation, there is precious little
information in the file on which the Approving Official
can base his concurrence or nonconcurrence with the
recommended action. In the case in question, we asked
the Coordinator to provide us with documents form the
FEPA file to determine if our initial assessment of the
case was correct. Our review of this supplemental
information confirmed that the FEPA investigation
failed to effectively examine respondent's disciplinary
policies and practices, and failed to obtain
appropriate comparative data.

In our review of FEPA charge lists, it was also noted that the
manner and substance of the information recorded thereon would
make it exceedingly difficult to use these as source documents
for the preparation of EEOC Monthly Statistical Reports (i.e.,
EEOC Form 471). Consequently, we asked the Coordinator to
provide us with copies of records used to complete the Monthly
Statistical reports and we learned that two additional types of
reports have been created. The first reflects acceptances of
certified and substantial weight reviews and the second reflects
acceptances for other than accepted charge resolutions.
Therefore, in order to complete monthly statistical reports, the
Coordinator creates two additional sets of reports and then must
review and consolidate the information in three separate sets of
documents. This additional work is unnecessary. If the Charge
Lists are properly prepared by the FEPA (i.e., separating
certified and substantial weight reviews) and reflect all
submissions for a given period (i.e., final actions as well as
submissions for other than accepted charge resolutions), the
Coordinator can track EEOC's action by noting 'accepted' or
'rejected' on the last column of the Charge List with the
corresponding date next to each action. The Coordinator would
then have the needed information for preparing the Monthly
Statistical Report, without having to create two additional
reports.

Our charge file reviews also disclosed a substantial number of
cases which, although reviewed in early January, did not contain
closure documents. We were informed that there was approximately
a three month time lapse from the time an FEPA submission is
received to the time the necessary documents are issued. At the
time of our review there were 445 FEPA final actions received
which had not been reviewed and 988 final actions which had been
reviewed, but the preparation and mailing of the closure
documents was still pending. It is evident that additional
clerical and professional support is needed in order to maintain
an efficient State & Local program.

We also examined the open deferral files in records control and
found that currently there is no system in place for monitoring
the expiration of the statute of limitations for ADEA deferral
charges. Although ADEA deferral charges are maintained in a
separate file cabinet, of some 350 files contained therein, we
counted one charge filed in FY 1981, one charge filed in FY 1985,
45 charges filed in FY 1986, and 241 charges filed in FY 1987.
This is problematic for two reasons. First the Commission must
take all reasonable actions to assure that charging parties
are notified of their private suit rights prior to the expiration
of the statute of limitations. Second, EEOC Order 916, appendix
C, indicates that one prerequisite to contract payment for the
processing of an ADEA charge is that the FEPA complete its
processing of the charge within 18 months of the alleged
violation. Therefore, any ADEA deferral charge in which the 18
month oeriod has expired is no longer eligible for contract
payment.

Additionally, we noted that Title VII and Title VII/ADEA
concurrent charges ranging as far back as FY 1976 were mixed
together. When we inquired as to the last time a hard inventory
of these charges was made, we were informed that it has been
approximately three or four years.
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III. Recommendations

1. We suggest that the District Office, in accordance with

available guidance, prepare a memorandum outlining the

circumstances under which it will grant credit for

other than accepted charge resolutions under section 4

of EEOC Order 916 (note: this would also apply to ADEA

"other credit' reviews under section 4 of appendix C).

This information should be communicated to local

professional staff involved in the function and

appropriate FEPA staff.

2. Discussions should be held with the appropriate FEPA

representative to secure the following:

a. an agreement that it will provide the all of the

charge list information in the manner outlined in

this report (i.e.. separating out Title VII

substantial weight review final action submissions

and submissions for other than accepted charge

resolutions, from Title VII certified submissions)

and consistent with the requirements of EEOC Order

916; and

b. an agreement that the FEPA will submit to EEOC

copies of the required closure documents on all

final closure actions and submissions for other
than accepted charge resolutions, thereby
eliminating the need for routine on-site reviews

by EEOC staff and assuring that EEOC files contain

the information necessary for a substantive second

level review by the EEOC Approving Official.

3. For each FEPA submission reviewed, the State & Local

Coordinator arid/or other professional staff reviewing

FEPA submissions, should mark the last column of the

Charge List indicating the EEOC action taken (i.e.,

accepted or rejected) and the corresponding date,

thereby eliminating the need for the creation of

additional reports.

4. The District Director should prepare a plan which

outlines what actions will be taken to assure adequate
trained professional and clerical support to the State

& Local function.

5. The Director should establish and implement a systeip

for monitoring the statute of limitations on all ADEA

charges end to assure that appropriate notice letters

are issued to charging parties informing them of their

private suit rights prior to the expiration of the

statute. Additionally, any ADEA charge in which the

FEPA has not submitted a final finding within 18 months

of the date of the alleged violation should be flagged

so that contract payment is not granted and reviewed to

determine whether processing can be completed within

the applicable statutory time period. If it is

determined that the investigation in a given charge

cannot be completed prior to the expiration of the

statute of limitations and the available data collected

by the FEPA and EEOC is either insufficient to support

a cause determination or indicates that a complete

investigation would probably result in a no cause

determination, then a final attempt to conciliate the'

charge should be made. If this final attempt to

conciliate is unsuccessful, the charge should be

dismissed by the District Office as a 7(d) dismissal as

far in advance as Possible of the expiration of the

statutory time for filing in court.

6. A phased inventory beginning with the oldest deferral

charges should be coordinated with the FEPA to

determine the status of all deferral charges. Any

charges which the FEPA reports that it is not

processing and will not process (i.e., either because

it has no record of the charges being filed or FEPA

records indicate that the files have been destroyed,

etc.) should immediately be transferred to the

Enforcement function for processing.
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Hearings Function:

A review of first quarter data in the Hearings function indicates
that if a consistent effort is maintained throughout the year. FY
1988 goals will be exceeded. Specifically, first quarter data
reflects the following:

Goal Performance Range

a. 270 Day 0% (Outstanding)
Inventory

b. Average 77 (Highly Effective)
Production
Per A.J. 1/

c. Average 70 (outstanding)
Processing
Days 2/

During our visit, we were informed that the Houston Office had
requested that the 25 cases previously scheduled to be
transferred from your Office remain in the Detroit Office for
processing. Considering that your first quarter receipts are
down by 54.7 percent over the same period in FY 1987 and that
first quarter data reflects a 9.8 percent reduction in Hearings
inventory, the retention of these 25 cases by your Office would
appear to be both appropriate and necessary.

Compliance Case/Workload Management - (Complete text to be
prepared by Whit
Walker)

(Insert)

Our review reflects that the Office does not have an effective#
system for monitoring the expiration of the statute of,
limitations on ADEA charges. At our request, the Office prepared
a computer printout of ADEA charges, which indicates that as of
February 23, 1988 there were 72 charges in which the two year
statute had expiredi In ten of the charges listed the three year
statute had either expired or was within approximately two months
of expiring, with the oldest charge surpassing the five yea,

-arb. Although we recognize that over half of the charges listed
were transferred from the Kansas City Area Office, we also note
that the listing does not reflect the age of the Office's ADEA,
concurrent charges, and therefore, is incomplete.

1/ Note: This reflects an annualized projection based on the
number of professional slots allocated to the function, adjusted
by a minus .33 slots to account for the performance of
administrative functions and further reduced by 10 percent to
account for staff unavailability throughout the year.

2/ Average processing days from the date the Hearing is completed
to the date a recommended decision is issued to the Federal
Agency.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

ItK- 9 IgSs9i

MEMORANDUM

TO : EEOC Area/Local Office -J
System Administrators

FROM Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services (I g

SUBJECT CISBASE Update 2.08.04 and Reload of the National
Database (NDB)

Enclosed is media for installing Update 2.08.04 which is called
CDSBASE on your IBM/XT system. Attached are: (1) instructions for
installing update 2.08.04, (2) procedures and schedule for reload
of the NDB, and (3) instructions for installing and loading the
external tape unit for the IBM/XT. If your external tape unit is
not installed, proceed with the instructions for loading the
update and doing the NDB extract first. The software needs to be
installed as soon as possible upon receipt. Please notify
Magaline Turner of ISS on FTS 634-6353 if you have any problems.

Update 2.08.04 provides several improvements to the system. The
software contains the most recent version of Runtime Filepro and a
complete package of local data base programs. The update is
designed to correct extract and communications processes which
have caused problems with respect to charge transfers and updates
to the national data base. The corrections, for the most part,
will be invisible to you. Installation of the software will,
however, cause all charges previously transferred incorrectly to
be retransmitted. This is an effort to improve integrity of data
both at the local and national levels. The update also contains
ten new action codes which can be entered from Screen B or the
Rapid Direct Entry screen in the Add Action File. These codes are
for the purpose of tracking charge activity in relation to the
Decisi"" Review Program. These codes and several other action
code changes and their definitions are shown on the attached
Action Code Addendum.

Because of problems with the extract and communications programs,
it is necessary for ISS to reload the NDB. Our objective is to
complete the entire reload process by April 1, 1988 so that second
quarter FY1988 NDB reports can be provided to Chairman Thomas per
his request. The reload will be done according to the schedule
provided in the attached NDB Reload instructions. Please send
diskettes EXPRESS MAIL to ISS immediately upon completion of NDB
extract tasks. Update 2.08.04 must be loaded on your system prior
to doing a NDB extract.

Please make this effort a priority in your office. It is
imperative that the NDB accurately reflect all local data bases.
Call Magaline Turner immediately if there are any problems or
questions. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Enclosure
Attachments

cc: John Seal, Management Director
James Troy, Director of Program Operations
EEOC Field Management Program Directors
EEOC District Office Directors
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ACTION CODE ADDENDUM

New Code Descriptions

Action Codes

D7 Charge file sent to Headquarters, Guidance Division, Office
of Legal Counsel

DS Charge file returned by Headquarters, Guidance Division,
Office of Legal Counsel

GS Request for position statement issued to Respondent
Attributes: plan date, actual date

G9 Position statement received from Respondent

X9 ADEA closure - failure to conciliate (7D)

WO Request for DRP review withdrawn by Charging Party

W1 Charging Party requests DRP review

W2 Request for review rejected by DRP (procedural)

W3 Request for review accepted by DRP

W4 Case file sent to DRP

W5 Case file returned by DRP

W6 Determination upheld by DRP

W7 Determination reversed by DRP

W8 Remand received from DRP

W9 Remanded file returned to DRP

RO Charge file received for legal action. This is not a new
code. However, a second attribute field was added. The
attributes now are: Type of action, and Attorney's initials.

Z4 Charge deleted. This is not a new code, but it works
differently now. If code Z4 is used prior to transmission
of a charge to the national data base, it will physically
remove all traces of the charge from your local database.
If the code is entered after the charge record has been
transmitted to the national data base, it will merely flag
the charge for deletion without erasing it from the local
data base.

81 Charge file reopened. 81 is not a new code. However, 2
attribute fields have been added:
Attribute 1: reason (for reopening case)
Attribute 2: source (of authority for reopening case)

Reason codes: M - Charge reopened on merits
P - Charge reopened because of procedural

deficiency
E - Charge reopened because it had been

closed in error

Source codes: D - District Director Decision
A - DRP decision
o - OPO decision
C - Commissioner decision

A3 A3 and A4 codes have been deleted. Lead charge numbers may
be added or deleted directly from screen 1 of the Basic
Charge Data.

A4 See note for A3 code.

Function codes added:

Z Technical Assistance Unit (Central Records)

T Enforcement Team
If an office has more than one group of Enforcement teams,
it is recommended that Group I teams be designated Tl
through T5, and that Group II teams be designated T6 through
T9.
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Office codes added:

115 Savannah local office
378 Hawaii local office

Process tvoe codes added:

N Citizenship. To be\used to denote charges which allege that
the employment practices complained of are attributable to
the citizenship status of the charging party.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LOADING UPDATE 2,08.04 (CDSBASE1

Every office sust load and install
this update immediately upon receipt.
Call Magaline Turner on FTS 634-6353
if there are any problems.

1. Backup your database. (Select U- utilities, then A - Backup
Database). Upon completion, exit to the "C" prompt.

2. Insert the first update diskette in drive A and close the
door. At the "C" prompt, type the following:

copy a:install.bat c:\

3. The system returns with: 1 file(s) copied and the "C"
prompt. Keep diskette 1 in the drive and type:

install

4. The system will prompt for the first backup diskette which
is already in the drive. So, press return. .The system will
prompt for the remaining diskettes.

5. After all 5 diskettes are loaded, the system will begin the
update routine. The system will display the set-up screen.
Enter Zi" for IBM machine. (The II" must be entered.) Then
enter your 3 digit office code and press "Esc" to record.
Enter "si to save and end session. The system will continue
with the update.

6. Upon successful completion, you will get the message
"Restore is now complete." The system will return with the
"C" prompt.

7. The update may take several hours or all day to complete.
- It will depend upon the amount of data in your system.

S. After loading Update 2.08.04 on your system, please proceed
with the instructions for doing a NOB reload.

IBM INSTRUCTIONS FOR NATIONAL DATABASE RELOAD

IPLEASE! DO THE FOLLOWING AS SOON AS POSSIBLE **

IA. TO DETERMINE IF YOUR OFFICE WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE NATIONAL

DATABASE RELOAD, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. Do you have Update 2.08.04 successfully loaded on
your system?

2. Is your system operational?

If the answer to the above questions is -yes", then you should be
able to participate in the National Database Reload. Please
follow'the instructions outlined below. If you have not loaded
Update 2.08.04 onto your computer or your system is not
operational, please notify the individual listed in Section IC.

IB. TO DETERMINE IF ENOUGH SPACE IS AVAILABLE TO DO A NATIONAL
DATABASE EXTRACT.

1. At the "C" prompt, type: chkdsk /f
If the system asks: Convert lost chains to files?

y
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2. Before doing the national database extract, you
must check to ensure there is enough space on the
hard disk. At the "C" prompt, type: keylist
The system will list the amount of space (bytes)
available for 4 files, action (cdsact), benefits
(cdsben), charge (cdschg), and Fepa (cdsfpa). It
will also list the total number of bytes available
on the hard disk. For example:

fill bytes date time

CDSACT
KEY 134938 12-22-86 5:17p
CDSBEN
KEY 12116 11-08-86 11:42a
CDSCHG
KEY 291970 12-22-86 5:42p
CDSFPA
KEY 188 10-11-86 10:07a

13608960 bytes available on disk
Strike a key when ready . . .

3. -Add all 4 numbers under the column 'bytes" and
multiply by 2. If this number is less than the
number bytes available on disk, plan to do the NDB
Extract described in Part III at the time
scheduled for your region.

4. If the total number of bytes added in step 2 is
greater than or equal to the number of bytes
available on disk, plan to do a backup of the data
base as described in Part IV at the time scheduled
for your region.

IC. CONTACT ISS. PLEASE CALL MAGALINE TURNER ON FTS 634-6353 TO
INFORM ISS:

1. Whether your office will be participating in the
national database reload. If not, what date you
will be able to participate, and

2. whether you will be sending ISS a NDB extract or a
local database backup.

**** DO NOT DO A NDB EXTRACT (OR BACKUP) UNTIL THE DATE ****
**** SCHEDULED FOR YOUR REGION IN PART VII!!I!!!!!!!l!! ****

Note: Please have ready 3.5 times the number of
formatted diskettes used for a local database
(LDB) backup

II. TASKS TO PERFORM PRIOR TO DOING A NATIONAL DATABASE EXTRACT
OR LOCAL DATABASE (LDB) BACKUP.

1. SUSPEND DATA ENTRY !I!

2. Backup the database as follows:

a. At the "C" prompt, type: -cds
b. From the Main Menu, select U - Utilities
c. From the Utilities Menu, select A - Backup

Database
d.- Label the diskettes and set aside. DO NOT

USE DISKETTES FOR ANYTHING ELSE!

3. DO A NORMAL T . BEFORE DOING THE NDB EXTRACT
(OR BACKUP), DO A NORL EXTRACT ON YOUR SCHEDULED
DAY FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 14.

a. Normal extract schedule:
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Mon. March 14 offices in old region 1
Tue. March 15 offices in old region 2
Wed. March 16 offices in old region 3

b. From the Main Menu, select 3 -Communications.

From the Communications Menu, select
G - Clear Extract Data
A - Normal Extract.
E - Backup Extract Data
C - CM Auto Send and Receive (turn the
printer on.)

(Make sure you insert diskettes into Drive A when
prompted. If there are any transfer records for
your office the computer will write them onto
these diskettes.)

After successful transmission run, G - Clear
Extract Data from the Communications Menu.

If the computer printout shows there are transfer
records for your office, load the diskettes from
option C above using D - Load Transfers from the
Communications Menu.

c. Make sure the normal extract completes and is
transmitted successfully before doing a NDB
extract. If you encounter any problems, please
call Omie Saunders immediately on FTS 634-6353.

III. NUB EXTRACT. IF YOU DETERMINED IN PART IB (STEP 3) THAT

THERE IS ENOUGH SPACE AVAILABLE FOR THE NDB EXTRACT, DO THE
FOLLOWING ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE IN PART V.

1. Backup Your database.

2. From the main menu, select 3- communications.
From the communications menu, select B - NDB
extract.

Upon completion, select E - Backup extract data.
After the NDB extract is backed up on diskettes,
select G - Clear Extract Data.

3. Label the diskettes as follows and EXPRESS MAIL to
the address in Part V:

NDB Extract office number
Date vol _ of _

Note: Ignore the message 'file not found".

IV. BACKUP DATABASE IN LIEU OF NDB EXTRACT. IF YOU DETERMINED
IN PART IB (STEP 4) THAT THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SPACE TO DO A

NATIONAL DATABASE EXTRACT, DO THE FOLLOWING ACCORDING TO THE
SCHEDULE OUTLINED IN PART V.

1. From the Main Menu, select U - Utilities
2. From the Utilities Menu, select A - Backup Database.

This will backup the entire database. Label the
diskettes as follows and EXPRESS MAIL to the address
below:

LOB Backup (for NDB Extract)
Date

office number
vol _ of _

3. Backup your database again. Keep one copy for your
office.

V. NDB EXTRACT SCHEDULE. DO NOT DO THE NATIONAL DATABASE
EXTRACT OR THE DATABASE BACKUP, WHICHEVER APPLIES, UNTIL THE

DATE INDICATED IN THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:

- - -= ---
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Tue. March 15 offices in old region I

Wed. March 16 offices in old region 2

Thr. March 17 offices in old region 3

Mail the diskettes EXPRESS MAIL:
EEOC/ISS
2401 E Street N.W.
Room 313
Washington, D.C. 20507

Attn: Omie Saunders

Note: Please write in red on the envelope 'Do NOT XRAY"

VI. RESUME DATA ENTRYIII Upon successful completion Of all
tasks above you say resume entering data into your
local database.

DO NOT RESUME YOUR NORMAL EXTRACT SCHEDULE*****
**--* UNTIL NOTIFIED BY ISS. a...

CDS XT SYSTEMS
Tape Backup Utilities

1. Introduction

2. Installation
2.1 Printing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file
2.2 Modifying the AUTOEXEC.BAT file
2.3 Installing the Hardware
2.4 Installing the Software
2.5 Loading the CDS Tape Backup Routines

3. Standard Procedures
3.1 Formatting Tapes
3.2 Backing up the Data Base
3.3 Restoring the Data Base
3.4 Backing up a Restoring CDS Programs
3.5 Checking the Contents of Tapes
3.6 Past Data Backup and Restore

4. Recovering from a Failed Drive

.5. Final Note

1. Introduction

The CDS Utilities menu has been modified to permit backup
and restoration of your data base with the Mountain Computer
tape backup unit. Tape backup should prove to be faster.
more reliable, and more convenient.

All of the previous utility functions remain and are located
in the first column of the menu. The following tape
functions are located in the second column, backup data
base, restore data base, backup CDS programs, restore CDS
programs, tape directory - screen. tape directory - print.
fast data base backup, and fast data base restore. Before
use, tapes must be formatted using the TAPE software.

As with diskette backups, you should follow a 3 generation
system backing up on a different tape each week. You should
stock a minimum of 6 DC2000 mini data cartridges for CDS
use.

The tape backup programs will record on tape the date and
time a file was backed up. It uses the system date and
time. Therefore, it is CRITICAL that these be properly set.
Before making any backups, you may wish to exit CDS. return
to a Cs> prompt, and re-boot your system to check the date
and time.

2. Installation
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The new CDS Base release contains the menus and programs

required for backing up and restoring the CDS data base.

However, its use will require installation of the Mountain

tape drive and the accompanying software. In addition, your

AUTOEXEC.BAT file must be modified.

2.1 Printing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file

Each time your system boots or re-boots, it reads your

AUTOEXEC.BAT file and executes the commands contained in the

file. On CDS systems, it sets certain parameters that are

critical to CDS. Below we discuss modifying the

AUTOEXEC.BAT file; here we take some precautions with the

existing version.

At the C:> prompt, issue the command

print autoexec.bat (CR}

where [CR] is a carriage return or Enter.

When prompted for the output device, press the Enter key

(CR]. The file will then be printed.

You may also wish to take the added precaution of copying

your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to a diskette. To do so. insert a

blank formatted diskette in drive A and issue the command

copy c dautoexec.bat a: (CR]

Now remove the diskette and label it.

2.2 Modifying the AUTOEXEC.BAT file

Your AUTOEXEC.BAT file must include the directory

c:%mtn_tape in its path statement.

At the C \> prompt enter the command

edlin autoexec.bat (Cal

The system should display the message End of Input File and

an asterisk, a The asterisk is the Edlin command prompt.

Enter the command

1 (CI] (the letter l to list the'file).

Edlin will display the commands contained in the file. Find

the line number of the line that contains a path statement

like the following (for this example, we will use the number

5, though it might well be different in your AUTOEXEC.BAT

file),

5. path-c..;c~ fp;c.)filepro~cdsmenu

You will append to that line ';c.%utntape'. At the *

prompt enter 1

5 (CR] (Make certain to use the number of

the line containing the path

statement in your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file. )

The system will display the current contents of line 5 and

then repeat the number S waiting for you to enter the new

contents of that line:

S*path-c ;cO\fp;c~ filepro~cdsmeru

5:^

Strike the [Ps] key and Edlin will repeat the current line

contents and move the cursor to the end of the line:

5: path-c. \ ;cfp;c: fileprolcdsmenu
S5 path-c \;c: fp;c.\filepro'cdsmenu

Then type ';csjmtnmtape [Cl]

S.Opath-c \;c. fp;c,\filepro~cdsmenu
5: path-c; ;c. fp;c. filepro~cdsmenu;c:\-tn_tape

Edlin will return you to the * command prompt.
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You should take the opportunity to check your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file against the model below.

echo off
CLOCK
date
time
path-c: ;ct:fp;c dfileprokcdsmenu;c :mtn tape
prompt SpSg
set IGN-ABDEFGHIJRLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
p cdssys

Please note that instead of CLOCK your file should name the
particular clock routine associated with the memory board
installed in your particular computer. This would be either
pwrupcik, quadclok. or astclock.

Make certain that your file contains the line

set IGNMABDEFGBIJKLMNOPQRSTUVVXYZ

That is the entire alphabet except the letter C . If
necessary, modify this line using the same commands used to
change the path statement.

Your AUTOEXEC.BAT file may contain sdditional commands.
beyond those listed in the model above. For esample. some
may contain the line

cc

that loads Carbon Copy into memory. There may be other
commands unique to your machine. Make certain that you
understand their purpose and that they do not interfere with
the functioning of CDS. If you have a question about a
particular command. call the CDS Hotline.

Issue the list command. l. to check the contents of the
edited file. If necessary, edit any incorrect line again.
Otherwise, exit by entering e at the * prompt.

Reboot the system, [Ctrl-Alt-Del]. to have the operating
system read the new AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

2.3 Installing the Hardware

IBM XT systems will require a Model 5780 tape drive unit.
The front of the drive should say AOMB - PC'. IBM PS12
Model 30 systems will require a Model 5730 drive. Its front
panel will only say 40MB. The drive units are NOT
interchangeable.

On XT systems, simply connect the drive's signal cable to
the external port on the floppy controller card; this is a
female 37 pin connector. No installations are required
within the system unit. Plug in the power cord.

On PS/2 systems, an adapter cable pair must be installed
within the system unit to provide an external 37 pin
connector at the rear. Installation instructions are
included with the drive. Attach the drive's signal cable to
this connector. Plug in the power cord.

2.4 Installing the Software

The tape drive unit must be installed and powered up along
with the system unit.

The software comes on 2 5.25' diskettes for XTs and 1 3.5'
diskette for PS/2s.

Insert the first diskette in drive A. From a C:\> prompt
enter the command

asiostall (CR]

When prompted, insert the second diskette and strike 'Y'.

95-656 0 - 89 - 31
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You will also be asked if you have any language diskettes;

respond by striking xN'. After copying-the required files.

the installation program will check a ROM chip installed in

the drive and then return you to a C. % prompt.

If the drive unit was not turned on. the installation
procedure will fail in its attempt to check the ROM chip.

You can correct this, by powering up the drive and issuing

the command chktape.

2.5 Loading the CDS Tape Backup Routines

Insert Disk 1 of the CDS Base set of diskettes into drive A.

From the C:> prompt, issue the command

asloadtape (CR]

This will copy the batch and associated files for running

backups and restorations of CDS files.

3. Standard Procedures

You should be backing up your data base at least once a
week, immediately prior to running an extract. You should

be following a 3 generation backup system, cycling through 3

tapes every 3 weeks.

Make certain to label and date the tape upon completion.

Store the tapes in a clean, secure location away from any

magnetic sources.

In addition to critical key and index files, the tape backup

program now backs up the letc~sysdata~sysdata file that

contains the extract and transfer load sequence numbers. It

also backs up the new fast extract files from

Ifileprolcdsxmit. This means that if an extract fails to

make it to the national data base, restoring the last backup

will keep sequence numbers in sync with the collection

manager.

3.1 Formatting Tapes

Tapes, like diskettes, must be formatted before they can be

used. Also like diskettes, tapes should only require

formatting once; formatting them again will destroy any data

that may have been stored.

Formatting a tape requires approximately B0 minutes. It

does not require monitoring once started; you may want to

format a tape over the lunch hour or. if possible, initiate

the formatting immediately before leaving the office At the

end of the day.

There is no CDS menu option for formatting a tape. You must

do this by using the tape software directly.

hake certain the drive unit is turned on. Insert a new tape

in the drive with the metal plate to your right and with the

exposed-tape side going into the drive. At the C.\> prompt.

enter the command

tape [CR)

You will be asked to confirm the date and time. You will

then be presented with the main menu:

Backup Restore Directory Utilities Exit

Selections here can be made by striking the first letter of

an option (ID' for Directory) or by using the cursor keys to

highlight your choice and striking (CR).

Select Utilities. From the Utilities menu, select Format.

At the warning message. strike Y to proceed.

Formatting will require 80 minutes.

3.2 Backing up the Data Base
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Make certain that the tape drive is turned on. Insert a
tape Make certain that your printer is turned on and that
paper is installed.

From the Main CDS menu, select *U for Utilities. From the
COS Utilities menu. select '1' for BACKUP DATA BASE. The
backup can proceed unattended and upon completion returns to
the CDS Utilities menu.

If the backup is successful, the system will print the
following

CDS TAPE BACKUP LOG

Tape backup fully successful.

__ End of Log --

The system will also print a directory of the tape contents.
Attachment A is a listing of the critical files that should
be backed up. You should compare your output after each
backup with Attachment A to confirm that all of your
critical data files have been written to tape.

If the backup fails, the backup log will report where the
failure occurred,

CDS TAPE BACKUP LOG

backup failure with ETC
backup failure with CDSACT

-- End of Log --

In this example. the log reports that a failure occurred in
trying to backup a file or files from the jetc,%sysdats and
the Ifilepro~cdsact directories. The system does not report
the specific file or files which were not backed up. It is
important to check the printed tape directory, immediately
following the log, to identify the failure.

A failed backup may be caused by a bad tape, or by missing.
files, or a corrupted file system. Consult the printed log
and contact the CDS Hotline to identify the problem. Do not
proceed with an extract or further data entry.

3.3 Restoring the Data Base

The occasion may arise - it certainly has in the past - in
which you find that your data base has become corrupted or
that your fixed disk has failed entirely. It is at this
point that you will appreciate all the effort that went into
faithfully backing up your data. (See section 4 about
dealing with a failed drive.)

Make certain that the tape drive is turned on. Insert the
tape containing your most recent backup of your data base.
Make certain that your prfnter is turned on and that paper
is installed.

From the Main CDS menu, select U for Utilities. Prom the
CIS Utilities menu, select '2' for RESTORE DATA BASE. The
restoration can proceed unattended and upon completion
returns to the CDS Utilities menu.

If the restoration is successful, the system will print the
following

CDS TAPE RESTORE LOG

Tape restore fully successful.

-_ End of Log --

The system will also print a directory listing of those
files that should have been restored to your hard disk. You
can compare this listing with the list of critical data
files listed in Attachment A.

If the restoration fails, the restore log will report where
the failure occurred.
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CDS TAPE RESTORE LOG

restore failure with CDSCHG

-- End of Log --

While the name of the directory is listed, the specific file
or files that were not restored are, not listed. A
comparison of the printed directory listing against
Attachment A should identify which files should have been
but were not restored. An even better comparison can be
made with the printed tape directory created when the data
base was backed up. Contact the CDS Hotline to identify the
problem. Do not proceed with data entry or any other
activity.

3.4 Backing up i Restoring CDS Programs

Options 3 and 4 of the CDS Utilities menu are used to backup
and restore, respectively. CDS program files. These would
include Filepro programs. CDS menus, screens, edits, maps.
processing' and selection tables, and output formats. This
includes all of the above items contained in the CDS Base
release as well as any reports that you may have defined.
Attachment B is a list of the directories and files
contained in the standard CDS Base. Please note that files
are not backed up from non-standard CDS directories. For
example, if you create a new Filepro file, called 'Harry'.
Filepro would create a DOS directory. c:%filepro@harry. and
store there Harry's data, screens, processing tables. etc.
None of Harry's files would be backed up by the BACKUP CDS
PROGRAMS utility.

The CDS programs should be backed up immediately after
installing the new CDS Base. You should not have to execute
this Utility menu option again, unless you wish to back up a
new report that you write and test sometime in the future.
It would be prudent however to create a new tape and not
reuse the tape made immediately after installing CDS Base.

3.5 Checking the Contents of Tapes

Options 5 and 6 of the CDS Utilities menu provide a listing
of contents of a tape; option 5 displays the contents on
screen while option 6 prints the contents.

The listings are generally lengthy and in most instances you
will want a printed copy. However, you may find the screen
output preferable for quick checks of' the date files were
backed up or of existence of particular files on tape.

3.6 Past Data Backup and Restore

Options 7 and 8 of the CDS Utilities menu provide for a
faster backup and a faster restoration of data files than
options 1 and 2. However, they do not provide the same
degree of error checking a* options 1 and 2.

The log for each of these will only note whether a failure
occurred with the %ETCJSYSDATA or the CDS files. It will
not indicate whether the failure occurred with CDSCHG or
CDSACT

If these options are used instead of options 1 and 2.
printed listing of backed up or restored files must be
examined very critically to ensure that no data is lost.

Please note that these options come as a pair. You cannot
do a fast restore (option B) from a tape created with the
normal backup (option 1).

4. Recoverina from a Failed Drive

You may come in some morning, turn on your machine, and
nothing happens; no date or time prompt, no CDS menu. just a
blinking cursor or an error message.

Contact the COS Hotline to get help in diagnosing the
problem. The cure may simply require copying some files
from diskette to the fixed disk. Or it may require re-
formatting the drive. Or it may require a new drive. The
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procedures here begin with a newly installed drive on which

a low-level format has been completed. Do not initiate any

of the actions below without having contacted the CDS

Hotline.

4.1 Partitioning the Fixed Disk

Turn on the system with the DOS 3.1 diskette in drive A.

Enter the correct date and time when asked. At the Al>

prompt, enter the command

fdisk (CR]

Select option 1 from the fdisk menu to Create a DOS

Partition. When asked if you wish you devote the entire

disk to DOS, reply with Y [CR].

Upon completion of the partitioning. you will be asked to

press the Enter key (CR). The system will then re-boot from

the DOS 3.1 diskette.

4.2 Formatting the Fixed Disk

The system should be on with the DOS 3.1 diskette in drive A

and with an A.> prompt on the screen. To format the fixed

disk, enter the command

format e, Isiv (CR]

The formatting will require 10 to 15 minutes. Upon

completion it will ask you to enter a wolums name of length

up to 11 characters; this con be of your choosing.. The

system will then report the number of bytes available on

drive C and return you to an A.> prompt.

4.3 Loading DOS

With the DOS 3.1 diskette still in drive. A, issue the

following command

copy a.*.- c:\ [CR1

This will copy all of the files from the diskette to the

- fixed disk. Replace the DOS 3.1 diskette with the DOS 3.1

Supplemental diskette and issue the same copy command.

4.4 Installing the Hountain Computer Tape Software

Obtain a C.> prompt by issuing the command c, (CR].

Follow the procedures in section 2.4 above to load the tape

software.

Follow the procedures in section 2.5 above to load the CDS

tape backup routines.

Issue the following command to set a temporary path:

path-cl\;cl\mto tape (CR}

To restore the CDS program files, make certain that the tape

drive is turned on. the printer is online, and there is

paper in the printer. Insert the tape containing your CDS

programs and enter the following;

tp pgmrs [CR]

To restore your data base files, replace your program tape

with the most recent backup tape of your data base. Issue

the command:

tp rest (CR] if the tape was created with
the standard backup option.
option 1 from the COS

Utilities menu;

or tp fstbk (CR] if the tape was created using
the fast backup option, option

7 from the COS Utilities menu.

Re-boot your system.
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You should now have a working CDS system and can proceed to

re-enter data that had been entered subsequent to the last

backup. Contact the CDS Hotline and report that your system

is back in business.

5. Final Note

While we have attempted to ease the burden of maintaining

your CDS data base by creating these tape backup utilities,

you might find it both interesting and useful to learn more

about the Mountain Tape Drive and the software that comes
with it. You will certainly find other uses for the drive

and may wish to learn how these utilities operate.

Attachment C contains a listing of the batch routines called

by the Utility menu options discussed above.
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lIAR 1 18

TO a All Olastrit Direotots

PROK I Richard X"hurba# Director
Inforatlon Systems. serviacs

8UUDT i COS Update foe Aha/Looal Off ices

The CDsasse programs (Update 2.8.4) were sent by ezpresl mail to
All area and local offices on lMarob S. The offiee age abeftled
to load the update and proceed vith the Natiomal Datase (B)
upload during the week of march 14.

Please alert your district office staff to be Vreged to give
assistance to area/local offices as oequLid. Area sad local
offices may need support, for xaimple in obtaining sbpp Ilso
*uh an diskettes, to comply with the 3D8 upload proeadures.

SUB/R /CURON/CDSD/LS/as/3-1 -88/- UPDATE. CDS

' @ 0,< ','-,;~K4
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,@' ,> " U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MEMORANDUM PC

TO : John Seal
Management Director

FROM : Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems ServiV4

SUBJECT: CMS Implementation Status (Monthly Feedback) Report

We are attaching a current report on the status of CDS imple-
mentation, including the status of the National Data Base Reload.

Attachment
cc: John Schmeltzer

Jackie Shelton

i , 1/ 4 1 ' '

CDS IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT

(MONTHLY FEEDBACK REPORT)

AS OF MARCH 10, 1988

AS OF MARCH 10, 49 FEPA OFFICES HAD BEEN RELOADED ONTO
THE NDB, WITH 19 REMAINING TO BE LOADED. SIXTEEN DISTRICT OF-
FICES HAD BEEN RELOADED ONTO THE NDB, WITH 7 REMAINING TO BE
RELOADED. TESTING OF THE FILTER PROGRAM FOR MASSACHUSSETTS AND
FLORIDA IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE MASSACHUSSETTS OFFICE.
SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE FOR THE FILTER PROGRAM REMAINS JUNE 15.
AS OF MARCH 10, THE NDB CONTAINED A TOTAL OF 201,235 CHARGES.
IMPLEMENTATION OF LDB 396 REPORTS HAS BEEN DELAYED UNTIL MARCH
31 DUE TO BUGS IN THE IBM-XTBASE RELEASE. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
INTAKE AND HEARINGS PORTIONS OF THE NDB 396 REPORTS HAS BEEN DE-
LAYED UNTIL APRIL 1 DUE TO THE NDB RELOAD. COMPARISON WITH
THE MANUAL 396 REPORTS WILL START AT THAT TIME.
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MAR 1 1988

HIEMOFANDUN

TO: Fran Hart
Office of Pro ram Operations

FROMS Lynn runerM
District Director

SUBJECTt Closed Age Cases - St. Louis Office

Attached are two manually prepared lists of age charges which

were past the two year statute of limitations at the point of

closure. one is for the period of October 1, 1986 through

September 30, 1987, and the other is for the period of October 1,

1987 through January 25, 1987, in line with Jim Troy's memo of

February 22, 1988.

There are a total of 28 charges on the FY87 list, and 15 on the

FY88 list. If you want us to forward a computer printout of

these cases at a later date, please advise.

cc: Jackie Shelton
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,,. -. *- U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

hUR I di !'iS

: da:zcs ::. Droy, Director
Office of Progra.m Orerationo

FRO7 'i 5acquelyn J. Shelto:i Director +P
-iold ''anageu:ent Pro,;raws, :est

S'JDJECT ni-'feekly Activity Report - Period Ending 3/11/38

I. Proc ram Activities

Provided assistance to District Directors in the preaaration of
resaonses to the subuoena fron the Senate Special Commaittee on
An ing, and reviewed and copied all documents in headquarters'
files.

3i-weekly conference calls helc with Denver, Chicago, Houston,
Indianapolis and Los Arngeles District Offices.

Fegan ,athcring inforr.:ation to resaoud to correspondence fron the
Texas FE-8Ps.'. Txecutive Director regarding the cistrioution of
charges against Texas State a--encies and departments for
7?rocessinq by the Texas FEA.

0rovi3.Ic. infor:.ationI to F'i-ieal tea:- in St. Louis on rn.uir~ez
Ero,. no -s : about *'i:PO? ssta:- ..aintenance acrao:eent
criterio:; andc: ovarc;na -.z,.cnt on an FY 07 voucher.

rovi:is_ assi t..ce/ifo= tie., to Di:cutivc 
0

ircctor or -cor-ic.
:.. ut FY' 07 crc- it o fi:ial rotuction ra.)or . Coatactoc.

Stotc anE- _ocl CocrJ'naror in Otllnta to coor-.Inate -:csgcnse on
t-.- firal clculation of contract crc__ts, a-.-' Irovides
_:or..r-ation ascout the correct i.ethod o creditin, an2; re-,ortinc
$4OQ a.-d S^OO type cred its.

'Soeke with Director, Chicago and lcarned of her recent efforts to
ex:plore tho necessity for providing- charge resolution funding to
the Illinois Civil RightD Conr..ission in addition to t;o Illinois
Cianartmcnt of Hur:an aicihts (IDHR) . T:he Director icentified
significant ,roalems with TflMIR's inm-lementation of toie li R
systen., which, asoni ot.her things, adversely effects the Chicago
office's ability to reonitor A3EA charges in process with D:MI
and the tolling of the two year statute of liritations.

The .'ouston Cirector irccuirre why the Office of Aucit (CA) had
not conducte; a schedulcd on-site investipation of an ew;jloyees
nmisconduct. F'-:est contacted OA and learned that the
investigation had been raost:oone., ar-d will bc cond ucted in the
near futurc.

Con.ducted quality review;/ of tie St. Louis and Ilansas City offices
during the wreek of Fcbru2ry 29 - i:arch 4, 198t8.

Preparci and submitted 7 Congressionals, 2 Chairman controlled
letters, and 3 c::arqing party inquires.

II. Pending Decisions/Matters

Review of Pending Inventory listings fron field offices.

Transfers of cases between field offices.

III. Ucoaning Activities

Prepare closeout reports for FY 87 F':P Agency and TERO contracts.

Finalize '!ouston, St. Louis and :.ansas City trip reports.

Develop computerized field staff tracking system for F'!P, 'West.

Conduct field review of the Phoenix District.
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-. a.
*3 _; ' U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20507

a-... '-KR 16 IEu

MEMORANDUM

TO John Schmelzer, Director
Field Management Programs - East

FROM : Polly Head, Director 4
Office of Performance Services

SUBJECT Case Management and Tracking System

During the February 25th meeting, the following items were
discussed and agreed to:

o a sophisticated case management and tracking system is
needed in every office that would provide not only
basic case tracking information but also management
information necessary to provide effective and
efficient control of the office workload.

o the foundation of the office system would be the
Headquarters CDS system;

o the Charlotte district office case tracking and case
management system would be used to establish the basic
requirements for this system.

In order to put a system in place in each of the identified
offices, the following steps will be implemented:

1) CHARLOTTE DISTRICT OFFICE SYSTEM REVIEW

The following core reports were identified as essential to
implementing a system sophisticated enough to provide a
management environment where managers at all levels have a. total
understanding of the office, unit and individual investigator's
workload. By using these reports managers are able to make
informed and timely decisions:

1) Pending Inventory
2) Closures
3) 270 Day Old Charges
4) Charge Receipts by Investigator
5) Charge Receipts by Charge Number
6) 3 Way.Locator
7) Cause
8) Administrative Closures

These core reports do not require any additional information to
be entered into the CDS system than is already being required by
headquarters.

Several of theise reports (i.e., pending inventory, closures, 270
day old charges, 3 way locator) are original ISS reports which
generate minimal numerical reports. The Charlotte office has
enhanced and embellished these reports to make them more eseful
total management tools. These enhancements include basic reports
format changes, summary tables by office, unit, and investigator,
investigator - age of a charge, retaliation charges, and Statute
Of Limitations data.

Other reports (charge receipts by investigator and charge.
receipts by charge number) have been developed in Charlotte as
part of an on-going effort to utilize the CDS system and further
enhance the development of a system.which is responsive to
management's needs. These reports are a direct result of the
reorganization and provide information related to the number of
charges an investigator takes while in intake and also tracks
charges by number to ensure against skipped sequencing of charge
numbers and charges not entered into the system.
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These eight (8) reports form the core of Charlotte's case
tracking and case management system. These basic reports have
provided Charlotte with a sophisticated case tracking and
management system which optimizes the capabilities of the
headquarters' CDS system. It also provides the management team
with a system which allows it to handle workloads in a
responsive and timely manner.

2) DISTRICT OFFICE REVIEW

The next step, having each of the identified offices submit
copies of their reports, has already started through contacts
with the district office directors; They have been informed that
their MISs would be contacted to discuss the office's use of CDS,
the status of the hard inventory, the currency of the CDS data,
and the types of reports the system is now generating.

Following this discussion with the MISs, copies of the office
reports will be sent to headquarters for review to establish the
level of readiness and the estimated level of resources needed to
implement the system within each of the offices.

3) CHARLOTTE MEETING

Two separate sessions have been tentatively scheduled during
April for the identified district office directors and their
MISs in Charlotte. This meeting will involve a review of
Charlotte's case tracking and case management system, discussions
of the basic administrative functions of the system, technical
discussions with the MISs, interviews with several Charlotte
managers by-the district office directors on how they use their
system, a review of the office's readiness level for implementing
a sophisticated system such as Charlotte's, identifying the next
steps needed to implement the system and what resources will be
made available to them by headquarters for this undertaking, and
providing individual customized office core reports that can be
placed on their system to generate the eight core reports.

The main outcomes of this meeting will be an increased awareness
of how the CDS system can be used for case tracking purposes and
how an office can develop a reporting system which provides them
with the necessary information to efficiently and effectively
manage their workload while being more responsive to their
investigators by providing more and better supervision around
case management and case development issues.

If you have any questions or concerns with the above, please let
us know by March 25, 1988.

cc: Ed Elkins
Director, Charlotte District Office
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SoWxtneas; R,-,on #0a, T:.co so! C*C,2 ATTACHMENT pj) li
A d ~~~~~~~~~~~~~!-95 Ma~lla ie=, s!. !

TACO . ephe i; - 4 . a671
'BELL. T hone :21

March 17, 1988

Jim Troy
Director of Program Operations
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
1401 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20507

Dear Mr. Troy:

The combined presentations by Chairman Clarence Thomas,
Pamela Talkin, Ed Elkins and yourself were the highlight of
the recent EEAC conference for me. I'd like to make a few
observations and one recommendation. First, you need to
know that I am an Industrial/Organizational Psychologist by
training and experience, and I won't presume to speak
regarding legal issues (my head spun more than once at the
technicality of the "inside" comments).

Organizational change starts at the top with a clear
articulation of vision, values, and strategies . . . and
then can percolate down through the organization as all
levels are inspired by the mission and involved in the
achievements. Your words (as in the conference) and your
deeds (as in the automation of case handling and in the
delivery of a new training program) are consistent and
represented a very positive and exciting message to hear.
In stark terms, I heard you say that the EEOC will be an
objective, neutral law enforcement agency that attempts to
build an equally viable case on both sides of the charge
(i.e., no witch hunt and no one-sided investigations or
assumptions of guilt). And yet, it was refreshing to see
that you are also aware that "x" levels down in the
organization, you encounter the zealousness of spirit and
narrowness of perspective that can translate into negative
and confrontational interactions.

Now to my point. It was clear that the training you are now
providing to your field people is a very positive step. Not
knowing the content of that training, I would urge a heavy
dose of the "Vision, Values, and Strategy" that you so well
articulated . . . along with interpersonal communications
training, especially in stressful and potentially
confrontational situations. Technical training on the steps
to follow is important, but much of that can occur on the
job. What can really impact the culture of the organization
is training that very clearly addresses the interaction
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style that is expected . . . and provides the opportunity to
practice it. Note that people can interpret "we are a law
enforcement agency" in very different ways, with some
assuming it means they've got the gun and the badge and are
out to clean up the town!

It's interesting that you are facing the same things other
organizations have faced and are experiencing some of the
same frustrations. That is, "top brass" is talking and
acting right . . . but the message hasn't made it all the
way to the people that day to day interact with the customer
or client. Most people are-familiar with the popular
behavioral theories which state that there is a
self-fulfilling prophecy to the manner in which you choose
to act toward others. If you assume incompetence and/or
evil intentions, you are more likely to produce defensive
behaviors that "prove" your point. When a parent talks down
to a child, the child fights back in frustration. Similar
interaction theories can be used to describe the interaction
between agencies and organizations. Our preference and
yours is to assume Theory Y and interact on an adult-adult
basis. I am guessing there may be opportunity within your
training to further develop these points. We have used
DDI's Interaction Management Training very effectively.

Allow me one additional but related point, and it relates to
the people sensitivity required in the on-site
investigation. I hope you noticed the unanimous concern
that the investigator, armed only with the complainant's
charge, may unwittingly create more victims or unnecessarily
taint the complainant. As you know, poorly handled
investigations can create real harm in the personal and
professional lives of innocent people. I urge you to enact
a step requiring a "light" request for information (i.e.,
three pages giving nour" side) and a statement to work
closely with field EEO/human resources representatives in
planning the nature and timing of the investigation.

In summary, we share the objectives of a "good management"
workplace . . . because it's good for business, and it's the
right thing to do. I applaud your efforts to improve the
quality of our interactions at all levels.

Sincerely,

Richard Vosburgh, Ph.D.
Division Director of Human Resources
Southern Division - Taco Bell

RV:vp

cc: Ray Castro
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ATTACHM1ENT-F
-N % U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Washington. D.C. 20507

>E /,9 - March 18, 1988

Office of
General Counsel

TO: Regional Attorneys

THRU: Charles A. Shanor C
General CounsV -

FROM: Philip B. Sklo f
Associate Gene el
Trial Services -

SUBJ: Modification of the Presentation Memorandum Package

Please implement the following instructions for preparation
of the Presentation Memorandum package.

1. All supporting documents following the Presentation
Memorandum itself shall be consecutively numbered in the lower
right-hand corner. Thus,'for example, if the Presentation
Memorandum is 13 pages long, the first page of its attachments
will be numbered 14, and so on.l/ Other numbers that may
appear on these documents should be left undisturbed. As long
as the Presentation Memorandum itself is prominently numbered,
it is unnecessary that it also be numbered in the lower right
hand corner. (We note, however, that the Presentation
Memorandum is easier to use if numbered on the bottom.) The
"List of Attached Documents' in the Presentation Memorandum
itself should indicate the page of the Presentation Memorandum
package on which the document begins. While it has been the
practice in most district offices to place the Complaint
opposite the Presentation Memorandum, from now on the Complaint
should be the final document following the Presentation
Memorandum and numbered accordingly in the lower right-hand
corner.

2. All references within the Presentation Memorandum to
documents included in the Presentation Memorandum package
should include, in addition to such identifying information as
would ordinarily be used (eg., 'Investigator's Memorandum,"
"Respondent's Position Statement"), a citation to the page
number of the Presentation Memorandum package described in item
1, supra. .

1/ We suggest the use of a Bates brand or similar numbering
machine and an ink that will reproduce clearly. If you do not
have such a device, the numbers may be penned in until you
acquire one.
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3. Tabs and other dividers within the Presentation
Memorandum package should no longer be used. Staples should be
removed from separate documents within the package. However,
documents, such as exhibits, that may not be self-identifying
should continue to be clearly identified either on the first
page of the document itself or on an inserted page.

The reasons for these changes are the following: The
present Presentation Memorandum package arrangement has a
number of shortcomings that have often made it difficult to
refer to, and to find, particular materials within the package.
Investigators' Memoranda, in particular, often are not
numbered. In addition, many of the district offices have
neatly tabbed various documents within the package. This
procedure, carried out with considerable time and effort by the
district offices, has been quite valuable for the staff in Trial
Services, who are the main user's of the original packages
submitted by the district offices. However, another dozen
copies are then made at Headquarters for the use of the
Commissioners and their staffs. Headquarters resources
preclude the tabbing of these copies. Thus, the references in
the Presentation Memoranda and Transmittal Memoranda to
documents under particular tabs are largely useless. Finally,
the tabs, as well as any staples in individual documents in the
package, complicate the reproduction of the Presentation
Memorandum package at Headquarters.

We believe that the recommended procedure will simplify
the mechanical-aspects of the preparation of the Presentation
Memorandum package both for the staffs at Headquarters and in
the district offices and will facilitate the use of the
packages whenever there is a need to refer to documents beyond
the Presentation Memorandum itself. Please implement the procedure
immediately, except for those in-process Presentation Memoranda
for which doing so will be inconvenient.

cc: James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

- 2 -
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U.S. EQUAt. FMPI OYMFNT OPPOiRTUNrTY COMMISSION
Washint{^,. D.C. 2jS'J7

' 425M
MEMORANDUM

TO : Management Information Specialists (MISs)
Distjict Offices

Management Information Asisatants (MIAs)
Area/Local Offices

Administrqtive Officers
Hle-dquarters Offics. and F ice Areas

FROM Richard A.!Kasburba, Direc'jr A/
Information Systems Services /S^'

SUBJECT: On-Site Upgrades to IBM PS/a Warranties

After months of coordinating with IbM to obtain the information
needed to upgrade the PS/2 equipment warranties to on-site service,
we are finally in a position to proceed. However, because so much
time has elapsed on the warraiat es (which would be upgraded for a
flat fee) and since we suspect that hardware problems have been
fewer than anticipated, we are considering an alternative approach
to providing you with on-site service. In order to perform a quick
cost analbsis, we would appreciate your help by taking a few
minutes to gather some information on your office's experience
under the warranties.

Please complete the attached nwestior .aire, giving us the number of
hardware problems to date req..ring seta ice under the IBM PS/2
--rranties for your office. If you cannot come up with a precise
count, your best estimate would be of value. Please return the
completed form no later than April 1: to Art Benthall of my staff
at headquarters, Room 316. Q.uestion- may be directed to Art at FTS
R34-6353.

Thanks for your assistance.

cc: John Sral
James Troy

Attachment.
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IBHN PS/2 -WARRANTY EXPi'lil:NCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Office: _ _

Contact Name: ____ Telephone: _-

Number of IBM FS/2 Systems Installed in Office:

Average Time- in Months Since Systems Were Installed: . .-. ,_-_

Number of 13.1 PS/2 Hardware Problems to Date

Requiring Maintenance Service Under '^arranty:

Comments:

,- ~~~~~~~~7-

INSTRUCTIONS: Retuirn completed form to Art Benthall, ISS, Suite.

316, Readquarters (FTS 634-6353) no later than April 15, 1986.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORVT 1- -
Washington, D.C. 20507 !4IsbI(N

MAR 29 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO All Headquarters EEOC Staff

FROM : Richard Kashurba, Director
Information Systems Services

SUBJECT: Microcomputer Training Classes

This is to announce the continuing microcomputer training program
for Headquarters employees. Information Systems Services (ISS)
is presently offering two courses in microcomputer technology.
They are Introduction to Microcomputers and PC DOS and
Introduction to WordPerfect.

The classes are open to all EEOC employees who use or will use
microcomputers. Classes are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
two sessions, one in the morning and another in the afternoon.
Classes are held in the Information Technology Center (ITC), Room
394, Headquarters. Each class is approximately 2-1/2 to 3 hours
long.

To afford individual attention and hands-on experience, classes
are limited in size to eight students. Enrollment is on a
"first-come, first-served' basis. To register, please fill out
the attached 'PC Training Request" form and return it to the ITC,
Room 394, attention Edna Jones. Due to the popularity of our
classes, we recommend that you register early to insure a secured
slot.

Courses presently being offered include the following:

Introduction to MicrocomDuters and PC DOS

A 2-1/2 to 3-hour course designed for the individual who has
little or no experience using a microcomputer. The course covers
basic computer terminology, an overview of hardware components,
hardware/software care, and the disk operating system commands.
There is no prerequisite for this course.

Introduction to WordPerfect

A 2-1/2 to 3-hour course designed for the individual who has very
little wordprocessing experience. Emphasis will be placed on the
concepts, uses and basic commands of the WordPerfect
wordprocessing software version 4.2. Upon completion of the
course, the student will have a basic understanding of how to
load, create, store, edit and retrieve a WordPerfect document.
Introduction to Microcomputers and PC DOS or its equivalent is a
prerequisite for this course.

-Plans for future courses in Advanced WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3 and
RBASE 5000 are now in the making. Please indicate your interest
on the attached training request form. For addition information,
please contact Edna Jones on 634-6555.

Attachment
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*-a~ '- U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MEMORANDU

TO Addressees
[See Attached List]

FROM : Polly Mead, Director'
Office of Performance Servrces

SUBJECT : Case Management Program: Case Tracking Meeting
in Charlotte

In support of the Chairman's case management initiatives, OPS is
working closely with OPO to develop a comprehensive Case'
Management program for implementation in your office throughout
FY'88. tDue to budget constraints, it is not possible to present
the complete program in all offices this year: Eventually,
however, all district offices will receive the entire program. A
nationwide case management conference is still planned for early
FY '89.

Charlotte Meetino Schedule

The Case Management program has three major parts: Case;
*Trackings~Case Developmenteand .managementrand Caseload.Plannihg.
As part of a phased approach, therCa5esTrackingrportion wvlVlbeP
introducek to District Directors and MISs ineseven district
offices jointly chosen by the Office of Program Operations and
the Office of Performance Services -- Baltimore, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Memphis, Phoenix, Seattle and St. Louis -- in the
Charlotte District Office on April 13-15, 1988 for the East and
April 20-22, 1988 for the West. The meetings will begin at 9
a.m. each day and will end at noon on the last day. Additional
technical assistance follow-up sessions on-Case Tracking are also
planned as needed in each office.

Charlotte Travel Arranoements

Funds are being transferred to your office to cover all costs.
We have reserved rooms for you and your MIS by name at the Adam's
Mark hotel in downtown Charlotte. (Phone 704-372-4100,
Government Rate $53.00 + 8.0% tax) The roomsw-ara 1Q prepaid;
bills should be handled by individuals at checkout. Please call
the hotel to confirm your reservations or cancel the one in your
name if you plan to stay elsewhere. Ed Elkins has offered us the
use of the Charlotte office's government-cars so that we can
travel to and from the Adam's Mark to the Charlottte District
Office each day.

If you have any additional questions concerning travel REE
arrangements, please feel free to call Betty Welch, OPS REC VED
Administrative Officer at FTS 634-1574.

MAY 2 0 1988

Charlotte Meetino Aoenda and Expectations

OPO has identified the requisite elements of a bottom-line' CDS
based case tracking/case management system. These requisite
Elements are as follows:

o Must track and verify basic charge data.
o Must track key steps/outcomes-of the investigative process.
o Must track and provide specified characteristics of pending

inventory by (1) function (2) unit and (3) Investigator
o Must track and/or calculate specified processing information

for closures
o Must be capable of producing on a periodic basis reports that

provide all information required to meet local and
Headquarters reporting requirements.

o Must have capacity to provide as needed optional reports to
meet local needs

Since the Charlotte office has been identified as one office
whose case tracking system contains these requisite criteria,
this meeting is an opportunity to review and discuss their
system.m
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The Charlotte meeting will involve:

o Defining a bottom-line case tracking/case management system.
o Presenting the basic criteria for this system.
o Reviewing the Charlotte district office's system (case

tracking/case management and the administrative functions).
o Conducting interviews with system users (managers) and

technical discussions with the MISs.
o Reviewing each office's readiness level for implementing a

'bottom-line- case tracking/case management system.
o Identifying the next steps and resources needed to implement a

bottom-line system.

Expected Outcomes after Charlotte

As a result of this meetingleach office should have (l) an-
increased awareness of how the CDS system can be used for total
case tracking and case management purposes; and (2) an
.understanding of how an office can develop and utilize a
reporting system that provides necessary information to
efficiently and effectively manage an office workload.

In addition, -each office will be given a diskette containing six
customized reports. These reports will allow your office to
generate those case tracking/case management reports used during
the Charlotte meeting.

We recognize that circumstances and needs may vary. Our hope is
to customize services based on your specific needs. Staff in key
areas are ready and-eager to work with your offices to improve
performance. In particular, personnel in the Quality Services
Branches and Training Development Branch of the Office of
Performance Services are prepared to concentrate resources for
that purpose. We know that you will take full advantage of this
opportunity.

I look forward to seeing all of you in Charlotte.

cc: District Directors not listed as Addressees
Baltimore MIS
Detroit MIS
Los Angeles HIS
Memphis MIS
Phoenix MIS
Seattle MIS
St. Louis MIS
Richard Kashurba
Jacquelyn Shelton
James Troy

ADDRESSEES

Bruner, Lynn

Gloria, Hermilo

Grabon, Walter

Keeler, Judith

Krueger, Ron

Lewis, Spencer

Head, Dorothy
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

APR 4 9R°,

MEMORANDUM

TO : Addressees
[See Attached List]

FROM : James H. Troy, Direct
Office of Program Ope a 0

SUBJECT : Case Tracking and Cas gement System

One part of the Chairman's case management initiative is the
full implementation of an effective case tracking/case management
system in each of the field offices.

As the Chairman emphasized in his memorandum of January 12th,
1988, each field office, the Office of Program Operations, the
Office of Performance Services and the Chairman's office must
work together to develop and implement an approach to provide
for swift, thorough and current investigations of every charge.

Attached are requisite criteria for any "bottom-line" CDS based
case tracking system which not only tracks basic case data but
also can be tailored to serve as an effective and efficient
management tool in controlling/directing an office's workload.
The importance of developing and implementing case tracking
systems and these basic case tracking criteria will be more fully
addressed during meetings being held in Charlotte April 13-15
(East offices) and April 20-22 (West offices).

As we know, the Commissionas case management initiative is aimed
at better management of large case inventories, more efficient
investigation of cases, and assurance of quality work products.
.Case tracking is critical to all three components. The meetings
in Charlotte are an important first step.

Attachment

cc: Baltimore MIS
Detroit MIS
Los Angeles MIS
Memphis MIS
Phoenix MIS
Seattle MIS
St. Louis MIS

ADDRESSEES

Bruner, Lynn

Gloria, Hermilo

Grabon, Walter

Keeler, Judith

Krueger, Ron

Lewis, Spencer

Mead, Dorothy
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BASIC CRITERIA FOR TRACKING SYSTEM

1. Must track and verify minimum basic charge data:

- Statutes
- Retaliation
- Bases and Issues
- Charge number
- Charging Party name
- Respondent name
- Respondent type
- Filing date
- Date of alleged violation
- Other

2. Must track identified key steps/outcomes of the investigative
process:

a. On-site investigations

b. Posted notices

c. Expedited investigations of retaliation

3. Must track for pending inventory by function, unit and EOS:

a. Charge number, respondent name, and CP name (Active Charge
three way locator).

b. Office age (file date) and EOS age (assignment date) of
each charge in office and with EOS, with 270 day charges
flagged and counted for EOS, unit, function and office.

c. Statute of limitations time for ADEA and EPA charges.

d. Average age of charges for EOS, unit, function, and
office.

e. Total number of charges for EOS, unit, function, and
office.

4. Must track and/or calculate for resolutions:

a. Charge number, respondent name, and CP name (Closed Charge
three way locator).

b. Number and type of resolution of charges closed by EOS,
unit, function and office for specified time period.

c. Age at closure.

d. Average age of all closures.

e. Dollar benefits and persons benefitted.

f. Percentage of administrative closures by EOS, unit,
function and office.

g. Breakdown by statute and type of closure for each unit and
office.

5. Must be capable of producing on a periodic basis (monthly at a
minimum) the following reports:

a. Pending inventory sorted by Charge Number, Charging Party,
and Respondent (3 Way Locator).

b. Closures for specified period sorted by Charge Number,
Charging Party, and Respondent (3 Way-Locator).

c. Pending inventory sorted by EOS, Unit, and Function with
detailed information outlined in 2 above.

d. Closures sorted by EOS, Unit and Function with details
identified in 3 above.
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e. Listing of all charges which are or will be 270 days by
September 30, sorted by EOS, Unit, and Function.

f. Administrative Closures as defined for 396 reports.

g. Listing of cause decisions with date of issuance of
decision; date of issuance of conciliation proposal; date
of conciliation conference (if one); conciliation outcome;
and time lapses between stages of process.

6. Should have the capacity to provide on an as-needed basis
optional reports to meet identified local needs of case
management systems, e.g.:

a. Charge Receipts for specified period sorted by Intake-EOS.

b. Charge Receipts for specified period sorted by Charge
Number, with statutes, bases, issues, with 396 style
summary of totals by statutes.

c. Transfers from other offices, with 396 style summary of
totals by statutes.

d. Transfers to other offices, with 396 style summary of
totals by statutes.

a. Dates of identified key investigative milestones for
pending or closed charges.
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R , '- U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

April 8. 1988

TO: James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM: Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Director Lt:
Field Management Programs -Wet

SUBJECT: Bi-Weekly Activity Report - Perlod Ending 4/8/88

I. Program Activities

Conducted a conference call with Lynn Bruner, James Neely and
Paul Boymel, Office of Legal Counsel concerning the possible need
to reopen 57 charges against McDonald Douglas. These charges
relate to defined benefit plans under ADEA and were discovered
during the recent Quality Review in St. Louis.. These charges may
have been closed.prematurely based on amendment 4(i) of the ADEA.
We are working with the Office of Legal Counsel and St. Louis to
clarify and resolve this matter.

Selected a director for the Oklahoma City Area Office.
Donald Burris, from the Denver District Office is expected to
report for duty on April 25. 1988.

Approved a request from the Texas Commissioner on Human Rights to
have Harriet Ehrlich participate in the IAOHRA Annual Conference
in July 1988.

Responded to a grievance filed by the deputy director in the
Dallas District Office. Also, we prepared a recommendation to a
district director in response to a grievance by that office's
deputy director.

Met with attorneys from the Office of Legal Counsel in
preparation for a MSPB hearing to be held in Baltimore on April
18, 1988. This hearing is a continuing matter from the Baltimore
District Office and concerns the recent termination of an
investigator.

I-et vith Leo Sanchez, ISS, to request a CDS run, by zip code, for
the city of Los Angeles and Los Angeles County. This information
will pinpoint geographical areas with the largest number of
charges. ISS will provide this information by approximately
April 13, 1988. The information received from ISS will assist in
determining how Los Angeles can better manage its constantly
expanding workload.

Met with an attorney adviEor in Federal Sector Programs to
edscuss a continuing problem. in getting complaints decided and
issued, which were previously heard by a former Administrative
Law Judge in Seattle. We are continuing to work with the Seattle
director to resolve this matter.

Responded to Vice Chairman Silberman concerning two charges from
the Dallas District Office. The attorney for two charging
'parties complained about the manner in which their charges were
handled.

Commenced working with the Dallas district director in response
to his request for an EEOC exhibit and booth at the national
LULAC Convention being held in July 1988. We have been informed
by the Office of Communications and Legislative Affairs that it
is unable to spend the required $1.000 fee for the rental of a
booth due to budget cuts. Efforts are being made by the Dallas
office to obtain free rental of a booth which will be manned by
Dallas employees. There has not been a final decision by the
LULAC representative regarding the request for a free booth.
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Completed the ADEA/ADEA Concurrent and EPA/EPA Concurrent Pending

Inventory list summaries for FMP-W offices, with the exception of

St. Louis, San Diego and Dallas offices. St. Louis and San Diego

are experiencing computer malfunctions and the Dallas office has

been requested to revise some of its processing time data. The

Dallas statistics are expected within a day or two. When

received their data will be incorporated into the summaries that
we have provided to Program Resear'h and Surveys Staff for

inclusion in a combined report for East and West. These summary

reports show age range and processing time statistics from the

date of the alleged discriminatory act -to January 29, 1988 for

ADEA and EPA charges.

Conducted a Quality Review of the Denver District Office during

the week of April 4-8, 198e.

!:ced Bi-Weekly Conference Calls with Los Angeles, Houston,

Milwaukee and Dallas. The Houston Director informed us that they

hired one investigator, one program analyst and two clerk typists

during this period. This leaves Houston with four vacancies, of

which one is for an investigator.

Continued work on the conversion of investigators from the GS-360

series to GS-1810. bew position descriptions are being revised.

Completed 9 Congressionals, 8 Chairman Controlled letters, and 10

general correspondence responses.

Worked with the Labor Management Relations Division on a union

proposal regarding overtime. Additional meetings are required to

handle the matter.

Met with the Hearings Task Force.

Held discussions with Lynn Bruner regarding her concerns about

the EEOC's representatives in upcoming arbitration. We are

consulting with the Office of Legal Counsel on this matter.

II. Pending Decisions/matters

The decision to transfer cases between field offices is in

progress.

III. Upcoming Activities

Finalize the Houston. St. Louis. Kansas City, Phoenix and

Albuquerque Quality Review Trip Reports, and begin preparation of

the trip report for Denver.

Develop a FMP-W computerized field staff tracking system..

Prepare close out reports for FY 1987 FEP Agency and TERO

contracts.

Prepare Mid-Year Reviews for FMP-W district directors.

Revise the goals for some district directors.

Analyze 396 Reports for FM'P-W field offices.

Conduct a Quality Review of the Seattle District Office during
the week of flay 16-20.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIY c(-MMjSj,;N
Washington, D.C. 20507

MEMORANDUM S 13

TO : John Seal
Management Director

FROM : Richard Kashurba, Director / .
Information Systems Servi,/

SUBJECT: CDS Implementation Status (Monthly Feedback) Report

We are attaching a current report on the status of CDS imple-
mentation, including the statu6 of thie National Data Base Reload.

Attachment
cc: James Troy * A

Jackie Shelton

CDS IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT

(MONTHLY FEEDBACK REPORT)

AS OF APRIL 11, 1988

AS OF APRIL 11, 65 FEPA OFFICES HAD BEEN RELOADED ONTO
THE NDB, WITH 3 REMAINING TO BE LOADED. TWENTY TWO DISTRICT OF-
FICES HAD BEEN RELOADED ONTO THE NDB, WITH 1 REMAINING TO BE
RELOADED. TWENTY AREA/LOCAL OFFICES HAD BEEN RELOADED ONTO THE
NDB, WITH FIVE REMAINING TO BE RELOADED. AS OF APRIL 11, THE NDB
CONTAINED A TOTAL OF 257,522 CHARGES.

DISTRIBUTION OF LDB INTAKE AND ENFORCEMENT 396 REPORTS WAS
COMPLETED ON 3/30. DISTRIBUTION OF LDB SYSTEMIC, WORKLOAD AND
HEARINGS 396 REPORTS IS SCHEDULED FOR 8/15. TESTING OF NDB 396
REPORTS IS IN PROGRESS; COMPARISON WITH THE MANUAL 396 REPORTS IS
EXPECTED TO BE COMPLETE BY 4/18.

COMPLETION OF THE LDB PURGE UTILITY IS NOW 6 WEEKS BEHIND THE
SCHEDULED 4/28 COMPLETION DATE. MINIFILE IS SCHEDULED FOR COM-
PLETION ON 7/9. HERO UPGRADE IS SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION ON
7/24. INTAKE INTERFACE IS SCHEDULED FOR INSTALLATION AT PILOT
SITES BY 8/15. ALL TRAINING IS ON HOLD PENDING AVAILABILITY
OF FUNDS. DISTRIBUTION OF REVISED CDS DOCUMENTATION IS
SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION BY END OF APRIL. ISSUANCE OF NEW ORDER
244 IS SCHEDULED FOR END OF JUNE. ISSUANCE OF CDS GUIDE FOR
HEARINGS IS SCHEDULED FOR END OF MAY. ISSUANCE OF CDS GUIDE
FOR LEGAL UNITS IS SCHEDULED FOR END OF JULY. CDS HARDWARE UP-
GRADES FOR FIELD ARE SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION BY END OF AUGUST.
FEPA HARDWARE UPGRADES ARE ON HOLD PENDING AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.
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EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

{F. ~~~~~c[,.^ ES1 1 t- ZagID '*LO

sa~~~~~~~~~~~~t LOU'S M'SOOt (,

APR 18 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO: Jim Troy, Director
Operation Program Management

FROM: Lynn Bruner /'A
District Director

SUBJECT: Case Tracking and Case Management Systems

I received your memo of April 4, i988, concerning the above

subject. Following the review of the requisite criteria which

you have presented as being required for a "bottom-line" CDS case

tracking system, I find that the St. Louis District Office is

capable of meeting all of the criteria with the following

exceptions:

1. Posted notices

There are presently no codes in CDS to identify those

cases on which notices have been posted. Since notices

are only required on successful conciliations, I assume

we might be able to modify that code in some way, so as

to indicate that a notice was included. We have

successfully used such approaches in the past. If that

does not work, it will be up to ISS to make a change in

the coding. I note that we have been keeping a manual

count of the notices, and have been reporting them as

part of the 396. we will continue this manual process.

2. Expedited Investigations of Retaliation

Although we can certainly produce a list of all

retaliation charges, there is no special code in CDS to

identify retaliation charges which have been expedited

for investigation. In this office, however, we have a

standing policy which requires the screening committee

(which reviews all new charges) to consider all

retaliation charges, andrecommend them for expedited

investigations wherever appropriate. These cases are

tracked in an R-base computer program which we use for

tracking all expediLed ilvesLigations identified by the

Committee.
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In an effort to resolve this situation, I have taken the
following steps:

a. All carpeting was removed from the computer &rea.
b. we are purchasing a humidifier for the computer room.
c. we are purchasing a fan and thermometer for the

computer room, and will make every effort to keep the
room at a constant temperature.

We have also asked the NCR people to make a full examination of
the computer itself, to insure that there are not some wiring or
other problems in the computer which are creating the problem.

As an extra precaution, I will be requesting that ISS purchase a
devise which will ensure an uninterrupted power source. This
will ensure that the data is not damaged because of a power
outage.

If we continue to have problems with our computer after all the
above steps are completed, I will be requesting ISS to send
someone to this office to further examine the situation, or to
provide us with entirely new computer equipment from top to
bottom. I am bringing this to your attention so that you will be
in a position to appreciate the seriousness of the problem we are
having, and so that you will not conclude that we are merely
being derelict or inefficient when we are unable to produce
reports you have requested on a timely basis.

Your assistance and consideration are appreciated.

cc: Jackie Shelton
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Do ".* U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507 -r -!E'-,VE

APR 2 8 1988

MEMORANDUM

To: District Directors

From: James H. Troy, Direc J /
Office of Program Op ta ns

Subj: District Directors N 4 - 88

CRITICAL PROGRAM ISSUES

Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act of 1988 (ADCAA)

The ADCAA was enacted on April 7, 1988 when President Reagan
signed it as Public Law 100-283. We are reviewing it and
discussing its implementation in coordination with the Offices of
General Counsel and Legal Counsel. You will be advised shortly
regarding any role you may have in EEOC notification to charging
parties and processing of applicable charges. Our plans are to,
minimize field office involvement in the notification process.
However, you will be required to provide pertinent information

) regarding ADEA charges in the process since April 1986. We also
will send soecific instructions regarding format and methodology
icr your development of this information.

In the meantime this is to advise you that, as an exception to
the order on Disposition of Records, you must not destroy any
ADEA charge file of charges filed with, the Commission since
January 1, 1984 until further notice. If any of these charges
are filed in court under ADCAA, EEOC records may be needed to
prove timeliness of charge, to verify written notification prior
to the expiration of the statute of limitations, or to provide
any other evidence in record.

Hearing on ADEA "900" Charges

The Chairman and Commissioners testified at the March 29, 1988.
hearing on EEOC's handling of charges filed under the ADEA. The
Chairman reiterated that allowing the statute of limitations to
expire on the ADEA charges was a very unhappy sequence of events
for the Commission for which there was no excuse. He then stated
that in an effort to ensure that the situation would not be
allowed to recur we have taken the following steps - notices of
expiration will routinely be sent to charging parties, better
case management and case tracking systems would be put in place
and Age cases will receive priority in processing over charges
filed under other statutes.

Vice Chairman Silberman echoed the Chairman's assertion that
there was no excuse to be offered for allowing charging parties
rights to be lost and stated that there are new procedures of( accountability which will include consideration of any charges in
which the statute expired in the director's rating. The Chairman
stated categorically that a director who allowed the statute to
expire on any charge is not considered to be performing
acceptably.

Several Commissioners and the counsel for the charging party who
testified pointed out the need for additional resources if we
are to keep up with our workload.

The Chairman of the Subcommittee, Congressman Lantos, advised the
Chairman that a report must be submitted to the Subcommittee by
September 15, 1988 on how the new case management system is
working. You will receive guidance from Field Management
Programs on the format to use in submitting information for the
report.
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Intake Rotation

Some of you find that having Enforcement Units spend two weeks in
a row assigned to Intake functions has a detrimental effect on
productivity which reaches beyond the relatively minimal time the
Investigators spend taking charges. We call your attention to
the guidance we sent you at the time (excerpt from June 2, 1987
memo at Attachment A). The memo states that units should be
rotated into the charge receipt function for not more than two
week periods. It is incumbent upon you to evaluate the situation
in your own office to determine the number of investigators (not
necessarily an entire unit) and the amount of time to be spent to
obtain optimum performance. Those numbers are -not the same for
every office. Similarly, explore other managerial approaches to
optimizing the efficiency and effectiveness of time spent in
Intake. Some directors' find that a total restriction on
scheduling any interviews, meetings, on-sites, etc. works best
for them. Time spent taking charges is an integral part of our
function. Make the best use of the time your staff is assigned
to it.

Average Processing Time

Average processing time fC charge resolution will be computed
for the third and fourtyquarters of 88. We will include only
charges filed after anuary 1, 198 150 days will be the
standard. V

Case Management Plans

Attachment B to this memo is an outline of the basic requirements
for a case tracking system. The system is based on data from the
Local Data Base of your Charge Data System. Seven offices were
chosen to pilot the system - Baltimore, Detroit, Memphis in the
East and Seattle, Phoenix, St. Louis, and Los Angeles in the
West. The implementation of this Chairman initiated program is
a major focus for the agency for the next two years. Every
office will be included by FY 89. The program is comprised of
three segments. The first segment is implementation of a case
tracking system which meets the basic criteria found at
Attachment B. Once the case tracking system is in place in your
district, staff from OPS will provide a three and a half day
training program for your managers and supervisors on case
development. You will hear more about the third segment,
Management and Caseload Planning, at a later date. I repeat,
this program is an agency priority. We expect to have these
systems in place in all districts as soon as possible. Contact
Jackie Shelton or me if you have any questions.

ADEA Charges in Deferral may 6, 1988

One prerequisite to contract payment for the processing of ADEA
charges is that the FEPA must complete its processing within 18
months of the alleged violation. (See EEOC Order 916,
Appendix C.) Since the FEPA is not eligible for payment for any
ADEA charge in which the 18 month period has passed, you must
have a system in place for monitoring these charges. Provide a
brief description of your system to your Field Program Manager by
May 6, 1988. If you do not have such a system in place, you must

en one before May 6.

Submission of Cause Cases

During OPO's last telephone conference with District Directors,
we informed you that EEOC Headquarters is moving to a new
address during the period of August to October, 1988. Offices
will move in the order that they will be occupying the assigned
floors. OPO will occupy the eighth and part of the ninth floor.
We expect to move between September and October. The Chairman
and the Commissioners will occupy the tenth floor and will move
last. On the other hand, the Office of General Counsel is one of
the earliest offices moving into the new building. Under these
conditions and because of the consequent disruptions, it behooves
us to plan ahead.

While in previous years you had a reasonable expectation that a
cause case submitted to the General Counsel by August 15 would
reach the Commissioners in time for action prior to September 30,
this year you will need a wider margin.
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I am sure that you have identified the cases in the enforcement
units which you expect to forward to Headquarters during the last

half of the fiscal year. Make extra effort to finalize

compliance activity in these cases as soon as possible. If

there is involvement of the legal units during the closing phase

of the investigation, it will be easier for them to have the

cases ready for transmittal to Headquarters by the middle of

July. You should target your submission of presentation
memoranda to Headquarters by no later than July 15, 1988.

You should compare the number of cause cases you have submitted

SO far to Headquarters during this fiscal year with previous

years, then plan accordingly. We will contact OGC for the list

of cases submitted to Headquarters as of March 31. Please

Iforward your projection for the remainder of FY 88 in order that
we may plan for Commission review this fiscal year in spite of
the move.

Close coordination of efforts between the Director and the

Regional Attorney is essential during the next few months to

ensure the expeditious flow of cases to Headquarters. Some

directors have found that weekly discussions on the status of all
the identified cause cases minimizes unnecessary delays whether
in the enforcement or the legal units.

Attachment C is a copy of a memorandum on this matter issued on

May 6, 1987, which remains extremely applicable to this date.

IRCA

Once more I must raise a subject that by now should be routine

processing for your offices. You are aware that we provide GAO

with an updated report of charges related to IRCA on a quarterly

basis. GAO's annual report to Congress, for which we provide

much of the information, is a statutory requirement.
Nevertheless, some of you consistently fail to follow the

specific instructions we have previously given causing this

office difficulties in fulfilling EEOC's obligations.

For example, we have expressly stated that to update means to

bring up to date any charge previously reported and to provide

all the necessary information on new charges filed since the

previous report. We even provided you with examples and copies
of reports to facilitate your updating and to show you the type

of information needed on these cases. However, very few of you
have followed this simple guidance.

More critical is the fact that some of you are not providing us

with charges filed in your offices that are related to IRCA. We

know for example that the Office of the Special Counsel forwards

cases filed with them to some EEOC field offices. The Special

Counsel also retains jurisdiction in these cases. Your offices

did not report these charges. We also receive calls from

members-of_@youi5-smat-f-raising questions on specific cases which

are not only not reported but where the office says there are

none.

You must provide more specific instructions to your staff on how

to recognize these charges, how to report them and to whom they

are reported. Your area and local offices are not exempted from
this obligation.

There is also indication that not all those who must provide

information to the public have access to the most basic

information on IRCA. Your offices received numerous pamphlets

and other guidance on this matter. You must ensure that it is

accessible to your staff and that they give correct information
to the public.

You should take immediate steps to ensure that the next IRCA

report, due in our officeo June 3o, conforms to our

instructions .
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Transmitting Data to the National Data.Base

We were informed that some offices have only one person who knows
how to transmit the extract data to the Collection Manager fork loading into the NDO. This means, of course, that if that person
is absent from the office, the transmission cannot be completed.
The success of a function as critical as CDS cannot be dependent
Ion a single individual. I strongly urge that any of you who have
not already done so train at least one more person as a backup.

Reference Material for Area and Local Offices May 15, 1988

The Office of Management plans to order reference material for
libraries in area and local offices. Please let us know what
material you would like to have for them.

Change in Presentation Memorandum Package

Please review the attached memo (Attachment F) from Phil Sklover
carefully. All supporting documents submitted with Presentation
Memoranda must be numbered in accordance with the directions in
Phil's memo.

Attachments:

A Excerpt from June 2, 1987 Memo on Reorganization
B Criteria for Case Tracking Systems
C Memo on Performance Standards
D Summary of Supreme Court Decision - Marino v. Ortiz
E EEO Mid-Year Summary
F Modification of Presentation Memoranda
G Letter on Quality from Private Sector

95-656 0 - 89 - 32
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ATTACHMENT A
Local Coordinators should report to either an Enforcement
Manager or higher level management official.

o In offices with heavy State and local volume, management
may, in accordance with existing practice, relieve the
volume of the substantial weight review process by assigning
investigators from other units to assist in the performance
of this function. In addition, as previously discussed, the
CR/TIU supervisor may assist in the performance of the
substantial weight review process.

Impact on Local Office Operations

o No change to local office operations is required by the
reorganization. It should be noted however, that consistent
with the addition of organizational titles to all compliance
staff in district and area offices, local office EOSs shall
similarly be titled 'Investigators'.

Charge Receipt Rotation

o District and area offices with three or more enforcement
units may rotate the charge receipt responsibilities for one
to two week periods among enforcement units and systemic
units including the State and Local Coordinators. The
period may be less than one week but 'not more than two
weeks.

o State and Local Coordinators and systemic unit employees may
be assigned to rotate at the same time or along with other
units for charge receipt coverage.

o In order to balance assignments of employees to the charge
receipt rotation, it may be necessary for management to
assign employees from different enforcement units. In such
cases, management may either designate the supervisor of one
of the rotating units to review the charge receipt work
products of all employees or have the employees' work
reviewed by their individual supervisors.

o While offices will normally assign an entire unit to perform
charge receipt duties for the period of rotation, management
may designate employees to perform primary and backup
functions within the unit. For example, specific employees
may be assigned primary responsibility for walk-in PCPs on
the first, third and fifth days of the rotation, while other
employees will handle mail and telephone inquiries during
these periods. These assignments will then switch to ensure
equitable assignment of responsibility among all rotating
employees.

o Back-up support to the rotating charge receipt enforcement
unit will normally be provided by the supervisor of the unit
covering the next rotational period.

o Federal Affirmative Action employees shall serve as
secondary backup for charge receipt responsibilities.

o Charge receipt schedules shall be developed and distributed
to allow sufficient notice to employees to plan case
processing activities and leave schedules.

o To avoid delays and confusion, back-up personnel to the
charge receipt function shall be scheduled in advance by
office management. This will facilitate easy contact by the
receptionist and more efficient service to the public.

o All rotating enforcement unit personnel are expected to be
available, unless otherwise excused, to perform charge
receipt duties during the period of rotation.

o Normally, rotating personnel should take an affidavit from
the charging Darty during the charge receipt Process. It is
not expected that these affidavits must be typed. However,
the affidavits should be written by the investigator, not
the charging party, and affirmed or sworn to with
appropriate notations.
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0 Enforcement unit supervisors shall rotate along with their
units for purposes of reviewing the draft charges, charging
party affidavits, intake notes and responses to written
inquiries prepared by their unit employees. After charges
are finalized and signed by the charging party, the Charge
CR/TIU supervisor shall be responsible for completion of the
administrative processing of the file (service of notices,
etc.)for transmission to the appropriate enforcement unit.

o Typing support to the charge receipt function shall normally
be performed by clericals in the CR/TIU, absent workload or
other unusual considerations. In certain situations, the
rotating unit clerical may assist with the typing. However,
steps should be taken to ensure sufficient telephone
coverage for the unit.

o During down time, employees rotating to handle charge
receipt responsibilities shall be expected to perform normal
charge processing activities (except actual face-to-face
interviews of witnesses and on-site investigations unless
previously approved by the supervisor). See discussion
under GPAR Appraisal.

o To account for the actual time spent performing charge
receipt duties, employees are required to complete a charge
receipt time log (attached to the Field Reorganization
Memorandum of Understanding) which is to be submitted to the
supervisor on a daily basis.

o The charge receipt time log is the only form to be
maintained by the employee for charge receipt time
accountability purposes (See further discussion under Charge
Receipt/Technical Information Unit on page 2 above). -

o Supervisors are responsible to ensure that employees submit
accurate information on the charge receipt time logs.

o Actual time spent performing charge receipt responsibilities
as recorded on the log shall not be included in an
employee's average case processing time computation.

o Employees may retain a copy of the log.

o In situations where the flexitime schedules of employees in
a unit impact upon full coverage of the charge receipt
responsibility during the rotational period, supervisors
shall, before requiring a change to a work schedule, solicit
volunteers. Supervisors shall be fair and equitable in
making involuntary adjustments to employee work schedules to
accommodate charge receipt functions. such involuntary
adjustments should also be made only when necessary and
should be rotated among all unit employees.

o Offices should establish a system to ensure that all
outstanding telephone and mail inquiries at the end of the
day/rotation are listed by the rotating supervisor and
turned over to the CR/TIU supervisor for appropriate
response. The procedure adopted in each office should be
firmly established and consistently followed.

o Rotating enforcement supervisors should ensure that
employees performing charge receipt functions provide
appropriate responses to all inquiries received in
accordance with normal office practice and Agency procedure.

o Every attempt should be made to ensure that inquiries
received from the public are responded to by investigators.
This does not preclude use of Investigative Assistants
(EOAs) to perform initial screening of inquiries. However,
normal practice should provide that if an individual wishes
to file a charge, the matter will be referred to an
investigator.

o Hanagement should build in safeguards to ensure that during
the screening process, individuals are provided accurate and
appropriate information. For example, this may include
requiring an Investigative Assistant to check with the
CR/TIU supervisor before informing a potential charging
party that his/her complaint is not appropriately before the
Commission.
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ATTACHMENT B

BASIC CRITERIA FOR TRACKING SYSTEM

1. Must track and verify minimum basic charge data:

- Statutes
- Retaliation
- Bases and Issues
- Charge number
- Charging Party name
- Respondent name
- Respondent type
- Filing date
- Date of alleged violation
- Other

2. Must track identified key steps/outcomes of the investigative
process:

a. On-site investigations

b. Posted notices

c. Expedited investigations of retaliation

3. Must track for pending inventory by function, unit and EOS:

a. Charge number, respondent name, and CP name (Active Charge
three way locator).

b. Office age (file date) and EOS age (assignment date) of
each charge in office and with EOS, with 270 day charges
flagged and counted for EOS, unit, function and office.

c. Statute of limitations time for ADEA and EPA charges.

d. Average age of charges for EOS, unit, function, and
office.

e. Total number of charges for EOS, unit, function, and
office.

4. Must track and/or calculate for resolutions:

a. Charge number, respondent name, and CP name (Closed Charge
three way locator).

b. Number and type of resolution of charges closed by EOS,
unit, function and office for specified time period.

c. Age at closure.

d. Average age of all closures.

e. Dollar benefits and persons benefitted.-

f. Percentage of administrative closures by EOS, unit,
function and office.

g. Breakdown by statute and type of closure for each unit and
office.
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5. Must be capable of producing on a periodic basis (monthly at a
minimum) the following reports:

a. Pending inventory sorted by Charge Number, Charging Party,
and Respondent (3 Way Locator).

b. Closures for specified period sorted by Charge Number,
Charging Party, and Respondent (3 Way-Locator).

c. Pending-inventory sorted by EOS, Unit, and Function with
detailed information outlined in 2 above.

d. Closures sorted by EOS, Unit and Function with details
identified in 3 above.

e. Listing of all charges which are or will be 270 days by
September 30, sorted by EOS, Unit, and Function.

f. Administrative Closures as defined for 396 reports.

g. Listing of cause decisions with date of issuance of
decision; date of issuance of conciliation proposal; date
of conciliation conference (if one); conciliation outcome;
and time lapses between stages of process.

6. Should have the capacity to provide on an as-needed basis
optional reports to meet identified local needs of case
management systems, e.g.:

a. Charge Receipts for specified period sorted by Intake EOS.

b. Charge Receipts for specified period sorted by Charge
Number, with statutes, bases, issues, with 396 style
summary of totals by statutes.

c. Transfers from other offices, with 396 style summary of
totals by statutes.

d. Transfers to other offices; with 396 style summary of
totals by statutes.

e. Dates of identified key investigative milestones for
pending or closed charges.
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4r 2 . l

MENORANDDM

TOs Hermilo R. Gloria
Director
Phoenix District Office

FROMS James H. Troy
Director
Office of Program Operations

SUBJECTs FEPA Problems with HERO (Your Memorandum Dated 2/25/88)

I have discussed with Jacquelyn Shelton the subject memorsndumfrom you dated 2/25/88. Your memo gives the distinct impressionthat we have not discussed this matter previously. As you arewell aware, the problems surrounding both HNRO and CS have beendiscussed with you, other Directors, the Chairman. Office ofManagement. ISE and FEPAs. The reason that you have not receiveda personal response to previous correspondence is that the issuescontained in your memorandum have been discussed in Directors'meetings, as well as various correspondence mince the system'sinception in 1985. Therefore. a personal response directly toyou seemed unnecessary and redundant.

Your concern regarding OPO's interest in the consequences ofdenying contracts mat be based on your myopic view of theoverall deferral process and its effect On the Agency as a whole.All District Directore should be aware of the followings

a. PEP Agencies were given three opportunities to opt into theHERO system prior to the purchase and delivery of the NCRequipment. The clear understanding was that opting incarried a responsibility to input required data and assistin making the system work to the benefit of alll thus, thereason for our decision to deny contracts under certain
circumstances.

b. FEP Agencies are required by their state laws or localordinances to resolve the same charges that we pay then toprocess, and wb are required to provide substantial weighttn thal Thrf -a. Ut >rwed...i o
, . shoutd not eea urably ncrsasa the El _*wrJ lo

Os.wr - .. - _ _-i I___ _ _

8 _
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Page two

than does the current waiver process. Further, denial of
contracts to thos, who do not input HERO would allow
commensurate increases of contracts of those-A4encies that
complet, the M f unctLins an reqwired. This means that
EEOC overall could not lose in the process. Only three
agencies, including Arizona, have come close to having their
contracts denied.

c. Worksharing agreements can be easily altered, dependent upon
the funding or contracting variables prevalent at the time.
ln fact. OPO is currently interested in having some of the
workeharing agreements changed immediately because of
current situations that have nothing to do with contracts.

Practically all personnel that are eeployed by EZOC end the PUPAs
know that the system is not yet fully functional for various
reasons, including consecutive annual budget restrictions.
However, the agency has made a decision to use It and make It
viable. The Chairman has directed that every effort be made tobring the system up to full utility as soon as possible. Thatnecessarily means that all persons and organizations responsible
for its function and use are expected to assist in uch efforts.
Though you are not expected to agree with all the decisions that
are made, an a member of management, it is incumbent upon you totake whatever steps are within your range of responsibility and
influence to implement and enhance the viability of those
decisions.

Your comments, concerns and suggestions are always encouraged,
appreciated and utilized in formulating positions. However.
constant rehashing of ideas becomes at some point burdensome and
ineffective. Greater care should be taken In the future in
determining when this point is reached and when redundancy
becomes futile.

cc Jacquelyn Shelton

OFDICML ME.COPY - R-3 _ _r•i_
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EEOC DISTRICT OFFICE
CDS NDB CHARGE STATUS

(as of 4/29/88)

OFFICE
NAME

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham

Charlotte
Cleveland
Detroit
Memphis
Mipmi
New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia

Total -

Chicago
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Indianapolis
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Phoenix
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle

St. Louis
Total -

Grand Total -

HBR OF
CHARGES
ON NDB

7,747
4,356
5,307

4,852
4,542
6,048 .
4,400
5,361
5,842
5,316
3.749
57,520

7,104
9,793
4,112
8,440
5,412
9,625
2,480
4,451
4,959
4,648
3,464

4.621
69,109

126,629

LAST
UPDATE

4/23/88
4/23/88
3/28/88

4/26/88
4/26/88
4/27/88
4/26/88
4/23/88
4/26/88
4/23/88
4/28/88

WEST

4/19/88
4/28/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4 /2 4/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
2/23/88

4/ 2 8/88

COIOENTS

On hold; bad data and duplicate
records; Ken White writing pro-
gram to clean up data base; will
test program by 5/06

Management Information Specialist
has been out of town and working
on other priority projects; will
transmit 5/04 - (confirmed)

Hay 4,

1 F98 .
1988 ti 1 >n,4,

//s
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EEOC AREA AND LOCAL OFFICES'
CDS NDB CHARGE STATUS

(as of 4/29/88)

OFFICE
NAME

Boston
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Greensboro
Greenville
Jackson
Little Rock
Nashville
Newark
Norfolk
Pittsburgh
Raleigh
Richmond
Tampa
Washington

Total

Albuqueque
El Paso
Fresno
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis
Oakland
Oklahoma City
San Diego
San Jose

Total -

Grand Total -

NBR OF
CHARGES
ON NDB

2,607
930

1,597
815
571

3,412
2,555
2,403
1,443
1,788
3,438
2,053
2,211
3,365

18
29,206

1,858
1,839
516

3,929
2,104
1,490
1,337
2,965
1,135
1.255
18,428

47,634

LAST
UPDATE

4/19/88
4/26/88
4/27/88
4/26/88
4/27/88
4/26/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4/2 6/88
3/19/88
4/26/88
4/26/88
4/26/88
4/27/88
3/24/88

Kay 4, 1988

COHYENTS

Transmitted 5/02 - (confirmed)

New Data Entry Operator will start
work 5/4; about 1200 charges on
Local Data Base; ISS will assist
with transmission by 5/06 -
(confirmed).

WEST

4/28/88
4/21/88
4/28/88
4/27/88
4/27/88
4,/27/88
4/21/88
4/27/88
4/16/88
4/28/88
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

MAY - 5 18

M E M 0 R A N D M

TO District, Are al irectors

FROM James H.
Direc.to r
Office o ram perations

SUBJECT Submissio tata for the Age Claims Act

We are completing the preparations to issue notices to Charging
Parties affected by the Age Claims Assistance Act of 1988. As I
previously informed you, we are keeping field offices,
participation at this point to the minimum.

Enclosed is a pre-programmed disk or tape which will download
information from your CDS data base. Specific instructions have
been included.

The data to be collected are all age charges from FY 86 to
April 7, 1988, including charging party's address, date of
filing, date of violation, closure data and last action code.
Once we obtain this basic information, we should be able to
extract from it the names of all those charging parties who may
be entitled to a notice under the Age Claims Act.

You should return the disk by DHL mail Monday, May 9. Send it to
the attention of Doris Werwie, Office of Program Operations.
Please note, any delays in this area may delay our ability to
meet the law based timeframe (June 2) for issuing notices to the
charging parties.

Once we obtain the names of all those charging parties to whom
we are sending notices, we will provide you with a printout of
those from your own offices. We will also send you further
instructions as necessary.

Call your FMP Program Analyst

:tlnvtt~o,ln o.-inloa!at Do ant e~reoLtnj A2' lilt te>ort.

Or Cl Sysneel

Enter Va., toot ean-oro.

vhen you log in connectly a '11proept aill appeal on ie etreen.

Type in the folicoinI to.ano Cd / (RETURN)

In gisl versions

Plate tnt floppy disk int the drive.
The orientation of the diso vili be that the label on the floppy
tisl sill le natint the nandie on nte diso drive. Alter pia:ine
tne floppy into tiot criv, title the bandit on the floppy drive

Type in the ocnd cpio -idvctv 0 /devlrirsk/DsD (RETLiN)

On tape ve-sion:

hate tht caortidte tace into the tape drive and close the doon.

Type it tne 1ceWano: io -iM D tv ( /dev./tp (RETLEN)
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You sill See the follodins filtrates appal. on the scretn'

Icwn/l inish
/apei/fi lepr/o/dschg/out.AEA ist

Iaapi/fileprolcescibglprc.CTA~i st
/apel /i il eprolcdtchg/prc.ADEA5C I
6 blacks

Type in the following coawan /tiI /pinish (RETLN)

Read the wssage that appears on the sceten and press (RETURN)

The ADEA report aill start running against the COS charge
r kecrs. Whn tie rewopt is cospitte you aill hav to select
either the tape or iloney drine to sto,e the results of the
report. It is irterted fop you to use the original wedia for
storing the resuits of the reort. If you errouter an ernri
please anitt doan th errr wssage. I you press (BREAK) or

(DELETE) at any tise during the loading or eecution of this
repent you will haue to rtstart the pwrcturt or tywirs
Itep/tinish (RETiRN) at the proePt.

fiten you ave stlected the tape or flowpy yU will See the
cesaue Fresare to use tie (tape or Iloppyl and press RETURN.
If the save oi the recrt tails. you sill be asked to select the
teiia again. jelect tre etia and p;ae a ,es tate or floppy into

inr triu. isner sz:ecestui cowtieici c' ire savr rrwur t-e

cae on iioppy inos te oinve anu retvr- it to i roy's or. ie

Dn lt systews

0
!&:e the floppy into trite 4: ai Close nc tour.

Go to the Cit prept

Type the iolloging coasarn cd \ (RETURN)

Type the tollosinS coawand: a'install (RETlUN)

Ict sill see the ioluings filenases appear or the screen

A:Ctihii\A9EAIlST .PRC
A:tCDOCtf\ADEA±IST SEJL

3 File(sI Copied

Flease read the aessage on tre screen and press (RET1i\)

The report ill run aainst tre COS chirge data Dase.

Upon czociecion a wc:sagr vii apear on tne screenl pleast read
it and press I-UNTiR).

Tre results of tre resrvt will he. be nia:e onto the hloney
siss. Wren tnis is conpete mauve the iinePy irro the pine and
send it back to Jis roy's office.
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*. '~. U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
. 1201 9<Washington. D.C. 20507

MAY -5 N88

M E M 0 R A N D M

TO District, Area al irectors

FROM James H.
Director
Office of l fra 5Aperations

SUBJECT Submissio y ta for the Age Claims Act

We are completing the preparations to issue notices to Charging
Parties affected by the Age Claims Assistance Act of 1988. As I
previously informed you, we are keeping field offices'
participation at this point to the minimum.

Enclosed is a pre-programmed disk or tape which will download
information from your CDS data base. Specific instructions have
been included.

The data to be collected are all age charges from FY 86 to
April 7, 1988, including charging party's address, date of
filing, date of violation, closure data and last action code.
Once we obtain this basic information, we should be able to
extract from it the names of all those charging parties who may
be entitled to a notice under the Age Claims Act.

You should return the disk by DH1 mail Monday. May 9. Send it tothe attention of Doris Werwie, Office of Program Operations.
Please note, any delays in this area may delay our ability to
meet the law based timeframe (June 2) for issuing notices to the
charging parties.

Once we obtain the names of all those charging parties to whom
we are sending notices, we will provide you with a printout of
those from your own offices. We will also send you further
instructions as necessary.

~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~y
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 2050?

TO John Seal
Management Director

FROM Richard Kashurba, Director X

Information Systems Service -

SUBJECT: CDS Implementation Status (Monthly Feedback) Report

ie ace attaching a current report on the status of CDS imple-

inatation, including the atatus of the National Data Base Reload.

Attachment
cc: James Troy

Jackie Shelton

CDS IrIPLE1IF.ITATIOM STATUS REPORT

(MONTHLY FEEDBACK REPORT)

AS OF MAY 10, 1988

AS OF MAY 10, ALL FIELD OFFICES AND ALL BUT T1W0 FEPA OFFICES HAD
BEEN RELOADED ONTO THE NDB. TESTING OF THE FILTER PROGRAM FOR
MASSACHUSSETTS AND FLORIDA IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE MASSACHUS-
SETTS OFFICE. SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE FOR THE FILTER PROGRAM
REMAINS JUNE 15. AS OF TIAY 9, THE NDB CONTAINED A TOTAL OF
291,809 CHARGES.

DISTRIBUTION OF LDB SYSTEMIC, WORKLOAD AND HEARINGS 396 REPORTS
ItbEFINITELY POSTPONED DUE TO LACK OF FUNDS. COMPARISON OF NDB
396 REPORTS WITH MANUAL 396 REPORTS IS EXPECTED TO BE COMPLETED
BY 5/31.

COMPLETION OF THE LDB PURGE UTILITY REMAINS 6 WEEKS BEHIND THE
SCHEDULED 4/28 COMPLETION DATE. MINIFILE IS SCHEDULED FOR COtl-
PLETION ON 7/9. HERO UPGRADE STATUS IS PENDING, DUE TO LACK OF
FUNDS. INTAKE INTERFACE IS SCHEDULED FOR INSTALLATION AT
LONG-TERM SITES BY 8/15. ALL PLANNED TRAINING IS ON HOLD PENDING
AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS. DISTRIBUTION OF REVISED CDS DOCUMENTATION
(INCLUDING CDS GUIDES FOR HEARINGS AND LEGAL UNITS) HAS BEEN DE-

LAYED 2 WEEKS DUE TO ORA AND DRP DOCUM1ENTATION REQUIREMENTS. IS-
SUANCE OF NEW ORDER 244 IS SCHEDULED FOR END OF JUNE.

CDS HARDWARE UPGRADES FOR FIELD IS SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION BY
END OF AUGUST. FEPA HARDWARE UPGRADES ARE ON HOLD PENDING AVAIL-
ABILITY OF FUNDS, AS IS COMPLETION OF SPECIAL UTILITIES DOCUMEN-
TATION.
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MAY 11 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO: Doris W. Werwie
OPO

FROM: Lynn Bruner
District Director

SUBJECT: Submission of Data for Age Claims Act

This is to advise you that the St. Louis District Office has been
experiencing problems with our computer since January 1, 1988.
Rick Kashurba will be sending a completely new computer to this
office on Friday May 13, 1988 to be delivered by Paul Aubrey.

Because of these problems, I cannot be certain that the data
extracted on your disk for the Age claims Act is reliable. In
fact, our testing of the computer shows that it is dropping
certain fields of information for no apparent reason. In looking
at the data requested on your disk, we find that most of the
charges requested were closed well before the expiration of the
statute of limitations and that several charges are listed which
were deleted from the data base. It is also listing charges
which were transferred from this District and are no longer under
our jurisdiction.

Because the computer has been down for such a long period we are
behind in our input. As a consequence some of our data is
outdated, and once updated, would no longer appear in your data.
In addition, there are certain fields of information missing
altogether, which may be a problem of the computer itself. I
thought you should have this information before you decided to
rely on the list for contacting these people.
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MAY 1 3 i..

MEMORANDUM

TOs John Seal
Management Director

TRHRUs James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operation,4-

FROMs Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Direct t,
Field Management Programs -

SUBJECT: Upgrade of Existent Computer ipment

There are three I}M-XT's assigned to this office. One of the
three XT's is fitted with a 10 megabyte hard drive and 512k ram.
Both of the other XT's have dual floppy drives with only 256k
ram.

This office has an urgent need to develop several analytical and
management modules to assist in our oversight responsibilities
for the western EEOC field offices, We also need enhanced word
processing capabilities without having to go through constant
switching of disksy e.g. data disks, the spelling checker and
thesaurus.

We need both of the dual floppy disk XT's upgraded to hard drive
systems with enhancements as follows,

1. 30mb Hard drives, The hard drives are necessary for
storage of software and maintenance of large data files on-
line. The hard drives also provide the capability to down--
load large data files from the field offices or the national
data base. Further, purchase of 30mb hard drives is more
cost effective than 20mb drives considering that the
additional 10mb only costs approximately $40.00 more per
drive.

2. Quadboards w3k memor. The applications which we need to
run recquire up to 640k to operate. The clock and calendar
are standard with this upgrade.

3. rahices rds Without a graphics card, the only software
whi an use to do graphics or print graphics is Lotus
123. Lotus is too limiting. Several application paCages
that we would like to use require graphics capebilitiee.

4. Lotus 123. Unless -we infringe OD Lotus' copywrite. we need
one copy of the software per hard drive machine. In the
alternative, we would like to acquire 'Surpass". Surpass is
the ,se approximate coat as Lotus. but has sore features.
better graphics and is faster and easier to use. Surpass is
totally compatible with Lotus files.

5. RD8NS. We will be in need of relational database uanag nt
system software. Since R-Rase is the omission mainstay.
we will accept the most recent version. i.e. R-Base for DOS.

ia '73-' *--~~~~~~~~~~~ ... ..._. ___. ............................... _. .. ....___ _ ._ _. ..... ......... __..
ir i-sl _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I.f.X. _. ............. _ ....................... .......... ........... ... ... . _ - ...... _..____ _. __._._ _..__._.___

iz 0lfi. _ _
OFFICIAL FILE COPY ,.'-, t. P.... EEOC 1._ I7
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTLNITY COMMISSION;-
Washington, D.C. 20507 "

MAY 13 198

MEMORANDUM

TO Deborah J. Graham
Director of Communications and Legislative
Affairs

FROM John Seal
Managemern director

SUBJECT FY88 CDS Costs

As a follow-up to yesterday's briefing with the Senate Special

Committee on Aging, I want to confirm with them that the FY88

costs for the Charge Data System will be approximately $600,000

rather than the $810,000 we projected on April 18, 1988. This

reduction was due to the suspension of our national data base

operations with Parklawn for the remainder of the year in order

to save needed FY88 funds. We will resume operations of the

national data base as soon as additional funding is available.

/ _
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lW 20 i

NDRAWU

TO a Jmgs H. Troy, Director
Office Of Program Operattionc

FRn i Jacquelyn J. Shelton, Director
Field maeage-ent Programs -

SUBJECS, oBi-Weekly Activity Report - S uding 5/6/S9
and 5/20/88

X. Pro=. Aetivitte

A. 1leted ae of 5/S/SvS

Responded to a request for Information from the Texa Sunset
Advieory Coission (TSAC) . SSAC requested the numer and
type of receipts and cloeures for Fiscal Tear 1357 in cur
three Texa. district offices. This infornation will be
incorporated into a staff review of the TSAC.

Responded to U Congressionalo, S Chairman Controlled
letters, 3 Charging Party Inquiries and L General
Correpondmnce.

Conferred with William Hale, Erecutive Director, Texte
Coemietion on Human Right. conmerning his dissatiefaction
with aid-year modifications for his agency. Mr. Mae in
still digeatisfied and plans to contact (if he he not
already done so) the OPO Director to voice his coucerns.

Conferred with 8XXCP concerning the need for additional
staff to be place into the Dallac District Office's Systemic
Unit to expedite processing of several major systemic
charges. The acting director promptly effectuated the
transfer of needed pereonnel.

Conducted an on-goine interface with the Office of Audit,
Eaployee Relatioms and the PY direator e office regarding
*ensitive pereonnel matters within the Dallas Distriet
Off ice.

ConsAlted with the LMRD on a number of labor relations
natt e~r, including conferring on several VLPs in the
Albuquerque Area Office and discussions about OPARs and
union representation in general.

Continued to finalize G8-1810 Position Dsebriptions in close
coordination with Pma staff and other appropriate
individuals.

Contacted appropriate field offices about the transfer end
receipt of cases.

Participated in several meetings concerning various a"pcts
of future Case Management Training for diatrict offices.
including the substantive content of instructional
materials, selection of instructors and the training
schedule.

Conferred with the Office of General Counsel on the detail
of n attorney from the Legal Unit to en Adminigtrative Law
Jbfg- position in the Xndianapolis District Office.

Mat with the Director of Personnel Management Services
concerning the withdrawal of personnel authority from the
Dallas District Office because of --e ament probles in
this area.

z, e pleted as of 5/20/8a

Conducted a Quality Review of the Seattle District Office
during the week of May 16-20.

Regponded to 5 Congreusionals. j Chairman Controlled
letters, 1 CSnrging Party Xnquiry and L General
Correspondence Requests.

95-656 0 - 89 - 33
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Provided an interface between headquartors and the Houston
DistrSct Office to install a now Kecal Attorney in an
understudy position to the departing Regional Attorey ia
order to provide a transition period for the appointee to be
briefed on the Legal Unit's litigation program. e.

Participated as an ZOC "dpresentative in the Office of
Personnel Management's (OPM) job fair for Presidential
Management Xnterns (PHXs). Also, a staff member was
involved in the interview process for new HZOC PNXs.

Recinded to the Houston District Office that consolidated
charges against Trailways continue to be investigated and
litigated, as appropriate, by Houston based on consultation
with the Office of Qeneral Counsel. The Houston Office
requested guidance on this matter.

Realigned staff assignusats for the field as a result of a
staff member's resignation to accept a position in the
Baltimore District Office. As of 5/16/88 the field
assignments below are in effects

Ron Crenshaw - Phoenix
Seattle

Everett Crosson - Denver
San Francisco

Defdre Flippen - Houston

Sharon Miller - St. Louis

Boyce Iolan - Chicago
Los Angeles

Oenva Sbiith - Dallas
I Milwaukee

Kermit Wheeler - Indianapolis
San Antonio

Reviewed Position Descriptions for Systemic and DRP
Investigators- for all grade levels. Also, reviewed a
Crediting Plan for CR/TX? Supervisors. Coments ware given
to appropriate staff.

UX. Fndins DecisiOnf/Itters (as of 5/20/S9)

Finalize Mid-Year Reviews for FMP-W district directors.
Xnitial drafts for Seattle and Los Angeles have been
completed. Mid-Year Reviews are being revised in's format
consistent with the OPO Director's instructions.

Finalize Quality Review Trip Reports which are in various
stages of completion. A final draft of the Kansas City
portion of the St. Louis Report is being reviewed by the
PMP-W Director. Xnitial drafts for Houston, Phoenix and the
St. Louis Office have been completed by Program Analysts.
An initial draft of the Deaver Report is near c nletion.

mII. .a Activities (aa of 5/288) -

Finalize closeout reports for FT 1987 PE Agency and TXio
contracts.

Develop a computerized field staff tracking system for

Begin preparation of the Seattle District Office Qualitf
Review Trip Report.

Attend a briefing session on Is Administrative Orievance
System conducted by PMS on June 6, 1988. All FMP- Analysts
are soheduled to attend.

Conduct Quality Reviews in the Chicago and Xndisnvolis
District Offices on June 13-17 and Juna 20-24. respestively.

z FFICIL FILE COI"
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*/ .4. U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

JUN 1 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO Deborah Graham
Director of Communications and Legislative

Affairs

FROM John Sea z & -
Management Director

SUBJECT Senate Special Committee on Aging

Jim Mitchie asked me today if we could produce FY83 and FY84
financial documents for the CSRS. Earlier, it was our under-
standing with him that the Committee would accept any analysis
that had been done to show the CSRS costs so that we would not
have to devote a lot of time to researching financial files. We
provided the only analysis I could find on May 13 to you.

In my conversation with Jim today, I indicated I would find out
how difficult it would be to track down the old financial
documents. We estimate the process would consume 350 - 400 staff
hours for this extensive research. We are willing to do it, but
it will put a real drain on our operations and I think the
Committee should be apprised of the cost.

RECEIVED
Juis 0 1 98
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
me. -OLANs Dosm oCnue

FNO-ADM" CL, REER TO
PER 1-1-4

M E M 0 R A N D U M MAN 10-2
PER 6-2
PER 12-3-1

TO: ____-
Investigator

TERU: Supervisor I
Compliance Manager

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins L DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director f &

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

ALtOF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing, of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact. your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old, if not closed by 9/30/88.
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THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Manager

FROM: Patricia F. Bivin DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing scme difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigjed to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

AL OF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
"300 Days Old, if not closed by 9/30/88.

Ac: M.I.S. Branch

,/2 9 >
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THRU: Supervisor A)

Compliance Manager X&

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. '( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
as ied to you please shw the date reassigned and to whom.

ALXi THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing. of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old, if not closed by 9/30/88.

cot M.I.S. Branch

~ -
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TO: -_:
Investigator

THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Manager God

FROM: Patricia F. Bivin;& DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
as sigeq to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

AL¶E7F THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writino. of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old' if not closed by 9/30/88.

9c: M.I.S. Brach

.. . _ S2Xv/2~~~~~~~~li
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THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Manag

FROM: Patricia F. Bivinsl'' DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director 69P6W

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

AI/ OF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing, of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old" if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc: M.I.S. Bra ch

i14. v/a
++-- r
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TO: - _ .
ilatestigator

THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Manage

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins. '- DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

ALIO dF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing, of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
"300 Days Old" if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc: M.I.S. Branch

, o9e uj,;,A
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THRU: Supervisor dO. J'4
Compliance Manager R..

FROM: Patricia F. Bivinsj DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC '4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

3)ALL OF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
A-must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this

deadline, you must notify me. in writing, of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old' if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc". M.I.S. Branch

5~~~~aAA
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THRU: Supervisor '
Compliance Manager

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins'' DATE:
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES
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June 9, 1988

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

ALAF THESE CASES 4UST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing. of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old' if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc: M.I.S. Branch

.', 2 t
'. .'i .Go Id l
AW6 / ag 9 Sa H
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TO:
-vestigatiE

THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Manager (I

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins v DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please shw the date reassigned and to whom.

ALAF THESE CASES MUST BE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing. of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
"300 Days Old, if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc: M.I.S. Branch

*dt Av /va
i>8~ s G I
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TO:
investigator

THRU: Supervisor
Compliance Ma ager O1

FROM: Patricia F. Bivins DATE: June 9, 1988
District Director i

SUBJECT: Resolution of Old Charges
CLOSURES

It appears that you are experiencing some difficulty, or have
either failed or refused to follow the instructions given
regarding PRIORITY processing of the charges listed on the
attached printout.

Please review the listing and write-in the projected date of
closure (before 9/20/88) then return a copy of the printout to me
your Supervisor and your Compliance Manager by COB June 15, 1988.
If a charge has ALREADY been closed please write-in the closure
date and type of closure. ( i.e. NC 4/30/88) If it is not
assigned to you please show the date reassigned and to whom.

ALI OF THESE CASES MUSTIBE CLOSED BY SEPTEMBER 20, 1988. They
must be given PRIORITY attention. If you cannot meet this
deadline, you must notify me. in writing. of the reasons and of
all efforts taken to appropriately and expeditiously close the
charge. Your notification to me is due no later than July 25,
1988. I will meet with you within the next month to review and
discuss your assignments.

If you need assistance, please contact your supervisor,
Compliance Manager, and me, (in that order), as soon as you
recognize the need.

Please see the attached printout for charges that are or will be
'300 Days Old' if not closed by 9/30/88.

cc: M.I.S. Branch

/ O i / r~%15
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U.', EQUAL. MIPLOYMENT OI'POR{TUNIIY COMIMISSIO)N
Washingin. DI).C. 20507

June 10, 1988

Mr. James Michie
Chief Investigator
Senate Special Committee on Aging
G41 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Jim:

Per your June 7 request, I am sending this letter to
confirm "in writing" the date and reasons the national data base
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's charge data
system was shut down.

EEOC's computer staff was directed on May 4 to suspend
operations on the national data base and began shutdown
procedures immediately thereafter.

Chairman Thomas suspended the national data base because:

. it was not fully meeting the agency's expectations.
Chairman Thomas directed staff to focus efforts on obtaining a
central computer to maintain the national computer base in-house
rather than using an off-site computer mainframe.

. the savings from suspension of the national data base
would provide needed savings for the agency.

The charge data system's local data bases are still being
maintained in our field offices.

Sincerely,

.Ni-tl -i .,_Q a_ /_. _ _.

Deborah J. Grebam
Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs
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National Council of EEOC Locals #216 o AFGE (AFL-CIO)
90 Church St. o Room 1504 D o New York, New York 10007

For Immediate Release: June 23, 1988
Contact: Greg Kenefick (202) 347-7778

Edward A. Watkins (212) 264-7159

EEOC Enforcement To Halt Indefinitely
In the Face of Forced Employee Furlough

All equal employment opportunity enforcement will come to a
halt this summer If Congress fails to block plans by the Reagan
Administration and EEOC Chairman Clarence Thomas to impose an employee
furlough sometime between August 1 and September 30.

The Commission needs approximately $2 million that it does not
have to pay employees for the remainder of fiscal year 1988, according
to Edward A. Watkins, president of the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE) National Council that represents EEOC
employees.

Currently, the Commission's 3,100 employees face 60,000 cases
pending with cases coming In at a rate of 1,500 a week throughout the
system.

The Commission is expected to request that employees
"voluntarily" take leave without pay In what Watkins called a
"ridiculous and foolish move" to avert the furlough.

Watkins explained that employees are now "sweating through
Imposed work speedups and steadily rising caseloads." It's not likely,
he said, that employees are going to line up to sacrifice themselves
to pull the Commission out of this rut.

The union is urging civil rights organizations, other unions
and public interest organizations, including the American Association
of Retired Persons and the National Council of Senior Citizens to-
contact individual members of

Congress and the Senate--especially Sen. John Melcher (D-Mont),
chairman of the Senate special Committee on Aging and Rep. Nell Smith,
chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee and Sen. John
Stennis, chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee--to initiate
action to secure the necessary $2 million in supplemental funds.

Under an agreement between Congress and the Reagan
Administration, supplemental appropriations are generally off limits.
However, Watkins noted, Congress is partly responsible for a 914
million cut in the Initial budget request by the Commission.
"Therefore, Congress needs to reconsider whether civil rights
enforcement is a top priority for the country or just an
afterthought."

"Equal employment enforcement can't take a vacation, it's a
round-the-clock responsibility that is already underfunded and poorly
attended under the current Administration," Watkins declared.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission enforces Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employment
discrimination based on race, sex or national origin; the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, which protects persons 40 years or
older; the Equal Pay Act, and prohibitions against federal sector
discrimination affecting Individuals with handicaps.

I I I
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/7. ' U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

HEMORANDUM July 20, 1988

TO District Directors

PROM : James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operat' ons

SUBJECT: District Directors Memorandum 88-#5

CRITICAL PROGRAM ISSUES:

Hearing on ADEA Charges Before the Senate Aging Committee

Senator Melcher (D-MT) called a two-day oversight hearing as
part of the Senate Aging Committee's continuing investigation
into allegations of EEOC mismanagement of age discrimination
complaints. Chairman Thomas and five District Directors, among
others, testified before the Committee on June 23 and 24. The
following Committee members were present at varying points
throughout the hearing: Senators Melcher (D-MT), Shelby (D-
AL), Heinz (R-PA), Durenburger (R-MN), Chafee (R-RI), Simpson
(R-WY), Grassley (R-IA), Pressler (R-SD), and Wilson (R-CA).
The questions extended far beyond age discrimination to broader
agency issues, including the charge data system (CDS), inventory
build-up, and the results of the Quality of Worklife (QWL)
survey.

Directors of the St. Louis, Birmingham, and Phoenix Districts,
and former Region II Director, Joseph Bennett, were subpoenaed by
the Committee and testified on June 23. Much of the discussion
initiated by Chairman Melcher centered around the Charge Data
System (CDS) and its efficiency and usefulness as a management
tool. Each Director was asked whether his or her age cases fell
through the cracks and, if so, why. Directors were also asked
about their most recent performance ratings and why they
believed they received them. Further, Directors were asked
what progress the agency has made with regard to age cases as a
result of the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance Act (ADCCA) of
1988. Please note that, by now, you should have received
instructions and guidance on the processing of cases as a result
of ADCCA. If you have not, contact Hilda D. Rodriguez at FTS
634-6831.

Two investigators, Levi Morrow (Dallas) and Vanessa Hannah
(Birmingham) also testified. These discussions focused on EEOC
training efforts and the results of the recent AFGE-sponsored
OWL Survey. Questioning by the minority members, conducted
primarily by Senator Heinz, centered on discussion of the
management responsibilities and practices of EEOC District
Directors.

The following-day, -two-General Accounting.Office -(GAO)-employees,.-
'detailed to-'Senator 'Melcher's staff---presentcid tes-'i mony
describing their highly inconclusive analyses of (1) the EEOC
documents recently submitted to the Aging Committee in response
to the Senate subpoena, and (2) effectiveness of the CDS.
District Directors from the Charlotte and Houston District
Offices highlighted their successes with the CDS and EEOC
management practices discussed the previous day.

Chairman Thomas wound up the two-day hearing by reiterating that
District Directors should have the skills and most of the
necessary tools to manage their office caseloads effectively.
The Chairman compared the lapsing of a statute of limitations in
the public and private sectors, noting that in the private sector
such an action would not only cost the responsible party his or
her job, but would also be grounds for revoking a license to
practice law. The Chairman discussed how far this agency has
come with regard to automation and emphasized that the QWL
program was implemented to effectuate positive, constructive
avenues for change within the agency. Chairman Thomas concluded
his testimony by stating that if Congress funded EEOC at the
marginally higher level requested by President Reagan, EEOC could
get on with vigorously enforcing the law.
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Senator Melcher has requested follow-up information and
clarification on- EEOC and FEPA charge/complaint processing,
particularly in the area of age discrimination. The Office of
Program Operations is currently developing responses to these
requests. As you can see, age discrimination continues to be an
important and timely area for discussion and debate. As such,
all of us must be vigilant in our efforts to make definitive
decisions regarding case processing in this area, and document
our efforts.

Case Processing Priorities

The Office of Communications and Legislative Affairs has alerted
me to frequently made statements that erode agency credibility.
As you know, many times when Headquarters and the field respond
to members of Congress, we explain delays in investigating
charges in terms of our backlog and increasing workload.
Sometimes these explanations go further, to state that our
Investigators work on charges in the order that they are filed
with the agency -- that is, first filed, first investigated.
This explanation is incorrect in light of our sensitivity to ADEA
charges approaching the statute of limitations. Also, there is
discretionary authority for District Directors to establish
priorities in processing charges. Please alert your staff to
the fact that it is permissible to state that charges may be
frequently taken out of order to preserve other charging parties'
rights.

Additional OPO Resoonsibilities Action: August 15

On July 5, 1988, Chairman Thomas directed the reorganization of
the Office of Program Services and placed its functions within
the Office of Program-Operations.- The purpose of the
reorganization is to enhance the coordination of training and
assistance in quality improvements across field offices. To
begin our development of a workable training plan for FY 89,
please identify the training needs of your office as you see them
at this point, and submit them to me by August 15. Your report
should state your requested training priorities by district,
area, end local office, and include any additional information
that you may consider necessary to support your request.

Oualitv of Worklife Survey Action: August 1

The Joint National Quality of Work Life (OWL) Committee mailed
you a memorandum, dated May 12, 1988, describing the OWL survey
results and suggestions for using the survey data. Please refer
to this memorandum to make sure that you have clearly followed
its instructions. You should have (1) made the data available
for employee review and, (2) reviewed the results of the survey
with your entire staff. Hake absolutely sure that you have
complied with the instructions to provide the Committee with a
brief report on your efforts in this regard and the results (or
anticipated results) of these efforts. I will be reviewing your
reports; accordingly, if you have not submitted them as yet,
please do so by August 8.

Charge Receipt/Technical Information Unit Action: July 29

It has repeatedly come to my attention - most recently at the
Congressional oversight hearing described above - that Charge
Receipt/Technical Information work is viewed negatively by
Investigators. This attitude results largely from the
perception that the charge receipt function is distinct and
separate from the rest of the investigative process. It is your
responsibility to dispel this false notion and instill in your
staff the mentality that charge receipt is a critical function;
it is the charge and the charging party's affidavit that set the
course of the entire investigation. Accordingly, benefits will
be reaped by carefully managing and developing each case from the
point of charge receipt forward.

Your supervisors should periodically monitor the charge receipt
and counseling process of each Investigator to ensure that the
preliminary investigative functions are being fully met.
Emphasize to your investigators that although a thorough charge
receipt function does not typically take longer than one and a
half hours, longer charge receipt interviews may be necessary,
depending on the case in question. In these instances, if high
oualitv investigative work is being performed, the more lengthy
charge receipt process can only benefit and streamline the
agency's investigative efforts in the long run by obtaining
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critical information early in the investigation, at a time when
the events in question are fresh in the charging party's memory.
Such efforts obviate time-consuming and inefficient information-

Investigators will also feel that their charge receipt assignment
is more meaningful and productive when, where possible, they are
assigned the charges they receive for completion of the
investigative process. Such assignments give the investigator a
'head start' on the investigation and obviate the need for rework
by another investigator. In addition, you should efficiently
utilize staff by assigning to intake only the number of
investigators needed to promptly and adequately respond to
inquiries from the public. The issue is not how time-consuming
the charge receipt process is, but rather how efficiently your
staff utilizes the initial hours of the investigation and how
efficiently you use your staff.

In order to assess the impact of the rotation for the charge
receipt function, we are requesting that the following
information be provided:

o Description of the rotation plan now in effect in-each office
for the charge receipt function;

o List of the total time spent in the charge receipt function
for each employee for the period May 2 through June 30, 1988;

o Copies of all Charge Receipt Time Logs' for the May 2 through
June 30 period. See page 10 of the June 2, 1987 Memorandum on
Reorganization.

Materials should be packaged separately for each office within
the District and forwarded to Hilda D. Rodriguez, Office of the
Director, Office of Program Operations, by COB Friday, July 29.

Moreover, Investigators must continue to enhance their
investigative skills and make accurate determinations at the
point of charge receipt as to whether the charge is minimally
sufficient. Effective time management and case development
depends upon our ability to make accurate assessments upfront on
acceptability of charge. If the charge is not minimally
sufficient, the charge should not be taken. Further, highly
experienced and professional investigators Bav be able to
accurately conclude and explain to potential charging parties'
satisfaction that, although the charge he or she wishes to file
may be minimally sufficient, based upon all the facts there is no
likelihood of ultimately prevailing.

Proposed Chanoes in Processina Federal Complaints

As you know, EEOC recently circulated the proposed 29 CFR Part
1614 regulations to other federal agencies for comment (refer to
the attached preamble to the draft). The proposed regulations
would, among other changes, reduce the number of decisionmaking
levels within agencies, require agencies to reimburse EEOC when
agency investigations are found to be inadequate, and extend the
existing~election of .remedies ,sys;.em-forfiling complaints within
EEOC' or-the Merit System Protection-Board- where appropriate.-

The regulations would also require federal agencies to
investigate, attempt to resolve complaints, and issue notices of
final action within 180 days. After that, complainants could
pursue action in federal court or with the Office of Review and
Appeals (ORA). This would mean that, unlike the present
request-for-hearing system, EEOC would receive the complaint
only once, i.e., after the employing agency issues a final
decision. If the decision is appealed to ORA, the Director of
ORA would make the decision as to whether to refer the case to a
field office for further investigation (whereupon EEOC would be
reimbursed) or to schedule a hearing.

It is anticipated that the new regulations, if implemented, will
promote adherence among federal agencies to the more stringent
standards of processing cases, with the emphasis on more timely,
efficient, and high quality agency investigations. The Offices
of Program Operations and Review and Appeals will jointly develop
systems to effectively determine which cases should be referred
for further investigation by EEOC. However, at this point, I
envision that the Federal Sector staff will assume responsibility
for such investigations.
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We will provide you with more information and guidance, as
necessary.

Reguest From Charging Party that EEOC Process a Charge After the
Onset of an FEPA Investigation

During the Commission meeting of June 7, 1988, it came to my
attention that, on occasions, field offices have refused the
request of a charging party that EEOC assume jurisdiction of a
charge being processed by an FEPA. Commissioner Cherian reported
an egregious instance in which relief for a charging party has
been delayed for a number of years because of our inaction.

Be reminded that where, under the terms of a worksharing
agreement, an FEPA is initially processing a charge and the
charging party requests that EEOC continues the investigation,
EEOC should process the charge whenever we make a determination
that FEPA processing is unsatisfactory. Processing can commence
upon expiration of the statutory deferral period, or sooner, if
the FEPA voluntarily terminates its processing of the charge upon
request.

Contract credit will be given, in such instances, only where the
FMPA has conducted a substantial investigation at the time it
ceases processing of the charge (see EEOC Order 916, Appendix A,
Section 4 I-F).

FEPA Contxacts

We have received an inquiry from a District Office regarding the
payment, during FY 1988, of age charges completed after 18
months of the date of violation.

EEOC Order 916, Appendix C, specifically states that:

...the contracting Agency is required to complete its process
within 18 months of the alleged violation....

Please note that EEOC Order 916 must be strictly followed. It
is incorporated into every EEOC contract. EEOC will, therefore,
not credit FEPAs for age charges that are completed beyond 18
months of the date of violation. Further note that EEOC Order
916 is now being revised.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact
Robert Walker, Director, Program Development and Coordination
Division, on FTS 634-6806.

OTHER PROGRAM ISSUES:

Case Development Training

The pilot session of the Case Development Training will be held
this week in Memphis.. Case Development Training was designed to
reinforce ways in which managers and supervisors can ensure that
EEOC investigations meet the highest standard of quality. We all
agree that quality is achieved by assuring that substantive
evidence is obtained in the most efficient and timely manner
possible.

The Training was initially developed with the intention of
providing uniform training to all our field offices during FY 88
and '89. In light of current budget considerations, we are only
providing four field offices with the training in FY 88. We plan
to complete the training as scheduled in FY 89.

The case management philosophy being conveyed in this course
places increased emphasis on the affirmative role of supervisors
and managers in the management and development of cases. This
means that supervisors and managers must be actively involved at
every step of the investigation, i.e., reading files as they are
being developed and identifying substantive, procedural, or
time-management problems in the investigative process as they
occur, and not when the investigator turns in a file for final
action.
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Whether your office is receiving training at this point or not,
we expect local management to ensure that the first line
supervisors manage for quality and timeliness at each step in the
investigative process. If managers and supervisors are doing
their jobs correctly, rejection and rework of 'completed' files

should not occur.

OPO Telephone Conferences Action: Resuming August 5

We will resume our monthly telephone conferences in August,
through the rest of the fiscal year (refer to the dates listed
below). The program analysts will contact you to verify
telephone numbers for accuracy. Please be aware that the
Regional Attorneys, at their recent conference in Annapolis,
indicated a strong interest in participating in the monthly
conference calls. -While we have no problem with you having
other managers participate, we do expect you to advise us of
additional personnel who will be participating as the conference
begins.

The telephone conferences will be held on the first Friday of
each month, at 2:00 p.m., for the remainder of the fiscal year
(i.e., August 5, September 2, and October 7).

Federal Sector Hearings: Undate

The following data provides a national summary of Hearings
activity for FY'88 to date:

o Hearings requests have decreased by 11.4 percent between the
first and second quarter.

o FY'88 started with 3799 pending cases; 2479 new requests have
been received to date; 2919 cases have been resolved; the
third quarter ended with 3366 pending cases.

o The average closure rate per Administrative Judge is 74.8
percent on a projected annual basis.

o Closures by bench decision continue to increase: 40.7 percent
(416) of the 1023 recommended decisions issued were bench
decisions.

Determinations Review Program: UNdate

The following data provides a national summary of Determinations
Review activity between August, 1, 1987 and June 30, 1988:

o DRP has received 6539 reviews and closed 3063 reviews -- or 47
percent of its caseload -- during this period.

o Of the 3063 total reviews closed, DRP issued 2579 decisions
and closed 484 reviews administratively; productivity is
increasing steadily.

o Of the total 2579 decision issued, 13 District Office
determinations were reversed.

o DRP remanded 187 files to the field.

MANAGEMENT ISSUES:

Managerial Behavior

A Federal District Court recently ruled in the Commission's-favor
in a matter which should be duly noted by all EEOC managers. The
Court's decision supported the Agency's termination of a manager
in a District Office for verbally abusing employees under his
supervision. Testimony revealed that the manager directed
racially and sexually specific epithets and yelled at employees
on several occasions. In addition, employees testified that they
were threatened with loss of their jobs and were subjected to
other verbal abuses over a long period of time.

The trial served to remind us that such conduct is directly
inimical to the purpose, mission, and intent of this Commission
and cannot be tolerated to any degree at any organizational level
within the Agency. You are expected to take prompt and decisive
action any time that you become aware of such behavior in offices
under your jurisdiction. All employees should be advised of the
Commission's concern in this regard.
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STAFFING: Interns. Vacancies and Hiring Freeze

Legal Interns

If you are utilizing the legal intern slot allocated to your
office, be aware that it is a part-time slot. Accordingly, if
you have hired a legal intern on a full-time work schedule in
lieu of another vacant position in the office, you must submit a
request for personnel action to change the work hours.

Vacancies/Hiring Freeze

By now you all should have received Chairman Thomas' memorandum
of July 6 regarding the hiring freeze affecting all field
offices. This is a total freeze on-the hiring of nrofssional
and technical positions. There are no exceptions until further
notice. Please note that clerical positions are not included in
the freeze. Clerical positions are defined as positions with
one-grade intervals that include typing responsibilities.
Clerical positions include the following: Secretaries, Clerk-
Typists, Investigator Assistants, Management Information
Assistants, Personnel Clerks, Legal Clerks, Legal Docket Clerks,
Computer Clerks and Data Transcribers.

Field Management Programs (East and West) are currently compiling
a must-fill list of vacancies for discussion with Chairman
Thomas. Please contact the program analysts with any specific
staffing needs in your office of which they are not already
aware.

In addition to the Chairman's request for staffing charts,
continue submitting weekly staffing reports to Field Management
Programs (East and West). Be sure to list specific vacanciesland
add the reason for the vacancy (e.g., slot never filled,
resignation, retirement, termination/reasons).

Status of 1810 Investigator Series

The implementation of the 1810 Investigator series is well
underway. The series has been approved, the new crediting plans
are being finalized (and will be forwarded to you upon
completion), and the position descriptions have been redrafted to
accurately reflect the duties and responsibilities of the EEOC
Investigator and Supervisory Investigator. Please pay attention
to these carefully drafted position descriptions and make sure
that your supervisors and managers are fully knowledgeable of the
job requirements contained therein.

GPAR Report Action: By July 29

After each time that we have negotiated performance agreements
for bargaining unit employees, some District Directors have
informed us of their desire to have had the opportunity to
provide substantive suggestions to management's proposal. We
will soon develop new proposals for GPAR performance plans and
standardized PMRS plans. The Office of Personnel Management
Services is convening a work group to crystallize management's
thinking in this regard. This group includes three OPO
representatives and will begin their discussion this week.

Realizing that the elements of your agreements will not change
this year, you may wish to have 'before the fact' input into our
proposed GPAR plans. Please review with your management staffs
your experience with GPAR during this rating period and decide
any alternations you would like to make in future performance
plans. Forward your suggestions to Field Management Programs
(East and West) by July 29.

Routing of Correspondence

To minimize confusion over receipt of correspondence between the
field and Headquarters - particularly where a deadline date is
imposed -- please route all Headquarter correspondence to the
appropriate Field management Program Director and/or Program
Analyst unless you are specifically directed to route it to me.
Use a cover memorandum or routing slip to clarify for who the
correspondence is intended.

Must Reading
o Watson Decision v. Fort Worth Bank and Trust (Docket No. 86-

6139 S.Court *866139, June 29, 1988)
o EEOC v. Commercial Office Products (46 FEP 1265)

Attachments
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U.S. EQUAL EMKPOYIMENT OPPORTUNTY COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20507

Iff:MORANDUM August 22, 1988

TO District Directors

FROM James E. Troy, Direc; /
Office of Program Op taiy.s

SUBJECT District Directors m fendum 88-#6

THIRD OUARTER REVIEW

The Office of Program Operations (OPO) has completed its
preliminary review of the charge processing rtatistics through
the third quarter of FY '88. To summarize, EEOC received 47,918
charges during the first three quarters, or 344 more than the
number of charges received during the same period last fiscal
year. EEOC had 44,543 charge receipts to process, or .4 percent
less receipts to process than last year. Approximately 73
percent of the receipts to process were filed under Title VII;
19.4 percent were ADEA receipts to process; .3 percent were EPA,
and the remainder were concurrent charges. The Fair Employment
Practices Agencies (FEPAs) received 39,318 total charges,
representing 45.1 percent of the combined EEOC/FEPA receipts.

E EOC resolved 48,362 charges during the first three quarters, or
28.5 percent more closures then at the end of the third quarter
last fiscal year. The 47.2 percent no cause or no violation rate
represents a drop of 8.1 percent from the FY 87 rate. Two
hundred fifty three of the 1090 cause determinations resulted in
successful conciliations; 431 Presentation Memoranda were
forwarded to the Office of General Counsel, representing an
increase of 24.9 percent over the number forwarded at the end of
the third quarter last year; the rate of negotiated settlements
remained the same as in the second quarter at 6.9 percent; and,
the administrative closure rate has increased by 10 percent over
last year's rate to 37.7 percent.

The agency showed a marked decrease in pending inventory during
tthe third quarter of FY '88. There were 60,120 pending charges
at the end of the third quarter, down from the second quarter
figure of 63,704. The inventory has decreased by 3.0 percent
since the beginning of the fiscal year but remains up 6.6 percent
from a year ago. The percentage of aged inventory increased from
26 percent of the inventory being over 300 days old at the end of
FY '87 to 37.7 percent of the inventory being over 270 days old
at the end of the third quarter of FY '88. This increase, of
course, partially reflects the change in the accountability
standards for aged inventory.

Finally, $46,341,609 in monetary benefits were obtained through
the administrative process during the first three quarters of
FY '88, up 43.9 percent over the amount obtained during the same
period in FY '87.

As we proceed into the fourth quarter of the fiscal year, we have
our work cut out for us. It is unfortunate that, due to
statutory requirements, we are obligated to report on program
activities related to the Age Discrimination Claims Assistance
Act (ADCAA) and the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA)
during this busy period (the reporting requirements are
described below). Nonetheless, it is critical to fully comply
with our statutory obligations and complete our enforcement
activities for this fiscal year according to the standards of
efficiency, quality end professionalism to which this agency
holds itself.

NOTE: Be aware that you are no longer required to submit a
separate quarterly report to the Chairman on your district-wide
activities. Such reports will be requested individually, as
needed by the Chairman.
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CRITICAL PROGRAM ISSUES

Case Management System

As you are aware, the Commission's case management initiative
should be fully implemented in all offices by this time. We have
received the printouts requested in our recent memorandum from
most of the Districts, which indicate to us that; (a) the system
works and, (b) that our investment in the Charlotte training and
follow up visits to some Districts were fruitful. We firmly
believe that an accurate charge tracking system, through CDS, is
the threshold step toward better management of large inventories,
more efficient use of staff resources, and assurance of quality
work products. The importance of our development and
implementation of a sound tracking system cannot be overstated.

Therefore, this is a reminder that implementation of the tracking
system, described and discussed in Charlotte, is not optional.
Field Management Programs has been directed to review and report
steps taken by Districts to fully develop and implement the
system as an integral part of the on-site review process. It is
expected that each office, through CDS, will be able to track and
verify minimum basic charge data, track identified key steps or
outcomes of the investigative process, track pending inventory by
function, unit, and investigator, and track resolutions in
various ways.. .all described during the Charlotte training or on-
site in those Districts visited by headquarters and Charlotte
staff. In addition, each office must be able to produce, on a
periodic basis (monthly at a minimum), the reports identified
during the training and other reports that you deem important to
your daily operation.

te expect this system to serve as an effective and efficient
tool in the management of our overall workload and will be
available to render necessary assistance to ensure its thorough
development and implementation. Our next separate venture is
completion of case development training, which has already been
piloted, throughout the field during the fall.

Aoe Discrimination Claims Assistance Act ACTION: By October 6

In recent weeks, some of you have received correspondence,
forwarded by OPO, from charging parties who received notices
under ADCAA requirements. in response to this correspondence, 6.
you are to take appropriate action as indicated in our June 22,
1988 memorandum, 'Guidance on Processing of ADEA Charges". We
informed charging parties that there would be some future contact
from our field offices. Please ensure that there is follow up to
these inquiries.

ADCAA also requires that we report to Congress three times over a
540 day period on EEOC activities related to the Act. The first
date for this report is October 4, 1988. we have 30 days after
this date to file our report. We are attaching a blank form to
collect field activity information on charges affected by ADCAA
and an example illustrating how the form should be filled out.
This form should simplify your data gathering and our
organizational efforts. The information must be accurate and
complete on charges through September 30, 1988, and received in
this office no later than October 6, 1988. Send the information
to the attention of Hilda Rodriguez.

=imdgtimu Refcxm ard aOrl Act ACTION: September 23

Once again, it is time to update our quarterly report on IRCA.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) must provide Congress with
its second annual report the first week of November, 1988.
Therefore, EEOC must be prepared with the necessary information Al
by the first week of October. Like last year, update your report
on charges related to IRCA as of September 15. This information
is due in OPO by September 23. Send it to the attention of
Rebecca Short.

Be reminded that in recent fiscal quarters, it has been necessary
to call various offices either to get information or to clarify
information. To meet our commitment with GAO, please ensure that
district-wide updated information is sent-to OPO in a complete
and timely manner. Those of you who require information from
your most current rEport should call Rebecca at FTS 634-6831.
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ADEAIEPA Files Received in DRP

As discussed during our conference call of August 5, files are
still being received in the Determinations Review Program (DRP)
with ADEA and/or EPA charges quickly approaching the statute of
limitations due dates. This practice is, of course,
unacceptable, particularly when a field office has had reasonable
time since the filing of the charge to complete the
investigation. If DRP has less than 60 days from the date the
statute runs out to review files, the review may be impractical
if the two years are exceeded. In such cases, charging parties
should be well advised as to the merits of filing with DRP as
compared to filing in court.

Accordingly, it is advisable to make every effort to issue
ADEA/EPA decisions at least 120 days prior. to the expiration of
the two year statute violation date. Also, continue to identify
all ADEA/EPA case files on appeal to DRP by indicating the
appropriate statute in bold print on the cover of the files.

Finally, make absolutely sure that ADEA and EPA caseloads are
managed according to the guidance provided in the January 22,
1988 memorandum so that charges are received in DRP in a timely
manner and charging parties are afforded their full rights under
the review procedures.

ADEA Investigations

It has come to my attention that, in some ADEA investigations,
there is evidence that Charging Parties have been terminated or
not recalled in an effort to prevent them from becoming 100
percent vested in pension benefit plans. As you know, pension
eligibility, including vesting, is an age-related factor that can
be used to discriminate against workers in the protected age
group, often in subtle ways. However, many times the charging
party may not be aware of the vesting status of other employees.
Staff should be reminded to inquire about this possibility in
appropriate situations so that the possibility of discrimination
will not be masked.

OTHER PROGRAM MATTERS

Federal Sector Proarams Data Collection Reauirements
ACTION: Beginning First Quarter of FY '89

In our conference call of August 8 and in a recent memorandum
dated August 17, I informed you that hearings data will be
captured on CDS by the end of this fiscal year. We will no
longer be making use of the computer disc distributed in the last
fiscal year for the purpose of collecting uniform, nationwide
federal sector data. Rather, input all hearings-related data
into CDS.

Among other OPO efforts to set up standard means for enhancing I
quality control over a period of time is the requirement to
submit a copy of each hearings decision -- bench-or otherwise, at
the time the decision is rendered by an Administrative Judge--
to the Office of Federal Sector Programs (FSP), beginning October
1. Effective the first quarter of FY '89, FSP will be conducting
a review of hearings decisions. Please refer to the August 17
and West). A consolidated response will be developed at the
Headquarters level.

Personnel Ceilings

As you are sorely aware, OPO has been directed to reduce field
office personnel ceilings by a total of 318 positions to avoid
more serious corrective measures in the future because of our
anticipated budget allocation for FY '89. The Office of Program
operations and the Office of General Counsel have provided
Chairman Thomas with a report describing these FTE reductions.
We do not anticipate the need for a reduction in force. Although
each of you could persuasively argue for more staff, the
unfortunate reality is that, given current budget limitations, we
cannot survive as an agency if we do not lower personnel ceilings
while still maintaining high quality and efficiency in FY '89.

V-4n ... Ieea Gvrnment Recritment Pronosal
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Chairman Thomas recently testified before the House Civil Service
Subcommittee in support of a proposal by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) for revising recruitment strategies for entry
level positions in the federal government.

Under the proposal, hiring would be based on (1) the results of a
two-part government-administered examination (i.e., job specific
questions and leadership measures), or (2) grade point average
(GPA), or (3) both. Individuals with GPAs higher than an as-yet-
to-be-determined minimum - somewhere between 3.2 and 3.5 on a
4.0 scale - could be hired on the spot. The program is designed
to target college graduates for GS level 5 and 7 positions. The
proposal was publicly released at the same time the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) issued the results of a study entitled,
Attracting Quality Graduates to the Federal Government: a View

of College Recruiting-. The MSPB report concludes that college
graduates are not entering federal service because of
noncompetitive pay, a negative image associated with working for
the federal government, and poor recruitment methods.

Chairman Thomas praised the proposal for offering federal
government managers more of the kind of hiring flexibility that
is currently found only in the private sector. The Chairman
further stated that because managers can seek out qualified
individuals under the program, more women and minorities will be
drawn and recruited to the federal service.

Critics of the proposal argue that the proposal would not aid
minority hiring and would increase nepotism in the government.

Training Report Information ACTION: By September 15

The fiscal year 1988 training information will be entered into a
computerized training data base that will yield individual,
office, and OPO-wide summary data. Use the attached forms to
submit the District Office Training Report no later than
September 15. Submit this information to Lawrence Roziarz,
Deputy Director, Office of Performance Services, Room 340.

District Newsletter

In the District Directors, Memorandum of October, 1987, we
attached a copy of the Charlotte District Office newsletter for
your review end information. Once again, we are attaching a
recent Charlotte newsletter to show you how it has developed in
cooperation with the Charlotte Office staff. Similar methods to
keep employees informed and recognize individual accomplishment
may work well in other offices.

Hirino of New Personnel

We have received questions regarding the hiring of new personnel.
To clarify any confusion, information you have received from the
Directors of Field Management Programs (East and West) advising
you that there will be no hiring actions without specific
approval still stands until further notice. Please note,
however, that positions vacated by Upward Mobility Program
selections may be filled.

Field Office Reference Materials ACTION: August 31

In the April 28 Memorandum, we requested information on library
reference materials that we have not yet received. Currently,
each district, area and local office receives a copy of the Daily A-
Labor Report, CCH Employment Practices Guide, and CCH Compliance // fl
Manual. Further, an average district office receives between 20 b Z
and 60 additional publications (see attached). Carefully review
the publications your office receives and indicate which'& 6
subscriptions can be reduced or eliminated. Please provide the
Field Management Program analysts with feedback on this matter by
Friday, August 31.

INFORMATION FROM THE GENERAL COUNSEL

Procurement Orders
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.,ast week, the General Counsel requested that each Regional
Attorney review every procurement order on litigation support
funds and deobligate any unliquidated balance, as appropriate.
Your Administrative Officer received a copy of the request. Some
of these obligations have been pending resolution for several
months. Ensure that the processing of necessary documents is
completed expeditiously.

Reguest for Information on ABT Freight Services. INC.
ACTION: By August 31

Systemic Litigation Services (SLS) is monitoring a consent decree
on ABT Freiqht Services, also known as Arkansas Best Freight
system. To properly evaluate Respondent's reports, SLS is
requesting your assistance to determine whether there are recent
charges against Respondent.

You are to search your CDS files district-wide for any charges
filed since 1986 against subject Respondent. Please submit, by
August 31, a list of charges by charge number, charging party,
date of filing, bases, issues, and current status.

Send a list of the charges or negative report to the Directors of
Field Management Programs (East and West), to the attention-Ms.
of Ms. Sandra Little, OGC.

ADEA Charoes Against General Electric ACTION: September 16

We have recently received an inquiry from one of our
Commissioners regarding a concern that General Electric might be
engaged in a systemic program of staff reduction that violates
ADEA. In following up on this matter, OGC requests that each of
you review your outstanding, or recently concluded, ADEA
charges, and advise us of any that involve General Electric. The
information should include (1) the number of charges, (2)
specific issues(s) raised, (3) whether the charge(s) is
individual or class, (4) the location of the facility, and (5)
the date(s) of the alleged violation(s).

OGC would also be interested in knowing whether you have any ADEA
lawsuits against General Electric, and, if so, the nature of the
issues.

OGC has promised to draft a preliminary report within 30 days.
Therefore, please submit this information to the Directors of
Field Management Programs (East and West), to the attention of
Dick Freeman, OGC, by September 16.

Must Reading

Recent decision in Anderson v. Montgomery Ward & Co., No. 87-1297
(7th Cir. July 25, 1988). (Attached)

Settlement in Equal Emvlovment Opportunity Commission v. Rome
Corporation, Civil Action No. PN-87-1325. (Attached)

Amicus brief in Miller v. Aluminum Co. of America, 3d Cir. No 88-
3099 (July 22, 1988). (Received by Regional Attorneys)
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August 26, 1988

MEMORANDUH

TO : James H. Troy, Director
Office of Program Operations

FROM : Donald W. Muse, Director
Birmingham District Office_

SUBJECT : District Directors Memorandum *88-6

The. third quarter statistics listed in the second paragraph of

the above memorandum are incorrect in that the aggregate total of

the four charge resolution processes (unsuccessful/Successful

Conciliatons are closures) only total 45,486, not 48,362; also,

the total percentages listed total only 94% rather than 100%.

These incorrect totals skew the following paragraph pertaining to

inventory reduction if the total resolutions are 45,486 rather

than 48,362. -

48362 x 47.2% = 22,826.86 No Cause/No Violation
48362 x 2.253% = 1,090. Cause (not closing codes)
48362 x 6.9% = 3,336.98 Negotiated Settlements
48362 x 37.7 = -18.232.47 Administrative Closures

94.053% - 45,486.
5.95% = 2.877.54 Not accounted-for.

Total 100.003% 48,363.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

MEMORANDU
August 31, 1988

Donald W. Muse Vector
Birmingham Diats 1 Office

FROM James H. Tro4!JT/
Program Dire r

SUBJECT ClarificatioJf District Directors Memorandum *88-6

We have received your memorandum of August 26, 1988, which
provides us with your calculations of third quarter statistics
based on information listed in the second paragraph of the above
cited memorandum.

The third quarter statistics listed in the District Directors
Memorandum are correct. We did not attempt to provide District
Directors with a detailed breakdown of third quarter statistics;
rather, our intentions were to provide Directors with a summary
overview of productivity to date, and a general basis for
comparing productivity between FY'87 and '88. Accordingly, we
did not include two of the charge resolution categories in the
District Directors Memorandum (i.e., Withdrawals with Benefits
and Unsuccessful Conciliations). The aggregate total of 48,362
resolutions listed in the memorandum includes these two
additional categories, which account for the disparity between
the total you arrived at (45,486) and the actual total (48,362).

For your information, a complete breakdown of third quarter
resolutions is provided on the attached page.

Thank you for your interest in EEOC charge processing statistics.
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THIRD QUARTER RESOLUTIONS

CHARGE RESOLUTION CATEGORY NUMBE PERCEN

NO CAUSE/NO VIOLATION 22,815 47.2

NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENTS 3,346 6.9

WITHDRAWALS WITH BENEFITS 2,918 6.0

SUCCESSFUL CONCILIATIONS
1

253 0.5

UNSUCCESSFUL CONCILIATIONS 786 1.6

ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURES 18.244

TOTALS 99.9

The minor disparities between the totals you calculated and the

actual totals are a result of rounding percentages. For example,
to compute the No Cause rate we divided the total number of
resolutions (48,362) into the total number of No Cause cases

reported (22,815) to arrive at .4717546, or 47.2 percent (i.e.,
the percentage listed in the memorandum). Thus, 48,362
multiplied by .4717546 equals 22,814.9, or 22,815, as listed in
the table above. We computed the rest of the percentages in an
identical manner, as follows:

o NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENTS: 3,346 divided by 48,362 = .0691865, or
6.9 percent;

o WITHDRAWALS WITH BENEFITS: 2918 divided by 48,362 = .0603366,
or 6.0 percent;

o SUCCESSFUL CONCILIATIONS: 253 divided by 48,362 = .0052313, or
.5 percent;

O UNSUCCESSFUL CONCILIATIONS: 786 divided by 48,362 = .0162524,
or 1.63 percent;

o ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURES: 18,244 divided by 48,362 = .3772383,

or 37.3 percent.

1 The 1090 cause determination figure cited on p(1) of the
District Directors Memorandum refers to the Probable Cause
Findings data reported in the 396 reports.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20507

September 28, 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Office Directors

FROM: Deborah J. Graham
Director of Commu ications Legislative Affeirs

SUBJECT: Time spent responding to Senate Special Committee on
Aging

To bring our records up to date, please complete the attached
;;me logs fo: y_ ...ff'e They ere to r-f1pnt Rnv time SDent
responding to Senate aging committee requests from June 17
through coB October 7, 1988.
The hearings before the Senate aging committee were on June 23
aP.d .: ^- th-t time EEor hes r.pnnnrmA to fO10w-UD
questions from the hearing, provided information and materials
to committee staff and answered their telephone inquires.
Please log any time you or your staff have spent responding to
any of these inquiries iy identifying the activity, time spent
and the individual(s) involved.

Additionally, six EEOC staff have received subpoenas from the
committee subsequent to the hearing. If you or a member of your
staff received one of the subpoenas,-please note how much time
woas Spent- gathering, and copying the requested-m-ateri-als, as
tl1 -: the a2-unt no t!me thp individual soent before the

committee staff.

Because these were personal subpoenas and much of the subpoenaed
materials deal with personnel records and files, the individuals
subpoenaed should be responsible for keeping copies of all
documents submitted to the committee in their files should a
future request come from the aging committee. Any copies that
were-given to-OCLA at the beginning of this recent round of
subpoenas will be returned to the individual.

Please return the attached time logs to my office by COB October
7, 1988.

If there are any questions, please call me or Marcia Sayer at634-6036.

Attachment

TLme Spent Responding to Congresstonal Inquiries

TNFORMATION WRITTEN OR DATE TIME
REQUESTED IN PERSON PROVIDED SPENT

1CV27~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0~~~~~~~~
95-656! 1027) 0


